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the organization of this General Depletion Committee. We have previously
submitted to you the names of the witnesses selected, as follows:
Hon. Thos. P. Gore, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Col. H. B. Foll, Ardmore, Okla.
J. E. Moorhead, Oil City, Pa.
Ralph E. Davis, PIttsburgh, Pa.
On yesterday Mr. J.E. Moorhead, after a serious illness of only a few hours,
died, and we ask permission to substitute for him the name of George Holbrook. of Wellsville, N. 1., who will present the paper prepared by Mr.
Moorhead.
in addition to tire witnesses appearing in person, we willdesire to submit
certain statements by certain Individuals and associations which may, if permitted, be filedin the record. For your information the associations repre.
seated in the General Depletion Committee, and the names of their representative
.on this committee, are as follows:
Name

Association

Natural Gasoline Association of
America.
0. D. Almen ------------- Osage Oil & Gas Lessees Association
D. T. Andrus ----------- Bradford District Pennsylvania Oil
Producers Association.
Kansas Independent Oil and Gas
Paul R. Bishop ............
Association.
Petroleum AssociaIllinois-Indiana
Frank J.Blaise ..............
tion.
Burdetto Blue....---------- Mid-Continent Oil & Gas AssociaDivision).
tio (Kanwas-Oklaonila
Petrolouin Association of
Russell B. Brown and 1I. Independent
America.
B. Fell
W. J.Brundred ------... Controllonnsylvania OilProducers
Assoclatioa.
F. A. Calvert ----- _------ Oil and Oas Association of Mlchigan.
Arthur M. Campbell and Mid-Contlunct Oil & las Associa.
tion (Loulsiana-Arkonsas Division).
B. A. IHardey.
Louisiana Petrolhwn Asoelation.. .
H. 1j. Carnahan .........
Drilof Ollwoll
Association
Amrlean
A
Warren S. Churchill .......
lg Contractors.
California
Oil and Gas Association...
C. W. Coughlin .---------James E. Allison .--...-..

Address
Box 1569,Tulsa, Okla.
Core of Winona Oil Co., Kennecdy
Ildg, Tulsa, Okla.
Pa.
Falton Bldg., Bradford,
52)Fourth National Bank, Wichita,
Kans.
35 East Wacker Drive, Chicago, I11.
425National Bank of Tulsa, Tulsa,
(kla.
Tulsa, Okla.
Care of Brundrcd Oil Corporation,
Oil City, Pa.
Saginaw, Mich.
Slattery Bldg., Shreveport, La.
Hibornia Bldg., Now Orleans, La.
-107Phlltower Bldg., Tulsa, Okla.

Care of Richfield Oil Cororation,
Richiicld Bldg., LosAn goles, Calif.
American Gas Association (Natural- 171 Union Bank Bldg., Pttabugh,
Ralph I. Davis ----------Pa.
Gas Section).
The Pennsylvania Grade Crude Oil 530 Munsey Bldg., Washington,
Fayette B. Dow-----------D. C.
dacers Association.
930Muusoy ldg WashlngtonD.O.
Jos. E. Keller ------- _--- National Petroleum Association .-----Ohio Pennsylvania Grade Oil Pro- Now Straitsvlle, Ohio.
Philip N. Faine...........
ducera Associatlon.
National Stripper Well Association.
California Stripper Well Assoclatlon. Subway Terminal Bldg., Los
Richard Fenton ...........
Angeles, Calif.
Mid-Continent Oil & Gas Assoeia- P. 0. Box 1(17, Dallas, Tex.
George C. Gibbos ........
division).
ton (Toexas
of Bradley Producing Corpora.
Care
Asso.
011
Producers
State
York
New
.
Holbrook.
George
N Y.
Wellsville,
tion,
clation.
J.C. Hunter and Clarel Mid-Continent Oil & Gas Assoclation. 308Tulsa Bhlg., Tus, Okla.
B. Maopes.
Tri-Stata Petroleum Association for Evansville, Ind.
A. Jarvis- ................
Defense Coordination.
Indolndent Refiners Association of 45A South Spring St., Los Angeles,
C. A. Johnson .............
Calif.
California.
W. A. Locker ........ .Indleptondet Gas Producers Assocla- P. 0. Box 148, Wooster, Ohio.
tion of Ohio.
West 5othSt., Now York City.
50
...
Institute.
Baird H. Markham-...... American Petroleum
Panhandle Producers and Royalty Care of MellroyOil Co., Amarillo
George McGrath ..........
Bldg , Amarillo, Tex.
Owners Association.
D. G. Powell and Howard Oklahoma Stripper Well Association - 711World Bldg., Tulsa, Okla.
Whitehill.
. Care of Sabine Royalty Corporation,
_...
ast Texas Oil Aseociaties
Walter M. Priddy.
Bank Bldg., Tyler To
Peoples
Independent Oil Men of New Mexico. 221 Ward Blg., Artesla, N. Moi.
Keilth F. Quail ..........
Ohio Gas and Oil Mo's Association.. 805Atlas Bidg., Columbus Ohio.
----...
D. T. Ring
Bldg., Fairmont, W. Va.
Jacobs
512
Gas
Natural
(il
and
Virginia
Frdwin Robinson ........ West
Association,
West-Cantral Texas Oil and Gas AoG- Breekenridge, Tex.
.. D. Bandefer, Jr....
elation.
Now Mexico Oil and Gas Association.. Roswell, N. Mox.
H. L. Sawyers .............
Carl H. Scwyn ....... Linka Crude Oil Improvement Ammo. Cyget, Ohio.
elation.

REVENUE
Name
Fred Sohm

...........
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Assoolation

Address

North Texas Oil and Gas Association.

1108 City National Bank Bldg.,
Wichita Falls, Tcx
C, C. Splcer ............... San Joaquin Valley Oil P-'oducers As- Rrepublic Petroleum Co., 811 West
sociation.
7th St., Los Angeles, Calif.
George W. Strawn --------Southern Oklahoans Oiland Gas9
Asso. Adraore, Okla.
elation,
. 3. Sullivan---------- Rocky Mountain Oil and Gas Assoc- Box 00, Casper, Wyo.
ation.
Earl ). Wallace-.......
. Kentucky Oil and Gas Association.... .05 Walton Bldgr.,Lexington, K .
C. P. Watson and W. If. Oil Producers Agency of California.... 1035 Subway 'Terminal Bldg., Los
Gels.
Angeles CalI
Ii. E. Zeller ...............
Western Potroleum Refiners Assoc- Caro of herby
il Co., Wichita,
ation,
Kans.

Very truly yours,

.J. C. HUNTER,
RtUSSE,LL 13. MiOWN,
Cochairtnen.

The CIIAIRMAN. Senator Gore is the first witness listed.
Gore, will you please come aroundV

Senator

STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS P. GORE, OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.,
REPRESENTING MID-CONTINENT OIL & GAS ASSOCIATION AND
INDEPENDENT PETROLEUM ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
The CHAIRMAN. All right, Senator Gore; we will be very glad to
hear from you.
Mr. GonE. Mr. Chairman, my name is Thomas P. Gore. My home
is Oklahoma City, Okla.? and my office address is 525 Union Trust
Building, here in Washington. At present, I am engaged in the
practice of law, for reasons too delicate to mention.
I appear, Mr. Chairman, at the joint request of the Mid-Continent
Oil & Gas Association and the Independent Petroleum Association
of America.
These associations represent the industry at this hearing.
I shall confine my remarks to one issue, and that issue is this; the
present law provides that in the case of mines, oil and gas wells and
timber there shall be a reasonable allowance for depletion and for
depreciation of improvements.
The present percentage depletion, as related to oil and to gas wells,
is 271/2 percent on the gross income from the property, 'in no case to
exceed 50 percent of the net income. That is the present law. The
oil industry urges this committee to retain that law as it is and to
preserve the present policy, which has worked with such marked success.
The Treasury Department urges this committee to repeal that law
and to substitute for percentage depletiolt, what is known as cost
depletion. The oil industry asks you to6 retain the present law. The

Treasury asks you to repeal the present law and revolutionize the
present system.
That is the issue which is here joined. The oil industry regards the
present law, in the present circumstances, as essential to its success
if not to its survival, and the industry regards its survival as essential to the effective production of petroleum and its products and the
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industry regards petroleum and its products as essential to our mode
of life,' as organized at present.
The industry and the Treasury agree upon one point, that petroleum is indispensable. The oil industry does not wish t dispense with
the indispensable.
In the past, the race has gone through what is known as the
Stone Age, the Bronze Age, the Iron Age, and it is hardly too much
tn say that this is the Oil Age, because oil is indispensable to our
industry and social life as constituted at this time. Our civilization is
geared to gasoline. P'etroleuin and its products are indispensable to
our civilian life to the arts of peace, and indispensable to the arts
of war. Petroleum is indispensable to the prosecution of war. You
cannot wage mechanized war without it; you cannot win mechanized
war without it. It is an old military proverb that God Almighty
is on the side that has the heaviest artillery. Napoh on said that
God is on the side that has the last reserves. That might be para-phrased to say that the God of battle is on the side that has the
largest oil reserves, and I have no doubt that the Germans and the
Japanese fear the triumph of those who have the largest, oil reserves.
Japan has been pouring out blood and treasure without stint to
conquer the oil fields of the Far Erast. She has captured the oil fields
of Burma and the Indies; she bas paid the blood price. Germany
is waging war to conquer the oil fields of the Near East. She is
now making a desperate effort to capture the oil fields of Ihe Caucasus.
She is not haggling about the price of what she needs to win; Hitler
is not haggling about the price of the indispensable.
I have here a copy of Collier's magazine, an article by Secretary
Ickes. It indicates the location of the oil fields of the world and
indicates the desperate struggle now waging to control those oil
reserves.
Mr. Chairman, we are in a fortunate position with. reference to
these oil reserves. Nature has favored our land and it is not necessary for us to make the struggle that our enemies are making in
order to conquer the oil fields of the world.
What is proposed? What is the point in this controversy? The
Treasury Department says that if you appeal the present law and
abolish the percentage depletion, it would save, insofar at the oil and
gas wells ax'e concerned, $80,000,000 a year.
Think of it! $80,000,000 a year! Enough to run this war for
a little more than one-half a day; enough to run this "var for about
13 hours and 13 minutes, I will say.
Now it is pr oposed to abolish the system in order to obtain $80,000,000. It is proposed to abolish a system which has secured to us a
current supply in excess of current demands and reasonable reserves
0
for the future.
Now, Mr. Chairman, I speak for those who are producing petroleum,
all those who have their time, talent, money, and labor devoted to
that industry. But I speak not for the producer alone, I speak for
the consider of oil, for Without the producer the consumer would go
unprovided for.
I speak for the 30,000.000 that own automobiles, whether rationed
or not; I speak for ,all those who, use petroleum, either on the farm
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or in the factory, as a source of power without which their present

industry could not continue as it has in the past.

Now, then, I cannot say, while I speak for the producer and coin-

sumer in a way, it does not lie in my mouth, as I say, that I speak
for the Army, the Navy, and the Air Corps. I cannot say that I speak
for our embattled forces wherever the four winds blow. I cannot
say that I speak for those who go down to the sea in ships, or for
those who outstrip the eagle in its flight. I cannot say that I speak
for those who are today defending our far-flung battlements, and who
are fighting our battles out upon the rim of the world.
Mr. Chairman, this committee speaks for them. Tbat is your duty.
They are your charge, The Constitution of the United States has
committed their interest to Congress and not to the Department of
the Treasury. Congress alone, Congress and Congress alone, is vested
with the power to provide for the common defense, the power to
declare war, the power to raise and support armies the power to
provide and maintain navies, the power to lay and collect taxes
to pay the debts and provide for the common defense and general
welfare of the United States.
Congress and Congress alone is charged with the duty of raising
revenue to provide for the common defense, and for the general welfare, and I believe that the cause which I now present to you is
essentially alike to the common defense and to the general welfare.
The oil industry asks you to maintain the present status. Now,
when the Treasury Department asks you to change the existing
status and to supersede a system that has worked %withsignal success, the burden of proof devolves upon them to convince you that the
change is not only'desirable, but that the change is necessary. In
order to meet that task and to bear that burden yeu would assume
that the Treasury Department would undertake to demonstrate that
the present system has not succeeded, that the present system has
failed, that it has not provided an adequate supply of oil for current
needs and has not provided a reasonable reserve for the future before
they ask you to change a system which was designed to bring about
those results, and which ha; brought about those results.
The Treasury Department undertakes no such task as that. On
the other hand, the only complaint, as I can make it out, is that the
present system has worked too well. It has worked so well that it
has ceased to be necessary. It has worked so well in the past that it
is not needed for tho future.
That would remind one of the captain of a ship who would undertake to change the rudder of his vessel in the midst of a storm, to
change the keel of his ship in the midst of a storm, not because the
keel was not strong or sound and safe, hut because the keel was
better than was necessary, and it was a ,waste to use a better keel than
necessity demanded. Now, that is the argument of the Department
of the Tireasury, and they ask you to change this system which has
provided us with an ample supply for the present and reason.tble
reserves for the future.
For what? The Secretary of the Treasury says for $200,000,C'0)
under these proposed rates. A s I said, $200,000,000 would run the
war for about 1 day and 9 hours, anl for that, for the mere dust in
76003--42----2
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the balances, they undertake and they ask you to abandon a system
which has provided security for the present'and will provide security
for the future.
There is one statement in Secretary Ickes' article, one sentence
which I call to your attention. lie says the future of the world
depends upon the control of petroleum reserves, and he says America
needs oil statesmanship today.
America needs oil statesmanship today. Upon that we will all
agree. I believe that America has oil statesmanship today. I know
America had oil statesmanship in the past, and I believe America has
oil statesmanship this lay as well as then.
I need not tell this committee that from time to time Congress has
been subjected to more or less criticism in days gone by, and I need
not tell this committee that in my view, much of that criticism was
undeserved, most of that criticism was undeserved. Congress has
been subjected to much criticism that was undeserved, and it has not
always received the credit to which it was entitled, and I come now to
a concrete case, at least judged by the lights of the Treasury, and I
shall undertake to show that the policy of this Congress and this
Government with reference to oil reserves and oil production, as a
measure deliberately adopted to accomplish a given end, no measure
in all the history o Congress has better answered the hopes of those
who enacted it.
Mr. Chairman, it happens that, as a member of this committee, I
offered the amendment to the Revenue Act in 1918 which laid' the
foundation of our present depletion policy. I claim no special
credit for that. The credit was shared by the committee and by the
Congress. It happens that I know the reason why that amendment
and that measure was adopted- I know what it was designed to accomplish; and I know how well it has answered the hopes of those
who passed it.
at was the situation then? That amendment was offered as a
war measure. We were then in the toils of World War No. 1. That
war was, in part, mechanized, but nothing in comparison with the
present.
Petroleum was indispensable to our success, and our production
was running 60.000 barrels a day behind our consumption. The supply was 60,000 barrels a day less than the demands of war. The price
of crude oil was $2.19 and our oil reserves were' sufficient for about
14 years in the future. That was the condition which we confronted
then, and it was a condition and not a theory which confronted us.
We needed more oil then and in the future and in order to insure
the future, the amendment which I proposed was adopted, an amendment basing depletion upon the discovery vlue. That measure has
been in operation now about a quarter of a century, and changed, in
the meantime, top.ercentage depletion, as shall show.
What is the situation today, Mr. Chairman? Our daily production
is now three times as large as it was in 1918. Our daily potential
production is in excess of our daily demands. The excess of current
production to current needs is substantial. Today we are roducing
4,000,000 barrels of oil per day. Today the average price opcrude oil
is $1.13 instead of $2.29 and today our reserves are three times as
large as they were when that measure was adopted. Then less than
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7,000,000,000 and now more than 19,000,000,000 barrels in our known
reserves. What that measure was designed to accomplish has been
accomplished. Congress adopted that measure as a means to an end,
and that end has been achieved.
What I say the Senator from Rhode Island-if he is present-is
he present ?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. GonE. The Senator from Rhode Island can bear witness to
what I say. He is the only member of this committee today who was
a member of that committee then. His fingerprints are on that
legislation. He shares the credit of its enactment. Mr. Chairman, I
am the only other man now living who was a member of that committee then. The rest have all gone their way, but their wisdom was
sufficient unto their day. More than that,- their wisdom and their
foresight was sufficient unto this day. That legislation stands now as
a monument to their memory and to their statesmanship.
May I not say in passing that it was 25 years ago-and may I not
say in passing that a quarter of a century hence, wen others shall sit
in these places and someone shall stand where I now stand commenting upon your labors as I comment upon theirs, I hope it may
be said of you, as I say of them, that your statesmanship was sufficient unto your day and your generation.
But the Secretary of the '1 reasury says that it certainly cannot be
contended that this depletion allowance contributed to exploration
or discovery. Ile says there are grave doubts as to whether it made
any substantial contribution to the discovery of oil. In other words,
Daniel comes to judgment and says all this might have happened anyway, that Congress had no foresight and deserves no credit.
Mr. Chairman, it would never be possible for Congress to earn any
credit for any measure if, after its measure-has achieved the intended
results, and some Daniel, as I say, comes to judgment and says, "The
thing would have occurred anyway."
O course, nobody can tell what would have happened if what did
happen had not happened.
the Secretary's argument reminds me of the complacent father who
was telling his little 7-year-old girl that if he had never met and
married her mother she would never have been born. The little girl
casually said, "That would not make any difference, .mother could
have married somebody else anyway."
That is what the Secretary's argument comes to.
Gentlemen, we are not forced to rely upon arguments of this sort.
I think we have two concrete cases which demonstrate the efficacy of
this legislation. Gentlemen, when that measure was passed in the act
of 1918 the annual production of oil in Pennsylvania was 7,000,000
barrels. Soon after that the curve of production began to rise, and
today Pennsylvania is producing 20,000,000 barrels of oil a year.
When that measure passed western New York was producing 600,000
barrels of oil a year, and today western New York is producing
4,000,000 a year. I know these quantities seem small, and they are, in
a way, but these oils are extremely valuable on account of their large
lubricating content.
Your
from that
oilthere
is 20 istoone
22 percent,
only
4 oryield
5 percent.
Now
concrete while
proof.western oils yield
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I think another can be found in this circumstance: The act of 1918
established depletion on the discovery basis. The act of 1926 substituted percentage depletion for discovery and depletion, insofar as oil
and gas well were concerned, but Congress did not make the shift to
metals, minerals, copper, iron, and the like until the act of 1932, and
then instead of placing upon ininerals, a percentage depletion of 27/2
percent it limited depletion to 15 percent.
What has been the result? I wilt not say we are in desperate straits,
but we are in urgent need of cooper and in all other metals essential
to our war effort. If the depletion allowance for copper had been as
high as 271i_ percent I doubt not it would have stimulated the discovery of other mines and increased the copper production.
Congress applied the proper principle, but did not make a sufficient
allowance.
What is the situation with reference to copper today? The Goverminent is paying the col)per companies 12 cents a l)ound for their
respective fixed quotas, and the Government is paying the copper
companies a premium of 0 cents a pound for every pound of copper
which they produced over and above their appointed quota, and yet,
in the midst of this war, the Department of the Treasury asks you
to abandon the percentage allowance, not only with reference to copper
and the other metals, but with reference to petroleum itself.
Mr. Chmirman, sometimes it is possible to profit by the experience
of others. What does Canada do in this respect? Caniada has granted
a percentage depletion allowance of 30 percent. It is now 33 percent,
to he exact. The basis is different but the principle, the motive, the
object, are the same. Indeed, Canada has gone one ste) further, and
in the case of dividends declared by companies entitled to the depletion allowance, Canada grants allowances of 10 percent to the stockholder who enjoys the dividend as a payment in the way of return
of capital.
We have sent missions to Canada to study her price regulations
and other measures, and there she has set an example which we may
well observe, because it was our good fortune to set the example in
the first instance.
Now these are long-time policies, Mr. Chairman. The amendment
adopted during, the World War did not accomplish this result at
once. The price of oil continued to advance until it reached $3.50
a barrel. Then came the crash of 1920 and 1921, and speculative
businesses, like the oil business, must necessarily be-were the worst
and the first sufferers in the depression.
The price of gasoline advanced for a time.
I have here an extract from a report made by a subcommittee o"
tie Senate Committee on Manufacturers, the chairman of which was
then the former Senator La Follette.
This policy, as I say, on account of the depression and for other
causes, eing a long-range policy, had not gotten into full swing
and operation, and in this report the La Fiollette committee said
that if the present tendency continues, in 10 years the United States
will be importing one-half of its petroleum from foreign countries.
One-half ! Today.our imports are negligible.
"Tho report went further and sai(1.th .t if large oil companies were
permitted to manipulate the sitlitti6,-the people of the United States
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must be prepared to pay as much as a dollar a gallon for gasoline.
A. dollar a gallon , Now that was an investigation made in 1922,
after the depression when the price of gasolinehad gone up. That
situation has been changed an( our current supply exceeds our cur.
rent demand and our known reserves are ample for the immediate
future.
There is one remark here I wish to address your attention to. Senator La Follette said, "A few oil concerns were permitted to manipulate the oil business and oil prices." Some people imagine that
for or five large integrated oil concerns dominate the oil business
and dictate oil prices. There are several large integrated concerns
which exercise an influence in proportion to their size and their activity. It cannot be otherwise, but, Mr. Chairman, the oil business
today is a competitive business. I have here the statistics from the
Bureau of Internal Revenue for the year 1939.
For that year there were 5,206 concerns engaged in the production,
or in the effort to produce oil and gas.-5,206 concerns engaged in the
industry. Of those 1,656 showed a net return, a net income, whereas
2,982 showed no net income but it shows how sanguine the business is.
Those figures do not quite check, as the Bureau said, on account of
certain inactive concerns. The business is not monopolized.
Mr. Chairman, I -wish to take time out for a moment and tell the
committee what this is all about. I do it rather for the record than
for the members of the committee, because what I shall say shall be
elementary.
Now the law provides for reasonable allowances for depletion and
for depreciation of improvements in respect to oil, gas, and mines.
Now what do those terms mean? They are confusing to the layman. I will begin by pointing out the distinction between the two.
Depreciation relates to those things which are made by human
hands, to things which are manufactured and which wear out by
use, and which can be replaced when worn out. The law wisely
allows a depreciation for ordinary wear and tear, so when a business
concern wears out its tools and machinery it has a fund with which
to make purchases and replace them and proceed with its business.
Now depletion does not relate to things made with human hands.
Depletion relates to natural resources, to resources which are exhausted, which are removed from the ground and which can never
be replaced. When once removed, they are removed forever.
But, Mr. Chairman, the owner of an oil or gas well, or mine, when
lie removes his commodity from the around, he has diminished his
capital. Every ton of coal and every barrel of oil removed from the
ground diminishes the owner's capital to that extent. The day comes
when his reserves are entirely exhausted and when, if he is to contiue in business, lie must go out and by exploration and operation,
discover new sources of oil, gas, or copper.
Now the Government has wisely provided for a depletion in such
cases in order to replace the capital as it is removed from the ground
so that when one mine or one well is exhausted the owner can, and
perhaps in the meantime has, by exploration and otherwise made
provision to acquire other oil territory, other mines, and to proceed
with his business.
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That is not any more important to the people engaged in the business than it is to the general public whom they serve, and who must
be served with these indispensable commodities. It is a wise public
policy.
Now there are different kinds of depletion. On the basis of cost,
on the basis of discovery value or fair market value, and on a percentage basis. We have tried tiem all.
Now to illustrate the cost basis, I can take a simple example. It
is not quite parallel, but it illustrates the point.
Take a shoe merchant in this town who buys and sells 100,000 pairs
of shoes a year. He pays $5 a pair on the average and sells them for
$8. At the end of the year he has sold shoes costing him $500,000 for
which he has received $800,000. That must be said to be his gross
income, but hisgross profits were $300,000. From that you subtract
his expenses and arrive at his net income, and upon that you levy a
tax. No one would levy a tax on the $500,000 which wvas merely
replacing the capital with which he bought the shoes.
Congress had no disposition to do that and Congress has no power
to do that. Even a direct tax on land must be made in accordance
with the rule of apportionment.
We tried the cost depletion, in a way, in the act of 1916. Oil
companies were allowed to deplete on the basis of cost, in a way. If
in that venturesome business a man paid $1,000 for a lease and bought
in oil property worth $100,000, he was allowed to deplete on the basis
of $100,000.
But this thing happened, which I set up as a red light warning
against rushing through an open drawbridge. The act of 1917 came
along and levied a graduated excess-profits tax.
There were five brackets, I believe, and the highest bracket, over
33 percent profit on invested capital, the tax was 60 percent. Tihe
concern was allowed to deplete on the basis of $1,000.
Those little concerns, wildcat concerns, had very little invested
capital, and when they had to pay 60 percent on all their profits over
33
1,, percent it practically prostrated many, many oil companies then
engaged in the business and indispensable to its continuance.
The act of 1918 remedied that defect.
Mr. Chairman, wise taxation, scientific and just taxation, takes into
account the character of the business to be taxed the character and
characteristics of the subject to be taxed. It would be as unsound to
tax things that are unalike as if they were alike, as it would be to tax
things that are alike, as if they were unalike.
T oil business is the most capricious, the most uncertain. The oil
business is little more than an organized risk. It is an organized
hazard. Every well that is drilled involves a risk.
Now that mist be taken into account when you come to tax the oil
industry, and that explains the action and wisdom of the action on
the part of Congress.
There is only one way that this business can he carried on, and that
is by wildcatters, the explorers getting out in advance, exploring new
territory and bringing in new fields, taking a chance, running a risk,
and sooner or later bringing in a discovery well.
Mr. Chairman, in the United States last year there were 3,113 wildcat wells drilled. That was in new territory. Of that number 486
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produced oil. There were 2,700 dry holes, all of which cost perhaps
$20 000 or more apiece, and some a quarter of a million.
Row you cannot run this as if it were a conservative business like
the shoe factory or the shoe merchant. You have got to take that fact
into account.
And, Mr. Chairman, those 486 wells had to pay out their own cost
before they ever paid a dollar of net profit to the owner and they
had to share a part of the losses on those 2,700 dry holes. You cannot
insure today against a dry hole, Mr. Chairman.
The oil business, drilliAg dry holes which are indispensable, must
charge the expense of the dry holes against the wells that produce.
I will give you two classic illustrations. Governor Marland of my
State went to Oklahoma in the early days and obtained 20 leases from
the State on school lands contracted to drill a test well on each tract,
drilled 19 dry holes on the first 19 tracts at a cost of a half million
dollars. The twentieth well produced. There was no depletion
allowance and the $500,000 was a total loss. With the depletion allowance, when he discovered the final well, he would have received some
compensation for the risk he had taken and for the losses he had
sustained. Grant Stebbins, another promoter, drilled 27 holes before
he brought in a producing well. Now, of all the wells drilled, onefourth are dry, one-fourth never pay out, or only pay out, and the
other one-half must pay the expenses not only of their own discovery
and drilling, but in the long run, must bear the expense of the other
half that were drilled and never paid out.
That is what this depletion allowance is all about. That is the
character of the oil business. That is the only way it can be maintained. The producing wells must pay for the bad wells, and Congress, in its wisdom, has made some provision to cover that contingency.
N ow it is like this: Take a tobacco farm doin here in Virginia
that has been producing tobacco for 300 years; we will say it is a
100-acre farm that had been take care of. It produces as much
tobacco today as it did 300 years ago. The owner has his capital
invested in the farm. le is content with a reasonable annual return
on that investment. That farm will p reduce as much tobacco 100
years from now as it does today, and the owner will be content with
a reasonable return on his invested capital.
Let us assume that an oil well was brought in in Virginia, and
let us assume that it was on the adjoining tract, and it came in a
fair producer.
Now, the owner of that well-udged by certain standards worked
out in Oklahoma, it would be a free-flowing well--the owner during
the first year of that well's life, would get 63 percent of all the oil it
would ever produce.
The second year lie would get 20 percent of the total output, the
third year 12 percent, and the remaining 5 percent would be -pread
over the remaining years of its existence.
In 20 or 25 years that oil well would be a memory or a tradition.
Now, then, no owner of an oil well ever gets $1 of net profit until
the entire expense of the well has been returned to hin. Not $1.
The well, I say, must pay for its own birth, and it must pay the funeral
expenses of those that were brought in dead.
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That is the experience of this business, and it cannot be run any
other way.
One object of this legislation is to maintain the birth-rate, to insure
that a sufficient number of new wells are brought in from time to
time, discovery, and other wells. On the other hand, one of the main
objects is to preserve and prolong the life of these wells. Every well,
no matter how deep, becomes a stripper well, that is, a well that produces from, say, 3 or 4 barrels a day down to 3 or 4 gallons a day.
Some of the'stripper wells in Pennsylvania, which have suich a high
lubricating oil content, are operated although the yield is only 3 or 4
gallons a day.
Mr. Chairman, we have in this country today 400,000 oil wells.
You will be surprised when I tell you the average production of those
wells is less than 10 barrels a day apiece. Three hundred thousand of
those wells are either marginal or stripper wells. That is, the return
upon the oil, the value of the oil only exceeds the expense of operation
in a very, very slight measure. When it costs more to lift the oil out
of the well than the oil will bring, the well is abandoned.
This percentage depletion makes it possible to kee) the little wells
alive. You say, "Well, what of it? They only bring in a few gallons,
or a few barrels a day."
Mr. Chairman, that is true, but those 300,000 marginal or stripper
wells produce a million barrels of oil a day. They produce one-fourth
of our entire output. Shall we abandon them and lose that daily production?
Mr. Chairman, that is not the worst of it. When you abandon those
wells, as a rule, you abandon those fields where they have been drilled,
and those 300,000 wells represent one-third of our entire oil reserves.
Of all our 19,000,000,000 of reserves, one-third would be largely lost
if you closed down those stripper wells, and when you shut down those
wells, they go to water and all the king's horses and all the king's men
can never restore one drop of oil to production.
That is what you face when you abandon this policy.
The CHAInMAN. Senator Gore, you have had practically an hour
and we have a large number'of witnesses on this one question.
Mr. Gonu. Yes, sir. I will make one more point, Mr. Chairman,
and that is in regard to the taxation of the oil business. I appreciate the necessity for taxes, and the oil business is not shrinking
from its burden. It is willing to bear its share of taxes, increased
taxes, willing to bear the 45 percent on its earnings or income. It
iswilling to bear 90 percent on excess profits, if that be the pleasure
of the Congress, but Mr. Chairman, the oil business rates as the third
largest business in this country. It owns one-twentieth of our national wealth; it enjoys one-thirty-third of our national income; and
the oil business pays one-tenth of all our taxes levied by the National Government, the State, and local Governments combined. Including school districts, there are 175,000 taxing units in the United
States and the oil industry and its products pay one-tenth of all the
taxes paid, or $1,800,000.000 a year.
Gasoline alone pays $1,300,000,000 a year.
The total value of all the crude oil produced in this country each
year is $1.585,000,000 and the industry and its products pay $1,800,000,000 of taxes.
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Of course the added value by processing enables them to bear the
burden.
Now just one further word: The Secretary estimates that $200,000,000 will be saved to the Treasury by abolishing the depletion
allowance and other allowances. I think, Mr. Chairman, that the
Secretary has viewed too small an arc in the circle of events. He has
mistaken the part for the whole.
Now taking $200,000,000, one-third of that would be $66,000,000,
but the part chargeable to percentage depletion would be about twothirds of that. Now when he says he can take that money and drill
as many wells, 3,100 wells in a year, he overlooks the expense of
exploring and determining the location, which costs thousands and
thousamls of dollars, sometimes on a single location. He overlooks
the expense of exploring perhaps twice as many locations which were
never drilled out, and he overlooks the fact that while 3,100 wildcat
wells were drilled, nearly all of which were dry, more than 4,000 wells
were drilled on proven or semi-proven territory, edge wells which
turned out to be dry and unproductive.
With this allowance, he will have to drill all the wells, wildcat
wells and other wells, in order to maintain this industry at its
present production.
Now, Mr. Chairman, you can repeal this law and say we will save
$200,000,0G0 to the Treasury, or you can allow it to stand and can
assure a reasonable supply of oil for the present and future. You can
have either one or the other. You can have the $200,000,000 or you
can have an assured supply of oil. Take you choice. You cannot
have both.
,, I do not speak for my sponsors, I speak for myself alone when I
say that if you gentlemen feel certain that you can abandon this
present policy and substitute cost depletion in its stead and at the
same time you can have the same assurance of a sufficient supply
of oil for the present and for the future; then I say strike it out,
but unless you feel certain of that, (lon't cut the pound of flesh nearest
the heart.
Don't bet the success of the future against $200,000,000.
I thank you.
Senator BARLEY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask Senator Gore
a question, which he can comment on in a sentence or two. The complaint which has been made by the Treasury in regard
to this depletion allowance affects largely oil and gas V
Mr. Goni. Yes.
Senator BARKLEY. Not the minerals?

Mr. Gom. Not so much.
Senator BARKLEY. The minerals are about 15 percent as compared
to 271/2 percent for'the oil and gas wells. What is your view as to
the merits of the difference between the depletion allowances in oil
and gas and in mineralsI
Mr. GonE. My judgment is-and I do not speak as an expert, of
course-I think that this committee ought to increase the percentage
depletion on copper in this legislation, notwithstanding the arrangements the Government has made to pay a premium to the copper
concerns of 6 cents a pound. I think it would stimulate production.
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I think it is essential in either case, and this depletion allowance
as to mines covers all these rare minerals, that we are searching the
earth to discover.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to reserve the right to submit a supplemental statement in further answer to Senator Barkley's question, giving an historic background to the schedule of percentage
allowances. These percentages were not fixed ad capitandum. The
were the result of several investigations, both official and unofficial
One of the investigations indicated that the discovery depletion allowance on behalf of metals in a period of 5 years amounted to a little
more than 17 percent of the smelter return, which was the gross selling
price of the ore. But when Congress substituted percentage delletion, in the case of mines, it fixed the percentage at 15, which time
has proved was too little. Fortunately the percentage allowance on
behalf of oil and gas was neither too little nor too late.
(The supplemental statement referred to is as follows:)
STI'PLEMENTAT. STAEMiNT OF ION. THOMAS P. Goi,

OKLAHOMA 6ITY, OKLA.

The official Investigations referred to led to the conclusion that an allowance
for depletion of 271/2 percent of gross income from an oil or gas property, if limited to 50 percent of the net income from property, would accomplish an equitable
result. In a study made by the Bureau of Internal Revenne while the RXvenue
Act of 1926 was under consideration, covering the tax returns of 50 representative producers of oil, it was found that under the depletion provisions of the
Revenue Acts of 1918 and 1921, which were based upon discovery value, the
depletion allowances to these representative producers for the 5-year period
1918 to 1923 amounted to 46.83 percent of their gross income. When percentage
depletion was considered and adopted by Congress In 1926, It was with tile full
acquiescence of the Treasury Department and the only question for decision was
the one of rate. In view of the aforementioned study, *is well as other studies
made by governmental agencies and also by the oil industry itself, the Senate
fixed a rate of 30 percent of gross income. In conference with the House, the
rate was fixed at 271/,j percent of gross income with the following explanation
(see amendment No. 6 on pp. 31-32 of the conference committee report-H. Rept
No. 356, 69th Cong., 1st sess.) :
The administration of the discovery provision of existing law in the case
of oil and gas wells has been very difficult because of the discovery valuation
that had to be made in the case of each discovered well. In the interest of
simplicity and certainty in administration the Senate amendment provides
that in the case of oil and gas wells the allowance for depletion shall be 30
percent of the gross income from the property during the taxable year. The
provision of existing law limiting thisamount to an amount not in excess
to 50 percent of the net Income of the taxpayer from the property is retained.
"The House recedes with an amendment providing that the depletion deduction based upon gross Income in the case of an oil and gas well shall be 27
percent of that income instead of 30 percent, * * *"
Subsequent to the enactmlent of the Revenl e Act of 1926, the Division of
Investigation of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation made a
comparative study with regard to the results arising under percentage depletion
and under discovery value depletion. Since the provisions of tie 1926 Revenue
Act were retroactive to the year 1925, this was the last opportunity to malke
such a study and, accordingly, a comprehensive report covering the year 1925
was prepared for the Joint committee. Therein, it was brought out conclusively that the 271/2 -percent rate was entirely equitable. The report concluded that"When the average price of oil in the United States is at $1.65 per barrel, as
it was during 1925, the effect of the provisions of the Revenue Act of 1926 are
such as to slightly reduce the deplet)n allowed the oil industry. This re uetion, however, falls entirely on the lessors as the depletion allowed the lessees
Is practically what it would have been under the 1924 act,
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"As tofuture years, If the price of oil goes above $1.05 per' barrel the depletion
will be greater under the 1XM20
act; if it gqes below $1.05, it will be less under
the 1926 act."
The percentage depletion provisions as applied to the mining industry were
not adopted by Congress until 1932. Until that time, this industry had continued to receive allowances for depletion based upon discovery value, however, the administration of same had progressively become more and more
difficult and costly. It was due to these great administrative difficulties that
the committees of Congress in 1932 eliminated the discovery depletion allowance
in favor of a percentage of income provision.
The percentage rate was determined by studying the average of the depletion allowed under the discovery value method, taking the weighted average
over a 5-year period; and it was found that In the case of metal mines this
amounted to slightly in excess of 17 percent of the smelter return, which was
the gross selling price of the ore.
The rate of 15 percent, which was acceptable to the metal-mining industry,
was agreed upon by the Congress more or less as a compromise, and was considered conservative in view of the fact that it was considerably less than
the average rate that was allowed over the prior years.
Now I wish to point out that in the case of both them
oil and gas industry and
the mining industry the rates or percentages of income, by which the depletion allowances were measured, were arrived at by means of extensive studies
conducted by the Bureau of Internal Revenue and the staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation. Also, these rates were fully supported
by studies made by the Industries themselves. Furthermore, and in each in.
stance, the rates finally fixed by Congress were considerably less than the
percentage which the depletion allowance under the prior system bore to the
taxpayers gross Income.

The CHAIIRMAx. Thank you very much, Senator.
Mr. Gors. I am sorry to have transgressed oil your time.

The CHAIRMAN. Colonel Fell.

STATEMENT OF HAROLD B. FELL, ARDMORE, OKLA., REPRESENTING
THE PRODUCTION DIVISION OF THE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
Mr. FrinL. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name
is Harold B. Fell, of Ardmore, Okia. I am an engineer by profession, and have been an independent oil producer for 22 years.
My appearance here is as a witness on beftalf of the production
division of the petroleum industry, representing 41 associations with
members engaged in the production of petroleum throughout the
United States.
Representatives of the Treasury have recommended theelimination
of the deduction for percentage depletion and also the elimination
of the option to expense intangible development costs Tl ey made
the same recommendations before the Ways and Means Committee
of the House and, as you know, it was reported that the committee,
after extended hearings, rejected the Treasury recommendations by
a vote of 21 to 4. we, of the natural-resource industries are convinced that the provisions in question are proper and should be continued without change or modification.
Regarding the development of the congressional policy of en,aging the search for and maintenance of adequate petrohumn reserves,
it is unnecessary for me to add materially to what Senator Gore has
already said.
There was an actual shortage of petroleum at the time of the last
World War. Unquestionably Congre;s and the country'as a whole
were definitely concerned over that shortage of supply and reserves.
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As a result, Congress adopted a policy, the purpose of which was to
the development and- maintenance of an adequate oil supeou
ply. 1W contend that the congressional policy of encouraging the
ending and development of adequate, petroleum reserves found expression in the Federal income-tax laws through provisions which
would encourage oil producers to search for new sources of supply
and at the same time would provide at least a part of the funds
to risk in that search. It was to this end that the Reventi Act of 1918
provided for discovery depletion, and it was for this reason that
Congress has concurred in the continuation of Treasury regulations,
adopted in 1917, which permitted the oil operator to elect to deduct
the intangible costs of drilling and developing oil properties from
current annual income.
The changes made in the original discovery provisions and the
adoption of percentage depletion for oil in 19'26, and for mines in
1932, represented only changes in form for the purpose of adininis.trative simplification without any change in the basic concept and
certainly without any change ini the method of carrying out the
congressional policy. Thie policy of encouraging the discovery and
maintenance of petroleum reserves through the medium of the incometax laws and regulations was obviously more than a mere theory of
taxation. Although the use of the tax law as a vehicle for carrying
out that policy may have represented an experiment in statesmanship in the first instance, the continued use of that vehicle for 25 years
indicates that both Congress and the country as a whole were satisfied with the method adopted and the results obtained.
The Treasury has frequently challenged the percent age depletion
provisions and they have been thoroughly reviewed at previous sessions of Congress. The administrative e officers have in effect requested Congress to forget the lessons learned in the last World
War and to discontinue the tax provisions which enc,,uraged the
operator to search for new reserves. Throughout this period Congress
refused to abandon its long-range policy.
The quantity of petroleum needed in the first World War was very
small when compared with requirements of the present war. The
demands for petroleum resulting from this war may be such as to
call for supplies far in excess of those presently a-vilable. The
very existence of theJ 19 to 20 billion barrels of known oil reserve
is proof of the wisdom of Congress in adhering without deviation
to its policy of encouraging the discovery and maintenance of our
petroleum reserve. This reserve is one of the few stroyig weapons
with which this country entered the present war.
The wisdom of the congressional policy is further demonstrated
by the practical advantages which have resulted from the use of tax
incentives in carrying out that policy. You know that prospecting
and drillig for oil involve an enormous hazard. The venture money
necessary to carry on the search must be substantial in amount and
available in cash. It will not be available unless left in the business
or put into the business as the result of effective incentives. The tax
provisions under consideration have operated to encourage producers
to rerisk their earnings in exploration and development and to induce
investors to put new risk money into such enterprises. The oil industry has been built around these provisions which have operated so
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successfully for the past 25 years. They have encouraged the dovel-

opment of a free and competitive industry and the search for new oil
reserves which has resulted in this country having larger known oil
reserves than any other country.
The Treasury is now apparently of the opinion that our existing
reserve is adequate. The Treasury's optimism is not shared by
others who are fully informed concerning the existing facts and
trends in the oil industry. See, for example, the speech of Robert E.
Allen, Assistant Deputy Petroleum Coordinator, in Fort Worth,
Tex., on October 16, 1941, where he said:
With respect to the status of the known crude-oil reserves of the United
states, the attached chart demonstrates the fact rather strikingly that, contrary to popular belief, an overabun(ant known underground crude oil reserve
does not exist in the United Sittes at- this time. It shows clearly that the
American petroleum - industry must continue exploration and discovery activities with even greater Intensity than In the past, In order to locate new supplies
of oil, if the oil withdrawn from the known fields for current uses Is to be
offset and If a continuous and adequate supply of petroleum for national defense
is to be maintained.
Already the oil reserves of our Allies in the East Indies and Burma
have been lost to the enemy. The oil reserves of the United Nations
in the Caucasus and in Iran and Iraq are now seriously threatened
and may be seized and used by the Axis Powers. The importance
of oil in the present war is pointed out in an article by Secretary
Ickes appearing in the August-15, 1942 issue of Collier's. Our supply
is not inexhaustible. Every potential barrel of our p reduction including that from stripper and marginal wells must be kept avail..
able. We must assure ourselves and our Allies of adequate reserves
for a long war. If we are to meet such requirements, we must make
every effort to continue the production from present wells and to
explore for and develop new reserves.
Every year the numerical odds against the discovery of new reserves increase and the amount required to be risked in each exploratory venture becomes greater. Tile record discloses that for the
3-year period, 1834-36, it required 280 dry holes for each new major
pool discovered (meaning, by major pool, one which will produce
20)000,000 barrels or more.) However, for the more recent 3-year
period, 1938-40, it required 700 dry holes for each meeor pool discovered. Furthermore, there has been a decided decline in the recoverable reserves per pool since 1934. The average oil reserve per pool discovred in 1934 was 19,400,000 barrels, whereas the average per pool
discovered in 1941 was only 1,200,000 barrels. If this downward
trend continues or grows worse, then the amount of risk money
required will increase proportionately.
Obviously, unless there is enough incentive, in the way of a possible margin after taxes in the event of success, the risk money required for exploration and development will seek a safer place to
work
The difficulty in obtaining risk money cannot be overemphasized.
The money for wildcatting cannot be obtained by bank borrowings
on the security of wildcat ventures, or from sale of stock. Most, of it
must come from the industry itself. The Petroleum Industry War
Council, in a recent official' report to the Petroleum Coordinator,
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expressly emphasized this characteristic problem of the oil industry
in the following statement:
The industry relies upon the over-all difference between cash income arnd cash
outgo to provide the funds for exploration. Exploration is a controllable
expense. In a broad senie that amount remaining after meeting ill other
expenses is allocated to exploration With constantly increasing tax levies such

remainder corregjisndingly decreases. Tax assessments are in fact direct
charges against funds otherwise available for exploration. (See exhibit A
for full text of report.)
In the same report the Petroleum Industry War Council, which
was appointed by the Petroleum Coordinator, and which made its
investigation at his request, stated clearly that the maintenance of
p reduction from stripper and marginal wells is one of the objectives
for which the retention of the statutory percentage depletion allowance is essential. Another reason for encouraging the main enance of
stripper and marginal wells is the fact that they are distributed
geographically over widely separated parts of the United States, and
thus form important local reserve supplies, available in the event of
emergencies. Many stripper-well areas lie relatively near the eastern
seaboard and nre now of great strategic importance.
These findings of the Petroleum Industry War Council's committee
are fully supported by the more detailed and amplified statement
which, as reported by the Oil Weekly on March 2, 1942, was prepared
for the War Production Board by the Office of the Petroleum Coordinator. The statement indicated tl ,e desirable level of known reserves
would exceed the existing quantity by 30 percent or more. It was

stated that the "esi mate of required drilling in the United States inl
1942" included 4,000 exploratory wells, this being "nearly 29 percent

greater than the 3,113 wildcat wells drilled in 1941, which was an alltime high." After analyzing the demands for essential uses, and making allowance for curtailment of nonessential uses, the Petroleum
Coordinator's Office, as reported, concluded that, "because of the -none
too satisfactory level of knowii under grund reserves, exploratory
activity, particularly, must be pressed with increasing intensity.'
(See exhibit B for full text of Oil Weekly article.)
The oil industry is constantly urged by Government officials, charged
with the responsibility of assuring this country of adequate reserves,
to prosecute its exploratory efforts to the utmost. Typical of these
appeals is the 'following excerpt from an article by D. R. KMiowlton,
Director of Production, Office of Petroleum Coordinator, appearing
in the Oil Weekly of April 13, 1942:
We have about 20,000,000,000 barrels in reserve, but new reserves must be
found to win this war. The situation is serious. Last year was a good wildcatting year, but new discoveries were disappointing. We need better tools to
find oil. All companies are urged to continue basic research in the finding of oil.
Further evidence of the increased demand for petroleum and the
need for increased exploratory effort is brought out in the Bureau of
Mine's reports on oil production and stocks for the first 5 months, 19-!2,
These reports show that he 'denand for the first 5 months of 1942
exceeded that of the same period of 1941 by approximately 42 500,000
barrels.,
We submit that no legislative action should be'taken whiel would
retard exploratory 'drilliwg. -Oil fields: cannot be delivered "on deimand." They can only be discovered by long scienitfic search and
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exploratory drilling over large areas. This is necessarily a continuous process. If prospecting is discouraged, the exploratory organi-

zations now maintained would necessarily be reduced or abandoned.
When it is discovered that additional oil reserves are immediately
necessary, it may be impossible to meet the emergency. Organizations would have to be assembled and trained and large areas explored
and drilled with the result that needed reserves would be discoverd
too late.
Despite the congressional policy and despite the downward trend in
discovery of oil reserves and the increase in consumption of our existing-supply, the Treasury continues to recommend the elimination of
the provisions for percentage depletion and intangible development
costs.
Too much confusion has arisen from repeated attempts to shroud
these decisions as highly complicated and technical mysteries and,
without an understanding of their application to the business involved,
to condemn them with labels imputing unfairness, special treatment,
unwarranted loopholes, and the like. The charge that the petroleum
industry enjoys any "special privilege" arises, no doubt, from a lack of
complete knowledge of its operating conditions and from the misunderstanding resulting therefrom. There is certainly a real distinction
between "special privilege" and the recognition of special conditions.
Among the special conditions which exist in the-oil industry are the
following:
EXPLORATION

AND LEASING

Oil and gas are exhaustible natural resources. Only by drilling
can the presence of the oil or gas be definitely determined. There are
ceftain facts ascertainable in advance of drilling which tend to indicate presence of oil or gas. Some of these can easily be seen. Others
can be observed only by trained technicians. The fields easiest to find
through scientific methods available have already been discovered and
the hunt for new fields becomes more difficult and costly as time goes
on. Most producers do extensive exploratory work before a well is
drilled.
The oil producer must acquire and pay annual rentals on a number
of leases in both proven and unproven territory to have even a
reasonable chance of a future supply of oil or gas. Notwithstanding
preliminary exploration, most leases so acquired are unproductive.
The cost of acquiring and holding these leases is one of the necessar,
costs of the oil producer. In no other business is the source of cost
of future supply more indefinite.
EXPLORATORY DRILLING

The peculiar nature of the oil producer's business is further illustrated by the risks attending the drilling of exploratory wells. For
example', only 486 out of 3,113 wildcat wells drilled in 1941., or 16 percent, were productive. Every well drilled presents the distinct possibility that itwill not repay its cost. A dry hole is a liability. It must
be lugged and abandoned, at an additional cost. The portipv of 1ll
drilling costs such as labor, freight, fuel, water, and so forth, which
cannot be salvaged, is exceedingl-y high. In cases of. strictly wildcat
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wells, these costs are necessarily much greater than the average.
Accordingly, the oil producer must spend large amounts in drilling
with the knowledge that where a dry hole is drilled the investment
will not be repaid. It would be well to note that out of the 29,916
wells drilled for oil or gas in 1941,7,147, or 24 percent, were dry. Even
if lie gets production there 'will be many instances where the full
investment will never be recovered.
ADDITIONAL

DRILLING

In moit lines of business, after the building of a successful plant,
the proprietor is not required to begin the immediate building of
additional plants. The oil operator is not so fortunate. After he
completes a commercially productive well on a lease he is usually
retired, by the covenants of the lease, to drill one or more additional
wel Is because of-First. The provisions of most oil and gas leases and the laws of many
States require the lessee to proceed with the development of proven
properties in a manner reasonably consistent with the best interests
of the farmer and other royalty owners.
Second. The completion of a commercial well will usually result
in the drilling of wells by ather operators on adjoining properties,
which may cause the drainage of the oil to adjacent properties. Therefore, the operator to protect himself, the farmer, and other royalty
owners must drill offset wells.
Third. Additional wells are necessary to outline the oil-producing
pool and to make it possible to utilize most effectively the best conservation practices. Since one of the purposes of such wells is to
define the limit of the pool, many of such wells will fail to produce
sufficient oil to repay the cost.
MAINTAINING PRODUCTION

Finally, the peculiar nature of the oil producer's business is illustrated by the necessity for additional expenditures to continue production. Production results in the depletion, not only of the oil in
the pool, but also of the natural forces which lift the oil. Therefore,
every producer must eventually resort to mechanical or other aids to
production, if he expects to extract the maximum recoverable oil from
the pool. The use of these aids necessitates spending substantial
amounts of money, which in many cases exceeds the original cost of
developing the lease.
When the oil producer has to resort to these methods of maintaining
production his property is approaching the marginal or stripper well
ie str)oper well operators necessarily resort to seeclassification.
ondary recovery methods, which methods involve the drilling of additional wells, the erection of water treating and pumping plants or
compressor plants for the introduction of water, gas, or air into the
formation. Unless such methods can be used successfully, stripper
well properties must be plugged and the underlying reserve lost.
Al lof these peculiar circumstances prove that the oil-producing
busIness is extremely hazardous and that increasing amounts of
moneyy must be plowed back into every venture. The peculiar circumstances which attend the discovery and production of petroleum
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clearly disclose the fact that the typical producer is in fact a wildcatter, a producer, and a stripper operator. It does not advance
from one phaw to the other but maintains all three phases at the same
time. 'Teproceeds from his existing flush production is the source
of his "plow back" funds which he uses to carry on his concurrent
wildcatting and stripper well activities.
The Secretary of the Treasury suggested to your committee that it
would have cost the Government about one4hird as much to have paid
the cost of drilling all the wildcat wells drilled in 1941 as the revenue
which the elimination of the provisions in question would produce
at the 1942 proposed rates. The inference wag that the Government
could have pocketed the difference. In making that suggestion the
Secretary lost sight of the fact that the exploratory cf ort involves
a great many costs other than those attending the actual drilling of
a well. In addition to the cost of drilling the wildcat wells the Secretary should have also included in his computation the cost oi geological
and geophysical work, including the costs attending core drillingseismograph, torsion balance and gravity meter surveys; the cost oi
acquiring undeveloped leases including lease'bonuses, title and legal
expenses; annual delay rentals on undeveloped leases; the maintaining
of land and scouting departments; the cost of drilling the 4,034 additional dry holes drilled in 1941 in the exploring and development of
proven and semiproven areas; and the co.3ts attending the expl)oration, drilling, and development of noncommercial piMduci
well s.
The Secretary has also mentioned a case of a leading oil company
as being the owner of a number of oil properties costing $3000 000
and on which percentage depletion of $3,600,000 had been allowed at
the time only one quarter of the oil had been recovered. It is
assumed that the example was offered as supporting his charge of
"special privilege" and as proof that depletion should be limited
to the bare cost of each producing property. The answer to the
Secretary's example is that the deduction, when limited to the cost
of a particular property, offers no incentive to institute the search
in the first instance and provides no funds with which to continue
the search. As eary as 191.8, Congress concluded that it 'was advisable to permit a deduction which could exceed the cost of a particular property in order that the funds so derived could be used in
search for new sources of supply and to compensate ,for losses on
dry holes and unprofitable properties, and the other unusual hazards
and costs of the business. The elimination of the deductions would
result in the abandonment of the congressional policy. If the congressional policy is not to be abandoned, it will be for the reason
that Congress is still of the opinion that the continued exploration
for new sources of petroleum is of "greater importance to the Nation
than is relatively insignificant revenue Wbich would result from limiting the tax deduction on each producing property to its cost.
We have understood that the provisions under discussion were
authorized to provide the incentive necessary to compensate for those
hazards and inherent burdens and to give the venturer some insurance
against being taxed on more than is truly n~et income. If any man
would glibly say that the risks of the business of finding oil are not
so unusual as to justify these provisions, let him examine the record
of losses, failures and violent fluctuations of income and outgo in the
76093--42--voI, 2--3
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bmineaw. Better still, let him consider whether lhewold. risk his
and be con,
own capital. in an exploration and development venture
tent to reckon his current income as if every dolla , of that capital
were well and safely invested,,
RLAU

TION 1ERTAIN1NO TO INTANOIBLE' DJILUN
EXPENSE,

AND DM

0P

EOXMNT

The Treasury's present regulation with respect to intangible drilling and development expense has been in effect for 25 years and was
the direct outgrowth of the serious doubt in the mind of the average
oil operator as to whether, when he had expended money for drilling
a hole in the ground, he could soundly conclude that he would ever
get his money back. The basic principle of the regulation is that
the oil-producing taxpayer elcts with respect to intangible drilling
and development expenditures, either to deduct then from income
in the year in which the are made or to capitalize them and apportion the deductions over the productive life ofthe property. It should
be clearly understood that when the oil operator has once made his
election, it is binding on him for all future years. The only ones who
now have an option under this regulation would be those engaging in
the oil-producing business for the first time.
This regulation is not an example of special favoritism or ill.-considercd action. On the contrary, it represcnts the careful decision of
the Treasury Department's own engineering and accounting staff, after
a thorough study of the facts peculiar to the business of producing oil
and natural gas. Prominent among the facts which existed were:
(1) Every drilling for oil or gas represents an enormous risk, even
if itresults in a producing well. There isnever complete assurance
that the well will be productive nor, if productive, that production
sufficient to pay the cost of operation will endure beyond the first
year.

(2) It is often impractical to distinguish or to allocate expenditures
as between development and operation.
(3) Accounting by petroleum producers, both individual and corporate, and both before and after the inception of the income-tax-law,
reflected these peculiar fact conditions.
"''Some operators charged off currently all expenditures for intangibles, such as labor, fuel, hauling, and expendable supplies; others
capitalized all expenditures with res pect to the property until it be.came commercially, productive, and thereafter charged intangible
expenditures to expenses; others capitalized all expenditures for intangibles and, wrote them off over the life of the property,..
None of these methods resulted in an unreasonable determination
the'income. Accordingly, the Treasury Department, pursuant to
thepolicy of determining income in accordance with reasonable, reeognized accounting methods, consistently applied reatcli * the conclusion that there should be a choice of methods, IProvision for such
a choice was irst made in a Treasury regulation in 1917.
Althouglh th !anguage of t e regulation relative to the election
was changed somewhat in subsequent regulations, such chan ges were
nothing more nor less than the straightforward steps of a fully inAor'I)iasury staff toward implanting in the income-tax law a

ehoiee ot'alternative. wethd9 Whiel. had been found to, produce a
reasonabledeterminationwof taxablWinome, according tothe circurnstances.. The full text of the provision now known as section 19.23
(m)-16 of Reglations 103 appears in an a ppendix to this statement.

(See exhibit C.)

...

.

%

TIhe statement of the Treasury J)epartment before the House comwittee that the election to charge intangible development costs to
expenW was equivalent to a "double deduction" is not warranted by
the facts or the original intent of the statutes or regulatory provisions.
This expenditure is not allowed as a deduction from income but one
time. TIhe deduction of intangible development cost is not depletion.
Unless the fact is kept in mind confusion over the effect of the election
is likely 'to result.
I will try at this time to give you a brief explanation as to why the
election does not result in a "double deduction" and at the same time
how the provision operates to provide additional risk money.
The establishment of the option (lid not rest on the narrow ground
of a technical definition of "capital items" or of expense. The regulation recognized the fact that, even if soine of the exploration and
drilling costs might technically be designated as capital expenditures,
nevertheless a reasonable rate of extinguishment of such capital items
would, in many cases, write them off wholly, or nearly so, in the first
year. Thus there is no real issue here on the question of whether
according to accounting terminology, a capital item may be treated
as expense.
Capitalization ordinarily serves only to postpone deduction. Ultimately the capitalized amount should find its way into those deductions
which reduce net income. It should be evident that the effect of the
Treasury recommendations for the elimination of the deduction is one
which would, under ordinary conditions, result in only a temporary
increase in tax revenue. The Treasury evidently anticipates however,
that the deductions for amortizing intangible drilling and development expenditures, when capitalized, will continue to be designated
"depletion," That designation is not appropriate. The expenditures,
when capitalized, should be returnable through depreciation. If they,
were, the issue would bemerely one of iMmediate versus deferred deduction from gross income. Contrasted with the foregoing is the circumstance that the right to deduct these charges, when iicurred, has
actually operated to provide the oil operator with some of the risk
money necessary to carry out the congressional policy of encouraging
the exploration for. and ,development of our Nation's petroleufi resources. If, becau, of earlier recovery, ,unds were made available
which would not otherwise have bee' available, "t was in,furtherancm
of the intent of OongreK4, that, those fupds be used to carry ,u4t its
policy.,
After due and careful consideration of all' of these facts and explanations, wo submit that neither the authorized treatment of ibxtan"
gible development costs nor the percentage depletion allowance can be

termed "especial privileges." 'We have shown your committee that both
provisions were incorporated in the tax law and the Treasury regulations in recognition of the unusual, conditions which exist in, the producing bra nch of the petroleum industry and in the, furtherance of 0,
definite nmd wise national policy.
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For 25 years both Congres and the taxpayers htave accepted the
Treasury's regulations which recognize the oil industry's right to
expense intangible drilling and development costs, and both Congres
and the courts have repeatedly found that the oil producer is entitled
to an allowance for depletion. For 16 years, after numerous surveys
of this question Congress has retained the percentage method of
calculating this deduction and has adhered to the present rate of percentage. We commend the present Congress for adhering to the historic position of prior Congresses on these questions.
At the time the Treasury Department recommended the elimination of these deductions by the Ways and Means Committee of the
House, it also made some alternative suggestions. The oil industry
resisted the alternative suggestions on the ground that they were administratively unworkable and that any change would destroy or
reduce the existing incentives. Fully detailed information wag presented to the House committee anti after careful consideration of the
entire problem that committee rejected both the recommendation for
complete elimination of the deductions and also the alternative suggestions. The Secretary made no reference to them in his appearance be*fore your committee. However, we of the oil industry desire to register
our opposition to any change or modification of the existing provisions with respect to percentage depletion and intangible development
costs and in support of our position we refer you to the record of the
Ways and Means Committee hearings. We SubiLnt that the oil industry has been erected on the foundation of these provisions which
carry out the policy of Congress and that any change or modification
would
operate
to destroy
or retardproperties.
the exploratory effort and the
operation
of marginal
and stripper
The results of continuing these provisions unchanged are that the
petroleum industry has supplied the country with adequate reserves
of petroleum, that it has supplied the consuming public with a constantly improved product at a decreased cost. The benefits have
accrued to the public. An analysis of the industry's earnings over
the past 15-year period shows that the 24 leading oil companies have
had an average earning 0f 5.37 percent on their capital employed,
and at the same time 400 industrial companies had
average earning of 7.57 percent on their total capital employed. (The above figures from the testimony of Mr. John D. Gill before the Temporary
National Economic Committee with additions for the years 1040 and
1941.)
The Secretary evidently assuming our reserves to be adequate,
recommends that these incentives for exploration be eliminated and
he states that the elimination -will produce $200,000,000 of additional
revenue at the proposed rates. This we assume is his maximumn figure. If the Secretary is right in his analysis of our position from the
standpoint of petroleum reserves and prewnt trends, and if the Office
of the Petroleum Coordinator for War, the Petroleum Industry War
Council, the Interstate Oil Compact Commission (see exhibit D attached), the National Conference of Petroleum Regulatory Authorities
(see exhibit B attached) and in fact, the entire oil industry is wrongwe will gain $200,000,000 of additional revenue which at tho present
rate of expenditure would run the Government less than 12 days.
If the Secretary by any chance is wrong, the loss to this Nation cannot be measured in terms of money. If our supply of oil is inade.
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quate, it will st least prolong the war--at a cost not measured in
dollars but in the lives of our fighting forces. If our supply of oil is
inadequate, we might even lose the war, and it is impossible to calculate what that eventually would cost.
All of the facts to which we have called your attention establish
the following propositions:
(1) It has long been the policy of Congress to encourage the exploration and development of petroleum reserves by providing in the
tax law reasonable incentives for exploration and assurances of some
relief from the'nnusual hazards of the business.
(2) The wisdow of such a policy has been demonstrated by the
accomplishments in the finding of new reserves and by the development of new methods for the recovery of oil from the existing reserves
during the past 25 years.
(3) Tihe present known reserves, although great, are not sufficient
for the safety of the Nation and its allies.
(4) The continuation in the tax law of the existing incentives and
assurances is more important than ever, not only to encourage exp loration and development, but to maintain the production from thousands
of wells that might otherwise be abandoned.
(5) Percentage depletion, and the right to deduct intangible drilling and development costs in the year in which they are incurred,
have proven to be a practical and reasonable means of providing such
incentives and assranes.
(6) Ti suggested substitute methods are impractical and if
adopted, would destroy the incentive now existing.
(7) The revenue to be gained through abandonment of the established provisions is far too small to compensate for any threat to our
petroleum supremacy, particularly during the greatest war in history.
CONFUSION

On final analysis the question raised by the Treasury's recommendations is not merely a matter of taxation, or even fiscal policy. The
real question is whether Congress believes it wise to change its long
established policy of encouraging the development and maintenance
of the Nation's petroleum resources at a level adequate to meet any
emergency requirements. Considering the magnit-ade of the over-all
budget, the additional revenue resulting from the proposed changes is
indeed insignificant when weighed against the dangers of declining
national petroleum reserves.
Where does the national interest lie--in the maintenance of an adequate petroleum supply or in a comparatively small increment to its
tax receipts? For I can assure you gentlemen, in this case, we cannot
have both. Adoption of the Treasury's 'recommendations would certainly be followed by such a drastic decline in exploratory work, that
the effect on reserves would be felt within a short period. This is not
a matter of opinion. Application of the laws of simple arithmetic
gives the inescapable answer. One of the greatest assets of this Nation
is its proven petroleum resources.
We are deeply sympathetic with the plight of the Secretary of the
Treasury in the necessity of searching for new funds to finance the
war. We do not blame him for scrutinizing with the utmost care
every possible source of increased revenue. The petroleum industry is

willingt6 pay its fair and eqoititbie shtre of atoy iicreaft Cases that
it may be nec ssry to levy.,; However ,itkie :tinthinkable, in the
greatest crisis that-has ever- eonfionted our Nittion, when" our very
existence is at stake, that a tried and proven continuous policy that
has resulted in making'available in our,Nation the iargest.petrdleum
reserves in the world would be abandoned ,infavor, of the 'unknown.
Such-action would result in a situation thalt itight lose the Wvar., We,
therefore, express' otir complete confidence that :this Congress will
not make any change in the, percentage depletion allowances in the
income-tax law, nor m our present right toexpense intangible develop,
mene costs.
(Mr. Fell submitted the following eexhibits )
EXHIaIT A

BRORT oTHEu Comuxrmes AiXTnw r ax m Pmu6m.ujg IaUSTrY WAR COtq*OIL
TOSTUDYr
WAYS AND MEiANS OF IMMARNisir CRUDE Ott 9trsVa AN PW=7
Tan PxssiAvuam AnANDoxWuwv oV 8uiAM WarLs

Approved by the Petroleum Industry War Council February 4, 1942
The information submitted herein has been assembled and is presented pur.
suant to the following resolution of the Petroi umindustry Council for National
Defense (now the Petroleum Industry War Council) dated January 7,142:
"Whereas, the Petroleum Coordinator has requested information regarding
the abandonment of small wells and the method of increasing the oil reserves,

therefore, be it
"Resolved, That the chairman appoint a committee of nine members to study
ways and means of increasing the reserves of oil and prevent the premature
abandonment of smaller wells."
fNTaODUCTORY

The magnitude of the war effort forced upon the United States by hostile action
of an aggressor nation allied with other nations in an attempt c9 subjugate the
world to their debased ideology, is so vast it comeLands the fuliest utilization of
all essential raw materials.
It has been stated that in the First World War the United States and its allies
"floated to victory on a sea of oil." Today the need for oil for victory Is even
more necessary. This is not only true because of the wvIrld wide nature of the
active battle fronts where greater forces than ever before in the history of
the world are locked in mortal combat on land, at sea, and in the air. but because the armament, not only of our own forces but all forces of the United
Nations, is now so largely mechanized that without oil our armies would be
impotent before the onslaught of our enemies. The coordination of the aetivIte$
of all individuals and operating units of the, petroleum Industry Into a unified
effective whole with the purpose of providing our armed forces with an abundance of every petroleum need necessary to the victorious conclusion of the
struggle, is not only desirable, but essential.
Fortunately, our country faces the present gigantic need of oil for armament
and for the defense economy well provided with proved petroleum reserves and
I
daily productive capacity.
While the total crude oil reserves of the country are estimated to be the highest
ever recorded, the declining rate of discovery of new oil over the past few years,
if continued, will make it increasingly difficult to retain them at the levels necessary to supply without waste of reservoir energy, the large withdrawals required
therefrom by the war effort, tihe duration of which may prove to be much longer
than can now be anticipated.
PILHEsa aaSIMESz Or' CRUDE OIL

The most recent figures available on the crude oil reserves of the United States,
as this report is written, are those contained in the last survey of the American
Petroleum Institute's Committee on Petroleum Reserves, which estimated that
on January 1, 1041, crude oil reserves totaled 1,024,515,O barrels.
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'Whkie figeres asof January 1,1942, are not yet available it appears neverthele
to be the general consensus of opinion that new discoveries, and revisions and
additions to old fields during last year were somewhat greater than the amount
of oil produced, and that the net result of finding and producing oil during
1941 was a slight continuation of the upward trend oi-proved reserves which
began in 1985, tifter a short period of decline in the amount of oil known to be
available and recoverable by present means of extraction.
The estimated crude oil reserves as of January 1, 1941, namely, 19,024,515,000
barrels, can only be recovered if production rates are restricted' to make the
maximum use of the natural reservoir energy in the fields constituting this reserve.
Violations 'of the laws of conservation would result in substantial reduction of
the estimated oil which may be recovered. If prudent practiceS are followed
withdrawals from presently known reserves will follow a pattern of gradual
decline toward marginal well productivity and continue at that rate over a period
of 30 years or even longer as evidenced in the eastern fields of the United States.
And even if unrestricted production were permitted these reserves cannot be
made to yield all their production over the period of years Indicated by the ratio
of current withdrawals to total reserves. Recognizing these facts the petroleum
Industry has considered as a desirable objective the establishment of a level of
reserves which would allow the production of current requirements at the optimum
rate of production commensurate with the preservation of reservoir energy.
TIND Or OVER-AIL ADDITIONS TO RESERVES

The individual yearly additions due to new discoveries, and revisions and extensions to old fields, which In 1932 registered the lowest annual total since
1900, showed continuous and gratifying additions through 1937. Since then
these annual additions, even including the expansion in fields previously discovered, have become successively smaller, and whereas by the end of 1937 the
total estimated crude oil reserves had increased considerably above the 1932
level-the falling off In annual additions since 1038 has resulted In a decelerated
rate of Increase in total reserves since tlt time.
The declining rate of additions to total reserves is rapidly approaching the
amount currently being withdrawn as production, and unless this downward
trend is reversed, the total of new discoveries, and revisions and additions to
ld fields can be expected to fall below annual crude oil requirements as may
eiearly be seen in accompanying graiph A.
With possible increased demand for petroleum due to the war effort, siuch a
trend is undesirable. Much time and effort a been spent by the industry and
others in an effort to build crude oil reserves and potentialities to produce to
such an extent that the optimum rate of production of crude petroleum may at
least equal, if not exceed, the total crude oil requirements of the country.
Prolonged decline in reserves would make more difficult the application of accepted
good practice in the production of ourcrude oil requirements.
It must be kept In mind in contemplating the above trend and conditions that
the figures of new additions to reserves referred to there, include not only the oil
found as a result of the discovery of new fields and producing preas, but also
the additions to and revisions in the older fields, which have come about as a
result of revisions of earlier estimates of recoverable oil, additional drilling, and
exploratory work.
TmANn oF IscovImY Or NEw FIELDS
Were we to consider only the new oil found as a result of the discovery of
new producing fields, and exclude revisions and extensions of older fields, such
data would indicate that a downward trend in tMe rate of discoveries set In as
far back as 1937. Since about 1938 the amount of oil found through these discoveries has been less than the amount of crude extracted from the ground even
though the rate of exploratory work, as measured by the number of dry holes
drilled, has Increased throughout the entire period since that thue. The curves
on the accompanying graph B allow a comparison between discovery rates and
production rates since 1920.
year Is an index of the amount of exThe number of dry holes' drilled each
1
ploratory work undertaken. Studies of the number of dry holes drilled in
divulge
some very interesting trends and the
fields
discovered
to
major
relation
conclusion Is clear, as shown on the accompanying graph 0, that an Increasing
Pratt, Mining sad Metallurgy, Val, 22, No. 411,.p, 849.
Wallace HC.
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total number of wells must be dtilled in order to discover the same womuat of
oil ds formerly and this because of the increasing number of unsueeesful Wells,
thus adding to the already high cost of finding and producing oil.
A major field Is defined as one whose ultimate production will exceed
10,000,000 barrels, currently equal to about 5 days' crud-oil production for the
United States as a whole. Such fields have accounted for more than 80 percent
of all the oil discovered in the entire country.
For Instance the record shows the following number of dry holes drilled for
each major field discovered in each of the periods indicated: 194-8, 280;
1985-87, 290; 1930-88, 820; 1987-89, 410; 1939-40, 700. In other words, the
chance of finding a major field during the 198-40 period had become 214 times
an difficult or 2% times less likely than during the 1934-30 period.
VXPLOaA'ORT ACVITY, DISCOvIRISit,

AND PRIC' 7iMATIONSHIPS

The apparent increasing difficulties being experienced In finding new fields
may suggest that the Industry has entered a phase which will demonstrate that
the various geophysical methods, so successfully employed during recent years,
are becoming less effective in finding oil. Consequently new means of discovery
are needed and perhaps a greater resort to random drilling until such time, at
least, as new methods now being advanced and studied shall have been proved
effective.
Following is a table indicating the methods used in discovering major fiels
through 1989, by decades:

Number of United ,States major oil fields I discovered, by
Geology
Period

SubSurface
rofocy surface
oloy

geology

Core
drill
lg

ethod of discovery

S......... ..OCo.
. ....Dener
,d .
.Surface
Total
i
Toaicse phys- drilling
geil(-i

10.

89.2

7.8

Total

geology

170-79---------...1.
.... .......- 1.0............................
180-89 .............. ------- ------------..
........
S 0------------- 1.5------...
.-....
....
. h ...................
20
91001009_-----------5.7.--------------_
_
1.7- ......
...... -4.8
1910-10 ..............
29.7-------29.7 ........
1.0
7.4
1520-20 ------------56
5.0
18.7
.5
80.3
4.0
0.1
11.6
1030-39 -------23.0
20.5
1.2
44.7
61.2
0.1
2.3
8O-yartotak.

anm
drllig

12.0

65.2

1(.

1

1.
.5
6.9
11.0
1.7

17
48
It?
124

86.5

80go

I Major

oil fields defined as all those havinmoro than 20,00(,000 barrels ultlmato recove.y. These fields
account for 80 percent of all oil found in the United States.

3 Practical figures used where more than 1 method of discovery contributed to discovery of a livld.
Authority: Wallace H. IPratt and L. 0. Weeks, In Finding and Producing O11.

That the price of crude oil does affect the rate of exploratory activity is
clearly illustrated in graph D which shows the trend of price of crude oil and
the magnitude of the finding effort as indicated by the number of dry holes
drilled. For instance, the weighted average price of crude oil in the United
States for the 3-year period of 1924-26 was $1.90. ]During that period there
were about 20,100 dry holes drilled, Immediately following this period the
price of crude oil turned downward, a trend which continued to mch an extent
that the weighted average price per barrel during the 8-year period of 1031-83
was 70 cents. The number of dry holes drilled during this period also declined continuously after the momentum developed by the previous upward
trend of price had been dissipated. The effect of the lowering price level was
reflected slowly at first, in that the rate of increase lot the number of dry

hoes was still upward for a short period, but at a decelerating rate until the
earve of such drilling finally started downward and accelerated as the price

curve continued downward also.

The trends just referred to reached the fullest extent of the potentialites
Involved during the 1931-83 period, when the average price of crude oil for the

country as a whole was 70 cents a barrel, the lowest level for more than 25
years. The number of dry holes drilled also established the lowest level of

many years during the 1941-18 period,, when 10,W00 were drillod, about 60
percentt of the 1924-26 rate when oil was $1.90 per barrel.
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The trend of price then turned upward and continued to rise at an acceler-

ated pace over several years but then slowly eased off In its upward movement
until a downward trend again set in during 1907. This downward trend con.

tinued into 1940,

The number of dry ho les drilled followed ai almost identical course with
the. upward -price trend which began late in 1911. This was upward quite
rapidly at first, but gradually slowing up, not as quickly, however, as the price
trend, since the full upward momentum of exploratory work, brought about
by the previous greatly accelerated upward movement of price, had not yet
entirely spent itself. With the momentum dissipated, the number of dry holes
drilled slowed up considerably until the curve had almost become fiat, the
rate of increase being considerably reduced by the relatively lower prices which
existed during the 18-40 period. In connection with these relationships it is
again interesting to note that as the pries of crude oil showed renewed upward
tendency In the 1039041 period the number of dry holes drilled during the ame
period again reacted upward.
After establishing a new record low during 1932 the Increased rate of new oil
found, for several years followed the increasedd trend of drilling activity created
by the upward trend of price which existed at that time. This upward trend
of ned discoveries continued through 1934-SO period and reached its high
In 1987. This was coincident with the trend of price and drilling activity, but
from 1987 through 1940 new discoveries were downward at an accelerated rate,
which occurred in spite of the fact that during the entire period exploratory work
still continued upward, although tending to reverse Itself as the price of crude
oil flattened and declined toward the end of the period. More recently, as
was indicated earlier, the price slumped off, as did drilling, and this further accelerated "the downward courqq of new discoveries; however, there were doubtless
other things involved In this situation such as the unattractive allowables granted
to new fields and the general tax situation, bringing about conditions not cora,
mensurate with the risk involved.
In 1941 the price increased slightly as did the number of dry holes drilled+
but as stated earlier, the new discoverles during last year no doubt continued
to decline. Further reference to graph D will show them trends and relationships.
ABANMQMNRM
or NmAm
AU wELLS
Involved, of course, in this situation as to trends of reserves and other develop.
ments are a large number of small producers frequently referred to as "marginei'O
or "stripper" wells. Such wells might be defined as any well producing at a
cost which closely approximates the revenue from the sale of oil from such
well. Obviously the output of the well cannot of itself be the determining
factor as to classification, It being an undeniable fact that many wells of rather
small production, even as little as a fraction of a barrel per day, often are
profitable producers, whereas many of larger production are not. It would
seem that whether or not a well falls in the stripper class is more definitely
related to whether or not it is an economic or uneconomic operation, than it I#
to size. It Is generally recognized in the industry that recept Increases in
producing costs in the way of material, labor, taxes, etc., have forced many wells
into the s-called stripper group.
The abandonment of uneconomic wells is a continuing process In the operation of the petroleum Industry and the rate at which these abandonments
occur fluctuates with the rise and fall of conditions surrounding their operation. Factors that influence the abandoning of wells are the return received for
the oil produced and the condition of the reclaimed materials market and
whether or not the price of recoverage equipment as used material, or as
Junk, exceeds the value of the well as an operating unit, all in relation to the
capabilities of the well as a producer or as an bionomically justifiable operation.
Placing restrictions against an operator abandoning a well which he no longer
deems an economle operation would not prevent the olprator from discontinu.
lag to puinup his well but It would have the effect of prohibiting him from
salvaging the material In order to use It elsewhere. Although only limited
quantities (of salvage material are suitable for new and deeper wells,, this
would to a degree defeat the purpose intended in that the material would
then he frozen in the ground with no oil being produced through the use
ihereof. Such restriction would be artificial and would operate Against normal
economic forces and concelvably would withhold from oil field supply markets
materials which might possibly have been used in the finding elsewhere of considerable additional new oil reserves.
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- There are at the present time 'about 400,000 producing wells -in the Untt6d
States and for the past 8 years new otl wells tbOmpleted have averaged 20,400
per year. ' Abandonment of old wells has averaged 10,100 daring the past:10
years. This is an estimated figure based upon the number ofproduclng oil'
wells in operation at the beginning and end of each year, with considerdtio
given to the number completed 'during the ypar.
While there are a large mnumbr of wells falling Into the marginal, or stripper
classification, the margin of profit of these wells varies considerably and it is
only the wells which have reached the break-even point under existing conditions which areaffected by charging crude or Junk prices.
Information' on -theo number of abandonments over the post few years was
recently obtainedfrom States in which about 70 percent of all of the oil wells
in the country are located. No information is available for 'the , tate,'ot
]Pennsylvania which, has 21 percent of all 'wlls. Based upon'the 70-percent
amplee, the details of which are shbwnPLn table'I,:it is estlnatld, that the trend
of abandonments over the country as h whole during the past 5 years haf,
been as follows: 1937, 8,200; 1938,,8,400'; 199; 10,000; '1040, 9MI.,; 1941, 10,700.
;-The trend 'of these abandorftents, by months I the States for ,which 1941
Information' is available is tet' out Inrtable IL Annual totals for these States
for 1,939 and'1940 are, also shoWti"monthly Information for these years. "nOt
being available to, the committee,ats this report was written. ', , ' , '
,
.
,Studyl of the Information contained in the tabulation , next vet out, and that
In the'table-of abandonments for I9, 1940. and 1941, indicated earlier by t400%
will show that many are In the States of small. producton, and doubtless the
average for the abandoned wells was less than the average production, of all
,
,
:
,
. '
the wells in these States
,,,while Information Indicating' the daily average crude-oil production involved
in the abandonments enumerated is not definitely available, it would appearto
be the logical conclusion from the foregoing that no verygreat amount of daily
production was involved, perhaps not much more than one.alf of 1 percent
#f total production and perhaps a lesser amount.
'
This low' rate of production of abandoned wells would seem also to apply to
most discarded wells in the central west sdan n a large part of the mold continent
In California and in parts of the Gulf coast as well as in the Rocky Mountain
district a somewhat different situation may exist due: to the heavier type of
oil produced in many of the fields In these districts, .apd information Is availole
to the committee which indicates that a worth-while ntnber''o"f *ells In'Callornla, overlying a considerable reserve 61, heavy otl, avi' had'to be shut down
du6 to the inability of the: owners there f to continue to perate 'them on a
paying basis.
'
'
1l'gure6 showing the number of wells producing ti each State at the end of
1941 and the dtily average crude-oil production per, well per diiy appear in
table III.
The committee was 'unable to determine the amount of 'reserve# generally
involved In the question of abandonments. However the over-all figure was not
thought to be large, and perhaps not greater In relation to total reserves of the
country than is the production involved in relation to total productloA of crude
oil.
SUMMARY
The committee's study of the data presented suggests the following eoncluslons:
1. That additions to the Nation's known oil reserves have shown a declining
trend for the past 3 or 4 years.
P. That new reserves are needed In order to meet indicated consumptive
demand without waste.
8. That there is an indicated trend of increased abandonment of small wells.'
4. That an increased number of wells must be drilled in order to discover the
same amount of oil as formerly.
5. That premiums granted discovery wells In the form of increased allowables
are an incentive to' exploration.
6. That adequate prices of crude oil, which give consideration to over-all
eosts, gre essential to exploration incentive and to extend the economic life of
small wells.
7. That retention of present statutory percentage depletion allowance Is essential
to the above objectives.
War conditions
may temporarily restrict civilian use of petroleum and Its
products, but to offset this defense demands are rapidly Increasing and it is
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possible that the petroleum'rsources 'of otWt'Allies may be lost to them through
enemy action ,making it necessary for, the United States to supply any resulting
of immediate deiiand oil' has becoine 'otie df the most
deficiency. I'rdless
Tong-term trends of consumption are
critical materials In modern elvIlizatoi.
strongly upward and it becomes vital that this country not' only maintain but
Inereatse Its known reserves of crude petroleum.
For qll fields which have not been substantially depleted there is an approxiplate ojiftmum rate of production, which, if exceeded, results in waste of natural
energy and loss of ultimhte recovery. It is essential, therefore, that reserves be
maintained at that amount at least whiich will permit production sufficient to
meet consumptive demand without violation of recognized laws of conservation.
The data presented in the earlier section of this report indicates that the reserves
of the country may soon.,be inadequate to supply current requirements without
waste.
':'
.:
Since the introduetlo :and re nerlen of geophysics no great advance has bqea
made 1r) the art of oil prospecting. 'The record shows an ever-increasing amount
of nonpr~oductive drilling required for each important discovery. Less positive
,evidence, in advAnce of drilliig IR,\early apparent. The conclusion seev ,inescapable i that greater sums must be expended for exploration if we are to increme

:o eve
aintan' the Nation's 'rieekve
I....
The Industry Is qualified and prepared to Increase its exploratory effort, dependent on twtq primary jactors7.-7+rst, the iucetive to venture, and, second, thp
avalanbil,'ot'vdi~ remone". 'Itwill ,)6 sek,tiai these two factors are elbkeli
related.

Satisfactory prices for crude oil adequate to cover all pperatlng and discovery
costs vnd taxes are essential to maintain finding effort.' Potentially advancing
pri s great y acentuatethe motive fqrce behind such effort. The: dlscov ry rate
under prices, and othdreouhdltinns existing gurifg tlhe past few yeas as declined.
Accordingly, it I$ iedson~ble to conclude that higher prices fOr ctuoe' oil would
speed up flndlngeffort and d scov ery rate and wold tend to build ,up reserves.
- Th. dustry relies upou tieovr-all differece between cash Income and cash
outgo to provide the funds for exploration. Expl0ratioh is a controllable expense.
In a broad sense that ,amount rejnaluing after meeting all other expense ,i
allocated to exploration. With constantly Increasing tat levies such remainder
correspondibm1y decreases. Tax assessments are, In fact, direct charges against
funds oth w!te available for explorp.tion.
The present percentage depletion all0osince embodied in ,the tax laws Is ,a
modification o, tlb* riginal dls(Overy depletion allowance, Adopted 24 years ago
as an incentive to stimulate discovery and development of the petroleum resources
of the country. The oil industry of today stands as a tribute to the wisdom of
the Congress and its tax-makIng bodies in that it has been ever ready tO meet the
rapidly increasing demands of the Nation, and with lower prices for Its products
over that period. It can be demonstrated that the establishment and:apolication
of the principle of depletion allowance In determining income tax has been one
of the most effective motivatig forceam'establishing the present.evels of crude
oil reserves.
• In view of the present emergency, and In consideration of the downward trend
of new discoveries, against increasing demand, suggestions of the Treasury Department that percentage depletion be reduced are shortsighted and show a coinplete lack of appreciation of the imperative need to maintain the incentive to find
new oil, which results from this provision. An increase in this allowance would
be wiser over-all governmental planning.
similar conclusions can be reached with respect to the problem of extending
the life of marinal wells. Incentive provided by Increased prices or anticipation
of higher prices serves to en)&,uragn the' operator' to continue wells even after
their economic limit has been reached. Statutory percentage depletion allowance
also serves to retard abandonmnt of these small wells.
Respectfully submitted.
0. 1). Donari, (T7trsasa.
FRBANKBUTMAM,
J. P. Dn xn,
WAL7%R S. HALLANAN,

WM. F. IIUMPHREY,
JOHN M. LOVEJOY,

CUAs. P. McGAuj4

LAWEawN'VADn= Lacx,
H. C. Wiees,
committee.
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(Basic reserve data for years prior to 1935 taken from information developed by department of statistics American Petroleum Institute. Data for 1985 and subsequent years
is taken from information developed by AmeriCan Petroleum Institute's committee on
petroleum reserves. Production data are those of the Bureau of Mines.]
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Price of Crude Now," by Wallae I9. Pratt, published in July 1941 Issue of Mining and
Metallurgy.]
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REVENUE ACT OF 1942
EXHaIIT B
[From the Oil Weekly, March 2. 1942]
OPC SAYS 19,300 WELLS WILL MEET '42 ItEQUIREMENT$

SURVEY OF INDUSTRY'S POSITION AND EQUIPMENT NEEDS PREPARED FOR WAR
PRODUCTION BOARD AND PRESENTED TO THE COLE COMMITTEE IN WASHINGTON
LAST WEEK, EMPHASIZES NECESSITY FOR CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT IN PRODUCTION BRANCH TO INSURE ADEQUATE SUPPLY OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS FOR THIE
WAR PROGRAM

The growing shortages of critical materials resulting from the urgent requirements of the war program make it necessary for the War Production Board to
review carefully the needs of all industries, with a view to limiting expenditures
to the minimum consistent with essential operations. With respect to tile petroleuim industry, the question has been raised concerning the necessity of expending
materials in the production branch for the drilling of wells, referring particularly
to development drilling as opposed to exploratory drilling. This report presents
an analysis of the situation which shows that it is essential to make available
certain quantities of materials for development as well as exploratory drilling in
order to provide an adequate sustained supply of petroleum for the war program.
Essential characterof petroleum
The importance of petroleum to the war program and supporting essential fndustrial and civilian activity is quite widely and fully recognized Petroleum has
often been appropriately termed the "lifeblood" of our Nation, and it truly is an
absolute necessity to the war program and to our modern industrial operations.
Without the products of petroleum, our air arm could not rise from the ground to
engage in combat; modern armies could not be placed and maintained in the field;
our naval units would be reduced to hulks cf scrap metal; transportation facilities
would be largely stalled for want of fuel, proper lubricants, or other products; our
entire industrial system would likewise be practically paralyzed; and the whole
range of human activity would automatically be drastically curtailed. It therefore follows that it is imperative, as part of the war program, to insure an adequste and sustained supply of pe .coleuln products to meet fully all likely or possible
military and essential industrial and civilian requirements for such commodities.
Necessity jfo -,iaiail nP perolelum reserves
The first and principal requirement to sure an adequate and sustained supply
of petroleum products for the war program and other essential needs is to develop
and continuously maintain sufficient .kuown and developed underground reserves
of crude oil and natural gas to prove ide the productive capacity to meet all necessary demands for these raw, matp:ials. The other requirements of course involve
providing adequate transpt~ration, refining, and distribution facilities In order
to gather the raw materials, manufacture the desired products, and deliver them
to the points of need. However, the maintenance of adequate known developed
reserves is the basic requirement, for crude oil and gas reserves constitute the
foundation of the entire petroleum industry. Without a supply of the raw
materials out of which petroleum products are made, the refining and other
facilities comprising the industry would serve no useful purpose.
Productivecapacity and required reserves
The maintenance of adequate petroleum productive capacity Is dependent
upon active exploratory operations to locate new fields and upon proper development of the new reserves as discovered, Such operations must proceed concurrently with production operations for new fields cannot be discovered and
developed overnight or at will, The process is at best complicated and time
consuming.
The discovery and development program should be designed to locate and make
available for production new reserves at a rate consistent with the total
any
known developed
reserve
hand at at
consumption
of tile
knownonreserves
thetime and with the rate of production and

same time.

Such a pi ogram is neces-

sary for two principal reasons Firstly the fluid and fugaclous nature of oil and
gas Is such that they ordinarily are readily handled, refined, and transported rapIdly and in large volumes; but these same properties make tem relatively dificult and expensive to store above ground in large quantities In relation to demand.
70098--42-vol. 2- --4
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Thus, oil and gas are produced for use on substantially a day-to-day basis, particularly so in the case of gas, and the above-ground stocks or inventories ofoil are
relatively small in terms of consumption or (lays' supply. Secondly, developed
petroleum reserves and productive capacity are actually a "wasting asset," and
each barrel of oil produced from a given developed reserve diminishes the size and
the productive capacity of that particular reserve. Hence, in order to maintain
productive capacity at the required level, the production or depletion of known
developed reserves must be offset by new discoveries and development; and a
backlog of known and developed underground reserves must be maintained at
all times in an amount consistent with the current and likely future requirements
for petroleum.
'I he history and experience of the industry indicates that the amount of known
developed underground reserves on hand at all times should be maintained at
the equivalent, in terms of the likely consumption, of an indicated supply for
at least 15 years, and preferably 20 years, in order reasonably to insure an adequate sustained supply and to provide reasonably efficient operation and oil recovery. To one who is not fully informed of the physical conditions surrounding
the production of petroleum, an "indicated yearn' supply" of 15 to 20 years may
seem quite abundant, and it might he concluded that a moratorium on well drilling and petroleum operations could be declared for an indefinite period without
serious consequences under such circumstances. Thus, for example, it might be
thought that a known developed underground reserve of 15,000,000,000 barrels
of oil would sustain a production rate of 1,000,000,000 barrels annually for 15
years without further discovery and development of new reserves during the
period. That such reasoning Is completely erroneous is commonly recognized
throughout the industry and is revealed fully by the actual production histories
of literally hundreds of oil fields. As indicated previously, the productive capacity of any specific reserve diminishes continuously as production and consequent depletion of the reserve proceeds. Experience shows that the natural
physical limitations on the rate at which oil can be produced are such that most
oil fields must be operated for a period of at least 25 years and usually longer in
order to obtain all of the oil that is practicably recoverable.
Status of Gnited States oil reserves
The question has been raised concerning the adequacy of the present known
petroleum reserves of the United States to supply for an indefinite period the
requirements of the war program and essential supporting activity. As a move
to conserve critical materials, it has been suggested that well drilling, particularly
that concerned with the development of fields, might be eliminated or drastically
curtailed for a period of time. The consequences of such action may be quite
definitely determined through an analysis of the present petroleum reserve
situation. Resort to theory, trial, or, speculation is unnecessary, , reasonably
accurate deductions concerning the results of following such a course may be
;made simply on the basis of operatig experience.
The Nation and the petroleum industry are fortunate in that the industry has,
over past years, been able to supply all requiremient9 for petroleum and at the
same time to build up a substantial backlog of known underground reserves of
crude oil. As of the first of the year 1942 there existed a known underground oil
reserve of approximately 19,000,00000 barrels which is the result of continued
discovery and development operations extending over past years as far back as
the year 1900 and before.
Referring to the attached chart, it is seen that the known underground reserves
of crude oil in the United States have increased greatly over past years, despite a
more than twenty-fold increase in rate of production siice the year 1900. Reserves
have been increased from a level of-,between two to four billion barrels in the
decade 1900-10 to about 19;000,000,000 as of the first of the year 1942, while
daily production has risen from just tinder 180,000 barrels per day in 1900 to
3,845,000 barrels per day for the year 1941. Production continues to mount
rapidly as a result of the war program, and it is now just under 4,100,000 barrels
daily which is equivalent to an annual production of close to 1% billion barrels.
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Under the cuirent demand for petroleum the current known underground reserve
In equivalent to an "indicated years' supply" of about 13 years. While there
exists sufficient productive capacity to satisfy the immediate demands likely to
be made upon the industry without material effect upon producing efficiency,
yet the current reserve in terms of current oil requirements is less than the mini.'
mum value of the proper level of reserves. Actually it would be desirable to
have available a known developed underground reserve of around 25,000,000,000
barrels under the current rate of production as compared with the present actual
19(100 000,000 barrels.
The' thought is prevalent among those who are not informed on the subject
that the United States is possessed of a great abundance of petroleum and that,
without qualification, the industry is prepared to meet indefinitely all requirements.
It is unfortunate that the industry itself is partly responsible for this erroneous
and harmful public impression.
The performance of the industry in the past indicates that It will likely be able
to fill the demand for petroleum unless a too drastic limitation of operations,
because of restrictions on materials, is imposed. However, it will be shown that
unless materials required for necessary drilling operations are made available
the reserve position would soon become critical and the productive capacity would
diminish rapidly far below anticipated essential requirements.
The attached chart demonstrates the fact rather strikingly that contrary to
popular belief, an overabundant known underground crude oil reserve does not
exist in the United States at this time. It shows clearly that the petroleum industrAy must be in a position to carry on exploration and discovery activities with even
greater intensity than In the past and that reasonable development operations
must also be conducted.
Plotted on the chart are: (a) the known underground reserves of crude oil as
of the first of each year since 1900, (b)- the average daily production by years
since 1900, (c) the "indicated years' supPly" of crude oil represented by the known
underground reserves, which is' obtained by dividing the know I undergroufid
reserves shown for the first of each year by the annual production of the preceding
fyar, and (d) forecasts of production and efficient productive capacity assuming
that new discovery and drilling operations were stopped as of January 1, 1042.
Forecast of productive capacity with no new development
The most significant features of the chart are the forecasts of the rapid reductions in productive capacity of presently known reserves which would occur
under the assumption that new discovery and development operations were
terminated as of January 1, 1942. These are indicated by the light dotted black
and red lines on the chart projected from the beginning of the year 1942. As
previously stated these forecasts are based simply open actual operating history
and experience.
The light dotted black line was forecast on the premise that drilling would
cease entirely on January 1, 194P, and that production would be continued for as
long a time as possible at the present national total production rate of about
4,100,000 barrels per day. It is seen that the current production rate could be
maintained under such circumstances only through the present year and that the
year 1943 would witness the beginning of a natual decline In production. By
1944 productive capacity would drop to 3,800,000 barrels per day, and it would
fall very rapidly thereafter as shown.
The light dotted red line was forecast on the premise that production would be
limited at all times to the estimated efficient production rate for each xield and
that all exploratory operations would cease but that drilling would proceed until
all' presently known reserves were fully developed. It is estimated that this
would require approximately 11,400 wells. Under such conditions, production
would have to be reduced to 3,00,000 barTels per day for 1942, and it would
thereafter diminish at the rate of about 150,000 barrels per day annually. The
two dotted curves bound the range of varied conditions within which It might he
expected that the rate of crude oil production might logically be expected to fall.
I is significant that even though production of crude should be artificially limited
in the future to say 8,500,000 barrels per day, by restriction of the consumption
I It should be understood that the known underground reserves shown for any particular time represent
the estimated recoverable oil then remaining in all of the ol fields discovered up to that time. Thus the
reserve Indicatod for a specific date does not include the reserves of those fields subsequently discovered.
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of petroleum products for reasons of rubber or automobile shortages, transportation difficulties, or other causes such a production rate could not be maintained
without continued drilling to discover and develop new supplies of oil for maintaining a proper backlog of developed reserves.
Another factor -of considerable importance, bearing upon the question of
maintaining oil production during the year,1942 underthera.u mption of cessation
of drilling, is that some 48,000 wells now flowing naturally would soon necessarily
have to produce at capacity in order to offset the decline in production of older
wells. The result would be that such wells would soon cease natural flow and
would then require Installation of pumping or other artificial lifting equipment.
This equipment Involves the use of the highest quality steels as well as gears and
engines, all of which are critical. With continued development and the maintenance of reserves at a proper level, the majority of the wells in question would
continue to flow naturally indefinitely.
Diminishing trend of "indicated years' supply"'
Referring to the historical features of the chart, it is to be noted that while the
known underground reserves of crude oil have been greatly increased over past
years, yet the increase in reserves has not kept pace with the phenomenal record
of the rise in production. In other words, the expression of known reserves in
terms of future supply has diminished substantially over the long term as a result
of the tremendous increase in the demand for crude oil. This fact is revealed by
the heavy black dashed line plotted on the chart and labelled "Indicated Years'
Supply which a indicated before, was obtained by dividing the known underground reeves on hand as of the first of each' successive year by the annual
production during the preceding ? It
een that although only relatively
small reserves of crude oil were known at the beginning of the century, yet they
were large in terms of the annual production at that time and constituted an
indicated supply for the demand at that time of from 30 to 40 years. As the
demand for oil rapidly increased, the indicated years' supply trended downward
sharply until the latter part of the decade 1920-30, even though discoveries of
new reserves exceeded production and substantial additions to known reserves
were made.
With the widespread application of approved scientific exploration technique
and as the result of the discovery of several exceptionally large fields, known reserves gained rapidly following the year 1025 and outstripped the rising demand
for oil, so that the indicated years' supply increased from a low of 11 years, as of
the first of 1926, to 22 years for 1933. At that time, however, the trend reversed
and it has since been sharply downward, having reached a value of just under 11
years as of the first of 1942.
Necessity for continued discovery and development
The decidedly downward trend in thsiodicated years' supply of known underground crude oilreserves presents a rather unfavorable outlook"when one reflects
upon the necessity of in'mring an adequate sustained supply of petroleum for tie
war program and supporting essential activities. The picture 'becomes more
disturbing when the fact is realized that new discoveries of petroleum have failed
to balance production during the past 3 years by a total of about 2,000,000,000
barrels, as may be seen by reference to the chart. Furthermore, the known reserves of natural gas have been seriously depleted in imporint sections of the
country because of the lack of further discoveries. Demand for gas by slrategi
and essential businesses in highly industrialized areas is now seriously pressing the
I
available supply.
The cause of this situation may be traced entirely to the simple cold fact that the
discovery of prolific new fields, particularly in the case of oil, is becoming increasingly diflicult, despite continuous improvement of prospecting technique, as drilling proceeds at greater depth and as the more favorable possible oil productive
areas become more thoroughly combed and tested. This does not imply that there
do not remain important unknown fields yet to be found. It is a fact, however,
that oil is becoming harder to locate, as each new discovery made simply means
one less for the future,
The increasing difficulty of discovering new petroleum reserves is attested
the fact that despite exploratory activity, lessnew reserves have been discovered
This is shown by the table below which presents the history of exploratory operations over the past several years.
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It is to be noted that exploratory drilling ha ,increased considerably in recent

years. Although this greater activity resulted in the.discovery of a larger num-*
her of noew fields, yet the quantity of new reor'es discovered has diminished because of the progressively poorer quality of the new fields found.
The position of known reerves in terms of the likely future requirements for
petroleum should be improved. In the light of the earlier discussion concerning
the dependence of productive capacity upon the maintenance of an adequate
baclog of known developed underground reserves, it is obvious that the down!
ward trend eanot long be permitted to .persist if an adequate domestic supply is
to be continuaJ,. Even at thi time some of the important oil-producing areas
are pressed to the limit of capacity t supply the local demand for oil. Mi'y
fields are being operated at excessivm rates of production, which lessens oil recov,
ery and further diminishes the .kpown reo verable reserve and accelerates the d
dline in productive capacity. This conditi s coupled, with the: inability to ;pro.
diet the duration of the present conflict, clearly indicates the necessity for |tensified exploratory work, , ithiough it, miay not be possible to provide sufficient
materials to strengthen the known petroleuIm reserve position at this time, sufficient drilling must be done to Oisc(qyo:And properly develop new reserves 9f, oil
. t ghieh -known or previously diocovere4
and gas at a rate at least equal to tb.
reserves, are, produced; and, conumed,
History, Of acplosrawejooertiorsas-19L4-41
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To disctussmig the problem of maintaining adequate domestic reserves of petro.
been suggested that future slF !lipg pro rams should be directed or
l um, it ',ias
and strategic fields and
confined io discovering and developing the most prolific
the most Jesirable crudes, such as, for example, aviation-gasolne.,yielding crtiles
While a limited degree
upoprequirements.
depcndipg
types
desirable
and other
of choice night 1bssibly be exercised to advantage, it should be kept in mind that
it has, no! bewn possible to discover sufficient new reserves to balance required
withdrawals during recent years regardless of any consideration of the quality of
the field cr-the type of crude. The fact of the matter is that all additions to all
ttpes of r. serves would be welcome and desirable. Proper cognizance of variations in tlz, quality of fields and erudes can be taken, with reference to the expenscarce materials, by making suitable adjustments in the development proditure ,"'
grams.
. The thought has also been expressed that greater reliance should be placed upon
the petroleum reserves of other countries in the Western Hemisphere to supply the
requirements of the United States, In considering this point it should be recognized that other petroleum-producing countries of this hemisphere do not posew
any surplus of known developed reserves and that, from the standpoint of the
expenditure of criticl materials, it would require materials to discover and
develop added reserves in South America just as It will in this country. Without
considering the merit of other phases of this qucstlon, It will suffice to say that
the UnitedStates should strive always to remain self-sufficient as far as petroleum
reserves and available pe ,roleum supply arc concerned. Although under normal
circumstances it might be wise to consider drawing more extensively on foreign
reserves, a domestic supply fully adequate to meet all likely requirements must be
maIntained in this emergency. It would be folly to depend to any substantial extent upon importations of foreign crude because of the serious limitations of
transportation facilities arising from the challenge to our sea lanes.
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Future crud. requirement#
The current demand for domestic crudeoil production is close to 4,100,000
barrels per day, which amounts to nearly 1 %billion barrels per year. Because a
large portion of the products from this volume of crude finds its w&y into civilian
uses not directl related to the war program, it I; not widely understood that much
of the production is necessary to supply the constituents of the four petroleum
products considered to he of greatest direct importance to the war program;L
namely, (a) aviation gasoline, (b) aviation lubricants, (c) toluene, and (d) syn
thetic rubber.It has been estimated that nearly 2,000,000 barrels per day of crude will be
needed to produce the requirements of those essential products for this year.
With the completion of additional units In 1948 for the manufacture of the four
critical petroleum products, the crude requirements will mount to almost
3,600,000:barrels per day, or over 1.3 billion barrels per year, which is equal to:88
percent of the current volume of production. This quantity of crude will be required irrespective of the demand for ordinary petroleum products, such as motor
gasoline andfufl oil, which would in effect be produced as byproducts of the foulr
critical military products. It therefore becomes apparent that any poq ible
dytoilinent of civilian consumption of gasoline or fuel oil would haye a relative y
small effec upon crude-oil requirements.
, There has been much loose talk of the possibilities of reducing crude-oil require,
ments by restri.ting so-oalled nonessential civilian consumption of motor fuel,
While admitting that some nonessential uses of gasoline could be eliminated
without serious consequences, yet there exists considerable doubt ns to theextent
to which civilian consumption of motor fuel could be limited without jeopardizing
essential induatrial activity. It is believed that essential needs for petroleum
will actually-increase beyond the current level of production. The Contvolliig
factor Irs the matter will be fuel oil, and, irrespective of the effects of therubb t
or automobile shortages or of possible artificial curtailment on motor fuel coniumption, the essential needs for fuel oil will likely require the maintenance of
crude-ol production at or above the current level. The crux of the matter is
simphy that limitation of crude-oil production through restriction of gasoline con,
sumpton would seriously affect the supply of fliel oil, for, with the essential requiremants of other products, fuel oil yields can be shifted only moderately,
probably a maximuir of 5 percent on the total volume. The supply of fuel oil is
tight"L at thistime, and any substantial restriction in use would soon raise other
Important problems concerning critical materials and would also seriously affect
essential industrial operations.
Driving and material requirements for 194!
Over the past 6 years exploratory and development drilling for oil and gas has
totaled in e~ieoss of 25,000 to a high of approximately 32,000 wel's annually. A.
pointed out before, discoveries of new reserves of oil in the past 3 years have not
kept pace with production, and the reserve position in terms of the growing
demand for petroleum has become progressively less secure over the past decade
In spite of the large amount of drilling done.
With the urgent requirements of critical materials for direct military purposes
and the consequent steadily growing shortages, it is fully recognized that the
production branch of the petroleum Industry must conduct its operations with
greatly reduced expenditures of materials, This simply means that the industry
is faced with the formidable task of discovering, developing, and producing more
and more petroleum with less and less material. Because of the none too satisfactory level of known underground reserves, exploratory activity, particularly,
must be pressed with Increasing Intensity.
Prior to the outbreak of war it had been hoped, because of the urgency of con-.
tinuing the discovery and development of new petroleum reserves, that the pro.
auction branch of the industry would be able to continue without serious reduction
In the scale of drilling operations, despite the fact that general shortages of materials had already developed. Shortly before hostilities began, however, it became
fully apparent that the industry could not hope to receive other than the bare
minimum amount of materials required to permit a reasonable continuation of
necessary operations. Accordingly, thought was given to the methods whereby
the limited quantities of materials available could be placed to the most advantageous use. This culminated in the promulgation of Conservation Order M-08.
The effect of this order Is to make available a greater quantity of oil per pound
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of steel expended by broadening the spacing of wells and by eliminating overdevelopment or unnecessary drilling in any particular field. Thus a greater
a uantity of underground reserves of petroleum can be made available for producon with a minimum practicable use of materials.
While considerable savings of materials can and will be made in petroleum.
production operations,,-it sis.~tnl~ .to .rease that.mater
snefsaryfor. the
continued proper functioning of the production branch of the industry must be
made available if an adequate sustained suply of petroleum is to be provided.
Under the operation of Conservation Order 1k' 3 , it is estimated that the drilling
of about 19,300 wells in the United States dun.
the year 1942, properly divided
between exploratory and development operations, should be sufficient to maintain
fairly satisfactorily the required domestic productive capacity to enable the
reduction of at least 1 billion barrels of oil during the year. The estimate of
9,300 wells for 1942 is 39 percent below the 31,733 wells drilled in 1941. The
detail of the estimate of domestic drilling required in 1942 is as follows:

Oil

Gas

Iy Total

4,Oei
giplenitory
wells-------------------------------------------eat 1, M2 4 16
1us 5,, 2Me
] potrW..........................................................
M,4
1%2,8
Development
wells .............................................
11,184 1,829
2.294
18,287

It is noted that the estimate of required drilling in the United States in 1942 Is
divided 4,000 wells to exploratoriwork and the remainder to development. The
4,000 wells set aside for explorats6ry-operatios is nearly-29 pent~gaeater than
the total of 3,113 wild-cat wells drilled in 1941, which was an all-time high,
Because of its obvious importance, the Office of Petroleum Coordinator has
emphasized and will continue to urge intensified exploratory activity. If the
estimated total required number of wells are drilled, it may be expected that
around 5,500 to 5,600 will be dry, something less than 2,000 will be gas wells, and
the rest oil wells. The dry holes will require only a minor amount of material as
compared with the estimated 13,733 successful oil and gas well completions.
The reason for this is that little or no casing or other tubular goods are left in
unsuccessful wells. The estimate of 13,733 oil and gas well completions for the
ar 1942 compares with 23,100 in 1942 and represents a 40-percent reduction.
is means that the expenditure of materials in the production branch in 1942
will be at least 40 percent less than the quantity used in 1941. It cjan be stated
with assurance that a minimum reduction of 40 percent will be automatically
accomplished under the application of Conservation Order M-68.
An estimate of the various classes of material requirements for the production
branch of the industry for the year 1942 has been made. The requirements are
based upon the proposed drilling program and necessary auxiliary operations as
piscussed above. The detail of- the estimate is as follows:
Tons
Ferrous materials:
1. Cutting tools --------------------------------------------985
2. Nickel bearing steel ----------------------------_
36, 800
8. Other alloy steel ---------------------------------59, 900
4. Carbon steel------- ---------- -------------.
262, 000
5. Steel castings -------------------------------------22, 300
6. Steel scrap--------------------------------------- 30, 800
7. Steel bars and shapes ----------------------------154,000
8. Wire rope, etc .---------------------------------------8, 900
9. Steel plate - ---------------------------------------32, 900
10. Steel rhet-------------------------------------I
61, 100
11. Tubular goods ----------------------------------------925, 000
12. Drill pipe, _ -----------------------------------33, 40
13. Pig iron--iron castings -.---------............----------64, 80
14. Ion crap ---------------------------------------5$,90
15. Ferrou alloys -------- 7------------------------------1, 11

Total,.

-----------

----------------------

----

1,7589
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Nonferous -materials:
17. Nickel ----------------------......----.---.......... ..
18. Copper ---.-.---------. _.-.-----.-.------------........
19. Zinc
-- .
_...
.------------

ill
4, 910
6, 840

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

780
780
1, 164)
4, 280
1, 275
157
4,250
1,810

T in ..................................................Lead . ................................................
Alum inum ---------------------.--. ....... ......
Rubber ------------------------.
... .... ... . .
Synthet.5 rubber -----------------------------Plates
cs ...... .........................................
Chemicals -----------------------------------------Cordage -----------.-----------------------------------

Total --------.-----------------------------------25, 522
The foregoing estimate shows a required ferrous tonnage of approximately
1,750,000 and a nonferrous tonnage of 25,500. As indicated before, these quantities of materials are about 40 percent less than the expenditures of materials
in the year 1941.
Recommendation
It is the belief of the Petroleum Coordinator's Office that the quantities of
materials specified herein represent a reasonably accurate picture of tile essential
requirements of the production branch of the petroleum industry necessary to
provide an adequate sustained supply of crude oil and natural gas to support the
war program. Accordingly the recommendation is hereby made that the War
Production Board be urged to allocate to the production branch of the petroleum industry, for the year 1942, the specified amounts of materials, if at all
possible and consistent with the urgency of the requirements for military and
other war industry purposes.
EXsIMIT C

[,rotm Bureau of Iatcral Revenue, Reguplation 103(-Income tax]

Sim. 19.23 (m)-10. Citarges to capital and to expense in the case of oil and
as iwells.-(a) Items chargeable to capital or to expense at taxpayer's option:
(1) Option with respect to intangible drilling and development costs In general: All expenditures for wages, fuel, repairs, hauling, supplies, etc., incident
to and necessary for the drilling of wells and the preparation of wells for the
production of oil and gas, may, at the option of the taxpayer, be deducted from
gross Income as an expense or charged to capital account. Such expenditures
have for convenience been termed intangible drilling and development costs.
Examples of items to which this option applies are, all amounts paid for labor,
fuel, repairs, hauling, and supplies, or any of them, which are used (A) in the
drilling, shooting, and cleaning 6f wells; (B) In such clearing of ground, draining, road making, surveying, and geological work as are necessary in preparation for the drilling of wells; and (C) in the construction of such derricks,
tanks., pipe lines, and other physical structures as are necessary for the drilling
of wells and the preparation of wells for the production of oil or gas. In general, this option applies only to expenditures for those drilling and developing
items which In themselves do not have a salvage value. For the purpose of
this option labor, fuel, repairs, hauling, supplies, etc., are not considered as having a salvage value, even though used imnconnection with the Installation of
physical property which has a salvage value. 'Drilling and development costs
shall not be excepted from the option merely because they are incurred under a
contract providing for the drilling of a well to an agreed depth, or depths,
at an agreed price per foot or other unit of measurement.
(2) Option with respect to cost of nonproductive wells: In addition to the
foregoing option the cost of drilling nonproductive wells at the option of the
taxpayer may be deducted from gross income for the year in which the taxpayer
completes such a well or be charged to capital account returnable through depletion and depreciation as in the case of productive wells.
(3) If deductions for depreciation or depletion have either on the books of
the taxpayer or in his returns of net income been included in the pst in
expense or other accounts, rather than specifically as depreciation or depletion,
or if capital expenditures have been charged to expense in lieu of depreciation
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or depletion, a statement indicating the extent to which this practice, ha be
tarried should accompany the return.
(b) Recovery of optional items, if capitalized:.
(I) Items returnable through depletion: If in exercising these options, or
either of them, the taxpayer charges such expenditures as fall within the Options
to caphal account, the amounts so capitalized insofar as they are not represented
by physical property are returnable through depletion. For the purposes of this
section the expenditures for clearing ground, draining, road making, urveyIng,
geological wok, excavation, grading, and the drilling, shooting, and cleaning of
wells, are considered not to be represented by physical property, and when
barged to capital account are returnable through depletion.,
(2) Items returnable through depreciation: If in exercising these options, the
taxpayer charges such expenditures as fall within the options to capital account,
the amounts so capitalized, insofar as they are represented by physical property,
are returnable through depreciation. Such expenditures are amounts paid for
wages, fuel, repairs,, hauling, supplies, etc., used in the installation of casing
and equipment and in the construction on the property of derricks and other
physical structures.
(3) In the case of capitalized intangible drilling and development costs incurred under a contract,, such costs shall be allocated between the foregoing
classes of items for the purposes of determining the depletion and depreciation
allowances.
(c) Nonoptional items distinguished:
(1) Capital items: The option with respect to intangible drilling and development costs In general does not apply to expenditures by which the taxpayer
acquires tangible property ordinarily considered as having a salvage value.
Examples of such items are the costs of the actual materials in those structures which are constructed in the wells and on the property, and the cost of
drilling tools, pipe, casing, tubing, tanks, engines, boilers, machines, etc. The
options do not apply to any expenditure for wages, fuel, repairs, hauling, supplies, etc., in connection with equipment, facilities, or structures, not incident to
or necessary for the drilling of wells, such as structures for storing or treating
oil or gas. These are capital items and are returnable though depeciation.
(2) Expense items: Expenditures which must be charged off as expense,
regardless of the options provided by this section, are those for labor, fuel,
repairs, hauling, supplies, etc., in connection with the operation of the wells
and of other facilities on the property for the production of oil or gas, General
overhead expense, taxes, and depreciation of drilling equipment, are not considered as capital items, even when incurred during the development of the
property.
(d) This section does not grant a new option or election. Any taxpayer who
made an election or elections under article 223 of Regulations 69 or under
article 243 of Regulations 74 or under article 236 of Regulations 77 or under
article 23 (m)-16 of Regulations 86 or under article 23 (m)-!6 of Regulations
94 (section 3.23 (m)-16, Title 26, Code of Federal Regulations), or under article
23 (m)-16 of Regulations 101 (see. 9.23 (m)-16, Title 20, Code of Federal
Regulations) is, by such election or elections, bound with respect to all optional
expenditures whether made before January 1, 1939, or after December 31, 1938,
in connection with oil and gas wells. Any taxpayer who has never made
expenditures for drilling oil or gas wells prior to the first taxable year beginning after December 31, 1938, must make an election as to intangible drilling
and development costs in general in the return for the first taxable year in
which the taxpayer makes such expenditures and a taxpayer who has never
made expenditures for a nonproductive well prior to the first taxable year
beginning after December 31, 1938, must make an election as to the cost of sucll
wells in the return for the first
taxable year in which the taxpayer completes
ouch a well. Any election so made is binding for all subsequent years. A taxpayer is considered to have made an election in accordance with the manner in
which the respective types of optional items are treated (1) in his return for
the first taxable year ending after December 31, 1924, in which optional expenditures of the respective types are or were made, or (2) In an amended
return filed between June 18, 1927, and December 18, 1927, in accordance with
Treasury Decision 4025. Any taxpayer who has made expenditures for optional
drilling and development costs nusi, attach to his return for the first
taxable
year beginning after December 31, 1938, and for each year thereafter a clear
statement of his election under each of the options, together with a statement
of the time at which, and the manner In which, such election was made.
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EsoLuTjxoN ADOJipTD BY THE INtr STATE OIL COMPANY COMMISSION, AT ITS
RIM
z
A, QUAUTEI'.Y MEIcrNG AT LirrLE RocK, AiK., ON MARCHti 28, 1942
The oil industry, requires the protection afforded by existing tax laws which
pLvlde for percentage depletion and optional expensing of Intangible drilling
cosi In order to guard against waste in the production of crude petroleum
which waste would result primarily because ofFirst. Producing from our known reserves at a rate so excessive as to prevent
efficient recovery of the greatest possible amount of oil from these reserves; and,
Second. Abandoning producing wells and. leaving recoverable oil in the producing horizons without first employing all known methods of primary or secondary recovery.
Encouragement to search for new reserves and to maintain production through
marginal and stripper wells, or through secondary recovery methods, now exists
In the provisions of our tax law allowing for a percentage depletion and the
right to charge to expense intangible development costs as provided by the
I
Treasury Department regulations.
The wisdom of the Congress of the United States in making provision for the
present depletion, and of the Treasury Department In recognizing the right to
charge to expense intangible development costs in income-tax returns, has been
well justified. The conservation program of the petroleum industry and of the
regulatory bodies of the oil-producing States would be greatly hampered and
embarrassed by a change In these laws and regulations.
Therefore, the Interstate Oil Compact Commission states as a policy its ap
proval of the present method of allowing percentage depletion and the optional
right to charge to expense intangible development costs as provided by tile
present laws of the United States and Treasury Department regulations thereunder.
EPXHIBIT I,

HIRAM M. Dow
RosWELL, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON, D. C., April 15, 1942.
l0on. WEzSLEzY E. DISNEY,
House of Representative,, Washington, D. 0.

DLAt CONGRESSMAN: Hon. Harold L. Ickes, Petroleum Coordinator for National Defense, acting under the authority vested in him by the President of
the United States, has recently formed the National Conference of Petroleum
Regulatory Authorities, and appointed to the membership thereof one representative from each regulatory agency of the several oil-producing States of the
Nation, and one representative from the Interstate Oil Compact Commission.
The first meeting of thisnational conference was held in the office
of the
Petroleum Coordinator in the Interior Building, Washington, D. C., on April
14 and 14, 1942. There were present at the meeting representatives from 20
oil-producing States. As the member representing the Interstate Oil Compact
Commission, I attended the meeting and was elected chairman of the conference.
During the course of the meeting several resolutions were adopted, among
which was one concerning the present provisions of law allowing to oil producers a depletion deduction of 27% percent and an option to charge as expense intangible drilling and development costs. The language used in the
resolution is as follows:
"The present depletion allowance of 27 percent must be retained. This, in
reality, creates a defense fund, capital to find new oil to replace the oil being
currently consumed, No change should be made in the law allowing the charge
for Intangible development costs."
Inasmuch as there is now pending before the Ways and Means Committee
a proposal from the Treasury Department, that these provisoncs of la.w be eliminated or drastically changed, I respectfully call your Attention to the resolution
above quoted and request that this letter' or a copy of the resolution be pre-
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sented by you to the Ways and Means Committee, and if agreeable, have it
inserted in the record of the hearing of the committee on this subject.
Very truly yours,
HmAM M. Dow.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Lee, you say you have a statement you

wish to makeI
Senator LFE. Yes.
The CIIAUMAN. All right, Senator Lee.

STATEMENT OF HON. IOSH LEE, A UNITED STATES SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA
Senator Las. Mr. Chairman, Hitler in his drive for the Caucasus
is trading blood for oil. Why is he paying such a price for these oil
fields? because he knows that if he can gain control of the oil from
the Caucasus and from Persia that America will then be the nearest
source of supply for oil.
Unfortunately Hitler is slowly but steadily gaining his battle for
this rich prize. If he wins the Caucasus there is little doubt tht he
will then move toward Persia, the only oil supply in Europe and
Asia then available to the armies of the'Allies. This will mean that
America must supply the oil for the entire fighting forces of the
United Nations.
Therefore, we must not take any steps which will reduce the development of new supplies of oil. We must not discourage the exploratory efforts. On the contrary we should be thinking of means
of encouraging the discovery of new oil fields.
During World War I the Congress faced a similar situation. Out
of the necessity born of that situation came the present percentage
depletion-allowance legislation. The Congress then recognized the
wisdom o providing a 271/2-percent depletion allowance for the
oil industry, in writing the tax program,
I would like to emphasize the fact that this has been an important
part of the present program and is deeply imbedded into the foundational structure of the petroleum industry.
Therefore, I sincerely tritst that you will not take the risk of interfering with the progress of an industry on which we are so dependent
today.
It is conceivable that our colleagues at the time of the original
adoption of this program may have had some doubts as to its successful operation. 'hat is true of any new program, but we are more
fortunately situated in what we have 25 years of experience by which
we may judge the fairness and the success of this program.
The record indicates that the oil industry as such continues to contribute its proper share to the revenues of our Government.
While the oil industry has not profited excessively as a result of
this law, it has been encouraged by the wisdom of a governmental
policy which encourages the search for new oil reserves.
The mere fact of a prolonged continuation of legislative policy is
not in itself sufficient to justify its performance, nor even its indefinite continuation.
However, prolonged observation of suel a policy as the 271 percent depletion allowance naturally encourages oil men to believe that
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it will continue in the absence of justifiable grounds for a change of
policy.
It is a fundamental rule of law that upon him who urges departure
from long established custom there rests a heavy responsibility to
show the need for a change of policy.
Secretary of Treasury Morgenthau and his tax adviser, Randolph
Paul, have made the charge that the depletion allowance is a "special
privilege" and a tax loophole which should be changed or eliminated.
They have proposed this change but they have not sustained the
burden of proof in support of their proposal nor have they offered
a satisfactory substitution for the measure they seek to eliminate.
The depletion allowance was inaugurated for the purpose of encouraging discovery and exploratory activities. Such activities, if
successful, supply petroleum to keep the industry in operation and
also to build up a reserve for known and unknown contingencies.
How well it has succeeded is best seen in the position of America in
the world of oil. Yet, despite these reserves, our present need is so
huge and also so unpredictable that we can ill afford to allow any
diminution in the extent of our reserves.
Yet, at the recipee moment when the necessity of preserving the
present extent of reserves is a paramount consideration, we find that
last year more oil was consumed by three times than was discovered
in new fields. With this alarming reversal of the trend of discovery,
we are confronted with a proposal to withdraw the incentive which
primarily caused the discovery operations to be undertaken and without which we should probabl, be empty-handed today.
Coordinator Ickes has asked that increased new discoveries be undertaken and that a 3-year downward trend of wildcat operations be
reversed. This request cannot be complied with if the incentives are
withdrawn, unless the Government itself goes into the business of
discovering new oil reserves.
This, as you may well imagine, would not only be expensive but less
satisfactory than the other method which is to allow sufficient incentives for private initiative in this field.
We have a time-tested method approved by successive Congresses
under which expansion and industrial strength has been fostered, and
we are now asked to surrender this proven method for the nebulous
promises of Government compensation "where necessary."
The risk involved in making such a change at this crucial stage in
world affairs is so great that no practical man should make such a
proposal, and no impartial tribunal should approve it at this time.
I submit that with so much at stake, and dependent upon the continuous flow of petroleum, that any method of iinprovising should not
replace a time-tested legislative policy under which unprecedented
progress has been made in the creation of the world's largest supply
of oil.
Mr. Chairman, the depletion allowance law has a twofold base.
First, because of the difficulty of ascertaining what amount of oil
has been found in a well that is discovered, it is recognized that every
barrel of oil sold might be a part of the capital invested in that
endeavor.
Second, it is also recognized that any of the efforts to find the
oil, although very expensive, might prove fruitless.
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, Thei*orelby allowing a'depletion of 27i/ percent Congress has
established a fair and just formula for dealing with the oil industry.
' Therefore, I strongly recommend that we continue this program
which 25 years has shown to be a wise policy.
Now, Mr. Chairman, there is a second policy, known as the intangible development costs option, which was established in 1917.
This policy allows the petrol-um companies at their option to expense certain intangible development costs.
In other words, the producer may elect whether or not the intangible expenses involved in the development should be capitalized
or charged off as expense items.
This is not a continuing option. Once the election is made, it is
binding through the life of that operator. Most of the small operators, commonly known as independents, charge off their intangible
development expenses in making their income-tax returns.
While this option is of great assistance to the small operator, it is
doubtful if the Treasury Department in the long run loses anything
by the operation of this option because the Treasury Department
receives revenue on an installment basis rather than receiving it all
at one time.
To change this policy would eventually destroy the small companies
and thus kill the goose that lays the golden egg.
Now, Mr. Chairman, please bear in mind that I am not recommending a change in our laws. I am resisting a change which
might result in immediately increasing the revenues but which would
undoubtedly result in decreasing the revenues over a long period
of time.
Furthermore, to change either one of these policies as recommended
by the Secretary of the Treasury would, first, destroy many small oil
companies and increase the tendency toward monopoly in the oil
industry.
Second, it would discourage exploratory effort at a time when we
need to increase our available supply of oil.
Mr. Chairman, I thank you and the members of the committee.

* The

CHAMIMAN.

Thank you, Senator.

Senator Thomas.
STATEMENT OF HON. ELMER THOMAS, A UNITED STATES SENATOR
FROI THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA
Senator THoMAs. Mr. Chairman, I appear here for a group on another feature, respecting rock asphalt. Let me say I support the
position taken by Senator Gore, Colonel Fiell, and my colleagues,
Senator Lee. I will oppose, in the best way I can, any change in
respect to the 27 P ercent depletion.
The CIARMAX. Senator Kilgore.
STATEMENT OF HON. HARLEY M. KILGORE, A UNITED STATES
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA

Senator _TYoiPoe. I want to join particularly in the statement made
by the se dnd speaker, Mr. Fell,,in favor of the retention of any reasonable depletion exemption for minerals, and believe that the one
now in operation is the proper one. It has been my experience that
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ines 4oxiie provisioii is made for depletion progress and prospecting
ceas. ,Our ,mineral:,States have alwaysfaken this'into consideration
and have found it a reasonable and workable solution, and it, is my
belief the Federal Government should follow this. If we do not allow
some depletion exemption we are really taxing a capital sale. Our
income tax then becomes instead a gros sales tax under prohibitive
rates.
It is like a farmer buying an uncultivated field in the spring, planting a crop and then selling the field and crop in one sale. Under
no law would he be refused exemption on the purchase price of the
field, because that is a part of his capital. Yet, if we do not allow
an exemption for depletion the capital reserves in the form of minerals--and I mean by that coal, oil, gas, metals of all types--we are
taxing capital sales.
The CHAIBIAN. The Chair sees Governor Neely in the room. I
very well recall it was Governor Neely's motion back in 1924 or
1926Governor Nnniy. 192&
The CHAIRMAN. When he objected to the committee depletion allowance and. moved a depletion allowance of 35 percent. He was
beaten on that by one vote in the Senate, as I recall; and then he
moved 30 percent, which was carried, and in conference between the
IIouso and( Senate the 271/2 percent depletion for gas and oil was
written into the law..
STATEMENT OF HON. MATTHEW M. NEELY, GOVERNOR OF THE
STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA
Governor NE'ELY. Mr. Chairman, that is true. And may I not venture to hope that those of the committee who were Mtmbers of the
Senate at that time will remember that during the progress of the
debate on my amendment, Senator Smoot, chairman of the Commit,tee on Finallce, admitted that lie did not believe that the 25-percent
depletion allowance provided in the bill was sufficient; and that Senator Simmons, who was, at that time, the ranking minority member
of the committee, also stated that he considered the 25-percent allowance inadequate. On a roll call vote, the Senate sustained my motion
to increase the oil and gas depletion allowance to- 80 percent.. ',
Gentlemen of the committee, as stated by your able'chairman; Senator George, the Senate and House conferees reduced that allowance
to 27y2 percent. That determination was promptly and duly made
a part of the law of the land and such it has continued to be from
1926 until the present hour.
In natural resources, West Virginia is one of the richest States
in the Union. She produces approximately a fourth of the Nation's
entire output of bituminous coal. Her oil and gas industries are
highly important. Her oil is identical with that known to the industry as Pennsylvania grade-the high quality of which is not sur,
passed by the oil of any other region on earth. This grade of crude
yields from 4 to 11 times as muci vital lubricating oil as the crudes
of the Various other producing sections of the United States.
As the Governor of West Virginia, it has appeared to me to be
my duty to come before your honorable committee vWry briefly but
most, repectfully and earnestly to urge, to the limit of propriety,
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that the provisions for depletion allowances in favor of coal, oil, and
gas now contained in the bill, which is before the committee, be retained without diminution.
Senator BJ3IELLY. And all other minerals?

Governor Nzz-y. Thank you, Senator Barkley. Manifestly all
other minerals, metals, and deposits that are similar to coal, oil, and
gas should enjoy the benefit of depletion allowances. My sole reason
for appealing to the committee and through it to theenate in this
matter lies in my firm belief that every toiler and every proprietor
of a coal, oil, gas, or other producing enterprise-the capital resource
of which is necessarily annihilated in the process of utilizationshould enjoy the benefit of equitable depletion allowances such as the
pending bii very appropriately contains. In my opinion, justice not
only to the explorers and exploiters of mineral, oil, and gas deposits,
but also justice to all the employees of all the industries that are engaged in te transformation of our natural resources into the con.
sumable nccessaries of daily life demands that all the existing provisions for depletion allowances of the pending bill be translated into
law.
The principle on which the depletion allowances is based is sound
i!I logic,just in its operation to all the people, and, in this crisis, it is
as vital as life to the most important enterprise on this side of the
grave, namely the successful waging of the present frightful war to a
speedy conclusions in behalf of righteousness, liberty, and civilization.
Gentlemen of the committee, for your courtesy ini peritting me
thus to express these views, I sincerely thank you again and again.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Governor Neely.
Senator CONNALLY. May I ask you one question?
Governor NEtLY. Certainly.

Senator CONNALLY. There is something that has not been touched
on, and that is this: In your opinion, (toes the allowance of the depletion credit aid the little man relatively more than it does the big oil
companies?
Governor NEELY. Yes; very much more.
Senator CONNALLY. The big companies have got their money in
their reserves, and they can wildcat and charge it off and go ahead
but in the case of an independent wildcatter, with small capital and
small opportunities, is not the depletion allowance almost necessary
for him to be able to go out and, in a measure at least, compete with
the big monster oil companies?
Governor NBRLy. Senator Connally, certainly I concur in all that
you have said and all that is implied in your question. The greatest
of the oil-producing companies have what is known as settled production. Their hazards are relatively few and far between. But those
who are known as wildcatters almost daily risk their financial lives in
searching for new worlds of natural resources with which to serve and
bk~ss their country. Very few wildeatters ever become wealthy. Multitudes of them have become bankrupt. Many of them have died in
the poorhouse.
I have known of only two so-called wildcatters who have become
very rich. Colonel "Mike" Benedum, the world's greatest seeker and
finder of fabulous quantities of oil in unexpected places, and Mr. Marland, the Oklahoma pioneer, am the only ones who, to my knowledge,
have ever made aid even partially retained great fortunes by means
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of the highly hazardous and equally expensive service of searching
for nature's carefully concealed deposits of oil and gas. Colonel
Benedum, an illustrious West Virginian by birth, is now making in
his native State the most patriotic and costly experiment ever undertaken by the producers or hunters of crude oil. He is drilling wells
to depths never dreamed of and to sands generally condemned as
worthless until after the beginning of the present World War. I
have learned, not from Colonel Beaedum, but from others who are
well informed on the subject that the Colonel's explorations now in
progress in West Virginia will cost him at least a half a million dollars.
And please bear in mind that Colonel lenedum is hunting for oil not
for t ie purpose of adding to his own riches, but for the praiseworthy purpose of helping to win the war.
For this service, Colonel Benedum is entitled to the gratitude of
not only all his fellow West Virginians, who immeasurably love him,
but also to that of all the friends of liberty throughout the world.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, let me once more
thank you for your kindness in most courteously listening to the observations which you have permitted me to make.
The CHAIRMAN. Governor, we thank you very much for your
appearance.
Senator BARKLEY. I understand, Governor, that you expect to be
back here shortly.
Governor NELY. If the blessings of Divine Providence continue to
descend upon me in the future as they have descended upon me in the
past, and the incomparable people of West Virginia favor and support
me as generously and loyally in November as they have supported and
favored me during the 30 years that have just passed away, you may
depend upon my returning to this, the greatest capital city in the world
in 1943, and as a result o all which will once more be my happy privilege to say that where you and the other members of the committee
are there I shall likewise be.
Senator CAPPER. Mr. Chairman, I have received a telegram from
D. R. Lauck, president of the Kansas Independent Oil & Gas Association, Wichita, Kans., reaffirming a resolution passed by their asso.
elation this spring and reprinted at my request in the Congressional
Record of March 24. This page from the Record is attached for the
committee's information.
Upon being advised that the Finance Committee would devote a
part of today's meeting to hearings on this section of the pending
measure, the Kansus Independent Oil Producei's called a special meeting and adopted a resolution urg, ng the retention of the present deple(ion allowance. I trust the committee can give favorable and sympathetic consideration to this appeal. I am wholeheartedly in accord
with their stand because the resolution sets forth strong reasons why
any reduction of the depletion allowance would work an unfair hardship to this important and vital industry.
(The resolution referred to is as follows:)
RI1OLUTiON

PASMEi)

BY INDnPNDENT

OIL

PRO)iCEM

OF KANSAS,

AT MASS

MwrmNG, W10f[rrA, KANS., JULy 29, 1942
The recommendation qf the Treasury Department that the percentage depletion allowance be eliminated Is *- he considered by the Senate Finance
Committee on August 4, 1942.
76093-42-vol. 2---5
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From 1918 to 1941, it has been commonly recognized that oil in place is
capital and that this capital should be returned to the oil industry, free of tax.
In order to return this capital free of tax, Congress determined in 1918 that
the value of oil in place should be based either on cost, the fair market value
as of March 1, 1913, or the fair market value within 30 days from the date
oil was discovered. This method, however, of arriving at the amount of
capital involved was difficult to administer and was expensive to the Government
and to the oil industry.
To simplify the computation of allowable depletion, Congress in 1918 passed
the percentage depletion method, which allowed 27Y percent of the gross income
from the oil and gas produced by a property during each year, to be deducted
from Federal income, but in no event was this to be more than 50 percent of
the net income from the property. This depletion allowance passed by Congress
in 1926 has been approved by Congress in each succeeding revenue act; and
the fact that this method of computing depletion has stood for the past 16
years Is evidence that it is fair, Just, and equitable to both the taxpayer and
to the Government. The further fact that most State income-tax departments
have approved this method of depletion allowance argues in favor of its fairness.
The independent operator is Justified In his request that this percentage depletion be continued, because of the risks he takes every time he drills a well.
For the presence of oil cannot be determined without the expenditure of large
sums of money. Even if oil is found, it cannot be measured, The amount of
oil in place can only be estimated.
A manufacturer or merchant can replace their stocks by making new purchases. However, an oil operator cannot replace the oil he pumps out of his
wells. He must drill more wells in order to discover new production. This
results In his drilling wany dry holes, and their cost is rightfully chargeable
to the producing wells.
We believe that any reduction of the depletion allowance will result in the
taxation of capital invested In the oil Industry and will make it impossible to
develop new reserves which are vital to our war effort; Therefore be it
Resolved by the independent producers of the State of Kansas at a mass
meeting held at Wichita, Kans., this the 29th day of July 1942, That the provisions of the present law are fair and equitable; that they return no more
to the industry than the capital consumed, and that Its elimination or reduction
would discourage an essential industry necessary to the welfare and defense
of the Nation.

The CHAMMAN. The committee will go into executive session at this
time, and the open hearing will be resumed again at 1:30 today, on
account of the unusual number of witnesses who are on the schedule.
(Whereupon, at the hour of 11: 45 a. m., the committee retired into
executive session, the open hearings to be resumed at 1: 30 p. m., of
the same day.)
AII'TERNOON SESSION

(Whereupon, at 1: 30 p. m., the committee met pursuant to recess.)
The CHAnMkAN. The committee will please come to order.
Now, the next witness listed here was Mr. Moorhead. I am advised
that Mr. Moorhead passed away yesterday, and someone is appearing
with a statement from Mr. Moorhead.
A VoicE. Mr. George Holbrook, Mr. Chairman, will present his
statement.
The CHAIRMAN. The statement which Mr. Moorhead prepared. Mr.
Holbrook, you may come around.
The other members of the committee will be in shortly.
STATEMENT OF GEORGE HOLBROOK, WELISVILLE, N. Y., PRESI.
DENT, NEW YORK STATE OIT PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION
Mr. HOLinIOOK. Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity of
presenting Mr. Moorhead's statement.
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My name is George Holbrook. My home is in Wellsville, N. Y. I
am president of the New York State Oil Producers Association, and I
have been engaged in the oil producing business in the New York State
fields for 12 years.
These fields are part of the Pennsylvania grade oil region which is
shown on this map.
There are 133,420 wells in the four-State area and the daily output
per well averages about half a barrel. In some counties the average
is as low as a tenth of a barrel daily.
The 80,000 barrels produced daily from these small wells is only
about 2 percent of the national crude production but that is sufficient
to lubricate one-fourth of the cars in the United States in normal times.
Today this production is looked to by our Government as the primary
source of high-grade aviation oils required by the air fleets of the
United States and the United Nations.
Most oil fields in this country are evaluated principally for their
yield of gasoline. The region shown on this map [indicating] is important mainly because of the quality and the quantity of the lubricating content of its crude. Whereas other crudes usually yield 2 to 5

MAP Or PNNSYLVANSA

OPADE CUMn
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REGION

percent lubricating oil, Pennsylvania grade crude uniformly yields
22percent.
From the time of the initiation of the rearmament program 2 years
ago, very great demands have been made on the supplies of Pennsyl-
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vania products for military and naval uses. New airplane motors are
run in and tested exclusively on Pennsylvania oils. These oils are
specified for many turbine, hydraulic, fire control, and propeller operations.
The wax byproduct is needed in constantly greater quantities in munitions factories. But above everything else there is a mounting demand for our aircraft oils for the bombers and fighters of the Allied
fleets.
The pressing war need for the products of our fields is evidenced by
the high priority ratings assigned to oil-well materials in 'this district, by the exemptions and exceptions provided by War Production
Board well-spacing orders and by the urgent insistence of the Office
of Petroleum Coordinator that the Pennsylvania grade refineries operate as nearly at maximum capacity as possible.
It is extremely fortunate that the fields which provide these iiportant lubricants lie close to the Atlantic seaboard. The transport
problem is simple and deliveries are prompt, whether intended for domestic or overseas destinations.
The supply of these oils hinges mainly on the ability of the producers
to lift the crude from the ground. The current stocks of both crude
and the primary refined products are at an all-time low. There is a
margin of unused refining capacity. There is much drilling and development material immediately available. The location of the fields
near the eastern seaboard adds strategic importance to the supply.
There is a very manifest war need for more Pennsylvania grade lub-icants than are now manufactured.
The recoverable reserves in this region are estimated to be only
sligh0y less than 1,000,000,000 barrels---alrmost as much oil its has
been produced in this area since the Drake discovery well was drilled
in 1859.
In the interest of the war effort and the anxiety of our producers
to make their maximum contribution to its prosecution we must
protest against the elimination of or change in the present depletion
provisions in the tax law. We fnust protest also against what is of
equal or even greater importance to us-the proposal to cancel the
right to expense intangible drilling costs. These changes can have
no other possible effect than to reduce the present lubricating oil
output of our region at a time when the Nation's war needs require
that it mut be substantially increased. Moreover, such changes will
necessarily reduce the supply of gasoline and fuel oil sorely needed
on the east coast.
Unlike the newer western fields, the p voduetion of crude from the
Pennsylvania region, where the American oil industry was born 83
years ago, does not depend upon new discoveries.
The boundaries of the productive sands have been well established.
Most of the favorable acreage has been explored. Production comes
almost entirely from known reserves of crude and can be made available only by the continued drilling of additional wells. Producers
drill their properties annually much as a farmer seeds and plows
his field.

There are no production quotas or allowables in this area; when
drilling ceases the output declines. There are no valves that can
be opened to increase the flow from flush operations.
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Oil is produced in this region by two methods, both readily understood in principle. It is brought to the surface either by the simple
action of pumps on the sands, or by the introduction of water, air
or gas under pressure into the sands to drive the oil out of its natural
reservoir. This latter system is known as secondary recovery, and
represents the successful effort to regain from area once regarded
as exhausted a substantial residue of highly valuable petroleum.
This method requires the drilling of more than twice as many wells
as the older methods, and here the proposal to eliminate the right to
expensive intangible drilling costs becomes of particular significance
to all secondary recovery operations, whether in these older eastern
fields or in some of the stripper-well fields farther west, to which
this method is gradually being extended.
Secondary recovery nietliods also require the addition of pressure
plants to exert the necessary force against the stubborn sands, and
much field and laboratory experimentation,.the cost of which is offset
only when the output per well is multiplied several times.
About two-thirds of the oil produced from this region comes from
secondary recovery operations. Where water is the energizing medium
the output would decline more than 50 percent in the following 3
years itno new wells should be drilled. The rate of decline for
the old pumping wells varies from 6 to 10 percent annually, and this
rate is accelerated by the abandonment of uneconomic wells.
It is important to remember that the continuation, much less the
enhancement, of the available supply of this peculiarly valuable crude
oil is dependent on a steady and systematic drilling program and upon
the extension of secondary operations,.
The proposed revisions in the income-tax law strike directly at the
only funds which are available to the producer for the maintenance
of these essential drilling operations. The practical effect of their
enactment would be to wipe out the only source of capital by which
the necessary output of oil can be maintained or increased. Tile money
available to the producer from the provisions of the present law is

not a profit taken out of the producer's business and expended by ' it
as his own. It is plowed back into the property in the form of'drilling/expenditures. Only by its use in this manner can the properties
continue to provide an annual income. It acts substantially as a re-

volving fund. If it is dried up by the proposed changes the wells, too,
are dried up. The business no longer is x going concern, the Nation
is robbed of its dependable supply of lubricants, and the vast reserves
are lost. Such a procedure at a time when the country faces the probability of a prolonged war seems to us the very epitome of risky
experimentation, if not the outright waste of an essential war material.
One should never lose sight of the fact that this particular crude, with
its unique properties, is not duplicated anywhere else in the world.
The greater part of the production of Pennsylvania grade crude is
provided by thousands of very small operators and the margin 4for
profit on may properties is narrow.
Indeed, the prospect of an increase in production for the future depends upon the drilling of.
thousands more small wells and an improvement in the efficiency of
their operation. Any step which jeopardizes, the contact between
these wells of low production and the huge reserves of oil beneath them
not only works the ruin of the operator and cancels out all hope of
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future production from his properties but it menaces the immediate
supply for the air fleets of the United Nations.
relatively few of our producers are well financed, but under the
application of these provisions, those who are would fare little better
than their less prosperous neighbors. White such a producer can, and
must, produce oil firom the wells he has already drilled, so severe are
the effects of the newly proposed changes that his funds hitherto
available for new drilling would have tobe used to meet his tax bill.
The part which the depletion allowance and the right to expense
intangible drilling costs play in this area seems to be misunderstood
by the Treasury. Practically all operators own some properties where
secondary operations have not yet been introduced. These properties
seldom show any profit--more often they show a loss--but the operations, nevertheless, must be continued to maintain contact with the
reserves beneath.
It is true, of course, that only a small benefit is realized from the
depletion allowance where the profit margin is slender. But the operator must have the benefits of depletion on his more profitable acreage
in order to protect the very existence of the wells which later are to
be stimulated by the injection of water, air, or gas.
The existence of the present provisions effectively conserves thousands of acres of property and millions of barrels of crude which are
a valuable part of the national oil resource.
It is true that the benefits of the provisions now under attack do not
apply equally to each producer. Neither does the bachelor taxpayer
benefit equally with the family man from the public-school law. But
the justice of the existing provisions are as applicable to our area as
to any oil region in the United States.
The large productive years of the State of Pennsylvania, by natural
flow and pumping, were in the 40-year period of 1871-1910. For the
next 15 years, the continued pumping of the old wells yielded a fairly
steady production. Stimulated by the wise provisions of the 1926
Revenue Act which served as an incentive to find new methods of recovery, water flooding was developed in the Bradford field, in northwestern Pennsylvania. The daily output immediately increased and
thus, from sands once thought to be practically depleted, secondary
methods have recovered oil in quantities comparable with the years of
our flush pools. This is a record of great credit to Federal and State
taxing authorities as well as to the Pennsylvania oil producers.' The
development of these methods has brought about reappraisal of the
Nation's precious oil reserves.
Let me illustrate this fact. In 1918 the production in the State of
Pennsylvania was approximately seven and one-half million barrels.
Currently, it is at the rate of 20,000,000 plus. Similarly in 1918, the
production in the Allegany field of New York State was less than
600,000 barrels, whereas current production is at the rate of more than
4,000,000 barrels. One of the contributing factors to this development has been the encouragement afforded by the existing depletion
provisions in the tax statute and the right to expense intangible drilling and development costs.
Almost half of the total recovery to date from the areas now under
water flood has come in the years since the enactment of the first
depletion statute. Your attention is drawn to this chart.
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As has been explained, the most productive acreage in the Pennsylvania grade region to a great degree already has been developed.
Future production must come from more intensive work on progressively poorer properties. The financial hazards will be much greater.
The practical effect of the Treasury recommendations, if adopted, will
be to eliminate a. large part of this remaining acreage from any possibility of development and to cut off the great underground reserves
from any use during this war.
Any interruption to the production program in the Pennsylvania
grade area will constitute an irretrievable loss. The oils essential to
the armed services cannot be replaced from any other source. Reverting to the present tax structure later Would represent a costly delay.
The abandonment of wells and the interruption of current supply are
all beyond compensation. The economic loss to our country in peacetime and the eventual and inevitable loss of taxable revenues to the
Government, important as they are, are relatively insignificant as compared to the urgent and emergent necessity of keeping our mechanized
fleets and armies supplied with an essential material available nowhere
else.
The CHAInMAN. Thank you, sir.
Senator Guffey, are there any questions you would like to ask?
Senator GurrFy. I have no questions.
(The following chart was submitted for the record:)

The

CHAIRMAN.

Mr. Swam.
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STATEMENT OF A. K. SWANN, EVANSVILLE, IND., IN BEHALF OF
INDEPENDENT OIL OPERATORS OF ILLINOIS, INDIANA, AND
KENTVOKY
Mr. SWANN. My name is A. K. Swann. I reside at Evansville Ind.,
and I am speaking in behalf of the independent operators of that
State and of the tri-State area consisting of Illinois, Indiana, and
Kentucky.
I do not have a prepared statement to present, I do, however, wish
to call attention of the committee to certain particular things which
relate to that area which have a direct bearing on this particular
subject--the matter of the depletion clause.
"In the Illinois area, a large number of independent operators are
operating drilling wells. They have drilled approximately 75 to 80
percent of the wildcat wells which have been drilled in the tri-State
area.
Of course, it is a known fact that in the drilling of those wells,
they have been aided by the purchase of acreage from their blocks
by mitjor oil companies, but, actually speaking, that isthe percentage.
The independent oil industry will be more adversely affected by a
change in this tax structure and by an elimination of the depletion
clause than any other part of the industry for several reasons: In
the first place, in the make-up of the tax structure, the purchaser of
an oil property can, if he chooses take as a basis for depletion, the
The
cost price, notwithstanding the allowance of the 271/2 percent.
major oil companies as a rule purchase a great many properties.
Independent operators seldom make purchases, or, if they make,
those purchases, the prices involved are very small, and usually they
are made in advance of production.
As a consequence, it is our opinion that the Government will not
realize, if the tax depletion allowance is removed from the tax structure, anywhere near the sum of money which they hope to realize
for the reason that these large companies which make purchases of
oil properties and pay large sums of money will still be able to take
depletion on those properties notwithstanding the possible elimination
of this depletion clause.
On the other hand, the independent operators are working on a
small margin. As Senator Gore very properly said, most of the wildcatting, most of the discovering of new oil fields, is a result of the
expenditure of the margin of income over the outgo in the operation
of the oil business, and that is more particularly true of the oil industry represented on the independent side than any other.
The independent operators must have income from their proven
locations in order that they may go out and prospect and bring in new
discoveries.
Now, the whole oil industry has been established on the basis of
an allowance of 27% percent depletion clause. They have figured
on it. They conduct their business on the basis of that allowance,
and if that allowance be taken away from them in the tax structure
it will mean that it must be replaced by an increase in the rice o
oil because that particular margin has been taken into consideration
in the operations in which they have engaged.
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Now, our situation in Illinois is just a little different from any
other part of the country. We do have, as some of the other States
have, some stripper wells. In fact, there are 12,000 stripper wells
in Indiana and Illinois today producing about 1.1 barrels per well
per day. That brings in aboit $550 a year to the owner of the well
)er well He has 271/ percent of that as an allowance which calculates about $150. Ti'amount that lie saves in taxes depends on his
tax bracket, of course, ranging, let us say, from 25 percent to 50
percent bracket. Therefore, he has an allowance on his tax bill of
something" between $37.50 and $75 as a result of this allowance, and
that represents in the case of the independent operator and, as far
as that is concerned, any operator of a stripper well, probably all the
profit he gets from that particular well during the year.
An elimination of t1#A
an that a great number of
those stripper we 41And especially those
ch are producing less
than a barrel p
a, will be abandoned. Thiit
il is necessary.
The Illino* area is nearer
the east coast tIi
any other area
in the Uni ' States, and the 3iruktitatn of the tai,#pletion clause
in the ca of Illinois will hIe a m,*e disheartening, effect and a
more inllrious effectpnrt e oil iqdusi& than, t, will in ai", other part
"Y
4.
fowteverlo reasoto
of the .muntry
In t. ie first plce, as a number f the womisrs of fhi committeee
'Call front having bnh
n t.
C11m eice Comm'ltee, there
will
f M-03i, the Conservation
has ben the little mnattC Vof ghe ept
Ordr on drilling in Illixuis.
3,
Oftwe
siuc the entry of that 0 er from
Illmois prodwOton ha$
barrels.
arour~d 400,0g. bh'eh 0er day /o approximately 27090
That as mcane-a serious declinein tly
newi
o
of Illinois )roducers
and oratorss, nid if the
he tax
p1:i i allo~whcc is teen from
them, it will present another UbwNlhich I do n6t belief
the independellkpil industry in Illinois yL possibly surive.
g
There'm re other States, I,,fiik whiclarh similarly situated. I
think perh$1)s Michigan Js~i~i a simi r position. I beli*_e Mississippi
siinplt4t means this: 8411tor Gore said
is prohablyro situated.
this morng;, 'orrectly, that the oi industry is (#e in which there
is large compeitn. That is true. But in y,0W of the difference
between the situadn.,of the major oil conVfiy and the,independent
oil company and the 1n
ind
al operator, if this allowance is taken out of the tax structure, it will bring rome injury
of course to the major oil companies but nothing in comparison to
what will happen to the independent industry.
The men who have notoriously in times past drilled 15 percent of
the wildcats which have been drilled in the United States will be in
a position where they can no longer do that wildcatting. They will
not be in a position to go out and discover new oil pools, and it
will aid in the destruction of the independent arm of the industry
which is an extremely important arm. It will encourage monopoly;
it will result in a great growth of big companies and a decline in
little compa-niA.
Now, that particular phase of the situation, of course. is a selfish
matter which the independent operators think of first
Don't let us be misunderstood. We do not say that the great oil
companies should be destroyed or that anything should be done to
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injure them. We merely say this: That a program should not be
adopted which will destroy so important a phase of the industry as
the independent industry.
We know this: That in the case of Michigan, for example, it was

demonstrated by a sudden increase in tbe production of oil from
that State that the reserves which had been credited to that State
were found not to exist. A request Was made, the production allowable in Michigan, I think, was increased 10,000 barrels per day over
the allowance which had been made, and in a short time they were
making only 8,000 barrels, and in a short time only 5,000 barrels, and
it demonstrated that the reserves which they thought they had to
contribute to the war industry were not there.
The point is this: One of the great fields of the Nation is the East
T'exas oil field. It is strictly controlled and operated on an allowable
basis. It is accorded, in the Nation's petroleum reserves, a very large
part of those reserves, and yet the probabilities are that if that field
were given a very large increase in production today, they would discover that the reserves now thought to be preseixt there are not there.
There is one thing -which will be necessary to win this war and
that is oil, and any step that is taken to discourage and not to encourage the drilling of additional wells will eventually come back,
it wil bring back with it misfortune; it will demonstrate in all probability that the United States has been kidding itself into believing
that it has something which it has not.
Now, the oil industry cannot be developed in a day, in a month, or
even in a year. It is not possible, either, for a Government official
or for the oil men themselves, like the Hindu who charms his snake,
to charm the oil and bring it out of the ground. You can't simply
say, "We have got to have more oil," and commence to get it. It is
a slow process of drilling, and everything which can be done ought
to be done to encourage the drilling of additional wells, and the elimination o' this tax depletion clause will result in the exact opposite
in particular fields and I am sure it will result the same way in most
fields in the United States.
As the war goes in Europe today, it will not be very many days
until the United States will be forced to supply all of the oil products
which will be used by the United Nations.
The day will come, and it is not -very far off, when a small percentage
of the steel of the United States must be devoted to the drilling of
oil wells, and if a further discouragement is now brought on the oil
industry by the elimination of this tax depletion clause, when the time
comes that we need the oil, it will be impossible to get enough production per day.
The United States is consuming 4,000,000 barrels of oil per day,
and when the 165,000 airplane goal of the President is realized, another million barrels of oil per day will be needed. That oil can only
be obtained, as I said before, by a concerted effort. It is declining
rapidly.
Every oil field declines when it is not developed. The decline is natural. The maintenance of oil production is the natural
result of drilling, and oil production cannot be maintained in any
other fashion than by the maintenance of drilling operations.
" Now, the situation of Pennsylvania, the situation of New York,
and of the other States is not different from Illinois except that in
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our particular area most of our production is coming from new wells,
10,000 new wells, and 12,000 old wells are today producing about 130,000 000 barrels of oil per year, or were a few weeks ago.
Row, out of that 12,000 barrels per day is coming from the old
wells and the rest of it, a total of some two hundred and fifty-oddthousand barrels per day is coming from the new wells. That means
that they are producing 30 barrels of oil per day. They form an
important part of the oil business of the United States.
That State is the only State or, rather that area of Illinois, Indiana and Kentucky, is the only area whicA is in a position to furnish
quickly to the eastern seaboard, where an oil famine now exists, a
quantity of oil that is needed there.
The encouragement of further drilling in our State will mean a
quicker relief to the eastern seaboard of the United States than from
any other area, simply due to the fact that our State is the only one
so situated that it can take the oil to the eastern seaboard with a
minimum of transportation burden. Now, that is simply our own
picture. That is repeated in practically all the States in the Union
in some degree, but I think it is proper to say that the State or locality or States or localities which would suffer the worst from an
elimination of this depletion clause would be tho States which lie
east of the Mississippi River, which are today in a position to deliver
their oil to the places where it is needed, in the industrial region of
the East more quickly than any other State.
'they have huge oil reserves in the State of Texas. There is no
way in the world in which there can be a comparison made between
the southwestern area and the area in the Illinois Basin.
In the Illinois Basin, the only thing we can contribute to the war
effort is quick production, easily available to the East, and if we are
permitted to continue, we will continue to do that, and we can transport
it up the Ohio River and other places when other States cannot do
that, and I assure you that outside of the major oil companies that
the independent industry in the State of Illinois will suffer almost a
death blow on the elimination of that tax depletion clause.
Now, I had other things which I wished to call to the attention of
the committee, but I was informed a few moments ago that time was
pressing and that I would only be allowed a few moments, and I
wish to thank the committee for this opportunity, and I am sorry
that I was not able to present the other facts on account of the lac
of time.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Swann.
Mr. Davis.
STATEMENT OF RALPH E. DAVIS, PITTSBURGH, PA., REPRESENTING THE NATURAL GAS SECTION OF THE AMERICAN GAS
ASSOCIATION
Mr. DAVIs. Mr. Chairman, my name is Ralph E. Davis. I live in
Pittsburgh Pa. I am a geologist, an engineer, and have followed
that line oi work for more than 35 years.
During the past 20 years, more or less, I have been engaged almost
entirely in engineering and geological work in connection with the
natural gas and petroleum industry.
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. I appear before you today at the request of the natural-gas section
of the American Gas Association, representing its 220 member companics and a number of associated State and regional associations.
At the time the Ways and Means Committee of the House were
having hearings on this subject, the natural-gas section filed with the
Ways and Means Committee a brief, and I have placed before the
members of your committee copies of that brief, and request that it
be made a part of your record.
The CIHAIRMAN. Mr. Davis, that is in the House hearings, and the
House hearings will be available to us if it is tbre.
Mr. DAVIS. I am very happy to have you eliminate it, then, from
your record. I was not aware of all of that.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. That will be availalle to us. (See Ways
and Means Committee Hearings on Reyenue 1?&,.;sion of 1942, vol. 1,
p. 1116.)
Mr. DAVIS. The natural-gas section have also prepared a supplemental brief to bring to your attention a few points that were not
discussed in the brief placed before the House, and I have placed
before each of your committee members copies of this brief and ask
that it be made a part of your record.
N6w, I will not take time to read any part of either brief, I would
like just a few moments to stress what I consider two or three important points that I want you to have in mind.
In the first place, the natural-gas industry is a major fuel industry.
It serves some 35,000,000 people scattered in 34 of the States. The
annual production is running at the rate of about 3 trillion feet per
year. Our last figure was for 1940, and in that year the production
was 2, trillion feet. Approximately two-thirds of this gas was usem
in industrial plants, one-third domestic.
I
A great portion of the gas now used in industrial plants is in the
manufacture of war materials. The total reserves in the United
States are estimated as some seventy-five to eighty trillion feet. That
is a supply good for, let us say, 25 years.
Unfortunately, these reserves are not scattered in the places where
they can be most easily made use of. Enormous reserves exist in the
Southwest, whereas limited reserves exist in the Appalachian region.
In the Appalachian States gas has been produced now for about
60 years. The supply has been largely depleted. The drilling program that is now being carried on is at the rate of about twice as many
wells per year as was the annual average in the years preceding
1940.
In spite of that active drilling program, the capacity to produce gas
is not being increased. That is because the many thousands of old
wells are gradually and slowly declining in their productive capacity.
A gas shortage is not only threatening the Appalachian region-it
is imminent. It depends upon the weather next winter whether or not
there will be an actual and serious shortage and for the winter of
1943-44, in my judgment and in the judgment of all of the natural
gas men whom I know, a shortage in the Appalachian region is
certain.
To indicate what this means: The northern extension of the Appalachian region is found in southern Ontario north of Lake Erie, a
region that has had natural gas in the territory from Windsor in the
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west to Hamilton on the east, for a period of 75 years, in all but for
40 years over quite a stretch of country.
During the last 3 years the demands for gas there in the war plants
have increased substantially. The capacity of the wells to produce
has been declining. Last year 90 percent of all of the wells drilled
searching for gas were dry holes. This year there have been removed
from houses in the one city of London, Ontario, more than 4,700 gas
furnaces, and before the end of the year it is estimated that from ten
to twelve thousand gas furnaces will be taken out of service. Those
people do not, in many cases, have the equipment for burning any
other fuel.
Senator DAvIs. How many dry holes have you had in the last year?
Mr. DAVIS. In what territory, sir.

Senator DAvIs. In the territory from, say, West Virginia up to
Canada.
Mr. DAVIs. The dry-hole average in that territory is about-it runs
between 20 and 25 percent, Senator. The percentage in-Ontario last
year was 90 percent, whereas in West Virginia, I presume, the average
was something like 15 percent.
Senator WALSh. No new sources available?
Mr. DAVis. During the last 2 years, I know of no important new
pool that has been discovered in that territory. The older pools are
being drilled out. That is, a pool that is known, additional wells are
drilled enlarging the area of production. But I know of no new
pool that has been found in the Appalachian territory in the last 2
years.
I say, generally, that there are only two things to prevent a very
serious shortage of gas in that territory: One, the thing that they are
doing, drilling lots of wells, but even that will not cure the situation,
it wilf only postpone the evil day. The other thing would be to build
a line of suflicient capacity from the fields of the Southwest. That is
a thing that will help if it can be done. It takes steel.
The natural-gas industry has been faced in recent years with
continued reduction in rates. During this year there have been reductions in rates. Studies are now before the Federal Power Commission looking to future reductions in rates. Taxes, we know, must
increase. Our gas supply, we know, is very limited. The finding of
additional gas is beconting more and more costly. Th men in that
industry, gentlemen, are facing a discouraging situation, and furthermore, they believe, and I believe with them, that the natural-gas industry has been paying, under the laws as they have been in effect
a proper share of taxes. Remember, this industry has its rates fixed
by public authority. Any earnings that, accrue through the advantage of depletion, through the advantage of charging intangibles
to expense are taken into account by the Federal Power Commission,
by the State commission, when they determine what is a reasonable
rate to charge for the product.
Furthermore, the natural-gas industry pays very heavy taxes in
many States, not allocated or charged aganst most'industries.
I have in mind the severance tax, whicb, in West Virginia, in 1940,
was slightly in excess of $1,800,000 on natural gas. I feel that I
have placed before you the particular points that are possibly peculiar
to this natural-gas situation.
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The CHAIRMAN. Will you give to the reporter that brief that you
wish to have inserted?
Mr. DAVIs. Yes, sir.
Senator GuFFLr . What percentage of this gas is sold for domestic
purposes and what for industrial? Do you have those figures availableV
Mr. DAvis. Yes, sir. Senator, I stated that approximately twothirds-that is, for the whole United States--goes to the industrial "
plants.
Senator GuFFxY. Does that same feature happen in the Appalachian fields?
Mr. DAVIS. In the Appalachian fields, sir, the percentage that went
to domestic consumption was much greater. I would not hazard a
statement as to what the percentage was in years prior to, say, 1941,
but I think 75 percent or more went to the domestic. The percentage
that goes to the industrial plants has in the last year or year and a
half been increasing.
Senator RADCLIIFE. Are there many differences in grades in natural
gas?
Mr. DAvIs. Natural gas--the fuel value of it is determined by the
B. t. u. content of a,cubic foot of gas, and the average for the Nation
is approximately 1,000 B. t. u.'s per cubic foot. Now, the variation
is usually between 900 and 1,150-that is the usual variation-but it
grades down from 900 even to gas that will not burn, and it grades up,
oil field gas sometimes runs up seventeen, eighteen hundred B. t. u. s
per cubic foot or even more than that, because that gas carries certain
hydrocarbons like pentane, butane, in such amount as to make it
richer.
Senator RADCAFPE. Are these distinctions peculiar to certain geo.
logical sections of the country?
Mr. DAVIS. Well, in the Appalachian territory, the gas runs about
1,140, 1 believe. In the Appalachian territory the average is about
1,140 B. t. u.'s per cubic foot. In the fields of Texas, Louisiana,
Amarillo field, northwest Texas, Hu oton field of southwest Kansas,
the average is right around a thousand.
Some of the Rocky Mountain fields, like in Montana, a gas is right
close to a thousand. I think a thousand B. t. u.'s is is a very close
average.
The CMAYrMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. DAVIs Thank you, sir.
(The brief submitted by Mr. Davis is as follows:)
SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF or RALPH E. DAvis, PivaiDarmH, PA., REPRESENTING TiE
NATURAL GAS SEMON OF TIlE AMERICAN (As ASSOCIATION

In this brief I propose to point out only the more important facts that bring
concern to the men of the natural gas industry with respect to the proposed
changes in the taxation of their industry.

The present period of national emergency makes npces,;ary a very drastic

Increase in taxes upon all kinds of business. The natural-gas industry expects
to bear its proper share of this Increased tax burden. This industry respectfully
requests that careful consideration be given to the effects that will result from
too drastic an increase in its taxes.

All of you may know that the natural-gas industry carne into being sonie 15
years before the turn of the century and that it had achieved the importance
of a major fuel industry Just prior to World War I when it embarked Vpon a
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period of phenomenal growth which has continued to the present day. During
the period of its greatest growth the State public utility commissions and later
the Federal Power Commission have exercised regulatory control over naturalgas companies. Most of the companies treat intangible drilling cost as an
expense and take depletion allowances as permitted under the law. This, of
course, is helpful to their earnings. The resultant earnings are known to the
regulatory bodies when dealing with the problem of a fair return on investment.
Theoretically, rates can be increased to enable the industry to maintain its
credit, but from experience we know that this cannot happen soon. During the
past year or so very substantial reductions in income to nany of our natural
gas companies have been brought about through regulation by government
authority, and many cases are now pending in which consideration is being
given to proposed further reduction in rates. It is the duty of the regulatory
bodies to take into account all factors which affect or determine earnings. I
point out to you that these adustments in rates have been made, and are
currently being made, in the light of tax laws which have recently been in
effect, or which are now in effect. To the extent that the natural gas industry
has enjoyed a greater earning because of the right to percentage depletion
and the right to expense intangible drilling cost, these earnings have had
their influence in determining the revision in rates.
The natural-gas Industry is now serving the needs of some 35,000,000 people
In 34 of the States. In many parts of the country manufacturing industries
engaged in production of war materials are dependent, in whole or in part, upon
natural gas as a fuel. This Is true in practically every market where natural
gas is being used today. In some of these markets the natural gas companies
are prepared to deliver the maximum demand of the war plants, This is not
true in the very important Appalachian district where there is already a shortage of natural gas. In the States of West Virginia, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and
Kentucky the natural-gas companies have stepped up their drilling programs
to the extent of using practically every available string of tools that additional
wells and additional capacity may be had. In spite of this very active program
the delivery capacity is not being increased, due to the fact that the many thousands of older wells are gradually declining in their capacity to produce gas. A
serious shortage of nfturai gas threatens tile Appalachian region for the coming
winter months and a much more serious shortage is certain for the winter of
1943-44 unless new fields in the region are discovered or unless facilities for
transportation of gas from the Southwest be installed.
Within the past few years the search for new gas pools in the Appalachian
region has resulted in disappointment. Extensions of previously known fields
are under development, but I know of no important discovery of new ppols having
been made within the past I or 2 years. A feeling of discouragement is now
prevalent in the industry, caused by the certainty that the gas supply is falling,
short, by the knowledge that efforts to maintain productive capacity are Incrensingly expensive, and by the heavy inroads upon income .resulting from
drastic reduction In rates and very heavy increases in taxes. Only the strong
operators are today drilling for either oil or gas in the Appalachiail fields.
I want to make clear to you what Is meant by a natural-gas shortage. The
cities of southern Ontario, front Windsor on the west to IHIamilton on the east,
have enjoyed natural gas as a fuel for 40 years or more. The gas has been
used for cooking, hot-water heating, house heating, and in industrial plants.
During the past 3 years the demand for gas in Industrial plants has increased
substantially. The gas companies have frantically explored for new gas supplies. For 23A years no new field has been discovered and 10percent of all the
wells drilled have failed to find gas. In February of this year the Power Commissioner of the Dominion of Canada ordered the leading natural gas company
of the district to give war-Industry plants 'preference in the delivery of gas
over all other consumers, and through cooperation of the gas company and
Government authority there have been removed from service in the one city of
London, Ontario, approximately 4,700 gas furnaces used for house heating.
There Is little doubt that the coming winter season will see 10,000 or more disconnected gas furnaces on the system of this single utility. Most of the people
are not prepared to burn any other fuel and they do not know where they will
get the necessary equipment. There is a possibility that this situation may
be met In part, at least, by building an Inter-connecting line across the Dotroit
River, obtaining a gas supply from the eastern end of the system of Panhandle
Eastern Pipe Line Co., whose gas comes from western Kansas and northwestern
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Texas. That this will be done is not certain. The situation is critical. A
similar situation is likely to envelop a portion or possibly all of our Appalachian
region within another year and a half. The men in the Industry know this and
have recognized it for at least 2 years. The fatal delay is being postponed by
the active drilling now being carried on. With the reduction In gross income
forced by regulatory bodies, wlth reduction in remaining net income resulting
from necessary increases in taxes, I suggest to you that it is not wise at this
tine to further jeopardize our war effort and the domestic fuel situation by
drastic revisions in the taxation of the natural gas industry. By limiting the
cash available for drilling you will automatically limit the war effort.
I If it be said that the natural gas industry should be willing to bear its fair
share of taxation, I say let us take into account the fact that this industry
is now paying taxes that other industries generally, with the exception of the
oil industry, are not required to pay. I refer to the severance or production
taxes now levied in most of the oil and gas producing States. The taxes pafid
by the oil and ga. industry in one State alone, West Virginia, were for 1941,
$5,801,259 of which $1,800,588, or 31 percent, was a production tax on natural
gas not imposed upon other types of business.
We men in the natural gas industry believe that we will be paying our full
share of the tax burden even though we be permitted to continue the present
system of charging intangible drilling cost to expense and taking percentage
depletion as now allowed.
AUGUST 10, 1942.
(The following communications were ordered printed in the
record:)
STATEMENT BY GORE

C. GIBnONS, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, TEXAS MIa-CONTINENT OIL & GAs ASsocIATION, ON THIE
SUBJECT or TiE DEPEIMrON ALLOWANCE

The Texas Mid-Contilent Oil & Gas Association, with headquarters at, Dalla%,
is a service and research organization, representing the oil industry in Texas.
Producers, refiners, royalty owners, ranchers, and farmers are represented in its
membership, and its primary purpose is to deal with the economic problems
common to the oil industry in the State.
The Texas oil industry has been built largely under the congressional policy
of depletion allowance and the right to expense Intangible drilling and development costs,
A brief review of the industry since 1918 when this policy was established
reflects the prophetic wisdom of Congress. At the end of 1918, Texas had an
annual production of 38,750,000 barrels front 7,134 wels. Records show that 1,005
operators were engaged in the business at that time and their oil sold at an average price of $1.93 per barrel. Ip time year 1941, the number of operators in Texas
fields had grown to a total of 5,600, producing 507,584,000 barrels of oil from
98,802 wells selling at an average price of $1.08 per barrel. In 1918, Texas had
estimated reserves of 500,000,000 barrels, while today it is estimated that we have
11,478,790,000 barrels In oil reserves, or more than 50 percent of the Nation's
reserve.
The very thing Congress Intended has taken place in the Texas industry.
Reserves increased twentyfold. In so doing, the cil ioen have accepted and
carried a high responsibility to their State and Nation. Let us examine the
record of our economic problem during these years of progress and accomplishnent,
1. Today the Texas oil Industry is doing between 40 and 50 percent of the
geophysical and exploratory drilling of the Nation, in searching for new reserves
to maintain the available oil for the war effort at a safe figure. Because of the
shortage of materials, such as steVl, drilling efforts tire being confined largely to
wildcat operations. A study of drilling operations shows a startling increase iII
the percentage of dry holes drilled. Drilling statistics for June 1942, show that
the percentage of dry holes drilled in Texas was 36.9, against 22.8 a year ago.
For the Nation as a whole, the percentage of dry holes drilled in June of this year
was 36.1, against 19 a year ago. In other words, at the present time 36 cents of
every dollar spent for drilling Is lost in dry holes, Whereas a year ago less than
19 cents of every drilling dollar was lost in dry holes. In fact, 30 cents is a
conservative figure since higher prices of equipment and increased wage rates
have undoubtedly contributed to higher drilling costs than those ofa year ago.
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The 27 -percent allowance for depletion is obviously of far greater importance to the oil industry and to the Nation's war effort now than ever before,
since the risk of capital necessary to find new oil fields is greater now than at
any time in the past 24 years. If the depletion allowance and the right to expense intangible drilling costs are abolished or reduced the risk money left in
the industry through the operation of the foregoing provisions will be reduced
very substantially with a consequent drastic reduction in this vital exploratory
work. Our Government officials have seen fit to allocate vital materials to the
petroleum industry in order that exploratory effort to find new oil reserves will
not be Jeopardized. Yet a greater jeopardy to such effort would be to deprive oil
operators of the right to recover at least a part of the capital which must necessarily be risked in drilling unavoidable dry holes.
2. There are now more than 30,000 wells in Texas which produce less than 4
barrels daily. These wells have a long life ahead of them with an estimated
650,000,000 barrels of recoverable reserve, which will be produced If the Federal
tax structure of the oil industry Is not changed. If the 27 -percent depletion
allowance and the right to expense intangible drilling costs are abolished a
large number of these wells will be abandoned in the very near future and all
of them may have to be prematurely abandoned, with a resultant loss of much
of their expected reserves,
While it Is true that all stripper well operators do not claim percentage depletion on their stripper operations, they must of necessity risk their capital in
exploratory work and development of new properties in order to stay In the oil
business. There are very few oil operators who may be classed strictly as
stripper operators. Most oil operators own flush production as well as stripper
wells. In reality, the 27 -percent depletion allowance and the right to expense
intangible drilling costs are vitally important to the continued operation of
stripper wells and the ultimate recovery of valuable oil reserves which they
represent.
It is the benefits derived from these provisions on the profitable
properties that furnish the Incentive for the oil operator to continue his stripper
operations.
3. Since the beginning of oil in Texas we have drilled a total of 204,165 wells.
Of these 56,343 were dry holes. At the conservative cost of $18,000 per well this
means that more than a billion dollars has gone into dry holes. Yet every dry
hole has contributed its part in exploratory work toward the location of producing
fields.
4. For many years the scientists of the industry have explored the State for
promising arels, and the expenditures for this exploratory work have run
from $10,000,000 to $1.5,000,000 annually.
5. Today 45,010,000 acres it Texas are under lease and payments to farm
and ranch owners in lease rentals and bonuses exceed $60,W00,000 annually.
Royalty payments to farmers and ranchers add $70,C05),000 more.
6. In 1918 an estimated 18,000 men found employment in Texas oil operations.
Today a total of 245,000 men find their livelihood from oil. They and their
families represent more than a million people who aire directly affected when
the oil business suffers from economic disturbance.
7. The Texas oil industry'has assumed a tax responsibility whIch cin only
be realized by a recital of the record. Twenty-five percent of all school taxes
in the State is paid by oil. Thirty-eight percent of all taxes In the State Is paid
by the oil Industry, and If the gasoline tax, a tax on its chief product, were
added. more thai 50 percent of il Texas tax revenues comes from oil.
8. Expienditures in Texas oil development lmve exceeded the returns from the
business al any potential profile reflecting to the Industry as a whole still remains
in the ground. The very nature of the business, of building and maintaining
reserves, require a constant reinvestment of capital.
9. The foregoing statement is further evidenced by the record of bank loans
and current indebtedness of the Texas oil industry. Our study indicates that
()ur own State banks tire carrying loans to our Independent oil operators in excess
of $100,OC000. Over-all loans, bsth in and out of the State, through banks and
lsuranee conmpaies, total more than $800,000.000, secured by Texas oil reserves,
10. Years ago Texas enacted sound conservation laws which restrict the dally
production of its wells in order to insure the maximum nltinmte recovery from
them. This greatly restricts the annual Income per well while contribliting
greaRly to the public good. For example, the average gross income per well in
118 in Texas was $10,551, while in 1941 It had dropped to $5,400. The restricted
i)r(i(hdlIon under sound conservation practices requires a constant exploratory
76093-42--vol. 2--11
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and wildcatting program, even in face of hevvy reserves, in order to meet current
demand and produce present reserves without waste.
This presentation of facts shows briefly the growth and development of the
oil Industry in the major producing State. The 27 1/ percent deplot 'on allowance
arid the right to expense intangible drilling costs have been foundation principles on which the industry was built. The sound structure of our Texas
industry depends upon the maintenance and continuance of thee principles, not
only from the standpoint of production practices which will recover present
reserves, but to offer a reasonable opportunity for further exploration and
development.
lVhile today oil Is being produced in 165 counties in Texas, exploratory work
Is being carried on in all but 1 of the remaining 89 counties. The character of
exploratory work is expensive and involves extensive geophysical study, wildcat
drilling, laboratory studies, blocking and leasing costs, and mlch other expense,
with the constant risk that even with all of these expenditures production may
not be found. If we are fortunate enough to continue our discoveries into these
additional counties of the State, regardless of the cost, such production becomes
a contribution to the economic wealth of the State and Nation. It will contribute to the war effort, to the payment of necessary taxes, and when the war
is over will provide insurance to tie public that they may have this vital
production in quantity at a reasonable price.

[Telegrarh i
GRcAT VALIS, MONT., Alinust 10, 1942.
IluSSELL B. BRowN,
General.(Vo sel,ndcpcndcntt J'ctroletuinimociatlon of Amcrhca,
Wash ington, D. 0.:
Have sent following night letter to Chairman George of Senate Finance Colnmittee and copy to Senator Murray. Shall appreciate your cooperation. "Re
hearing on depletion for petroleum and other mineral industries commencing
August 10. Oil Conservation Board of Montana, State government oil regulatory agency, respectfully recommends and urges that your honorable committee
disapprove and reject any proposed amendments of, or repeal of, existing laws
or regulations applicable to depliton allowances and allocation intangible drillIng and other mining costs to operating expense because we are convinced that
reversal of long-established governmental policies respecting said matters would
have such immediate disastrous effects upon mining industries anid Investors,
especially small ones, that loss of income-tax revenue raier than gain may be
expected as well as material impairment of production crude oiland other minerals vitally needed (luring present war emergency.
"We have personally labored in petroleum industries many years and know
said policies as to oil and gas mining and production are sound and have been
most encouraging and decisive factors in discovery and development of crude
oil resources to our present fortunate position of Independence as to sufficient
supplies to meet current requirements of our country and its Allies. With all
due respect to Secretary Morgenthau aid assistants, we resent and deny charge
that owners oil wells and mines are highly privileged groip isto income exemptions and confident it cannot be sustained as to great majority of olrators. No
doubt there are impressive examples of singularly fortunate individuals or
companies available for your consideration but to offset each such case we believe
a hundred could be presented showing losses or very Ilinited profits from Investment risks and efforts involved. Survey we have made this month of situation
of Montana oil producers indicates out of total 205 active in State more thin
half could not continue operating without benefit of deplotIon allowances against
their small gross incomes.
"Comparative figures for older producing States where small stripper well
properties and operators are more numerous undoubtedly afford convincing proof
of dangers Inherent in making drAtic changes in taxation policies affecting
all mining industries such as recommended by Treasury officials. We realize
you must Impose and increase tax rates to provide necessary revenue and we
believe majority of citizens in mining industries will cheerfully bear tbeiv share
additional burdens, but think it neither just nor advisable to cancel rewards
for past explorations and discoveries represented by depletion allowances under
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present laws or to deny such rewards in future to workers and investors who
will risk their money and efforts in prospecting for and developing deposits of
oil and other minerals to insure adequacy of supplies for war and Industrial
purposes."
Respectfully yours,
OIL CONsEtvATION BOARD OF THE STATE OF MONTANA,
A. 13. Coln, Chairman.
L. J. YEALY, Vice chairman.
M. R. WAGNaE,
CAspau T. Oirm,
DEAN CHAFFIN,
Menbcrs.
R. P. JAcxsoN, Secretary.

STATEMENT OF OIL AND GAS ASSOCIATION OF MICIOI0AN
To the Finance Committee, U' ited Xaiates Senate:
The following statement by the Oil and Gas Association of Michigan in regard
to percentage depletion and t, te option on charging development costs is respectfully submitted for your consl leration b ythe depletion committee of that association, consisting of Floyd A. Calvert, chairman; Harold M. McClure; and
Arthur H. Ledbeter,
AuOusT 10, 1942.
This association is composed of about 86 percent of tile oil and gas producers
of Michigan, as well as numerous royalty owners and landowners directly or
indirectly interested in the oil and gas industry.
On June 30, 1942, there were approximately 3,210 producing oil wells In the
State of Michigan, with an estimated total daily production of 66,193 barrels.
Over 88 percent of these wells a*,e producing less than 10 barrels of oil per
well per day, and are what we call stripper wells. Tile remaining 12 percent
are now producing various amounts of oil, not to exceed 2621 barrels per well
per day; these latter wells may be termed flush production wells.
As an example of the stripper well production, we call attention to the Walker
field, near Grand Rapids, in February 1942, eonslsting of Some 460 wells producing
iipproxlmately 2,5153 barrels of oil daily, or about 5% barrels per well per (lay.
A great majority of the producing wells in Michigan are being operated on
a small margin of profit, and many individual wells are operated at a toss. An
operator will frequently continue to operate a well at a loss, or a very small
margin of profit, where he can operate a group of wells or an entire lease at a
small or fair profit.
At this time there are approximately 524 producing dry gas welis In the State,
of which number about 20 percent have a potential producing ability of less than
1,0(00,000 feet of gas per well per day, and may be treated as stripper gas wells.
The public, as a rule, iears only about the successful oil an gas producer or
investor in oil properties. Romantic storybook cases of some successful producers or Investors becoming wealthy overnight in the oil and gas business make
interesting avid delightful reading, hut you do not hear about tile great majority
of failures or unsuccessful ventures. Hence, It Is natural that the public should
think that most oil and gas investments are profitable, whereas the great nraJority of ame result In a loss to the producer or the Investor.
Take the actual case of a Michigan producer who, oir November 15, 1938,
drilled well No. 1 on en 80-acre lease with ln Initil potential production of over
2,00) barrels per day, ani who, 6 months later, lied completed 8 deep wells upon
the lease, with an actual production of approximately 33,0(5) barrels per month.
The average citizen would think that tills operator lied a wonderful and a very
proftable investment. However, his production suddenly started to dtcllne about
0 months after his first well was drilled in, ard in February 110, or within 9
months after the peak of his product Io, as above mentioned, the entire lease
was producing only about 2,400 barrels per month, and at this time, on March
18, 1942, the entire lease Is producing about 500 barrels per month, and durilig
the year 1941 the orator sustained an operating loss of $1,028.58, The total
production from this lease to Janiwrry 31, 1942, amounted to 234,340.82 barrels,
of tle total value of $182,383.60. Tire total Investment, development costs, etc.,
iumounted to $194,420.15, thus leaving the operator with a loss on his entire in-
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vestment to January 31, 1942, of $12,036.55, and the lease is apparently now
being operated at a loss,
Take the case of another operator who drilled a shallow well upon one of his
leases In December 1940, upon which lease a total of five shallow wells were
drilled. The peak in production, of about 8,500 barrels per month, was reached
in January 1941. A rapid decline In production then set in, and by April 1941 the
lease was producing about 600 barrels per month. It is now pro(lucing some 200
barrels per month. The total
cost of this lease to January 1, 1942, was $35,373.05,
and the total revenue $23,723.78. The estimated total cost for the life of thIs
lease is $37,175.05 and the estimated total recovery for the life of the lease Is
$27,726 78; thus, there is an estimated loss on this lease during its entire life
of $9,448.27.
In another case, the producer drilled a shallow well upon hIs lease In August
1939, the well reachiiig Itspeak of production of about 479) barrels per month
In September 1939. Seventeen months later, In February 1941, this lease was producing only 48 barrels per inonih, and the well was plugged and abandoned; the
total cost of the lease being $(,455.64 and tle total revenue amounted to only
$3,615.43. The net loss was $2,840.21.
We ean furnish detailed statements and graphs supporting the above examples
of loss, as well as Innumerable other loss statements.
These exaiijxles of expected or rosy hoped-for profit, but II reality cold, harsh
losses, in the oil business, can be multiplied hundreds of times in Michigan,
possibly thousands of times, and, of course, can be multiplied tens of thousands
of times in the other oilamd gas States. As was once aptly said by the learned
Chief Justice Matthew J. Kane, of the Supreme Court of Oklahoma: "To undertake to tax an oil or gas lease is to undertake to inposo a tax upon the lIlimttablvista (ofhope." And while Chief Justice Kane was referring to an undevelopv
lease, in a great inany cases the same statement might be made with reference to
a producing lease.
11 Imnumy,Inay cases, tie depletion allowance is the difference between profit
and loss, and the wells would be abandoned except for this allowance.
The greatly (lesi red statements showing big profits or fair profits In any amount
are few and far between, and constitute a small percentage of tile
total
operations
of the industry. You may wonder why this should be. The answer Is that
the oil and gas business is an extremely hazardous and speculative one. It is a
fascinating business, like that of mining or any natural-resource business, where
the operator cannot tell just what lie is going to find until be explores the innermost hidden porfions of the earth at great expense. The venture being extremely
hazardous and uncertain, the person engaging inI same must naturally be willing
to risk a great deal. He Is willing to lose on a great. many ventures If lieCa
only even-up and make a fair over-all profit on all of his operations. The 271/2
percent depletion allowance gives him a chance to recover from his producing
property soine of his losses f roindry holes, small nonpaying wells, and wells that
have to be prematurely abandoned on account of salt water, etc.
It Is well known that oil and gas are Irreplaceable minerals, and that the production of same constitutes a depletion of the owner's capital, rather than an income
from capital. This theory was adopted as a fact by Congress in 1926 and has
practically been time adopted policy of Congress and of the courts since 1918.
The oil and gas producer then has no special privileges, but on account of the
nature of his business be hIas beem granted the 271/1 percent, depletion allowance
In his Federal Income taxes as a fair allowance for the many losses he has In his
business, and as an offset to his loss or depletion of capital, and to encourage
him to go out and drill for new fills and new reserves.
When an Income lax is levied upon the oil and gas producer, he is really being
taxed upon his capital, since each barrel of oil and each foot of gas produced
rest ti
a elsening or depletion of his capital. It takes millions of years for
oilor gas toaccumulate by chemical processesin the earth,
tk
d, therefore, when
such minerals are produced, they are considered irreplaceable. They are riot like
crops of wheat, corn, cotton, or other crops that may be produced, harvested,
and used up, mind then sown and regrown the following year; nor like fruit, timobet, livestock, fish,
and other commodities that may lie processed, used, ana!
reproduced.
The oil and gas Industry now probably pays a larger amount of the taxes Ini
this country than any other one single Indistry. The Industry pays property
or ad valorem taxes upon its tangible property, in addition to Its many other
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taxes, including income taxes. in Michigan, the industry pays Bome 18 or more
direct and indirect taxes, including ad valorein, severance, or gross prodilleion
taxes, franchise taxes, excise taxes, taxes on Intangibles, sales taxes, use taxes,
gasoline taxes, oil taxes, pipeline taxes, privilege taxes, and a y otlbers. It has
been stated that the oil and gas industry in the United States was, prior to the
war, paying directly or indirectly wore than one a11(] one-quarter billion dollars
in annual taxes out of a total of some seven or eight billion dollars directly paid
by all industries; that altogether over 2tX) different taxes are being paid directly
or indirectly by the oil Industry In the United States.
The oil and gas industry while already paying its full share of taxes, Is
willing to bear its proportionate part of any increased taxes necessary to will
the war. However, it feels that it should not be singled out and discriminated
against in the matter of taxes, but that such increased taxes should be spread
out and paid by all industries and the taxpayers as a whole. Too henvy a tax
load placed upon tie industry will tend to reduce its efficiency and productive
ability. It is a well-known fact that while the wholesale commodity price of
petroleum products in April 1942, was only about 58.4 percent of what it was in
1)26 and the cost of many other Iroducts has gone above the 100 percent figure,
ats shown by the records of till(' United States Delrtmnt
of Labor, nevertheless
petroleum products have increased il effielency during tie siine period and the
consulnr now not only pays less for his petroleum products but receives a buch
better product than was produced in 1926. Gasoline octane rating is higher,
lubricating oils tire better relined, and all peflolenin products are of a higher
grade. Why should we "kill the goose that lays Ile gohlen egg?" Why should we
discourage wildcatting, tile drillig of new wells, tile prouetion of oil and gas
so bally needed il our present emergency? Wily require the producers to abandon
at a great loss their small wells and tills decrease our reserves of oil and gasi
A very large portion of our oil reserves is under existing stripper wells, now
operating at it loss or small profit.
'I'Te oil alld gas fields in Michigan lire strategically located with reference to
important war industries. Anything done at tills ile to Blow down oil and
gas operations in Michigan naturally also seriously slow down our country's
war efforts,
Tie present law with reference to percentage dpl(,tloll allying to oil and
gas and other aniniig properties should reinll
intact, and no reduction or change
should be nade in sam11e. If the depletion allowance is reduced, we believe such
action will result in a big decrease ill tile number of wildeat wells to be drilled
in this State: a decrease in tile number of new oil and gas fields that illight
be discovered il Michigan; I decrease in the production of oil and gas iu
Michigan; that su(.h nation would result in a less amomit of oil and gas reserves being 1111111killed in ills State a1nd Would 1114 d(Te'ase (tll' reserves of
oil and gas and would cluse the .Ilenilature abanlonnl
of mny small oil sand
gas wells, not only 1in Michigan, but all over the country, at a fi1e wheel
we
greatly need all increase in oil lilt(] gi1s production to properly carry on the
war.
Respectfully submitted.
OIL AND (A4 ASSOCIATION' 01 MICHIGAN,
FLOYD A. CALVEirr, C(lairma,
I!ATIOIo) M. MCCLUR,
ARTnUg H. LInMrnrit,
Depletion Cokamittee.

The CHAIniAN. Mr. Broadgate.

STATEMENT OF W. C. BROADGATE, PHOENIX, ARIZ., DIRECTOR,
ARIZONA STATE DEPARTMENT OF MINERAL RESOURCES
Mr. BROADGATE. Mr. Chairman and Senators, I am W. C. Broadgate, of Phoenix, Ariz., assistant director of the State department of
mineral resources and vice president of the Arizona Small Mine Operators Association, and I speak principally for the small-mine operators of our State and of the Southwest.
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In order to conserve the time of the committee, I will give this
statement in part only, but I ask that the entire brief be included in
the record.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir; we will be glad to.
Mr. BRtOADGATE. This material was prepared by Mr. Charles F.
Willis, of Phoenix, Ariz State secretary of the Arizona Small Mine
Operators Association, Arizona consultant for the Metals Reserve
Co., chairman of the board of governors of Arizona Department of
Mineral Resources, and for the past 22 years editor of the Mining
Journal, which is published in Phoenix; Ariz., but which circulates
pretty well all over the world. Therefore, he has been in position
to observe very closely the effects of the changing economic structure
on the mining industry, particularly on the small mines.
The Arizona Small Mine Operators Association is an organization
of over 4,000 members who are finding, developing, and operating
small mines almost exclusively of strategic and critical metals and
minerals. They are the pioneers from whom our great metal industries start.
The Arizona Department of Mineral Resources is an organization
supported by the State of Arizona for the purpose of assisting the
small-mine operators in solving their economic problems, and there
has been no more important problem than that which involves taxation policies.
I want to make it clear in the first place that the mining industry
does not want to be out of step with any national program, whether
it be taxation or production. The small mine operators have no desire to avoid taxes which are justly and equitably applied. They
are seeking no favors, but do not want to be discriminated against
simply because the problems peculiar and individual to their industry
are not understood.
Furthermore, the small mine operators, and there probably are
25,000 of them in the western United States, are willing to do their
utmost in the war effort, but they are beginning to wonder if this
so-called shortage of metals is just another cry of "wolf." The reason for this feeling is that the small mine operators see so little being
done of a constructive and helpful nature which will bring out added
production and therefore conclude that the Federal Government is
not, as anxious for this production as some would have them think.
The problem which Congress has, to enact an equitable tax bill,
is appreciated by. the small mine operators. Your object is to get the
necessary funds with which to conduct a gigantic war effort. Therefore, in many cases you are called upon to fix a policy-as you must
determine with relation to metal production--is it more important
to raise tax revenue than it is to get the metals and is it possible
that you will place the tax load at a point where it will fail to
produce simply because it confiscates the business being taxed?
You must decide whether you want the money or the metals and
if you decide that getting tile necessary funds is more important
than getting the metals, it must be remembered that if you fail to
get production of metals you then will not get the revenue the
industry should produce in taxes. If the taxes are set up as more
important than the metal production, you are likely to get neither.
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I believe that we will all agree that the shortage of metals is no
cry of "wolf." It is even more serious than we have been told.
There is a critical deficiency which threatens our ability to carry
on the war effort on the scalo on which it is planned and is necessary.
This shortage covers copper, lead, zinc, vanadium, tungsten, manganese, and, in fact, almost the entire list.
It has been demonstrated that there is almost no limit to the
manufacturing ability of the United States. Mass production
methods and the mechanicAl genius of the American people have
proved to us that we can manufacture just as many planes, tanks,
uns, ships, and the other implements necessary to warfare as we
desire, but that we cannot manufacture the metals from which they
are made. We find them only where Mother Nature placed them.
Our limitations are not money, skill, brains, or manpower, but
metals and other materials. Most important and fundamental to that
war production program are the metals as we require them, not only
for the product which is to be made by the manufacturing plant, but
for the machinery which is to be used to make that product.
During the past 2% months the Arizona Department of Mineral
Resources has beein conducting a survey of all thecmines of Arizona.
This survey has covered something over 300 mining properties. It
has been a study of each individual mine with a view to determining
what they have produced in the past, what they are producing now,
why they are not producing more, what are the factors holding back
increased production, and, if they have failed to keep up their production, what ai-e the reasons for the decrease.
This survey was first conducted among the producing mining properties, and it was immediately followed by a similar survey of nonproducing properties which had ore available but which, for some
reason, was not being taken out and marketed.
This survey was not conducted with any idea of determining the
effect of taxation, but covered the entire series of economic conditions,
and I doubt if there is another section of the country that has as clear
a picture of the whole situation as we have in Ar' ona.
The survey covered a sufficient number of all types of mines, so that
it presented a true cross section, and we found'that the situation as
to metal production will in the near future be far worse than anything
which has been recorded so far, even though most frantic efforts are
being made to correct it. The fundamentals difficulties still exist.
Private or venture capital upon which the mining industry has
always been dependent for development and expansion has almost
completely dried up simply because there is a natural and inherent
risk in mining with no opportunity whatsoever under the proposed
tax laws for the return that is necessary to and commensurate with
the risk. There is no opportunity even for the return of the capital
necessary to be invested. You cannot even borrow money from private
sources, as there is no adequate provision in the law for the return of
that which may be borrowed.
One of the many functions of the Arizona Department of Mineral
Resources has been the bringing together of those who have money
with which to open and operate mines and those who have mines needing capital to be opened and operated. It has been a job of bringing
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private capital and mining opportunities together and seeing to it that
each one got an equitable deal.
In the year 1940 the Arizona Department of Mineral Resources
made over 40 successful contacts between primary or venture capital
and mines to be opened and operated. In the year 1941 that number
was reduced to 30, and in the first 6 months of 1942 there was only 1
contact made that resulted in a new mine starting up with private
capital.
This record speaks for itself, yet there is much private capital available and seeking mining opportunity. The drying up of this capital
is almost exclusively the result of the trends of taxation relating to
mines. The reason is not so much the tax laws that have already been
enacted but the trend and the threats of that, which is in mining,
confiscatory taxation and a failure to realize that the mining industry
is one of wasting and definitely exhausting assets.
This very hearing is one of those threats that has driven capital
away, the question of whether percentage depletion should remain in
the law where it has been for a great many years, or whether it should
no longer be allowed. This threat is against even the most fundamental and long-recognized natural resource investment protection.
Even the threat against it has dammed the private capital necessary
to metal production, and the removal of percentage depletion allowances would be an assurance that the gates of the dam could not be
again opened.
It is mighty difficult for those of us who are in smali mine operations to understand why there should 1)e any question whatsoever on
this subject. A mine is Nature's location of the raw materials from
which metals are made. Metals are not found in the ground, but
minerals are, and from those minerals which we may find we may or
may not ultimately derive metals. It takes more than c~sh capital. It
takes years of sweat, toil, disappointments, and discouragement,
which cannot be measured or etaluated in dollars and cents, to make
available the raw materials from which the metals come.
If it were a manufacturing plant it would not even be a subject of
discussion as to whether there should be allowed in the tax structure
compensation for the raw materials with which the finished product
is made. And that is all that the mining industry is asking-an allowance for its raw materials which it spent much time and money
to find and which will ultimately be exhausted.
It is recognized that there is no possible way in which the small
mine operator can be compensated for using up his raw materials
measured by the cost of that material. The percentage depletion
method was the result of a long period of study of many cases to
determine an arbitrary average that was fair and equitable. To disallow depletion allowances on the percentage basis would only mean
that the small mine operator could get no recovery whatsoever for the
years of toil in trying to open up something which would be an asset
to the country and a vital necessity in the time of war.
As a matter of fact, the present percentage depletion allowance is
inadequate for small mines in view of the :fat that they are being
urged tG piduce in larger quantities as a war emergency.
We have but a limited period for that production, under ceiling
prices that are entirely too low, to compensate for the investment made
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of many years in finding raw materials-minerals. We all hope that
it will be short, but we know that it is definitely limited.
Mining costs are materially increased by 'the bill which is before
you, one feature being that portion of the bill which places an excise
tax of 5 percent on transportation charges. This is especially burdensome to the mining industry because freight enters so largely into
the costs of mining-much larger than in almost any other industry.
We have mines that have only 12 pounds of coppe: to a ton of rock.
The freight, when it is moved'to the smelter, is on the whole ton of
rock from which only 12 pounds of copper will come. It takes heavy
machinery from the eastern States to operate a mine and the product
of the mines go to the eastern States, thus freight is a tremendous
item in mining costs. Over 80 percent of the tonnage of freight originating in the State of Arizona is from the mines and a similar situation
prevails in all of the western States which are producers of raw
materials for the manufacturing East.
This 5-percent increase in freight cannot be passed on to the consumer as would be possible in a great many industries. The ceiling
prices on copper, lead, and zinc are at the destination points, whereas
the ceiling prices on all other commodities are at the points of origin,
therefore, the producers would have to absorb any freight increase.
The costs of mining, of which freight is an important part, have
gone up tremendously since the ceiling prices were set. We have already had a 6-percent increase in freight; wages are up $1.50 a
day; supplies prices have skyrocketed; and taxes have become rather
large and probably will be larger. The labor shortage and turnover,
and added cost of inefficiency of new labor has greatly increased the
distance between the floor of costs and the ceiling of prices. In fact,
this distance has been entirely eliminated in many cases 'and some
producing mines have shut down simply because of their inability
to live under the present situation. Many have had to limit their
operations. Thus production is going backward at a time when it is
vital that it should increase.
But let us look for a moment at what this problem of increasing costs
is doing to the producing mines. The ore of every mine, no matter
how profitable it may be at times, is marginal at some point of the
cost cycle. As the costs go up, it becomes necessary to mine only the
higher-grade ores. Thus we are skimming the cream from our resources and leaving only the skimmed milk for the future.
Contrary to the ideas of most laymen, mines do not have a uniform ore content. The figures which we hear ard see published are
averages of contents of many blocks of ore, each one of which may
be different. Thus it is possible to mine only such blocks as have
the value necessary to bring it out. The great danger in this is that
when you remove the blocks of higher value you often leave the
remaining averages so low that the balance o the ore is below the
grades that can ever be handled.
It is very true that many of tlme producing mines are keeping up
production in pounds of metal. They have been able to do it, with
increased costs and a lessened number of employees, simply because
of the higher average metal content of the ore which they have been
forced to take out. Many mines have been forced to curtail development work because there was not enough left from the sale of their
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product after all costs and taxes are paid to do that work which is
essential for'their continuity.
If we could be assured that the war was going to be over by Christmas, as some wishful thinkers would have us believe, the situation
would not be so serious in skimming the cream as we are doing, but
if we are to prepare for a long war, it is a most reckless sabotage of our
resources to deplete by high costs low prices, and taxation our ore
reserves which we may need very badly in the future. We actually
deplete our reserve faster with increased costs than we do by extracting
the ores, yet we get no return from the same, either in metal or taxes.
Those ores are left in the ground and in many cases are never recovered.
There is no objection on the part of the small mine operators to the
principle of excess profits taxes. In the case of mining we customarily
misuse the word profits. There are no actual profits from mining
until the capital investment is first returned. It is only income as,
(luring the period of the life of a mine, it is necessary to get both a
return of the original capital and a reasonable interest on the investment before there are any real profits.
The only excess profits which you can get from a miine are those
which come from lower costs or higher prices. Simply because a
larger tonnage is mined, and, therefore, produces more dollars within
the year, does not make excess profits, but is merely an anticipation
of normal profits of future years which come about simply because
of the immediate urgency of the demand.
If you have a mine in which you have 100,000 tons of ore, for instance,
and you mine that at the rate of 10,000 tons a year, at the end of the
10 years it is definitely exhausted. If, however, due to the urgency
of the war demand, you mine 20,000 tons a year and exhaust the ore
body in 5 years you have not r ,de excessprofits during that 5-year
period-you have merely advanced in time the profits you would have
made during the second 5-year period.
An equitable mine taxation law requires a unit of production credit,
basing excess-profits taxes upon that which is obtained from getting
better than normal costs. It is perfectly possible, even under these
conditions, to get lower per ton or per pound costs and, therefore,
have excess profits because the greater volume often reduces the overhead, but there are no excess profits in the mining industry that come
from merely handling a larger tonnage.
Although it is not being done very successfully, the national leaders
are urging increased production of metals froim new and marginal
mines. The reason that we have not been able to interest private
capital in doing this job is, as I have previously stated, the fact that
they cannot even recover capital and, should they be forunate enough
to get anything in excess of their capital recovery, the Government
takes the profits. But should they fail to recover their capital--which
-is the case 9 out of 10 dimes in mining-they pocket their own losses.
Yet they are being a'iked to invest their capital, open these mines,
and bring out new production with the definite knowledge that the
mines which they may open are to produce a raw material which only
is of value during the war period and which probably will have no
commercial value when the war demand is over.
This has created an impossible situation on which an attempt has
been made to answer by the 5-year amortization plan on war industries.
This plan, designed for manufacturing, does not adapt itself to mining
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any more than most of the plans do which are designed from a manu-

facturing viewpoint. A manufacturing plant has some use for some
purpose after the war, but the mine leaves only a ghost town behind it.
Mexico has recognized the peculiarities of mining under war emergency conditions and has just recently written into its statutes a
clhaise which provides for complete relief from Federal taxation until
suWh time as the capital invested has been returned in full. This

applies, of course, only to distinctly war industries created because

of the emergency need of production.
Under that plan, Mexico is going to find that it will get its necessary
minerals and metals by private capital development and there is very
distinctly a need for some similar provision in the United States tax
structure if we are going to get the minerals and metals needed to
equip our huge fighting machine.
We, as small mine operators, are quite willing to assume that under
present policies no abnormal profits arc to be permitted for anyone.
We are not at all critical of that policy provided it is equitable and
takes into consideration the peculiarities of particular industries. We
are against war profiteering and we certr :nly do not want to see
inflation.
Having removed the profit incentive, and even that unreachable "pot
of gold" that is at the end of the rainbow which every prospector
and small mine operator hopes that he will some day see near at
hand, we can only appeal for material production on patriotic
grounds, but to secure that we must make it us simple as possible to do
business. Business cannot be strangled by red tape. Now we have
the problem of determining whether our tax policies nre making the
goose decide as to whether or not it is worth the eilort necessary
to lay the golden egg keep it where it may be produced later.
We are going to get increased metal production-and how we do
need it. We have three possible sources: Increased output from the
regular producing mines by expanding plants to larger capacity; the
marginal mines by removing known ore bodies which cannot possibly be commercially operated under normal conditions; and the
small mines which from many thousands of small lots can make a
sizable accumulation of minerals.
A comprehensive program has been developed by Government authorities who are responsible for the job of producing enough metals
to keep assembly lines going. There are many expansion activities
in mining among the large mines fostered by' Government cooperation and they have been ouite willing to sacrifice their future life and
ore reserves for the war effort.
However, their production possibilities are 1 year, 18 months, or
2 years away and during that period they are using manpower, consuming machinery, and producing nothing. The inarginal mines and
small mines inust fill the gap of production between now and the
time when the large mines are ready to operate at increased capacity.
They can only be handled by having a program that will permit of
private capital development and the only private capital you can get
for mining today is from those who ir ignorant of the proposed
tax laws.
This situation has been recognized by the Federal authorities in
that they have tried to develop a Government, program. They have
proposed premium prices, a mine loan program, ore-buying stations,
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access-road program, Government plants, and other devices, yet the
program is not working in that it has bogged down by being too
complicated, cumbersome, and slow. The enemy is not going to wait
until we unwind the red tape which will bring'out copper for shells.
To the small mine operator they seem to say: "We have something
for -you to help you solve your problems-but try and get it."
Tfhe program has been too tough for the small mine operator to,
qualify for when all there is in itfor him is an outlet for his patriotic emotions. He can and does turn to other outlets which will be
less difficult to accomplish.
I am not saying this to be critical of the Government program for
bringing out metal production. It is a comprehensive plan but the
design which Government authorities draft for business under wartime conditions is built for large companies-in fact, me4t of the men
in Washington who draft these understand only large organization
charts, and it is impossible for small business, and l)articularly the
small mine operators who are the most rugged-of rugged individualists, to follow the same design and stay in business.
Our survey has shown a very large number of small mine operators who have ambitiously started in patriotic fervor and stopped
because they have been entangled in routine and red Iape and they
had to eat while they waited. This has happened to all except a
dozen of the 71 mines that have been gotten under way through cooperation of the Arizona Department of Mineral Resources since
the beginning of 1940.
Priorities, 75 percent back-haul difficulties, labor problems, increased costs, power permits, requirements to deal with many different
departments, and other things have made many a potential producer
of badly needed metals say: "What's the use? They do not need
these metals as badly as they say they do or they would not make
it so hard for me to get then out."
In our survey probably the greatest need demonstrated was that
o)f operating capital, that relatively small amount of money which
i,'
necessary to pay the bills from the time production starts until
the check for the proceeds comes in. It is a fixed investment, secured,
it is true, by ore in process, but nevertheless a rather intingible thing.
It,would seem as though private sources would be quite willing to
finance this operating capital as it is well secured, but it shies away
simply because the tax structure provides no method of repaying
borrowed money, except that which can be repaid out cf the 10 percent that is left after the excess-profits taxes are paid.
Without metals we cannot build the machinery that is required
to win this war and, as stated before, the question which the
Finance Committee of the United States Senate is being called upon
now to decide is the relative importance of the size of the tax bill and
the need for metal production. You can only get both through a
proper balance of having a tax bill which is not so large that it
destroys the industry which pays those taxes. Private capital will
bring out the needed metal quickly and in sufficient amounts if given
a chance. It is not seeking profit, but. only an opportunity to serve.
Senator WALSM. To sum it all up, you don't recommend any change
in the law?
Mr. BROA)OAnoI. We do what?
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Senator WaLsH. Though you think the present percentage is
inadequate, you are content with the present law?
Mr. BROADOATE. We will be content with the 1942 House bill
provisions.
Senator WALSH. That seems to cover your brief pretty well.
Mr. BROADOATE. I would like to make one small statement in
closing.
Tshe operators of the small mines
are trying hard to participate
in the war effort. Those not already in operation are making
every effort to get into operation. It is no secret that mineral production, which Mr. )onald Nelson considers the base of the war
program, has not expanded as rapidly as was expected.
The small mine is in a position to get into production with comparative rapidity, but is subject to many discouragements. The
Securities and Exchange Commission has almost driven private capital from the field of small mine investment, and due to various other
reasons, including the tax situation, it is no longer a satisfactory
speculation because of the increasing hazard of getting the money
back, let alone making any.
The Congress, realizing this, has provided means of getting Government financing for strategic and critical mineral properties.
However, it frequently takes longer to get Government funds than
it does to I)ut the mine into operation. The bonus or premium plan
for extra payments on copper, lead and zinc production is so slow
and involved in its operation that the small operator without much
capital may be ruined before he gets his money.
'he instinct to mine and the desire to help in the war is so
strong that in spite of these factors and the rising costs and taxes,
together with price ceilings, small mines are opening up. How-

ever, if mine operators are not allowed this resoabe fiure for
depletion provided in the House bill, the result will be further
disastrous discouragement for those who are desperately anxious to
produce minerals.
You can have the minerals or the money. Not both.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you for your appearance.
Mr. Callahan.

STATEMENT OF DONALD CALLAHAN, WALLACE,, IDAHO, VICE
PRESIDENT, AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS, ALSO REPRESENTING IDAHO MINING ASSOCIATION
Mr. CALLAHAN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Callahan, how much time will you reqUire?

We are going to have to shorten this particular branch of the
testimo-y because we have had so many witnesses.
Mr. CALLAHAN. Well, the metal department of this depletion
investigation has not consumed very much time. We have no other
witnesses. I am the only one.
The CHAIRMAN. You are the only one?
Mr. CALLAHAN. Mr. Broadgate and myself.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator WALSI. YOU advocate retaining the present percentage
allowance?
Mr. CALLAHAN. Yes.
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Senator WALSH. You don't want any change?
Mr. CALLAIAN. I don't want any change in the depletion allowance;
no, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What are you discussing, particularly?
Mr. CALLAHAN. The matter of percentage depletion.
The CHAIRMAN. Of metals?
Mr. CALLAHAN. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. All right sir. I would ask you to brief your statement as much as you possibly can. Of course, we will be glad for
your statement to go into the record, which we will have, and have
the opportunity to read it.
Mr. CALLAHAN. All right, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. name is Donald A. Callahan. I live at Wallace, Idaho. I am
vice president of the American Mining Congress, and 1 also am
representing the Idaho Mining Association at this hearing. I appear
here to addlcss myself particularly to the (pestion raised by the
Secretary of the Treasury in his appearance before your committee on
July 23, 1942, relating to the provisions of the law dealing with
percentage depletion.
The language of the Secretary clearly indicates that in his opinion
percentage depletion as alied to metal mines should have no place
in the revenue law. He c assifies this provision as a violation of the
basic principle of equity, which is so important to an all-out war
finance program, and indicates that such an allowance constitutes a
special privilege or an avoidance or exasion of tax. Very definitely
we, of the mnilng industry, deny that the allowance of depletion upon
a percentage basis constitutes either a special privilege, an avoidance
or an evasion of tax.
There is nothing more essential to the success of the war effort
than the mining of strategic and critical metals, and those who are
responsible for the production of munitions and machines for war will
agree with this statement.
'We hold that mining is as necessary a war industry as is the fabrication of metals into munitions of war. We hold that the Govern.
ment should be bending every effort to encourage this essential indus.
try. We are not asking special favors, but we believe in the name of
victory that every department of the Government of the United States
should join in an effort to increase and not to retard the production
from these mines.
Now we arA faced with a new peril-a direct attack upon an established provision of the revenue laws as related to mining by the Secretary of the Treasury when he asks for- the doing away with percentage depletion and a reversion to the methods employed in determining depletion prior to 1932.
During the last World War the revenue laws were amended to provide incentive for metal production. Now, under a greater stress
than existed then, the Secretary of the Treasury proposes not encouragement but rather actual discouragement to those charged with the
business of producing for the war effort.
I shall no,! repeat the observations made by Mr. Fernald in his appearance before this committee several days ago with regard to the
attitude of the milling industry and its all-out cooperation in the war
effort. He has stated that position clearly and the deeds of those
engaged in the industry spealc even louder than his words.
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What, then, is this percentage depletion to which the Secretary
takes exception V I take it that this committee recognizes, as has the
Congress since the income tax amendment was adopted, that the
owners of properties which are engaged in the extraction of natural
wealth should have a return tax free of the value of the property
which constitutes the capital of the owner.
Prior to the adoption of the percentage depletion method the determination of the amount of depletion to be allowed was largely a
matter of judgment on the part of the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, the principle being laid down in the law that a reasonable
depletion allowance should be provided for. Cost or March 1, 1913,
vacations were regarded prior to 1918 as the yardsticks by which
depletion should be measured, the principle being that the owner was
entitled to a complete return, tax-free, over the life of the mine of the
valuations so determined.
In 1918, under the stress of a great demand for metals to meet the
World War requirements and to make more equitable the allowance

to those mines which had suffered from the application of the unit

method, discovery depletion was added to the law, and this feature
remained in the law until 1932, when the percentage depletion feature
was incorporated. The basis for discovery depletion was the calculated value of the property as of approximately the time of discovery.
Thus the Congress from the beginning of our income tax history
has recognized the right of taxpayers to deductions to compensate for
the depletion of capital value attaching to the mineral properties.
May I call your attention to the fact that the reason for the adoption by the Congress of the percentage depletion method as applied
not only to metal mines, coal, and sulfur, but to oil and gas as well,
was the unsatisfactory experience of both the Government and the
taxpayers in the allowance of depletion under the older methods.
Naturally, the determination of the vn luation of the capital which
was to be depleted involved a very intricate and uncertain method.
This was particularly true as it related to metal mines.
Because of dissatisfaction with the methods theretofore employed,
the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation referred the
entire subject to its staff for an investigation and the report (Proliminary Report on Depletion to the Joint Committee From its Staff,
vol. 1, pt. 8,1929) of this staff furnished the basis upon which later on
the Congress adopted the amendment extending the percentage feature to depletion of metal mines, coal, and sulfur.
It is inter resting, in view of the suggestion of the Se-retary of the
Treasury, that we eliminate the percentage method to read from
this report what the staff of the joint committee had to say. I am
quoting now from page 7 of that report:
The analytic method generally employed iiy the Bureau in the valuations of
gold, silver, copper, lead, zinc, fnd other metal mines involves at least six important factors which Lire the subject of individual judgment. In many cases,
reliable data from which the engineer may draw his c.ncluslous in estimating
these factors are not available. Conclusions in such cases must vary according to
the experience and' viewpoint of the individual. Reputable mining engin.ers
admit that it is impossible to value a mine accurately as of a specific date by
this method, due to the many speculative factors involved.
To support this conclusion the report on the same page carries a
comparison of the separate valuations of 10 companies, ranging from
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some o' the smallest to some of the largest in the industry, which
tables show as between two reputable engineers a variation in values
of from 100 to 566 percent.
In connection with this, I also call to your attention a statement
made in 1925 by Mr. A. W. Gregg, formerly Solicitor of the Bureau
of Internal Revenue. This statement was made before the Senate
Select Committee on Investigation of the Bureau. I quote Mr.
Gregg:
If something could be done in the law to do away with the neceqssty for vain.
oul( be the
biggest help of anything that has ever been done to the Bureau of Internal
Revenue. This would help the admini& [ration of the Bureau tremendously
id would certainly be more accurate than the present system.

Ieg mineral properties for the purpose of determining depetion, it

Something was not done to remedy the intolerable situation referred to by Mr. Gregg until 1932, when the Congress incorporated
the very simple and efficient method of percentage depletion which has
been in effect ever since.
Senator CONNALLY. Is it not true that the old system entailed em.
ployment by the Bureau of a great army of engineers and estimators
an( surveyors and they hardly ever got to the point where there
wasn't a squabble between the owner of the property and the Government over the valuation?
Mr. CALLAHAN. That is true, Senator Connally.
Senator CONNALLY. Isn't it further true that the 27, percent is a
little less than the average discovered under the experience of the
Treasury?
Mr. CALLA AN. You mean the 15 percent?

Senator

CONNALLY.

Whatever it is.

Mr. CALLAHAN. Yes, it is. The average over a 5..year period of the
depletion allowed prior to that time under the old method was 17
percent. It was the inequalities in the distribution of that that was
recommended by this averaging and the 15-percent rate was a compromise and in relation to that not only did the Government have
to eml)loy engineers and accountants and engineers of all descritions, but the taxpayer also had to in order to meet the situation
which might be presented. The larger companies, of course, were
able to do that.
In 1932 when I appeared before the committee advocating this
change in the law I called particular attention to the discriminations
thereby made to the smaller companies that were not able to maintain
such staffs of engineers and accountants and experts to not only
determine their valuations, in the first place, but to contest with the
Bureau afterward,
The rate of 15 percent of the gross value of the ore at the property
for metal mines which was written into the law in 1932 was arrived
at by taking the average of the depletion actually allowed under the
old methods over a 5-year period. As a matter (f fact, this average
was better than 17 percent and the rate finally agreed upon was a
compromise. To further protect the revenues it was provided teat
in no case should the allowance exceed 50 percent of the net income.
The report referred to calls attention to the inequalities brought
about und er the earlier methods of which both the staff of the committee and the Solicitor of Internal Revenue complain. The method
of determining mine depletion was, of course, highly technical; andI
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if the Secretary of the Treasury's present sugges ion is carried out,
will become highly technical oUce again. That method was based
upoli i deteriuilatlon of factors with which only the accomntant anl
engineer are familiar. In order to secure a valuation for the purpose
of depletion it was necessary to have a valuation made of the units
of metal in a mine. This in itself, because of the hidden character
of the metal, could only be determined through estimates, reckonimur
from certain known factors. Under the anafytic-appraisal method'
which was the one most commonly used, it was ne(&cssary to make
an estimate of the tons of ore in a mine at the beginning of the
mining operation; to estimate the annual rate of extraction of netad
to estimate the duration of the life of the mines; to estimate the
production cost per unit of nietal; to predict the selling price for the
estimated number of years of the life of the mine, an( then through
a formula to reduce the expected profit to present worth.
One of the reasons for inequalities and discrepancies as between
different metals, different, sections of the country and individual taxpayers, was that t he large operator, with a considerable anount at
stAe and possessed of the means with which to fortify himself with
expert assistance, could better establish tie value of his ore body in
the first instance, and later could defend that estimate before' the
Bureau. A smaller operator, of course, who had not the means with
which to make a pro)er valuation in the first place, would be
obliged to accept the judgment and fiual determination of the Government when his returns were, made.
This does not mean that the Government or the Bureau intended
to be unjust, but it is the common experience of business, so far as
technical questions are concerned, that one must be thoroughly fortified in establishing claims which are involved and about whici there
very often are reasonable and proper differences of opinion.
I wish to call your attention now to variations found in the very
industries in the investigation made by this staff of the joint committee.
It was found that in the net returns, gold and silver had received
a 37 percent allowance for depletion; copper, 60.5 percent; lead nd
zinc, 32.5 percent; iron, 41. 2 percent; coal, 31.6 percent; and sulfur,
45.8 percent. Those were, oi course, upon the net returns, not the
gross.
Besides this it was found that in the same branch of the industry,
the ratio varied materially for different sections of the country. For
instance, the weighted ratio of depletion allowed to lead and zinc
wits 32.5 percent, but this ratio varied from 43 percent in one field io
a trifle over 25 percent in another, approximately 1,000 miles distant.
The same variation was found in the ratio of depletion allowance
to'net income as between individual taxpayers. It was no wonder,
then, that the Congress decided to remedy the inequalities which the
staff of its own Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation found
to exist. That staff recommended the adoption of the percentage
method. It did so because of the following defects in the system then
in vogue:
These defects were mentiond as follows:
(a) Administrative difflculties.-One of the principal administrative defects was found to be the lack of uniformity and certainty in
70093-42--vol, 2-7
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computing depletion. Tables supporting this conclusion are to be
found on page 7 of the report.
(b) Instability of revenue.-in lean years when the tax was sorely
needed? it was found that the application of the unit method of depletion wiped out all tax, while in prosperous years, high taxes were

collected.

In connection with that, I wish to call your attention to the fact that
undet the unit method of depletion, whether you had any profit or
not, the depletion was taken and if you had a depletion, your units
were taken anyway, thereby depriving you entirely of the benefit of
the year when you might have some income from it.
(c)Inequitabk revults.-A most interesting discussion, with tables
showing tle effect of the methods, therefore, employed upon different
classes of industry bears out the conclusion that inequitable results
stemmed from the then existing method of determining depletion.
But it is unnecessary to go further in telling you why this method
was adopted. The question is: Should it be changed now and doubtless it has been urged and will be urged that the reason for a change
at this time is because, under the percentage method, certain mining
companies recover more through depletion than the original cost of
their properties. The Secretary of the Treasury, I believe, holds that
this is a fact and that this alone is sufficient to warrant the elimination
of the percentage method at this time.
It is easy to make computations to support a previously announced
theory. But the Secretary must remember that the method of deter.
mining depletion must apply to all mines. Both the Secretary and
the Congress should reflect very seriously upon the total effect of a
change, rather than upon the immediate effect upon certain isolated
mining enterprises.
It is perfectly apparent and the Secretary will admit that the
mining industry as a whole does not recover through this method
more than the original cost of mining properties. As a matter of
fact, and I am sorry to be obliged to say it, it is true that the mining
industry as a whole makes a very sorry showing of recovery of original cost when failure as well as successes are taken into account.
I come from a State which is one of the leading mining States .of
the Union. It stands first in the production of silver, second in lead,
and has a high ranking in the production of zinc. And yet, over a
period of years, during which figures of cost and production have
been collected and compiled by the association which I represent, the
expenditures have exceeded the receipts by more than $10,000 000
Ad one of the big sources from which those expenditures have been
made has been the depletion fund used in the exploration and development of properties which have not turned out to be profitable
ventures.
One of the objects of a depletion allowance is to insure a continuous mining industry, A very, large portion of the earnings which is
regarded as return of capital is invested and reinvested in exhaustive
explorations and in underground operations, many of which totally
fail to yield return. I am afraid the Secretary has not made any
investigation to determine whether depletion allowances have been
used in an endeavor to discover and develop additional ore bodies.
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To illustrate the difficulties of finding profitable ventures, I cite you
instance of one company, largely interested in exploration and
the
development, which has a history of 15 years.
During that period it has given consideration to approximately 400
annually, and has made field examinations of all
to 500 p
indicated commercial deposits of nonferrous metals.
of those w
Despite the fact that this company has ample capital to employ the
best technical service, it has been unable during the past 15 years to
find and to bring into successful and profitable production for its own
account more than 6 mines and has shared with others in the acquisition and development of 2 more.
which I live in northern
,
The mining companies of thq.
oney in exploration
Idaho are constantly sp p I large sums
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cost of their properties, which is the exception, the system is still
beneficial, both as far as the war effort and the Government revenues
are concerned. Where did the vast funds necessary to develop the
great Morenci copper property in Arizona come from I What funds
have been used to increase the manganese production in Montana and
the copper from the Copper Canyon property in Nevada? These
are but a few examples of how these funds are used, and the War
Production Board can tell you how importa#t they are.
May I be personal and give you an illustratioti of two companies
with which I am connected? One is a silver-old property which
over a period of time under the percentage metod had accumulated
a fund specifically set aside as a depletion fund.
Within the last year, realizing the necessity for production of vital
defense metals, it invested that fund in securities of a lead-zinc company and thereby made it possible for that company to bring its
property to a point of production. On the 1st of March this second
property entered into production of lead and zinc, and the vital essen-
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tial metals which the Government must have are now being mined
because the first company was able, through its depletion allowance,
to make possible their production.
May I say in that connection that an attempt was made but it
was found impossible to finance through the sale of stock-raise
sufficient money in order to finance this operation which is now in
production in building a mill?
That is only one, and I cite it merely as an instance because I
am intimately connected with it. It is multiplied many many times,
and illustrates what can be done and what is being done with these
d pletion allowances which the Secretary complains are too large.
The Treasury assumes that it will receive more revenue if percentage depletion is eliminated and that this will in no way affect the
production of metal. This is a false assumption. Ncitter the production of metals nor revenues to the Government come from mines
which are not open, developed, and operating. We are not now
obtaining the metal production we need from mines. We cannot
get this from mines which are not now operating or cannot continue
long to get it. New production must be brought in. It is the
producing mine, privately owned and operated and yielding a profit
on private investment, which produces revenue to t&e Government.
Tax rates or tax provisions which deny or discourage this will not
yield increased tax revenue.
Fair depletion allowances are essential. Percentage depletion has
not i, the past and will not in the future result in the mining industry
recoil ing more than its capital employed. It is an averaging plan
adopted for simplicity. Losses and failures must be taken into account in measuring return of capital. By and large, it grants less
and not more than a fair return of capital. ,Under it the Government gains and not loses revenues. 1 rom the standpoint of both
revenue and production the Government and the war effort benefit.
We are in a great war effort and the mining industry does not come
here before this committee or before the Congress urging special consideration, or protesting against the tremendous tax which is neces.
sary to finance a part of this war. These are days of great concern,
but our concern as business men is nothing to the concern of those
whose loved ones are called upon to go forth upon foreign seas
and into foreign lands to fight the battles of our country on land
and sea and in the air. The mining industry has pledged its full
cooperation in this all-out war effort. It is busy with production.
The Government has offered a special price to make possible the
production of low grade marginal ores and of high cost ores. The
War Production Board, the Office of Price Administration, the Metals
Reserve Company are straining every effort to bring about that increased production of these essential metals. All that the mining industry asks of this committee, all that it asks of this Congress, is that
it remain free to use all of its energies toward this great productive
effort. It asks that the laws relating to depletion be allowed-to remain
asprovided in the House bill.
t does not believe that now is the time to upset the economy of
all mining enterprises, to bring about a readjustment of its entire
program of development and exploration, to become involved in an
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endless task of determining valuations and costs and figuring out
depletion according to methods that were discarded in 1932 because
they were unsatisfactory. It hls full need of its technical staffs in
the work of production; it cannot turn them over to the business of
establishing values and wrangling with the Bureau of Internal

Reveime.

In the last World War when there was essential demand, the Government revised depletion allowance by permitting discovery. When
time had proven this unsatisfactory, the Congress discarded that
method and established the percentage method which the Secretary
is now subjecting to attack.
Now I wish to call the committee's attention to this. Perhaps it is
not entirely a part of it, but it shows the difficulties under which the
mining industry is laboring and tells you why, even with the allowance
of percentage depletion and the allowance of depletion, that there is
dissatisfaction over the production of metals.
We have made a great success in the building of plants for the
manufacture of munitions and machines. In doing so, however, a
system has been adopted which has steadily syphoned off our mine
labor until today there is a shortage in my'district of from 10 to 25
percent of the manpower required for maximum production. We
cannot feed these metals into the plants that are crying for them
unless this situation is remedied. The loss of production in our metal
mines today constitutes a threat which must no longer be ignored.
Recently a subcommittee of the Senate Silver Committee conducted
hearings throughout the West to ascertain ,the exact situation with
regard to the mining industry and particularly to determine, if possible, the effect which the present and proposed tax laws have had
and will have upon that industry. The report of that committee will
be before your body for consideration, and I am not going now to
burden you with an account of it, but I will ask you if it is possible
for you to consult with Senators McCarran and Murdock who were
present at those hearings. They will give you a picture of just what
the mining situation is throughout the West where those vital metals
always are being produced.
I do, however, wish to call your attention to the testimony of the
directing head of the largest copper smelter in the world, located at
Salt Lake City, Utah. The figures which he produced as to metals
received at that smelter over a period beginning in 1937 and embracing the first months of 1942 paint a sorry picture as far as production
of these vital metals are concerned.
Leaving out of consideration the ore received from the great Utah
C'pper Co.'s properties, these showed a reduction in tons of ore received by the smelter of more thap 700,000 tons in 1937 to less than
600,000 tons in 1941 and a drop in thp gross value of that ore from
$9l.26 per ton in 1931 to $17.51 per ton in 1941.
At the beginning of this year the Government began to sense the
seriousness of this situation. A plan was devised to pay a premium
on new production of lead, zinc, and copper. Quotas were fixed for
each mining property which were supposed to represent normal production of mines then in operation and zero quotas were fixed for
those not in operation in 1941. The premium for all production over
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and above these quotas is now paid through the Metals Reserve
Company.
This, on the one hand, is a recognition by the Government of the
necessity for increased production. As a result of this policy (low
grade mines have been reopened and mines having metals difficult of
separation have become active. Old tailings dumps have begun to
move toward the concentrators and early in the year predictions were
made that a 25-percent increase in metals production would be realized
this year.
Those who were thus optimistic, however, reckoned without their
host. They failed to take into consideration the fact that establishment of war plants on the coast and throughout the western area
would drain the labor from these mines. The cost-plus-a-fixed-fee
policy, coupled with 6 and 7 days' work at overtime pay, has taken
the labor from our mines with a result that our production has been
going down, and we have been unable to develop reserves for future
production.
Let pie say to you now that this situation must be cured if we can
indulge any hope that we shall be able to supply these tremendous
war plants with the metals of which they stand in need. Either the
Congress. through legislation, or the Manpower Commission, exercising the broad powers already granted to it, must take drastic action
or the situation will grow worse. And in the end, if production
of metals fails, it will be the industry and not the Government which
will be blamed for that failure. Even leaving our tax structure as
it has been, the tribulations of this very essential industry of mining
are sufficient to discourage even the stout-hearted.
Now, it is one thing, gentlemen to sit comfortably in an office with
a calculating machine at your elbow and figure out how by a few
changes in the law, additional revenue can be secured from this industry or that. It'is a different thing to meet the hard realities
of wartime production, and no industry is faced with more difti1 tiess
than mining.
The operator must battle with 0. P. A. to secure a fair quota for
basing the premium price; he must battle with W. P. B. for the right
to purchase machinery, equipment, and supplies; or go out through
the mining districts of the West to go out and pick up second-hand
material; he must spend days and nights in negotiations with labor
representatives over increase of wages, creation of shop stewards,
and participation in management; he must permit his skilled employees to depart day by day for the armed services; he must sit idly
by while contractors building war plants under the "cost-plus-fixedfee basis," lure employees away in droves so that he never is sure
of the next shift- lie must watch, as a consequence of this, development work halted and sound mine practices discontinued. His days
and his nights are filled with problems for which he can find no
solution. He knows the desperate need for production and he re.
spends as best lie can.
, Now, from the Treasury comes the last straw. Repeal or modify
the depletion allowance. Upset the economy of mining, take away
the one provision now in our tax laws which makes for continuity in
the industry. I do not believe the Secretary wishes to assume the
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responsibility for this final check upon wartime production of these
vital metals.
I ask you gentlemen to see to it that he is saved from his own folly
and that this most important of war industries is not further cripple
in its efforts to assist in winning the war.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Callahan. We appreciate your appearance.
Mr. Campbell.
STATEMENT OF ROLLA D. CAMPBELL, HUNTINGTON, W. VA., REPRESENTING COAL-PRODUCING MEMBERS OF THE AMERICAN MINING
CONGRESS
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Campbell, are you also representing the American Mining Congress ?
Mr.

CAMPBFIL.

I am representing the bituminous coal producing

members of the American Mining Congress.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you make your statement as brief as you can
in the interest of the committee, because the whole day has been given
to that general subject?
Mr.

JA

Yes, sir, I shall.

The CHAYRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. CAMPBELL. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee my
name is Rolla D. Campbell. I live in Huntington, W. Va. I itave
been in the coal business for about 22 years. I am the president of a
land leasing company which leases to operating mines. I am a
lawyer and I have represented land companies and coal operating
companies and associations of coal operators for the last 22 year.
I am a member of the Bituminous Coal Producers Board for District
No. 8, which was organized under the Bituminous Coal Act of 1937.
District No. 8 comprises the high volatile mines of southern West
Virginia, eastern Kentucky, southwest Virginia, and Tennessee, and
produces approximately one-fifth of the annual production of the
United States.
I appear here on behalf of the coal-producing members of the
American Mining Congress to oppose any change in the depletion
provisions of the House bill as they apply to bituminous coal.
I shall not attempt to cover this subject in great detail. This has
been done in the hearings before the House Ways and Means Committee. I respectfully refer you to the very able and comprehensive
statements of Mr. Callahan, volume 1, pages 1168-1177; of Congressman George W. Johnson of West Virginia, volume 1, page 1194; of
Congressman A. J. May of Kentucky, volume 1, page 1195; of Mr.
Marchant volume 1, page 1206; of Mr. Puterbaugh, volume 1, am
1208; and to the brief filed by Mr. J.- D. Battle, secretary of the
National Coal Association, volume 1, page 1210.
At the outset I would like to mention that the bituminous-coal
industry is a very large and important one. It employs from
450,000 to 500,000 men directly in and about the mines, and that many,
or more, in transportation, distribution, and utilization.
It furnishes about 20 percent of the entire railroad freight traffic.
Over the past 10 years the production has varied from 325,000,000
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tons to over 500,000,000 tons.

1918 was the year of the greatest

production. In that year more than 570,000,000 tons were produced.
In 1941, the production was in excess of 500,000,000 tons, and it
appears that this year's production wili be in excess of 550,000,000.
To give you some comprehension of the enormity of 500,000,000
tons Irmight say that it is the equivalent of 12,500,000,000 bushels,
or about four times the weight of all the grain crops produced each
year in this country; or about 166 times the weight of the annual
cotton crop, or five times the weight of the annual production of
steel in this country, or more than all the dirt which has been
removed from the Panama Canal.
This great industry is the principal industry in many of the great
coal-producing areas and is an important industry wherever it occurs.
In this war effort, it is of vital importance. It undergirds our entire
industry effort. The continued production of coal is absolutely
essential to successful prosecution of the war.
The present percentage depletion rule contained in the Internal
Revenue Code is that coal mines are permitted to deduct, on account
of depletion, 5 percent of their gross income but not more than 50
percent of the net income, from their property. For example, if the
average gross income is $2 per ton of production, 5 percent of that
amount will be 10 cents per ton. But if the net income is 10 cents per
ton, then the allowance is 50 percent of 10 cents per ton, or 5 cents
per ton. If the net income is 5 cents per ton, the maximum allowance
is21/2
cents per ton. If the net income figures out at 30 cents per
net ton, the maximum allowance is still only 10 cents per ton.
Under percentage depletion there is no deduction unless there is net
income. Of course, it does not guarantee net income. Under unit
depletion the allowance must be deducted in those years when there
are losses. The principal difference is that percentage depletion does
offer an opportunity to get the benefit of the depletion allowance in
those occasional years when profits are earned.
The Parker report, which has been called to your attention by Mr.
Callahan, advances the essential reasons for the use of percentage depletion in the coal, metal, and sulfur mines. The recommendations
of this report were translated into law in 1932.
As I understand the Treasury's position, it desires to eliminate
percentage depletion completely as to all extractive industries, or, in
the alternative, to reduce and restrict the allowances presently permitted under the law.
So far as I am able to learn, the Treasury has never presented any
figures either to the House Ways and Means Committee or to this
committee to show that percentage depletion as applied to the bituminous coal industry is a "special privilege." However, the Treasury
Department has published statistics covering the 12-year period from
1928 to 1939, inclusive, which have an important bearing on this subject; 1928 was the first year when the Treasury began to publish
separate figures on income with respect to bituminous coal. The
statistics are as follows. I have reproduced that page in my printed
statement.
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(The statistics submitted by Mr. Campbell are as follows:)
Profit and loss 8tatistics of the bituminousc-ooat industry for the 12-year period,
1928 to 1989, inclusive, compiled from U.S. Treasury Department "Statisticsof
Income" reports on corporations
TOTAL OF ALL ACTIVE CORPORATIONS MAKING RETURNS
[Money figures In thousands of dollars]
Net income
Net InGross
or deficitDeptl.
come or
hnome
beoroode"
n
iop
deficit (-)

Nuner
to

Year

1928.............. 2,705
1929..............2,342
1930-------------2,239
1931-------------2,090
1932
......---_
1,864
1933.............. 1,851
1034..............2,017
1935-----........ 1,975
1936.............. 1,945
1037.............. 1,815
1938............. 1.887
1939-- _---------1,893

9 339
9., 408
874,783
624.63
409,688
519,032
718,428
768,497
83,570
928, 042
717,104
805,575

-6,814
7,345
-20,089
-37,525
-41,488
-35, 610
7,215
1,034
15,430 •
17,243
-14,833
10,197

Total ......24,328 --9, 2Z9 --103,105

17,994
18,648
15,982
10,220
9,679
11,039
10,799
16,610
18,740
18,020
11,834
15,549

180,014

-24,808
-11,303
-42,071
-47,745
-51,107
-47,549
-7,584
-15,576
-3,310
-777
-26,067
-4,052

-283,209

Federal
taxes
on
Income

3,442
3,940
2,637
1,039
777
1,029
3,308
2,750
3,214
3,208
1,661
2,829

29,834

Net profit
(+)or not
loss (-)

--27,90
-15,243
-44,708
-48,784
-51,944
-48,578
-10,892
-18,326
- 0,5324
-3,085
-28,328
-7,781

--313,043

RETURNS WITH! NET INCOME
1928..............
1029
.............
1930
..............
1931..............
1932..............
1933..............
1934..............
1935..............
193--------------

863
905
781
582
289
590
6W0
501
590

517,607
532,462
428,320
1C, 244
84,198
137,659
333.523
358,168
44,424

1937
..............
639 508
0,3
1938.............
303
233,407
1939
..............
487 288,028
Total ......

7,046

413,210

41,400
45,494
30,124
11.719
7,602
9, 707
30.157
27,304
34,831

32,211
18,817
26,005

13,031

7,923
fl,
097
5,047
1,762
1,646
2,464
6,523
7,738
9,648

33,477
39,397
25,077
9,957
5. 958
7,243
23,034
19,50
25,183

9,922 22,289
4,705
11,112
8,498
18,167
71,7

2

3,442
3,940
2,637
1,039
777
1,029
3,308
2,710
3,214

3,208
1,061
2,829
29,834

+30,035
3. 457
+22,440
+8,918
+,179
+6,214
+20,326
+16.816
-1-21,909

+19,081
+9,461
+15,338
+211,224

RETURNS WITH NO NET INCOME
1928-----------1,842
1929.............. 1,437
1930.............. 1,458
1931------------1,513
1932.............. 1,575
1933.............. 1,455
1934.............. 1,357
1935.............. 1,384
1930.............. 1,355
1937.............. 1,276
1938------ _-----1,524

139 ..............
1,100
Toa

431,742
45,946
446,463
458,449
385,503
581,373
384,9W
410,
437,140
421,519
403,727

410,047

7,22 5098,949

-47,914
-- 38,149
-0,213
-49,244
-49,090
:45,317
-22,942
-20,270
-19,401
-14,968
-30,00

-0,068

-410,220

10,071
12,531
10,935
8,488
8,033
9,475
8,276
8, 872
9,092
8,098
7,129

7,001

108,941

-57, 98 ............
-- 57,985
-0,,700 ............-- ,700
-67,148 ...........-- 67,148
-57,702 ............--87,702
-7,123
............
-57,123
-4,792- ............
-,72
-31,218 ...........-- 31,218
142----------,142
-28,493 ............
-- 28,493
-23,066 ............
-- 23,006
-37,779 -------- --37, 779

-23,110 ---------- -,119

-524,207--------...----24,287

NoS.-Fguces prior to 1928were not separated as to various kinds of coal.

Mr. CAMPBELL. These statistics show two essential facts: First, that
during the period involved there has been a continuous liquidation
of the coal industry in the the number of taxpayers filing returns;
and, second, that there has been a great loss of capital by the industry,
whether oi not depletion charges are allowed as a deduction from
gross income.

Specifically these Treasury Department figures show that in this

12-year perioA the industry lost, before depletion and income taxes,
76093-42-vol. 2-8
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$103,000,000. After taking into account depletion and Federal taxes
on income for those companies which earned profits, the net loss was
$313,043,000. The taxpayers who earned profits during that period
had a net income before depletion of $313,031,000. After deducting
depletion and taxes on net income, the net earnings of these companies during the 12-year period were $211,000,000. This would allow approximately $30,000 per year net profits, after depletion and
taxes, for each of the companies showing net earnings.
However, the unprofitable coal companies lost, before depletion,
$416,000,000 in the 12-year period, and their depletion charges, which
they showed on their tax returns, but which, of course, could not be
deducted from net income, were $108,000,000. Their total loss was
the sum of these two figures, or approximately $524,000,000.
By referring in my discussion to profitable companies earning net
incomes and unprofitable companies sustaining losses, it is not to be
assumed that the profitable companies were the same companies in
each year or that the unprofitable companies were the same companies
in each year, the fact being, of course, that individual companies in
some years made money and in other years lost money.
Speaking from the point of view of the industry as a whole, the
total depletion claimed by all bituminous-coal taxpayers, including
both those who made money and those who lost money, was $180,000,000 during the 12-year period. Of this sum, $72,000,000 were
recouped from income and $108,000,000 were completely lost. The
average annual depletion claimed by all companies filing returns was
less than $7,500 per company.
The performance of this entire industry might be compared with
that of but one large industrial corporation or the single year of
1941. This corporation's earnings for that year available for distribution to stockholders were $211,000,000, or about the same as the
amount earned by all the profitable companies of the bituminous
coal industry in the 12-year period from 1928 to 1939, inclusive.
I think that it can be fairly said that these statistics of the Treasury Department prove beyond a shadow of a doubt that the great
bituminous-coal industry is not escaping income taxation by any
"special privilege" granted to it by the income tax law. It is true
that it is not paying very much income tax, but that is because of the
unfortunate circumstance that it is not making much net income.
I should add that the gross income reported in these figures apparently include income from sources other than the sale of coal, such as
for example, dividends from other corporations, interest, rent, and
income from other activities. If the income from sources other
than the mining and selling of coal were eliminated from gross income, the showing would be much worse than that which I have
presented to you.
I think, also, that these figures show that the coal industry is not
recouping its capital out of depletion allowances deducted from
profits and that there is a definite shrinkage of capital regardless of
whether depletion allowances are included or eliminated from computations of losses.
It is also apparent from these figures that if this industry is to
continue production, it must have some method by which its capital
can be recaptured out of profits in those very rare years when profits
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come. It is obvious that depletion allowances deducted from losses
cannot restore or maintain capital. One of the principal advantages
of the percentage depletion provision is that it permits capital to be
recouped in those years when there may be a profit and does not
force the industry to iecord depletion allowances in years when
losses are incurred, the only result of which is to swell the losses.
Coal mining, like all other mining processes, is hazardous. It
has a large element of the unknown in all its operations. The operator never knows what he is going to find under ground in any
particular place until his workings actually get there. Unexpected
difficulties are frequently encountered. Like other extractive industries, the quality of the product is largely fixed by nature and there
is not much the operator can do to change it. A mine is tied down
to one spot, and cannot be moved to take advantage of lower freight
rates, wages, or taxes. Also the cost of maintaining an idle mine is
very high. Over the years the markets fluctuate widely, both in the
quality of coal demanded and the quantity of coal demanded. All
of these factors make the establishment of unit depletion complex
and expensive, and the result at best is largely guesswork as to what
the future holds.
We find that the underground workings of a coal mine become
more extensive with each year of operation. This means that there
must be more rail, more wire, more machinery and equipment, more
ventilation more pumping. Hence, it is ordinarily necessary for a
mine as it becomes older to make additional investments in plant and
equipment for the purpose of maintaining production. At the present time, the technique of mining is changing and becoming more
mechanized. With the labor shortage now prevailing and in prospect, it is essential that this trend toward mechanization continue, as
it has the effect of increasing output per man and also of permitting
operation of thin seams which otherwise could not be worked.
The cost of installing new mines is constantly rising, and today, for
a unit of annual production, is two or three times what it was a number of years ago, when many existing mines were installed.
The industry is forced to provide from its receipts the capital for
investing in new equipment and for opening new mines for those exhausted. Public financing of commercial coal operations is definitely
a thing of the past. I have not heard of a single publicly financed issue
during the past 12 years. Depreciation allowances will not provide
this necessary capital for new investment because annual depreciation
charges in this industry are more frequently added to losses than deducted from net earnings. In view of the very high income-tax rates
proposed by the. 1942 revenue bill, it is absolutely essential, if the
industry is to be continued, that percentage depletion 'n the form proposed by the House bill be continued.,
Percentage depletion also has another great advantage in that it is
simple to determine. During the last 10 years there has been a very
great increase in the number of small coal mines, more commonly
known as "truck mines," which are operated by individuals or partnerships. For instance, in Senator Barkley's State, Kentucky there are
2,980 coal mines, of which number 407 are rail connected and 2 573 are
nonrail connected or truck mines. There are also many small truck
mines in West Virginia, Virginia, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illi-
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nois, Iowa, Alabama, and the Western States. These smaller mines
are not equipped to keep elaborate accounting records. They need a
simple, easy method of computing depletion. They could not establish a proper valuation for unit depletion if they desired, because the
process is too expensive and complicated for then to handle.
I think I should also mention that many new mines have been
opened up since 1932, when percentage depletion was made applicable
to coal mines, and much money has been invested by existing companies, all in reliance on percentage depletion being available to them.
To withdraw this accounting method would cause such investors and
companies substantial and unjust injury without any adequate reason
therefor.
In conclusion, I submit, first, that the Treasury has made no showing that percentage depletion, as applied to bituminous coal, is a "special privilege" which should be withdrawn. Second, that the
Treasury's own statistics show that there has been a drastic shrinkage
in capital during the period from 1928 to 1939, inclusive, that being
the only period for which comparable statistics are available. Third,
that the greater amount of depletion claimed during that period was
added to losses and was not deducted irom net income. Fourth that
percentage depletion should be continued because it is simple and easy
to compute, because it permits deduction only in the years in which
net income is earned, and because it is essential if the industry is to
continue to make capital investments in new equipment and new mines.
I would like to suggest that if any change be made in the percentagedepletion provisions as applied to bituminous coal that the 5 percent
of gross-income limitation-be increased to 10 percent.
The coal industry is doing a fine job of producing to meet the war
needs of the Nation. It is wearing out its equipment and depleting
its unmined reserves at an accelerated rate. It is investing large sums
of its own money in new equipment and new mines, despite the record
of losses in the past. It is not receiving any Government subsidy or
bonus or .premium prices to induce production. The Government is
not building it any new plants for it to operate at Government expense and risk. It is not amortizing its investments in new plant and
equipment in 5 years, as *war contractors are doing. It is the only
industry taxed by the Government to pay the cost of its regulation by
the Government.
Maximum prices on its products have been fixed by the Government
in many cases being lower than the prices prevailin on industrial
contracts in effect when maximum prices were fixed. it is faced after
the war with increased competition from Government-financed waterpower developments, oil and gasoline pipe lines, and barge lines. It
believes that while struggling under these difficulties, this great industry has earned the right to be fairly treated by our Government.
I thank you very much for your attention.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Any questionsI
Senator Gu'FEy. If I read your figures correctly on page 4, I would
say the Bituminous Coal Act is a failure, so far as you are concerned.
Am right I
Mr. CAMPJELL. Senator, the Coal Act was applied to minimum
prices on October 1, 1940. The figures published by the Treasury
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showing income of the coal industry and depletion allowances cover
the year 1939 but not any year thereafter.
Senator GUFFEY. Has the coal industry lost money in 1940 and
1941?
Mr. CAMPBELL. My information is that in 1940 the coal industry, according to Treasury Department figures which do not show depletion
allowances, averaged somewhat less than one-half of 1 percent of its
sales as the net income. Now, that is after deducting dividends, interest rents, and income taxes by those companies which earned a profit.
Aenator GUFFEY. Then the act is a failure as far as your viewpoint
is concerned?
Mr. CAMPBETL,. The Senator will recall that the act provides for

prices to equal the weighted average cost of production so that if the
act carries out its intended purpose, the industry would receive its
cost of production and no more. The fact of the matter is that the
projected minimum prices which were established did not realize by
5 cents per ton the amount which was anticipated.
Senator GUYFEY. Have the new prices evolved recently met that
situation?
Mr. CAiiPBELL. No; they have not. The wages were increased, you
will recall.
Senator GUFE:Y. That covers all the fields?
Mr. CAMPnFLL. That is right.

The wages were increased on May

1, last year, but minimum prices have not been increased, although an
examiner has recommended increases of 5 to 20 cents per ton.
Senator GUFFEY. Will the 5 to 20 cents per ton increase meet the
conditions that you are talking about?

Mr. CAMPnELL. No; it will not, because the price formula in the

act is designed to bring the industry only its cost of production.
Now, the fact is it won't even do that, because the act, in defining what
is the cost of production to be obtained omits many items of cost which
accountants consider properly as cost items. For instance, interest on
indebtedness.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Thank you very much.
Mr. CAMPBELl. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Goodnert
Senator THoMAS. Mr. Chairman, if I may have just a moment,
inasmuch as I asked for this particular hearing?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.

ADDITIONAL STATEMENT OF SENATOR ELMER THOMAS, A UNITED
STATES SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA
Senator ToMAs. The amendment that I have to present is to section 131 on page 75.
That is a section that deals with depletion generally. The amendment that I have will change the text of the section to include rock
asphalt.
The section that is before the committee does not mention oil. It
leaves that for the general law to take care of. It does mention
minerals and coal and sulphur.
Under this section su phur is given a depletion of 23 percent,

metals a depletion of 15 perecent, and coal a depletion of 5 percent.
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The amendment which I submit for the record-and I will ask to
be made a part of the record at this point---adds rock asphalt along
with metals.
(The amendments referred to is as follows:)
AMENDMENT Intended to be proposed by Mr. Thomas of Oklahoma to the
bill (H. R. 7378) to provide revenue, and for other purposes, viz:
On page 75, line 15, after the word "spar" and before the word "and" insert
the following: "rock asphalt".

On page 75, in line 19, after the word "spar" and before the word "and",
insert the words, "rock asphalt".
On page 75, line 22, after the word "mines" and before the figure "15", Insert
the following: "and rock asphalt".
On page 70, In line 9, after the word "mines" and before the word "section",

Insert the following: "and rock asphalt mines or deposits".

In line 11, after the word "Iluorspar" and before the word "or", Insert the

following: "rock asphalt".

Senator ThoMtAs. The Treasury Department holds that rock asphalt
is not oil and it is not a metal. Therefore, under the regulations rock
asphalt has no depletion.
Rock asphalt is a product that is produced in some 10 or 11 States.
It is produced rather extensively in my State and in the following
StatesThe CHAIRMAN (interposing). The effect of your amendment would
be to give it a percentage of depletion allowance of 15 l)ercent?
Senator THOMAS. The same as metals.
'The CIIAUItMAN. The same as metals.
Senator THOMAS. Just add the words "rock asphalt" at four or five
points in section 131.
The CHAMMAN. Yes, sir.

Senator THOMAs. And if added it would give rock asphalt a depletion of 15 percent, the same as metals.

The following States produce rock asphalt: Alabama, Arkansas,
California, Kansas, Kentucky, Missouri, New Mexico, Ohio, Oklahoma, Texas, and Utah.
Senator VANDENDE110. What is rock asphalt?
Senator T1o0MAs. Rock asphalt is a sort of sandy substance originally that was impregnated with oil, but because of the location of the
oil pool the oil has drained away leaving a sand containing more or
less of the oil on the sand, which makes it a substance that can be
taken from the mine.

Sometimes it is a rather solid substance like the

crust of a concrete sidewalk, but it is a sand containing oil that can
be ground, and it contains enough oil that, when it is ground and
then put together again and rolled it makes a solid substance again.
Now, that is one form of the rock asphalt.
The second form is found in pools of sand. The sand is more or less
black and sometimes you can pick it up inyour hand and squeeze it,
and you could almost see your oil in the sand.
That sort of asphalt is mixed with more limestone and more sand
to make it of a certain consistency.
Then when it is at the proper consistency it is placed on the road
or on the street or on the airport landing areas, and rolled cold and
immediately it is susceptible of being traveled over, and it is used for
the building of roads and for the building of streets and for making,
now, runways for airports.
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I desire at tais point, Mr. Chairman, to include in the record the
section 131 rewritten to include the amendments that I have offered
separately.
In other words, if the amendment is offered, adding rock asphalt
to section 131, then I want the record to show th2 section with the
amendments in place, so anyone can read it and see exactly what it is,
and without objection I would like it to go in the record, and then
following that I will ask to have placed in the record just a few
statements by myself, which will give my viewpoint with respect to
the matter.
(The amendment and statement submitted by Senator Thlomas are
is follows:)
PRoposIED AMENDMENT TO TIME INTI NAL IEV,:NU: CODY
pRCENTAOE IEPLPTION Yel COAL,

MUOI1.PAR. ROCK
SUIJII US

(a) PESCENTAOE DEPI n'ioN.-Sectlion 114 (b)
follows:
"(4)

ASPHALT.

(4)

PERCENT.%OE DEPLETION FOiR COAL, FLUOIRSPAR,
MINES AND SULII £.B.-Tle allowance for depletion

AND MEIAI. MINES AND

is amended to read as
P CK ASPHALT,

AND

METAL

under section 23 (m) shall
toe, in the case of coal mines, 5 per centum, in the case of metal inlles, fluorspar
mines, and rock asplhalt mines or deposits, 15 per centun, and, III the case of
sulphur mines or deposits, 23 per centuin, of the gross Income from the property
during the taxitble year, excluding from such gross income an amount equal to
any rents or royalties paid or Incurred by the taxpayer In respect of the property. Such allowance shall not exceed 50 per centuin of the net income of the
taxpayer (computed without allowance for depletion) from tile property, except
that In no case shall the depletion allowance under section 23 (nn) be less than it
would be If computed without reference to this paragraph."
(b) DIscoVwy DFPLrIoN No'r APPLICABLE Ti- FLtO1SPARt MINF-4 AND liocac
ASPHALT MiNrA oR Dsle"Is.-ection 114 (b) (2) is amended by Striking out
"metal, coal, or sulphur muines" and Inserting in lieuthereof "metal, coal, fluorspar, rock asphalt, or sulphur mines."
STATEMENT BY SFENATO

ELFR TitoMAs, OF OKLAIIOMA, IN SuPPoRr or PsoPossol
AMENDMENT

I am appearing before this committee on behalf of the rock asphalt Industry of
my own State, as well as those of the other named Stutes, to urge upon you an
amendment to the pending revenue billwhich will extend to these producers
tile right to percentage depletion which other mineral producers, enjoy. I have
(onsideiable Information regarding this Industry in Oklahoma anid call assure
you that it will be practically stifled under the present revenue bill
unless relief
Is given In some form. A percentage depletion deduction seems to be tle solution to the situation.
Rck sphalt is used principally in the construction of roads, streets, and airport runways. The reserves in the Nation are great, but production Is vera
much restricted. This Is due to the fact that rock asphalt producers have to
compete with producers of other bituminous road nmaterials who enjoy a share
In the 27%-percent depletion deduction extended to the oil industry. Hock
asphalt is classed as a nonmetallic mineral and, without percentage depletion,
is produced at a decided disadvantage, because -it comes In direct competition
with tile other bituminous products.
The present revenue bill Imposes an excess-prolits tax of 90 percent o all the
net income of a corporation over the allowed exemption. The invested capital
basis of exemption seems to afford only scant relief to rock asphalt producers.
Tile exemption based on the average income for prior base years is their only
relief. Tills means that they cannot expand their business to meet tile present
growing needs beyond the average Incime of tile preceding 4 years. To do so
would not only mean that all of theincreased Income would be consumed in
taxes, but that they would be sacrificing their natural resource reserves as well.
I
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It is believed that the granting of percentage depletion to the industry will
not result in a loss of revenue to the Government. Once the producers have
been given the same consideration that is given to other mining companies in
depletion deduction, the rock asphalt industry will be able to materially Increase its production. It is estimated that, with the present demand for rock
asphalt and a fair depletion allowance, the Industry will triple its production-in which event the Government will receive more revenue than it will under the
bill as now written.
Without percentage depletion rock asphalt production Is practically frozen at
the average rate of production in the previous 4 years-and at a time when the
United States needs a much larger quantity of this material than has been
used in the preceding years.
Not only does the United States need more rock asphalt for its war program
in road and runway building, but for Its post-war program as well, and there
Is bound to be great activity in this line.
Senator THOMAS. There are two witnesses who desire to be heard
Mr. Goodner, who will take up the matter from a statistical and
economic standpoint, and then Mr. Caldwell from Alabama, who will
take it up from a practical standpoint.
In addition to the amendment, and my brief statement, which has
been covered generally, I desire to have placed in the record a letter
dated August 7 from Mr. Phillips Moore, chief, engineering and construction section of the Airport Division of the Civil Aeronautics
Administration.
The War Department, especially in the Airport Division, also the
Navy, for that matter, right now is building a great number of airports. They are expanding airports and constructing new ones.
Just recently the Congress passed a bill carrying $200,000,000 for
the expansion of existing airports and for the construction of new
ones, and those airports are now being designated and some of the
work is going on.
The CHAMMAN. Senator Thomas, are the competitive materials to
the rock asphalt treated as minerals ?
Senator THOMAS. Yes, sir. The competitive material is what might
be termed an oil base.
That is, they take sand and fine gravel and mix that with asphaltic
oil, and that makes a comparable material that is used on streets and
on pavements and on airports, and at some points they have to use
that because the freight rate on asphalt is excessive.
. You cannot transport the rock asphalt a great distance, because of
the excessive freight rates.
The material is comparatively cheap. It could be mined and mixed
and delivered for $4 or $5 a ton a reasonable distance, but it could
not be delivered a great distance, because the freight would be more
than the asphalt.
As I said, the War Department and Navy Department are very
much in need of these runways, and because of the demand for
cement, as I understand, the Government has taken over all the
cement mills-that is my information-so the cement is now in demand for, you might say, -critical war improvements. There is no
cement much left for building streets and roads and especially runways for airports, so there is a demand for this material for the
construction of runways,
The letter from the Civil Aeronautics Administration is very short,
so, with your permission, I will read it into the record.
This is dated August 7, addressed to me,
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ArRONAuTIcs ADMINISTRATION,

Washington, August 7, 1942.
This will acknowledge receipt of your letter of August 5 in which you request
that we furnish you all the data and information available regarding the
present and future use of rock asphalt used for pavements on national defense
airports being constructed under the supervision of this Administration.
We beg to advise that approximately 250,000 tons of natural rock asphalt
has been used on airport runways constructed by this Agency.
The rock asphalt has been placed In competition with other types of asphaltic
pavements in the regions in which natural rock asphalt is economically available.
Our new program which will be started in the very near future will, undoubtedly, involve the usage of a higher percentage of rock asphalt than has
been used in the past, due to the scarcity of shipping facilities for the refined
asphaltic cement used in other types.
It is, therefore, estimated that our new E program of which approximately
$200,000,000 has been appropriated will involve the usage of approximately
310,000 tons of rock asphalt. The exact amount used will depend upon prices
submitted.
If you desire a more detailed break-down of the amount of rock asphalt used
by states and individual airports, we will be glad to furnish you this information upon request.
(Signed) PmaLnPs Mooa
I made this same inquiry of the Public Roads Administration, and
Mr. MacDonald replied under date of August 10, which is rather
recent, stating that for the present but very few roads would be constructed, so he didn't think, of course, that there would be much
demand for asphalt for road improvement, but he makes one significant paragraph, which I will read:
Rock asphalt is suitable and desirable for use in surfacing access roads or
other necessary highway projects, and is particularly useful as a top finish for
bituminous roadways.
The extent of its use, as stated, is largely governed by the distance from point
of production to point of use. We have explained this matter at some length
in an endeavor to give you an understanding of some of the basic problems
involved as well as the impracticability of furnishing you immediately with any
reliable data specifically requested in your letter of August 6.
(Signed) THOMAS H. MAcDoNALD.
Mr. Chairman, I thank you for permitting me to occupy so much
of your time.
Will
ask that Mr. Goodner take up the economic aspects, and lie
will explain to you why it is necessary to increase the production of

as halt.
IUnder the present law and present procedure

these companies

could only produce the amount of the last 4-year average.

Beyond

that they are depleting their supply and at a loss--certainly not at a
profit.
I ask that Mr. Goodner be heard.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very. much.

1
Mr. Goodner?1

STATEMENT OF GEORGE E. H. GOODNER, WASHINGTON, D. C.,
REPRESENTING ROCK ASPHALT PRODUCERS
Mr. GOODNiI. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: I
desire to make a brief oral statement and then ask leave to file for
the record a prepared statement.
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CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir. That would be really more helpful to
I wish that practice was followedgenerally.
theThe
committee.
Mr. GOODNE. My name is George E. H. Goodner. I am a tax
attorney of Washington, D. C.
I appear here representing the rock asphalt producers of the country. There are some eleven or a dozen of them producing in quite a
few States.
Senator Thomas has told you a number of States which now have
rock asphalt deposits.
Some of those are not producing today, but mobt of then are
producing more or less in quantities.
Rock asphalt, as the Senator has told you, is a material composed
of rock-either limestone or sandstone-and the residuum from
petroleum or asphaltum.
It was formed by nature thousands of years ago, by the oil impregnating the porous layers of rock or stone. Then, through some
geologic process, the oil was drained off or forced off, leaving the
residuum which is asphalt, and when a particle or a piece of this
rock asphalt is crushed to the minutest particles, every particle is
impregnated with asphalt.
Therefore, it makes a very highly desirable road or airport runway material.
t is mined with steaiq shovels after being blasted out of position.
It is crushed to required size, laid on the road, and rolled cold, and as
soon as it is rolled the road is ready for use.
It is waterproof; it is solid; it resists wear.
Rock asphalt has been classed by the Treasury Department as
a nonmetallic mineral.
It has been held long ago that rock asphalt is not oil, or that
asphalt is a residuum from oil.
Therefore, rock asphalt does not participate in the percentage
depletion deduction.
It is true that discovery depletion would reach rock asphalt,
but the regulations with respect to discovery depletion have been
so circumscribed by the Treasury Department that it is almost
prohibitive to get a liscovery except on a very large property, which
involves very farge sums of money.
.I think the last discovery proceeding, which was tried before'
the Board of Tax Appeals cost, in preparation, witnesses, and
expense, about $50,000, so that the small operator cannot in any
way acquire the discovery value which apparently was originally
intended by the discovery provisions of the law, and this amendment which Senator Thomas has offered provides that, if the percentage depletion allowance is made, the discovery provision of the
law siall be repealed as to rock asphalt.
Senator BARKLEY. Let me ask you: Where is your home?
Mr. GOODNEI. Washington, D. C.
Senator BARKLEY. Here in Washington?
Mr. GooDNER. Originally from Oklahoma.
Senator BARKLEY. You represent the asphalt producers of the
country?

Mr. GooDrNE. Yes, sir.
Senator BJIAKLEY. Including Kentucky?
Mr. GOODNER. Including Kentucky; yes, sir.
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Senator BARKLEY. We have a number of asphalt deposits in my
State which we regard very highly. It is recommended by road
builders, and many of our roads have been built with rock asphalt.
As you say, it requires no treatment at all, except the matter
of pulverization.
While the process is a little slower, it is almost perpetual, so that
there will be no sloughing off at the roadside. It is ahnost perpetual in its use.
You are asking that the same law apply to that as applies to
coal?
Mr. GooDNER. Fifteen percent. The 5 percent given to coal would
offer no relief to the rock-asphalt industry.
Senator TArt. Does this percentage depletion apply to rock?
That is, quarries, marble, or paving block?
Mr. GOODNER. No, sir.
Senator TAFT. It does not?
Mr. GOODNER. It does not.
Senator BARKLEY. Have you ever given any consideration to the

inclusion of salt in the depletion laws? Salt is a mineral.
Mr. GOODNFR. Personally I have, and I think it has received a
great deal of consideration over a period of 20 to 25 years, but I
understand that the salt mines are not in exactly the same position
as rock asphalt.
Senator BARKLEY. No; maybe not. Neither is rock asphalt in
the same position as coal.
Mr. GOODNER. That is right.
Senator BARKLEY. It stands in a group by itself?
Mr. GOODNER. It stands in a group by itself, because it is a road
preparation made by nature, but it is very closely allied to the
oil industry, because'the residuum from the oil is what, mixed with
the rock, makes the product.
Senator BARKLEY. It is natural asphalt, whereas the kind you have
to mix with oil is an artificial asphalt I
Mr. GooDNER. It is prepared, and it comes directly in competition
With those, although they have enjoyed the 27 1/ percent depletion
allowed to the oil industry, and the rock asphalt enjoys no such allowance.
The rock asphalt, as found today, was, thousands of years ago, oil
sand, and if a well had been drilled then where they find rock asphalt
today they would have found an oil well then, so that you can readily
see, if you understand the nature of oil, which makes it a highly
hazardous proposition, you have the same thing in rock asphalt.
For instance, you may have an outcrop of rock asphalt on the face
of a mountain, as you have in Kentucky, or a hill, and pursue it into
the hill a short distance and in a short time you will find no asphalt
at all, because the rock is too impervious, and no oil penetrated it.
Consequently, rock asphalt requires the same process in discovering
it that we have in oil.
In other words, it has to be drilled and outlined, and the producer
runs a risk at any time of having his deposit go lean, so he can't use
it, or play out entirely
Senator BARKLEY. Rock asphalt is a rock that is capable of disintegration, which has been at one time saturated with oil?
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Mr. GOODNE.R. Yes, sir; but in a stock pile or in use it does not
deteriorate.
As a matter of fact they can take it up after it has been used, lay
it, and use it again, and it is just as good as it was before.
Now, this is a small industry-the rock asphalt industry--compared
with the ones you have been hearing about today.
Senator CONNALLY. Let me ask you there: Isn't it also true that the
rock that it is in has to be a peculiar formation, that every sand
wouldn't create reck asphalt?
Mr. GooDNER. That is true.

Senator CONNALLY. And the difference between rock asphalt and
other asphalt is that this is in a sand or in a rock. It is porous.
Nature just combined the oil and the rock to make a prepared product
itself, whereas in the other asphalts it is the residuum or the base of
heavy oils, and that is the stuff you see out on the highway, where
they heat it, boil it, and then pour it on the rock surface, whereas the
rock asphalt is not treated like that but is laid cold, isn't it?
Mr. GOODNER. That is absolutely correct, Senator.
Senator BARKLEY. In what States is this rock asphalt found?
Mr. GOODNEB. Alabama, California, Kentucky, Oklahoma, Texas,
Utah, Arkansas, Kansas, Missouri, New Mexico, and Ohio.
Now, the reason that we are here is this: The rock asphalt people
have been going along under the tax program, producing a minimum
amount.
The product has run between four and five hundred thousand tons
a year, and they have been able to pay their taxes and have a little
profit for themselves, but the rock asphalt producers, as a class, and
generally, have no amount of invested capital.
This is due to the fact that they are either lessees, paying a small
royalty, or, if they are lessors or fee owners, they a(equired their
properties years ago at a land price, and therefore they have no
relief under the invested capital provisions of the existing law.
The 1940 Revenue Act allowed a different measure for exemption
from excess-profits tax, and that was the average of the 4 prior
years' earnings.
In other words, if a concern had $50,000 income, and its average
earnings for the 4 prior years had been $40,000, it would have $10,000
subject to excess-profits tax.
Now, that was all right until the present bill was drafted, which
provides that the excess profits-that is, the amount over the exemption-shall be taxed at 90 percent. The 90 percent excess-profits tax,
plus the normal tax, plus the State levies which all of these companies
have to make, wipes out the entire excess over the exemptie.
Therefore, these small industries are facing the propc,ition that
they must either quit, after they have reached their average income
for'the prior 4 years, or operate at no profit or a loss, and at the same
time be giving away their natural resource deposits.
I have listened to arguments regarding depletion. but there is one
word I want to add as to why percentage depletion is more than a
gratuity.
If you take a cotton mill, for instance, and should s:y: "We are
going to operate for 25 years, and we will go out and around up all
the cotton we can now, and put it in storage, in a stockpile, and then
we will have enough lo operate on for 25 years," the cost of that
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cotton would come back as that stockpile was used, ju't the same as
the operator gets that cost as it manufactures each year, but that is
in effect what the natural resource industry is doing. It goes out and
explores and prospects and develops an ore body, and then it proceeds to develop, to produce.
It has a supply, and the depletion allowance is simply returning
the value of that supply, so that when the deposit is exhausted, i
it has retained the depletion allowance, it will have Ehe capital again
with which to continue in business, so that a depletion is more ihan
a gift; it is really a return of the investment in the natural resource,
not the cost, because a cost 25 years ago might be something different
from now.
Now, I have said that we are comparable to the oil industry.
My last word is that we come in direct competition with the oil
industry to this extent: That the residuum of all asphaltic base oil
is asphalt which goes into road construction.
That asphalt has had the benefit of a 271/ percent depletion deduction, and the rock asphalt is in the same class of materials as asphaltic
concrete, and is about the same cost.
Therefore, it is discriminated against to that extent.
I thank you, and I will ask to place in the record a complete
statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir. You may place your brief iii the record.
(The brief presented by Mr. Goodner is as follows:)
THE ROCK ASPHALT INDUSTRY AND FEDERAL TAXEs-A STATEMENT OF THE NFED

"ORPERCENTAGE DEPLETION OF RocK ASPHALT DEPOSITS
Much has been said about the "saturation point" in Federal taxation-a condition which results when the taxes become so severe as to discourage business.
A striking example of this is found in the rock asphalt industry of today.
O3OLOGY
AND RESRVES

Rock asphalt was formed thousands of years ago by the infiltration in limestone and sandstone of petroleum having an asphalt base. Thereafter, geologic
changes caused the lighter oils of the petroleum to run off or to evaporate, leaving the stone impregnated with asphalt amounting generally to from 5 to 15
percent of the combination.'
The principal deposits in the United States are located in Alabama, California,
Kentucky, Oklahoma, Texas, and Utah, Smaller deposits are found in Arkansas, Kansas, Missouri, New Mexico, and Ohio.'
The estimates of rock asphalt in the Nation are incomplete, but some figures
are available. Alabama is said to have 1,182,000,000 tons;'* Oklahoma, In only
a few of the counties possessing this natural resource, has 33,750,000 tons;'
Texas must have 270,000,000 tons In Uvalde County;' and Utah claims to have
Vivian, Kentucky Rock Asphalt-A Natural Roadmaking Material, Compressed Air

Magazine, vol. 37, p. 8860, July 1932; Jewstt, Asphalt Rock in Eastern Kansas, Kansas
Geological Survey, Bulletin 29, June 30, 1940 ;Talmage & Wootton The Non-Metallic
Mineral Resources of New Mexico and Their Economic Features, New Mexico Bureau
of Mines Bulletin No. 12, p, 4R, Encyclopaedia Britannica, 14th ed., Asphalt.
sAbrahant; Asphalts and Alihed Substances. 4th ed. (1938), pp. 105-177; Eldridge,
The Asphalt and Bituminous Rock Deposits of the United States, 22d Annual Report,
United States Geological Survey, pt. I, pp. 219--452 (1901); Nordberg, Quarrying
Asphaltic Stone, Rock Products, Vol. 41, p. 87, November 1938; Talmage & Wootton,
op. cit. note 1, Jewett, op cit. note 1.
,Jones, Summary of the Distribution and Occurrence of the Rock Asphalt Deposits
of Alabama, Geological Survey of Alabama, Circular 5 (1928).
Snider, The Oklahoma Rock Asphalts and Their Use in Paving, Good Roads, vol. 48,
p. r8, Mar. 1. 1913.
'Machinery Solves Material Handling Problems in Mining of Rock Asphalt, Good
Roads vol. 69, p. 808 August, 1926. The estimated tonnage is computed from the
Information given in this article and the amount of rock asphalt required for a mile
of pavement as stated in the pamphlet referred to in note 3, supra. Vivian, Quarrying
Rock Asphalt in Texas, Compressed Air Magazine, vol. 35, p. 3244, September 1930.
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10,00,000,000 tons in one mountain with outeroppings appearing over a distance
of 17 miles.' Smaller deposits in Kansas and New Mexico
are estimated to cont
tain 25,000,000 tons, and 2,000,000 tons, respectively!
PRODUCTION AND TRANSPOBTATION

The rock asphalt Industry as a whole is still in its infancy, although several
concerns are producing in excess of 100,000 tons a y-ar,
The production of this resource in the United States In recent years has been,
as follows:'
Production
Short tons
1931....................
1932-------------------1933....................
1934 ------------------1935....................

470,491
314,039
285,070
410,453
314,109

Production

Sales value
2.244,730
1,415,427
1,129,14
1,72, 376
1,449,406

Short tons
1936 ....................
1937....................

47, a3
447,213
449,091
1939 ....................
422, 484
1940.................... 458,065

1938 ....................

Sales value
$2,420,792
2,035,4102,219.189
2,007,810,
1,949,16.

Imports and exports of rock asphalt are almost negligible and for all practical purposes may be disregarded.' In view of the weight of the product a
certain limitation on the market is created by freight rates, but, due to the
wide distribution of the deposits, sllpment to most of the States is possible."
In fact, Kentucky has shipped rock asphalt to 33 States."
USs
Since "nature made the mixture," rock asphalt can be used with a minimum
of effort, primarily because it can be laid "cold.""
The natural product is in every way equal to any other bituminous mixture.
According to one writer:
"Superiority for the natural product over a mixed asphalt is claimed, in that
the rock grains of the natural product are completely impregnated with asphalt,
more so than is possible with the artificial mix." "
This complete amalgamation of asphalt and the limestone or sandstone gives
the natural rock asphalt a remarkable retention of life and permits it to be
taken up and used again."
Probably 90 percent of all rock asphalt being produced in the United States
Is used for paving surfaces such as, highways, airport runways, and factory
floors. It is also used on tennis courts and playgrounds.
In recent years rock asplialt has been mixed with cotton and made into
plastic planks" and has been treated and pressed into building tiles." The
results obtained so far from such manufacturing indicates that many more
similar products may well be made from this natural resource-if the Industry
is permitted to expand.
' Martin, Rock Asphalt Mining, Engineering and Mining Journal, voL 180, p. 839,

Oct. 9, 1930 : Fleming. Mining and Milling Utah Rock Asphalt, Mining and Metallurgy,
vol. 14, p. 192 April 1983.
7Jewett & Nehoewe, Kansas Mineral Resources for Wartime Industries, Kansas Geological
Survey, Bulletin 41 pp. 118-121, May 9, 1942; Talmage & Wooton, op cIt. note 1.
'Asphalt and Related Bitumens, Inerals Yearbook, U. S. Department of the Interior,
for the years Involved.
' Ibid.
iMartin op cit. note 6; Schafer, Resurfacing With Natural Sandstone Rock Asphalt,
Roads and Streets, vol. 82, p. 58, September 1989.
a Vivian, op. ct. note 1
= Martin, ok Asphalt Mining in Utah. The Ex plosives Engineer, vol. 9, p. 849, October
1931; Fleming, op. cit. note 6; Vivian, op. cit. note 1
'5Fleming, op cit., note 6. See also: nider, op. cit. note 4.

"Machinery

Solves Material Handling Problems in Mining of Rock Asphalt, op. cit.,

note 5.
u Texas Plant Installs Special Equipment for New Asphalt Rock Products, Rock ProductW
Vol. 35, p. 161December 10, 1932.
"0Harker, Tile From Rock Asphalt, Rock Products, vol. 42,
85, August 1989.
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THE IN EASING DEMAND
During the past year there has been much activity in road and runway construction In our war preparation and defense activities. The demand for bituminous construction (other than rock asphalt) has already exceeded In some
localities the ability of the producers to furnish the materials needed or the
capacity of their plants to produce. Priorities on the materials necessary to
enlarge their plants cannot be obtained. Thus, the road and airport runway
building, which is essential to the war activities, is facing a definite curtailment
unless the rock asphalt producers are given a chance. It is not necessary to
contend that rock asphalt is better than other bituminous road material. It Is
sufficient to say that It is the equal in every way. It may also be said that
the rock asphalt industry is able and ready to step into the breach and make up
the deficiency-if it Is permitted to do so through the proposed amendment.
Engineers are recognizing more and more the importance of rock asphalt In
road construction-and especially In rush jobs. Traffic can be turned on to
rock asphalt immediately after it is laid and rolled."
When the material has
served its purpose in one place it can be taken up and used again. It does not
deteriorate either in an open stock pile or when in use. Another decided advantage now is that rock asphalt is shipped In open cars or gondolas, while the
residium asphalt from petroleum requires tank cars, which are greatly needed
for other purposes.
Not only does rock asphalt meet the present needs of the military branch of
the Government, but It will also prove an Important factor in the commercial
activities and domestic reconstruction after the war Is over. It Is a certainty
that airplane and automobile transportation will greatly Increase in years to
come. This means more roads and runways, the construction of which will
materially aid post-war readjustment.
Thus, in both war and peacetime programs, rock asphalt can play an Important part-and will, if Congress will permit the industry to expand.
THE PRESENT LAW AND THE PENDING DILL

One reason for the small production of rock asphalt as compared with the
enormous reserves of the material Is the fact that the industry has received no
consideration in the Federal tax laws. There Is a great demand for the product, but under existing tax rates no one can afford to produce more than a
minimum amount. A similar situation arose during the First World War In
the oil industry. The country needed oil, but the producer who tried to satisfy
that need found that Increased production meant the depleting of his reserves
without compensation because of the high taxes on larger Incomes. Congress
remedied that situation by enacting legislation permitting a depletion deduction for the oil produced, based upon a "discovery value." 'a The depletion allowance for oil has been continued to the present time, but has now taken the
form of a percentage of the sales value.
For some years past the oil and gas producers, sulfur producers, metal producers, and coal producers have been allowed depletion deductions in computing
taxable income, based on their gross sales, but limited to 50 percent of their
net income from the producing property. Subject to such limitation, the
deductions are as follows:
Percent of
Producer:
gros# eaes,
Oil and gas ---------------------------r
--------------------*
27%
Sulfur--------------------------__1
---------------------------23
Metal -------------------------------------------------------------- 15
Coal ------------------------------------------------------------- 5
The revenue bill now pending contains for the first
time a provision for the
allowance of percentage depletion deductions to fluorspar producers, equivalent
to 15 percent of their gross sales, but limited to 50 percent of their net income.,
Under existing law, rock asphalt producers are allowed depletion deductions
based only on cost or the value of the property on March 1, 1913, if acquired
Fleming, op. cit., note e; Martin, op. cit., note 12.
Revenue Act of 1918,sees. 214 (a) (10) and 234 (a) (0).
H. R.7878, 77th Cong., 2d seas., see.
131, p. 75.

"Internal Revenue Code, sec. 114 (b) (3) and (4).
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prior to that date." This means that the depletion dcuctions are negligible
as compared witlh the value of the deposit, or, in the case of lessees who operate
on a royalty basis and have no cost, there are no deductions at all. It is true
that the discovery basis for depletion " is open to rock asphalt producers, but
the Treasury Department has so circumscribed the benefits Intended by that
section that it affords little possibility of general relief to the industry. While
asphalt was originally a petroleum and may still be classed as a petroleum
product, it has been held that asphaltum (or asphalt) could not be considered
in the same category as oil." For years the Treasury Department has classed
asphalt as it nonmetallic mineral in its regulations." Thus, rock asphalt producers have been denied the percentage depletion which is extended to producers
of oil and gas and other minerals.
The provisions of existing law provide for certain exemptions in arriving at
the amount of the net income which is subject to the excess profits tax. The
One provision which is here considered, and probably the only one which affords
any relief to the rock asphalt producers, is that which exempts from the tax
an amount approximately equal to the average income of the prior 4 years.
The pending revenue bill proposes to tax at 90 percent all Income in excess
of this exemption." Thus, when the net income for any year exceeds the approximate average annual income for the prior 4 years, the Federal Government
will take 90 percent of such excess as excess profits tax. This exaeAon, plus the
normal tax and State levies, will consume all of the excess. The effect will be
that corporate rock asphalt producers must stop producing when they equal
their approximate prior base period average or he penalized for not doing so.
To continue producing would mean not only no profit, but the loss of the reserves consumed in production as well. The pending bill thus freezes rock
asphalt production at approximately the average annual production for the
base period and at a time when the Nation needs a large amount of this
product in its war effort.
EFFECT OF THE PROPOsM AMENDMENT

In view of the foregoing, it would seem that the solution to this inequity lies
In the proposed amendment to the present bill, whereby producers of rock
asphalt will be allowed percentage depletion at the rate of 15 percent of their
gross sales, limited to 50 percent of their net income. Such an amendment would
allow producers to increase their operations, pay the excess-profits tax and other
taxes, and still have something left for their efforts. A rate of 15 percent appears eminently fair in view of the relation of rock asphalt to petroleum and the
depletion allowance of 271/2 percent applying to oil and gas wells; and in view of
the fact that rock asphalt producers must compete with other bituminous products whose producers have been enjoying the advantage of a 27 -percent
depletion rate on their oil residium (asphalt) product.
One of the purposes of the excess-profits tax is to curb exorbitant war profits,
but in the natural resource industry the effect Is to retard or stifle progress
unless depletion as allowed. Other industries may expand, increase their income, pay the tax, and still keep part of their excess profits as a reward for their
efforts because they are permitted to deduct from income their cost of the, materials consumed. But in the case of rock asphalt, an increased production means
that the producer is simply giving away his natural resource (which is his
capital), unless a depletion deduction is allowed.
The following tabulation shows the effect of percentage depletion on taxable
income under the rates set out in the present bill, on an assumed net profit of
$50,000, without a depletion deduction, and on $100,000 with the maximum
depletion allowance under the proposed amendment.
Internal Revenue Code, sees. 23 ml and 114 (b.
Ibid see. 114 (b)(2).
,Web6 v. American Asphaltvtm AfMnng Co., 157 Fed. 208 (C. C. A., 8th, 1007).
Treasury Regulations 103. see. 19.28 (m)-1.
H. R. 7378, op. cit., note 20, see. 202, p. 194.
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With the
maximum
Without de. depletion alpletion
lowanee
under proposed amend
meant
Assumed net income (without depletion) ....................................
$60,000
$100000
Maximum percentage depletion --------------------------------------------------6......
50,000
Assumed net income (with depletion) .......................................
0,0

-0.-"

From the foregoing it readily appears that if a producer Is allowed the maximum amount of percentage depletion under the proposed amendment and doubles
Its production, the Government will receive at least the same tax that It will
under the present bill. Moreover, If the producer triples his production, the
Government will receive almost twice as much revenue.
CON LUSION

It has been shown above that the demand for bituminous road materials is
increasing and that greater production of rock asphalt Is practically stymied now
unless relief is given through a depletion deduction. No increased plant facilities are required in order to enable the rock asphalt producers to double or triple
their present output. It is only necessary to extend to that Industry the tax
treatment accorded the other mineral producers to enable it to meet the emergency.
Respectfully submitted.
GEO. E. 1. GOODNER,
Munsey Building, Washington, D. 0.
Appearing for Alabama Asphaltic Limestone Co., Birmingham, Ala.; Kentucky
Rock Aspbalt Co., Kyrock, Ky.; Southern Rock Asphalt Co., Oklahoma City,
Okla.; Uvalde Rock Asphalt Co., San Antonio, Tex.; Ohio Valley Rock Asphalt
Co., Louisville, Ky.; White's Uvalde Mines, San Antonio, Tex.; Calrock Asphalt
Co., San Francisco, Calif.; Lacey Asphaltic Limestone Co., Birminghata, Ala.;
Colbert Limerock Asphalt Co., Sheffield, Ala.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Caldwell.

STATEMENT OF W. L.CALDWELL, BIRMINGHAM, ALA., PRESIDENT,
ALABAMA -. K ASPHALT CO.
Mr. CALDWE L. Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen, my name is Wallace

L. Caldwell. I am from Birmingham, Ala. I am president of the
Alabama Asphaltic Limestone Co. I am speaking as a producer for
the entire rock.asphalt industry.
It has been pointed out to you that rock asphalt is an oil sand. We
are working an oil sand just the same as the oil industry is, except
that our oil sand is one in which the volatile constituents of the oil
have been driven out by natural heat and pressure in the earth, leaving an asphaltic residuum in the rock'impregnating the pores of the
rock. Rock asphalt can either be a porous limestone or a sandstone.
As has been stated, it is found in some 11 of our States, and is mined
to some extent in the great majority of those States.
Being an oil sand, the rock-asphalt deposits have many of the same
hazards that the oil sands do. The deposits are extremely tricky.
To have a commercial rock-asphalt deposit you must have four qualifications in that rock:
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First, it must be so located that it can be commercially mined.
Second, the rock must be of such a quality that it will be suitable
for roadways or airport surfaces.
Third, the bitumens impregnating the rock must be of such a quality
that it will bind that rock properly.
Fourth, bitumens must be present in suitable percentage.
If any one of those four things is missing you do not have a commercial rock asphalt deposit.
Now2 it is not generally well known, but rock asphalt is really a
very widespread mineral.
Many limestones that are just known as ordinary limestones have
maybe a fraction of 1 percent of asphalt-so small a percentage that
it doesn't count at all, but bituminous impregnation is very widespread.
But commercial rock asphalt are very rare, and only a small percentage of area in any given territory is commercial. For instance,
the Kentucky Rock Asphalt Co. bought 60,000 acres of land, very
carefully diamond drilled that whole area, found much rock asphalt
scattered through the area, but only a very small part of it was suitable
for paving.
I understand that, of the 60,000 acres that was bought and paid for,
at the utmost a thousand acres had commercial rock asphalt on it.
Now, in other words in the rock-asphalt industry we get our dry
holes just the same as they do in the oil industry, and the percentage
of failure has been great.
There are some few companies in business today-I have been either
in or closely connected with the business since about 1914-and 90
percent of all the firms that have gone into the business have failed.
Many have been failures in Texas, Kentucky, Oklahoma, Alabama,
California and almost invariably they have failed because their
depositfailed.
They had much less tonnage than they thought they had or their
quality may have been good on the outcrop but as they got back into
the deposit it went bad on them.
, Now, as has been said by the other men who spoke on this subject,
this material is used for roadways, some industrial uses, factory floors,
but at the present time practically all of the product of the industry
is going into airport runways.
There is little or no highway business today, except some access
roads, but there are a great many runways.
Senator Thomas read a letter that the Civil Aeronautics Authority
would probably ask the rock-asphalt industry to supply 310,000 tons
on projects in their charge.
Now, that certainly doesn't represent much more than a third, I believe, of the amount of tonnage that the industry has been asked to
supply by the Army, the Navy, and the Civil Aeronautics Authority.
For instance, the Texas companies hove been asked to produce 75,000
tons for the Corpus Christi Naval Air Base alone, so that the industry
will'have to operate at its maximum capacity in order to supply the
need for these airports.
The liquid asphalt, petroleum residuum, is hard to get these days.
There is not enough of it, and the shipping situation is such that
the Petroleum Coordinator has issued his so-called asphalt order
which greatly restricts the shipment of asphalt. The rock-asphalt
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industry avoids the use of most of the liquid asphalt and, for that
reason, it has been called upon to produce a considerable tonnage for
airports; and I would say that, of the total output of the industry, 90
percent must be going into that field of use at the present time.
So far as I know, no unit of the industry has ever been able to get
an adequate--or what they consider a fair-allowance for either cost
or discovery depletion.
With the workings of the present law, and the 90-percent excessprofits tax, it is perfectly true that the company that produces more
than their average of the past 4 years, or produces a profit greater
than the average of the 4 years of the base period, would have to
produce that extra tonnage without any extra profit, and would at
the same time be using up its assets, with no return whatsoever from
those assets.
Now, the percentage depletion which the industry has asked for is,
I believe, a fair method of arriving at depletion. It would give the
industry, for the first time in its history, a chance to deplete its property on a suitable depletion method, and the producers of the in.dustry respectfully ask the consideration of your committee with respect to the establishment of a percentage depletion rate on the products of the rock-asphalt industry.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Caldwell.
Mr. Sutherland?
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM A. SUTHERLAND, OF SUTHERLAND,
TUTTLE & BRENNAN, ATLANTA, GA.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Sutherland, you may sit down or stand, as
you wish.
Mr. Su'IxmLAxm. I prefer to stand, if it is all right, Mr. Chair-

man.
The

CHAIRMAN.

Yes, sir.

Mr. SUTHMRAND. I have several matters to discuss, Mr. Chairman.

1. FicaZ year8.-I had intended, when I asked for permission to
appear, to discuss what I consider the unfairness of the provisions in
tee House bill, with reference to fiscal years; but I understand that
that has been so fully covered, in testimony before the committee,
I will not impose upon the time of the committee to discuss it
that further.
any
I do think that those provisions should be changed, and that the
old provisions with reference to fiscal years should prevail.
2. Processing Tax Board of Review.-One matter which I would
like to discuss here is the matter of the abolition of the Processing Tax
Board of Review and the vesting of the jurisdiction which is now
vested in that Board in the Board of Tax Appeals.
It doesn't do any good to go back and say what should have been
-done in the beginning, but I believe that if the Congress had realized
how small was going to be the work of that Board they would never
have thought ofestablishing it in the beginning.
I think they thought that a great deal of litigation would come
before it, and that the Board of Tax Appeals would probably be
swamped by this new type of litigation.
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That has not developed to be a fact and, now that the large majority
of those processing-tax-refund cases have been settled, the work now
before the Processing Tax Board of Review is comparatively small and
it is not likely that there is going to be any great volume of work
before it throughout the rest of its existence.
The CHARMAx. How large is that Board?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. The law specifies nine members. There are three
vacancies now, which have not been filled, and I presume will not be
filled.
The CHAIRMAN. That is a board within the Treasury Department?
Mr. SUTHEMLAND. That is a board within the Treasury Department.
Now, Mr. Chairman, I think that was a great mistake. I know
we have to have administrative bodies, but we can certainly divorce
them, as the Board of Tax Appeals is divorced, from the control of
department heads.
owl this Processing Tax Board of Review, which exercises exactly
the same jurisdiction which the Board of Tax Appeals exercises in
its field, is expressly made subject to the Treasury.
Those men have no set terms. The Secretary of the Treasury cap
remove anybody on there he wants and put anybody else on.
Senator TArt. Doyou want to abolish the Board?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. I want to abolish the Board, just abolish it, in the
present act, and state that all the cases pending before it should be
shifted over to the Board of Tax Appeals, which is entirely adequate
to handle the work.
Now, there is another reason for that, sir. There are two questions
which frequently arise with the same taxpayer. One is under the Unjust Enrichment Tax Act, which is covered by title III of the 1936
act, and the processing refunds, covered by title VII.
Many of those cases should be tried together, and yet we have the
spectacle of one of them before a board in the Treasury, and the unjust
enrichment tax before the Board of Tax Appeals.
Now, without making any criticism of the personnel of the Processing Tax Board of Review, or any of its functioningI do feel that a
great deal more confidence is held by the public, and y the bar generally, in tribunals which, like the Board of Tax Appeals, are free and
independent, rather than under the control of any department head,
as the Processing Tax Board of Review is.
At a time like this, when you are seeking in every way possible
to economize, I think there is that great addedreason for doing what I
recommend.
Then you come to the question: If you are going to transfer those
function's to the Board of Tax Appeals, whether or not you will set
up a special division of the Board to handle these matters as the House
bill proposes, in section 213 (d) on page 216, for the handling of the
relief provisions under the excess-profits tax.
is
Mr. Chairman, I respectfully submit that thaFis unsound. The
matter of how those relief provisions are to be handled, and also the
matter of how these processing refunds are to be handled, if ou
transfer that jurisdiction to the Board, should be left to the Boardof
Tax Appeals to be worked out as they find it wise to work it out.
I think that any hampering of their discretion is much more apt to
be harmful than it is to be helpful.
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The CHAIRMAN. In other words, they ought to have more flexibility?
Mr. SUTIIEIIIAND. I don't see why they can't. The Board of Tax
Appeals might well assign a few of its members to handle those questions, but to say that the Board can't review the decisions of this small
group would be very t:nwise. The Board might set up a division of
three or four people, and then, in its sound discretion, the Board iniglt
conclude that those people have taken an entirely wrong approach to
the problem. And yet you would tie the hands of the chairman and
the other members of the Board to do anything to bring the consideration of the entire Board to bear upon those questions.
I don't believe it will facilitate-I don't believe it wiil speed up the
hearing of those cases or their decision. I don't, believe it will accomplish any good.
I would prefer to see both of those questions-the processing review
and the relief provisions-left to the Board to handle in its sound
discretion.
Senator VANDENBERG. Does the Processing Tax Board consist of
employees of the Treasury Department who have other functions?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. No, sir; they have no other functions. They
were taken from the Treasury Department and put over on the Processing Tax Board of Review.
They now have no other functions. They are entirely subject to
the control of the Secretary of the Treasury, however.
Senator VANDENBERG. A full-time paid job?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. It is a full-time paid job.
Senator VANDENBERG. You say there are three vacancies?
Mr. SUTHERLANu. There are three vacancies.
Senator VANDENBERG. How did that happen?
Mr. SUTHERLAND. After all, I think there is some desire for economy

all through the Government.,
I was not making any criticism of any of the Members of the
Board.
I think, though, that the v'h.lo thing can be entirely satisfactorily
handled in the other way, and I certainly hope that that will be done.
Senator Brown asked some questions on page 695 of these hearings
as to whether you should create a new special board to hear special
relief cases under the excess-profits tax, but I certainly think that
would be a mistake.
The Board of Tax Appeals has done a fine job, and if it is necessary to increase the membership by two or three to handle these other
questions, there is no reason why that can't be done if it does develop
that it is necessary. I don't believe it will be.
Are there any questions
The CHAIRMAN. Any questions?
(No response.)
Mr. SUTHETRLANiD. There are a couple of other items that can be

dealt with very briefly.
Now, I would not say, as a matter of policy, whether I think it is
wise at this time to go back and attempt to relieve against the unreasonable hardships under prior acts. I don't know whether I would
ever have thought of recommending that that be done at a time like
this.
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If, however, the Senate is going back and relieve against one of the
obvious hardships under the 1936 act, I certainly think there is another
case that is equally entitled to be covered.
What you have done by section 501 is to relieve a corporation from
undistributed-profits tax, when it was in such position that if it had
paid out money as a dividend, the distribution would not have been
taxable as a dividend, and therefore there would be no dividend-paid
credit, and the corporation would not be relieved of the undistributed-profits tax.
The original 1936 act relieved from the undistributed-profits tax corporations which were forbidden by contract made prior to May 1,
1936, to pay out money as dividends.
The other obvious injustice'which I think should be corrected is this:
You did nothing in the original act, and have done nothing here,
about those corporations which are prohibited by State law, because
they have a deficit, from paying out dividends, and I see no reason
in the world why if these two cases--the one that you covered in
the 1936 act and the one that you are now covering here by section
501-are going to be covered you should not relieve from the undistributed-profits tax, in those situations where State law forbids the
payment of a dividend.
In Georgia, if a dividend is paid when there is a deficit in the corporation, the directors are liable for double damages to anyone who
is harmed.
I understand that the Treasury opposes that provision and says
that, if you are going to relieve in such a situation, there are some other
situations that are equally entitled to relief.
If that is true, I say they ought to be covered, if you are going
into the question at all. The fact that there are other situations is
no reason for not relieving this situation, which, it seems to me, is
just as obvious as the one covered by section 501.
4. Estoppel income.-The other question that I wanted to take up
just for a moment is this: In section 114 of the present bill, on page
24, you provide by statute what had already been held by some court
decisions, that when an item is deducted in a prior year, like taxes
which proved to be unconstitutional, a bad dobt which is later recovered, and items of that sort, and there is no tax saving on the
deduction, there will be no tax on the recovery of the item in the
present year.
Now, that doesn't entirely cover the situation. There are many
cases where some tax benefit was derived from the deduction of these
items, but the tax benefit was very small in proportion to the taxes
that will now be paid on their recovery.
Those items are not truly income in the year when they are recovered.
They are included in income because they were erroneously deducted
in another year. It is a principle analogous to af4estoppel. If you
are going to have an estoppel, you ought to make 'it work so that it
just about estops and doesn't take three times the taxes that the man
saved on the item.
Now, I don't think of any practical way you can handle it in
the case of individuals, where taxes vary so greatly, dependent
upon the amount of income in the prior years.
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But these situations don't arise very often in the case of individuals.
Ninety percent at least of the injustice can be covered and eliminated if you will just make a simple p,'ovision in the case of corporations that any recovery in 1941 or 1942 and subsequent years of such
items which were deducted prior to 1940 shall be subject only to a 24percent tax, which is the normal tax under the 1941 act.
That will take care of all the deductions taken in years prior to
the excess-profits tax years, when the normal tax was normally la
to 15 percent. Sometimes declared value excess-profits taxes also
might have been saved by the deduction, and therefore occasionally
the corporation might have saved more than 24 percent. But I would
say that if the recovery of such items by corporations is taxed at a
rate of only 24 percent, the Government will in 99 percent of the
cases be getting more money on the recovery of the items than was
lost in the prior years when they were deducted, even when you add
interest to the taxes avoided in the prior years.
I do think that great injustice is going to be done under these
high rates if you tax those estoppel items at the rates prevailing
in these acts, and I hope that you can go back and from 1941
forward tax those items at 24 percent. I don't believe you will
find any serious objection on the part of the Treasury to some
such provision as that.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Any questions?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Stiles ?
STATEMENT OF TAMES F. STILES, ;R., VICE PRESIDENT AND
TREASURER, ABBOTT LABORATORIES, NORTH CHICAGO, IL.
The

CHAIRMAN.

Mr.

1Te.

All right, Mr. Stiles.

My name is James F. Stiles, Jr. I am vice president

and treasurer of Abbott Laboratories, manufacturers of pharmaceutical, biological, and medicinal chemicals, located at North Chicago,
Ill.
Permit me to express my appreciation for permission to appear
before your committee a second time.
Last year, when I was granted that privilege, I presented to
you a formula, which, perhaps some of you recall, has been referred
to as a basis for incentive taxation.
I heartily agree with Secretary Morgenthau's statement that none
of us should at the present time need any incentive. We have a
job to do and that is win the war aind pay for it and the sooner
the job is completed the less it will cost us.
As the father of two young men who have already entered the
military forces of our country, I need no personal financial reward
to do everything I can to assist our country in accomplishing what.ever is necessary at this time. If, the Government needs anything
I have, 1 expect and want it to take it.
As the financial officer of our company, I am faced with a problem just the same as many other men similarly situated in cor-
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operations such as ours have indicated to me they are facing. So,
instead of talking about incentives, let's talk about protective taxation. One that will protect the economic front of our country as
a whole by securing the maximum amount of revenue and at the
same time protect the corporate entities which form a large part of the
economic front by affording them at least the opportunity to operate in a manner which will not result in financial embarrassment.
It is my conviction that when a corporation enjoys the confidence
of the public so that it can sell its common stock whenever it is in
need of additional capital, then such a corporation mfist, if it is to
retain the confidence of its investors, continue to pay at least the
dividend that it paid at the time the new capital was-brought into the
company.
The present excess-profits tax penalizes a corporation which has a
simple and conservative capital structure. A corporation with a bond
issue receives credit for interest paid, whereas, a corporation with
preferred or common stock only, receives no deduction for distribution of profits in the form of dividends.
I believe it is just as important for a corporation topay regularly
the maximum dividend that it can afford to its shareholders, who have
purchased its stock in good faith, as it is for the corporation which
did not enjoy similar confidence of the public, and, therefore, had to
raise capital by means of bonds or first mortgages, to meet its interest
obligations. Under the present law it is permissible to pay the same
contracted interest on borrowed capital in full before taxes but such
is not the case with respect to stock.
Most men in industry are, like myself, trying to regulate the production, purchases, and sales of all his company's products in such
a manner as will best serve our country during this emergency period.
As far as our organization is concerned, we are happy to be in a
position to finance our company and pay the maximum load of taxation that we can safely carry.
We are at this time being called upon by the Government, the medical profession, and the hospitals throughout the country for a greater
demand for our products every year.
Slowly but surely our cash is finding its way out of the treasury
and into additional equipment, inventory, and accounts receivable.
As those assets increase the risk for doing business also increases-in
the same proportion. Unless we have some knowledge as to what
our one biggest liability, the Federal tax, is to be with respect to
our net earnings, it is impossible for us to intelligently decide how
far we can progress during the current year with safety.
I have made up a little chart'to show you the exact effect of Federal taxation on our net earnings during the past 8 years. You will
find that chart appended to the back of this statement, gentlemen,
and I think it is really very simple and understandable.
The estimate for the year 1942 is based on the first 6 months' experience, with the application of the 45-percent normal and surtaxes and
90-percent excess-profits tax. This enables you to more clearly understand our estimate for 1942. While our earnings before tax will
probably increase 21 percent, the earnings after tax will be 271/2
percent less than they were in 1941.
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We sold to the public 40,000 shares of common stock in 1936 at $50
per share and 74,000 shares of common stock on the issuing of rights
at $50 per share in December 1939. In 1941 $1,700,000 additional
capital was secured by the sale of 4-percent preferred stock.
We have no bonded indebtedness or mortgages. The sale of the
common stock in 1939 was made on the assumption that we would
continue to pay a dividend of at least $2 a share and of course, folks
did have hopes that we might go even further. Fuil credit for this
additional capital has been taken into consideration in arriving at
the estimated taxes for 1942 as shown on the chart.
We have a moral obligation to these new investors to at least continue to pay them the dividends which were in effect at the time they
purchased the stock especially as our company is more than earning that amount after all normal and surtaxes are provided. Most
folks who receive the dividends pay a substantial income tax on the
dividends when they get them. All we do is create national income
and redistribute it for further taxation.
From this chart you will notice that our profits after taxes
in 1942, as proposed in the pending bill, will be practically the same
as they were in 1937 notwithstanding the fact that our profits before
tax are two and one-half times what they were in 1937 and notwithstanding the fact that since that time our capital has been increased
by $7,000,000, $5,400,000 of which represents new capital brought into
the company and $1,600,000 earnings above dividends which were
left in the business.
In making this statement, please understand I am not objecting to
the normal and surtax even though combined they have almost
trebled. And, gentlemen, if you will just take a look at that chart.
you will see what I am referring to there, because I have tried to
make this statement really brief, and I have traveled a mile for every
word that is in it.
I am sure you will agree with me that the normal profits during
the base period were that amount of profits which remained in the
company after the Federal income taxes were paid. If that assumplion is correct, then, as you can see by this chart, the proposed excess
profits tax law not only taxes 100 percent of our excess profits as
determined by the growth formula but also places another tax, call
it what you will, of 20.9 percent of our normal profits. '
It is my belief that the )resent method of computing the excess
profits tax before computing the normal tax and surtax is wrong in
principle. If the excess-profits tax is to be based upon true excess*
profits, the normal and surtaxes should be deducted to determine what
is "excess." Until Tou know hoy much is left, how do you know
how much is "excess'?
I, therefore, submit the following suggestions:
1. If it is the judgment of Congress to let the excess profits tax
rule remain as proposed in the pending bill, then it is my opinion
that there should be a restriction so that the so-called excess-l)rofits
tax will not reduce the net profits after all Federal taxes of the
taxpayer below on amount equal to the e:;cess profits credit base
as determined by the 1940 Revenue Act as amended in March 1941.
70093--42 --vol. 2----q1
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This suggestion would not alter the high excess-profits tax rate&
on those profits arising out of the war-expansion program and still
would be a restricting influence so that the excess-profits tax would
not embarrass a company's earning power which existed prior to
1941, nor would it reduce the taxes of any corporation making more
than four times its base period credit before taxes if the excessprofits tax rate is 90 percent, nor would it reduce the taxes of any
corporation making more than two and three-quarters times its base
period credit before taxes if the tax rate was 80 percent, and still
would be a restricting influence so that the excess-profits tax would
not embarrass a company's earning power, which existed prior to
1941.
Gentlemen, I never could quite understand why Congress established a method for determining the base credit and then takes &
percent off that amount before allowing such credit to be used. If
it is the intention of Congress to permit corporations who are paying
excess-profits taxes to reserve 20 percent of such taxes by means of
investing such amounts in war bonds or a post-war refund, as Mr.
Davidson has very ably suggested to this committee, then I believe
it is very important that the excess-profits tax, when the rate is
finally agreed upon, be applied only to true excess profits and not to
that portion of a company's earnings which would usually be considered normal profits.
2. Extend the base period so as to include the year 1940 and permit
the taxpayer to use the best 4 out of 5 years in computing the average
earnings and if it is to his benefit to use the growth formula then the
best 4 consecutive years out of 5.
3. After carefully studying the relief section of the House bill it
seems to me that there should be some definite statement to the edect
that the limitations of section 713 (f) do not apply if the taxpayer
determined the fact that he is otherwise entitled to relief.
Frankly, I am concerned about the use of the word "establish" in
section 722 (a). Section 722 (b) might be more helpful to a greater
number of taxpayers if it included a statement Ior as a natural
result of the normal growth of the business" inserted just prior to the
words "or any acquisition before May 31, 1941."
To summarize: 1. I recognize that it is absolutely necessary for our
Government to maintain the maximum tax rates that can be safely
levied against all profits and personal income especially that arising
out of the war program.
2. I believe it is essential that we assure corporations, which are, in
the final analysis, the organizations responsible for the creation of a
large part of our national income, at least a definite amount of income
on which they can plan nrma and res
dividends provided they earn itabove normal and surtaxes.
B. Surely you will agree with me that no tax law is safe which
forces the institutions which create national income to discontinue or
drastically reduce the payment of dividends or to borrow money to
pay taxes when, on the contrary, during an expanding period such
institutions should be setting up reserves which will be needed to
carry them through both the future war expansion and post-war readjustment periods.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
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(The chart referred to by Mr. Stiles is as follows:)
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Vega, manufacturers of cigars, Tampa, Fla., and I also appear before
you as president of the Cigar Manufacturers Association of America.
I am also authorized to speak in behalf of the Florida Cigar Manufacturers Association.
Our association comprises 64 manufacturers producing collectively
about 65 percent of the total production of cigars. Its membership,
large and small, includes every type of cigar production covering all
of the five classes. In addition, our presentations have the endorsement of leading manufacturers who are not members of our association, so that our representation is well over 85 percent of the total
cigar production. We also have the endorsement of cigar tobacco
growers of Connecticut and Pennsylvania tobacco areas, importers
and dealers in Cuban and Puerto Rican tobacco and domestic
tobaccos.
We have prepared a brief with certain charts and schedules, copies
of which have been placed on your desk and which we respectfully
request to be filed and made a part of the record. We had intended
to have six witnesses, but in order to cooperate with the committee
and conserve time, we offer for the record the following short statements, namely:
A brief on behalf of the Cigar Manufacturers Association;
A statement of the Connecticut Leaf Dealers;
A statement on behalf of the Shade Tobacco Farmers of the Connecticut Valley;
A statement of the leaf tobacco dealers and importers;
A statement by the Lancaster County, Pa., tobacco farmers,
A brief by Mr. Eric Calamia, president of the Retail Tobacco bealers of America;
A memorandum on behalf of the National Association of Tobacco
Distributors which Mr. Joseph Kolodny has asked me to present.
With your permission, may they be made a part of the record?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; you may make them a part of the record.
(The brief and statements referred to above are as follows:)
MEMORANDUM OF CIGAR MANUFAcTuI1s AssOciATIoN or AMIMICA, IN THIt MA 'rr
OF THE PROI'OSED INCREASE IN EXCISE TAXES ON CIGARS, CONTAINED IN StInON

605 or H. R. 7878

cigar
andwould
unfairnot
the7378)
radical
deeply
concerned
The association
onlyexcise
work
which
H. R.
House
(see. 05,over
schedule
adopted byis the
severe injury to the industry but would deprive the Government of revenue by
driving consumption to the lowest-priced cigars, thus impairing the revenue base.
The industry has for some time been on the decline, in part because of discriminatory taxes, and vigorously opposes the plan now presented which would
further weaken it. The cigar industry can provide the Government with a large
amount of additional revenue, perhaps as much as double the $13,000,000 in taxes
now paid, but the method of taxation must be one which will maintain the industry
and not so weaken it by discrimination as to impair the tax base.
The flagrant discrimination in the House schedule is illustrated by the proposed
increase of 50 cents per thousand in the tax on 2-for-5-cent cigars, while at the
same time imposing an increase of $3 per thousand in the tax on li-cent clgars.
These two types of cigars have for many years been taxed alike and it is unfair
and discriminatory to increase the tax on one by an amount equal to 600 percent
of the increase on the other. The industry does not object to paying increased
taxes, but it does object to flagrant discrimination and the use of taxation as a
method of effecting internal changes within the industry and disturbing existing
relationships.
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The outstanding phenomenon in the cigar industry during recent years has been
the drift toward the lowest-priced cigars. And because of the discriminatory
features In the House schedule, it will accelerate the gravitation of the industry
toward the lowest-priced cigars with consequent loss of revenue to the Government.
The association comprises 64 manufacturers located in the various tobacco areas
of the United States, producing collectively well over 65 percent of the total
domestic production of cigars retailing at prices within all five of the present
revenue classes. Its members include small, medium-sized, and large firms,
some producing cigars solely by hand, some by machine, and some by a combined
method.
You will find the proposal of our association in appendix A, sheet 1. Based
upon withdrawals for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1912, it would have earned a
revenue in excess of $24,000,000. This proposal has the endorsement of leading
nonmember manufacturing firms whose combined production (in categories from
2 for 5 cents and up) together with members of the association, constitutes
approximately 85 percent of the total domestic production of cigars. In addition,
groups of cigar-tobacco growers in the Connecticut Valley and in the Pennsylvania
tobacco areas and many importers of and dealers in Cuban and Puerto Rican
cigar leaf tobacco, whose petitions willbe filed with this brief, support our
proposal.
We,therefore, urge upon your committee the rejection of the House schedule
on the following grounds:
1. It discriminates against the 5-cent cigar in favor of its chief competitor, the
2-for-5-cent cigar, by increasing the tax on 5-cent cigars six times as much, causing a detrimental shift in consumption to the 2-for-5-cent cigar, and thus will
fail to yield the expected revenue.
2. It taxes the higher-priced cigar out of existence.
3. It violates the "good-neighbor policy" exemplified by the reciprocal trade
agreement between Cuba and the United States by drastically curtailing our use
of Cuban tobacco, one of Cuba's most important products.
4. It meets with the disfavor of all segments of the cigar Industry-manufacturer, importer, farmer, and labor.
5. It perpetunates and extends a discriminatory method of taxation.
TRENDS IN THE CIGAR INDUSTRY

Appendix A, otthis brief on sheet 1 supplies an analysis of revenue for the fiscal
year 1942 if the schedule of the association had been in effect; sheet 2, the revenue
If the rates adopted by the House had been In effect for the same year and
sheet 3, the actual revenues at the present time.
These schedules read in the light of a brief statement of the trends in the cigar
industry during the last 20 years will establish convincingly that our proposed
schedule should be adopted.
Since 1921 this industry has been struggling to adjust itself to changing conditions. It has been faced with a steady decline in consumer demand. In 1921'
the consumption of cigars was 7,483,000,000, while by 1939 consumption had
fallen to 5,453,000,000. By 1942 consumption had risen to 6,101,000,000. The
maximum utilization of this Increase depends on the enactment of an excise
schedule which will distribute the tax burden equitably across the entire industry.
The decline in consumption since 1921 has been accompanied by a shift in price
levels. In 1921 class C accounted for 42 percent of consumption and class A only
25.9percent. By 1942 class C had fallen to 9.2 percent, while class A had risen
to 89.2 percent. Moreover, a significant change occurred within class A itself so
that today it Is estimated that approximately one-half of the consumption of
cigars in class A retails at less than 5 centa each. The result has been a decline
in dollar volume of the Industry's product' from $871,274,000 in 1921 to $160,754,000 id 1939.
Accompanying this tremendous decline in unit and dollar volume has been the
change in the methods of production. Until 1917 all cigars were produced by
hand. About that time mechanization began but did not take hold until 1924,
when It spread rapidly. By 1940, 77 percent of all cigars were machine made.
T~e effects of mechanization upon the industry have been profound. In 1940
about 84 percent of class-A cigars were machine made. Of cigars in classes
B, C, D, and E, 72 percent were made by hand, 28 percent by machine, and 5 percent
by combined hand and machine method.
'Throughout this memorandum, years referred

to are Government fisAndyearm
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The trends inherent in mechanization have caused the disappearance of thousands of small cigar firms. In 1921-there were 11,109 factories, employing 111,858
workers. In 1939 there were only 8,834 factories, employing 50,987 workers.
By 1939 less than 1 percent of all factories produced over two-thirds of all cigars
manufactured during that year and it is a fair statement that further concentration has occurred. Submitted with this memorandum are 2 charts portraying
vividly the changes which have occurred in the industry..
L THE HOUSE SCIIEDULE DISCRIMINATES AGAINST THE 5-CENT CIGAR IN FAVOR OF ITS
CHIEF COMPETITOR, THE 2-FOR-5-CENT CIoAR BY INCREASING THE TAX ON 5-CENT
CIGARS SIX TIMFS AS MUCH, CAUSING A DETRIMENTAL SIFT IN CONSUMPTION TO
THE 2-FOR-5-CENT CIGAR, AND THUS WILL FAIL TO YIELD THE EXPMTFrED REVENUE

As indicated, approximately 90 percent of the total present consumption of cigars
is in class A and is about evenly divided between the 2-for-5-cent and 5-cent cigars.
In 1929 the 2-for-5-cent cigar constituted an estimated 10 percent of the total
class A consumption, while at the present time it represents approximately 50
percent. This phenomenal growth was in no way hampered by taxing the 2-for-S.
cent cigar during this period at the same rate as the 5-cent cigar.
Under the House schedule the increase on the 2-for-5-cent cigar is only 50
cents a thousand, while the increase on the S-cent cigar is $3 a thousand, Except
for a few very large 2-for-5-cent cigar manufacturers who will be able to absorb
the slight increase of 50 cents and remain at 2-for-5-cents, all other 2-for-5-cent
cigar manufacturers will be compelled to advance to an odd-cent price. Likewise the increase of $3 a thousand on the 5-cent cigar will force all 5-cent cigar
manufacturers to increase the price of their cigar to the odd cent.
The experience of the industry has demonstrated that cigars cannot be sold
readily at an odd-cent price. Abundant testimony regarding consumer resistance
to the odd-cent price has been given at hearings before the Wage and Hour Division
in 1941 with respect to Puerto Rican cigar leaf tobacco, at hearings before the
Wage and Hour Division in 1942 in connection with wage recommendations for
the cigar industry and at hearings before other governmental agencies. Cigar
smokers have been accustomed to purchase their cigars at prices in multiples of
5 cents. An increase in price to the odd cent will find the 5-cent-cigar smoker
turning in great numbers from the 5-cent cigar to the 2-for-5-cent cigar, seriously
injuring the 5-cent branch of the industry.
Any tax plan which plays havoc with long standing relationships in the industry
and favors a part of the industry to the injury of others necessarily produces less
revenue than a plan which maintains existing satisfactory competitive balances
within the industry, and continues the industry in a reasonably sound and healthy
condition. It is certain that the House schedule will yield far less revenue than
it yields on paper, since such an unfair and discriminatory tax is bound to curtail
consumption. There is no Justification for using the taxing power of our Government to prefer some 2-for-5-cent manufacturers to the injury of all other manufacturers in the industry.
We believe the schedule of the association distributes the tax burden equitably
within the industry without granting a competitive advantage to any branch.
It grants a $1 tax differential to the 2-for-5-cent-cigar manufacturers, notwithstanding the fact that such manufacturers were able to achieve their present
position while being taxed at the same rate as the 5-cent cigar. The increased
rate on the 2-for-5-cent cigar will require all such manufacturers to increase their
prices, at the same time requiring all 5-cent-cigar manufacturers to do likewise.
Thus, no preference is granted and the competitive balance within the industry is
undisturbed.
The proposal now submitted by the Association, though differing from that submitted to the House Ways and Means Committee, will produce, we believe, a revenue in excess of $24,000,000. Upon reconsideration the change from our first
proposal was necessary to unify the views of the industry In the light of changing
conditions, pnd in order to more equitably distribute the tax burden.
The House schedule will yield far less revenue than is estimated. The
Treasury is submitting its proposal to the House Ways and Means Committee estimated the yield to be slightly over $26,000,000. The House schedule
is substantially the same as that proposed by the Treasury, except that in
a few instances, the rates are lower. Despite this lowering of rates, the
House Ways and Means Committee report anticipates that its proposal will
yield $30,500,000 based upon estimated 1943 consumption. The fact is,
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fiowever, as demonstrated by sheet 2 of appendix A, that the House schedule
-on the basis of withdrawals for the fiscal year ended June 80, 1942, would
have yielded $27,691,343.
The Treasury and the House Ways and Means Committee have based their
-estimates on the erroneous assumptions that their proposals would neither
curtail production nor cause a shift In consumption to the 2 for 5-cent
cigar. Such a shift with the resultant loss in revenue is inevitable. The
House schedule must fail to yield even the revenue estimated by the Treasury.
The association's present proposal, based on withdrawals for the fiscal
year ended June 80, 1042, would have yielded in excess of $24,000,000, an
increase of at least $10,000,000 over the revenue derived -for that period
(see sheet 1 of appendix A). Moreover, the increase in consumption which
took place during the past year will, in all likelihood, continue. This increase will result In an even greater revenue yield for the Government, if
the relative consmption as between all clasess, remains the same.
Since the Government is a partner of the cigar industry in the sense that
the present revenue is more than double the industry's profits, it Is In the
interest of the Government to maintain this industry on a basis which will
yield the maximum revenue. We believe the association's proposal achieves
that objective.
IT. THE HOUSE SCHEDULE WILL TAX THE HIGHER BRACKETS OUT OF EXISTENCE

The House schedule imposes increases on the higher brackets ranging
Irom 100 to 170 percent. Although ordinarily articles selling at higher prices
can bear higher taxes, the history of the higher-priced cigars during the
past 20 years proves the contrary. Consumption of classes C, D, and E
which In 1921 constituted 44.8 percent of total consumption fell to 10 percent
in 1942. The market for these cigars is so small, that to more than double
the rate will tax them out of existence.
Despite the fact that these three classes constitute only 10 percent of
the total consumption, they nevertheless yielded 23.3 percent of the total
revenue for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1942. To impose such greatly increased
taxes on these classes as were adopted by the House will deprive the Government
of a substantial source of revenue.
III. THE HOUSe SCHWULE VIOLATES THE "GOOD NEIGInOR
OLICY" EXEMLII
BY THE RECIPROCAL. TRADE AGREEMENT BETWEEN CUIBA AND THE UNITED STATES
BY DI5STIOALI.Y CURAILING OUR USE OF CUBAN TOBACCO, ONE OF CUBA'S MOOT
IMPORTANT PRODUCTS

Tobacco farming is Cuba's second largest Industry. Cuban tobacco- was
formerly used extensively throughout the world in the manufacture of cigars,
but the war has shut offalmost all of Cuba's foreign markets. Recognizing
the plight of Cuba and in furtherance of our "good neighbor" policy, the
State Department in 1941, concluded a supplemental reciprocal trade agreement with Cuba, increasing the amount of Cuban tobacco which could be
Imported in the United States at lower tariff rates.
Cuban tobacco to the extent of over 15,000,000 pounds is used in the United
'States in the manufacture of cigars retailing at 5 cents and up, and is the
chief ingredient in cigars retailing at 10 cents and over. Any large decrease
in the consumption of higher priced cigars coupled with a shift from the 5
cents to the 2-for-5-cents cigar, which is bound to occur under the House schedule
will have detrimental effects on an already disturbed Cuban economy. At a time
when American diplomacy in the Western Hemisphere is directed toward maintaining on a normal basis the economy of our Central and South American
-eighbors, Congress should not adopt a tax program, the effect of which would
be to reduce our use of one of its most Important products, at the same time
-compelling Cuba to continue to assume the obligations of the treaty.
IV.

THE HOUSE SCHEDULE MEETS

THE DISFAVOR OP
INDUSTRY

ALL

SEGMENTS OF THE CIGAR

The farmer.-The cigar Industry affords the only market for the wrapper
and filler tobacco grown by the farmer. Along the Connecticut Valley tobacco
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is produced on some 23,000 acres in Connecticut and Massachusetts. The value
of the annual production of this area represents about $10,000,000. Practically
all of this tobacco is grown for use in cigars retailing at 5 cents and over.
The evidence before the House Ways and Means Committee, establishes that
unless the tax rates are so adjusted as to protect the market of these farmers,
their position will become precarious. They Joined in the recommendation of
the association to the House committee. Accompanying this memorandum, the
association will submit the petitions signed by many farmers growing ConnecticutValley cigar leaf tobacco, the acreage of which collectively is substantial
and whose total annual production represents several million dollars.
Farmers operating upward of 35,000 acres in the Lancaster, Pa., area produce
a crop valued in excess of $6,500,000 which is used almost entirely in the manufacture of cigars retailing at 5 cents each and up. Four thousand of these
farmers were opposed to the Treasury proposal and petitioned for adoption of
the association's proposal (p. 2215 House record). Accompanyng this memorandum, the association will submit a petition filed by a very representative
number of farmers operating a substantial acreage in this area and producing
a crop valued at several million dollars.
The experience of tobacco growers in Wisconsin and Ohio is proof of the effect
of the growth of the 2-for-5-cents cigar. Deterioration of tobacco quality, prices
between 7 and 8 cents per pound, sharp curtailment of acreage from 31,000
acres in 1030 to 10,500 acres in 1942 in Ohio and in Wisconsin from 42,000 acres
in 1930 to 20 300 acres in 1942 attest to the destructive effect of the growth of
the 2-for-5-cents cigar industry. While it Is true manufacturers of 2-for-5-cents
cigars now purchase considerable tobacco In the Pennsylvania area, they are
able to purchase only inferior parts of the plant, the higher grades being sold
to the manufacturers of 5-cent cigars and up. The cost to the farmer i and
can only be borne by the manufacturers of 5-cent cigars and higher grades.
The 5-cent-cigar field has been correctly characterized as the pivot about which
revolves the entire industry. (Swisher, p. 2174, House record.)
Labor.-President Van Horn of the Cigarmakers International Union, representing about one-third of the 51,000 cigar workers, appeared before the House
Ways and Means Committee. His main argument was that the 2-for-5-cents
cigar is produced on such a narrow margin that both labor and the farmer are
squeezed and that the condition of both would Improve if the prices were made
3-for-10-cents, with no loss of volume. Mr. Van Horn stated that "the classifcation proposed by the Treasury would without doubt cause some considerable
unemployment.'
(Van Horn, p. 2170, House record,) The House classification
is eqrally offensive.
The Tampa Cigarmakers Council, representing eight local unions, protested
the Treasury proposal. Few 2-for-5-cent cigars are made in Tampa. The 5-cent
cigar constitiltes about 50 percent of the Tampa production, the other 51 percent
retailing at 10 cents each or higher, Mr. Maxwell, attorney for the council
asserted that the Treasury -proposal would "substantially destroy our industry
(Maxwell,
in Tampa and would result in loss of money to the Government."
p. 2184, House record.) The Tampa Cigarmakers Council described the Treasury
as
one desame
as
the
House
schedule,
which
Is
substantially
the
classification,
signed to subsidize the 2-for-5-cent cigars by giing them an undue advantage
over their competitors in the 5-cent field (Maxwell, p. 2184, House record). The
House schedule would impair if not destroy the Tampa Industry. The Cigar
Manufacturers Association of Tampa, in meeting assembled, approved unanimously the present proposal of our association.
V. THE HOUSE SCHEDULE PERPETIUAIES AND EXTENDS A DISCRIMINATORY METHOD OF
TAXATION

The cigar industry is the only one subject to a manufacturers' excise tax in
which there are classifications based on the retail selling price. In many industries the tax is a uniform flat rate on the manufacturers' unit of production.
We have long felt that the cigar industry is discriminated against in thus
subjecting it to such a method of taxation. Pressure of time makes it inexpedi-
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ent to suggest that we now be placed on the same basis as other Industries.
-However, we feel that such a method of taxation should not be further extended,
and we have therefore recommedlded a schedule based on only four classifications.
CONCLUSION

Since the association's proposed schedule will yield a revenue substantially
the same as that adopted by the House, It Is respectfully urged that the House
schedule be rejected and the proposal of the Cigar Manufacturers Association
adopted.
Respectfully submitted.
CIOAH MANuFAc'rsumsz
ASSOCIA'rON or AMERICA, INC.,
By ALv, o M. GARCIA, President.
Dated: August 10, 1942.
SAMUEL BLUMlEIRO,

General Counsel.
APPENDIX A

Revenue for fiscal year 1942 if the rates proposed by the Cigar Maitufacturer.
Association had been in effect
class
Rates per Withdrawals
Retail
price

thousand

A ......................----------------U to 4 cents ..........
$3
B ........................................
4--8.............
4
C --------------------------------------8.1-15- ...............
18
D ----------------------------------15.1
up................ 12

in thousands Revenuss

Z 720,185.O

8,160,
M
2,767,821.011,071,284
5%,290.0
4,522,320
48,104.5
5',7,264

Total ..............................------------------------------.101,400.
24,

413

Nosr.-We estimate that the present class A Is equally divided between class A and class B of khe new
schedule.

Revenues for fiscal year 1942, if the rates proposed by the Ways and Mean#
Committee had been in effect
Proposed schedule

PataJ' price

Proposed
rates
sed

Withdrawals Reei
Inithdrawd'
thousand Revcnue

A ...........................................
Up to 2,5cents ....
$2.60 2,720,195 00
............................................
2.5 ..------------ 3.150 72
...-........................................
4.1-6
.-............-5.00 2, , 18
D ............................................
.1- ..-........... 7.00
47,
&z. 00
S............................................
8.1-11 ............. 10.00
452, 2. 00
F ...........................................
11.1-15 ............ 13.50
113,J58.00
0 ............................................
15.1-20 ............ 18.00 .42852.00
----............................20.1-30
........... 25.00
,727. 25
I.....................................
-5.0
M01-up------- 525.25
Total .....................................
.....................
6il, 400.50

$6,800,462
i0 6
13,
333,452
4,522. 320
1,2, 283
771,336
118,181
18,384
27,891,343

Nos.-We estimate that the present class A Is equally divided betweeL clraes A and C of the new
schedule. Class B of the new schedule includes such a very small proportion ol class A production that it
is impossible to estimate the revenue. The new class D is the same as thelx~jent
class
B, since no 6-cent
cigars are sold at present. Proposed class F: We Ostimato that 80percent 'he present class C retails at
11cents each or loss and 20 percent at between11and'lcents each. The nsw class is the same as the
present class D. Proposed class H: We estimate 90 percent of thepresent clAs E retails between 20and 30
cents and thenew class I consists of the remaining 10 percent, which retail,, at over 30 cents.
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Aotuai revenues at the present rates for the scat year 1904*
Claw

Retail price Rates per Withdrawals
thousand in thousands
$2.00
3.00

5,440.370.0
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To Senate Finanee Committee:
Attached hereto Is the petition of companies growing Connecticut Valley cigar
leaf tobacco. They are 10 in number and the acreage grown by them is approximately 4,542 acres out of a total of 5,9 acres.
GEORGE F. GERSTEL,
Vice Presidentof the Imperial AgriculturalCorporation,
Hartford, Conn.
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,

Was8hingtio, D. C.
HONORABLE Sins: The undersigned are farmers growing Connecticut Valley

cigar leaf tobacco. In 1941 this section of the tobacco growing area yielded
upward of 20,000 acres, the value of which crop was approximately $15,000,000.
This tobacco is used almost entirely for the manufacture of cigars retailing at
5 cents each and over.
We are opposed to the schedule adopted by the House which increases the
tax on the present 5-cent cigar from $2 to $5 per thousand, while merely Increasing the tax on the 2-for-5-cents cigar from $2 to only $2.50 per thousand.
Such inequality would seriously decrease the demand for cigars now retailing at 5 cents and increase the demand for the 2-for-5-cents cigar. This shift
in consumption will leave us with a surplus of tobaccos grown for the 5-cent
cigar, which we will be forced to sell for use in 2-for-5-cents cigars at distress prices. This condition will be permanent and in view of the low prices
paid for 2-for-5-cents cigar leaf will make it impossible for us to obtain a
fair return on our investment and labor.
We are, therefore, opposed to the recommendations of the House and urge
instead, adoption of the rates proposed by the Cigar Manufacturers Association of America, Inc., which are as follows:

Retail price

Class

1,000r

-- ....................
Up
to83.5
cents
3.6 to
cents
------_ -_ - _ ----...
RB---------------_--------.-----------------------.......................................................

C------------------------------------------------------D -------------------------------------------------------

8.1to cents....................
15.1 cents and over ................

$3
4

8a
12

These rates will maintain the competitive balance between the cheap and the
more expensive cigar, so that we will be able to continue to sell our products
at a reasonable profit, pay fair prices to labor and to our suppliers of materials.
Dated July 30, 1942.
IMPERIAL

AOICULTURAL

CORPORATION,

GEosOE F. GERSHEL. Vice President.
(And 9 other companies.)
STATEMENT

By OLVFA J. THRALL, PRESIDENT, THE SHADE ToBACco
THE CONNECTICUT VALLEY, INO., WINDSOR, CONN.

FARMERS OF

I am a farmer growing Connecticut Valley cigar leaf tobacco and have been
for upward of 40 years. I reside in Windsor, Conn., and I am the president of
the Shade Tobacco Farmers of the Connecticut Valley, Inc. Our association
comprises approximately 30 growers, all of whom, like myself, are engaged in
no other business. We own our own laud and equipment and depend upon the
growing of tobacco as our means of livelihood. Our members collectively
operate in Connecticut and Massachusetts with an acreage of approximately
2,750 acres. I should estimate that our product wraps approximately 800,000,000
cigars annually and that is its only use.
We are opposed to the schedule of taxes adopted by the House because that
schedule Increases the tax on the present 5-cent cigar from $2 to $5 a thousand,
while increasing the tax on the 2-for-5-cent cigar from $2 to only $2.50 a
thousand.
We are concerned about the House schedule because such an inequitable
proposal would force the 5-cent cigar to a higher price and at the same time
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permit the 2-for-5 cent manufacturer to absorb the tax. Such a situation would
inevitably decrease the consumption of 5-cent cigars leaving us with a large
surplus of tobacco intended to be used in 5-cent cigars, which we would be
compelled to sell at distress prices for its only use would be in the two-for-5
cents cigars. The result would be to drive many of our members out of business.
I believe, as do the other members of the association, that the proposal which
the Cigar Manufaccurers Association intends to submit to your committee is
preferable because it distributes the tax burden equitably among all cigar
manufacturers. It does not discriminate in favor of the two-for-5-cent cigar
manufacturers to the detriment of the 5-cent cigar manufacturers.
Attached to this statement Is a petition signed by substantially all of the
members of the association, each of whom have read this statement and support
it in every detail.
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,

Washington, D. 0.
HONOSnALE SiRs: The undersigned are farmers growing Connecticut Valley
cigar leaf tobacco. In 1941 this section of the tobacco growing area yielded
upward of 20,000 acres, the value of which crop was approximately $15,000,000.
This tobacco is used almost entirely for the manufacture of cigars retailing at
5 cents each and over.
We are opposed to the schedule adopted by the House which increases the tax
on the present 5-cent cigar from $2 to $5 per thousand, while merely increasing
the tax on the two-for-5-cent cigar from $2 to only $2.50 per thousand.
Such inequality would seriously decrease the demand for cigars now retailing
at 5 cents and increase the demand for the two.for-5-cent cigar. This shift in
consumption will leave us with a surplus of tobaccos grown for the 5-cent cigar,
which we will be forced to sell for use in two-for-5-cent cigars at distress prices.
This condition will be permanent and in view of the low prices paid for twofor-5-cent cigar leaf will make it impossible for us to obtain a fair return on
our investment and labor.
We are therefore opposed to the recommendations of the House and urge
instead, adoption of the rates proposed by the Cigar Manufacturers Association
of America, Inc., which are as follows:
Class
A ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

C.......................................................
D .......................................................

Retail price

1,000 Dgrn

- Up to3.cents.................... $
3.6to 8 cents......................

8.1 to 15cents .....................
15.1 cents and over ................

4

8
12

These rates will maintain the competitive balance between the cheap and the
more expensive cigar, so that we will be able to continue to sell our products at
a reasonable profit, pay fair prices to labor and to our suppliers of materials.
WM. H. DICKINSON,

Hatfleld, Mass.
(And 49 others.)
To Senate Finance Committee, Washington, D. C.:
Attached hereto are the petitions of 11 leaf tobacco dealers in and importers
of Cuban and Puerto Rican tobacco. These dealers and importers do approximately $10,009,000 business a year and support the proposal of the Cigar Manufacturers Association of America, Inc.
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,

Washington, D. 0.
HONORABLE Si s: The undersigned are leaf tobacco dealers in and Importers
of Cuban and Puerto Rican tobacco. Our industry serves in the main as middlempn between tobacco growers of Cuba and Puerto Rico and the manufacturers
of cigars in continental United States. The undersigned represent in unit
volume approximately 50 percent of all such tobacco Imported to the United
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States from Cuba and a substantial portion of the tobacco imported from Puerto
Rico.
Practically all of the tobacco imported from Cuba and Puerto Rico is used
in the manufacture of cigars now retailing from 5 cents and up.
The House schedule of taxes on cigars will of necessity decrease the consumer demand for cigars now retailing at 5 cents and up because of its imposition of a disproportionate increase in the tax on such cigars.
Since all of the Cuban and Puerto Rican tobacco which we have on hand
was purchased by us for use in 5-cent and higher-priced cigars, we will therefore
be forced to sell our tobacco at liquidation prices, and in the future will be
unable to pay a fair price to the growers of such tobacco on the islands of Cuba
and Puerto Rico.
We are therefore opposed to the recommendation of the House and strenuously
urge Instead adoption of the rates proposed by the Cigar Manufacturers Association of America, which are as follows:

Class
A -------------------------------------------------------B .......................................................
C.......................................................
D .......................................................

Retail price

Ta ars

Up to 3.5cents----------------------3.6 to 8 cents ---------------------8.1 to 15cents --- _---------------15.1cents and over ----------------

4
a
12

Dated August 1, 1942.
H. Duys & Co., INca,
HENRY
SFlsnER,
Assistant Secretary
(And 10 other companies)
To Senate Finance Committee, Washington, D. C.:
Attached hereto are the petitions of 55 representative tobacco farmers of
Lancaster County, Pa., who support the revised revenue.
These farmers are growing this year 1,203
acres. Last year this acreage
yielded them a total of approximately $285,750, of which only $14,750 was used
In two for 5-cent cigars and $271,000 in 5-cent cigars.
REPRESENTATIVE ToBACCO FARMERS,
LANCASTER COUNTY, PA.

:SENATE FINANCE Commrnrrx

Washington, D. C.
HONORABIL SIRs: The undersigned are farmers growing Pennsylvania cigar

leaf tobacco, the acreage of which in 1941 was upward of 35,000 acres. The value
of the crop for that year was approximately $7,900,000, of which approximately
$7,500,000 was used in the manufacture of cigars retailing at 5, cents each, and
$400,0CO in the manufacture of cigars retailing at two for 5 cents.
In April 1042 we presented a petition to the Ways and Means Committee of the
House of Representatives, objecting to the proposal made by the Secretary of the
Treasury for increased cigar taxes. In its place we supported and recommended
the adoption of a cigar tax schedule which was submitted by the Cigar Manufacturers Association of America, Inc.
You will find our petition addressed to the Honorable Robert L. Doughton
reported in the hearings before the Commnittee on Ways and Means of the House
of Representatives at pages 3280 and 3281. That petition was supported and
signed by upward of 4,000 farmers in this area, out of a total of approximately
t,500 farmers. 'The objection we raised at that time was that if the proposal
of the Secretary of the Treasury was adopted a discrimination would result
in favor of two for 5-cent cigar manufacturers and against the manufacturers
of 5-cent cigars because the increased tax on the 5-cent cigar was $3, an Increase
of 150 percent while the increased tax on cigars selling at two for 5 cents was
50 cents, or an increase of only 25 percent, That inequality would undoubtedly
decrease the demand for cigars retaining at 5 cents because the price of the
5-cent cigar would heve to be advanced to the odd-cent, while the two for 5-cent
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cigar manufacturers could very well absorb the tax. We respectfully refer your
committee to that petition, as well as the supporting petitions of the 4,000 farmers
mentioned.
The House Ways and Means Committee voted a tax schedule which not only
modified the proposal of the Secretary of the Treasury, but also of the Cigar
Manufacturers Association of America, Inc. The proposal of the House Ways
and Means Committee has since been approved by the House of Representatives.
We wish to point out that the vice Inherent in the proposal of the Secretary of
the Treasury exists as well in the proposal now approved by the House of Representatives because the House Ways and Means Committee's proposal fixes an
increased tax of 50 cents a thousand on two for .5 cent cigars and an increase
of $3 a thousand on 5 cent cigars.
We farmers cannot raise our tobacco to sell the substantial part of our crop
to manufacturers of cigar retailing at two for 5 cents and to whatever extent
the sale of 5 cent cigars is affected adversely by the Government's proposal, to
that same extent will we, the tobacco farmers in the Pennsylvania area, be
similarly affected. We depend entirely upon the income derived from our farms
for our livelihood and the growing of tobacco is one of our main sources of
income.
The Cigar Manufaturers Association of America, Inc., in an effort to compose
the conflicting views of cigar manufacturers in the industry, intend to present a
modified proposal to your honorable body. We have seen that new proposal
and we believe it to be fair and preferable to the tax schedule approved by the
House. The association's tax schedule will place the tax burden more equitably
upon all of the cigar manufacturers. It will not single out some for favored
treatment. By the adoption of this new Cigar Manufacturers Association of
America, Inc., proposal we believe the Lancaster farmers have a better opportunity to sell their crops at prices that will yield them an opportunity to earn a
living.
We have not had an opportunity because of the pressure of time to interview
as had been done previously the 4,000 farmers and whose signatures were obtained. We are confident, nevertheless, from the views expressed by many that
if this petition was submitted to each of these farmers they would be as willing
to sign it as they were the previous petition which had been submitted to them.
Because of the pressure upon your time we have refrained from requesting
an opportunity to be heard before your honorable committee and we have Instead filed this written statement, confident that you will give it your careful
Dated at Lancaster County, Pa., August 6, 1942.
A. R. WissLER
(And 29 other representative Lancaster County Tobacco Farmers).
SENATE FINANCE COMMITrEE,

Washington, D. 0.
HONORABE Sins: The undersigned are farmers growing Pennsylvania cigarleaf tobacco, the acreage of which in 1941 was upwards of 35,000 acres. The
value of the crop for that year was approximately $7,900,000, of which approximately $7,500,000 was used in the manufacture of cigars retailing at 5 cents each,
and $400.000 in the manufacture of cigars retailing at 2 for 5 cents.
In April 1942 we presented a petition to the Ways and Means Committee of
the House of Representatives, objecting to the proposal made by the Secretary
of the Treasury for Increased cigar taxes. In its place we supported and recommended the adoption of a cigar-tax schedule which was submitted by the Cigar
Manufacturers Association of America, Inc.
You will find our petition addressed to the Honorable Robert L. Doughton
reported in the hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means of the House
of Representatives at pages 8280 and 8281. That petition was supported and
signed by upwards of 4,000 farmers in this area, out of a total of approximately
6,500 farmers. The objection we raised at that time was that if the proposal
of the Secretary of the Treasury was adopted a discrimination would result in
favor of 2-for-5-cent cigar manufacturers and against the manufacturers of 5cent cigars because the increased tax on the 5-cent cigar was $,3,an increase of
150 percent, while the increased tax on cigars selling at 2 for 5 cents was 50
cents, or an 'increase of only 25 percent. That inequality would undoubtedly decrease the demand for cigars retailing at 5 cents because the price of the 5-cent
rigar would have to be advanced to the odd-cent, while'the 2-for-5-cent cigar
manufacturers could very well absorb the tax. We respectfully refer your com-
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mittee to that petition, as well as the supporting petitions of the 4,000 farmers
mentioned.
The House Ways and Means Committee voted a tax schedule which not only
modified the proposal of the Secretary of the Treasury, but also of the Cigar
Manufacturers Association of America, Inc. The proposal of the House. Ways
and Means Committee has since been approved by the House of Representatives
We wish to point out that the vice Inherent in the proposal of the Secretary of
the Treasury exists as well in the proposal now approved by the House of Representatives, because the House Ways and Means Committee's proposal fixes an
increased tax of 50 cents a thousand on 2-for-5-cent cigars and an Increase of
$3 a thousand on 5-cent cigars.
We farmers cannot raise our tobacco to sell the substantial part of our crop
to manufacturers of cigars retailing at 2 for 5 cents, and to whatever extent
the sale of 5-cent cigars is affected adversely by the Government's proposal, to
that same extent will we, the tobacco farmers In the Pennsylvania area, be sindlarly affected. We depend entirely upon the Income derived from our farms for
our livelihood, and the growing of tobacco is one of our main sources of Income.
The Cigar Manufacturers Association of America, Inc., In an effort to compose
the conflicting views of cigar manufacturers in the industry, intend to present a
modified proposal to your honorable body. We have seen that new proposal
and we believe it to be fair and preferable to the tax schedule approved by the
House. The association's tax schedule will place the tax burden more equitably
upon all of the cigar manufacturers. It will not single out some for favored
treatment. By the adoption of this new Cigar Manufacturers Association of
America, Inc., proposal we believe the Lancaster farmers have a better opportunity to sell their crops at prices that will yield them an opportunity to earn a
living.
We have not had an opportunity because of the pressure of time to interview,
as had been done previously, the 4,000 farmers and whose signatures were obtained. We are confident, nevertheless, from the views expressed by many, that
if this petition was submitted to each of these farmers they would be as willing
to sign it as they were the previous petition which had been submitted to them.
Because of tie pressure upon your time we have refrained from requesting an
opportunity to be heard before your honorable committee, and we have instead
filed this written statement, confident that you will give it your careful attentioL
Dated at Lancaster County, Pa., August 6, 1942.
HARY X- BUNEMAN
(And 24 representative Lancaster County farmers).

BRIEF SUBMITTED BY ERJC CALAMIA, PRESIDENT OF RTArmT TOBACCO DFA.\.ER OF
AMERICA, INC., PROTESTING THE NEWLY IMPOSED TAX STRUCTURE ON CIGARS AS

PASSED BY THE HOUSE
I am an independent retail tobacconist, having engaged in this business for the
past &5 years in New York City. I am also president of Retail Tobacco Dealers
of America, Inc., a national trade association representing thousands of small
independent tobacco retailers.
This brief is submitted In protest of the schedule of increased excise taxes on
cigars as adopted by the House of Representatives which establishes nine different classifications with a graduated tax for each. A careful analysis of it
clearly shows it to be comparable to a sales tax of such proportions that it will
seriously disrupt the industry, adversely affect consumption, and, I really believe,
fail to produce the amount of increased revenue anticipated.
This proposed tax amounts to placing apremium on quality merchandise.
The Internal Revenue Department's figures show that whereas 15 year ago,
cigars retailing at 10 cents or more constituted 50 percent of cigar production,
today they represent but 10 percent of tire total volume. Furthermore, the
dollar volume of the retail cigar dealer has suffered with the decline in the
consumption of better cigars. In other industries where the price of a commodity to the consumer has been reduced by lower production costs, the result
has been greatly Increased sales volume. The contrary is true in the cigar
industry. The figures show a sharp and steady decline in dollar volume as the
consumer shifted to cheaper and cheaper merchandise. The tax schedule as
adopted by the House further threatens the consumption of higher-priced -cigars
and experience shows that under it the retailer unfortunately would have no
counter balance In volume to compensate for this loss.
76093-.42--vol. 2-10
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No tax, other than the excise tax on cigars, is graduated according to the
retail selling price. True, since 1941 there has been a form of ad valorem tax
imposed on certain commodities, such as cosmetics, jewelry. and furs, but this
Is collected at the point of sale and paid for by the consumer, seprate.y. on
the other hand, cigar taxes are paid by the manufacturer, added to the coxt
of the cigar and not recognized or known to the consumer. Hidden taxes revsuiting in increased prices discourage the consumption of the finer products of our
industry and should only be levied with due regard for the law of diminishing
returns. The tobacco retailer is dependent upon the sale of the better-priced
cigars as is the future of the entire cigar business.
The present plight of the hundreds of thousands of independent retail tobac.
conists in the Nation is indeed a precarious one. We are fighting for survival
against price-cutting practices-agninst inequitable distribution of scarce merchandise-and now, we are greatly concerned with the manner and the extent
to which Congress proposes to levy increased cigar taxes.
We yield to none in our patriotism and in our willingness to support the war
effort. If increased taxes must be forthcoming from the cigar industry they
should be levied without creating new classifications which would produce chaos
in the retail price structure. We know that the survival of the small man in
business is essential to the perpetuation of freedom of commerce.
ERIc CALAMIA.
Dated WASHINGTON, D. C., August 11, 1942.

MEMORANDUM BY JOSEPH KOLODNY, ExctEIV
SECRETARY, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF TOBACCO DISTRIBITORS, ON PROPOSED INCREASES IN CIGAR TAXEs

The National Association of Tobacco Distributors, for which I speak, represents the wholesale tobacco trade of the United States. Its membership supplies all tobacco products and kindred lines to approximately 1,000,000 retail
tobacco outlets. Our annual aggregate volume reaches the almost atronomical
figures of $2,000,000,000.
In this connection, may I interpolate the observation that because of the wide.
spread and efficient methods of tobacco distribution, tobacco, in one form or
another, is more easily available to the consuming public and more accessible
to it than any other consumer's item.
Last April I had the privilege to appear before the Ways and Means Com.
mittee. At that time I pleaded for the exclusion of cigars from any further
tax imposts. Our plea was actuated primarily by the reason that the consumption of cigars--except for the last 18 months-had been on a sharp decline
during the decade and a half from 1926 to 1940, and that since the industry was
in an unhealthy condition it would not have been good economics or good
salesmanship to increase its burdens and handicaps.
Even though it seems for the moment to have veered away from the downward
spiral, we were certain that the industry was still, metaphorically speaking, an
invalid, and that practical business Judgment would dictate that it be granted
A period of convalescence before being subjected to the inevitable dislocation of
a revised tax schedule coupled with heavier taxation.
We believed, and accordingly urged upon the House committee, that it would
be good Judgwent to nurse the industry aleng in the hope that it again might
attain ax, annual production output of 8,000,000,000 cigars-the production fig.
ure of 1920-and that in that reinvigorated state the cigar industry would
-furnish for the Governmefit a healthy vehicle for the exaction of substantial
tax revenue, not merely the additional yield of twelve or thirteen million dollars
which is now being sought.
From a hard-headed business standpoint-and considering the longe-range
interests of both the Government and the industry--we would be Justified by
all logic to present an identical plea to your honorable committee. But many
far-reaching developments have transpired in recent months and, contrary as
it is to the best interests of the industry and the Government, we cannot, at
this uncture register any intransigent opposition to an increase in the tax on
cigars. Recognizing that the hazards of a severe dislocation of the industry
are still inherent in any new tax schedule, we feel that such risks must be
assumed so that every available avenue may be tapped to secure adequate
revenue to aid In the prosecution of the war.
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What then, constitutes a satisfactory formula? Perhaps, to utilize a belabored expression, "There ain't no such animal." Just as it Is possible for
any Industry to make a special case for the exemption of any further-levies on
its products, so, by the same token, It is concededly possible for a manufacturer
of a particular classification or price of cigars to single out his particular brand
and argue for its special consideration, but the success of democratic principles
requires tile discovery of a satisfactory compromise.
A schedule that Is conceived in equity ought to prove to a large extent, satisfactory to all the component units of the industry. Obviously, the fears and
hysteria which a proposed change in classifications would evoke In any in.
dustry are much more acute in an industry which has been the victim of
diminishing returns than in an industry whose products have grown and expanded In public acceptance.
Fundamentally, it should be recognized that cigars cannot be placed in the
same category as cigarettes, which enjoy a vast public demand and which are
dispensed by the retailer almost as easily as the post office sells stamps.
Conditions surrounding the merchandising of cigars are totally different. The
number of cigars sold is less than 3 percent of the number of cigarettes. Since
the volume is not large, and since they require special.care and conditioning,
cigars demand special attention and merchandising talent on the part of the
retailer. Selling at a higher cost per unit and at a slower rate of turn-over,
they depend far more on good display and salesmanship than cigarettes, whose
sale Is virtually automatic. It is absolutely essential to have the full support
and cooperation of the retailer.
As distributors of all classes and prices of cigars, transacting business with
all manufacturers, we are naturally eager to safeguard and preserve the economic
destinies of all of them.
Thus, as distributors, we are exceedingly apprehensive about the schedule
Included in the new tax bill as approved by tile House of Representatives to
increase the number of cigar classifications from the present five to nine. We
are definitely of the opinion that it would entail not merely a period of reeducation, but an extremely burdensome and perhaps even destructive problem
of readjustment, during which not only all manufacturers, but wholesalers and
retailers as well, would be subjected to almost intolerable economic stress, and
confusion. I am fearful that such a schedule would also cause the loss of
Interest on the part of the retailer In the sale of cigars.
What Is a fair alternative? We have fully analyzed and diagnosed the
proposal-before you--of the Cigar Manufacturers' Association.
While, as hlready stated, it is manifestly impossible to formulate an absolutely
fool-proof, faultless plan, it seems to us that this proposed schedule-except for
the family squabble pertaining to cigars retailing at two for 5 cents--has given
Just consideration to all factors comprising the Industry and that-subject to a
reasonable compromise of the two-for-5-cent Issue--it strikes a fair common
denominator.
While it will demand marked revamping and readjustment on the part of
virtually all manufacturers, that is the consequence of war, and cigar manufacturers, distributors, and retailers cannot escape it. Any proposal must be predicated on the principle that the burdens and handicaps are evenly distributed
and no class is discriminated against or put in a more disadvantageous position
than the others. ,In our capacity of impartial distributors of all classes of
cigars, we feel that the schedule now offered by the Cigar Manufacturers'
Association--except for the foregoing observations--definitely meets these requirements and should be adopted as equitable to the entire cigar industry.
We did not regard In that light the schedule submitted to the House committee
by the same association.
We, therefore, urge your honorable committee to accord favorable consideration
to the recommendation of the Cigar Manufacturers' Association.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION oF ToBAcco DIsTrBuTois, INc.,
JosEH IKOLODNT, ERxecutive Secretary.

Mr. GARCIA. It has been my privilege, gentlemen, to appear before

you in the past on proposed taxation on cigars , on which occasions

your decisions have been against further taxation on the cigar industry. You are no doubt aware that in our previous presentations,

-
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notably last year and again this year i64ore the Ways and Means
Committee, we have expressed a full desire to cooperate with the heeds
of the Government for revenue, and in spite of our sincere feeling
that cigars should not be further taxed, we proposed a base and a
rate of taxation which we hoped would be sustained and under which
as much or even more revenue would accrue to the Government than it
was estimated.
At this time we are confronted with a proposal for tf.xation on
cigars of such a radical nature that we hope that you wilt recognize
it as most unreasonable. We fully realize your tremendous task
and the limitations in your time. As I will be probably the only
representative for the industry as a whole, my responsibility is a
great one, and I hope you will forgive me if I speak very earnestly
on this subject and against the proposal of the Ways and Means
Committee which so seriously threatens to disrupt our industry and
destroy the very objects you seek-revenue for the United States Government.
You cannot, gentlemen, do violence to an industry, weaken it and
in certain parts destroy it entirely and still expect it to function and
produce revenue.
I respectfully beg to remind you of the present basis of taxation
on cigars. These rates are shown on chart No. 2 in the lower righthand corner, namely, cigars retailing up to and including 5 cents are
called class A and are taxed at $2 per thousand. Those retailing at
5.1 to 8 cents are called class B and are taxed at $3 per thousand.
Cigars retailing from 8.1 to 15 cents are class C and are taxed at $5
per thousand. Cigars retailing from 15.1 to 20 conts are called class D
and are taxed $10.50 per thousand, and from 20.1 cents up they are
taxed at $13.50 per thousand as class E.
Senator LA Y4OLLEWrE. Those are the present rates?
Mr. GARCIA. Those are the present rates.

This classification basis on the retail selling price is tax-l)aid at the
factory and made a part of the cost of manu facture. This basis on
taxation has been in force since 1917, prior to which time there was a
uniform straight rate of $3 per thousand on cigars weighing over 3
pounds per thousand. The present rates on this basis have been in
effect since March 1926.
If you have heard, and no doubt many of your have, of the differences in opinions as to what the tax should or should not be on
cigars, is it at all surprising when you consider the member of classifications into which one industry has been split? I desire at the same
time to make it clear that we speak for a majority not only of the industry as a whole but of every class within the industry. We doubt
that there is more than one cigar manufacturer in the whole industry
who favors the Treasury Department's proposal. Practically the
entire industry unanimously oppose that proposal.
Now, if you will be good enough to refer to chart No. 1, showing
the volume of consumption of cigars, starting with class A, cigars
retailing up to 5 cents, you will note the total number of cigars produced in 1927, namely, 6,908,000,000, and note that thequantity of the
class A 5-cent cigars in percentage is 48.4 percent of the. total cigars in
1927 which were 5 cents.
Now, note the figure for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1942, on this
same class A, 5-cent cigars, an increase of over 2,000,000,000 and repre-
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senting at the present time 89.2 percent of the total consumption of
cigars. All these cigars in class A have paid the same tax, $2 a thousand, regardless of whether they sold for 5 cents, 4 cents, 2 for 5 cents,
or even less.
Within this class A there has been a steady history of a steady tendency year by year toward consumption of cigars of less than 5 cents,
and predominantly in cigars retailing at two for 5 cents, until today
almost 50 percent of all the class A cigars which are taxed at $2 a
thousand are made to sell at retail for two for 5 cents. Actually, the
traditional 5-cent cigar has dropped materially in consumption during
these past 15 years.
Now, the Treasury Department proposes to divide this class A
into three classifications instead of one. You will note under the propoSal which is in the brief on page 13, that cigars retailing up to and
including two for 5 cents would be taxed at $2.50 per thousand, representing an increase of 50 cents per thousand.
Senator DAvis. We are interested in those 2-for-5-cent cigars in
Pennsylvania, and I wonder what the attitude of the manufacturers
would be on the 2-for-5-cent cigars in Pennsylvania; what effect would
it have upon them?
Mr. GARCIA. May I answer that later?
Senator DAvIs. Certainly.
Mr. GARcIA. I have tried to cover that in the presentation, but I
would be pleased to answer you now if you wish.
Senator DAVIs. Never mind.
Mr. GARCIA. Another class, from two for 5 cents to 4 cents would be
taxed at $3.50 per thousand, an increase of $1.50 per thousand. Those
from 4 to 6 cents to be taxed at $5 per thousand, an increase of $3 per
thousand.
This is proposed on the production of a class of cigars which for
years has been taxed at one basic rate of $2 per thousand.
Can anyone fail to recognize the serious danger which threatens
to drive the production and consumption of cigars to price levels
which must lessen the revenue to the Government, because of discrimination and maladjustment within the industry, and to its labor
and to the tobacco grower?
The Government wants money and the cigar industry is your
agency for the collection of that revenue, but in the final analysis
it is the consumer who pays, based on his voluntary decision and
ability to spend.
This proposal of the Treasury Department is objected to as being
taxation used as a vehicle for regimenting changes within the industry, disrupting existing Practices and relationships, and with the
Government the ultimate sufferer.
Please note also on chart I, consumption of cigars-and this is very
important: In spite of the steady trend during the past 15 years
toward cheap cigars at the lowest revenue producing brackets, there
has nevertheless been a steady decline in the total cigar consumption. The last year and a half has shown a slight increase but very
small. In other industries, cheaper production methods and lower
consumer costs have most generally' resulted in marked increases in
consumer acceptance. This has not been the case in the cigar industry. In spite of offerings of sizes, prices and quality unequalled
in the history of cigars. If-the per capita consumption of cigars had
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maintained itself on a par with the consumption at its peak back
in 1920, there would have been produced last year in this country
14,000,000,000 cigars as against 6,000,000,000 which were actually
produced.
I trust, gentlemen, that you will understand that there is no intent
to depreciate the value of 2-for-5-cent cigars or any other type. Each
is very valuable and each must be fostered to the same degree. There
cannot be any discrimination either in favor of 5-cent cigars or in
favor of cigars produced at lesser prices or at greater prices.
From the standpoint of revenue, however, this class A, the 5-cent
and 2-for-5-cent cigars must be given the most careful study. It is
in this production-over 5,500,000,000 cigars out of a total of 6,000,000,000--from which the revenue must be obtained. Destroy that and
you destroy the revenue. Anyone who believes that the required and
necessary additional revenue will be obtained from the small 10 percent remaining, about 500,000,000 cigars in all, of the other classes,
certainly does not know his cigar-.maoking public.
The next classification is class B, also on chart 1. I am sorry to:
have to go over all of these various classes, but that is the burden
that we have been carrying, and we believe it is very essential to,
explain it and show the proposed taxation and its results.
The next classifiction, class B, cigars selling at from 5.1 cents
to 8 cents, and on which the present tax is $3 per thousand. On chart
No. 1, you will note how this class has practically disappeared fror
a total in 1927 of 12.4 percent of the total consumption to 0.8 of I
percent of the total in the last fiscal year.
The proposed new tax for this class of cigars is under a new class
called D at $7 a thousand, and representing an increase of $1 a
thousand. The reasons for the disappearance of this present class B
may be found in the absorption of class A in the trend toward cheaper
cigars. History might very well repeat itself in the same disappearance of the present 5-cent cigars which the proposal sets up as class C.
We now come to the very important class, namely, class C, cigars
manufactured to retail from 8.1 to 15 cents, and on which the present
tax is $5 per thousand. Notice on chart 1, consumption of cigars,
how this consumption has gradually dropped away continuously
from 1927 to the present time. In 1927, of the total cigars, 36.6 percent were consumed as compared with the last fiscal year of 9.2 percent,
a drop from 2,500,000,000 cigars sold at 10 cents and up to less than
500,000,000 in 15 years.
Allow us to couple this class C with the revenue history as shown on
chart No. 2. In 1927, the total tax paid was $12,515,000 on the 10-cent
and up cigars, representing 53 percent of the total tax collected. For
the last fiscal year ending June 30, 1942, the tax collected on class C was,
$2 826,000, or 19 percent of the total.
The new tax proposal on this present class C recommends that this
class be split up into two new classes, namely, a new class E for cigars
retailing from 8.1 to 11 cents to be taxed at $10 a thousand, representing an increase of $5 per thousand, and another new class F for cigars
retailing at from 11.1 to 15 cents to be taxed at $13.50 per thousand,
an increase of $8.50 per thousand.
To complete the picture, the remaining present classes are our
present D cigars retailing at 15.1 up to 20 cents, on which -the new tax
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proposal is $18 per thousand, representing an increase of, $7,50, and
which are to be classed as G. 0ur present class E, cigars retailing
from '20.1 up, it is proposed to tax $25 a thousand, representing an
increase of $11.50, and to be known as class H.
Then, under the Treasury proposal, an entirely new class is created
for all cigars retailing at 30.1 up, which is to be taxed at $35 per
thousand, which would be an increase of $21.50 per thousand.
The charts for both consumption and revenue, Nos. 1 and 2, present
the picture of exactly what has happened during the past 15 years,
both in the production of the factories and the revenue to the Government on cigars retailing above 15 cents. Please note the discrimination represented in the percentage of rates of tax increase which
are proposed on each cla.s of cigars. The reposed percentage of increases are: On the 2-for-5-cent cigars, 25 percent; on cigars up to 4
cents, the proposal is 75 percent increase; on the 5-cent cigars, the proposal is 150 percent increase; on the 6- to 8-cent cigars, 133 percent increase; on the 8- to 11-cent cigars, 100 percent; from 11- to 15-cent
cigars, 175 percent; on 15-cent to 20-cent cigars, 71 percent; on the
20-cent to 30-cent cigars, 85 percent, and on the 80-cent cigars and
up. 160 percent.
Does it seem reasonable to double and more than double taxes on
classes of cigars which are threatened with extinction under the present basis of taxation? How can there be any doubt that this small
remaining volume of 10 percent of cigar consumption which remains
in the 10-cent up is seriously threatened toward further decline under
the increased taxes as are proposed?
If the cigar industry, gentlemen, is entitled to a place in the economic structure of the country, and we think it is, and if the Government expects it to contribute revenue, the satisfaction and the appetite
for cigar smoking must be maintained and catered to by the production of cigars of quality in all prices. The Government and the cigar
industry have spent millions of dollars toward that end, and particularly on the farmers. Whatever barriers are placed in the path,
whether they be in the form of taxes or any other form, must result
in injury to the industry and in attendant loss to the Government.
The class C cigars at prices from 10 cents and up play an important
part in maintaining tone and quality and smoking satisfactoion not
only in their own price brackets but likewise on the classes below
them. To further alienate these high grade cigars is to ftirther weaken
the very backbone of the industry. It is in these classes that import
duties are paid; it is in these classes that the top-grade qualities of
domestic tobaccos are used and which market the farmer must have
in order to supply the lower-grade leaf types commensurate with
the requirements of the manufacturers of cheap cigars. The highgrade manufacturer, the 5-cent manufacturer, and the two-for-5 manufacturer each bear a balanced relation to the farm prices. It is the
statement of the farmer that it is not possible to raise tobacco for
two-for-5-cent cigars only. It is in these high-grade cigars, 10 cents
and up, where are employed by far the greatest number of cigarmakers on hand workmanship the continued employment of which
must depend on all these considerations. They can only survive and
prosper as their principal branch of the industry is allowed to prosper,
We consider, gentlemen, that the proposal of the Government for
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taxation on these high-grade cigars is one of the most serious threats
which we have ever been confronted with, discriminatory to the manufacturers, to the workers, to the farmers. The proposat of the Government for increased taxes does great potential injury to Cuba.
First, it most adversely affects the consumption of cigars made in
Cuba, and for which the Vnited States is just about its onlv remaining
customer. Just as the proposed taxes will do great inJuLy to our
domestic high-grade manufacturer, so will it affect the cigars im.
ported from Cuba, and on which, as you know, there is already an
import duty. Just as our American farmer must be adversely affected in any further impetus towards cheaper cigars, so will it affect
the second largest industry of Cuba, Havana tobacco imported into the
United States for the manufacture of our high-grade cigars; and, as
you well know, considerably into the 5-cent cigars.
In like manner, as we object to the proposed basis of taxation on
the cigars in class A, so do we most strenuously oppose the basis proposed for the present classes, C, D, and E. The proposal for these
classes is discriminatory, will disrupt this branch of the industry, and
will destroy the source of revenue to the Government.
As we understand, the present proposed revenue bill for war purposes, this is the bill to obtain revenue for war purposes. It is not
intended as legislation to accomplish radical changes within any
industry. We have put ourselves on record, much as we feel that
our industry should not be taxed at all, that we are prepared to do
our share in adding revenue to the Government, and, conditions permitting, perhaps more than they ask for. The proposals of the Government for radical changes in the basis of thetaxation are all the
more deplorable because it is the only commodity that we know of
that is treated in this matter. All other excise taxed articles, such as
beer, whisky, liquors of all kinds, wines, playing cards, and other
items are all taxed per unit regardless of the retail selling price. A
quart of the cheapest liquor pays the same tax as the most expensive.
Even in the tobacco industry there is no such type of taxation under
which cigars have been burdened- these many years, and which the
Government now proposes to doubly- increase that burden. Ciga.
rettes--one tax per thousand. Smoking tobaccos-so much per pound.
Snuff and chewing tobaccos, all are taxed without regard to classifications into the retail selling prices.
Some articles carry excise taxes collected at the retail sale point,
such as cosmetics, jewelry, furs, and so forth, which of course is a
quite different story from hiding them as part of a manufacturer's
cost, and of which the consumer is utterly unaware. Why should the
cigar industry be singled out for this type of taxation? Isn't that
in itself discrimination to an industry, or is it possible that all of the
bases of excise taxation in all the other industries are all wrong?
Many in our industry feel that in this type of taxation may be
found most of the reasons for the history of declining consumption
and the declining revenue and steady trend toward cheaper cigars.
Some advocate that all classes should be eradicated; others feel that
this is not a propitious time.
As I have stated at the beginning of my statement, no industry
which is not healthy or which is house divided can be expected to render proper service, whether to the Government, the consumer, or to
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itself intall of its component parts. The history of cigars is one of
a declining industry, only just recently showing a spark of revival.
The statistics that you have before you in the charts speak for themselves in the portrayals of the declines in cigar consumption and revenue in numbers of manufacturers, in numbers of employees, and the

value of material consumed. The revenue now accruing to the United
States Government is several million dollars more than the total net
profits of the industry.
In summary, if this proposed basis of taxation on cigars and proposed rates were approved first. the cigar industry in all o its
branches would be disrupted and'weakened; second, it would represent a discrimination against the cigar industry ; third it would establish discrimination within the industry, class by class; fourth, it
would nullify the reciprocal benefits of our trade agreements in imports; fifth, it would react to the detriment of the workers, the tobacco growers, and the retailers of cigars; sixth, it will not obtain
for the Government the additional revenue which it seeks.
The cigar manufacturers strenuously object to the acceptance of
e tax on cigars. In its stead we present to you a simplithe p
fiedbasis of only four classifications, which we believe will be fair
to all branches of the industry. You will find our proposal on page
12 of the brief.
Senator LA FOLLL-Tr. You divide it into four classifications?
Mr. GARCIA. That is correct, sir. It is our hope that you will see
the wisdom of simplification in the classification of cigars, getting
away from the discrimination which have worked havoc in the industry on the present classification and which, under the proposed
schedule, would be intensified.
I thank you very much.
Senator TAMr. But you discriminate also between the 21-/ and
5-cent cigars? You make a dollar difference in your schedule? You
make a distinction between the two-for-5 and the 5-cent cigars which
has not existed before?
Mr. GARCIA. Yes; we have established a differential in that particular class. There are many reasons for that.
Senator TArr. You are willing to make the 5-cent cigar tax heavier
than the two-for-5I
Mr. GARCIA. Yes; the industry seems prepared to make that change
in the present classification.
Senator TArr. If you move the $3 and $4 up to $3.50 and $4.50,
you get almost exactly the Treasury figure, according to your claim?
Mr. GARCIA. That is correct.
Senator TArt. Would that make a great difference to youI
Mr.

GARCIA.

It

would under present conditions.

Of course, it is

very difficult to evaluate what tomorrow might bring forth. Farm
prices are not ceilinged. Tobacco from Cuba, for instance, I don't
need to tell you gentlemen what rates must be paid to bring tobacco
from Cuba. And with manufacturing costs, labor prices for domestic tobacco to the farmer, and so forth, it would seem advisable
to keep the tax as low as possible in order to obtain a maximum
amount of revenue.
Senator LA FoLtxrr. Did I understand you to say that you are
authorized to represent a majority of the manufacturers?
Mr. GARCIA. Yes, sir, that is correct.
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Senator LA FoLLrrE. Of all types of cigars?
Mr. GARcIA. Of all types of cigars.
Senator Gurrrx. Does that include manufacture of cigars in Lancaster and York Counties, Pa., where they make the great bulk of
the two-for-a-nickel cigars?
Mr. GARCIA. They might not be members of our association; they
might be members who have different views, but we are prepared to
show that the total production which we represent is as stated, 85
percent. Now, those manufacturers that you mention might be included in the 15 percent.
The CHAIRMAN. Any other questions?
Senator DAVIS. I would like to ask a question here. The two-for-5
cigars, do they pay less taxes than the 5-cent cigar?
Mr. GARCIA. owI
Senator DAVIS. Yes.
Mr. GARcIA. No.

Senator DAVIS. What does this change in the tax program mean
on the two-for-5 cigars?
Mr. GARCIA. The change means this, that the two-for-5 manufacturers cannot produce two-for-S-cent cigars with conditions as they
are, tax or no tax. That might be excepted to by one firm in the
United States, but I don't think I am wrong when I state that no
manufacturer can make two-for-5 cigars in this country.
Senator DAVIS. What effect will this have on the farmer, I mean
the farmer up in Lancaster and York Counties, and other farmers as
far as that is concerned on this two-for-5-cent cigar or 5-cent cigar?
Will they get a reasonable price for it?
Mr. GARCIA. It- is to be presumed that any further taxes on the
cigar industry must be reflected in the higher p rices of the cigars
themselves, and the farmers would get more and the laborer would
get more.
Senator DAVIS. What did the farmer get last year in Pennsylvania
for his crop, for the two-for-5-cent cigar and the 5-cent cigar V
Mr. GARCIA. I am not an authority on Pennsylvania tobacco, but I
am given to understand that the two-for-5 manufacturer pays about
B cents a pound for the tobacco in that area, and on the 5-cent cigars,
the price is around 15 cents per pound.
Senator DAVIS. In Pennsylvania, we believe there is nothing better
than two good cigars for a nickel.
Mr. GARcIA. It is a question whether under conditions now they

should try to continue to produce them for two for a nickel.
Senator DAVIS. What will be the manufacturers' attitude on that
toward this increase in the tax; that is, those who make the two-for-5cent ciar ?
Mr. UARCIA. It is my understanding that they are predominantly in

favor of the proposal that we make on the two-for-5 cigars. That is
my understanding.
Senator DAvIs. That is the proposal you have submitted?
Mr. GARCIA. That is correct.
Senator DAVIS. Not the one that is now in the tax bill T
Mr. GARCIA. No, sir. The reason for that is that there is just one
firm who- would probably absorb that 50 cents per thousand. The
reasons for it, he knows himself. He may have raw materials on hand
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to last him, or any number of reasons. One concern producing not
more than 25 percent of the total two-for-5 production-one concern.
Senator DAVIS. I am told that some of them are thinking that the
tobacco growers, with the price they are now receiving without this
tax of attaching a little factory at the back of the farm and making
their own cigars.
Mr. GARCIA. The two-for-5 cigars should go for three for 10 in order
to provide the increased costs which have come to us all-more for the
tobacco6 the farmer and the laborer in the factory.
The HAIRMAN. hank you, Mr. Garcia.
Senator Pepper.
STATEMENT OF HON. CLAUDE PEPPER, A UNITED STATES SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF FLORIDA
Senator PEPPER. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,
I appear here today due to the fact that Senator Whitaker, who was
to represent the cigar industry in Florida, and particularly that part
of it which is centered in Tampa, was suddenly called back to
Florida; and I received a telegram from the president of the Hav-ATampa Cigar Co., which is the second largest manufacturer of the
class A cigar, the two-for-5 and the 5-cent cigar, as follows:
I am disturbed in that Pat was forced to leave Washington. I know he has
gone thoroughly into this whole situation with you and that, therefore, you
realize fully how much it means to me. Under these circumstances may I de.pend on you to do your very best to enable me to continue in my best efforts
to afford employment to worthy and loyal employees and to maintain a business
that will enable me to produce revenue to the maximum? I subscribe wholeheartedly to a tax program that will bring forth every cent that an individual,
a corporation, or a business can possibly pay as we must have just this to
defend that which you and I stand for and to give posterity a reasonable
chance, but I am concerned that those who would do Just this for us would
because of lack of information, destroy the revenues that we need so badly. I
realize that this could be construed as a selitsh statement but I pledge my
reputation on the sincerity of this appeal.

It is signed "Eli Witt."
Now, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, in Florida we
produce almost exclusively the two-for-5 and the 5-cent cigar. The
tobacco for those cigars is purchased in the great many States of the
Union, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Connecticut, Wisconsin Georgia, and
certain other States. The revenue tax in 1926 imposed on the class A
cigar was $2 per thousand. At that time the class A cigars were
about 46 percent of the total number produced. That category has
increased in proportion to the total production until today the figures
I have are that they constitute 91 percent of the total production of
cigars in the United States.
At that time the margin of profit was, I imagine, not enormous or
not exorbitant, and upon that particular type of cigar. Had it been
so, I assume the Treasury would not have made certain reductions
which they made at that time. Since that time, that part of the
industry engaged in the manufacture of that type of cigar has continually absorbed an increasing cost very steadily growing from year
to year until it has reached the point where they cannot absorb any
further increased cost unless they increase the price of the commodity,
and due to the peculiar character of these cigars, the two-for-5 or
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the 5-cent cigar, which have an advertised name and which are known
to the public, and due to certain established smoking habits, if they
ever increase the price they destroy the character of their product
and the sales begin. to diminish instead of to increase, and therefore
the revenue to the Government is less instead of more; in other words,
you begin to feel the effects of the law of diminishing returns.
This one company in 1937 paid in social-security taxes $24,000; in
Federal income taxes, $64,000; for import duty, $28,000; in revenue
stamps, $256,000. That made total payments in those four categories
of taxes in the fiscal year 1937 of $375,090.68.
In the year 1941, that company paid for social-security taxes
$44,000; Federal income taxes, $128,035 instead of $64,000 as in 1937;
import duty, $55,000; revenue stamps, $377,409 as compared to $256,697 in 1937; or total payments in 1941 of $606,035.75. And they paid
these increased taxes without increasing a single mill in the selling
price of their commodity. Either the manufacturer had to absorb
that continually increasing tax, or the retailer had to increase itone way or the other.
I made a little compilation from some information I got from the
Treasury, to this effect: The class A cigar, which is the 5-cent
cigar and the two-for-5, in 1941 consisted of a production of 4,929,000,000. The total production of all cigars in 1941 was 5,528,000,000.
You will see that is 49 to 55 in volume or in numbers. In revenue,
the revenue derived from the class A was $10,219,000, whereas the
total revenue derived from all cigars by the Federal Goveri,:nent was
$13,400,000. So 10 as to 13, I believe, gives about 80 percent of the
total Federal revenue derived from this particular category of cigars.
These figures indicate certain peculiar smoking habits established
on the part of the public with respect to cigars.
In class B, which was the 5- to 8-cent retail seller, there were only
43,000,000 cigars produced in 1941.
In the class C, the 8- to 15-cent seller, there were 513,000,000.
In the class D, the 15- to 20-cent seller, 39,000,000.
In the class E, above the 20-cent seller, 4,800,000.
That indicates a rather peculiar thing that the volume of the
smoking of cigars is in the 5- or two-ior-5-cent category, or in
the 8-to-15 cent category, indicating that if a fellow wants better
than a two for a nickel or a nickel cigar, that he goes up to one
that sells between 8 and 15 cents. He either gets what might be
called a cheap cigar, "a poor man's cigar," or he buys what is
called a good average cigar from 8 to 15 cents.
Now, here is an interesting indication of how this proposed tax
would work out. At the present time the class A cigar bears a
tax of $2 per thousand. They propose to increase the two-for-anickel cigar which now bears a tax of $2 per thousand to $2.50
per thousand. The effect of that would be to raise the tax on
mills. This
the individual two-for-a-nickel cigar from 2 to 2
manufacturer that I am primarily speaking for here this afternoon, because he is typical of that part of the industry which is
located at Tampa manufactures slightly over 100,000,000 cigars a
year. That woula mean that if this tax were imposed upon this
manufacturer, that there would be added to his income tax with
respect to this peculiar category of cigars, the two-for-a-nickel,
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$50,000. His tax payment for Federal income-tax purposes in 1937
on his whole business was $64,000, and in 1941 was $128,000. If
ou add $50,000 to that, you increase by nearly 50 percent the
urden of his income tax, aside from the fact that this bill carries,
of course, the normal increase on the net income of this corporation.
That is due, of course, to the limitation of this manufacturer
passing on this tax due to the peculiar nature of this product, to
the consuming public. I have estimated that this company produced about a quarter as many nickel cigars as they did two-for-anickel. If that is true, then upon the calculation that I have given,
there would be an additional tax of about $12,500 for this company, which would make on his normal business an increase in his
income tax of about $62,500. That is an- extra that is to be imposed upon that corporation in addition to the taxes it would pay
ifit were engaged in the grocery business or any other business and
paying on its net income upon which, of course, everybody has to pay.
Here is the way it affects the individual manufacturer or retailer. As I said, the class A cigar now bearing a tax of $2 per
thousand pays 2 mills tax on each cigar. That would be increased
by this proposed tax increase to $2.50 per thousand, a half a mill.
How is the manufacturer going to pass that half'a mill tax on to
the purchaser? The Office of Price Administration has established
a ceiling upon cigars, and they provide that that ceiling can be
exceeded only in the event.-that the tax is distinctly added to the
purchase price and so indicated. When you have got a half a
mill increase, you cannot charge the purchaser an additional 9mill increase without violating the law and without imposing upon
the purchaser. And yet if you cannot add it on to the purchaser,
obviously it has got to be absorbed by either the retailer or the
manufacturer, and we all know that the margin of profit of the
retailer has always been very small.
Look what happens to' the nickel-cigar, according to the same .calculation. It is now paying the same taix as the two-for-a-nickel, that
is, $2 per thousand. t is paying a tax of 2 mills upon each individual
cigar. This proposal is a tax of $5 per thousand upon the nickel cigar,
which means 5 mills tax for each individual cigar, which means two
and one-half times the tax it is now paying, 5 as to 2, alpd that means,
therefore, that the tax on that cigar-that is a 3-mill increase upon
the nickel cigar. How is the manufacturer or the retailer going to
pass those 3 mills on? It is 3 mills, and therefore not half of 1
cent, but under the Office of Price Administration regulations, he
cannot add a cent on, and you cannot divide a cent up into mills to
the individual purchaser, and it means therefore again that the retailer or the manufacturer in this case has to absorb that additional
tax.
Senator JOHNsON. His income tax will be smaller, though.
Senator PEPPER. You mean that he will make less?
Senator JOHNsON. Yes.
Senator PEPPER. But it would be a little unfair to reduce it in that
way, Senator. As a matter of fact, that is just exactly what the manufacturer is afraid of-his income tax will be smaller because his income will be smaller; but the point is, instead of subjecting his income
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to the same tax paid by the other. businessman who makes the 'same
profit as he does, he is being subjected to an additional burden because
he deals in this commodity.
Senator LA FozrrE What are you advocating, Senator?
Senator PFPER. I am advocating, and I am speaking only for the
class A cigar as now classified that that peculiar type of cigar cannot
have any additional tax burden added to it under the existing circumstances and smoking habits without the Government reaching a
point of diminishing returns in revenue.
Senator LA FoLLzTi. Would you advocate the continuation of the
existing rate?
Senator PEPPER. The continuation of the existing rate of $2 per
thousand.
Senator VANDNBERG. And you don't want to have a different classification? You don't want to open a "second front" in that category
of cigarsI
Senator PEPPER. That is the way we have been operating for years,
and that is the only way the figures are available at the present time.
Now, Mr. Chairman, it is obvious that one of the additional burdens
that has had to be borne by this industry is, of course, the increase in
wages, and I have here before me a clipping from a Tampa newspaper where, I think justly, the Wage and dour Administration has
just recently added to the minimum wage a minimum of 10 cents an
hour, from 30 cents up to 40 cents an hour. Of course, other costs
comparable
to that
constantly being added on.
I have before
meare
a letter
from a manufacturer in Baltimore, Md.,
whom I do not know, but it came to me unsolicited. He refers to the
proposed tax in this bill. He speaks of the proposal of the Cigar
Manuie.turers Association to which he does not subscribe, and neither
do the Florida cigar manufacturers. And Mr. Garcia may be speaking
quite properly for certain other parts of it, but he certainly does not
speak for this part of the industry in Florida.
This writer says:
Ever since the inception of the cigar industry, the manufacturers of the two-for5-cent cigars have been unjustly discriminated against. The tax on the two-for5-cent cigars has always been the same as for the 5-cent cigars, whereas the
tax on the 5-cent cigars has always been approximately one-half the tax on the
10-cent cigars. In framing this present bill, the Treasury Department recognizes
this discrimination.

So he points out that he, too, is up against the same dilemma of
being unable to absorb any additional tax with respect to this industry, peculiarly characterized as it is.
The cigar industry in Tampa, which has been the chief industry
there for a good long while, has steadily been diminishing in strength
and in value as the cigar industry in the Nation as a whole has been,
of course. Although we have been increasing the number of cigars
produced in the United States since 1938, the quantity produced is
still 2,000,000,000 below what it was in 1938. In Tampa, there used
to be 13,500 people employed in the cigar industry. That number is
now down to 8,000, even under. present conditions. It was the one
city in Florida that was losing population until the defense estab.
lishments that now exist there were established there. It was the
one city in Florida, which, according to the figures of the Federal
Housing Administration, has the most empty houses in it and the
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lowest rental rate, due to the decadence of the cigar industry in that
area, because the industry had migrated over from Cuba and from
Key West and had centered there and had become the chief industry
of that city and section, and due to the fate that was generally overcoming the cigar industry, a part of which has been related here, it
has been a decadent industry, and it is respectfully submitted that in
respect to this particular type of cigar, it has reached the point where
there will be a diminishing return if the tax on this particular commodity is increased.
I thank the committee for the time it has given me.
May I offer this brief to be put in at the end of my remarks?
The CHAMMAN. Yes.
(The brief submitted by Senator Pepper is as follows:)
FACTS SHOWING AND DEMONSTRATING REVENUE REVISION BILL Now PENDING IN
THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES WILL UTTrRrY DESTROY AND ELIMINATE TwoFOB-5-CENT AND 5-CENT CIGARS; AND INSTEAD OF INCREASING REVENUE WILL
IN FACT RESULT IN DECREASE BY ELIMINATING TWo-rOR-5-CENT AND 5-CENT
CIGARS WHICH CONSTITUTE 91 PERCENT OF ALL CIGARS MANUFACTURED AND
CONSUMED
HISTORY OF CIGARTAX
The classifications of United States internal revenue stamps for cigars and:
the rates of tax to be paid thereunder bear a substantial relationship to the
intended retail prices of cigars within the several classes. In dividing cigarsinto classifications for tax purposes, Congress surely intended that the stamp.
tax should apply to cigars in a degree, or manner, which would take into consideration the intended retail prices thereof. Cigars coming within the classification A are described as those which are manufactured or imported to retail
at not more than 5 cents each. The tax on cigars in such class is $2 per thousand, as provided by the Revenue Act of 1926. The statistics of the Bureau of
Internal Revenue will show that the trend for many years in cigar consumption
has been and is toward cigars in class A and away from those in the other
classes, and it is hardly possible that the consumers will soon return to the.
other classes of cigars to any appreciable extent. In fact, this is the workingman's or poor man's cigar. The official records show that 91 percent of all
cigars which are being manufactured and consumed in the United States at thepresent time are class A cigars and this has been the approximate ratio forseveral years.
At the time the $2 tax was fixed in 1926 the margin of profit on class A
cigars was small. Since 1920, and particularly within recent years, there have
been new and increased Impositions and taxes and other incidental burdens,
Federal and State, placed upon the cigar manufacturers which have practicallyeliminated the small margin of profit that existed on this class of cigars. Asan illustration, we will list two or three tax items which the Havatampa CigarCo., Tampa, Fla., which manufactures class A cigars, has had to pay since.
1926:
1037:
Social security (new, since 1928) ---------------------------$24,970.80
Federal income --------------------------------------------64, 954. 95
Import duty ------------------------------------------------28,467. 82Revenue stamps -------------------------------------------256, 697.11
Total ---------------------------------------------------1941 :
Social security ----------------------------------------------Federal income
----------------------------------............
Import ditty ------------------------------------------------

Revenue stamps ---------------------------------------------Total

----------------------------------------

..........

375,090.68
44,344.34
128, 635. 3
55,646. 35.

377,40 073
60,05. 75
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The various State licenses, ad valorem, personal property, intangible, Jocumentary stamp, and other State, county, and city taxes have likewise greatly
increased.
The production of tobacco In the United States is largely regulated and controlled by Federal agencies, and this, of course, results In curtailment of crops
and Inteased prices to be paid by the cigar manufacturers. Transportation
costs -un both raw materials and finished products have greatly increased by
reasca of the authorized increases in freight rates. Other commodities entering
intc the cost of cigar '-oduction have liksewise reflected an increase. All
legislation in recent yeat; which In any way affected labor, has resulted In increases in the cost of prt."uction. All of these increases, together with selling
expenses, which have also increased, have been additional costs of production
and have been absorbed by the manufacturer since the year 1926, and are now
being so absorbed. Taxes, prior to the year 1926, which, within themselves,
were sufficiently burdensome upon the "poor man's smoke," have been augmented by new and additional taxes, which have become almost confiscatory in
their nature.
It must be borne in mind that at the time the present tax of $2 per thousand
was levied on class A cigars in 1926, this class of cigars bore a ratio of only
46.09 percent to the total amount of cigars manufactured and consumed in
the United States. While today, and for the past several yeat s, it lias been
increased until class A cigars bear the ratio of 91 percent to the total amount
of cigars manufactured and consumed In the United States. So it is clear that
for the cigar industry to survive at all, it must be enabled to make some
reasonable profit out of this class of cigars, because the Industry can only
make a profit out of cigars which the public consume. On account of these
additional and increased burdens which have been placed upon the cigar Industry since 1926, at which time this tax was fixed at $2, it has become practically impossible for the manufacturer to realize any profit on 2-for-5 and
5-cent cigars. As a result, we point as an illustration to the local condition
in Tampa. The cigar manufacturer and particularly the small manufacturer
who employed from 100 to 300 employees has gradually been squeezed out of
existence in large numbers. Within recent years in Tampa 17 factories have
closed or consolidated; and of 13,500 persons normally employed in the cigar
industry In Tampa, there are" only employed at the present time approximately
8,000, which has resulted in throwing out of employment 5,500 persons. While
this condition referred to is local to Tampa, it is, in fact, the same story
nationally. Every-fair minded person must admit that thiscondition is so
acute that it calls for relief instead of increased burdens which the industry
cannot bear.
Most class A cigars are made practically entirely out of doumestlcally produced tobaccos. Therefore the elimination of this class of cigars by the passage of present revenue revision bill pending in the House of Iep'esentatives
in its present form will have a devastating effect upon the farmer who produces
the tobacco and the labor employed by him; as well as a devastating effect
upon the manufacturer and the labor employed by him, the jobber and his
employees, the retailer and the labor he employs. Upon the lrassage of this
House bill and its enactment into law, the manufacturer willbe unable to pay
the farmer-producer-a reasonable price for his tobacco that goes into the
business
maxiufacture of these cigars; in fact he will be unable to continue fit
at all without a direct subsidy from the Government.
LESS REvENE FOR

OVtiINMENT

As the chairman of the Ways and Means Committee of the House stated
during the hearings conducted by that Committee on thisquestion, the prime
object is to find more revenue. All-out war is costly-and the American
people know they must pay and pay until it hurts. But we also know, no
matter how much we pay, we can't run this war on "pay-as-you-go" basis. Our
belts and our children's belts will be tightened for generations to pay the necessary bill for the salvation of our national existence. And we agree that we
should and must pay as much as we can now. The piddling $13,000,000 raised
on cigar stamps is not momentous in meeting annual budgets that pyramid into
the billions. But if more revenue can be obtained from this tax-without killing
the goose that lays the golden egg-we know Congress feels that it should do
so, but does any one honestly think it can be done?
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Mr. Swisher, for instance, a large cigar manufacturer of Jacksonville, Fla.,
testified before the House Ways and Means Committee to the effect that his
company could survive under an increase from $2 to $2.40 but not to $2.50
and still sell his cigars two for a nickel. He Is one of the "one or two" large
manufacturers in the United States who Mr. Garcia, president of the Cigar
Manufacturers Association of America, testified before the same committee,
might do this. Of course Mr. Swisher might relish the elimination of all competitors in his field. But what is going t9 happen to the little fellows who are
driven out of the field by the tax? Will the revenue be greater or less when
all but "one or two" manufacturers are gone? Every witness concurred that
the present 5-cent cigar would have to go to 6 cents, or 7 cents and the 2 for
5-cent to 3 for 10 cents. And in the higher-priced field, Mr. Garcia pleaded
that they could absorb no more.
Now, this idea that you can sell two-for-fives at three for 10 cents or
5-cent cigars at 7 cents is just wishful thinking. They all admit that there is
and always has been a stiff consumer resistance to the odd-cent cigar. One has
on y to look at the tables of present revenue from present class B cigars
to see how unproductive is a tax on the odd cent cigar. I doubt if anyone
will claim that more than 2 percent of the pre it cigar stamp tax revenue
is paid by the odd centers. And yet the proposal of the Treasury and all similar
proposals made before the House Ways and Means Committee are all based
on the theory that by tax manipulation we can get rid of two-for-a-nickel
cigars and make this same resistant consuming public accept 3-cent and 7-cent
cigars in the same volume that they now buy 2 -cent and 5-cent brands. It
Just can't be done. America's John Public has certain prejudices you cannot
successfully buck. There are numerous 3-cent, 3 for 10 cent, 6 cent, 7 cent, and 71/2
cent brands available now. How many of them did you ever buy or see any
one else buy?
No. The gentlemen are right. Any of their proposals will "get rid of" both
the present two for 5 cent and the present 5 cent cigars. But they will not
create any substantial demand for an odd cent substitute. Pipes and cigarettes will get the bulk of the lesser trade and a cheaper 5-cent cigar will step
into the place of our present good cigars sold at that price, with the result that
when you total the revenue, you will find less money from cigar stamp taxes
than the present $2 per thousand law produces.
FEWER SUCCESSFUL

MANUFACTURERS

But there are other things besides Immediate revenue that Congress should
and we feel sure, will consider. If "one or two" manufacturers get all the twofor-5 business, and hand manufacturers are forced to abandon this field, what
will happen to the thousands of little men who once were substantial employers
and taxpayers? In the struggle for survival set off by such a tax Increase as
the House Bill proposes, the few big producers with their advertising budgets
can be counted upon to decimate the remainder. Success in cigar manufacturing
is, even more than In most other industries, dependent on their "brands" or
trade names of cigars. The great bulk of cigars sold in any year are those
bearing established brand names--Muriel, Phillies, White Owl, Rol Tans, Havatampa, Cuesta Iteys, King Edwards, etc. Years of painstaking manufacture
combined with millions of dollars in advertising have been expended in establishing a consumer confidence that a certain blend of flavor of smoke Is guaranteed
by each brand name. Change the blend and you change the flavor. You not only
lose a customer for that brand, but you lose his confidence in the integrity
of any of your brands. So increased taxation cannot be absorbed by reducing
quality of the product without disastrous results to sales volume and the good
will of the producer. Nor can the retail prices of the established brand be
successfully raised. One who thinks he can. shuts his eyes to the entire experience of the industry. Never has the price of an established brand been raised
without ruining the sale of that brand. The price can be reduced but not
raised successfully. The only successful way to raise the price is to bring
out an entirely new brand name for the product. This means discarding all
the labor, effort and enormous expense of developing such abandoned brands
over many years.
It seems to us unfair to saddle disproportionate loads on one industry or
selected industries. This is everybody's war. We are trying to defend everybody's freedom and right to live. Why should not additional taxes fall equally
76093-42-vol. 2-11
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on all? And we must not forget that cigar manufacturers are taxpayers, and
their survival and reasonable prosperity promotes other tax collections-income
taxes, payroll taxes, estate taxes, etc. And after the war we shall need industry-undisrupted-to help carry on in the post-war adjustment and probable
acute unemployment.
DECREASED EMPLOYMENT

Mr. Van Horn, speaking for a group of labor before the House Committee
during the hearings on the House bill, under examination by Congressman
Robertson, finally came around to the objective of his group in these words:
"I would rather have 10 people employed at a living wage than 20 people
to be employed at starvation wages. We will take our chance on Increased employment if we can get wages first through an increase in cigar prices. So our
proposal, in a few words, is to eliminate the two-for-5 and go to three-for-10."
And he is exactly right, in our opinion, that the increased tax at this time
will eliminate the two-for-a-nickel and will leave 10 employed in cigar factories
where 20 worked before. It will also eliminate the present 5-cent cigar. The
Havatampa cigar factory alone made over 100,000,000 two-for-5-cent cigars
in Tampa lastyear. If the two-for-5-cent cigar is eliminated we would consider
ourselves fortunate indeed to be able to employ half as many workmen making
three-for-tens.
The advent of the two-for-5-cent cigar has been responsible to a large extent for
the continuation of the cigar industry. Since machine manufacture (and not
the depression) made it possible to make a decent cigar at that price, its volume
has steadily grown, and even at that there were 2,000,000,000 less cigars made in
1940 than in 1918. Last year nearly half of all cigars made were in this 2,-cent
group. Eliminate these 2 -cent and cut your 5-cent-cigar sales in half with a
6-cent or a 7-cent price and what will become of the workmen who made them?
Where will your increase in revenue be? You will have a decrease instead of
increase in revenue. These workmen as a rule are not capable of fitting into any
defense industry. They know only this trade-otherwise they are potentially
only unskilled labor. Throw them out of employment and you create public
charges of most of them. You have only to look at Tampa's depression relief rolls
to 'verify where unemployed cigarmakers land when their job is eliminated.
We assume that the object of the committee is economic and not social. Other
committees of Congress and other agencies of government are concerned with the
ambition to raise the wages of those who do work. But we are sure that Congress
does not want to do an act which would promote large-4cale unemployment, which
will be the inevitable result in the passage of the House bill in its present form
on this question.
DEPRESSED TOBACCO MVARr

Before machine manufacture made the 2 -cent cigar possible, lower grades
of tobacco lay in warehouses and rotted for want of a market. The supply so
exceeded the demand that the market stayed forever glutted. That is not true
today; two-for-5-cent cigars absorbed it at fair prices. But if Congress heeds the
cry to eliminate this cigar and push it into the unsalable 8-cent or three-for-10-cent
class, consumer demand will certainly weaken, and as night follows the day,
large portions of the growers' crops will be stored to rot while the American
farmer goes begging for a market. Those interested in the American tobacco
farmer should not pay too much heed to the fellow who does not use any quantity
of his crop. We buy tobacco grown in Florida, Connecticut, Ohio, Wisconsin,
Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and Georgia, as well as Imported varieties. We
know the farmer's problems. To sell part of his crop and lose or sacrifice the
remainder is a sure way to hard times for the United States tobacco grower.
His tobacco goes almost exclusively into two-for-5-cent and 5-cent brands-the very
brands which are the target of this proposed tax. Why subsidize him to raise
tobacco by one law and then destroy or cripple his market by another?
UNFAXRPENALTY ON CONTS5ES

Everyone has been heard in the hearings conducted except the consumer and
yet everybody admits he Is the fellow who is supposed to pay the tax. But the
consumer's remedy is not appearance before congressional committees. His
remedy will be revolt-the original slowdown. And when he slows down the manu-
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facturer slows down, labor is laid off, farmers lay up and store excess crops, and
Government loses revenue. This is recognized by the cigar workers employed in
Tampa, who are not in accord with Mr. Van Horn as reflected and shown by
editorial carried in the Tampa Morning Tribune under date of Thursday, June
25, 1942, attached hereto.
We recognize the injustice in not having a lower tax bracket for 211-cent
cigars. It is inequitable that the poor man's cheroot should carry the same
load rs the 5-cent cigar. But such a differential must be accomplished by
reducing the tax on the cheap cigar, not by raising on all. There is practically no margin in a 2-for-5-cent cigar today and very little more In the 5
center. If Congress cannot now reduce the tax on the 5-cent cigar, in the
name of common sense do not kill one cigar and injure another, when these
two produce 91 percent of all cigar stamp tax revenue. The object of the
present House revenue revision bill being to raise revenue, insofar as the
cigar tax is concerned, we feel confident it will not accomplish the intended
object.
Respectfully submitted.
HAVATAMPA CIGAR CO. oF TAMPA, FLA,
By ELI Wrrr, President.
The following editorial, under date of June 25, 1942, is from the Tampa
Morning Tribune (having the largest circulation of any newspaper on the west
coast of Florida) :
AN UNwisE TAx INCEASE

Tampa cigar unions are protesting the schedule of higher taxes on cigars as
proposed in the new tax bill which has been approved tentatively by the House
Ways and Means Committee.
Their criticism is not a run-of-the-mine complaint. The unions do not object
to an increased tax that is fair, for members realize that higher taxes are
necessary to meet the increasing debt. That was demonstrated when union
representatives appeared before the House committee and offered a schedule
of rates they said would have raised $2,000,000 more than the Treasury proposed and considerably more than the amount now approved by the committee
Itself.
The protest is based on the contention that the present schedule Is discriminatory. Tampa union leaders claim that the bill would give unfair advantage
to certain manufacturers, particularly those who make cigars selling at two for
5 cents. They say it hits hardest at the more expensive hund-made cigars.
Since many of the more expensive brands are made in Tampa, the unions are
fearful that final adoption of the present program will result in large-scale
unemployment among Tampa cigar workers.
We cannot thoroughly agree with the cigar workers In that attitude. While
Tampa's fame as a cigar-manufacturing center has been built on higher quality
and higher-priced cigars, recognition should be given to Tampa factories which
make the cheaper grades. A considerable part of Tampa's- output now Is
2-for-5-cent cigars. One Tampa house alone made more than 100,000,000
of these last year; and this house pai in taxes for last year the astounding
total of $619,0(0--which, by the way was an increase of $284,000 over the
total it paid in 1938. This company makes more than one-third of all the
cigars made in Tampa;
and last year nearly half of all cigars made in the
1
United States were 2 -cent cigars. So it appears the cheap cigars made in
Tampa and elsewhere are paying a large part of the government revenue derived-from that industry; and, furthermore manufacturers of the cheaper grades
are giving employment to large numbers of workmen, which, they estimate,
would be cut one-half if a tax discriminating against their product in that class
is adopted.
The unions are right in stating that this is a problem which merits the best
of cooperation from organizations and individuals throughout the community.
The cigar industry means much to Tampa. Certainly none of us ought to remain silent while the Tampa cigar industry is placed at a disadvantage by
increased taxation which will bring less revenue to the Government because it
will reduce production and will be injurious also to the industry as a whole, to
the tobacco growers and to the consumer who pays the bill.
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The entire Florida delegation should be acquainted with the seriousness of
the Tampa situation; but time is short. Interested individuals and civicminded organizations should act now.

(The following communications were ordered incorporated in the
record:)
TAMPA, FLA., August 17, 1942.
Re: Revenue Act of 1942-Taxes on cigars.
Hon. WALTa F. GEORGE,
United State8 Senator, Chairman Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
DPAB SENATOR GEORGE: I have received report of bearing before the Finance
Committee held on August 10, particularly with -reference to the tax on cigars.
I am writing this letter as attorney and representative of the Cigar Manufacturers Association of Tampa.
The Tampa asspclation consists of 16 cigar manufacturers manufacturing
the so-called clear Havana cigars. About one-half production is clear Havana
and the other half is Havana filler with Connecticut shade wrapper. In 1941
they produced the following number of cigars in round numbers in the following classifications:
Class A, all of which retailed at 5 cents----------------------104, 000,000
Class B, retailed at 2 for 15 cents and 3 for 25 cents -------------11, 650,000
Class C, retailing at 10 cents, 2 for 25 cents, and 15 cents -------- 88, 985, 000
Class D, retailing above 15 cents and 20 cents, most of which were
3 for 50 cents sizes --------------------------------------23,264,000
Class E, retailing above 20 cents-------------------------------333,000

Total
---------------------------------------------228, 232,000
This, of course Is less than 4 percent of the total production of the cigars
produced. However, we are responsible for the employment of between 6,000
and 7,000 employees, because our factories are the so-called hand factories.
This is about 111/2 percent of the total number of workers employed in the
cigar manufacturing industry on the basis of survey of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics of the United States Department of Labor. The members of the
association have between eight and nine million dollars invested in the manufacturing of cigars and do an annual business of a little over eleven million dollars.
The association and each member thereof has taken the same position with
respect to the tax on cigars as taken by the Cigar Manufacturers Association of
America, whose president, Mr. Alvaro M. Garcia, appeared before your committee on the 10th. When he stated that he was speaking in behalf of the
Florida Cigar Manufacturers Association, this included our association and our
membership.
I notice in the report of the proceedings that Hon. Claude Pepper appeared
before the committee, in which he stated he was appearing "due to the fact
^%ht Senator Whitaker, who was to represent the cigar industry from Florida
*04 particularly that part of it which is centered in Tampa, was suddenly
called back to Florida." As a matter of fact Senator Whitaker represents the
Hay-a-Tampa Cigar Co., in whose behalf Senator Pepper filed brief, and I
am sure Senator Pepper did not intend for the committee to understand that
Senator Whitaker represented the cigar industry of Tampa, and that he (Senator Pepper) was appearing in the capacity. As a matter of fact, the Hay-aTampa Cigar Co. specializes in two for 5 cents and 5 cents machine-made cigars,
making some hand goods. We notice on page 1454 of the record Senator Pepper
states that he is speaking only with reference to class A cigars as now classified.
I am forwarding a copy of this letter to Senator Pepper so that he may understand the position of the Cigar Manufacturers Association of Tampa.
Will you please be so kind as to make this letter a part of the record with
respect to the tax on cigars, so that the record will correctly reflect the position
of the 16 cigar manufacturers of Tampa who are members of the Cigar Manufacturers Association of Tampa.
Yours truly,
RAY C. BRowN.
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MEMORANDUM OF CIGAR MAKER9 INTERNATIONAL UNION OF AMERICA IN THE MATI'ER
OF PROPOSIM INCREASE IN CIGAR EXCISE TAXES, SUBMIrrED By R. B. VAN HORN,
PRESIDENT, WASHINGTON, D. C.

The Cigar Makers International Union of America, representing one-third of
the estimated 51,000 workers employed in the cigar manufacturing industry in
opposing cigar tax rates as they appear in the revenue bill recently passed by the
United States House of Representatives, most respectfuly propose the following
as cigar excise taxes:
Class A cigars retailing at 4 cents and less, $4 per thousand.
Class B cigars retailing at from 4 to 8 cents, $6 per thousand.
Class C cigars retailing at from 8 to 15 cents, $8 per thousand.
Class D cigars retailing at from 15 to 20 cents, $12 per thousand.
Class E cigars retailing at over 20 cents, $15 per thousand.
We believe the foregoing proposal is more equitable in tax distribution, and it
provides revenue in excess of the House bill.
Your attention is directed to testimony submitted by R. E. Van Horn, president
of the Cigar Makers International Union of America, in a hearing before the
Ways and Means Committee, United States House of Representatives, April 7,
1942, pages 2177-2183.
Your attention is further directed to the Treasury Department's confidential
statement to the Ways and Means Committee, printed on loose-leaf pages 348-351.
It alleges on page 348 that the proposed taxes, which were recommended by the
Treasury Department and voted by the House of Representatives, will raise an
additional $15,800,000 in revenue.
The table on page 350 shows the Treasury received $14,100,000 for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1942, under the present rate of taxes. The Treasury
estimates that for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1943, the Treasury will receive
$14,700,000 from taxes levied on the sale of cigars at the rates recommended
by the Treasury and voted by the House of Representatives.
As it is expected that these new tax rates will be in force for at least 8 months
of the fiscal year (November 1 to June 30), the Treasury therefore estimates
that the new rates will increase the income from $14,100,000 to $14,700,000
in revenues.
The increase of $600,000 in revenues in 8 full months would indicate an increase of $900,000 for the entire year instead of the $15,100,000 in additional
revenue as stated on page 348.
Further, as some 90 percent of the cigars sold at present are retailed at or legs
than two for 5 cents, and, as any appreciable Increase in revenues should accrue
from the increase in taxes levied on the sales of such cigars the comment of the
Treasury Department on page 351 is most interesting. The comment or statement reads:
"Clasq A cigars has not been revised since it Is unlikely that manufacturers
selling cigars made to retail at two for 5 cents can absorb the tax and other cost
increases expected and still maintain a profitable business."
Surely, the Treasury does not expect to collect any appreciable amount of tax
revenue from the sale of cigars which they say will not be possible. The Finance
Committee should eliminate the proposed class A and combine the proposed class A
and class B into one class.
Sucb would be helpful to all in the industry and would permit of the farmer,
the worker, and the producer of cigars getting a fair return while the consumer
would benefit through obtaining a much finer cigar for the price paid.
Respectfully submitted.
I.

E. VAN HORN,

International President.
The
CHAIRMAN. I offer for the record at this point the statement by
the Secretary of State in which he calls attention to the fact that he
thinks it desirable to avoid the subdivision of clis E cigars into two
new classes at substantially different rates of tax with a view to pre.
venting any undue injury to the Cuban tobacco industry.
(The statement referred to is as follows:)
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STATE DEPARTzNT,
Washington, July 24, 1942.
The Honorable WALTR F. GERGE,
Chairman, Senate Committee on Finance.
My DEAR MR.CHAIRMAN: I am in receipt of a note from the Ambassador of
Cuba expressing concern regarding the adverse effect which the proposed increase
in internal revenue taxes on high quality cigars, provided for in H. R. 7878, would
have on the Cuban tobacco industry. The Ambassador refers to the serious
crisis confronting this industry, and points out that the increased cost of high
quality cigars resulting from the new taxes would cause a reduction in imports
from Cuba of cigars and of tobacco for manufacture into domestic cigars of a
similar grade.
Section 005 of H. R. 7378 provides for (1) an increase in the tax rates on all
classes of cigars and (2) a regrouping of existing price classes for tax purposes
with a view to assuring more uniformity in the proportion which the tax will
bear to the retail price at which various grades are sold. Under the provisions of
this bill, present Internal Revenue class E cigars, which comprise the bulk of
our Imports from Cuba, would be subject to tax rates of $25 per thousand on
cigars selling for more than 20 cents but not more than 30 cents and $35 per
thousand for cigars selling for more than 30 cents.
Cigars were included among the products on which this Government granted
tariff concessions in the second supplementary trade agreement with Cuba, effective January 5, 1942. In formulating its recommendation on cigars, the interdepartmental trade-agreement organization had occasion to examine the competitive relationship between Cuban and domestic cigars. It was found that Cuban
cigars ordinarily sell for from 5 cents to 8 cents more than their nearest domestic
equivalents, and that, prior to the agreement, the tariff differential In favor of
importing Cuban filler and leaf tobacco for domestic manufacture into "allHavana" cigars was about 3.98 cents per cigar. Under the agreement, which
provided for reduced duties on both cigars and cigar tobacco, this differential
was lowered to about 3.21 cents per cigar. Under the new tax provisions proposed, the larger part of Cuban class E cigars would be taxed at $35 per thousand
and the bulk of domestic class E cigars at $25 per thousand. This would mein
that the differential against these Cuban cigars, which was reduced from 3.98
cents to 3.21 cents per cigar in the trade agreement, would become considerably
higher than it was before the agreement was entered into, that is, about 4.21
cents per cigar.
It is apparent that the value of the trade-agreement concession on Cuban class
R cigars would be largely destroyed if the provisions of H. R. 7378 in respect of
this class of cigars were to be adopted. The following provisions of the trade
agreement are therefore pertinent:
"It Is further agreed that, in the event that the Government of either country
adopts any measure which, even though it does not conflict with the terms of
this agreement, is considered by the Government of the other country to have
the effect of nullifying or impairing, in an economic sense, any object of the
agreement, the Government which has adopted any such measure shall consider
such written representations and proposals as the other Government may make
with a view to effecting a mutually satisfactory adjustment of the matter; if
no agreement Is reached with respect to such representations or proposals within
80 days after they are received, the Government which made them shall be free,
within 15 days after the expiration of the aforesaid period of 30 days, to terminate this agreement In whole or in part on 30 days' written notice."
Other provisions of the trade agreement involved are those providing reciprocally for national treatment in respect of Internal taxes and for the right to
levy increased taxes on Imported products covered by the schedules of concessious to compensate for increased internal taxes on like products of national
origin. The intent of these provisions is to insure that whatever tariff or tax
differential there may be between imported articles and like national articles
will be measured by the ordinary customs duty on the imported article. However, in the case of Imported articles of which there Is no comparable domestic
production, an internal tax has virtually the same adverse effect as an ordinary
customs duty. This is quite clear in the case of such products as tea and bananas.
It could be argued that it would be substantially true in the case of cigars selling
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for more than 30 cents. In any event, the above-quoted provisions were included
in the trade agreement with Cuba,.and similar provisions have been included in
other trade agreements, with a view to providing, among other things, a basis
for protesting Internal tax measures which would have practically the same
economic effect as new or increased customs duties on articles Included In the
schedules
of tariff
I I understand
thatconcessions.
total taxes collected on class E cigars In the fiscal year 1941
amounted to only $62,000, of which $33,000 was collected on Imported cigars.
Apparently, therefore, the possibilities of deriving increased revenues from higher
taxes on this class of cigars are very limited, and It seems possible that the
proposed subdivision of this class might well result In a reduction of imports
and hence of tax collections. I appreciate the desirability in general of trying
to equalize the relative tax burden on the various classes of cigars, but it seems
doubtful that a subdivision of class E would contribute much to this end.
I hope that the Finance Committee, in giving consideration to the pending tax
bill, will consider the desirability of avoiding the subdivision of class 0 cigars into
two new classes at substantially different rates of tax, with a view to preventing any undue Injury to the Cuban tobacco industry.
A letter similar to this was sent to the chairman of the House Committee on
Ways and Means, but arrived too late for committee action.
Sincerely yours,
COmmaL HurL.
Secretary of State.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Parker, is it too late for you to come on this
evening?
Mr. 'PAIRKR. Any time that is convenient to the committee, either
now or tomorrow morning.
The CHAIRMAw. About how long would you want?
Mr. PARKER. I think I could conclude in about 20 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. I think we can hear you, then, before we adjourn.
STATEMENT OF LOVELL H. PARKER, TAX ASSOCIATE, GUY &
BROOKES, WASHINGTON, D. C.
Mr. PARKER. Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen of the committee, my
name is Lovell H. Parker, tax associate, Guy & Brookes, Washington,
D. C. I am appearing in my own behalf for the purpose of making
certain comments with respect to the revenue bill of 1942 now before
your committee.
Taxes on individuals.-The taxes imposed on individuals by the

House bill are very severe. I think they are too severe to be retroactively applied for the year 1942. I think, however, that they might
be higher for the year 1943. My suggestion is that thb revenue bill
of 1942 contain two sets of rates on individual taxpayers, one to
apply to the year 1942 at slightly lower rates than the House bill
proposes, and another set for 1943 at somewhat higher rates than the
ouse bill proposes.
I fear that the public is not prepared to meet such a sudden increase in rates as is proposed for this, year and that they have not
set aside sufficient funds out of this year's income to meet the taxes
due next March. My proposal would undoubtedly obviate many
uncollectible tax items. You may sacrifice a few hundred million
dollars this year it is true, but you will make it up next year and
the following years and at the same time give individuals opportunity to adjust their obligations and commitments to the new rates.
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Under a retroactive bill, many transactions must have been closed
before it was possible to know what rates and provisions the bill might
contain. The average person never realizes what is in the bill until
he comes to make out his return next March.
For example, suppose a man sold some property at a loss last spring.
He would be entitled to expect that, as is allowed under present law,
he could deduct 50 percent of this loss from his ordinary income.
However, the House-bill contains a provision that capital losses can
only be charged off against capital gains. But suppose, as is the
ordinary case these days, he has no capital gains. Then the result
is obviously unfair, and faith has not been kept with the taxpayer.
Another example of unfair retroactivity is the proposal to change
existing law governing pension trusts, so as to outlaw trusts heretofore set up in perfect good faith and in full compliance with existing law. In effect this proposal forces the repudiation of contract
obligations of many corporations to their employees.
It is my opinion that to keep faith with the taxpayer is one of the
most important things in our tax system. If we have the taxpayer's confidence and good will, we minimize chiseling and cutting
corners on taxes due. I would suggest that if changes in capital gain
and loss provisions are to be made, or if other statutes, such as pension trusts are to be changed, such changes be made prospective and
not retroactive.
I also believe, with respect to individuals, and for that matter corporations, that for the year 1942 at least, some allowance or credit
should be given for th, payment of debts. Many people who have
committed themselves to debts, such as for buying homes, and for
carrying on their busin -ses, will find themselves in the most serious
condition because their radgets have been arranged for the whole
year on a different scale of taxation from what is now proposed.
With the permission of the committee, I ask leave to submit for
the record a short memorandum which I have written on this subject
of debt relief.
That memorandum is attached, but I will not read it.
The CHAIRMAN. We will be very glad to have you do so, Mr. Parker.
(The memorandum submitted by Mr. Parker is as follows:)
ExHIBT A
NEED FOR INCoME TAX DIT RELI F

The income-tax burden on both individual and corporate taxpayers who are
heavily in debt is a very serious matter under existing high surtax and excessprofits tax rates. This burden, in many cases, will become unbearable under the
increased rates proposed for the revenue bill of 1942 unless some relief is
provided for.
Speretary Morgenthau, appearing before the Committee on Ways and Means
in March of this year stressed in his general statement "the need cf holding
fast to the basic principle of our tax system, namely that taxes should be fair
and nondiscriminatory and imposed in accordance with ability to pay." The
Secretary also admitted in his statement that many hardships and inequities
existed in the Federal tax laws which should be cured. We fall to find, however, in the detailed statement of the Secretary or of his representatives any
recognition of the fact that a taxpayer heavily in debt has less ability to pay
taxes than one similarly situated who is not In debt. Nor do we find any
mention of a cure for the hardship resulting from extremely high taxes suddenly
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Imposed on debt-ridden individuals and corporations. We will now briefly consider the imperative need for some form of Income tax debt relief.
I. INDIVIDUALS

IN DEBT

(a) In the first place individuals in debt have been unfairly treated by our
tax laws because of the retroactive character of recently enacted laws and
because of the rapidity and magnitude of the tax increases therein provided.
For example, the Revenue Act of 1940 became law on June 25, 1940, but was
effective from January 1, 1940. The Revenue Act of 1941 did not become law
until September 25, 1941, but was effective from January 1, 1941, and the
probabilities are that the pending revenue bill of 1042 will not be enacted into
law until October of this year. Thus, revenue acts have been from 6 to 9
months retroactive. When a man borrows money in the first part of the year
lie does not know how much tax lie will have to pay on the income upon which
he may depend to pay the debt. Moreover some, at least, of the recent tax
increases have been unexpected as well as drastic. This Is readily proved by
the following example which shows the tax on a married man with no dependents and with a net income of $10,000 for a series of years, together with the
percentage Increase in tax:
Total Federal income tax on married man with $10,000 of nwt income

Year

Total
tax

Percontage In.
crease
over 1939

Percent
$415 ---- 2
214

1939----------------------------------------------------------------------194 ...............
------------------------------------------------------------------------------1941
_................................................................

528
1,I
305

1942(House bill)...---------------------------------------------

2152
2

8...........

It seems obvious without further argument that under such a situation
the individual will often be In grave difficulties In meeting his obligations,
especially In cases where those obligations were created before there was any
Intimation of the extreme tax Increases which have recently occurred.
(b) In the second place, it Is believed that the ability to pay of a man
In debt Is substantially less than the ability to pay of man with the same
income who is not In debt. This is because the man In debt must amortize
the principal of that debt and no reduction Is made In his net Income on
account of such debt payments. This Is true whether he Is on a salary and
buying a home, or whether he Is conducting an unincorporated business
enterprise.
If some relief is not given to the individual in debt, doubtless maay will
be unable to meet their taxes, so the Government will not secure Its expected immediate revenue, and will lose revenue In future years because a
taxpayer has been put out of business.
U. CORPORATIONS IN DEBT
Corporations which :re in debt are also at a serious disadvantage as
compared with corporations doing a similar business which are not in debt.
(a) As in the case of Individuals, corporations have had to meet sudden
and drastic tax Increases effective retroactively for a period of from 6 to 9
months. They have also had imposed upon them an extremely high excessprofits tax. The effect of this tax, together with the increased normal and
surtax rates on corporations will seriously affect their ability to pay debts
unless some relief is provided for.
For example, under existing law (the Revenue Act of 1941) a corporation
with an Invested capital of less than $5,000,000 can make a profit of
8 percent on such capital before paying any excess-profits tax. However,
if it does make 8 percent, it must still pay a normal tax of 24 percent and
a surtax of 7 percent, so that It really has left after taxes only a profit
of 5.52 percent on Its capital, out of which to pay its debts, provide for
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expansion, increase its Inventory, provide for contingencies, and to pay dividends. The very large corporation, under existing law, can make only 7
percent on such capital before paying excess-profits tax, but If it does only
make 7 percent it will have left after paying normal and surtax only an
earning of 4.83 percent on its capital out of which to pay its debts, provide
for expansion, increase Its inventory, provide for contingencies, and to pay
dividends.
This is bad enough but under the House bill the situation is much worse.
The small corporation, while still being allowed an 8-percent profit before
paying excess-profits tax, would be allowed to retain, on account of a combined normal and surtax rate of 45 percent, only a profit of 4.4 percent.
The very large corporation, to which it Is proposed to allow an earning
of only 5 percent on a substantial part of its invested capital before subjecting it to excess-profits tax, would be permitted to retain only a profit
of 2.75 percent on its invested capital out of which to pay its debts. provide for plant expansion, increase its inventory, provide for continencies,
and to pay dividends. It is believed obvious that corporations -!th substantial debt will not be able to pay dividends or to expand their business,
and may not even be able to take care of debt retirement under such a
method.
(b) It may be asked what will happen if they do make over 8 or 5 percent, as
the case may be. The answer is that, if they do, 90 cents of every dollar of
excess will go to the Government at excess-profits tax. In other words, if t
large corporation makes 20 percent on its Invested capital instead of 5 percent,
it can be readily computed that it will have left after taxes only a net earning
of 4.25 percent on Its capital. Thus, excess earnings will do little to aid corporations which are in debt.
(M) Finally, some businesses instead of profiting by the war economy are
Injured thereby: If such companies make only 3 percent on their capital they
will have left after taxes only 1.65 percent because of the 45 percent combined
normal and surtax rate. If such businesses are in debt, their financial situation
is indeed precarious.
It must be concluded that debt tax relief is necessary for corporations as well
as individuals. The question then arises as to the form of such relief, having
due regard to the revenue necessities to the Government.
Ii1. SUOGOSTEDRELIEF
In order to relieve these hardships to a reasonable extent and still protect
the revenue of the Government, it Is suggested thatBoth Individuals and corporations be allowed a deduction from net Income
of the amount of payments actually made to retire Indebtedness, at the due
date, In existence on January 1, 1942, where such Indebtedness is evidenced by
an obligation having a maturity date of 1 year or more from date of issue, provided, however, that the deduction allowed in any one year shall not exceed 20
percent of the taxpayer's net Income (before crediting such debt deduction
allowance) for such year.
In connection with the above, the following points should be noted:
(1) Actual payments must be made within the taxable year. It Is thought
desirable from the Government's point of view to exclude deductions arising
from the accrual method of accounting, since payments due on debts might be
accrued but never paid.
(2) The I-debtedness must be In existence on January 1, 1942. This proposal
is necessary to prevent tax avoidance. Future debts might be created for this
purpose if this limitation was not provided for.
(3) Debts taken into account must have a maturity date of at least 1 year
from date of isqmp. This provision would practically exclude such items as
accounts and bills receivable.
(4) The deduction is limited to 20 percent of the taxpayer's net income and
is limited to debts paid when due. This limitation is necessary to protect the
revenue, especially in the case of the surtax on individuals and the excessprofits tx on corporations. If no limit were provided for, the individual finding
himself in the high surtax brackets could unnecessarily pay debts and escape
the high surtaxes. Likewise the corporation could speed up its debt payments
and take itself out of the excess-profits class.
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THE sITUATION OF BANKS

Income-tax debt relief is vitally important to the banks, first because it would
assist their customers in paying their debts to the banks and, second, because
If the definition of indebtedness is properly provided for In the law, it would
make the direct income taxes paid by the banks themselves more equitable.
Many banks went through a reconstruction period after the bank holiday.
Sometimes preferred stock was issued and sometimes capital debentures. Most
of such stock or debentures Is held by the Government. In any case the preferred stock or debentures represent indebtedness and this term should be so
defined so as to include these items. Thus the banks would merely secure the
same treatment as would be provided for in the case of other taxpayers.
V. CONCLUSION

We believe relief along the lines suggested would prevent much hardship and
save many taxpayers from bankruptcy. Moreover, such relief would bring our
income-tax system more in accord with the principle of ability to pay. Finally,
the suggestion is also in accord with the recent message of the President to the
Congress in which he urged all to pay off their debts. If the taxpayers are to
pay their debts they much have enough money left after taxes with which to pay
such debts.
Mr. PAMMRE. So far I may have seemed completely critical of the

House bill. I desire to say, -however, that I believe that many of the
changes made by it are meritorious, such as a longer statute of limitations on bad debt deductions, the alimony provision, and a number
of others.
Broadly speaking, I think we must secure all the revenue we can
compatable with the preservation of our American ideals, which neces-

sarily embrace the profit or incentive motive. It would be an unwise
policy to tax at such a scalQ that through this bill we would secure six
million of additional revenue this year, five the next, and four the
next. A long-run plan is obviously much better even if it secures in
1942 only $5,000,000,000 of additional revenue, if it promises six billion
in 1943 and and seven billion in 1944.
Taa'e8 on corporatiom.-With respect to corporations, I believe that
the most serious aspect of the proposed system is the high combined
normal and surtax rate.
I am convinced that in all cases dividends will be seriously curtailed and in many cases absolutely prevented. We have millions of
investors in corporate stocks who depend upon some reasonable return on their investment. Leaving aside the devastating effect on
these individuals, if we prevent this flow of money, of course we get
little in taxes from the individuals affected. Under the proposed
bill, the combined normal and surtax rate is 45 percent and a large
corporation is only permitted to earn 5 percent on its capital before
the imaiposition of the 90 percent excess-profits tax. This means that
even it a corporation does not make enough money to pay an excess.
profits tax nevertheless it caii have left after payment of normal and
surtax, only 2% percent on its investment. On such net earnings
after taxes the great majority of corporations cannot take care of
retiring their debt, providing for inventory and plant expansion programs, for necessary working capital and for contingencies, and have
anything left for the declaration of dividends, at least on their common stocks. If they have enough left to declare dividends on preferred stock, they will be extremely lucky.
I wish to point out to the comnnitte that, according to my computations, approximately 50 percent of the amount of dividends de-
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dared by all corporations go to individuals of small or moderate
means. That is to say, about 50 percent of the dividends declared
go to persons with incomes of less than $10,000. On this subject, I
have written a pamphlet entitled "How the New Tax Bill Treats the
Little Investor" I have asked the clerk to distribute copies of this
pamphlet to the members of the committee, leaving it to their judgment as to whether they wish to have it printed in the record of these
hearings. I put it this way because I do not wish to cause the Government any undue printing expense.
In this pamphlet I suggest a remedy which will allow a reasonable
flow of dividends from a corporation to its stockholders and which I
believe will not substantially reduce the revenue from the bill; in
fact, over a period of years, it may increase the revenue because of its
stimulating effect. At all events, it will provide income to tax in the
hands of the individual and this income will be taxed in accordance
with the ability of the individual to pay. Under the present system,
every dollar of income which is taxed to the corporation pays the
same rate regardless of whether the stockholder, the ultimate owner,
be rich or poor. Thus the principle of ability to pay is disregarded.
As I have shown in the pamphlet referred to, I estimate that dividends will pay an average rate of about 45 percent in the hands of
the stockholder. This is the same rate as the combined normal and
surtax rate on corporations. Suppose the tax bill in its present form
were to prevent entirely the declaration of dividends. In such event
if a credit against normal and surtax net income, to the extent of
dividends paid, would result in the declaration of some dividends,
then the Government would lose nothing by the process. However, I
realize that the present bill will not prevent the declaration of all
dividends, that is to say, some dividends will be paid in any event.
Therefore, to obviate any serious loss of revenue, I would suggest
that a credit against normal and surtax net income only, in the
amount of 50 percent of the dividends paid, be allowed.
A modification of the bill which would greatly increase the ability
of corporations to pay income taxes generally, without undue detriment, would be to a low some form of debt relief. This is dealt with
in detail in a memorandum on this subject which I asked to be included in the record when I was speaking on the subject of taxes on
individuals.
As to the 90 percent excess-profits tax, I have no quarrel with the
rate. I do think the basis to which that rate would be applied should
be made more equitable. This is especially true in the case of corporations reporting on the invested capital basis.
One of the unfair features of the House bill is the proposal to
change the present system of treating fiscal year corporations. For
the last 10 years corporations keeping their books on a fiscal-year
basis have been taxed on each fiscal year's income as a unit. Now
it is proposed to split the income of such corporations according to
calendar years and tax one portion under one act and another portion
under another act. Many corporations on the fiscal-year basis with
the full expectation of paying the 1941 rates for such months of
1942 as fell within their current fiscal year, have closed their books,
paid dividends, and completed their transactions on that theory. To
now retroactively change the system upon which they have justifiably
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relied is obviously unfair. The present system works out just as well

in the long run, for the fiscal year corporations will have to pay

a higher rate of tax longer than the calendar year corporations when
the time for some lowering of tax rates comes.
Moreover, from personal experience, which I believe will be concurred in by most of your official draftsmen, I doubt that the proposed change is susceptible of being accurately drafted. This is because of the number of sections of the law which must be changed
to accord with the proposed treatment of fiscal years.
I wish to reiterate, with respect to corporations, what I have
already said with respect to individuals in reward to the proposed
retroactive change in the treatment of capital gains and losses. Many
corporations have undoubtedly taken losses early this year which will
now be denied to them under the proposed bill.
In this connection, I wish to call attention to a hardship in the
case of the change made in the law which classifies buildings as capital assets. The result of this is that losses sustained on the sale of
business buildings cannot be taken advantage of because the owner
frequently will have no capital gain against which to charge such
loss. Consequently, a company may be compelled to tear down buildings and plants in order to realize the tax loss involved instead of
selling them to parties who could utilize them for some useful purpose. This is waste, yet the corporation may be forced into it if
this proposal becomes effective.
Brief list of additional inequities.-With tax rates as high as they
must be, even though rates in the present bill are lowered, it is
believed that the greatest care must be exercised to prevent inequities.
The high rates must be imposed on real net income and not on
theoretical net income. I have already discussed some of the inequities of the bill, affecting both individuals qnd corporations. But
there are others. I do not feel that I should take th,, time of the
committee to describe these i,detail. Therefore I will merely list
f,few of them in the hope thaL the committee itself will take occasion
to discuss them with its own tax experts and with representatives
of the Treasury Department.
A. In the case of individuals, it is submitted that:
(1) The differential in tax on earned income find unearned income
isinsufficient and should be broadened.
Senator TAr'r. It is entirely abolished, is it not, in this bill?
Mr. PRuxEn. 1 thought it was retained.
Senator TArr. The earned income credit is out, isn't it?
Mr. PARKER. I did not think so. The Secretary of the Treasury
recommended it being abolished, but the Committee on Ways and
Means of the House left it as it is in the present law.
The CHAIRMAN. I am advised that that is correct. The Treasury
did recommend its abolition but it was retained.
Mr. PAIRKER. Yes; it was iiot abolihed in the House bill.
(2) Some allowance should be made for doctors' bills and hospital
expenses.
(3) The basis of a gift in the hands of a donee should be the fair
market value at the date of the gift in all cases. This is the amount
upon which the gift tax is paid.
(4) The tax basis for property distributed among partners should
be clarified.
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B. In the case of corporations, it is submitted that:
(1) The personal holding company section of the law should be
further revised so as to remove a holding company, the majority of
whose income comes from operating subsidiaries, from the personal
holding company classification. As long as one man can hold all of
the stock of an operating company and pay no personal holding company tax it is hard to see why a parent company holding all the stock
of operating subsidiaries and receiving most of its income therefrom
should be subject to this penalty tax. Some holding companies because of bonded indebtedness or for other reasons cannot be liquidated.
(2) The relief provisions should be further broadened to give more
adequate
method." relief to companies compelled to use the invested capital
(3) The relief provisions should be further broadened, with retroactive effect, so that deductions for as well as income resulting from
a claim, award, judgment, or decree may be properly spread over the
correct years.
(4) Something should be done tax-wise to encourage the production of strategic metals vitally necessary for the war eifort. This was
what Mr. Nelson recommended-not what I am recommending, but
he mentioned the necessity for it. Rapid production exhausts these
resources, and the high excess-profits tax takes all the profit. Consequently, the present system tends to retard production which is the
exact opposite of what our war effort demands.
I suggest to remedy this situation that for all increased production
over the production for the year 1941 of these strategic and critical
minerals that a further increase depletion allowance-e granted for
the duration of the war. Increased production can be obtained by
this method at less cost to the Government than by increased price.
(5) Relief should be provided in the treatment of income arising
in foreign countries which may be accrued on the taxpayer's books
but which cannot be transmitted to this country because of war conditions. Many countries prevent or curtail the transmission of funds
to the United States. In fact, the whole system of taxation of foreign
income would seem to need revision in view not only of present but
past conditions.
('onebior.-I would respectfully urge this committee to consider
the long-range productivity of the tax program which they adopt. I
cannot stress too much that the important thing to have in mind is
the total amount of revenue which can be collected over the next 5
or even 10 years and not the amount which is to be raised this year.
Any program which raises money this year at the expense of immediately future years is improvident.
We cannot get much revenue from our principal source, the income
tax, unless we have a substantial amount of income to tax. This
was amply provided in 1932 when, although tax rates were substantially raised, tax revenues substantially fell off.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much Mr. Parker.
Are there any questions?
(No response.)
The CHAI RAN. Mr. Parker's exhibit No. A will be entered in the
record, and the committee will also take the liberty of putting the
pamphlet in, Mr. Parker.
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(The pamphlet referred to is as follows:)
HOW THE NEW TAX Br.L TREATS THE LrrrLE INVESTOR, BY L. II. PAuKEn, TAX
ASSOCIATE, Guy & BROOKES, WASHINGTON, D. C.
FOREWOBD
On April 13, 1942, William C. Langley, of New York, head of the prominent
investment house bearing his name, testified before the Committee on Ways and
Means of the House of Representatives with regard to the effect upon domestic
corporations of tax schedules proposed by the United States Treasury Department. (His testimony will be found in full at pp. 2692 to 2705, vol. 3, of the
hearings before the committee.)
I was so much impressed by Mr. Langley's principal statement and its implcations that I have inserted It bodily in this article.
While the witness confined himself principally to proof of the devastating
effect upon the fiscal policies of corporations, of an excessive tax upon their
normal income, I have carried on through the corporate fiction and show where
the hardship really falls--on the shoulders of millions of small people who are
the predominant holders of the stocks of the publicly owned corporations of this
country. And I have suggested at least a partial remedy for the situation.
It will be noticed that Mr. Langley addressed himself to the original Treasury
proposals. These, of course, have been changed in the revenue bill as it has
passed the House of Representatives. Nevertheless, Mr. Langley's conclusions
are still completely pertinent and present in bold relief considerations which
should cogently influence the Committee on Finance of the United States Senate
when the bill reaches it.
STATEMENT

OF WILLIAM

C. LANGLEY, REPRESENTING
YORK, N. Y.

W.

C. LANGLEY

& CO.,

NEW

Mr. LANGLEY. Mr. Chairman,, my name Is William C. Langley; my address is
Westbury, Long Island, N. Y.
I am going to address myself wholly to the question of surtaxes and normal
taxes.
It is my belief that the whole economic structure of America will be seriously
affected by the proposal, if enacted, to make tile normal and surtax on corporations 55 percent. Companies, confronted with capital-expansion programs, increased inventories, sinking-fund payments and serial maturities, will borrow the
money to support such burdens from their stockholders by not paying dividends
on common and preferred stock as a matter of prudence, rather than.to go to
the banks. The result will be that in the post-war period common and preferred stocks, piled high with arrearages of dividends, will be discredited as
media of Investment or speculation for a long time. This is Just at a time
when an enormous public debt will make it imperative that equity money be
raised If the country is to survive without state socialism, and private enterprise is to be perpetuated.
A combination of normal and surtaxes resulting In an impost of 55 percent
does not properly distinguish between the normal earnings of established businesses and Increased earnings due to the war. This does not properly recognize
such realities as fixed interest and preferred dividend charges.
The individual stockholder should be taxed on his Income, both earned and
from dividends, in accordance with the principle of ability to pay. It is not
equitable to impose on each stockholder, Irrespective of his individual income,
the same tax burden. To do so has the effect of taxing the Individual stockholder's share of corporate earnings at rates in excess of what he would ordinarily be obliged to pay if the principle of ability to pay is to be recognized.
All well-managed corporations are loath to borrow to an extent that will throw
their corporate structure or their balance sheets out of line. No company wants
to be left with a huge debt at the end of this war. With the effect on dividends,
of the surtax, no one will want to buy common stocks, or even preferred stocks,
as soon as the full impact of these proposals, if they are enacted, is realized. I
maintain that the country at large has not yet arrived at a full comprehension of
what these tax proposals will be. despite the fact that since they were announced
the value of stocks in the New York market has declined approximately $2.000000.000. This decline has affected practically every class of stock-good, bad,
and indifferent.
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The increase in corporation taxes should be confined in the highest degree
possible to the excess-profits tax. I believe it is to the economic benefit of a
company that during the war the norinal tax-fand in this I include the surtaxshould, if possible, be not increased at all. The place to tax corporate income,
when it Is paid out In dividends, is In the hands of the recipient. In that way
the rich and the small stockholder are each taxed in their proper bracket. There
will be instances where the small taxpayer, as the result of this bill, will be taxed
100 percent, for example, if a preferred or common stock entirely omits its dlvidends. This dividend may be substantially his principal source of Income. This
is asking a far greater sacrifice from the small investor than forn the large one.
I have here a list of operating utility and industrial stocks. Into last year's
earnings there have been Inducted an increase of 77.4 percent in the normal tax
(31 to 55 percent) and a 25-percent increase (60 to 75 percent) in the higher
excess-profits tax. The result is amazing.
Please realize that real money wats put into these preferred and common stocks
by 20,000,000 Investors. Without this money put in behind bonds, what would
the bonds be worth? Who will buy the bonds of a corporationthat has no capital
surplus? How are these bonds to be paid off at maturity? What will they be
worth in the future and where will our saving banks, insurance companies, banks,
endowed institutions, and so on-the holders of these senior securites--come
out?
The first line of defense is common-stock money and earned surplus, the second
line preferred stock, and when these go Qut the window, our whole economic
corporate structure is threatened.
Please consider the situation corporations will find themselves in as affecting
rehabilitation, reinstallation of machinery, and so forth.
Please consider the effect on soldiers and sailors returning looking for Jobs.
Also, consider the effect on Investors in stocks that are selling at low prices
on which no dividends have been paid for soine time, when they are asked to
purchase or subscribe to new Issues of common or preferred stocks.
Do you realize the fact that preferred stocks have grown to be considered as
Investments, and that the colleges, charitable institutions, educational institutions, fire insurance and casualty companies are large owners of these stocks and
dependent on them to carry on their business and to pay their fire and casualty
losses?
It seems to me that credit should be allowed for dividend payments as against
normal and so-called surtaxes. In many loan agreements and indentures there
are covenants to the effect that quick assets, that is to say, accounts receivable,
inventories, and so forth, must be in certain relation to quick liabilities, that is,
payables, bank loans, and so forth. Any distortion of the quick assets position
brought about by excessive normal and surtax taxation would create defaults in
these covenants, in some cases making the loans come due and In some cases
preventing the dividend payments on preferred and common stocks.
I suppose It is not necessary to call the attention of the committee to the
great increase in inventories of corporations helping to carry on this war
through the production of war products, and the effect it has had on their
balance sheets. As a matter of fact, investors and bankss are scrutinizing very
carefully the tax liabilities of all corporations on their balance sheets, as having
a tremendous effect on their credit.
I want to say one word more in explanation of these tables that I have here.
I have had prepared in my office at list of some companies showing their net
income before Federal Income and excess-profits taxes, the amount of Federal
income and excess-profits taxes for the year 1941, and the amount available for
preferred dividends or corrmon dividends, as the case may be.
I have also inducted into these figures what the Federal income and excessprofits tax would have been for the year 1941 had the Treasury's proposal
been In effect in 1941.
The figures in most cases have been based upon the annual or other reports
of the respective companies. I believe the figures are substantially correct; of
course, absolute accuracy cannot be obtained without going over the figures with
officials of each company as well as a representative of the Treasury Department, for detailed interpretations of their proposals. There may be a few
companies where ther might be a question as to the effect on net income for
future years due to possible nonrecurrent items, such as certain reserves and
extraordinary losses. These cases, however, are the exception rather than the
• rule.
The method we have used in determining the effect of the Treasury's proposals
on last year's earnings is as follows:
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We have taken the actual normal and surtaxes paid last year and Increased
that amount by 77.4 percent, which Is the Increase from the present normal and
surtaxes of 31 percent to the proposed 55 percent. We have Increased the excessprofits tax paid last year by 25 percent, which is the Increase from the present
60 percent to the proposed 75 percent rate. Appropriate adjustment has been
made for the fact that the excess-profits tax is deductible before the normal
and surtax.
A sumlnary of the preferred stocks of 42 utility companies and 23 Industrial
companies, and of the common stocks of 13 utility and 56 industrial companies, a
list of which I am submitting to the committee, shows the following result:
Eight utility companies, or 19 percent, will not earn their preferred dividends;
17 utility companies, or 40 percent, will not earn their preferred dividend. and
sinking funds; 19 utility companies, or 45 percent, will be border-line cases, earning their preferred dividends by a margin of less than 50 percent. Thirteen
utility companies will have their aggregate earnings available for common dividends reduced 44 percent.
Six industrial companies, or 26 percent, will be border-line cases, earning their
preferred dividends by a margin of less than 50 percent. Fifty-six Industrial
companies will have their aggregate earnings available for common dividends
reduced 49 percent.
The summary also shows the following estimated effect of the proposed new
Federal income taxes up to 55 percent and the excess-profits taxes up to 75 percent. The average coverage for 42 public-utility operating companies-I have
not Inducted this into a single holding company-shows that the average covering for 1942-and this is not an over-all coverage; this is coverage after interest.
amortization, debt, anl discount, and after taxes--the average coverage will
drop from 2.30 times on 42 public-utility operating stocks to 1.44 times; on 23
Industrial-preferred stocks it drops from 5.57 to 2.97 times.
The average earnings per share for 13 public-utility operating company common stocks drops from $2.34 to $1.33, and on 56 industrial common stocks it
drops from $4.31 to $2.11.
If any member of the committee is interested, I will be glad to give you the
specific names of some of these companies.'
(End of Mr. Langley's statement.)
SUMMARY OF LANGLEY'S CONVENTIONS

I briefly summarize Mr. Langley's position as follows:
(1) A combination of normal tax and surtax resulting in an excessive impost
does not properly distinguish between the normal earnings of established businesses and increased earnings due to the war. Such an impost, in seeking a
maximum tax from corporations whose business is benefited by war conditions,
penalizes corporations whose business is unaffected or injured thereby. Thus
the continued successful functioning of established businesses and of our American incentive system is threatened.
(2) There is no objection to high excess-profits tax rates provided that a fair
basis for such rates is established. The excess-profits tax Is the means which
should be employed to curb and to tap excessive direct or indirect war profits.
(3) It is mandatory that corporations take care of certain definite financial
requirements after paying taxes but before paying dividends. Such requirements include provision for debt retirement, for working capital and plant expanslon, for Inventories, and for reserves for contingencies. Several of these requirements are today abnormally high. After these requirements have been met,
there must e some earnings left for reasonable dividends if the corporate system
of con-oting business Is to survive. If the combined normal and surtax is too
higl:, dividends will be seriously curtailed or eliminated.
(4) "The first line of defense is common-stock money and earned surplus."
Substantial investment in common stocks is an essential feature in the maintenance and development of our economy. Curtailment or elimination of dividends on either common or preferred stocks would give them a bad name with
investors and render future corporate growth difficult if not impossible. The
capital loss entailed will also be tremendous.
At the conclusion of Mr. Langley's remarks one of the members of the committee, evidently impressed by the logic of his statement, made the following
comment:
I The tables referred to In Mr. Langley's statement are printed at the end of this
pamphlet as an appendix.
76093-42-vol. 2-12
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"That is a pretty dark picture you paint, insofar as preferred and common
stocks are concerned."
I was also greatly impressed by the logic of the quoted remarks and examined
with interest the factual data submitted In tabular form by Mr. Langley. His
tables analyze the tax results of the Treasury plan on well over 100 companies
and the figures given are clearly correct for all practical purposes. The companies listed are representative companies and cover a fair cross section of
American industry. While the facts given by Mr. Langley are perhaps sufficient
to prove his contention, nevertheless I have developed some additional data
which would seem to further confirm his conclusions.
Langley's remarks equally applicable to House bill
In the first place, Mr. Langley addressed himself to the Treasury plan of a
55 percent combined normal and surtax rate and excess profits tax rates graduated from 50 to 75 percent. The House bill provides for a combined normal and
-surtax rate of 45 percent and a fiat excess profits tax rate of 90 percent. After
careful consideration, I have concluded that these changes in rates do not go
to the basis of Mr. Langley's objections.
For example, take the case of a company with $50,000,000 of invested capital
having in 1942 a net income (before taxes) of $4,000,000 (or 8 percent on its
capital). Under the Treasury proposal, the total tax would be $2,396,987.50.
Under the House bill, the tax would be $2,178,000. In other words, under the
Treasury proposal in such a case, the company would have left after taxes 8.2
percent on its capital, while under the House bill it would have left 3.6 percent.
Thus, although the House bill is slightly better than the Treasury proposal, it
still does not leave more than sufficient funds (on the average) in the treasury
of such a corporation to service its debt, provide for additional working capital,
increased inventories and plant expansion programs, and for contingencies. The
balance finally left for dividends, if any, after these necessary charges will be
very small, and such dividends as are paid will represent no fair return on an
investment in the corporation. I submit therefore, that Mr. Langley's contention applies equally as strong under the House bill as it did under the
original Treasury proposals.
Principle of ability to pay ignored
The witness very properly called to the committee's attention the fact that
corporate taxation Is levied with complete disregard of the principle of the
ability to pay of the ultimate owner of .Ir corporation, that is, the stockholder. Every dollar of taxes extracted from the corporation comes out of
the pockets of the owners of the corporation's steurlties. If the corporation be
sound and prosperous the tribute is levied on the common stockholders only.
In varying degree, however, depending on the financial condition and earning
capacity of the corporation, the tax may also be borne by the preferred stockholders or even by the bondholders, Broadly speaking, however, it is the
common stockholders as a class who pay the tax bill. Regarding each share
of stock as a unit of participation in corporate ownership it will immediately
be evident that each such unit shares in the tax on the corporation's income at
exactly the same rate. It is true that if one man owns 10 shares of stock
and another owns 100 shares, the latter's share of the total tax on the corporate
income is 10 times as great, as the former's. However, the rate of tax per unit
is exactly the same, which is the important and entirely unfair aspect of this
status. To make this even clearer an individual with an income of $5,000 per
year owns 10 shares of stock in Corporation X and an individual with an Income of $100,000 per year owns 10 shares of stock in the same corporation.
Their respective contributions to the payment of the corporation's income tax
are at exactly the same rate and in exactly the same amount regardless of the
very obvious disparity In their respective abilities to pay.
That this is not a purely academic but a practical situation is shown by the
well-recognized fact that stocks of most publicly owned corporations are htld
today by people who run the whole gamut of economic and social condition.
As a matter of fact, as I will shortly develop, it is probable that 'the actual
majority of stocks of publicly owned companies are today owned by people
cf very modest means.
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Mr. Langley did not point out an additional element of unfairness in our
scheme of corporate taxation. This consists in the fact that, from the standpoint of the party at ultimate Interest, the individunI holder of corporate securities, there is double taxation. The earnings of the corporation itself are first
taxed in full. Thereafter, such part of thye earnings as are received by the
security holder are taxed again in his hands. For many years this situation
did not exist in such aggravated form. Corporation dividends were expressly
exempt from normal tax. This exemption was not removed until the enactment of the Revenue Act of 1936. It is interesting to note that, in net effect,
Oreat Britain has never subjected dividends to normal tax in the hands of the
individual recipient
Who are the stockholders of publicly owted corporations
In discussing the hardslps which will be suffered by corporation stockholders, if taxes as presently suggested are Imposed, the witness also did not
tell the committee, probably because the information was not available to him,
the situs of today's ownership of the great publicly owned corporations in this
country. Under our scheme of corporate taxation corporations are taxed as
though they had an existence separate and apart from their security holders.
As a matter of fact, corporations are nothing but a group of Individuals investing their money in a cooperative enterprise, and, as I am about to point out,
these individuals, in a steadily increasing stream, are predominantly the
smaller Income group in this country. This class by the very fact of its
ownership of corporate securities proves itself to be the thrifty, industrious,
self-supporting section of our citizenry who form the real backbone of the
nation. If by any scheme of taxation we destroy the results of the patt efforts
of this class (by forcing great capital losses upon them), or discourage their
incentive for the future (by reducing or eliminating the return on their Investments), we strike at the very vitals of our national economy.
Following is a short table taken from income statistics published by the
United States Bureau of Internal Revenue which serves to give us a key to
the financial status of the people In this country who today are the owners of
the stocks of corporations. It classifies, year by year, according to taxable
Income before personal exemptions, the individual recipients of dividends paid
by all American corporations. Only sufficient years to establish a trend are
Included.
by individuals

reported on
domestic
dividends
Total
Income
tax returns
of Individuals

Received by individuals
with
incomes under $5,000c Received
with incomes
between
r$5,000
and $10,000

192--$4,.N1,000,000 ............---------1929-$4,70,00,000 --------------------......
1037-3,500,00,00 .........--------------1938-$2,200,000,000 .......
..--------------------

$4000.0
(I ls of total)-. $440,0000S0 (l4o of total).
$540,000.00 (!6 of total) ....
S5O,000,000 (6 of total).
$730,000,000(J of total)_. - $4 0,000,00 (i-of
total).
PA0,000,000 ('-,i of total). - t$320,000,000( of total).

1940-$3,430,000,000 ........................

$I,I10,000,000 (4 of total) ....

1939-$2,500,000,000 -------------------------

$700.000.000
(iS- of total).

$350,000,000
("of total),
$425,000,000( of total).

Thus it will be seen that from the period starting with 1928 (1928 and 1929
are inserted -a a part of the "old era") and ending with 1940, which is thelatest year for which statistics are available, there has been a constantly Increasing ratio of participation in corporation dividends by the "little Investor," that
is, the class of taxpayers with incomes of under $5,000 each. Starting with a
participation amounting to approximately one-thirteenth in 1928, the little investor's share of corporate dividends has risen steadily in the present era until
now it is about one-third. It is true that this trend is somewhat magnified by
decreased personal exemptions, but it cannot be doubted that a substantial trend
does exist. In any event, as far as the present is concerned, we find that in
the year 1940 Individuals with net incomes of less than $10,000 received eleventwenty.fourths of the total receipts reported, or nearly 50 percent. This figure
is obtained, of course, by adding the one-third received by individuals with net
incomes under $5,000 to the one-eighth received by individuals with net incomes
between $5,000 and $10,000. We venture to say that at the present time such
combined holdings have passed the 50 percent mark.
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Further bearing on the status of the small investor as a stockholder in American industry are the following Interesting statistics:
In the case of General Motors over 80 percent of its shareholders hold 50
shares or less. By latest available figures General Motors now has over 396,000
common-stock holders alone. In the case of American Telephone & Telegraph,
whose stockholders number nearly 750,000, over 75 percent of these stockholders
hold 25 shares or less. In the case of United States Steel Corporation whose
coninion-stock holders number 164,000, approximately 75 percent in number
of shareholders hold 25 shares or less. The stock list of International Paper
Co., the largest paper company in the world, shows that 68 percent in number
of stockholders hold 25 shares or less and 80 percent in number of stockholders
hold 50 shares or less.
Small investor bulwark of free enterprise system
These figures would seem to show beyond peradventure that unless he is
frightened off, the small investor will soon become the predominant owner of
the stocks of American corporations. This, we submit, is a very healthy condition and will furnish a bulwark for the system of free enterprise, our traditional American policy, in the uncertain times ahead. From this it is apparent
that when corporations are taxed at high rates the taxes so extracted come in
very substantial measure from the pockets of the smaller Income group. As
has already been pointed out, these taxes are levied at exactly the same rate
against the small investor as against the wealthy owner of these stocks.
Fallacy of the small corporation
At tils point I divert for a moment to make a very necessary distinction
between the small investor and the so-called small corporation. In the history
of our income-tax legislation great solicitude has been expressed by our taxing
authorities for the small corporation. There has been and is now frank discrimination in its favor as against the big corporation. This can only be based
upon the heretofore unchallenged theory that big corporations are in exactly the
same case as wealthy people while small corporations are in the same class as
Inllviduals of small means and, therefore, with small ability to pay taxes..
This theory is believed to be completely unsound. The size of a business is no
criterion of its relative ability to pay taxes; or, to put this somewhat more
fundamentally, of the ability of the individuals who own such corporations to pay
taxes. The fact is that the small corporations of the country are, practically
without exception, closely held. In most cases they are owned by single individuals, by single families, or in the extreme case by a small friendly group. It
is a well-known fact that in most small communities the principal business activitles
are conducted by corporations owned and controlled by the half dozen or
less well-to-do families of the communities. In this class of activity is the
general store, the ice business, the fuel business, the amusement business, and
frequently the light-and-power business. The stocks of the corporations engaged
in these enterprises are not listed and are not obtainable by the general public.
The fact of close ownership permits the diversion to the stockholders, most or
all of whom are actually engaged in the business, of a substantial part of the earnings In the form of salaries, expense accounts, bonuses or rental of property owned
by the individual stockholders. Such payments, within limits, are proper deduetions before arriving at net earnings subject to tax. In this respect the small
closely held corporation is' immediately at considerable advantage from an
income-tax standpoint over the large publicly owned corporation.
For the reasons stated, among others, the stocks of large listed, well-known
corporations of necessity furnish the principal medium of investment for the small
investor. How substantial and far reaching this investment block Is has already
been demonstrated.
It would, therefore, seem apparent that when our legislative bodies undertake
to afford protection, taxwlse, to the small corporation, while taxing to the utmost
the large corporation, on the theory that by so doing they are favoring the little
fellow, they are proceeding under a completely mistaken belief. The reverse is
true. When heavy taxes are levied on large corporations the money is coming
in very substantial measure out of the pockets of the small investor of the
country. When protection is afforded to the small closely held corporation,
generally speaking, an umbrella is being raised over a group who are much
better able to take care of themselves.
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The case of Westinghouse
Supplementing the broad position taken by Mr. Langley is the following state.
ment from a letter addressed to Members of Congress by A. W. Robertson, chairman of the Board of Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.:
"A preliminary examination of our income for April 1942 discloses a net
income of less than $1,000,000 after provisions for taxes on a business of $41,000,000. This represents a return of slightly over 2 percent on such business
and less than 50 percent of the net income for April 1941. This is not enough
profit to pay even modest dividends to stockholders and continue reasonable wages
to employees, without considering the well-recognised necessity to make some..
financial provision to cover present and post-war conditions. We are alarmed
over the situation. We are, frankly, wondering what is to become of the
company."
And yet the Westinghouse Co., one of our best known industrial operations, has
only $20,000,000 of bonds outstanding and 80,000 shares of preferred stock which
is a comparatively small charge ahead of its approximate 3,125,000 shares of
common stock. If its chairman, with his company earning over $4,000,000 net
after taxes for the first quarter of 1942, is not only worried about dividends
and wages but even about the future of the company, what must be the feelings
of the executives of the many publicly owned companies which are not nearly
so strong financially as Westinghouse?
It is Interesting to note that the Westinghouse Co., although It made about
70 percent more before taxes in the first quarter of 1942 than it did In the first
quarter of 1941, had 27 percent less profit left after taxes in the first quarter of
1942 than it had in the corresponding period of 1941.
The case of A. T. & T.
K. S. M'-cHugh, vice president of American Telephone & Telegraph Co., appear.
ing before the Ways and Means Committee of the House on the Treasury pro.
posals, stated that these proposals would reduce his company's earnings by more
than $4 per share. (Under the revenue bill of 1942 as it now stands the cor.
portion certainly fares no better.) This company has for years paid a dividend
,f $9 per share and its stock bap been bought by thousands of investors at prices
reflecting this dividend. The result of a reduction of from $4 to $5 a share in
dividend declarations of American Telephone & Telegraph can readily be realized.
I am convinced that preservation of reasonable dividends on the stocks of our
domestic corporations, if and when earnings before taxes permit, is very much
in the interest of our whole economy. It remains, therefore, to take counsel as
to whether there is not some way of achieving this without unduly diminishing
Federal tax revenue.
Suggested rmemy
In suggesting what seems to me to be a helpful expedient in the difficulty which
confronts us, I do not wish to be understood as subscribing to the soundness of
a tax on the normal income of corporations anything like as high as the pro.
posed combined normal and surtax. Mr. Langley and I have both made clear,
I hope, that an excessive impost on normal income threatens the very vitals of
our domestic corporate activity. A tax of 45 percent on such Income is definitely
too high,
The obvious and soundest remedy Is, therefore, to reduce this rate.
However, practical need for revenue is the pressing thing today, and for this
reason and this alone, I suggest a sort of compromise which will serve at least
to ameliorate an otherwise desperately unwise and Improvident taxing program.
Careful consideration of the prospectiv effect of present tax proposals on
corporation dividends suggests a way out without serious diminution of Federal
tax revenue. This remedy would consist of an allowance of a credit against the
proposed normal and surtax net income of a percentage of amounts declared as
dividends. Such a plan in a general way was suggested by Mr. Langley.
My suggestion is that the percentage of dividends paid which shall be allowed
as a credit be determined on average considerations but at a point which will
not cost the Government any substantial amount in revenue. Obviously such a
result can only be achieved by balancing the loss of corporation taxes against
the gain in taxes upon the recipients of dividends.
In arriving at a percentage figure, we are assuming that the dividends received
will be subject to surtax at the highest rate applicable to each taxpayer's income.
We are also assuming, of course, that the credit given will greatly stimulate the
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payment of dividends. Examination of the surtax rates on Individuals proposed
by the House billshows that surtax net incomes between $12,000 and $14,000
are subject to a 86-percent surtax. When to this is added the proposed normal tax
rate of 6 percent we have a total rate of 42 percent. The minimum tax on dividends received by any individual will be 19 percent under the bill, and the
maximum tax will be 88 percent. For these reasons and because of other computations too voluminous to be given here, we think dividends will bear an average
tax rate of at least 45 percent in the hands of the stockholder. This conclusion
is also borne out by the fact that about 50 percent of the dividends go to Individuals with net incomes of less than $10,000, and 50 percent go to individuals
Avith net incomes of more than $10,000.
If, therefore, as far as the revenue Is concerned, a credit was given, against
normal and surtax only, for every additional dollar of dividends paid by the corporation over and above what it could and would pay without regard to the
credit, the Government would lose nothing on balance. It would lose 45 percent
on the corporate tax on the amount of such dividends, but gain approximately
the same amount from the lax on Individuals. The advantage would be that
the tax on individuals would be collected in accordance with their respective
abilities to pay.
However, we must recognize that it is impractical from an administrative
standpoint to determine the amount of additional dividends over and above the
amount of dividends which might be paid in the absence of any credit.
It may be necessary therefore, In order to fully protect the revenue, to allow
something less than 100 percent of the dividends paid as a credit against
corporate normal and surtax net income. Just what reduction should be made
is a matter of judgment. Personally, I believe, In view of the very high
combined corporate normal and surtax rate, that the allowance of the credit
will have the effect of substantially increasing the amount of dividends paid.
This, of course, cannot be proved. However, on the basis of my experience in
prognosticating tax yields, I venture to recommend that at least a 50 percent
credit for dividends paid be allowed, with the strong feeling that no substantial'
revenue loss will follow.
CONCLUSION

The principal purpose of this memorandum is to raise the question whether
the bill,
as now drafted, is not so severe in soine of Its provlsdons as to defeat
its own ends because of the long-range damage which it will cause.
These ends I conceive to be to secure to the Federal Government by taxation
the greatest possible revenue compatible with the continuation of a sound
national economy.
I conceive the condition stated to be an absolute condition precedent to any
tax or fiscal program voluntarily adopted. For if the bounds thus set are exceeded not only will the sources of future taxes be dried nr but the sources
of necessary borrowing will be similarly and simultaneously cmstrlcted.
"Too little and too late" has proved to be a deplorable condition in the conduct of actual warfare. "Too much, too fast" is equally to be avoided in
any money-raising program, particularly when the program must of necessity
continue for a period of years.
I believe that the tax program for 1042, as presently drafted, has already
reached the point of diminishing returns. Agreeing that amounts heretofore
unthought of must be raised for the conduct of the present war-and thereafter-by borrowing and by taxation, I submit that there Is today substantially
more leeway for additional sound Federal borrowing than there Is for additional
sound Federal taxation upon sources thus far tapped. Ifnew and proper sources
of revenue by taxation are resorted to, well and good. But I Ilieve that the
tax rates now proposed, if they actually do not amount to confiscation, have
reached the point where they will detrimentally affect our future economic
welfare ad thus set up a vicious cycle In which there will be a steadily
diminishing Income to tax and a steadily diminishing fund from which to
borrow.
That "the power to tax is the power to destroy" Is still as true as it ever
was despite the revolutionary social and economic changes which are upon us,
and without regard to the extent to which Government may hereafter usurp
the functions of the free enterprise system, short of outright Government
ownership of all property.
L. H. PAaME.
Tar A88oiate, Guy and Brooces, Washingtons. D. 0.
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APPENDIX

(Tables submitted by Mr. Langley)
Estimated effect of proposed new taxes on certain public utility operating company
preferred stocks
[First line shows 1941actual results; second line shows estimated effect of proposed now Federal Income taxes
up to 5 percent and excess-profits taxes up to 75 percent]
1000 omitted]
Net
Income
Federal
Net
Annual
Income
income
Federal
preferred
for
and
income
excessand
s
preferred
dividends
excess-ecs- profits dividends
taxes
profits
taxes
Alabama P$wer $6 and $7.....

$,718
5,718

Arkansas Power & Light $6
and $7.
Birmingham Elec;rlc $6 and $7.
California Oregon Power $6 and
$7.
Carolina Power & Light $6 and

3,1,3
3,153
1
1,231
1,425
1,425
3, 906

$7.

Central Illinois Public Service,
$6 -------------------------Central Maine Power, $20, $6,
and $7 ........................
Central Power& Light, $6 and

$7..: ..................

Florida Power & Light, $7 .....

...
Illinois-Iowa Power, $2
Indianapolis Power & Light,

$5,

145
'173
1,740

3,868
3,858
2,776
2,776
2,127

'1,83
2 892
1748
i, 327
'821

2,005
90
2,028
1,449
1,306

1,708
1,708
1,347
1,347
842

297
742
081
102
404

49,893
49,893
17,227
5 7,227

'15,972
'27,175
7,882
11,279
1197
*2,122
-42,238
'3,970
1, 744
6 2,945
2,133

33,921
22,718
9,345
5,948
2,498
1,73
5,3M
3,634
2,908
1,705
1,855

10,922
10,923
3,426
3,425
1,15
1,153
2,670
2,676
1,209
1,200
738

12, 9
11,790
6.9
2,.23
1.
420
250
918
1,697
496
1,117

*820

2,134

-- 3,918

SSW.........

& Light,
$6, and $7--------------

Jersey Central Power

2,954

:1,70

1,291

3,102

2,142
3,107
1,008
1,0610

525
'100
1,005
277
1,677
712
094
92

'425
809
1,341
2,834
4,097
"11,071
'1,900

294
1,513
981
8,515
2,252
2,184
1,755

404
494
494
057
957
1,589
1,089

1 110
1,019
487
2,58
1,295
9
150

3,057
3,649
5,276

1,190
3,898
2, 271
2,271
1,262
2,389
1,528

1,377
1,867
1,87
900
900
1,159
1,189

219
2,031
404
1,311
102
1,230
80

Kansas Power& Light,

2,982
S&982
4891
4,895
2,093
2,693

7807
'1,432
1,351
2,079

Mississippi River Power, $6---Montana Power, $6 ............

719

New York Power & Light,
$6and$7..................

Northern Indiana Public Serv-

719
2,322
2,322
349
6,349
9,5
.30

ice, $5.80, $6, and $7..........
Ohio Edison, $8, $6.60, and $7
Ohio Public Service, $5, $5.80,
$0 and $7....................
Oklahoma (as and Electric,
$6 and $7....................
See footnotes at end of table,

4,053

4,653
7,547
7, 547
4, 3
4, 336
3,857
3,857

738

'8

521
521
620
626
1,070
1,076
991
991

1,853

Missismsppi Power & Light, $6..

820

84

975

1,040
421
1,631
903
2,753
1,788
1,085
1,0.3

Kansas Gas & Electric, $0 and $7.
.

836

1,215

88
788
18

1,45

1,83

2,230

1,340

2,954

Louisville 0as & Electric, Kentucky, 5%, $25 par ..........- .
Minnesota Power & Light, $6
and $7 ........................

949
949
429
429
429

$1,2 7
5
1,076
203
8)
E8i
23

785
755
1,285

3, 695
7,6W4
7,604
4,650
4,60
3,988

Georgia Power, $5, $0, and V__

2,023
1,102
DOD
660

$2,209
2,209

900
182
3,001

2,127

.

*h128
'2,001
'322310
'57
0571

$3,536
2,274

525
843
0995

3,99"

Consolidated Edison of Now
York, $5 ..................... _
Consumers Power, $4i and $5. -

$2,182
3,444

B
forcormen

0340

'1, 886
2,065
3,074
1,468
2,329

1,499

479

2,767

13

404

1,377

71

1,390

eien
times
eamne
earrerre
eand

Annual
sinking
fund
fumed
requirements

1.58
$1,50
1.00
1,500
2.14.
1.21.
12
1..
1.4.....
1.19.
0.77 .....
139

23

1.17
.86
1.50
1.07
1.55

o
600
50
80
700

177

230

.99

700

8.11.
2.
1 73
173
1.36
2.00
1.36
2.40
1.41
2.11

5i
125
1 ,87
1,687
274
274
900

1.12

800

1.68

530

1.12

2.01.
.81 .......
2.61
520
1.44
52
2.-6
-....
66 .......
1.70
200
1.09
200

3.18....

.
106
1.98
3.67
135
1.63.
1.10.

6i
156
480
480

2.01

1.16
208
1.21
1.37
1.31
2.0
1.32

1 000
1,000
.
10
160
476
475
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Estimated effect of proposed new taxes on certain public utility operating company
preferred stocks-Continued
(F ist line shows 1941actual results; second line shows estimated effect of proposed new Federal income taxes
up to 55 percent and excess-proflts taxes up to 75percent]
(000omitted]

Net

income Federal
Net
Preferred
r
d Annual
before
Ne
ie
f
and
Federal Inome
sinking
income Annual Balance
dividends
Federal
preferred for com.
fund
income
for
earnedrl
requiremon
earned
and nd profits
exei
preferred dividends
meants
dividends
excesstaxes
profits
taxes
$1,562
0$471
Pennsylvania Edison $2.80 and
'836
$5- ------- 1,562
10,349
3,300
Pennsylvania Power & Light
5,576
10,349
$5, $6, and $7.................
Public Service of Indiana $5....
4,941 '16 1,782
4,041
03,101
Public Service ofOklahoma $5.
2,598
11855
2,5098
1,384
5,308
'1,028
Rochester Gas & Electric $5
1,8 24
3.306
and $6.......................
2,126
"1,078
San Antonio Public Service $6..
2,126
1,536
855
2, 50
Texas Power & Light $0and $7.
2, 560
1,301
3,510
1,320
19
2,094
$5, $, and $7.
811
778
Utah Power & Light $6and $7.
22 778
'1,439
3,260
7,091
Virginia Electric & Power $8...
7,091
4,780
Washington Water Power $8..West Penn Power $4% .........
West Texas Utilities 0014.
Wisconsia Electric Power $43/i f
and $0 ......................
Wiscosin Power & Light $6
and $7 ........................
1

2 657
2,657
9,543
9,543
1,419
1, 419
7,233
7,233
2,611
2,611

i

'743
'1,319
3,792
5,800
"20
497
3,332
5,083
1,101
1,755

$1,091
726
7,049
4,773
3,159
1,780
1,743
1,214
2,278
1 482
1,048
090
1,705
1,259
2,199
1,425
1,007
1,339
3,831
2,305

$852
802
3,846
3,846
741
741
440
440
1,393
1,393
270
270
803
865
945
945
1,705
1,705
1,172
1,172

$239
1126
3,203
927
2,418
1,039
1,303
774
885
89
778
320
840
394
1,254
480
22
136
2,659
1,133

1.28 ..........
.85 ..........
1.83
$80
80
1.24
4.26
1,242
2.39
1,242
3.00
200
2.76
200
1.83.
1.06 .......
270
3.8
2.19
270
1.97 ..........
1.45 .......
2.33
302
362
1.51
1.15.
.78 .-----670
3.27
670
1.96

1,914
1,338
5,751
3,743
1,130
922
3,001
2,150
1,510
856

622
022
1,337
1,337
432
432
1,512
1,012
1,116
1,110

1,292
710
4,414
2,406
707
490
2,389
638
394
'260

3.08 ..........
2.11 ........
320
4.30
320
2.80
452
2.64
2.13
452
2.58 ........
1.42 ..........
1.35
370
.77
370

'Income taxes only (no excess-profits taxes).
I Defleit.
Includes 81,570,000 payable except for refunding.
I Includes $34,000 payable except for refunding.
4 Includes $230,000 payable except for refunding.
I Includes $2,132,000 payable except for refunding.
I Includes $f00,000 payable except for refunding.
Includes $338,000 payable except for refunding.
'Includes $486,000 payable except for refumding (estimated).
'Includes $4.3,000 payable except for refunding.
"0Includes $520,000 payable except for refunding.
IIncludes $410,000 payable except for refunding.
"fIncludes $434,000 payable except for refunding.
is Includes $266,000 payable except for refunding.
'4 12 inonthsended Sept. 30,1041.
IsIncludes $799,000 payable except for refunding,
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Estimated effect of proposed new taxes on certain public utility operating company

common stocks

(First line shows 1941actual results: second line shows estimated effect of proposed new Federal Income taxes
up to 55 percent and excess-profits taxes up to 75 percent]
[000omitted)
Net In.
come
before
Federal
income
and
excessprofits
taxes

Federal
B n Eaed
Net In.
ui
Income
and
come for AnnarleBalance
p d
common
for
referred
excess- preferred
share
common
vidends
dividends
profits
taxes

*"$480
$1,604
CentralHudson Gas& Electric.
,851
Cleveland Electric Illuminat11,549
4,942
ing--------------- _--------- 11,549
6,807
. C 44,NO
Commonwealth Edison17,818
44,06
27,908
2,001
5,763
Connecticut Light & Power.....
5,753
2.794
Consolidated Edison of New
49,893 '15,972
York .........................
49,893 *27,175
1,805
4,727
Power
&
Houston Lighting
4, 727
2,775
3, "S
'2,133
Indianapolis Power & Light. -.
3,162
Louisville Gas &Electric, Ken4,895
2,142
tucky ........................
4,895
3 107
'748
3,246
Oklahoma Natural Gas ........
'1,327
,
333,246
255
10,792
Pacific Gas & Electric ..........
33,255
17,894
4,941 0 1,782
Public Service of Indiana ......
03,161
4,941
W08
Washington Gas Light -- ----- 1,715
1,715
860
3,792
9,543
..............
West Penn Power
5,800
9,543

$1,124
7&3
7,057
4,742
2743
16, e
3,752
2,959
33,921
22,718
2,922
1,952
1,855
826
2,753
1,788
2,498
1,919
22,463
15,861
3,159
1, 780
1,207
855
5,7,1
3,743

$316
316
1,147
1,147

..........374
074
10,922
10,922
315
315
738
738
1,076
1,076
592
592
7,970
7,970
741
741
270
270
1,337
1,337

$Sse
437
5,910
3,594
26,748
1, 656
3,378
2,585
22,999
11,796
2,607
1,37
1,117
88
1,677
712
1,06
1,327
14,493
7,391
2,418
1,039
937
085
4,414
2,406

ikiua
siAnnual
fund
require.
ments

$0.54
.29 ..........
2,54
1.54 ..........
2.10
1.31
2.94
$200
2.25
200
2.00 S..........
1.02
5.21
3.27
00
1.56
.12
900
1.85
.78
3.47
2.41
475
2.31
1,303
1.18
1,303
2.18
1,242
.94
1,242
2.20
160
1.37
10
1.560
320
.82
320

*Income taxes only (no excess profits taxes).
I Includes $340,000payable except for refunding.
IIncludes $6.50,000payable except for refunding.
I Includes $520,000payable excent for refunding.
4Excludes $16,000credit applicable to 1940.

Estimated effect of proposed new taxes on certain industrial preferred stocks
[First line shows 1941actual results; second line shows estimated effect of proposed new Federal income
taxes up to 55 percent and excess profits taxes up to 75 percent]
[000omitted]
Net Income Federal Net inbefore income
come Annual Balance
Federal in
for
pre. Ba
income
and
preferrod
for
and
excess- (erred
divicommon
ends
dvi.
profits
dends
taxes
profits
taxes
American Bank Note, $6 ....
American Can Co., $7.......
American Roiliog Mill, $4.50.
American Tobacco, $6.......
American Woolen, $7........

$2, 135
2,135
37,545
37,545
24,143
24,143
44, 260
44, 260
19,144
19,144

$1,098
1,702
18,700
20,01
12,915
18,219
20,376
10,230
12,200
16,351

$1,037
383
18,846
10,984
11,228
5, 924
23,884
14.03
6. 4
2,793

$270
$767
270
113
15,960
2,890
2,886
8,098
2,025
9,203
2,025
3,899
3,162 20,722
3,162 10, 88
2,450 4,494
, 450
343

fe-rrE
dvid-ds,
times
earned

per
corMn

3.84
1.42

$1.17
.17

6.53

6 45

3.80
5.54
2.92
7.54
4.42
2.83
1.14

3.27
3.21
1.d6
4.68

2.40
11.23
.86

sinking
fund
require.
o

81,00
0,840
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Estimated effect of proposed new taxes on certain industrial preferredstock---Con.
Net
comein- Feeral
Net
In- Annual
before
e
come
proor
Federal
for
and
ioe
Income
proferred
divled
ferr
excessand
profits
s
de
dvi
profits
taxes
dends

Balance
for
corn-

men

r
dlvi
ddorndends,
times
earned

ared Ad
sinking
per
confud
men requireshare
ments

taxes
Bethlehem Steel, V7.--Celanese Corporation, $7, $5,
$72d ......................
.
Crucible Steel, $5B. P. Goodrich, $

.

-

Hershey Chocolate, $4+$1 .Marshall Field& CoSW$....

110,958 $02,500
116,958 107,990
13 972
6,866
13,972
9,930
14,798
22,237
22,237
18,893
19,418
10,810
19,418
14,365
3,218
9,162
9,162
5,154
, 0:07 0 5,390

$34,458
8,968
7,106
4,042
7,439
3,344
8,608
5,003
6,944
4,008
4,686

1,080
1,684
8,311
13,554
1,865
2,05
7,745
13,583
16,373
22,192
46,250
ft,284
*2,
724
"4,832

1,625
1,021
10,732
5,489
1, &34
894
15,285
9,447
10,192
4,373
24,038
10,004
7,478
5,370
I1,W63
861

2705
2,705
19,043
NationalBiscuit,$7 .........
19,043
3,399
National Gypsum, V1.50.....
3,399
Pure Oil, $5, $6-------------23,030
23,030
Radio Corporation, $3.50
26,565
first, $5B...............
26,565
Republic Steel, $6 P , so P. 70,288
700208
10,202
SchenleyDlstillers, $5.50.....
10,202
Mayteg, $6, $3 2d............

Sharon Steel, $5.............
United States Rubber, $6...

United States Steel, $7.
Wilson & Co., $6.
Youngstown Sheet
$5.50.....................

.
Tu

4,233
4, Z33
29,775

2,600
3,372
16,113

29,775
22,126
234,871
t231,871118,700
180,441
10,133
:3,086
10,123
5,474
37,624
21,0
37,624 29,295

*income taxes only (no excess-profits taxes).

13,662

7,649
116,171
54,430
7,047
4,659
16,124
8,329

$6,537 $27,921
6,537
2,431
2,656
4, 450
2,656
1,386
1,672
5,767
1,672
1,672
2,060
6,548
2,060
2,993
1,269
4.675
1,269
2,739
900
3,786
M
1 M
608
1,017
1,017
4
1,736
98,096
1,738
3,753
1, 26
288
288
605
3,909 11,376
3,009
5,538
3,219
6,973
3,219
1,194
22,001
2,037
2,037
7,967
6,553
925
925
4,445
1,335
298
298
563
5,208

8,454

5,208
2,441
25,220
2-5,220 00,9051
28,210
1,948
5,099
1,948
2,711
825 15,299
825
7,504

$5.27
1.37
2.68
1.02
4.44
2.00
4.17
2 45
4.68
3.16
5.20
3.13
1.60
1.00
6.19
3.16
"5.32
3.10
3 90
2.41
3.16
1.36
11.81
4.91
8.08
5.82
5.47
2.89
2.62

1.46
4.60
2.15
3.62
2.40
19.515
10.09

$9.35
$4, 90
.81
4,960
3.23
1,200
1.01
1,200
250
12.95
3.75
250
0.02
1,875
2.29
1,875
6. 82 .........
3.98 .........
1.95.
.99 .........
.38 .........
.02 .........
1.43 .......
.60 -----2
.94
.46
23
2.6.
1.39 .......
.50 .......
.08 .........
4,428
3.87
1.41
4,428
1,200
5.20
3.53
1,200
400
3.40
1.43
400
4.80

1.41
10.45
3.35
2.6
1.36
9.13
4.48

2,000

2,000
11,973
11,973
1,415
1,415
3,960
3,960
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Estimated effect of proposed;new taxes on certain industrial common stocks
[First line shows 1941actual results; second line shows estimated effect of proposed new Federal Income
taxes up to 55percent and excess-profits taxes up to 75percent)
(00 omitted]
Not income for
common
before
Federal
income
and
excessprofits
taxes

Adams-Mills Corporation ..................

$1,046
1,046
14,756
14, 756

-------

Air Reduction Co ------.------------------------Allen Industries, Inc ..........---------------

_---

American Brake Shoe & Foundry -- _-------------American Home Products Corporation ----

_---------

American Laundry Machine Co _-----------------Armstrong Cork Co --------------------------------

Atlantic Refining Co-------------------------.. _

8
6,495
6,495
7,775
7,775
3,666
3,6N0
7,556
7, 566
*20, 988

2, 98

Bath Iron Works Corporation ---------------------Babcock & Wilcox Co ...............................

3,174
3,174
3,327
3,327
15,732
15,
732

Beech-Nut Packing Co ------------------------Bendix Aviation Corporation ........................

5,861
5,861
36,
36, 714
714

Autocar Co ..........................................

11,762
Borden Co ..........................................
11,762
6,716
Bridgeport Brass Co -------------------------------6,
716
5, 688
'Budd Wheel Co .....................................
6,688
605?8
o
BuddlWard C --------------------------------6,381
3,773
'B utler B ros ----------------------------------------3, 773
4,776
Carnation Co ------------.-----------------------4,776
8,021
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co ------------------------8,021
Chrysler Corporation ................................

68.814
68,814
7,331

Clark Equipment Co ...............................

7,331

, 343
Commercial Solvent Corporation.------------------- .,343
4,279
4,
279
Congoleum Nairn, Ine ...............................
742
6,
6, 742
Container Corporation of America ...................
12,194
12,194
Continental Can Co., Inc ...........................
19.3657
19,357
40,818
49,818
11,664
11.64

Corn Products Refining Co ..... "....................
Eastman Kodak Co .................................
Eaton Manufacturing Co .....................
Electric Auto-Lita Co .......................
FaIrhanks, Morse& Co .....................
Flintkote Co ........................................
General Foods Corporation ..........................
General Motors Corporation .........................

See footnotes at end of table.

13,686
.....13.
6811
.

8,620
8,620
3363
3, 363

25,216
29,216
480,564
So480,584

Federal
income
Net in.
and
come
exceSfor
profits common
taxes

$422
654
7,639
10,666
425
620
3,300
4,672
3,411
6,607
1,5bo
2,307
3,526
5,017
7,233
12,832
1,709
2,689

1,931

2,995
11,480
14,471
3, 162
4,366
23,446
32,898
*3, 491
*6,194
4,805
6,063
3,950
5,022
4,404
5,55
1,700
2,8!0
2,359
3,453
5,960
7,430
28,700
43,637
8,150
6,523
2,728
4,654
2, 62
3,223
4,419
9,696
4,724
7,2586
9,091
13,337
28,229
39,824
7,500
9,664
7,820
10,46
8,699
7,868
1,720
2,369
11,737
17.341
287,992
897,168

Earned
per
share,
common

$624
392
7,116
4,100
436
234
2,680
1,308
4,363
2,107
2,166
1,359
4,029
2, K38
13,764
6, 15
1,466
48,5
1,396
331
4,252
1,260
2,709

$4.00
2.51
2.62
1.66

13,267
3,816
8,270
5,568
1,911
652
1,738

6.30

1,494

1,977
876
2,073
923
2,417
1,322
2,061
590
40,114
25,177
2,181
686
2,615
689
2,016
1,056
2,327
1,045
7,469
4,937
8,545
4,219
21,218
9,623
4, 364
2,199
5,866
3,230
2,920
1,252
1,643
994
13,478
7,873
192, A72
86.378

Annual
sinkingfund
Irerequ
ments

.89
3.48
1.70
5.12
264
3.96
2.48
2.86
2.00
6.16
3.06
7.27
2.31
3.33 ..........
.79
6.33
1.87 ..........
6.19

3.421
1.88
1.27
2.03
.67
1.82
.67
7.16
3.17
1.M
.82
2.17
0.15

1,76
9.22
5.79
8,67
2.47
.99
.26
1,82
.85
2.98
1.34
2.62
1.73
3.37
1.70
8.57
3.88
6.20
3.12
4.90
2,T0
4.87
2.09
2.34
1.42
2.56
1.80
4.42
1.91

$40
40
... .. .
..... ..
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Estimated effect of proposed taxes on certain industrial common stocks--Continued
Net income for
common
before
Federal
income
and
excessprofits
taxes

Federal
income
and
excessprofits
taxes

Net in- Earned
per
coma
for
share,
common common

$2,881
$2,863
$5,744
1,657
4,087
Hazel-Atlas Glass Co--------------------------5,744
5,61
10,385
16,046
Johns Manville Corporation.........................
16.046
14,586
1,460
13,610
27.9.52 14,342
20.481
7,471
.
027,952
Corporation-...........
ones & Laughlin Steel
49.251
34,268
83,510
Kennecott Copper Corporation ......................
83,519
49,145
34,374
9,448
7.775
17,223
Kresge Steamship Corporation ......................
17,225
11,387
5,535
"779 1,350
2,129
Lambert Co ---------------------------------------2,129
1,382
747
2,018
4,728
2,710
Lehigh PortlandCcment Co .......................
4,728
3,795
932
1,388
1,285
2,673
641
2. 032
2,673
Lerner Stores Corporation .......................
Loew's Inc ..........................................
Loose-Wiles Biscuit Co .........................
McCrory Stores Corporation ......................
Mexta Machine Co ............................
Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co ...............
Monsanto Chemical Co ..............................
National Acme Co ............................
Newport News Shipbuilding & Drydock Co .......
Otis Steel Co

................................

. C. Penney Co..............................33.628
Pullman, no
SimmonsC.

...............................
..................................

United States Oypstm Co ..........................
United States Tobacco Co ..........................

Annual
sinking.
fund
require.
mea

$8.63 ..........
3.81 ..........
6.66 ..........
1.71 ..........
10.85..........
5.81 ..........
4.55 ........
3.17 ..........
1.72 ..........
1.08 ..........
1.81 ..........
1.00 ........
2.78 .----1.14
........
..........
3,47 ..........
1.60
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........

13,997
13,997
1,749
1,749
4,099
4,099

3,747
6,631
740
1,218
12,619
,877

10,250
6,366
1,008
531
2, 222
2,480

6.15
4.42
1.98
1.04
2.. 240

7,009
7,009
6,513
6,3513
1.5,
941
15,941
9, 770
9,770
13 814
13:814
3.815
3,815
3J.628

3,402
4,898
3,899
0,217
9,
609
12,736
6.625
8,428
8,923
11,004
2,400
3,318
16,300
23,362
05,168
*8,850
3,715
5,146
7,181
9,892
01,232
'2,367

3.6W7
2,011
2,614
1.296
6,.331
3,204
3,145
1,341
4,891
1,910
1,415
496
17,128
10,266
10,919
7,237
3.511
2,080
6,486
3.775
2.688
1,773

3. C0 .........
2.01 ..........
4.20 .........
2609....
90
_.......
4.
2.58 ..........
6.29 ..........
2.68 ..........
6.11 .........
2.39 .------1.54 ..........
.54 ..........
6.24 ..........
3.73 ..........
3.31 ..........
2.19 ..........
3.03 .........
1.80 ..........
5.42 ..........
3.17 ..........
1.8.
97 .........

16.087
16,087
7,226
7,226
13,667
13,667
4,140
4,140

*Income taxes only (no excess-profits taxes).
I Company has $6,000,000bank loans.

The CHAIRMAN. I think it is time for the recess now until tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 5:35 p. m., a recess was taken until 10 a. rn.,
Tuesday, August 11, 1942.)

REVENUE ACT OF 1942
TUESDAY, AUGUST 11, 1942
UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington,D. C.
The committee met at 10 a. m., pursuant to adjournment, in room
312, Senate Office Building, Senator Walter F. George (chairman)
presiding.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order, please.
The first witness is Mr. Charles M. Howell, Kansas City, Mo.
STATEMENT OF FLOYD E. JACOBS, KANSAS CITY, MO., COUNSEL FOR
AMERICAN RECIPROCAL INSURANCE ASSOCIATION
Mr. JACOBS. Mr Chairman and gentlemen of the committee; I am
Mr. Howell's partner. He was unable to be here. My name is Floyd
E. Jacobs. I live in Kansas City, Mo., and I appear here as counsel
for the American Reciprocal Insurance Association, which is coinposed of a number of reciprocal or interinsurance exchanges which
represent many leading exchanges of the country, and with the permission of the chairman and the committee I would like to leave with
the secretary a statement with respect to the particular matter about
which I would like to make just a few remarks.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, Mr. Jacobs. Mr. Howell will not be here?
Mr. JACOBS. Mr. Howell will not be here, Senator George.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand.
Mr. JACOBS. The revenue bill of 1942, and the portion with respect
to which I am particularly interested, is section 207, which is the taxing section of the bill relating to mutual insurance, so-called. Interinsurfynce or reciprocal exchanges are not specifically named therein,
but are apparently treated as a form of mutual insurance, and while
that is not accurate, strictly accurate, we have no particular quarrel
with that designation.
The representative of the Treasury Department on yesterday stated
that interinsurance or reciprocal exchanges are perhaps the most
perfect form of a mutual activity in the realm and in the field of insurance. Jnder the present law interinsurance or reciprocal exchanges
are entirely exempt.
Interinsurance is a non-profit-taking activity in the insurance world,
and the subscribers at a reciprocal exchange are both insured and
underwriters. There is no joint fund, but the moneys that are advanced by a subscriber at an interinsurance exchange are always set
up as individual or separate credit on the books of the exchange. The
exchange itself has nothing. The exchange itself is merely a place,
1485
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and the activities of the subscribers at an exchange, while they were
originally accomplished by acting directly one with the other in the
exchange of contracts of indemnity, due to the increase in the business are now exchanged through an attorney-in-fact, or an agent of
the various subscribers under what is called a power of attorney or a
subscriber's agreement, and the subscriber deposits a sum of money,
and upon the deposit of that sun of money it is credited to his individual account upon the books of the exchange, and there is paid
out of that deposit the moneys which he permits to be paid and which
he has agreed shall be paid under the terms of the subscriber's agreement or power of attorney, such as losses, and so forth, and the remainder simply represents a saving to the subscriber. There is no
joint fund of any kind. No profit is made by anybody, excepting that
the attorney-in-fact receives compensation for his or its services in
acting as the agent for the subscribers in providing for the exchange
of these interindemnity contracts. Of course, upon that compensation,
which is a compensation for management, he pays taxes under the income-tax law.
Under this measure as it now appears in the revenue bill of this
year, passed by the House, the reciprocal exchanges are not taxed
upon these deposits, because the Treasury Department recognizes
that there was no fund there against, which a tax could be levied.
The reason being, as I stated, that these moneys that are deposited
by the subscribers always remain throughout their moneys, and all
moneys of every kind and character in a reciprocal exchange ultimately find their way back to the subscriber and represent savings
in the matter of his insurance, and upon those savings the subscriber
naturally is required to pay an income tax.
However, the Treasury Department felt that reciprocal exchanges
should pty a tax upon investment earnings, and while this is not,
in our view, a logical position, because the separate funds of the
subscribers are invested and the earnings upon those funds are immediately credited in the separate account upon the books of exchange
of the subscribers, and therefore they always remain the moneys of
the subscribers, as earnings upon their own moneys and upon which
they ultimately, up5on return to them as savings, pay a tax under
the income-tax law.
However, we have no particular quarrel with that. We were concerned with two things about this bill, and upon these two matters
we are in full accord with the Treasury Department and with Mr.
Colin Stain, who is the chief of staff of the Joint Committee of
Internal Revenue Taxation of the Congress.
One was a provision that section 207, that apportioned surplus
which is a deductible item under section 207, should only be considered apportioned surplus if it was distributed within 5 years
after the termination of the policy under subparagraph (a) in that
language, and in effect the same language in subparagraph (b) of
section 207.
The only difficulty about that matter was that a subscriber at an
exchange might have a year policy but be a subscriber for 20 years,
and if there was a requirement of distributing his surphis--which
is credited to his account at all times, his personal individual
account-within that period it would be impossible for an exchange
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to set up a proper surplus, or to accumulate a proper surplus in order
to make the operatiton of the exchange and the exchange of interinsurance contracts safe, and indeed to comply with the solvency
statutes of various States of the Union.
The Treasury Department states, and authorized me to say to this
Committee, that they had made a mistake in the wording of this
particular matter, and that they purpose to offer an amendment which
would read that the distribution should be within 5 years after the
policyholder ceases to be such. So that Mr. Stam, the representative
of the Treasury Department, and we are in full accord upon this
matter, and this amendment would entirely cure what the Treasury
Department said was a mistake in its wording of the original measure.
Senator (_LARK. You mean this amendment would obviate the

requirement of disposing or paying out the surplus in case of
renewals f Where it was for a term of 2 years and renewed for 2
years more it would not be necessary under this proposed amendment
to make the exchange pay out the surplus but still continue it for 5
years after he cease{ to lie in the exchange?
Mr. JACOBS. That is right. And, of course, the Treasury Department says if any other mutual organizations sought to come within
the theory of recip,:ocal insurance to the extent of return of surplus,
that they could take advantage of the situation as well, and, of course,
with that we have no objection.
The other matter was this, and with this we are in accord with the
Treasury Department, having discussed the matter with the representatives of the Treasury Department and with Mr. Stam, as wellSenator VANDENBERO (interposing). You seem to be in a very happy
position this morning.
Mr. JAcons. Senator Vandenberg, I have never been in a happier
position excepting, as I stated awhile ago, that logically and strictly
speaking, under this theory of reciprocal insurance investment earnings should not be taxed to the exchange but rather to the subscriber
but with that I am not making an immediate quarrel, because I sort ol
recognize the futility when I meet it in the middle of the road.
But with respect to this latter matter, as I stated to you gentlemen
of the committee a little while ago section 207 deals generally with
mutual insurance and not specifically with interinsurance. Interinsurance is only named under section 147 which is the exempt section
applying to mutuals and reciprocals whicii have mean invested assets of
less than $100,000. Under the House bill they are entirely exempt, but
in section 207, which is the taxing section, reciprocals are not specifically mentioned.
We are in accord with the meaning of this statute as applied to interinsurance, and it is agreed that all the moneys of subscribers are always apportioned to subscribers and that there is nothing that belongs to the exchange except with respect to this money that is taxable
and in order to clarify the matter, the Treasury having determined
that there should be a tax upon investment earnings, I am asking and
requesting the committee that it appear in the committee report that the
intent of this measure is to tax only the investment earnings of interinsurance or reciprocal exchanges, and I am authorized to say, by both
Mr. Stam and Mr. Friedman representing the Treasury Department
that they are fully in accord with that request, because it is their
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construction of the bill and it was the intent of the Treasury in preparing its position in the matter that it should mean just exactly that.
Those are the only two matters that I desire to bring before the
committee, with the hope that the committee would give consideration
to those two matters, and with permission, Senator George, if possible,
to leave with the clerk this statement which I have.
The CHAIMAN. Yes, sir; you may do so.
Mr. JACOBS. Thank you gentlemen for your attention.
The CHAMMAN. Thank you, Mr. Jacobs.
(The brief submitted by Mr. Jacobs is as follows:)
BRIEF STATEMENT oF AMERICAN RI-PROCAL INStIYRANCE ASSOCIATION,

SUBMITTED

BY FLOM E. JACOBS, KANSAS CITY, MO.

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the Senate Finance Committee: I. appear before you today representing the American Reciprocal Insurance Association, said
association comprising most of the leading reciprocal insurers of the country.
For the purpose of clarification, reciprocal insurers are sometimes also referred
to as Interinsurers and the terms are used more or less Interchangeably; but for
convenience the term "reciprocal insurance" will be used in this presentation.
Reciprocal insurance contemplates the reciprocal exchange of indemnity contracts between individuals, firms, and corporations whereby they are enabled to
protect themselves from loss by fire or other casualty at actual cost. These individuals, firms, and corporations, who constitute the real parties In interest, are
commonly designated "subscribers" They select a common attorney in fact or
manager, generally designated the "attorney," who establishes an office at some
convenient point to effect this exchange of contracts. This attorney, under the
supervision of an "advisory committee" selected by the "subscribers," keeps the
books and records, passes upon and classifies risks, makes frequent inspections,
adjusts and pays losses and, in fact, does everything incident to the exchange of
the indemnity provided for.
The office so conducted and operated by the subscribers, through the attorney,
at and through which the subscribers exchange these contracts for their own
protection, is commonly designated as the "Exchange," and because of this situation and relation the assemblage of subscribers In the particular groups are
commonly referred to as "exchanges" with the addition of some descriptive name
to properly identify the particular group. The subscribers make an annual deposit with their attorney, the amount of which is usually determined by the
rate which is paid for stock-company insurance on the same class of risks, or else
by an elaborate system of Inspection resulting in the formulation and application of rates on the part of the exchange Itself. This deposit remains to the
credit of each subscriber; his pro rata portion of losses being charged off on
his account from time to time as they occur. A fixed percentage of the subscriber's deposit Is set aside in the attorney's account to cover expenses of management, including compensation of the attorney. All subscribers' funds are
handled severally and not jointly, there being a separate account for each subscriber to which funds deposited by him are credited. At all times these funds
remain the property of the subscribers, respectively. At the end of the policy
period, all sums that remain after the payment of losses and fixed expenses, revert to the subscriber and are returned to hin as savings, except that in the
discretion of the attorney and within limits provided in the written appointment
of the attorney, certain portions thereof may be retained as a reserve fund, by
whatever name denominated, to provide against the contingency of unusual losses.
Upon the retirement of a subscriber and the consequent cancelation of his policy,
all funds remaining In his account, whether accumulated for surplus or otherwise, are returned to him, less his proportion of any losses which have been
incurred to the date of his retirement. The subscribers at an exchange constitute go company or association and there is no profit contemplated or made;
protection at absolute cost being the end sought to be obtained.
It is apparent that this simple plan would effectively dispose of the problem
of the high cost of insurance. The plan has only to be explained in order to
be understood and its benefits appreciated. The result is that reciprocal insurance extended into practically all the States and Provinces of Canada as
well.
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In the beginning the parties who executed the original contract attended to
all the incidental transactions themselves, Including the admission of new
participants, then as now termed "subscribers," the inspection of risks, the
ex(-cution and issuance of policies and the adjustment and payment of lo.se.
Later on as te transaction widened, the participants became too numerous to
admit of such procedure and a change was made which resulted In the development of the present plan of reciprocal insurance. A skilled underwriter
was selected for this purpose and by written power of attorney, each of them
authorized this individual, as their common attorney in fact, to establish an
office, equipped In such manner as to perform all of the underwriting activities
incident to the exchange of protection between themselves. This power of
attorney set out in specific terms the kind and character of the protection desired and the manner in which It should be provided. There was thus created
and Instituted that which was in the beginning an anomaly in the insurance
world, to wit: A modernized plan of insurance "of, by and for" the insured.
The attorney was authorized by his appointment to do all things necessarily
Incident to the indemnity provided for, which In general terms meant the exercisIng of all the functions exercised by the management of Insurance carriers
generally. The difference between their plan and other existing plans Is that
the subscribers proposed to operate it for themselves and according to their
own Ideas. The original plan, including the form of appointment of attorney and
the general powers conferred is in effect at thi sdate without material change;
and considering the beneficial results which have been obtained , it would seem
to be Inconsistent with public policy to alter It.
A thorough understanding of reciprocal Insurance can lead only to the fair
conclusion that a reciprocal exchange has no Income. As is, of course, known
to the members of this committee, section 101 (11) of the present Income Tax
Act specifically exempts reciprocal underwriters. In addition to this, under
section 207 (c) (3) of the same act, certain deductions are allowed reciprocals
iii compuilng income, which deductions result In no taxable income.
A ,reference to the plan brif Ilystated above will show that no insurance Is
purchased as such by the payment of a premium therefor. In contrast, the
subscriber or insured merely makes a deposit, out of which his proportionate
share of losses and expenses is paid. What remains of such deposit at the
end of the policy period, except for sums allbcated to a surplus or guaranty
fund, is returned to him. These returned funds may in no sense be classed
as a dividend for the very apparent reason that they are merely savings from
a fund previously advanced by the subscriber or insured and constantly remaining to his Individual credit. With regard to the surplus or guaranty fund,
the laws of the various States require such funds in varying amounts and over
and above this the principles of sound business and insurance Judgment clearly
dictate the advisability of such funds to provide against unusual losses and
the possibility of assessment of subscribers. Wherever the funds are, however,
they remain the absolute property of the subscribers in their several capacities.
The reciprocal exchange itself has nothing and is, in fact, nothing more than
a nanie or place. Any taxation of these funds, therefore, whether It be on
investment income or underwriting Income, is merely a tax on the individual
subscribers comprising the reciprocal exchange and they, of' course, already
pay income tax on their Incomes. Surely then, any further income tax on them
would be the most direct form of double taxation.
The only profit or income that Is realized In connection with a reciprocal
exchange is realized by the manager or attorney-in-fact, be it corporation,
firm or individual, and these parties of course pay income tax on such income.
For instance, when the attorney-in-fact :Is a corporation it pays all forms
of general corporation taxes, including income taxes, the same as any other
business corporation. The exchange itself being cooperative, no profit goes
to third parties, the savings of the exchange, of whatever nature, serving
merely to reduce the cost of Insurance to the subscriber members or
policyholders.
It is difficult for us to see hov.- the Government could in the last analysis
gain any revenue from a tax on the alleged Incmie of an Insurance organization of this type. For Instance, If a man insures his business In a stock
insurance company he pays a certain premiun which is deducted from the
income of his business as a'business expense. The same of course Is true
it he Insures In a reciprocal exchange but t-0 savings which are returned
to him are taxed to ;him either as additional Income or the amount of his
deduction as a business expense Is reduced by that amount and hence moro
76098-42-vol. 2-18
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moRy flows to the government. If, on the other band, the funds of a reciprocal are taxed, the savings to the subscriber or insured are reduced by that
amount and the government wit) receive that much less from the individual.
Looking at the matter In this light then, we see that the revenue of the
Government would be about the same whether it imposes a tax upon this
type of Insurer or exempts it and yet a cardinal principle of the theory
of.cooperatives will have been invaded. We have searched the laws in vain
toit'gny tax of this nature levied against any of the other cooperative enterprises over the nation and it is difficult for use to understand why an
Insurance cooperative should be singled out for' taxation. Reciprocal or
interlnsuranuce, as the very names imply, are the very essence of the cooperative scheme. Where profits flow to third partles,.,those profits, should be
talKed; where there are, as here, no profits tq third parties, a tax would be.
an anomaly.
It may be contended that some reciprocals issue nonassessable contracts
And that they thereby lose their cooperative standing. Tbis is fallacious
reasoning, however, as It must be admitted that all parties have the constitutional right to contract among themselves as tMey may see fit so long
as such contract is not against public policy. Each subscriber or policybolder at a reciprocal exchange signs a power of.,attorney authorizing the
attorney-in-fact for the reciprocal exchange in question to exchange for
him with other subscribers thereat contracts of insurance under certain well
defined conditions., Each subscriber Is, therefore, the insurer as well as
the insured. In Most exchanges an assessment liability is provided, usually
of one additional deposit should the situation require. In others all liability
is limited to the funds of subscribers on hand at the exchange. In either
event all subscribers at an exchange are similarly situated and are insuring
one another in a cooperative manner.
In over 30 States of the Union where there are specific sections of the
law regulating the exchange of contracts of reciprocal insurance, reciprocal
exchanges due to the nature of their organization, are specifically exempted
from the general insurance laws of such States. It is interesting to note
that they are also specifically exempted from most State laws regulating rates.
The reason for this is not that any preferred treatment should be accorded
them but that they are primarily not interested In rates as such. The size
of the deposit to be put up by the subscriber is of no importance so long
a4 it isadequate, and stock company rates are therefore generally used as a
matter of pra. ice In fixing the amount of the deposit. It is of no concern
to the subscriber since he knows the unused portion of hle deposit will be
returned to him.
There are certain special features 'which apply particularly to reciprocal
isurance and which distinguish this plan of indemnity from any other plan,
It will be observed that they all naturally flow from Its fundamental Idea,
which is to provide adequate protection at actual cost. Anything which results in the lessening of an expense item is in accord with this fundamental
idea. The local agency system is not employed at the exchanges for the
reason that it Is an overhead item which can be eliminated without any loss in
the high character of the protection furnilshed and with great pecuniary saving to the subscribers. The management at an exchange employs special representatives who are trained in the particular class of rlsks covered until they
become highly proficient as Inspectors. The principal functions of these inspectors Is the actual Inspection of risks. The contract of insurance itself is
effected by the subscriber through the central office, the traveling representative of the management simply being a sort of intermediatry as to the prelIminary steps of this transaction. This, traveling representative is on a
salary basis. Under this pian, the annually recurring collection of commissions
by local agents Is eliminated. The result Is a great saving to the policyholder.
With the rapid development of this form of protection the question of
reserves to meet catastrophe losses became important. For many years, the
attorneys-In-fact have pursued the policy of retaining a portion of the subscriber's savings by way of a reserve to his individual credit on the, books
until such reserve represents a substantial surplus or guaranty fund. The
exchanges are thus able to maintain what corresponds to the reinsurance reserve of stock companies and a substantial surplus over and above this amount
It should be borne In mind, however, that 'this reserve is not a real liability
as it is always available for the payment of losses. When a subscriber retires,
he 14 entitled to the amount standing to his credit on the books, less" his pro-
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portionate share of losses and expenses to the date of his retirement. This
amount may be great or mall In the proportion that losses incurred during his
term as a subscriber have been small or great.
From the above it will readily be seen that an insurance organization of this
type is not a commercial venture for profit but rather a seeking of mutual
protection at cost.
In the statement of Mr. Randolph Paul, tax adviser to the Secretary of the
Treasury, made before the House Committee on Ways and Means, on March 3,
1942, it was urged that the exemption given certain mutual companies In
section 101 (11), which exemption includes reciprocal exchanges (reciprocal
underwriters or Interlnsurers as It is phrased), had resulted in a disparity in
tax treatment between mutual and stock companies. It Is respectfully subinitted that such a disparity might seem to exist if we merely regard the
amount of taxes paid by each type of insurer. When, however, we examine
into the organization and
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Under House bill 7878, section 207 (A) (B), in order to be deductible, surplus
apportioned to policyholders must be distributed within 5 years after termination of policy. For many reasons best explainable perhaps by the Treasury
Department, it is recognized that this particular limitation is not a feasible one.
It is my understanding that the Treasury Department itself will propose an
amendment in which it will be provided that the surplus apportioned to policy
holders must be distributed within 5 years Ater the policyholder ceases to be
such. ThO exa.ct form of this amendment I do not know, but the above constitutes a suggestion I have received and wood be entirely satisfactory. Section
207 of the bill taxes Investment income of reelprtal exchanges. It in clear thtkt
no other form of income of a reciprocal could be taxed since it has no Income,
all moneys being the separate property of the subscribers and always credited!
to their respective separate accounts. This is recognized in the House bill
referred to by both the House and the Treasury Department. I desire to call
your attention to the fact that with respect to Investment earnings, these earnIngo are always the individual moneys of the respective subscribers and are continuously and immediately credited to such respective accounts of subscribers.
Therefore, Investment earnings are always the money and the property of the
Individual subscribers and such subscribers pay income tax upon such earnings.
They are never the property of the reciprocal and should not be taxed to the
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exchange. In truth and fact, the exchange as such has no money of any kind.
It is a mere place through which subscribers exchange interlnsurance contracts.
It clearly appears to us, therefore, and we earnestly so urge, that there should
be a clean-cut exemption for all funds received at a reciprocal exchange in excess
of losses and expenses, which are returned to the subscribers either in the form
of cash savings or as a credit to their reserve balances at the exchange subject
to withdrawal upon termination of membership, including investment earnings.
If this is acceptable, then there appears to be no substantial reason why reciprocal
exchanges should not be exempt by a clear statement of exemption in the law
because of the fact that all funds are distributed to their respective accounts.
In conclusion and in summary, we submit that reciprocal should be onempt
from income tax for the following reasons:
1. The cooperative nature of their organisation.
2. No other nonprofit cooperative is subject to taxation, nor is such tax proposed.
8. The lack of any profit to third parties.
4. Tax on a reciprocal exchange would result in double taxation of Its members,
including the proposed tax on investment earnings.
We sincerely appreciate the opportunity to be heard on this Issue before this
honorable committee and wish to express our thanks for your time and attention,
Respectfully submitted.
AMFIcAN EIUMPROOAL
INSURANOm ASSOCIATOhN,
By FLOYD Ut. JAOSS,
Counsel.
The CHAIRMAN. I wish to put into the record a memorandum on

post-war refunds by Mr. L. C. Vallier, treasurer, Buffalo Foundry &
Machine Co., Bufao, N. Y.
Mr. Vallier was scheduled to appear as a witness and he has submitted this memorandum; but, I am informed, he has been called out
of the city.
(The memorandum referred to is as follows:)
MEMO1ANDUM

DY

L. C. VALIDIa, TRRE.SUiRa, IUIFALO FOUNDRY & MACuIIE 0o,,
RUtALO, N. Y.

We believe that the 1942 tax rates as passed by the House, without a suitable
post-war refund, would be so drastic as to adversely affect war production, and
that the ultimate effect would be to force many corporations Into bankruptcy.
This, of course, is not the desire of Congress nor the administration, and we
all are fully cognizant of the part Industry must play during the war as well
as the post-war era.
If corporate enterprise is stinted there can be no prosperity, for without normal employment in Industry workers are unable to purchase the products of the
farms or of manufacture.
It appears that the present bill seeks nearly 90 percent of additional taxes
from present taxpayers, while seven-eighths of the gainfully employed would not
bear this burden.
To tap the reservoir of tax sources hitherto practically untouched, new tax
sources, such as a sales tax or withholding tax, should be carefully considered.
I believe that corporations are not so affluent as is generally supposed. The
last depression left an Indelible smudge upon corporate finances, as in the case

of my own company. The fiscal years from May 1, 1930, to April 30, 1941, provided total net earnings over losses of 11 percent of capital stock outstanding,
or less than one-half of 1 percent on invested capital, over the 11-year period
(available dividends 1 percent annually), not considering the amounts required
for the acquisition of capital assets; and I believe ours is not an isolated
Instance.
I further believe that the proposed taxes without a liberal refunding plan Is
discriminatory to the corporations that financed their own emergency facilities,
Inasmuch as they will be unable to recover all of their investments; In fact,
only as much as is afforded through tax relief by accelerated amortization, and
as yet I have heard of no proposals indicating such relief from State' taxes.
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Accelerated amortization relieves taxes but does not increase profits by virtue
of increased overheads, because of price ceilings imposed some months ago.
At proposed 1942 rates $1,000,000 in earnings on an invested capital of $3,000,000 would dwindle to a net of $152,000 after Federal and New York State taxes
equivalent t 21/ percent on sales value of $6,UJOO,000 or 5 percent on invested
capital.
We know the extreme necessity for revenue; however, it must be Judiciously
imposed. Let us consider this necessity together, with the necessity of maintaining sound, fiscal policies for the post-war era, and thereby perpetuate corporate life, by refunding a reasonable portion of these taxes.
Our company is all out for war production and by extending our facilities
to the utmost, have been able to produce materials and equipment far In excess
of our fondest hopes. Our plant and equipment are taking a terrible beating
and it is our best estimate that we shall be obliged to replace equipment to the
value of at least $000,000 for peacetime production.

Post-war refunds will be the only solution.
AuoUST 11, 1942.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr.

L. C. VAL.

George E. Foss, of Harrisburg, Pa.

(No response.)

The

CHAIRMAN.

Mr. H1omer Strong, of Rochester, N. Y.

(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. James M. Weil, of Rochester, N. Y.
STATEMENT OF SAMES M. WEIL, SECRETARY-TREASURER,
MICHAELS, STERN & CO., INC., ROCHESTER, N. Y.
The
Mr.
The
Mr.

CHAIRMAN. On what subject do you appear, Mr. Weil?
WEIL. The fiscal-year corporations, sir.
CHAIRMAN. The fiscal year?
WEIL. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You are for the fiscal year?
Mr. WEIL. We follow the fiscal year; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And you are against the ciangel
Mr. WEIL. We are against the proposed change.
My name is James Weil, I am secretary-treasurer of Michaels, Stern
& Co., Inc., of Rochester N. Y. The corporation I represent manufactures men's clothing. While the present company is comparatively
young, having been incorporated in 1938, the corporation succeeded a
partnership of the same name that was over 90 years old. Through
all these years there has been a continuity of family ownership.
I am sure that I am not telling you a new story-it is one that
you have undoubtedly heard from many businessmen-when I say
that we would willingly have you gentlemen tqx all of our profits
100 percent if we could be guaranteed that our working capital would
be in the same position, neither better nor worse, at the end of the
war as at its beginning. I appreciate that it is not the function of
this Government to give such guaranties--and that the need for tremendous revenues from taxation is paramount. The fact remains,
however, that the ability of a business such as ours to continue during a post-war depression period is dependent on our ability to
keep our working capital intact. To do this we must have some
way to build up our reserves to take care of the inevit'tble and substantial inventory losses that have always occurred in our industry
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following a period of comparative prosperity. We are willing to
forego accumulating these reserves through retained profits because
of the greater national need, but we do a for some form of credit
a ainst our top tax brackets which can be used after the war instead
of the reserves we would have normally accumulated. By giving
us this, you are helping business it is true, but you are also helping
a great many more people retain their employment after the war.
Idid not come here today, however, to talk about post-war credit
which I am sure has been ably presented to you by others. I asked
for this hearing principally to discuss the problem of the fiscal year
corporation, and the proposed changes in taxing such corporations
now in the House bill.
I have here a book-a ledger of the old partnership that goes back
to 1883-it shows that the company closed its books then-nearly
60 years ago-as it does now, on November 30 of each year. I point
this out only to show that this fiscal-year period was not adopted
as a tax avoidance scheme-in fact, this was 30 years before our
Constitution was amended to give Congress the power to levy an
income tax.
You may ask, then, if this date was adopted that many years ago
merely through accident. No, it was chosen because ours is a
seasonal industry, and it is good accounting practice to close your
year and take your inventory at a natural date, after one season's
business has been completed, and before you get too far along into
the next. No date is perfect, but some are much better than others.
There is some argument as to whether October 31 or November 30
is the better closing date, but all agree that December 31 is not good,
as manufacturing operations for the next season are then approaching their peak. Here are our own figures: In 1941 our ending
December inventory was 25 percent greater than our ending November inventory; in 1940, 26 percent greater. You realize, of course,
tOat a fiscal year should close if possible at the lowest inventory period of the year. The figures tell only part of the story, however;
not only are December inventories higher, but they are made up in
greater part of work in process and finished merchandise which are
more difficult to take and ,Value, in contrast to the larger percentage
of raw materials in a November inventory.
I have heard that one argument advanced for changing the method
of taxing fiscal year corporations is that the' present method gives a
competitive advantage to certain concerns in an industry over others
who remain on a calendar basis. Perhaps this is true in some lines
of business, but here is a list of 25 of the larger companies who
manufacture men's clothing. Opposite each name is the date each
ends its accounting year. This information was obtained from the
National Credit Office, the subsidiary of Dun & Brandstreet that specializes in the reporting on apparel manufacturers. Of the 25, 8
close on November 30, 11 on October 31, 3 in May, June, or July,
leaving only 3, or about 10 percent that close December 31.
To the best of my knowledge only 1 of these 25 concerns has
changed their accounting period from December 31 during the past
few years, and you will note that 17 of these companies have chosen
October or November-obviously, this is no coincidence and bears out
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what I have said about these being natural closing dates for this
business. Two of the three houses who close in the summer months
are specialists in summer apparel and consequently, have a different
natural accounting period. This evidence certainly indicates that
by far the largest number of companies in the business adopted the
fiscal year for sound accounting, rather than for tax reasons--and
because of having done this, have no competitive advantage one
against the other, in having the present method continued. The
American Institute of Accountants has long recommended that business adopt the natural fiscal year rather than the calendar year,
and I feel it would be a constructive move to encourage all businesses
to follow this procedure rather than discourage it through an administrative change in the law.
For eight years or so, we-and I am sure others on a fiscal-year
basis-have thought ourselves justified in feeling that our tax rate
was certain, and was fixed by the rates in effect at the beginning of our
fiscal year. Our budgets and our commitments have been made and
our panning- done on the assumption that there would be no retroactive changes made in the law. If such a change must be made,
should it not be done now to become effective for the years beginning
in 1942 rather than in 1941, so that with advance notice we have an
opportunity to prepare for the change#
Here is what the proposed change will mean to our company for
this year ending November 30, 1942. Based on estimated profits of
$400,000 before taxes our total income and excess profits taxes under
the present law, wili be $211,000. If we must pay one-twelfth of
our taxes under the 1941 taxes and eleven-twelfths under the rates
in the 1942 House bill, our total taxes will be approximately $296,000,
a difference of $85,000.
This may seem a small amount to you, but gentlemen, we are a
small company compared to many, a small company operating on a
small margin of profit. Last year was considered a better than
average year in our industry, crtainly the best our own company
enjoyed lor a decade, and yet our profits amounted to 5.19 percent
of sales before taxes, and only 3.55 percent after taxes. Our estimates this year even under the 1941 rate, show only 2.93 percent
profit on sales after taxes. If our business were one that enjoyed
a fast turn-over, these profits might not seem low, but our inventory is turned less than four timcE a year while our combined
investment in inventory and accounts receivable turns just a fraction
over twice each year. In addition, we must make our commitments
for raw materials from 4 to 6 months before they are put into process. It surely ennot be claimed that our low rate of profit on sales
is justified by the small amount'we have invwAted subject to the
hazards of business. Nor is our eontpany a marginal one in the
industry. A report of the Robert Morris Assoeiates, a copy of which
I have here, shows the consolidated earnings of the reporting manufacturers, amounted to 4.47 percent of their gross sales last year.
It is the small company, especially in an industry whose earnings
during the past 1G years have been negligible, that is hardest hit by
these increases in taxes; because they have not been able to build up
their reserves and their surplus accounts as have the large corporations.
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So you s~ee $85,000 additional taxes may have a greater effect ol cur
business than a $1,000,000 or more on some company whose surpluses
are proportionately greater than ours, and whose debt is relatively
smaller.
This company is not a "4warbaby." As I have told you, we are over
90 years. old. Nor are we we war profiteers. Government contracts
will account for only about 121/ percent of our business during this
current year. Our earlier contracts not only showed us no profit, but
covered only a small part of the overhead applicable to them. Later
ones do show some profit, but the rate of profit is always less than on
civilian business. Even though we are able to convert a larger proportion of our business to war work, the competitive situation in this
industry will always give the Government insurance that we could
not profiteer from it, even if our own conscience didn't restrain us.
We are willingto pay our just share of taxes as rate increases become necessary. We recognize the need for higher tax rates and more
revenue. To pav these taxes as they come (lue, requires planning,
however. You realize, of course, that profits are rarely in the form
of cash at the year-end, but must be converted into cash to pay the
tax liability. We have planned this year on the jump in rates involved in the shift from 1940 to the 1941 act, and will plan next year
on the new increases in the change from the 1941 to the 1942 act. To
take substantially the entire 2 years' rate increase in 1 year, however,
creates a most difficult problem of debt liquidation, especially when
it arises on such short notice.
I hope and believe that you gentlemen agree that a company operating as we do on a small margin of profit year after year, with several
intervening years of net loss, without the opportunity to build up
large reserves, should not be taxed retroactively through an administration change in the law such as this.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Weil, we thank you.
Mr.
(No William
response.)Reid of Madlison, Wis.
ihe
CHAIRMAN. Mr. Henry Brach, of New York.
STATEMENT OF HENRY BRACH, REPRESENTING APPEL & BRACH,
TAX CONSULTANTS, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Mr. BAcir. Mr. Chairman, I am having a typed statement prepared and it will not be ready for about a half hour. I would appreciate it if you pass me and put me on in a half hour.
The CHAIRMAN. We will be glad to do so. You will have to take
your chances on it but we will check you for the time being, unless
you wish to make the statement now.
Mr. BRAcH. I will be glad to make my statement orally, and then
file a complete statement for the record.
The CHAIRMAN. How long would you want I
Mr. BEACH. Mr. Chairman, I would like approximately 20 minutes.
The CHAIMAN. Cannot you shorten it to less than that.
Mr. BRAciu. I will try.

The

CHAIRMAN.

You know your subject.

Mr. BEAcH. There will be no oratory, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You do not need to ;ay a lot of things that the committee is bound to know, if it knows anything. If you shorten your
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statement it is more helpful to us than a long statement. I am making
that statement very frankly to you. A short, direct statement is
actually more helpful to the committee. We do no want to limit the
witnesses, but we have a long list of them on the schedule.
Mr. BRACH. My name is Henry Brach. I am a member of the firm
of Appel & Brach, tax consultants, 19 Rector Street, New York.
I appear before this committee to advocate a number of technical
changes in the Internal Revenue Code and in prior revenue acts.
None of the proposed changes is in any way controversial and each of
them seeks to correct a situation where, because of errors in draftsmanship or unduly narrow interpretation, a particular section of the code
or of a prior revenue act produces an inequitable tax situation which,
I am certain that you will agree with me as I explain each point, was
not intended when the statutes were enacted.
The proposed changes are six in number, and as to each I state
briefly the inequitable tax situation created by the law as it now stands
and the specific change necessary to remedy the inequality.
Section 500 of subchapter A of chapter 2--The CitAIMAN (interposing). Will you give us the page, if you
can?
Mr. BRACH. Just a second. My reference was to the law as it now
stands, section 500 of subchapter A. It imposes a penalty tax on
Personal holding companies designed to force a distribution of their
profits to shareholders. A corporation is classified as a personal holding company if in addition to meeting certain tests as to stock ownership at least 80 percent of its gross income is "personal holding company income" such as interest dividends, profits on sale of securities.
You would therefore not expect that provision to apply to a corporation the greater part of whose gross income is derived from the operation of the business, yet because of faulty draftsmanship it does.
The way it comes about is this: In the case of foreign corporations
they are taxed only on gross income from sources within the United
States. Likewise corporations operating in Puerto Rico and the
Philippines are taxed on gross income from sources within the United
States. The sections relative to those corporations contain a statement that the term "gross income" as applied to those corporations
means only gross income from sources within the United States. Now,
at the end of your personal holding company tax section, section 507
you have a provision that the terms as used in this subchapter shall
have the same meaning as used in chapter 1, and on the strength of
that, the Treasury Department and courts have held that in the case
of a foreign corporation you will look, in making the test as to whether
or not it is a personal holding company, to its income from sources
within the United States. We have this absurd situation, in the case
of the Puerto Rico Coal Co., decided in March of this year by the
United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the second Circuit. The
Puerto Rico Coal Co. was a bona fide operating company engaged in
the sale of coal in Puerto Rico. It had about a $6,000 invest ment income from sources within the United States, and on its operations for
the entire year it lost money. Nevertheless, the court held that because
of the way the statute was drawn it was a personal holding company
with respect to its United States income aiid taxable for failhro in
having distributed that income, when it had no profit at all for the year.
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That is something you obviously did not intend-at :east, I assume
so, and the simple way to correct it is to put, at the end of section
507 and at the end of the corresponding sections of the'earlier acts,
a statement that in the case of foreign corporations and corporations subject to the provisions of section 251 the term "gross income means, for the purpose of section 507, income from all sources,
including sources without the United States. That change will not
permit any corporation which is really a personal holdin company
corporation from escaping taxes, and it will avoid the absurd situation that every foreign corporation that meets the stock ownership
tests which has any investment income from the United States is a
personal holding company.
Senator TAFr. Are you submitting the amendment in specific
terms.
Mr. BRACH. I am. My statement will have the exact wording of

the proposed amendment, Senator.
The CIIAUIMAN. All right.
Mr. BRACH. My second proposal is an amendment of the net losq
carry-over provision as applied to personal holding companiies and
companies subject to tax under section 102. Since 1939 you have
been allowing, for the purpose of the penalty taxes, net losses to be
carried forward, yet the way the law is drafted, if the loss is big
enough you do not get it. Let us take two companies, each with
a $100,000 income in 1940. If one had a $40,000 loss in 1939 it
carries that forward and pays the tax on $60,000, but if it had
$100,000 losses in 1939 it cannot carry anything forward and pays
taxes in 1940 on $100,000. I do not think you ever mean that. That
is the result of a change that took place after these sections were
first drafted. In 1940 for the first time you made the operating
net losses deductible for normal tax purposes and as such it became
a deduction in arriving at the adjusted net income. Then you
said: "Since we have got this net loss carry-over as part of the
dividend-paid credit we cannot allow it twice," and therefore you
provided that the personal holding companies must start their calculations by adding back the net losses which were deducted for the
normal tax purposes, but you left in, in section 26 (c) (1), a limitation which said that the net loss carry-over could not exceed the
adjusted net income.
Now that net loss has already been deducted in arriving at the adjusted net income, so if we have a company .with $100,000 income before losses and $100,000 net losses, it has no adjusted net income, and
therefore that limitation says the company cannot get any net loss
carry-over.
The Treasury Department has recognized that and has amended
section 26 (c) (1). Tiat is done in section 124 of the House bill, but
it is not retroactive. Now, that situation is so absurd as applied to
the years 1940 and 1941 that it should be given retroactive effect._
Tir CHAIBMAN. I am a little bit disturbed about several of these
relief provisions that are not given retroactive effect. I realize that
tax rates have gone up. If the tax ayer is entitled to relief it is pretty
difficult for me to see why the relief should not be made retroactive.
Mr. BEACH. Mind you, Senator, these are sections that relate to
penalty taxes, which even in the past ran to 821/2 percent, and when
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imposed on nonexistent income, or the sort of income that should not
be penalized, it is just plain murder.
The CHAMRMAN. I just call attention to that fact so that the Treasury
will give some consideration to it.
Mr. BRACH. In many cases they have made it retroactive.
The CHA MAN. I know, but in some cases they have not.
Mr. BRACH. My third suggestion is an amendment of consent dividend provision to permit dissolved personal holding companies to take
advantage of the new provision for retroactive consent dividends.
Subdivision (e) section 185 of the revenue bill of 1942 contains a
provision which enables companies to retroactively declare consent
dividends, so as to get out of personal holding company tax liability,
the theory being if the stockholder is willing to pay the tax you do not
want the penalty tax on the corporation.
Now, due to the heavy rates many personal holding corporations
have been dissolved and therefore there is nobody who can act for
them, and this provision says that the application to take advantage
of this section must be made by the corporation and certain consent$
must be filed by it.
My proposal is that you add in the appropriate place a provision that
in the ease of a dissolved corporation, those who were the stockholders
at the date of the first distribution and liquidation should be permitted
to act for the company.
The CHAIRMAN, I think we get the point.
Mr. BRACH. My fourth proposal is an amendment of the personal
holding company tax provision to permit a personal holding company
filing its returns on a cash basis to deduct, in arriving at its undistributed subchapter A net income, income taxes and surtaxes accrued
during the taxable year.
If a company starts in 1942 and has an income of $100,000 that is
going to be subject to a $45,000 income and excess-profits tax, assuming
the rate stands at that. It will then, to avoid tax, have only $55,000
that it can distribute, but if it is on a cash basis its taxable income is
still $100,000. It distributed really all that it had available to distribute because it bad to provide for this tax, and, nevertheless, it is
going to be penalized at the rate of 80 percent for not distributing
something that it has not. You avoided this situation with respect to
the income tax and the excess profits by providing in the 1940 act that
the current year's income tax should be deducted in arriving at the net
income, subject to excess.profits tax, and by providing in the 1941 act
that the current year's excess-profits tax should be deducted in arriving
at the net income subject to income tax. Now, there is no similar provision in the personal holding company section. If we are on a tax
basis, a personal holding company can deduct only the tax paid during
the year, not the tax accrued.
My suggestion is that you permit the deduction on an accrual basis,
and to avoid companies losing one tax deduction provide that they can
also deduct the tax paid during the year, with the appropriate restrictions on doubling up. The restrictions are rather technical and I will
not burden you with them. They are set forth in the statement.
My fifth proposal is an amendment of the provision relating to the
nontaxability of certain recoveries of bad debs taxes, and so forth,
so as to have them apply to certain cancelations of accrued interest.
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Section 114 of the revenue bill of 1942 contains a rather elaborate
provision to exempt from taxation certain recoveries of bad debts, taxes,
and so forth, the deduction of which did not result in any tax benefit.
I think that that should be extended to certain interest cancelations.
You frequently have the case of a real-estate corporation that has
been in difficulty; it has not been able to pay the fullamount of interest owing on its mortgage obligations; its accounts are kept on an
accrual basis and it has therefore been compelled to accrue the full
interest, even though that accrual created a loss which did no good for
tax putposes; and then, in a subsequent year as the result of negotiation, the interest rate is modified retroactively, and then the interest
that has been canceled in order to help the company becomes taxable
income in the first year that it is sticking its head above water. I think
that type of interest should not be taxed to the extent it represents an
accrual which did no good for tax purposes, and my statement suggests
the manner in which that can be done.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. BRACH. My next and final proposal is an amendment to section
27 (i), relating to dividends-paid credit, to provide that a foreign corporation shal[ receive credit for dividends paid,",even though all or
part of the dividends paid to nonresident alien shareholders are not
subject to tax because of the provisions of section 119.
A nonresident alien is not taxable on a dividend from a foreign corporation if, within the 8 years preceding the year in which the dividend
is paid, more than 50 percent of the gross income from that corporation was from sources outside of the United States. Now, we get
many situations where foreign corporations have an income from
sources within the United States. They are classified as personal holding companies, and they are perfectly willing to distribute that profit.
If they distribute the dividend it is not taxable, because most of the
income is from sources without the United States, and they come under
that exemption; but you have a provision which either is, or may be,
interpreted to say ths.t the corporation, even though it distributes
everything to its shareholders, is subject to this penalty tax, because
the dividend is nontaxable .
Now, that restriction on dividends is found in section 27 (i), and the
statement is that if any part f the distribution including stock dividends and stock rights, is not a taxable dividenA in the hands of such
of the shareholders as are subject to taxation under this chapter for
the period in which the distribution is made, such part shall not be
included in computing the basic surtax credit. That section was
probably put in to bar dividends-paid credit for stock dividends of
the kind that did not constitute taxable income in the hands of distributee shareholders, but it can also be held, on a very literal interpretation, to say that it is not taxable in the hands of shareholders
because of any reason, and section 119 applicable to nonresident aliens
would be one of the reasons. You have the absurd situation of a corporation having income and distributing every cent of that income to
its shareholders and yet held subject to a penalty tax for not distributing.
The remedy for it is to add at the end of section 27 (i), a statement that that subdivision shall not apply to bar a credit for a dividend paid solely because it is paid to a nonresident alien sharehplder
who is not taxable because of section 119.
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I think I can say this, that none of these proposals involve any
question of policy, they are solely questions of clearing up your draftsmanship of the act. Applying the changes retroactively would afford
relief in cases where a great injustice has been done.
I ask permission to file a statement as soon as it is ready.
The CHATRMAN. YOU may file it.
(The brief submitted by Mr. Brach is as follows:)
BIMF BY HENRY B.Acic, or APPrgL & BRACH, TAX CONSULTANTS, NEw YORK,
N. Y., ON TUS
VENNUBran or 1942
A. ITIMATION

My name Is Henry Brach. I am a member of the firm of Appel & Brach, tax
consultants, of 19 Rector Street, New York, N. Y.
PURPOSE OF APPEARANcE
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Chapter I of the code relates to the normal Income tax and surtax. Foreign
corporations and certain domestic corporations which fall within the provisions
of section 251 of the code by reason of having the requisite percentage of their
gross income derived from sources within ik possession of the United States
are subject to normal income tax and surtax only on their income from sources
within the United States.
Therefore, section 231 (a) of the code provides that "in the case of a foreign
corporation, gross Income Includes only the tross income from sources within
the United States."' Likewise, section 251 (a) contains the statement that "in
Isec. 851 (a) of the Revenue Act of 194; ee. S* (a) of the Resue Act of 1986;

see. 401 of the revenue Act of 1988.
' Sec. 851 b) (4) of the Revenue Act of 1934; se. 851 (b) (4) of the 'Revenue Act of
1956 1 sec. 408 of the Revenue Act of 1938 contain almost id tical provislona
8Te same statement apptes In oee 281 (a) of the Revenue Aet of 1934, see, 281 (d)
of the Revenue Act of 1916, and se 281 (e) of the Revenue Act of 1988.
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the case of citizens of the United States or domestic corporations, satisfying the
following conditions (conditions relating to the percentage of gross income
from sources within a possession of the United States), gross Income means
only gross Income from sources within the United States."'
Because of these definitions of gross income as applied to foreign corporations
and corporations deriving Income from sources within a possession of the
United States, It has been held that. as to such corporations the term "gross
income" as used in the personal holding company tax section likewise means
only gross Income from sources within the United States. With this premise,
it has been held that a foreign corporation or a section 251 domestic corporation which meets the stockholding test is a personal holding corporation If more
than 80 percent of its gross Income from sources within the United States is
personal holding company income. This produces the absurd result that in the
ease df The Porto Rico Coal Go.," the United States Circuit Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit held that a foreign corporation deriving a gross income
of $40,000 from the oporatlon of a business in Puerto Rico and a gross Income
of $6,000 from personal holding company Income within the United States, but
sustaining a loss on its entire business, was subject to the heavy personal
holding company tax on its income from sources within the United States. In
its decision in the Porto Rico Goa! Co. case, the court stated that"It is apparent that the decision of the Board has brought about a harsh
result by imposing a sintax, to say nothing of the penalty for failure to file a
return, upon a corporation which had no net Income to distribute; but if It
finds itself, because of the way it was organized and did Its business, within
the scope of a statute primarily designed to make the failure to distribute
actual net income too expensive to be worth while and was, therefore, taxed
when it did not in fact do what the statute was aimed to discourage it must
endure its misfortune as best it may."
This anomalous 6tunation can be cured by stating clearly that for the purpose
of determining whether or not a corporation Is a personal holding company,
reference should be had to its entire gross Income, including income from
sources without the United States, as well as sources within the United States.
This proposed change will not permit any corporation, which reasonably should
be subject to the personal holding company tax provisions from being classified
as a personal holding company. On the other hand, it will prevent certain
corporations which derive more than 80 percent of their income from personal
holding-company Income sources from escaping classification as personal holding
companies by deriving a small amount of ndnpersonal holding-company income
from sources within the United States. The specific changes recommended are
as follows:
Revenue Act of 1934.-Sectlon 351 (b) (4) of the Revenue Act of 1934 should
be amended to read as follows (the amendment being in italics) :
"The terms used In this section shall have the same meaning as when used in
title 1: Provided, however, That In the case of a foreign corporationand in the
case of a corporationentitled to the benefits of section 251 the term 'gross income'
as used in subdivision 1 of this subsection means gross income from sources both
within and without the United States."
Revenue Act of 1936.-Section 351 (b) (4) of the Revenue Act of 1936 should
be amended to read as follows (the amendment being in Italics) :
"The terms used In this section shall have the same meaning as when used
in title 1: Provided, however, That in the case of a foreign corporationand in the
case of a corporation entitled to the benefits of section 251 the term 'gross income'
as used in subdivision I of this subsection means gross income from sources both
within and without the United States."
Revenue Act of 1938.-Section 408 of the Revenue Act of 1938 should be
amended to read as follows (the amendment being in italics) :
"The terms used In this title shall have the same meaning as when used In
in title 1: Provided, however, That in the case of a foreign corporationand in the
case of a corporationentitled to the benefits of section ,51 the term 'gross income'
as used in section J02 (a) (1) means gross income from sources both within o4d
without the United States.
Internal Revenue Oode.--Subdivision (a) of section 507 is amended to read
as follows (the amendment being in italics) :
'The same statement appears In see. 251 (a) of the Revenue Act of 1984, see. 251 (a)
of the Revenue Act of 1936, .nd ec. 251 (a) of the Revenue Act of 1938.
$ Decided March 8, 1942.
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"General rule: The terms used in this subchapter shall have the same meaning
as when used in chapter 1: Provided, however, That in the case of a foreign corporation and in the case of a corporation entitled to the benefits of section 251
the term 'gross income' as used in, section 501 (a) (1) means gross income from
sources both within and without the United States."
These
amendments should be effective as of the date of the enactment of the
laws amended.
S. Amendment of net ioss carryover provision as applied to personal holding
companies and companies subjec to ta under section 102
Commencing with the year 1939, personal holding corporations and corporations
subject to tax under section 102 upon improper accumulation of surplus have been
permitted a deduction, in arriving at the undistributed income subject to tax, for
the net loss of the preceding year. This was accomplished by making the net loss
carry-over a part of the dividend paid credit.$ Until 1940, a net loss of a preceding
year could not be deducted for the purpose of the normal tax. In 1040 the law
was changed so as to allow the net loss carry-over to be deducted for normal and
surtax purposes. This was accomplished by making the net loss deductible In
arriving at "net Income" and "adjusted net Income".' But, at the same time, the
net loss carry-over as part of the dividend paid credit was retained. To avoid
a double deduction the sections relating to the personal holdIng-company tax and
the tax on improper accumulation of surplus were amended to provide that in
computing the income subject to these taxes the adjusted net Income should be
computed without the net operating loss deduction.' But, there was left un.
changed section 20 (c) (1) which provided that the amount of the net operating
loss deduction entering into the dividend paid credit should not exceed "the
adjusted net income of the taxable year." The failure to amend section 20 (c) (1)
produced the following anomalous result:
If a personal holding company or company subject to tax under section 102
had a net income for 1940, exclusive of any net loss deduction, of $100,000 and
it had a net loss of $40,000 In 1939, it pays the penalty tax on $60,000.
lt, if
its net loss for 101 was $100,000, It would pay the penalty tax on $100,000. This
is so because in the first example, the company had an adjusted net income of
$60,000 ($100,000 less $40,000). It had a net Income for penalty tax purposes
of $100,000. Since its operating loss of $40,000 was less than its adjusted net
Income of $00,000 the limitation of section 26 (c) (1) was not applicable and
the $40,000 loss was deducted from the $100,000 net income as a dividend paid
credit, leaving $60,000 subject to tax.
In the second example the adjusted net income is "zero" ($100,000 less $100,000).
The net income for penalty tax purposes is $100,000. But because the adjusted
net Income is zero the limitation of section 26 (c) (1) becomes effective and
no part of the net loss deduction enters into the dividend paid credit. Consequently the company is subject to the penalty tax on $100,000, whereas the
intent of Congress must have been that It should not be subject to the penalty
tax at all.
The remedy is to amend section 26 (c) (1). Section 124 of the House bill
does this In a satisfactory manner but it provides that the amendment shall be
applicable only to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1941. There is
no reason why corporations should be penalized by the error made in the 1940
amendments to the code and I therefore urge that section 124 (e) of the House
bill be amended by substituting the date "December 31, 1039" for the date
"December 81, 1941."
3. Amendment of consent dividend provision to permit dissolved personal holding
companies to take advantage of the new provision for retroactive con~ent
dividends
Subdivision (e), section 185 of the revenue bill of 1942, as passed by the
House, liberalizes the provisions relating to consent dividends. This liberalisationis explained In the Ways and Means Committee report (p. 137), as follows:
'See seen. 26 (c) and 27 (a) and 27 (b) of the Revenue Act of 1938.
See sec. 23 (s) and see. 122 of the code.
*See sees. 102 (d) (1) and 505 (c) of the code.
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"If for any such prior taxable year there was no distribution, or an inadequate distribution to shareholders, the corporation even though it has no accumulated or current earnings or profits may secure relief from the personal holding
company tax for such year by using within 1 year from the date of the enactment of this consent dividends under the amendment made by subsection (e)."
The liberalization is accomplished by amending section 28 (d) (1) of the
Internal Revenue Code and section 28 (d) (1) of the Revenue Act of 1928, to read:
"(1) Unless it files (in accordance with the regulations prescribed by the
Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary) with its return for such
year, or within one year after the date of enactment of the Revenue Act of
1942, In the case of a corporation which is a personal holding company for the
taxable year with respect to which It claims the benefit of this section, signed
consents made under oath by persons who were shareholders, on the last day of
the taxable year of the corporation, of tiny class of consent stock and * * *."
Note the requirements that the benefit of this section must be claimed by the
corporation and that the consents be filed by it.
Many personal holding corporations have been liquidated and dissolved and
there is no one who can act for them ili complying with section 28 (d) (1) as
titus amended. If a deficiency in personal holding company tax is asserted against
such corporations the Government can collect fronm the former shareholders as
transferees. Such shareholders should be allowed to take advantage of the retroactive consent dividend provision.
To accomplish the amendment section 28 of the code and section 28 of the
Revenue Act of 1938 should be modified by adding to section 28 an additional subdivision reading is follows:
"(k) The benefit of a consent dividend credit may be claimed for a dissolved
corporation by till of the persons who were shareholders of the corporation at
the date of its first distribution in liquidation."
4. Amendment of personal hwding company tma provision to permit a personal
ltolding company filing its returns on a cash basts to deduct ft arrivingat its
umdistributcd 8ubchapter A net income and surtaxes accrued during the
taxable year
In a recent decision, Aswcorth Trust (46 B. T. A. 140), t? a Board of Tax Appeals
held that in determining the amount of earnings available for distribution by a
cash-basis corporation the earnings computed on a cash basis must he reduced
by the income and excess-profits tax payable with respect to such earnings. Congross has recognized this principle in the Itevenite Acts of 1940 and 1941 to applied
to the normal and surtax and the excess-profits tax. Thus under time Revenue
Act of 1940 a cash-basis corporation was allowed to deduct the Income tax accrued
for 1940 from his net income determined on a cash busts in arriving at the net
income subject to excess-profits tax and under the Revenue Act of 1941 a etihbasis corporation was allowed to-deduct the excess-profits tax accrued for 19,11
in arriving at the net income subject to income tax and surtax.
Neither time code nor the revenue bill of 1942 contains any provision permitting
the deduction of accrued Income tax and surtax to be deducted in arriving at
the net Income subject to the personal holding company tax.
This omission produces the following anomalous situation: A personal holding
corporation is organized in 1942. Its net income before taxes, determined on the
cash hpls, Is $100,000. On this income it is subject to a normal tax and surtax
of $15,000. As the law now stands it must distribute $100,000 to its shareholders
or its shareholders must consent to pay tax on $100,000 in order for it to eliminate all personal holding-company tax liability. Yet its earnings properly available for distribution to shareholders is only $55,000.
The remedy for this situation is to deduct for the year 1942 and subsequent
years the income tax, the surtax, and the declared value excess-profits tax accrued
during the taxable year both in the case of corporations, on a cash basis, and in
the case of corporations on an accrual basis. To make this change retroactive
as certain other changes have been made would involve more administrative dilcultv than is warranted.
Cosh-basis corporations organized prior to 1942 should also be entitled to deduct
the tax aild in 1942 on income of prior years since such tax lins not heretofore
ben deducted in arriving at the net income subject to tax. On the other han(d,
such corpomations may have deducted in the years in which they were subject to
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personal holding.coznpany tax certain taxes applicable to income for years in
which they were not subject to personal holding-company tax. To Illustrate:
A corporation organized In 1940 was not classified as a personal holding company
for 1940, but It is a personal holding company for 1941 and 1942. Its Income for
1941 was $50,000, on which it paid in 1942 an income tax of $15,000. Its income
for 1942 is $100,000, on which the tax is $15,000.
)uring 1941 it paid income
taxes for 1940 of $7,000. In 1911 It paild dividends of $43,000, which elimillted
Its personal holding-company tax liability, Its subchapter A net Income being
$43,009) ($50,000 less $7,000).
Its income available for distribution for the years that it has been a personal
holding company 's computed as follows:

Yer

r Net i-Aplctax
able
SoOMO

Avail
fttlon
for
able

1941
...................................................................
Su,.
00! 5
A $15.0(
.%oN)0
1042..........................................................I
100,0011
Total

1...................................................70
I 110,0001 0,000

Since by reason of the provisions of the law applicable to 1941 It showed
$43,000 as distrlbutahle for 1941 It should he required to show only $47,000 of
distributable Income In 1042 so that it will be required to either distribute or
pay personal holding-company tax on $47,000,
I believe that tile following proposed amendment will accomplish this result:
"Section 505 (a) (1) of the Code should be amended to read as follows:
"(1) Federal income, war-profits. and excess-profits taxes accrued during the
taxahle year to the extent not allowed as a deduction under section 23; but
not Including the tax Ilmposed by section 102, section 500, or a section of a prior
income-tax law corresponding to either of such sections, id in the ease of
corporations keeping their accounts oil the basis of cash receipts fill(] disbursemeats an additional deduction for the first taxable year ended after January 1,
1942, equal to the excess of the amount of the Federal Income, war-profits, and
excess-profits taxes (but not including tile tax imposed by section 102, section
50, or a section of a prior Income tax law corresponding to either of such
sections) accrued during the taxable years prior to tile taxahle year ending
In 1032 In whIch the corloration was a personal holding company over tile
amount of such taxes phlIl
during said years but not to exceed the amount of
such taxes paid during the taxable year ended in 1942."
5. Amendment of the provision relating to th- nnta2rabilitl/of certain rerovcries of bad debts, taxes. eto., so as to have them apply to certain cancellatiots of accrued interest
Section 114 of the revenue bill
of 1942 as passed by the House amends section
22 (b) of the Code and correspcding sections of prior revenue acts so as to
provide retroactively for the exclusion from gross income of amounts otherwise
includible In gross income which are attributable to the recovery during the
taxable year of a bad debt, prior tax or delinquency amount to the extent that
such debt, tax or delinquency amount did not operate to reduce the Incometax liability of the taxpayer for any prior taxable year.
An analogous situation which is not covered by the amendment is that of an
owner of real estate who Is unable to pay the full amount of interest on a
mortgage on the real estate, who because hisaccounts are kept on an accrual
basis is required to aecrue altO deduct the full amount of Interest without
ohtalning any tax deductlon from such deduction, and who thereafter obtains
a retroactive reductioh
in the rate of interest.
It Is possible that Ili some cases the amount of accrued Interest canceled
as a liability will be held not to constitute taxable Income because of the provl.
slons of section 22 (b) (9) relating to discharge of indebtedness of taxpayers
In "all unsound financial condition." But section 22 (b) (9) ultimately taxes
the amount of liability canceled by requiring a reduction of the basis as pro76003-42--vol. 2 --.--14
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vided in section 118 (b) (3). Furthermore, section 22 (b) (9) requires that
the commissioner be satisfied as to the "unsound financial condition." Also said
section does not apply to discharge of indebtedness occurring before the date
of enactment of the Revenue Act of 1989.
There is really no reason why a cancelation of an interest deduction which
has not resulted in a tax benefit should not be treated in the same manner as
a cancelation of a tax deduction.
This can be accomplished by amending the new section 22 (b) (11) added by
section 114 of the House bill to read as follows:
"(11) Recovery of bad debts, prior taxes, delinquency amounts and cancelation
of liability for interest accrued income attributable to the recovery during the
taxable year of a bad debt, prior tax, or delinquency amount or cancelation of
liability for interest, to the extent of the amount of the recovery exclusion with
respect to such debt, tax, delinquency amount of interest liability for the purposes of this paragraph:
"(A) Definition of bad debt: As in House bill.
"(B) Definition of prior tax: As in House bill.
"(C) Dcflnition of delinquency amount: As in House bill.
"(D) Definition of interest liability: The- term interest liability' means the
amount of interest payable accrued on account of which a deduction was allowed
in a prior taxable year.
"(H) Definition of recovery exclusion: The term 'recovery exclusion', with
respect to a bad debt, prior tax, delinquency amount, or interest liability, means
the amount, determined in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary, of the deductions or credits allowed,
on account of such bad debt, prior tax, delinquency amount, or Interest liability
which did not result In a reduction of the taxpayer's tax under this chapter (not
including the tax under section 10'2) or corresponding provision of prior revenue
laws reduced by the amount excludible in previous taxable years with respect
to such debt, tax, amount, or liability under this paragraph.
"(F) Special rule. In case of section 102 tax and personal holding company
tax: In the application of subparagraphs (A), (B), (C), (D), and'(E) in determining the tax under section 102 or subchapter A of chapter 2, a recovery
exclusion allowed for the purpose of chapter 1 shall be allowed for the purpose
of such section or subchapter whether or not the bad debt, prior tax, delinquency
amount, or interest liability resulted in a reduction of the section 102 tax or
subchapter A tax for the prior taxable year, and In the case of a bad debt, prior
tax, delinquency amount, or interest liability not allowable as a deduction or credit
for the prior taxable year under chapter 1 (except section 102) but allowable for
the same taxable year under such section or subsection a recovery exclusion shall
be allowa?'le for the purpose of such section or subchapter if such bad debt, prior
tax, delinquency amount or interest liability did not result In a reduction of the
tax under such section 102 or such subchapter A. As used in this subparagraph
reference to chapter 1, section 102, and subchapter A in the case of taxable years
not subject to the Internal Revenue Code, shall be held to make to corresponding
provisions of prior revenue acts."
6. Amendment to section 27 (1), relating to dividend-credit, to provide that
a foreign corporationshall receive credit for dividends paid even though all
or part of the dividends paid to nonresident alien shareholders are not
subject to taoobecause of the provisions of section 119
The tax imposed by section 102 and the personal holding-company tax are
penalty taxes designed to force corporations to distribute their earnings by way
of dividends in order that the normal tax and surtax may be collected from the
shareholders. Consequently, the tax is imposed on an undistributed net income
determined after a credit for dividends paid. The provisions with respect to the
dividends paid credit are contained in section 27 of the code. Inasmuch .scertain
types of distributions such as a dividend paid in common stock on common stock
may be constitutionally exempt from income tax, section 27 contains a sub.
division (1), which reads as follows: "If any part of a distribution (including stock dividends and stock rights) is
not a taxable dividend in the bands of such of the shareholders as are subject
to taxation under the chapter for the period in which the distribution is made,
such part shall not be included in computing the basic surtax credit."
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But it is possible that this provision operates without Congress having so Intended to impose the penalty taxes on certain corporations even if they distribute
all of their profits to their shareholders.
As I pointed out in point 1 of my recommendations, foreign corporations may
be classed as personal holding companies, and these corporations may have gross
income from sources within and without the United States, such corporations are
often owned in whole or in part by nonresident aliens, while nonresident aliens
are subject to the United States income tax they are taxable only on income from
sources within the United States. Under section 119 (2) (B), a dividend paid
by a foreign corporation to its nonresident alien shareholders is not income from
sources within the United States if in the 3 years preceding the declaration of
such dividend more than 0 percent of its gross income was from sources without
the United States.
We therefore have the following situation: A foreign corporation owned by
nonresident alien shareholders has an office in the United States and qualifies as
a personal holding company. Its gross income from all sources is $100,000 and its
net income from all sources is $75,000. Its gross income from sources within the
United States is $20,000 and its net income from sources within the United States
is $18,000. If the corporation pays a dividend, it will not be taxable in the hands
of its nonresident alien shareholders. Therefore, if section 27 (1) is interpreted
literally, the corporation will be denied a dividend paid credit and it will be
subject to the penalty tax on its United States income of $18,000. Nor can
the company escape the tax by having Its shareholders pay tax on $18,000 by way
of a consent dividend for the reason that section 28, relating to consent dividends,
contains a provision, subdivision (c), which reads as follows:
"There shall be allowed to the corporation, as part of its basic surtax credit
for the taxable year, a consent dividend credit equal to such portion of the total
sum agreed to be included in the gross income of shareholders by their consents
filed under subsection (d) as it would have been entitled to include in computing
its basic surtax credit if actual distribution of an amount equal to such total
sum had been made in cash and each shareholder making such a consent had
received on the consent dividends day, the amount specified in the consent."
I think this situation can be corrected by amending section 27 (i) to make it
clear that a dividend paid credit shall not be denied because It is not taxable to
nomiresident alien shareholders because of section 119 (2) (B).
I therefore recommend that section 27 (i) be amended by adding to the end
thereof the following sentence:
"This subdivision shall not apply to a distribution which is not a taxable
dividend in the hands of nonresident alien shareholders by reason of the provisions of section 119 (2) (B)."

The CHAInMAN. Dr. Klein.
STATEMENT OP 3OSEPH ;. KLEIN, CERTIFIED PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANT, NEW YORK, N. -Y.

Mr. KLEIN. My name is Joseph J. Klein; I appear on my own

behalf. I have been before this committee and the Ways and Means
Committee on many occasions, but in the last 2 or 3 years I have
not inflicted my views upon you. I am here now because I share with
you, the Treasury, and so many others, grave concern about our fiscal

affairs.
Senator BAamuR. What is your business, Doctor f
Mr. KLrUN. I am a lawyer and accountant, specializing in tax matters. I have been a professor of taxation. I have written textbooks
on that subject and on accounting.
I propose to deal with three matters:
(1) A sane approach to the solution of the current war finance
problem'
(2) War. taxation canons as guides to wise legislation; and
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3) Specific revenue and procedural recommendations.
shall skip most of the material in the memorandum which has
been distributed, and I ask permission.to have it filed for the record.
The CHA-MAN. Yes.

Mr. KtEN. I shall deal with very few items, and shall do so very
briefly.
First, "A sane approach to the solution of the current war
finance problem." I shall use as my text canon 4, which appears
on page 11 of the memorandum, "War taxation requires maximum
contribution from all consistent with ability and survival."
Throughout modern history, wars and preparation therefor have
been notorious factors in the evolution of governmental fiscal policy.
World War II is no exception. Many fear that estimated national
indebtedness at the end of the fiscal year-over $125,000,000,000, or
a per capital of $930-and possible indebtedness of over $200,000,000,000-a per capita of $1,500-before victory is achieved means
national bankruptcy. I understand and sympathize. But national
bankruptcy could come even more quickly through unbearable tax
burdens. If we must choose I would rather risk economic collapse
through indebtedness than through taxation. There is greater national danger in overtaxation than in undertaxation. Excessive
taxation is self-destructive. I recall the words painted in giant
letters on the roof of a "Madison Square Garden" of a central
European
city shortly after World War I: "Closed-Killed by Taxation."
In the middle of the eighteenth century, England consolidated her
national indebtedness and adopted the policy of not amortizing the
consols. While we do not yet have to cross the brid e, in the presence
of a prospective national indebtedness of $200 billion or more, to
deal with which our own history furnishes no guide, it may be wise
to adopt a similar nonamortization or low post-war amortization
policy. Here fundamental policy is important because it may determine whether to risk national economic collapse by attempting to
impose the last measure of tax squeeze or permit the fixed debt to
grow by the amount of dangerous tax foregone. I am not ready to
embrace a fiscal formula embodying permanent national indebtedness, but as a realist I must appreciate the relative disadvantages of
increased debt principal versus potentially death-dealing taxes.
After all, we are ina struggle for survival. Nothing can be permitted to interfere with war financing making maximum contribution to the war effort; yet we should avoid crippling our economy
so as not to unfit it for post-war survival and rehabilitation.
You know the fiscal situation: A current budget of $77,000,000,000,
estimated revenue under the House bill of $23,250 000,000, existing
social security collections of $1,500,000,000, and therefore a prospective
cash deficit of about $52,000,000,000. If social security levies are increased, as the President suggested, by a maximum of $2,000,000,000
and if we meet the Treasury s hope of raising $12,000,000,000 per year
from voluntary purchases of stamps and bonds, and overlooking the
overlapping period, $38,000,000,000 must still be raised. About $5,000,000,000 may be obtained from insurance companies, mutual savings
banks and other investment sources, leaving $33,000,000,000 to be provided by additional taxes, involuntary savings and commercial banks.
While spending agencies may not be directly concerned whether their
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funds come from taxes or loans, it may make a fundamental difference.
I propose to analyze, if you permit me to do so, the two principal tax
and loan sources, i the belief that thus you may be aided in your
deliberations.
First, as to noncommercial bank possibilities, I ask: "Is there any
more tax gold in the corporate hills?" And I also ask: "Is there any
more tax gold in the individual Is?
Let's see. First as to corporations. I anticipate my conclusion:
Under the House bill rates, the prospective "take" from corporations
exceed their estimated net income after taxes and after dividend distributions at the rate which prevailed during the first quarter of 1942
by about $100,000,000.
Estimated corporate net income after Federal taxes under existing
rates but before dividends, $6,500,000,000.
Add estimated Federal taxes under existing rates, $8,000,000,000, or a
total net income of $14,500,000,000, or an over-all corporate tax levy
of 55 percent at rates under existing law. The House bill proposes
an increase of $2,600,000,000, thus raising the levy to 73 percent. The
prospective "take" under the House bill rates, if the dividends are
continued at the rate at which they were reported during the first
quarter of this year, will take $100,000,000 more than the Department
of Commerce estimate of current 1942 corporate income. Ifthat is
true, you cannot waste much more time in looking for more taxes
from corporations. Indeed, under the House rates, unless provision
for post-war refundment is made-and I need not g6 into that; you
have heard much about that-it seems as though you have already
taxed corporations to death.
With dividend distributions at the rate of $4,000,000,000-$4,600,000,000 paid during 1941-it appears that dividends and Federal
taxes-overlooking corporations' share in $9,000,000,000 of State and
local taxes mostly deductible in computing Federal net income-will
exhaust all estimated corporate net income plus $100,000,000. To cut
dividends as is being done, will not lower the corporate tax, but will
decrease the tax on dividend recipients.
No, there is no more tax gold in the corporate hills. In fact, there
is economic danger in the House bill rates unless post-war refunds
are provided, and with .a 90-percent excess profits tax war and
civilian costs and taxes must suffer, for we cannot expect maximum
economy in production, and, further we must not expect enthusiastic
investment in needed war production facilities, even if borrowed funds
could be obtained. You cannot save the day, from your point of view,
by decreasing dividend payments, because as you do so you do not
decrease the corporate tax but you do decrease what you collect from
individuals.
Let me not be misundertood. Whiib the over-all picture is as I
have described it, this does not mean that in special situations of war
profiteering and related corporate gains every effort should not be
made to cover into the Treasury maximum amounts from such reprehensible sources. And this goes for noncorporate taxpayers as well.
Now, as to tax and loan possibilities from individuals.
First, let me observe that as between temporary overtaxation of corporations and noncorporate business enterprises on the one hand, and
such taxation of individuals on the other hand, the latter is less dangerous. Once business enterprise is destroyed, unemployment adds
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its woes to passing of interest and dividend payments, and bankruptcy
injures the investor, the employee, and the Government. If you kill
the corporation and therefore industry, you run the risk of doing away
with the possibility of post-war rehabilitation, survival, and employment. That is not quite as true in the case of individuals.
Now, is there any possibility of more taxes than the House bill provides, or greater loans from individuals than has been estimated I Let
us see.
The Treasury recently estimated, in response to Senator Vandenberg's request, that if all net incomes above $25,000 were to be taxed
at 100 percent, and if the House bill rates were to be applied to
the remaining net income, the total yield would be only $660,000,000.
Let me add, if all net incomes of $10,000 and over were, similarly
treated, the 385,000 taxpayers in that group, with average net incomes
of $22,770, would provide $8,767,000,000, or about $5,000,000,000 more
than the $3,693,000,000 of estimated tax under the House bill. This is
no inconsequential amount, but the imposition is unthinkable because
of the economic and social havoc which would be wrought. I do not
say that such burdens may never come under war conditions, but I join
with others in the hope that no national calamity will ever require such
tax confiscation.
How about possibilities at the other end of the net income area
The Treasury estimates that, under the House bill, 26,500,000 taxpayers, in the net income area up to $10,000, with average net incomes
of $1,920 have aggregate net incomes of $50,900,000,000, on which the
estimated taxes amount to $4,200,000.000, or 8.28 percent, or $159 per
taxpayer. Here there are over $46,000,000,000 to think about. And
here is one of your major problems. I merely point out that a 5-percent additional tax or loan would average $94 and aggregate about
$2,500,000,000. Ten percent would double the yield.
The national income for 1942 is, estimated at $108,000,000,000$115,000,000,000 to $120,000,000,000 in 1943--or $105,500,000,000 for
noncorporate recipients, of which $59,700,000,000-$63,600,000,000
before estimated deductions--is subject' to income tax, and approximately $39,500,000,000-$41,900,000,000 of net income before estimated
deductions--is not now subject -to income tax. Is this low-earning.
group, consisting of, I should say, about 25,000,000 individuals, with
average net incomes of about $1,580, after estimated allowable deductions of 6 percent, a potential tax and loan source? I merely point out
that a 5-percent tax or loan would average about $79 and aggregate
about $2,000,000,000. Ten percent would double the yield. Here is
another of your major problems. In all, almost $86,000,000,000 as a
"tappable reservoir" for taxes, additional taxes and loans to the
Treasury.
Senator DAxAxm. Did you say million or billion?
Mr. Kuux. Billion, sir. It is so easy to get mixed up with billions
and millions in these figures, as you know.
Senator DANAHER. We have that difficulty, too.

* Mr. KLzm. I return to the query: "What can be done about the
remainder of the cash deficit . of $33,000,000,000?" Perhaps the
answer could be given by Senator Vandenberg, whom I saw, reported
on that subject in yesteWday's press. Please bear in mind that I am
not recommending action, but that I am discussing possibilities.
Recipients of wages, salaries, and other compensation are estimated
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to receive, in 1942, about $11,000,000,000 more than in 1941.
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same group will be unable to spend a very substantial part of the
$5,000,000,000 spent in 1941 for automobiles, radios, and similar
items. Further, the reduction in the supply of other consumer goods
may become atccelerated. Then there is an estimated 1942 increase
in noncorporate income of about $2,000,000,000. The approximate
$17,000,000,000 will be decreased per the House bill, inclusive of
excise taxes, by not quite $3,500,000,000 in taxes. Despite the rise in
liv' J costs, could not the balance of this inflationary surplus, threatening the price structure and amounting to over $13,000,000,000, be
drained off without hardship? The Treasury's sales of stamps and
Government bonds have this effect.
Senator TArF. Would you mind being interrupted?
Mr. KLEIN. I would be very glad to be interrupted by you, sir.
Senator TAFT. Dr. Klein, I figure if you take all the additional
income, under this bill from everybody after $10,000 you would
get $5,000,000,000, and that there is $36,000,000,000 that is not taxed
at all, which is income of people who make no returns of any kind.
Mr. KYmN. Yes; but your figure is too low, Senator.
Senator TAFT. That is approximately right.
Mr. KLEiN. Over $10,00V
Senator TAFT. Over $10,000, the total net income is $8,700,000,000,
the tax is $3,700 000,000.
Mr. KLEIN. Yes; you would get $5,000,000,000 more if you took all
of it away.
Senator TAFT. That would be $5,000,000,000 left, if you took all
of it.
Mr. KLEIN. Yes.
Senator TAFT. There is $36,000,000,000, which is the income of people who make no taxable returns of any kind-who pay no tax.
Mr. KLEIN. There are two segments we have got to get after.
Here is the group under $10,000 that have an income of some thirtybillion-odd dollars that escapes tax.
Senator TAFT. On that $36,000,000,000 there is no taxable return
at all.
Mr. KrmiN. My point is this, Senator-perhaps I have not made
it clear: The Treasury's estimate of taxpayers with net incomes up
to $10,000 deals with such taxpayers who have average net incomes of
about $1,900. The members of this group, after paying the estimated
tax on their net incomes, have left an aggregate of over $46,000,000,000. There is another group, consisting of those who file no income
tax returns at all and who file tax returns which do not disclose taxable net income. These people have average net incomes of about
$1,580, that is, only about $300 less, on the average, than those who
pay taxes as members of the group with net incomes up to $10,000.
ie aggregate net income in this nontaxpaying group is over
$39,000,000,ta)1. What I tried to say before was that here we have

between $85,000,000,000 and $86,000000,000 constituting a potential

"tappable reservoir' for taxes, additional taxes and Government
loans. It is to this huge amount--corresponding to which there will
be an even larger amount in 1943--that the Government must look
as a source of additional revenue, as a source of loans, and as the
primary source of effective resistance to danger from destructive
inflation.
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But there is another approach to tax possibilities in the noncorporate area. The estimated 1942 national income of $108,000,000,000
is about $37,000,000,000 higher than the national income of each of
the 2 best years between and including 1931 and 1939, namely, $70,800,000,000. If, during the emergency, we decided to restrict our aggregate living expenses, debt reduction, and insurance premiums to
$65,800,000,000-only 6 percent less than a national income of $70,000,.
000,000 entirely available to individuals-there would remain a surplus
of $40,000,000,000 as the approximate amount available to individuals
for Federal taxes and Government loans. After deducting estimated
income and excise taxes under the House bill, there would still remain
a net surplus of $30,000,000,000 available for additional taxes and Government loans. Now deducting the $12,000,000,000 Treasury goal for
voluntary stamp and bond purchases, the net balance would be $18,000,000,000 as the amount available for additional 1942 taxes and savings
sources. There it is. Get it if you can. The public will be with you
if you handle it equitably, for there is general realization of the danger
to all of us from wild inflation.
What would be the effect of a sales tax? A 5-percent retail sales
tax on an estimated $53,000,000,000 base would yield about $R,500,000,000, the figure which Mr. Ighaner was reported to have presented to
you. With exemptions for sales to Federal, State, and local governments, to contractors dealing with the Federal Government, to hospitals, orphanages, and other charitable organizations on medicines
and on essential foods-all of which exemptions have been suggested
by others-the yield would be less. Not much of a dent in the $18,.
000.000,000 inflationary surplus.
How about a withholding tax, not against the tax liability as provided in the House bill, but as an additional tax or for conversion into
Government bonds? Don't be frightened by this figure, sirs, I am
just mentioning it. A 20-percent wthholding on estimated 1942 personal compensation would yield approximately $15,000 000,000
As
an additional tax the levy is unthinkable in 1942. As a basis for conversion into Government securities, the step would be impracticable,
because it would ruin the voluntary purchase campaign and yield only
$3,000,000,000 more than the Treasury goal.
It is apparent that, regardless of heroic tax and imposed loan action
by Congress, recourse must be had for a very large part of the estimated net cash deficit to borrowings from commercial banks. The
figure with which we are dealing, as I have stated, is $33,000,000,000,
computed as follows:
1942Less
Budget
$77, 000,000, O0
: ----------------.--------------------------Estimated House bill yield---------- $23, 250,000,000
Social Security collections ---------1,500,000,000
Maximum additional Social Security
collections -----------------------2. 000, 000. 000
Voluntary stamp and bond purchases. 12, 000,000,000
Purchases by mutual savings banks
and other Investors, other than
commercial banks --------------5, 000, 000, 000
Total in sight ---------------------------------To be borrowed from commercial banks, except to extent
that tax or other loan sources are tapped----------

43, 750,000,000
83, 250,000,000
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I return to commercial bank loans. Because continued sales to
commercial banks of substantial amounts of Government bonds appear
unavoidable for the present, let us examine the inflationary danger.
The war must and will be financed, come hell fire or high water.
Banks which purchase Government securities may secure loans of
100 percent thereon at the Federal Reserve bank. The net result of
such transactions may be the maintenance of the cash assets of the
lending banks increase of the bank's indebtedness to the Federal
Reserve offset by Government bonds, and a credit against which the
Government can draw for its disbursements. Essentially, such Government credits are hard to differentiate from printing press money.
For a very limited period of time, under stringent Federal Reserve
control, but only in association with rigorously enforced rationing
and price and compensation ceilings, the process can be continued without economic collapse and dire inflationary effect. Not until and
unless people became actively suspicious about the soundness of the
currency and rushed to withdraw deposits and even to borrow for the
purpose of buying goods and "anchoring" their money to land and
staples is there real imminence of dangerous inflation. No informed
observer is happy at the prospect, but for the time being one need not
become unduly stampeded. I should add that, while at the moment,
we need not became unduly stampeded about the inflationary threat
inherent in governmental borrowings from commercial banks, the
danger is real and that it should and I hope that it can be avoided.
The public will soon realize the danger. Here is where enlightened
leadership and courageous statesmanship may possibly show the way.
If the public would lend the Treasury, in addition to the $12,000,000.000
now sought through voluntary stamp and bond sales, the $18,000,000,000 which I have shown were available on the basis of the excess
of estimated 1942 national income over the highest national income
from 1931 to 1939 and the considerably greater amount which should
be available out ol 1948 national income, the inflationary threat would
be avoided. That is so, for I believe that commercial banks for a few
years could safely finance from $10,000,000,000 to $15,000,000,000 of
Government securities annually. Moreover, let me not forget to say,
skillful draining off, as governmental loans, of the potentially inflationary part of the income of individuals in all earning groups, would
not only not injure these persons but indeed would benefit them immeasurably in the avoidably trying days of the postwar period.
Mr. Chairman, you may wish to have the Treasury insert at this
point the latest asset and liability figures for the commercial banks.
I have no data for these banks beyond last December 81, when cash on
hand amounted to $26,600,000,000 and investments in direct and guaranteed United States securities were $21,800,000,000. This last figure
has been considerably increased, of copree.
I ask permission at this time to insert a restatement of the famous
Adam Smith Canons of Taxation as guides to wartime taxation. They
are discussed in my memorandum, beginning at page 9:
War taxation should be limited to the duration.
2 War taxation should not be inflationary.
3 War taxation should prevent profiteering.
(41 War taxation requires maximum contributions from all consistent with ability and survival.
(5) War taxation should be equitable.

I1)
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61 War taxation should be imposed on true net income.
War taxation should be economical of ascertainment and collection.
(8) War taxation should provide for convenient payment.
(9) War taxation should be enacted speedily.
(10) War taxation should avoid grave injury to States and their
political subdivisions.

In indicating the application of these wartime canons of taxation,

I comment on a number of changes in the House bill, and on some
of the suggestions of earlier witnesses and of the Treasury. I shall not
stop to summarize these comments.
I conclude by offering a few specific recommendations and suggestions, and I shall avoid repeating most of those thatare already before
you.
(1) The first: A 2-cent stamp tax on bank checks and drafts; such
a levy during the fiscal year 1934 produced $41,000,000,
Let me interpolate, if you will permit it, that in the consideration of
the World War No. I revenue measure I was tax editor of the Now
York Globe, and some a,&)ciated papers. I appeared before the House
Ways and Means Committee. Congresnan Kitehin was then chairman. I submitted a list of excise and stamp taxes which I prophesied
would produce over a billion. Many of my suggestions were included
in the House bill. That bill was facetiously called the Kitchin-Klein
bill. The check stamp tax is my only excise tax recommendation at
this time.
(2) A 90percent tax to be levied retroactively on the gross commissions and other compensation received for aiding, abetting, or representing in connection with securing of war contracts and war subcontracts, and that the payers with respect to such contracts entered into
after the enactment of the new law be not permnitled to deduct from
their income the amount of commissions paid. Tie 0-percent gross
income rate is also suggested with respect to income from other repre.
hensible sources-sce memorandum, canon 3 and suggestion 2.
(3) In canon 10 and in suggestion 7 of the memorandum I discuss
tax exempt interest. Here let me say that in order to avoid, at this
time, irreparable injury to States and their political subdivisions, especially communities outside of war producton areas, interest, on their
future obligations should not be subjected to tax for the duration. If
the suggestion is adopted, it would be unthinkable also for the duration, to tax presently exempt interest front outstanding issues,
(4) A simplified withholding procedure is needed and is possible.
The House bill procedure aptly illustrates the curse of seeking theoretical perfection. Bookkeeping and auditing would become automati
and payers would be relieved of the horrible burden imposed by the
House bill if withholding were based on gross payments and if pivors
were to give payees, at the time when making payment, spee ally
created Governm ent stamps which could be pasted in Victory Stamp
Books. If withholding were to be for the purpose of conversion into
Government securities, equity would demand that some corresponding
acquisition of Government securities should be required with respeef to
noncompensation income. The memorandum filed contains, in sug.
gestion 4, a procedure to accomplish this objective.
(8) Fiscal year taxpayers should be permitted to report their tax
liability in accordance with existing law. The present procedure was
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introduced in the revenue bill of 1934, in order to avoid the prior cornplicated rule which the House bill now seeks to reinstate. This should
not be done for at number of reasons, including, as most important,
tle greatly complicated existing aid prospective tax structure-see
caton 7 and suggestion 5,

111011llinl,

(0) Mandatory joint returns are objectionable on equitable grounds.
Political hesitancy to close community property State l(pholes should
not be made the excuse for unfair taxes on the reidents of other
jurisdictions--see inetnoranum, eanon 5 suggestion 0.
(7) Because of the complexity of the House bill, it is recommended
it sugg stion 1) of my niemoranduiti, tlutt, representatives of tile tax
coinnfttees of the American Institute of Accouitiants, the Now York
State Society of Certified Public Accountants, American Bar Association, and the Comptrollers Institute of America be requested to
cooperate with committee draftsmen for the purpose of assuring maximum clarity and simplicity in a measure which can never be really
simple. I am not venting carping criticism when I say that the drafts.
men of the House bill display the highest technical skill, but that they
themselves cannot be completely satisfied with the result. We appre.
ciate the time pressure and the other handicaips under which they
labored.
Let me stress that for a moment, if I may, sir, and I am about
through. On a number of occasions you and your colleagues have permitted bills to go to vote long before you were satisfied with the
language or the terminology of the statute. If ynm call these gnriup
in that I have suggested now, you will not get a perfectly drafted
bill, but you will got a much better one than the horrible verbal
monstrosity that has Ixen dumped into your laps.
(8) Finally--and this I consider my most urgent'and most impor.
taut recommendations set forth in canon 6 and suggestion 8 of my
memorandum, is that every practical measure must be taken to insure
the imposition of dangerously high business tax rates on true income
with allowance for inventory reserves, post-war reserves, and a postwar net loss "carry-back." There is no surer way of inviting national
economic disaster at the end of the war than to fail to take the pro.
cautionary steps advocated.
I am certainly grateful to you, sir, for the time you have given me,
Tile CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Doctor.
(The memorandum submitted by Mr. Klein is as follows :)
MrMOBou~m

uy joeaw
J. Xixtti, Nsw YoRnc, N. Y., its 1042 UNV"UE 1INVsIGoq
Hon. WA .O 1 . OGeosom
Oh*Urrnan, Senate Pfrd"Ce Committea
In this mnemorandam I address myself to three matters:
1. The fundamentals fiscal problem with which rou are wrestling and a
mane attitude toward Its Woiutlon.
I1 A restatement of the well-known Adam Smith ranons of peacetime
II.

a.

rUNu

taxation as possibly helpful in formulatlng a program for wartime
taxation.
Some ispeelfic revenue and related suggestions.
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SANS A1OUlTk TOWARDIT111 0RM10N

Before the current rate of spending was reached, the Treasury's anbitlonk wls
to finance defense expenditures on the basis of two-thirds through taxation and
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one-third from borrowing. Early in the year this goal was publicly abandoned,
as It had to be.
The revenue yield under existing law has been estimated at approximately*
$17,000,000,000; the increase under the House bill bs been estimated at about
$0.259,000,000; the total, exclusive of social security collections, is, .therefore
$23,250,000,000.
The existing social security yield is about $1,500,000,000. For our present purposes round figures will do.
Regardless of the increased tempo of war expenditures and augmented appropriations, let us assume that the 1943 Budget will not exceed the estimated figure
of approximately $77,000,000,000. Even if we consider, for our present purposes, social-security collections as revenue, a 1943 fiscal year deficit of $53,000,000,000 is indicated, the amount which the Secretary recently estimated as
the Government's borrowing need during the present fiscal year, if the ]House
bill becomes law. This deficit must be met by borrowing. To some extent it
will be met by voluntary lending. The fact remains, however, that the national
debt appears bound to become over $125,000,000,000 by the end of the current
fiscal year. Many believe that a national indebtedness of $200,000,000,000
will be reached before victory is ours.
The Secretary recently presented to you interesting and illuminating data
comparing the ratio of taxation to expenditures in the United States, Great
Britain, and Canada, I should like to review some comparative data relating
to World War No. 1 and World War No. 2. To June 30, 1943, for the 3 years
then ending, our World War No. 2 expenditures for defense and war, including
lend-lease aid, according to Budget Director Harold D. Smith, will aggregate
$105,000,000,000. Corresponding appropriations are more difficult to estimate,
but by July 8, 1942, they exceeded $200,000,000,000. Budgeted expenditures for
the present fiscal year amount to approximately $77,000,000,000. In the annual
report of the Secretary of the Treasury for the fiscal year ended June 80, 1984
(p. 392, table 43), the cost of World War No. 1 is given as $41,765,000,000. This
figure was arrived at by including "continuing costs," representing veterans'
administration, interest on war debt, and settlement of war claims aggregating
$16,036,000,000. To June 30, 1921, a date selected because of the Presidential proc.
lamation that declared that war with Germany had ended on July 2, 1921, World
War No. 1 expenditures amounted td $25,729,000,000. While this figure of World
War No. 1 costs differs from that of E. L. Bogart in his War Costs and Their
Financing (pp. 87-88), and from that of E. R. A. Seligmann in his Essays on
Taxation (p. 767), the official figures of the Treasury may be assumed to be
correct for our present purposes.
As has been observed by so many, the figures of World War No. 2 costs are too
astronomical to mean much to the average mortal. Translated into approximate per capita figures, already incurred and contemplated war expenditures
represent a per capita cost of over $1,500. Total national expenditures during
the 4 years of World War No. 1 (fiscal years 1917-18 through 1920-21) for both
war and nonwar purposes amounted to approximately $30,000,000 per day, while
the highest daily expenditures were made during November 1918, when a figure
of $55,168,366 was reached (Bogart, War Costs and Their Financing, p. 86);
the corresponding daily figure for World War No. 2 is already $150,000,000 and
is approaching $200,000,000, about four times as great as the highest World War
No. 1 expenditure.
On June 30, 1921, the national debt amounted to $24,000,000,000, a per capita
indebtedness of about $220. The high World War No. 1 point was about $25,500,000,000 on June 30, 1919, when the per capita Indebtedness was about $240. Between World War No..1 and today, the low point in national indebtedness was
June 30. 1930, when the debt was about $1.180,000,000 and the per capita figure
about $181. By June 30, 1948, it is estimated that the national debt will amount
to more than $125,000,000,000, or over $930 per capita. If the fictire of $200,000,000,000 is reached, it will represent a per capita indebtedness of about $1,500.
War finance
Under ideal fiscal conditions, governmental budgets are balanced; every unbalance is a source of grave concern; appropriations are discouraged unless the
revenue wherewithal is provided. Tn the presence of war expenditures and appropriations which dwarf the experience of fiscal history, not alone of our country
but of civilization itself, normal-period concepts of Budget balancing are out of
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place Our fiscal experience furnishes no practical guides for extinguishing a
de'
the magnitude of $125,000,000,000 to $200,000,000 000. Consolidation of
na
ii obligations may be decided upon, as England did In the middle of the
eighteenth century, with consols bearing relatively low interest rates, and without fixed annual amortization provision. In this setting a guide to war taxation
policy is indicated: We must become reconciled to raising by immediate direct
and indirect taxation a much smaller percentage, than until recently was hoped,
of ever-increasing total war expenditures, and make up the deficit by delayed
taxation; that is, by borrowing. Instead of squeezing the last tax dollar out of
individuals and business, borrowing is preferable as avoiding, on the one hand,
too great a strain on morale and, on the other, destruction of industry which
must be maintained for post-war rehabilitation. However, as between a tax
squeeze on individuals and the risk of inflation, of which more soon, the latter Is
much more to be feared.
Our fiscal policy is one of war finance. Obviously, war taxation is one of the
essential elements in war finance. War taxation has as its obvious primary
objective maximum contribution toward the war effort. With this nothing must
be permitted to interfere, but, without interfering with that objective, we
should avoid crippling our economy. Otherwise, we shall be unprepared for
peace and its problems, for our war aim, in addition to decisive victory, is the
continuance of the American way of life, with ever higher living standards
for ourselves and all liberty-loving peoples.
Have we not been overstressing the relative importance of a billion or two
in current revenue, in the presence of a prospective national debt of $200,000,000,000, the carrying charges on which could be limited to approximately $4,000,
000,000 per year? It is not necessary here to discuss the eventual handling of
the national debt, or indicate how it could be liquidated on the basis of specific
allocations from inheritance taxes or special levies varying with changes in
national income over a period of 50 to 100 years.
As I address myself to the next topic, I wish to leave the thought Avith you
that the solution of World War II fiscal problems may not be feasible or possible
on the basis of orthodox procedures which have as their objective the draining
off of the very last tax dollar in the normally laudable endeavor to reduce deficits
to a minimum. I am not embracing deficits or welcoming them enthusiastically;
[ am merely attempting to review realistically a distressing situation and not
permit my thinking to be stampeded. I venture the belief that a thorough study
of the problem by the Senate Finance Committee will lead it to conclude that
today there is infinitely greater national danger In overtaxation than In undeD
taxation, with the result that some of the hazardous tax burdens which have
been urged in the name of dire fiscal necessity may lose their appeal. Briefly,
war costs must be financed; disbursing agencies do not differentiate between
tax funds and loan funds; slogans about not passing on burdens to the next
generation are hardly helpful; the Congress should provide revenue with full
regard for survival and in consonance with anti-inflationary controls in fields
other than taxation.
Analysis of Treasury revenue and receipt potentialitle8.-Whlle alive to the
danger of excessive taxation, and of the wisdom of favoring a relatively slight
increase .in national debt rather than risking national economic collapse and
destruction, of post-war revival possibilities by imposing the final and fatal tax
blow, nevertheless, and as a matter of course, no remuerative and safe "tappable" revenue source should be overlooked.
Let us now survey tax potentialities. We must do so on the basis of somewhat
0onfiicting estimates, but I believe that the conclusions predicated on the available data are reasonably dependable.
National income for 1941 may be tpken at $94,500,000000. The minimum
Increase during 1942 may be assumed as $13,000,000,000, or a minimum national
Income of $108,000,000,000 for the current calendar year. While estimates of
1943 national income are, naturally, less reliable than those for the current year,
we may assume a figure of $115,000,000,000 to $120,000,000,C00.
(a) Corporation&-On the basis of the Department of Commerce first-quarter
1942 estimated income figures, in its Survey of Current Business, 1042 net income
of corporations, before dividends but after Federal taxes, it existing rates, will
amount to almost $0,500,000,000, a decrease of about $900,000,000 from last year.
Total corporation Income, excess profits and capital stock taxes, under existing
law, per the Treasury's recent estimate, aggregated almost $8,000,000,000. Accord-

-
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ingly, under existing law, corporations are estimated to pay over 55 percent of
their estimated net income of $14,500,000,000 In Federal taxes. Under the House
bill, the estimated revenue increase (without adjustment for the overlapping
period) is almost $2,600,000,000. It follows, therefore, that 1042 Federal taxes
on corporations, under the House bill, will take over 73 percent (compared to
52 percent in 1941) of their aggregate estimated net income of $14,500,000,000.
And, of course, a tax on corporate income is an indirect tax on the income of the
stockholders.
But that's not all. We must not entirely overlook the Iprcentage of the
approximate $9,000,000,000 of State and local taxes paid by corporations, even
though such taxes reduce the net income subject to Federal taxes. Nor, in a
study of further corporate tax possibilities, should we forget that corporations
pay dividends (which are taxable to the recipient stockholdurs), so that it is
only in the field of retained profits or corporate savings that we may possibly
find lucrative tax sources. But here we are bound to be disappointed. On the
basis of 1942 first-quarter dividends, out of not quite $6,500,000,(W00 of estimated
net profits after Federal taxes, under existing law, corporations are disbursing
dividends which, at the first-quarter rate, will aggregate during 1942 over $4,000,0C0,009 ($4,600,000,000 were paid in dividends during 1941).
We find, then, that corporations with estimated net income of about $14,500,000.000 may pay, if the House bill rates prevail, about $10,60.),000,000 in Federal income, excess-profits and capital-stock taxes (not to mention State and local levies
deducted in computing the estimated Federal net income) and if they disburse
$4,000,000,000 in dividends, they will have exceeded their 1942 net income after
Federal taxes by about $100,000,000. And pursuing our analysis, we must, as
reallsis, bear in mind that In the computation of the foregoing net income figure,
no deduction was taken for inventory reserves and for inevitable post-war losses
to plant, equipment, and merchandise. , Because "earnings" are seldom in cash,
when post-war "settlement day" arrives, both under existing law and the House
bill, corporate taxpayers will find themselves saddled with worse than useless
equipment, cash tax debts, and no cash with which to pay. This is a dismal pieture, but it does not go beyond the probable facts.
No, there is no leeway for increased over-all corporate taxes, and without. provision for conversion of part of the proposed House bill corporate tax increase
into non-interest-bearing Government securities redeemable in the post-war period,
productive enterprise in the United States faces a dark future. Our concern, of
course, is not so much for stch enterprises per se as for the related consequences
on post-war rehabilitation and employment possibilities.
And before I leave the corporation phase of the discussion, just a word about
the unavoidable effect of a 90-percent rate on excess profits. I shall not be guilty
of a killing-the-goose cliche. The businessman engaged in war and related production is as patriotic and as much devoted to country as you and I. But he is
human and consciously or Instinctively reacts to materialistic forces. When
bent on increased economy, with the irritations and labor confltcts which such
endeavor sometimes engenders, he sooner or later realizes that savings mean
only 10 percent for the risk-taking enterprise and 90 percent in increased taxes.
When moved to expand his plant, he may become palsied at the thought that resulting profits are divided on a 10-90 basis, while he may be saddled in the
post-war period with all of the losses associated with high-cost buildings, plant,
equipment and merchandise. The set-up does not make for national economy.
I cannot tell how much will be added to the Nation's costs-public and privateand how severely post-war rehabilitation will be affected by a tax policy which
fails to permit deductions of reserves and provision for post-war losses, and imposes an unwisely heavy tax burden on business, but both costs and post-war
conditions cannot escape the indicated consquences.
I should emphasize that I am dealing, of necessity, with the over-all picture.
Some individual corporations are making unconscionable profits. A few have
been exposed by the Treasury. Appropriate dealing with such organizations
furnishes no clue to the wise treatment of ordinary corporate taxpayers, especially those in nonwar industries.
I am not happy in the conclusion reached through analysis of the available
estimated 1942 corporate net income, tax, and dividend data. But I cannot
escape the conclusion-and, what is infinitely more important, neither can you.
The over-all take In aggregate, corporate taxes is more than the estimated net
income will provide. Unless the dividend pace is reduced-with resulting loss in
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taxes from individuals--some of the corporate distribution will come out of
sources other than 1942 net income. No; not only are there no more choice tax
pickings in the corporation field, but even the House bill increases cannot be
borne.
(b) Individuals.-Duringthe first quarter of 1942, 70.5 percent of the national
income was represented by wages, salaries, nnd other compensation for personal
services. (Net interest and rents, dividends, and royalties aggregated 11.4 percent; net income of unincorporated business, 15.9 percent; and net income of
corporations, after dividends and Federal taxes under existing law, 2.2 percent.
Payments for compensatlot, interest, rents, dividends, and royalties, shown
above and based on data In the June 1942 issue of "Survey of Current Business,"
are before taxes, of course.)
Of the estimated 1942 national Income of about $108,000,000,000-one hundred
and fifteen to one hundred and twenty billion dollars in 1943-70.5 percent goes
to those who are paid for personal services. This group received 68.5 percent
of the estimated 1941 national income of $94,500,009,000. It follows, therefore,
that the 1942 income of this group will be about $11,000,000,000 greater than
lastyear. Most of this $11,000,000,C00 clearly represents additional spending
power, despite the rise In cost of living xKince 1911. To this $11,000,000,000,
adjusted for living-cost Increases, must be added a very substantial part of the
$5,C00,000,000 spent during 1941, and not spendable in 1942, for nutonoblile.,
refrigerators, oil burners, and other household equipment, for radios and other
electrical devices. Therefore, possibly eleven to thirteen billion dollars of
"spending surplus" is In this area of Individual consumers. In ar'dition, we
must give some weight to accelerated reductions in the supply of consumer
goods other than those mentioned, and, with adjustments, to the decreasing
number of civilian consumers. On the whole, perhaps as much as $15,005,009,000.
are in the indicated potential buying stream, threatening the price structure,
all or most of which could be "attached" without serious over-all hardship.
The anti-inflationary effect is quite the same, whether "attachment" is through
taxation or loans to the Government, or combined taxes and loans; the morale
effect is decidedly more wholesome If loans rather than increased taxes are
sought.
The estimated Increase in 1942 over 1941 net income In the noncorporate area
other than compensation for personal services is approximately $2,000,000,000.
How can the approximately $15,000,000,000 surplus in the compensation area
and the approximately $2,000,000,000 In the other noncorporate area be made
best to serve our country's needs? In the subsequent analysis, for the sake of
de.1irable simplicity, I proceed on the theory that taxes and loans can be made
effective during 1942 and on the basis of 1942 estimated income. Actually, con.
siderable 1942 surplus income is no longer reachable. On the other hand, howtver, the conclusions are available for 1943 tax and loan legislative guidance,
especially because estimated 1943 surplus Income before taxes will be substantially greater than that for 1942,
First, the Increased taxes on Individuals, per the House bill, will reduce the
foregoing estimated "spending surplus" of about $17,000,000,000 by the estImated
increase in income tax of $2,870,000,000 and by perhaps as much as one-half billion dollars of increases in miscellaneous revenues. The proposed reduction In
exemptions and Increase In rates will reach the 20,000,000 Income-tax payers
under existing law. The Treasury's estimate shows that reduced exemptions will
bring in 7,000,000 new taxpayers and subject $8,0.000,.000 of new net income to
taxation. The Treasiry studies show that of the estimated $270.000000 increased individual income tax, $0.5.000.000 will come from 6,646000 new tax.
payers with net incomes under $2,000 and $1100,000,000 from 10,20,000 old taxpayers on this net Income level, a tofte of $1,200,000,000 from 16,900,000 taxpayers. There will be 25,634,000 taxpayers in the group with net income not
over $5,000, per the House bil; of the proposed total revenue Increase of $2.870,the 881,000 taxpayers
In the
000.000.
this group
will furnish
of
and the rest
will $2,000.000,000,
provide over $400,000,000,
net Income
group over
$5,000-$10.000
over $440.000.000 will come from the 385,000 taxpayers in the group with net
incomes over $10,000.
Another analysis, based on the Treasury figures, discloses the tax burden on
Individuals as compared with the corresponding over-all tax burden on corporations already presented.
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Number of taxpayers
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.....................................
, 493
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Under
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$1,000

,M0
.0 ------.to .

---------

, ou
................................ Over $10,000.
---------------------------------Total ................................
.....

'

7,765
5,697
1,877
804

' 1
385
19,902

12,047
6,031
1,893
80

881
W

Pecnt of total net income
paid in income tax
Under

Inoreao

existing

E, t

law

bill

0.8

4.4

9.2
34.4
9.4

7.3
7.7
89

2.8
8.1
4.3
6.2

8.8
4.2
4.7
.4

Total

8.2

8.8
7.3
Ol
12.8

18.
42.1
18.3

The pertinent factors, on the basis of the foregoing analysis and other available
data, Insofar as they might influence congressional action for the balance of 1942
and for 1948, are:
(1) That the distribution of the estimated minimum 1942 national income of
$108,000,000,000 Is approximately as follows.
Corporations, after taxes at existing rates and after dividends, about $2,500,000,000.
Individuals, from all sources, Including unincorporated business, about $105,500,000,000.
''(2) That the foregoing figure of $105,,00,000,000, before deducting any Federal
taxes applicable to 1942 income (and also before deducting the share of the
approximate $9,000,000,000 of State and local taxes borne by Individuals and
deductible, for the most part, in the calculation of Federal net income, compares
with the figure of approximately $91,900,000,0CO for 1941.
(3) For all of the years between and including 1931 and 1939, estimated
national income did not exceed $70,800,000,000. Let us assume that $70,000,000,000 of national Income was received by noncorporate recipients during each
of the 2 best years in this period, and also that such income was not subject to
any tax. Surely, during the present sacrificial war period, especially If price
ceilings and rationing are enforced, a reduction from the assumed $70,000,000,000
level of 6 percent would not prove an unbearable hardship (despite some rise In
living costs) in meeting personal living nec6s, debt reduction, and Insurance
savings.
(4) Accordingly, the difference between $105,500,000,000 and $65,800,000,000,
or about $40,000,000,000, is the approximate amount apparently available for
Federal taxes and for Government loans.
(5) This $40,000,0C10,0C0, on the basis of the House bill income and other
revenue rates, should be reduced by approximately $8,000,000,000 for income taxes
and, by not more than $2,000,000,000 for other revenue. It follows, then, that
about $30,000,000,000 remains available as 1942 excess or surplus Individual
Income (and considerably more in 1943) for the purpose of Increased taxes and
Government loans
(6) If we assume success for the Treasury's voluntary stamp and bond
purchase plan, then $12,000,000,000 of the foregoing surplus income is deductible
from the figure of $30,000,000,000, leaving $18,000,000,000 as the maximum for
1942 additional taxes on Individual income and as the source of savings.
(7) You were recently supplied with figures by Senator Vandenberg, which
be obtained from the Treasury, to the effect that If all individual Incomes were
reduced to $25,000, and If the House bill rates were to apply to all incomes, ineluding those so reduced, the yield would be $O00,000,000. On this basis, no apprecl able part of the $18,000,000,000 Is to be found among those whose net incomes
are over $25,000.
(8) Of the $59,700,000,000 estimated total net income of individual taxpayers
under the House bill, only $8,770,000,000 Is in the area of net incomes of $10,000
and over. It follows, as others have pointed out, that appreciable revenue and
Government loans out of current income can come only from the great body
of relatively low net Income recipients, the $26,500,000 individuals with net in-
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comes under $10,000. Individuals with net incomes below the minimum taxable
level are the recipients of 1942 national income estimated at $38,500,C00,000. Is
this low-earning group a potential tax and loan source? That is one of your
major problems.
(9) If withholding Is adopted, and even If rates are as high as 20 percent of
gross Income, the amount produced, if withholding were made applicable to all
compensation for personal services, would be approximately 20 percent of
$76,000,000,000, or $15,200,000,000. If dividend and.interest income were also
made subject to withholding, the additional collection would amount to 20 percent
of about $8,500,000,000, or about $1,703,000,000.
(10) Any such withholding rate as 20 percent could not be borne at this
time, in the presence of the House bill rates, as additional taxes. At least part
would have to be applied in reduction of the sax liability disclosed on the return.
Preferably, I believe, any such withholding should be for conversion Into Government securities. But withholding on the scale under discussion would ruin the
voluntary stamp and bond purchase plan, which the Treasury hopes will yield
a maximum of $12,000,000,000 per year, so that, for the most part, voluntary
acquisition would become Involuntary.
But how does this leave the Treasury in Its truly stupendous task of financing
a $77.000,000,000 Budget with tax prospects, per the House bill, of no more than
$23,250,000,C00 with not more than a few additional billions In taxes possible,
even If post-war economic collapse were to be risked, and existing social security
collections of about $1,50,000,000 with no possibility of more than $2,000,000,000
additional from this source, a total of, at most, $27,000,000,000. This leaves the
$77,000,000,000 Budget short by $50,000,000,000, a figure which closely corresponds
to the deficit of $53,000,000,000 previously mentioned. I have shown that the
maximum amount collectible, as a result of 20 percent withholding at the source,
is about $16,900,000,000, an amount which for practical reasons must be reduced
to a maximum of $15,000,000,000. If the amounts withheld were to be converte'd into government securities, most, if not all, of the voluntary bond purchases, which the Treasury hopes may yield a maximum of $12,000,000,000
annually, will disappear. If withholding were to be entirely substituted for
voluntary bond purchases, then withholding would yield about $3,000,00,000
more than the Treasury's hope for its present bond-selling program. At any
rate, this analysis discloses that there will remain approximately $35,000,000,000
to be secured from insurance and other Investment sources and from commercial banks; and a recent report of the Economic Policy Commission of the American Bankers Association indicates that $5,200,000,000 may be raised in 1943
from sources other than commercial banks, thus leaving $30,000,000,000 to be
supplied by such banks. The A. B. A. report indicates commercial bank absorption of only $10,400,000,000 (before the current Budget was increased by
$14,000,000,000).
Many hold that Government borrowing from commercial banks inevitably leads
to dangerous inflation, even if free funds not In demand by business are used.
Is this necessarily so? The existence of such free funds indicates there is no
borrowing demand for them. True, the banks which buy United States secure.
ties can Immediately secure 100 percent advances from the Federal Reserve bank.
If this is done, then the lendable funds of the banks are not decreased by their
purchase of Government securities. The process of buying Government securities and borrowing 100 percent with respect thereto could; theoretically, be contlnued indefinitely, thus creating the equivalent of printing-press money. Historically such cheap money makes for higher prices and, eventually, there Is
economic disaster. But, with price ceilings for wages and commodities rigorously
enforced and with rationing effectively,applied, continuance for a very limited
period of substantial commercial bank puirchases if lendable funds are under
Federal Reserve control, and especially in the absence of business borrowing
demands, I am hopeful that the deplorable situation need not produce the feared
inflationary effect.
As In the case of my analysis of the corporate situation, I should add that while
tie over-all picture is as I have presented it, here and there may be found opportunity for equitably increased taxes. Thus, on principle, there Is no reason why
substantially increased compensation should not be subjected to a quasi-excess
profits tax levy during the emergency. Also, as I point out elsewhere, "profiteerIng" gains may be subjected to special levies.
7609--42--vol. 2-15
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IL A RESTATRAITNT Or THM WU ,L-KNOWN ADAK SMITH CANONS or PRAOETIME TAXATION

AS POSSULLY HU.TVUL IN FROMVLATING A PROoAM FOR WARTIME TAXAT

N

In addition to the need of a realistic appreciation of the limits of safe taxation
and of becoming reconciled to the fact that, during the war emergency, It is safer
and wiser to permit the national debt to grow rather than to seek to decrease it
slightly at the possible cost of wide-spread economic ruination, It is desirable that
there be available norms or principles which might guide legislators to wise tax
legislation. Such a guide inay possibly be found in a restatement of the Adam
Smith canons of taxation which, as you well know, hold that taxes should be Imposed with regard to equity, convenience, certainty, and economy. My tentative
restatement is:
(1) War taxation should be limited to the duration.
(2) War taxation should not be inflationary.
(8) War taxation should prevent profiteering.
(4) War taxation requires maximum contributions from all consistent with
ability and survival.
(5) War taxation should be equitable.
(6) War taxation should be imposed on true net Income.
(7) War taxation should be economical of ascertainment and collection.
(8) War taxation should provide for convenient payment.
(9) War taxation should be enacted speedily.
(10) War taxation should avoid grave injury to States and their political
subdivisions.
I shall not discuss the foregoing decalogue of war taxation canons at length,
but shall deal with each of them as briefly as possible.
Canon 1-War taxation should be limited to the duraton.-War taxation
should terminate at a date specified in the enactment, say, 1 year after pence
(I. e., the taxpayer's tax year within which the terminal date falls). Temporary taxes have a tendency to become permanent. War taxation is emergency
legislation. War taxation embodies economic burdens and social restrictions
which should not be automatically extended beyond the war's duration. The
citizen will be the readier to accept a war tax measure If he is assured of
its automatic extinction when peace comes. If post-war needs require continuance of part or all of war taxation, extension should result from majority action
of the Congress then In office.
Canon 2-War taxation should not be inliationary.-War taxes should net be
inflationary. Preferably, they should be antlinflationary. Inflation not only
Increases the Government's war costs,' thus further burdening taxpayers, but
because of its frightening and depressive effect on the population, especially
on the poorer group whose purchasing power is disproportionately reduced, is
ruinous of national morale.
While taxation is not the only factor available with which to combat infla.
tion, it is an indispensable factor. When employed in conjunction with rigorously
enforced universal price and compensation ceilings, rationing, licensing, and
lli stations on consumer credit, there need be no fear of a dangerous degree of
inflation. Incldentaly, reversal of such controls may be necessary to combat postwar deflation. But In the presence of mounting income in the hands of wage
earners, a significant phenomenon In the distribution of the rapidly rising national Income,* attempted controls over Inflation, without heavily increased taxes
on income, are doomed to failure. It is the inflationaryy gap," the excess of increasing purchasing power over declining available supply of consumer goods,
that must be bridged by the "tax stop-gap," the amount of additional taxes needed
for such bridging. It is too much to expect that efforts in this direction can
On September 19, 1941, Mr. Bernard Baruch stated before the House Committee on
Banking and Currency that price stabilization would reduce the cost of war by at least 50
percent (hearings re price-control bill. pp. 1066-1069). Mr. Leon Hendernn rerentlr stated
tLat stabilization at the present price levels would effect a savio of $62.000.000.000 in war
costss within the next 20 months (New York Times. July 4, 1942). Senator Robert F.
Wagner. in a radio address on July 11.1942, stated that price control bad "saved American
taxpayers $6,000,000,000
from June 1940 to April 1942, by keeping down the cost of war
supplies."
8'1partment of Commerce figures show that the national income was $77.200.000,000 In
1940, $94.50000.00
0 in 1941. end estimated at $120.000.000,000
for 1942 (Charles R. Egan
in the New.York Times. May 24. 1942). Salaries and waces constituted 63.8percent of
the national Income in 1940; 64.8 percent in 1941 ; and for the first 4 months of the current
year about 70 percent of the total income payments consisted of salaries and wages (New
York Times editorial, June 8,1942).
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ever be entirely successful. The President, in his budget message of last January, in discussing the need of higher taxes, well expressed our fears: "Any tax
i better than an uncontrolled, price rise."
The higher individual normal and surtax rates in the House bill, in the presence of lowered exemptions, find sanction In the second canon. These increased
and new taxes remove from the buying stream funds which would otherwise
exert upward pressure on the price level. Very indirectly, such taxes may have
an offsetting inflationary tendency, due to the fact that they might induce wage
rise pressure, a actor which Is subject to control through enforced wage ceilings,
Sales taxes likewise have the sanction of the second canon, because they, too,
reduce the effective purchasing power of the Increased earnings in the hands of
individuals. A tax on spending obviously would also have the sanction of this
canon.
Withholding or collection at the source has similar sanction of this canon,
because such procedure eliminates from the purchasing stream money which
otherwise might encourage or tempt spending. The delay in enacting withholdIng legislation Is therefore regrettable. Whether withholding should be of a
separate and additional tax at a flat rate or as prepayment of the income tax
as provided in the House bill, depends greatly on the tax rates finally enacted and
the exemptions ultimately allowed. On principle, if the income-tax rates are
high. especially at the lower-income levels, and if the exemption is low, then
withholding should be by way of prepayment of the Income tax and not as an
additional tax. On principle, too, income tax rates may be made sufficiently
high and exemptions sufficiently low to counteract the dreaded "inflationarygap." A flat withholding tax, as an additional tax, would, like a sales tax, be
inequitable in that those at the lower Income levels would pay as high a rate
as those In the higher levels. Here is a violation of canon 5. ,Such an additional
tax anti-inflationary itself, would beget, In the absence of wage ceilings, wage
increase demands, inflationary factors. But withholding for conversion into
Government securities, maturing after the war, can be supported on many grounds.
Canon 3-War taxation should prevent profitecring.-War taxes should prevent profiteering, or at least make profiteering unprofitable. The President, In
his message of July 8, 1940, suggested, and the Legislature reaffirmed, that no
millionaires must be created out of the war effort. The House Naval Affairs
Committee has shown the unconscionable profits already made on some war
contracts. A few weeks ago, Chairman Vinson announced recaptured excessive
profits on war contracts aggregating $673.946.103. Who did not share Secretary Morgenthnu's indignation In his recent disclosures of defense profit dissipation revealed by the audit of 31 tax returns for the year 1941, and who did
not applaud his determination not to let anyone "get away with It"? National
morale requires that the profiteer shall not be permitted to keep and enjoy his
spoils, when so many are cooperating sacrificially, wholeheartedly, and patriotically In the war effort. A special excise levy of 90 percent on the gross
commissions of "war brokers" and on other reprehensible War profits would
deserve popular acclaim. The levy on "commissions" not yet paid should be
withheld at the source, and reports relative to agency and brokerage contracts
should be required monthly. ,
Profiteering can be curbed by wise taxation; limitation of p~,ofits or income
is both unnecessary and unwise.
Canon 4-War taxation requires maximum contributon from all consistent
with ability/ and survfval.-War taxes should take from each the maximum that
the national economy can possibly spare. How much taxation can the American
taxpayer stand? There is no available empirical test. For a limited period,
during the war emergency, the Government could take for its war effort all
above subsistence needs. The Government must decide how much less to take.
The average taxpayer will cooperate patriotically, especially if convinced of
maximum governmental economy in nonwar activities.
From individuals the Government can take, with comparative safety, except
for minimum post-war cushions in the form of Government bond investments
or post-war refunds, all current income above the requirements for a generally
reduced standard of living, if this muqh is essential for victory. Many will have
to encroach on savings, but to what better purpose can savings be put? Social
and economic disturbances are bound to be terriffic; many commitments will
have to remain unmet; moratoria may become universal, unless ample provision
XStatement of Secretary Morgenthau before the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Legislation, May 28, 1942.
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is made for deduction from gross income of payment of existing debts, existing
life-insurance premiums, rent, and other commitments. Compensation for bearing
necessarily severe tax burdens would be twofold, on the psychic level, in the
knowledge that each is making maximum personal sacrifices on behalf of country;
and, on the material level, In the realization that the danger of inflation is being
met aggressively and successfully.
The House rates on individuals and the lowered exemptions result In obviously
severe tax burdens, but they do not violate our fourth war-tax canon. These
rates could possibly be Increased, after a year of trial; without seriously affecting
morale, and especially if price ceilings are enforced and rationing is extended.
To the extent that further increase in rates and reduction in exemptions are
shown to be necessary In order to combat inflation, I believe that there would
be, if not popular approval, at least understanding acquiescence. But under
the House rates and more so, of course, if these rates are increased, provision
has been urged for a special deduction of a limited amount and limited percent
of net income If invested in nonnegotiable, non-interest-bearing Government
securities not redeemable until the post-war period, unless in the event of special
hardship.
Under Canon 2 I referred to the distressing effects of runaway inflation, particularly in its impact on the lower income groups of the population. Taxation,
otherwise unbearable, might have to be imposed in order to diminish to a maximum
extent the upward s9lral pressure on the price level. As between reduced current Income and avoidance of inflation on the one hand, and larger income in
- the presence of inflation on the other, there can be but one choice.
Fortunately,
the country at large appears to be keenly conscious of the inflationary peril,
and the administrator and legislator may safely assume that popular backing
will support revenue measures clearly directed against, and demonstrably effective
in, the battle against inflation.
From business and industry, in corporate and other forms, the Government
could likewise take all income above that needed for survival. This limit (which,
as I have shown, may have been reached) should not be attempted, however,
because-and it cannot be repeated too frequently-while we are at war to
defend ourselves from annihilation and slavery, yet we are fighting to preserve
our way of life, with post-war restoration of a substantial proportion of our
accustomed freedom of individual initiative, opportunity, and enterprise. Diminishing returns exist In war as in peace, for even in war there appears to be no
way of avoiding extravagance and inefficiency when efficiency and economy are
discouraged by excessive taxation. Here history and logic point the same lesson.
A tax of 90 percent cannot encourage the type of economy demanded by the war
effort. Under the House bill, if any portion of a corporation's income is subject
to the excess profits tax, expenses involve a cost of 90 percent to the Government
and only 10 percent to the taxpayer.
Except as necessary for the war effort, with which, I repeat, nothing must be
permitted to interfere, the limit.of safe taxation on business income is that aggregate burden which will not' prevent post-war rehabilitation. Provision for
such post-war needs may, perhaps, best be found in tax rebates in the form of
post-war maturing non-interest-bearing bonds. (The suggestion to levy a 15percent tax, at the time of redemption, is indefensible.) Economic destruction
must be avoided; industrial liquidation must be prevented. The limit of "wise
and enlightened" taxation, as contrasted with "safe" taxation, is that levy which
will encourage economy and discourage extravagance.
Canon 5-War taxation should be equitabte.-This is the equity canon of Adam
Smith. War taxation must be demonstrably fair. Even in peacetime it is very
important that taxation should neither discriminate against nor favor classes
or groups. While absolute success can never be attained, it is essential to morale
that taxpayers should be convinced of the integrity of tax legislation, i. e.,
avoidance of discrimination and favoritism.
As a matter of equity, if there is withholding at the source, it is desirable, at
least theoretically, that a portion of the tax on nonwithholding income be paid
as earned. The difficulties of ascertaining the tentative interim taxes on a
monthly or similar basis are almost insurmountable and administratively almost
impossible. A device such as is provided in section 153 (d) of the House bill is a
,compensatory step. I suggest later, another expedient.
This fifth canon sanctions such Treasury or House proposals as elimination
of special privileges favoring married couples who are residents of the coin-
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unity property States,' temporary increased capital gain rates to keep pace with
increases in rates on other income and other capital gains and loss changes,
correction of inadvertent error adversely affecting personal holding companies,
deduction of investment expenses, taxing of alimony to divorced wives, dependency credit for school children, deduction of extraordinary medical expenses,
retroactive technical amendments to the excess-profits tax sections of the Internal
Revenue Code,5 inventory reserves,' war and post-war reserves, post-war refunds
and loss, "carry-back," at least elimination or reduction of percentage depletion,
extension of the amortization option to noncorporate taxpayers, elimination
of restriction of use on "LIFO" to those who made no interim financial reports
on other than the "LIFO" basis (but inventory and war and post-war reserves'
and post-war refunds and loss "carry-back" should be provided), and taxation
of recoveries of bad' debts and taxes only when prior deductions resulted in
reduced taxes. But this canon would not sanction a recent proposal of the
Treasury to have the decedent's basis carry over to the estate and the beneficiaries, or to limit charitable deductions available to decedent's estates, or to
subject to estate tax transfers by donors over 65 years of age. On the basis
of this canon, the Treasury's recommendation for elimination of the capital
stock tax and related declared value excess-profits tax should be approved.
Canon 6-War income and profits taxation should be imposed on trse net
income.-With income and excess-profits rates as high as they must inevitably
become, it is of paramount importance that the basis of the tax, to wit, net income,
be fairly ascertained. Artificial restrictions on deductions and failure to recognize
sound accounting reserves result in the imposition of a tax stated at one rate but
effective at a higher rate. There is no reason why the taxing statute should not
recognize, at the basis on which to impose income tax, net income as disclosed by
the consistent application of sound accounting principles.
Moreover, recognition must be given to the fact that the requirement to ascertain net income annually frequently imposes a task Impossible of accomplishment.
Here there is frequently an irreducible margin of error. The British excessprofits tax recognizes this fact, and provides, in effect, for annual reascertalnment
of aggregate excess profits, thereby imposing the excess-profits tax on true excess
profits for all of the war years as a unit. Experience amply establishes that book
and tax profits may turn out to be "fool's profits." Book "profits" are often in
bricks and mortar, machines and tools, while taxes are always demanded in cash.
There should be no excess-profits tax except on actual excess profits and no
income tax except on true net income.
The existing law permits ordinary domestic corporations to file consolidated
returns for excess-profits tax purposes. The House bill extended the privilege to
cover the income tax coupled with the proviso that if a consolidated excess-profits
tax return is filed a consolidated income-tax return must also be filed, and vice
versa; also, that the surtax rate for consolidated returns be increased by 2
percent.
In many instances true income cannot be disclosed except through the medium
of consolidated returns. Thus, such returns are sanctioned by our canon 6.
It also meets the requirements of canon 7. There is no rational warrant for the
imposition of the 2-percent pefialty, and its Imposition violates our equity canon
No. 5. In fact, consolidated returns should be made mandatory in many situations where they are now optional.
Canon 7-War taxation should provide economical asc 'tainmcnt of liability
and collect ion.-Thls embodies two of the Adam Smith canons of taxation4Mandatory Joint returns are sponsored, some believe, because of effective political resistance to elimination of the community-property State tax advantage. Opposition to
mandatory joint returns need not be predicted on grounds of morality religion, and
women's rights; on what equitable principle can one person be taxed at highly progressive
income-tax rates on the basis of another person's earnings, regardless of marital or other
relationships? The argument predicated on ability cannot withstand analysis. At least
for the duration, the earner of Income, even in a commilnity-property jurisdiction, should
be made subject to tax thereon.
6 Recommendations for revision of Internal Revenue Code, submitted by committee on
Federal taxation of American Institute of Accountants to the Ways and Means Committee, April 13,1942; Ways and Means Committee hearings, pp. 171-.491, testimony of
Robert N. Miller, chairman of excess-profits tax committee of the American Bar Association.
0The Treasury has recommended Inventory reserves commencing January 1, 1941, and
continuing until 5 years after the close of the war. The Ways anl Means Committee has
tentatively adoptedthe Treasury recommendation, but the provision is not In the House
bill.
I Fee research bulletin issued by American Institute of Accountants, Accounting for
Special Reserves Arising Out of theWar.
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certainty And economy. If economy in the determination and administration
of peace taxation constitutes a canon of taxation, how much more is this true
under war economy? When manpower is at a premium, waste of human energy
is deplorable. A revenue measure which lacks clarity and simplicity requires
exceAs manpower to interpret and apply. The greater the clarity and simplicity
of a tax measure, the more certain the determination of liability thereunder.
Maximum simplicity and clarity result in minimum wastage of manpower.
This canon would approve the elimination of the "earned income credit." It
would likewise approve elimination of the House provision for reenactment of
1932 and earlier treatment of fisal-year taxpayers. Such treatment was discarded by the Revenue Act of 1934. The then chairman of the Senate Finance
Commitee, in his report on the revenue bill of 1934, at page 22, stated: "This complicated rule has been eliminated in the proposed bill for the purpose of simplicity
and ease of administration." I submit that the sound reason advanced in 1934,
in the presence of infiLitely less complex legislation, should guide the Senate's
action now. While the House proposal would increase current yields, no one
knows to what extent present benefits would be offset by future detriments
when taxes are ultimately reduced.
Advocates of a sales tax are in error when they assert that it is simple of
administration on a national scale, if many exemptions are provided. A really
simple sales tax would be one levied on a few articles in universal demand
(including substitutes), at a high rate, at the manufacturing, production, and
import level. But such a tax has no political &,ppeal.
The excess-profits provision cannot be expressed in simple language. Thus,
these provisions, no matter how amended, clarified and modified, are bound
to violate this seventh canon. We must become reconciled to the realization
that, as a practical matter and for the time being, this is unavoidable. Nevertheless, we should seek as great clarity and simplicity as can possibly be
attained.
Canon 8-War taxation should provide for convenient papmcat.-The third
of the Adam Smith canons of taxation is to the effect that the payment of
the tax should be made as convenient as possible. With rates as high as they
will be in the war tax legislation, It is even more Important than under normal
circumstances that this canon be observed. In a very real sense, convenience
of the taxpayer may be thoroughly consistent with Government benefit. I doubt
that there can be much serious disagreement in informed circles that the
most convenient manner of paying a heavy tax is currently out of the earnings
subject to tax-a pay-as-you-earn plan. This involves withholding or collecting of the tax at the source, or purchase of tax anticipation notes, or both.
Withholding procedure has been urged only with respect to fixed and determinable income, such as salary, wages, other compensation, rents, royalties,
annuities, Interest, and dividends. From the administrative point of view,
withholding is a most desirable form of tax collection. True, burdens are
imposed on the payor, and they are especially severe in the procedure provided
in the House bill. Elsewhere I suggest simplification of such procedure.
Withholding at the source, as already stated, is an indispensable element
in the anti-inflation campaign, Earlier collection of revenue, as is well known,
would benefit the Government In at least two ways:
(a) Funds would be currently and, therefore, more quickly available for
war use.
(b) Ultimate loss of collection would be minimized by current collections.
The longer the collection is delayed, the greater the danger of taxpayer
insolvency and other financial reverses, which make collection difficult and
sometimes Impossible.
(anon 9-war taxaton should be enacted 8peedily.-here should be no
undue delay in enacting war-revenue legislation. So far as excise taxes are
concerned, it is probably true that endless discussion and debate will not
produce a more scientific and more equitable set of levies than concentrated
effort with a time limitation for action. The loss in revenue is irretrievable;
an untaxed sale today will never produce revenue in the future. President
Roosevelt was recently reported as urging that action be expedited on the
excise tax provisions by dividing pending legislation Into two parts. Revenue
,loss Is estimated as at least $1,000,000 a day. Not only is there lose in revenue
but there is delay In applying one of the few available positive anti-inflationary
devices.
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As to the nonexcise pr6vlsions, speed too is an essential, but, because the
rates (except on gifts and estates) can be made retroactive to the first of the
year, the criticizable factor Is not revenue loss. Delay in enactment creates
suspense, which is bad for morale.
Canon 10-War taxation should avoid grave injury to States and their political subdivisions.-Federaltaxation, even war taxation, should not ignore the
fact that States and their political subdivisions depend to a great extent on
the same tax sources as are levied upon by the Federal Government. With
the inevitable increase in Federal taxes, both in rates and In Items taxed, and with
business losses and suspension in nonwar production localities, there are signs of
fiscal danger to States and municipalities.
Consider a statelike city, my own New York, for example. Disinterested
observers have commended the handling of its finances through the depression.
Such fiscal success has contributed much to morale. -This is likewise true of
other communities. The continued impact of the war is bound seriously to
affect the finances of States, cities, and towns. If the shift from peace
to witr industry, augmented by Federal taxation, were to cripple municipal
finances, the repercussions would necessarily be -extremely harmful to the
war effort. And what is true of cities is likewise true of other political subdi.
visions of States. Would it not be advisable for the Federal Government to
forego some additional revenue, if thereby jeopardizing the finances of other
governmental divisions would be avoided? Destruction of morale which would
follow general and widespread financial embarrassment of Slates and their
political subdivisions should lead Congress deliberately to avoid ruination through
taxation. Cost of avoidance is comparatively small.
The Treasury has recommended taxation of interest on obligations of States
and their political subdivisions. In my opinion, there was no legal compulsion
to continue the exemption of such interest after the adoption ef the sixteenth
amendment. I appreciate that among those who take an opposite view are some
of our leading consitutionat lawyers. Many people have been led to believe
that such interest is constitutionally exempt, and all realize that representations to this effect may have induced the great majority of purchases of such
governmental securities. It is partially for this reason that I do not at this
time advocate the elimination of the exemption on outstanding securities, although I agree with those who claim that there is no moral obligation on the
part of the United States to recognize the exemption. Was it not equally
"immoral" to subject to tax the compensation of elected officials and civilservice employees of States and their political subdivisions who had been led
to believe that their salaries were tax exempt? Obviously, the moral argument does not apply to future issues, and yet it is the taxtlton of future
issues which would be most harmful to State and cities. Despite the Treasury
estimate that under the House rates $200,000,000 annual revenue is involved,
I believe that the tenth canon is the one which should guide us for the duration. The fiscal plight of cities and States, through causes beyond their control, may become extremely grave. I believe that, for the duration, logic
must yield to instinct, and that a bad situation which should not have been
permitted to develop should remain undisturbed for the present.
It has been suggested that, as a compromise, exempt interest might be subJected to a preferential rate at, say, one-third or one-half of ordinary rates. The
basis of the suggestion is the allegation that such reduced tax would not be
unfair because the exemption privilege increases in value as tax rates on ordinary income rise. While I recognize the apparent equity Involved, nevertheless
I believe it wiser to permit the situation to remain unchanged for the time being.
It should be noted that no differential rate would be justified with respect to
future Issues.
M. A rmw sPFC1*1 REVENUE
AND RELATED
SUGOGEWONS
In connection with my restatement of the Adam Smith canonm of taxation,
I indicated my views with respect to a number of pending revenue proposals.
Here I wish to refer very briefly to a few of these and some other and related
matters.
(1) Two-cent stamp on bank che ks and drafts8-During the fiscal year 1934,
the Treasury collected $41,000,000 from a fiat 2-cent stamp tax on bank checks
and drafts. If there exists any sound administrative reason for not imposing
such a levy during the emergency, I am not aware of it.
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(2) War contract commissions and "black market" traders.-I suppose there
will always be a few who will seek to profiteer out of the Nixon's woes and seek
means of enrichment out of war. Criminal statutes can discourage and punish
such practices. It Is undeniably the province of this committee to try to take
the profit out of profiteering. I have in mind not excessive profits from ordinary
war contracts which high tax rates will reach, but rather such activities as war
contract brokerage and participation in "black market" transactions. I suggest
that a tax of, say, 90 percent be levied retroactively on the gross commissions or
other compensation received by individuals and organizations for aiding, abetting,
or "representing" in connection with securing of war contracts and war subcontracts. I further suggest that contractors and subcontractors be not permitted to deduct from their gross income commissions and other compensation
paid for assistance rendered, from and after the enactment of the bill,
in securing war contracts and war subcontracts. Further, I would empower the
Commissioner to issue needful regulations providing for information at the
source at monthly, or even shorter, intervals, so as to aid in the administration
of the proposed tax. The suggested 90-percent rate on gross income should
apply to "black market" earnings and to income from other reprehensible
sources.
(3) Potential yield front excmpto.-In connection with canon 10, I discussed the subject of exempt interest.
The Treasury has estimated that $200,000,000 annual revenue is lost due
to exemption from Federal income tax of interest from obligations of States
and their political subdivisions. I wish merely to point out that a 20 percent
withholding rate on all interest, for conversion into Government securities,
would bring into the Treasury about $120,000,000 annually from presently
exempt interest on approximately $20,000,000,000 'exempt securities, of which
almost $5,000,000,000 are held by exempt entities.
(4) Withholding or cot~ection at the sourcc.-Withholding at the source,
regardless of its purpose, arrests purchasing power at its point of origin,
and provides the means of speeding and safeguarding collections by the
Government.
The first decision to reach regarding withholding is whether it is to be
against the current or other tax liability, as provided in the House bill,
or as an extra or additional levy, or for investment In Government securities,
or some combination among these possibilities.
Personally, I am inclined to favor withholding at relatively high rates on
income from compensation, dividends, and interest, the amount withheld during
1912 and 1943 to be converted Into non-interest- (or 1-percent interest) bearing
Government securities, one-half maturing 1 year after peace and the other
half a year later. Converted Government securities front withholdings in
1944 and subsequent years should mature similarly in correspondingly later
periods.
The withholding procedure provided in the House bill exhibits great ingenuity
but it would prove extremely costly to administer and wouli Impose burdens
on the payor that should not be inflicted unless unavoidable. Withholding
procedure, especially In connection with pay rolls and other compensation,
could be extremely simplified if the payor of the income were to deliver to
the payee, for the amount withheld, specially designed revenue stamps. Denominations might be in 25 cents and In multiples thereof; any fractional
amounts of 15 cents or less should be disregarded; fractions between 15
cents and 24 cents Should be.regarded as 25 cents. Stamps could be sold by
post offices and perhaps by banks. Stamps, together with currency or check
compensation, should be deliverable simultaneously. The recipient of the
income could be furnished by the Government with simply designed "Victory
Stamp Books" into which the stamps would be pasted.
Equitably, if withholding is made with respect to wages, salary, commuission, and bonuses, it should be made with respect to interest, dividends, rents,
royalties, fees, and other income.
Withholding at the source with respect to dividend and interest payments
could be made feasible, especially of interest paid to banks and licensed loan
organizations.
It would not be practical to provide withholding for rent payments nor,
for example, for fees to physicians.
If withholding Is to apply against the tax liability, it would be sufficient,
in the initial stage, to concentrate on compensation and dividend payments.
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But if withholding Is as a preliminary step to Government bond acquisition,
all taxpayers should be treated alike, except corporations which arq subject
to excess-profits taxes, normal and surtaxes, capital stock, and related excess.
profits taxes.
To attain a measure of desirable equity, income not subject to withholding
should be subject to some bond purchase liability. If the suggestion here made
is adopted, tax returns of noncorporate taxpayers should disclose the amount
of tax withheld at the source, evidenced by the "Victory Stamp Book" or books,
and bonds must be purchased at the time the tax return Is due in an amount
which might be expressed, tentatively, as follows:
The amount of bonds which must be purchased shall be either:
(1) Twenty percent (or the withholding rate provided for the tax year)
of the gross income (exclusive of capital gains and losses), less the amount
withheld during the taxable year,
or
(2) the sum required, if any, to bring the amount withheld during the
for the year to 50 percent of the net income,
tax year plus the tax liability
whichever Is less.
It is necessary to provide for refund or credit in situations where withholding
plus current taxes exceeds a given percent of the net Income. This can be done
readily.
(5) Pi8al year taxrpayers.-In discussing the economy canon (No. 7), I referred to the House bill which would reinstate the 1932 and prior revenue act
treatment of taxpayers reporting on other than the calendar year basis. I quoted
the then chairman of the Senate Finance Committee in his report on the revenue
bill of 1934 (p. 22) :
"This complicated rule has been eliminated in the proposed bill for the purpose.
of simplicity and ease of administration."
What was said in 1934 obviously is much truer today, because of the infinitely more complicated tax structure. True, the House proposal would result
in inore immediate revenue collection but who can tell what the net long-term
result will be when tax rates eventually recede? Equity recoils from Imposing
the proposed higher levies on taxpayers which have declared dividends, made
capital and other goods commitments, and entered on plans based on the Justified
belief that the fiscal year tax reporting would remain undisturbed. So much
for retroactive changes. Even for the future, for sound reasons known to you
and to the Treasury, the existing procedure should not be disturbed.
(6) Mandatory Joint returns.-There is no equitable basis for taxing A's
income at highly progressive rates because of Ti's Income, regardless of marital
or any other relationship between the two. The excuse-there is no reasonfor the proposal is because of political difficulty in reaching true taxable Income
in community property jurisdictions. I can find no moral sanction in the mandatory joint return proposal. Incidentally, how can one logically justify a $500
exemption for single persons, $1,200 for married couples, and $00 for each
spouse filing a separate return if "two together can live more cheaply than two
apart?"
(7) Exempt interest.-In my opinion, after the enactment of the sixteenth
amendment, there was no longer any excuse for exempting interest on obligations of States and their political subdivisions. Nevertheless, this is the worst
of all times since 1913 to disturb a status which should never have been
permitted to develop. Because of circumstances over which States and political
subdivisions have no control and for which they are not responsible, even such
splendidly managed finances as those of the State of New York and the city of
New York (and I mention them only because I know them best) are not free
from danger. For the duration, the Federal Government, for reasons of public
morale, should avoid steps which would tend to Jeopardize the fiscal soundness of States and their subdivisions. This means that interest on future issues
should not now be subjected to Federal taxation. From this point of view,
States and cities have no immediate fiscal concern with the taxation of out.
standing issues. However, as a practical matter, I do not see how outstanding
issues could be taxed, if future issues were even temporarily exempted.
(8) Reserves atnd net los8"clarry-backs."--Canon 0 asserts that war income
and profits taxation should be Imposed on true net income. With income and
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excess-profits rates as high as they must inevitably become, it i of paramount
importance that the basis of the tax, to wit, net Income, be fairly ascertained.
Artifllal restrictions o. deductions and failure to recognize sound accounting
reserves result in the imposition of a tax stated at one rate but'effective at a
higher rate. There is nworeason why the taxing statute should not reeognise,
as the basis on which to Inpose income tax, net income as dlclosed by, the consistent application of sound accounting principles.
The aftermath of the last war revealed that cash taxes quite generally had
been collected on unrealized and unrealizable paper profits-"fool's profits."
Many bankruptcies resulted. Unless available steps are taken now, the evil
economic repercussions of this war are bound to be immeasurably severer than
was suffered two decades ago. Among the steps which should be taken by
appropriate provision in the pending revision are: (1) In addition to the
circumscribed and limited reserve provided through permission to use the
so-called Lifo inventory method, to permit the use of inventory reserves
in the determination of taxable net income (the Ways and Means Committee
had announced approval of a Treasury proposal for such a reserve limited to
the period from 1941 to 5 years after peace, but the House bill contains no such
provision); (2) to permit the use of other post-war loss and adjustment
reserves clearly described in a recent research bulletin issued by the American
Institute of Accountants entitled "Accounting for Special Reserves Arising
Out of the War"; and (3) to permit the carrying back from a "loss" year to
the war "profit"' years of the net loss with resulting refund, in effect equivalent
to the British excess-profits tax practice of annual reascertalnment of aggregate
excess profits, thereby imposing the excess-profits tax on true excess profits for
all of the war years as a unit.
(9) Drafting of the revlsionm-Those of us who have studied the House bill
appreciate the technical skill of the draftsmen. Their task and ours would have
been simpler If they had used a print which showed the existing law and the
Ways and Means Committee changes. Despite the excellence of the draftsmnanship, the bill is extremely complicated. I am not ready to concede that
even in so technical a field as Income and profits taxation grouter simplicity and
clarity cannot be attained. Experience Justifies the fear that the Internal Revenue Code, amended five times already since 1939 and now proposed to be amended
for the sixth time, will not be entirely free from avoidable ambiguity or that
it will not lack some measure of clarity and simplicity. Hitherto, on a number of
occasions, it was deemed necessary to submit revenue bills to vote, despite
known need for clarification and simplification. I suggest that, with respect
to many of the technical provisions of the bill, especially those which deal with
noncontroversial excess-profits tax sections and other technical features, the
chairman of the Senate Finance Committee Invite the chairmen of the Federal
tax committees of the American Institute of Accountants, the New York State
Society of Certified Public Accountants, the Controllers Institute of America, and
the excessprofits tax subcommittee of the American Bar Association, to cooperate with the committee's draftsmen for the purpose of attempting clarifica.
tion and simplification particularly of those sections of the bill regarding which
there is no controversy. I am confident that the response to your chairman's
Invitation would be cordial and immediate. The groups to which I have referred
are professionally concerned with the interpretation and application of the
taxing statute, and their competence for the task which I have suggested Is
known to this committee, and, I believe, would be approved by your own
technical advisers.

(The following telegram was subsequently received from Mr.
Klein, and ordered incorporated in the record:)
[Telegrami
NEW YOimK,
N. Y., 1Atlt l , 194?.
Ohairman,
Hon. WALT'r F. OF.osoE,
Hon. ROMiT A. TArr, Member,
Senate Finance committee,
Senate Offic Building, Washington, D. 0.
DEAD SENrToRs: Judging by today's newspapers I must have failed to make
my point clear in response to Senator Taft's query or comment regarding amount
of individual net income untaxed under House bill. Perhaps you may kindly
agree to put following statement into record:
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"Estimated, on corporate 1942 national income, per department of Commerce
figures, Is 10.5 billion dollars, after deducting estimated exempt interest and
allowing 6 percent for deductible expenses, etc., balance is net income of approximately $99,000,000,000. Three hundred and eighty-five thousand returns
of net incomes above $10,000 account for 8.70 billion dollars of net income on
which tax liability is ?,0l9 billion dollars, leaving approximately 5.07 billion
dollars after taxes. Twenty-six million five hundred thousand dollars taxable
returns of net Incomes up to $10,000 account for 50.94 billion dollars of net
Income, on which tax liability is 4.22 billion Iollars, leaving approximately 46.71
billion dollars after taxes. There are approximately 25,000,000 others who file
no tax returns or nontaxable returns, accounting for aggregate net income of
almost 40 billion dollars.
I would say, therefore, that 40 billion dollars of net income entirely escapee
Income tax liability under House bill and that after House bill tax liability an
additional $40,000,000,00 remains to those who have net incomes up to $10,000,
that the "tappable" reservoir for Income taxes, additional income taxes, and loan
to Government, to which Ireferred during my remarks, Is over $80,000,000,000.
Faithfully,
JOSEPH J.Kliwt.
The CIKAIJIMAN. Mr. Greenfield.

STATEMENT OF SAMUEL 0.GREENFIELD, NEW YORK, N. Y., REPRESENTING THE TEACHERS UNION OF NEW YORK CITY
Mr. GREF.NFTUM. My name is Samuel C. Greenfield. My address is
882 East Tenth Street, Brooklyn.
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the Finance Committee, a few
weeks ago a large public utility placed an advertisement in the newspapers ln which they asked: "Will it help win the war?" If we
ask the same question with regard to the tax bill that the House of
Representatives passed on July 20, our answer would be that it does
not.
The House bill levied too large a burden on the lower-ilncoe groups.
It increased the taxes on individuals who earn less than $2,000 a

year by $885,000,000, an increase of 275 percent over last year. This
was done by lowering the tax base and by increasing the tax rates.
The source for the figures given is your committee's hearings on the
Revenue Act of 1942, part 1 unrevised, page 59.
At the same time the total increase in taxes on those who earn more
than $10,000 a year was $44,000,000-only 14 percent more than last
year. The source for these figures is the same as above.
The contrast in the treatment of the two groups at the opposite
ends of the income poles is even more striking when we note that of
the $11,000,000,000 increase in the income that will be received by individuals during 1942, only $1,400,000,000 will go to those who earn
less than $2,000 a year, while five times as much, or $7,000,000,000 will
go to those who earn $10,000 and overSenator Tmrr. Where do you get those figures? I just cannot believe that. I do not know anybody that makes more than $10,000
except a few war contractors who will not have a great deal less this
year than last year.
Mr. GREaNFIELD. Practically all the figures I cite are taken from
the hearings of the House, and I will give you the exact page. You
will note the reference figures in parenthesis and on the back page of
my statement the corresponding source is given.
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Senator TArt. Who did it? Whose estimate is it?
Mr. GR ENFiEm. I will give you that in a moment, sir. This was
done by the staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation. All of the sources are right here oil the back page.
Senator BARKLEY. Do you mean by your statement that he increase
in the total national income this year is only $11,000,000:CA0
over last
year?
Mr. Gwm~rnaz. According to the figures that I have given, Senator, the increase in income to individuals i',
going to be $10, 806,000 000, sir. I have a summarization of that, if you want to see it here.
senator BARKLEY. What is the total increase, if you have it?
Mr. GRnENFIELD. I do not have that. Some of it will go to corpora.
tions. I am talking about the total increase to all individuals.
Senator BARKLEY. It has been estimated here that this year the total
income of all the people of the United States will be approximately
$30,000,000,000 greater than in 1941. If that is true that means that
some $19,000,000,000 is going to somebody besides individuals.
Mr. GREENFIELD. That is quite possible, sir.
Senator WALns. Are you speaking only of the taxable group?
Mr. GRIEENFIELD. No, sir; you have the source right there, sir.
Senator TArt. This came from the Research Division of the Office of
Price Administration. I question the figures. I do not think there is
the slightest basis for maintaining that the aggregate income of persons over $10,000 a year is increasing in one year from $18,000,000,000
to $27,000,000 000. I do not think there is any support for the statement, and I do not think the Office of Price Admiristration, the Research Division, is reliable in making any such estimate. It is contrary
to every fact that anybody can see or know.
Mr. GEENFIIE.

Well, gentlemen, those are the only governmental

figures that I have seen released an where, and those are the only
figures that have been released. If there are any other figures I certainly would like to see them. However, I am quoting you the official
figures.
Senator TAr. I can show you official figures that are different.
Those are the figures of the Treasury itself, in its estimate of what the
income tax will produce from men over $10,000 in 1942, and it is onethird of the estimate of the Office of Price Administration. I mean the
Treasury estimate of income of persons over $10,000 a year is. onethird of the estimate that you just read from the Office of Price Administration.
Mr. GIIzErEELD. The increase?
Senator TAFT. No i the total net income for 1942 of persons over
$10,000 a year, as estimated by the Treasury, is $8,000,000,000, and as
estimated by the Office of Price Administration it is $24,000,000,000,
and either one or the other is wrong. I do not know which one, but
we are working on an estimate that this tax will produce from a gross
income of people over $10,000 only one-third of what it would produce
if the 0. P. A. figures were right.
Mr. GREENFIELD. All I can say is this: I have the figures here; also
I have the 0.P. A. figures, from the same source, for 1935-36. At that
time there were some 331,000 individuals in the $10,000-and-over group,
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and they earned $7,500,000 000 Now, according to the 0. P. A. figures
there will be three times that many this year, and therefore the $25,000,000,000 figure. If there will be 1,000,000 people earning $10,000 and
over, as indicated there, then the $25,000,000,000 figure is not out of
the way.
Senator TAP.. Incidentally, the 0. P. A. figures are based on socalled consumer units, whatever they are, whereas the Treasury figures
are based on individuals. But all of our estimates here are asked on
gross income for people over $10,000, which is one-third of the figure
you are using. If tie other figure is right, we ought to be able to get
about three times the income out of the income tax that the Treasury
is figuring on.
Mr. GRIEENFIM. I hope the Treasury Department will submit the
official figures for the committee so we will not have the problem of the
staff of the Joint Committee giving one set of figures and the Treasury
giving another.
Senator TAFT. That is not the staff of the Joint Committee, that is
the Office of Price Administration.
Mr. GREENFIEL. These are the only figures we have, that we citizens have available before us. I think we should have the correct
figures if there are other figures. Throughout my discussion, of
course, I am basing my argument on the only figures I have, gentle.
men, and if there are other figures, the argument, of course,-will have
to be modified to that extent.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed. We will try to verify the
figures.
Mr. GRFxNELD. The House tax bill favors the 21/2 percent of the
population that will earn $10,000 and over during 1942 as against
the remaining 971/2 percent of the Nation. Figures that were presented to the House Ways and Means Committee by the staff of the
Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation show that the income
roups under $10,000 a year will receive only one-third of the icome
increases for individuals for 1942 but will pay five-sixths of the tax
increase.
The discrimination in the treatment of the lowest income groups,
below $2,000, is particularly bad when we realize that they are already
living on a substandard income level. According to the Heller committee of the University of California, $2,567 is the minimum that is
needed to maintain a family of four on a wartime budget. The source
of this is the C. I. 0. Bulletin, Economic Survey, July 1942. The
substandard-income groups are a majority of the Nation. They are
our war workers, farmers, and soldiers. We cannot afford to undermine their health, for in doing so we are endangering our entire war
effort.
The House bill doubled the taxes on the group that I represent,
the group from $2,000 to $6,000. We accept these increases cheerfully
because we agree with Mr. Morgenthau that "War is never cheap; but
it is a million times cheaper to win than to lose." In making recommendations and criticisms we are motivated only by the desire to
spread the necessary sacrifices uniformly throughout the Nation in
order-to achieve maximum efficiency for the war effort,
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We are waging this war for our lives with a most powerful and
treacherous foe. It will require the sacrifice of blood and fortune on
a scale scarcely conceived before the war. If we are to win, we should
not weaken national unity by soaking the lower-income groups disproportionately. Rather, we should strengthen national unity by
distributing the burdens and sacrifices uniformly.
We, therefore, recommend the restoration of exemptions to their
former levels--namely, $750 for single people and $1,150 for married
people.
We recommend that reveni-x be increased by several billion dollars
through additional taxes on the income groups above $10,000 commensurate with the increases that were levied on the rest of the Nation.
A large part of the $7,000,000,000 income increase for this group
shouldbe diverted to war use.
We recommend that the loopholes that were enumerated by the
Secretary of the Treasury be closed.
In particular we recommend that small deductions be allowed to
individuals for the following:
1. Medical expenses above a certain amount.
2. Dependent children between 18 and 21, who are attending school.
3. For a widow or wife who works and who has dependents.
4. In addition to the above, which were recommended by Treasury
Department, we also recommend that a partial credit be allowed for
the purchase of war bonds as an incentive to increase sales. Limitations should be placed on such allowances in order to prevent its use
as a tax-avoidance device.
We oppose a sales tax.
We oppose a sales tax because it falls most heavily on the poorest
people and only lightly on the wealthiest. Comparing the income
group below $1,750 with the group earning over $10,000, we note that
the aggregate group income is approximately the same for both. Yet
the lower-income group will pay three times as much in taxes under
a sales tax. These facts can be seen from the following table:
S
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The figures as to total income for 1942 were taken from your committee's hearings on the Revenue Act, 1942, part 1, unrevised, page 59;
and the figures as to tax paid on 5 percent retail sales tax were -taken
from the House Ways and Means Committee hearings on Revenue
Revision of 1942, volume 1, page 378.
The above facts, show that a sales-tax aggravates poverty by shifting
the tax load from those who can pay to those who cannot pay.
What et

the arguments that have been advanced in favor pf a sales

tix
Siveral. newspapers have been clamoring for it. Two argu
ments have been presented. The first conteiids that price stabilimtfitn
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is endangered by the excess buying power of the millions of people
in the lower-income brackets and that only a sales tax can siphon off
enough money to reduce their buying power.
What are the facts? The two-thirds of the population that earn
less than $2 000 a year, spend 60 percent of their income for food,
housing, and medical care. It would certainly be unfair to curtail
the expenditures of this group for food, especially when an oversupply
exists. Expenditures for housing in the lower-income groups is another item that cannot be readily reduced. If anything, war workers
in the lower groups are forced to spend even more for housing of
lower quality in this period. We certainly cannot conceive of anyone
advocating a curtailment of expenditures for medical care for the
low-income groups. It is there ore not economically sound nor is it
necessary to seek curtailment in these categories of expenditures. The
only point of attack is the remaining 40 percent which amounts to
$12,000 000 000.
The goods and services that they buy with this sum is but one-third
of the total expenditures of the entire Nation for such goods. It is
in this category of goods that inflationary tendencies exist because of
their scarcity. Does anyone advocate that the two-thirds of the
Nation who buy but one-third of the scarce goods should have their
purchases of these commodities restricted still further through the
imposition of a sales tax? On the contrary, they should be lifted
rather than depressed.
The second argument that has been advanced is that the major portion of the increases in income has gone to those in the lowest income
groups and that they, therefore, should bear larger taxes. The facts,
as presented by the staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation to the Ways and Means Committee of the House can be
found on page 364 of their hearings. They show that of the $11,000,000,000 increase in income to individuals, $7,000,000,000 will go to the
2 /2 percent of the population who will receive $10,000 and more this
year. rThe remaining $4,000,000,000 of the increase will go to the
97 percent of the population that will earn less than $10,000. And
of this sum but $1,400,000,000 will go to the two-thirds of the population that will earn less than $2,000.
The 97 percent of the population will actually have less buying
power this year because of increased taxes, increased cost of livingat least 10 percent--=and their purchase of War bonds.
The 2 percent of the population, on the other hand, will have
greater buying power. They will receive $25,000 000,000 in income
this year, or one-fourth of the total income of the Nation. Their
savings alone were $8,300,000 000 last year and will certainly be larger
this year. In addition, they have large reserves in banks. Thus they
represent a real threat to price stability. A sales tax will hardly
touch this group; the House bill taxed them very lightly.
A sales tax will increase the cost of goods without regard to their
scarcity, abundance, or the source of excess purchasing power. It will
increase prices on goods such as food which are purchased mainly by
the lower-income groups. It will tend to distort the price structure
and increase any tendencies toward inflation that now exist. In addi-
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tion, it would increase malnutrition. It would reduce the market for
the farmer by curtailing purchases of food. It would discourage the
great majority of our people who would resent their disproportionate
sacrifices while profiteering in the upper-income group continues.
The administration has very properly opposed such a tax. The net
effect of a sales tax will be to injure the national unity which is so essential to the winning of the war.
Concerning the-prevention of inflation, which is uppermost in your
minds, the President has shown the way through his seven-point program. Increased taxation of the upper-income groups is part of that
program. We recommend that the House bill be amended to increase
the yield from those who will earn more than $10,000 by several billion
dollars.
Senator BAitxLxY. By how much?
Mr. GPxxNrn . I said by several billions. All we ask is that the
upper income groups pay increased taxes in proportion to the increases
that were levied by the Hou on the rest of the Nation.
We support the "administrationin its desire to close the existing loopholes which benefit those in the upper-income brackets.
We recommend raising the exemptions to their former levels. We
also recommend allowing small deductions for medical expense above
a certain amount, for school dependents over 18, for widows and work.
ing wives, and for War bonds purchased.
Finally we ask that the House bill be amended to unify the Nation
by distributing the tax burden equitably so that no group profits from
the sacrifices of others.
(The charts submitted by Mr. Greenfield are as follows:)
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CHAIRMAN.

Dr. Townsend.

STATEMENT OF DR. FRANCIS E. TOWNSEND, FOUNDER, TOWNSEND
OLD-AGE PENSION CLUBS
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Townsend, the committee has often heard you.
A request has been made for your appearance. How much time would
you want?
Dr. TowNpND. Thity minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. We cannot give you 30 minutes.
Dr. TowNsENw. I have only six pages here. I think I can get
through with it in much less time than that.
The CHAIRMAN. We have heard your matter time after time. We
will be glad to hear you, but we cannot give you 30 minutes.
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Dr. TOWNSND. All right, sir, I think I will get through in 15
minutes. I will try it.
The CHAnmi. We are very liberal by givingyou 15 minutes. I
think your views are known to the committee. Ido not think it is
unreasonable to ask you to come directly to the point of what you are
recommending in regard to taxes.
Dr. TOWNSEND. Then I will confine my remarks to my printed draft.
Gentleman you have been listening to arguments on the new proposed tax bill by the representatives of various economic groups. I
come to speak for that ortion of our population which will most deeply
feel the tax burdens ol this war. I refer to the 70 percent of our population whose incomes are below the level that would assure them of
health and decency. It is upon this group that any form of retail
sales tax would fall most heavily. A report has just been issued in the
city of Chicago showing that 225,000 dwelling units in that city alone
are substandard, many of them lacking the simplest of convenience
such as running water, plumbing, heating, and so forth. •
Obviously any taxation such as the iniquitous retail sales tax must
be taken directly out of the hide of our aged pensioners the three and
one-half million younger workers who are still unemployed, and the
other millions on farm and in factor who, while often receiving a
high hourly rate of pay, have pitifully small annual incomes. Yes,
every penny of a retail sales tax must appear in milk taken from their
children, in bread denied their stomachs, in shoes, clothing, and decent
housing. There is no place else for it to come from, for this two-thirds
of our population live up every penny they can possibly obtain. The
things these poor people buy are, for the most part, commodities we
have in abundance.
I tell you, gentlemen, that the people for whom I speak must and
will bitterly resent a retail sales tax. For those in high-income
brackets even a retail sales tax can easily be paid and the money will
not be taken from their food or their backs.
We know there is a form of taxation that will not fall with undue
weight upon these, the poverty stricken of our land. This system has
been tried and tested in the Hawaiian Islands and proven successful.
I refer to the gross income tax. By using this form of taxation it will
be possible to exempt that portion of the miserably inadequate incomes
by which two-thirds of our people must live. The gross income tax
can be levied above the first $100 per month, for instance, or whatever
amount the Congress sets.
Let us at once free the small-income people from the fear that they
shall have to take needed bread from the mouths of their dear ones
while others are piling up fortunes, crediting themselves with enormous
corporate pensions, or in some other way evading the intent of the law.
If you would uphold the morals of the little people--the backbone
of this Nation-you will demand a limitation on large incomes so that
no man can earn more than $25,000 per year for the duration of the
war, as suggested by the President, and you will direct your efforts
toward establishing a truly scientific. system of taxation to replace
the hodge-podge we now have, embracing, as it does, tens of thousands
of separate local, State, and National authorities, each levying and
collecting taxes. Let us start by the enactment of a gross-income tax
of, say 5 percent.
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Let us ask here what the ideal tax form should be. Obviously, on
that form the tax will produce the greatest revenue from the greatest
number of people with the least inconvenience to them.
Fortunately, the gross-income tax has been tried, and has been
found equitable and successful from every standpoint. It has also
been advocated by a gentleman whose experience and sagacity have
been recognized by the Congress. Mr. Lovell H. Parker, formerly an
adviser to the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation.
In a letter dated December 12, 1941 to Senator Edwin C. Johnson,
a member of this committee, Mr. Parker spoke out strongly in favor
of this type of taxation. In fact, he said, and I quote:
I have no hesitation in saying that under present conditions, in my judgment,
we must have some such tax.

Now, as to the gross-income tax in operation in the Territory of
Hawaii, let me call your attention to a si nificant statement by William Borthwick, tax commissioner of the Territory. In discussing the
Hawaiian gross-income tax in 1940, Mr. Borthwick said:
Insofar as the experience of this Territory is concerned, as it pertains to the
collection of taxes upon a fair and equitable basis, nothing can begin to compare
with the results demonstrated by the gross-income tax since Its inception.

Mr. Borthwick, in speaking of the fairness of the law, states as
follows:
The scope of the law reaches out to practically all persons engaged in any and
all activities for financial gain and economic benefit. It Is not a law which seeks
to derive a source of income from a selected few; instead, Its distributes the
scope of its authority to all. This has been proven in the case of those liable
under our net income-tax law, where it was discovered that persons with gross
volume of business amounting to thousands of dollars annually paid no income
tax.
Whereas, now, under the gross-income tax law the same persons pay their
proportionate share according to law.

Curiously enough gentlemen, the Hawaiian gross-income tax law
was adopted when the Territorial legislature was stumped for a new
way to levy taxes to meet its expenses. A crisis somewhat like that
which we now face nationally had been reached. The legislature was
willing to cast aside all of its outmoded and worn ideas and conceptions regarding tax systems. It was looking for something practical
and all-inclusive to raise the revenue necessary to carry on its government.
I would like to suggest that you call in Security Administrator,
former Gov. Paul V. 'cNutt, of Indiana, for his remarks about the
Indiana gross-income tax which he so ably instituted, and that you
ask Representative Samuel King, of Hawaii, to tell you about the
success and operation of the gross-income tax in that Territory.
There is an urgent need for someone to testify in behalf of 6e common people. They pay the bills and the bills that are piling up as debts
in these strenuous days are becoming frightening to the people. Just
now we are averse to having the people frightened. It is going to take
all the courage inherent in all of us to do thfe task this war has imposed
upon us. Fright and courage do not go well together.
Therefore, Teome before you to remonstrate against the continuous
accumulation of public debt that is being imposed upon our people.
The voters of this country are not going to object to paying the costs
of the war once, no matter how high they run, but they are going to
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object to paying those costs over and over again in the form of compound interest on the public debt, generation after generation.
Gentlemen, our taxing system has broken down and is proving
totally inadequate to meet the requirements of the times. All the
material things in existence today are taxed to such an extent that the
costs of living are becoming the nightmare of everyone.
Now it seems to me that it should have become apparent to lawmakers ages ago that to tax the things mankind creates for his comfort and pleasure imposes a direct penalty upon his creative effort.fines him for doing the things he is encouraged to do. If continued
long enough, this policy of taxing created things will result in stifling
production. Men will not produce just to see the result of their production taken away from them in taxes. Is it not possible for this
Nation to find some immaterial thing, some intangible possession
common to us all to tax and release the ingenuity ol men from the
restrictive processes of taxation that stultifies their every effort now V
Gentlemen, there is such a possession that we all have in common,
a possession that we all help to create and maintain and which is
indispensable to our very existence. I speak of the public market.
In it our goods and our services are measured and a price put upon
them. Everybody must have access to the public market in which
to dispose of the goods or services through which he makes his living
or perish. Without a market he will starve or perish from the cruelties
of the elements.
Let us make a beginning at least, to get away from penalty taxation
and adopt an encouraging form of taxation. Let us tax the use of
the public market. Let us say to all adult people in our country,
"Whatever you sell, be it goods or services, you must pay to your
Government a definite percentage of the price you receive in the market
for those goods or services." Let us have a universal gross income tax,
a tax that will compel everyone to report fully and- frequently-we
suggest once every month--on the gross amount of money he has
taken in and order him to compute a stipulated fraction or percentage
of that amount, reckoned by the rate of tax, and attach his check in
payment to the Government for the use made of the market for the
designated period.
The gross income tax is the fairest tax that can be conceived of.
It bears equally upon all in proportion to the use made of the market.
It will produce the greatest amount of revenue for Government with
least hardship and discomfort to the people, and it will make everyone conscious of the fact that he is supporting a fair and just government, one which imposes the obligation upon the rich and poor alike
to carry their respective shares of the cost of maintaining the Government.
I know of nothing that would so raise the morale of all the people
as to give them the definite assurance that each and every citizen owns
a definite share in his Government and must fortify his ownership
by keeping up his share of its expenses.
Let us examine the possibilities of this public market tax, the gross
income tax, in the matter of raising revenue for the Government.
Obviously the costs of Government are continually expanding. Hence
we shall require a tax that will produce more as the wealth of the
country increases. This, the gross income tax will do, without raising
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the rate, so long as the market is expanding, and that ought to be the
purpose of the Government to keep it expanding. If we are sensible
and keep our tax money judiciously distributed throughout the population, we can always have an expanding market.
Where the gross income tax has been tried, even partially, it has
proven a most satisfactory and prolific money raiser. The Hawaiian
Islands have now had this form of tax for 5 years and not only has it
saved the island government from bankruptcy but it has kept the
treasury fully supplied with cash and made government free from
the necessity of borrowing. I quote from the report of the deputy
tax collector's statement covering the 1937 biennium:
Since the inception of the act, it has not been necessary to borrow a single
penny from the banks, as the tax is payable monthly and the Territory of Hawaii
has always had nore than sufficient funds with which to carry on.

Here is a recent statement from Mr. Borthwick, Territorial Tax
Commissioner, addressed to Mr. John C. Cuneo, of Modesto, Calif.,
national director for the Townsend Plan in California:
Replying to yours of April 15, will say that the gross income tax still is proving
Its worth and notwithstanding the war Is producing more than was estimated.
We consi(Jer it our best form of taxation. There is nothing new that I could
say.

In a second letter dated July 20, 1942, Mr. Borthwick says:
The gross Income tax Is still working wonders for us. It's the solution of
the tax problem due to its simplicity and that it will produce the revenues
needed.

In view of this enlightening statement from Hawaii, let us ask

how much money could our country expect to raise by a gross income
tax. That, of course, would depend upon the volume of business done
and the rate of tax imposed. Let us assume that we are imposing a
tax rate high enough to meet the needs of the Government ill these
times of enormous expenditure, remembering that enormous outlays
will entail great increases in the volume of business.
What is the gross income of the United States at this time? No
one knows accurately, for no one has even taken the pains to find out.
But we have certain criteria from which we can make a close estimate,
at least close enough to astound us with the possibilities of our proposed
taxation. We know that a very large percentage of the gross sales
of the country finds its way into the banks in the form of debits.
We do not have a list of all the debits of all the banks, only those of
the Federal Reserve banks; but a majority of all debits of all banks
are represented in the Federal Reserve reports.
This current year will probably show the greatest turn-over of business of any in our history with the exception of 1929, and this turnover will certainly accelerate rapidly, the latter half of the year exhibiting a much greater volume than the first half. This prediction
is justified by the report just received from the statistician of the Federal Reserve Board, who tells us that a preliminary estimate of the
debits to individual accounts in the Federal Reserve banks of the
Nation will show about $400,000,000 000 for the first 6 months of 1942.
We need not call your attention, I am sure, to the fact that if corporate and business firms' deposits were added to these deposits the
$400,000,000,000 would be vastly augmented. We would call your
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attention also to the fact that there are in all probability billions of
dollars of sales made throughout the Nation that are never recorded
in any bank; so it would seem that if we used ultraconservative estimates of the volume of taxable gross income and placed them at
$400,000,000,000 per. year, instead of a half year as reported, our proposed 5-percent tax would produce $20,000,000,000 of returns to the
Government annually.

Here, gentlemen, I hold a tax proposal in my hand that has been
thrown in your laps by a committee of the lower House of Congress.
Have you tried to read it? Don't. You will go dotty if you do; I
started on it bravely and waded in 8 or 10 pages and got away over
my head. My thinking apparatus went into a tailspin. I had to back
out. I predict that if any of you get much beyond my book marker
you will be calling for help to get back.
I understand that the Ways and Means Committee of the lower
House employed a tax expert to concoct the prodigy. It must have
been so. No 24 men on this continent could have been found whose
minds were so sterile as to have fathered this abortion. It is a mystery
of mysteries where the committee could have found one man so mentally befogged as to perpetrate this enormity on the American public
and ask that it be fastened upon them by law. This bill--:-look at it,
820 pages of stuff-the very antithesis of what we declared in the
beginning that a tax law should be, namely, one that would bring in
the greatest revenue from the greatest number of people with the least
inconvenience to them. This proposed House tax bill, if adopted
steadily tightens the strangle cord around the neck of business until
the garrotting would be complete.
The author of this bill-I will not impugn the intelligence of the
Ways and Means Committee by saying "authors of this bill." The
author of this bill must have searched the universe for suggestions of
more things to tax, dumped them all into some kind of witches' cauldron, stirred up the mixture, and by some subtle alchemy, probably
obtained from the prince of darkness and confusion, been able to withdraw this abomination. Note its total inadequacy. It fails by several
billions to produce the amount of money needed for the prosecution
of the war and will stir up the greatest hornet's nest of protest and
disagreement between the Congress and agencies it proposes to tax
that could possibly be devised. Gentlemen, I urge you to disregard it
entirely. It has already cost the Government a tremendous amount of
money and time--the latter so precious just now-that to increase that
cost by further consideration of it would be little less than criminal.
Note the cost. The committee members' salaries at $20.000 per month
for 9 months or more since it began this orgy of fiddling while the
country burned with impatience. What the salary paid this so-called
expert was I do not know but I know it was aplenty. Note the cost of
the deficiency bill that will be entailed upon the Government by reason
of this bill's inadequacy throughout all the coming years.
Let us begin a new, bright page of taxation history for our country,
a page that will inaugurate a system of justice, fairness, and equity
for all citizens; a system that will make all men conscious of their
obligation to their Government; that will insure them a definite equity
in the entire wealth of the country; that will give every mother's son
of us the opportunity to acquire possessions of his own in abundance,
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in this age of abundance, and bring about an era in which every citizen
will have reason to love and revere his Government and the flag that
represents it.
Gentlemen, I bespeak you for a national gross income tax applied
on everybody.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Doctor.
Mr. Millard Cox.
STATEMENT OF MILLARD COX, LOUISVILLE, KY., REPRESENTING
THE DISTILLED SPIRITS INSTITUTE
Mr. Cox. My name is Millard Cox. I am from Louisville, Ky., and
I speak for the Distilled Spirits Institute.
The Revenue Act of 1942, as passed by the House of Representatives,
increases the alcoholic beverage excise tax on distilled spirits from
$4 to $6 per gallon. That measure is now before your committee for
consideration and recommendation.
In addressing ourselves to this subject, it may be helpful at the outset to state certain broad principles on which there can be no cause
for disagreement between the industry and this committee.
Alcoholic beverages constitute what is known as a luxury item
among the economists.
As such, they have universally been recognized as a legitimate source
of taxation.
The rate of tax has been determined by the two time-honored principles of (1) What is the amount of revenue to be raised? and (2)
What will the traffic reasonably bear?
You will note that I have used the word "reasonably." I have
done so because I can say with conviction that I believe that the Congress has shown genuine concern over the reasonableness of each of
the three previous increases in this tax since 1938. The very fact
that the present increase, however, is so much higher than any of the
previous ones would seem in itself sufficient to raise the question of
its reasonableness.
At the time of the repeal of the eighteenth amendment, the tax was
increased from $1.10 to $2 per gallon. The $2 rate was arrived at as
the result of a study made by a committee appointed by'the President.
It was thought then by the Congress that this was all the traffic would
reasonably bear in view of the fact that enormous quantities of the
bootleg product was then being offered in competition with tax-paid
merchandise.
In 1938 the tax was raised from $2 to $2.25; in 1940 as a part of the
defense tax legislation 75 cents was added and lastly in 1941, an
increase of $1 brought the amount to $4 per gallon. Under the House
proposal, $2 more will now be added.
Having learned at first hand from our contacts with the War Production Board the magnitude of some of the plans now in the making,
we can only view with sympathy and understanding the necessary
hunt for additional revenue even though that search has found its way
for the third successive year to the doors of our industry-an increase
.of 200 percent.
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Such are the fortunes of wartime, that the distilling industry which
a year ago was engaged solely in a luxury business now finds itself a
major producer of alcohol for war purposes. It is proud of the fact
that it has been called upon to fill an essential war need and that it
has been able to respond to the call to service which under present
plans of the War Production Board call for 100 percent alcohol production by November 1, 1942.
Without opposing this or any other tax which the chosen representatives of the people may find advisable for the prosecution of the
war, we nevertheless ask your consideration of the present effect of the
proposed 50-percent increase and of certain post-war aspects of this
increase, bearing in mind the mutuality of interest of the Federal
Government and the industry as its chief collector of industrial excise
taxes.
The proposed increase of $2 a gallon will bring the total excise
tax to $1.50 for a quart of 100-proof whisky. Frankly we are afraid
that this may be too large an increase for distilled spirits to bear at
one time without disrupting consumer demand with a consequent
loss in revenue, defeating to some extent the purpose of the tax
increase. Marketing experts are unanimous in the opinion that well.
accepted products can stand successive small increases in price with.
out materially disturbing consumer purchasing power but that one
large increase in price is apt to drive the consumer to substitutes.
The only substitute for tax-paid distilled spirits is the illicit product
of the bootlegger. In saying we believe the proposed increase may
be too precipitous, we are not unmindful of the fact that these are
not ordinary times and that there has been a substantial increase
from the past year in consumer purchasing power. Despite this
increased spendable income, however, there hns been only a small
increase in public consumption since October 1,941. Since that date
there has already been a tax increase of $1 per proof gallon. The
stimulation in sales which might have been expected from the increased purchasing power has been offset by I.he rise in price incident
to this tax increase so that consumption for the past 9 months has
remained practically static. It does not seem reasonable to expect
that purchasing power will continue to increase at the rate of the
past year, and a tax increase twice as large as any in recent years is,
in our opinion, apt to result in a smaller number of tax-paid gallons. How much smaller we do not know, but we are convinced that
the decrease in purchases of tax-paid liquor will likely be much less
if the tax should be increased not more than $1 for the present with
future increases, should they be necessary, to be dictated as circumstances seem to warrant in the light of experience.
Conclusive evidence that there is a price level beyond which the
public will not go is afforded by imported whiskies which have shown
a decline in consumption of over 30 percent since the last dollar tax
rise of October 1. Imported whisky which carries an import duty
of $2.50 per gallon had reached the level in price to which the price
of domestic whisky will be moved should a $2 additional tax be
imposed. The reduced demand for imported whisky at these price
levels shows the speed of public reaction when price is too high.
Senator GuF y. Did it curtail imports, do 'you know, Mr. Cox?
Mr. Cox. No. Senator, I do not know. There is now in the stocks,
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I am told, 7,500,000 gallons of imported whisky which they would
be very glad to dispose of.
Senator TAFT. What would be the effect of the $1 raise? Did that
reduce the consumption in any way last year?
Mr. Cox. The $1 raise on domestic whisky, no, Senator. The withdrawal figures show a slight increase.
Senator TAFT. The withdrawal figures show a slight increase in
spite of the $1 in tax last year?
Mr. Con. That is right. However, the per capita consumption has

apparently remained the same in the last 3 years.
Senator BARKIEY. Is that true of beer and ale?
Mr. Cox. I do not know, sir.
Senator BAEKL.m
. It would be purely speculative. Have you any
knowledge as to whether the figures would have been greater if the
$1 tax had not been added?
Mr. Cox. If there would be an increase in consumption, you mean?
Senator BARKLEY. Yes.
Mr. Cox. I think it probably would have, Senator; yes, sir. That
is only an expression of an opinion, however.
Senator BARKLEY. Yes.
Mr. Cox. It now seems assured that the manufacture of beverage
spirits will cease altogether on November 1, 1942, for the duration
of the war or will be so greatly curtailed as to prevent a continuity
of inventory in sufficient amounts to supply the normal demand.
Under these circumstances the existing stocks of aged beverage
spirits will be so depleted that following the war, the demand will
have to be met by new and immature distillations. In short there
will be a return of conditions as they existed immediately following
repeal, when the tax was cautiously increased from $1.10 to $2 per
gallon.
Is it not reasonable for the industry to be alarmed over the prospect of a $6 tax under those conditions? Should not the Treasury
be equally concerned ? There is inherent in such a situation disaster
not only to the industry but to the public revenue as well.
The condition we have pictured would be made to order for the
bootlegger. A $6 tax on the legal product inadequately matured
will invite illicit manufacture on a scale comparable to the prohibition era.
Senator JoHnsoN. How about the added tax last year? Has that
increase the illicit liquor?
Mr. Cox. The seizure of stills is slightly up, Senator. I do not
think it is a great deal.
Senator BARHLtY. Does that indicate that the seizures have not
increased in proportion to the stills?
Mr. Cox. I do not think you would want me to answer that.
In order to combat this post-war situation, the tax will have to be
reduced and the Treasury will be confronted with the necessity of
employing a greatly augmented number of enforcement officers. I
am speaking of post-war conditions now. If provision for the reduction of the war tax is postponed until after the war, the result will
be most serious for the industry as well as disruptive of the flow of
Government revenue. Once a reduction appeared in prospect after
the war a buyer's strike would follow in which either the consumer
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would refuse to buy merchandise prices on the basis of the high
tax or a race would ensue betwren distributors to unload tax-paid
stocks which would have to be Fold at prices below cost resulting in
bankruptcy for the sellers.
We have pictured what we believe to be not only a likely situation
but one that is almost certain o present itself.
The problem is peculiar to our industry and consequently Calls for
special consideration. Given the opportunity, we believe that with
assistance from a technical adviser to this committee, working with
Treasury officials and industry representatives, an equitable measure
can be agreed upon and drafted to prevent the occurrence of the
situation we have described.
There are certain statements of fact and convictions in connectionwith this subject which we desire to place in the record in the hope
that they may be helpful to you not only at this time but in future
consideration of this subject. They are these:
(1) In October 1917 the tax was raised from $1.10 per proof gallon
to $3.20. Consumption in 1917 was 167,000 000 gallons. In 1918
it dropped to 91,000,000 gallons-a decline oF 46 percent.
Senator DANAHER. Did we have wartime prohibition at that time,
too?
Mr. Cox. Wartime prohibition did not take effect at that time,
Senator. I think that took effect July 1, 1919.
Senator DANAHER. What was the reason for the dropt The withdrawal of 2,000 000 men in the military serviceI
Mr. Cox. I think undoubtedly that had something to do with it,
sir; and I think maybe the increase in tax had something to do
with it.
(2) The adult per capita consumption of distilled spirits has been
arrested since 1937 when the tax was raised above $2 per gallon,
the figures being as follows: 1937, 1.73 gallons; 1940, 1.74 gallons;
and 1941, 1.74 gallons.
(3) The illicit traffic still exists and, according to reports of the
Alcohol Tax Unit, now accounts for some 10.percent of total consumption. Ingenious ways of overcoming the present ban on critical
materials will undoubtedly-be discovered and employed by the bootlegger. Alcohol for war purposes can and is now being made in stills
which do not involve the use of critical materials. There is no reason
to believe that the bootlegger will not employ the same means.
(4) The increased tax of $2 will necessitate additional capital of
$90,000,000 in order to finance the tax payments on floor stocks. This
burden will fall most heavily on thousands of small retailers throughcut the country whose limited credit was strained almost to the
breaking point in order to borrow the money for the payment of

the floor. stock tax when the last increase became effective. That was
the first increase, by the way, in which there was no exemption.
(5) Although the adult population of the country has increased
from 41,000 000 in 1901 to 81,000,000 in 1941 per capita consumption
has declined during the same period from 2.34 gallons to 1.74 gallons.
(6) For the 9-month period-October 1941 through June 1942followi*
the imposition of the $1 increase, consumption has risen
slightly. Any conclusion based on this fact alone, however, is likely
tobe misleading because the increase in withdrawals all took place in
January, February, and March following press reports that the man-
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ufacture of spirits might be stopped or sharply curtailed for the
period of the war.
Senator RADCLIFFE. Did our population double in those years V
Mr. Cox. That is based upon the years 1901 to 1941. Those are
figures on the adult population from the Census Bureau.
Senator RADCLIFFE. It doubled in 40 years?
Mr. Cox. Yes, sir.
Withdrawals for January, February, and March were 57 percent,
36 percent, and 17 percent higher than corresponding months of the
year before indicating an avalanche of "scare" buying and hoarding
on the part of distributors, State monopolies, retailers, and the
public at large. This is borne out by the fact that inventories in the
ands of wholesale liquor dealers for April 1942 were 20 percent
higher in the corresponding month of 1941. Retailers' inventories
are up 24 percent and inventories in the monopoly States were also
correspondingly higher. Following the heavy buying of January
February, and March, withdrawals for April, May, and June fell
off 2 percent,, 18 percent, and 20 percent over the corresponding
months of 1941.
(7) While any increase in tax may, under recent 0. P. A. regulations, be passed on by increasing the price of the product to the
extent of the increase in tax, the industry will have to stand the cost
of financing the increase in tax, since the regulations have been
interpreted to mean that there can be no mark-up on future taxes.
Conclusion: It is not our function to say what the rate of the tax
should be and we want it understood that our appearance here is not
to be construed as a protest against the present proposal.
With this understanding, we respectfully advance the following
conclusions:
(1) The increase of $2 or 50 percent is the most precipitous increase since 1917, when under a similar increase consumption declined
from 167,000,000 gallons to 91,000,000 gallons. The same result may
follow in this case since conditions are much the same as they were
then.
(2) There may likely follow a sharp increase in illicit operations.
RECOMMENDATIONS

(1) In view of the obvious necessity for further revenue measures
in the near future, we respectfully suggest, that instead of the rate
increase of $2 all at one time that the committee might well consider
for the present an increase of not more than $1 until experience has
shown its effects on consumer buying and the public revenue.
(2) That, since the 0. P. A. by regulations has treated future
increases as wartime measures, consideration be given to the collection of any present and future increases at the point of sale so as to
avoid the chaotic results of any reductions which may become advisable or necessary following the war.
(3) That if collection at the point of sale is regarded as unacceptable or impractical, that the industry, together with a technical advisor to be designated by this committee be authorized to confer
with Treasury officials immediately for the purpose of submitting
for consideration some other agreeable method of providing for any
prospective reduction dictated by post-war necessities.
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We appreciate the courtesy of the committee in permitting us to
make this presentation.
Senator WALSH. I take it that your position is that regardless of
the policy of Congress to increase tie tax to $6, that you do not believe
it should be a tax that should be imposed in normal times?
Mr.-Cox. I do. Senator.
Senator WAI.SH. What would be the fair tax in normal times?
Mr. Cox. That, of course, is difficult to say. I am willing to accept
the Treasury's views on that point. I believe that you would find
that they would be very much afraid of a $6 tax under normal conditions.
Senator BARKLEY. To what extent will the freezing of the distilling
facilities of the country for the manufacture of industrial alcohol
for war purposes affect the withdrawal for tax purposes of the present
quantities of liquor on hand?
Mr. Cox. You refer to depletion of stocks on hand, Senator?
Senator BARKIy. Yes. Will that reduce the amount of revenue by
reducing the withdrawals over a period? That may depend on the
length of the emergency.
Mr. Cox. Of course, you would ultimately come to a time when
the amount of stocks in warehouses would be so small that the withdrawals would naturally be governed by the amount in the warehouses.
Senator BARrLEY. If the war lasted long enough and the facilities
which have heretofore been used for the manufacture of whisky
should be almost completely used for the manufacture of industrial
alcohol, it is conceivable that the stocks in bonded warehouses, which
would be subject to withdrawal and tax payment, would be very
largely depleted.
Mr. Cox. Yes.
Senator BARKLEr. They might even go to the point of exhaustion.
Mr. Cox. Yes.
Senator BARKLEY. In that case the tax that the Treasmy would
receive would also decline in proportion.
Mr. Cox. Either that or we would have to go, Senator, as I stated
in my statement there, to an immature distillation.
Senator BARKLEY. Of course, if the distillation for the making of
whisky is not to be resumed, you would not even have immature
distillation.
Mr. Cox. We would reach the point of exhaustion eventually, yes,
sir.
Senator RADCLIFFE. How long would the stocks on hand last, according the present rate of consumption
Mr. Cox. I would say, Senator, from 4 to 5 years.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Davis, did you wish to ask the witness a
question?
Senator DAvis. This statistical information that you give here includes importations as well, or just the liquir produced in the United
States?
Mr. Cox. On the per-capita consumption?
Senator DAVIS. Yes.
Mr. Cox. Yes.

-.

.

Senator BARKLY. What effect do you think the closing down of the
distilleries forthe manufacture of liquor will have upon importations?
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Mr. Cox. I assume if you came to the point where stocks were so
depleted that there was not a sufficient quantity on hand to meet the
demand, that we would have to go to heavier importations.
Senator BARKLrT. That would not be the immediate effect, though,
Would it?
Mr. Cox. No, sir.
Senator GuFnY. Mr. Cox, are all of the distilleries in the country
members of the Distilled Spirits Institute?
Mr. Cox. Are all of them?
Senator GUFFEY. Yes. Do you represent the entire distillery industry I
Mr. Cox. I am speaking for the distilled spirits industry today, Senator, which includes the Distilled Spirits Institute, and a group which
I represent in Kentucky known as the Kentucky Distillers Association, the Allied Liquor Industries, the Conference of Alcoholic Beverage Industries, and I would like to have filed in the record two
statements for two more groups.
Senator GumY. I would like to know if all agree with you.
Mr. Cox. So far as we have been able to ascertain, they do. I
think we do have certainly 90 percent representation, based on production and marketing.
Senator GuFyrY. We have whisky manufacturers in Pennsylvania,
but I have had no protest yet on this tax.
The CHAIRMAN. What are the statements you wish to file?

Mr' Cox. One of them, Senator, is a statement by the president of
the National Retail Liquor Package Stores Association, which I would
like tb file for the record; and the other one is a statement by Mr. Sol
Cilento, secretary-treasurer of the Distillery, Rectifying, and Wine
Workers' International Union of America.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir; you may file them.
(The statements referred to are as follows:)
MEMORANDUM

aY JOsEPu

RWAN, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
STOREs ASSOCIAnON

RETAIL

LIQUOR PACAGE

Representing the retail liquor package store groups of the country has proven
to be a great burden upon my shoulders. Part of my problems require my seeking
governmental understanding and aid. Now gentlemen, on behalf of the thousands of the retail package store owners throughout the country, I come to you
asking your assistance, for it is a matter that only you can help us with.
Our position for the last few years has not been very favorable from either a
financial or regulatory viewpoint. More and more rules and regulations force
restrictions both reasonable and unfair upon our business. In many States,
bills to liquor stores have to be paid in cash on delivery or within 30 days,
although our merchandise may not be sold for many months after we receive it.
Dim-outs today as a result of civilian defense and Army orders, cause a loss
of business. Many of the prospective customers for our alcoholic or malt beverages are now in the armed forces, while we in our own way are attempting
whenever and wherever possible to assist in the efforts of our great country
through the sale of stamps and bonds, through working for the United Service
Organizations' movement and in cooperating with law-enforcement authorities.
A number of our stores were forced by reason of the last tax increase to go
out of business. They can't get bonds to Insure the payment of the tax, and
every time liquor costs go up, proportionate profit diminishes and the small and
poor retailer gets It In the neck again.
We plead this time for your aid through the granting of a floor-tax exemption,
not of 1,000 gallons, but for 250 gallons. In asking for your help, we feel we
should bend backward to avoid seeking anything unreasonable. A 250-gallon
exemption is not unreasonable.
17
76093-42-vol. 2-
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Deliveries being rationed today and not being able to make deliveries often,
our losses of business have placed us under great handicaps. We Just managed
to get over paying the last tax, and now this new tax may mean another heavy
burden which many of us will not be able to stand. Bond costs hsve become
&o excessive that only those with A-1 credit ratings have the opportnIty of
procuring them. In some States cash Is required for the purchase of the alcoholic
beverages. In these States the retailers will be snowed under and bankruptcies
will result unless an exemption is granted.
This tax Is undoubtedly an emergency tax, and taxation Itself to be fair should
be equal, to some extent with the ability to pay. The small package-store man
or tavern owner who Is just about making ends meet, should, in fair play, receive the opportunity to continue his business without being crippled, by exempting the 250 gallons of the merchandise.on his floor from the tax until it actually
goes into effect, so that the consumer will pay the tax and not leave the retailer
carrying the burden which he can ill afford. When liquor carries too great a
tax, It means that the Federal Government gets less revenue and the States
likewise are deprived of Income. Bootlegging results, with racketeering and
illegal activity In Its wake.
Many of us feel that liquor Is being taxed too high, but for patriotic reasons
we do not make this claim; but we urge you to see our position and to give us
the helping hand which will permit us to continue in business. The average store
carries about 600 gallons. When we ask for a 250-gallon exemption, we have
gone to rock-bottom hoping that you will understand that we are trying to be
fair in every way.
Some of the merchandise which we have on hand does not sell very often
and with the increase of tax on that merchandise, the retailer will have to have
real money to meet his obligatons unless he gets the exemption. His outlook Is
indeed dark. We know that you do not want the retailers to go out of business
with the loss to landlords, to municipalities, to the States and Federal Governments, the loss of employment and the loss of investments of the people whose
few hundred or couple of thousand of dollars that they have worked their entire
life for are at stake here.
The tax being trebled and then some, has placed us in a position where we
must have some help. You are the gentlemen who can assist us, and we know
that the American way of giving the little fellow a break will be considered by you
to avoid our being pushed against the wall and being forced out of business.
A 250-gallon exemption was granted before on floor stock tax, and the history
and experience of it, we believe, was favorable.
General liquor business throughout the country being as bad as it is, with
merchandise being difficult to procure and cost prices to the retailer being
high, without the opportunity of having the hours, the advertising advantages,
and delivery advantages, we feel the pressure on all sides and we think that
the Government should help us rather than injure us.
May we have your help?
NATtoNAL RETArL LIQUOR PAccAeE SToaE ASSOCIATION,
JOSEPH ROAN, President.

STATEMENT OFTHE DISTILLERr, RECTIFYING, AND WINE WORKESS' INTERNATIONAL
UNION OF AMERICA (AMFRIoAN FEDERATION OF LABOR)
The Distillery, Rectifying, and Wine Workers' International Union of America
(American Federation of Labor) comprising workers engaged in both the production and distribution of distilled spirits, presents to the chairman and members
of the Senate Finance Committee of the United Statea Senate this statement
with respect to the proposed addition of $2 per proof-gallon In the Federal excise
tax on distilled spirits incorporated in the pending revenue bill of 1942.
The distilling Industry, in which the members of our Union make their livelihood, Is the largest single industrial collector of revenue for the Federal Government. We are proud to be part of an industry whose products provide so substantial a contribution to the total national revenue, especially in times like
these when our Government needs all the revenue it can obtain. The producing
facilities of our industry have been all but completely converted to production for
war purposes. Within the next few months these facilities will be devoted entirely to manufacturing alcohol exclusively for war use. Our industry will
thenceforth be privileged to make a twofold contribution, since the sale of the
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products which it has in stock will continue to bring in much needed revenue
to carry on the war.
I Your committee is interested in deriving from the sale of these products the
largest amount of revenue which can be obtained from this source, compatible
with the public interest. It has been suggested that an additional tax of $2
per proof-gallon be imposed during the coming tax year. If the proposal contained in the revenue bill before you is adopted, the Federal excise tax will be $6
per proof-gallon.
. Obviously, the ideal tax is one which produces the most revenue and yet
stays within the limits which the traffic will bear. The limit of what the
traffic willbear in this case Is the capacity of the consuming public to absorb
a new added tax on the tax-paid distilled spirits they purchase. Our only concern in offering this statement to your committee is to present the view of the
thousands of workers in this industry as to the probable effect of an added $2
tax, as we see it.
In a word, our view is that the addition of a $2 tax at this time, first, would
prove to be such a sudden and severe shock to the consuming public as to reduce
the consumption of tax-paid spirits and drive the consumer to illicit non-taxpaid spirits, and, second, fall to produce the desired revenue.
This is the largest single tax increase which the consumer has been asked to
absorb since repeal. At $2 per proof-gallon, it would represent an added cost
to the consumer of 50 cents per quart.
People are going to have to pay greatly increased Income taxes during the
coming year. They are patriotically putting more and more of their income
into purchases of War Savings stamps and bonds. Their Government is asking
them not to buy unessential luxuries, and they are responding wholeheartedly
to this appeal. Certainly the addition of a heavy tax on liquor-a nonessential
luxury-is not going to encourage them to buy the products of our industry on
the same scale they have Irthe past.
Furthermore, the people do not have to depend on legal liquor for their source
of supply. The average quart of liquor costs the consumer $2.50. The bootlegger
already has an advantage of $1 a quart In Federal taxes, 25 cents a quart in
States taxes, and another 25 cents in various other taxes-a total of $1.50 a
quart. If this proposed tax Is now added, the price of this quart of liquor will
inevitably go to at least $3, which will give the bootlegger a tax advantage of
$2. The pressure on consumers to turn to the bootlegger cannot help but result
in lower consumption of tax-paid liquor.
The people in our union, whose jobs in this industry are at stake, firmly believe thtat If the Government wishes to obtain more revenue from the consumption of distilled spirits, it would be safer and surer of getting such revenue if
added taxes were imposed $1 at a time. This would cushion the shock to the
consumer and would be less likely to affect consumption so seriously as a $2
tax imposed all at one time.
For these reasons, we respectfully urge the chairman and members of the
Senate Finance Committee to give serious consideration to imposing no more
than $1 per gallon in added excise taxes on distilled spirits in the present revenue
bill.
DISTmmry, RECTIFYINO, AND WINE WORKS'
INTERNATIONAL
UNION Or AMERIcA (AMERIcAN FEDERATION or LABoR),
SOL CILENTO, Secretary-Treasurer.
AuGusT 6,1942.

(The following statements were ordered inserted in the record at
this point:)
STATEMENT BY EDWARD T. FLosa, NEw YORK, M. Y., GENERAL PRESIDENT, HOTEL
AND RESTAURANT EMPLOYEES INTERNATIoNAL ALLIANCE AND BARTENDERB INTERNATIONAL LEAGuE oF AMERIcA (AMiERcAN FEDERATION Or LABOR)
To the Ohtrman and Members of the Committee on Finance:
My name is Edward T. Flora. I reside in the city of Buffalo, N. Y., and am
general president of the Hotel and Restaurant Employees International Alliance
and Bartenders International League of America, an international union affiliated
with the American Federatiou of Labor.
On behalf of the more than 250,000 members of our union. I respectfully beg
leave to place before you our views and recommendations with respect to the
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proposal contained In the new Federal revenue bill that the present Federal
excise tax on distilled spirits be increased $2 per proof-gallon.
First, we assume that the sole objective of your committee is to impose added
taxes which will produce the greatest amount of additional revenue.
So far as liquor is concerned, we assume that you regard it as a luxury product
upon which you are inclined to place the highest possible additional tax. At
the same time,.you undoubtedly appreciate that if taxes on any luxury become
too high the public will be discouraged from buying it, especially in times like
the present when our Government is asking the public to reduce purchases of
luxuries.
Obviously, if consumption of liquor is cut down, the Federal Government will
not obtain the revenue you aim to secure for it.
The present Federal excise tax on distilled spirits is $4 a proof-gallon. It has
reached the present rate in comparatively easy stages. One tax raised amounted
to 26 cents a gallon; another 75 cents a gallon. The highest tax increase you have
ever attempted at one time has been $1 a gallon.
We believe that if you were to increase this tax by $2 a gallon at any time,
you would run a grave risk of curtailing consumption of tax-paid liquor so that
in the end the Government would not get the revenue you were seeking. We
believe that this risk is doubly great now.
1. This added Federal tax alone would put the cost of tax-paid liquor at the
highest peak since repeal. We believe that it would put the legal product beyond
reach of the pocketbooks of a great proportion of those who are now liquor
consumers.
2. All of the States of the Union are rapidly losing a substantial proportion of
their revenue due to loss of gasoline taxes and automobiles taxes. If the States
should seek to recover some of this revenue from liquor while you are imposing
a new all-high Federal tax, the result will be to put the cost still higher and still
further reduce the consumption.
3. It is a matter of common knowledge that bootleg (non-tax-pald) liquor
already represents a substantial proportion of the total liquor consumption of the
country. This is true, even under the present $4 Federal tax. If the taxes on
legal liquor go much higher, people are likely to trn to bootleg sources for their
supply.
Apart from the fact that this would reduce the Government's tax revenue from
the sale of legal liquor, we do not believe that you wish to encourage an Increase
of bootlegging, especially at this time. The manpower and resources of our country should be devoted to winning the war rather than fighting a lawless, subversive
bootleg army within our own borders.
We therefore respectfully urge your committee to consider holding any increase
of excise taxes on distilled spirits at this time to $1 a gallon as the safest and
surest rate most likely to provide maximum added revenue and; at the same time,
to avoid recreating a widespread bootleg problem in this time of national stress.
EDwaD FwA GeneralPresident.

MEMO(AsNUM

SUUMia
fry I L. CoTBoR, CAssopoms, Mica.,
MICHIGAN BEV=AQ
RUTAILEIS ASSOCIATION

S AcrARy,

To the Senate Committee on Finance:
We will have to travel a long distance before It becomes clear what revenue
results will be achieved in the adoption of a new tax bill under present wartime
conditions.
It must be conceded that obligations of the Government must be met, It is
part of the American spirit of justice, The strength of government is based
upon the total tax available under conditions that In its npl)ication will achieve
the results necessary to the end justified by the means, and still save a republic.
Corresponding rights of a war-torn government do not, in itself, sustain a
tax that destroys the structure of true Americanism, a republic, not a democracy; democracy has a hollow sound; it is government of a single-track
mature with no terminal facilities and no ultimate destination. A dual system
of winning the war cannot exist. The Government should, as it is demanding
of its citizen., in these times of total war, go all out for the suspension of,
either by Congress or the Executive, any funds not in relation to an active war
effort.
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The Ways and Means Committee of the House has sent to your committee a
measure that will no doubt require some considerable changes. Their work
has been hampered by serious attempts of tax experts to influence their deliberations and findings in the effort to accomplish the Impossible-eight billions.
It is obvious that with the continued unwarranted attack upon the Congress
of the United States and the Senate, the inoculated European mind, self-danger.
ous, cancerous in growth, deadly in effect, destructive in its purpose, can now
be seen breaking through the mist of deficit spending. The legislative bodies of
our Government must break this deadly tax termite; no tax bill can support
with any imaginary prediction a Treasury Depaxtment loaded with deficit
obligations.
Nobody is complaining what the cost of the war will mean to our Nation.
Our citizens know it will be high, and at the very moment their eyes are fixed
upon our National Legislature, hoping that politics will be forgotten and that
a tax bill will be reported that represents the combined intelligence of statesmen.
The small businessman wants to stay in business. He wants to do his share.
He wants to pay taxes in an all-out effort, while labor, on the contrary, is
striking at the heart of American institutions. Labor has gassed apprenticeship, gassed the open shop, and by false attacks of union leaders they are now
trying to gas the consumer's tax. Should this tax be gassed by the united
action of the Congress of Industrial Organizations and American Federation of
Labor it is well to assume that those States that do not have a property
limitation tax are in for a terrible time when the war comes to a conclusion.
To openly and defiantly oppose a consumer's tax of 10 percent, which is an
all-out war effort tax, with no exceptions, one which will meet the requirements
of the Government, is financial sabotage of national stability and should be
so considered.
Class legislation in matters o.? taxation comes within the Himmler-Gestapo
type of willful destruction. As .\'or class legislation, note the Treasury ruling
allowing the sellers of tangible personal property under the Federal sales tax
with reference to charge accounts. You may pay the tax as installments are
due. An administrative order of like nature is short-sighted and unwarranted.
What class of business deserves thl favor? It is hoped that when the present
revised House bill Is amended and Eent in for final approval it will not contain
any exemptions, and with the adoption of a consumer's tax, we will have a tax
which, under our Constitution, if it has any meaning, is a tax combining the
principles of justice and human concorns, and would not be challenged by the
words "slacker," "coupon clipper," or "ability to pay."
During the 4/z years as a conferee in matters of taxation with the State of
Michigan, the same copyrighted phrases then used are still employed when
the question of taxation reaches those who are most willing to use any and
all of them for the protection of self-ilterests. There is no tax that will be
more successful in combating inflation than a tax on consumption; it will retard
excessive and careless expenditures; the 10 percent proposed levy will go
far in meeting this question.
The new tax bill is going to be drafted with the full knowledge of its effect
and attending results. No tax bill should contain the "unwritten words of
destruction." You can tax to destroy. During the past several months I had
occasion to interview many small business men, the owners of large institutions,
and their employees, with reference to a consumer's tax. This tax they agree
will save the situation.
The New York Times, Saturday, July 4; I quote: "National income reaches
new peak, $8,656,000,000, in May, 25 percent above year before, with' index at
162.7 annual rate $109,000,000,000."
In the above you have a clear statement of'facts. It is now possible to draw
some conclusions with reference to the solving of the financial position of the
Federal Treasury.
I now quote the Times further; in a recent issue the following information
was given to the country, a report on Government maturities: "July, $450,056,000; August, $902,804,000; September, $1,496,066,300; October, none; November,
$1,507,000,000: December, $232,370,200; January, none; February, $1.590,000,.
000; March, $6.5,93.700; April, none; May, none; June, $629,113,400--or a.
total of $6,864,578,000.
Allowing the Times' figures of $109,000,000,000 to stand unquestioned, the
following result would be obtainable. Let us consider a 25 percent deduction
in total income to be exempt on account of Federal and State expenditures for
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the meeting of the war requirements, we can with reason assume the basic
Income of $70,000,000,000 is available for tax purposes.
A 10 percent tax on all tangible personal property bought for consumption
and use with no further exemptions (except as stated above) would net our
Government $7,000,000,000 per year. It must be fully understood that this tax
must be paid by the purchaser. Under this application it would not conflict
with many of the various State occupational taxes that are now being used
under the name of sales taxes. This would not cAuse any undue burden on
small business.
This figure would produce a monthly average of $583,W3,3883, and at the
year's end our maturities would have been met. There would be an average
of $135,401,000 of Treasury balance unexpended.
The May figure as given by the Times of $8,656,000,000 with the usual deductions will support the above averages. With the consumptive ability of
the nation as averaged from statistics that have proven their worth by the
various States In the careful determining the future revenues from occupational
taxes, we would, as taxpayers under this plan, pay an average of $5.50 per
month. This seems like a small tax for our stability in matters of finance in a
world torn asunder.
The Senate Finance Committee, who will have the last fling at the present
struggle for revenue, should at least take into consideration that certain corrections and adjustments should be made in the past Revenue Act for the
benefit of all business. They must be saved. The present draft of the Ways
and Means Committee is the death sentence of small business. When the
execution will take place It is hard to determine; 100,000 are now tottering.
Collapse of our Nation will come with the destruction of small business.
Senator IIERiNO. Mr. Cox, I want to ask you a question in regard
to the 0. P. A. or the W. P. B. order of conversion.
Is that being carried out uniformly on all of the distilleries? Are
they all being put on a fair basis?
Mr. Cox. Just as rapidly as possible, Senator. While there are a
lot of problems, the W. P. D. in connection with the conversion of.
particularly the small plants, is going right ahead.
Senator HEINGa. There is no preferential treatment of any one

group?

Mr. Cox. No, sir.
Senator HERmrNo. I am sure there is not.
Mr. Cox. The order that came out. just last week, I expect they all
must be prepared to make alcohol by November 1 or go out of business.
Senator HRRIG. I think that is right for the future. I was wondering if that was the case in the last 4 or 5 months.
Mr. Cox. There has been some talk about some company having
gotten the edge over the others. I am not sure about that, but I think
the War Production Board is trying to do the thing equitably.
Senator Gumy. Would you furnish the committee with the tax
rates with reference to Canada, England, Ireland, and Scotland?
Mr. Cox. I do not have them with me.
Senator GurnY. I would like to see them.
Mr. Cox. That is Great Britain and Canada?
Senator GuiFEy. And Ireland and Scotland.

The CHAIRMAN. Very well.

Thank you, sir.

(Mr. Cox filed a statement on public revenues from alcoholic bever-

ages (1941) with the committee.)

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Law and Mr. Lourie, I understand you wish
.to file briefs on this question.
Mr. LoUum. Yes, sir; I would like to file the brief.
Mr. LAw. Yes, sir.
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The C1AIRMAN. Mr. Law, you are filing a brief as general counsel
for the National Alcoholic Beverage Control Association?
Mr. LAw. That is right.
The CfARMXAN. AndMr. Lourie, on behalf of the National Association of Alcoholic Beverage Importers, Inc.?
Mr. Loum. Yes, sir.
(The briefs referred to are as follows:)
BUEF OF JoHiN LAw, GENERAL COUNSEL, NATIONAL ALCOHoLjo B

OMAGE
CONTROo

ASSOCIATION, CHICAGO, ILL.

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I am here today representing
the National Alcoholic Beverage Control Association of which I am executive
secretary and general counsel. The association has its headquarters In Chicago
and Is composed of a group of States which operate under the so-called monopoly
system of liquor control. Under this system the distribution and sale of alcoholic beverages In the different States are under the supervision and control
of State agencies. The association is composed of the States of Maine, New
Hampshire, Virginia, West Virginia, Alabama, Michigan, Idaho, Iowa, Wyoming,
Utah, Montana, Oregon, and Washington. The monopoly system is in force
in four other States that do not belong to our association.
The legislatures of the States that adopted the monopoly system, as distingulshed from the private license system, did so after a great deal of study
of the various forms of liquor control, and had two main purposes in mind
in finally adopting the monopoly plan. The purposes were, first, the more effective control of the social problems arising from the distribution and sale of alcoholic beverages, and, second, to secure from the States the maximum amount
of revenue consistent with the application of an adeaiuate system of social control.
This committee has before it for consideration the revenue bill passed by
the House in which is contained an increase of $2 per gallon in the excise tax
on distilled spirits, changing the rate from $4 to $6 per gallon. If passed this
will be the sharpest increase in the rate on distilled spirits since repeal became
effective. We do not pretend to know to what point the rate on distilled spirits
might eventually be raised without seriously curtailing consumption, if the
upward moves were made gradually and in comparatively smell amounts. We
recognize that there has been a great increase in consumer purchasing power
during the past year which enables the buying public to meet rising costs of all
commodities. But we are deeply concerned lest the sharp increase proposed
at thi.l time, a jump of 50 percent in a tax which within less than a year
received an increase of 83% percent may not be so violent as to result in a
radical decline in sales of legal tax-paid alcoholic beverages. If the increase
were limited to a dollar a gallon at this time, we believe it could be absorbed
by the purchasing public without too great difficulty, leaving open the po.-slbility of such later gradual increases as might be found necessary and advisable.
It may well be that the social problems presented to the States by reason
of the illicit production and sale of distilled spirits will not be'a serious factor
during the present era of high wages and maximum employment, but we must
look forward to the day when employment will drop and facilities for illicit
manufacture will be easier to acquire. But more important for the present
is the question of State revenues. In many of our monopoly States the profits
from liquor-store operations are definitely set aside to finance certain State
functions. In some States a portion of the revenues are devoted to support
of schools and universities, in others old-age assistance, hospitals, support of the
blind, and in some the revenues go to the general funds of the State. While
the financial conditions of our States is good at the moment due to the great stimulation in general business during the past year, I need not point out to you
that there will be a sharp decrease in the near future in State revenues from
many sources, such as gasoline, automobile licenses, sales taxes, and so forth.
If at the same time there should be a precipitous drop in revenues from alcoholic
beverages, there would be presented to the States a most serious situation that
I think you gentlemen should bear In mind in approaching the difficult problem
you have in securing the greatest possible amount of revenue for the Federal
Government.
We are fully appreciative of the pressing need of the Federal Government for
revenues at this time, and we are in complete sympathy with your desire to
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secure from alcoholic beverages the greatest possible amount of revenue, having
in mind the various factors involved in the problem. However, I wish to point
out that in imposing such a sharp increase In the excise rate, it might well
produce additional revenue for the Federal Government and at the same time
so reduce consumption of legal alcoholic beverages as to result in a drastic
decline in State revenues. Should the States then feel compelled' to increase
the rate of their return in order to recover the loss in revenue, we would soon
find the price of alocoholle beverages out of the reach of the average consumer,
resulting In an unintended form of prohibition on the sale of alcoholic beverages.
More than 80 percent of the total amount of distilled spirits that are sold
In this country are accounted for by the States operating under the monopoly
system. The profits derived therefrom have a very Important place in the
financial picture of the States, and we ask that in determining the proper
excise rate on distilled spirits the impact of the increase on the revenues of
the States be given full consideration by this committee.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ALcoHoLic BEvxAOE IMPoRTERs,

INc.,

WashiNgton, D. C., August 11, 19412.
Senator WALrR F. (Isosox,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Offlce Building, Va~hingtm, D. C.
My DzAs Ma. CHAIRMAN: The National Association of Alcoholic Beverage Importers, Inc., appeared at the public hearings held by the Committee on Ways
and Means on the revenue revision of 1942 and presented oral testimony which
appears on pages 2835 to 2837, inclusive, of the record of that hearing. The
association, in order to conserve the time of the committee, respectfully requests
that this communication be made part of the record of the hearing now being
held by your committee.
The National Association of Alcoholic Beverage Importers, Inc., is a nonprofit
membership association, Incorporated under the laws of the State of New York.
Its membership consists of persons engaged In Importing alcoholic beverages Into
the United States, Puerto Rico, and Hawaii.
The Importers of alcoholic beverages have made It clear to the Senate Finance
Committee In a communication dated August 21, 1941, and to the Committee on
Ways and Means, that they are anxious to aid the Federal Government In the
obtaining of revenue necessary to win the war. The officers and meml)ers of
this association have instructed me to inform your committee that there has
been no change in the position we have taken ever since the present emergency
arose.
At the time of the testimony offered before the Committee on Ways and
Means, sufficient statistical Information was not at hand to enable us to draw
any valid conclusion as to the.effect of the increased taxes Inposed on alcoholic
beverages by the Revenue Act of 1941. Under that act, the excise tax on distilled spirits was increased from $3 to $4 per proof gallon. The increased rates
became effective on October 1, 1941.
The most Important commodity handled by members of the Import trade in
the alcoholic beverage field Is Scotch whisky. Ever since the war began in
September 1939 our industry has been able to establish dollar credits for the
British Government of approximately $40,000,000 annually. These credits represents the price paid for Scotch whisky In Scotland, and the costs of transportation, insurance, etc., to the United States.
Based on the statements issued by the Bureau of Internal Revenue of the
Treasury Department with respect to internal-revenue receipts, there is definite
indication that when the internal-revenue tax on distilled spirits was increased
from $3 to $4 per proof gallon as of October 1, 1941, It resulted in a sharp
decline in tax receipts from foreign-distilled spirits by our Government.
During the 9 months from October 1, 1940, to June 30, 1941, wllen the Internalrevenue rate on distilled spirits was $3 per gallon, the total tax payments of
foreign-distilled spirits amounted to 9,575,232 gallons. For the same period
beginning with October 1, 1941, and ending June 30, 1942, when the internal.
revenue rate on distilled spirits was $4 per proof gallon, the total quantity of
foreign distilled spirits tax paid amounted to 6,523,303 gallons, or a decline for
the 9-month period of 3,051,929 gallons. In other words, at the $4 excise rate,
the United States Treasury obtained $26,093,212 as compared to a collection of
$28,725,696 at the $3 per gallon rate. These figures would appear to indicate
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conclusively that when Congress increased the excise rate of distilled spirits to
$4 per proof gallon, the point of diminishing returns was reached in the case of
imported distilled spirits.
The decline in revenue caused by the increase in the internal-revenue tax is
accentuated when you consider that there is a tariff collected on all imported
distilled spirits. In general, the tariff amounts to $2.50 per gallon. We find,
therefore, that for the 9 months from October 1940 to June 1941, inclusive,
the tariff collected by the Government from imported distilled spirits amounted
to $23,938,080. For the same 9 months, beginning with October 1, 1941, and
ending with June 30, 1942, the tariff collected amounted to $16,308,257. Therefore, during 9 months in 1940 and 1941 when the internal revenue tax was $3,
the total revenue received by the Government from imported distilled spirits
amounted to $52,663,750 as against $42,401,469 collectedd for the period October
1, 1941, to June 30, 1942, the period during which the internal-revenue tax had
been increased to $4 per gallon. Thus the tax increase from $3 to $4 per gallon
resulted in a decline in revenue to our Government of over $10,000,000 in the
9 months from October 1, 1941, to June 30, 1942.
We feel that the foregoing figures are conclusive that the point of diminishing
returns has been reached in the case of imported spirits. We are convinced
that a further increase in the internal-revenue rate will result in a much greater
loss of revenue to the Government and a further decline in the importation
and consumption of foreign-distilled spirits than has occurred since the last
increase in the excise tax.
The foreign-distilled spirits referred to above consist almost entirely of Scotch
and Canadian whisky. The decline in consumption indicated by the foregoing
statements has not been caused by a shortage of any of these particular spirits
in the United States market. There have been no difficulties in transporting
Canadian whisky to the United States. Furthermore, importers have been able
to bring to the United States large quantities of Scotch whisky and at the present
time we estimate that the stocks of Scotch and Canadian whisky in customs bond
are probably about 7,000,000 gallons. Because of the longer time it takes to
move Scotch whisky to the United States, it is our estimate that 75 percent of
the stocks in customs bond are represented by Scotch whisky. We, therefore, are
forced to conclude that the sharp drop in consumption indicated by the statistics
issued by the Bureau of Internal Revenue has been caused by the increased prices
brought about by the increased tax and not by any unavailability of the
merchandise.
We have pointed out in previous oral statements as well as in briefs submitted
to the Ways and Means Committee of the House of Representatives as well as to
the Senate Finance Committee that the traditional practice followed by the Congress in raising revenue from the alcoholic beverage industry by the imposition of
a tax at the point of manufacture is not the most efficlent and effective way of
obtaining the needed revenue.
Excise taxes which are paid by the producer become increasingly burdensome
to tile consuming public because the tax Is included in prices charged by the manufacturer in sales to distributors and by distributors in sales to retailers and by
retailers in sales to consumers. As a result, a certain amount of pyramiding
occurs and the consumer pays in the final price an amount greatly In excess of the
original tax.
We believe that the most efficient way of raising any additional revenue needed
is by the imposition of an excise tax to be paid by the consumer at the point of
sale. This tax, in the case of alcoholic beverages, could take the form of a percentage retail sales tax or could be collected through the use of a tax stamp to be
affixed by the retailer at the time the sale Is made.
The advantages of a direct tax on the consumer are obvious.
1. The consumer would pay the exact amount of the Increased tax and would
know that the amount in question was part of his contributii'n to the cost of
winning the war.
2. The consumer would benefit because there would be eliminated the evils
which might arise if the Increased tax were imposed at the point of manfacture.
A tax collected at the point of retail sale will tend to discourage bootlegging and
illicit production.
3. This type of a tax would relieve the general alcoholic beverage Industry. the
largest single producer of direct Federal
revenue, of the burden of additional
"
financing at this particular time whep
Is difficult to raise additional capital.
We respectfully request that the L.,nmIttee consider the effect bf adopting
an excise tax payable at the source on the finances of the Industry. It is
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estimated that not less than 45,000,000 gallons of tax-paid alcoholic beverages
are in the possession of various distributors throughout our country. The
proposed addition to the tax of $2 would mean that there woeld have to be
raised $W0,000,000 for the payment of the floor stock tax provided In the bill.
However, when the war is over and the Congress Is considering the reduction
of taxes imposed during the emergency, an equivalent reduction in the internalrevenue tax of $2 per proof-gallon would mean that the trade would face a
loss of $90.000,000 unless Congress provided for a refund from the United
States Treaiury of the amount of the tax reduction with respect to tax paid
goods in the possession of the trade on the date when the tax is reduced.
The Industry would face the Impossible task of trying to liquidate these
taxpaid stocks, regardless of cost immediately before the effective date of the
lowered tax. Consumers waiting for lower prices would go on a buying strike.
Substantial losses would be incurred and many In the trade would be forced
into bankruptcy. In other words, if the trade will have to increase its capital
investment to the extent of $90,000,000 because of an Increased tax of $2 per
proof-gallon on spirits, It will face a loss of $90,000,000 if the tax is reduced
at a !Ater date to the same extent.
These financial dangers are avoided if a consumer excise tax or a sales tax
In the case of spirits and wines be adopted In lieu of increased excise taxes to
be paid by the manufacturer at the time of tax payment of the articles. Furthermore, the type of tax we suggest offers two important advantages to the
Government. The tax only Is collected from the consumer and there is no
pyramiding. At the same time the Government's tax position is flexible since
the tax lends itself readily to increases or decreases as the Government's
requirements vary.
Our Government now collects sales taxes on certain luxury items such as
jewelry, perfume, furs, etc. It is our view that wines and liquors are definitely
luxury items. We are unable to appreciate any reason for differentiating between luxury Items with respect to the type of tax to be Imposed. We, therefore, feel that a sales tax or a consumer's excise tax on alcoholic beverages Is
Indicated at the present time. Such a tax has certain advantages since it Is
collected on the basis of the price. If, however, it Is desired to use a stamp tax
for proof that the appropriate amounts have been paid by the consumers, such a
tax could be collected on a volume basis which would mean the tax would
be paid by the consumer on a wine-gallon basis, thus avoiding all of the difficulties which arise when a tax is collected on a proof-gallon basis. The use of
stamps Is not novel in the case of the Federal Government.
We most respectfully direct the attention of the committee to the dual nature
of the tax problem In the case of alcoholic beverages. Imported items pay a
Federal tariff, a Federal excise gallonage tax, and a State gallonage tax. In
other words, both Federal and State Governments are interested in the amount
of revenue which may be obtained from the industry. The sharp decline in the
tax payment of imported alcoholic beverages means, of course, that the States
In which the articles were consumed also suffered a decline in revenue. There
Is, therefore, the danger that as Federal taxes increase and as consumption
drops the various States whose revenues are being reduced because of the
decline in other tax receipts, may also resort to increased gallonage taxes. We
believe that this situation should be avoided and that It can be avoided by the
imposition of a consumer excise tax or sales tax collected at the time of sale.
Respectfully submitted.
HARRY L. Loum,
Eleoutive Vice President.
The CHAIRMAN. There is another witness who has not been scheduled for today, Mr. Botwinick.

STATEMENT OF DENAMIrN BOTWINICK, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF
DIRECTORS, METROPOLITAN PACKAGE STORE ASSOCIATION, iNC.,
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Mr. BoTwINIcK. My name is Benjamin Botwinick, representing
the Metropolitan Package Store Association, Inc., and the Upstate
New York Liquor Package Stores Associations, Inc. These are the
trade associations for the retail package dealers in New York State.
There are approximately 2,650 package stores in this State.
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1. Amount of tax inorea8e.-The liquor and wine package stores
of New York State are of the opinion that the sole purpose of the
increased gallonage taxes is to raise the maximum possible revenue
for our war effort. They feel that the Treasury Department and the
Congress are also of this opinion and are fully cognizant of the fact
that the law of diminishing returns may take effect if taxes are too
severely increased. We feel confident that if the presently considered tax increases result in disappointing returns, the Treasury
Department and the Congress will make the necessary changes in
rates. Since Federal and State gallonage taxes will constitute approximately 70 percent of the cost of the products we sell, we can
truthfully be regarded as selling "flavored taxes" to the public as
agents of the Government. We are partners whose goal, during this
emergency, is to collect in an orderly and sedate manner as much taxes
as we can, just as we do in the case of War bonds and War Savings
stamps.
Any trace of bootlegging that may arise because of increased taxes
should be treated just as seriously and severely as would the forging
of fraudulent war bonds.
2. Flow, tax exemption.-Another and. equally important problem
is that of liquor and wine floor taxes. These floor taxes should not be
imposed in such a manner as to penalize the small retailer who is the
backbone of this industry throughout the United States. Whenever
a liquor tax increase goes into effect there is a transition period before
the increased taxes are passed on to the consumer. In addition, every
retailer has a certain amount of "dead" stock on which he has to pay a
floor tax that he can never pass on to the consumer. Because of the
hardship which this transition period causes the small retailer, it has
been the custom prior to 1941 to grant a floor tax exemption of from
100 to 500 gallons. We feel that the retailer is entitled to at least a
250-pallon exemption, but in view of the Government's need for the
maximum possible revenue we recommend a 100-gallon exemption.
3. Method of payment of floor taxes.&-It has also been customary to
set dates for payment of floor taxes that would cause a minimum of
financial hardship and injustice. The bill that has passed the House
of Representatives is similar in wording to the one that was enacted
a year ago. It grants extensions in payment up to 7 months upon the
filing of-a bond for payment thereof.
It is this bond requirement upon which we particularly wish to
comment. In practice we have found that the small retailer, regardless of his financial standing, very seldom can obtain a bond, whereas
the large retailer has usually no difficulty in obtaining such bonds.
As a result the smaller retailer has either had to sacrifice merchandise
just prior to floor tax effective dates or to resort to borrowing from
finance companies at enormous interest rates.
Since the Government permits quarterly payments of Federal income
tax and of Federal unemployment insurance, without bond or interest
requirements there is no reason why a similar privilege should not
be extended for liquor and wine floor taxes to reputable solvent merchants. If a liquor and wine package store has an inventory of $15,000,
the floor tax, based on the proposed increased rates, will be appiroximately $3,000. We recommend that monthly payments be permitted,
without bond required nnts, for total floor taxes up to $3,000. We
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believe a bond should be required only where the total floor tax is in
excess of $3,000. Such a provision would in no way jeopardize the
Government, but would enable the small retailer to continue to function
as a tax collecting agency. It would not affect the large retailers since
their floor taxes will be in excess of $3,000, and therefore bonds would
be required.
This closes our brief on liquor taxes. I am going to take this opportunity however to make some general comments on taxation.
I happen to be a C. P. A. and I want to state very briefly that I
never thought I would find myself, at the age of 35, in agreement with
men like Dr. Townsend. As an accountant, I want to say that the
average taxpayer does not mind the amount of tax that he is going
to pay today as much as the complications and involvements. I have
never had a complaint in the last 2 years from a client of mine or other
taxpayer as to the amount of his tax. It is rather the complications,
the red tape he has to go through, and the complexities of the laws that
he complains of. The laws have become so involved that there is no
longer any tax expert in the country. If this committee would concentrate on simplification, the amount of tax that individuals or corporate taxpayers have to pay would not be objected to. I believe that
most of the accountants do not relish the additional business that is
thrown upon them through these complications; it takes them away
from much more important and serious work that accountants should
perform.
I wish this committee would consider favorably some sort of large
revenue-producing simple tax, whether it is the Townsend type or
any other type.

The CHAIIMAN. All right, sir, thank you.
Senator WALSH. Mr. Chairman, I submit for the record a suggested
amendment to section 711 (a) (1) (B) relating to involuntary conversions and providing for the same status as sale or exchange.
Accompanying the brief is an illustrative cass. This matter has been
submitted to Mr. Stam and he is familiar with it.
The CHAIRMAN. The suggested amendment and statement may be
included in the record.
(The amendment and statement referred to are as follows:)
INCOME FROM INVOLUNTARY CONVERSIONS 8IOULD ]RAVE SAME STATUS .AS INCOMIC
FROM VOLUNTARY SALE OREXCHANGE, NOT SUBJECTED TO EXCESs-PROFITS TAx os
DECLARED VALUE EXCESs-PROFITs TAX, SUBMWTED BY HEBRBFDr
E. LOCKu,
AUGUSTA, MAINE
fliustrative case.-In 1934, the owners of the taxpayer, a close corporation,
had an involuntary investment in Corporation A of some $40,400. That Is, they
sold logs to Corporation A, delivered to A's sawmill, taking as pay A's trade

acceptances which they discounted. A became insolvent, was wound up in
receivership, paid no dividends to its general creditors. So taxpayer paid back
to the banks the $46,395.79 received in discount of the trade acceptances (no
account Is taken of interest, damages for breach of contract, etc. The $46,400
is Illustrative only).

Thereupon, taxpayer purchased A's assets at receiver's

sale for some $31,000, making some $74,500 total put into A's sawmill business.
This is as of 1934.
Thereafter, until early in 1941, taxpayer operated the A sawmill business at a
loss--always in the red. In June 1941, the plant burned just as It was starting to
operate in the black. It had been acquired in 1934 at a bargain price as above
indicated. Its depreciated basis at time of destruction was approximately
$12,000. Fire insurance recovery was approximately $105,000.
Taxes were computed as follows: Income and surtax over $19,000; excessprofits tax (involuntary conversion not being sale or exchange) over $40,800;
capital-stock tax over $1200.
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Po nts.-1. The hardship on the taxpayer in this particular instance.
2. Inequity of excess-profits tax on involuntary conversion by fire, a business
misfortune, and at the same time exempting voluntary sale or exchange.
8. Interruption of productive effort which would otherwise be made by using
the fire insurance proceeds promptly less the amount of income and surtax. A
,.ave question arose whether the mill business taxpayer hoped to acquire with
the proceeds, and thereby continue production sorely needed, would be considered
"similar or related in service or use."
Unless and until involuntary conversions be given the same status Ps sale or
exchange, every industry suffering involuntary conversion by fire, Government
appropriation of its property, ex ships, incurs the same problem and suffers the
tame delay. Productive effort vital to the Nation as never before is considerably
hampered.
RETROACTIVE PROVISIONS

The amendment to correct this condition was proposed by the taxpayer within
2 months of the fire which called to the taxpayer's attention the Flacaus Oak
Leather Co. case and its effect upon the prior administration of the law. Taxpayer's counsel in August 1941 clled this to the attention of Senator George,
Mr. Tarleau, of the Treasury L.partment, and others. At that time it was
expected that an amendment of third nailre could be included in the administrative
tax bill to be enacted following the completion of the general internal revenue bill.
Consequently, there has been no delay by the taxpayer in calling to the attention of the proper authorities the condition and the alleged necessity for its
correction. It is not unreasonable that the amendment, if favorably considered,
be made retroactive.
Retroactive provisions have repeatedly been enacted to correct similar situations.
Precedents on retroactive provisions.-Section 214 A of the Revenue Act of 1921
relating to involuntary conversion of properly provides as follows in the last
sentence:
"The provisions of this paragraph describing the conditions tinder which a
deduction may be taken in respect of the proceeds or gains derived from the
compulsory or Involuntary conversion of properly into cash or its equivalent shall
apply so far as may be practicable to the exemption or exclusion of such proceeds
or gains from gross income tinder prior income, war-profits, and excess-profit
tax acts."
Original proposal7-Add a section similar to section 112, subsection f, providing
that "For the purpose of this chapter, amounts received in connection with
involuntary conversions shall be considered as amounts received in exchange for
the property so converted.
Reason.-Gives involuntary conversions (as by recovery of fire-insurance proceeds) same status as "sale" or "exchange": Nontaxability for excess-profits tax.
Make retroactive as in previous similar cases.
House bill and its effect.-Evidently it was thought that we wanted all sales or
exchanges of depreciable property treated as capital gains and that we wanted it
made retroactive. This would make only a part of the gain on depreciable assets
taxable for individuals under the provisions of section 117 (b) of the Code
whereas 100 percent of the gain was include- in the returns for 1941 as taxable
income. As to corporations, it would change all of the short- and long-term gains
and losses for 1940 and 1941. This would cause general confusion.
The House put additional provisions to that which we proposed into their
amendment of section 117 relating to capital gains. Retroactivity of this section
as amended would be burdensome on the administrators of the act.
New proposal.-Simply add a subsection to section 711 (a) (1) (B) and section
711 (a) (2) (D) is follows: "There shall be excluded any -et gain recognized
on property involuntasifly converted into other property or money as a result of
its destruction in whole or in part, theft or seizure, or an exercise of the poicer of
requisition or condemnation or the threat or imminence thereof."
Our proposal is intended to touch Just one thing-exemption from excess-profits
tax of the net gains arising from involuntary conversions. We use "net" so that
losses from Involuntary conversions can be set olf against gains. This gives gains
from Involuntary conversions of depreciable property the same tax status as gains
arising from voluntary sales and exchanges.
Result.-This recognizes completely the very proper objection of the Treasury
to retroactivity of the changes proposed by the House in section 117. At the
same time, it recognizes the obvious equity of giving involuntary conversions the
same status as sale or exchange.
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Amendsent.--Accordingly, as amended, section 711 would read as follows if this
suggestion be adopted:
"8
711. Hxczss-Puonrs aur iwcou.
(a) Taxable Year Beginning after December 81, 1939.-The excess-profits net
income for any taxable year beginning after December 31, 199, shall be the
normal-tax net income, as defined in section 13 (a) (2), for such year except
that the following adjustments shall be made:
(1) ERxcesa-Profits Credit Computed under Income Credt.-If the excess-profits
credit is computed under section 713, the adjustments shall be as follows:
(B) Long-Term Gains and Losses, and Gains Recognized on Involuntary Conversions: There shall be excluded long-term capital gains and losses. There shall
be excluded the excess of gains from the sale or exchange of property held for
more than fifteen months which is of a character which is subject to the allowance for depreciation provided in section 23 (1) over the losses from the sale or
exchange of.such property. There shall be excluded any net gain recognized on
property involuntarily converted into other property or money as a result of its
destruction in whole or in part, theft oi seizure, or an exercise of the power of
requisitionor condemnation or the threat or imminence thereof."
This uses 15 months just as the House Bill proposes. The present Code provides
for 18 months. Exactly the same wording would then be enacted as Sec. 711
(a) (2) (D).
Respectfully submitted.

Hnff=T E. Locxs
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10,1942.

Attorney, Augusta, Maine.

The CHAIRMAN. We will recess until 2 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at the hour of 12:40 p. In., a recess was taken until
2 p. In. of the same day.)
ATERNOON SESSION

(Whereupon at 2 p. In., the committee met pursuant to recess.)
The CHAnMAN. The committee will come to order. Mr. Ringer.
STATEMENT OF WALTER M. RINGER, PRESIDENT, FOLEY
MANUFACTURING CO., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

....

Mr. RiNOFm. My name is Walter M. Ringer.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appreciate the
opportunity- of appearing before your committee in b half of our
own business and in behalf of small businesses throughout the country whose financial positions are bound to be affected adversely by
the proposed tax legislation.
No small business can grow or even exist, while big business will
stay big under thisproposed tax legislation.
I know that the Government needs all possible funds for the conduct of this war. Our business and all small businesses are and
should be willing to do their share in providing these funds. They
must, however, under any tax program be given a chance to survive
this war. They cannot be burdened or stifled under rates as outlined in the proposed tax legislation, the same legislation that enabies 'D business to continue to stay big. Such a situation is
manifestly unfair. This -countryneeds small businesses. They must
contribute their share to war production.
In Normal years, in post-war years, and -n these war years, small
businesses have as definite a part to play as big businesses. If given
a reasonable opportunity to expand, small businesses will ma e a
valuable contribution to our war effort, and any tax program should
bear this in mind.
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Therefore, I urge that you give serious consideration to some
practical plan or provision that will enable small businesses to
accumulate some surplus to take care of limited expansion and to
tide them over loss periods that are bound to follow this war. If
this is not done, small businesses will be liquidated after the war,
making large losses to creditors and much unemployment.
A large and important part of the war requirements produced
in this country are and can be produced by comparatively small
businesses. Much of this constitutes a definite increase in volume
of business for these companies and if these companies are to meet
the increased war production schedules, two things have been, and
to some extent, will continue to be necessary: First, a much greater
working capital and, second, an increased plant and equipment.
This need is proportionately much greater in a small business than
in
a large, because total increase in production is proportionately
larger.
These needs can be financed in two ways; namely, by borrowing
and by accumulation of earnings. It has been our experience that
the former method is difficult if not impossible and, furthermore, the
incurrence of substantial debts is so risky for most small businesses
as to be prohibitive. For practical purposes, this expansion can be
had only through accumulation of earnings. Inasmuch as the proposed excess profit tax rates are practically confiscatory, a small
business which for any reason has a small excess-Irofits tax credit
is entirely prevented from making such an accumulation.
Our business, the Foley Manufacturing Co., a Minnesota corporation, established in 1926, of which I am president, is an example of
the situation that confronts small businesses. We manufacture patented machinery and a line of patented kitchen utensils. We now
employ 200 people. Our average yearly sales volume for the 10-year
period ending 1939 was $184,267.
During the depression, our machinery business was very seriously
affected. Our total yearly sales volume dropped from our peak of
$369,000 in 1929 to $75,000 in 1933. Late in 1934 it was necessary that
we reorganize and refinance our business so we started from scratch
again with very limited working capital. In an endeavor to keep
our organization intact, we developed a line of patented kitchen utensils at considerable expense and loss to our company. By persistent
effort over a period of years since 1934, our line of kitchen utensils
has been expanded into a national distribution of corresponding
growth in volume.
During that period from 1934 to 1936, inclusive, we lost money each
year and it was not until 1937 that we showed a fairly good profit
amounting to $24,359, resulting mainly from one good-slzed order.
Senator DANATER. On how much business, Mr. Ringer?
Mr. RiNoE. In 1937?
Senator DANAHMR. Yes.
Mr. RiNxao. $25,000.
Senator DA.AHE=. Thank you.
Mr. RNm. To be exact, $225,614.

Senator DANAm. Thank you.
Mr. RinGER.In 1938 we lost money. In 1939 we made a profit of
$3,429. The increased sales volume on our newer kitchen utensils
began to attain a profitable volume in 1940 when we made a profit of
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$26,000. In 1941 our sales volume doubled, due largely to one substantial order on a new patented kitchen utensil and our profit for that
year was $79,000, on which we paid an income tax of $47,000, both
Federal and State, this being 60.21 percent of our net income. In
Minnesota, we carry the burden of an extremely heavy State tax.
As we added items to our line of kitchen utensils, we had to expand
and invest in new equipment. Over the period of years from 1936
through 1941, this increased capital investment was approximately
$80,000, half of which was borrowed from stockholders, thereby exhausting the ability of stockholders to provide additional funds for
the business.
All this made it impossible for us to build up any liquid capital, yet,
we have been growing and our business is recognized as an asset to the
community, doing a national business on a product that affects economy in the home-life of our people to the extent that it was declared
a civilian essential.
Early in 1941 our company made a determined effort to get into war
production. Inasmuch as we were manufacturing kitchen utensils
out of steel and also supplying the Boy Scouts of America with their
mess kits made of steel, we proposed to the War Department the
adoption of steel mess kits in an effort to save aluminum, and we
obtained a substantial contract in 1942 for steel mess kits for the
quartermaster depot. We are also furnishing a weekly quota of
machines of our manufacture to the Army Air Corps.
Our total sales volume this year, otir first year in war production,
will approximate $1,000,000, of which $500;000 will represent war
contracts. This compares with $765,000 in 1941 and $339,000 in 1940.
However, to get into war production, we were required to make additional capital investment in machinery and equipment so far this
year of $40,000, and to finance these war contracts we have had to
resort to bank and Government loans. Of course, we must pay back
these debts and to maintain a satisfactory financial position, we must
be allowed to accumulate some earnings if we are to continue our business and the employment of 200 people.
An important factor in any business is that of inventory. Our own
inventory is now five times greater than it was in 1940, though our
sales volume is less than three times greater than our volume o? 1940,
from which you will appreciate we have a greater risk from inventory
value shrinkages after the war.
With the renegotiation law standing as it is and business subject
under its war contracts to renegotiation, business does not know at
the end of the year what it has in the way of profits to devote to
further production to further the war effort.
Many small businesses, including oplr own, have made commitments
and plans for future expansion during 1942. While some of this
expansion for war production can be amortized over a 5-year period,
the need of small businesses is not for money over the 5-year period,
but for money in 1943 to pay the 1942 tax bill.
We have yearly sales and profit figures on our business back to and
including 1926, which I would be glad to submit to you, if you wish, to
illustrate what happens to a small business, like ours, during 17
years of normal, depression, tind pre-war periods.
The CHAIRMAN. You may put the figures in the record.
Mr. RINGIM. I have it attached to my statement.
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It indicates clearly the necessity of accumulating surplus to take
care of depression years if small businesses are to be allowed to survive.
Since realizing the serious effect on business of the proposed tax
legislation, I have talked with several hundred heads of other small
businesses who all agree that some relief must be provided in this tax
program if we are to have any development and expansion, at the same
time sufficient margin for the continuance of solvent operation. There
will be a need for a necessary reserve for inventory losses and postwar needs.
Early in June while in Washington, I personally discussed with
Mr. Colin F. Stain the same situation which I now present to you.
Mr. Stain referred me to pamphlet C, Corporation Taxes, Exhibit
189, Relief from Excess Profits Taxes, and asked me to advise him
if provisions therein offered the relief to our particular business and
to small businesses generally that they had intended it should.
In analyzing the application of the proposed tax program as applied
to our own business, and taking, an estimated possible earnings of
$100,000 on an anticipated sales volume of $1,000,000 for this year,
which would be a fair rate of profit for normal operation and risk inv'olved, our excess-profits tax credit would only amount to approximately $5,800 in excess-profits tax credit and would mean an excessprofits tax amounting to $89.200.
In respect to article II, "General relief," in all instances noted
computation of the credit for excess-profits tax computation based
upQn earnings does not include years beyond 1939, the last year of the
base period. The relief provisions do not give any consideration to
a recovery in 1940 and 1941 of a business depressed in the base years
from ordinary operations other than those enumerated in section B,
subsection (a), items (1) to (5), inclusive.
Even if the law would permit us to base the computation of the
credit for excess-profits taxes upon a 6-year average, 1936 to 1941,
inclusive, our credit would amount to only approximately $19,600.
The excess-profits taxes thus computed upon a normal tax net income
of $100,000 for 1942 would thus result in a tax amounting to $75,600.
The CHAIRMAN. You have the $10,000 flat exemption. You don't
seem to have carried that in mind in figuring out your tax.
Mr. RINGER. No, Senator; I have only computed the application of
the excess profits.
The CHAIRMAN. You have a $10,000 credit against' excess profits.
Mr. RINGER. At the time I prepared this, the credit was five.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. I can appreciate that. It doesn't make a
lot of difference; it makes some.
Mr. RINGER. I can appreciate that, and that $10,000 does help.
The CiTIAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. RINGER. In general, the proposals do not appear definite
enough, apparently leaving every case to stand on its own merits, to
be considered first by the Commissioner, but subject to appeal from
his action to a special relief division of the Board of Tax Appeals.
This can lead only to compromise settlements with the Commissioner,
which may be unfair to the taxpayer or to the Government, or may
lead to costly proceedings in appealing his decisions, which smaller
businesses, like ours, would be unable to stand, while big businesses,
have enough involved to justify this expense and do not need the
76093- 42--vol. 2---18
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money realized by the tax saving at once, this is not true in the case
of small businesses like ours.
Our problem is going to be where to get the cash with which to
pay the taxes. We cannot collect receivables from the Government
any faster than they are willing to pay them, and we shall only be
entitled to retain the profits. Therefore, we have one of two courses
open to us: Either obtain a loan from the Government or from a
private institution with which to pay our taxes.
In view of the foregoing reasons, I make the following suggestions.
The adoption of one or more of these suggestions would meet the
foregoing objections at least in part. In every case the amendments
suggested should be made applicable to corporations having net incomes of $100,000 or less before excess-profits taxes, provided that in
no case should a corporation pay a tax in excess of that which it
would pay if it had a net income of $100,000, plus an amount equal
to the excess of its net income over $100,000. This "notch provision"
is inserted to prevent an obvious injustice. It is possible that Treasury tax experts could provide a "notch provision" which would be
more equitable. The suggested amendments to the excess-profits
tax law are as follows:
1. An, alternative credit in computing excess-profits taxes equal
to 8 percent or 10 percent of sales, or cost of salks, should be permitted, provided that this credit should not exceed the sum of the
credit to which the taxpayer would otherwise be entitled, and the
amount of the taxpayer's Rdditional net investment in plant and
equipment during the taxable year.
2. An additional credit equal to 8 percent of earnings accumulated during the year, if the invested captal method of computing
excess-profits tax credits is used.
3. An additional credit equal to 8 percent of the earnings accumulated during the period January 1, 1940, to the end of the taxable
year, if the average earnings method is used for computing excessprofits tax credits.
4. In lieu of the present specific exemption of $10,000, an exemption
of 25 percent of the excess-profits net income or $10,000, whichever
is greater.
The adoption of these amendments would enable small businesses
to accumulate approximately one-half of. their net earnings within
the limitation of $100,000. I have prepared an example which I am
submitting with this statement.
I call your attention to a recent article, headed "Taxation" in
the July 27 issue of Time magazine, page 72. This article points
out that the British Government in their tax program are trying
to preserve initiative in small business as evidenced by the 'fact
that their rates are much lower on normal profits than those in
our proposed legislation, and that one-fifth of their excess-profits
Governtaxes is to be refunded after the war. Also the British
ment allows corporations to base their excess-profit - tax credit on
the most favorable pre-war year or on the most prosperous combination, while corporations in this country have to take the bad years
with the good.
It is the small corporation and small business that will suffer
most severely under the proposed tax legislation. Our company is
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and will continue to proceed with production at full speed. We hope
that the tax bill, when finally passed, will give the relief necessary
so that business may operate with maximum efficiency and contribute the greatest possible production in the best interest of our
war effort.
The CHArtMAtN. Thank you very much, Mr. Ringer.
Mr. RINOF.. Thank you very much.
(The tabulations submitted by Mr. Ringer are as follows:)
FOLEY MANUFACTUBING CO., MINNEAPOUS, MIN.
Gross sales, net profits, and income and excess-profits taxes, years ended Dec.
31, 1926, to Dec. 31, 19.1, inclusive
ales

Year ended-

Dec.381, 1M928 -----------------------------Dec. 81,19ZT -----------------------------

Y Net profits Income and Percentage
or taxes
to
or losses (-) exce-roftm not
Income

*$92267.57
140,821.43

Dec. 81, 12 8--_---------------------------271,36.62
Dec. 31,1929 ..................................
369,751.83
Dec. 31,1930 ..................................
333 033.02

2,0.
I
Dec.31,1931 ..............................
134,487.22
Dec, 81. 1932..............................
75,021.40
Dec. 31,1933 ..............................
103,303.05
Dec. 31,1934 ........................ "-----------.
12,203.28
Dec, 31,1935 ..................................

Dec. 31,1936 ................................

Dec. 31,1937 .................................
Dec. 31,1938 .............................
Dec. 31,1939 ...................................
Dec. 31,1940 ................................
Dec. 31,1941 ..................................

153,069.80

240,881.OR
205,34& 79
225,614.84
339,285.35
76, 162.00

$11,045.93
16,599.46

33,68.13
68,128. 59
30,991. 45

$1,839.10
1,M. 03

4,380.00
7,494.17
3 718 97

Percent
11.77
S. 15
12.28
11.00
12.00

............
-7,701.62 ........
-17,18406 ..........................
-8,361.63 ...................
- 241.78 ..........................
............
-3,959.65 ........

-3,892. 56 .........................
6,989.01
24,369.48
-672.41 ....................
3,429.36
f4T.00
25,689.88
, 06. 82
78,730.22
47,400.00

28.71

14.78

31.41
60.21

'

Effect of "notch provision' 1 on incomes over $100,000; computation of income
and excess-profits taxes on estimated taxable income of $125,000, assuming sales
of $1,000,000
Using income method:
$125, 000
Normal tax net income ..------------------------------------Less credit:
8 percent of sales --------------------------$80,000
8 percent of accumulated earnings for 1940 and
1941 ------------------------------------------14, 200
Specific credit-25 percent of normal tax net income.
81,250
Total ------------------ ------------------------125,450
Deduct normal tax net income in excess of $100,000_ 25,000

100, 450

Adjusted excess-profits net income --------------.-------------------

24, 550

fExcess-profits tax---90 percent of $24,550 --------------------------Normal tax:
Normal tax net income ------------ ------------------ $125, 000
Less excess-profits tax..----------------------------22,095

22, 095

Net taxable income, at 40 percent ---------------------

102,905

41,162

Total tax ---------------------------------------------63,257
The principle underlying the computation under the "notch provision" proposal, irrespective of whether the excess-profits tax computation is made under the income or investedcapital method, is that the income in excess of $100,000 is deducted from the credit as
computed In accordance with our proposed credits.
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Oomputation of income and exress.profta taees under proposed amndmeinte for
our business, assuming $1,000,000 in sales and net income of $100,000 for liear
ending Dec. 31, 1942
BASED ON EARNINGS METHOD

Computation of income and excess-profits taxes:
(1) Excess-profits tax credit based on percentage of sales:
Normal tax net income------------- -------------- $100,000.00
Less credit:
8 percent of sales- ----------------$80, 000. 00
8 percent of accumulated
earnings for 1940 and
1941:
1940 --------------$77, 494. 03
1941 --------------100,000.00
177,494. 03
Specific credit-25 percent of normal tax
net income --------------------------

14,199. 42
25,000.00
119,199. 42

Adjusted excess-profits net income -------------------

None

(2) Excess-profits tax credit based on our base-period earnings
plus net investment in plant and equipment:
Normal tax net income ----------------------------100, 000.00
Less credit:
Base period earnings -----------$5, 757. 05
8 percent of accumulated earnings
1940 and 1941----------------14,199. 42
Net investment In plant and equipment -----------------------40,000. 00
Specific credit-25 percent of normal tax net income -----------25, 000.00
-

84,956.47

Adjusted excess-profits net income -------------------Excess-profits tax, at 90 percent of $15,043.53 ---------Normal taxes:
Normal tax net income ------------- $100, 000. 00
Less excess-profits taxes ------------13, 539. 54
86,460.46
Tax at 40 percent of $86,460.46 -------------------

15,043. 53
18, 539. 54

Total Income and excess-profits taxes -----------

48,123.72

4, 584.18

BASED ON INVESTED CAPITAL METHOD
(3) Excess profits tax credit based on percentage of sales:
Normal tax net income ----------------------------$100, 000. 0()
Less credit:
8 percent of sales ------------------$80,000.00
8 percent of earnings for 1942 --------8,000.00
Specific credit-25 percent of normal
tax net income -------------------25,000. 00
113, 000. 00
Adjusted excess-profits net income ------------------Excess-profits taxes--------------------------------------

None
None
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Oomputation of income and ewcees-prolits tazee under proposed amendment for
our business, assuming $1,000,000 in sales and net income of $1,000,000 for year
endinO Dec. 31, 1942-Continued
Computation of Income and excess-profits taxes---Continued.
(4) Excess-profits tax credit based on invested capital:
100,000.00
Normal tax net income -----------------------------Less credit:
8 percent of invested capital and onehalf of borrowed capital ---------- $7,000.00
8,000. 00
8 percent of earnings for 1942-------Net investment in plant and equipment ---------------------------40,000.00
Specific credit-25 percent of normal
tax net Income ------------------25,000.00
80,000.00
Adjusted excess-profits net Income ----------------------Excess-profits tax, at 90 percent of $20,000 ----------------Normal taxes:
Normal tax net income----------------- $100,000. 00
18,000.00
Less excess-profits taxes ---------------82,000.00
Tax, at 40 percent of $82,000 ----------------------Total income and excess-proflts taxes -------------The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Glass.

20,0O0. 00
18,000.00

32,800.00
50,80.00

STATEMENT OF 1 R. GLASS, NEW YORK, N. Y., REPRESENTING
TANNERS' COUNCIL OF AMERICA
Mr. GLAss. Senator George and gentlemen, my name is I. R. Glass,
Tanners' Council of America.
On behalf of the tanning industry, I should like to refer very briefly
to three matters in which the tanners are specifically interested.
I would very much appreciate your permission to file a detailed
statement with you as soon as this can e prepared by the Tanners'
Council.
The CHAIRMAN. You may do so.
Mr. GLASS. Two of the matters I want to refer to rather summarily
because they have been dealt with by previous witnesses.
The first is the pi-oposed change in the status of fiscal-year taxpayers. Tanners are specifically interested in that subject.
The CHAIRMAN. I think we all appreciate the fact that you have one
of the most extreme cases in the case of that particular provision. We
are not strangers to your business.
Go ahead with your statement.
Mr. GLASS. I wish to point out very briefly that the adoption of fiscal
years by tanners was conditioned by the characteristics of the tanning
industry and the seasonal characteristics of its principal customers.
In addition to the awkwardness that would develop under the proposed change from an accounting and finance point of view, there
would be a rather serious problem in raising the cash to pay taxes
on a basis not heretofore anticipated.
Commitments in the tanning industry have to be made a great
many months in advance due to the length of the processing period.
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In some instances it takes a year or more to process and sell the finished
product. For that reason tanners confronted by a retroactive change
in their status as taxpayers would run into considerable difficulties in
obtaining the cash with which to pay the taxes on the new basis.
I do not believe that exception can be taken by any tanners merely
on the score of the proposed rates but rather on the retroactive effect of
such rates resulting from the change in taxable status of fiscal-year
taxpayers. May I emphasize that I am not here to discuss tax rates
per se on these points in which tanners are ipterested vitally. Tanners
feel that in the long run there is no possible benefit to the Treasury as
far as revenue is concerned from the proposed changes. If the taxpayer were given opportunity or advance notice of the change in fiscalyear basis, the adjustment would be much more equitable both for the
taxpayer and the Treasury.
The other matter to which reference has been previously made by
other witnesses is the proposed change in the capital-loss provision,
making it possible to offset capital losses only by capital gains in the
year in which incurred or, if carried over, in the 5 subsequent years.
Tanners as a class do not have occasion to report capital gains. As a
matter of fact I can safely say that species of gain is completely lacking in the tanning industry by virtue of the very highly specialized
character of the capital investments tarners may make.
If a tanner invests in an allied or subsidiary company, for example to acquire barkland or timber property necessary for the
conduct of his business, any liquidation of such a capital investment
resulting in a capital loss could under almost no conceivable circumstances be offset by a capital gain. Inability, consequently, to take
capital losses, long-term capital losses, into operating income would
result in a hardship for an industry where there are no capital gains.
The other matter to which I should like to call the attention of your
committee has not, I believe, been previously developed.
As a result of circumstances completely beyond the tanners' control it is becoming increasingly difficult for the producers of various
types of leather to replace sales of finished leather by purchases of
raw material, that is, hides and skins.
War Production Board re~trictions--such as conservation and allocation orders, and import restrictions-as well as shipping difficulties,
have created a situation whereby tanners' inventories are involuntarily being reduced. These factors cannot be offset by any means
available to the tanners.
I emphasize that this condition is entirely beyond the control of
the tanning industry. It is not a novel condition in many respects,
but it has these novel consequences for the tanning industry, because
forced liquidation of inventory will produce certain drastic results:
Income during the current year will be inflated and exaggerated by
the fact that tanners are forced to take into their income account for
the current year the difference between the average value of inventories previously held and current sales prices.
In many instances the average value of tanners' inventories is considerably lower than the ceiling prices put into effect by the Office
of Price Administration.
Such profits-that is to say, profits on inventory-are in no way
indicative of true earnings from the conversion of raw material into
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finished leather. That principle has already been recognized, I believe, in the tax law, and it is one which is not unfamiliar to your
committee.
As a matter of fact the inventory method followed by many firms
in the tanning industry, in accordance with Treasury regulations, was
adopted specifically for the purpose of minimizing the fluctuations in
income resulting from fluctuations in commodity prices.
However, the combination of circumstances which has developed
this year has created a very serious and unusual situation. On the
one hand, leather is being shipped as fast as it can be produced. It is
being shipped for military purposes to the Army and Navy and to
military contractors. It is being shipped to plants producing essential
civilian products.
On the other hand, tanners can't replace the sales they make with
raw material by virtue of restrictions on purchases of hides and skins.
What has happened, therefore, is an abnormal and fictitious inflation
of income during the current year which, in view of proposed corporate-tax rates, is going to create an extremely difficult and serious
hardship for the taimers concerned.
I should like to reiterate that there can be no possible exception
taken to the effect the incidence of tax rates, whatever they may be,
upon liquidation of inventory under normal contracts.
Under normal contracts, if a corporation of the tanning business
reduces its inventory, the presumption must be that it does so voluntarily, that it is free to replace that inventory if it so desires and,
consequently, any of the profits accruing to the organization ought
to be taxed at whatever the applicable rates may be. Today, because the existence and maintenance of those operating stocks in tanneries is conditioned by factors entirely beyond tanners' control, the
abnormality of income which will result would seem to require some
type of specific relief.
The Tanners' Council has compiled very ample statistics dealing
with the inventory position of the industry. These statistics indicate
that stocks today already show a decline of 15 to 20 percent from a year
ago.
The Government is acquiring, for military purposes, sole leather and
certain types of upper leather, to the extent of 30 to 35 percent of the
total production. Civilian footwear requires the balance of the princi)al types of leather. To produce those leathers, and to make available the quantities needed by the Government, the tanners have cut
ruthlessly into existing stocks.
I think a concrete example might illustrate the paradoxical situation in which a number of tanners are going to find themselves. I have
a letter from a sole leather tanner *ho points out thatSo far this year we have suffered a reduction in physical volume of our inven.
tory of 25 percent, which will inflate our profits this year subject to excess.
profits tax by the addition of an amount somewhere between $300,000 and $325,000.

The tanner then proceeds to point out that at some future date,
perhaps next year or the subsequent year, it will become essential to
replace the depleted inventory.
The Givernment may require production of additional quantities
of sole leather. To produce those quantities, it is essential to have a
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mninimum volume of inventory in the form of raw material and in
processed stock.
The position of the tanner, however, is going to be as follows: Upon
the exaggerated or inflated income of the current year he is paying
90 percent in the form of excess-profits tax. Consequently, if he has
to replace the hide he has sold, he does not get back enough in the form
of cash to buy an equivalent hide.
Let nm put this paradox even more concretely. A tanner at the
beginning of this year may have had 10 hide.s on hand, at an average
inventory value of 10 cents per pound. His sales during the current
year are based upon ceiling prices fixed by 0. P. A., which are approximately 15 cents per pound. Under the tanners' inventory method, had
he not been forced to liquidate part of his inventory, he would have
been able to obtain sufficient funds frpm the proceeds of sales to buy
back new hides at 15 cents per pound. But if he is forced to liquidate
that original opening inventory of 10 hides, and he loses 5 or 10 hides,
he can't replace; he has in cash, as an inventory profit, the difference
between the opening inventory value and the level of sales prices.
Consequently, all of that exaggerated profit becomes subject to excessprofits tax, and working capital available for the replacement of
inventory is drastically curtailed.
In the following year the tanner is required to produce leather for
Government or civilian use, and finds that he does not have the capital
with which to build the necessary working inventory curtailed by
circumstances beyond his control in the previous year.
I believe that this condition created by factors entirely beyond the
scope of tanners' control requires some type of relief. It seems to me
that in principle there is no substantial difference from the relief
which might be extended by your committee in this instance and the
procedure already recognized for involuntary conversions in existing
law and regulations.
In other words, might it not be appropriate in such cases to set up
the principle of a nondiscretionary reserve to be used within a limited
period for the replacement of inventory?
If the reserve is not used for that purpose, if the taxpayer is content to remain in a partly liquidated state, then the reserve should be
taxable at whatever rates are applicable; that is, the applicable rates

for 1942.
Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAw. Thank you very much.
Mr. Robins.
STATEMENT OF JAMES ROBINS, MERION, PA., PRESIDENT,
AMERICAN PULLEY CO.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, Mr. Robins.
Mr. RoiNs. Would 12 minutes be too much?
The CHAIRMAN. Well, sir, present your case as briefly as you can.
Mr. RoBiNs. I will, sir.
Mr. Chairman, my. name is James Robins. I am from Merion, Pa.
I am president of the American Pulley Co., taking a day off to come
here at my own expense, not at my company's special interest nor in
my own, but in what I believe to be the pi:blic interest.
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Nevertheless my contents will be based on my company's situation because it is typical of thousands of concerns that are up to their
necks in war work entrusted to them by the War or Navy Departments.
Our contribution to the war effort, while very modest, has been
such that it was one of the first four companies in the city of Philadelphia to receive the Navy "E" award, that it shipped as much in
the second quarter of this year as the whole of 1938, and it is heading
for an output of four times the normal rate.
Ours is a medium-sized company almost 50 years old. It makes
power transmission equipment, material handling equipment, and
pressed metal specialties for industry.
Its sales last year were about $3,000,000. It belongs to the capitalgoods class. That is, when industry is busy, we are busy and progressing and when industry is inactive, we are pretty flat.
From 1930 to 1940, its stockholders got mighty little return for
the loss of over a half million dollars at that time. Our buildings
and equipment were not young even in 1929, and for 10 years thereafter we couldn't afford to spend money on them. We ]Ust concentrated on keeping our organization together.
Two years ago we concluded that a huge production for defense or
war was inevitable, and that the company's part would be an active
one. We realized that much of our equipment was not in shape to
carry a heavier load, and that many of our facilities were not suitably
located for the probable production requirement and in that 2 years
we have spent about $36,000 for improvements, not one nickel of which
has come from the United States Government. That is $55,000 more
than the profit we made during that time, and we had to cut into our
working capital and borrow heavily to make up the difference.
To handle this increased business, we have had to borrow heavily
from the banks. The money is tied up in accounts receivable and in
swollen inventories, in special tools, dies, and equipment. It is not
available in cash.
True, we are allowing some money to go out to the stockholders in
dividends, but it is only at a rate of 4 percent on their invested capital,
and they waited a long time for that.
We want to go on reducingg at top speed for the war's duration and
paying taxes to the utmost practical limit, but when the war is won,
we want to keep from going down like a flat tire or'maybe going out
lJke a light.
To begin with, we ask you to do all these things. Companies like ours
need your )telp on taxes.
To begin with, we ask you to tax a company like ours only on true
profits. Book profits in our'case are not true )rofits. For example,
some of our presses and screw machines and lathes have run for 2 years
without proper overhaul. They are taking an awful beating. We
can't take the "stitch in time that is worth nine" to maintain these
machines, so they will cost extra to fix up when the war is over.
Allow us the privilege of setting aside the money for this deferred
maintenance tax-free.
Next the life of these busy machines is being shortened by years
through the beating thoy are titking. Please, in your tax bill, say that
extra depreciation of such machines be charged off in line with recognized accounting principles.
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Next the company carries thousands of standard items in stock.
For many of them the wartime demand is many times the peacetime
norm. We have stocked up to give prompt service on such products.
When the war ends, we may be stranded with several normal years,
supply on our hands made, I fear, at inflated cost. In your revenue
law, give us the privilege of figuring our probable liability for loss
on this dead stock and setting up a tax-free reserve for such inventory losses.
Last but not least, the company has the unknown factor of warcontract&renegotiations to face. I hope that your tax bill will be
framed to prevent the same dollar being taken by the Treasury twice
first as an excess-profits tax and later as a refund on a renegotiated
contract.
If you do these things, our company can stand, during the war
years, a terrifically high tax on true excess income, but it seems to
ine that Mr. Donald Nelson deserves from you the benefit of the
powerful force that the profit motive still is in industrial production.
I hold no brief for profiteering. That is something as different
from a seemly profit as a drunken spree is from a pause that refresles.
In our company's case, for every million dollars of extra business
done, the stockholders gain will only be $10,000, or 1 percent. If
the excess-profits tax rate is 94 percent, I should think that sooner
or later our com an should clear at least 2% cents or 3 cents on each
dollar of sales that ring in excess profits.
Our company doesn't need all of this money now, but it does need
't when the war is over, when the war contract cancelation comes in
and business drops back to a normal level. It will need it for several things: First, we have been probably obliged to lay off a lot of
men at least temporarily. We want to do something for them besides
throwing them out on the street.
Seventy percent of our men are in the service. The law and our
own inclination is to find jobs for them when they come back. We
need the money to do it.
. Third, we have a lot of full-time elderly employees some of them
in none too good physical shape., 'Those men may be pretty well
worn out when this war strain ends and deserve honorable retirement. We want to be able to take care of them.
Fourth, we need to put our factory back on a peacetime.basis and
this will cost money. A powerful lot of modernization and renovation will then be needed.
Fifth, We have quite a program of product and market research
and development that we want to put through to put us in a position
to do justice to our organization after the war. One product in
particular has great potentialities. If it is a success, it will fill our
plant with peacetime work. I am referring to a form of steel
window. But we shall need some cash to carry through to a successful conclusion, not a whole lot of cash, but it must be our company's
own cash, or we may not be able to spend it for such development.
For these reasons, I commend to your attention the merits of the
proposals for furnishing Government bonds in return for part of the
excess-prolits tax. In particular, I favor Mr. Clinton Davidson's
post-war reo.overy plan as presented to your committee not long ago.
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I think probably I have taken my time up, but there are a couple
of comments I would like to make on that plan, if it is in order. It
will take me a couple of minutes.
The CHAMMAN. Yes, sir. We would appreciate your concluding as
rapidly as you can.
Mr. RoBiNs. Yes sir

The first point: Mr.Davidson, I believe, spoke along the lines that
companies would die like flies after the war is over unless some such
plan were in effect. I looked up our figures and I found that during
the last war or after the last war we paid 23 percent of our income
during the way in taxes, Federal taxes, leaving 77 percent. That
was $880,000. But in 1921 we lost $830,000--8 of 4 years' earnings
after taxes.
In this war and under these conditions, the figures are reversed.
Instead of 77 percent sta "nmpany
and 23 percent going
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e going to
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for taxes and le
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RAILWAy LAnoR E
DsRAN aVNATOR:I am writing to.0

'Labor Executives' Association to set forth their views on taxation.
Arguments of the taxation proposals made to the Ways and Means Committee of the House of Representatives has revealed that the basic issue is quite
simple. This is the issue: Shall the bulk of the billions needed to finance our
war effort be contributed by corporations profiting from the enormous Federal
expenditures and people with comfortable incomes, or shall that burden be
thrown primarily on those who must spend all oSalmost all of their earnings on
the necessities of life?
In answering this question, we feel it important, In wartime more than ever,
to stick to the basic principle of levying tax" according to "ability to pay."
The income tax is unquestionably the best means 4f putting this principle into
effect. Through exemptions, credits, and deductions, it can be ascertained what
money is available for paying taxes. A progressive rate structure, under which
the tax rate rises as Incomes rise, then distributes the load equitably.
A sales tax, on the other hand, is in inverse ratio to ability to pay. The
tax rate decreases as incomes rise. For example: If Congress Imposes a
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-. general sales tax on consumer purchases large enough to equal 10 percent of an
income of $500, the tax would amount to only 0 percent-of an'income between
$2,000 and $2,500 and 3 percent of an income above $10,000. If the Treasury
Department were to recommend to Congress that it impose an income tax
without exemption tt the rate of 10 percent on an income of $500, at 0 percent
of an income of $2,500, and 3 percent on an income above $10,000, Congress
and the Nation would rightly conclude that the Treasury had forgotten every
principle of tax justice. Yet that, in effect, is what the sales tax advocates are
proposing.
In reference to the expressed- desire of the Congress and the Administration
to curb inflation through taxation, I should like to point out that available
figures indicate that most of the current Increase in national income as a result
of the war is going to persons who are income taxpayers. The way to use taxes
to curb inflation Is to tap this new purchasing power. Income taxes reach that
new money where it Is, sales taxes where it isn't. Congress might try to drain
off in taxes the entire amount of $17,000,000,000 in the so-called Inflationary
gap, but in doing so It would deal a crippling blow to large numbers of people
who are not responsible for the rise In prices and at the same time fail to
reach many whose Incomes do provide a spur to inflation.
We believe that a third principle should be considered by Congress in acting
on the tax bill--fiat Is the removal of certain defects In the ,rxps.nt law. These
defects grant special privileges to favored taxpayers which permit them to
escape their just share of taxes.
The most glaring examples of these special privileges are the privilege of
husband and wife to file separate returns, the exemption of interest ol State and
local securities, and the special deduction known as "percentage depletion"
available to those who derive their Income from oil wells and certain kinds of
mines.
Under present law, a family with one breadwinner who earns $5,000 a year
pays a heavier tax than a family In which husband and wife earn $2,500 each.
Also, under present law, a famitly In one of the so-called community-property
States, pays less than a family in one of the other States, even though the family
breadwinner earns exactly the same amount of income In each case. This
happens because, under the community-property system, one-half of a husband's
earnings becomes the income of his wife for tax purposes.
These inequities should be ended by requiring husband ald wife to file a
joint return of their income, so that each American family will pay taxes
according to its real ability to pay.
Another special privilege which should be abolished Is the exemption from tax
of income from State and local securities. Under the present law, not a cent
of Federal Income tax is paid on interest from such bonds. I have heard it
said that one rich man has $25,000,000 invested in these bonds and enjoys more
than a million dollars In tax-free income. As Secretary Morgenthau said before
the Ways and Means Committee on March 3: "The holders of tax-exempt securities are obtaining what are essentially windfall profits in a time of national
.0
sacrifice."
The third example of special privilege Is the allowance of percentage depletion.
The owner of an oil well is permitted to deduct 27% percent of his gross licome, but not more than 50 percent of the net income from the property. This
deduction is permitted year after year, even after he has recovered 100 percent
of the cost. Similar deductions, though not so large, are allowed in the case
of coal and nonferrous metal mines and a few other mines, They result in
tax advantages to a favored few which others do not enjoy.
This year's income taxes will not be easy to pay. But before any man complains that the burden is too much, let him ask himself whether be has really
sloughed off the easy ways and pleasant trappings of prewar days. Let him
also ask this question : Is it more fair for me to give up some of the luxuries I
have grown accustomed to, or for someone further down the income scale to
eat less food, buy less clothing, move to a cheaper room?
The lower income group must, because of their already meager returns, with
constantly increasing prices In cost of living, yield to many restrictive ways
of living, while those most able to pay go unscathed through loopholes which
may well be called the "citadels of privileges" for escape.
The working classes and all of those in the low income brackets cannot and
will not continue to tolerate the favoritism manifested in too many directions
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for those with greater ability to pay, while constantly sapping upon every ounce
of thesp least able to pay.
The one glaring example of rank Injustice is revealed on page 6886 of the
Congressional Record of August 4, 1941, where the vote shows 242 yeas and
160 nays to strike out all of section 111 which thereby permitted the separate
Income returns to be made with the very definite warning and understanding
that by so doing the base, or exemptions of those less able to pay would have
to be lowered.
The loss of approximately $323,000,000 in taxes was shifted to the lower
income brackets last year. This year, the continuing of separate income returns will show a loss of approximately $420,000,000. What was known to every
legislator last year, should be even better known this year, is that this represents a most unfair and unjust principle of taxation, and that no discrimination
of this, or any other kind, can be tolerated by the preponderant majority constituency, when facts are made available to them.
If these extraordinary, yet uncalled for burdens were necessary to truly
represent the loyal and patriotic spirit of all out for the war effort, little complaint would come from those in the lower income brackets. But the rank and
tile is beginning to see and learn how the avenues of escape of a just taxation
are made available to those with the greatest ability to pay.
There are, for example, the separate income-tax-return provision, the refusal
of imposing higher taxes on corporations, the refusal of reducing excessive
percentages of gross income for depletion of oil and mining companies, the
refusal of taxing tax exempt State and local securities, the refusal to increase
estate and gift taxes, etc., etc.
In other words, the big reserves for raising the proper taxation for defense
and victory are dealt with with kid gloves while to the contrary, labor generally, including the white collar worker as well as those of medium incomes,
are arbitrarily placed in the "must-pay" brackets regardless of how discriminatory the basis of taxation may be as between the two interests. The people of
the United States are entitled to know the reasons for action taken by Congress
with respect to every avenue of taxation, and therefore, debate and record votes
should be had in order that every taxpayer may know where the responsibility
rests as to the right or wrong, fair or unfair decision made.
Very sincerely yours,
J. G. LuHRSEN,
Executive Secretary.

Senator TArt. Mr. Chairman, here is a brief by Mr. Harris.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, I was going to call Mr. Harris.

Mr. Harris.

STATEMENT OF SAMUEL K. HARRIS, LANSING, MICH.

Mr. HARRIS. Mr. Chairman, I believe you have the brief on hand
which Senator Taft has handed you.
The CHAImAw. Yes, sir.
Mr. HARRIS. And I believe you have my remarks which I was expecting to make on the presentation of them.
The CHAIRMAN. We have them; yes, sir, Mr. Harris.
Mr. HAras. If you want me to read them again, I can, or you could
leave them as is with the file.
The CHAMMAN. We will be pleased to enter it in the record just as
you have it here.
Mr. HA~ms. All right, sir. I was just wondering if there were any
questions you might want to ask as to what this brief was about or

why Iam here.
The CRAMUAX. Any questions?

Mr. TAtrT. Mr. Harris' brief is in connection with an amendment
he thinks should be made to the estate tax law relating to the retaxation of profit twice in 5 years. He feels that the act should be
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amended to make clear certain cases in which they have actually taxed
it twice although the deaths have been within 5 years.
Mr. HARRIS. Yes; that is correct.
Senator TAFT. It is a matter which I think we will be glad to consider and take up with the Treasury.
The CHAIRMAN. I notice you also deal with the disallowing of deductions on an income-tax return of office rent and so forth.
Mr. HARMIS. Yes sir

The CHAIRMAN. Which you covered in your statement to the House
Ways and Means Committee.
Mr. HARRIS. Yes, that is correct. That is in a similar brief which I
filed with the House Ways and Means Committee.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir; you called attention to that here.
Mr. HARRIS. Yes, sir.
Senator TAFT. That has been taken care of.
The CHAIRMAN. We will be pleased to enter it in the record, Mr.
Harris.
Mr. HA RRIs. Thank you very much.
(The brief submitted by Mr. Harris is as follows:)
BRIEF SUBMITTED BY SAMUEL K. HARRIS, LANSINO, MciO1,
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, the privilege you have extended
me to appear b,?fore your honontbie body at this time Is greatly appreciated.
And so, In coming here to-day, my purpose is to call to your attention certain
Inequalities and hardships which I do not believe the Congress intended to
result from the operation of the present law, and to solicit your consideration
of these matters in your deliberations of the new tax law now before you.
Knowing that your committee has on Its hands a tremendous task, I will
take only enough of your titne to describe the two briefs which I have prepared
and wisl to present to you for your records.
On March 12 I was accorded the privilege of presenting similar briefs to the
House Ways and Means Committee.
The first brief ditcusses the disallowing of deductions on an income-tax
return of office rent, clerk hire, and other expenses incurred by an individual
engaged entirely in dealing in securities and commodities. Particular emphasis
Is taken to show the similarity of Intention of purpose, whether or not the
Individ',ml buys and sells stocks and bonds, or shoes and clothes for the prime
l urp.s 4f creating income and profit. It also brings out the fact that the
ncwhv :
profit from both kinds of enterprises are taxed, even though the
expunw, of only one of thepe methods of creating income and profit are deductable Items on the individual's Income-tax return.
Before describing my second brief I wish to state that I have read in a financial
paper that the House Wnys and Means Committee has written Into the new
law certain rell, for ihidividuals and estates from the condition described in the
brief imentionrd above. I am deeply gratified, and believe that the fairness of this
chapM,' w!ll encourage investors, such as I have described to produce both
greiacr pzflts for themselves and aded taxes for the Government.
lT, second brief discusses what I consider to be an example of double taxation o part of an estate which was Inherited from a prior decedent who died
wit'Ain the 5-year limit prescribed by article 41, Regulations 80, of the estatetax law.
This situation was the result of the interpretation by the agent of the Bureau
of Internal Revenue who ruled that the part of the estate In question could not
be Identified because the value was represented by funds that had been com-.
mingled with other funds belonging to the estate. Therefore this decision resulted In the payment of what I believe to have been a double tax on that part
of the estate. If the law means what I understand it to mean, and what I believe the Congress intended It to mean, this tax would not have had to have
been paid.
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I realize very well that the purpose of this new tax law is to raise all the
money possible to pay for the war, and it should do so by all means. I also
believe that where injustices exist and are allowed to remain, the raising of
taxes is ultimately reduced to the extent that these injustices tend to create in
the mind of the taxpayer and antitax program or defense to offset what Is
considered unfair. However, I do believe that where these injustices or inequalities are found to exist, they are not intentional, and that the Congress
desires to correct them if and when they are properly brought to It's attention.
I am therefore content to present these two briefs, trusting that in reading
them you will find my reasoning correct and feel inclined to recommend that
the new law will clarify and relieve these problems.
Respectfully yours,
SAMUEL K. HARIS.
Hon. WALTriR F. GEorG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.
Ms. CHAIRMAN AND GENTLEMEN: This brief which I have the prlvliege of
presenting to your honorable body discusses what I believe to be a case of
double taxation levied on an estate which was Inherited from a prior decedent
whose death occurred within the 5-year period set up by law as a time during
which estates which are so Inherited are exempt from certain tax levies.
The estate In question was inherited by will, and only certain parts of it
were accorded the benefit of exemption from the Federal estate tax, leaving
other portions, still representing values received from the original estate, subJect to what I believe was an example of double taxation.
This situation developed as a result of an interpretation of the law by representatives of the Department of Internal Revenue, who interpreted the term,
"commingled funds," in the light of a recent Supreme Court decision. This
decision seems, to the best of may belief, not to apply to the individual circumstances involved In the situation which T am discussing.
I will now attempt to show, first, that, due to a possible ambiguity in the
wording of the law which gives ai agent of tie Revenue Department an opportunity for choosing an Interpretation unfavorable to this estate, a part of the
Federal estate tax paid in this Instance was what amounts to a double tax on
the value of certain property which was acquired in exchange for property
Inherited front the prior decedent; and, second, that this tax was paid contrary
to the meaning and intent of the law as written by the Congress.
I now refer you to Regulations 80 (1937 edition of Estate Tax, see. 303, p.
71,) under the heading "Deductions-Property Previously Taxed," in which
the following is found, and from which I quote for your reference:
"For the purpose of the tax the value of the net estate shall be determined
*

*

*

by deducting from the value of the gross estate

*

*

*

an amount

equal to the value of any property (A)
* * * forming a part of the gross
estate situated In the United States of any person who died within 5 years prior
to the death of the decedent: (B) * * * or from such prior decedent by
gift, bequest, devise, or Inheritance or which can be identified as having been'
acquired in exchange for property so received. This deduction will be allowed-only to the extent that the value of such property is !ncluded In the
decedents gross estate * * *. When the property referred to in this paragraph consists of two or more items the aggregate value of such items shall
be used for the purpose of computing such deductions."
Also on page 72 under article 41, deductions of the value of (a) conditions
(2), I quote;
"The property must be identified either as the same which the decedent so
received or acquired in exchange therefor."
It is apparent from the section of the laWv quoted above that there is no
definition of how or through what channel the property so received in exchange
may be acquired.
Again on page 77 under article 43 entitled, "Property Acquired in Exchange,"
I quote, "the deduction for substituted property is not limited to property acquired by a single exchange of property received from the donor or prior
decedent but extends to substituted property acquired by the process of exchange, whether through the media im of money or otherwise, Irrespective of the
number of conversions involved including the proceeds of the sale or other
disposition of property so received or acquired as well as property acquired
by purchase with the proceeds of the sale or other disposition of such property,
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so long as such proceeds can be conclusively identified as such and clearly traced
to the property originally so received."
May I call your attention to the fact that the law here states that an amount
equal to the value of the property so received from a, prior decedent may be
deducted. The words "amount" and "value" are used continually throughout
this law with reference to money and property and dollars. We are therefore
right, I believe, if we assume that amount, value, proceeds, and meplum of
money have a similar meaning and interpretation and are synonyrmous with
the word dollars by which all intrinsic values are measured for the :)urpoe of
calculating the tax throughout the whole tax law. We must therefore conclude
by this assumption that "dollars" constitute property for the purpose of taxation
Just as surely as do "things," the value of which are measured in terms of
dollars and for which dollars are accepted in exchange.
The law slates that a deduction shall be allowed, "only to the extent that the
value of such property is included in the decedent's gross estate," which is as it
should be. And here, too, we realize that value has to be measured in dollars
in order to calculate the tax on the estate.
By pursuing this thought further we conclude that the law'does not exclude
the value of the original property received from a prior decedent, even though
it may have increased in value, from being allowed as a deduction, and furthermore, even though prior to the decedent's death this property should have been
exchanged or sold for dollars, and even though the number of dollars should
be greater than the number of dollars which was considered as the value of
the original property, this original value, "only to the extent that the value
of such property is included in the decedent's gross estate," becomes the basis
for calculating the tax.
Are we to assume then that a check given in payment for such "increased"
value property and which represents, and is, property in exchange for the
original property, plus its Increased value, has commingled the funds, or value,
to the extent that a proper entry of the value of this check In a proper account
according to accepted bookkeeping practices prevents the original value from
being ascertained and segregated or delivered for the purpose of the calculation
of the tax?
Furthermore, there is nothing in the wording of this law that I have been
able to find that prohibits the depositing of dollars received from the sale of
property in the original estate as long as its origin is properly recorded for
identification in a reliable set of books, and provided that at any time during
or after the process of exchanges (and the number of exchanges is not limited,
as recited in art. 43), an amount in dollars "the value of which is equal to the
original value of the property sold or exchanged" can be accounted for and
made available for delivery.
Since there can be no doubt in anyone's mind that dollars represent and con.
statute property, and that dollars take many forms in the course of modern transactions, it can be readily seen that here is where the possible ambiguity in the
wording of the law comes into play, because for convenience, speed, and safety the
transferring of property and values is mostly accomplished by means of checks
and bookkeeping accounts. Thus it is that in the process of selling and exchanging the property of a prior decedent in which a number of exchanges are involved
the medium of money or its recorded values are necessarily used.
Please note also that, If there are a number of separate items to be sold or
exchanged for other items which it is desired to acquire, and the time for making
each of these exchanges is different (as for example the shifting of a portfolio of
stocks and bonds) dhe only possible way to accomplish these exchanges, which
are permitted by law, is through the medium of money, which in turn If the
amounts are large, 'is
almost always transferred and accounted for by means of
checks, deposits, bank balances, and bookkeeping entries.
I do not believe Congress intended to write this law in such a way that a citizen
would be deprived of the clearly worded deductions In it because he made use
of the accepted mel:hods of transferring and accounting for money and values
In making exchanges as described in the preceding paragraph, even though the
funds involved should be technically commingled, because if the books were
properly kept the funds representing the "original value" could be easily segregated
and the tax calculated.
In concluding thece remarks may I say that I trust you will find merit in my
reasoning, and that you will feel inclined to correct and clarify this part of the
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new law now before you to the nd that proper relief will be afforded citizens
who have been adversely affected by the situation discussed In this brief.
In closing, please permit me to thank you for your attention and consideration.
Respectfully submitted.
SAMUE K. HI1&mus.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator

)avis.

Senator DAVIS. I desire to present for the record for and on behalf
of the Reading Co. of Pennsylvania, a brief statement that they
desire to have go into the record.
Tile CHAIRMAN. Very weli' it may go into the record Senator.
(The document presented by Senator Davis is as follows:)
BRIEF

ON BEHALF OF READING CO., PHILADELPHIA,
COUNSEL FOR THE

PA., BY JOHN E. MCCLURiE,

TAXPAYER

The committee is requested to anend section 150 (c) of H. R, 7378, so that
the statute of limitations will be 7 years in fact in certain special cases referred to in the bill and not, as we respectfully point out, the promise of 7
years tinder section 150 (a) (5), cut short to 3 years by section 150 (c)
which limits the retroactive amendmeiat to taxable years beginning after December 31, 1938.
The amendment was deemed desirable by the Treasury Department, according to the statement by Mr. Randolph Paul before the Ways and Means ComP.'ttee on March 3, 1942, as follows:
'"(c) STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS ON hAD DEBTS AND WORTHLESS STOCK LOSSES.The difficulties surrounding the deduction for bad debts and worthless stock
losses have long been familiar sources of Irritation to taxpayers and the Commissioner alike. It is far from easy to ascertain when a debt is bad or when
a share of stock becomes worthless. At the same time, the taxpayer must
select the proper year before the statute of limitations has run with respect
to that year. Much litigation is occasioned by the artificial barrier thus
thrown tip by the statute of limitations, as a taxpayer who chose one year only
to be met with the claim that an earlier but barred year was the correct year
must battle to defend his choice or lose the deduction entirely. It is believed
that this useless litigation and niy of the difficulties in this field can be
avoided by, first, eliminating the ascertainment of worthlessness and the chargeoff requirement In the case of bad debts (including securities producing capital
losses)- and, second, allowing a 7-year statute of limitations with respect to
refund claims relating to a deduction on account of these items. Interest
should not be allowed for the interval between the expiration of the normal
statute of limitations and 6 months after the claim was filed."
If it was Intended that the amendment was to have future application of a
7-year period-that is, say in 1948 a taxpayer could file a claim for refund for
1940--we submit that there are as great if not greater reasons for giving taxpayers a 7-year statute of limitation today. We say this because the very confusion which Mr. Paul speaks of in his statement quoted above Is less likely to
exist in the future in that (a) section 115 removes the requirements that debts
must be ascertained to be worthless and charged off during the taxable year,
and (b) within another year, certainly 2 years at the most, the Supreme Court
of the United States will have settled the question whether the Commissioner
and the Board should substitute their judgment for that of the taxpayer, honestly
made, In ascertaining debts to be worthless.
READING CO.'S SITUATION

A typical example of the hardship which would be caused by the application of
section 150 (c) If not amended is brought to light In the recent case of Reading
Company v. Commissioner (B. T. A. Memorandum Opinion July 14, 1921, par. 41,
344, 1941 Prentice-Hall B. T. A. Memo. Dec. Service). In this case the taxpayer
made advances or loans to another railroad In the sum of $3,570,000 over the
period 1933 to 1936, Inclusive, of which $2,805.000 were made prior to 1936. The
taxpayer in 1936 ascertained the $3,570,000 to be worthless and changed the
amount off as uncollectible. The Board of Trx Appeals affirmed the action of
the Commissioner In substituting his Judgment for that of the taxpayer and held
76093-42-vol. 2-19
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that the advances of $2,805,000 made from 1933 to 1935, inclusive, became worthless prior to 1936, thus denylng the deduction in 1936. The result was that the
railroad recently had to pay a deficiency of over $500,000 in taxes and interest
without any remedy to secure a deduction in 1934 and 1935, as the bad debts
were not charged off in those years. If section 150 is so drawn as to give taxpayers 7 years in fact in which to file claims, Reading Co. could protect Itself
in part.
Accordingly, it Is suggested that section 150 (c) be amended so as to apply to
taxable years beginning on or after January 1, 1934,
Respectfully submitted.
READING CO.,

By JOHN E. MoCLUa,

The

CHAIRMAN.

Mr. E. R. Bowen.

Counsel fo,- the Taxpayer.

STATEMENT OF E. R. BOWEN, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY OF COOPERATIVE LEAGUE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bowen, on what subject are you appearing?
Mr. BOWEN. I am appearing on behalf of the Cooperative League
of the United States of America which is a national organization of
the consumers cooperative movement.
The CHAImMAN. Do you wish to read your brief?
Mr. BOWEN. I have a very short statement and I have cut out just
about half of it, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, you may proceed.
Mr. BOWEN. My name is E. R. Bowen. I am executive secretary
of the Cooperative League of the United States of America with
offices in Chicago, New York, and Washington.
Some time ago, when an Assistant Secretary of the Treasury was
asked in a public meeting in New York why the consumer, who pays
the tax bills, is never effectively represented before congressional committees, the Assistant Treasurer, Mr. Gaston, declared that the Treasury would welcome a presentation by organized consumers. We are
confident the committees of Congress also will welcome such a presentation.
We are here to represent the consumers and, therefore, to represent
the public interest. We consumers are, economically, we the people.
We have no class interest to represent, since we represent consumers,
who are everybody.
The Cooperative League of the United States of America is the
national voice of the consumers' cooperative movement in this country.
And today, the consumers' cooperative movement is no small movement. 'There are today some 2,000,000 families who are members of
the consumers' cooperatives. It is fair to say, therefore, that there
are at least 8,000,000 persons associated with the consumers' cooperative movement.
In this year consumers' cooperatives will handle from $750,000,000
to $1,0CO,000,000 of goods and services. The point is not so far distant
when consumers' cooperatives will relieve the Government of many
of the burdens of attempting to control prices and prevent inflation.
Consumers' cooperatives are already a yardstick for prices in fertilizer,
in feed, in automobile insurance, and in other fields. With already
the second largest distribution of oil and gas in some States, and with
increasing production in refineries and wells, we can see the not
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distant, day when consumers' cooperatives will perform the public
service of becoming a public or consumer yardstick for oil and gasoline.
In the grocery field, we now have develoged sufficiently to have
compelled honest grade labeling, so the public can now know precisely what quality of goods it is getting inside the cans, bottles, and
packages. Any consumer can have that protection now by purchasing
from cooperative stores.
We recite these facts for the reason that the tax problem of today
and of tomorrow is associated intimately with the problem of the
cost of Government. We cooperators are beginning to solve the cost
of Government in the only way it can be finally solved, by building a
cooperative economy, an economy which permits and compels control
of ourselves by ourselves, or economic control from within, and thus
avoids the necessity of political regulation from without, at Government expense paid for through higher and higher taxation, as does
monopoly business.
In dealing today with the present tax problem, we are only at this
time endeavoring to present a: general outline of the ultimate goal
toward which we organized consumers are directing our efforts to prevent inflation and deflation.
We know that the effort we are now beginning is a long pull. It
involves evolutionary educational work, but we are glad to tell you
Members of Congress that consumers' cooperatives have organized for
education. Today and tomorrow and next week and thereafter, this
education will go forward. You Members of Congress can now be
encouraged by the realization that consumer-citizens back home in
your States, will begin to know why a general sales tax can never be
defended as equitable, or in the public interest, and the basic reasons
for an equitable and adequate personal income tax. We hope and
believe that with this education they will be able to help you in deciding on these questions. We hope and believe they will endeavor to help
you back home, as well as here in Washington.
As I have said, we are attempting here to establish the goal, and to
lay the foundation cornerstones for preventing inflation and deflation.
We are presenting a taxation program in the interests of consumers
which proposes, in general, three things:
First, to understand how to prevent inflation and deflation, we must
change our thinking from a dollar or money economy to a goods or
physical economy. Goods are what we fight a war'with--goods are
what civilians are fed, clothed, and housed with. The first necessity to
prevent inflation is to think in terms of goods, rather than money.
Second, to prevent booms and busts, we must begin to realize that
in terms of goods w3 always pay as we go, and that we can and should
set as our goal to pay as we go in terms of money through taxation as
well, rather than going into debt, which induces immediate and
future inflation.
Third, for the preservation of democracy and economic stability,
the people should be told the cold, hard facts-the truth about borrowing and taxation.
First, let us speak in general about the President's seven-point
program and the general program of consumers' cooperative movement.
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It has been truthfully said that the consumers' cooperative movement already functions in peactimes as the Government wants the
people to do in wartimes.
To keep the cost of living from spiraling upward-

the President saidwe must:
1. Tax heavily.
2. Fix consumer price ceilings.
3. Stabilize the remuneration of individuals.
4. Stabilize prices to growers.
5. Purchase bonds with earnings.
6. Ration essential commodities.
7. Discourage credit and installment selling.

Consumers' cooperatives consistently advocate and put into practice the essential features of this seven-point program at all times and
under all conditions.
The consumers' cooperative movement:
1. Supports adequate as well as equitable taxation.
2. Automatically fixes consumer price ceilings at cost of production
and distribution without adding "profit on cost."
3. Stabilizes the remuneration of its employees in accordance with
the cost of living.
4. Stabilizes prices to primary producers by eliminating waste in
production and distribution and profiteering between 1)reducers and
consumers.
5. Reinvests its savings in facilities for more economical production
and distribution and other savings in Government securities.
6. Supports emergency rationing of commodities on which there is
a shortage, and wvorl-s toward their release from the scarcity restrictions of monopoly in peacetime.
1. Automatically discourages credit and installment selling by its
own restrictions and by the education of its patron-members.
This discussion will have to do primarily with the first of these
seven points--taxation.
We wish to present for your earnest consideration our reco,nmendations as to the basic principles of an adequate and equitable policy of
taxation from the standp('iht of the consumer. We believe, as an
economist has recently said:
Anyone may detect notorious economic fallacies and thus see the dictates of
sourid policy, if he will look at every issue from the viewpoint of con-

sumers

*

*

.

The voice of the organized cooperative consumer promises to be
heard more often and more effectively in the halls of Congrems, as well
as in the channels of trade. We -lpeak for approximately 6,000,000
consumers, federated through their local and regional cooperative associations in the Cooperative League. The effective force of this rapidly
growing group of organized consumers is becoming increasingly
recognize din America.
Before discussing the details of consumer tax program we stand
for, we should first consider the objectives we wish to attain.
The goal we seek is the public welfare, since the consumer incarnates the public welfare in economic life. There are three general
ways of expressing the ends which the consumers' cooperative movement seeks to achieve:
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1. We seek to prevent inflation and deflation--or booms and
busts.
The consumers' cooperative movement seeks to prevent such price
and pay rises as will result in serious inflation and deflation, and at
the same time to adjust gross inequalities between groups and individuals.
If booms develop, busts inevitably follow. "What goes up must
always come down," as the President quoted.
Those who are old enough to have lived through the boom and
bust of 1915-20, and who personally participated in the foreclosures
of farms, the bankruptcies of businesses, and the tragedies of unemployment which followed, do not need to be warned of the dangers
of another and still greater possible collapse.
We know it is not iinpossibl that what happened in other countries might even happen here-that extreme deflation and bureaucratic dictatorship go'hand in hand. - We know that it is possible to
build up an economic house of cards which might fall down upon
our heads. We want to prevent any such possibility happening in
Ainmrica as a result of uncontrolled inflation and deflation. A widely
distributed article entitled "Invincible Greenbacks" says thatThe catastrophic German inflation of the twenties had its beginning In just
such Govertment borrowing from banks.

The President said:
You and I know the hardships and heartaches we all went through In the
bad years after the last war when Americans were losing their homes and thel
farms and their savings and were looking in vain for jobs.
We do not intend after this war to present the same disastrous situation to
those brave men who today are fighting our battles in all parts of the world.
Safeguarding our economy at home is the very least that our soldiers, sailors.
and marines have a right to expect of us civilians, in Government, in industry,
on the farm, and In all other walks of life.

2. We seek the goal of distributing oversavings and prevent underconsumptibn.
The consumers' cooperative movement seeks to solve the problem
of inequitable distribution which has resulted frori the present
system.
"Underconsumption is the black plague of the twentieth century,"
as Milo Perkins has truly said. Underconsumption. by the many
is the direct and inevitable result of oversavings in the hands of the
few. Both are the results of excess accumulation of profits, which
is the inherent flaw in the present system and which cannot be
corrected.
It should not be necessary to reiterate the statistical evidence which
has now been presented. Every American should now be familiar
with the fact that the primary cause bf booms and busts is the lack
of equitable distribution of the products we produce. There was
presented before the temporary national economic committee evidence
to the effect that we had saved 19 percent of our gross national income
in 1929, and again began to do so in1937.
The Brookings Institution report showed that 2 percent of the
people accumulated two-thirds of all savings in 1929. The Government publication Consumer's Expenditures in the United States
showed that the upper 7 percent of income receivers saved practically
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the total net amount which was saved during tie year 1935-36; in
other words, that 93 percent of all American consumers only broke
even.
The statistical evidence is also presented that not one-third but twothirds of the Nation are "ill-fed, ill-clothed, and ill-housed"; as could
not be otherwise when the lower third only received incomes of $780
or less per year, and the middle third incomes from $780 to $1,450,- and
could not bread even when living under poverty conditions. This
is surely not the ideal of the American way, and does not exemplify
the principles of economic liberty and equality.
As has been said: "We cannot win the war at all without promoting
justice within our Nation and giving freedom new meaning."
3. We seek to equalize total price and income levels--prevent the
danogerg of debt-balance the budget.
'he consumers' cooperative movement soeks to solve the problem
of excessive individual and national debt.
Some speak freely of a possible national debt of $250,000,000,000,
and endeavor to rationalize such an amount. They say that a public
debt is' different from l)rivate debt. And it is. but not altogether
in the way it is represented to be.
Both are assumed to be paid; but, if not, private debt can be liquidated by bankruptcy in an orderly way, but the public debt can be
repudiated only with national disaster.
fhe dangers of debt are too little realized. Excessive debt spells
disaster in the long run. The possible effect on the morale of the
people is of even more consequence than the. economic implications.
Even assuming that wo can carry such a debt from a fiscal standpoint, considering the present and potential wealth of this country,
the reactions of the people must be considered. If the people are to
learn and practice the principles of thrift, of getting out of debt,
of paying as they go individually, of balancing their family budgets,
which are essential requirements in the stability of a people, then
the Government must itself set the example for the people.
A Government cannot itself practice i permanent policy of going
into debt and preach successfully to the people a policy of paying
off their personal debts.
While it may be theoretically economically possible for a national
debt to be increased to stratospheric proportions, the inevitable result
will be an increasing lack of confidence by the people in the stability
of the Government, and the generating of a dangerous and revolutionary spirit. Excessive debt has proven to be an active forerunner
of dictatorship. 'The consumers' cooperative movement is in the
process of building an economy free frcm excessive debt and is setting
the example which the Government should follow.
We can equalize total price and income levels by:
1. Inflating prices to equal income, which would only mean paying
through the nose by deflation afterward; .
2. By borrowing excessive income or savings, which would only be
deferring the "evil day" of taxation; or
3. By taxing away excess income or savings now, and thus permanently stabilizing our economy.
Paying as we go is the only true policy.
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In terms of goods we always pay as we go. We cannot live or fight
a war with anything but the goods which are produced as we consume them for civilian or military purposes.
In terms of a physical, or goiids economy, we always balance the
Budget. We could and should seek the goal of balancing our national Budget in terms of a finance or money economy. We do not
do so at present for these three principal reasons:
First, because the balancing of the Budget would interfere with
the normal or "business as usual" working of the present system. The
other side of the coin of profit is debt.. If all excess profits are
taken by the Government in the form of taxes, it.
would mean that a
constant brake would be applied on the making of profits, which
would tend to )told them down to lower levels. So profit business is
willing to loan rather than to pay taxes.
Second, because of the lack-of economic education among the peo1)le.Generally speaking, the people have been so long taught the
fallacies of a finance economy, that they do not fully recognize the
truths of a physical economy. Yet a physical economy is basic and
natural.
In earlier times, goods were always exchanged for goods between
individuals. When our economy became more complicated by threeway-and-more exchanges, it w;as necessary to institute monetary
measures to facilitate exchanges.
Unfortunately, in time, money instead of goods became the controlling element. We must get back to fundamentals where money
will only be a medium of exchange and not a controller of exchange.
The tendency the world over is toward the adoption of the natural
basis of exchange of goods for goods, with money only acting as a
convenient lubricating medium. The function of finance in wartime,
says the London Economist, is to get out of the way of the war
effort. So should it also be in peacetime to get out of the way of
unlimited production.
Third, because it is easier for a government to borrow than to
tax. Doing things the easier way ishowever, many times the more
dan gerous way. The people should be told the truth that, as a whole,
all borrowing by the Government is only a deferment of taxation.
That, as a wIole, bonds are only a tempolmary substitute for taxation.
That, as a whole, the cost of any Government expenditure cannot be
passed on to succeeding generations. That, as a whole, whatever
bonds are cashed in at some future time can only be paid for by the
assessment of ian equal amount of taxes. That, as a whole, whatever
the Government puts into one pocket of the people, it must take out
of the other pocket of the people at the same time.
I raise the question: Are we "fiddling while Rome burns"?
Instead of arguing here over whether the tax bill should be six or
eight billion we should be considering the 42 billion it is proposed
to borrow and how much of it the people could be educated to pay
now in taxes instead of borrowing now and paying later in taxes.
Why should we still hestitate to draft money when we accept that
we must conscript men and businesses?
Secretary Morgenthau has said:
To the extent that we enlist our current Income In taxes to cut down this
borrowing, we shall be protecting the future economic soundness of our country
and our free Institutions. To the extent that we fall, we shall be endangering
the survival of all that we are lighting to preserve.
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Our appeal to you is: Then why not set as the goal to protect our
economy and democracy to the full by all-out taxation? We must
pay for all Government expenditures out of our current consumption
of goods-why not also pay out of our current income in,moneyl
The people can stand and should be told the whole truth. It is
only a lack of faith in the patriotism of the people which causes'the
whole truth not to be told to them.
I appeal to Congress to have faith in us consumer-citizens. Instinctively the people understand, without scholastic economic education
that they pay as they go for all Government expenditures in terms of
goods.
We will accept paying in terms of money, if and when we are
faced with the who0 2ruth. The situation ought not to be glossed over
with the statement that we owe the money to ourselves and not to
other countries, or that a public debt can be permanent.
The fact that what we are doing is deferring the decision as to who is
to m taxed ought not to be minimized as not being a vital matter.
It sionld be faced and decided now as to who is to pay, in order to
prevent tie future dan gers of inflation and deflation, in order to distribute over-savings an(l prevent underconsumption now, and in order
to forestall the possibility of an eventual collapse of democratic morale
among the people.
Long-range political and economic wisdom always leads to telling
the people the whole truth, and then acting legislatively and economically in accordance with it. Such is the primary basis of demo.
cratic faitth. An informed citizenry is democracy's first line of defense.
. Tax away whatever is needed. It goes without saying that the Consumers' Cooperative Movement supl)orts every sound cTort toward
price and profit control, rationing, credit restriction, and so forth,
which will help in any way to prevent the total price of the products
will
we products from increasing unnecessarily and at the same tie
serve to equalize maladjustments.
On the other hand, it is far easier to establish effective control of
the total income than of the total price level. Controlling the total
income which the l)eople can spend for the civilian goods which are
available can be done effectively and equitably by means of taxing
whatever amount of income is necessary to pay for Government expenditures out of the pockets of the people.
If the people have left in their pockets no more money than an
amount equal to the normal price of the civilian goods that are available then there will automatically be no inflation of prices. The
total income which they can spend and the total price of the goods
which they can purchase will. balance. Prices of goods will not go
up, since there will be no income with which to buy them at more
than their normal prices.
Of course, credit will also have to be restricted, and rationing
instituted on scarce commodities. Taxing the people adequately
is the effective way to prevent future inflation and deflation. Taxing
the people equitably, according to their ability to pay, will serve to
prevent oversavings and undercoitsumption immediately. Taxing
the people whatever amount is necessary to pay as we go will serve
to prevent a break-down of morale and an economic collapse in the
future.
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We support graduated personal inconme taxes with minimum exemptions. This is the basic and equitable form of taxation.
The personal income which each of uz receive should be the pri-.
mary, and could be an adequate, method of raising whatever taxes are
necessary. It can be readily collected by advance accumulations at
each pay period. By establishing minimum exemptions, the Ooverminent can in part equalize the injustices of oversaving and underconsuniption which the present system produces until a cooperative
economy can be built which will automatically result in equitable
incomes.
If we are ever to have justice among the people in the future, it is
high time to begin right now. Only by putting justice into practice
now, insofar as it can be (lone by the Government, will the people
be thoroughly convinced that justice is intended in the end, after they
have made the great sacrifices they are being called upon to make.
No would-be dictator can break down the morale of the people if
they are told the whole truth by tleir"demnocratically elected leaders,
if they know they are bcjl equitaiy W rate4 and if tile Nation is
following fiscal policV'hich make the futui-,iof the people economically secure.."
We support olt* taxes as temporary alternatives.
The Consuqt' s' Cooperative Mvein'tL4, while a st " g believer
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its fundamental and natural inequality. If the people are to become increasing believers in and supporters of political democracy
then the democratic principles of equality and justice must be appliei
to the economic sphere of their lives as well.
1Ve speak on behalf of the consumers of America, who are becoming increasingly articulate and effectively organized to build a people's
program of peace and plenty. Your acting oh the basis of the )rinciples enunmfratc-d above, we believe, will help to bring this to pass.
We will be back, we expect, in the future tt each hearing on a tax
bill, and in the meantime, we will be educating the people of America
to understand better than they do now what is the -basic form of
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equitable taxation and why we should and could pay as we go instead
of building up a tremendous amount of Government borrowing and
endangering as Secretary Morgenthau says, our future and political
economic

stability.

The CHIFAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Bowen.
Mr. Kingsbury. Is Mr. Kingsbury in the room? I intended to
call Mr. Kingsbury just after Mr. Robins concluded because he seems
to be on the same subject.
STATEMENT OF F. B. KINGSBURY, NEW HAVEN, CONN., REPRE.
RENTING THE AMERICAN TUBE BENDING CO., INC.
Mr. KiNosnunY. I have a statement which I would like to present
which represents the thoughts of the president of our company.
Our company is a small-corporation that has been engaged since
it was formed in 1910 in the manufacture of parts from metal tubing
l)rimnrily for the automotive and aeronautical industries. All oi
our pro( ucts are made to our customers' designs and specifications.
At present, due to the demand for airplanes, we are engaged 100 percent
in war work. We also subcontract as much as possible to other
companies.
Due to war demand our business has increased over tenfold in the
last 3 years. We have financed this increase ourselves and have
added to our plant equipment, inventory, and pay roll by the aid of
bank loans and a conservative dividend policy.
The tabulation below shows the trend of sales, profits, and debt
from January 1, 1938, to July 1, 1942, with the tax computation for
this year made in accordance with the tax bill recently passed by the
I-ouse.
Year

19

......

Sates

.

............

.

$249,119

1939- ...................
........
276,OM
........
-I .0
1040--...... .................
I1
..--------------------------1012(if0oo n't )-------1-,----------,280,95

Net prft

I before
taxes

P'ercent
Ntrf
t Debt to
profit on Nftet trofi notchol,.
t
ales
1...
erg, etc.

$27,79
1.073
70,436
0,7111
&R,
218,689

Percent
11.1
.0
10,6
3.8
17.0

$228123
1,277
46,800
34,23A
39,5601

015,870
28,000
8o,31
20) 684
187,88M

Senator WALSH. How do you account for the tremendous increase
in net profit for 6 months of 1942 compared with the whole year
1941?
Mr. KINOSBURY. Volume.
Senator WALSH. Volume?
Mr. KINGsnnRY. Volume, purely and simply.

Senator WALS3I1.
The CrAIRMAN.
Mr. KiNOSBURY.
The CHAIMAN.
sales.
Mr. KiNoSBURY.
facilities contract

Your sales seem to be less.
One is a full year and the other is 6 months?
That is 6 months.
Very nearly double-very nearly doubling your
Yes, sir. We have just received an emergency plant
from the Navy Department, and some provision
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will have to be made for meeting the cost of these buildings at a
later date, and in addition we have contracted for other expansions
which we will Anance oumlves.
We feel that our pricing policy has been conservative especially for
highly specialized aircraft parts. We also feel that our dividend policy
has been conservative, for in the period covered by the tabulation just
given, only $27,600 has been paid out in dividends, while $106,602 has
been put back into the business. At the present our capital stock and
surplus amounts to $224,713, and our sales will exceed $3,000,000
this year. The effective tax rate for us under the House bill will be
about 85 percent .

So much for background. What about the future? In the first place
we want to go on record that we believe this war should be paid
for out of current income just as far as possible. We do not oppose
high taxes and are quite willing to pay them. Beyond that, however, there are two definite problems to be met. The most immediate one is how we are going to meet our indebtedness, contracted
entirely to meet war demands, and at the same time lay our taxes.
The other problem is the one of conversion after the war to peacetime production.
We estimate a profit before taxes for this year of about $460,000,
and State and Federal taxes will take about $400,000 of it. How can
we meet indebtedness of nearly $300,000 and set aside funds with
which to pay our taxes out of the income on which they are assessed?
We will have spent more on increased inventory this year than will
be left after taxes, and taxes on 1942 income will have to be paid out
of 1943 income or borrowings. What will happen the year the war
ends? Taxes will have to be paid, but the income will not be there,
and we will not have been able to provide the funds. We will be
forced into bankruptcy either for taxes, or bank loans, or both. The
only possible way out that we can see, is to be allowed a tax credit
for all, or at least 80 percent of the money spent in paying off our
indebtedness which was entirely due to war needs. We respectfully
recommend the inclusion of such a credit in the new tax law.
If a credit such as this is part of the law, then by declaring dividends in conformity with previous policy, or not, at all, we might be
able to set up a cash reserve for taxes which would be wiped out at
once after the war, and we would enter the period afterward with an
expended plant capable of taking care of more than the entire peacetime requirements of the country in our particular line, with increased
fixed charges of all kinds and a loyal group of employees we wish to
keep employed.
The answer is new products and that takes money to develop. The
only hitch is that there will be no money to do it with unless we can
set up some sort of postwar reserve, for just this purpose. We have
seen proposed a scheme to issue certain bonds for )art of the taxes paid.
We feel if normal and surtax rates are increased over 40 percent and
excess profit rates are set at over 80 percent, that nonnegotiable and
non-interest-bearing bonds should be issued to taxpayers for all taxes
paid at higher rates than those just mentioned.
If these bonds become freely negotiable and interest-bearing after
the war their owners would have an immediate reserve that would
enable tiem to rechannel their activities to peacetime needs, and what
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is more important still to keep up employment in what will be a very
critical period in this country's history. For this reason we respectfully urge thit these proposals also be written into the tax law now
under consideration.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Any questions?
Senator TAFT. Mr. Kingsbury, I have one thing: Whether it would
be possible to combine these two. That is, supposing we gave a postwar bond-whatever you might please to call it--due after the war

for 10 percent of the net income or something of the sort, the excess,
and then provided that if you needed that to pay your debts the
R.F. C. could be directed to buy them immediately, or the Treasury
could be directed to cash them immediately, in cases where the money
was needed to pay debts. I see ,great difficulty inputting any credit
for paying off indebtedness. I can't see how that could be worked.
It seems to me the irioment you pity your taxes you go back and borrow
it again, and I don't se how we can effectively work out a credit for
payment of debts, but it occurred to me we might take this post-war
credit and have the Government cash that in cases where they found
it was absolutely necessary to enable you to pay debts or to expand
the plant or do some other things.
Mr. KINGSluRY. That might be an idea. Of course, what ne are
going to need is funds to work with. That is, cash to continue on in
business. That is we are bound to take severe losses.
Senator TAMT. in the long run you would get it one way or the
other, but I don't think you could get both, is what I was thinking
about.
Mr. KiNosnuRY. Well, I haven't any choice. Either one.

The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. Cooper, how much time would you need?
Mr. Coopmi. I should say about 20 minutes, Senator George. This
really is a little bit longer, but I think I can cut it down as I go along.
The CIJAIUMAN. All right. If you are not going to be able to finish
in 20 minutes couldn't you condense your remarks?
Mr. CoopER. It really is about 30. I am condensing it to 20.
The CHAIMAN. Can't you still reduce it?
Mr. COOPeR. I will try as I go along.

The CHAIRMAN. I think if you state the points clearly and we get
themMr. COOPER. I have only five points.

The CHAIBMAN. You may proceed, but let's condense it as much
as possible, sir.
Mr. CoorER. All right, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. We are very anxious not to run over today.

STATEMENT OF WALTER A. M. COOPER, WHITE PLAINS, N. Y.,
CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL TAXATION, AMERICAN
INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS
Mr. CooPERi. My name is Walter A. M. Cooper, of White Plains
N. Y. I am appearing as chairman of the committee on Federai
taxation of the American Institute of Accountants, the only national
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organization of certified public accountants. I shall not deal, however, with the personal-tax liabilities of our members.
Our country faces perilous and difficult times, financially as well as
physically. We nee( money, more and more, despite the excellent
progress made by Senator Byrd's committee in reducing nonessential
expenditures. We hope that progress will continue. Our members
are prepared to carry their share of the tax load, but we would like
some relief from the work load, including that of holding our taxpayer clients who cry on our shoulders, justifiably, about their unfortunate situations which we shocked them with when we prepared
their tax returns. Getting this broad picture from many,.large and
small, corporate and personal, we feel we can contribute some helpful
thoughts.
1. An interrelated incentive saving and debt payment proposal.
Two situations are causing considerable concern, and we, in the
accounting profession have all too frequently been confronted with
them in or'practice.
You have just heard some of it now. High rates of taxation are
required in emergencies such as now exist. We believe all patriotic
citizens, whether they be corporate officers or individual entrepreneurs, can and will endure them, provided something is done to
protect those individuals and corporations who must endeavor to do
the impossible by making debt repayments out of income w ich, Under
the proposed high rates, will no longer be available for that purpose
or, if not faced with the debt repayment problem, should be accumulating reserves for the difficulties certain to be encountered in the
post-war readjustment, but are unable to do so for the same reason.
I should like to lay before you a combination plan interrelating
both problems which I believe will, without undue revenue loss and
probably to the ultimate financial benefit of the Treasury, materially
relieve both conditions.
Our plan first envisages the issuance of a new type of Treasury
obligation, in the form of an incentive saving bond, which should
be non-interest-bearing until after the cessation of hostilities, and
nonnegotiable and nonassignable except that certain reservations will
have to be made for cases of bankruptcy, death, or other situations
where a transfer by law is involved. Such bonds should become
negotiable a short time after the cesation of hostilities--say, 6
months after a declaration to that effect by the President or nerlaps the declaration of the end of the emergency period which is
required for amortization purposes---and at the same time should
become interest-bearing at a low rate, say, 112 percent to 2 2 percent.
The bonds should become payable in installments, commencing with
the making of the proclamation previously referred to, over a period
of from 5 to 10 years.
If they then become negotiable and assignable and are not payable
over too long a period, the cash will become available either through
payment by the Ireasury or sale. It should also be provided that
a certain minimum amount per person, say, $2,500 annually, be
payable on the specified installment dates, this miggestion being made
to cxver the situation of wage earners to which I shall refer later.
The Internal Revenue Code should then be amended to permit
all taxpayers, corporate and individual, to deduct amounts paid or
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commitments made within the taxable 'year or up to the ordinary
due date of the return, for the purchase of the aforementioned bonds.
The amount to be deductible should be limited to a stated maximum
amount or a percentage of income, whichever is greater. We suggest,
as a matter of discussion, a limitation of $2,500 per annum per person
or corporation or 20 percent of the amount of income on which
tax would otherwise be payable, whichever is greater.
The purpose of the percentage limitation is to prevent abuse and
the purpose of the dollar limitation is to permit wage earners to pur-

chase a larger amount of thes3 bonds.
Behind. this suggestion is the fact that many wage earners are today
earning from $3,000 to $6,000 per annum whereas they used to earn
half or less of their present earnings.
The greatest potential source of inflation lies in that extra income.
If that can be siphoned off, one inflationary threat is removed, and if
the individual is earning $5,000, the 20-percent limitation will permit
the purchase of only $1,000 of bonds. Therefore, individuals in that
category should be permitted to purchase a larger amount in order
to make the plan effective.
Furthermore, in the post-war readjustment, many of these wage
earners are likely to find themselves out of work. The higher wages
are being paid in war industries to a very much greater extent than
ordinary industries, and the war industries will be the first to suffer.
Thus, by providing these wage earners with a back-log of savings
bonds, which I previously suggested should be payable in the minfimum amount of $2,500 per person per year, after cessation of hostilities, there will be less need for work or other forms of relief during
the readjustment period and less demand therefor.
However, any provision permitting the purchase of bonds should
also be tied in to any provision that is made for the relief of debt payments so that they do not overlap. With respect to the payment of
debts, we urge that all taxpayers be permitted to deduct any reasonable amount used or set aside for the retirement of debts outstanding
on the date of enactment of the law, if evidenced by notes, bonds, or
other similar evidences of indebtedness, or for the acquisition of plant,
equipment, and similar assets, even if not so evidenced.
Deduction should be allowed also for payment of commitments made
prior to enactment, maturing into liabilities after enactment. I have
in mind here such commitments as involve the acquisition of jroduction facilities under contracts previously made but not resulting in a
definite liability until the construction is completed after the enactment date.
This allowance should be subject to certain reductions and limitations. To begin with, we think that the amount of money used or
set aside, for that purpose, and which would otherwise be deductible,
should first be reduced by any amount allowed as a deduction for
amortization of war facilities or depletion, as these deductions will
make available funds that can be used for debt retirement. I do not
include the ordinary depreciation deduction because such deduction
will not usually be applicable to war facilities and in connection with
ordinary plant assets will normally be offset by expenditures for
replacements.
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To some extent the same thing might be true with respect to depletion of war facilities if it is necessary to add more war facilities or
replace depletable assets.
Finally, there should be an over-all limit on the amount deductible
for debt retirement, computed in the manner previously described,
which we suggest be 20 percent of net income and that 20-percent
limitation should cover not only the reduction for debt retirement,
but also the purchase of bonds previously mentioned.
In other words, the taxpayer should not be permitted to deduct 20
which we suggest be 20 percent of net income and that 20-percent
for bonds. Taxpayers who require deductions for debt retirement
should not have free assets sufficient to purchase savings bonds or, to
state it another way, if they have cash to buy the bonds, they should
not require the debt-retirement deduction.
Thur+the limitation and restriction would work this way:
1. Taxable net income --------------------------------$1,000, 000
2. Debt retirement --------------------------------------$200, 000
Minus amortization and/or depletion ------------------

8.

100, 000

Balance deductible, but not In excess of 20 percent of
Item 1 -----------------------------------------------

100,000

4. Jlemali der ---------------------------------------------------

900,000

5. Bond purchase or commitment, $100,000, limited to 20 percent of
Item (1) minus item (3)or ------------------------------------

100,000

Taxable net income ----------------------------------$800,000
Senator TArr. Are you applying that to both individuals and
corporations ?
Mr. COOPER. Yes, sir.
Senator TArr. Have you any idea as to how much it will take off
the additional taxes we are raising?
Mr. COOPER. I am mentioning here later that I think it will get
more cash into the Treasury.
Senator TAFr. It will take $2,300,000,000 off taxes alone on corporations, and it will take more than that off individuals.
Mr. Coopvmn. Which; the debt retirement?
Senator TAFr. The two together. It will take $2,300,000,000 off
corporation tax and I think it will take more than that off individuals. I haven't figured that.
Mr. COOPER. And how much additional funds would the Treasury get? They would certainly get that $6,000,000.
Senator TArr. Oh, yes; they would get it in the form of borrowing instead of in the form of taxes. I am afraid it is too much to be
practicable. I am willing to jo something reasonable, but I don't
think you could do anything like that.
Mr. COOPER. Let me finish what I have here.
The CHAIRMAN. We will have to hurry along.
Mr. CooPER. There is precedent for such a dlebt-retirement leduction
in the similar allowance to personal holding companies, beca'ise of
the high tax rate to which they have been subjected for some time.
However, this 20-percent limit on debt retirement should permit one
exception, and that is with respect to tile amounts that are required
by contract to be used and set aside for the payment of debts.
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In this connection, taxpayers have been under notice since October

8, 1940--enactment of the Second Revenue Act of 1940-that a substantial excess profits tax would be payable and they should not there.
after have entered into back-breaking borrowing arrangements.
Therefore, we suggest that all amounts required to be paid on similar obligations, under contracts existing on October 8, 1940, ;)o deductible without limitation except that such amounts should also be reduced
by the allowances for amortization and depletion.
A typical illustration of the typ)e of case that would be covered is
that of a conp any that issued bond s under an indenture, providing that
all proceeds from the development of certain oil-bearing properties be
paid into a sinking fund for the retirement of the bonds. Assuming
this taxpayer receives a depletion deduction of 271/., percent of the
income and is required to pay, as will be the case, 90 lperceint of the
balance, its tax will amount to 561/ 1 l)ercent of the gross income.
It, therefore, faces cash requireiienls of 1561/ percent of the
aimioudt of the income and unless adequate relief is included in the law,
it will undoubtedly have to default, which will result in receivership.
Under this suggested provision, it would be entitled to a deduction
of 621 / percent of its income and will pay no tax on the balance of
271, percent, representing depletion.
However, the entire 100 percent must go to the bondholders, any,
way. There is precedent for such an allowance in the deductions for
or exeml)tions from the undistributed income tax when debt )ayment
obligations existed.
All these restrictions with respect to the dates when the obligations were incurred or repayment contracts were made, should contain adequate protection to companies that are or have been reorganized and a successor assumes the same obligations subject to the
same requirements.
Successors in such instances should be entitled to the same deductions as the predecessors would have received had they continued even
though the obligations become such of the successors after the enactment of the law or October 8, 19410 as the case may be.
In summary, I believe that if such an interrelated plan were adol)ted
these would be the results:
First, the difficulties of debt retirement would be alleviated,
Second, the Treasury would receive, currently, much more cash,
thojl, not as much in the form of current revenue,
Third, considerable inflationary pressure would be removed,
Fourth, Government post-war expenditures would certainly be reduced as our people an( business would be more self-sustaining,
Fifth, post-war revenue would be greater as there will then be more
business activity to pay taxes, than if we so weaken our industrial
structure that it cannot survive, and
Sixth, the two last mentioned results may more than offset the current revenue loss, though it won't happen for a couple of years. Meanwhile you will have more money.
We want private enterprise to live and we want our people to be on
their own as far as possible, not on a dole. This plan will further
both ideas.
2. The income credit should 1)e 100 percent of the average of the
best 3 years of the 4 years now recognized as the base period.
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The greatest difficulty that we face in the development of a fair
revenue law involving the imposition of a tax rate of 90 percent lies in
the development of a proper, reasonable, and fair line of demarcation
between what may be described as normal profits and excess profits.
No statutory formula can ever accomplish that result and hence
the need arises for niany relief provisions. However, the closer the
statutory formula approaches a determination of normal profits, the
better the ultimate results and the less we will need relief or special
provisions.

It is proposed to reduce the exemption based on invested capital to
as little as 5 percent on some capital and( to 6 percentt on a coniderable
portion of it. Tile principal difficulty, however, lies in the fact that
the statutory invested capital is an historical concel)t, based on what
may have been paid 'inyears and years ago and without regard to
assets and capital develodl)d from years ofoleration bit not recogIiized for tax prl)poses.
The corporation is a shell existing in law but it really represents
the combined capital of its slmreholders. The existing shareholders
in many, many cases, and almost certainly with respect. to the majority
of capital enployed in corporate form, have an investment usually
aggregating more than is recognized in statutory invested capital.
Furthermore, the size of the corporation is no criterion of the wealth
of its real owners.
Admittedly, it would be difficult to develop a formula that is reasonably administrable, to meet this situation, n the only excuse for
not doing so lies in the application of the income fornmula. Whatever
capital may not ibe recognizable under tle statutlorv formula ought to
have been l)roductive of income during what nigitbe called an mimediate "pre-war" normal period, and, if it has, it receives its indirect
recognition through the income-credit method, provided, however,
that method be adequate. We do not believe the present formula is
adequate. It will be considerably improved through an intelligent,
sympathetic applications of the new relief l)rovisions, but those provisions will not cover the normal situation of fluctuating earnings,
and the requirement that a fixed average be used when the tax is levied
on the income of a single year.
Great Britain permits .taxpayers, as I have told you, to use the
best of the base period. It a so permits a carry-back to prior years,
as well as forward to future years, any unused credit. We, however,
permit no carry-back and a carry-forward for only 2 years.
Furthermore, in determining ihe income credit, Greiat Britain permits the use of the 1 best single year out of a 3 base-year span, and
does not require an average of the 3 years or even 2 of them.
In view of the revenue need. it may be too much to suggest that
our statute should be amended to base the credit on the best of the
4 base years, but at the very least, we ought to permit the use of the
average of the best three out of the prescribed four and that 100
percent of that average ought to be allowed as the credit.
If we do tht, we will eliminate many of our abnormal situations
and the loss in revenue will not be as large as any estimates based
on cold figures, which do rot take into account the effect of not having
to apply relief sections to a number of cases. That will also. reduce
administrative and taxpayer costs.
76003--42-vol. 2 --
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3. Section 129, relating to fiscal years should be eliminated, which
you have heard a great deal about, except that I should like to add
two thoughts. One is that we accountants don't relish the idea of
having certified to thousands of financial statements which have gonu
to banks and other credit grantors, and on which purchasers of wecurities have relied, and all of them are going to be wrong if this provision is adopted. I can also testify to the fact that there are hundreds of companies concerned with that problem.
In fact, I, as chairman of that committee have received letters from
over 60 accountants, each citing hardships of from 1 to more than 10
taxpayers.
One proposal in II. R. 7378 seems to us to be most unsound and inequitable. I refer to section 129 which proposes to add a new section
to the Internal Revenue Code, requiring that the taxes of fiscal year
taxpayers be computed under two laws aild that the principal be
retroactively applied to taxable years beginning in 1941. •
The propose( retroactive application of this principle whih wai

wisely eliminated from the revenue law in 1934, will' create great
difficulty in a number of cases. Fiscal year tax payers have not had
any intimation that their liabilities were not to b)e computed wholly
under the 1941 Revenue Act, and, accordingly, many, many things
that have been (lone, would not have been done, and cannot now be
undone.
For example, some taxpayer wl,
orrowed from the Ileconstruction Finance Corporation on a contract requiring that a certain percentage of the net income be paid annually in retirement of the debt,
have already made such payments.
If this provision is enacted into law, they will find that they have
pail the Government too much but will have to pay the Government
again in taxes.

Others have similar l)roblems with respect to sinking-fund provi.
sions under bond and preferred stock issues, and having already y retired the securities in amounts based on earnings after taxes computed
under the existing law, will find that they have paid out too much.
The same is applicable to many compel sation plans involving the
setting aside of a certain percentage of net income.
In other cases, dividends have been paid on the basis of what was
throught to be a definitely known tax liability, and if that liability
is unexpectedly increased, under a retroactive law, some companies
will not have funds available to pay the added tax.
In at least one case that has conm to my attention, the taxpayer
corporation has liquidated, retaining sufficient funds to pay its present
tax liability but if the law is amended, it will not have retained enough
to pay all its debts, including taxes, and liquidating expenses.
Furthermore, many taxpayers have budgeted their expenditure requirements, plant extensions, and so forth, on the basis of what was
thought to be a known liability, and will be seriously handicapped by
this retroactive change.
I know you have heard a number of taxpayers present their own
specific problems involving one or more of the points I have made.
I can testify to the fact that there are hundreds of companies in a
similar position and have personally received communications from
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over 60 accountants, each citing the hardships of from one to more
than 10 taxpayers. I have told them to write you and I am sure you
will hear from many of them.
Furthermore, I should like to add that if there is any justice in the
scheme it ought to be applied to fiscal year partnershij) whose members
report on a calendar-year basis wherein it will have the opposite effect.
If a partnership fiscal year began in 1941 and ended in 1942-there are
many such cases--and the partners report on a calendar-year basis-most do--all the income is now taxable at 1942 rates even though
partly earned in 1941. If it is right to retroactively change the law
to tax the corporate fiscal-year income partly at 1941 rates and partly
at 1942 rates, and you should decide to do that, justice requires that
partnership income be similarly treated. That will materially reduce
tie revenue to be gained by the retroactive al)plication of tile idea.
That is why I call it to your attention.
It, IaS
been suggested that (uring periods of increasing rates, fiscal
year taxpayers have binefited from tile lag in the applicationi of
higher rates, but it is equally true that when the rates recede, they
will pay more tax because of the lag.
We do not believe that taxpayers have adopted fiscal years for tax
reasons. Tlhe accounting profession has had much to say on the
subject of the adoption of the natural business year and has been
Supported in its efforts by the Securities and Exchange Commission
andbusiness organizations generally. The elimination of this proposal from II. . 7378, in its retroactive aspect will, no doubt remlt
in somewhat lessor revenue, during the taxable year, than the bill
cointenmplates.
On the other hand, we believe that in the long run the revenue
will gain appreciably if the existing law is left unchanged. We
urge, therefore, that your committee eliminate section 129.
4. Extension of time for filing corporate tax returns. The accounting profession is urging that all corporate taxpayers be granted
the privilege, under statutory amendment, of taking an automatic
extension of 3 months tor the filing of income- and excess-profits-tax
returns.
While the statute now permits the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
to grant extensions up to 6 months, and only a few years ago extensions were readily granted, in the past 2 yemrs, particularly in
1942, it has been virtually iml)osible to obtain adequate extensions. Even to obtain the little extra time that has been granted
has required considerable effort. Timtie that should have been devoted to the prosecution of the war effort has been devoted to geting
time to prepare tax returns.
As an illustration, only last week an extension was denied to a taxpayer having 86 different offices in the United States and Canada, all
operating independently and keeping their own accounts, liut having
much interoffice business which must be cleared when the accounts are
closed at the year end, after which the results of all offices must be
consolidated.
Many such situations can be cited. As a matter of fact, until tei
latter part of February 1942, and for some months prior thereto, the
authority to grant extensions had been taken away from the collectors
and centralized at Washington.
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The authority was later returned to the collectors, but many of them,
in vi -w of previous Bureau policy, either refused to grant extensions,
declined to do so unless the taxpayer made a personal visit, or so restricted the time granted or the circumstances under which extensions

were granted that the authority now contained in the law was not really
available to taxpayers.
This was particularly unfortunate in the light of the considerably
increased demand on all accountants, whether in public or private practice, for statistics covering all tyw)O.- of data requested by various governmental authorities, the complications of the new tax laws, special
accounting required for war production and costs thereof, and the
great shortage of trained personnel.
This shortage has been recognized as being so severe that the Selective Service authorities have indicated that important accounting personnel should be granted deferment.
The difficulty will be further accentuated by the renegotiation of
war contracts, which will require considerable study of accounting
data, to say nothing of the preparation of that data. Hasty and not
fully considered action can be particularly serious when so many binding tax elections are involved. Elections cannot safely be made without adequate data.
We see no relief available unless the statute is so amended as to
either change to a much later time the filing date for all tax returns
or permit business taxpayers, most of whom are corporate taxpayers,
to take an automatic extension. We urge the latter, at least.
5. Personal exemptions should be eliminated. Information released
with respect to the effect of H. R. 7378 indicates that it will fall short
of realizing the required revenue by about $2,000,000,000. If that is
not exactly correct, it is. clear that the revenue will fall far short of
what is necessary. In addition to that shortage, the proposed amendments will fail to tax, except to a very minor extent through excise
taxes, a substantial portion of the national income which is likely to
contribute materially to our inflation difficulties.
I understand from some statistics that have been developed, and
these can be readily checked by the Treasury Department which has
more data available to it, that the total personal funds of salaries,
wages, interest, and dividends approximated, last year, $80,000,000,000,
but that only $40,000,000,000 of that entered into tax returns, and not
all of that produced revenue.
If we leave half, or anything like half, of what might be called personal income free of any tax, we fail to attack one of our principal
difficulties-inflation-at its source, and lose much revenue in the
process.
To gain the necessary revenue, either a sales tax or the elimination
of all personal exemptions, for the purpose of income tax, and the
withholding of that tax at the source is necessary. We urge that all
exemptions be eliminated from the Internal Revenue Code in the
determination of the income subject to income tax and thus directly
impose some small measure of. responsibility on every person in the
united ~tates.
Let those who claim that that will be a hardship or tend to reduce
the standard of living of persons in the lower income brackets give some
thought to the status of those in enemy-occupied territories, who, I
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am sure, wish now that they had paid a substantial tax to help avoid
the conditions they now endure.
Reducing the exemption will increase the tax all along the line,
including the tax of the wealthy-not necessarily percentagewisebut, more important, it will tap an available source that now suffers
no direct tax burden.
The sales tax would, of course, accomplish a similar result, but the
difficulties and complications entailed in the imposition of such a tax
and the collection of all of it, are far greater .than the imposition ol
the direct income tax on every dollar of income without exemption,
withheld at the source wherever possible.
As a matter of fact with respect to payments of wages, interest
and dividends, it will be simpler for the Treasury to administer and
for the payers to withhold, if no exermiptions are deducted.
None of us is going to get through this war without giving up
something, whether it be working more for the same real income or
getting less for' the same effort.
I have urged this proposition before, and I urge it again--no one
can escape the responsibility of this conflict whether it be the men
and women in the armed services or those who have to carry on at
home. None should escape it.
Technicalreconvnendations..-When hearings were held by the Ways
and Means Committee of the House of Representatives our committee
submitted a lengthy report suggesting numerous technical amendments. I shall not repeat them now. Many are included in H. R.
7878, but some still deserve your careful consideration and ought to
be included in the bill now pending.
Copies of our committee s report were sent to each member of your
committee, and I am filing, for the purpose of the record, an appendix
to this statement directing attention to the particular items discussed
fully in our previous report but not adopted.
We have also studied carefully the technicalities of the proposed
amendments, and in a few days I shall submit for the record a supplemental report covering them.
(The appendix submitted by Mr. Cooper is as follows:)
AppxmZxX

Attention Is directed to the following technical suggestions In report of the
committee on Federal taxation of the American Institute of Accountants dated
April 13, 1942;
Regarding

mtate tax:

Recommendation No.

Basis of property taxed
Credit for gift taxes
...
..
Excessive depreciation in loss years....- - -----------------------Basis of property acquired in transaction fhat was subject to section 24 (b),
--------------------------------------Internal Revenue Code
Effect of redemption of taxable stock dividends ---------------------Weekly closings of fiscal year accounts --------------------------------War and Inventory reserves --------------------.............------Two percent added tax on consolidated returns ------------------------Personal holding companies-several suggestions ----------------------Elimination of disclaimer, section 712 (c), Internal Revenue Code -------Adjusting base period income for later year abnormal income applicable
thereto ---------------------------------------------------------------

9

11
18
14
15
17
20
22
24
26
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,
lt carding
Reeoamendation
Borrowed capital changes under Income credit -------------------------Capital reductions under Income credit method and adjustment for reduction of inadmissibles ---------------------------------------------Adjustment for predecessor's earnings under "Sansome" rule--clarificationDistributions In prior year---larification ------------------..
.------Reorganization of deficit companies -----------------------------------Consolidation of earnings and profits adjustments under section 718 ..
New-capital provisions--corrections ------------------------------------Computation of current year abnormal Income --------------------------Limitations on tax reduction under section 722 ------------------------Section 784 -----------------------------------------------------------

No.
28
81
83
85
36
38
89
40
41
42

Mr. Coormt. Thank you, sir.
(The following statement was submitted by Mr. Cooper on behalf
of the American Institute ol Accountants:)
AMERIOAN INSTITUTE OF ACOONTANTS,

New York, N. Y.,August 26, 1942.
Hon. WALTzm F. GOoRo0,
Chairnun, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
Sut: When the chairman of the committee on Federal taxation of the American
Institute of Accountants testified at the hearings of your committee (Tuesday,
August 11, 1042), it was arranged that certain technical recommendations dealing
with H. R. 7878 would be submitted later. Our committee is now pleased to
submit them herein.
COLLECTIONOF TAX AT SOURCE-SUPPLEMENT U1

Because of their work for clients, public accountants are necessarily familiar
with various accounting records and methods and the office equipment used to
record payments of dividends, bond interest, and wages. Our suggestions with
respect to supplement U deal with the practical problems of carrying out the
provisions of the proposed plan for collection of tax at source and for this
purpose assume that the plan, generally laid down In H. R. 7378, will be retained.
We are in favor of the principle of,the collection of tax at source, but any
such plan will increase the burden on industry and on the Treasury Department
and Bureau of Internal Revenue. It is therefore essential that such a radical
change in Income-tax practice be developed in a way that Is as simple and practical as possible. It has been estimated that the present proposal will Increase
the cost of pay-roll departments by from 10 to 20 percent (more if it prevents
using present mechanical equipment). Hence, anything that can be done to
save any part of that labor effort leaves that much more effort for the prosecution
of the war.
As a step in attaining that very desirab e goal we offer seven suggestions
which we summarize briefly as follows:
(1) Section 425 should be amended to exempt employers of less than eight
from withholding.
(2) Section 426 (b) should be modified to provide a series of tables providing
for Income blocks on which specified amounts should be withheld.
(3) Section 427 (b) should be modified to base withholding on the status (as
to exemption and dependents) at the beginning of the year.
(4) Section 430 should be amended to eliminate the requirement that a statement of tax withheld be furnished with final wage payments.
(5) Section 426 (a) should be modified to eliminate withholding on payments
the partnerships or fiduciaries.
(6) Section 426 should be modified to exempt payments of Interest and dividends of less than $50.
(7) Section 430 (b) should be modified to eliminate the requirement that a
special statement of tax withheld be furnished with every Interest or dividend
payment.
(1) Employers of leBs thaa eight
Section 425 (h), defining "employer" and such other sections as are pertinent,
should be amended to eliminate the requirement for withholding in the cases of
employers of less than eight employees.
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Based on information obtained from the Treasury Department, we understand that there are approximately 360,000 employers who have 8 or more
employees and that there are something like 8,000,000 employers in all. If
these numbers are substantially correct it means that the inclusion under the
withholding plan of employers of less than 8 employees will require quarterly
returns from an additional 2,640,000 employers, and yet it is-estimated that
these additional employers will account for not more than 15 or 20 percent of
the total employees In the country or of the wages paid. Stated in another
way, the 300,000 employers with 8 or more employees account for 80 to 85
percent of the total number of employees and of the total wages.
Therefore, the purposes of withholding income tax at the source would
appear to be substantIally secured if employers of less than eight employees
were omitted from the requirement to withhold. We doubt whether the
additional coverage will Justify the extra millions of returns and the extra
labor and expense placed upon the Bureau and sntill taxpayers. During these
wartimes it would appear more Important than ever to balance theoretical perfection against large additional requluements of the Bureau for employees, for
space, for equipment, for printing, and other necessary expenses. We further
suggest that any new plan will, especially in its first year, raise numerous administrative difficulties and, even if at a later date it Is decided to Include in
the withholding plan employers of less thnn eight employees, that such should
be omitted at this time during what might be called a test or trial period
(2) Spccial withholding tables on a block, rather than rate, basis
Section 426 (b) sets forth a tabulation of the amounts which shall be
allowed as a deduction against wages paid for each pay-roll period and specified
rates must be withheld on any payment in excess of such amounts. In place
thereof we suggest that there be substituted tables such as the attached samples
marked "Table 1" and "Table 2."
.The method now provided in H. R. 7378 requires a calculation, for each
employee, of the percentage (5 percent in 1943 and 10 percent in 1944) of the
wages In excess of the minimum amounts stated In the table In order to determine the tax to be withheld. Accounting machinery as used in many payroll departments is not equipped to provide for the necessary multiplication and
subtraction computations which would be required. It is suggested, therefore,
that tables be included in the bill which will set forth the amount of tax to be
withheld, based on the wages per week, etc., falling within each of several
Income blocks and for the different graduations of personal exemptions and
dependents similar in principle to the simplified tax form and table for incomes
up to $3,000, as illustrated by tables 1 and 2 heretofore referred to. These
tables conform approximately to the present provisions in the act that the
amount to be deducted or withheld In 1943 should be 5 percent after deducting
exemptions plus an amount equivalent to 10 percent of the exemptions (being
approximate amount of deductions usually claimed by taxpayers of this income
group) based on the mean of the income block. The use of such tables would
greatly simplify the withholding by employers as it will eliminate the need
for exact computations, to the penny, in every case. Pay-roll clerks will soon
memorize these tables, and will be able to reduce by 75 percent at least the
time needed to determine the tax to be withheld.
Inasmuch as the withholding is not intended to represent the exact tax
liability of the employee the amount which will be withheld on such a block
basis will be close enough for practical purposes. The suggested spread in
the income blocks ranges from $1 in the lower brackets to $5 in the higher
brackets and the tax to be withheld is computed in even nickels. However, the
spread between blocks may be such as the administrative officials may deem
most suitable. The higher the income the wider can be the spread. The
wider the spread between income blocks and the tax amounts (even dimes is
better than even nickels, etc.), the better and simpler it will be for all
concerned.
Separate tables can be provided for various numbers of dependents up to whatever number seems workable and necessary. The tables can be carried up to
incomes equaling $10,000 per annum, with wider spreads between blocks as the
income rises. These are details that administrative officials are in a better position to develop than are we. The principle Is the Important suggestion we urge
upon you.
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(8) Determination of exemption status

Section 427 (b) should be amended so that the personal exemption and credit
for dependents will be based upon the status of the recipient at the beginning of
the year (or of employment if after January 1).
The present proposal requiring a change in status to take effect on the first day
of each pay-roll period places an undue, if not Impossible, burden on the pay-roll
department of any business with a large number of employees. We understand
that, following the close of each year, an Income-tax return will be required from
most, if not all, employees, that there will be a difference between the tax for
the full year as shown by such return and the tax withheld during the year, and
that suitable provision is to be made for refunds and for specially prompt refunds
of less than $50. Under the circumstances, we do not believe that the difference
in amount withheld from any individual employee because of a change during a
year in personal exemption or credit for dependents will justify the extra calculations required. To make it necessary to check back on exemptions at each payroll period will impose a heavy burden not justified by the results it will produce.
Similarly, section 431 should be amended so that a reasonable time will be given
to the employer for preparing the necessary records and making the necessary
calculations in the pay-roll department. We suggest that the status for the year
be based upon the situation at the time the certificate is filed by the employee with
the employer, which filing to be effective should be at least 7 days prior to the
beginning of the year. In the case of employees hired during the year the certificate, to be effective to cover withholding by the employer, should be filed with the
employer at least 7 days prior to the day when the first pay is to be received. The
purpose of these suggestions is to give reasonable opportunity for the necessary
clerical work in the pay-roll department for the protection of the employer,
although each employer woulal have the option of making up the pay roll with a
shorter period of advance notice as to status.
(4) Statements of tax withheld when employment is terminated
Section 430 (b) should be amended so that, within 30 days, or some other
reasonable period, after the termination of employment a written statement shall
be delivered to the employee or mailed by the employer to the employee at his last
known address. In making this suggestion we realize that some employees, shift.
ing from job to job, may not be reached by the forwarding of mail, but we believe
that the failure of some employees to receive the statement during the .ear (they
can always obtain duplicates by requesting them from the employer) is of less
practical Importance than the work Involved In a requirement that all emloye-8
must complete a statement for the amount withheld up to the time the empleymfnt
Is terminated, and have such statement ready for delivery to the employee with
his final pay. This requirement may in some cases extend unreasonably the time
the employee is required to wait for such pay.
(5) Withholding from partnershipsand fiduciaries
We question whether the proposed withholding of tax at source from payments
to fiduciaries, as covered by section 173, and partnerships, by section 173 (g)
and section 191, are of sufficient importance to justify the additional burden
placed upon those making payments of interest and dividends and to the fiduciaries and partnerships themselves. Partnerships and fiduciaries are now
required to file Information returns showing the distribution to individual tax-'
payers, who in turn inclde such distributions in their personal returns. If
partnerships and fiduciaries were omitted from withholding, as provided In
the case of domestic corporations, there would be no loss of Income but additional work would be saved those filing returns and the Bureau in handling such
returns.
Hence, we suggest that section 426 (a) be amended to effectuate the above
suggestion.
(6) Withholding from small paymen.ts of dividends and interest
Dividends and bond interest in many Instances involve the payment of relatively small sums. To withhold tax on all such payments will involve the han.
dling of many small items (in many instances less than $1) on the records of
the withholding agent and the Bureau of Internal Revenue. The detail work
would be reduced if no withholding were required except when the payment to
the recipient of bond interest or dividends is $50 or more.
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(7) Statements with payments of bond interest and dividends
Section 430 (b) provides for a statement to the person to whom dividends and
bond interest are paid showing the amount of tax withheld. It should be made
clear that this requirement can be satisfied by showing the proper deduction on
the dividend check or Interest check or by ownership certificates necessarily
filed for bond coupons. To require the Issuance of a special statement with each
such payment will Involve a heavy clerical task that will not be justified by the
benefits to be obtained thereby. This will be particularly true if it be provided, and we suggest it be provided, that withholding on dividend and interest
payments be on the gross amount without exemptions or deductions. There
are not many people receiving investment Income of this type who will have no
tax to pay and most of these will probably receive their income without deduction
If payments under $50 are exempted.
Summary
If these suggestions are adopted, the cost to, and burden on, business and the
Treasury Department will be materially reduced without appreciably reducing the
effectiveness of the withholding plan.
TAXATION OF INCOME OF DECEDENTS--SECIION

129

Section 129 of H. I. 7378 will grant relief and reduce the aggregate tax liability
In some cases, but in the case of the larger estates it will Increase the tax rather
than decrease it, and in some estates will result in levying tax in excess of 100
percent of amount Involved. This results from the specific provision which defines the deduction allowable for estate tax in the tax returns of the recipients of
the accrued Income and provides that (1) it be a portion of the total estate tax
on an average basis, and (2) the credit for States taxes be first deducted so that
In effect there is allowed as a deduction only 20 percent of the taxes netually paid
on tihe income. The fact Is, however, that the addition of the accrued Income to
the estate Increases the tax In the highest bracket and by the full amount thereof
as the credit Is allowed for State taxes only If actually paid. Under the present
law, whatever Income tax may be chargeable against the deceased serves to reduce
the estate tax In the highest bracket, and thus, under no circumstances, does the
combined income and estate tax equal 100 percent of the total amount Involved.
As an illustration of the effect of the proposed amendment, assume the case
of a deceased having an estate of $5,000,000, Including $100,000 of accrued Income.
Adding that to the taxable estate will increase the tax by 63 percent thereof, or
$63,000. The recipients of the income ought to deduce that $63,000 In determining
the amount subject to income tax.
However, the statute, as proposed In H. R. 7378, will permit a deduction of only
the average tax (less credit for State taxes), which will be about $41,000, so that
the recipients will be taxable on a net amount of $59,000. The tax payable by the
recipient will depend on the total Income, Including the income derived through
the estate, but it Is to be noted that ca incomes over $26,000 a rate of 61 percent
begins to apply. It will be quite easy, therefore, for a tax of 61 percent or more
to be levied on the $59,000 net Income of the deceased, and even at the 60 percent
rate It will amount to $36,000, making an aggregate estate and Income tax of
$99,000 on accrued income of $100.000. Tile total tax may easily exceed 100
percent of the amount Involved and, In many cases, will considerably increase
the tax over what is payable under the present law.
We urge, therefore, that this situation be taken care of by providing that the
credit or deduction for the estate taxbe determined by ascertaining the difference
between what the estate tax would havq been without the accrued Income and
what It was after Including the Income, and the credit for taxes paid to States
benot considered in determining such amounts.
IM s5rI1ON 218 OF

NEVr!"ACTOF 1042 ADmnrlIo ON1'Io!
761 To INTERNAL REVENUE
CODE
A careful study of proposed section 761 Indicates that It will not accomplish
the purposes set forth in the report of the House Ways and Means Committee.
We agree wholly with the pr!acipal proposed-namely, to annronch n.qcloselly as
possible the normal aceol'.icing procedure In connection with consolidations, as
generally outined In Consolidated Returns Regulations 110, so as to obtain the
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same net results whether subsidiaries remain in existence and are included In
the consolidated return or were, previously liquidated. However, it seems quite
clear that if the language of the proposed amendment is followed, such result
will not obtain for several reasons.
In the first place, section 761 (b) (1) provides that under certain circumstances the result should be to reflect in the invested capital of the transferee
or parent company the equity invested capital, etc., of the transferor. However,
it is stated that such result should obtain'when the stock of the subsidiary was
acquired by the parent by the Issuance of Its stock in transactions in which gain
or loss in whole or in part was not recognized. However, the report of the
committee indicates that such situation will generally occur where the stock
of the subsidiary has been acquired with a substituted basis. The language
of the committee report follows generally the consolidated returns regulations,
the particular situation being covered by section 3.34 (b) (2) (IV) F. However, there may be many cases in which stock is acquired without recognition of
gain or loss but which would still permit the parent company to include, in
invested capital, its cost for the stock of the subsidiary. The obvious illustration Is the case of a corporation acquiring all the shares of another corporation
in exchange for its own stock where the stockholders of the subsidiary acquired
less than a controlling interest in the parent corporation. Under section 718,
the parent corporation, without liquidating the, subsidiary, could include in
its invested capital an amount equal to its cost for the stock of the subsidiary
which would be the value of the shares issued. Though no gain or loss was
recognized to the former shareholders of the subsidiary, no substitute basis in
the hands of the parent corporation Is involved. Under such circumstances,
the consolidated returns regulations would require a consolidation of the two
companies (if liquidation has not occurred) on the basis of including In the
parent's invested capital the amount ordinarily Includible under section 718
and add to or deduct from the parent's accumulated earnings the accumulated
earnings or deficit, as the case may be, of the subsidiary, accumulated after its
acquisition.
While the report intimates that the rule of section 761 (b) (1) applies generally in cases involving a substituted basis and further intimates that the
substantial equivalent of the consolidated returns regulations is included, it seems
doubtful that the Cnmmissioner of Internal Revenue has authority to issue
a regulation that will accomplish the exact opposite of what the !aw specifically
requires. This, of course, can be partly corrected, at least to relieve the situation previously described, by changing section 761 to apply only with respect
to stock of the transferor (liquidator) which was acquired with a substituted
basis, but even that will not go far enough. There are circumstances in which
a substituted b'sIR Isinvolved, insofar as it relates to the owner of the stock at
the date of liquidation under which section 761 will not result in a true consolidated picture even if amended as just suggested. An example is the case of a corporation that originally acquired all the shares of another corporation for cash
or the equivalent but suhsequently transferred that stock to another affiliate
and, either because the transfer occurred in a consolidated return period or
because the transfer to the affiliate in itself constituted a nontaxable reorganization. the holder of the stock at the time of liquidation would have had a substituted basis or would have acquired the shares in a transaction in which gain
gain or loss was recognized. In all cases there would not have been involved
the issuance of stock of the transferee but that has happened in many cases
in which a parent of an affiliated group organized another corporation and
transferred to it certain properties inclNdhig 'stock of another affiliate, previously
nenuired for cash In evchange for stock of the new corporation.
Both of the difficulties previously mentioned can be substantially overcome
only by Inclulirg In the state wording similar to that contained in subsections P and 0 of sections 334 (b) (2) (IV) of the consolidated returns
regulations. Including particularly the parenthetical claus-e. Even that clau-e
will probably not cover every particular situation, including all very unusual
situations, but it will lay down a sufficiently broad policy that will probably
permit thp issuance of regulations or rulings that will accomplish substantial
Justice. It seems doubtful that, despite the statement of policy set forth in
the report of the House Ways and Means Committee, the restricted and specific
wording of section 761 will accomialish the result ultimately desired. It Is
suggested, therefore, that the wording be changed to that contained In the
aforementioned two subsections of the consolidated returns regulations.
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A third feature that seems to retiuire clarification relates to the method
by which the Invested capital of the subsidiary is to be reflected in the invested
capital of the taxpayer. , Section 761 (b) (1) states that there shall be included
in invested capital of the taxpayer "the amount determined to be necessary
to reflect the equity invested capital and the deficit in earnings and profits,
if any, of the transferor with respect to such stock."
The above paragraph would seem to require that If there should be a deficit
of tihe transferor, it must be reflected in the equity invested capital of the
taxpayer which means that the latter's invested capital must be reduced. However, if the taxpayer itself has a deficit, there should be no reduction on account
of the deficit of the subsidiary. To the extent that both corporations have
earnings no problem arises. If the parent corporation has accumulated earnlngs in excess of the subsidiary's deficit, the deduction will be correct. Under
the consolidated returns regulations, the subsidiary's deficit will not be deducted if the consolidated surplus otherwise is a deflelt. It should not be
required by section 761. While regulations might be issued to produce the
correct result, here also it is doubtful that the regulations will be valid. In
this connection, we suggest that the language of section 761 (b) (1) be modified
to read, insofar as the last phase beginning "there shall be included", is concerned, as follows: "there shall be included, in lieu of the amounts determined
to be otherwise includible in the equity invested capital of the taxpayer with
respect to such stock, the amount determined to be necessary to reflect the
equity invested capital of the transferor, with respect to such stock and in the
event the transferor has an accumulated deficit in earnings and profits the
amount of such deficit shall be deducted from the accumulated earnings and
profits of the taxpayer but not in an amount In excess of such accumulated
earnings and profits."
A ftrth feature which arises with respect to this proposed new section
relates to transactions which occurred during the period when the provisions of
section 718 (a) (5) and 718 (b) (4) were part of the revenue act. Transactions
which may have been consummated before the enactment of the excess-profits-tax
law containing the aforementioned provisions were not consummated in the
light of the excess-profits-tax law. However, those that have been consummated
since the law was first enacted have necessarily had to deal with and recognize
the effect of the law. There have been cases in which subsidiaries were liquidated because under the terms of the law, then existing, the liquidation would
not adversely affect Invested capital. In cases where it would adversely affect
invested capital, the transactions could not be consummated. A typical situation
involves the case of a corporation (which we here call corporation A) owning
all the shares of another corporation (which we here call corporation B), the
latter having paid in and accumulated capital at the date of A's acquisition
thereof In excess of the lax bas' of its shares in the hands of the corporation
that owned it. If the two corporations continue their separate existence, corporation A as a holding company only would not be concerned with excess-profits
taxes or Invested capital and corporation B would be entitled to its own invested
capital. However, if corporation D were liquidated into corporation A, the latter
succeeded to invested capital equal to that of corporation 13. If such were the
circumstances, corporation Ti could he liquidated. On the other hand, if the
result would have Iben to reduce the aggregate Invested capital, such a subsidiary
was not liquidated.
Relying on the provisions of section 718, some such corporations were liquidated, without changing invested capital. The application of the proposed
section 761, however, will result In reducing such invested capital. It is believed
that taxpayers who relied on the existence of section 718, as it now stands, with
respect to these liqaldations, and accordipgly liquidated subsidiaries, should not
now be penalized by being required to reduce their invested capital. To meet
this situation, therefore, we suggest that the amendment to eliminate sections
718 (a) (5) and-718 (b) (4) and to apply the provisions of section 761 should
not be applicable to transactions consummated between the date of enactment of
the first excess-profits-tax law (October 8, 1940) and the date of enactment of
the pending law. If desired, the right to continue nnder the present provisions
could be made elective, but this seems hardly worth while as taxpayers who
found, under the existing law, that the liqudation of the subsidiary would reduce
invested capital, did not liquidate their subsidiaries.
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BAD tufff

When deductible--Section 23 (ik)
Section 119 of H. R. 7378 proposes to modify the requirements for the deduction of bad debts in two respects. One, is to.eliminate the write-off requirement,
in which proposal we fully concur. The other change is to require that they
be deducted In the year they become worthless rather than In the year ascertained
worthless as provided by the existing law. We believe that this change Is not
desirable.
Most of the bad-debt deductions are sustained by business corporations. In
the general operation of business, thousands of noncollectible accounts are
charged off. In a great many such cases, it will be virtually impossible to prove
the particular year In which the debts became worthless, particularly as to small
accounts. As a matter of fact, many of them, particularly when individuals
are the debtors, are worthless at the time the debt Is created, but unfortunately
the creditor does not learn that until sometime later.
In many other cases, where It might be possible, ultimately, after a great deal
of work, to establish the year in which a partieplar debt became worthless, it
will, nevertheless, be the cause of much dispute between the Treasury Departmeilt and taxpayers.
There Is no advantage In making this change, nor Is there any plint In putting
the bad-debt deduction on the same basis as worthless stock, because in the finul
analysis, bad debts are primarily the deductions of business corporations, while
worthless stocks are primarily the deductions of individuals.
We suggest, therefore, that the present statute permitting the deduction In the
year ascertained worthless be retained, but that the requirement regarding
write-off be eliminated, as proposed in H., R. 7378.
Statute of limitation8-Section 322
Section 150 of H. R. 7378 proposes to amend the statute of limitations with
respect to worthless securities and bad debts to extend the same to a 7-year
period. This Is a very desirable change.
It is noted, however, that the application of this amendment is to be imiled
to taxable years beginning on or after December 81, 1968. We believe that
this limitation is unsound and should be removed. The amendment should
be made retroactive to all open cases.
To begin with, it may very well be that for the years 1941, 1942, 1943, or even
1944, there will be disallowances of either debts or securities alleged to have
become worthless In prior years, Including years prior to December 31, 1938.
There is no reason why future disallowances should be outside the pale of the
proposed amendment.
In the second place, there were many uncertainties in the years prior to 1938.
In fact, there was more uncertaintly about the particular year In which securities or debts became worthless during that period than there Is likely to occur
In many future years. Taxpayers who have been whipsawed by actions on this
most difficult problem should not be denied appropriate and proper relief merely
because the alleged worthlessness occurred prior to December 31, 1938. Furthermore, this limitation will not completely relieve the situation because If disallowances should occur now, the proposed amendment merely extends the existing
statutes by one year and possibly not even that In some cases. There will still
be much dispute on the question of whether or not a particular debt or security
became worthless before or after December 81, 1938.
We urge, therefore, that this limitation on the application of proposed section
322 (d) (5) be eliminated.
Taxpayers on the reserve basis
There is no provision proposed to make the changes with respect to bad debts,
particularly the extension of the statute of limitations, applicable to taxpayers on
the reserve basis. If our experience with the Interpretations of the Bureau of
Internal Revenue, with respect to section 711 (a) (2) (H), is any criterion, It
will not be applicable to taxpayers on the reserve basis, although the net effect,
whether the reserve or charge-off method be used, Is always the same.
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To develop this point it If first necessary to explain the operation of the reserve for bad debts. In determining what Is a reasonable amount, the normal
method is to estlma. the probable future loss In the accounts receivable uncollected at the end oofthe yetr and add to the existing reserve for bad debts such
amount as is necessary' to crease the reserve to the required total. Such an
ultimate che ;k on the adequacy or inadequacy of the reserve is provided for in
the applicable regulations. It is also required that any recovery be credited
against the reserve, making it perfectly clear that any recovery of a bad debt
serves to increase the balance before ascertaining the amount of the addition
which may be deducted from income, and, in turn, serves to reduce the deduction
allowable for the bad-debt reserve. The net tffect, therefore, whether the baddebt recovery be credited to the reserve or credited directly to gross income, is
exactly tile same, as will be observed from the following illustrative tabulation:
Balance of reserve at beginning of year -----------------------------$50,000
Less: Charged off during year ---------------------------------30, 000
Balance ---------------------------------------------------Plus: Recoveries during year -----------------------------------

20,0c0
5,000

Total -------------------------------------------------------Reserve required at year end --------------------------------------

25,000
45,000

Allowance for addition to reserve ----------------------------20,000
If the recovery above had not been made or If it bad been credited directly to
taxable gross income, the allowable deduction would have been $25,0Q0. The
recovery has, therefore, effectively served to increase taxable income.
In applying section 711 (a) (2) (H), the Bureau of Internal Revenue has taken
the position, by regulation, that taxpayers on the reserve basis are not entitled
to any adjustment with respect to bad-debt recovery after January 1, 1940, which
were written off prior to January 1, 1940, despite the fact that the recovery served
to increase the net taxable income for the years after January 1, 1940.
If recoveries of bad debts, which affected the deduction for the reserve in a
loss year, thus serving to increase the deduction without tax benefit, are to be
similarly treated under this proposed amendment, the taxpayers using the reserve
basis suffer ifscrimination.
The only difference between the application of the reserve method and the
write-off method Is in the effect it has on the year of the deduction. In the
aggregate the total deductions must always be the same. There Is no reason why
a taxpayer using the reserve method should not obtain the benefit of the extended
statute of limitations with respect to such items. Similarly, there is no reason
why such taxpayer should not have the benefit of the provisions of section 711 (a)
(2) (H). We, therefore, urge that the aforementioned section relating to excessprofits tax and the proposed provision relating to the statute of limitations be
modified to make taxpayers, using the reserve method of treating bad debts,
entitled to the benefits thereof.
DEDU 'O NS FOU TAxES
Some rather peculiar and anomalous situations are developing as a result of
a strict application of the ordinary provisions of the Internal Revenue Code
relating to the deduction for taxes. Soine of these apply to taxpayers reporting
on the accrual basis and some apply to taxpayers reporting on the cash receipt
and disbursement basis. Three types of taxes create these situations, to wit'.
(1) Capital-stock taxes; (2) State Income and franchise taxes; (3) Federal
income and excess-profits taxes.
(apital-stockc taxes
Rulings of the Treasury Department, fully supported by court decisions, now
hold and maintain that capital-stock taxes being payable for the year beginning July 1 and ending the following June 80 accrue and become deductible as
of July 1 or the later date when the corporation began business and first
became subject to the taxif It did not begin business on or before. July 1.
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It is proposed to amend the law to permit an annual redeclratiola of value
for the purpose of capital-stock tax, which redeclaration will not be made until
at least 14 months after the liability technically accrued and became deductible
under established procedure. No calendar year corporation and many fiscalyear corporations call possibly fle their returns correctly when they are required to deduct a tax liability, the amount of which will not be determined until
they declare a value some months after the return is due to be filed. When it
Is realized that the amount which will be declared will be predicated on the
estimate of the succeeding calendar year's taxable Income, the propriety of permiltting the deduction to fall in the year in which was earned the income for
which the value was declared, becomes apparent. Of course, taxpayers who
report on the cash basis do not face that problem. Therefore, we suggest that
this situation be corrected or at least relleved by permitting taxpayers to deduct
the capital-stock tax as of the date when accrued, as under the present procedure, or when paid according to whatever the taxpayer elects, such election
to be binding as for future years' procedure. The amendment, of course, should
obtain appropriate safeguards to prevent a double deduction and to assure a
complete deduction for all such taxes.
State income and franchise tax
Thee tax deductions may cause trouble whether the taxpayer reports on the
accrual basis or on the cash basis.
To, consider the cash-basis taxpayer first, many of them are earning and
receiving, before tax deductions, substantially increased incomes. They are
permitted to use the cash basis for reporting only when that method clearly
reflects Income, and most items entering into the determination of Income ordinarily overlap from year to year so that the use of the cash method does not
materially distort the annual results. That Is not so, however, with a State
income-tax deduction, which is based on such income. If a taxpayer reports
on a cash basis and his income Increases materially for the year 1942, the tax
payable thereon to the State will not become due until the following year, and
will be paid In the following year. Following the cash-accounting method, that
tax would not be deductible in determining the amount owing to the Federal
Government on the enlarged income which Is the basis for the State tax. It
will be all right If the same taxpayer happens to have a large Income for 1943
but then the same problem will arise with respect to 1944. Inasmuch as such
State taxes are predicated on the income of the previous year and fluctuations
in income will seriously distort the ultimate result if the State-tax deduction
falls a year behind, we suggest that the law be amended to permit taxpayers
on the cash basis to deduct income taxes or other taxes measured by Income,
whether called income taxes or not, In the year in which the liability accrued
regardless of the method of accounting generally employed otherwise. Here,
also, safeguards should prevent either a double deduction of the same tax
or a loss of any deduction for taxeo that will actually be paid.
On the other hand, In the case of the accrual-method taxpayers, certain State
taxes, particularly New York State franchise tax, technically accrue In the
year following the year In which the income is actually earned. Thus, if a
corporation operating In New York earned a large income in 1942, the tax
thereon which is payable to New York State as a franchise tax, but is nevertheless measured by the 1942 income, will accrue technically and become deductible as of November 1, following the end of the year 1942. Nevertheless,
if the income is large in 1942, the tax will be proportionately Increased, and
the tax therefor relates directly to the 1942 income rather than 1943 income.
It is. true, of course, that in such a case if the taxpayer corporation ceased to
do business and liquidated, without passing its assets over to any successor, the
tax would never be payable, but that seldom happens. If a particular taxpayer
actually ceases to do business, it usually is the' result of a transfer of a major
portion of its assets to another corporation and the liability is technically passed
over to the other corporation if the first corporation fails to pay the tax. In
most cases, the first corporation is required to pay the tax as part of the transaction. However, the result is seriously distorted if the tax under such circumstances is not permitted to be deducted from the Income which gives rise to
it, as a mdtter of fact, if not as amattei of technical accrual. We urge, there-
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fore, that the law be amended to permit taxpayers to deduct.taxes which are
measured by income from the income of the taxable period which serves as the
yardstick regardless of the technicalities of accrual. The possibility of the
tax not being paid by reason of liquidation or some unusual situation can be
met by also providing that if in the subsequent period the tax is not paid, the
reduction shall be disallowed.
Federal Income Ta.x
Finally with respect to Federal income taxes, the problem arises with respect
to taxes on undistributed income whether they be under the provisions of
section 102 or personal-hodllng company taxes. Where the accrual basis Is
used, no problem arises, but where the cash basis is used, the result nmy be so
seriously distorted as to, in effect, require a corporation to pay out a dividend
that it is legally unable to pay because, whether it uses the cash-basis accounting
or otherwise, it cannot overlook a substantial Federal tax liability which must
be paid out of the income of the year before anything Is available for dividends.
If such a corporation paid out all of its Income without reserving enough to
pay the tax liability, the Treasury Department would be the first to contend
that the recipients are liable for tax as transferee in having received dlstributions that did not provide for the payment of Federal tax liabilities. We urge,
therefore, that with respect to such taxes, as Federal income taxes, the taxpayer should be permitted to deduct the tax accrued during the year regardless
of the method of accounting employed for tax purposes.
Respectfully submitted.
WALTER A. M. Cooim, Chairman.
JOHN A. CONLIN
ScoTr II. DUNHAM
JOHN D. FILSON
WILLIAM It. McNAMABA
LESLIE MILLS
GEOROE M. THoMrsoN
TROY G. THURSTON
CrARENcR L. TUsNERs.

For the committee:
TABLE 1.-

WALTER A. M. CooPER, Chairman.

Tax amounts to be withheld at each pay period for single persons with no
dependents
Withhold following amounts
if pay-roll period isIf earnings are between--

Line No.

Weekly

Semi- Monthly
monthly

i.................................................................................
I.
$0.05................
2 ........ III and $11.99 .................................................
I0
8------ $12 and $12.99......................................
.
.
.........
4........ 13and $13.99 ...............................................
.............
5-------- 14 and $14.99 ............................................. 20..

.
.
..........
15amd313.90.............................................
-.
.
..........
.
818 ad $19.99..............................................
......... ..........
.
ad $2499........... ......................................
S........
$0.05 ........
.......................................
and $24.99
...............
9 ........ . 23amd
.
99..................................................
10.
.25----.
12
- 1. $3 n
..... i10
. 0
- - -....
7 ............
1.3
a d ..--------------------------go-_
........... ........... ... .. ...............
12.......
8
7

.9..................
0 an
45and $49.99
.....................................

-.
1.
14........

15.

d $49..........

.

18.
17........

I

1.85

123

2.10
2.35

1.50
1.75

.0
.............
............. ................

and $54.99................................................
and $5.99................................................

Complete tables will be furnished upon request.

..

.35
.60
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TABLE 2.-Tax amounts to be withheld at each pay period for married persons or

heads of family with no dependents

Wit'shol ' following
nmounlIs If pay.
Line No.

roll pe riod Is--

If earnings are botween-

Weekly

........

L........ $2 --_
.....................................................
2 --------$20 and $26.09.......................................
$27 and $.99 .......................................................
7 ........
8 ........
9 ........
10........
11........

23 and $3.99..........................................
29nnd $2.909
.........................................................

$30 and $3.09..........................................

$11and $34.99.....................

$35and 19.99 ............................

]SemImonthly

...............................
..........................

...............................
$0 and $14.99............
45 and $10.96.........09- ...................................
50 and $51.09
.................................
.....................
12........

$5 and $59.99 .................................
...................
13........$80 and W.9 ...........................................................
14 --------$85 and $49.99 ...........................................................
16........$70and $71.99
........
.......... ............... . . . .. . .
16. . . . $75and $79.0 .......
...........................................................
$0 and $81.99 ...........................................................
18.
$85
and
$89.0
......................................................
19........$90 and $ 1.9
. 9 ..........................................................
20 --------$95and $60.9
60...........................................
..............
21 ........$100 and $104.99 .........................................................
22........ $105 and $109.90.........................................
23........$110an1 $114.90....... .................................-24 ........ $115an' $119.99
......................
.......................

.

$0.05 ..........
* 10
.15 S..........
.20
.25 S..........
.35
.0 S..........
.85
1.10
1.35
$0.15
1.85
2.10
2.35
1.15
2.W'
2.85
1.40
3.10
1.05
3. 5
1.90
2.15
2.40
3.85
4.10
2.85
4.35
Z90
4.80
2.85

Complete tables will be furnished upon request.

The

CHAIRMAN.

Mr. Snyder.

STATEMENT OF DANIEL W. SNYDER, TEFFERSON CITY, MO.,
PRESIDENT, MISSOURI POWER & LIGHT CO.
Mr. SNYDER. Senator George, I have reduced what I have to say
here to writing, and I assure you that it won't take more than 10
minutes. I hope to read it sooner and quicker than that.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you represent all utilities, Mr. Snyder?
Mr. SNYDER No sir

I merely represent the company for which I

work. I am president of the Missouri Power & Light Co., a Missouri
corporation.
,Senator George and gentlemen, the Missouri Power & Light
Co. is
a comparatively small company, although its operation covers a
wide, if sparsely populated, territory. It serves no cities larger than
cities of the third-class and only 8 of those the balance of the 141
communities served being quite small, 99 of which are of less than
500 population.
Forty-two percent of all meters are in territory clasaed as rural as
defined by the Bureau of the United States Census. Although this
company is relatively small, its service is of great importance to its
59,000 customers in the 32 counties in which it operates. Therefore,
it is essential for the protection of adequate service to these customers
as well as for the welfare of its security holders that the credit and
financial status of the company remain sound.
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I have read statements attributed to Secretary Morgenthau to
the effect that this new tax bill should leave "a sufficient margin of
income for dividends and safety."
I have read a recently published article by the honorable chairman
of this committee which gives assurance that it is not the intention to
destroy any industry.
However, in including public utilities in the general class of corporations, this new tax bill does grave injury to an essential industry.
I understan(l the bill as passed by the House gives separate consideration to insurance and( certain other types of companies. It
would seem that public utilities, because of tile nature of their busihe's, should be given separate considleratioii because snch corl)orations
are quite unlike the ordinary corporation. Briefly the principal difare as follows:
ferences
11. Utilities are regiilated by governmental commissions as to their
security issues, rates, and earnings.
2. ivestmeiit in(ler the theory of regulation remains in the business and is not recoverable out" of )rofit:n because the industry is
operated on a service at cost basis.
3. Capital for needed expansion, which is a constant requirement
il any growing territory, is not available from earnings.
4. 't'e cal)ita! investedi has a very slow turn-over. Usually it reqluires about 5 years to turn the capital once. Other types of business or industrial corporations are able to turn tJ~eir capital one or
more time each year.
5. The investor-owned electric utilities havo to absorb a 31/ 3 -percent
excise tax on certain classifications of gross earnings, whicih type of
tax is not assessedl against the ordinary corporation.
I do not presume to speak for the public-utility industry. My plea
is for th'1 Missouri Power & Light Co., which will face a most critical
financial situation if this new tax bill is enacted in its present form.
This company hils been, and is now, a subsidiary of the North
American Lighi & Power Co. and has had advantage of a joint return.
This latter company is now in the process of dissolution under
order of the Securitie, and Exchange Commission. In the aiear future the probability is that the small company will be "on its own."
It will probably ecome an operating coin pany without a parent
company and also will be without any subsidiaries.
We believe the record of the company is a worthy one. From 1980
to 1941 the average price of electricity sold to its customers has been
reduced from 4.59 cents per kilowatt-hour to 2.51 cents per.kilowatthour, a reduction of approximately 45 percent.
During that period it has added $,400,000 to its plant account,
and is now engaged in a program of constructing additional facilities for restoring needed reserve c1acity taken by factories working
on war orders that requires nearly '$2,000,000 additional expenditures.
This company does not object to paying a fair share of the tax
burden. It believes it has paid a fair share and, perhaps, more than
a fair share. From 1930 to 1941 Federal income taxes have increased
$282,000 per year, an increase of 510 percent, and other'taxes $169,000
per year, an increase of 130 l)ercent.
7609--42-vol. 2-21
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This big increase in taxes over the last 10 years was absorbed only
because of the successful promotion of additional kilowatt-hour sales
and by the application of rigid economy and improved efficiency in
the operation of the utility.
This new bill will add about $260,000 to the tax bill, and there is
now no possible opportunity to offset this huge tax increase. No
expansion in business, other than low-rate industrial war load, is
possible because of W. P. B. restrictions necessary in the prosecution
of the war.
The feiowing comparison (f the income account of the company
shows the effect of this, new bill compared with the actual results
obtained in 1941.
Senator TArr. Mr. Snyder, that increase in tax. Can you tell
whether that. is due to the normal rate or the excess-profits rate?
Mr. SNx: i:. Well, it is due to both of them.
Senator 1'APr. How far do you go into the excess-profits tax?
Mr. SNYDFR. Rather heavily because of the fact that under a joint
return we weren't heavily taxed for excess4 profits whereas under a
separate return the excess-profits tax is large.
Senator TAFe. What do you use? Do you use the capital-investment basis?
.Mr.

SNYDnE.

No, sir. We use the average-earnings basis.

Senator TAFr. What is the matter with the capital-investment
basis?
Mr. SNYDiR. In the early years the depreciation allowable under

the rules of the Bureau of Internal Revenue was heavy which reduces the base and also only half of bonded value is allowed. Therefore there is a slightly better result for the company by using the
average earning basis rather than the capital investment basis.
Senator TAr. How muchMr. SNYDm. There is very little difference.
Senator TArr, How much excess income is there that falls in the'
excess-profits tax?
Mr.

SiNYDER.

I couldn't tell you offhand, Senator.

It is quite

a substantial amount because the excess-profits tax is a substantial
portion of this $260,000 ihnrease.
Senator WALSH. What is your prefered-stock divilend?
Mr. SNYDF.R. What is it?

Senator WA.sn. What is the i ate?
Mr. SNxYD). It is $6 per share on a $100 value. In order to test that
estimate we actually applied the new law to a 6 months' operation,
and the amount available for the first 6 months, bascd on actual
figures for common-stock dividends and surplus for 1942, is $1,949.
Senator CianK. As against $322,000 last year?
Mr. SNYD,

. Last year; yes, sir.

I am very nearly through.
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Based for separate returns on
1942 proposed revenue act

Actual, 191cu

Actual
Esiae
(a months).
1942
1942
$2,245,818.68

$4, 272,2,3.12 $4,3 9.981.

Total operating revenues .................................

Z 301,f2+8 4
.,0M486.00
16,58. 9
IK, 4S8.3I
284,085.15
307,857.90
I , 30. no
9,00. 00
.. 38, o0.00
579,300.00
479,700.00
483, 954.00

aattngpexpenns
.........................................
OV e
Maintenance .................................................
Taxea other thae come taxes ...........................
ProvIsionforinr *c taxes(8itaP) .......................
'rovislon for Inc , e taxes (Federal) .......................
Appropriation for depreciation reserve ......................

1,128,62.1
94, W8.31
148,8M7.90
4,600.00
20,2 0.00
259,.24.00

Total operating expenses, maintenance, taxes, and
depreciation .........................................

3,307,829.74

3,878,892.85

Net operating revevuea .......................................
Nonoperating revenues .......................................

984,423.38

(0,923.83

3,408.42

16, 35. 80

, .28. 30

Gross income ...........................................
Total deductions (net) ...................................

1, 003o831.80
381,057.20

707,429.13
388223.88

334,409. 18
18,403.88

1. 1, 092. 8
529,123.83

Net Income .............................................

622.774.00.

339,2.2. 25 1
300, C00.00

150,000.00

Available for common dividend and surplus ...........

322,774,90

39, 2. 25

1,W65.25

Preferred dividend requirements........................

300,000.00

051,94.25

From the above it is readily noted that the earnings available for
comnion-stock dividends are practically 'wiped out and the earnings
for preferred are in serious jeopardy. The earning value of the common being thus destroyed its market value is likewise destroyed.
During the last 10 years this company has earned its preferredstock. dividends an average of 2.25 times. In recent years its preferred stock has had an open market value of about $100 a share.

Subsequent to the introduction of this proposed tax bill this prefoi red
stock suddenly dropped in price and has been quoted at about $85
per share.
I have no knowledge or experience in the formulation of tax laws.
In conclusion, however, I wish to respectfully submit the following
suggestions for the consideration of your committee:
Virst. That because of their unusual characteristics the plblic
utilities be given a separate classification and treatment in the fill.
Second. That the 83 percent excise tax absorbed by the electric
utilities be allowed as a credit against normal income tax.
The CHAIRMAN. Isn't that collected from the customer?
Mr. SNYDER. No, sir; it is not.

When the bill passed Congress

in the first place, it was passed on to the customers, but in the subsequent bill it was changed so that now the utility absorbs that tax.
The CHAMMAN. You are compelled then to absorb the tax?
Mr. SNYDER. Yes, sir.
The CHAMMAN. All right.
Mr. SNYDER,
Third, That the excess-profits tax be assessed on a

formula that makes the tax an excess-profit tax in reality.
4. That cumulative preferred stock dividends be treated the same
as bond interest because under regulation cumulative preferred stockhas practically the same characteristics as a bond.
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5. That the excess-profits tax be applied after the norn~al tax instead
of prior to the normal tax. This latter arrangement being more
logical.
I might add further that in case this tax has to be assessed in such
quantities against the utilities, it would seem that a withholding tax
could be arranged whereby the tax burden could be equally divided
over all classes of securities rather than making the common stock
take all of the loss, which practically prevents any surplus being built
up for contingencies, and in making the statement, I am looking toward
the management of these companies rather than the stockhol-ders, because if we are to carry on and continue to give service to our customers
there has got to be a little something over for surplus in those
contingencies.
Senator RADCLIFFE. Just a moment ago you made some reference to
the restrictions of the W. P. B. I-low far will these restrictions, so
far as materials are concerned, interfere 'with the development of your
plant or the maintenance as far as you can form any estimate at this
time?
Mr. SNYDER. Aside from the work pertaining to the war-and I am
not complaining at all about the restrictions-but aside from the work
pertaining to the war, we are absolutely stoppeA.
We can't sell any
gas. We can't run any service unless the customer has his house wired
and the foundation were in before March and, of course, they have all
been
taken care of. We are just stopped. We are in a straitjacket
except for customers pertaining to the war.
Now, the only business I see in sight would be in case a camp would
be located in our territory or they built some kind of war industry.
Then we might get some business from that.
The CHAIRMAN. They take the lowest rates, of course?
Mr. SNYDER. Yes, sir; We are trading dollars very largely on that.
Senator RADCLIFFE. I suppose you are not able to form an estimate, even a very crude estimate as to what that might mean in
dollars and cents?
Mr. SNYDER. You mean our increased business?
Senator RADCLXFE. No; I mean the restrictions of the W. P. B.

Are you able to visualize what that means in the way of losses to
Tou? I know that is a very general question and a highly speculative one.
Mr. SNY) . I believe the best way I could answer that, Senator
is this: That even during the depression years on the average we
were 'able to reduce rates, in spite of rising labor costs, very nearly 5
percent a year and the only way we did that was by growth. Now,
that growth at the present time is not possible under the war restrictions which I thoroughly agree are necessary. We have no objection whatsoever to those restrictions. We are cooperating just as
fully as we know how.
Senator CLARK. You can't increase your income without expanding your facilities to any appreciable degree, and you can't extend
your facilities under the present situation of the W. P. B. Order?
Mr. SNYDER. And in addition to that, Senator, as you well know,
I think, in the towns that we serve we have had an exodus of population. We have had our reasonable and ordinary number of boys
that have gone to the service. In addition to that, we have had

IBVONEIJ
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many hundreds of men go from our towns, because there isn't much
war work there, to the large industrial centers to fret jobs.
Take the city of Moberly, which is an old railroad town and many
former railroad shop men have gone into other lines of business and
shops.

These skilled men are now going to other cities.

They have

lost in Randolph County 1,800 heads of families.
Unless this section is given some war business I think the outlook
is decidedly forlorn.
Unless business increases the next 2 years, I think the hope is a
decidedly forlorn one.
Senator RADCLIFFE. If you raised your rates, that would only be a

partial solution?
Mr. SNzDm. That would be no solution at all, if you will permit

me to say that. If the excess-profits taxes continued at the rate of
00 or 94 percent in the aggregate, in order to get a dollar revenue,
the ratepayer would have to pay 16 or 17 times that, and we just
wouldn't have the courage to iry to collect it.
I have just one concluding paragraph.
The .CHAIRMAN.

Yes sir.

By utilizing these suggestions or a combination of
them, a tax bill applicable to utilize could be devised that would
result in an equitable and adequate taxation and also prevent the destruction of the utility's credit and its ability to serve the public.
I think I kept aboit within the 10 minutes including your quesMr.

SNYDER.

tions.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Snyder.
Are there any questions?
(No response.)
Mr. SNYvEn. I want to thank you and the committee very much

for e emitting me to be present.
The CHAIRMAN. We were very glad to have you appear.
Mr. Hodes?
STATEMENT OF JAMES HODES, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Mr. HODES. My name is James Hlodes of 20 Pine Street, New York.

I am here to voice opposition to the proposed section 121 of the
revenue bill of 1942.
This is the section which would deny a deduction for interest on
indebtedness incurred to purchase or carry fully paid-up life or endowment contracts.
I wish to state at the outset that I am not here as a 'representative
of any insurance company or bank, or any organized group that may
have a special interest in this legislation.
I have devoted many years to tie study and analysis of matters
relating to life insurance and one of my present connections is that
of analyst and consultant on special life insurance problems to the
firm of Pantaleoni & Silver, attorneys, who specialize in life-insurance
matters.
However, I wish it to be clear that I am not here on behalf of that
firm.
My appearance is dictated entirely by the fact that my studies reveal that the passage of this section would be detrimental to the
interest of the United States Government and extremely unfair to
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that vast group of policyholders who are unorganized and therefore
have no spokesman to present their point of view in respect to
legislation affecting their interests.
. There are many reasons why this section should be eliminated from
the proposed bill.
The CHAMMAN. You wouldn't put any limitation on single paid
policies at all? You wouldn't limit it in any wise?
Mr. HoDEs. No, sir. I think I will develop the reason as I go along.
TheCHAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. HoDze. My first reason is most persuasive, because it does not.
involve any. controversial issue as to the fairness or wisdom of this
proposed amendment.
This amendment was recommended for the purpose of plugging up
an alleged loophole and thereby creating additional revenue for the
Treasury.
The simple fact is that adoption of this amendment will not result
.in any additional revenue to the Treasury, but it will actually result
in a loss of revenue.
Apparently it was assumed that if the interest deduction were disallowed the Government's revenue from income taxes would be increased to the extent of the tax upon the amount disallowed.
That is not true. The gain in revenue derived from the disallowance of such interest payments must be measured against at
least four different sources of revenue which the Government will lose
by the passage of this amendment.
Now, I want to describe at this point a typical transaction, and I
have an exhibit in support of this:
An individual, aged 40, oes to a life-insurance company and buys
a $25,000 insurance policy for which he pays a single premium in cash.
By the way, I have selected the amount of $25,000 because the
example is in the John Hancock Life Insurance Co., and their limit
is $25,000. They won't sell any more than that.
At age 40 the company charges him for such a policy a premium of
$12711.75
he makes a loan of $10,000 against the security of this policy from
a bank-the policy has iftimediate cash value so he can make that
loan-which
sum represents almost the full immediate loan value of
this
eolicy.reuti
T e ntresuit is that his total investment in the policy is $2,711.75.
Let us assume that he pays interest on the loan at the rate of 21/2
percent per annum. That makes his interest charge $250 annually.
Under the present law this interest payment of $250 per annum is
treated as an allowable deduction in reporting his income tax.
The proposed amendment seeks to eliminate this sum as a deduction with the idea in mind of yielding to the Government additional
revenue to the extent of the tax rate applicable to this taxpayer on the
sum of $250.
If the taxpayer is in the 51-percent bracket, the apparent increase
in revenue to the Government would be $127.50.
Should the proposed amendment be adopted, its effect would be to
eliminate this type of transaction. There is no question about that.
People just wouldn't buiy this form of insurance.
I will indicate to-you now the revenue which the Treasury will lose
if this kind of transaction is discontinued.
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The large city banks, which are generally the lenders in these
transactions, report as taxable income the interest income which they
derive from this type of loan.
Now, these banks are subject to the same taxes as other corporations,
the same normal tax, surtax and excess-profits tax.
The income-tax returns of these city banks are available to this committee. They aren't available to me. I tried to get them, and the
banks wouldn't let me know what they are, but I know that in almost
every case the income tax that the bankpays at the top is much greater
than the total of income tax that the individuals who make these loans
would pay.
Senator Trr. I think the rate is very much lower, however. In
fact, many banks haven't paid any income tax, until recently, at all.
I think the average rate would be much lower.
Mr. HODEs. Are you talking of all banks or the large city banksI
Senator TArr. Banks generally. Some banks pay big ones and
some small ones.
Mr. Honis. I don't think that is true of the large city banks, sir.
They are the ones that make most of these loans.
If as a result of the adoption of the proposed amendment this
income were not received and reported in the bank's income, the
amount so lost to the Treasury would be considerably greater than
the'hoped-for revenue, through disallowance of the interest deduction,
butThe
thatsingle
is notpremium
the whole story.
paid to the insurance company in the illustration I have offered you was $12,711.75; of this, $11,475 represents
reserve funds to the insurance company. The income derived from
the investment of this reserve is subject to tax based on a formula
which is now under consideration in the present revenue bill.
I have roughly computed the amount of income on this amount at
$28.
If the tax bracket applicable to this income is only 51 percent--and
it is much greater on the amount that is actually reported-the loss of
revenue through the nonissuance of single premium insurance would
be $14.28.
A third source of revenue in this bank-loan insurance transaction
is derived from the income of the insurance agent who is involved
at its inception.
He receives a commission on the sale of this policy amnounting to
$381.25, which is considerably more than the amount of interest paidthat is, $250.
Even if we assume that the average insurance agent is not in the
same income-tax bracket as the purchaser of this type of insurance,
nevertheless the agent reports 'as taxable income a sim much greater
than the amount of interest deduction taken by the policyholder.
This alone in most cases would be sufficient to offset the revenue
which the Government hopes to gain by the passage of this amendment.
There is a fourth source of offsetting revenue to the Government:
Under the agency system o selling insurance not only the soliciting
agent but the general agent by whom he is employed (erives a profit
from the sale of the policy.
In the illustration given the general agent would receive $127.11.
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Let us assume that lie is in the 51-percent bracket. In that case
the loss df the revenue would be $64.82.
These four sources of income now provide substantial revenue to the
Treasury.
Under the proposed amendment these sources will be cut off.
The increased revenue which the Government would obtain because
interest deductions would not be made would be far less than the revenue lost, but perhaps greater than all of these losses would be the
future loss of revenue to the Government in the field of Federal estate
taxes, if ili insurance involved in these transactions is not purchased
or is discontinued as a result of the adoption of the section under
consideration.
I have exhibit B there. I show computations of typical causes which
illustrate the potential losses to the Government in Federal estate
taxes which would result from the assage of this amendment.
In the illustration we are considering an individual dies, leaving a
general net estate, exclusive of life insurance, in the sum of $100,000.
If such an individual has purchased, by the bank loan method,
$100,000 of fully paid insurance, which is subject to a $50,000 loan, the
net amount which is ineludible in his estate is $50,000.
The estate tax on the net insurance involved would be computed at
40 percent of $50 000, so that the revenue through estate taxes to the
Government would be $20,000.
It would take about 30 years to make up-30 years of income
taxes-to make up this loss.
Similarly, in the case of a ge ,eral net estate exclusive of life insurance in the sum of $500,000 where there is $200,000 of paid-up
insurance in force, subject to a loan of $100,000, the estate tax would
be computed at 60 percent of $100,000, or $60,000.
These are the amounts in revenue which would he lost if the type
of transaction we are discussing were discontinued es a result of the
passage of section 121.
It would be very shortsighted to make possible these substantial
losses to the Treasury by the passage of the section under discussion.
When we compare the four sources of income-tax revenue together
with the Federal estate-tax revenue, which the Government will lose
by the passage of this amendment, with the insignificant gain in
revenue which the Government expects to derive through the disallowance to the policyholder of interest deductions, the conclusion
is inescapable that this amendment was proposed without any adequate study of its actual and potential effects upon the revenues to
the United States.
It cannot be justified as a revenue-raising measure, because it must
have the opposite effect.
RiiOPOSED AMENDMENT IS INEQUITABLE

I shall demonstrate that this amendment, besides failing of its
purpose as a revenue measure, is inequitable.
People of wealth who own this kind of insurance subject to loan,
or who might consider buying ally paid-up insurance, have available
to them always other means of borrowing money. They cojdd hypothecate securities; they could make loans on other stocks and bonds,
and with the proceeds buy fully paid-up insurance which would not
be subject to loan.
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They could then make the deduction of the interest and they could
escape the intent of this amendment.
Other wealthy individuals could also take ordinary life policies
on which they. iay annual premiums, which have developed a cash
value, and make loans on those; with the proceeds they could then
buy fullypaid-up insurance. Again they would escape the intent, of
this amendment.
There is really no means of enforcing this-I mean, against people
to whom this amendment is directed-because they would always
have available to them means of making loans.
The proposd amendment is intended to deny to individuals who
enter into bank loan transactions the right to reduce their insurance
cost.
I have previously shown that these individuals can easily avoid
the prohibition of this amendment by a number of methods.
Unfortunately, if this amendment is adopted, the only ones who
will be affected adversely in the matter of tax relief are the ordinary
individuals who own ordinary life policies. I will illustrate:
There are thousands of in(liViduals who have purchased limited
payment life policies-policies on which they pay annual premiums
for a limited number of years: 10, 15, or 20 years.
Now, as an example, an individual who has purchased a 20-payment life policy in 1920 at the age of' 35: This policy by its terms
requires the payment of 20 annual premiums, after which it becomes
flly paid up.
It then would fall into the category which is considered in this
amendment.
Ten years pass, and in 1930 the policy has acquired a cash value
which is more than 25 percent of its face value. The policyholder
finds that lie is unable to continue his insurance unless he makes a
premium loan.
there are thousands and thousands of
I sayofthat
maybooks
In loans
passing,
the insurance "companies.
on the
such
Through the 80's he keeps his insurance in force by continually increasing the loan, and in 1940, when the policy by its terms becomes
fully paid up, he finds himself with a policy subject to a maximum
loan.
Although lie is relieved of future premium paymepits he must continue to pay interest to his insurance company-and this interest is
usually 6 percent-in order to keep the insurance in force.
It would be an obvious injustice to this class of policyholders--and
there are thousands of them-to deny them a deduction for the interest which they pay on their loans in order to keep their policies alive.
This group of policyholders has no means of avoiding the effects of
this amendment except to drop their. insurance.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean this section applies to that sort of
thingI
Mr. HoDEs. Yes, sir; it does.

The CHAIUMAN. Is that true?
Treasury?
Mr. flonEs. I have it here.

I anybody here to speak for the

The ChAIRMAN. Go ahead, and we will find out about it. If that
is so, I didn't so interpret it. We will got into that.
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Mr. HoDE8. Here it is.
section is:

Here is 121.

What they are adding to the

Any amount paid or accrued on indelteduess incurred or continued to purchase
or carry a single premium or fully paid up life insurance or endowment contract.

That is fully paid-up insurance.
The CHAIMAN. You did construe the words "fully paid up" there
as covering old policies on which the taxpayer has been paying for a
number of-years and finds himself owing a debt?
Mr. HoDEs. After the policy becomes fully paid up.
The CHAIRMAN. I don't think that is a correct construction of it.
Mr. HoDEs. Well, I won't dispute th, but I think if the term "fully
paid up" is in the section, and if a person has a policy which on the
face of it says "this policy becomes fully paid up"The CHAIRMAN (interposing). Are you talking about a single pre_mium policy or an endowment policy fully paid up? I think you
have got to construe all those words together.
Mr. HODEs. It says, "single premium or fully paid up."
The CHAIRMAN. Yes- "or fully paid up."
Senator TAI-r. i think the witness is right. It says, "carry a single
premium or fully paid-up life insurance policy." It has been paid up.
The CHAIRMAN. If the witness is right, I would be very much against
that.
Mr. Honns: I think also there are certain other technical things.
An ingenious insurance mtn can think of a half dozen ways, if he
were minded that way, of avoiding the intent of this, with a wealthy
individual. All you have to do is to buy a five-payment life policy,
and the wealthy man pays the five premiums in advance.
He then makes a loan against the receipt he gets from the companyor, I should say, he pays 'our premiums and leaves one, so it isn't fully
paid up.
I can think of three or four other methods of avoiding the intent.
The CHAIRMAN. I don't want to find out any way of avoiding the
intent. If that is what this section means I think it has got too much
in it. I am not trying to avoid it.
Mr. HonEs. No, sir. I say an insurance man can show a wealthy
individual how to avoid the intent of ths section.
The CHAIRMAN. I hardly think your interpretation is justified, although Senator Taft is a good authority on it.
Senator TAwr. It couldbe construed that way by the Treasury if they
wanted to.
Mr. HODES. I think it would be construed that way by the Treasury.
Senator TArn. That could be corrected very easily. I don'%think
th
iintended it.
he CHAIRMAN. I don't think so.
Mr. HoDE. I don't want to take up very much more time.
I have thought of the fact that it might be corrected, but I know
the technicalities of insurance.
The CHAIRMAN. I am glad you called our attention to it, if you are
correct in your interpretation, because I can see some reason why the
Treasury might desire to put an end to the single premium policies,
taken in large amounts, interest paid on that policy.
There may be a great deal in what you have to say, but at the same
time it affords someone who is able to do that an excellent opportunity
to take a considerable deduction from his taxable income.
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Mr. HoDE. Yes7 sir; but I think I have proven that by preventing
activity ou don't increase revenues. There is no question about it.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand your point-that your contention is
that the Treasury is the loser in the long run.
Mr. HODES. That is right-by a great amount too.
The CHAIRMAN. That doesn't keep the individual, though, from taking considerable advantage.
Mr. HonEs. How about the individual-if we are talking about this
philosophically-who purchases a home by a loan and deducts that
interest from his income tax?
He, too, is buying some property, just as this individual is buying
property. The profit motive exists in both.
The CHAIIMAN. I didn't mean to argue with you.
Mr. HODES. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I was curious to know if your construction of the
section was cor. oct.
Go ahead.
Mr. HonEs. Now there is another very large group of policyholders-particularly after this last depression-who, after maintaining
their life insurance for many years, found it impossible to continue
and were able to take advantage of the nonforfeiture privilege in their
policies of surrendering their annual premium policies for a greatly
reduced amount of fully paid-up insurance--as it is mentioned in this
section.
That is, a person has r- $5,000 policy he has carried for 15 years
and then finds himself unable to continue to pay the premiums because
of taxes or anything else. He is permitted to accept from the company
a policy for, let's say, $1,200 or $1,500, fully paid up, and, if he needs
money, if lie is that hard up, he is going to make a loan and carry
that policy subject to a loan,
It can be assumed that when indivduals are in such straits, that
they must take advantage of the nonforfeiture privilege.
they are usually reduced to making loans from the insurance companies against the cash values of the fully paid-up insurance.
Now, sir, I have spoken to-I can't get the exact statistics-but I
have spoken to insurance company officials, and I find that in these
cases, in the many cases where policies were reduced in amount to
fully paid-up insurance, usually they are carried for years with loans,
because those people couldn't afford to pay the annual premium, and,
as a matter of fact, welcome the relief through the fact that they
could make loans against the policies.
Now, it may be stated that, in the report of the House Ways and
Mears Committee, the only justification for the introduction of this
measure in the tax bill of 1942 was the express desire to treat int':est
deductions on loans made on fully paid-up insurance in the same
manner as interest on loans made to purchase or carry tax-exempt
securities. That is the only item in the report.
The analogy is completely fallacious and is based on a very superficial comparison of the nature of the collateral. In the case of taxexempt securities there is immediate income accruing to the owner
which is never reported to the Government,.
In the case of the life-insurance policy-particularly the single
premium policy-the cash value exceeds the premium consideration
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within a few years of its inception, and in the ordinary whole life

policy in about 5 years the cash value may exceed the consideration

paid for it.

So that if the policy is surrendered for any reason at all the excess
of the cash surrender value over the consideration paid must be

reported as income.
In the case of the single premium endowment policy-and the only
ones that it pays anyone to buy and to handle in this way would be
short-term endowments-there is no escaping the reporting of income
at maturity represented by the difference between the maturity value
and the dividends over the premium consideration.
Furthermore, in the case ,!' tax-exempt securities there is no increase in revenue to the Government in the event of death of the
owner of such securities which are subject to loan.
I have indicated previously the largely increased estate against
which estate taxes will be levied in the case of fully paid-up life
insurance policies which are carried by loan when the policyholder
dies.
To digress for a moment, I wish to point out that individuals who
purchase fully paid-up insurance and carry it with the aid of bank
or insurance company loans, do not do so always with the idea of
avoiding the payment of taxes.
In every case the cost to them is more than the amount of taxes
they save.
It does enable individuals to carry larger insurance estates than
if they bought it on an annual premium basis, but there is always
a cost to them.
The transaction is the type, as a matter of fact, that should be
encouraged as much as possible, because it takes money out of circulation and reduces spendable income, which at this moment is the
primary purpose of all tax legislation.
Every time one of these single premium policies is sold about 20
percent of the cash that pays for it must come out of the policyholder's pocket.
This tying up of the polioyhqlder's fun4s in insurance is antiinflationary in effect.
Furthermore, the proceeds of a loan which is made are paid over
to the bank by the insurance company.
Recent statements by all the large insurance companies indicate
that the greatest proportion of their incoming funds are being invested in Government bonds.
In fact in this morning's Baltimore Sun I noticed an item that
several o? the New York insurance companies have invested about a
half billion dollars in Government bonds of the new "tap" issue within
the last few days.
This, too, I maintain is anti-inflationary in effect.
In conclusion may I state that this proposed amendment is predicated upon two gross misconceptions:
The first is that it will raise a:lditional revenue: it will not. The
Government will in effect lose revenue at a time when* it needs it
most.
Secondly, the proposed amendment is based upon the misconception
that it is plugging up a loophole in the tax law similar to the one
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which allows interest deductions on loans made upon tax-exempt
securities.
As I have pointed out, the analogy is clearly fallacious.
Thus, upon examination, the whole structure upon which this
proposed amendment was submitted falls of its own weight. When
we add to that the inequity of the amendment against people of
means its discriminatory nature, and the injustice visited upon
policyholders who have struggled for years to maintain their fifeinsurance policies, there can be no good reason for retaining the
proposed section in the Revenue Act of 1942.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you very much. Are there any ques.tions?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
(Exhibits A and B submitted by Mr. Hodes are as follows:)
EXIBIT A.-Age

0-Single premium whole life

$25,000.00
Face amount_---------------------------------------------------llngle premium ------------------------------------------------12,711,75
Loan for I year ------------------------------------------------10,000.00
(Collateral for loan Is assigned cash value of policy at end of 1 year, $10,825.)
Payment by Insured out of own funds ----------------------------$2, 711.75
Interest on $10,000 loan for 1, year at 21/a percent -------------------250.00
t Illustration Is based on a policy issued by the John liancock Mutual Life Insurance Co.
ExHIBIT B.--Illtration of incoe
tax saved by insured v. Federal estate tax
on insurance carried by bask loant method
(Assuming the new 1042 tax law is passed by Congressi
General net estate, exclusive of life Insurance ---------------------Paid-up Insurance -----------------------------------------------ILess bank loan ---------------------------------------------------

$100,000
100, c0
50, 00

Net Insurance estate --------------------------------------1 0,000
Estate tax on net insurance 40 percent of $50,000 -------------------20.000
If the Insurance Is not purchased or Is canceled because the deduction of Interest Is
disallowed, the Government faces a potential loss of $20.000 Federal estate tax.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Langley.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM C. LANGLEY, WESTBURY, N. T.
Mr. LANOLEY. What I would like to do, Senator George, is to file
with the committee this printed statement, which is only in proof form,
because I came down here so hurr'iedly that I did not have a chance to
have it finally bound up, and I would like to high-spot a few things
that are in it. That will take me about 5 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. You may do so, Mr. Langley.
Mr. LANGLEY. I wish to address myself, gentlemen, to the subject
of the 90-percent excess-profits tax and the 45-percent income tax as
affecting corporations.
It is my belief that a great number of corporations will omit preferred and/or common dividends; others will drastically reduce them,
because of any, or all, of the following reasons:
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Residue of earnings after taxes does not equal dividend require..
ments, or leaves too little margin over same.
Fear of impairing working capital or having to borrow working
capital, or to borrow to pay taxes.
Fear of goin into post-war period without strong cash reserves
against dereas-. business, large inventory depreciation, and necessity
for plant rehabilitation and installment of new machinery for reconversion pirpnos.
Inability to meet sinking-fund or debt maturities, thus causing
defaults and receiverships.
Confirmation of the above: For the 6 months ended June 30 a total
of 163 companies report net income of $898,528,000, which is 46.1
percent below the $583,213,000 reported for the corresponding periodin 1941.
Corporations are already arranging post-war credits when possible
against inventory shrinkage, plant conversion to peacetime activity,
et cetera.
In addition, further confirmation is evidenced by the stock market.
Since the 90-percent excess-profits and 45-percent normal tax was decided upon by the House committee, stocks have materially declin,
in market value.
In my opinion, the result of a 45-percent and 90-percent tax ivtll be
lower prices for equities of preferred and common stocks, and with
nonpayment of dividends, these stocks will be discredited and investors
will not buy or subscribe for them, just at the time when the coumry's
business economy needs new equity money when the war is over.
Finally, the result will be that the Government will be the priieilpal,
the easy and probably the only source for borrowing money and then
filially there will be Government management of p ants and Government ownership of business and production.
A combination of normal taxes of 45 percent and excess-profit taxes
does not properly distinguish between the normal earnings of established businesses and increased earnings due to the war. It does not
properly recognize such realities as fixed interest and preferred dividend charges.
The individual stockholder should be taxed on his income, both
earned and from dividends, in accordance with thc principle of ability
to pay. It is not equitable to impose on each stockholder, irrespective
of his individual income; the same tax burden. To do so has the effect
of taxing the individual stockholder upon his share of corporate earnings at rates in some cases 100 percent in excess of what he would ordinarily be obliged to pay if the principle of the ability toI pay is tQ be
recognized.
I have had prepared in my office a list of over 100 companies. We,
inducted into their last year's earnings the proposed taxes. Of course,
it was impossible for us to be absolutely accurate about this, because
we are not in possession of the Treasury reports, but we think that
they artsubstantially correct. We have taken the actual normal and
surtaxes prid last year and qualified them by the noew t,.
A summary which I append to my statement, and- whilt I understand will be printed in full in the record shows that the preferred
stocks of 42 utility companies and 23 industrial companies, and of tie
common stocks of 13 utility and 56 industrial companies, expose the
following result:
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Four utility-companies, or 9 percent, will not earn their preferred
dividends; 1I utility companies, or 26 percent, will not earA their
preferred dividends and sinking funds; 13 utility companies, or 31
percent, will be border-line Caes, earning their preferred dividends
by it margin of less than 50 percent. Thirteen utility cornpaiies will
have their average earnings per common share reduced- U7-percent.
Six industrial companies, or 26 percent, will be border-hie cases, earning their preferred dividends less than twice. Fifty-six industrial
companies will have their average earnings per common share reduced
39 percent.
Senator WALsHI. You took the earnings of last year?
Mr. LANGOLY. Yes, sir.
Senator WALax:. AMid applied to those earnings the rates fixed in
this law?
Mr. LANUOLP. Yes, sir; if preferred and common stocks of corpora.
tions like those listed above are harmed or discredited by noiipayment

or reduction of dividends how will those companies be able to raise
equint money in the future? One industry alone, the electric power
property additio.s.
Of this
and hght, spent $654,000,000 in 1941byforthe
depreciation account and
ut t $279,000,000 was supjilied
$375,000,000 had to be finance( by sales of securities, surplus earnings,
and borrowings. For 1942 the'budget for capital expenditures for
the same industry is estimated to be $700,000,000.

It seems to me that it is evident from all of the above that the proper
place to tax earnings is in the minds of the recipients instead of impairing or destroying the sources; that is to say, the corporations
which generate these earnings and from which they flow. I therefore
submit respectfully that the place to tax is the individual.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions by any member of the
committee?

(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Langley.

Mr. LANGLEY. Thank you very much for your time.
(The statement submitted by Mr. Langley is as follows:)
STA'MUMT WrrH RmU'r To ms E Dnror THE Housa TAx BILL oN (CosioAno s
BuMWrrn) By WILLAM 0. LAtUjI=, Wzrmur, N. Y.

I would like to show tl!,o effect of the proposed 90-percent exctes-,ofilts tax and
45-percent income tax.
1. A very great number of corporations will omit preferred and/or common
dividends, others will drastically reduce ibem because of any or all of the following
-'
reasons.,
Residue of earnlgs after taxes doe not equal dividend requirements or leave
too little margin over same.
Fear of impairing working capital or having to borrow working capital, or
to borrow to pay taxes.
Fear of going into post-war period without strong cash reserves against decreased business, large inventory depreciation, and neceA.dty for plant rehabilitation and Installment of new machinery for reconversion purises.
Inability to meet sinking-fund or debt maturities, thus causing defaults and
recelverships.
Confirmation of the above:
For the 0 months ended June 30 a total of 163 companies report net income of
$89 012,000 which is 441 percent below the $fi5&3213,000 reported for the corresponding period in 1941.
Corporations are already arranging post-war credits when possible against
Inventory shrine re, plant conversion to peacetime activity, etc,
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Lower prices for all stocks since tax bill with 90 percent excess profits anti
normal tax of 45 percent was introduced on July 11, 1942.
Department of Commerce figures indicate that the spectacular rise in national
income paid out has benefited wages and salaries far more than any of the
other distributive shares. In absolute amounts, the grand total of income payments increased by $21,300,000,000 from 1989 to 1941, and of this total, wages
and salaries accounted for $10,700,000,000, or approximately 80 percent. The
slight absolute gains in dividends and in net interest, and the more substantial
gain in the net income of unincorporated business, become relative losses in
terms of the over-all increase in income payments. Net business savings cannot
be part of total Income payments. Against the $3,900,000,000 of such savings
in 1940 and 1941 must be set net business losses aggregating $4,500,000,000 for
the years 1935 to 1938, inclusive.
RESULTS
Lower prices for equities, I. e., preferred and common stocks, nonpayment of
dividends, stocks discredited with investors. Investors will not buy or subscribe to stocks. Just at the time when the country's business economy needs
now equity money when the war is over.
Final result: Government, the principal, the easy, probably the only source
for borrowing money-then, finally, Government managements of plants and
Government ownership of business and production.
Colleges, charitable institutions, insurance companies are dependent on dividends to carry on and to pay fire and casualty losses. What will happen to
them?
Sailors and soldiers want their old jobs back after the war, in motor companies,
textile companies, etc. These have been converted to var work. Enormous
expenditures must be made to reconvert to tbeir former products. Do we want
this to come from private capital or the Government?
There is constant reference to protection of small corporations and by intination, at least, an invidous distinction is made as between big and small corporations. The analogy of a wealthy person against a poor person which is used
in viewing big corporations and small corporations Is utterly fallacious. Corporations are made up of groups of stockholders and the bigger the corporation Is the larger the number of small stockholders and the smaller the unit
holdings of stock per stockholder., This is illustrated by General Motors, 80
percent of whose 396,00) stockholders own less than 50 shares; American Telephone & Telegraph, 75 percent of whose nearly 750,000 stockholders own 25
shares or less.
To the contrary it is well known that most so-called small corporations are
owned by a few Individuals, and therefore the unit holders in many cases denote
great Individual wealth.
To illustrate: If a corporation Is capitalized at
$l.000,000 it often belongs to two,or three people with unit holdings worth perhaps
$300,000 or $400,000 a piece. This is attested by many offerings of closely held
stock of smaller companies to the public by families in anticipation of inheritance
taxes. Thew, stocks had no outside market so large blocks were sold through
bankers in order to provide a liquid position for the holders.
This general close ownership of small corporations often means salaries to
many members of the family, bonuses, etc., which diminish taxes paid. It is unquestionably true that.generally speaking small investors of moderate wealth own
the big corporations and people in affluent circumstances own the small.

1. Deduct the corporation income tax before computing the excess-profits tax.
2. Allow credit to net Income of preferred dividends paid in figuring surtax
and excess-profits tax. This recognizes the fixed dividend feature of preferred
stocks,
3. Allow credit for common dividends paid in figuring net income for surtax
and excess-profits taxes. The Government benefits by higher surtaxes on
individuals through larger common dividends which would result.
4. Deduct from net income for surtax and excess profits, payments reducing
debt or for sinking fund purposes.
5. Allow post-war credits against taxes paid in the shape of Government obligations of suitable character.
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6. Allow for excess profits tax purposes an appropriate reserve for inventory
depreciation.
It seems to me that corporate life Is like a tree, or rather a forest of trees.
American business history Is corporate forestation. We have built up in this
country a great forest of business corporations. In the last 50 years, and even
longer, the copartnership has been relegated to the rear, and the corporation
has superseded it. This, I maintain, i s and was a splendid, fruitful thing for
the progress and people of America.
A copartnership is and was a small, selfish, and secluded affair, and generally
resulted in a viewpoint consonant with narrow, selfish activities of a family who
founded and perpetuated, or endeavored to perpetuate, the business for themselves and their descendants. They were afraid or jealous of outsiders and outside money. They did not relish nor- would they brook outside interference.
We have many instances of businesses which did hot grow or flourish to an extent
commensurate with the resources, intelligence, and enterprise of the American
people because they were kept strictly family affairs. When the members of the
family died or became slothful through affluence the business often decayed,
withered, and died for there was no one to cariy on.
If it bad not been for the corporate form of development we would never have
opened so soon and so nmignificently the great West, through railroads, and
because of transportation thus afforded, the mines and forests of our great
country. Virtually all our major industries--steel, automotive, electrical, public
utility, radio, airplane, and motion picture-have been developed and brought
to their current high degree of efficiency by corporations, the great copartnerships of the American people. Shall we, should we, scrap and discard themin and
go back to the pioneer days of individualism, and the present so-called forward
looking theories of socialization?
If, as it seems to me, the corporate business life of America is like a tree, I
believe that we should nurture it at its roots and bring It to full fruition. Then,
as is necessary, dlistrilute the fruit and tax the recipient. Why and for what
purpose and to what good should we destroy it? If you cut down the trees the
value of the forest is destroyed. Reforestation, as well as the rebuilding of
bankrupt and defunct corporations, is a long and expensive process.
Common sense dictates that such a destructive policy should not he attempted
in the midst of our gigantic war effort and on the eve of a period of economic
dislocation which Inevitably will develop as the aftermath of the war. The law
which requires corporations to reengage their employees after they have been
discharged from military service is of no value if the corporations are destroyed
and there are no jobs for them to go back to. A series of corporation failures
during the post-war period would be a terrible blow to the morale of the men
in the service who regard military service as a patriotic duty and not as a
career.
If we are to avoid an unemployment problem and social unrest which will
be infinitely greater, even under the most advantageous outcome of the war,
than the one which followed the collapse of I9M9, American corporations must
be kept in a sound financial condition and permitted to build up a capital
surplus which will carry them successfully through the transition period.
Congress must bear in mind that if national solvency ls to be maintained,
there Is a point beyond which taxes cannot be raised at the risk of destroying
tie free enterprise system to which America owes its greatness. Taxpayers
do not bear the burden alone and therein lies the fallacy that "high taxes fall
on the rich and they can stand them." Taxes have a way of reaching down
to everyone who buys anything or sells anything. They affect even the value of
tax-exempt securities. Unfortunately, recurring periods of depression are, and
probably always will be, features of our business life and are caused by various
happenings which disturb the complex, relationships of our economic system.
At such a tine every bankruptcy makes for others, and business management
has an obligation to take precautions for limiting the scope and intensity
of the storm.
Our American corporations are not owned by their management but by upwards of 20,000,000 investors who have invested their money in tbem. Why
and for what purpose should we destroy them? If we do we have destroyed the
thriftiness, the self-sacrifice, and thc character, hopes, beliefs, and ambitions
of not only these investors but of the countless other millions of savings-bank
investors and life-Insurance policyholders who have a vital tbour,- indirect
stake in the preservation of our corporate enterprises. Where, wbh,;, and how
long can we find them again, and how shall we reinspire them with hope and
22
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belief In the future when we have destroyed for them the foundations and
fundament of their past?
A combination of normal taxes of 45 percent and excess-profits taxes of
itO percent does not properly distinguish between the normal earnings of established businesses and Increased earnings due to the war. This does not properly recognize such realities as fixed interest and preferred dividend charges.
The individual stockholder should be taxed on his income, both earned and
from dividends, in accordance with the principle of ability to pay. It is not
equitable to impose on each stockholder, irrespective of his individual income,
the same tax burden. To do so has the effect of taxing the individual stockholder's share of corporate earnings at rates in some cases 100 percent in
excess of what he would ordinarily be obliged to pay if the principle of the
ability to pay Is to be recognized.
I have had prepared in my office a list of some companies showing their net
Income before Federal income and excess-profits taxes, the amount of Federal
income and excess-profits taxes for the year 1941, and the amount available
for preferred dividends or common dividends, as the case may be.
I have also inducted into these figures what the Federal income and excessprofits tax would have been for the year 1941 had the House bill been in
effect In 1941.
The figures in most cases have been based upon the annual or other reports
of the respective companies. I believe the figures are substantially correct;
of course absolute accuracy cannot be obtained without going over the figures
with officials of each company. There may be a few companies where there
might be a question as to the effect on net income for future years due to
possible non-recurrent items, such as certain reserves and extraordinary losses.
These cases, however, are the exception rather than the rule.
'The method we have used in determining the effect of the House bill on last
year's earnings is as follows:
We have taken the actual normal and surtaxes paid last year and Increased
that amont by 45 percent, which Is the increase from the present normal and
surtaxes of 31 percent to the proposed 45 percent. We have Increased the
excess-profits tax paid last year by 50 percent, which is the Increase from rite
present 60 percent to the proposed 90 percent rate. Appropriate adjustment has
been made for the fact that the adjusted excess profits net income is deductible
before the normal and surtax.
A summary of the preferred stocks of 42 utility companies and 23 industrial
companies, and of the common stocks of 13 utility and 56 industrial companies,
from the list I append herewith, shows the following result:
Four utility companies, or 9 percent will not earn their preferred dividends;
11 utility companies, or 26 percent will not earn their preferred dividends and
sinking funds; 13 utility companies, or 31 percent will be border-line cases,
earning their preferred dividends by a margin of less than 50 percent; 13 utility
companies will have their average earnings per common share reduced 27 percent.
Six industrial companies, or 26 percent, will be borderilue cases, earning their
preferred dividends lesd than twice. Fifty-six industrial companies will have
their average earnings per common share reduced 39 percent.
The summary also shows the following estimated effect of the proposed new
Federal income taxes of 45 percent and the excess-profits taxes of 90 percent.
The average coverage for preferred dividends of 42 public utility operating com-'
panies--I have not inducted this into a single holding company--shows that the
average coverage for 1941-and this is not an over-all coverage'; this Is coverage
after interest ahd amortization of debt discount, and after taxes-the average
coverage will drop from 2.31 times on 42 public utility operating company preferred stocks to 1.75 times; on 23 industrial preferred stocks, it drops from
5.57 to 8.59 times.
The average earnings per share for 13 public utility or %ratingcompany common
stocks drops from $2.34 to $1.70, and on 56 ndustriai common stocks it drops
from $4.31 to $2.62.
There has been a lot of talk about these corporations gettbig off just as well
as they did in the period before 1939. I append herewith a tabulation showing a
list of companies.
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Out of 55 industrial companies their net Income, after taxes and preferred
dividends, was $542,000,000 last year. If you induct the proposed rates it drops
to $343,000,C00, and the average for 1936, 1937, 19W8,and 1939 was $420,000,000
So, where the figure has been gotten showing that these companies are as well
off, I do not know. The average was $4;20,000,000, and it drops to $343,00,000.
In other words, the earnings adjusted to the proposed tax are 37 percent less
than In 1941 and 18 percent less than the average for 1938, 1937, 1938, and 1939.
Now, take the 49 utilities shown on the other table. The amount drops from
$206,000,000 to $160,000,000, and the average earnings for the 1930, 1937, 1038, and
1039 period were $199,000,000, and the aggregate earnings adjusted to tha proposed tax were 22 percent less than In 1941 and 20 percent less than in the period
from 1936 to 1930.
If preferred and common stocks of corporations like those listed above are
harmed or discredited by nonpayment or reduction in dividends, how will those
companies be able to raise equity money in the future One Industry alone-1. e., electric power and light-spent $354,0C0,000 In 1941 for property additions.
Of this amount $279,000,000 was supplied by the depreciation account and $373,.
000,000 had to be financed by sales of securities, surplus earnings, and borrowings.
For 1942 the budget, for capital expenditures for the same industry is estimated
to be $700,000,000.
It seems to me that It Is evident from aMI of the above that the proper place to
tax earnings Is In the hands of the recipients instead of impairing or destroying
the sources; that Is to say, the corporations which generate these earnings and
from which they flow.
Auousr 6, 1942.
SUM MARY
A summary of the preferred stocks of 42 utility companies and 23 industrial
companies, and of the common stocks of 13 utility and 56 Industrial companies,
from the list I append herewith, exposes the following results:
1. 4 utility companies or 9 percent will not earn their preferred dividends.
11 utility companies or 26 percent will not earn their preferred dividends
and sinking funds.
13 utility companies or 31 percent will be border-line cases, earning their
preferred dividends by a margin of less than 50 percent.
13 utility companies will have their average earnings per common share
reduced 27 percent.
2. 6 industrial companies or 20 percent will -be border-line cases, earning
their preferred dividends less than twice
56 Industrial companies will have their average earnings per common share
reduced 39 percent.
Hrtfmated eject of proposed new Federalincome taxes of 45 percent and excessprofits taxes of 90 percent
1941

actual
Average coverage for42 public utility operating company pilfqrred sto
23 ndustrial preferred stocks . ..................

.

--..-.........................
.

.

.

..
.

Average earnings per share foris publlc utility operating company common stock .............................
86Industrial common stocks....................................................

31
.

31

5.87

$1.84

$4.31

1941
for new
taxes

adjusted

.

1.75
59
$1.70

$62
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Estimated effect of proposed new taxes on certain public utility operating
company preferred stocks
[First line shows 1941actual results; second lIne shows estimated effect of proposed new Federal income
taxes of 45 percent and exees-profits taxes o490 percent. No provision made for possible further Increase
in taxes due to lowering of excess-profits exemption under investeod-capital method]
[000omitted]
Net
Income
before
Federal
Income
and
excessprofits
taxes
Alabama Power, $6 and $7 .....
Arkansas Power & Light, $6
and7 .....................
$6 and $7.
Birmingham Electric,
Californli Oregon Power, $6
and $7.....................
Carolina Power & Light, $6
and $7 .................
Central Illinois Public Service,
$6-..............
Central Maine Power, $2j, $0.
and $7...................

Central Power & Light, $Io
0 ---Ed_-----on
and $7.
Consolidated Edison of New
York, $..

Power,S4
Consumers
$ .......................

an

Florida Power & Light, $7 ....
Georgia Power, $5, $6 and $7..
Illinois Iowa Power, $25.....
Indianapolis Power & Light,
$-6.....................
Jersey Central Power & Light,
_----_
$5, $6, and $7 .----Kansas Gas & Electric, $6 and
$7 ..........................
Kansas Power & Light, $4W-...
Louisville Gas & Electric, Kentucky, 5 percent $25 par .....
Minnesota Power & Light, $6
and $7 ..................
Mississippi Power & Light, $6
Mississippi River Power, $6_
Montana Power $6............
New York Power & Light, $6
and $7 ..................
Northern Indiana Public Service, $5%8,$, and $7 ...........
Ohio Edison, $6, $6.60, and $7..
Ohio Public Service, $5, $5%,
$6,and $7 ......... .
Oklahoma Gas 4 Electric, $6
and $7 ....................
Pennsylvania Edison, $2.80 and
$5.......................Pennsylvania Power & Light,
$5, $6. and $7 .............
Public Service of Indiana, $5..>
PublicService of Oklahoma, $5.
Rochester Gas & Electric, $5
and $6....................
See footnotes at end of table.

Federal
n
nd

i
e erred Annual
ncoe
sinking
Annual Balance dividend
Income
fund
times
preferred for comfor
require.
mon
earned
excess- preferred dividends
merts
prxdis
vidends
taxes

$5,718
5,718

$2,182
3002

$3,536
2,716

$2,269
2,269

3, 1&3
3,153
1,231
1, 231
1, 425
1,425
3,096
3.996

01,128
01,635,
'322
0467
525
728
'995
"1,443

2,025
1,518
09
764
900
697
3,001
2.553

949
949
429
429
604
604
1,255
1,255

3,858
3, 858
2,776
2,776
2,127
2.127
48,946
48.946
17,227
17,227
3,095
3,695
7,604
7,604
4,6W0
4,650

3,M8
3,988
2,954
2,954
1,853
1,853

11,853
2.499
3748
i 083
821
1,128
'15.025
'21,786
7,882
10,407
1,197
'1,735
''2,238
'3,245

2,005
1.359
2028
1,693
1,306
999
,921
27,160
9,345
6,820
2,498
1,960
5,366
4,359

1,744
2,472

2006
2,178

42,133
2,858
*820
'1.189
$807
'1,170

1,855
1,130
2,134
1,765
1046
6

2,Z93

1,351

1,631

2,982
4,895
4,895
2,693
2,693
719
719
2,322
2,322
0,349

1,839
2,142
2,844
1,008
1,394
'240
'348
809
1,138
2,834

1,143
2,753
2,051
1,685
1,299
479
371
1,513
.1,184
3,515

1,708
I,7
1,347
1,347
842
842
10,022
10,922
3,425
3,425
1,153
1,153
2,676
2,076

2.40
1.80

274
274

2.51
1.52
1.58
1.31
2.01 .....
1.31 .

900
900
530
530

620

52W

1,005

261

626
1,070
1,076
991
991
404
404
49
494
957

517
1,677
975
694
308
76
'533
1,019
600
2,658

520
1.83
.........
2
1.91
200
1.70
200
1.31
1.18 ..........
.92 .........
156
3.06
156
2.40
480
3.67

957

1,634

2.70

3,758

2, 591

2,584

1,589

$1,553

2,102

i,589

2,065

2,271

4,336

2, 773
4,336
1,468
3.857
2,025
3,857
'471
1,562
*83
1,562
3,300
10,319
4,680
10,349
4,941 0"1,782
4,941 *2,584
"1855
2,598
1,190
2,998
'1,028 .
3,306
'1.490
3.306

2,767
2,028
3,898
2,709
1,573
2,389
1,832
1,091
879
7,049
5,669
3,159
2,357
1,743
,408
2,278
1.816

10
1.17
600
.80
h5
1.50
50
1.25
700
1.55
700
1.18
3.11 ..........
2.48 ......
126
2.73
125
1.99
2.16 ..........
1.70.
1,687
2.00
1,687
1.62

1,117
392
788
419
525
162

''1,071
' 1,880
2,825
3,649
4,838

297
3349
681
340
464
157
22,99
16,238
5,90
3,395
1,345
807
2,60
1,683

.........
..........
.....
..........
..........
..........
230
230

1,697
969

738
738
1,340
1,346
521
521

3,63

4,653
4,653
7,547
7,547

.569
480
335
296
93
1,746
1,298

$1,500
1,500

1.55
1.20
2.14
1.0
2.12
1.78
1.49
1.15
2.39
2.03

1,209
1,209

3,655

6,349

$1,207
447
1,076

1,377
1,377
1,867
1,867

960

960
1,159
1,150
852
89
3,846
3,846
741
741
440
440
1,393
1,393

2.01
1.47
2.08
1.45

1,311

2.37

613
1,230
673
239
27
3,203
1,823
2,418
1,616
1,303
968
885
423

480

1.63 .........

995
523
1,39
651
2,031
842

1.32.

3,000
1:63
..........
..........
160

160
1.63
475
2.06
475
1.58
1.28
k.
-----4)4
1.83
50
1.47
1,242
4.20
1,242
3.18
200
3.96
200
3.20
1.63 ..........
1.30 ......
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Bsrimated effect of proposed new tafes on certain publto utility operating
company prefeTred stock8s--Continued
1First
line shows 1941actual results; second line shows estimated effect i.,reposed new Federal income
taxes of 45 percent and exces-profits taxes of 90 percent. No provision i t,,e
for possible further incresap
In taxes due to lowering of excess-profits exemption under invested capita method)
[000omitted]
Net
income Federal
before
Net
income
Federal
Inoe
income income
Income
and
excessprofits

Annual
Anul
Annual
Balance dvdnddikn
Preferred
and
for
preferred for om- dvdends
fund
ern
referred dividends mon
exce
requirmnt
eed
g dedean
profits
taxes

taxes
Son Antonio Public Service, $6
Texaslower & l1iht, $6ad8$7
Toledo Edison, $5, $P,and 87
Miob Power & Light, $8and $7
& Power. 8

Virginia

Washington Water Power. $0
Weo Penn Power. $4%.

.

West Texas Utilities, $
Wisosin Electric Power, $434
nol $6
......
Wisconsin
Power S& Liht, $6
and$7 ..................

*

u$1,078 $1,048
$2.126
2.120
1,421
705
1,706
855
2,50
260
1,16S
1,402
3, SIP
1,320
2,199
Sd3,19 1,820
1. em
1, 967
*811
778
1,002
2,778
1,176
7,Electric 3,26)
7,091
3,831
7,001 4,351
2740
1.914
*743
2,57
2,0 57
'1, 079
1,570
5,751
9,543 3,71Y2
9.513
5,144
4,396
1,210
2395
I,51)5
1,&95
558
1,037
7. 233
3,332
3,901
7,233
4,522 2,711
2,9152 1'1,313
1,6mg
2,852
1,810
1,034

$270
270
P6
865
05
045
1,705
1,705
1,172
1,172
622
F22
1,337
1, 331
431
431
1,512
1,.12
1.1ff0
.1,
11

$77A
4&5
-10
537
1,254
7,5
262
1103
2,650
1,66
1,29
9,57
4.411
300
779
136
2,389
1,100
423
Ie80

$270
$3.88
2. f1
270
197 .........
1.62 .......
2.33
302
1.80
,12
1.15 ........
.94 .
3.27
670
2.31
670
3.08 ...
2 X3
320
4.30
3.254
320
452
2,1
2.40
452
2 58 ......
1 79 -....
1.3%
37
.43
370

*1Inecec taxes only (noexcess profits taxes).
Includes $1,570,000payable
ecept for refunding.
I Deficit.
I Includes $34,000 payable except for rfunding,
4Includes $2r.,000 payable except for refunding.
I Includes $2,132,000payable except forrefunding.
I Includes $650,000payable except for refundina.
I Includes 1358,0.) payable except for refunding.
I Includes %1S6,000
payalhe except torrefunding (eslimaled).
I Includes $434,000payable except for refunding.
it Includes $620,000payable except for tefunding.
'1Includes 8-110.000
payOab XCepifor refunding.
if include%$431,000paysblc except for refunding.
I' Includes $21,.000 Itaynble except for refund Inu.
14Includdcs $1,1"..000 payable except fur refunding.

Estimated effect of proposed new taxes on certain industrial preferred stocks
IFirst line shows 1941actual results; ac,)nd line shows estimated effect ofproposed new Federal income
taxes of 45percent andexcess-profIts taxes ofQ0 percent. No provision nadt for possible further Increase
in taxes due to lowering of exess-profits exemption under Invested eapita) method]
1000omitted]
Net Income
before
Income
Federal
and
excessprofits
taxes
2,138
American Bank Note, $8....
t2,136
American Can Co,, $7.......
Mil,$4.0.
American Rolling

Federal Net Iro-E
coie
me
Annual
ere
peexans
ford
ane' forincom fered
exfesdivr=
dends
taxes

$0,98

f .5481
I m18
4
37854 2 80
37,54
442
12,915
942;143
24,143 18,952

Balanc
dlvl.
red
afor.
fordend
n
mone aies
earned

$787
8270
$1,037
617
270
847
loM6s4
Ws 15196o
140
2,86
55,0
13R,003 2,6
10,177
9,203
2,025
11,228
7,190
2025
S,185

&084
2.28
6.3
8.52
46
5.
3.55

Earned
commen
share

Annual
sinkig
fund
require
ments

$1.17 .----0.63 ........
.........
&.48
411
.1 .........
$1,00
3.21
&
1.80
1,500
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Estimated effect of proposed new taxes on certain industrial preferred atooLv-Continued
Not In.
come
beore
before

in- Annual
Net
coh
nul
coirie
pre
fr
for

F
Federal

InoeIand
income
Federal
and
andecs. excessprofits
p s
profit

feared
predlvIferred
di
ens
dle dends

Pre'
ferred

Balance

Earned
Iand

ed
B (or f r divi.
dends,
tes
on
mon
times
earned

per
conmon
share

Annual
Ana
un
sinking

fund
requiremerits

taxes

Amican Ibaco,$ .......

.

&W 3,84
819,

26,270
43,848
19, 144 12,200
Americau Woolen, $7........
15,690
19,144
958 82,N00
Bethlehiem steel, P ........ ff116,
105,128
.111,958
866
,1972
CelsnesoCorporation,$7.$,
,107
1,972
$72d .....................
14,798
22,237
.
,'- .
Crcib'e Steelo
1676
22,237
10,810
19,418
B. F.Ooodric,$5.
13,VA
119,418
3,218
9,162
Hershey Chocolate, 4+$l_
4,457
9,162
5, 39O
.0.
- 10,076
Marshall Field & Co.,
7,051
10.076
1,00
2,705
Maytag, $O,3, 2d ..........
1,478
2.075
6,325
National Biseolt.$7 -. ... . 17,057

8,721

17,057

P ure O il, $ .6-.............
Radio Corporation, $3.01st
$5 B
Republic Steel, $OPP, $6P -

1,85
2,400
3,990
5,735

3,399
3,391
19, 8I
19,281

National Gysum,$4.60

66,55
2,566
170,288

70,288
9,965
Schenley D)stlikisi $5.50 ..
9.65
4.233
Shqron Steel, $5 ------------294,
233
29,776
23, 770
2, 871
4,871
19178
178
Wilson & Co., 86...........
Younastown Sheet & Tube, f 37.624
$8.60 ................. ( 37.624
United States Rubber, $8..
United Statei Steel, $7 ...

3,162 $20,722

7.14

$4.58

17,273
6,944
3,454
34.458
11,833
7,108
4, W
7,439
8,861
8,6AJ5
5862
3.944
4,705
4,M
3,025
1,65
1,227
10,732

3,162 14,111
4,494
2,450
1,004
2450
6,37 27,921
529
0,637
4450
2,6
2,209
,6
8,767
1,672
1,889
1,672
8,548
2,000
3.602
2,06
1,2W0 4,675
8,436
1219
3.786
00
2,125
900
6
1,017
2lu
1,017
8,900
1 738

5.46
2.83
1,41
8.27
1.81
2.68
1.75
4.44
2.13
4.17
2.70
4.68
3.70
5.20
3.36
1.9
.08
1.20
6.19

3
11.23
2.51
9.85
1.71
8.23
1.60
12.9
4.24
5.02
2.70
6.92
5.01
. 95
1.09.
0.38
0.13
1.43

1,4
999
1 , 285
13,586

2M
288
3,909
3, 09

1.216
711
11,376
9,637

8.32
3.47
3.90
8.46

8, 36

16,373 10,192
5,415
21,151
46, 2,1A 24,038
5, 28
2,487
'3, M06
2.60
3,301

11,1-8
7,478
6,359
1,633
932

16,113
2. 924
118.:70
163,727
O2131
*3 059
21,500
27,832

13,663
8,852
116,171
74,141
7,017
6,089
13,124
9,792

1,734

( 6W

38,219 8,973
2.190
3,219
22, 001
2 037
2,017
926
f20
2W
298

9,413
6, 552
5.432
1,3311
6,14

5,2'9
.209
25,220
25,220
1,919
1,949
825
825

8,451
3,611
P0.051
48.924
8,098
4.140
15, 299
8,967

........
.......
.........
1.05 .
283
0.94
253
0.54
2.86 . ........
2.42 ...... ..

4.80

3.16
1.66
11.81

8.62
8.01
6.8.5
.47
3.12

2.62
1.70
4.00
2.94
3.62
3.1R
19.65
11.87

34849
8%849
,11
.........
.........
4,060
4,060
1,200
1',200
230
210
1,875
1,875
.......
......
.........

0.50 --------0.16
4,428
3.87
1..5
5.20
4.31
8.40
1.62

4,428
1,200
1,200
400
400

4.86
2. 0
10.45
&61
2.56
2.08
9.13
5.35

2,00
2.000
11,973
11,973
1,415
1,415
3,960
3,960

'Income taxes only (no excess-proflts tes).-

Estimated effect of proposed new taxes on certain public utility operating
company common stocks
[First line shows 1941 act,.l results; second line shows estimatedeffect of proposed new Fe&!A1 income
furthermirease
taxes of 45 percent and excess-profittxes of 90 percent. No provision made for possible
in taxes due to lowering of excessprofits exemption under Invested capital method)
[000 omitted]

Net Income
Federal

Federal
i income

Earned

Net in-

fre
come for
snd
income
preferred prefeded
ad excess
p es dividendiviments
exces
txsmrt
profits
taxes

~ s 9~Hdo
CenW
Blotrli
}evolandOeendltrcl

ia

Commonwealth Edison
See footnotes at eand of table.

"
$1,~

t

t
In 51,49
11,849

4,492
8 ,108

4, M6
1 44,86

17,818
24,438

89
1,124
7,087
5,441

$318
148

per
o
common
como
common

855
8509N

1,148
4,0
,748
2,748 ...........
.20,128
20,128 .........

Annual

fud
rfundre

$05.N .....
2.84....
1.84.
2.10 ..........
1.68 ..........
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f1simated effect of proposed new ta res on certain public utility operating
company common stock-Continued
Net Income
Federal
befe
Income
Net inA
Balance Earned
Federal
cme
nd Anua
or
Balncesinking
Inom
excss- preferred
Incoereferred
preorreofo
m rper
for
d
prol
dividends common
aae
taxes
profits
taxes
Conneticut Light & Power$....
Consolidated Edison of New
York .........................
Hon Lighting&Power....
IndiaapoisPwer &Lght....
Louisville Gas & Electrc,
Kentucky ....................
Oklahions3Natursl
.
-

. 783
5,753
4,946
48,94
4,727
4,727
88
8,988
4,895
4,896
3,246
3,246

62,001
2,322
'15,025
21,780
1,805
2,456
2,133
2,858
2,142
2, 844
0748
1,084

PaciflcGas & Electro .........

33,255
33,256
4,941
4,91
1,716
1, 715
9,543
9,543

10,792
15.176
*I,782
02,684
' WS
722
3,792
,148

Public Service of Indiana ......
Washington las Light .........
West Penn Power .........

63,752
3,431
33,921
27,1
2,922
2,271
1,855
1,130
2,753
2,051
2,498
2,162
22,483
18,080
3,169
2,367
1,207
993
5,751
4,395

$374
374
10,922
10,922
315
315
738
738
1,076
1,076
592
592
7,970
7,970
741
741
270
270
1,337
1,337

$3,378
3,0.57
22,99
16,238
2,607
1,956
1,117
3
1,677
976
1,906
1,870
14,483
10,110
2,418
1,616
937
723
4,414
3,068

Annual
fund
requirements

$6294
$200
2.67
200
z.00 ........
1.41........
&21 ..........
3.91 ..........
1.56
900
.55
900
1.85 ..........
1.07 ........
3.47
478
2.85
476
2.31
L303
1.61
1.303
1,242
2.18
1.48
1,242
160
2.20
160
1.70
L0
320
1.04
820

*Income taxes only (no excess profits taxes).
I Includes $340,00(payable except for refunding.
I Includes 660,000 payable except for refunding.
I Indludes 8520,000payable except for refunding.
' Excludes $16,000credit applicable to 1940.

Estimated effect of proposed new taxes on certain industrial common stoks
[First line shows 1941atual results, second line shows estimated effect of proposed new Federal Income
tes of48 percent and excess-profits taxes of 90 percent. No provison made for possible further increase
in Wes due to lowering of exese-proflts exemption under Invested capital method]
[000 omitted]
Net Income for
common
before
Federal
Income
and
excess
profits
taxes
Adams-Mills Corporaton ......................
Air Reduction Co ...................................
Allen Industries, Ine ....................

.........

AmerlceniBrale Shoe*&Foundry ...............
American Home Produots Corporation..........
American Laundry Mahine Co .....................
Armstrong Cork Co ...............................
AtlanUc Refining Co ..............................
Autocar Co ........................................
Bath Iron Works Corporation ......................
Babcock & Wilcox Co ..............................
Beech-Nut Packing Co ..............................
See footnotes at end of table.

$1,046
1,046
14,741
14,741
861
881
,078
6, 078
, 900
6,900
3, 88
7,556
7,668
'20,178
'20,178
3,174
3,174
3,127
3,327
15,732
13,732
3,851
6,881

Federal
income
and
excessprofits
taxes

8422
675
7,625
9,921
425
3,300
4,298
2,535
3,O8
1,600
2,041
4648
3,424
9,315
1,709
2,348
1,21M
2,637

11,480
14, 418
3,108
C,108

Net In- Earned
come
per
for
saae,
common common

$024
471
7,116
4,320
438
298
2,778
1,780
3,392
2,188
1,623
4,029
2,910
13,714
10,663
1,465
826
1,396
690
4,262
1,314
3,709
1,73

$4.00

3.02
162
3.77
L.8
1.11
3,66
2 32
6.12
3.96
2.96
196
2.06
8.16
4.07
7.27
t.16
33
1.68
&,33
3.96
6.19
4.03

Annual
sinking.
fund
requiremets

eISVENVE ACT 07 194i
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estimated effect of Propo*cd uOw taoca on certain idustriol contnon stode*Continued
Net Income for
common
before
Federal
income
and
excess,
profits

oedeal
Not inIncome
come
and
for
excesscommon
profits
taxes

Earned
r
share,
common

Annual
sinkingfund
requirements

..........

taxes
Bendix Aviation Corporation -----------------------

74
$X,
3,714

$23.441,

$13,207
6003
3

" .30
.3.

11,157

'2.887

8,270

1.88

11,
6,716
6,718
5,704
5,704
6,381
6,381
3,77
3,773
4,778
4,778
8,2

'4,18
4,5
6,037
3,050
4977
4,404
5,511
170
2403
2,5
3,144
1 9
7
7,6M

Borden 00 -----------------------------------Bridgeport Bras

----------------------------

Co -

---------------------

Budd Wheel Co ---------

.

Bullard Co ..................................
Butler Bros -------------------------------------Carnatlon Co ------------------------------------Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co .........................

6,97,2
1,911
679
1,754
727
1,977
88
2,073
1,370
2,417
1,032
2, 061
1
W7
4A0114
29, M
2,088
5,10
756
,40
2,615
2,728
1,330
017
23.507 2,22
2,0317
2,2

----------

1.58 ........
2.03 ....
.72 ....
1.82 .........
.75 -------7.18 ..........
3.12 .-----1.85 ..........
1.22 .---.....
3.97 .......
..........
2.6
0.15 :..........
1.69 ..........
9.22 _...
0.89 ..........
8.67 ..........
3.19
.99 ..........
..........
.69
62 ..........
1.
1.82....

Commercial Solvents Corporation .................
Congoleum.Nalrn, Ins ...........................

.7t2
68,
7,234
7,23
5,343
4 343
4,2

Container Corporation of A mercy ................
Continental Can Co., lo ...........................

8,742
68742
11
1 80

4,411
5,897
440
t

2,327
1,145
469
7,
t,914

2.98
1.46
2.62 .....
2.07

Corn Products Refining Co .......................
...........................
Eastman Kodak Co

17 ,5 99
17,599
48,452

9 , 05 4
12,073
27,233

8, 54 5
,520
21,219

. ... .. ..
3. 3 7 .
--.....
2.
--5.87

48, 452

85,814

12,838

5.19

it'85
11,84
1,651
13,621
812
62r

7,500
9,500
7,735
,920
5,
7,69

4,384
2,364
5,8.2,
3,701
,920Z
1,392

6.20.
3.30
4.90
3.08
4.87
2.3

Chrysler Corporation ..........................
...........................

Clark Equipment Co

4,242

To ------ -------------ConolumNalD

O---------------------odk
Eatmn

Eaton Manufacturing Co

.......................

Electrc Auto-Lite Co ...............................
Fairbanks, Morse & Co ................

...
........

Flintkote Co ........................
General Foods Corporation .........................
General Motors Corporation....................480,
..........

Hazel.Atlas Glass Co ................
Johns Manville Corporation ........--

Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation ................
Kennecott Copper Corporation ...................
Kresge (S. 8.) Corporation

.......................

Lambert Co....................................
Lehigh Portland Cement Co ........................
Leaer Store. Corporation ...........................
LoeWla

I_---

--..........................

L*OW tles Biscuit CO -----------McCrory Stores Corporation ....................
M oesta M achine Co ................

. .

..

. .

.

1,720
3,278
2 238
3278
11,737
25,215
18,754
2,215
287,992
480,504
374.
W
2,863
5,744
3,776
5,744
,1
1430
1718
1.......4,379 1--,-1,
24, 52
1,421
27,952
3,21
F79
4
8
.19
45 5
17,22
0,7
17,223
1,48
1723
0725
2,075
'1,051
2,078
2,1
,72
2,7
4,728
,5
,7
1,285
2,73
3,747
13,86
1,84
n
1,029
844
8.7
40994 09 1,77

.

Minneapolles-oneyWell Regulator Co _-----------See footnotes at end of table.

298

7,009,,402
7,009
R. ,513
11,502

4,03
3899

1,314

1,558
1,042
13,478
9,511
192.572
105,958
2,881
i, 968
- &fwal
510
13,810
9,031
49,251
38, 232
9,448
74
,73
1,380
1,074
2018
2,181
1,388
903
10,148
8,48
l,11{0
816
2,222
1647,
8,601
2, 50
2,614

1.00.

$00
600

.

--------400
.... 400

2.34
225
1.50
2.8 ..........
1.81 .........
4.42 ---------------.
2.43
8.63 ..........
...... .4.53
O.M ..
8.6
........
10.8
7.2.....
4.5 .........
......
3.4 1.7' .......
..........
1.23
1.23 ...
8' .........
..
1.37
2.78 ..........
2.62 ..........
8.4 ..........
2.4
6.9 ..........
.......
.0 ...........
2.1
1.60 --.-----2.24 ..........
.......
3.60 ..........
2.5 .....
42 .......
........
2.41
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.iWstlmoted effect of proposed new taxes on certain industrial common stocksContinued
Net inCome for
common
before
Federal
Income
and
excess.
profits
tax-s

Federal
Net in- Earned Annual
income
Federalinkilng.
and
come
Ia'r
fund
excesfor
share,
prolits common common requirements
taxes

$9,00
$,332
$15,941
Monsanto ChemicalCo
................
. ....... 0O70
8,04
6.625
3,3145
Natiou9al
Acme Co .................................
0,770 8,850
1,420
4,891
8,923
Newport News Shipbuilding & Drydock Co.........13,814
13,814
11,433
,59
1,41
2,400
3,815
Otis steel Co ........................................
,1281 890
33,818
17,128
33,739 1,811
.C. Penny Co ....................................
21,923
11,818
3,739
10,919
12207 ',16
Pullman Inc.. ............................. 18,087
'7,494
8,583
3,718
3,511
7,227
7,227
4,870
2,067
Simmons Co.......................................
13,887
United States Gypsum Co...................
13,887
4,097
United States Tobacco Co-......................
----1 4,097

7,181
9,423
:1,210
'1,714

$4.90 ..........
8.3.
6.29 ..........
2.84 .........
8.11 -------2.5 ..........
1.5 .........
.75......
8.24. -------4.31 ........
3.31 ..........
2.CO.._
3.03....
2.04.
8.42 --.-----3.55 ..........
1.88 ..........
1.28....

8,488
4,244
2,887
2,343

*Income taxes only (no exceos-profits taxes).
I Company has $,000,000 bank loans.

Net income for dhvidcnds (after taoes)-Public utility operating companies
1000omittedl

1038

1937

1938 i90

1940

adjusted

1941 for pro- 193-30

posednew avertaxesI
age

653,393
$4,110
Alabama Power............... $3,634 t3,88
1,317 1,
265
Arkansas Power & Light .........1,099 1,422
21
76
55
624
Birmingham Electric.............
1,0988 92
890
005
California-Oregon Power ..........
,503
,504 2,224
Carolina Power & Lght .
. 2,115
1,634
Centra! Hudson (as &Electric.. 1,858 1,740 J,595

83,017
1,154
475
948
3099
1, i

$3,836
2,025
09
900
3,001
1,124

1,O50 1,730 1,793 2,047
Central Maine Power ............

2,124

2,028

Central Illinois Publie Service 1,843

1,519

1,662 1,912 ,301

918

1,442

1,395

Central Power & Light ..........

1,431

,20
7,102
8,826
7,332
Cleseland Electric Illuminating..
Commonwealth Edison .---_---- 14,745 19,1G1919,807 25,414
4,174
3,854
4,1609
Connecticut Light & Power .......4,531
Consolidated Edison of New York 37,299 35,57434,893 3,428
9,036 10,026 8,801 9,873
Consumers Power ................
2,040
1,429
ki'orlda Power& Light ..........1,456 1,92
4,978
4,_42 4,074
................
5,051
Georgia Power
2,780
2,784 2,977
Iouston tght &Power. .-.. .. 2302
2,114
3,431
Power _.......... 1 982 ,477
lllinols-lowa
.
1,598 1,852 1,935 ,184
tndiiai avole, Power & Liht
1.774 1,953 2,010 3,23
Jersey Central Power&1fgbt
1,99
1,2Ml 1,191
Kan"etOas&Electrlo --------- -1,258

Kansas Power& Light ----------

2,081 2,112 1,87

1,514

8,316

2005
1,300

7,057

29,170 2,748

4,04| 3,752
30,455 33,921
9,345
10,96

2,2

4,564
2,928[
2,274
3,203
2,624
1,587

2,498

3,3r|
Z922
2,908
1,85
2,134
1,G40

2,501 1,985 1,831

Louisville Gas & Electric, Ken.
3,382 2,55
2,577 2,789 2,804 2,753
tucky
---------..
..........
1,112 1,374 i,340 1,685
Minesota Power & Light--------1,274 1,492
479
701
849
446
418
5
Mississippi Power & Light ......
1,443
1,177 1,813
1,214 1,235 1,736
Mississippi River Power ..........
3,612 2,547
3,20 3,924
3,515
3,808
Montana Power ..................
2,821 3,656 2,584
2,948 3,213 2,749
New York Power & Light .........
2,187 1,873 2,366 2,926 2,767
Northern Indiana Public Service.- 1,81
4,186 4,733 3,702
4,172 4,146 3,888
Ohio Edison
.......................
2,700
,271
2,908 2,392
2,98
OhioPublloService ------------ ,297
2,424
2, 580 2,345
3,770 2,540 2,389
Oklahoma Gas & Electric
--------Oklahoma Natural Gas............
850 1,440 1,486 1,1-88 2,813 2,498
Pacific Gas& Electric .............
24,968 24,911 23,430 25,878 24,673 2,463 1
145 percent income taxes and 00 percent excess-profits taxes.

a718
$3,749
1,518 1,276
641
764
957
097
,893
2,332
908
1,707

1,3I59 1,839
1,693
99

1,395
1,296

,441
7,045
2, 128 19,776
3,431i
4,182
27,160 36,048
6,820
9,384
1,00
1,713
4,359
4,888
2,271 2,735
2,31
,178
1,130 1,882
1,765 2,002
683 1,920

1,143 2,145

2,051 2,826
1,299 1,313
371
589
1,184 1,407
2,091
3,254
2,102
2,882
2,028
2,007
3,709
4,198
1,573
2,641
1,832
2,532
2,162
1,3&
1,080 24,747
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Net inoome for d4iidende (after taxea)-Publiceutilty operatinVg coi8904Continued
1941

Iw6

1

1937

193

1940

adjusted 1036-9

1941 for pro-

posecinew

Panhandle Eastern Pipe Lino.-- $1,711 $3,760
1,106
984
Pennsylvania Edison -----------8,229
Pennsylvania Power & Light .....7,914
1,377
Public Service of Oklahoma -------1,384
ltocheter 0as & Electric ..........
849
858
San
Antonio
Service -----2,125
& Light-----------2,254
Texas
Power Public
1,852
2,165
ToledoEdlson ....................
1,357
1,889
Utih Power & Light ..............
3,394
3,153
Vlginla Electric & Power--------760
Washington Gas L ht............676
.........
2,5
2,752
Washington WaterPower
7,414 6,941
West Penn Power .................
Weet TexasUtilitle6 ...............
621
809
Wisconaln Power & Light
.........
1,243
1,061
Total-

1938

$3,09 $4,33 $ 54,48 $4,804
1,091
967 1,109
1,198
7,980
8,776 8,532 7,049
1,597
1,856
1,951 1,743
2,171
2,511
2,789
2,278
1,048
841 2,273
887
1,091
1,705
1,979
1,971
2,109
2,259 2,768
2,549
1,987
1,302
1,402
2,022
4,128 3,831
8,484 3,133
1,006
1,232
1,314
1,207
1,914
2,489 3,082
2,819
5,612
6,045 6,377
5,751
810
927 1,002
1, 210
1,337
1,693
1,608
1,539

.19,928
1...................
202, 849 191,510 212,99 224,433 206166

aver-

taxes

age

$3,864
879
5,669
1, 408
1,810
705
1,402
1,690
1,602
2,740
993
1,579
4,395
1,067
1,036

$3,223
1,041
8,225
1,553
2,562
869
2,156
2,271
1,437
3,4(6
918
2,709
6,478
792
1,308

16%482

199,56

Net income for dividends (after taxes and preferred dividends)-fIlduatrial

companies
(000omitted)

1936

1937

19

$432
7,327
362
3,081
2,875
972
5,158

$5
3,78 9
84
794
3,026
16
1,082

1939

Atlantic Refining ............
-6,906

9,320

3,726

155
40
471
Autocar ...........................
228
20
130
Bath Iron Works ..................
---------------- 1,212
1,805
8,089
Babcock & Wilcox
2,709
2,741
2,527
Beech-Nut Packing ------------56 136
Bendix Aviation ...................2
7,921
6,291 6,641
Borden Co ........................
1,070
733
55
Bridgeport Bra ..................
498
Budd Wheel ......................
744
578
5
Bullard ----------------------692
879
Butler Bros .......................
1,90
1,261
813
Carnation .........................
1,725
1,616
1,775
912
H
Chicago Pneumatic Tool.......... 16
62,110 66,729 18,78
Chrysler --- -----------------432 1,084
153
Clark Equipment .................
594
CommerclalSolvents ..............
2,232 1,687
1,266
Congoleum Nairn................
2,548 2,62
1,287 1,784
29
Container Corporatlon ............
9,039 8,721 6,202
ContinentalCan .................

6,880
Corn Products Refiting...........9,770
18,637 21,978
Eastmaa Kodak ...........
.-2,390
2,569
Eaton Manufacturing .......
Morse
..................
1,871
2,004
Fairbanks
Flintkote
..........................
1,171 1,006
14,369
9,087
GeneralFoods .............
General Motors ...........
229,527 187,524
HIla Atlas Glass.................
2,848
2,897
JohnsManville --------- ------8,849 4,927
Iones & Lafhllns................
19
679
2,491 49,822
2.........
Kennecott Copper .......
11,042 10,712
8. S.Kresge-------.--------1,152
Lamnbert---------------------1,272
See footnotes at end of table.

1941

~taxes

I
$38
Adams M1lils ......................
7,065
AirReduction .....................
730
Allen Industries ...................
American Brake Shoe .............
1,803
American Home Products --------2,825
American Laundry Machine ...... 728
Armstrong Cork ........---8,278

1940

$
5,77
459
1,834
4,207
816
4,273

4,436

$472
6,446
59!
2,682
4,290
805
3,942

$624
7,116
436
2,778
4,365
2,166
4,029

5,626 13,754

1941
adjusted 1939
for poaverposdnew age
I
$471
4,820
293
1,780
3,392
1,625
2,910

10,863

826
812
393 1,466
1 96
690
661 2,062
1,314
1,160 3,688 4,252
2,473 2,880
2,709
1,763
4,480 7,865 53,267
6,008
7,980 7,183
8,270
6,97
4569 1,250
1,911
679
634
97
1,754
727
280 1,697
1977.
868
2,073
1,0
941
6
1, 63
2, 38 2,172 2,417
567
111 1,009
2,081
29,968
36,880 7,802 40,114
76
1,053 1,45 2,086
1, 0
2,387
2,815
1,836
2,111
1,617
2,017
1,814
2,227
9,327
1,145
1,449
7,49
5,914
7,730 8,053

8 ,8
8,400 7,861
16,O70 21,168 19,707
2,994
23
2,707
406 2,470 2,749
812
1,432
1,436
13,080
14,443 14,56
93,132 173,460 180,537
2,168 2,884 2,598
830 3,640
5,896
91
6,107
0,090
22,889 33,947 43,837
8,897 10.480 10,070
1.278
1.262 1,173

8,5
21,219
4,14
2,920
1,165
12,478
192,572
2,68
5,661
13,810
?,251
1,448
13 )

$471
5,809
409
1,878
3,233
6e
8,948

6,104

9
260
274
2,612
2,480
7,208
504
864
459
,10
1,563
308
42,129
680
1,261
1,112
1,137
7,924

5,526
8,148
12,838
19,663
2,364
1,922
1,725
1,392
1,106
1,042
12,744
9,611
106,958
170,911
1,968
2,697
3,836
3,190
9,031
5,555
88,232 32,97
6,745 16,300
1,.02A
1,241
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Net inconte for dividends (after taves and preferred dividends)-Industrd
vomvanie--Contlnued

1936

Leh'gh Portland Cement .......... $1,827
Lerner Stores .................
2,073
Loew'sInc................... 9,695
Looso.w-JesBscult .............
1,127
McCrory Stores ...............
4,38
Mesta M~achine..---:........
....441
Minneapolls Honeywell ..........
2,954
Monsanto Chemical .............
4,460
National Amue .................... 68
Newport New Shipbuld .........
445
Otis Steel ....................
1,274
3. C. Penney ...................... 18,712
Pullman, Inc.o......................
6,347
Simmons .......................... 4,011
United States ypsurn ..........
4,781
United States Tobaoo..........
4,073

1937

i

13

1940

1941

$1,005
$477 $2,%30 $1,804 $2,018
1,860
1,155
1,391
1,272
1,388
13,445
9,029
8,810
8,021 10,148
523
78
81
987 1.110
1,889
.466 1,931
1,982 ,
22
4,858
k'910 2.71& 3,083
3,07
2,837
880 2,036 2,406 2,614
4,05
821 4,979
6,288 8,332
1,426
183
578 2,199
,145
1, 30
1,162
2,481 4,186
4,891
1,537
1,967' 541
87 1.418
18,576 13,739 16.481 18,231 17,128
12, 276
2,296 4,009 7,484 10.919
3,314
1,645
2.447 2,702 3,611
4,878 ,4,178
6,818 6,50
6,486
5,299
3,195 8,233
3,814
2,887

Total ........................ 518,223 41,648 248,99 42,295 483603 542,12

1941
adjusted 193-39
fopro. aMr.
taxes a
$1,181
$1,336
903
1.620
8,468
10,206
816
8
1,0647 1,813
2,06
3,855
1,502
2,177
8,887
4,28
1,420
719
2,319
1,8SU
No
W
11,816
1,377
8,503
.22
2,357
2,857
4,244
5,102
2,34
3 ,40
142,793

420,438

145 percent Incomi taxes and 90 percent excemaprofits taxes.
Italic indicates a deficit.

The CUAJTVAN. Mr. Harold V. Bozell.
STATEMENT OF HAROLD V. BOZELL, PRESIDENT, GENERAL
TELEPHONE CORPORATION, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Mr. Boznu4 . My name is Harold V. Bozell. I am president of the
General Telephone Corporation of 80 Broad Street, New York. I
speak on behalf of the independent telephone companies of the United
States, as a member of the tax committee of the United States Independent Telephone Association. Your list today credits me to Washington, but actually I am a Kansan and Missourian and transplanted
to New York.
You, Mr. Chairman, I believe, are the only one of the members of
the committee that has the advantage of being served by an independent telephone company. I think,the other gentlemen all receive
their service from the Bell System, but the independent telephones in
these United States serve one out of every five telephones in the
country. In other words, of the 23,450,000 telephones in the United
States at the end of 1941, about 4,609,000 were operated by independently owned companies and by rural or farmer lines and sys..
tens. These independent companies thus serve more telephones than
there are in all of Greater Germany, including Austria and Czechoslovakia, and almost as many as in all Great Britain and France,
combined. The independent companies number some 6,350 and they
operate about 12,000 telephone exchanges as shown on the accompanying map to which is attached a list of some well-known places served by
them.
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(The list and map (p. 1645) referred to are as follows:)
SOM

WNVarzKNOWN
CITmE
ANp TowNs SIraVU) vI
INDEPENDENT T&LEPHONv
COMPANIES-To ACCOMPANT MAP SUBMITTED WITH STATEMENT ON BEHAaT oy
THE INDEPENDENT TELF.PHONE COMPANIES OF THE UNITEiD STATES TO COMMITTEE
ON FINANCE, UNITED STATES SENATE, AUaUST 11,

1042

Long Beach, Calif.
Palm Springs, Calif.
Redlands, Calif.
San Bernardino, Calif.
Santa Barabara, Calif.
ganta Monica, Calif.
St. Petersburg, Fla.
Tallahassee, Fla.
Tampa, Fla.
Honolulu, Hawaii
Bloomington, Ili.
Kewanee, Ill.
Mattoon, Ill.
Connersville, Ind.
Elkhart, Ind.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Lafayette, Ind.
La Porte, Ind.
Logansport, Ind.
Richmond, Ind.
Terre Haute, Ind.
Valparaiso, Ind.
Fort Dodge, Iowa
Newton, Iowa
Ashland, Ky.
Lexington, Ky.

Muskegon, Mich.
Owosso, Mich.
Mankato, Minn.
Jefferson City, Mo.
Lincoln, Nebr.
Carlsbad, N. Mex.
Gloversville, N. Y.
Jamestown, N. Y.
Johnstown, N. Y.
Middletown, N. Y.
Rochester, N. Y.
Durham, N. C.
High Point, N. C.
Pinehurst, N. C.
Southern Pines, N. C.
Ashland, Ohio
Ashtabula, Ohio
BellevueOhio
Chillicothe, Ohio
Elyria, Ohio
Lima, Ohio
Lorain, Ohio
Mansfield, Ohio
Marion, Ohio
Mount Vernon, Ohio
Newark, Ohio

New Philadelphia, Ohio
Portsmouth, Ohio
Warren, Ohio
Wooster, Ohio
Butler, Pit.
Erie, Pa.
Johnstovw, Pa.
Meadville, Pa.
York, Pp.
Sumter, S. C.
Johnson City, Tenn.
Brownwood, Tei.
Gonzales, Tex.
San Angelo, Tex.
Texarkana, Tex..Ark.
Bristol, Va.-Tenn.
Charlottesvill., Va.
Lexington, Va.
Everett, Wash.
Wenatchee, Wash.
Bluefield, W. Va.
LaCrosse, Wis.
Waugau, Wis.
Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.

Mr. BozELL. The independent companies actually serve almost twice

as many communities in the United States as do the Bell companies,
but the Bell companies are in all the largest cities and therefore serve
a larger number of telephones. It is estimated that about two-thirds
of the area of the United States is served by independent companies.
Long distance service is freely interchanged between independent companies and the Bell System. The gross revenues of these independent
companies for 1941 totaled $164,000,000.
The independent telephone companies confront in the next few years
the very difficult problems that face all businesses in the United States,
and in addition. the problems peculiar to a closely regulated business
with a public interest. Our rates and hence our income are determined
by regulatory bodies. We cannot readily increase rates even when
costs of material, wages. and taxes are steadily rising. We cannot
negotiate rates as manu, actcrers negotiate prices in connection with

their contracts. As a mittev,of fact, increases in rates high enough to
compensate for the prol osed additional Federal taxes asset forth in
the revenue bill recently passed by the House of Representatives are
entirely impracticabk, since the greater part of any increases would
go right back into additional taxes; and even if such increases were
authorized they could not as a practical matter be imposed on the average telephone subscriber. One of our companies has recently reviewed
this situation with its State regulatory commission, which found that
taxes at the levels proposed would prove an insurmountable barrier;
the commission would have to authorize an increase in rates of about
$10 to provide each $1 of desired increase in net income.
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Furthermore, were such a move deemed possible and were it to be
attempted, increases could not be obtained without lengthy hearings
and proceedings before State regulatory bodies,. which could hardly
be concluded .before the companies suffered serious damage from the
impact of the tax.es. Hence, one characteristic of this business is a
comparatively steady, moderate rate of return on its investment, one
that is never allowed to be excessive. Last year the average rate of
return for independent class A companies-tbat is, those with annual
revenues of $100,000 or more-as a whole was 4.8 percent on their
plant investment. An estimate, necessarily rough, would indicate that
if the rates set fortb in the House bill had been in effect in 1941 this
rate of return would have been about 4 percent. Our junior securities
possess virtually no speculative possibilities. They are typically held
by small investors in communities all over the country who want a
regular and secure income from them.
The second notable characteristic of this business is the necessity
for additions to plant and equipment year after year. The requirement of new investment in connection with war activities, including
service to the armed forces, is particularly pressing at the present
time. Most of the larger and many of the smaller independent telephone companies are located near and render telephone service to
one or more Army camps, naval establishments, or war industries.
Some exaifiples are Carolina Tclephone & Telegraph Co., Inc., Tarbore, N. C.; Illinois Commercial rele-phone Co., serving many Illinois areas; Virginia Telephone & Telegraph Co., Charlottesville,
Va.; Southwestern Associated Telephone Co., operating ini various
areas in Oklahoma, Texas, and New Mexico; Eastern Illinois Telephone Co., Rantoul, Ill.; The Home Telephone & Telegraph Co., Fort
Wayne) Ind.; San Anplo Telephono (o., San Angelo Tax.; PikeCrenshaw Telephone Exchange, Gosher, Ala.; Florida Telephone
Corporation, Ocala, Fla.; Peninsular Telephone Co., Tampa, Fla.;
the United Telephone Co Rolla, Mo.; Durham Telephone Co., Durham, N. C.; West Coast telephone Co., Everett, Wa. I.; South Carolina Continental Telephone Co., Sumter, S. C.; Southeastern Telephone Co., Tallahassee, Fla.; Southwest Telephone Co., Brownwood,
Tex.; and Indiana Associated Telephone Corporation, Lafayette, Ind.
We could go on indefinitely as to the extent of what independent
telephone companies are having to do in connection with war activities. Some independent company is being called upon almost every
day to furnish immediate telephone service to an additional camp,
airport, or war industry to be located in its* territory-sometimes
_
three or four new ones in 1 day.
The demand for additional service, both for official and essential
business calls and for calls from men in service to their families at
home is tremendous. The peak loud of long-distance calls in the
case of the Carolina company, for example, is Sunday night, normally
a dull period. Even purely rural lines are being taxed as never before
by calls necessitated by the emergency, such as calls relative to troop
movements and air operations.' Materials are hard to get, and the
industr v is operating in full cooperatioi with the War Production
owth to essential purposes as deBoard in its orders restricting
fined by the Board, but it is stilr true that most companies will be
called upon to spend substantial additional sums on capital outlays,
often ranging up to 10 or 20 percent, and sometimes to 50 percent
or more, of the existing investment, to supply essential service.
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Thus two related problems confront nearly evr independent telephone company: How to raise the funds required for needed service;
and how to offer a good enough and safe. enough return on the new
securities to obtain the money. If the company cannot pay common
dividends, or if it is likely to default on its ;)referred dividends,
the raising of new capital will be almost impossible. It should be
emphasized that the money this industry must obtain constitutes
permanent capital and is invested in telephone plant. The problem
is different from that of the industry which obtains money for
inventory and liquidates through sales.
The proposed increases in corporation taxes, particularly the increase
in the surtax to 21 percent, are a crushing blow to corporations which
cannot possibly increase their incomes to match the taxes. Large
industrial corporations whose gross incomes have been greatly enlarged
by a greater volume of business, whether in war materials or other
goods, can possibly meet the the new imposts without too much difficulty. Smaller corporations, such as most of those for whom we speak,
with level or declining incomes, will be very hard hit. Indeed, a few
computations will show that the proposed tax system conforms to
ability to pay only in reverse. The more corporate income increases (as
was illustrated in many cases in 1941), the less burdensome the corporate taxes will prove to be on the owners of the corporation-its stockholders. The more stable income a corporation has, the less likely it is
to be able to meet its interest and dividend requirements. A tax system
that operates in this way demands revision.
In the second place, the proposed taxes will hit hardest those corporations with the soundest financial structures. During the past decade
there has been a strong drive, fostered by Congress and such administrative agencies as the Securities and Exchange Commission, and soine
of the State regulatory commissions, and either anticipated or participated in by progressive managements, to scale down corporate overcapitalization and to replace bonds with stock. One of our members,
Lexington Telephone Co., in Kentucky, went through a voluntary financial reorganization during that period, and as a result almost half of
its debt was replaced with stock. The reorganization was a success;
under good management the now stockholders have received a regular
return on their investment. Yet so far as Federal taxes are concerned,
the corporation would be much better off if it still had all of its debt
outstanding.
Everyone would agree that a corporation with moderate or with
no bonded indebtedness is in sounder condition to meet financial
shocks and emergencies than one heavily indebted. But Federal taxes
on corporations have placed a heavy and probably unintended pre.
inium an debt financing. It is notimpossible for hankers to show
a company that'fa good part of proposed financing can be paid off
out of the saving in Federal taxes, if bonds or notes are used instead
of common or preferred stock. If normal tax and surtax rates
aggregate 45 percent, as now set forth in the House b1l, a company
must earn over $9 per share of preferred stock in order to meet a
dividend rate of- $5 per share. On the other hand, to meet a $5
interest coupon on debentures, the company need earn only a like
amount. The higher the Federal tax rates; the greater the encouragement to and even necessity for corporations to increase their
debt, not their stock issues.
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The individual security holder finds no great dilfectnce between
bonds and preferred stock. In either case, he is asking a safe
regular income. Moreover, in either case, that income is subjected
both to normal taxes and to surtaxes in his hands, so, from the tax
point of view, there is no advantage to him in cone type of security
over the other. Yet in fact? if he receives dividends on preferred or
common stock, the corporation has already paid 9 tax on the money
as its income, so that the same income is taxed twice On the other
hand, if he receives interest on bonds or notes, the income is only
taxed once-as income to the bondholder.
It would seem to be imperative that this discrimination in favor
of unduly heavy debt should be corrected. Independent telephone
companies like other industries will be faced with an extremely trying period of adjustment after the war. A considerable amount of
the plant expansion which is now nece ssary to take care of direct and
indirect war requirements will have to be abaudoned because there
w'ill no longer be any need for this excess plant. Thus the telephone
companies will be faced with sizeable losses since the only value for
this excess plant will be whatever salvage can b( recovere(d. It would
appear to be elementary that this more or less temporary plant
should not be financed by debt securities and that if it is the coinpanics will not be in a position to survive the losses of the post-wac
period. The present 5-year amortization provisions are of very little
help to us since the same facilities are necessarily used by Army
privates calling their mothers as well as by officers calling Washilugton; by war industries and by civilian industries. Thus in most cases
it is not possible to segregate property used exclusively in the war
effort, as the present amortization section requires.
That the situation as it now stands is prejudicial to 'orporations
which have sought to keep their financial structures sound by avoiding
too much debt can be shown by many examples iji the' telephone
business.
Associated Telephone Co., Ltd., which is the largest of the independent telephone companies in point of telephones served and which
operates in southern California, in Long Beach, Santa Monica, Santa
Barbara, West Los Angelesand in a number of other towns in this
area along the Pacific coast, furnishes a typical example. This com.
pany has a total capitalization of $23,281,683 of which $11,668,000, or
50 percent, is in first-mortgage bonds., $5,636,608, or 24 percent, is in
preferred stock represented by 288,000 shares of no-par value which
*carry a dividend rate of $1.25 (approximately 5 percent), and $5,977,075, or 26 percent, is in common stock represented by 240,000 shares
of no-par value. The effect of the tax rates in the House bill on the
operations of this company are set forth below. The net income and
construction figures used are 1941 figures. However, the results shown
are a fair picture of what the company will be faced with during 1942
and succeeding years if the new tax rates should be put into effect.
Net Income available for Interest, preferred Federal income and ex-

ces-profIts taxes ---------------------------------------------$1.012, 400
Less Federal income and excess-profits taxes, 1941 rates-- $550,500
Increase, based on House bill -----------------------221,800
172. 300
Balance available for interest and preferred dividends -------

840,100
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Interest and amortization--------------------------Preferred dividends ---------------------------------

$427,3C0
5 , 800

Balance -------------------------------------------------Add back provision for depreciation ---------------------------Money available from operations for construction, working
capital, and common dividends ------------------------Construction requirements (exclusive of reusable salvaged material) Deficiency in cash from operations before payment of any com-

$631,100
159, 000
1,114,400
1,273, 400
2, 50, 000

mon dividends ------------------------------------------1,876, 600
As indicated in the above table, the company would have only $159,000 left out of its net income after paying the increased taxes, its
interest and amortization charges and its preferred stock dividends.
This amounts to 2.65 percent of its average common stock and surplus
invested in the business during the year. This sum, together with the
depreciation provision for the year of $1,114,400 would give the company cash from operations for the year of $1,273,400 as against construction requirements of $2,650,000. This would leave a deficiency
in cash from operations of $1,376,600 which would have to be raised
through financing of one kind or another. But the company would
be in a serious dilemma. It would probably be impossible to finance
these requirements with common stock since it is obvious that the
company could pay little or no common dividends on its presently
outstainding common stock to say nothing of paying anything on an
increased amount. As to preferred-stock fint..cing, the over-all interest and preferred dividend requirements amounting to $681,100
would barely be earned, so that further preferred-stock financing
would doubtless be out of the question:
Tie sale of short-term notes by the company also would be imiracticable because the company would have no means of paying such
notes at maturity. Furthermore it appears very doubtful whether
the company would be able to sell any first-mortgage bonds since the
interest, as indicated in the preceding table, would be earned only
al-nut 1.97 times and since there are definite limitations in the company's bond indenture on the issuance of additional bonds. Even if
this could be done, it would increase the debt of the company to a
point where it would be extremely burdensome and it would place
the whole financial position of the company in danger. Thus, the
company would find itself in an impossible position. It operates
in i, territory in which the Army and Navy activities are extremely
Jarge and also where there are a great number of war industries. It
is essential that the company make the necessary additions to its
plant to furnish adequate service for this war ftctivity bt because
its net income would be reduced to practically nothing no sources of
cash with which to do this construction work would be available.
Other typical examples of the effect of the tax rates set forth in the
House bill on independent telephone companies are set forth in schedule 1 attached.
(The schedule - Jerred to is as follows:)

76093-42-vol. Z---23

1.L-Statement showing the effect of the proposed Federal income and excess-profts tax rates of the 194 revenue bill as passed by the
House of Representatives on the net income and the cash from operations available for construction and other corporate purposes of the
independent telephone companies listed therein

SCHEDULE

[Based on operations for the year ended Dec. 31, 1941]

Name of company

Headquarters

Net income Federal income and excess-profitse
before
taxes
comFederaln
eXes adcrnceteed
etcaxes
under 1942
paro
At 1941 revenue bill Total
rates
preferred
£videndsodividends

Abilene, Kans ---Ashtabula, Ohio....
Santa Monica, Calif.
Sioux Fails, S. Dak_

524 =r

Cters Independent Telephone Co.
Home Telephone & TeleCo.
IIIora2 Consolidated
Tele-

Terre Haute, Ind...

137,189

"hoe Co.
31finols-T V o,,neCo.....
LaCromse Telephone Co_....
Lincoln Telephone & TeleLoaiTelephone Co.
Michigan Asocfated TelepyhoneCo.
Middle States Telephone
Co. of llinots.
New Jersey Telephone Co..
Northern Ohio Telephone
Co.
Ohio Telephone Service Co..
Peninsular Telephone Co...
Pennsylvania Telephone
Corporation.

$99,163
8, 081
1,181,085
I, 9W

Tarhoro N. C-----

Fort Wayne, Ind....
389, 342
......
Mattoon, Ill
12M,235
Jacksonville, III ----- 38,408
Lacrosse, WIS
-----83,667
Lincoln, Nebr ----533,172
Lorain, Ohio -----Muskegon, Mich ....

131,424
4W, 212

E
dividends

as passed
Jdousedividends
,

American Telephnne Co ....
Ashtabula Telephone Co....
Associated Telephone Co.,
Ltd.
Carollra Telephone & Telegraph Co.
Central Electric & Tele-

.

..

. ...

$29,870
320,898

$13,490
16,585
221,817

$42,360 $56,803 $13,810
50,281
34,800
772,317 412,768
213,710

253,007

112,571

38,578

2K%
384

173,800

78,400

2=000

272,878

23, 7S

78,221

132,184

60,147

192,331

49,329

22,278

71,607

9,830
38,670
123,684

4,439
17,464
15,857

14,269
22,139
38,134
27,533
179,141 3, 031

41,600

18,787
88,S42

60, 7
21,850

71,037
240,402

27,097

87,097

30,399

10,833
6. 519
81,11
11,791
188,968
130,814

34,820
204,168

23,309
147,883

--------79,450

37,913
624,199
41,832

41,255
438,29
424, 832

11,375
140,000
175,730

Pekin, Ill..........117,496
Flemington, N. I--.
Bellevue, Ohio ......

58,129
312,051

140,649

Greenville Ohio..
Tampa, Fl ........
Erie, Pa.-----

79,168
1,0,728
844,484

26,118
4325,
233
29, 218

fvalflie
D
I
Add bacmoperations for requirements f
depreta- construction, exclusivee
o
tion
working
reusbe
0°uMeo
provision capital, and
salvaged
before
material)
common
Om n
dividends

Less

$41,9M8 $M8947
34,8O
3A,130
159,018 1,114,421
288384 301,035

I9K,770

78,126

282,462

22,333

37,635
61, 345

149,350
334,038

196,011 130,566
84,628

108,940
67,930
1,272,439

$94,396
39,972
2,850,000

89, 419

$14,644
27,968
1,876,56)
871,874

318,170
INo 995

342,136
220,976

399,381

773,081

16,438
88,991
878,700

54,628

100,325

114,93

12,950
15,900
225,000

9,189
11,633
129,031

71,189
84, 220
139,533

52,976
90,037
773,276

&U,748

69,000
83,488

2,037
151,914

62,000
52,587,
410,502
61,803
240,899

82 840
398,813

113,695
52031

49,855
186,2
18

5,20B5 25,194

71,653

8,847

119,739

48,928
29, 931

98270
4.3,572
349, e=
914,830
1,359,333

23,39
68,433

25,617
225,498
54,227
29,88W
288,529 418,184
32,923 1341549

4, 107
716,713
783,471

58,000
18,213

22,89S
49, 844
I1, 641
65,51
5817
M~',e

Southeast Missouri Telephone Co. Telephone Co.
Boutheastes'n
Sorfthweatern Associated
Telephone Co.
Star Telephone Co ..........
United Telephone Co., Inc..
United Telephono Co-.
United Telephone Co. of
Pennsylvania.
VirginiaI telephone & Telegraph Co.

Cape Girardeau, Mo.

244,784

93,942

45,876

139,818

104,966

60,100

Taflahasse, Fla ....
Lubbock. Tex_....

97,125
444,227

25,120
15, 600

11,344
68,916

221,ift

60,661
222,711

15,401
91,542

Ashland, Ohio ......
107,314
Warsaw, Ind ........ 171,736
Clinton, Mo --------59,951
Harrisburg, Pa ....
234,107

2 , 028
55,099
13,70
102,473

13,461
24,83
6,214
46.278

43,2
27
79, 982
19,974
148,751

91,754
39,977

S2 258

21,252

Charlottesville. Vs..

TOWt-------------lI

indicates de

:lencie .

IItalic Indicates deficlencies.

73,510

3X,000

16,258

8, 3w8068 3, 12L 491 1.1378,444

Ii1
4 %

44,466

6,042
68,42D

12D,415

164,881

27, 795

110,914

45,260
55,009
131,169 295,416
581005 29,187
29,334
13, 418
39,977
70, 667
162,877
85,356
21,252
83,50

100,269
426,
S

28,089
557,789

167,80

, 210,801 [,5,525, 774

7,736,S75

87,192
192,752
110,644
104,812

48,267
-,I m
99,085
6190637

222,750
202,70
438,770
162,011

A ,190
I

S1.133;677~
I

18,2K8,S30 I4,519,9M5

16.52
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We have shown what the corporate tax pattern and related schedules
of the House bill will do to this particular essential industry-the
impulse is to suggest a modification which would fairly solve this
industry's problems. But that is only patching the structure at best,
and there have been dozens of patchings suggested to meet the special
problems of other businesses.
The weaknesses of, or inequities in, the present tax structure itself
are being forcefully brought to attention as the attempt is made to have
that structure carry the extremely heavy tax load which must necessarily be carried. This emphasizes the point that Secretary Morgenthau made when he first presented his proposed plan for this revenue
act to the Ways and Means Committee of the House when he said
that it would be necessary to examine the structure carefully to see that
substantial inequities were not experienced; and your own chairman,
Senator George, has been publicly quoted as saying that he felt thlt
the revenue act to be drawn at this time should be so fundamentally
sound and equitable that it could stand through the war period in
form, with rates changing as necessity demanded.
Therefore, rather than suggest a modification of the present structure, may we suggest a redesign or a revision of the basic tax structure
itself as it applies to corporationsI
The basic idea is one not new to you-namely tax the corporation as
a vehicle to reach the owners, the people whO are doing business
through the corporate form, but do not tax the corporation as an entity.
To accomplish this, we suggest:
1. An income tax on corporations set at a level judged to give the
average return that would result if all the earnings of the corporation were distributed to its stockholders and such distributed earnings taxed as a part of their individual incomes-then apply the
British system of giving credit to each stockholder for the tax paid
on his behalf by the corporation.
Naturally the advantage of using the corporate machinery to collect the tax on business done through corporations should be used,
and it would have to be used to be sure to get the tax on earnings not
distributed to security holders.
The present system of "taxing people who are doing business
through the corporate form results in unjust discrimination against
these people as compared with those who do business through partnerships, individual enterprises, and other forms. This discrimination may even go so far as to take from these people 100 percent of
their income from such business if the tax burden on corporations
is so high that such corporations are forced to discontinue paying
any dividends to their stockholders. Such disct.minations should be
eliminated by creating a different tax structure.
2. An excess-profits tax on all business whether corporate, partnership, or individual, on profits resulting from the war effort. In
devising this tax it is extremely important there be a true measure
of what really constitutes excess profits. We believe that such excess profits are not real excess profits until after the deduction of
all expenses, including normal income taxes and surtaxes.
If it is not feasible at the present time to make this or some equivalent fundamental change in the tax structure itself, then we believe
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that at least so far as regulated public service corporations are
concerned--certainly we know this to be true with respect to the
independent telephone companies-the present bill should be changed
to make the following provisions:
1. Allow a corporation a credit against net income, for purposes
of normal income taxes and surtaxes, for all dividends distributed.
By far the largest number of stockholders of independent telephone companies consist of individuals who have invested their savings in these stocks and the dividends received represent an important
part of their income upon which they depend for living expenses.
This double tax works a severe hardship on these small stockholders
and is not consistent with the "ability to pay" theory of taxation.
It is grossly unfair to subject stockholders with small incomes to a
tax of 45 percent and upwards, deducted by the corporation from
dividends which would otherwise be payable to them and then compel
them to pay in addition their own normal tax and surtaxes on the
very same income.
We believe that no one will'seriously contend that it is desirable
to use our tax laws to encourage corporations to get into debt and
stay there. Moreover there is obvious inequity in a double tax on
dividends, particularly when the two surtax scales, individual and
corporate, are as high as at present. The defect we have discussed
is basic and its correction is important to the survival of corporate
enterprise. Second, even in these times, there are other better ways
of raising the amounts involved, which do not discriminate severely
against small stockholders, and seriously prejudice telephone corporations in expanding as they must. Third, the actual loss of revenue
would not as great as it might seem at first blush, for dividends would
be paid subject to taxes in the hands of the stockholders, if our proposal were in effect, which would not be paid at all under the tax
structure and rates set forth in the House bill. Many independent
telephone companies will be very unlikely to pay any common dividends under the House bill provisions, and some may find it impossible to pay their preferred dividends. They can pay them under
our proposal. Certainly the real differences between preferred stock
and debentures are not so great as to justify the tremendous premium
the tax law puts on debentures.
2. Restore the original and correct deduction of the normal tax
and the surtax from income subject to excess profits tax in place
of the present deduction of excess profits tax in computing the normal tax. The normal tax as its name implies is the basic and
fundamental tax to which corporations are subject. It must be
paid out of income. There simply are no "excess profits" until a
corporation meets the charges t6 which it is subject. The normal
tax is obviously a preferred charge aniong these. To subject a corporation to an excess profits tax upon an amount of income with no
allowance for the normal tax is to tax it upon hypothetical, not real,
net income. The amount of income being used as a baV is not
even existent as net income to the corporation, much less as excess
profits net income because the' normal tax must be met out of it.
rhe reversal of te original deduction may have produced addi-
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tional revenue to the Treasury, but it is unfair and unsound. The
present arrangement is chiefly objectionable for indicating that
excess profits exist where they do not, and exaggerating their amount.
Surely al corporation, should not be subject to an excess profits tax
if, for example, its net income, minus the normal tax and surtax,
does not exceed its base period earnings.
3. Allow a flat credit of 8 percent on all invested capital, irrespective of amount, in computing income subject to excess profits
taxes. The present schedule discriminates against the small stockholder as compared with the large. Huge corporations like United
States Steel, General Motors, American Telephone & Telegraph
Co., the large railroads, etc., have hundreds of thousands of
stockholders holding very small investments. This we know to
be true of the larger independent telephone companies. These stockholders will be allowed a credit of only 5 percent or 6 percent on
the majorportion of their investment; whereas many, if not most,
corporations of $5,000,000 or less invested capital are closely heldin this group we find the family corporations, etc.-and their
stockholders will have maximum credit. An equitable structure
should allow the same percentage credit to all invested capital irrespective of what size of investment may be necessary in a particular
business.
The independent telephone companies do not wish to avoid their
fair share of the cost of the war based on equitable principles of
taxation. However, they are gravely concerned over the possible
effect of the taxes imposed by the House bill on their ability to
continue to provide the telephone facilities necessary to thelprosecution of the war. It is hoped, therefore, that some way can be found
to remove the inequities contained in the House bill.
The CHAMMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Bozell.
Senator BA ILr.
I would like to ask a question there.

I have

looked at your tables. Schedule 1 shows net income before Federal
income and excess profits taxes and preferred dividends of $8,388,068 here. Then you have a charge for construction requirements in
the next to the last column in that same schedule. If you deduct
the construction requirement figure in that schedule of $12,256,530,
you would have a deficit of nearly $4,000,000 on those two statements
anyway wouldn't you?
Mr. AozEu.

It is nut quite so direct a calculation as that. We

have to subtract certain items from net income and then there is a
depreciation provision taken out of income. But that is a noncash
income, and we add it back, but still we are actually $4,500,000 shy.
Senator BAILEY. You would be that much shy anyway, wouldn't
you? At least you would be shy $3,000,000 anyway?
Mr. BOZELL. The taxes under the new bill are practically $4,500,000.
That leaves $3,800,000 of the $8,300,000. Then subtract preferred dividends and add back depreciation and we have available only $7,736,575 toward construction requirements of $12,256,530.
Senator BAILEY. What interested me was this charge for construction requirements. I would like to have you explain just why
that is necemary.
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Mr. BozLL. It primarily is necessary due to the war activities in
that these companies occupy bo much of the territory of the United
States. For instance, up in Senator La Follettes territory near
Madison, Wis., there is a big powder works where the telephone comany must spend large sums to supply service. And in your own
tate, Senator Bailey, the Carolina Telephone and Telegraph Co. of
Tarboro, N. C., has increased its investment over 50 percent to supply
Fort Bragg and three or four other large war establishments down
there.
Senator BAILEY. Do you consider that as capital investment?
Mr. BozE.. Yes, sir.
Senator BAILEY. It is not lost.

Mr. BozELL. It will be when Fort Bragg is evacuated at the end

of the war.

Senator BAILEY. Fort Bragg won't be evacuated this side of the
day of judgment in my judgment.
Mr. BozElL.

Raybe

that is true.

Senator BAILEY. That is a purely military establishment.
Mr. BozFIL. Yes, but my point is that we have to make these capital
additions as permanent financing. They are not a type of borrowings
that you can borrow against inventories and later liquidate. We
have to secure the money as a part of our permanent capital structure. Earning 2 percent on your common stock, you cannot go out
and sell additional common stock on any fair basis to your present
stockholders.
Senator BAILEY. You are arguing that you cannot get tho capital?
Mr. Bozrum. That is correct. If we can pay dividends to the security
holders, the record of the company will then be such that those security
holders or others will buy new securities for these capital additions.
But otherwise we cannot. If you talk to John Porter, of Tarboro,
N. C., you will findSenator BAILLEY (interposing). I hope you don't tell him to talk to
me, because I want to get these facts from you.
Mr. BozF.m. His company has nothing but common stockSenator BAJLEY (interposing). I know something about the company. It has always been a very prosperous company.
Mr. BozELL. Seventy percent of the stock is owned by the customers
who live there, but if John Porter has to show the effect of these tax
provisions on his company, that lie cannot earn enough to induce
those people to buy some more common stock, he is going to have a
hard time financing the necessary additions that the Government is
calling on him for. There come across my desk every day requirements for $150,000, $80,000, $50,000, et cetera, for additions, all called
for by the Government, necessary capital additions to plant.
Someone asked here about the War'Production Board restrictions.
Under these we can provide only essential telephone services, but
those essential services are so heavy in their development at the present
time thatSenator BAIEXY (interposing). You run to Fort Butler and Fort
Bragg, too. Then there are other establishments down there. Do you
run into all of those?
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. Mr. BOZELL. They have 5 large ones in their 21 counties. I don't
know the names of all of them.
Senator BAILEY. So they are running these new lines?
Mr. BOZELL. Yes, sir. And John Porter's total investment over the
past 2 years has increased 50 percent, due entirely to war activities.
Senator BAILEY. Has he already run the lines?
Mr. BozELL. Yes, sir; and he is adding all the time. The companies
with which I am connected have run lines to the Badger ordnance plant,
which is just north of Senator La Follette's home, but we are going
to have to put $90,000 more in there to provide the necessary telephone
distribution system as they build the additional powder houses.
Senator BAILEY. Have you made any estimate of the revenues to
be derived from these new lines?
Mr. BozEL. Yes, sir.
Senator BAILEY. Is that in this statement here, or is this the old
income statement? (Referring to the Associated Telephone 9o., Ltd.,
statement.)
Mr. BozEL. This is 1941, but this is as good a picture as we can give
you for 1942. The income that the Army and the Navy and war plants
give us is a perfectly fair income and we are not objecting to that.
We think their contracts are fair, but what we say is. that this particular tax structure so taxes these corporations that you cannot pay
enough out to our security holders to get more money to supply the
construction that the Government establishments and the war industries demand of us. Our dealings with the Government are satisfactory, the limitations upon telephone growth put out by the War
Production Board are enlightened and intelligent; the problems
we have result almost entirely from the way the tax structure happens
to meet this particular kind of an industry.
Senator BAILEY. Are the Bell people confronted by the same thing?
Mr. BozELL. Yes, sir. I cannot speak for them, but if you would
refer to an article by Mr. G. H. Semler in the New York Journal
of Commerce on July 29 copies of which, I am told, were sent to all
Senators, dealing with this situation, you will note that it was estimated that the Bell companies were about $108,000,000 shy before
paying common dividends, in vash available for construction-I mean
that is a figure corresponding to the $4,519,955 red figure in my
schedule 1.
Senator BAILEY. You make a fair return on what you put in?
Mr. BozELL. Yes, sir; but we have to get the money to put in, and
under this tax structure, our normal channels are cut off.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. C. D. Laylin, Columbus, Ohio.
STATEMENT OF CLARENCE D. LAYLIN, COLUMBUS, OHIO, GENERAL
COUNSEL AND TAX ADVISER OF THE OHIO CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE
Mr. LAYLIN. Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen of the committee, I have
a prepared statement and a supplement to it that I had not intended
to comment upon orally but merely to file as an exhibit. I would like
to file them all for the record if I may and high-spot my statement in
a few minutes, but have my full statement in the record.
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The CHAIHMAN. Yes, sir; we will be glad to have you do so.
Mr. LAYLIN. My name is Clarence D. Laylin. I live in Columbus,
Ohio, and represent the Ohio Chamber of Commerce. The views
which I shall try to present are those of the committee on taxation and
public expenditures and the board of directors of the Ohio Chamber
of Commerce. Each of these is a rather numerous and representative
group of businessmen of our State who are trying to think for our
business community as a whole, and not for manufacturers or retailers
or operators of mines or farms, or public utilities, as such.
One thing these men deplore is the frequency with which the Federal tax laws have been changed in recent years. They feel that,
within certain certain limits, to which I shall allude in a moment,
business corporations can adjust themselves to a given tax program
and live under it; but it is most disturbing to have the program modified as often as it has been. It is bad enou h to have to guess in making
tax accruals when a revenue bill is pending that will, when enacted,
be retroactive to the beginning of current taxable years; but this bili
makes its principal features partially applicable to fiscal taxable years
which have already closed or will have closed before the bill becomes
a law. We have had many complaints against this injustice from Ohio
corporations having fiscal taxable years.
Those for whom I am speaking recognize that the times and
cumstauces call for extreme measures. They recognize that corpc,
tions and individuals must both be subjected to very high taxes--the
highest possible taxes, in fact. They believe therefore that Congress
should immediately set its stakes for an all-out program of taxation,
and, having put that program into effect, abide by it for the duration
of the war.
They also believe that an all-out program of taxation and internal
borrowing calls for an all-out program of economy in nonessential
appropirations and expenditures. The recent statement of Senator
Byrd, chairman of the Joint Committee on Economy in Nonessential
Expenditures to the effect that the appropriations for such objects
have already been trimmed to the extent of $1,300 000 000, pleases us;'
but the accompanying comment that these econoinies have done little
more than scratch the surface, confirms our own impresisons and impels us to urge again, as we did before the Ways and Means Committee
of the House of Representatives, that the good work thus begun should
continue. We have no bill of particulars; but the jointcommittee has
pointed the way and will, we trust, continue to do so.
We are disappointed that the revenue bill as it l)assed the House of
Representatives did not follow the recommendations of the Treasury
by an outright repeal of the capital-stock tax and the declared value
excess-profits tax. We regard these taxes as mere nuisances, even
after their wholly speculative character has been- ameliorated to some;
extent by according the privilege of annual declarations.
I have said that we recognize that heavy business taxes are a neces-sary part of a war-taxation program. But there is a limit somewhere;
and we firmly believe that the increase in the surtax on normal corporation net incomes which is proposed in the bill before you passes
that limit. Our study had convinced us that the combined maximum,
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rate of 31 percent for the corporation normal tax and surtax, carried
by the present law, goes to the verge of economic safety. The bill as
passed by the House permits the deduction of the entire excess-profits
tax net income, instead of the tax itself, in determining the income
subject to the normal tax and the surtax. This change, together with
certain administrative changes which are carried by thebill, might
justify an increase of the combined rate to 35 percent.
If the capital-stock tax and declared-value excess-profits tax were
repealed instead of amended, a slight further adjustment in the combined rate could be justified; but it should still be on the order of 35
percent instead of 45 percent as carried by the bill.
Our reasons for believing that the present combined rate, adjusted
to other changes as indicated, represents the maximum of taxation on
normal net earnings of corporations have been so fully stated by others
this afternoon, and I presume at previous hearings, that I need not
repeat them.
You have heard references to the need for cash working capital for
better-nents and additions to debt retirements, preferred-stock dividends, and the like, so I will not go over that again.
Aga4n, you have heard reference to the theoretical objection to a
high rate of taxation on the normal income of a corporation because
it is a double tax. The earnings when distributed are taxed again
to the stockholder, and it would be better to tax the earnings to the
stockholder rather than to impose a high rate on the corporate earnings, which is higher than many individual stockholders would
have to bear if they were subjected to the tax on their share of the
corporate earnings.
Quite naturally the war has dislocated business conditions. Some
corprations and individuals are profiting or stand to profit by it.
A large number, however, are harmed rather than hel ped by the
war. Among these are many which are subjected to demands which
are not now and thus far have never been recognized as deductions
or credits in, determining the taxable net income of a corporation.
There are varying requirements for cash working capital. There
are corporations operating on borrowed capital and which are required oy contract to pay their debts in specified installments. There
are corporations which must put a goodly share of their earnings
back into the business in order to keep going becalis if they cannot
grow, they must die. If such circumstances were recognized in the
basis of determining normal taxable net income or surtax net income, such companies might be able to stand a tax on the order of
that proposed by the bill. So long, however, as the tax lawrequire
treats
as taxable net income that which the necessities of business
to be withheld from distribution the rate of the tax mugt kept Within
bounds, else the tax burden added to these others will result in an
impairment of the credit oi such corporations and very quickly put
them out of business, or make them dependent upon Government
financing, which is an equally disastrous alternative. This prediction is not a figment of the imagination.
Actual cases have been reported to us in which the combined requirements of the corporation for cash working capital and debt re-
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tirement, for example are in excess of 55 percent of the normal net
income. There are a so the numerous cases of corporations with
preferred stock dividend requirements which they will be unable to
meet under any such heavy normal and surtax rates as are proposed.
Regardless of legal distinctions and particularly where the preferred stock dividends are cumulative, such a situation is bound to
impair the credit of such corporations.
Again, the rate of taxation on the normal income of a corporation
should in theory be relatively small because the actual corporate
gains belong to the stockholders and to the extent that they are distributed are taxed again. Of course, a fair tax should be laid on the
privilege or advantage of doing business under corporate forms; but
when the rate of corporate taxation is raised above the level of a
reasonable excise the result i a species of double taxation which is
objectionable and very inequitable in its application to the stockholders, on whom the real burden ultimately falls. A 85 percent
rate, for example, is rather high in comparison with the combined
normal and surtax rates applicable to individuals, even under the
very drastic individual schedules carried in the present bill. An
individual's net income would have to be between $8,000 and $10,000
before he would be subjected to such a rate. Yet to the extent that
the corporation tax results in a diminution of dividends it amounts to
a 85 percent tax on the many stockholders having incomes far below
that level.
The bill before the committee continues the policy of the present
law in its recognition of a distinction between excess profits and normal
profits. With that policy all are in accord. When we ask that the
rates on normal corporation income or profits be increased no more
than might be justified because of other changes in the law, we mean
that the actual experience of companies of the kind I have described
under the law as it stands convinces us that the extreme of economic
safety has already been reached.
The excess-poflits tax is another story. Once the basis of determining excess-profits tax credit is fairly and justly fixed, the only limit
on the rate of the tax on excess profits is the law of diminishing returns.
Even under the comparatively low excess-profits rates that have been
heretofore in effect, we have seen instances of the operation of this
law. Specifically, when the combined effective rate of taxation of a
corporation gets too high, the management of the corporation loses
most of its incentive toward efficiency and economy of operation and
expenditure. Indeed the temptation arises to spend money in almost
any way that is recognized for income and excess-profits tax purposes
as a deduction from or credit against corporate income. The result,
so far as the exce.-pr6fits tax is concerned is that the revenue yield
under extremely high rates is likely to be little if any more than it
would be if the rates were not so high. Another result is a marked
inflationary effect.
The problem of the excess-profits tax, then, divides itself into two
parts: First, the fixing of a sound basis, or a fair measure of normal
profits; and second the devising of some means to overcome or obviate
the law of diminishing returns and the tendency toward inflation.
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As to the first of these, we think the House bill is deficient. We see
no rersn for limiting excess-profits tax credit on the average-earnings
basis to 95 percent. 71he average-earnings basis has proved itself and
is now firmly established in our law. It should be recognized to the
extent of a full 100 percent.
We believe that the average-earnings basis should be the average
of the best 3 out of the 4 years in the base period. This of itself will
go far toward minimizing the necessity for resort to the special relief
procedure.
We see no reason for creating the two additional brackets of invested
capital percentages which the House bill. proposes. We think the 6percent and the 5-percent brackets should be omitted.
We believe that if these three very simple changes are made in the
bill as it passed the House, we will have a much fairer measure of
normal profits and a much more equitable basis of determining excess
profits. Other technical changes in the same direction by way of
liberalization of carry-over provisions should also be considered, but
we have no specific recommendations as to such matters.
I should like to be able to say that when and if such changes are
made, the rate of the excess-profits tax would become immaterialHowever, the law of diminishing returns and the tendency toward
inflation to which I have alluded forbid any such sweeping statement.
The people whom I am representing feel very strongly that unless a
way can be found to overcome these effects, any excess-profits tax rate
in excess of 75 percent will fail of its objective both from - revenue
and from an anti-inflationary point of view. When the bill was
under consideration in the Ways and Means Committee of the House,
there was a proposal that some part of the high rate on excess profits
be represented by a form of post-war credit. Our people had thought
that if the rate. should exceed 75 percent a workable scheme of postwar credit might to a large degree neutralize what would otherwise
be the undesirable effects of such an excessive rate.
I have heard this afternoon two specific types of proposals for
post-war credit. I shall not deal with them in detail, but will say
in general that if any such plan of post-war credit were incorporated
in the bill, the objections which I have voiced to an excess-profits
tax rate in excess of 75 percent would be very largely overcome.
Furthermore, if such plan of post-war credit should' e made available to corporations having only normal profits to be taxed as well
as those which would be subject to the excess-profits tax, a slightly
higher combi.d rate on normal profits could be tolerated, but the
Ohio Chamber of Commerce is unalterably opposed to the precollection of income taxes on wages, bond interest and dividends at the
source as proposed in the bill as it passed tfe House. I need not
give my reasons for opposition to these proposals. I believe they
have been given in the previous hearings before the committee.
I might add, however, that we are also .Jpposed to any withholding
tax whatsoever in the nature of a pay-rolldeduction. We believe
that any substantial tax of this character, no matter how it may be
simplified, will have a definite inflationary tendency, unless wages
and salaries are frozen. The experience of employers in our group
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under the social-security taxes and similar pay-roll deduction measures convinces us that demands for higher wages would inevitably
follow the imposition of a withholding tax.
Furthermore we think that the individual surtax rates in the first
four brackets are too high as they stand in this bill and that any form
of withholding tax would exaggerate the effects of excessive taxation
in the medium and lower income brackets which are, of course, surrender of life-insurance policies, defaults under land contracts and
home construction mortgages, and other similar disastrous consequences. We believe that the surtax in the first bracket should not
exceed 10 percent, that in the second 13 percent, that in the third
bracket 16 percent and that in the fourth bracket 22 percent.
We remember that under the social-security tax law as it now
stands, sections 1400 and 1410 of the Internal Revenue Code, the rate
of the tax on both employers and employees will automatically
double in 1943. Our view is that this revenue bill should contain
amen(nmwits of these sections in effect holding these rates level.
This v*,iv is based on the fact that the balance of the Federal old-age
and survivors insurance trust fund as of June 30 of this year was
over three and a quarter billion dollars. Furthermore, by June 30,
1946, this trust fund will increase, according to the report filed this
year by the board of trustees of the old-age-trust fund to the unprecedented total of $10,813,000,000. This reserve will exceed by
6,800,000,000 the "three times test" for adequacy which was advocated by the Treasury Department in 1939 and which was made a
part of the Social Security Act at that time on recommendation
of this committee (see. 201 (b) (3)). If this rate is frozen at its
present level, our estimates show that there will still be an excess of
$2,200,000,000 above the "three times test" at the end of the same
period.
I should like to submit for the record a more detailed statement
which clearly indicates that there is no justification for increasing
the .Lates of these social-security taxes at this time.
The CHAIRMAN. You may do so.
Mr. LAYLIN. The changes in the House bill which we advocate represent our ideas of the full length to which taxation of business corporations on the so-called principle of ability to pay can go. We are
aware that in so doing we v'aise the question of revenue, for most if not
all of our recommendations seem superficially to involve a loss of
estimated revenue. Without, stoppmiug to discuss the question as to
whether this apparent loss is real, may Tsay that when we have gone
to the limit of taxation of incomes as such, any additional revenue
that may be required-and we think additional revenue is requiredmust be obtained through some other method. Inevitably our own
thinking brings us to a general sales tax as the only alternative. Such
a sales tax should reach, and reach in the most equitable way, the vast
enhancement of spending power which 'is
accruing to employees who
are enjoying very high wages and salaries under present conditions.
It is that increased spending power, immune in large part from the
impact of the income tax, that constitutes one of the chief threats of
inflation.
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Our group has arrived at this conclusion with reluctance. Heretofore the Ohio Chamber of Commerce has always opposed a sales
tax-particularly a retail sales tax-as a Federal measure. As Senator Taft knows, we have in Ohio a very successful consumers' retail
sales tax. It is relatively expensive to administer because of the rebates given to retailers as compensation for collecting the tax from
the consumers and because of the inherent cost of administering a tax
of this character. Nevertheless we like our Ohio tax and leause of
certain constitutional limitations on other forms of taxation have
come to regard it as indispensable in our system. Accordingly we are
opposed in principle to the invasion of this field by the Federal Government. In this dilemma we have turned to a manufacturers' sales
tax on the Canadian model as the best solution of the problem in our
opinion. We recognize the difficulties involved in adjusting the pricecontrol system to such a tax but we think they are not insuperable.
The manufacturers' excise or sales tax field is one which the States in
the very nature of the case cannot enter and, one which the Federal
Government has heretofore entered through selective taxes. The
manufacturers' sales tax is relatively simple of administration, especially when general in application, and involves a minimum of administrative expense, and, what may be equally as important in these
times, a minimum of administrative personnel.
The yield of such a tax depends, of course, upon the rate at which
it is imposed and upon the exemptions which are made. In Canada
the manufacturers' tax is in addition to special excise taxes on particular commodities. But, on the other hand, some of the bare necessities of life, such as unprocessed foods, are exempted. Proble ms of
this sort are no diffc rent under a manufacturers' salks tax than ltey
would be if we were considering a consumers' retail sales tax. We
have seriously considered the repeated assertions of the Secretary of
the Treasury to the effect that a manufacturers' sales tax is inflationary. We have concluded that on the whole the Secretary is mistaken in that a general manufacturers' sales tax need not have a
net inflationary effect. The rate of the Canadian tax, for example,
has fluctuated greatly during the many years of its existence, yet
statistics of the Dominion seem to indicate that these changes have
not had any appreciable effect upon the cost-of-living index. Therefore, though certain features of the manufacturers' sales tax might
seem to indicate a theoretical inflationary tendency, we believe that,
if properly drawn, the over-all effect of such a tax would be the same
as that of any other form of sales tax, namely, anti-inflationary.
I should also like to submit for the record a number of estimated
statements, showing how the corporation taxes carried by the House
bill would affect certain Ohio corporations. Each statement represents an actual company and has been made by a responsible executive. They were furnished in compliance with a random request
without suggestion as to what they ought to show and without foreknowledge of what the returns would be. In these statements you
will find concrete evidence in support of the faith that is in us.
The CHAMMAN. You may file them.
Mr. LAmiN. Thank you very much.
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The CHARMAN. Any questions?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much for you' appearance.
(Statements submitted by Mr. Laylin, entitled "Supplementary
statement of the Ohio Chamber of Commerce" and "Estimated effect
of proposed taxes upon certain Ohio corporations," are as follows:)
SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT OF THE OHIO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE URGING TE.9
FREEZISNG'OF SOCIAL SECUBIiY TAXES AT THE PRESENT RATE OF 1 PERCENT ON THE
EMPLOYER AND 1 PERCENT ON THE EMPLOYEE, AS A PART OF THE REVENUE1 ACT
OF 1943, SUBMITTED BY CLARENCE D. LAYLIN, GENERAL COUNSEL AND TAx ADVISER, AND PREPARED BY THE SOCIAL SECURITY DEPARTMENT OF THE OHIO CHAMBI

OF COMMERCE
*In considering the question of P pay-roll withholding tax and proposed increases in the individual income t:v there is another pay-roll tax which is of
vital importance to all taxpayers, both employers aad employees, that, in our
opinion, has not been given the attention it deserves. We are referring here to
the automatic increase in the employment taxes under chapter 9, subchapter A,
sections 1400 and 1410 of the Internal Revenue Code-(Federal old-age and survivors insurance taxes). Effective January 1, 1943, these rates will be doubledfrom the present schedule of 2 percent to a total of 4 percent--and will remain
at this rate until 1946, when they will again be increased. These taxes are divided
equally between employers and employees.
Based on the analysis which follows, we are convinced that there is no justification for this tax increase at this time. These taxes already constitute a heavy
burden on both employers and employees. We are of the opinion that critical
examination of this automatic increase may be considered properly by this committee at this time.
PARENT RATE YIELDS HUGE SURPLUS

Under present condiions, with the current rate of 1 percent on both employers
and employees, the balance in the old-age and survivors insurance trust fund as
of June 30 of this year was over $3,250,000,000. During the fiscal year Just completed tax collections and interest payments amounted to $972,000,000, whereas
total disbursements amounted to only $141,000,000. Excess collections amounted
to $831,000,000. If the law is not changed and the scheduled increase of rates is
permitted to take effect on January 1, 1943, the fund balance at the close of the
current fiscal year will be slightly over 4% billion dollars.
FULL RESERVE FUND ABANDONED IN 1939, REVISED ESTIMATES SHOW FAVORABLE
EXPERIENCE

When the Congress studied the taxing provisions of the Social Security Act
in 1939 the principle of building up the so-called full reserve fund was abandoned. In accordance with this decision, this committee recommended, and the
Congress approved, a freezing of the tax rate at the 1-percent level for the years
1940, 1941, and 1942 instead of the 1/-percent rate which was contained in the
original Social Security Act.
Since the law was last amended significant changes have been made In the
estimated operations for the next several years. This can be clearly demonstrated by comparing the estimates which were made in 1939 when the tax was
frozen at present levels with the revised estimates for the same period which
were submitted to Congress this year by the board of trustees of the old-age and
survivors insurance trust fund.
As an indication of the anticipated trend for the next several years we have
compared in the following table the 1939 and the 1942 estimates. Revised estimates of receipts show substantial increases in the tax yield. Anticipated
benefits are now much lower, anid as a result the trust fund will be much larger
than it was expected to be when the rates were frozen at the 1-percent level.
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TABsz l.-Comparison of estimates of operations of the old-age and survivors
trust fund prepared in 1939 and 1942 for fiscal years 1941-45
lIn millions of dollars
y
Iee
rd
state

tms estim

Net tax receIpts I..........
Nettuxreceipts ..........
Beotfit PftYmnCats------Benefit payments .........
Interest ..................
Interest ...................
Trust fund, end year ......
T rust fund, end year ....

19-9
1942
W-.99
1902
1193
1042
1939
1942

Increase or
1941

1042

1943
1944
c'slraenale

505
'6 3
299
'94
49
'56
2,127
'2,397

5011
872
431
113
54
72
2,254
8,229

919
1,3 5
166
61
92
2, G5
4, 520

1015

Total

4,073
1,017 .)1,079
7,230
Z170
2,l69
77
2,755
, 067
&58
225
200
71
82
317
127
174
521
3,506 ........
3,122
......
6,592
8,645

decrease.
1002 estover
1939

+3,16
-1,897
+204
+ .,"i39

I Administraiire expenses deducted from 1942estimated receipts in Order tn make them comparable to
1939 estimates.
I Actual expere;itures.

Source: 1939eimatem. U, S. Senate Report No. 793.76th Cong., p. 17: WV)1estimates, Second Annual
l~eport of Board of Trustees of the Old-Age Trust Fund, 1942,Doe. No. 694,,,) 4,
SW(527AAm( OF TuEASUBY aICOMurw5s (XNfN(IEI6? BESFivE

The Secretary of the Treasury, in testifying before the Committee on Ways and
Means of the Seventy-sixth Congres, said:
"We should not ,tecumulate a reserve fund any larger than Is necessary to protect the system agAinst unforeseen declines in revenues or increases in the volume
of benefit payments. Specifically, I would suggest to Congress that it plan the
financing of the old age-insurance system with a view to maintaining for use in
contingencies an eventual reserve amounting to not t;, re than. three times the
highest prospective annual benefits in the en-suing 5 years.
"* * * I think that it Is most important that prior to 1943 Congress again
comprehensively reexamine the financial provisions of the act. Pending that
r9examination, however, I believe that the tax rates for 1043 and thereafter which
are now in the act should be retained so that there shall continue to be it definite
program fo, financing old-age insurance on the statute books." [Italics ours.]
(Source: Hearings Relative to tile Social Security Act Amendments of 1939,
vol. 3, pp. 2113-2114.)
scIAL SECURITY ACT AMENDED TO INCLUDE "THREE TIMES TEST"

Acting upon the above suggestion of the Secretary of the Treasury, a specific
amendment was added In 1939 to title II of the Social Security Act, which established a body to be known as the Board of Trustees of the Federal Old-Age and
Survivors Trust Fund. Section 201 (b) of the Social Security Act reads as
follows:
.*

*

*

It shall be the duty of the Board of Trustees to-

"(1) Hold the trust fund;
"(2) Report to the Congress on the first day of each regular session of the
Congress on the operation and status of the trust fund during the preceding fiscal
year and on its expected operation and status during the next ensuing 5 fiscal
years:
"(3) Report immediately to the Congress whenever the Board of Trustees is of
the opinion that during the ensuing 5 fiscal years the trust fundwill exceed three
times the highest annual expenditures anticipatedduring that 5.fiscal-vear period,
and whenever tha Board of Trustees is of the opinion that the amount of the
trust fund is unduly small." (Italics ours.]
TRUSTEES' auPOr FOB 1942 PPYtDosTS OVEN $10,000000,000

IN BESXII

1FUND IN 1946

The second annual report of the board of trustees (H. Doe. No. 694, p. 6) furnishes the estimates of operations of the Federal old-age and survivors insurance
trust fund which appear In the following table:
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TAnnl Il-Pinanolaa statement of old-age aw survivors insurance trust fundSecond annualreport of the board of trustees,1948
(P. 6, H. Doe. 694, 77th Cong., 2d sess.)
The board of trustees reports the following estimated operations:
[In millions of dollars]

Trust fund balance June 30, 1941 ------------------------------Taxes

Income by years.:

1942 ----------------$900
1943 ---------------1,394
1944 ---------------12,200
1945---------------- ' 12,200
1946----------------12,338
Total ...

d*W4

Beneit
years:
Expenditur
------------------- $113
194

'
------ :_.-::.

196----

/Net

.....
--. -

:

Inerest

Total

$72
92
127
174
222

$972
1,486
2,327
2,374
2,560

687

-- $2, 398

$9,719
pesa.

baZ

1166

2-

$141,

1 3T

31
32

32
-3"92

195

1,o304

Tota
... ...
inerpse in fund l-------

-------

Tr]t fund balance June

-194* ----

T ee times test-averg
1 ,5o0,oo0,11m ($1,50
E~eess over "6re t8 l

begi ts 195tf-50 estimated by tru, ees at
.
..... ..-.. ....
quirem~tz .,313

----

8,415

------ 10, 813

4,5 00

T'le above tabite sboks ta64
ii,
1 6,the ba] ee in t
rust fund will
be $10,813,000,000, In this same report It'Js
estlm;ted that
the fiscal year
perlo4 1951-55 the average anustMnefit p 'meiwill be $1
.00,000,000.(The
actual! stinate for the yf*"1951 'will be I
lower tl~n the average for
1951hlch is used |se.
Therefore, the T500,000,000 4?robably is an overthis table
well as in t
4ble,
L°
If we a
the "three times test to thistrust fnlAt glance as of 1946, we
find that l h4rmal contingent reserve need only
4,500,000,000. This will
produce an ex
reserve above normal of $6,3
',000. It logically follows,
therefore, that th
templated tax increa 0-not justified by the existing
conditions and the rate
sting
levels.
IF RATZS ARE FRO7ENq AT ?RE.'ENT LPVML, ES8=VE FUND BALANCz STILL MOlE THAN
ADEQUATE

In the following table, the estimates of the board of trustees with resp-ect to
income have been adjusted on the assumption that the rates would remain at
present levels-i percent on employer and 1 percent on employee. (The same
official estimated expenditures given by the boprd of trustees have been used in
this table as well as in table If.).

76098-42-vol. 2-24
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III.-Estimated operations 1943-46 it ta4es remain at present rate
(I percent on employer and 1 percent on employee)

(in millions of dollars)
Trust fund balance, Juno 30, 1941 ---------------------------------- $2, 398
Income by years:
Tare Interat Total
1942 -------------------$900
$72
$972
1943 -------------------1 934
92
1,026
1944 ----------------I, I00
113
1,213
1945 ------------------1, 100
127
1,227
1946 -------------------- 1, 039
142
1,181
Total ------------------ 5,073

546

$5,619

Adminl.

Expenditures by years:

tratnce
exBenefit#
pennss

1942 -------------------$113
1943 -------------------166
1944 -------------------225
1945--------------------290
1946 ---------------------- 360

$28
29
30
31
32

Total

$141
195
255
321
392

Total ------------------- 1,154
150
1,304
Net increase in fund 1942-46 -------------------------------- 4,315
Trust fund balance June 30, 1946---------------------------------- 6,713
3 times test-Average benefits 1951-55 estimated by trustees at $1,500,000,000 ($1,500,000,000X3) -------------------------------------

4,500

Excess over "Three times requirement" ------------------------2, 213
1Estimated.
It will be seen from this table that even If the rates are frozen, the "three
times test" of the reserve fund will be exceeded by over $2,213,000,000.
FUTHIER TESTS OF ADEQUACY OF RESERVE

The board of trustees of the old-age trust fund has expressed some concern over the adjustment which may be necessary at the termination of the war,
when it Is reasonable to expect there may be Increased retirements of aged
workers and a possible reduction in revenues. Nevertheless, we do not believe
that concern over these possibilities will Justify a reserve fund which has been
shown above to exceed the "three times test" of adequacy by a sum of over
$6,000,000,000.
If we were to assume that the $1,154,000,000 of benefits estimated by the
board of trustees for the period 1942-46 were to be doubled, it is obvious that
the already existing trust fund of 3% billion dollars would be more than enough
to pay these benefits if not another penny of taxes were to be received during
this period. Even If this remote condition should occur, it will not come
about overnight, and we sincerely believe that any reversals in the presently
anticipated program can be reported to Congress whenever such circumstances
arise and adequate measures taken to anticipate them.
OLD-AGEINSURANCE COLLECkTIONs
IN 01110

As an Illustration of the size of these taxes and the impact of the proposed
automatic doubling of these rates, it should be noted that in the State of Ohio
during 1941, Treasury reports indicate that the tax yield will be slightly in
excess of $60,000,000-$30,000,000 being deducted from the wages of the workers
and another $30,000,000 being paid by the employers.
In view of the fact that current receipts are already running far ahead of all
reasonable anticipated expenditures, it is quite difficult to explain to taxpayers
in the State of Ohio wLy this tax yield should next year be increased' from
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$60,000,000 to approximately $120,000,000.
problem.

Other States will encounter the same

BURDEN ON INDIVIDUAL

WORKERS

The socal-security tax is now being paid by specifically designated groups of
our earning population. To say that we are justified in taxing this group of
individuals more than is needed for social-security purposes, and thereby aid in
financing ordinary or extraordinary governmental costs, is to ignore the plain
equities of the situation. In effect, such unjustified tax increases will mean that
certain portions of the taxpayipg public will be called-upon for more than their
shar in the over-all tax burden.
PRICN

ONIRO--ANOTHER

HANDICAP IN

E8Th,'YVE ENFORCEMENT OF DOUBLED

TAX

Employers as well as employees throughout the country will encounter grave
problems in handling this doubled social-security tax. Most, if not all, employers
are faced with the problems of price freezing. No detailed explanation is necessary here to point out the difficulty which would be encountered by all employers,
both large and small, in assimilating under existing price schedules a pay-roll tax
which will be doubled during the ensuing year. The social-security pay-roll tax
has a pyramiding effect, being paid by every employer in the long channel of
production, from the extractive industries to the ultimate consumer. Tie cumulative effect of this tax will make the adjustment of existing price ceilings extremely troublesome.
This situation is particularly true of those business enterprises which have
not been able to take part In the war effort. They are already faced with
increasing costs on a diminishing volume of business.
The effect of this doubled tax on those business enterprises which are engaged
in the war effort will be to establish higher operating costs by whatever portion
of their total cost is represented by pay-roll Items. Furthermore, if this tax is
doubled, this item will reduce the amount of profits which will be subject to the
schedule of the excess-prcfits taxes which arenow contemplated. Instead, the
money will go into the old-age and survivorm |lpiprance reserve fund, creating
an obligation on the part of the Government 'to expend future tax money and
to pay substantial amounts of interest thereon for many years in the future.
PROPOSED TAXES ON INDIVIDUALS

In order to test the over-all burden of the social-security tax, withholding
tax, and increased income tax during the year 1943, the following table has been
prepared showing the total proposed Federal-tax burden on low-income industrial
workers. This table shows, for example, that a single man earning $30 per
week would, under the hlouse proposals, pay a total of $4.93 per week in direct
taxes. This same man, If married, would pay $1.61 a week. A married man
earning $50 per week with no dependents would pay $6.51 per week. If he had
one dependent, he would pay $4.59 per week, and If he had two dependents, he
would pay $2.66per week.
TABLE IV.--Weekly taxes of selected wage earners under House revenue bill
7378 and 2 percent social-security pay-roll tex in 1943
SINGLE PARSON.

Weekly earnings

Social
security '

Income
tax I

' percent
held I

No dependents

Tt
oal
security

$5
1------------

$0.30

.50
$25 ------.-.-----.....------------60
$40 ................... 80

$50-----------------1.00
$56 ------------------

1.10

$.7

$0.20

2.54
3.33
5.12

.70
.95
1.45

7.81

2.20

6.87

1.95

$1.29
3,74
4.93
7.37

9.82

11.11

Income
tax

5 per

TotA

withheld

$0.30 --------------------

$0.30

.80
.
.80

$0.08
.s1
2.56

$020
.70

.58
1.61
4.06

1.10

5.13

).45

7.68

1.00

4.31

1.20

I First $3,000 of wages subject to 2 percent tax for social security in 1943.
Income tax-rates and exemptions in House bill 7378have been used.
Withholding tax-weekly exemption schedule In House bill has boontaken Into account.

8.51
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TABLE IV.-Weekly taxes of selected wage earners under House revenue bill
7378 and 2 percent social-securitypay-roll ta in 1983-Continued
MARRIED PERSON

2 dependents

1 dependent
WVeekly
earnings

Social
Income
secuity tea

3

reet

w1hheld

Tt1

Social
security

Income

tax

5 rcentToa
w thheldTos

15.----------------$0.30--....-......$0.30
$0.30------------$0.30
w'.------------------.6------------- ----..
:
....
.80 ---------2.16
6..78$1.08
.80
--- -----------$50-----------------1.00
2.81
4.59
1.00
$1.31-$0.35
..................

1.10

3.73

1.03

5.86

1.10

2.23

.60

60
.80
2.66
3.93

It would seem to be clear from the above table that consideration of the broad
economic effect of the general burden which must be borne by all taxpayers,
without taking into account the effect of doubled social-security taxes, will result
In serious problems for the many millions of persons who are subject to this
special pay-roll tax.
0ONCLIJBIONS

The Intention of Congress in 1939 was clear to abandon the fallacious concept
of a full reserve fund for old-age and survivors' Insurance. It bs been demonstrated that the revised estimates based on the most recent calculations of the
board of trustees indicate that far more money will be collected under the
increased rates than will be needed for many years to come. Considering the
fact that the so-called three-times test contemplates a trebling of the highest
anticipated expenditures in the ensuing 5 years, there will always be adequate
time for Congress to adjust the rates when they are needed, The law already
provides for the filing of such a report with the Congress.
We earnestly recommend that this committee in Its deliberations fully and
carefully consider the adoption of an amendment to sections 1400 and 1410 of the
Internal Revenue Code to the end that the existing 1-percent rates on employers
and employees be reduced or maintained at the existing level until such tile as the

estimates of the board of trustees Indicate the necessity of resuming the scheduled
increase.
ESTIMATmw EFEr op PoposED TAXES UPON CERTAIN OHIO (CORPORATIONS

In response to a general inquiry, the Ohio Chamber of Commerce has received
from the executives of certain Ohio corporations the within estimates as to the
effect upon their respective companies of the 1942 revenue bill as it passed the
House in the light of operations during the first 6 months of the calendar year
1942. The great majority of the companies circularized had not had opportunity
to study the bill. Of the replies received, many contained general comments and
criticisms but omitted any figures. The attached statements, however, seem to be
fairly representative of different types of business corporations, as indicated by
the descriptions; the Ohio Chamber of Commerce has not been authorized to
divulge the names of the companies submitting the attached statements.
PAPER BOX

MANUFACTURER

We are unable at this time, to give actual figures, but by projecting our pres-

ent figures for the year on the basis of current operations we arrive at the
following:
Sales -------------------$2, 500, 000 Normal and surtax ------$53, 820
Net profit----------------250,000 Net Income after tax -----55, 780
Excess-profits credit_.--.
94, 000 Investment --------------- +800, 000
Excess-profits tax--------140, 0001 Percentage oii investment._
+6. 96
Since 1937 we have expended for fixed assets approximately $700,000, and,
at present, have "borrowed money" to the extent of $555,000, part of which was
borrowed on the basis of a time loan, payable $100,000 per year, starting 1943.
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It appears that the members of the Ways and Means Committee of the House
have no conception of business practices in setting up their proposed tax, since
no provisions were made to allow any credit for retirement of obligations contracted before 1941, which must, of necessity, be retired during the present
period.
OSAIN STORM
142 pro-

Increase,

$69,251.85
171.858.60

-$9, 610.10
+82,211.04

168,09.O1
241,110.45
Total ...................................................

+72, 600.94

1941 rates

posedrates

decrease

1941TAXABLE INCOME

(Sales, $16,000,000)
-----------....................
Normal and surtaxExcess-profits tax ............................................

Net
Not
Net
Net

profit
profit
profit
profit

after tax -...................................
percentage after tax .............................
before tax ........................................
percentage before tax ...........................

$78,861.95
89,647.56

$152,847.05
0.06
$321, 356. 56
2 01

$80,246.11 .............
.60 .............
$21,356. b - ------------2.01 --------------

ESTIMATED1s42 TAXABLE INCOMEOr 1610,00
(Sales, $22,000,000)
$115,663.67
2"26,117.20

Normal and surtax..
.............................
Excess-profits tax ................................
Total .........
Estimated
Estimated
Estimated
Estimated

t

...............
al........................

341,708.87

$258, 219.13
net profit after tax ------------------1. 17
net profit percentage after tax ---------------------$600,000. 00
net profit before tax ...............................
2.73
net profit percentage before tax ------------........

$70,063.20
398,873.60

-$45,600.47
+173, 756.40

469,936.80

12 ,155.93

$130,063.20 -----------.$600,000.00 ..............
2.73 ..............

Our 1041 profit after tax was only ninety-six one-hundredths of 1 percent of
our sales. On the basis oILthe present proposed revenue bill, our net profit would

have been fifty one-hundrodths of 1 percent or $80,246.11, and our tax would be
$241,110.45 or 75 percent of our earnings.
On the basis of our 1942 anticipated sales and Income, our taxes will be $469,936.80, leaving a net profit of $130,003.20 or fifty-nine one-hundredths of 1 percent
on our anticipated sales of $22,000,C00.
To pay 78 percent of our profits in taxes, leaving only $130,063 net profit to
operate a business doing $22,000,000 worth of business is simply, impossible.
PuBI1o tf'r iTY
Estinmted 1942 Federal income taxes cotnlptutd at rates carried In bill as pAssed
by thte House:
$2,503,960
Excess-profits tax ------------------------------------------------791,202
Normal tax ----------------------------------------------------692,302
Surtax --------------------------------------------------------3,987,464
Total excess profits, normal, and surtax -------------------6,158,345
Taxable net income before Federal income taxes---------------...-5,026,300
-------------------------Book net income before Federal taxes
net
Income
anti
The reason for the difference between the taxable
the book net income is primarily due to the fact that we are
booking a larger amount for reserve for retirements titan Is allowed as a deduction for Federal income and excess-profits
taxes. There are also nutnerous items which are nut allowal)le
deductions for Income-tax purposes which are expensed oi our
books.
1,038, 835
Net income after Federal taxes, per books ------------------------ 450,000
Preferred dividends ---------------------------------------588, 835
Balance available for common stockholders and for surplus --------.96
percent.RatQ of return on book property values ----------------$3, 280, 749
Amount of excess-proflts credit ------------------------------------
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I am listing below a nmunber of comparisons for the years 1939 to 1942, which
tre most interesting and which readily disclose the disastrous effect which this
war revenue bill will have upon our company.
Amount of net earnings available for common stockholders and for surplus:
1939 ...
-----$2, 626,195 11941 ------------------$2, 222,498
1940 -------------------2, 924, 263 1942 ---------------------88, 835
Ratio of net earnings available for common stockholders and surplus to book
property values:
Percent
Percent
1939 -------------------------5.15 1.941 ------------------------8.87
1940 ------------------------5.45 1942 ---------------------------.
96
Total Federal income, nd excess-profits taxes:
1939 --------------------$661, 309 1 1941 -------------------$2,114,834
1940 ---------------------6681,633 1942-------------------8,987,44
Ratio of Federal income and excess-profits taxes to book net income before
Federal axes and before any dividends:
Pcent I
Pervmt
1939 -----------------------17.69 ,1941 ------------------------44.18
1940 -----------------------16.81 1942 ------------------------79.8a
Ratio of Federal Income and excess-profits taxes to book net income after
Federal taxes and before any dividends:
Percent
Percent
1939 -----------------------21. 50 1941 -----------------------79.13
1940 ------------------------20.2011942 ----------------------383.84
MACHINE TOOL MANUFACTURER
Tax estimate, based on billwhich passed the House July 21, 194R (excluding
possible sliding scale for surtfa on first $50,000
Exeess-profits tax:
Estimated Income-excess-profits net income- $10, 000, 000. 00
Less: Specific exemption ----- $10,000.00
Excess-profits tax credit as
shown on 1941 return-- 555,502. 50
565,502.50
Adjusted excess-profits net incofe --9,484,497.50
Excess-profits tax, at 90 percent -------------------------$8, 491, 047. 75
Normal tax:
Estimated income ----------------------$10,000,000.00
Adjusted excess-profits net income ---------9,434,497. 50
Normal tax base ----------------------565, 502.50
Normal and surtax, at 45 percent--------------------------Total tax ------------------------------------------------Tax percentage, 87.46.

254,476. 18
8, 745, 523. 8

METAT,
PRODUCTS COMPANY
The following figures are estimates but not Impossible In light of our present
volume:
Should our operating profit amount to ------------------------------$200, 00
150,156
Total tax would be ----------------------------------------------Leaving a net profit of--------- ----------------------------In other words a 75 percent tax on profits.
Should our operating profit amount to ----------------------------Total tax would be -----------------------------------------------Leaving a net profit of --------------------------------------

49, 84
8 00,000
244,657
55, 843
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The above figures indicate a tax of 81% percent on profits.
The amazing point revealed by the above figure, is that on the last $100,000
of earnings, the tax collector would get a slice of $94,501, or 94% percent, and
the company could retain $5,499 for expansion of the business or for the proverblal rainy day.
Should we be required to compute our excess-profits tax on the invested capital base, the following picture would result:
Gross earnings ---------------------------------------$200,000
$300,000
270,968
176,468
--------------------------------Resulting tax
Resulting net profit --------------------------------------------------------Tax percentage

23,532
88.23

29,032
90.32

PUBLIC UTILITY
Present law,
1941
xoess-profits credit .....................................................
Eseess-profits tax -------------------------------------------------------Normal and surtax ......

Remaining return on investment:
After taxes:

I

No material change
$1,86,884.28
$4,727,698 01
1, 425,316.97
$...............................................
$I, 565, 051.12
$3,193, 321 42
2.91

Amount .........................................................
Percent I........................................................

Proposed law.
1942

$2, 473,331.27
214

Computed on total of property, plant, and equipment as of June 30 of 1941and 1942.
PAPER MANUFACTURER

Based on tax bill passed by House of Representalives
lnveited capital credit

Tax rates

Excess-profits tax (90 percent) ------Normal tax (24 percent)-------------Surtax (21 percent)-----------------

$5, 000, 000 at 8 percent ..--5, 000, 00 at 7 percent --15, 000, 00 at 6 percent --25, 000, 000

Total income, before tax -------------Less excess-profits credit -------------

$400, 000
350, 000
900, 000
1,650, 000

3, 300, 000
1, 650, 000
1, 650, 000

SUMMARY

Total income, before tax ------------------------------------$3, 300, 000
Less:
$742,500
Normal and surtax (45 percent on $1,650,000) 000
Excess-profits tax (90 percent on $1,650,000) ------ 1,485,___-2,
227, 500
1,072, 500
Return on $25,000,000 invested capital, 4.29 percent.
The rate of 4.29 percent on invested capital is approximately equivalent to $1
per share of common stock of our company, as against about $3.56 per share in
Federal income and excess-profits tax.
BTtER.

COMPANY

The statutory invested capital of this corporation and subsidl,rles for the year
1942 has been estimated, under existing laws, to be approximately $102,000,000,
which would afford an excess-profits-tax credit of $6,270,000. The 'et taxable
earnings of this corporation and subsidiary companies for the first 6 months of
1942 were approximately $7,500,000, and, applying the rates and provisions of the
revenue bill of IL42 us passed by the House of Representatives, the provision for
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Federal income and excess-profits taxes for the period would approximate $5,400,000, which would leave a balance of profits of $2,100,000, which would be equivalent
to a return of approximately 4.1 percent upon statutory invested capital. Preferred-dividend requirements for the 6-month period are approximately $900,000,
which would leave a balance of $1,200,000 available for the payment of debts-and
disbursements to common stockholders. The corporation is required to pay off
long-term debt to the extent of $1,200,000 per year and, deducting one-half of this
amount from the earnings of the first 6 months, would leave only $600,000 for
distribution to common stockholders and to provide a cushion for years to follow
when earnings may be at a very unsatisfactry level. Needless to say, under the
tremendous taxes as recommended in the House bill, this corporation would be
in no position to pay any dividends to its common stockholders and, if Its previous
conservative policy were to be continued, even the payments to preferred stockholders would necessarily have to be reduced.
POTTEBY COMPANY

Assuming we will earn $150,000 for 1942, our picture will shape up as follows:
Estimated earnings of corporation --------------------------------$150,000
Excess-profits credit, including specific exemption -------------------66, 000
Balance of income subject to excess profits tax at 90 percent-__
Portion of income subject to normal tax and surtax (represents the
amount of income not subject to the excess tax), at 24 and 21 percent,
or a total of 45 percent -------------------------------------------Excess tax ($84,000 at 90 percent) --------------------------------Normal tax ($66,000 at 24 percent) -------------------------------Surtax ($66,000 at 21 percent) ------------------------------------

66,000
75,600
15, 840
13,860

Total taxes-----------------------.-------------------------

10.5, 800

Total Income ---------------------------------------------------Less: Total taxes -------------------------------------------------

84,000

150,000
105,300

Leaves available for payment of mortgage and dividends ------44, 700
Out of $44,700, that we would have left from our net earnings of $150,000,
we are obligated to pay $30,000 on our mortgage together with preferred-stock
dividend of $1,900. This, you will note, leaves us $12,800 to run a $2,000,000
business.
STEEL COMPANY

Consolidated earnings for first 6 months of 1942 before income
and profits taxes ----------------------------------------$10,4G5,782.18
Less:
Provision for State and foreign income taxes. $131,459. 76
Provision for Federal income and profits taxes- 7, 000, 000, 00
7,131, 459. 76
Net Income for 6 months ------------------.---------3,334,322.42
Based on more detailed estimates made since the above earnings statement was
released, it appears that the provision for Federal taxes should have been
$7,272,000, thus reducing the earnings for the period to $3,002,322.42. The taxes
so estimated are composed of:
Excess-profits tax ----------------------------------------------$4,937,000
Income and surtaxes ------------------------------------------2,335,000
Total ----------.-----------------------------------------$7,272,000
Total excess-profits credits effectively used in making the computation were
$10,460,000 out of total estimated credits available of $10,608,000.
Assuming that our earnings before taxes can be inaintaind at the same
rate during the second half of the year as for the first half, it is clear that
our net earnings for 1042 will be approximately $6,000,000. Study of the
figures convinces us that this will be the approximate ceiling. If it were possible to earn as much as $30,000,000 before taxes instead of at the rate of
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$20,000,000, such increased earnings would add only $1,000,000 to the $6,000,000
now estimated as the probable ceiling for net earnings.
On June 30, 1942, our funded debt stood at $28,000,000, whereas at the close
of 1939 we had funded debt and bank loans of $3,550,000. Admittedly, a very
considerable part of the borrowed money is represented in facilities subject to
amortization over a period of 5 years and, so long as our earnings before
taxes are above the excess-profits-credit level, our taxes would be reduced by
about 90 percent o£ the amounts amortized. However, it is not at all certain
that we can effectively use all of the amortization to which we are entitled.
It seems reasonably clear that when the war is over we will have a very sizable
funded debt which was created largely for war purposes. The restrictions placed
by the 1942 bill, not only on true excess profits but on normal profits as well by
the excessive taxes on normal profits, can have no other result.
As we see the situation, we see no objection to a high level of tax on true excess
profits. Such profits, however, should not be drawn off entirely In view of capital
outlays for war purposes which must lie compensated for, at least in part, out of
such excess profits. The proposed tax on normal Incomes is entirely too high,
will Immediately create serious difficulty for many corporations and make our
problems more serious during the post-war'period.
OFFICE EQUIPMENT

MANIUFACrURER

Our excess-profits credit Is $210,OCO. Let's assume we will have a net income
before taxes of $1,000,000 for the calendar year 1942. We then would have a
normal tax based on the present bill approved by the Hous of $94,500. Our
excess-profits tax would amount to $702,000, making a total Federal income tax
of $790,500.
This would leave $203,500 balance available for sinkirg fund, capital expenditures, working capital, and accumulating preferred dividends. We have a bond
indebtedness which calls for a sinking fund. With this estimated profit we would
e required to set aside $72,550 forthe sinking fund and the accumulating dividend
referred to above, and which was part of the agreement in plans to retire the
indebtedness of this company, would amount to $66,000 which would leave us a
net of $G4,950.
This would mean that in order to do the job In the war program which we have
obligated ourselves to do it would be necessary for us to take money out of our
earned surplus.
ELYGTRIOAL-EQUJPMENT MANUFAOIURER

We have been In business since 1902 and at present we are employing 85 people.
So far this year about 80 percent of our production has been for war purposes,
consisting of electrical switches, relays, and contactors, which are used in conuection with battery-charging apparatus for planes, tanks, and ships, and also by the
United States, British, and Russian Signal Corps.
The demand for these devices has expanded very rapidly in the past 2 years
and has resulted in a very large increase in sales over previous years. Judging
from results for the first 6 months, our profits, before taxes, will be about $200,000.
We are compelled to use the average-earnings method in figuring our excess-profits
tax, and the results would be as follows, If we understand the provlslopms of the
House bill correctly:
Earnings for base years:
1936 ----------------------------------------------------------$3,495.36
1937 --------------------------- ----------------------------14,860.68
1939 ----------------------------------------------------I
15,253.28
1939 tal--------------------------------------------------4,06, 89
Total
g.------------------------------------------------A verage
------------------------------------------------------------

38,
f
9, IM11,
,K)

95 percent of average -------------------------------------------Plus specific exemption ------------------------------------------

9, tgj. 00
10, OQO.(0

Total credit ------------------------------------------------

19,0

0,0
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$20, M.00
19,083.00

Income -------------------------------------------------------Credit------------------------------------------------------------Excess-profits base ------------------------------

-----------..

-180,917.00

Excess-profits tax, 90 percent of above -----------------------------Normal and surtax ---------------------------------------------Capital-stock tax -------------------------------------------------

162,825.80
7,151. 54
2,500. 00'

172,47.84
Total taxes ----------------------------------------------From the above figures you will note that the House bill would leave us about
$27,524 from earnings of $200,000 and that approximately 86 percent of our earnings would be absorbed by Federal taxes.
Our earnings for 1941 were $47,629.98. and we paid taxes on same as follows:
$11,422. 83
Excess-profits tax ------------------------------------------------10,778.35
Normal and surtax ----------------------------------------------52. 50
Capital-stock tax -----------------------------------------------276 08
Total -----------------------------------------------------Unquestionably our large prospective gross profits for the present year are due
primarily to vastly increased sales attributable to the war effort. Therefore, these
profits should be taxed heavily,*but the taxation should not proceed beyond the
point where it would inevitably have the effect of putting us out of business for
lack of adequate working capital. I am sure that It will have this effect if we
continue to take approximately 85 percent of our current earnings and invest the
same In tax-anticipation notes. We have an indebtedness of about $37,000, and
if we have to pay the taxes provided by the House bill we can see no way of paying
anything on this Indebtedness during the present year.

etnracs iJITIY
1942 (6 month actual and 6 months estimated)
compared with year 1941

Income acout--yeai

Increase-decreas

Year 1942

Year 1941
Amount

..... $2,240,248.44 $24,717, 69.41
Grossrevenue ----------------Deductions:
8, 379, 771.21
8,971,180.42
Operating expenses .----------------Taxes (exclusive of Federal income
8. 22
2,33,
2,456,145.32
---------taxes) -------------------of
plant
and
amortization
Depreciation
3, 000,000.00
3,345,694.00
adjustments ---------------...........
3,454,014.49
3,443,212.48
Income deductions (fixed charges) ......
Total deductions ....................

Net income before Federal income

+$1,822,652.03
+591,409.21

Percent
+6.18
+7 8

+119,277.10

+5.10

+345,084.00

+11.50

+6.09

-10,802.01

18,215, 62222

17,170, 3. 92

+1,44,908.30

8,024,626.22

-. 31

7, 847,042.49

+477, b83.73

+6.33

Federal income taxes:
3,708,790.00
Federal excess-proflts tax ...........
Federal income and surtax ..------- 2,2, 438.00

1,810,000.00
1,88,600.00

+1 898 790.00
-413, 83 00

+104.91
+22.51

Total Federal Income taxes .......

5,961,228.00

3,648,600.00

+2,312,628-00

Net income ---------------Preferred stock dividends ------.......

2,063,398.22
1,86,923-00

3,898,442.49
1,866,923.00

Balance to surplus ------...........

196,475.22

2,031,519.49

taxes_ .................

..

.

.

4+63.38

-1,835,044.27 -47.07
....-----------1,835,044.27

--90.23

will note that our gcos revenue shows a Increase of 6.16 percent, gross lnconin before ded n-

Nocr.-You
63.38 percent, while
lion shows a decrease of 0.31 percent, Federal income taxes, etc.,. show an increase ofcant
margin over cur
the net income shows a decrease of I835,000, or 47.07 percent, which givos us a very
preferred dicldend required.
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The

CHaIMMAN. Mr.
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Rowland Jones.

STATEMENT OF ROWLAND JONES, JR., WASHINGTON, D. C., REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RETAIL DRUGGISTS
Mr. JoxErs. My name is Rowland Jones, Jr., and I represent the Na-

tional Association of Retail Druggists, an organization of 28,000
independent retail druggists. My remarks will be very brief, because
they have been made before, this committee before.
One point that we wish to bring before the committee is the need
for the establishment of a differential tax for pure ethyl alcohol used
for medicinal purposes. The House bill taxes ethyl alcohol to a point
that brings it to $11.40 a proof-gallon. That compares with about
40 cents a gallon cost of the raw material.
The CHAMMAN. Mr. Jones, we took your view of it last year, but
we did not have any luck in conference.
Mr. JONES. I know that. I appreciate what the Senate did last
year, and we hope the Senate will do it again and perhaps this year
the conference will not discard it. But as the distilled-spirits tax
goes up, the problem grows progressively worse. I understand
that a proposal will be made to this committee to establish such a
differential but to tie to it a $100 occupational tax in exchange for
the privilege of withdrawing pure alcohol at a lower tax rate. We
hope the committee will not approve of any such arrangement as
that, because it would deny automatically the privilege of a lower
taxed alcohol to the 58,000 retail druggists of this country who are
compelled to use the pure product.
Senator BAILEY. Is it restricted to medicinal uses?
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir. But naturally, the attaching of a $100 occupational tax to the privilege to make the withdrawals will make the
privilege available only to the very large users eliminating the average
retail pharmacist.
Senator TA'r. Is this alcohol to be denatured?
Mr. JONES. No, sir; our alcohol is pure ethyl alcohol. We have
another strange situation here for the pure ethyl alcohol which must
be used. We have hundreds and hundreds of millions of dollars of
the same alcohol, denatured of course, withdrawn without any taxation
of any kind.
Senator UILnPNa. Was it not the mechanics of operating under
that procedure, the difficulty of administration, which was the reason
for the objection by the Treasury Department?
Mr. JoNFs. The Treasury Department takes the position that the
administrative problem involved in having. a lower taxed alcohol
for this use is responsible for their very vigorous opposition to a
tax differential, but we take the '-position that the Treasury says
now there is a 10 percent bootlegging element in the consumption
of distilled spirits, and with that picture and with that enforcement
problem, the very small enforcement problem involved in this proposition would not be important at all.
Mr. Chairman, the only other statement I wish to make is to file
with the committee a statement in support of the principle advanced
by the Treasury to the House committee involving the establishment of an income-tax deduction for a part at least of the costs of
medical care. We believe that as the income tax dips lower and
lower into the small-income groups, that the need for some allowable
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deduction of at least a part of the expenses of medical care should be
allowed. I would like to offer a brief on that.
The CHAIRMAN.

You may do so.

Mr. JON1,8. One more, thing: Dr. E. F. Kelly, secretary of tile
American Pharmaceutical Association, concurs in the remarks that
I have made, and I ask leave on behalf of Dr. Kelly and myself to
file an additional brief if this other $100 occupational tax in connection with an alcohol differential is seriously considered.
The CHAI]IMAN. You will be given that privilege,
(The statement submitted by Mr. Jones is as follows:)
STATEMENT OFROWLAND JONES, JR., WASHINGTON RWRESENTATIVE OF TIlE NATIONAL

AsSOCIA'tION OF RETAIL DRUGGISTS, ON THE 1942 REVENUE BiLL
We would urgently recommend that expenditures for medical care be made
deductible In determining net income of Individuals for income-tax purposes.
In making this recommendation we are not proposing something new and untried.
Since the beginning of Income taxes In that State Minnesota has exempted for
income-tax purposes, I quote, "Payments for expenses for hospital, nursing,
medical, surgical, dental, and other healing services, and for drugs and medical
supplies incurred by the taxpayer on account of sickness of, or personal injury
to himself or his dependents."
We would suggest that the language be made more restrictive and that the
exemption of "drugs and medical supplies" be limited to those prescribed by a
licensed physician or dentist. If drugs and supplies used in self-medication are
included there might be an opportunity for tnx evasion, and, further, the purpose
of the exemption, which is to safeguard public health, might be defeated to some
extent.
Let it be noted, however, that even without this safeguard the exemption has
worked so well in Minnesota that there has never been any attempt made to remove
it from the Income-tax law. It should be noted, also, that tile exemption is In
addition to the regular deduction for dependents and not in lieu of any part
thereof.
May I offer for the record at this point a copy of a communtchtiou from the
Department of Taxation of the State of Minnesota which states in brief that
under the language of the exemption in the Minnesota statute, in tile year
ending June 30, 1941, the average deduction from gross income taken on the
returns was $82.33.
There are sound reasons for writing such an exemption into the Federal income
tax at this time:
(1) Lowering the personal exemption of a married person to $1,500 and
of a single person to $750, has deprived taxpayers in the lower brackets of
exemption amounting to several times the amount which would normally be
spent for medical care. Thus a married person without children formerly
enjoyed an exemption of $2,400 which, it might be assumed, would cover rent,
food, clothing, and other necessities, Including medical care. With a reduction
to $1,500, coupled with a substantial increase in the cost of living, the exemption
is not sufficient to cover essential expenses exclusive of those for medical care.
(2) The lower exception Las not only placed a heavier burden on those who
have paid income taxes heretofore, but it has brought into income-tax brackets
many who formerly paid no income tax. These people will face the necessity
of sharply revising their family budgets. It is a normal human trait to eliminate
or postpone provisions for health; to delay going to the doctor, to resort to self.
medication instead of seeking the more expensive professional treatment, or
even to trust to luck that an ailment will cure itself. I submit that at this
time, when the maintenance of the health of tile people is so Important, and their
morale so essential to the war effort, that anything that tends to discourage
prompt and effective health measures should be avoided.
(3) The increase ill rates propose( at this time, by lowering tile spendable
incomes of persons in the middle brackets, will actually bring an increasing
number of these people into the low-income group and thereby make them
subject to the same temptation to neglect health. In fact, tleir temptation to
do so may become even stronger; for It is harder for those who have enjoyed
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a higher standard of living to adjust to a lower, and many of them have
Incurred Indebtedness and fixed charges which must be met. For instance,
many of them have recently built homes on which they are obligated to make
Federal Housing Administration payments. In many Instances they budgeted
their incomes so closely in making their plans for repaying the mortgages as
to leave a minimum for current expenses. Those plans were made on the basis
of income-tax payments at li.e former lower rates, and did not contemplate
taxes which would sharply reduce their spendable income. They will have
to revise their budgets, and the revisions may Include no provision for medical
care.
(4) The allowance of the proposed deduction would not only prevent failure
to seek medical attention, but it would tend to encourage people to devote
to that purpose income which otherwise would be used for luxuries--expenditures which the Government is trying to prevent at tihe present time. We will
assume that a taxpayer is subject to an income tax amounting to 20 percent
of his income, and that he is tempted to purchase a rug worth $100. Inasmuch ai;- the part of his income devoted to the purchase of the rug is taxed
$20, the rug will actually cost him $120. If he knew that $100 spent for
medical care would not be taxed-in other words, that it would cost him just
$100-he would be likely to give the $100 to his doctor instead of to a rug
dealer. This would not only promote health but it would actually help to
realize the Government's purpose to discourage the purchase ot things made
from critical materials. It would tend to postpone the purchase of the rug to
the post-war period, when it may be desirable to stimulate buying and not
to discourage it. Further, expenditures for medical care do not contribute to
inflation.
I understand that objection to allowance of a deduction for medical expenses
has been made, based on the claim that the exemption might be used for tax
evasion. I trust that the committee will not take that objection seriously.
Let us consider the matter. Would the hypothetical Income-tax payer be
likely to seek medical attention he did not need, in order to lower his income
tax? He would save $20 on his Income tax, but he would have to pay tile doctor
$100 In order to save It. I submit that that would be a bad bargain, and one
which no man who measures his financial advantage closely enough to think
of it would ever undertake.
But, it might be suggested, there could be collusion between the doctor and
the taxpayer. Al unscrupulous doctor might submit a bill for $100 and accept
$50 In payment. That would be even more absurd. For the doctor would have
to enter $100 on his books and pay an income tax on It. Doctors are generally
philanthropic, but their philanthropy does not extend that far.
It may he urged that the proposed deduction would reduce the revenues collectible under the Income-tax law. That. also. Is questionable. Sick men, as
a rule, are not good Income-tax payers themselves; and being unable to work
they do not add to the taxable earnings of employers. Not only the success
of the effort li the production of armaments, but also the ability of the Government to finance that effort, requires that every man and woman In the
Nation be physically able to make his contribution. Statistics are available
to you, which show how enormous are the economic losses, even in times of
peace, due to sickness and other physical Incapacity. Those losses are likely
to be even greater at a time when war adds to the strain, and especially if
unwise taxation causes thousands of people to reduce the expenditures they
normally make for the protection of their health.
Lest it be thought that the National Association of Retail Druggists has a
selfish purpose to serve in milking this plea, let me call your attention to tile
fact that prescription medicines account for a very small amount in the health
budget of the Nation. Prescriptions average only 10 percent of the business
of a drug store, and the profits on prescriptions only a fraction of that. The
druggist might conceivably gain in net profit, from the Increase of business In
proprietary preparations if the public, as a result of tin unwise tax policy, went
to self-medication.
The association which I represent in September of last year decided to make
an effort to establish the principle of limited deduction for income-tax purposes
for costs of medical care. Therefore, It was with a great deal of interest and
pleasure that we lellrned of Mr. Paul's suggestion last week to this committee,
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which admits the justice of this contention. But we submit that the suggested
exemption for health expenditures limited to that part of such expenditure
which is in excess of 5 percent of the taxpayer's income cannot be defended.
The Treasury suggestion of the exemption of even that part admits the principle of health expenditure deduction. The principle being admitted, there can
be no Justification for limitation which would defeat completely the chief purpose to be accomplished. Superficially the proposal may seem fair for the
reason that, being based on a fixed percentage of income, the portion of income
devoted to medical expenditures, on which the taxpayer would continue to be
taxed, would -vary In direct ratio to the income.
It is proper to place a maximum on deductible medical expenditures but it
should not be based on a fixed percentage having no relation to the size of the
income. The more equitable method would be to allow deductions for medical
care in full where the taxpayer's income is under a certain determined figure,
and then to apply the 5 percent method on incomes exceeding such determined
figure.
We would suggest a figure of $5,000 and the allowance of a complete exemption of the costs of medical care for incomes below that figure. That would
provide an incentive to adequate-medical care for the great proportion of those
making Income-tax returns and includes those forced to operate on the tightest
budgets. We believe that it is probable that such an exemption would not cost
the Government a great deal of revenue for the reason that a healthy taxpayer
will continue to earn income from which the Government will derive revenue.
while a taxpayer unable to work is a total loss, not only from the standpoint of
revenue but from that of production of things needed to sustain the war effort.
An alternative proposal would be to allow a certain fixed maximum deduction
based on the size of the family.
The Treasury proposal is further defective for the reason that the lower
Income groups in our present situation cannot afford the 5 percent medical care
expenditure which the Treasury would set as the fleure which must be expended
before a medical care exemption would come into effect.
STATE OF MINNESOTA,

DEPARTMENT OF TAXATION, INCOME TAX DIvIsION,
Ri. Paul, February 18, 1940.
The NATIONAL AssoCIATIoN or RETAIL DRtUGIsrs,
St. Paul, Minn.
(Attention of Mr. Frank W. Moudry.)
Gv-NP,
rz:
Reference Is made to your letter of February 2, 1942, in which you
request information relative to the deduction for payments made for sickness and
personal injury expenses under the Minnesota Income tax law.
The total of State income and franchise tax payments made for the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1941, was $12,757,788.58. The total deductions taken on returns
for this period on account of necessary payments of sickness and personal injury
is approximately $9,500,00. Based on .15.540 returns filed during this period,
the average deductions from gross income taken on each return for this item
would be $82.23.
We trust this is the information you desire.
Very truly yours,
G. HOWARD SPAYTH,
Commissioner of Taxation.
By WM. G. BUlKMAN,
Director,Incomne Tax Division..

The

CHAHMAN.

Mr. Spitzer.

STATEMENT OF A. LEWIS SPITZER, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Mr. SprrzIT.

My name is A. Lewis Spitzer.

My address is 120

Broadway, New York City.
This is a proposal to amend section 107 of the Internal Revenue Code
which the House has revised and is section 128 of the House bill.
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Section 107, Internal Revenue Code, enacted in 1939, relating to the
taxation of compensation received for personal services rendered over
a period of 5 calendar years or more, now reads as follows:
In the case of compensation (a) received, for personal services rendered by an
individual In his individual capacity, or as a member of a partnership, and covering a period of five calendar years or more from the beginning to the completion of
such services, (b) paid (or not less than 95 per centum of which is paid) only on
completion of such services, and (c) required to be Included in gross income of
such individual for any taxable year beginning after December 31, 1938, the tax
attributable to such compensation shall not be greater than the aggregate of the
taxes attributable to such compensation had it been received in equal portions in
each of the years included in such period.

The House bill, section 128 reduces the minimum period from 5 calendar years to 36 months and the requirement of 95 percent to 80 percent, to be effective for taxable years beginning after December 31,
1941. This is a necessary and salutary change and will meet with
general approval.
However, for a taxable year beginning after December 31, 1940,
and not after December 31, 1941 (hereinafter simply referred to as
"1941"), the bill changes the 5 calendar years to 60 calendar months,
which we submit is inadequate, and the 95 percent to 75 percent.
This distinction is made in the last paragraph of section 128 of the
House bill by making the amendment "applicable to taxable years
beginning after December 31, 1940, but with respect to a taxable year
beginning after December 31, 1940, and not beginning after December
31, 1941, the period specified in such subsection (a) shall be 60 months
in lieu of 36 months." Thus the bill takes the year 1941 out of the
general reduction made by the section for all taxable years beginning
after December 31, 1940.
The minimum period for a taxable year beginning in 1941 should
be 36 months, the same as for taxable years commencing after Decembei 31, 1941. There is no reason, and none is stated, for the distinction made by the House. Every consideration which requires
the reduction to 36 months for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1941, similarly requires that reduction for taxable years beginning in 1941. The reduction to 36 months has been. urged by
the New York and Illinois State and Chicago Bar Associations.
The purpose in enacting section 107, as stated by the late Senator
Harrison in Senate Committee Report No. 648, was' to relieve the
"hardship" of taxing fully in 1 yearthe compensation of writers, inventors, and others who work for long periods
of time without pay and then receive their full compensation upon the comple-

tion of their undertakingwhichunder existing law

results in two Inequities: First, only the deduc-

year are chargeable against the compentions, expenses, and credits-of the final
sation for the full period; second, under our graduated surtax, the taxpayer
is subjected to a considerably greater burden because of the aggregation of
his compensation-

which is, of course, increased as tax rates are increased.
In presenting the section to the House in 1939, Representative
Jere Cooper similarly stated that its purpose was to relieve this
"hardship," and very frankly said that the period of 5 years wasto some extent arbitrary, for some period of time had to he fixed

(and) is entirely experimental.

a

*

*
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The House has very wisely seen fit to make a change in the minimum period of 5.calendar years not only for 1942 and thereafter,
but for taxable years beginning in 1941, undoubtedly for the additional reasons (1) that a steep increase in income tax rates was made
in the 1941 act and thus further aggravated the "inequities" and
"hardship," and (2) that administrative features were not considered in 1941, although many were then urged, including the reduction of the period in section 107 to 36 months. These considerations
warrant the same treatment for compensation received in 1941 as
thereafter.
If the provision for the 60-month period is not changed, compensation received in 1941 is subjected to the sharp increase in rates
made in 1941, although it is for services performed in part as far back
as 1936. To invoke the section if the 36-month period applied in
1941, instead of 60 months the individual who received his compensation in 1941 would still have had to commence his services at the
latest some time in 1938, long before the emergency arose. The tax
on such compensation should not be greater than if it had been received in equal portions in each of those 3 or more peace years. Such
earnings shouldnot be subjected to the high "emergency'N rates of tax
now in effect any more than earnings received in 1942.
No conscientious objection can be made to applying emergency
rates to current earnings, but not to compensatioi actually earned
during years before the emergency, but not received until thereafter. There is as little, if not less, justification for applying the
high 1941 rates to compensation received in 1941 for services rendered from January 1, 1938, or before, as for applying wartime rates
to such compensation received in 1942, for none of such compensation received in 1941 was earned during the emergency. The result
of the distinction made in the House bill between taxation of compensation received in a taxable year beg inning in 1941 and that received in a subsequent taxable year is that it does not at all relieve
the further hardship caused by the sharp increase in 1941 rates on
individuals who received their compensation in 1941 for personal
services rendered during the 3 or 4 prior peacetime years.
Criticism had been directed at the provision for a minimum
period of 5 full calendar years not only because the period was too
long but also because persons working more than 60 months but not
5 full calendar years could not invoke the section, while others who
worked fewer months but for 5 full calendar years could. The real
purpose of the amendment to 60 months for 1941 could not have
wen to correct this defect and put all persons rendering personal
services for 60 months on the same basis whether or not that period
covered 5 full calendar years, for if that were the reason, the change
from 5 calendar years to 60 calendar months would not have been
made effective for just 1 year, 1941, but for the years from 1939
when the section was enacted, and the percentage requirement would
not have been reduced from 95 percent to 75 percent for 1941 as
against 80 percent for 1942 and thereafter, for which distinction
also no reason appears. The changes ari discussed in scetion 12 of
the Summary of Technical and Administrative Amendments and
under section 128 of the detailed discussion of the technical provisions
of the bill in the report of the House Committee on Ways and Means.
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The need for high taxes is fully recognized, and no objection is
made to paying higher rates on current earnings. That is what
others are called on to do. It is not fair, however, as Congress has
recognized in principle, first, to superimpose past years' earnings on
1941 income and project the aggregate intu the very much higher surtax brackets, and second, thus to subject money earned ovei' the last
3 or 4 years to the high 1941 rates. This others are not compelled
to do.
As long as it is recognized that the section should be revised as to
compensation received in a tax year beginning after January 1, 1941,
and very properly so, the general reduction to 36 months should apply
to 1941 as well as to 1942. The year 1941 was the first year of high
emergency rates on individual incomes. The higher rates should admittedly not discriminate against any class of taxpayers. The greater
the increase in rates, the more harmful is discrimination, and the
more zealously should Congress guard against it. The increase in
taxes in 1941 'imposes a far greater burden on individuals rendering
personal services over a period of years than on corporations or
persons engaged in business, who may accrue income, as well as expenses, which such individuals cannot do. In fact, Congress, as well
as the Treasury in its regulations under section 42, Internal Revenue
Code, has already afforded relief to taxpayers in the case of construction contracts performed over a period in excess of only 12
months. But such relief is not available to an individual in 1941
unless he has worked himself for at least 60 months. He must pay
income tax on the entire amount in 1 year subject not only to the
graduated surtax rates but also to the increase in rates enacted in
1941.
In the intervening years he had to meet his overhead and expenses,
even if he had to borrow the funds. He does not even get the benefit of these deductible items from his taxable compensation. Merely because he happens to be compensated in that one year he is subjected to the high surtax rates and to the much higher 1941 rates of
income tax. He should not have to pay out an unduly high proportion of his earnings, and thus be penalized and discriminated against,
as the late Senator Harrison said, because he cannot accrue his
compensation or expenses, especially when every other class of taxpayers may by use of the accrual method spread out income.
If the general reduction to 36 months were also to dpply to 1941,
it would not only put both groups of taxpayers on a more equal
basis and thus be more equitable but it would simplify the bill and
not increase administrative difficulties.
Returns for 1941 would
have to be amended in one case or the other, but under the House
bill the added hardship caused by the increase in rates in 1941 is not

alleviated.
It is respectfully submitted that the Senate strike out the special
provision in the last paragraph of section 128 of the House bill that-with respect to a taxable year beginning after December 31, 1940, and not
beginning after December 31, 1941, the period specified in such subsection shall
be sixty months in lieu of thirty-slx months.

The general reduction in the minimum required length of services
to, 36 months should be made effective for any taxable year beginning on or after January 1, 1941.
76093-42-vol. 2-25
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To individual taxpayers the reduction to 36 months for 1941 will
mean much in greatZ relieving the additional hardship due to the
higher 1941 rates. ]Irom the standpoint of the Treasury, however,
(here will be no material decrease in revenue. Even as to this, Mr.
Paul frankly said, irq discussing gains accruing over a period of
years:
We want to be fair even If we do not get the top revenue.

As Secretary Morgenthau pointed out in the Treasury's recommendations, in referring to the "inequities of our tax laws" which

"result in unfair burdens upon certain taxpayers":

With rates at wartime levels It ,ecomes urgent to correct all such defects.
I therefore propose that we make every effort in this session of Congress to
eliminate all hardships of this character so that our tax laws will cast their
burden equitably upon all taxpayers.

Here is an opportunity for Congress to correct an inequity to in,

dividual taxpayers, without even affecting revenue materially.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Spitzer.
Mr. A. F. Matthisen, Chicago, Ill.
STATEMENT OF A. F. MATTHISEN, REPRESENTING THE SELFLOCKING CARTON CO., CHICAGO, ILL.
Mr. MIATrISEN. My name is Andrew F. Matthisen, and I am

secretary of the Self-Locking Carton Co., of Chicago, Ill.
We are manufacturers of folding paper boxes and under the rates
recommended by the House Ways and Means Committee, our taxes
for 1912 will amount to about 60 percent of our total net income.
We have no defense work except a small order for dried-egg boxes,
but our volume of business represents an increase over the prior
years period 1936 to 1939 of approximately 30 percent with a corresponding increase in earnings.
We realize that most everyone who appears before your committee
makes a point of assuring you that they do not complain about high
taxes-so much so that you are probably tired of hearing it repeated-nevertheless, I believe it is absolutely true that everyone,
from the richest to the poorest, is only too glad to do his share in
winning the war. I believe that very few people are interested in
making profits during these times if they can feel assured that their
businesses will be solvent and ready to proceed in a normal way
after the war is over. This thought is our only excuse for taking
the time of your committee. We want to go on record in our small
way regarding what we believe to be a most serious and dangerous
problem that will confront us.
We all agree that winning the war is the first and foremost undertaking, and it goes without saying that funds must and will be
foundito pay the war bill.
At the same time, wisdom demands that every consideration be
given to devise ways and means to carry us through the reconstruction period with the least possible unemployment.
This can only be done by helping industry in every way possible to
make the shift from war to peacetime production.
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The American people are buying War stamps and bonds actuated unquestionably by a sincere desire to help win the war, but behind the
urge to help there is the thought that every dollar invested in War
bonds will be a cushion against bad times that everyone expects after
the war is over.
I understand that even the boys in service are investing part of
their small pay checks for bonds no doubt looking forward to the day
when they will return from the battlefield to meet the new danger of
being unable to get a job.
This is the great responsibilKy of those who cannot carry a gun;
this is the problem that Congress must solve if the boys who return
are.to have a chance to get jobs, to marry, and lead normal lives
again.
It is the responsibility of Congress and everyone connected with
industry to work and plan so that the boys who have gone to the front
for us will not judge and find us wanting when they return.
While tremendous war contracts are in process of construction, and
money is circulating freely the tendency is to feel secure. However
among the more thoughtful in the rank and file and management of
industrial coml)anies, we hear the question, "What will happen when
war reductionn stops?"
Will industry be stymied for lack of funds to make a quick change
from war to peacetime activity? No plan has been adopted that will
help industry as a whole in getting back to peacetime production.
We realize that in the face of the tremendous job that has been
accomplished in gearing our plants to war production, that it is not
fair to deniand that all the post- war economic problems also be solved
at the same time.
IHowever, it seems to us that in considering the 1942 tax bill, special
consideration should be given to the possibility of providing, reserve
funds as a cushion against post-war needs for reconstruction and any
other contingencies such as inventory inflation and payment of indebtedness.
The corporation rates passed by the House--excess profits of 90 percent and normal and surtax of 45 percent--are high enough to permit
in our humble opinion a refund credit of some sort. in fact, we
believe that no matter what rates are finally agreed upon, that it is
of vital importance to industry and the workers of the land that reserves be built up beginning at once.
The credit ref und plan, which provides special nonnegotiable, noninterest-bearing bonds payable during 5 consecutive years beginning
6 months after the armistice is signed, as already considered by the
House Ways and Means Committee, in our opinion is sound and prac•
tical and worthy of consideration .by this committee.
I believe the post-war credit plans so far considered provide for a
credit of that part of the excess-profits tax which is in excess of 80
percent.
If the rates passed by the House of 90 percent and 45 percent are
accepted by this committee and become law, it would be our recommendation that a post-war credit be provided based on a flat 10 percent
of the total excess profits, normal and surtax.
. I
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We present in the attached an illustration of the calculation of the
1942 tax for a company whose net income is $3,000,000, and whose

excess-profits credit is $950,000.
A summary of the tax as calculated in the illustration is given
below:
Net Income, 100 percent, $8,000,000.
Excess-profits tax, 60.7 percent, $1,822,500.
Normal aqd surtax, 17.6 percent, $529,875.
Total tax, 78.3 percent, $2,352,375.
A refund credit payable in nonnegotiable, non-interest-bearing
bonds maturing 6 months after the armistice is signed, in five equal
annual installments, and based on a flat 10 percent of the total tax,
would be 10 percent of the $2,352,375, or $235,237.50. In other words,
such a company would pay $2,352,375 and would have a post-war
credit of $235,237.50, leaving $2 117 137.50 that would go toward the
payment of the war bill unconditionally.
We feel that the 1942 tax bill should provide the total funds that
the Treasury Department report are needed at this time and feel absolutely certain that .the taxpayers, both large and small, will not
complain, but will pay with a smile.
We cannot say that a corporation doing defense work such as the
one assumed in the illustration would suffer any great hardship under
the tax rates recommended by the House Ways and Means Committee,
since it will earn and-be permitted to retain over and above taxes,
an amount which is approximately 68 percent of the average earnings
of the company during the period .1936 to 1939 as shown below:
Net Income, $3,000.000.
Tax payable, $2,352,375.
Net balance, 68 percent, $647,625.
Average earnings, 1930-3D, 100 percent, $950,000.
It is almost certain that each year from now on will see higher
taxes, reduced earnings which such a company would be permitted to
retain, making such funds available for payments of bonded indebtedness and distribution to stockholders.
In the case of a company with a large bonded indebtedness, we can
easily imagine financial difficulties even while the war is in progress.
To provide cash reserves for post-war contingencies under such
circumstances and yet pay some dividends to stockholders, becomes
problematical.
This means that when war work ceases, large sums will be needed
to change over from war production to peacetime production, and if
funds are not available, thousands of men and women may be unem-

ployed.
All this, inl our opinion, shows the need for post-war reserves.
I firmly believe that any provision in the tax law for post-war relief
will have the effect of inspiringj greater confidence by the people in
the value of United States bonds and the value of the dollar.
Confidence will facilitate the flow of capital into necessary industries
and the sale of Government bonds.
Therefore, anything that Congress may do to assure the people that
steps are being taken to cushion the after effects of the war, will help
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the battle against inflation and the deflation that will inevitably follow, in short, buck up the morale of the Nation as a whole.
The CIIAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Matthisen.
Mr. Gretz, representing'the American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
STATEMENT OF HARRY C. GRETZ, ASSISTANT COMPTROLLER,
AMERICAN TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO., NEW YORK, N. Y.
Mr. GRETz. Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Finance
Committee. My name is Harry C. Gretz; I am an assistant comptroller of the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. and represent also
the Associated Telephone Companies, commonly referred to collectively as the Bell Telephone System.
My purpose of appearing here is twofold: First, to acquaint the
committee with the burden placed on our companies and employers
generally by the withholding provisions in the bill passed by the
House which as far as the withholding from wages is concerned is
the most complex pa -roll deduction employers have so far encountered, and, second, to propose a simplified plan of fixing the
amount of withholding tax which will place this type of pay-roll deduction more in line with other pay-roll deductions.
This withholding will not be the employer's first experience in
acting as a tax collector for the Government. Employers have for
some years been deducting old-age insurance taxes from employees,
keeping the required records and paying the taxes collected to the
Government and filing information returns by employees of the
amounts deducted each quarter.
More recently many employers, and I am informed most of the
larger employers, are assisting in the war financing through the
adoption of pay-roll savings plans for the purchase of War bonds by
employees. Many of these employers have also become the agents
for the Government in the issuance of the bonds. Our companies were
among the first to adopt such plans and also among the first to be
designated by the Treasury Department as issuing agents. As of
June 30, 1942, 382,420 regular employees out of a total of 394,298
have authorized deductions from their wages at the rate of approximately $50,000,000 a year.
Provieion of the bill.--Section 153, collection of'the tax at the
source, insofar as it relates to wages, is new because of its applicability
to the individual's Federal income tax and is different from, and more
complex than, the above-mentioned pay-roll deductions in that the
determination of the amount to be deducted involves the subtraction
of a "withholding deduction" from the gross wage to obtain the base
to which the rate is applicable.
This withholding deduction is not a fixed amount for all employees
but will vary according to the individual's family status. It may be
subject to change within the year. The gross wage, for large numbers
of employees, will vary from pay period to pay period. The resulting
net wage and the amount to be withheld will vary with any change in
the gross pay.
The attached statement, marked "Table 1," outlines the several
operations that an employer must add to his ordinary pay-roll opera-
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tions in order to comply with the provisions of the bill. The table
also shows the frequency of each operation, that is, whether it is performed annually, quarterly, or at each pay period. This list is tentative until the regulations are issued and assumes a minimum of record
keeping and reporting.
As indicated previously and as table 1 brings out, the complications
in this type of pay-roll deduction grow out of the determination of
the amount to be withheld. They are covered by items 4, 5, and.6 and
as shown in the column headed "Frequency" must be performed for
each employee for eachl n ty period. These operations can be more
readily visualized in thc allowing:
(a) Name of employee, John Smith.'
(b) Gross pay, $40.
(c)' Withholding deduction, $34.50.

(d) Net pay taxable, $5.50.
(e)Amount to be withheld (5 percent of (d)), $0.28.

There are, of course, other items on the pay roll, but items (e), (d),
and (e)are the minimum additional items necessary to the determination of the amount of the withholding tax. There are other operations
necessary to the requirements, -ag-shown on table 1, some of which
must be done for each pay period and others which are required
quarterly or annually.
While it is true that the withholding will not apply to large numbers of employees because their exemption exceeds the pay,
it should
be borne in mind that employers will be required to perform certain
operations (items 1, 2, 3,4, and 5 (a) on table 1) in order to determine
that such employees are not subject to the withholding.
On the other hand,-where the employee is on a salary basis which
does not fluctuate, some of the operations may be omitted each pay
period by predetermining the amount to be withheld, which amount
will remain constant until there is a change in the family status of the
individual or a change in his rate of pay. The number of such employees in our companies will be a small minority.
Employers of large groups of employees have found out by experience that savings can be made and errors reduced by predetermining certain computations and showing the results on tables. Trhe clerks
refer to the tables for the result rather than make the detailed entries
and computations. The most desirable table for this purpose is one
in which the amount of the withholding tax is shown for each possible
amount of gross pay and each possible family status. An illustration
of such a table is appended and marked "table 2."
This table 2 is based on the provisions of the bill as it now stands
and illustrates e amount of withholding for a married persn whose
weekly pay is in the range of $50 to $50.80. It picks up ea-h 1-cent
change
the amount of the withholding tax as the lullin requires
There is shown a tabulation on the bottom of table 2 of the number
of such tables that are required to cover a possible wagon range up
to $119.99 weekly, for each of the marital status groups and for eacFI
of the common pay-roll periods; 436 such tables are required for
weekly paid empl oyees an d a total of 1,744 for all pay periods,
Proposal for 8impliflcation.-The greater the number of tables, the
longer it takes to locate the amount of gross wage and the appropriate
family status, in order to determine the amount to be withheld. The
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way to simplification is to increase the range in the wage band to which
stated amounts, based on the average for the wage band, would apply.
By using $10 wage bands, instead of the 10-cent wage bands requ,"ed
by the bill as it now stands, a complete table applicable to married
persons with varying numbers of dependents, and with weekly wages
up to $119.99 can be shown in the same space as required for a range
of only $1 of gross weekly wage.
Such a table is shown on the appended table 3. May I suggest that
you refer to that exhibit It covers the withholding from married
persons for weekly wages up to $119.99, with provision for extending
the table beyond tat amount. Amounts areshown for zero to 10 dependents with.provision for extending the table to take care of dependents over 10. The amounts of the withholding are averages for
the wage bands, adjusted to the nearest 10 cents. For pay rolls other
than weekly for which I used a $10 wage band, I would recommend
a $20 wage band for biweekly pay rolls a $25 wage band for semimonthly pay rolls, and a $50 wage band ior monthly pay rolls.
Table 3 also shows a comparison of the average withholdings and
the minimum and maximum withholdings for each wage band. The
deviation in any one wage band will range from 20 to 30 cents. This
means that a married person receiving a gross weekly wage at the
lowest point of the wage band will have a withholding of from 20 to
30 cents greater, while the married individual receiving a gross weekly
wage at the highest point of the wage band will have a withholding
of Trom 20 to 30 cents less than if calculated on the precise requirements of the bill.
At the bottom of table 3 there is shown a comparison of the number of tables required under the bill as drawn andunder the proposed
simplified plan. For each type of pay period the proposed simplified
plan requires 4 tables as against 436 under the bill. For the 4
commonly used pay-roll periods a total of 16 under the simplified
plan against 1,744 under the bill. The number of such tables could
be cut i half if, for the purposes of the withholding, husbands and
wives, when both are employed, are considered as single persons and
the head of a family considered as a married person.
The use of an average amount of withholding tax (adjusted to
round off- the amounts) for each wage range, appears justified from
the standpoint of administrative simplification. True, it does intro.
duce an element of discrimination but the extent of the discrimination does not appear unreasonable when it is considered that we are
concerned only with a partial prepayment of the tax and not the tax
itself. The bill introduces the same principle in the table of optional
tax on individuals with gross income from certain sources of $3,000 or
less (see. 104).
Withholdings from dividends and interest.-''headditional clerical
and machine operations involved in the withholding at the source from
dividends and interest are different than those involved in the withholding from wages but iio less serious. Without describing these
operations in detail, it might be said that serious problems grow out of
the exemptions allowed nontaxp ayers and the receipts that are required
for each withholding from the individual stockholders and bondholders.
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The fact that one group is exempt from the withholding while another group is not exempt requires a separation of stockholder ledger
records, thus complicating the maintenance of those records as wellas
adding new operations. As to the withholding from interest, it should
be noted that a large majority of interest coupons are deposited in the
banks for collection. This requires special records to follow the coupons from the initial depository to the issuing corporation and special
records where the corporation cashes the coupons direct.
The issuance of receipts involves a tremendous amount of clerical
work in order that a relatively few stockholders and bondholders who
are not clearly exempt, but who will have withholdings in excess of
their taxes, may support their claim for refunds so that ref unds may
be made promptly by the Bureau. By broadening the use of Form
1099 to include all dividend payments, the Bureau should be able to
check the claims for refunds without the necessity of requiring such
claims to be supported by receipts.
Personnel and offlce-machine problem.-Under ordinary circumstances industry would take care of the additional work proposed by
the bill by employing additional clerical forces, making necessary
changes in existing office machines, and purchasing additional machines as might be required, but under war conditions employers are
finding it difficult to maintain adequate clerical forces because of the
demands of the armed services and of the war industries.
Obviously, in a system employing 400,00) persons and with 640,000
stockholders, the operations leading up to the issuance of pay checks
and dividenA checks are done largely by offlco machines. A withholding requirement will require additional parts and replacements of
parts of certain machines and, because of additional operations, will
also require some additional machines.
The manufacturers of office machines have converted a large portion
of their plants to war work and there is a serious priority problem
that must be met if changes in existing machines an d additional machines are necessary. To illustrate the seriousness of the office-machine
problem, the War Production Board sent out letters under date of
July 6, 1942, regarding the need by the armed forces of at least 500,000
additional typewriters, only half of which are in the hands of manufacturers and dealers. American business is being asked +o supply
the remainder and at the request of the W. P. B. they are now engaged
in inventorying their typewriters and the use ma de of them in an
effort to meet this pressing problem.
A subsequent order issued by the W. P. B. on Aug,'st 8 requires
the manufacture of typewriters to be completely stopped on Octobe.
81, 1942, except for one manufacturer who will be allowed to mainufacture not more than 1,600 typewriters a month all of which are to be
reserved for the Army, Navy, and Maritime commission.
Con4luon.-For the reasons given, it is earnestly requested that
Congress give very serious consideration to simplifying the requirements of section 153, "Collection of tax at source." Even with these
simplifications there still remains a -onsiderable burden on both industry and the Bureau of Internal Revenue to balance off against the
objectives of controlling inflation and better collections of income
taxes.
(The tables submitted by Mr. Gretz are as follows:)
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TABLE 1.-Additional operationsrequired in conwotion with the withhold .rg ta
on wages (as provided in H. Rl 7878 as passed by the House)
Operations

Frequency

1. Obtain a withholdIn, deduction certificate from eachemployee on or before
the closeof the first pay period In 1013and aort by pay roll and pay-rollorder sequence.
2. Obtain withholding deduction certificates covering changes In the em.
ldoyce'sfamily status durlni tie year.
3. Indicate family status by symbol or otherwise and record the appropriate
exemption on employee's service record,
4. (a) If pay rolls are prepared manually: Enter the amount of exemption on
the pay foll for eachemp!oyee.
(b) If addressing equipment Is ed: Enter the symbol for family status
and the amount of exemption on addressing plate rorstencli for each
e ployeo.
a. (a) Compare exemption with grosswage for eachemployee; and
Where the grosswageexceedsthe exemption, detvririne the net wage
ubject to withholding by subtracting the exemption from the gross

Annually.

0. (a) Coilrute the amount to bewithheld on the net wage fo those employees
whosegross wageexceedsthe exemption; and.
('a Enter these smarromrls
on the pay roll...................................
7. tabulatee the amounts dedirrted from eaci employee and credit the aggrgate anourt to accounts payahir Iir favor of the (lovernmcnt.
8. Ifermployers frnisl the cinployces with r statement of grios pay and deductoe, tost Ilie amount withheld to thestatement of deduction.

Do.

10. Total tire postings to employee's record of withholdIngs, tabulate the totals
for all employees anl reconcile with Item 7.
11. Prepare tax return, voucher and eck for payment of the aggregate tax
withheld to the government.
12. (a) Prepare annual statement for eaci employee showing (I) total wages
paid and (2) amount of tax withheld, ono cop to he furnished to time
errrPloyee anr another copy to be transmitted to tire Government.
(6) In easeemployees are separated from the service before the close of the
year, a similar statement must he prepared and furnished to the
employee with his last payment of wages.
13. Tabulate the annual statements of taxeswithheld from each employee
(Itei 12) and reconcile aggregate with tire sum of the quarterly tax
isymerts to the (lovernmcnt (item 11).

Quartorl:,.

Irregularly.
Initially and as changes
arereceived.
Each pay period.
Initially and as changes
are received.
Each pay period.

wage.

U. lost thre rrllrollIlt deductil frorr treh crrrployeo to a record for aceurrrelatimg
such aniousrts dring the year.

Do.
1)e.
Do.

Do.
Annually.
Irregularly.
Annually.

NOTR.--ltems, 4, 5, and 0 mraybe greatly sirplifled try tire nre of tables which show the rrount of the
tax appropriate to the gross waRe, provided the number of such tables Is kept Within reasonable limits
by tire use of ar average tax for stated wage groups or brackets.
With the useof certain types of officemachlnee, some of the above operations may becombined under a
slrcla machine operation.
Where the term "each pay period" appears In the column headed "Frequency," It means that the operatlon trust be repeated 52 tmos for employees paid weekly, 26 times for employee paid biweekly, 24 times
for employee paid semimonthly, and 12 times for employee" paid monthly.
TAixsI 2.-Illustrating predetermined amounts of withholding (at 5 percent)
applicable to gross wage (based on provisions of H. R. 7378 as passed by the
11oue)
(For marrieil persons whoseweekly Iay Is In the range of $80to $69.99
Classiflcation .................................

M-0

Weekly deduiction ............................

$20.00

M-I

M-2

M-3

' 2-4

$34.50 $43.00 $51.50 $00.00

Gross weekly wore:
$0.78
0.10 to $5009 ........................... 1.20
50.10to $50.Z ......................
1.21
.78
W00 to $50.09...........................
$21
.79
,i0.30 toO 0t039
.........................
1.22
.79
$0.40to 0
8,l).4:..
...................
1.22
.80
.80
-- 1.23
'O to 0.................
P
.81
1.28
...........................
0.O6to
.09
.
......
24
.81
$50.70to
........
1.21
.82
580 to 0.80 ......................
1.25
.82
50.90to o.oo
..........................

M-6

M-6

$08.50 $77.00

$0.35 ..0.,.0.0..
.0 0
.. 0
.86 ..........................
.38 ...................
.
00
.37..
.......................
.37......... . ................
.38
..........
1.... .......................
.9 ..........................
.39 ........
.40 ........ .............

Total number of such tables required by H. R. 7378
109
For the range of wagesfrom $11to $119.99weekly for married persons ...............................
$27
For the 3 other marital status groups ...............................................................
436
Total for weekly paid employees ..............................................................
For the 3 other common pay periods ............................................................... 1,%0
Total for all classesof marital status and pay period$
..........................................

1,744
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TAnix 8.--lllustrating predetermined amounts of tvithholdlng (at 5 percent)
applicable to gross cage (based on the proposed simplified plan of average
t~ithholding by wage bands but remaining the varying amounts of withholding
deductions by family status)
(For married persons with weekly payup to $119.90]
Classification .........
Weekly deduction

...

(Iroo. wookly wage:
$11 01 to $10.99.
1".00 to $20.90

IM-0 M-1 I

M-3

M-2

M-4

M-5

$61.tO $60.00

$28.00 1t4.90 $43.00

M-7

M-8

M-9

$77.001 $5.010$91.0011102. CO0$1111.00

$6.30

.40

.90
4) 00 to $10....
50.00 to $59 V0....
1.40
.00 to 1400 ...
1.00
7000 to $79.99....2.40
)o0 to $0 go....
2.90
3.40
io00 to $900 ....
390
100) to $10999..
It 10 00 to$199.
4.40
For each $10 or
fIretlon thereof
over $119.99 add.

M-tO

J M-

I. 00
1.50
200
350
3,00
3.60
4.00

10
.t80
I. 10

.20

2.10
2.60
3.to
i60

S.201
.70
1.20
1.70
2.20
2. 70

1.70
120
2.70
3.20

.30

.40
.90
1.40
.00

1.30
1.80
2.30

.80b

.10 .......

.60
1.00
1. b0

1.00

i0 L.o
.

.60

.20

.0

.50

.60

I For each dependent over 10 deduct $0.40 from previous column.
NoTic.-The figures shown In the claaiflcation symbol are the numbers of depenlete.
The amount shown as the withholding tax Is determined by aplplylng the &percent rate to the midpoint
of the wage group and adjusting the result to the nearest multipe of 10cents.

Comparison of the adjusted average withholding in the above with minimum
and maximum withholding in the wage hand
Married per n no dependents ($20) Married person, 2 dependents ($43)
Minimum
Gros weekly wage:
.
$11.01 to $19.00 ............
CW.00 t, $29 V ..........
'300
to $19
.........
4000 to $19 09 .........
"0 (0 to $'.W9 .... .......
W1)010
to VA19. -,
-..
Of)to $709 ..........
W$00
(3 to $89 V)..........
$90 00to $A99 ...........
10000 to $109.99 .........
110.00 to $119.99 ..........

00
$0.20
.70

1.20
1.70

2.20
2.70
a.",Q
3./0

4.20

Maximum

Avieto
I Iaverge Minimum

.0 l

0
0

0

$0.40

1.70
2.20
2.70
5.20

.0

1.40
1.00
2.40

3.70

3.90
3.40

4.70

4.40

4.201

Maximum

0
0 as
so.
.84
1.35
1.85
2.35
2.83
8 36

0
0

0
$A. 35
M
1.15
1.83
2.35
2.08
335
3.83

Allju~ed
average

0
0

0
tO.tO
.60
1.10
1.00
2.10
2.60
3.10
8.00

Comparisonof number of tables required

Fot married persons paid weekly ...............................
For the 3 other marital status rou ..........................................
o
us
Total for weekly p81d emplos
.....................................
For the 3 other comon pny periods ..........................................
Total fot all classes of marital status and pay periods ......................

Under

Proposed

11. It. 7S78

plan

100
3217

1
8

436
I, 308

4
12

1, V44
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The CHAIRMA N. Thank you very much, Mr. Gretz.
Before we proceed further, I think we have one difficulty coming
up on mutualinsurance matters and, Senator Byrd, I wil iak you
and Senator Herring, Senator La Follette, and Senator Taft to act
as a subcommittee to look into that matter. It will be up in the
morning.
On this question of withholding, Mr. Clerk, I wish you would notify
Senator Clark and Senator Gerry that I have asked them to serve
with Senator I)anaher to see if they can work out something; because
those are two problems which are going to be quite troublesome when

we get into executive session.
Now, Mr. Brenckman, I believe we will have time to hear you now
if you wish to'proceed.
STATEMENT OF FRED BRENOKMAN, WASHINGTON REPRESENTATIVE, THE 4AT0I9AL GRANGE
M. lb1:NCIMANi M'i: Chairimi and gentlemen of the committee,
Ge has serious doubts regardingthe wisdom of secthe Natinal
tion 021 of tl avenue bill which Lms passed the Quse and which is
now before is committee. Witt'cctMin excc)tionst4is section prloposes a 5fercent tax- q*41 trailportat ri of proper within the
ates. It iwtipulted t t theoovernment i-lf shall be
United
5 cents a
lile
thi a' on coal is fixed
exempt1rm ts
tonhnoroe, uta . isx s
ie
for sevl reasons.
reoend obectiopable

a iNintationa y, aid it would inf
In th irtt place it woua
tlu' isl~ otcit
" iat"
akts. ulb'
eas
ract
ol
d adtl
the
ata*iI1dbe'yO
in aretion
thle
n4t
aite
o siporait
liviig.ho.
hf
creasrf
tlieplace
cost.eir
fro
nt,'nd
.Vl
pigt
of
thecJjole
hat
w'll
W
o
most
shportnt
In
be avoided if po ble. any
rinflation
ll
move leat tenrelldto-iar
omI
t receive.
suier would haV thi'ay hiore ,jwlid
farthest
rest pore heavily on those sectioe. s of the country wthatee
removed

pro
market than wul

of other
10etehapse

sm ions within

asireaurf their markets.
weraould
theref is not
thatmOrfi
nt
t idistance
imota oto
n re, but the
tio
lives fromn
ist
he eilnsthat
a maneember
measure of tha tax lho should pay to sit port, 01W W'ar effort. Nvar
rt (ipthe coviitry and, so far as
taxes should bear, 'pmally on l
possible, every elei ilent.,of discrimination, 4Weld be eliminated.
It is true that during '
MWPA#1ax was laid on. transportation charges, but it is important to remember that there were no general price ceilings at that tinie. Manifestly, there would be
gain
ss
in collecting a tax of, say $250,000,000 a year, on transportation charges,
and then appropriating an equal or perhaps a greater sum from the
Public Treasury to subsidize business so that it could function undl~er
the ceilings that have been established by the Office of Price Administration.
As we see it such a policy, so far from being an aid in winning
the war, wouldI prove a distinct hidrarwe. If, however, Congress
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should see fit to impose such a tax, notwithstanding its many objectionable features, the National Grange would be in favor of segregating agricultural products as coal has already been segregated,
together with livestock and animal product, and imposing a flat
rate of a given amount per 100 pounds; such a rate should be the
same throughout the country, regardless of the distance the freight
might be carried.
En making this proposal we want to have it clearly understood
that, if the tax is to be imposed, we want agriculture to pay its fair
and proportionate share, but we would like to see the tax levied on
a more fair and equitable basis than would be the case under the
plan mapped out in section 621.
The records of the Interstate Commerce Commission show that
during the year of 1941 the class I railroads of the United States
transported 106,832,113 tons of agricultural and livestock l)roducts
in carlots. The total revenue accruing to the roads from this traffic
was $641,693,751. A 5-percent tax on this sum would call for $32,084,688. A careful analysis sivwo that a flat rate of 11/2 cents per
100 pounds on all agricultural and livestock products carried by the
railroads would net substantially the same sum as a 5-percent tax.
We have worked out some detailed figures and comparisons in
this connection, and I should like to have permission to file this
matter as a part of my statement.
The CHAIRMAN. You may file it.
(The matter referred to is as follows:)
Agricultural products and livestock carried by class I steans railways, calendar
year 1941

[Compiled from Freight Commodit Statistles issued by Bureau of Transport Economics and Statisti s,
Interstate Commerce Commlssion]
Cents per
Revenue Freight revenue
hundred.
freight
i Number of weight
rIgi.
required
n freight iunred.
natedto proweight In
Per revenue
Total
Number of
du6a 5of
column (2) percent
ton
(2r00 o
tons
Poun.d-)
revenue

Commodity group or class

No.

(2)

(I)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

01 AORICULGROUPI. 1PRODUOTa
10
20
30
40
41

70153 (CARLOao)

............
23409,757 $88,324,216 S3.76 $4,416,211 409,395,140
Wheat .........
Corn .............................. 12,17. N7 4,714,65N 3.60 2,185.733 242. 51,940
0, 973,100
54,59
Oats .............................. %848.655 10,091,895 8.80
862,438
5,672,820
Barley and ryo .................... 4,683641 17,248,762 3.68
l

..............................
--

-

819,031

3,706,527

4.64

04,100
478,240 6.08
42 Oraln, n.o.s ......................
8,708,210 35,785,224 4.11
50 Flour, wheat ....................
188,441
654,164 3.47
51 Meal, orn ....................
459,172 2,852,652 6.12
62 Flour and meal, edible, n.o.s .....
892,006 ",4.o1
6.16
60 Cereal-food iloparatlons,n. o.s...
61 Miii products n.o s ............. 8,653,249 2,85237 5.11
545,847 3,80,786 0,05
70 lay and alfalfa...............
250,456 1,495,532 8.15
71 Straw -......................
733,284 6,220,896 8.48
s0 To
o, leaf ...................
9.45
3,864,471 36,065,29
g0 Cottonlnbalcs ...............
707,107 5,070,011 7.17
91 Cotton linters, nolls, and regns...
548,425 1,122,5 3 2.08
156 Cottonseed ......................
3.76
980,374 3,410,63
101 Cottonseed meal find cake .........
2,35,607 53,876,241 22.8
110 Oranges and grapefruit ........
IlI Lemons, limes, and citrus fruits,
332,532 8, 20 65 26.83
n. o.
0 ...........................

189, P26

16,380, 020

23,912
1,882,000
1,789,201 174,164,200
8,768,820
32,708
9.183,440
117,633
274.646
17,841,320
1,344,262 173,064,960
16,089
10,916,0910
74,777
6509,900
811,045
14,665, 680
1,533,265
77,285,420
253,5 00
14,142,140
06,128
10,M.5 00
170,832
18,167,480
4,712,140
2,668,512
44e,025

6,650,640,

0.941
.900
.965
.921
1.189

1.271
1.027
.808
1,281
1.539
.777
1.812
1. 287
2,121
2.372
1.756
.812
.940
8.718
6.707
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Agricultural products and livestock carried by class I ateafn railways, calendar
year 1941---Continued
I Compiled from Freight Commodity Statistics issued by Bureau of Transport Economics and Statistics,
Interstate Commerce Commission)
Revenue
Freight
orig.

No.

natedNumber01
pound)

Commodity group or class

(2)

(t)

Cents per
percent Number of weight
hundred- required
offrelh
to prowel t In
Per revenue
Total
duo. 8of
clumn(2) percent
tons(2 00 tn
revenue

revenue
Freight
.......

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

GROUP 1. PRODUCTSOF AORICUL"
TUHK (CARLOTs5--cntlnued

120
121
122
123
124
120
124
127
128
130
140
141
1A2

143
150
181
182
10

Apples, fresh ......................
Dana nas .........................
leriles, fresh ..................
C3ntaloupsAnolmelons, n.o.98..
rapes, fresh .....................
Peacbh%fresh ....................
Watorielons
-..
....
Fruits, tresh, domnestle, n. o. a.....
Fruits, fresh, tropical, n. o. a......
Potatoes, other tha sweet ........
Cabbage ..........................
Onions ..........................
Tomatoes .......

..............

Vegetables, fresh, n.o.s ...........
Ileans and peas, dried .............
Fnults, (ried or evaporated ........
Vegetab M,dry, n. o. a ...........
Vegetable-oil cake and nal, oxceptcottoosod ..................
161 Panuts ...........................
102 Flaxseod ......................
141 Sgnar beets ....
..........
1 3 Ilroductsofagriculture, n.o.s...
(800)

872.871$12,474,832
82,014 12,402,984
31I, 1.081,843
211.057 7,277,540
48, 320 1,438,873
24,803 4,112,551
198,243 3,125,M
402,333 9, 48,930
38.012
800.446
8,294,00 38,304,574
230.050 8,55,494
370,0,M 4,534,828
240,013

0,22,338

14.29 $023,717
17.457,420
15.11 020.140
10,412.280
34.72
04.02
023,160
3.,39
803,871
4.231,910
31.70
771,944
9,720,6120
15.8.3 205,02$
8.07.260
18.77 15M.217 3,94,800
20.40
473.{0
0,240. 60
21.22
40,822
760,240
10.74 1,769,720
06,892,000
18.43
177,938
4,613.180
12.20
22,746
7.400.640

25.80

311.117

4,812.260

1,87,211 48,078,743 28.50 2.403.937
1,050,0
10,200,848 9.72
610,442
5W,365 8,255,020 14.00
412.781
115,227 1,839,39 13.386 70,070

83.744,220
21,012,160
11,387,300
2,304,640

1,705.230 6,400,154
233,080 2,251,102
79:,201 2,970,213
6,193,7067 3,843,510
6,074,092 32013,

88,904, 00
4,079, 600
18,084.020
123,918,340
139,481,840

Total .products of agrlculturo....................... A00,172,008A0,771,12

3.A7 320,318
0.62
112, 0
3.72
i48,512
.62
192,170
4.09 1,000,O8

0.80 2,338,5M 2,003,403,320

8.673
3.779
8.680
8.588
7. 3
3.882
3.042
6.115
.804
2.086
8.807
8.064
8.488

7.124
2.429
3.028
8.840
.892
2,408
.2
.180
1.148
1.464

It. ANIMAL8AND PRODU fS
GROUP
(CARLOTH)

170
180
181
100
191
200
01

Horses, mule., ponies, and Rass...
Cattleand calves, single-dock .....
(nlve.s, doublodock ...............
Sheep nod Roots,slnglo-deck ......
80ep andI goat- double-deck.....
I[ogs, singlededk ................
Ifogs, double-dock ................
Totallvostock ..............

128, 30 1,779,874 13.84
88, 09
8,442,840 28,050,513 8.10 1,402.520
F0,0
I
0"02,070 10.47
45,12
130,0
.
1,220,800 8.79
01, 47
F407,472 8,00, ,,2 0.98 403,033
040, 1M 3,018,390 8.00
100,919
1, WS,420 1,
381,807 7.89 094,078
,0.M9,44704,112,03

Total products of ogriculture and lIvestok......... 30,8323

43,03,781

EXPLANATORY NOTE

0.80 2,746,132
0.01

08

2,870,780
68,800,020
1,723,780
2,797,060
10,149,440
10,982,0
30,108,400
133,188,40
2,110,843,20

8.401
2.087
2.018
2.10
2.490
1.374
1. 73
2.002
1.0

"

The variation In the ave-age revenue per ton shown for the various classes of ommodities Is the result
In part of the variation In rates and in part of the variation In the length of hanl. The average length of
haul Is not reported separately by commodities.
The tons reported as "originated" are based on waybills. Tons of commodities rebelled from transit
points are counted a Second time. Hence the number of tons shown as originated for such a commodity
sa wheat contains duplieatlon sd the average raveue per ton based thereon Is lees thn the averta
freight payment from farm to market. The rcvenuohown for flour reflects the fact that when grain i
miled In tranalt, the product Is charged with the remainder of the through grain rate after deducting the
Intound grain rate.
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Interstate carload rates (in cents per 100 pounds, except as noted) on various
commoditics moved a-rail and in force Afar. 17, 19112
Commodity

From-

Cotton (other
than asorint, carded,

Durant, Okli ........
.
...............
Irlingen,
d
Fex ..
Beam, green.. 4utoton -FalilIcld,
(it11
Oranges and Oleiander, Call .......
grapefruit.
1tan Jose,Calif ...... .
or dyed).

r tYninrc.
S tDok. ...
81a
ts beI
a e 'IOrrlogtoo. Wyo ...

Potatoes (other
than sweet).

i're'ton, Mali,) ..
Jannelvilt, Minn ......

Kansal City. Mo..Fat cattle .... I
Grain

Botorn Mass ......
Me inney, rex...
New Ynrt', 4. Y..
San Francisco,
Calif.
Portlian, Mtalne..
an Francisco,
Calif.
Mteli, Nebr ..
1votiel hhT, Nehr-

i)istanc

Rato

Mini-

ranuo Tariff I.O.C.No.
weight

1,740 189
0.000 Peel's 3370.
61 3 14 50,000 Peoi's 3370.
1,9M 184 20.000 Peel's 34A
62
9
21,10 Iaynes' 1393.
3,27) 142 38.000 iip's 1478.
47
74 20.700 fllyne3' 1393.

Washintton, 1). C
New Ulni, Minn

29
IM
81
2, 338
45

Now York, N.Y-

1,270 '85

22,(00

104

23

22,000

1,625

'89

Atillene, Kans .....

Kanioas City, Mo..

Orand Forks, N. )sk.

New York, N.Y..

....

Apples.

To-

Minn ..

Cokat, Minn..Minneapolis,
AWenatehee, Wash...
Wethmvton. I). C.
... do .............
lingo, Wash ......

48

I8
15
I3 3
104 110,000
70j 430,0M

10

.15
0 )&
KIp's A-3117,
gKlpli'S A-3267,
1422

Joor' 3232.
I. 1.-471.

I(. N. A-7603.

(') IKiop A--2942,
(
ones' 33'1.
()
0. N. A.7067.

2,023 412103.9,900 KIpp's 14M.
44 12 20,000 iBohon's 593.

I Hilghor lates oi lower carload mhiisns.
I hilgher rates on other earloal mninimi.
I In cents per Ini, 2,(00pounds.
4 Markel enp)clty of car.

I iltnill
,(e)I POUlis Oct. i to May I, illclIl5.
* Mlnliillh
36,)l itnnis during lotel ber to May, Inclulve.
I (ornlinstlon, 2,1centt to Eit Port Madifson, ill.: 9 eoto boyonl.

20 rnti
to innanlml!s, Ntnn.: 13 cent, to Mnnitowoe', Vin.:24 cells beyond.
PMlnhlanus
weigh nlark(ul eal)Itiy of car ilsed, except oa s. 80 i-rixlit nllarked cailnclty of cr Uised.

* (nombhntion,

it gher rates oil lower ulllims.

The CHAIRnMAN. Thank you, Mr. Brenckman.
Tie lionr is ltt,

and there tre only two other witnesses remaining
oi this list, for today, Mr. Cranch and Mr. Compton, both of whom
live here in Washington and who I understand will be here anyway.
We will be able to reach you tomorrow.
Sone one or two witnesses whom I called this morning (id not
ap)elt. If they have come.in and desire to file a brief, I will be glad
to have the brief received.
STATEMENT OF N. 0. HELMAN, MADISON, WIS., GENERAL COUNSEL,
CREDIT UNION NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
Mr. IfrLIIAN. My name is N. C. Helman. I am general counsel of the
Credit Union National Association of Madison, Wis., appearing for
Mr. William Reid, president of the association, but who, because of
official business as the city tax collector of the city of New York, was
prevented from coming here. Our statement is contained in this
memorandum which I will file with your committee, and I would like
to add this one point in connection with this memorandum, which is
that the credit urions are concerned with but one phase of the tax
bill, thit is purely a mechanical portion of section 425 and section 426,
which relate to the withholding provisions of dividends paid by credit
unions and other similar institutions. On August 5 there appeared
before your committee Mr. Morton Bodfish, of the United States Savings and Loan League, and in his statement he suggested an amend.
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iteakt to these two sections which would remedy the condition that we
ave coimplaining of and which seriously affects us unless amended.
The CJIAIAN. You pay very small dividends?
Mr. HEFLMAN. Our dividends are so fractional that the average person does not receive more than $5 per annum , and in some instances if
we were to l)e required to make the deductions under the provisions of
sections 425 and 426i, we would have to account for as little as 10 cents
and 15 cents.
The CHAIRMAN. Much the same as Mr. Bodfish's organization?
Mr. HELMAN. Ou- situation is even more aggravated.
TMe CHAIRMAN. I believe that was refcret
to.
You may file your statement, and the committee will be very glad to
take it under consideration.
(The statement filed by Mr. Hehnan is as follows:)
To :'rhi Cnominittee oil Finane, United States Belate, lht. Walter F. George,
cIlhl ialii.
1roi: Credit Union Nutioinal Assoclitlon, Madison, NVIs., Villlan YIeld,
iresIlent )ty P. hiegeugreii, inantigli%, director; N. (). lleli111i, general
('OUtilSq(l.

In re: 11. It. 7378, especially section 153, page 158, inserting sul)ienmeit U
and sectlon5 425, ,124, etc. Collection of tax at source on dividends, bond
Interest, and wages.
This statement Is submitted In the Interest of credit unions of which there
are over 10,000 chartered under the Federal Credit Union Act and under v irloe State laws, The aggregate membership of tile credit unions now operating
throughout the continental United States and In the flawallan Islands comuprises
over 3,000,000 personsu-who are, In the main, of the low-income or small-salaried
groups.
NVe (eein It most urgent that your committee give (onslderailon to amending
sections -125 and 426 of If. It. 7378, so as to provide ul)proilate exemption frat
the withholding requirement provisions In relation to dividends paid by credit
Unlons In other similar Institutions.
While credit unions arc not titled "banks" and their earnings are not distributed under the label of "interest": they are In fact mutual savings Institutions or cooper~itlvo banks and their distributed earnings are the equivalent
of Interest pald on the savings of their members.
In applying the provisions of section 101 of the United States Internal ilevenue
Act the Treasury Department has held credit unions to be cooperativee banks."
Credit 1iiosHshold, therefore, ie placed In time s aie category, for the Iurposes of the proposed legislation, as either banking instltutions aid the dividends
declared oil shares and deposits be made exempt from file withholding requireuneids of the act.
The savings inVestineiits of credit uiiions are accumulated over a period of
thne, prliicll,ally frlon Ihe regular weekly deductions mhade out of the earillfigs
of the Individual menbrs. These vecunlationsa
els liSlltltO the capital of time
credit

inion and are used to imiake loans exclusively to Its own

lemnbers for

remedial or provident pluposes only. The Iiterest rate charged for these loand
is inanittalned at the very lowest rate possible. Any surplus eapilal not so tiltlilized Is invested i legally restricted securities; and In most Instances in governmental lasues. At the preset thee practically all of such surplus funds are
Invested In defense bond Issues. At the last annual national convention of
credit unions held In May of this year they adopted as a miitter of policy that
credit unions invest as much of their funidsas Is possible in the purchase of

Defense bonds and, In keeping with this objective, maintain the dhividend rate
at a level not exceeding 3 percent.
The management of credit unions Is vested In a board of directors selected
from Its membership. This board and other management committees all serve
without pay. In all other respects the operatlous of credit unions are designed
by law to be conducted at the very minimum of overhead cost.
The bookeceplng operations which the deductions contemplated under the
proposed law will entail considerable expense to credit unions and In many, If
not In most, instances this cost will actually exceed the amount the credit union
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will be required to turn over to the Government. In most instances, the holdings
of tile individual members in the credit unions are so small that the axinual
deductions that will be required to be made as to each individual member under
the present provisions of II. R. 7378 will not exceed 50 cents, and In a great many
instances as little as 10 or 15 cents per member.
The present income yield of credit unions has been substantially reduced by
two factors: (1) The curtailment of credit extension imposed by regulation W,
Issued by the Federal Reserve bank, and (2) the substantial participation of
credit union funds In defense bond purchases.
The imposition upon credit unions of any ndditnt inanalgement or operating
expenses, at this time will be extremely onerous, and because of the small-profit
margin may seriously jeopardize continued operation of many small credit
unions.
Aside from this very practical phase, we are concerned with the discrimination which may result as against investment in credit unions. While other
savings intitutions will not be required to make withholdings on Interest paid
to their depositors, credit unions will he subjected to this requirement. Although
the credit union Is a comparatively new instiull in in the United States (the
Federal Credit Union Act having been adopted in 1033) tiwse organizations
are already rendering a very tist
mintihttl
social service in our nattonal economic
life. They are educating the miilWns of wage emirners that comprise its membership to systematically allocate a portion of their Income toward building lip a
thrift fund and lit sensibly budgeting their monetary requirements. Every
encouragement should be lent these organizations, particularly at this time when
so much of their accumulated savings is diverted Into tie purchase of defense
bonds.
There Is still another factor which should not be overlooked in connection with
this matter and int Is the unwholesome psychological effect that tlits particular
withholding feature of time act will have on the millions of people from whom
these very fractional amounts will be withheld, or who (if tax exempt) in order
to obtain these few peonies will be called upon to execute official documents and
be subjected to other official red tape. This phase merits serious consideralon.
We have examined tile nienlorandhim submitted by the United S4tates Savings
and Loan League in connection with tits same problem, and we whiole-heartedly
affirm the contentions they have there madee' The language of the suggested
amendment to section 425 (e) as contained In their meniorandum is agreeable
to us and will, in our opinion, remedy the phase of tie legislation complained of.
This amendment, we are convinced, will avoid the resulting discrimination
as against credit unions, savings and loan associations, and other such institutions;
and will also obviate the unreasonable amount of bookkeeping and accounting
work and the attendant costs to such Institutions. This )s especially to be avoided
since tiere is very small benefit to be derived by the Govermnent from the
deductions.
Mr. COMPTON. Mr. Chairinan, may I ask whether I can be assured
of being hoard tomorrow morning, for the reason that I have to be
away tomorrow afternoon?

The CHAIRMAN. I am not sure. If you would like to make a brief
statement this afternoon, while there are only a few members of the
committee present, we will be glad to have you do so.
STATEMENT OF WILSON COMPTON, WASHINGTON, D. C., REPRESENTING THE LUMBER AND TIMBER PRODUCTS WAR COMMITTEE
Mr. ComrproN. At this hour I think that I will ask that this
statement may be included in iull in the record, and I will skip as
much of it as I can, although it is a very short statement.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; you may do so.
Teitimony nt Mr. Morton lindlph. of United Stat Saiviag and Loan
1U.S. Senate Finance Committee on August 5, 1942, vol. 1, pp. 007-968.

league, before
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Mr. CoMrroN. ,Irepresent. the Lumber and Timber Products War
Committee which is a voluntary committee of the Advisory Commission o? the Council of National Defense organized in 1940.
It, is a voluntary group representing the lumber and timber products industries, the backbone of which are the loggers and the manufacturers of lumber, and of which I am the executive officer.
I have submitted one matter, which is section 213 (e) of the
House bill, and a collateral matter on section 114 of the Internal
Revenue Code.
The revenue bill of 1942 in section 213 (e) under the title "Bonus
Income of Industries With Depletable Reserves" contains a special
wartime provision intended to encourage additional production of
war materials by industries using "depletable resources."
III substance this provision would limit the taxation of so-called
"bonus" income, from the production of certain metals, to the normal
taxes and surtaxes and would exempt such income from the excessprofits taxes.

This is an important l)rovision. In principle it ap-

plies to natural resources industries generally. In fact at l)resent it
applies only to copper and to a few other nonferrous metals as to
which "bonus" l)ayments have been provided for additional production from marginal mines and from marginal producers.
We urge that this provision be so amplified as to provide similar
encouragement to the production of lumber and timber products.
The specific language for which we ask your consideration is this:
To amend section 218 (e) amending proposed section 711 (a) (1)
(H) to read as follows:
3ONito
INCOMF--l'here slhllIbeexcluded Income derived from bonus payments
made by any agency of the Ulited States Government on account of the production in excess of a specified quota of a product the eximaustion of which gives
rise to an allowance for depiction under section 23 (in), and unless taxpayer
has computed his allowance for depletion of timber under the provisions of

paragraph (5)of subsecilon (b) of section 114, income derived from timber
products, (1) produced from thuber'owned by taxpayer, in excess of his average
annual production of the same or similar products produced during time year&
1936 to 1939, or durhig 1910. or durhmg 1ll, from ihnbher owned by Win; or (2)
produced by taxpayer and sold,If so authorized by the Office
of Price AdmlanIstratlon on recommendation of the War Production Board or oiler agency of
the United States, at prices higher, and to the extent only that such prices
are higher, than the applicable general mamximnun prices prescribed from time
to thne by the Office
of ['rice Administration.

The proposed addition frankly would exempt from the excess-profits
tax that portion of income derived from logs or lumber produced in
excess of the stated quota; or income derived from increases in prices
of specified timber products pilr-lmsed by or for the United States
Government, if such increasrs, for the purpose of stimulating production of such war products, were recommended by the War Production Board and authorized by the Office of Price Administration. No
such recomimeada ioui has be,,n made and no such authorization given.
So far its we know none is in contemplation now. But the authoity
exists to do both. We think that eventually the authority will be
exercised as among the practical steps necessary to maintain the
needed production of timber products.
709I---42--vol. 2-- -- 20
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In Canada the Canadian Government has had the same problem
of helping the logging and lumber companies to maintain productiia
in the face of acute labor shortages, scarcity of equipment and main.
tenance materials, difficulty in securing timber and high war taxes.
They have attempted to meet it by providing in their tax system for
a special additional timber-depletion allowance applicable to the volume of logs or lumber now produced in excess of the "average cut in
the perio1936 to 1939."
Following the Canadian precedent, we ask your consideration of
a second and optional provision which would permit loggers and
hunber manufacturers to deduct from tlir income an ad tional depletion allowance in consideration of production in excess of a stated
quota or in consideration of production of specified products detertinned by the war agencies to be necessary for war needs. The suggested specific language is this:
To antend section 114 of the Internal Revenue Code by adding at
the end of the section the following:
(5)
xIRAORDINAlY I)lT2LIIoN OF TlhMIllt FORWAR Vil.-A spTecial allowance
for depletion li t im case of logs pir'odtced by tile taxpayer from tiniber acquired
prior to 1940 small be added to the depletion otherwise allowable under the
provisions of section 23 (in) and this section, as follows:
(a) On production In excess of average annual production during the
years 1926 to 1939, or during 1140, or during 1941, 50 percent or $5 a
thousand feet whichever is the lesser amount; or
(b) On production of partleilar species, type, grade, or other specification
with respect to which ny agency of the United States (overnment shall
certify to the tietretary of the Trmasury (1) that continuous ind Inereased
production of logs of such Npec(ie, type, gritte, or otlier speclfltihOn is
liecessary to titipply needed war tuaterials, and (2) that oil account of
Increased and abnormal cost of producing such tiniber an Inceitive to such
production Is necessary, 100 percent or $8 it thousand feet, whichever Is the
lesser amount;
but this subparngraph shall not apply to any taxpayer In any year In which he
has comlopted his war excess-profits Income under the provisions of section
711 (a) (1), subparagraph (I).

Selator DANAIIER. Is the present .depletion allowance under existing
law coinmted in the same tel'ms as is suggested?
Mr. CotrON. Yes. It would be merely a percentage addition to
that.
Of these two proposed options the first would offer l)artial exemption from excess-l)rofits taxes in return for increased production. it
would apply principally to producers with incomes subject to the
excess- profits tax brackets who are reluctant to liquidate their reserves
of good timber at 10 cents or 20 cents on the dollar of its present value.
The second in return for increased production of needed war
materials would apply to all producers but principlly to the marginal producers or marginal operations which have limited timber
reserves for which the present timber-depletion allowances are now
usually much less than replacement costs. The two provisions should
go together. Together they will, we believe, provide in many cases
an effective inducement to extraordinary production of needed logs
and lumber which otherwise will not occur. This view is widely confirmed by the judgment of representative men In these industries.
Yesterday I talked with the Canadian timber controller, who is
confronted with the same problems of increasing demand for timber
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products and gradually declining production. The Canadian; plan
-contemplates (1) increased ceiling prices for m-nanufacturers but not
extending to consumers, fortified with bonus payments where neces-

sary; (2) tax provisions which will compensate timber owners for
excess cutting of their timber reserves. We think similar principles
are applicable here.
The Chairman of tile War Production Board and his associates in
recent weeks have repeatedly, earnestly, and urgently asked for more
production of lumber. Strange as it seems to us in the timber industries, and no (hotbt to you, lumber, because of the viuantic maunitude

of the war needs has become a critical material, comlarable to the

scarce metals, even to copper. Temporarily it is a "bottleneck." Yet
while the war defense and essential civilian requirements for lumber

have been increasing, the national production of lumber has been
gralually declining. Ii many important regions today it is still
(leclinilg at a time of the year when log and hluber production
ordinarily is at its pleak.
Senator LA FoLrE'rrE. Do you attribute that to the tax situation?

Mr. CoiMroN. No; very little.
Tile CHAIRMAN. Largely to lack of labor?
Mr. COMIroN. Lack of l)abor and material.
Senator LA FOLLE'rTE. To what extent do you think the tax provisions would tend to remedy this?
Mr. CoMiroN. I will come to that in a moment, if I may.
On June 18 the Chairman of the War Production Board in an open
appeal to the lumber and timber products industries made this signiflcant statement:
I ask that all individual olerators In the lumber Industry, Inchuliig loggers,
lumber manufacturers, and plywood plants In all parts of the country, do everyfiling within their power to matintalin mnximnum production of lumber anld lumber
products. At no line since the last World War tas there been greater need for
Individual and eollbetIvi effort toward that objective and in my opinion that
ttivid will exist for the duration of hie present war.
I well realize that members of your Industries tire facing dtfllcultles which
nOist be over(oilll' If rIIu|XIinuill output of lumber and lumber products Is to result.
I know, too, that till of I ise problems are not of your own jnking. I (Dofeel,
however, that somae of then can be effectively tnet by action on your part and
with the atsistiance of the War Production Board.

The national l)ro(luctioli of lumber last year was about 35 000,000,000
feet, the national consumption about 36,000,000,000 feet. Tlec estimate
furnished us in May by the wair agencies, of the 1942 requirennts of

lumber for war, defense, and essential civilian needs is 38,700,000,000

feet. Later unpublished estimates are even somewhat higher. Meantime, the national production is running at about 33,000,000,000 feet and
the national trend on the whole continues downward. Lumber inventories are the lowest of record. Meantime, tle war agencies have told
-us that the national requirements irbxt year, also, will be at least
85 000,000,000 feet.
For the record may I file six tables showing the recent course of libber production and lumber'inventories under warime conditions?
(The tables referred to are as follows:)
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STATIerIoAL DivSION, NATIONAL Lumnim MANwUAOTUEiB8 AswOOxATwoN

TA~iz 1.-Lumber production
(Comparison by years, 1036-41;
1939 -1001
Total .oftwoods

Total hardwoods

Million I Inex
board
No.

feet

.

1936............................................
20,242
1937.............................................
21,89
IM ...................................... 18,293

91
102
80

Million
board

Index
No.

fet

4,113
4,408
3,153

1939.............................................
21,242 I 1100

14 ............................................
24,903
117
1941.............................................
28,444
134
1942(0 months) ..................................
12,
903 ........

3,733
4,031
4,521
2,249

.

Total lumber
Million
bo.rd

I-dNo.

feet

110
118
90

24,M i
2,097
21,46

100

24,975

1 oo

98
104
87

108
121
.

28,934
32, 9
1.
1

I10
13

I Percent.
Source: Estimated Industry totals adjusted to latest census Information.

TABV', 2.-8oftwood lumber production in principal regions
(Comparison by quarters and Index numbers, using 1939quarters, respectively, as t0]
Southern pine

Western pine

Million

Mlhion

Index

I10( o

feet
First quarter:
1I3 ............
1937............
1938............
139 ...........
1940...........
19.11............
1942...........
Second quarter:

1 ,35
1,944
1,718 [
1,816
2.18M
2,707
2,350

1038............
1939...........
1910............
101 ............
1912..........
quarter:
Third
1w
............

1,,11
85
1,972 ' 100
2,445
124
2,768 140
2,370
120
1,874
94

1930............
1,731
2,02
193h............

85
107
05
t100
120
152
129

88
1106

board

639
95
631
111
414
73
570 1100
706
124
83
155
00
108

00
1V0

1,083
79
1,373 , 100
1,457
104
1,077
122
1,3 4
19
1,817
94

Northern hteziloek

Million

Millinn

No

fe
eNo.

1,237
1,04

West coost

ioftrd No.
hOrfeet No.

ri.nlc

x~ardi No
feet

Southern hor'd.
woo hd

innlox

No.

bonr,
N
feet

t00
131
83
'100
114
173
98

437
003
451
447
008
02
m

go
III
101
1100
114
112
122

1,610 100
1,88
104
1,210
.0
1,025 '100
1,737
114
2,141
140
1,977
130

8
84
03
64
73
111
63

1,824
2,20

107
127

64
193

so
29

.53
011

128
10.

1,24
74
1,704 1110
1,898
111
2,147
1246
2,287
134
1,705
0

79
80
73
98
88
87

0
' 100
91
123
100
143

342
434
488
070
619
620

79
' 100
112
131
143
112

1937............ 1 040
98
1,788
116
1,887
107
PA6 119
714
128
1938............ 1,949
98
1,448
94
1,40.4
82
70
115
488
67
1939 ........... 1980 1100
144 1100
1,771 1100
61 1100
569
100
1940 ............ 2,644
133
1:743
113
1,80
107
94
154
497
80
1941............ 2,778
140
2,048
113
2,26
129
98
100
660
116
1042 .
.
......
....
.......... ....................................................
Fourth quarter:
1930 ........... 1,973 100
1,103
91
1,831
s6
74
182
877
09
1937 ............ 1,726
87
92
78
1,243
70
49
87
5634
91
138 ............ 1,800
94
9"
79
1,418
82
81
91
616
88
1939............ 1,976 '100
1,218 1100
1,087 1100
86 1100
884
'100
1940............ 2 90
140
1,01
107
1,872 102
87
158
648
Iii
1941............ F2,89 128
1,451 119
2,230 125
62
111
644
110
1942............................................. ..... ..........
................
I 1se eitt.

Source: Eoqlonal easootatlos estimated industry totals adjusted to latest ceau information,
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8.-Lrumber produotfon, bi montWh, 1939-48
(Million board feet)
Northern

homlock

&r'uthera
hardwoods

182
631
180I
ow
4&8
66......................................
51
164
6
o0
234
652
623
8...........................................
361
5
697
6W
622
698
652
487
647
641
m4
012
705
M3
613
640
404
632
W
610
663
432
26
2V2
6a

19
0
20
25
23
29
29
22
19
20
19
19
18

148
4
147
165
128
113
168
26
19o
202
206
107
181

8,787

261

southern Western
pine

a
n
a
J
19ao:
January.........................................

r

y606

February
March ..........................................
Arfl
ay ............................................
June ...........................................
July ............................................
August .........................................
Se
p member
......................................
October .........................................
..................
Novolnxr ..............
December .......................................

7,740
1940:
January....................................
February ........................................
March .........................................

Aprl ....................................
May .....................................
Juno ............................................
July .............................................
August .........................................
September .....................................

November ......................................
December .................................

...

4,705

31
21
21

171
178
19

86
763
793
914
937

A34
641
672
80
6i

821
38
673
084
6133

23
28
33
33
28

170
163
in
184
201

9i
910

415
344

06
611

28
33

214
188

6,221

7,397

82

390

48

288
209
848
476
679
023
682

698
8%
824
809

671
648
443
303

949

10,832
January .........................................
February ........................................
March ...........................................
!%Pr7l............................................
may ............................................
June.............................................

2, o

681
630
62

10,163

f8pteironbr ....................................
October .......................................
.....................
November ...............
December .......................................

coat

216
212
279

1941:
968
January........................................
868
February ........................................
931
March ..........................................
958
April ............................................
62
y ............................................
880
June ............................................
932
July .....................................

August .....................................

West
woods5

O6
70
807

1,49

October .........................................

pino

825
738
787
97
782
791

891

6,09
283
278
3,9
470
487
878

o39

8I3

ow

26

29
827

168

24

2,141

(3
708
768
078
711
707

31
42
38
30
38
30
as

188
164
168
189
186
198
212

749
8U1
738
643

24
24
18
20

229
243
208
194

8.810

306

2,178

637
68
8
748
790
701

28
19
o
81
33
21

168
18
178
201
209
200

830

38

Source: Regional aaoeatlona estimated Industry totals adjusted to lat4l censustnformatlon.
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TAnL& 4,-Lumber aooks
[Stocks end ol each 6 months period and index numbers based on end of 108 as 100]

Index
No.

Million
board
feet .

Total lumber

Total hardwoods

Total softwoods

Million
board
feet .

Indox
No.

Million
board
feet

In.
dex
No.

-

End of first 6 months ............................
End of second 6 months ...........................
1939:
End of first 6 months- .8...........................
End of second 0 months ....................-------

101
6,390
,331 1100

2,360
2,138

110
'100

8,760
8,409

103
100

0 97
I
92
5,826

1,984
1,807

93
85

8,094
7,033

96
W

End of first 6 months ----- ...................
End ol second 6 months ..............-----------1941:
End of ferst 6 months .............................
End of second 6 months -------- _---.---------1042: End of first 0 months ............................

5,859
5,123

93
81

1,807
1,6.0

85
76

7,60
6,753

91
80

5,162
4,03
8,575

82
70
56

1,488
1,35
1,268

70
83
59

6,(0
6,348
4,843

79
75
97

Percent.
Source: National Lumber Manufacturers' Asosclation and regional associations reports.
I

TABLE 5.-Lumber stocks
[Stocks, end of each quarter, and Index numbers, based on end of 1938as 100]
Southern
p1ne
o.2,

*~Oa O~

C)M.

0

P..
1938: Dec. 31......................

2,094

IWest coast

Western
pine

Pd.

100 2.014

2,092 ] 100 1,697
Mar, 31.......................
98 1,883
2, 056
June 30........................
91 1,077
Sept.30------------------.1,07
02 1,023
1,919
Dec. 3t ......................
3940:
97 1,672
2,037
Mar. 31---_----------------98 01 861
1,0
) une30- ................. ---80 2,031
Sept.30 ------- _------------ 1,881
72 1,812
Dec 21...... ".................1,003
1941:
78 1,470
1,42
Mai.31 .....................
83 1,093
June 30........................ 1,747
88 1,775
Sept.30.................1,422
68 1,721
1,426
Dec. 31....................
1942:
87 1,334
....
1,202
Mar. 31.............
42 1,29
881
June 30.....................

*

Southern
hardwoods

Northern
hemlock

o
* o05 o

Pt.
100 1,108

Pct.
100

100

088

Pef.
100

84
93
98
95

082
060
843
0

90
90
86
94

94
312 103 1,041
88
977
290
96
87
75
07
22
8
7
9
17 5 U

070
83
02 9 20
102 865
00
851

99
93
88
80

103
182
173
158

(4
80
67
82

0.33
05
820
829

4
82
74
75

73
79
88
85

888
838
1821
971

00
88
83
08

211
219
190
172

70
72
63
87

78
687
678
709

65
62
01
84

88
84

M2
796

94
77

182
123

53
41

M85
13

60
5

303

Source: Regional associations' estimated Industry totals.

TABLE 6.-Unfilled orders
[Million board feet]
Southern
pine
Jan.1,I= ...............................
Jan. 1, 1940..............................
Jan. 1,194 ................................
Jan. 1, 1942..............................
t4
.............................
July 1,1
Source: Rlegional associations estimated totals.

307
30w
498
621
871

Western
pine
250
261
180
421
W85

West
eoast
802
452
603
827
1,07

Northern - Southern
hemlock hardwoods
22
81
33
33
91

243
208
258
268
a
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Mr. CoMproN, The principal factors behind the lagging produc-

tion, frankly, are not Federal taxes.

Labor shortages especially of

skilled workers and especially of woods workers, are the chief factor.
Difficulty of securing needed eqUilinent and needed materials for
maintenance and repairs is another. An increasing number of logging and lumber operations, large and small alike, are being caught
III the squeeze between fixed and sometimes arbitrary "ceiling" prices
on the one hand and increasing costs of labor, stumpage, and materials
on
the other
hand.
. Some
timber
owners, logging and lumber manufacturing operations-and this, Senator La Follette will, I hope at least in part,
answer your question-which right now are in high surtax or excessprofits lax brackets are in fact, in the longer view, operating at a
loss; niany others on a thin and dubious marn
of prfit. Tfle expert, miay say this is absurd. But let me ask yoil ho y ou would
appraise, for example, a timber company in Texas now cutting timber
for which its depletion allowance is 10 cents a thousand feet, timber
which cannot be replaced, if it can be replaced at all, for less than
$12, impairing its future by cutting its timber reserves in excess
of their sustained yield capacity in order to supply urgent war needs
and now as a result in the high excess-profits tax brackets? Or a
Virginia company cutting timber which it could sell for $10 a thousand feet on the stum) but for which it has now no tax depletion
allowance? Or a Washington manufacturer with- a $3 tax depletion
allowance who is now selecting from his woods the biggest and best
fir trees worth many times $3 a thousand feet to make long timbers
required by the Navy? Or an Oregon timber company with a tax
depletion allowance of $1.25 on timber which it has held for over
40 years and which cannot be replaced for less than $5 a thousand
feet? All this, paradoxical as it may seem, is in accordance with
the present tax law.
These companies all are on a sustained yield operating basis, or
were before the war. They are among the hundreds and the thousands of operations, large and small, upon which the war agencies
must depend for their crucial requirements of lumber and timber
products if they are going to get them.
For the record I would like to file a brief digest of the effects of
present taxes on production in principal timber regions.
(The digest referred to is as follows:)
IjusnAnvm Enxrs or FDERAL TAXATiON Poi.:oim ON PRESENT TIMIBIE
AND
LuMBa

PRODUCTION;

JN

WEST COAST,

WESTERN

PINE,

AND SOUThKIIN

PINE

REIONS
1. From a small manufacturer of west coast woods (July 23): "We have had
a tremendous call for the launching ways. ,We have a bunch on our books now
which are 20 by 24 inches--70 feet. We have got out so many of these that we
have exhausted our supply for this kind of timber and have gone way back in
the timber with 'cats' and have cleaned out the woods a year or more ahead of
us. Tn order to take care of floating drydocks, barge, and ship lumber, we have
skipped our poor stands and have gone into the best timber, and I hate to think
of what we are going to be up against in the future. I think by all means we
are entitled to some sort of relief. I was in hopes that the bill would give
us the relief along the lines of copper or in a percentage of our excess-profits
tax. I understand there was some talk about It.
"What I am afraid of under the present set-up in small concerns like ours Is
that by the time we use our share of our profits for our additional capital
Investments, such as equipment, that we will
be worse off from the cash stand-
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point at the end of this spree than we were when we started, and we will find
ourselves with an inferior lot of timber and expensive logging ahead of us.
If we should go Into a depression it would be very serious."
2. From Douglas fir plywood producers (August 4) : "Loggers are being asked
to accelerate way beyond normal production of irreplaceable crop in period of
highest taxation. If Government can issue certificates of necessity to encourage
new plants It should be possible to grant the loggers relief from tax situation now
confronting them."
3. From a west coast logging and timber company (June 19) : 'q'imber owners
cutting their timber under present conditions and paying the high tax rate will
have nothing left with which to acquire more timber. Just to illustrate * * *
have a $1.25 depletion rate on timber that they have carried for lord knows how
long, maybe 40 or 50 years, and everything above that is considered profit and
subject to high taxes, which leaves very little; on the other hand, timber transactions of comparable timber Indicate values of $4 to as high as $11 per thousand
feet. As a matter of fact, the Government sold a small piece of timber through
the Forest Service up In Washington the other day for $11."
4. From a west coast logging and manufacturing concern (August 8): "In
a nutshell, a fellow may be depleting at $3 per M and having to pay $5 to $7
per M to replace the cut stumpage. Unless some relief Is given, it Is Just going
to be impossible. I have a State section up now that is thousands of dollars
above what the price was a year or two ago. I have complained and they
come back with a statment as follows: 'Did It ever occur to you, you might
just as well pay a little more for State timber which goes into the State
Irreducible school fund, as to pay so much to the Federal Government?' I
only mention this to show the trend of thought of these different people.
What they don't realize is that this stumpage we buy now possibly won't be
cut on this market, and if we only retrieve $1 or $2 per M net profit after
paying all taxes, how are we going to buy timber at the present price?
"If we should buy timber now and have It on' our hands after the war Is
-over, and there should be a resumption of normal prices, we would be out of
luck. On the other hand, if we are going to stay in business we must continue
to purchase timber, and I am frank to say we are afraid to.
"It Is a heavy strain on a fellow's patriotism to overcut at the present time,
knowing he won't have a net return after the taxes are paid, sufficient to re,place his timber."
5. From a western pine and west coast logging and manufacturing company
<August 3): "We ourselves plan to operate at the fullest possible capacity. This
anay not be true of a good many other lumbermen. It seems to me that the pro.
vision as it Is used in Canada whereby the allowance by depletion is raised by
one-third on that portion which is cut In excess of a base period of 1936 to
1939 is the most practicable approach."
6. From a Mississippi manufacturer of southern pine (July 23) : "We have in
recent weeks paid as high as $15 per tree for some 800 to 1,100 feet in order to
get a large timber from the said tree. The average cost of cutting, loading, and
hauling logs to our mill is around $8 per M. You can readily see that every piece
of lumber coming out of logs that cost this price, other than the special timber
from the Inside, must be sold at a considerable loss in view of the ceiling on
1-inch and 2-inch lumber, as the lumber cannot be handled through the mill, kiln,
yard and planing mill under $8 or $9 per M these days and times. Many owners
of timber Ttround here do not hesitate to ask an average price of $12 and up for
ordinary timber that would make only ordinary lumber, say 10-inch and under
sizes. In order to get the special logs hauled from these special trees we are
frequently obliged to pay a premium of around $2 per M."
7. From a group of Texas, Arkansas, and Louisiana manufacturers of southern
pine (August 8): "It must be conceded that lumber operators who have held
timber for a long number of years and realize upon It In a few years, in which
the tax rates are exceptionally high are subjected to an excessive tax on profits
which were In fact earned over a long number of years, and that If such operators would deplete their timber over a longer period the resultant excess-profits
tax would be substantially reduced. The situation in the lumber industry in that
respect, is, of course, different from that of Industries which are not required to
provide for an expensive raw material supply long years In advance of its actual
consumption. Many mills operating on a reforestry plan obtain virtually no
depletion allowance at all, and in their case the proposed tax of 90 percent Is so
excessive that It cannot but tend to reduce rather than increase production."
S

*

S

S

S

S

*
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"This situation was recognized by the House committee (see p. 149 of the
official report) which explains the insertion of subsections H and K in section 711
(a) (1) and (2), respectively, exempting from excess-profits tax bonus income of
industries with depletable resources. The situation has also been recognized in
past and present tax laws by giving tax relief to Individualh receiving in 1
year compensation for services rendered over a period of over 60 months (new law
86 months). (See p. 90 of report of House committee and sec. 128 of the 1942 law.)
It is further recognized in the present excess-profits tax law by permitting exclusion from income subject to excess-profits tax of abnormal Income earned in prior
years, but realized in the current year."
"Congress has recognized the fact that it Is not equitable or reasonable to tax
at present high tax rates Income which In fact accrued over a long period of years
but is realized In 1 year. It Is for that reason that the new bill provides in
section 130, amending section 117 of the Internal Revenue Code, that the maximum
tax on tie profits from the sale of capital assets by corporations shall be taxed
at only 25 percent. Therefore if a timber owner sells his timber he is taxed on
the profits at only 25 percent, but If he utilizes it himself or sells logs lie is subject
to tax up to 90 percent."
a
*
$
"Generally the situation in the case of a timber owner who acquired timber
over a long period of years is one wherein his depletion allowance plus the profit
retained after paying taxes is in many instances insufficient to defray the cost of
replacing the timber cut. Thus at the end of the year, even after a successful
operation, the taxpayer may in fact be poorer than he was at the beginning of
the period, although he operated at a profit, reduced the possibility of future
profits by cutting his best timber now and hastened the time when he will be
completely out of business because there Is no further timber available to him."

Mr. COMPTON. We are not asking for tax reform. You will come to
that sometime later. We are seeking more production of war materials and are asking for simple war tax limitations which we believe, if applied, will substantially encourage additional production.
If they do they will likely result in no loss of-total tax revenue. Your
experts can perhaps better estimate that likelihood.
The war agencies have asked our help in meeting the urgent national
needs for more lumber. We in turn ask your help. Tax limitation
itself will not solve the problem of war production of timber products.
But it will help. In many situations it is likely the only condition
on which adequate log supply will be available.
May I add, Mr. Chairman in answer to Senator La Follette's question, the principal reliance ior getting more has been frankly an exploitation appeal. That has done a lot of good. We are contributing
to it all we can, and it should be continued, and it is nation-wide, and
it goes to operators both large and small, but we think that that should
be supplemented by a) incentive appeal.
Frankly, under the existing tax law, to which we are not raising any
question, there are a lot of timber companies and logging companies,
if they produce more, they will be doing it at a very severe sacrifice
of their future ability to operate at all. It involves the question of
replacement of timber, and you are fatniliar with some of the intricacies
of that. We are not wishing to raise that issue now. That would be
fundamental-that would be tax reform, and we do not raise that now,
but we think if in addition to this exploitation appeal there could be
some inducement appeal which could be provided along the one pattern which is in the House bill the depletable resources provision, and
the plan which is now applied in Canada and around which they are

building the dual plan which I mentioned, that in all likelihood a great
number of timber companies will scratch and scramble the means even
with their inadequate labor, even with their inadequate facilities to
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get out more logs. That is the only way to get more lumber. It
means a sacrifice and a very definite sacrifice because they cannot
deplete now, hundreds of them cannot deplete now for tax purposes
at anything approaching the price that they wouli have to pay for
the restoration of their timber. It is true in your State and in many
others.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
I will ask to have inserted in the record at this point the statement
of Messrs. Brewsfr and Steiwer regarding additional time for credit
against Federal unemployment taxes.
(The statement referred to is as follows:)
By BsRrwaTr & STEIWER, ATrORNRYs, WASrINGTON, D. C., Von
*PaoPosm AMENDMENT TO THE PENDING ltETENTI, BUIZ or 1942, TPFEMItrIN(

MEMORANDUM

ADDITIONAL TIME FOR CREDIT AGAINST FEDEIBALUNEMPLOYMENT TAXEN

(1) Nature of the amendment.-Tiie proposed amendment is similar to title
VII of the Revenue Act of 1941. That title extended the time within which taxpayers might pay contributions into State unemployment funds and still obtain
credit therefor against the Federal unemployment tax for the years 1930 to
1940, inclusive. This amendment makes like provision for the year 1941, but

does not again extend the time with respect to the earlier years. The new
amendment, like title VII of the 1941 act, would limit the credit under the proposed extension to 90 percent of the amount which would have been allowable

as credit if the contributions to the State fund had been paid before the due
date of the Federal return.

(2) Reasons for the proposal.-The amendment is believed meritorious and

necessary due to the severe hardships presently confronting certain industries,
in particular the anthracite coal mines. The undersigned represent two anthracite coal operators in particular: Delino Anthracite Collieries Co. of Ashland,
Pa., and Wlliamstown Collieries Co. of Dauphin County, Pa. These and other
anthracite coal operators are faced with bankruptcy less they can obtain the
tax relief which this amendment would provide. Approval of the amendment
would also afford much needed relief to many taxpayers in addition to the
anthracite coal operators.
The companies in question have recently suffered from widespread floods and
landslides which have put their mines, as well as those of other operators, currently out of operation. However, they are actively repairing the properties,
which, it is expected, can be reopened shortly. In that event, the companies
will be in better position to maintain their pay rolls, thus avoiding a serious
dislocation of labor; and to carry on production of anthracite coal essential
to prosecution of the war, Their* output of coal is being used under contract
for essential war industries.
Prior to the disasters above-mentioned, the companies had only recently entered
a period of operation' at a small profit, after long-continued losses. They will
be unable to complete their repair work, maintain their pay rolls and resume
operations if tl.ey must pay both the prescribed contributions into the State un-

employment fund and the enlarged Federal unemployment tax for 1941.

They

cannot, without this legislation, obtain the usual credit against the latter tax
due to their financial inability to pay the State contributions prior to June 30,

1942. Without this credit, their Federal tax would be approximately five times
that otherwise due and their total State and Federal tax practically double.
Unless the proposed amendment is inserted in the pending revenue bill, it Is

therefore clear that the Government will be harmed by the probability of receivIng no further taxes, essential war industries will not receive the coal Which the
companies could otherwise produce, labor in the affected locality will not be
employed and the anthracite companies, from all Indications, will be ruined.
(3) Not an extension of prior relief legislatton.--This amendment Is not a
further extension of the additional time which has been granted taxpayers by
the parallel legislation contained In the Revenue Act of 1941, the Second Revenue
Act of 1940, the Social Security Act amendments of 1939, and the Revenue Act

of 138. It is not contended that taxpayers should have still further time to
familiarize themselves with the time limitation provided in the Federal Unemployment Tax Act or to take advantage of prior relief legislation. , This pro-
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posal is Intended rather to relieve a current situation of unusual hardship which
is in no degree the fault of the taxpayers concerned. It will in effect relieve them
from a penalty, but will not deprive the Federal Government of normally expected revenue.
(4) Permanent law provides relief for bankrupt companies, but no assistance
in avoiding bankruptcy.-The permanent social security tax provisions of the
Internal Revenue Code, of course, give a measure of relief to companies In bankruptcy, but afford no help to those desiring to avoid bankruptcy. In the case
of these coal operators their leases are forfeited if they enter bankruptcy, In
which event they could not continue operation. They, accordingly, are effectively
barred from using that method of relief.
(5) Ooncluon.-It is earnestly hoped that the Finance Committee will approve this amendment and incorporate it in tile pending revenue bill when reported to the Senate.
Respectfully submitted.
BREWSTER & STEIWER,
Washington, D. 0
PaoPosE AMENDMENT SunMITIED BY BREWSTER & STExIWz, ATTORNEYS,
WASHINGTON, D. C.
TITLE -.
SuIo. -

.

CREDITAGAINST FEDERAL UNEMPLOYMENT TAXES

CREDIT AGAINST FEDERAL UNEMPLOYMENT TAXES.-

(a) Allowance of Credit.-Against the tax Imposed by the Federal Unermployment Tax Act for the calendar year 194"1, any taxpayer shall be allowed credit
(if credit is not allowable under section 1601 of such Act) for the amount of
contributions paid by him into an unemployment fund under a State law-(1) Before the sixtieth day after the date of enactment of this Act, if
such credit is claimed before the expiration of six months after such date of
enactment;
(2) Without regard to the date of payment, If the assets of the taxpayer
are, at any time during the fifty-nine-day period following such date of
enactment, or were at any time during the period from the last day upon
which tile taxpayer was required under section 1604 of the Federal Unemployment Tax Act to file a return of the tax against which credit is claimed
to June 80 next following such last day, inclusive, in the custody or control
of a receiver, trustee, or other fiduciary appointed by, or under the control
of a court of competent jurisdiction.
The provisions of the Federal Unemployment Tax Act (except section 1001 (a)
(8)), including such provisions as modified by section 902 (e) of the Social Security Act Amendments of 1939, shall apply to allowance of credit under this
subsection. The amount of such credit against the tax for the calendar year 1941,
In the case of contributions paid after the last day upon which the taxpayer was
required under section 1004 of the Federal Unemployment Tax Act to file a
return for such year, shall not (unless the credit Is allowable on account of
paragraph (2)) exceed 90 per centum of the amount which, would have been
allowable as credit on account of such contributions had they been paid on or
before such last day. The terms used in this subsection shall have the same
meaning as when used in the Federal Unemployment Tax Act. The total credit
allowable against the tax imposed by such Act for the calendar year 1941 shall
not exceed 90 per centum of such tax.
(b) Refund.-Refund, credit, or abatement of the tax (including penalty and
Interest assessed or collected with respect thereto, If any), based on any credit
allowable under subsection (a), may be made In accordance with the provisions
of law applicable in the case of erroneous 'or illegal assessment or collection of
the tax (including statutes of limitations). No interest shall be allowed or
paid on the amount of any such credit or refund.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow

morning.
(Whereupon, at 6:10 p. m., a recess was taken until 10 a. in., Wednesday, August 12, 1942.)
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WEDNESDAY,

AUGUST 12, 1942
UNMD STATES SENATE,
CoMMriT", ON FINANCE,

Wa8hington, D. 0.

The committee met at 10 a. In., pursuant to adjournme-i:, in ron
812, Senate Office Building, Senator Walter F. George (chairman)
presiding.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order, please.
We have one witness who was brought over from yesterday. Is
Mr. Cranch in the room I Will you please come around Mr Cranch,
and we will see what length of statement you have. Wou were the
only witness brought over from yesterday. How much time will you
require this motmingf
Mr. CRAN.AI. I think I can do it in 15$minutes.
The CHoaRxAN. We will appreciate your making progress. I am
taking you first because you w6re left over from yesterday.
STATEMENT OF RAYMOND G. CRANCH, WASHINGTON, D. C., ECONOMIST, REPRESENTING THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR
Mr. CRANcH. My name is Raymond G. Cranch, address Washington, D. C. I am economist on the Washington research staff of the
American Federation of Labor.
The Amerlzan Federation of Labor is chiefly concerned with securing a fair distribution of the total tax burden. Our organization
favors taxation fully adequate to meet the war emergency.
Such taxation should be so designed that it will not(1) Deprive workers of the wages necessary to maintain health and
efficiency or,
(2) Limit war production by depriving industry of necessary working capital, or
(3) Interfere with post-war readjustment to peace-time conditions.
THE GENERAL SALMS TAX

The American Federation of,Labor opposes a general sales tax
because of its unfair burden on Workers. Such a tax bears more
heavily on persons in low income groups than on those in high income
groups for the reason that most of the income of those in low income
groups is spent on food and clothing which would be subject to a
general sales tax, while the percentage of the income of those in the
high brackets which is expended on such purchases is much smaller.
A sales tax deprives the worker with a low income of food and clothing actually needed for the support of his family.
1709
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If the urgency for Federal tax revenue should later compel ther
levying of any sales tax, we feel that all food should be excluded from
such a tax, and also the cheaper grades of clothing. If it is necessary to have some form of sales tax, the American Federation of
Labor hopes it will be possible to confine such a tax to luxury products
so that the worker with an inadequate income is not penalized.
Senator VANDENBERG. May I ask you one question just at this point?
Mr. CRANCH. Certainly.
Senator VANDENBERG. Suppose that it became inevitably necessary
that we had to choose between the retail sales tax and a pay roll withholding tax; would you still oppose the sales tax?
Mr. RANCI!. Only insofar as it concerned food and cheap clothing.
In fa t, in our work with Mr. Disney of the House on that, we took
the 1918 figures and we took the present situation, and we found that
a very large return could be obtained even after exemption of food
and low-priced clothing from a sales tax.
Senator VANDENBERG. As between a pay-roll tax and a sales tax, I
understand you prefer the sales tax?
Mr. CRAxCH. Provided it is limited to luxuries, that is right.
Now, as to the manufacturers' gales tax: The American Federation
of Labor opposes without qualification any attempt to raise Government revenues by means of manufacturers' sales taxes.
Such taxes have a cumulative effect in raising the cost of living and
are strongly inflationary.
CORPORATE EXCESS-PROFITS TAX

This tax is an essential element in our war taxation program, but
great care should be used to see that it does not interfere with the
productive efficiency of corporations or leave them too small a share
of earnings to make necessary capital improvements required to expand production, and to iii(rease their labor force. The American
federation of Labor approves c' the excess-profits tax included in the
House bill before your committee with one exception.
The United States Treasury some months ago made every effort
to secure an excess-profits tax, exemptions from which would be based
exclusively on a percentage to be earned on invested capital prior to
the application of such excess-profits tax.
The bill, as finally passed, -provides an alternative basis for exemption from this tax based on prewar earnings. Such an alternative base is difficult and complicated to administer and results in
relieving from taxation under the' excess-profits tax large amounts
of income earned by some of our strongest corporations at rates
sometimes exceeding 20 percent or more on invested capital. The only
excuse for such a heavy exemption from excess-profits taxation is that
these companies had succeeded in earning this rate on their invested
capital (luring the pre-war period. The American Federation of
Labor believes .thatto continue this alternative method of figuring the
exemption from excess-profits tax is against the best interests of the
United States. Such a method of calculating the exemption discriminates against new compqnie which have no prewar record of high
earnings, and it further discriminates against companies with a high
invested capital base, which have had onily mbderate earnings on' invested capital in the prewar years.
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In the opinion of the American Federation of Labor all corporate
profits should be subject to the same scale of taxation. The closing
of this loophole in the present law should yield more tax revenue
to the Government than can be secured from the closing of any
otier available loophole.
DEPLE'TION ALLOWANCES 10 OIL COMPANIES

Under the existing law, oil companies can deduct as part of their
expenses depletion a lowances which eventually total many times the
cost of their oil properties. This is so manifestly unfair that it should
be remedied in the new tax bill. The resulting saving to the Federal
Government will be large.
TItEASUIIY RECOMMENDATIONS AS TO RATES OF TAXATION

ON INI)IVIDUALS AND CORPORATIONS

The rates of taxation on both individuals and corporations have
been reduced in the House bill far below the rates recommended by
the Treasury Department, except in the lowest brackets, where they
have been increased. The American Federation of Labor recognizes
the iinportane of leaving to individuals and corporations sufficient
net income so that they can continue actively and efficiently in the
war effort, but we feel that higher income taxes are to be preferred
to excessive sales taxes.
PRESIDENT'S SUCOESTION CF $25,000 AS MAXIMUM INCOME WHICH SHOULD
REMAIN TO INDIVIDUALS AFTER THE PAYMENT OF FEDERAL TAXES

With regard to the President's suggestion that during the war no
individual should retain a personal income amounting to over $25,000
,after the payment of Federal taxes, the American Federation of
Labor recognizes that the needs of war will demand a gradual tightenin of everyone's belt, but at the same time we realize that many
independent businessmen would find it necessary to restrict their
activities, reduce their war work and decrease their employment of
labor, if such an arbitrary limit was made effective.
We, therefore, recon~mend that no such arbitrary ceiling as a flat
$25,000 be placed on individual incomes after taxes: There will, of
course, be increasing 'taxation, in accordance with capacity to pay,
but the Nation would indeed be short-sighted to limit productivity
of its businessmen by such an arbitrary and inflexible rule. If such a
program is included in the tax bill, there should be a relief clause
under which individual businessmen, performing important functions
,inthe war effort, can be allowed to retain sufficient net income to
carry forward those of their business activities which are essential
to the prosecution of the.war effort.
The American Federation of Labor opposes a flat ceiling for
workers' wages by arbitrary freezing, and justice demands that the
same principle be applied to industrialists who now earn salaries
yielding above $25,000 after payment of taxes.
The Federation approves of the high taxes necessary to win the
war, but can see no justice in arbitrary wage freezing, either for
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the worker or for the employer. Let us get the necessary Federal
revenues but let us be fair to worker and employer alike.
HEAVIER TAXATION ON PARTNERSHIPS AND INDIVIDUALS IN BUSINESS

Large businesses conducted as partnerships or as individual ventures
are now greatly favored by present tax laws as compared with similar
businesses conducted as corporations. During the First World War
in 1918 the excess-profits tax then in effect applied to partnerships and
to individuals as well as to corporations. A1 substantial amount of
additional tax revenue could be secured by reviving this tax or something similar to it.
EXCESS-PROFITS TAXES ON WAGES

It has been suggested that there should De assessed an excess-profits
tax on wages, based on the increased earnings of workers in the war
period. One suggestion would be illustratedby this example:
A worker with $1,600 a year under the optional rates in the pending House
bill would pay, if married and making a joint return, a tax of----------Such a worker might have secured a job paying $2,600 a year, under existing
conditions, and he would then pay under the above optional rates-------Or an increase in his tax of -------------------------------------------

$51
224
178

Which means a jump In his tax of over 800 percent.
If the increased tax of such a worker was calculated inder the individual
excess-profits tax formula suggested, and if the rate on the excess was to
be 50 percent, then such a worker's tax would be calculated as follows:
Tax on the first $1,600, as above shown --------------------------Individual excess-profits tax of 50 percent on the $1,000 by which his
wages were increased during 1942 --------------------------

500

Total tax -------------------------------------------------------

551

51

If any such proposition were to be written into law, the tax of such
a worker would be increased over 1,000 percent, while the tax of other
workers who had made no contributions to the war effort would be
increased only about one-third as much.
This would certainly result in most unjust treatment for those who
have contributed their blood-and sweat to the war effort.
Business Week of August 8, 1942, quotes a report from the Automotive Council for War Production stating that the average weekly
wage of automotive plant workers is $50.29 now, compared with $40.91
a year ago and $30.87, 3 years ago.
Most of this increased earning is due to overtime worked. To
penalize such workers with any such high taxation as has been proposed, would be to deprive them of the fruit of their toil to a degree
which would mean a sharply lowered standard of living in the face
of the heavy sacrifice being made by the worker through longer
hours and more intense effort, at a time when living costs are increasing sharply. 'It would be hard to conceive of a more unjust tax,
or one better calculated to serve our enemies through the destruction
of the morale of our loyal citizens.
Thp increased rate of tax already provided by the present House
bill is well calculated to draw from workers all than can be expected
.from them without endangering their health and efficiency.
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The Tr, asury Department agreed to a reduction of personal exemptions for workers in the effort to make unnecessary the levying
of sales tcxes on food and clothing. Now there is danger that in
spite of the lower exemptions adopted, there may also be sales taxes
on food and clothing
Senator VANI-vNP,.RO. May I ask you at that point, Suppose you had
to choose between the lIwer exemptions or a sales tax, which would
you prefer?
Mr. CRANCIE. If the exemptions were entirely eliminated, there
might be something said in favor. of having no sales tax whatsoever,
but I think it would be fairer to have our lower exemption of $750
and $1,500 and a luxury sales tax than to put the exemptions down
to a place where the poor man is sacrificing too much.
I will illustrate that. In the United States Business Week just
lately, it has been shown that the great bulk, a very large percentage,
almost half of the increased industrial earnings of workers in the
last year or two has gone to the group with between $2,000 and $8,000
income. The marginal worker is the worker that is largely not in
the war industries and that is suffering through holding is old job
and turning out consumption goods, or working on some job where
he is not getting high war wages, and he would sacrifice tremendously
through the lowering of exemptions or a sales tax on necessities, such
as food and the cheaper priced clothing.
Senator BARKLEY. What do you define as "luxuries" V
Mr. CRANCH. I would say that expansion of the present excise taxes
to cover such things as soft drinks, which would produce thirty or
forty million, and all clothing sold at more than the average pricethat is what I worked out with Representative Disney-would be a
satisfactory luxury sales tax.
I realize that those luxuries will have to be considerably restricted
if we are to get the proper amount of war revenue, but I say in general, a luxury sales tax is one that will not hit the worker'with less
than $1,000 a year income.
Senator CLRK. Senator Brown used an example a few days agolie said, for example, a pair of shoes would cost $8, or $4 or $5 was a
necessity and ought not to be taxed by a sales tax, but he suggested
that people buying shoes and paying $12 or $15 for them, that this is
a luxury which might well be taxed.
Mr. CRANH. Yes; that is just what we recommended to Representative Disney, that he take the retail sales of your retail dealer and take
the average, and anything below the average would be free and anything above the average would be taxed.
Senator CLARK. If a man wpnts to pay $150 for a suit of clothes,
that is a luxury, but a suit of clothing which a man needs as a necessity the ordinary workingman's suit of clothes, that is a necessity and
ouaht not to be taxed ' I
Nft. CAN^ CH. I think that would be a fair division.

One thing that would make such a tax almost intolerable, is that, if
adopted, it would need to be accumulated on top of substantial sales
taxes, already levied by the States, the proceeds of which are urgently
necessary to meet the budgets of our State governments.
Each level of local government should ge protected from overlapping taxation in fields which have long been recognized as the legiti..
mate sources of State and local taxation.
76093-42-vol. 2-27
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You see, the whole question of local sales taxes is so fully established
as a prime source of income for those States that have a limited amount
of industrial development, it would be a great lardship to such States
to put on top of it aleavy federal sales tax.
Senator VANDENBIE:RO. iO you support the State sales taxes?
Mr. CIANCII. I think they are inevitable. Take Mississippi for instance-I have done a lot of work there as representative of the legislative investigating committee and I know from experience that their
revenues from industry have been comparatively small; of course
they are better now, but at the time I was there the farmers were taxed
twice what they are in Pennsylvania, and if they did not have a sales
tax the burden of general taxation would be just simply impossibleso for the'States I believe the sales tax is justified and necessary, and
that the Federal Government should keep away from that field in
order to keep it to the States.
SS,-nator DAvIs. What is the rate of the sales tax in Mississippi?
Mr. CRANC.
My Mississippi experience is so far back that it would
not help you, but it was 8 or 9 percent when I first heard of it.
EXEMPTION OF INCOME FROM STATE AND MUNICIPAL BONDS

Here again the American Federation of Labor recognizes the wisdom of maintaining the ind,-pendent sovereignty of our States and
cities. We do not feel that such income should be free of all taxes,
but that such income should be regarded as a legitimate field for taxation by the States, without interference from the Federal Government.
POST-WAR TAX REFUNDS

If the rates of tax on individuals and corporations are to be increased above the rates now appearing in the 1942 House bill, it seems
vitally important, in order to prepare for the reconstruction period
which will follow after the war, that provision be made for the return
in cash, after the war, of a part of the high taxes to be collected under
the Revenue Act of 1942.
In this case we can well be guided by the English experience which
returns a high percentage of the tax now assessed against low-income
workers, the percentage of the refund falling rapidly as the average
income of the taxpayer rises, until the refund cancels out in the case
of those taxpayers receiving what might be called a comfortable
income.
Corporations'also need a post-war reserve in order to maintain employment and convert their facilities after the war. We recommend
that any corporation called on to pay over 75 percent of its total net
income under the war tax laws, be eligible to receive o.around of such
excess in installments after the war is over, such re'und to be subject
to a moderate income tax in the year of such refund. Thi plan would
be vitally important in reestablishing normal business after the war
effort is over.
SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES

Another frultfll source of additional tax revenues at the present time
would be an increase in social security tacs. Such increases should
be made with a view to ultimate increases in the benefits under social
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security laws, but temporarily the funds received would be available
to the Government for war purposes, the cost of extending the benefits
under the social sccuritY law only taking effect gradually in future
years. The American k cderation of Labor feels that the only tax deduction from pay rolls should be the social security tax.
That was supported very fully by yesterday's testimony as to the
immense labor it would be to corporations to take out a tax subject to
a variable exemption.
TAXES WITHIELD FROM PAY ROLLS

As just stated, the American Federation of Labor feels that social
security taxes are the only taxes which can properly be deducted
directly from pay rolls. If general income taxes are so deducted, there
would be an inevitable tendency to place upon the statute books a direct
tax on wages in addition to other income taxes. This should be avoided.
In order to make tax collections easier for new taxpayers in the
lower brackets, it may become desirable to collect the income tax
monthly rather than quarterly as at present. But to collect this tax
at the source would lead to excessively high costs of collection and
very complicated bookkeeping on the part of employers as well as the
Government.
EXEMPTION OF EXPENSES DUE TO SICKNESS AND EXEMPTION OF LIVE INSUR-

ANC
PREMIUMS WHEN TIE PROCEEDS ARE PAYABLE TO DEIE1NDENT
BENEFICIARIES

Additional exemptions have been recommended to eliminate certain
hardship cases. 'Ihe American Federation of Labor wishes to go on
record as in favor of a personal exemption to individuals covering
bills for hospitalization and medical services p aid within the tt.x year.
We also favor the exemption of premiums on ife insurance r,,iicies in
favor of dependent beneficiaries, up to a reasonable amount, paid
within the tax year.
Senator DAvIS. What would you term a reasonable amount I
Mr. Cmmcif. I think where a man uses a lifc-insurance policy as a
long-term big investment proposition, it is too big to take out in this
way. I think that the standard, is this, a dependent beneficiary such
as a man's wife, normally has that insurance which will take care of
her after the deal of her husband.
We have an exemption, as you know, of $40,000 of insurance, from
estate taxes.

Senator DAVIS. Yes..
Mr. CRAicH. In inheritance tax. To my mind it should not be
9
above that.
Senator DAvis. I am talking about the premium.
Mr. CRANCH. I would say that the premium on $40,000 of insurance
would be the absolute limit, and that would be a very high limit. I
would prefer to see a limit of the premium on $20,000 of insurance. I
think it would be fairer.
THE PRESIDENT'S sEvEN-POINT PROGRAM FOR INFLAtI1ON CONTROL

One of the very important elements in the President's seven-point
program is the increasing of taxation. The American Federation of
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Labor supports fully the President's seven-point program but wishes
to emphasize the fact that unless every one of the seven points is enforced equally, and at the same time, the objectives to be attained will
be impossible. If heavy taxation of workers in the low-income groups
is not accompanied by adequate price and rent control as provided by
other points in the program, then heavy taxation of workers would
result in a most unfair burden upon American working people.
TO SUMMARIZE

The American Federation of Labor favors only those Federal taxes
the burden of which is distributed according to ability to pay.
The American Federation of Labor opposes all taxes unfairly burdening workers or having a serious inflationary effect, including1. ales taxes.
2. Taxes on freight charges.
3. Pay-roll taxes other than for social-security purposes.
The American Federation of Labor further opposes taxes which
will result in injustices between groups, such as:
1. Excess profits taxes unfairly favoring those companies with high
pre-war earnings.
2. Excess profits taxes assessed against individuals not in business.
That is your pay roll excess-profits tax referred to there.
The American Federation of Labor also opposes all taxes which
would restrict or hinder business activity and the employment of labor,
such as:
1. An inflexible maximum income for any individual of $25,000
after the payment of Federal taxes, in those cases where the taxpayer's ability to do war business and employ adequate labor would
be endangered by the application of such an arbitrary tax.
2. Manufacturers' sales taxes.
3. Taxes on business which in total take so much of a company's income that it cannot do business effectively and meet the demands of
war production.
I thank you, Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen of the committee.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Cranch.
Mr. Alvord, do you wish the other members of the chamber of commerce to come around at the same time, or do you wish them heard
separately I
Mr. ALvoRD. I would like to reverse the order of our appearances as
it is shown on your calendar. This bill is unquestionably the most
complicated you have ever had before you, both in form and in substance, and therefore we have divided our work.
Mr. Osgood, of our committee, will speak first, with your permission
and discuss estate taxes. Then Mr. Shorb, then Mr. Hopkins, and
then myself.
The CHAIRMAN. You want to reverse this entirely?
Mr. ALvoRD. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Mr. Osgood, will you proceed with your
statement?
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STATEMENT OF ROY C. OSGOOD, CHICAGO, ILL., COMMITTEE ON
FEDERAL FINANCE, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED
STATES
Mr. OsaooD. I am R~oy C. Osgood, vice president of the First National Bank of Chicago and in charge of its trust department. I
appear here, however, as a member of the Committee on Federal
Finance, Chamber of Commerce of the United States.
My testimony will deal primarily with the estate and gift tax
aspects of the bill. Tha points involved can best be discussed by a
comparison of the bill as passed by the House of Representatives with
the proposals advanced by the Treasury Department before the Committee on Ways and Means. To save the committee's time my verbal
statement is supplemented by a technical discussion relating to several
difficult subjects. I request permission to have this supplement appear
in the record as a part of my statement.

The

CHAIRMAN.

Yes, sir; you may do so.

Mr. OSOOD. Thank you, sir.
I am going to summarize orally, if I may, inasmuch as this statement will be before you.
The CHIRMAN. Yes, certainly.
RATES OF TAX

Mr. OsoooD. The Committee on Ways and Means of the House of
Representatives is to be congratulated on its rejection of the Treasury
proposal to increase the present high estate and gift tax rates. We
trust this committee will make the same decision. This decision is a
recognition of the following sound principles of death taxation.
1. Any increase in rates would magnify the Federal record of instability. It would emphasize for the sixth time in 10 years the inequality among individual taxpayers by making the amount of capital contribution of different citizens depend entirely upon the fortuitous circumstances of death.
2. Estate and gift taxes are not suited to an elastic tax system.
These rates of tax cannot be expanded to meet revenue needs since
there is no predictable tax base. Citizens die without regard to the
needs of the Government and deaths are not subject to the control
of the tax collector.
3. Any increase in rates would further violate the principle of tax
moderation, producing disruption of the family's economic position,
tax evasion, and harmful effects upon enterprise.
4. Any increase in rates would further deplete the tax base. The
estate tax is essentially a capital tax and if capital is dissipated
through excessively high estate-tax rates, the tax base, i. e., the capital
which produces income subject to taxation, may be lost in future
generations.
5. Any increase in estate-tax rates would directly reduce the tax
revenues of the District of Columbia and the 25 States of Arkansas,
California, Connecticut, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Maine, Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New Hampshire, North Dakota, Ohio, South Carolina, Ver-
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mont, Virginia Washington, West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming. In these States the Federal estate tax is a deduction before computing the State death tax so that the State tax decreases as the
Federal tax is increased. In addition all State death tax revenues
would suffer indirectly by a reduction of the size of estates in succeeding generations through the imposition of heavy Federal death taxes.
rhe Committee on Ways and Means and the'House of Representatives recognized that death taxes in this country already closely
approximate those of Great Britain and Canada. This is disclosed
by the following table:
Estate (before exemption)

British I

(estate and
legacy tax)

$10, 00-----------------------$13,400
L20,000-------------------------------------------------63,600
$00,000---------------------------------...
....... 160,000
8150000--------------------------------............
32,000
$5000,000-------------------------------2,670,000
$10,000.000 ..............................................

6,640,000

Canadian s

Present

(Dominion

United States

tax plus

(iFederal plus

Ontario
Illinois Inher.
death duty)$ itance tax) I

$13,077
45,631
121,100
.323,971
2,65,688
, 810,170

$10,110
54,074
132,684
81,0
2,443,000
6,057,800

I These flgurcs are obtained from the table submitted by the Treasury Department to the Committee
on Wals and Means on Mar. 5, 1942.
$In Canadian dollars, If the Canadian dollar is valued at 90cents the amount of the tax would be proportIonately lower.
aBased on equal division between wife and 2 children.

You will see by glancing at that table that our rates already are
almost fully as high as those for both Britain and Canada.
This rejection of any increase in these tax rates acknowledged
that this war period is no time to incur an additional element of
disruption in our productive capacity. Present estate-tax rates often
produce a forced sale of assets, change of control, a strain on credit
or liquidation of the enterprise, resulting in an impairment of the
productive capacity of the Nation. Any increase in death-tax rates
would merely aggravate the situation. The Secretary of the Treasury, in. his statement of July 28 before this committee made no

-allusion to this particular subject except in the table appended to
the statement.
I may say just one further thing. We hear a good deal of discussion about inflation. I think the rates are pretty high at the
present time, and if you.get into a situation of inflation during the
war period that may run anywhere from 3 to 5 years or more, and
'then a subsequent depression, you would, in the case of physical
properties, and in the case of merchandise inventories and in the

,case of corporations whose stock had practically no market, run into
a very bad picture because your rates would be high, your values would
be high, and then the subsequent drop would probably leave a very bad
situation as to funds to pay taxes with.

.OTHE
SPECIFIC TREAUsRY PROPOSALS REJECTED
The Committee on Ways and Means and the House of Represent-

atives are also to be commended pn their action on the following
three 'particularly unsound Treasury proposals:
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1. The rejection of legislative help'in enacting an arbitary proposal designed to save the Treasuiy Department from having to
prove the facts regarding gifts made in contemplation of death in
difficult cases. This recognizes that much of the litigation which

has developed on the question of contemplation of death (which litigation has generally been decided in favor of the taxpayer) is a
result of a refusal of the Treasury Department to accept the theory
that inter vivos gift transactions should ordinarily be taxed under
the gift tax law where they belong.
2. The rejection of the Treasury Department proposal to curtail
the amount of exemption of charitable, religious and educational
bequests and gifts is most commendable. Our tax legislation on this
subject in the past has been fair and this is certainly no time to
change when charitable, religious, and educational institutions are
already suffering through reduced income yields, and when the increased income tax burdens on contributors are lessening their ability
to give for such purposes.
3. The rejection of the proposal to carry over the decedent's income tax cost basis on inherited property was a recognition of the
fact that the adoption of such a proposal would result in absolute
confiscation in the case of going businesses which have grown
from small to moderate size. This was a most vicious proposal.
The reasons for its rejection appear in the supplemental statement.
If these three proposals are revived before this committee they should
be rejected.
APPROVAL OF CERTAIN SPECIFIC PROPOSALS wnIc,

WER1 ADOPTED

The action of the Committee on Ways and Means in adopting the
following five specific proposals should be approved, namely:
1. The deduction for payments of pledges or subscriptions made by
the decedent to public, charitable, and religious uses (see. 406).
2. Correction of language to carry out the original intent of Congress relating to property previously taxed within 5 years (see. 407).
3. The allowance of a deduction for amounts passing to public, charitable, and religious uses as a result of disclaimed legacies (see. 408).
4. The amendment establishing the priority of the credit for paid
State death taxes in coinputing the estate tax. This effects a more
liberal application of such credits (see. 410).
5. The amendment correcting the hardships of the Enright case in
regard to the accrual of income in respect of decedents. While the
amendment adopted entails some complications of accounting, we feel
it is equitable and should be retained (see. 125).
UNSOUND PROPOSAL

ADOPrED

1. Inwurance.-Section 404 of the bill eliminates the life-insurance
exemption of $40,000 in the case of insurance payable to named beneficiaries, and section 413 establishes a $60,000 exemption on all property, including such insurance. This reversal of a wise and longstanding legislative policy relating to the specific insurance exemption
will disrupt many individual estate plans. Insurance contracts have
been written and estate tax arrangements have been made by taxpayers
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over the years in reliance upon this long continuing specific insurance
exemption.
Many medium-sized estates have depended upon this insurance exemption to provide ready cash to pay estate taxes which would be
levied after the $40,000 exemption relating to the rest of the estate
has been taken. It is no answer to say that a general exemption of
$60,000 has been substituted relating to both insurance and other
property.
The effect on outstanding situations is to reduce the exemption on
other property from $40,000 to $20,000. Exemptions in a time of
decreased income yields and higher estate taxes should be increased
and not decreased. The bill reduces the present exemption of $80,000
to $60,000 in estates where $40,000 of formerly exempted insurance is
present.
If any change is to be made in the insurance situation then it should
be in the way of exempting from death taxes, as do most of the
Canadian Provinces, all insurance earmarked for the payment of
such taxes. Such a plan has had favorable comment from former
members of this committee. This proposal is fully discussed in my
supplemental statement.
Section 404 also purports to tax the proceeds of insurance if the
decedent has either paid the policy premiums or at death has possessed incidents of ownership in the policy. Elaborate rules are set
up which are difficult to apply and understand. The tests of taxability are in the alternative and seem to be irreconcilable.
Few will object to legislation making certain just what insurance is
taxable at death. However, it is submitted that the statute should
not enact two alternative and inconsistent bases of tax. It would
seem that the. ownership test would avoid many difficulties and be
entirely fair to both the Government and the taxpayer. This provision should be clarified and should choose one of the two alternatives. This is detailed in my supplemental statement.
2. Pmwer8 ./ appointrnent.-Section403 relating to powers of appointment is without doubt vicious in its effects and general implications.
This proposed change does violence to the fundamental concept of
the estate tax.
The estate tax is an excise tax on the transfer of property of a
decedent. It is to be distinguished from an inheritance tax which
is an excise tax on the right to receive property from a decedent.
Any amendment which bases the taxability of a transfer on the relationship of the parties is essentially an inheritance tax. Thi3 proposal is just such an amendment.
:rhe question of a Federal inheritance tax was squarely placed
before Congress in 1935 and was decisively defeated. This is an
attempt to do indirectly what Congress refused to do directly.
Even the existing tax on the exercise of a general power of appointment violates the estate-tax principle as distinguished from the
inheritance-tax principle as no property passes from the decedent
who exercises such a power. Actually the exercise of a power of
appointment is merely the completion of the transfer from the original
donor of the power and this transfer is now taxed on the death
of the donor of such power. It should not be subject to another
estate tax when the power is exercised.
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The existence of such a power does not constitute ownership of

the property, legal or equitable and to tax such a power, whether
exercised or not, is the result of a confusion of principles. A great
part of the existing confusion and technical difficulty found in our
Federal tax laws, has been the result of abandoning fundamental
principles merely for the sake of a few, and in this case, very few tax
dollars.
To tax the nonexercise of powers of appointment, except in certain
excluded cases, would result in numerous injustices and would penalize
the use of a procedure long recognized by laws applicable to estate
administration as serving a valuable social purpose.
Powers of appointment can be used to accomplish a normal, sound,
family-estate program. It may be desirable to discourage their use
for any other purposes by imposing tax burdens on artifices bearing
their label. But it is not desirable to penalize their use for a sensible
purpose by prohibitive taxation.
The amendment results in the latter because of
(a) The proposed tax on nonexercise of the power, and
(b) The restrictive nature of the proposed excluded powers.
Many injustices are certain to result from the passage of an act
whikh taxes the nonexercise of a power of appointment. First of all,
there is the situation of the will of a testator who died 15 or 20 years
ago. The draftsman may have included the power without any
thought of the tax question and it may be that he could have used a
limited power or omitted the power entirely and accomplished the
same distribution.
Thus the accidents of draftsmanship will control the taxability of
many well-advised plans of distribution.
Section 452 attempts to give relief in this situation by making certain exemptions in the case of the release of the power within a certain period of time. However, there is no possible way of granting
relief. There are thousands of cases where powers of appointment
are held by minor children who are legally incompetent to release their
powers of appointment within the allotted time. Naturally these
children are the ones who will suffer most.
Aside from this there is the legal question of how can a power of appointment be released? If the power is one to appoint by will, as
most are, to whom is the release to run? Suppose the holder of the
power executes a formal release. He must do so without consideration
as there is no one from whom the consideration can move. There can
be no mutual promises to furnish adequate consideration, and without
consideration the release is invalid as a contract. There can be no
delivery of the release to anyone for the ultimate remaindermen may
not be in being at the time of the release. Consequently, without suc
a delivery there can be no valid and enforceable gift. Actually such
a release would be little more than talking to oneself.
Another unjustifiable result is the taxing of a gift to the donee's
children who take in default of exercise of a general power, while
under the bill the excise of a limited power of appointment to them
would be exempt. Why should not these chlidren be permitted to
receive the same benefits when they take by default of appointment as
when they have the property appointed to them?
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This circuity is both undesirable and illogical. Actually
the decedent has exercised more control in the case of exercise of a limited
power than in the case of the nonexercise of a general power.
The value of a power of appointment is necessarily determined by
the control it affords. The imposition of a tax upon the nonexercise
of a power reduces the value of the power because it induces the exercise of the power and thus impairs the effectiveness of the control.
The spendthrift son who is the only possible iippointee of a limited
power, and who is as alert as he is extravagant, will be quick to realize
that his mother will not be inclined to permit a large part of his
father's property to go to the Government. Instead, she will probably
make the tax-free appointment to her undeserving son. The control
over her son's welfare, which the donor thought was assured, will soon
disappear.
Under the bill the only powers excluded from the estate tax are:
(a) Powers to appoint among the decedent's spouse, his or her
spouse's decendants, spouses of such descendents and charity; and (b)
powers to appoint to a restricted class where the decedent has no
beneficial interest, vested or contingent in the property.
Exclusion (a) is an attempt to decide arbitrarily what special or
limited powers shall be exempt.
It seems that it would be more in line with the purpose of exempting powers to define special or limited powers so as to exclude their
capricious use, instead of attempting an arbitrary specification of
exempt powers as the bill does. For example, a limitation to citizens
of the United States may be so restrictive as to make its exercise free
from tax under the present statute but it is, in essence, a general power
and there can be little objection to taxing it as such. It may be desirable to define limited powers in such a manner as to eliminate such
frivolous manipulation, but this should be done by comprehensive detinition-not by abandoning th66 distinction between general and limited powers and creating an arbitrarily selected group of excluded
powers.
Not long ago the Treasury tax expert, Mr. Randolph Paul, wrote
a book on estate taxes. In volume 1, page 417, he said:
A testator may feel It desirable to dispose of his property to only a temporarily
limited extent, entrusting a devisee or even it stranger with the power and
authority to fill in the blank which he decides to leave in his will as to the more
remote future. Apart from any tax considerations the creation of such a
power is a helpful expedient to provide against contingencies which even the
most Imaginative testator may not foresee when he drafts his Will.

Why. should the testator's right to provide for unforeseen contipgencies be recognized more readily if the appointee is one of an
excluded group than in a case where the appointee is not one of the
Specified persons but is, nevertheless, a natural object of the donor's
bounty I
. Many times the father and mother of the donor or donee of a power
would be the normal takers in default or the normal appointees
under certain circumstances. Should not they be included as well as
those chosen. by this bill? To read Mr. Paul's book, published in
1942, is to learn that the proposed excluded group is somewhat more
restrictive than the group he there suggests be excluded. On pag
480 of his book, he states:
In this respect the legislator's choice should be determined by what he considers a socially desirable degree of protecting the devolution of property from
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the dead to the living, and it should not be difficult to secure consensus of
opinion in holding the donor's and the donee's children worthy and at the same
time the only persons In real need of such protection. The statute would thus
have to be changed so as to treat special and general powers alike, specifically
excepting, however, special powers exercisable exclusively for the benefit of
either the donor's or the donee's children.

If an attempt is made to define the exempt. powers, provisions of
this section should be expanded. After all, it is the creator of the
power who is the planner and it is his use of this means ot protecting the members of his family which concededly justifies the
exemption of some powers of apj)ointment. A more stringent restriction on the use of powers of appointment defeats the purpose
which is presumably thebasis of the exemption.
The power to appoint to 'the persons designated in the section is
centered around the donee of the power, as the appointees under the
power must be in his line of descent or married to someone who is
in that line. Thus the donor of the power is penalized if he does not
wish to select a donee whose descendants are coincident with the
natural recipients of the donor's property. He cannot give his oldest
and wisest son the power to appoint to descendants of a younger
daughter without incurring a tax. It must be admitted that this
imparts too much significance to the status of the donee.
The exempt powers should consist of all powers to appoint to persoils who are the natural objects of the donor's bounty, including all
persons related to the donor or donee by blood or marriage. This is
restrictive enough to prevent avoidance by manipulation, such as the
use of limitations which do not actually liinit-a good example being
the appointment to citizens of the Unitel States previously referred to.
It is broad enough to permit accomplisliment of the' family-estate
plan in practically all cases and compared to the limitations imposed
by the section would greatly minimize the number of cases where a
normal )lan could not be accomplished.
If an attempt is made to base the exemption on the degree of relationship it is also logical to exempt from tax the exercise of a general
power of appointment in favor of members of the same class. There
is very little distinction in result between a general power of appointment and a limited power of appointment if both are exerised in
favor of the same person.
It is not only recommended, it is urged, that sections 403 and 452
be stricken entrely from this bill.
3. Amortization of bond premiunm.-The amortization proposal
contained in section 120 of the bill is dealt with here primarily because of its effect on trust administration. The principal objection, to
this proposal is its impracticability. The general public is not particularly impressed wit h the simplicity of the present income-tax law.
Under the Treasury proposal one 6an readily imagine the difficulty
.f a widow who purchases a few municipal.bonds. The average person has never heard of amortization and, if he has, he tends to think
of it in terms of ifewspaper reports regarding defense facilities, The
complicated records made necessary by this proposal will narrow the
market for municipal securities, exasperate the taxpayer and cause endloss auditing difliculties for both the Government and the taxpayer.
A careful iintlvsis bf this provision reaches the, inescapable conelusion that th Treasury, in order' to collect a comparatively small
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amount of tax on nontaxable Government and municipal bond income by the indirect route, has induced the House to enact a maze of
technical rules the cost of which to both the Government and the taxpayer is disproportionate to the revenue result.
It would be far simpler to provide straightforwardly that no loss
shall be recognized on nontaxable Government and municipal bonds
purchased at a premium and redeemed below the purchase price.
These points are discussed in detail in the supplement statement.
I may say that if any of you care to get into the technical side of it
and examine the supplemental statement you will find that a great
many provisions of this part of the act practically are unworkable.
OTHER PROPOSAsI

1. Nonresident aliens.-Section 412 grants an estate tax exemption
of $2,000 in the case of nonresident aliens. This is highly desirable.
However there is a further recommendation which is not contained
in the bill.
We recommend that foreign securities of nonresident aliens be
exempt from the estate tax. The reasons for this proposal are discussed in the supplemental statement.
2. Community interests.-Sction 402 includes (in the aight community-property States) in the gross estate of the decedent spouse
the property of the surviving spouse, unless the property of the surviving spouse can be shown to have been received as compensation for
services actually rendered by the surviving spouse, or derived originally from such compensation or other separate property of the surviving spouse. This provision does violence to the community property concept and will cause interminable administrative difficulties.
We recommend that it be stricken from the bill.
I might say, Mr. Chairman-I am sorry Senator Connally is not
here with us this morning-that when the Treasury was discussing
the technical provisions of the bill on the second day of its testimony,
when they finished with the excise taxes, Senator Connally asked if
there was not an excise tax on community property and the Treasury
said "no." I think they forgot that the estate tax is an excise tax,
and it is still here.
8. Gift-taxex ehoon.-Section 454 reduces the annual gift-tax exclusion from $4,000 to $3,000. This should not be enacted. The exclusion should be broadened rather than narrowed and some provision
should be enacted eliminating the discrimination against gifts in trust.
These points are further discussed in the supplemental statement.
That question of gifts in trust is a very serious discriminatory
one and can be worked out. It was a difficult legislative drafting proposal, but I think it can be solved.
4. Gift-tam ememption.--Section 455 reduces the existing exemption
of $40,000 to $30,000 relating to gifts made in the calendar year 1948
and subsequent years. This should not be adopted. It is no time to
reduce the exemption when men going into the armed services need
liberal treatment in arranging their family affairs.
5. Service men's ememption.-The Revenue Act of 1917 did not impose an estate tax upon the estate of any decedent dying while serving
in the military or naval forces of the United States during the con-
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tinuation of the war in which the United States was then engaged,
or if death resulted from injuries received or disease contracted in
such service, within 1 year after the termination of the war. The
Revenue Act of 1918 carried the same provision but eliminated the
1ear limitation and provided for exemption from the tax in the case
o a decedent dying from injuries received or disease contracted while
in the service and further provided that any sudh tax collected should

be refunded to the executor.
The Revenue Act of 1921 repeated this exemption and extended it
to the estate of any citizen who died of injuries received or disease
contracted in line of duty while serving in the military or naval forces
of any country associated with the United States in the prosecution
of the war or prior to the entrance of the United States into such war;
it also provided that any tax collected upon such an estate should be
refunded to the decedent's estate. The Revenue Act of 1924 dropped
this entire provision. We call this to the attention of your committee
should it desire to consider the enactment of such an exemption applicable to the present war.
If Congress does not care to go so far as to grant so sweeping an
exemption, then we recommend that gifts inter vivos at any time
after a fixed base date (such as the enactment of the first draft law),
the gift tax shall apply exclusively to such a gift and that no assertion of an estate tax liability upon such a gift,, based upon the contemplation of death theory shall be made.
Of course, I cannot conceive of any greater contemplation of death
than a person going into combat services.
This would h~eno more than fair to those taxpayers who have arranged their affairs in contemplation of volunteering or being drafted
into service.
As a matter of fact, the impact of the estate tax in all so-called contemplation-of-death cases should be abolished except in the case of
gifts causa mortis, that is, in actual deathbed gifts. A volume of
vexatious and unfair litigation, mostly adverse to the Treasury has
developed in estate-tax claims under the contemplation-of-death
theory. This theory may have had some justification prior to the enactment of the gift tax. Since then, it has had none except in the case of
an actual deathbed gift. Inter vivos transactions should be taxed
under the gift-tax law, where they belong thus ending a source of
ill-conceive-d and costly litigation engendered by the attempt to torture
a proper gift tax into an improper estate tax.
Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Osgood. Are there any questions?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. There are no, questions. We thank you for your
appearance.
Your supplemental statement will be inserted in the record.
(The supplemental statement submitted by Mr. Osgood is as follows:)
SUPPLaIFENTAL STATEMENT OF ROY C. OSGOOD,CHICAGO, ILL.
1. COST BASIS OF INHERITED AssErs

The bill's rejection of the proposal to carry over the decedent's income tax
cost basis on inherited property was a rgcognitlon of the fact that the adoption
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of such a proposal would result in absolute confiscation in the case of going
businesses which have grown from small to moderate size. This was a most upsound proposal. An illustration is the best method of proving this point.
Assume that many years ago, A Invested $100,000 In a business which has
increased in value so that at the time of his death It is worth $5,000,000 and Is
the estate's sole asset. The estate tax alone on $5,000,000 is, under present rates,
$2,408,200. In order to raise this amount of money, it would be necessary
to sell at least half of the business. But a sale of one-hatlf of the business would,
under the proposal, result in a taxable profit of $2,450,000, which, under the proposed capital-gain tax rate of 25 percent would call for a tax of $612,500. Thus,
the snowball rolls on. An additional part of the business must be sold to pay
the capital-gains tax, and that very transaction results in a furthLr tax so that
nore of the business has to be sold. And so the sales go on, each one required
to raise money to pay the tax on the preceding sale until the apex of the pyramid
is reached. If conliscatlon was the objective, it should not be necessary to devise
Such machinery. Why not just an estate tax of 100 per cent?
Naturally, the estates which would have been hardest hit by this proposal were
those which consisted primarily of going businesses starting small and grown to
moderate size. Thus, this would have been another blow to incentive. The large
estate invested solely in Government bonds would suffer very little. This hardly
seemed like a tax proposal designed to win the war. Rather, it was one certain
to wreck the production efforts of those businesses whose owners might be so
unfortunate as to die after the enactment of this proposal.
As to those engaged in the administration of estates of persons who-have died
prior to the enactment of this proposal, the administrative difficulties would have
been serious. How would it have been possible to find the decedent's cost in
estates where the decedent died 20 years ago? Usually the decedent's records, if
any, would have been destroyed long ago. How would the Treasury Department
have determined the cost basis when the decedent had died and his records were
long since lost or destroyed? Obviously, the administrative difficulties were
insurmountable. This alone was sufficient to negative this proposal.
Under present law the basis for computing gain on an asset acquired from a
decedent Is the asset's market value at date of death. It was proposed to change
this basis to the original cost to the decedent. This proposal was quite properly
rejected.
However, certain technical amendments in connection with this cost basis are
entirely in order.
We recommend an appropriate amendment to section 118 (n) (5) of the code,
which will definitely establish as the basis, for income-tax purposes, of property
transmitted at death the valuation of such property which was used in the computation of the Federal estate tax.
There is a serious lick of correlation between the estate tax and the income
tax at this point under the existing law. While the valuation of property used for
estate tax purposes is prima face evidence of its value at the date of death,
it may be challenged by either the Commissioner or the heir, devisee, or legatee,
in a subsequent income tax proceeding. This fact creates an incentive to change
of position and litigation which should be removed. Section 3801 of the code
does not operate to discourage such inconsistency since it does not apply where
the estate tax is involved in one year and the income tax in the other.
,
Moreover, code section 811 (j) allows the executor or administrator to elect
between valuation at the date of death or 1 year thereafter for estate-tax
purposes, with a proviso that, if value at the later date is elected, then as
to assets in the gross estate distributed or sold during the year, value at
the date of distribution or the sale price shall be used, Yet section 118 (a)
(5) of the code has never been amended so as to correlate with section 811 (j).
It continues to define, as the basis of property transmitted at death, its value
at the date of death. The result, In cases where the benefits of section 811 (j)
are elected, is that the income-tax basis will usually, as a matter of law, be
higher than the valuation used in computing the value of the taxable estate.
This unfair discrimination should be corrected.
The proper remedy is to amend section 118 (a) (5) of the code to provide that the basis of property transmitted at death shall be the value at,
which it was Included in the gross estate of the decedent (under section 811
of the cocoe), In the determination of the estate tax. Where the property
formed a part of an estate too small to require the filing of an. estate-tax
return, the. Income-tax basis will continue to be Its value at the date of death.
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Section 404 of the bill eliminates the life-insurance exception of $40,000 in
the case of lnsurrnce payable to named beneficiaries and section 418 establishes
a $00,000 exemption on all property including such insurance. Tits reversal
of a wise and long-standing legislative policy relating to the specific Insurance
exemption will disrupt many individual estate plans.
Certainly some means should be provided whereby the shock of the estate
tax upon noncash assets may be lessened and the Government assured of
prompt payment. Heretofore, this insurance exemption provided this source of
payment In the small and moderate estate. The exemption should be retained
and additional tax-free funds should be provided.
Two methods are suggested: (1) "Self-Insurance," under which a liquid trust
fund is specifically set up for estate-tax purposes; and (2) use of "purchased
Insurance" under a plan whereby there will be exempt from estate tax the
proceeds of life insurance definitely earmarked for payment of death duties.
Sel-insurance.---The self-insurance plan involves setting up a trust specifically for estate-tax purposes. If deemed desirable, the statute night limit
the types of assets which could be placed or kept in such a trust, such as,
for example, Government bonds, securities listed on the New York or other
recognized exchanges, and the like. It is suggested, however, that no such
special limitations be imposed, in order to avoid discrimination between investments, since the trust instrument would ordinarily contain provision as to
Niquidity.
In time interests of simplicity and prevention of possible income tax avoidance, such trusts should be permitted to be revocable, except that, after the
settler's death, the assets would be specilfcallye earmarked for estate-tax payment and no further distributions could be mre until such tax liabilities were
liquidated. The trust instrument could provide for the disposition of earnings
prior to the settler's death, either by way 'of accumulation or distribution to
him. In either event, the trust income would be taxable to the settler. The
Instrument might also require as a guaranty of liquidity that the trust be
liquidated within a relatively short time after the due date of the estate tax.
Whatever portion of the trust assets is required to pay estate taxes should
be made exempt from such taxes, and any excess should be subject to tax.
There should be no tax on the privilege of creating such trusts.
'.The principle of not taxing such portion of the estate as is required to pay
the tax accords with the result now reached under the gift tax, where the tax
ix paid by the donor out of the estate remaining to him after a gift. The tax
so paid is not taxed as a Iart of the gift and operates to reduce the estate passing
at death and subject to estate tax.
Purchased inseranre.-Past proposals in the field of purchased insurance
have usually taken the form of exempting from estate tax the proceeds of life
Insurance, definitely eat-marked in some way for the purpose, to the extent such
proceeds are required to pay estate-tax liabilities, with any excess added to the
corpus and subject to tax.
The great advantage of this plan is its simplicity. On the other hand, a
limitation of relief to this plan alone may be deemed objectionable because it
may discriminate between taxpayers, since all taxpayers are not Insurable.
For these reasons it is believed that some form of both plans should be recognized by the statute, leaving the taxpayer to select the form best adapted to his
own circumstances.
* Life insurance tax clariflcation.- -Section 404 also purports to tax the proceeds
Ef insurance if the decedent has either paid the policy premiums or at death
als possessed incidents of ownership in the policy. Elaborate rules are set up
which are difficult to apply and understand. The tests of taxability are in the
alternative and seem to be Irreconcilable.
It would seem apparent to the casual observer that the payment of premium
tleory and the incidents of ownership theory asre entirely Inconsistent. If one
pays pMx iums on policies wlich be does not own, it would appear tmat a gift
would le Involved rather lhan an estate tax problem. On the other band. it Is
nQt difficult to base an estate tax on insurance pollcles actually owned by the
decedent. If someone else paid the premIunA on the insurance owned by the
decedent sucb a payment must have been In the nature of a gift to the decedent
and there is certainly no reason why property received by the decedent prior
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to death should not be taxable at his death if he still owns the property at the
time of his death.
Few will object to legislation making certain just what insurance is taxable
at death. However, it is submitted that the statute should not enact two
alternative and inconsistent bases of tax. It would seem that the ownership
test would avoid many difficulties and be entirely fair to both the Government
and the taxpayer.
8. AMORTIZATION OF BOND PREMIUMS

The amortization proposal contained in section 120 of the bill is dealt with
here primarily because of its effect on trust administration. No one is more
familiar with the meaning of amortization of bond premiums than are trust
administrators. This is because the rule of trust law in many States Is that
bonds purchased at a premium must be amortized, unless the trust instrument
provides otherwise, in order that the principal of the trust fund will remain
intact.
The difficulties of administration, and oftentimes injustice to beneficiaries,
caused by this rule have led most attorneys and trustees to recommend the
drafting of trust Instruments in such a manner as to prohibit the amortization
of premiums.
This section now proposes to require amortization for tax purposes in certain
cases. Thus, a good part of the progress made by attorneys and trust administrators would be set back by this proposal. Beneficiaries under trust instruments
which prohibit amortization would be penalized, and, as most of these Instriunents
cannot be changed, the resulting inequity will continue for years.
There ure at least two theories of amortization, the so-called "straight line"
method and a theory requiring the use of complicated bond-yield tables which are
beyond the comprehension of anyone but a trained mathematician. Straight-line
amortization Is a purely arbitrary method of returning to the principal account,
in equal annual installments over the life of the bond, the exact amount of the
original premium paid. The resultant yield to the investor bears no relationship
to the yield figure universally used by investment houses in offering securities.
A simple example Is as follows:
A $1,000, 10-year, 4-percent bond cost 120, or $1,200. Straight-line amortization
at $20 per year leaves $20 per year as Income, or a current yield based upon
original cost of 1.66 percent.
On the other hand, a broker would state the yield on thisbond as 1.80 per-cent.
The principal objection to this proposal is its impracticability. Tile general
public is not particularly Impressed with the simplicity of the present income tax
law. Under the Treasury proposal one can readily imagine the difficulty of a
widow who purchases a few municipal bonds. The average person has never
heard of amortization, and, if he has,lie tends to tink of it in terms of ncwspapcr
reports regarding defense facilities. The complicated records made necessary by
this proposal will narrow the market for municipal ,securities, exasperate the
taxpayer, and cause endless audifing difficulties for the Government.
As an example of the seriousness of this section attention is directed to subsection (b), (1), which requires amortization to the call date of a bond. If all
redeemable bonds were Government or municipal obligations, this provision requiring amortization for tax purposes to the first call date might be workable
and fairly simple of interpretation. Such bonds are invariably redeemable at
par and are priced in the market to produce a yield comparable to that of municipal
bonds of like quality or other Government obligations maturing at around their
earliest redemption date.
But corporation bonds (because they are redeemable usually at premiums and
because the te-ms of redemption have no semblance of uniformity) present many
complications and many cases where such a law will work a hardship. The
extent to which tills would be true is indicated by an examination of the list of
callable corporation bonds from which one large trust institution Is presently
selecting its bond Investments. Of the 71 bonds On the list, 25 are quoted at or
below their current redemption prices, but 40, or close to two-thirds, are quoted
above their redemption prices, all of which are above par.
For example, Mississippi River Power first mortgage 5's, due January 1, 1951,
are actively traded on tie New York Curb, a recent sale having been made at
112 . The bonds are redeemable on 60 days' notice on any Interest date at 105.
The purchaser at today's market would be compelled to amorti. e 7A points, or
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almost a year-and a half's.lnterest, inthe intervening 5 months-prior to January
1, 1943. 11ow would he proceed from that point?
Connecticut Light & Power first and refunding 7's, due May 1, 1956, Issued in
1921, when Interest rates were high and bond features had to be made attractive
to bond buyers, are redeemable at 105 but only for sinking fund. Does a purchaser
at the present market of 123 amortize to the next sinking-fund date in November
1942 the 18-point premium over call price, and, If so, and his bond Is not redeemed,
does he Is each subsequent year when the slnking-fund redemption price drops
one-half poInt amortize by that amount?
Or consider the case of the purchaser of Lexington Italiway first mortgage 5's,
due June 1, 1949, at a recent bid price of 112. This bond is redeemable only
for sinking fund and at 110, but the accelerating size of the sinking fund will
redeem all ot the bonds in not over two and a half years. These bonds will
be paid through call at 110 so that all except 2 points of the premium paid
will be returned to the purchaser. If the bill forces him to continue ambrtization after the premium over 110 has been deducted he will have a cost for
taxation less than the amount at which the bond will Inevitably be redeemed.
Much more common examples than the last (and their number Is legion) are:
1. Philadelphia Electric Power first and refunding 5%'s, due February 3.
1972, currently quoted at 118%A, a bond that is actively traded on the exchange.
To February 1, 1951, this bond is redeemable on 30 days' notice on any Interest
at 105%; thereafter to 1961 at 105; and thereafter each successive year to
August 1, 1Q70, at % point less than the year previous. From that date it Is
redeemable at 100.
2. Armour & Co., first 4's due August 1, 10)55, actively traded on the New
York Stock Exchange and quoted at 1W), are callable on 69 days' notice as a
whole at 105, or for sinking fund on Interest dates on 80 days notice at 102%.
To which redemption price does the purchaser amortize?
3. Commonwealth Edison convertible debentures 8%'s, due July 1, 1958, Is
quoted at 110 and callable any time at 102% on 30 days' notice. Does the purchaser amortize the premium over call of 7% points within 130(lays after purchase
and do likewise In the case of innumerable other bonds selling above call which
are also redeemable any time on 30 days' notice? Suppose the purchaser of a
Commonwealth Bdison 3/j's immediately writes his cost down to 101l%, and on,
account of the conversion feature within a reasonable time the bond duplicates
the price of 131 at which It sold in 1940. If he
at that price must he
pay a tax on his theoretical profit of 28 po/nis orsells
on his actual profit of 22
points?
Again there Is the question of the treatment of bonds with a delayed redemption price which Is above par.
Canadian National Railways 5's, due February 1, 1970, quoted at 1111, are
noncallable to 1950 when they may be redeemed at 105. On that date what
treatment Is applied to the amortization of the remaining 5 point premium?
These examples are typical, not Isolated cases. A survey of bonds callable
above par Indicates there are over 500 such Issues which are actively traded.
4. NONPESIDENT ALIENS
Section 412 grants an estate-tax exemption of $2,000 in the case of nonresident aliens. This Is highly desirable. However, we have a further recommendation which Is not contained In the bill.
Under the existing law, nonresident aliens are subject to estate and gift
taxes only with respect to property, situated within the United States. However, the Internal Revenue Code provides in respect of both taxes (see. 802 (a) ;
sac. 1030 (b)) that stock of a domestic corporation shall be considered prorerty situated within the United States, no. matter where the stok certflcates
are physically located. In accordance with this theory, It is suggested tbn
tile statute should specifically enact the rule stated in the present regulationn
(Regs 80, at r0, and Regs. 70, art. 18) that stock of a foreign corporation
shall be deemed to be property without the United States, regardless of the
physical location of the certificates.
No similar inconsistency exists In the case of bonds, which are usually taxed
in the place where the bonds are physically located.
We recommend that stock, bonds, and other securities of foreign corporations
owned by nonresident aliens he specifically exempted from estate and gift taxes.
76098-42--vol. 2-28
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This recommendation i based solely upon practical considerations. There are
many good reasons for encouraging nonresident aliens to keep their securities,
whether foreign or domestic, in American custodian accounts, Enployment and
Income are provided to numerous l 'rsonn handling such accounts. The presence
of these accounts facilitates the collection of other taxes due froetthe owners
thereof. Tihe transactions consulluated by the custodians li American inarkets
yield revenue in the form of stamp taxes and otherwise.
The existing law defeats its own purpowo, viz, maximum revenue, by creating
a tax incentive to foreigners to keep their foreign Pecurities outside the United
States, thereby defeating the policy of the changes In the Income-tax law made
In I930 (code, see. 231 (a) ) which exempted nonresident aliens front lax on their
capital galtis realizevd by transfers on American securities exchanges. Also,
since most persons prefer to keep alltheir' securities ilia single account, the
result is that many accoutits of such aliens are kept in Canada or elsewhere,
which might otherwise be malnttnled ilnthe United States. For these reasons,
It Is confidently believed that the adoption of the foregoing recommendation
would, in the net, benefit the revenue, Alts, it Is believed that the estate and
gift tax revenue derived front such nonresident allen securities is so sall as to
be negligible.
For these reasons, we recommend that paragraph (b) of section 8W13of the
Internal Revenue Code be amended by changing the period at the end thereof
to a semicolon and adding the word "and," and that a new subsection be added
reading as follows:
"(c) FoaRIN s8cCUmRE.-Stock in, and securities of, a foreign corporation or a
foreign government or political subdivision thereof, owned and held by a nonresident not a chizen of the United States, without regard to the physical location of the certiecates or other physical .vidences representing such stock or
securities at the time of the decedent's death."
The adoption of this recommendation should e accompanied by the addition
to section 1030 of tile
Internal Revenue Code of a now subsection (C) with a text
Identical with that of the foregoing proposed section 803 (c).
5. O1r TAX EXLSIxON
Section 454 limits the annual gift tax exclusion to $3,000 for each doiec. It
Is a well-known fact that many individuals with dependents have enlisted in the
Army and Navy with the understanding that their parents will take adequate
care of such dependents. This amendment will in many cases Inteisify such a
continued responsibility. A father witlb sons litthe armed services will find
it more difficult to care for his sons' wives and children for In each case the
amount to any one person cannot, without tax penalty, exceed $3,000 per year.
It may be pointed out that in addition to the reduced exclusion there is tie
general gift-tax exemption, However, in cases where liberal excluslons will bo
most needed the general exemption will have been exhausted in prior years.
The Imposition of Increased income taxes along with the existing gift taxes
makes the continued care of such dependents a heavier burden for.persons of
moderate capital savings.
It must be remembered that the gift-tax exclusion represents the only means
by which, without adding to his tax burden, one an ehre for prisons to whom
the donor owes a moral duty to support and maintain. Over-age servants
Indigent relatives, widowed daughter-in-law, education of grandchildren, all
must come within the gift-tax exclusion or the ability to provide for their
sustenance may cease. On every dollar of gift over the exclusion, the donor
its fullamount is
must pay a gift tax, and, If the gift Is made frol home,
subject to Income tax where received by the donor. Thus In a wartine-support
situation the donor has, first, the added financial burden; second, n added
Icome-tax burden on the Income received, and, third, a gift-tax burden for
allgifts above the amount of the exclusion.
One method of correcting the situation would he to exclde from gift tax
all sums expended for the support, maintenance and education (if persons to
whom the donor owes any moral obligation, This, however, woulul result in
so many administrative difficulties that it Is Impracticable. Moral obligations
to test objectively and if a subjective test were applied tme door
are difficuIt
to avoidance andl evasion would be opened. Hence the only logical solution is
a liberal gift tax exclusion. The existing $4,000 exclusion should lie increased
rather than decreased.
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O. 'EXTtNFJION OF

RESENT t4XEMMTION 'TO

The present law's xeluson

01178 IN TRUST

the bill's exchitsiol

of $3.(") should
bo Intended to gifts In trust. Prior to the Revenue Act of 1938, gifts hi trust
enjoyed the benefits of the annual excluson (f $5,0{t he salle extent i gills
made lit other ways. 'theolly-exeopltloln was gifts of future Intorest, wht her
I'y trtst or otherwise. Setion 5)5 of the ttvomntme Af.t of tiutt yetlr rithfled
the atiuul exelsion of $1,00) for gift-tax yers beginthig on or after Jtttunary
1, 1939),and tietliOel its benefits altogether to gifts In trust.
The effect of the 1033 aiendietint will alloar frot a shinlle Iltisrathio.
A
naln has two children, one of then a nittior, 12 years of age. antid tile other itt
adult. 1h1 made it gift of $14,000 out right to the ttdult child lit 19)40. (Of 111ts
4titlolit, oliy $10,00) is subjtXt to ttx. Desiring to treat itls cltildeat (tttally,
but kniowlng hih other chl

of $4,00 or

Is a tittor t1tld without

egil capally to tnttaintge

ils own afftirs, he sets aside $14,000 Irrevocably in trust for the benefit of such
ehihl. The cnti aiottt of gift is subject to tax, oven It the trust lroviles
ttat the Income from tite trust be distributed currently to the child or applied
for his boeltit. As a prachtial tntter, however, 'it is dlilcult to tuake such
gifts to inior children outright. Ilence, such trusts. other thi
those es(ablisited to provide for nlttintetttttco a l
support, commonly provhle thitt the litcome be accumulated for the child until lie reaches his tatijority.
This discrimination was thought to be Justified otn the ground that It was it
practical ttesure to protect tie revenue by niditilzing the atsites growing out
of such deelslotts 1s Wells v. Comnasioaer (88 F. (2n|d) 331) t11)37) ),where It
was field that the trust entity was the donee in the case of a gift in trust,
This de islon severely restricted the scope of the exception of future lnte:ests
front the atual exclusion anttd encouraged the creation of multiple trust, for
the stme belleficlary it order to obttitt a $4,000 xchtslion for each trl!,.
This reason for tihe 11)38 atiendtient has vanished by reason of 1tie recent
decision of the Supreme Court in lth' lerit v. JHtlthings (Marit 8, 1041,
01 S. Ct. 058), which held that the donee of a gift in trust is not the trust
entity but tite betteticiary, thereby overrtlitg the Wells case in pIttelple. On
the aie
day the Court ruled it Unitcd ,tatcs v. lI'cer (01 S. Ct. ""51) that,
where at trst provides for accumulation of Intole during the tritority of a
beneficiary atid the henefleary's right to receive tile accuniultei IncitOe find
corpus is cottingent upon his surviving intil he reaches his majority or other
ejtecllle age, tha interest give to the mnior is t future Interest and tie annui
exIttslon tioes not atply.
rhis decision Is s(itirely contrary to the Wells Case.
Tho reason justifyttg the exception of future Interest, that Is, the uncer-

taity as to the Idently and the number of the donees of the remaiuler interoos,
(10s not .pply to Ii easo it which there Is a present gift of th entti
interest,
iith only tio actual enjoyment of the income postlnd during tile tttitority
of the beteficiary.
In order to correct these unwarratnted Inequalities, appropriate amtendlents
to section 1003 (b) of the Internal Rlevenue Code shou l be adopted.

The CIIAIIMAN. Mr. Shorb.
STATEMENT OF PAUL E. SHORB, WASHINGTON, D. -C., COMMITTEE
ON FEDERAL FINANCE, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED
STATES
Mr. Sizonn. Mr. Chaiman and gentlemen of the committee, my
name is Paul E. Shorb, an attorney, of Washington D C. I appear
as a member of the committee on Federal finance oi the Chamber of
Commerce of the United States and will speak on certain provisions
relating mainly to individual income taxes.

Although I have a prel)ared memorandum, in my remarks, I shall
attempt to summarize the )oints thereof which we thing require fur.
other consideration in connection with the )ending revenue act, but
1. should like my prepared statement and the appendix thereto, to

appear in the record.
The CHIAIRMAN. Yes; that will be done.
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1. EXTENSION OF PERIOD DURING WHICH INCOME FROM DISCHARGE OF
INDEBTEDNESS EXCLUDED

Mr. SHORn. This proposed extension to December 31, 1945, is in
section 112 of H. R. 7378. We are in accord with the change and urge
that your committee make further changes in the provision, namely:
(a) That there be eliminated from the present provisions of section
22 (b) (9), Internal Revenue Code, which deals with this subject,
the requirement that the taxpayer establish to the satisfaction of the
Commissioner or by any Federal-agency authorized to make loans on
behalf of the United States, that it was in an "unsound financial condition."
This requirement has made it difficult for taxpayers to use this
provision. The requirement of a certificate of "unsound financial condition" should be eliminated. This has been discussed with the Treasury and joint committee staffs and we are hopeful that they will so
recommend to your committee. As to the need of this change, we are
entirely in accord with the statement made by Judge Fletcher before
your committee on August 5, 1942, hearings, Revenue Act of 1942,
pages 760-765.
(b) In addition to the above change there should be eliminated from
section 22 (b) (9), Internal Revenue Code, the date of June 1, 1939
now appearing, and substitute therefor a recent date, such as August
1, 1942.
This is necessary to permit corporations which have recapitalized in
receivership and bankruptcy proceedings since June 1, 1939, and down
to the present time, to retire under this provision indebtedness issued
since June 1, 1939. This code provision also is applicable to solvent
corporations. Few of them have changed their capital structure since
June 1, 1939, whereas many corporations in receivership and bankruptcy proceedings have been required since that date to make such
change. The further amendment to this section which we here propose will make the provision applicable to this latter gToup of corporations which have adjusted their capital structure since June 1,
1939, especially those which acted with the approval of the courts or
appropriate Federal commissions.
2. RECOVERY OF BAD DEBTS, PRIOR TAXES, AND DELINQUENCY AMOUNTS

Section 114, H. R. 7378, deals with this subject, and we recommend
that this provision be retained in the bill. The Ways and Means Com-

mittee report on this page 71, does not specifically state that this
amendment is applicable to years prior to 1939, if they are still open
by refund claim, Board appeal, Court suit, or otherwise. We think
this is the intent of (c), but we think statement to this effect in your
committee report would be clarifying and helpful and remove any
doubt.
Further, we recommend a 7-year eriod of limitations for taxpayers
under this section. This is needed to give adequate relief for back
years under the provision. Our recommendation is in accord with a
similar one we are making with respect to other technical and relief
amendments made by H. R. 7378, such as refund claims to be filed under
section 150 thereof.
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3. NONTRADE OR NONBUSIN28 DEDUOTIONS

Section 118 (a) of the revenue bill 9s passed by the House goes far
to correct an inequitable and unjust situation which resulted primarily
from the decision of the Supreme Court in the case of Higgins v. Cammi8*oner (312 U. S. 212). The amendment to section 23 (a) provided by this section of the House-bill allows as a deduction in computing net income:
In the case of an individual, all the ordinary and necessary expenses paid
or incurred during the taxable year for the production or collection of income
or for the management, conservation, or maintenance of property held for the
production of income.

This amendment, if enacted into law. will relieve hardships inflicted
upon a large number of taxpayers.
Since, however, Congress is endeavoring to make it clear that all
expenses paid or incurred in the production or collection of income
or the management, conservation, or maintenance of property held
by an individual taxpayer for the production of income are deductible
so that the income tax will be levied only on true net income and not
gross income, we desire to call your attention to certain specific items
of expense which it is believed the bill or your committee report should
clearly show to be deductible.
Such items are attorneys' fees, accountants' fees, or other costs incurred in the preparation of income-tax returns, in the defense of
income-tax deficiencies, or in the recovery of taxes overpaid. While
such fees would seem clearly to be incurred or paid for the purpose of
conserving a taxpayer's property and thus would be covered -by the
language of section 118 (a) of the House bill the possibility exists that
the word "conservation" might be so narrowly construed as to prevent
deductions of this type.
We therefore urge that either:
(a) The language of the bill be amended so as to make it clear that
fees of this nature are deductible under this section, or
(b) That the Senate Finance Committee report contain language
stating that it is the committee's understanding that fees of this kind
are deductibleg expenses under section 23 (a) (2), which subdivision
is added by section 118 (a) of the House bill.
Subdivision (a) (2), which section 118 (a) of the House bill proposes shall be added to section 23 of the code, by its terms applies
only in the case of an individual. No doubt this is due to the fact
that the decision of the Supreme Court in the case of Higgins v. Comms581owr (312 U. S. 212), involved the case of an individual. It
would seem that no question should arise in the case of corporations
as to the deductibility of all expenses incurred by them. Nevertheless
we understand that recently some revenue agents have been taking
the position that the principle of the Higgins v. Commissioner came
is also applicable to certain types of corporate expenditures, as for
example attorney's fees and expenses incurred in connection with antitrust suits and similar litigation. Such expenses obviously grow out
of the conduct of a corporate taxpayer's business and should be allowed
as deductions. Certainly expenses of that type are incurred in the
management, conservation or maintenance of property held for the
production of income and the same treatment should be accorded
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corporations with respect to this type of deduction as will be accorded
individuals under the proposed amendment.
We recommend and urge that section 23 (a) (2) set forth in section 118 (a) of the House bill be amended to cover corporations as
well as individuals.
In eliminating an. amendment relative to this type of deduction in
the revenue bill of 1941 the conference report (H. Rept. 1203, 77th
Cong. 1st sess., p. 12) in reference to amendment No. 41 states that
the conferees-were advised by the Treasury Department that wherever possible final decision by the Bureau of Internal Revenue on issues arising under the Hliggins
v. Smith decision would be deferred pending such later legislation. (This citation undoubtedly should be Iiiggims v. Commissioner, 312 U. S. 212.)

Section 118 (f) of the House bill indicates that the amendments
proposed by that section are applicable to years prior to 1939 which
are still open by refund claim, board appeal, court suit, or otherwise. This seems to be the intent of subdivision (f) but we think
statement to this effect in your committee report would be clarifying
and helpful and remove any doubt. We also urge that this provision
be made retroactive under a 7-year period of limitation as is suggested by our committee elsewhere in its report with respect to other
technical and administrative amendments, i. e., refunds permitted
by section 150, H. R. 7378.
4. wonTlLEss coRPoaArn, OBLIOATfONS AND STOCKS SHOULD BE TREATEt) As
ORDINARY AND NOT AS CAPITAL LOSSES

Section 119 of the House bill properly liberalizes the statutory requirements relative to the deduction of bad debts in that it amends
section 22 (k) of the code to allow a deduction for a debt which be-,
comes worthless during the taxable year regardless of the year in
which the debt is ascertained to be worthless or charged off. Furthermore, section 150 (a) of theHouse bill removes substantial inequities
by proposing the addition of a paragraph (5) to section 322 (b)
providing a 7-year statute of limitations for filing claims for refund
in connection with bad debts and worthless securities. We favor these
amendments and recommend that they be enacted into law.
, However, we urge that your committee give favorable recommendation to further amendments which will remove the limitation now
imposed by sections 23 (g) (2) and (3) and sections 23 (k) (2) and
(3) of the code whereby worthless stocks and worthless corporate
obligations are treated as capital losses.
Prior to the Revenue Act of 1938 a long series of revenue acts
had treated losses sustained on account of stocks becoming worthless
as ordinary losses deductible in full in the proper year (sec. 23 (3) (2)
of the Revenue Act of 1936 and corresponding provisions of prior
acts). Likewise, corporate obligations were treated as bad debts and
if ascertained to be worthless and charged off within the taxable year,
were deductible in full to the extent of their bases. They were also
subject to the deduction allowed in the case of debts on account of
partial worthlessness (sec. 23 (k) of the Revenue Act of 1936 and
corresponding provisions of prior acts).
Congress deviated sharply from this policy by a series of* amendments in the Revenue Act of 1938 (now found in sec. 23 (g) (2) and
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(3) of the code, and section 23 (k) '(2) and (3). The deduction
allowed on account of partially worthless debts was made wholly inapplicable to these corporate obligations, which include bonds, debentures, notes or certificates, or other evidences, issued by any corporation (including those issued by a government or political subdivision
thereof), with interest coupons or in registered form.
The net effect of the 1938 amendments was to include these losses
in the category of capital losses, subject to the limitations imposed
by section 117. The losses are to be treated as though realized by sale
or exchange of capital assets on the last day of the taxable year during
which the stock became worthless or the obligation was ascertained
to be worthless and charged off. ifthe loss so considered is a longterm capital loss, as most losses of this type are, only a portion ofit
is taken into account under section 117 (b) and such portion only
can be offset against ordinary income, subject to the further limitations of section 117 (c) (2), the so-called ceiling provision.
If it falls into the category of short-term capital losses, it can be
applied only to offset short-term capital gains of the taxable year
under section 117 (d) and, to the extent of any short-term capital
net loss not in excess of the net income for such year, it can be used,
under the 1-year carry-over provision of section 117 (e) to offset
short-term capital gains of the succeeding taxable year. The provisions of section 136 of the House bill relative to capital gains and
losses are substantially as restrictive and do not remove the need for
the elimination of section 23 (g) (2) and (3) and section 9.3(k) (2)
and (3).
We recommend that these amendments of 1938 be repealed retroactively and that the statute be restored to its form prior to the
1938 act, effective to years beginning after December 31, 1937, so as
to cover the year 1938 (to which the 1938 Revenue Act amendments
were applicable) and subsequent years.
Adverse effect on vew enterprise eapital.-We believe that the reasons which were assigned to justify the restrictions on the deduction
of capital losses from ordinary income in the Revenue Act of 1938
and succeeding acts do-not apply to worthless stock and bad debt
losses because of their involuntary character. Our recommendation,
however, is based both upon the proper concept of a capital loss, and
upon considerations of. sound legislative policy. We feel that 'provisions in the tax laws which unnecessarily clog the free flow of
capital into new enterprise are against the public interest. We think
it is plain that such is the tendency of these.amendments and that the
harm they may do far outweighs the insignificant amount of revenue
involved, which should not be controlling in any event.
When equity capital or borrowed capital is sought in order to
finance new enterprise, prospective investors are keen y aware of the
inevitable hazard of partial or total loss of their investment should
the enterprise prove to be a failure or only partially successful.
They also know that if the venture proves to be very successful,
they will be required to pay over a large portion of their gains and
profits to the, Government in taxes. Any arbitrary limitations on
the deduction of investors' losses due to their capital investment in
such enterprises becoming worthless, by increasing the hazard makes
it just that much harder to finance new enterprise. It is our con-
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viction that such limitations therefore defeat their own purpose in
the end and clog the sources of the very revenues it is their professed
purpose to protect.
5. FURTHER REVISIONS NEEDED IN SECTION 124, INTERNAL REVENUE CODE
RELATING TO AMORZATION

We recomniend that a number of amendments be made to section
124 of the Internal Revenue Code providing for the amortization
of the cost of facilities constructed or acquired to meet the requirements of the Nation's wartime program. These amendments, most
of them technical, are necessary to give effect to the original purpose
of section 124 to facilitate the carrying out of the defense and wartime program by encouraging private capital to finance, so far as
possible, the great expansion of plant machinery and other facilities
which its successful execution requires.
Although there has been a considerable expansion of war facilities
through private financing, the original purpose of section 124, because
of its technical restrictions and requirements, has not been fully
realized, and the result has been a tremendous additional draft, on
Govermnent funds for financing facilities. The repeal on February
6, 1942, of section 123 (i) H. J; Res. 257, Public Law No. 436, 77th
Cong., 2d sess.), which proved practically impossible of administration, cured the principal defect in the statute, but there are several
other revisions in section 124 which should be made in the present
revenue bill.
A. Extension of deduction for amortization to person other than
:orporation.-The provision in section 140 of the revenue bill of
1942 to extend the deduction for amortization of emergency facilities
to individuals and corporations should be adopted. Noncorporate
enterprises have been increasingly drawn into the war-production
program and they should be entitled, like corporations, to amortize
the cost of emergency facilities acquired to meet the requirements
of the Nation's war program.
B. Revision of the June 10, 1940, base date.-The revenue bill of
1942 as passed by the House of Representatives provides in section
140 that the base date of June 10, 1940, shall be moved back to December 31, 1939. As the Senate Finance Committee knows, this amendment adopts the base date which was originally decided upon by this
committee in its consideration of the Revenue Act of 1940, but which
was changed to June 10,1940, before enactment into law.
The final adoption of the arbitrary June 10, 1940, date produced
very unfair results because many companies, anticipating the tremendous needs of the Nation's defense program, and encouraged by
the Government itself, went ahead with the expansion of necessary
facilities well in advance of June 10, 1940. In fact, a considerable
expansion of facilities of inestimable value in the war effort today
was undertaken in the latter part of 1939, and the inequity of the
arbitrary June 10, 1940, base date which excluded these taxpayers
from the benefits of amortization is obvious. As a matter of fact,
selecting an arbitrary date such as December 31, 1939, would work
a real hardship in many cases, and it is recommended that the provision in the House bill be adopted with a further proviso that-
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When the Secretary of War or the Secretary of the Navy is satisfied that an
expansion begun prior to December 31, 1939, and subsequent to September 8, 1939,
was made directly to aid the national-defense effort, as evidenced by contracts
or request from proper officials of the War and Navy Departments, certification
of facilities may be made regardless of the limitation date of December 81,
1939.
This addition, it is submitted, would effectuate the basic purpose
of section 124 to permit taxpayers to write off the cost of emergency
facilities over the emergency period. Certainly, taxpayers who were
sufficiently foresighted to initiate vital and needed expansion programs should note at a disadvantage as compared to those who did
not undertake expansions to further the war effort until a much later
period.
C. Uncompleted facilities.-Thereis no express provision in section
124 as it stands with respect to the status of emergency facilities which
have not been completed at the end of the emergency period.
Many expansions which have been undertaken for war purposes
and have been properly certified by the War or Navy Departments, or
with respect to which necessity certificate applications are pending,
will take time to complete. If the war ends, and the "emergency
period" as defined in the statute, terminates before these facilities are
completed, the contractors will be in a difficult position. The law does
not permit amortization to be taken until the facilities are completed.
A contractor which has begun the construction or acquisition of facilities and has a necessity certificate application pending at the termination of the emergency period is faced with two difficulties:
(1) the certifying agency may have doubt in such a situation
whether a necessity certificate should issue and,
(2) even if certification of the facilities is made after the ternination of the emergency period, the contractor cannot begin amortization unless the facilities are completed.
The latter difficulty is faced by every contractor to whom a necessity
certificate has been issued and the facilities are not completed upon the
termination of the emergency period.
Also, quite a)art from the amortization provision, a loss might be
claimed from aliandonnment or obsolescence of partly completed work.
However, such a deduction is apt to fall in a year of post-war loss,
when the taxpayer will obtain no benefit. The most equitable result
is to allow the cost of the uncompleted facilities to be'spread back over
the period of construction. An amendment should be adopted to permit this to be done.
One method of accomplishing it would be to give the taxpayer an
option to start the amortization period with the first month in which
the expenditures are incurred with respect to the facilities. Depreciation of facilities is permitted on this basis, and there is no
reason why it should not also be permissible for purposes of amortization. As a matter of fact, section 124 (a) refers to the deduction for
amortization as being in lieu of the deduction for depreciation provided in section 23 (1), and this general provision should be implemented by the option provision to make it certain that a taxpayer
can, if he chooses, start the amortization period with the first month
in which such facility expenditures are incurred.
To alleviate any doubts in the minds of the certifying agencies as
to their authority under the statute to issue necessity certificates sub-
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sequent to the termination of the emergency period, a specific authorization should be included as an amendment to section 124.
D. Depletable facilities.-A large number of emergency facilities
are of such a character that they are subject to depletion rather
than depreziat;on. For example, high-cost mines have been opened
for war purposes, particularly in the development of strategic and
scarce minerals, which cannot be operated successfully in peacetime.
The operators of these mines should have the opportunity to recover
their cost over the period of the emergency, rather than through
depletion. Section 124 (a), however, states that the deduction for
amortization is in lieu of section 23 (1), which relates only to depreciation. The Treasury and the service departments theretofore
take the- position that expenditures subject to depletion under section 23 (n) cannot be amortized. A change in the law in this respect would be desirable. ,
If section 131 of the House bill amending section 114 (b) (4) is
enacted into .law as proposed, it may be decided, since this provision
is aimed at relieving the inequitable situation faced by mine owners
as a result of war requirements, that a taxpayer with depletable
facilities must choose between the privilege 'of amortization under
.,ection 124 and the depletion allowance under section 114 (b) (4)
a., amended by H. R. 7378.
E.Facilities under emergency plant facility contract.-It is now
clear that the amortization deduction of many taxpayers having
emergency plant facility contracts will commence earlier than their
inclusion in gross income of payments received from the Government under such contracts. The reason for this lack of synchronization between deductions and payments is that the deduction is tied
in, under section 124 (a), with the acquisition or installation of
particular facilities, such as machinery, whereas payments under the
contract may commence only when the whole plant is completed.
This lack of synchronibzation will,, of course, work hardship in cases
where a taxpayer has insufficient income from other sources to offset
the amortization deduction in one or more of the periods in which
it must be taken. It will also result in an inequitable distortion of
taxable income if reimbursements have to be included in income after
all amortization deductions have been taken.
To avoid this unfair result, the Treasury has issued rulings to
some contractors upon request that*reimbursement payments may be
synchronized with amortization deductions under various theories,
such as that all t1, e facilities under the contract constitute a "single
facility," the amortization deduction beginning with the reimbursement payments upon the completion of the "single facility." However, without a general ruling by the Treasury or a change in the
law, contractors without rulings in their individual cases have a very
uncertain status.
The only reason for allowing the contractor under an emergency
plant facility contract any deduction for amortization when the
contract guarantees him direct reimbursement of the entire cost of
the facilities, is to protect him from taxation upon the amounts so
received by him, the Treasury having already indicated that such
amounts constitute income. (T. D.,5016, Section 19.124-6.) The provisions of emergency plant facility contracts provide for reimburse-
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ment in 60 equal monthly installments, presumably so that they will
coincide with the tax deductions. It has been pointed out, however
that this assumption of coincidence of deduction and payment wili
often fail to be realized.
Also, section 124 (h) has provided that, if such a contract is terminated in less than 5 years, and the Government is obligated to pay
the unpaid balance in a lump sum, a deduction may be taken equal
to such amount, in lieu of the deduction otherwise allowed.
We therefore recommend that section 124 be amended so as specifically to prove either*(1) That amortization deductions are to be synchronized with reimbursement payments under the contract so as completely to offset
such payments; or
(2) That no amortization of facilities under an emergency plant
facility contract shall be allowed and that payments under such contracts, to the extent they do not exceed the cost of the facilities, shall
be excluded from gross income.
The effect of this latter amendment is to treat such contracts for
what they in substance are, i. e.1 sales on deferred payments.
This recommendation is intended to cover cases in which the emergency plant facility contract involves in substance a positive sale,
with a noncancelable obligation of the Government to pay for the
facility and of the contractor to deliver it. The mere existence of
an option under which the contractor is entitled to repurchase the
facility upon a basis prescribed in the contract should not operate,
however, to make the recommendation inapplicable. In cases where
the contract does not impose such absolute obligation, a different
problem is, of course, presented, but even in such cases, the law and
regulations should be flexible enough to permit coincidence between
the period in which payments are received and the amortization deductions are req,,ired to be taken as recommended under (1) supra.
F. Defense plant corporationlease8.-There has been considerable
uncertainty in the thinking of not only taxpayers, but also the
TIreasury, War, and Navy Departments as to the status of facilities
acquired under Defense Plant Corporation leases with respect to certification and amortization under section 124. Although these agreements with the Defense Plant Corporation are designated leases and
tinder the usual form of Defense Plant Corporation lease the Government has title and the lessee is required to pay rentals, the fact that
under the terms of a majority of these contracts the lessee has an option to purchase and the rentals paid are to be credited upon the purchase price upon the exercise of the option, has raised the question
under prior court and Board decisions on somewhat analogous facts,
'hether the lessee has a depreciable or an amortizable interest. (See
Ilelser Machine & Marine -Work8, InC., v. (ommis8ioner, 38 B. T. A.
1220; A. B. Wat8on v. Conmisioner, 24 B. T. A. 466, affirmed 62 F.
(2d) 35 (C. C. A.-9).)
It is understood that some lessors having- the benefit of the Treasury's views on this problem, have filed applications for certificates of
necessity so as to entitle them to amortization if it is determined they
have amortizable interAsts under the leases. Other taxpayers, assuming that the agreement is a lease as designated by the Defense Plant
,Qorporatiov, have not filed necessity certificate applications.
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Since the fact that the facilities are covered by a Defense Plant
Corporation lease clearly establishes them as necessary within the
meaning of section 124, a simple amendment to section 23 (a) providing that a lessee's payments under a Defense Plant Corporation lease
may, at the option of the taxpayer be deducted as rentals would solve
this troublesome problem.
G. Extension of time for filing necessity certificate applications.-

Section 140 of the, House bill amends section 124 (f) (3) to provide
that a timely app',ication may be filed within 3 months after the date
of the enactment of the Revenue Act of 1942 in the case of an emergency tacility completed or acquired by a corporation after December
81, 1939 and before June 11, 1940. We recommend that section 124 (f)
(3) be further amended to make the period 6 months instead of 3
months and to make this extension of time applicable for filing applications for certificates of necessity with respect to facilities acquired
by corporations on or after the new basic date without limiting its
efect to the period prior to June 11, 1940.
Many corporations did not file such applications because of the
uncertainty as to the meaning and requirements of section 124 and the
confusion created by the continued existence until February 6, 1942
of section 124 (i). The regulations clarifying the meaning of and
the procedure under section 124 were not approved by the President
and promulgated by the War and Navy Departments until May 22,
1942, and on that date it was too late to'file applications for necessity
certificates with respect to any facilities the acquisition or construction
of which began prior to November 22 1941. Even on February 6, 1942,
when section 124 (i) was repealed (H. J. Res. 257), no applications
could be filed with respect to any facilities the construction or acquisition of which began prior to August 6, 1941. As a matter of simple
fairness to all taxpayers, particularly the small companies without
the advantage of counsel, a further extension of time should be granted
to a date 6 months subsequent to the date of the enactment of thb
Revenue Act of 1942.
H. Limitation on amortization allowance in section 1934 (f) (3).The amendment to section 124 (f) (3) proposed by H. R. 7378 reverts
to the same type of objectionable limitation on the allowance of
amortization which was incorporated in section 124 as originally enacted and subsequently eliminated by H. J. Res. 80, enacted January
31, 1941. The proposal of H. R. 7878 is to make the right to amortization depend upon the dispatch with which the certifying agencies issue
a cei ::ficate. Section 149 (e) (1) provides that the amortization allowance is contingent upon the issuance of a necessity certificate prior
to 9 months after the date of enactment of the Revenue Act of 1942.
The analogous provision originally in section 124 which was repealed
by H. J. Res. 80 made the amortization allowance contingent upon
te issuance of a certificate prior to February 6, 1941.
As the House report on H. J. Res. 80 (11. Rept. 11, 76th Cong., 3d
sess.) pointed out, it is-unfair to a taxpayer to cause it to lose its certification because the certifying
agencies are unable to perform adequately their duties within the time specified
in the statute, a fact over which the taxpayer has no control.

If the time for filing applications is extended for a 6 months'
period beyond the date of the enactment of the Revenue Act of 1942,
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it is a practical certainty based on the experience of the certifying
agencies in the past, that there will be insufficient time to issue certificates in many cases in the 3 remaining months of the 9-month
period now proposed by H. R. 7378. At the present time it often takes
much longer than 3 months for the certifying agents to pass on an
application and issue a necessity certificate.
We recommend, relying on the reasons fiven in House Report No.
11 for the enactmei-t of . J. Res. 80 w ich were also adopted b
this committee that the 9-months' limitation be stricken from 11. R
7378 and that no such limitation be placed on certification over which
the taxpayer has no control. This would also mean striking the
similar limitation in provision (d) of the proposed amendment to
section 124 (f) (3).
If for some reason it is thought that there must be a limitation
period for certification, it should in no event be less than 12 months
from the date o! the enactment of the Revenue Act of 1942.
I. Election requirement should be relaxed.-Section 124 (b) frequently requires the taxpayer to make an election whether to take
depreciation before the certificate of necessity has been issued. There
is no g'ood reason for such rigid election requirements in tax statutes
and the House bill has recognized this principle in eliminating the
election requirement of section 114 (b) relating to percentage depletion which resulted in such inequitable treatment of taxpayers, particularly small taxpayers.

J. F. Riley Investment Co. v. Commis-

sioner, 311 U. S. 55.
We therefore recommend that section 124 (b) be amended to allow
the election to be made by notice in writing filed with the Commissioner of Internal Revenue at any time within 6 months after the
issuance of a certificate with respect to the facilities included therein
or 6 months after the date of enactment of the Revenue Act of 1942,
whichever is the later.
J. Overpayments.&-Section 140 (j) of H. R. 7378 providing for refunds or credits resulting from the proposed amendments to section 124 refers only to "tax paid under chapter 1" and makes no
mention of taxes paid under chapter 2. This would exclude refunds
or credits of excess profits taxes covered by chapter 2 of which there
would be overpayments because of the amortization allowance under
the amendments of section 124, for the period from December 31,
1939 to June 10, 1942. This presumably was an oversight in drafting
section 140 (j) and the provision certainly should be amended to
include taxes paid tinder chapter 2 as well as under chapter 1.
6. CLARIFICATION OF SECTION 23
NOT COVERED BY

(1) WITH RESPW TO WAR FACIITIES
ECESrrY CERTCATES

A large amount of depreciable 'plant facilities, machinery and
other equipment will be used in the war production pro ram to which
certificates of necessary will not be obtained and which will not,
therefore, be subject to the amortization allowance provided by section 124 of the code. Much of this property will have been constructed or acquired prior to June 10, 1940, the present basic date,
but tinder the proposed amendment would qualify for amortization
to the extent constructed or acquired between December 31, 1939,
and June 11, 1940.
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In many cases allowable depreciation rates will have been established based f~pon the estimated useful life of such property under
normal or peacetime conditions. Obviously, such rates will be wholly
inadequate under wartime conditions.
Obviously, such rates will be wholly inadequate under wartime conditions. There are several reasons wvhy this must be so. First, such
estimates of useful life will ordinarily have been calculated upon the
basis of normal uses, perhaps 8 hours a day or 40 to 48 hours a week.
But certain facilities, particularly machinery, power plant and the
like will wear out much more rapidly when used on the basis of the
double or treble shifts necessitated by the war production program.
Second, the great expansion of employee personnel has made it necessary to dilute production staffs with a large proportion of inexperienced employees. Wear and tear on machinery must inevitably be
accelerated during the period such employees are being trained.
Third, the pressing demand for maximum production will allow less
time for proper maintenance, repair, and resting of machinery. This
factor will tend to shorten its useful life. Fourth, obsolescence factors
will be very important and must be accorded due weight. Much
plant and machinery will have little or no utility for peacetime production after the war is over. Much other equipment will become
useless because of technological improvements incident to the war
production program.
The Board of Tax Appeals has given some weight to the so-called
principle of accelerated depreciation in a number of cases (C. C. H.
1942, 219.02-37).
The Bureau of Internal Revenue has also recognized some of the
foregoing factors are entitled to consideration (I. T. 3398, CB 19402 P. 396; T. D. 5000, CB 1940-2 P. 397, at p. 405, under Vinson Act,
but principles seem clearly applicable to income tax).
Nevertheless, the matter is of such vital importance that we believe Congress should insert in the statute a directive that the special
factors which war has introduced shall be given due weight in the
determination of the useful life of depreciable assets and the fixing
of depreciation rates. Such a directive will encourage administrative officials to accord to such special factors the full weight to which
they may be entitled.
7. THE BASIS OF DEPRECIABLE ASS TS SHOULD NOT BE REDUCED ON ACMOO
OF DEPRECIATION IN PRIOR YEARS NOT BENEFICIALLY ALLOWED

It is recommended that the law be appropriately amended so as to
provide, beyond any question of doubt, that excessive depreciation
not beneficially allowed-i. e., not used to offset taxable income in
earlier years-shall not be applied to reduce the basis of depreciable
property.
It is also urged that the policies applied in the determination of
depreciation deductions should be liberalized so as to accord more
nearly with business aid accounting practices.
Clarification of the existing statute at this time is also needed by
reason of doubt as to the proper interpretation of its terms. This
doubt is'causing litigation and hampering the expeditious settlement
of cases before the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
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Prior to the Revenue Act of 1932 the statute provided for adjustmnt of basis on account of depreciation by the amount of depreciation iiowable. In the 1934 act section 113 (b) (1) (B) was amended
to its present form, viz, to provide for adjustment of the basis to the
extent of depreciation allowed but not less than the amount allowable.
The report of the Committee on Ways and Means on the 1934 act,
page 22, explained that the Treasury frequently encountered cases
where a taxpayer who had taken and had been allowed depreciation
deductions at a certain rate consistently over a period of years, later
claimed, often after the statute of limitations had run, that the
allowances so made to him in prior years were excessive and that his
basis should therefore be adjusted by an amount less than the total
of the amounts so allowed, i. e., that the basis could be adjusted only
for the lesser amounts which were allowable. The report then went
on to say that the Treasury ought not to be penalized for having
approved the taxpayer's deductions.
The report concluded by stating that, while the committee did not
regard the existing law as countenancing such inequitable results,
it believes that the new bill should specifically preclude any such
possibility."
Legal history.-The Bureau of Internal Revenue in 1935 made its
first published ruling interpreting the effect of the 1934 amendment.
(I. 'r. 2944 XIV-2 CB 50.) It was held that the statute, as amended,
required the basis of depreciable assets to be adjusted to accord
with the amount allowed or allowable, whichever is the greater irrespective of any statute of limitations applicable to the year of deduction, and that the depreciation claimed in the return for a given
year which has been accepted by the Bureau is the amount allowed
f6r that year. Whether or not the deduction offset income otherwise
taxable is immaterial under the principle upon which this ruling is
based.
This interpretation of the statute was successfully challenged by
a taxpayer in the case (Pittsburgh Brewing Co. v. Commisioner,
107 F. 2d) 155) decided by the Circuit Court of Appeals for the
Third Circuit in 1939. A unanimous court there held that depreciation is not allowed within the meaning of section 112 (b) (1) (B)
of the 1932 act, the text of which has not been modified in the subsequent acts nor in the code, unless it is actually taken aS a deduction
against taxable income.
ro illustrate, under this interpretation of the statute, if a taxpayer
had a net income of $5,000 for tl-e taxable year ibeiore claiming $20,0
deduction on account of depreciation, the basis of its depreciable
assets should be reduced by $5,000, not $20,000. In other words,
"allowed" is interpreted, in effect, to mean beneficiallyy allowed."
The interpretation enunciated by this decision is sound and has
since been applied in the following court and Board of Tax Appeals
decisions: Don Lee, Inc., v. United States (U. S. District Court
Northern District of California), 42 Fed. Supp. 885; Kennedy Laundry
Co., 46 B. T. A. 70; Virginal. !Ltc Corp. of Lunchburg, B. T. A.
Memorandum Decision of May 6, 1942 (Docket No. 105, 826 C. C. H.
Dec. No 12 522-d).
Nevertheless, these cases cannot be regarded as settling the law on
this question, particularly since the Government did not seek review
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of the PittsburghBrewing Co. decision by the Supreme Court on
certiorari. The published ruling of the Commissioner cited above
has neither been modified nor revoked by any later published ruling,
although it is possible that some effect is being given to the decision
of the third circuit in the settlement of cases. In any event, the
question involved is of great importance to such a large group of
taxpayers that any doubt as to the statute's meaning sh-ould be
promptly removed by a clarify",q, amendment.
It is apparent that the abov;e d-ecision is consistent with the underlying rationale of the depreciation deduction. Congress has recognized the indisputable fact that depreciation is a part of the cost of
carrying on business and is a part of the cost of production of goods
and services. To the extent that depreciation is denied upon assets
worn out or consumed in production, in computing taxable income
from such production the income tax is perverted in effect into a tax
on capital. The reduction of the basis of depreciable assets on account
of allowable depreciation which cannot be used to offset taxable income in loss years denies to taxpayers the recovery of their capital
investment. To go still further and penalize a taxpayer by reducing
the basis where in past years he has, with no resulting tax benefit, mistakenly claimed an amount of depreciation as a deduction which exceeds the amount legally allowable, cannot be defended on grounds of
either equity or sound legislative policy.
For these reasons it is submitted your committee should clarify this
situation by an amendment to section 133 (b) (1) (B) of the code to
the effect that the adjustment of basis of depreciable assets cannot in
any case exceed the amount of depreciation beneficially allowed as a
deduction, i. e., used to offset taxable income in prior years. Such an
amendment is in accord with the rationale of the aforementioned court
and Board decisions and also with the policy of the House in the
amendment to the code proposed by section 144, H. R. 7378, to the
effect that where deductions for bad debts, prior taxes and delinquency
amounts did not operate to reduce the income-tax liability of the taxpayer for any prior taxable year, the recovery of such amounts in a
subsequent year would be excluded from gross income. (See H. Rept.
No. 2333, 77th Cong., 2d sess., p. 69 et seq.)
S. INCOME FROM SOURCES WITHOUT THE UNITED STATES

Section 116 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code excludes under certain
circumstances from gross income and from taxation under chapter 1
thereof earned income from sources without the United States. Section 134 of H. R. 7378 would eliminate this provision. The provision
has been in the revenue acts for many years and is needed if foreign
trade of the United States is to be properly supported and encouraged.
Your committee has heard testimony on this from many other witnesses, and we will not now dwell upon the subject, but we do strongly
support the continuance of the provisions of section 116 (a), Internal
Revenue Code, in application to bona fide nonresident American
citizens.
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9. INCo0ME TAX CON SEQUENCES OF MORTGAO. FORECLOSURES SHOULD BE
SPECIFICALLY DEFINED BY STATUTE

'This is a very technical and complicated subject. We will not discuss
it at length with your committee now, but ask your consideration of a
memorandum attached to this presentation as an appendix.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Aniy questions?
(No questions.)
We thank you very much. The appendix will be inserted in the
record.
(The appendix submitted by Mr. Shorb is as follows:)
APPNDIx
SUIIMITTED BY PAUL
INCOME TAX CONSEQUENCES

FE.
8110'u], WASHINGTON, D. C.

OF MORTGAGE FOSECLOSURIS SHOULD BE SPECIFICALLY
DEFINED BY STATUTE

Perhaps in respect of no other common situation is the income-tax law in a
more bewildering state of confusion and uncertainty than in the field of mortgage
foreclosures.
A simple illustration will suffice to show a few of the points at which doubt
and uncertainty exist. Suppose that John Smith owns a farm In Kansas for
which he paid $25,000. In a prior year lie mortgaged his farm to secure a loan
of $15,000. In the year 1940 Smith was in default with respect to both principal
and 1 year's interest, and foreclosure proceedings were brought by the mortgagee.
At the foreclosure sale in October of 1940, the mortgagee bid in the property for $16,200, which included the mortgage debt, $750 interest, $250 unpaid taxes, and
$200 costs of the foreclosure suit. The mortgagee thereby got title to the property for the amount of his investment. The fair market value of the"faTn at
the time of the sale was $14,000. It is assumed that under Kansas law, Smith
may redeem the property within a period of 1 year from the date of the foreclosure sale.
The following tax questions, among others, immediately arise. First, as to
the mortgagor:
(1) Does the mortgagor, John Smith, sustain a deductible loss when he loses
his farm on foreclosure?
(2) If so, is it an "ordinary" loss deductible in full or is it a capital loss subject to the limitations imposed by section 117 of the code? Is the answer to this
question affected by the presence or absence of personal liability of the mortgagor
for the mortgage debt?
(3) In what year may he lawfully claim the deduction, the year of the fore-

closure or the year in which the statutory period of redemptiodl expires, or some
other year?
(4) What difference, If any, would it make from the point of view of the tax
consequences if Smith, in order to avert the expenses and delay of judicial foreclosure, conveyed the farm to the mortgagee in consideration of the latter's can-

celing the mortgage debt, including accrued interest?
(5) What would be the ta* consequences if he abandoned the property?
On the side of the mortgagee, even more baffling questions arise:
(1) What is the tax effect of the mortgagee's bidding in the property on foreclosure at a price which includes the accrued interest?
(2) Is the answer to this question affected by the fact that the fair market
value of the property on the foreclosure date is less than the principal of the
debt ?
(3) If the price at which the mortgagee bidg in the property is less than the
basis of the obligations of the debtor applied in satisfaction of the bid, can the
excess of the basis over the bid price be taken as a bad-debt deduction and, if
so, In what year?

71093-42--vol. 2-
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(4) If the fair market value of the property on the date of foreclosure is in
excess of or less than the basis of the obligations of the debtor applied by the
mortgagee in satisfaction of his bid, does the mortgagee realize a recognized
gain or loss to the extent of the difference? If so, is such gain or loss classified
as an ordinary or as a capital gain or loss?
(5) What is the mortgagee's basis of the property acquired on foreclosures?
FL

QUESTIONS ANSWERED

Despite the fact that such transactions are common and of frequent occurrence, one looks in vain to the statute for a definite answer to all these questions.
Administrators and courts have been compelled to grope for answers thereto
with no legislative directions or signposts to guide them. However, the selection
of the best rule from among two or more possible alternatives may depend upon
considerations of policy which are peculiarly appropriate for legislative determination. Confusion and conflict In judicial decision are rife. Only a few
of the above questions have recently been authoritatively determined by Supreme Court decisions. Each of these decisions has undesirable practical consequences which may require correction by legislative rules.
In the case of Helvering v. Hammel, 311 U. S. 504, the Supreme Court held
that the loss sustained by a mortgagor upon foreclosure is a capital loss, subject
to the limitations Imposed by secticn 117 of the Itevenue Act of 1934. This
decision overturned several decisions of the Board of Tax Appeals and of Circuit
Courts of Appeal, and (as so frequently in judge-made law) completely overlooked the legislative policy upon which the capital loss limitations are based.
The decision in Betty Rogers v. Covtmissioner (C. C. A. 0th), 103 F. (2d) 790,
in which the court reached a similar result where the mortgagor, faced with
a possible foreclosure, conveyed the property to the mortgagee in full satisfaction of the mortgage debt seems a fortiori correct, in the light of the 1lammei
case.
TREAT MORTGAGOR'S

LOSSES AS ORDINARY LOSSES

We believe that the results in this case are of very questionable desirability
from the point of view of policy. We rcconunend that the statute be amended
so as specifically to provide that mortgagor's losses, whether upon foreclosure
sale or voluntary sale to the mortgagee to obviate foreclosure, shall be deductible
in full as ordinary losses.
Recent decisions have held that a mortgagor may establish an ordinary loss
by abandoning the mortgaged property, at least in cases in which it has become
so great a liability that he is willing so to do without first obtaining a release
extinguishing his personal liability. (Polin v. Coisfssioner, C. C. A. 8, 1940,
114 F. (2d) 174; Park Chamberlain,41 B. T. A. 10, appeal dismissed C. C. A. 7th.)
But the fact of foreclosure Is highly persuasive evidence that 'the mortgagor's
equlty in the property has already become worthless. Why should the technical
even, of sale operate to determine the character of the loss for tax purposes?
The rule of the flamniel case, by assimilating losses on mortgage foreclosures
to losses sustained on truly voluntary sales and exchanges of capital assets, will
work a hardship on thousands of mortgagors whose transactions were not motivated by tax considerations. It may have repercussions prejudicial to the public
interest in the field of mortgage loans by causing lenders to insist upon a wider
margin of security. To that extent, the decision may act as a clog upon new
housing construction which will be of vital Importance to national economic
welfare.
DErERMINATION OF YEAR OF LOSS

We recommend that the statute also be amended to state a definite rule for
determining the year in which the loss of a mortgagor upon foreclosure shall
be deemed to be sustained.
Originally the Treasury took the position in a series of rulings that the event
which determined the date of the loss was the foreclosure sale. Hence, the
loss could be taken In the year of the sale. This was a sensible and realistic
rule. The percentage of cases of redemption from foreclosure within the statutory period is almost negligible, and should not govern the normal case. However, the Board of Tax Appeals, adopting a narrowly lgalistic position, held
that the loss was not sustained for tax purposes until the year In which the period
of redemption expired. (J. C. Hawkins, 34 B..T. A. 918, afd. 91 F. (2d) 354
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(C. C. A, 5th, 1937).) The Bureau accepted this unrealistic rule and published
a ruling revoking its earlier rulings. ( (G. C. M. 19367) 1937-2 C. B. p. 115.)
In view of the activities of legislatures In the last decade in extending periods
of redemption by oratory laws, the effect of this rigid and unfair rule in many
cases Is to defer indefinitely the year in which such losses may be taken as
deductions. In the meantime, neither taxpayers nor the Government can be
certain that the rule of the Hawkins case will survive should the problem later
reach the Supreme Court for final determination. In the event of an ultimate
reversal, confusion and injustice will result.
We recommend that the statute be amended, in line with the earlier Treasury
position, so as to provide that a mortgagor shall be allowed to deduct his loss in
the year of the foreclosure sale, unless he shall establish, by proof of abandonment or otherwise, that his equity became worthless in an earlier year, in which
case the deduction shall be allowed in such year.
No difficulty need be apprehended in the occasional case where the mortgagor
redeems the property in a subsequent year, as a proper adjustment would be
made In the return for that year under existing principles.
POSITION OF MORTOAGEE
The position of the mortgagee after foreclosure is even more obscure, if that
Is possible, than the position of the mortgagor under existing law. The long.
standing administrative rule (section 19.23 (k)-3 of Regulations 103) states
that where a mortgagee bids in property at a foreclosure sale, he realizes gain
or loss in the amount of the difference between the fair market value of the
property at tile date of the sale and the basis of the obligations of the debtor
applied In satisfaction of his bid. It also states that he may deduct as a bad
debt, if and when ascertained to be worthless and charged off, the balance of the
basis of such obligations which is not satisfied by his bid. The b'd price Is
treated merely as prima facie evidence of the value of the property. The peculiar
results follow, under these regulations, that a mortgagee may realize a taxable
gain upon the acquisition of tile mortgaged property and in the same year claim
a bad debt deduction for the unsatisfied portion of the mortgaged debt, where it
is ascertained in that year that a deficiency judgment for such portion would
be worthless and the requisite charge-off is made.
Suppose, however, that the mortgagee's bid price equals the amount of tile
mortgage debt, plus accrued interest, costs, etc., but that the basis of the
debtor's obligations applied in satisfaction of tile bid exceeds tile fair market
value of the property. It is apparent here that there Is no basis for claiming
a bad debt deduction, since the debtor's obligations have been satisfied in full
by the bid price. In this situation the Supreme Court had held, in Helvering v.
Midland Mutual Life Insurance Company, 300 U. S. 216 (1937), that the mortgagee is required to report the amount of accrued interest included in the bid
price as "Interest received," that the bid price conclusively establishes tile value
of the property for the purposes of the transaction, and that the actual fair
market value of the property at the time of acquisition on foreclosure is imnaterial. By parity of reasoning, the mortgagor is presumably entitled to a deduction of the accrued Interest thus satisfied by way of credit against the bid price.
It seemed to be a reasonable inference from the Court's opinion In the case
that the mortgagee occupied the legal position of a purchaser; that lietook as
his basis the price bid at the sale; that he was entitled to a bad debt deduction
only if and to the extent that the basis of the debt was in excess of the bid price
and was ascertained to be worthless and charged off; and that the mortgagee
realized gain only if and to the extent that his basis of the portion of ihedebt
represented by the bid was less than the face amount thereof. So Interpreted,
the Supreme Court's decision raised grav6 questions as to the validity of the
existing Treasury regulations.
That such uncertainty existed was well shown by the decision In Hadley Falls
Trust 0woranny v. United States, 22 F. Supp. 346 (1938), affirmed in part and
reversed In pol In 110 F. (2d) 8S7 (C. C. A. 1, 1940). (Cf. Grigsby v. Cornwis8ioner, 87 F. (2d) 96 (C. C. A. 7, 1937).) In this case the Commls.ioner refused
to follow his regulations and denied the mortgagee deduction of a loss repesenting the excess of the amount bid by him on foreclosure over the actual fair
market value of the property. The circuit court of appeals, while expressing
grave doubt as to the validity of the regulations, reversed and allowed The lo-s
on the slippery ground (always fictitious and invariably wrong) that the regu-
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nations had acquired the force of law by virtue of the repeated reenaciment of
the statute without material change.
The validity of these regulations appears to have been definitely sustained
by other recent decisions. (Malden Trust Co. v. (opnmissioncr, 110 F. (2d) 758
(C. C. A. 1) ; Bowle8 lunch Go. v. Commissioner, 33 F. Supp. 239 (Ct. CI.) ; Helvering v. New President Corporation,122 F. (2d) 92; Bondholder8 Committee, Marlborough Investment Co. v. Conimissioner, 62 U. S. 537.1 The failure, however,
of the Supreme Court In the case last ched to distinguish the Midland Mutuai
Life Insurance Co. case creates new uncertainties as to the meaning of that
decision and the scope of Its future application.
LEGISLATIVE ACTION IMPERATIVE

These and other illustrations which might be given show the imperative
necessity of legislative action to remove the confusion and uncertainty now existing in this large group of every-day business and financial transactions. It is
appreciated that the choice between alternative rules will in some situations
involve difficult questions of policy. Also, it may be that the same rules ought not
be applied to foreclosure of corporate bond issues, secured by blanket mortgages
and bond indentures, as to ordinary private mortages and deeds of trust. But
the situation demands solution. It is one where it Is perhaps as important to
have a definite and certain rule as to select the right rule from several alternatives. No rule is likely to work perfectly in all cases, but lenders and borrowers
in the mortgage field can adapt themselves to a particular statutory rule which
is reasonably definite and certain.
We recommend as the rule with respect to inortgagees, which will involve the
least administrative difficulty, that which recognizes the fact that a mortgagee who himself bids in the property on foreclosure is engaged essentially
in a salvage operation which should not be regarded as a closed transaction
for tax purposes. We therefore urge the insertion of section 112 of an appropriate provision providing for nonrecognition of gain or logs to a mortgagee
who acquires the mortgaged property, whether by foreclosure or voluntary conveyance, in total or partial satisfaction of his-debt.
In the event that the mortgagee, subsequent to such acquisition, receives
money or other property in reduction of the unsatisfied portion of the debt,
the statute should provide for the application of such money and the value of
such other property to reduce the basis of the property acquired on foreclosure,
etc., any excess over such basis to be taxed as capital gain. In cases in which
the acquiring mortgagee has sold the property in the interim, the rule should be
that the full amount of property or other money so received shall be treated
as capital gain. A correlative basis provision should be written into section
113, providing that the basis of property so acquired by a mortgagee shall
be the same as the basis of the debt immediately prior to such acquisition, with
any adjustments appropriate to the nature of the transaction.
We 'lso recommend that section 22 (b) of the code be amended to exclude
from gross income interest accrued on a debt secured by mortgage or lien
on real property, or on leaseholds or other Interests in real property, which is
paid solely by means of being applied or credited in satisfaction of a b!d
by the mortgage creditor at a sale, or by a conveyance of the property to 'ach
creditor. Correlatively, section 23 (b) should be amended to deny a deduction
of internal excluded from gross Income under the proposed amendment to
section 22.
The effect of these latter amendments would be to abrogate the rule of the
Midland Mutual case, except in respect of value. The interest of the mortgagor
Is promoted If mortgagees bid on the property on foreclosure for the full amount
of the debtor's obligations, for he Is freed from a deficiency Judgment. The
mortgagee most certainly would prefer an established rule.

(The following supplementary statement was submitted by Mr.
Shorb:)
SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT- OF PAUL E. Siosa. WASHINGTON,

D. C.

TAX I-ROBLEM OF "A" COMPANY

The "A" company manufactures products essential to the war effort. Its
Federal excess-profits tax problem is aggravated by an extreme expansion
since 1939 of business for governments, foreign and domestic, the capital for
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which has been largely furnished by the governments. The situation of "A"
company is not isolated as there are other companies which have a similar
expansion in both volume of business and number of employees and upon
which the impact of the corporation normal, surtax, and excess-profits taxes
Is equally severe.
The "A" company furnished the "know how." To illustrate, the company's
volume of.. sales in the base period years of 1936-39, inclusive, averaged
$15,600,000; the employees in 139 numbered 4,000. The con~pany now has
55,000 employees, and in 1943 when the present plant expansion program is
completed, the company will have about 75,000 employees, and its volume of
business then done by the company is estimated at about $609,000 000 as against
an average in the base period of 1936-39 of $15,600,000. Briefly, the employment figures show an expansion due to the war effort of about twenty-fold and
the volume of business has expanded forty-fold.
The following statement shows these figures in some detail and also the
normal and surtax and excess-profits tax on the company's 1942 estimated
income at the rates fixed by H. R. 7378 (1942 Revenue Act) as it passed the
House:
Income
method
Estimated gross sales (products soll at fixed prices) -----------------------

Estimated value (cost-plus-fixed-fee) of products produced under cost-plusfixed-foe contracts --------------------------------------------------------Income before Federal income and excess-profits taxes from:

Invested
capital method

$124,00,000

$124,000,eO0

2K 000, 000

266,000,000

--

390,000.000
------

a) Products sold at fixed prices ----------------------------------------30000,000
b) Cost-pl -fixed-fee contracts ------------------------------------- 10,150,000

200, 000,000

-___.

_

30,000,000
t0,1 0, 000

Total book income before taxes --------------------.-------------

40,110, 000

40,150, 0O0

Less excess-profits tax credit --------------------------------------------

43,450,000

1.683,000

43,450,000

41,767,090

40,290,000

Adjustments to book income in determining taxable net income ...

3.300,0003

Federal taxes on taxable net Income:
Excess-prolts taxes, at gopercent --------------------------------------37,590,000
Normal and surtax, at 45percent --------------------------------------757,000
Total
Federal
taxes
on
income
-----------------------------------38,347,-00
Book profits available for dividends ----------------------------------------1,803,0030
Percent of Federal taxes to book income ---------------------------------1, 95.
Percent of Federal taxes to taxable net income ----------------------------88.2

3,300, 000
3,160,000

36,264,000
1,422,000
37,686,000
2, 464,000
93.86
8&7

The following figures are also illuminating on the business and employee
expansion by "A" company:
iUros sales
Including
estimated
value of
products
produced
under costplus-fixed.
fee
contracts
193
---------------.
.
_-------------------------------------------------------- -------- ------ -16,96
1938--------------------------------------------------------------------------1939-------------------------------------------------------------1941
.......................----------------------------------------------1941---------------------------------------------------..............-1942(estimated) -----------------------------------------------------------------190---------------

1943(estimated) -----------------------------------------------------------------

3$14,001,000
,000

13,877,000
17,147,000
23,000,000
67,000,000
400,000000

600,000,

Number
ofeao
Ployees

4,9M0
5,200

3,300
4,000
6,700
32,000
65.000
75,000
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The company derives its income mainly from two sources, that is: (1) Fixedprice sales arising from the company's own plants, and (2) sales under coatplus-fixed-fee contracts, practically all of which are from Government-owned.
plants. The cost-plus-fixed-fee contract method is being more commonly used
by taxpayers engaged in the war effort. Under this arrangement the Government pays for the erection of a new plant, which It owns, and the taxpayer
company operates the plant for the Government. The taxpayer provides the
"know how" and management (in which there is a substantial personal-service
element) in consideration for which it is paid a fixed fee. With respect to
such fees from a cost-plus-fixed-fee contract, the "A" company has had no
experience in the base period of 1936-39 and its Invested capital is not increased although its burdens, activities, and responsibilities, as shown by the
fig"'es in the present case, are tremendously enlarged. The excess-profits-tax
credit computed under the invested-capital method appears to be more favorable to the "A" company than the credit computed under the average base
period income method. The company's 1942 excess-profits-tax problem as
shown by the figures set out above is aggravated both because of substantial
Increase In its earnings and because its invested capital has not been Increased
on account of the taxable income derived from cost-plus-fixed-fee contracts,
which Income for 1942 is estimated at about $10,150,000.
The tax falls upon such income In this case the same as if said cost-plusfixed-fee contracts were being performed by a subsidiary company, formed
for this purpose, which has no Invested capital nor average earnings for the
years 1936 to 1939, Inclusive. To Illustrate: From such $10,150,000 of income
before taxes there remains after excess-profits taxes only $1,015,000 from a
gross volume of business of $259,400,000, or a return of about one-fourth of 1
percent. Such a low rate on sales does not afford adequate safety and business risk margin. (There may be numerous disallowances, statutory or otherwise, which would be ruinous to the company.) Business cannot safely function
on such a low rate-after taxes as shown in the illustration above.
In making cost-plus-fixed-fee contracts, the departments have a basis for
determining the fee which today is pretty much on a fixed or set schedule.
For example, the fees under such contracts with "A" company are approximately 4 percent of the estimated cost of the product (the law permits a fee of
7 percent). Converting this 4 percent to a sales basis, the fee of the "A" company is approximately 3 percent of the sales value of the product. This 3
percent to a company whose over-all effective tax rate is 60 percent of its
taxable Income, results In a net fee of 1.2 percent, whereas in the case of the
"A" company with the effective tax rate at 93.3 percent under the Incomecredit metho I (and 91.7 percent under the invested capital credit method)
leaves it only 0.21 percent. This comparison shows that one company mery
therefore have left after taxes under the operation of the law for similar work
on war contracts six times as much as the "A" company. Relief is clearly
needed in this situation which will distribute the tax burden more equitably
among companies engaged in the performance of cost-plus-fixed-fee contracts.
This concludes statement of the problem and we now turn to certain remedial
legislative suggestions:
(a) Excess-profits tax sate.-The lowering of the proposed 90 percent rate
to 80 or 85 percent would afford the sorely needed relief In this case. The
adoption of a post-war credit provision would also help substantially.
(b) Special brackets for income from cost-plug-fixed-fee contracts.-A provision'taxing income from such contracts at a specific 75 percent rate would provide
some of the needed relief In this case. The company by its management and
personnel provides the "know how" for operating the plants, built at Government
expense, which produce this special class of income. The situation involves
"personal service" and also is abnormal because the company has not Increased
its invested capital In this operation.
(c) Increase of invested capital.-A provision which would include in the invested capital of the taxpayer a sum equivalent to 50 percent of the cost of the
facilities to the UnIted States which are operated by the taxpayer under the costplus-fixed-fee contracts.
(d) Amend section 719 (a) (2) so that advances by the United States Governtnent to a taxpayer may be included in invested capital.-Section 719 (a) (2),
code, now provides that-advances made to a taxpayer by a foreign government,
where the contract provides for the repayment by the vendor of a:my part of such
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advance payment upon concelation of the contract by such foreign government,
may be included in borrowed capital. It would seem that this section could
be enlarged by including in borrowed capital similar advances made by the United
States Government, and that borrowed capital of a taxpayer should be thus
increased. Such amendment would give some relief in the case of the "A" company, particularly with respect to its fixed-price contracts with the United
States. However, this would be a limited form of relief and if this route of
providing relief in the case of "A" company, and other companies similarly
situated, is taken, it is submitted that in addition to the amendment here suggested under section 719 (a) (2), code, there should be an amendment to the
code which would increase the invested capital of the taxpayer by 50 percent of
the cost of the facilities used in performance of cost-plus-fixed-fee contracts and
wholly owned by the United States-as suggested in (c) above.
(e) A ceiling limitation on total taxes.-Relief would be efforded in this aggravated case by a provision which would fix a ceiling of 75 percent or some such
rate on the total corporate normal and surtax and excess-profits tax (including
declared value excess profits taxes) which should be imposed in any case. It
is needed to supplement the special relief provisions, and its use would give
immediate relief to the most aggravated cases. It would also give certainty
of relief to that extent and should as an administrative matter solve substantially the tax problem of many in the class of case of which the "A" company
herein is typical.
(f) Broader special relief provfsions.-It is possible that the broadening of the
present special relief provisions of the code, such as is under consideration,
would afford some relief in this case. However, until such provisions are
available, what relief, if any, would result, cannot be determined. Moreover,
such method does not give certainty to the taxpayer at the present time but
leaves the matter to be worked out by administrative procedure in later years,
by which time a company in the situation described herein may have been ruined
or forced into bankruptcy. For that reason such relief does not seem adequate or
desirable because it may come too late. It is mentioned here for the sake of
full discussion of the relief possibilities, but it is hoped that the taxpayer in
this case, or taxpayers similarly situated, will not be forced to rely solely upon
the special relief provisions as they may be finally broadened by legislation.
In that connection it should be added that the present provisions of sections 721
and 722, code, do not seem to afford any adequate or sufficient basis of relief.
Respectfully submitted.
PAUL E. S150r.
AuousT 14,1942.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Hopkins of the Chamber of Commerce of

the United States.
STATEMENT OF ALBERT L. HOPKINS, CHICAGO, ILL., COMMITTEE ON
FEDERAL FINANCE, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED
STATES

Mr. HOPKINs. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I am Albert L. Hopkins, an attorney, of Chicago, Ill. I appear as a member of the
committee on Federal finance of the Chamber of Commerce of the
United States. My assignment is certain sections which we have
designated administrative amendments affecting corporations. Several of these amendments are technical and are corrections or changes
to meet other provisions in the statute and require no comment.
As Mr. Alvord explained, we have been assigned different secti-ns.
Mine are mostly technical and they are very dry, and I shall be
accordingly brief, and with your permission, I should like to file my
comments and would like to talk orally only on 3 or 4 of them.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; you may file the brief and give us such oral
statement as you desire. °
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Mr. HOPKINS. The first section I wish to comment on is section 129
in regard to fiscal-year returns, and I am advised that the committee
said yesterday that they thought they knew :. great deal about it
already. However, we do urge that this amendment not be adopted.
The question of taxing fiscal-year returns at a different rate than
in the previous laws first became prominent about June of this year,
and it may be some months yet before this bill becomes a law.
Many companies have closed their years, they have paid their
dividends, they have made their commitments, they have sent reports
to their stockholders, they have reported to the credit companies, to
the S. E. C., and to now retroactively increase their taxes may mean
that they can pay it, if at all, only out of capital.
In the long run, we do not believe that the Treasury will be benefited. The same number of months, during the high tax year will be
taxed whether they are on a fiscal-year basis or not.
My principal objection to it is the retroactive feature.
There is nothing in the constitution against retroactive legislation.
There is, of course, against ex post facto law, but with the severe
penalties, this may run into hundreds of thousands of dollars imposed
retroactively, and if there was any occasion for the writers of the
Constitution to prohibit ex post facto legislation, the same reasoning
applies as I see it, to this, because the penalties are severe.
The fiscal year is usually a natural year with reference to particular
businesses and I daresay that you have already been told that accountants have been urging it for a long time to avoid a great rush that
comes in the first 2
months of the year when they are on a calendaryear basis and the Treasury Department has at least informally
encouraged turning to a fiscal year.
It spreads the work out throughout the year, instead of dumping
it all in the first 2 months.
My next section I wish to comment on is section 141, which deals
with foreign tax credits. It is an amendment of section 131 (f) of
the code and provides that a domestic corporation is deemed to have
paid taxes not only of its foreign subsidiary, but of 100-percentowned foreign subsidiaries of the foreign subsidiary.
It should be adopted but we think there should be a further amendment to section 131. A domestic corporation on the accrual basis may
technically be charged with income on interest or royalties in a foreign
country, and yet because of their prohibitions they cannot get it.
That has been true in countries all over the world for a long time, and
now it is, of course, worse than ever.
The Board of Tax Appeals has recently held that you are not
chargeable with that amount of income if you cannot get it. Now it is
suggested-what I am suggesting here is that if, as, and when they
get that income, the foreign tax credit on that come with it.
Section 142 is the consolidated returns amendment. We approve the
amendment.
Consolidated companies represent a common business enterprise.
You cannot get the true income without consolidation. It is too easy
to run one up and another one down. But if it is proper to consolidate them, which we think it is both for income and excess-profits tax
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purposes, there is no justification for penalizing them an extra 2 percent for doing it. It is a helpful thing to the Treasury and to the
accountants that they can more accurately check companies which
have to have separate corporations in different States. We simply
object to the 2-percent penalty.
Section 150 is a statute of limitations amendment. There are several paragraphs in that amendment. The present statute permits the
filing of a claim for refund within 3 years from the filing of a return
or 2 years from the payment of a tax, whichever is later. The proposed
amendment is an attempt to limit the amount of the refund to the
amount of taxes paid within the time limit of each kind of claim.
The amendment is confusing and merely serves to whittle down the
amount of refunds which may be made of amounts which the taxpayer has admittedly overpaid.
The next paragraph is in regard to limitations in case of waiver.
It is highly desirable that the taxpayer should be permitted to file a
claim for refund within such period as the Commissioner may make
an additional assessment. Waivers are constantly being given by taxpayers, and in most cases, exacted, extending the time within which the
Commissioner may make an additional assessment. This paragraph
provides that in order for the taxpayer to have the benefit of this
amendment, the waiver must be given within the time that the taxpayer could file a claim for refund, which may not be the same time
within which the Commissioner may assess an additional tax. The
paragraph then continues with about a page and a half of confused
anguage, limiting and restricting the amount of the refund, partially
to conform it to te preceding paragraph. There is no occasion to cut
down the period of limitation below 2 years from the date of payment
of the tax. The 2-year period is consistent with other provisions in
the section. As stated, the attempt to deprive the taxpayer of a
refund of an amount admittedly overpaid should not be encouraged.
Next is the return considered filed on the due date, section 150
(a) (4).
That paragraph should be adopted. As the law stands today, if
you file your return on January 15, your statute of limitations begins
to run on January 15. The Commi'ssioner's statute begins to run on
March 15.
This puts them on an equal basis. It is a relief section and, in our
opinion is in order.

Next is the special period of limitation with respect to bad debts
and worthless securities. That is apparently a relief section, but it
does not carry out what the report says it does.
The Bureau is constantly disallowing bad debts and losses in a
given year and says, "That' was worthless 3 or 4 years ago, and it is
too bad, we cannot refund it, the statute of limitations has run."
That fight goes on all the time.
The theory of this amendment was to extend the statute of limitations for 7 years for the taxpayer to get those refunds which
the Commissioner throws back, but by providing that it shall not be
effective to years prior to 1939, it will be 1947 before you get the
full 7-year benefit. The need for it is just as great where they have
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determined that it is worthless in 1937, 1936, 1935 as to put it all in
the future, so it does not, in effect, carry out what it purports to
carry out.
The other section, about overpayments found by the Board-we
approve of that amendment.
The excess-profits tax is my next section, section 201. It makes the
statute applicable to years beginning after December 31, 1941, except
as otherwise provided. One of the exceptions is section 129 in regard
to fiscal years which we think should not be adopted.
Section 205, technical amendments made necessary by the change
in base for the corporation tax-that is the title. Some of the
amendments in this section seem to be ini order if the basis for
computing excess-profits net income is adopted.
Under the acts applicable to 1940 and 1941, taxpayers were authorized to carry forward their unused excess-profits credit computed on a
certain basis. This section changes the method of computation and
reduces the amount of the carry-over. The taxpayers have relied upon
the prior acts, and legislation adversely affecting the taxpayer should
not be retroactive.
If a taxpayer had sufficient income in 1941 to absorb the 1940 carryover, he was permitted to use it. If he did not have enough income,
the amount of his unused credit applicable to 1942 will be reduced.
Section 206, capital gains and losses in the computation of excessprofits net income-the effect of this amendment will be that longterm gains and losses will be excluded from excess-profits income for
the taxable year and from the computation of the excess-profits credit.
Net short-term gains are subject to excess-profits tax, but net shortterm losses are not deductible from excess-profits income. There is
no justification for this discrimination.
The amendment also takes away the deduction on losses on buildings
which is permitted under the Code as it now stands.
It is done indirectly-I don't know whether it was done consciously or not. Building, being a depreciable asset, under the present
law losses on the sale of the building were allowed. Under thA present
amendment, buildings even though depreciable are made capital assets
and that has automatically eliminated the right to take that loss
if it is a long-term loss aid of course, you cannot have short-term
losses.
My next section that I wish to comment is section 210, capital
reduction in case of members of controlled corporations.
This section amends section 713 (g) of the code. Section 713
deals with the credit of corporations using base-period earnings.
The code section provides that if there is an increase of invested
capital after the base period, there may be an increase of the credit,
and, correspondingly, if there is a decrease of invested capital there
will be a decrease in the credit.
Under the amendment, if a corporation increases its stockholdin gs
in controlled corporations, the excess-profits tax is decreased. It
fails to provide that if a corporation reducess its holdings of stock
of controlled corporations, there is a corresponding increase in its
excess-profits credit. The amendment should be changed to provide
for such an increase.
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Section 212-without going into the detail of that-it has to do
with the amount at which property paid into a corporation on its
stock shall be included in invested capital-"that is to say, that it
shall be upon what is known as the base rather than on the cost.
We recommend that the cost shall be the amount that shall go
into the invested capital rather than the base, with proper relief in
exceptional situations, especially those involving reorganization and
adjustments under court decree.
The CHAIRMAN. That seems to be a most important provision.
Mr. HOPKINS. I am sure that Mr. Alvord is going to discuss that.
I have attempted to outline in the memorandum I am filing what
changes are being made in the existing code. I did not think I
should take your time, but I am merely suggesting that it would
be better if it went on the cost basis.
The CHAIRMAN. If you take your tax base and disregard your cost
base, it is very difficult to see how in many, many, many cases you
could ever determine whether a taxpayer has had any earnings or
what the earnings were.
Mr. HOPKINS. That is true. We have had a lot of experience in
1919 and a lot of grief; and finally got some invested capital established. We think if we started with that, we could work it out much
more easily than to have it go back and have to take all of the years
of a corporation perhaps since its inception to determine what its
gain and loss was to determine the base. It is a terrific job.
I should like to make a personal comment.
If this bill as passed by the House becomes law, it will go a long
way to destroy American industry.
No business can pay a 90-percent excess-profits rate under the
provisions in this bill and survive. The reserves which are necessary to keep a business alive cannot be set aside. The disallowance
by the administrative officers of salaries, bonuses, and other expenses
of various kinds may well cause the exaction of over 100 percent of
income. I talk of practicalities rather than theories.
A flaL rate of 45 percent on corporate incomes (labelled income
and surtax) means default or reduction of many preferred stock
dividends, not to speak of common dividends. The people whose
life savings are invested in corporate stocks will have their income
seriously impaired. There are those, of course, who, don't care what
happens to the life savings of other people. Bear in mind, however, that it is these people who furnish the capital to make industry
possible and who buy the Government bonds, the proceeds of which
are necessary to finance the war.
From the standpoint of economics, a person with any capital would
be wiser to live on his capital rather than invest in some enterprise.
He always runs the risk of loss. If he wins, the Government takes
practically all of it. If he loses, he takes the loss.
The bill is 320 pages long. The committee report is 187 pages
of fine print. I should like to lay a wager that no one person could
name 10 people who understand it. Of those who claim to underStand it, I would wager that half of them will be wrong when the bill
is finally interpreted. It will be the subject of the same kind of
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ridicule as the ancient debate as to how many angels can dance on
the point of a needle. Yet, millions of taxpayers are required to
understand it and report accordingly under threat of great pains and
penalties.
I pay my respects to the skill of the draftsmen who have attempted
to provide for every exceptional situation the Treasury Department
has suggested. This attempt to legislate on exceptional problems
and to stop so-called loopholes has been going on for over 15 years
and has brought about the present monstrosity.
The fiscal necessities of this war are tremendous. There has been
a great deal of agitation to buy bonds and to raise more taxes. It is
difficult for me'to believe that a sincere effort has been made to really
meet the necessities. The great part of the income of the country
is not taxed. It is that income which will cause the inflation. The
effort to impose most of the burden on a few will cause diminishing
returns. That few cannot and will not l)roduce sufficient taxes to meet
the fiscal requirements.
A tax on all earnings will raise revenue and go a long way to prevent
inflation. It will hurt no one seriously, and, in my opinion, will be
accepted by our people fairly and reasonably as a part of their duty
to the prosecution of the war. On the average, wage earners are receiving increases greatly in excess of what wobld be a reasonable
withholding tax.
If something of this kind is not done, to really raise revenue by a
method that will be continuous and not destroy the source of income
and also retard inflation, obviously there is a serious threat to our
currency and our bonds.
The CHAIRMAN. Any questions?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Hopkins.
(The statement referred to is as follows:)
STATEMENT OFALBERT L. HOPKINS, CHICAGO, ILL.
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen: I am Albert L. Hopkins, an attorney of Chicago, 11. I appear as a member of the committee on Federal finance of the

Chamber of Commerce of the United States. My assignment is certain sections
which we have designated administrative amendments affecting corporations
Several of these amendments are technical and are corrections or changes to meet
other provisions in the statute and require no comment.
I shall take up the Sections chronologically as they appear in the House bill.
SECTION 124

(P. 51), COMPUTATION OF NET OPERATING LOS CREDIT AND DIVIDENDS

PAID CREDIT

This section is an amendment to section 26 (c) (1), 27 (b) and 27 (c) of the
Internal Revenue Code and is intended as a correction of those sections. It has
to do with loss carry-over and dividend carry-over and is in order if section 26
in the code is to remain in the statute.
SECTION 126 (P. 64). RETURNS FORA PERIOD OFLESS THAN 12 MONTHS

This section primarily amends section 47 of the code. That section projects
the income for a period of less than 12 months to a 12-months' period in order
to compute the tax on the basis of 12 months and then takes the ratio of the
short period to a 12-months' period as the tax. The effect of this projection
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iS to increase the tax, both by reducing the annual exemptions and credits to
the shorter period and by increasing the rates where there are progressive rates.
The section seems to apply only to cases where there has been a change in
the accounting period by the taxpayer with the consent of the Commissioner,
as provided in code section 47 (a).
The amendment proposed In this Bill gives a certain amount of relief. If the
taxpayer continues in business beyond the end of the short period, he may use
a full twelve months from the beginning of his short period as the basis of
computation before prorating it to the number of months in the short period.
If the taxpayer ceases to exist, he is permitted to use a twelve months period
ending with the short period as the basis of computation of the tax before proration. These methods of computation are permitted instead of a mathematical
computation of projecting the short period to a twelve months period. The reduced tax, however, cannot be less than the tax on the income for the short
period, standing alone.
The comparable section (208) which applies to excess profits tax net income,
does not seem to be limited to changes in fiscal year.
sEuTION 129 (P. 70). FISCAL YEAR TAXPAYIR

Since 19:34, changes in Revenue Acts have been generally applicable to taxable
years beginning after a certain date, usually the close of a calendar year. Under
this system, regardless of whether his taxable year is a calendar year or a
fiscal year, a taxpayer Is subject to only one Revenue Act.
Tle prior rule required a fiscal year taxpayer to compute his tax under two
Revenue Acts, his hnal tax being tile sum of the proportions of such tentative
tales an the number of months subject to each Revenue Act bore to the number
of months in the fiscal year. Section 129 of the Bil proposed to restore this
rule, which was characterized In the Report of this Committee on the Revenue
Bill of 1U34 as "complicated" and was eliminated "for the purpose of simplicity
and ease of administration" (Sen. Rept. No. 558, 73d Cong., 2d ses. (13U34), p. 22).
It is believed that section 129 should be eliminated from the Bill. 'There are
many objections both to the rule Itself and to the time and manner of Its proposed readoption, which may be briefly summarized as follows:
(1) It was late In the year when the proposal was first given publicity and
It will be later still when the bill finally becomes law. Many fiscal years have
already ended. Accounts have been closed, statements, some of which were
certified, have been Issued to the public and to stockholders, to the Securities slid
Exchange Commission, stock exchanges, banks, and credit rating companies;
commitments have been made and dividends paid, relying upon the law in force
since 1931. To increase the taxes of iuch corporations retroactively may cause
them to be unable to meet their eomraltmelints and will certainly cause financial
embarrassment. Dividends will have been found to have been distributed out
of capital in many instances and many taxpayers will no longer have the ready
cash with which to pay the increased taxes. Retroactive application of section
129 Is completely without justification in view of the unreasonable hardships
it would produce.
(2) It will tend to discourage the use of fiscal years. Most fiscal year corporations have adopted such a year because it Is their natural economic year
and not for liurposes of tax advantage. Their use should be encouraged rather
than discouraged. That section 120 will discourage the use of fiscal years is
clear, because the complexities and additional labor involved in its application
will be so great that tile average taxpayer will prefer the comparative simplicity
of the caletidi' year despite Its disadvantages.
Many existing fiscal years tire of long standing. To upset them now would
be to interfere with long-established business practices. Accountants have urged
the id ption of fiscal years and tills change has to some extent been encouraged
by the Bureau of Internal Revenue. The Securities and Exchange Commission
has likewise on some occasions encouraged this type of taxable year In cases
where it Is more "natural" than a calendar year. It would be unfortunate to
adopt a tax policy which would discourage a practice so generally admitted
to be sound.
(3) The provision is administratively difficult. This is understood to be one
of the reasons why the rule in effect prior to 1114 was (lisarded. For example
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the bill provides that corporations will be permitted to file consolidated returns
for income-tax purposes in 1942. Thi was not permitted in 1941. How can
section 129 be applied in the case of a taxpayer which wishes to file a consolidated return under the 1942 act? Another type of case which will present
difficulties is that of an individual who is on a fiscal-year basis and who is a
member of a partnership which is on a different fiscal-year basis. A third
dif-iculty is that connected with carry-overs Although section 129 of the bill
contains a provision on this subject, it ls wholly arbitrary and does not represent a satisfactory solution of the problem.
(4) An arbitrary apportionment: based o, the time element alone ignores
the fact that all or the bulk of ths income for the taxable year may actually
have arisen within the portion thereof which fai!s within only one of the
calendar years involved. It seems -ompletely unfair to subject to 1942 rates
any part of a taxpayer's income which, may have been realized entirely in 1911.
One argument for section 129 which has been advanced is that a fiscal-year
taxpayer derives an advantage under existing law In a period of rising tax rates
from the fact that impact of increased rates is delayed. It must not be overlooked, however, that this advantage will be offset when tax rptes decline
because the impact of the reduced rates will be similarly delayed. Both fiscalyear taxpayers and calendar-year taxpayers are subject to the same rates for
the same length of time.
SECTION 141 (P.100).

FORION TAX CiWIFT OK AMOUNT Or SUBSIDIARY OF FoasImi
SUBSIDIARY

This is an amendment to section 131 (f) allowing credits for foreign income
taxes paid by subsidiaries, subject to certain limitations. The proposed amendment extends the credit provisions to foreign subsidiaries of such foreign corporations where there, is a 100-percent ownership of the voting stock.
We approve the amendment adopted by the House.
We think, however, there should be a further amendment to section 131 permitting a domestic taxpayer to take credit for foreign taxes in the year in
which the foreign income is available to him and when he is required to pay
the United States tax thereon. A domestic corporation may earn income in a
foreign country such as interest or royalties, but because of prohibitions in
those countries against the export of funds, the income is not available. The
Board of Tax Appeals has held that such income shall only be taxable when it
Is available, and it is only fair that the foreign income taxes on that income
should be a credit when the income is subject to tax in the United States.
SECrIoN 142 (P. 102).

CONSOLIDATED R TURNS

We approve this section in the House bill permitting the filing of consolidated
returns for normal and surtaxes as well as excess-profits taxes. An affiliated
group or corporations is a single business enterprise, and the true income of
such a unit can be measured only by consolidated returns. If consolidated
returns are proper and are permitted, there is no Justification for penalizing
such a group by imposing an additional 2-percent tax.
SECTION

'48.

TECHNICAl. AMENDMENTS

Section'115 (a) of the code defines the term "dividend" and excepts from
such definition, by referring to certain other sections of the code, the term
"dividend" as used in connection with the taxes imposed on insurance companies. Since the bill makes some changes In the taxation of Insurance companies, and the term "dividend" appears in different sections, it is necessary to
change the reference to the section numbers.

SECTION 15o (P. 140). STATUTEOF IMITATIONS ON REFUNDS AND CaEDITS
imit on aonutnt of credit or refund.-The present statute permits the
(a) (2)
filing of a claim for refund within 2 years from the filing of a return or 2 years
from the payment of the tax, whichever is later. The proposed amendment is
an.attempt to limit the amount of the refund to the amount of taxes paid within
the time limit of each kind of claim. The amendment is confusing and lncrely
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serves to whittle down the amount of refunds which may be made of amounts
which the taxpayer has admittedly overpaid.
(a) (3) Limitations in case of waiver.--It Is highly desirable that the taxpayer should be permitted to file a claim for refund within such period as the
Commissioner may make an additional assessment. Waivers are constantly
being give by taxpayers, and In most cases, exacted, extending the time within
which the Commissioner may make an additional assessment. This paragraph
provides that in order for the taxpayer to have the benefit of this amendment,
the waiver must be given within the time that the taxpayer could file a claim for
refund, which may not be the same time within which the Commissioner may
assess an additional tax. The paragraph then continues with about a page and
a half of confused language, limiting and restricting the amount of the refund,
partially to conform It to the preceding paragraph. There is no occasion to cut
down the period of limitation below 2 years from the date of payment of the tax.
The 2-year period is consistent with other provisions in the section. As stated,
the attempt to deprive the taxpayer of a refund of an amount admittedly overpaid should not be encouraged.
(a) (4) Return considered filed on due date.-This paragraph should be
adopted. It provides that the period of limitations for the filing of claims for refund begins to run on the due date of the return, even though the return may
have been filedearlier. It encourages the early filing of returns and fixes a
common date---for example, March 15 for a calendar-year return- -instead of makIng it necessary for the taxpayer to keep a check on the expiration of 3 years
from the date of filing of each return.
A somewhat similar provision Is made for advance payment of the tax-that
is, that It shall be considered as paid on the last due date, or in any event not
prior to March 15,
(a) (5) Special period of limitation with respect to bad debts and worthleRs
securities.-The period of limitations for filing claims for refund with reference
to specific items Is supposed to be 7 years. The amend ment should be adopted, but
it should not be limited to taxable years beginning after December 31. 198. The
7-year statute will not be effective until 1947. It should be made effective now.
The taxpayer needs the. relief Just as much on debts and securities determined
to be worthless in 1938, 1937, 1936, and 1935 as those determined to be worthless
after 1938. Section 111 with reference to time of charge offshould be changed
accordingly.
(b) Overpayiment found by board.-This provision amends section 322 (d) of
the code.
The amendment p'-ovIdes that amounts of overpayment determined by the
Board of Tax Appeals m,-y be refunded If paid within tie statutory period prior
to the issuance of the 90day letter. This Is a relief section and should be adopted.
SEal'ION 201 (P. 194). EXCESS-i'OFITS TAX

This section makes the Revenue Act of 1942 applicable to years beginning after
December 31, 1911, except as otherwise provided.
Included in the exception, however, is section 129, In regard to fiscal-year
taxpayers, which we think should not be adopted.
SECTION 205

(P. 197). TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS

MADE NECESSARY aY CHANCE IN

BASE FOi COPOPATION TAX
Some of the amendments in this section seem to.be in order if the basis
for computing excess profits net income is adopted. Under the acts applicable
to 1940 and 1941, taxpayers were authorized to carry forward their unused
excess-profits-tax credit, computed on a certain basis. This section changes the
method of computation and reduces the amount of the carry-orer. Taxpayers
have relied upon the prior acts, and legislation adversely affecting tile taxpayer should not be retroactive. If a taxpayer had sufficient income In 1941 to
absorb the 1940 carry-over, he was permitted to use it. If lie did not have
enough income, the amount of his unused credit applicable to 1942 will be
reduced.
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(P.

100).

CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES
PROFITS NET INCOME

IN

COMPUTATION

OF* EXCESS

This section Is primarily an amendment to section 711 of the code.
(a) and (b). These Rmendments exclude from excess profits net income
gains and losses from the sale or exchange of capital assets held for more thMan
15 months.
(c) The same exclusions are made to the Income for the base period which
is to be used as excess-profit credit.
(d) This provision seems merely to amend the section to make it applicable
to "capital losses" instead of "short-term capital losses."
(e) This amendment appears to be self-explanatory. Gain on an Inadmissible
capital asset held for not more than 15 months is substituted for the expression
"short-term capital gain."
The effect of the section willhe that long-term gains and losses will be
excluded from excess-profits income for the taxable year and from the computation of the excess-profits credit.
Net short-term gains are subject to excess-profits tax, but net short-term
losses are not deductible from excess-profits income. There Is no justification
for the discrimination. The amendment also takes away tile deduction of longterm losses on buildings, which Is permitted under the code as It now stands.
SECTION 208

(P.

201).

ExCESS PROFITS NET INCOME PI.ACEID ON AN ANNUAL

BASIS

Any comments applicable to this amendment would be the same as comments
to section 126, where the income and surtax net Income Is placed on an annual
basis.
SECTION 209

(P. 208). INTEREST ON CERTAIN FEDERAL OBLAIATIONS

We have no comment on the amendment.
SECTION 210

(P.

204).

CAPITAL REDUCTION IN CASE
CORPORATION

OF lIMEWERS

OF

CONTROLLED

This section amends section 713 (g) of the code. Section 713 deals with the
credit of corporations using base period earnings. The code section provides
that if there is an Increase of invested capital after the base period, there
may be an increase of tile credit, and, correspondingly, If there is a decrease of
invested capital there willhe a decrease in the credit.
Under the amendment If a corporation Iner',ases Its stock holdings In controlled corporations, the excess-profits-tax credit Is decreased. It fails to provide
that if a corporation reduces its holdings of stock of controlled corporations
there Is a corresponding increase in its excels-profits

credit.

The amendment

should be changed to provide for such an increase.
SECTION

212

(P.

207).

BASIS

OP PROPERTY PAID IN

Section 212 of the bill amends section 718 (a) (2) of the code relating to
the amount at which property paid into a corporation on its stock shall be
included in invested capital. The amendment provides that If the property
paid In has been disposed of before the taxable year then the amount which
shall be treated as paid In as invested capital on account of such disposed
of property shall be determined in accordance with the law applicable 'in the
taxable year when it was disposed of.
Under section 718 (a) (2) as it now stands, the basis of property determines the amount of the invested capital, and property that has been disposed
of Is treated as though still owned. The basis may have been different under
the law at the time property was paid in, and as to property disposed of,
the basis may have been different under the law at the time of disposition.
Under this nmpndment the amount of Invested capital arising from the item
of property which Is disposed of is tied to the basis under the law of the
year the property was disposed.
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The amendment attempts to tie together or dovetail the computation of invested
capital with the concepts of accumulated earnings.
We recommend consideration of the amendment of section 718 (a) (2) to
provide for ,ise of the taxpayer's cost rather than tax basis as a general rule
where property Is paid in for stock (with proper provisions for relief in exceptional situations, especially those Involving reorganizations and readjustments under court decree).
SECTION

215

(P. 220).

CONSOLIDATED

IRTURNs

This section repeals section 730 of the prior act which permitted consolidated
returns for cxcess-profits tax purposes. This repeal is In order because of the
provisions permitting consol,dated returns for income, surtax, and excess-profits
tax purposes.
A personal commentIf this bill as passed by the House becomes law, it will go a long way to
destroy American Industry.
No business can pay a 90-percent excess-profits rate under the provisions in
this bill and survive. The reserves which are necessary to keep a business
alive cannot be set aside. The disallowance by the administrative officers of
salaries, bonuses, and other expenses of various kinds may well cause the
exaction of over 100 percent of Income. I talk of practicalities rather than
theories.
A lit rate of 45 percent on corporate incomes (labeled income and surtax)
xsans default or reduction of many preferred stock dividends, not to speak
of common dividends. The people whose life savings are invested in corporate
stocks will have their Income seriously impaired. There are those, of course,
who don't care what happens to the life savings of other people. B,,,ar In
mind, however, that It Is these people who furnish the capital to make industry
possible and who buy the Government bonds, the proceeds of which are necessary to finance the war.
From the standpoint of economics, a person with any capital would be wiser
to live on his capital rather than Invest In some enterprise. He always runs
the risk of liss. If he wins the Government takes practically all of it. If le
loses he takes the loss.
The bill is 320 pages long. The committee report Is 187 pages of fine print.
I should like to lay a wager that no one person could name 10 people who
understand It. Of those who claim to understand It I would wager that half
of 'hem will be wrong when the bi I Is finally Interpreted. It will be the subject
of the same kind of ridicule as the ancient debate as to how many angels can
dance on the point of a needle. Yet millions of taxpayers are required to
understand it and report accordingly under threat of great pains and penalties.
I pay my respects to the skill of the draftsmen who have attempted to provide
for every exceptional situation the Treasury Department has suggested. This
attempt to legislate on exceptional problems and to stop so-called loopholes has
been going on for over 15 years and has brought about the present monstrosity.
The fiscal necessities of this war are tremendous. There has been a great
deal of agitation to buy bonds and to raise more taxes. It is difficult for me to
believe that a sincere effort has been made to really meet the necessities. The
great part of the Income of the country Is not taxed. It Is that Income which
will cause the Inflation. The effort to Impose most of the burden on a few will
cause diminishing returns. That few cannot and will not produce sufficient
taxes to meet the fiscal requirements.
A tax on all earnings will raise revenue and go a long way to prevent Inflation. It will hurt no one seriously., and Ii my opinion, will be accepted by our
people fairly and reasonably as a part of their duty to the prosecution of the
war. On the average, wage earners are receiving increases greatly in excess of
what would be a reasonable withholding tax.
If something of this kind is not done, to really raise revenue by a method
that will be continuous and not destroy the source of income and also retard
Inflation, obviously there Is a serious threat to our currency and our bonds.

The CHAIRMAN.

Mr. Alvord.
76093-42--vol. 2-30
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STATEMENT OF ELLSWORTH C. ALVORD, WASHINGTON, D. C.,
CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL FINANCE, CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES
Mr. ALVORD. Mr. Chairman, I ask permission to file a memorandum
and a supplemental memorandum for the record, then I will proceed
extemporaneously as usual.
The CHAIRMAN. You may do so.
Mr. ALvom. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I invite each of you to
join an offensive. It does not require the opening of a second front.
That front is here. It is an offensive, which like all other offensives,
will require courage, precisely the same kind of courage our boys are
showing in action. Like other offensives, it may result in casualties.
But the fight is very much worth while, for it is for the protection
and welfare of every man, woman, and child in the United States.
Defensive strategy is useless.
Let me outline to you, if I may, a few of the more important
fiscal factors on which this fight is based. I regret to tell you that
we are definitely as unprepared for this offensive as we were for the
war itself.
You start with a national debt of $72,000,000,000. You start with
estimated expenditures this year-not next year-of $77,500,000,000.
You have an existing tax law which raises almost three times as much
revenue as you have ever raised under any other law for any one year,
estimated at about $17,000,000,000. That excludes all the additional I
revenues which the bill now pending before you is designed to raise.
The CHAIRMAN. Does that exclude social-security taxes also?
Mr. ALVORD. It excludes social-security taxes also; yes, sir. I am
giving the net figure.
rhat gives you a deficit of $60,500,000,000, a. deficit such as this
country and no other country has ever contemplated.
You appropriate about $2,500,000,000 of trust funds that are in
the Treasury. After that you are compelled to finance publicly
$58,000,000,000. Your commercial banks upon whom has rested primarily the duty to finance your decades of deficits, already hold
$26,000,000,000 of Government securities.
And, finally, I invite your attention to the fact that the fiscal year
1943, which has been discussed so much, is already expiring. The
fiscal year 1944 is only about 10 .2 months ahead. You have no eslimates for the next fiscal year, either of expenditures or of receipts.
I suggest that we plan our offensive for a period of not less than
5 years. Whether our war lasts that long-and I trust that it does
not-the fiscal front will be with us for at least 5 years.
The Treasury insists that this bill raise for this current fiscal
year about $6,000,000,000. It actually raises on the Treasury estimates roughly a little over $4,000,000,000. And then for the next full
year of operation, which will not be the fiscal year 1944, they say
that it must raise at least $8,000,000,000, and it is estimated to raise
about $6,200,000,000.
Well now, gentlemen, I have been attempting to find ult what the
basis is for the demands of tl Treasury. I cannot understand why
they insist on $6,000,000.000 for this year and $8,000,000,000 for fiiture years. I do not understand how they reached their precise dol-
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lar amounts in their demands for additional revenue. I have a guess,
and my guess is based on precedent. The guess is that they sat down
and worked out the tax program that they would enact into law if
*they could come up here and legislate without being accountable to
the electorate, with no elections to face either this year or 2 years
from now they would enact their tax program. They made their
own estimates as to what that tax program would yield. And then
they come to Congress and, using that total, say "we demand additional revenues of so many billions, raised in this manner."
Their total demand has no relation either to expenditures or receipts.
And that fact is very clear, because estimated expenditures have
jumped $14,000,000,000 since Mr. Morgenthau made his demand upon
the Committee on Ways and Means. Whereas his demands have increased-and there were other reasons under which he increased his
demands-his demands were increased by only $1,100,000,000.
Now, the actual truth of the matter is that no one in the Treasury
or out can estimate within billions of dollars either our prospective
expenditures or our prospective receipts.
I just throw out one factor which probably has not yet been considered by you gentlemen, or perhaps even by the Treasury:
Suppose the program for renegotiation of contracts remains in the
law- Itell you that it will most disastrously affect the entire fiscal
program of the Treasury. No one can tell you its probable effect
upon the .yield of the present law and the bill that you are now considering:
Finally and strangely enough, as Senator Byrd very appropriately
brought out on the examinations of the Treasuy witnesses the bill
now pending before you will actually produce a most exactly in thu
fiscal year 1943 what the Treasury wants, and also will produce almost
exactly the $8,000,000,000 which the Treasury says it must have in
the future.
Therefore, I do not understand this very determined and nevertheless serious criticism by the Treasury of the Committee on Ways
and Means. I would suggest that we consider this criticism by the
Treasury of the Committee on Ways and Means as being-well, I
would say, even fanciful. Therefore, let us get down to the two real
basic questions that you are confronted with.
Question No. 1. How much of this $58,000,000,000 can be financed
by taxation? Obviously, it all cannot be financed b taxation.
Question No. 2. How should the balance of that $58,000,000 be
borrowed?
In lieu of a piecemeal, annually revised, inadequate program, I
suggest that we start this offensive with a basic rogram, a basic
program for financing this war, a program that wi l remain in force
during'the entire period of the war, That program requires again
but two comparatively simple policies.
First, get the maximum from taxation; sec6nd, borrow the maximum from the savings and current incomes 'in noninflationary borrowing.
Let me discuss inflation just a little bit. The Treasury insists that
its program, as well as the House bill, be tested from two points
of view. First it insists
that the bill now pending before you must
raise the minimum in revenues.
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Secondly, it insists that the bill be the most effective aid in the
fight against inflation.
I challenge the program of the Treasury directly on those two

points.
First, as I have already indicated to you, the Treasury does not
need the minimum of revenues; it needs the maximum, and it needs
the maximum just as soon as it can get it.
Second, so far as the fight on inflation is concerned, you can
throw the House bill completely and finally out of the window.
There is not enough in the House bill to aid in the fight on inflation
tojustify your taking the time to consider it.
Let us look at inflation now just for a moment-both the kind of
inflation which the administration officials talk about, this so-called
excess of consumer purchasing power, and also, rather quietly,
monetary inflation.
We all know that as we get into the war production, civilian production must be curtailed. As civilian production is curtailed, the
supply of civilian goods necessarily becomes less. As our incomes
increase, as they must and as they will, our demand for civilian
goods increases. In fact our demand for civilian goods already exceeds the supply. You will see the effect of that demand as the
shelves of our retailers become depleted, as they will.
You have our national income increased-by about $10,000,000,000,
you have our supply of goods constantly decreasing, ind our purchasing opwer constantly increasing.
Just one more thought, gentlemen. If you are to stop the inflation
that is bound to come when those forces meet, you must do it before
they meet, otherwise it is too late. And the inflation that I am
talking about is not a mere 10 percent increase in living costs or a
17 percent increase in living costs. It may easily be as much as a
50 percent increase in living costs.
If by very moderate and sound policies of taxation and finance,
we can prevent that tremendous increase in our living costs, then our
citizens stand some chance of retaining the balance of their increased
incomes. Otherwise, they have no chance. We sometimes hear inflation likened to taxation., It is not. It is much, much worse. It
produces substantially no revenues in the Treasury; it means increased cost of your war effort; it means increased cost of living.
With tremendously increased costs for the war effort, the burden
upon our citizens increases precisely that much. With increases in
our cost of living, their ability -ti live decreases just that. -much.
If we are to help somewhat in this fight on inflation we must start
now. We must be courageous. The unfortunate defensive doctrine
of too little and too late, applies with equal force in the fiscal field.
Before we measure the maximum to be raised by taxation, we
must consider just what it is we are trying to attain, where we are
going, and how we are going to get there. Every person in the
United States is beginning to realize the effect of your fiscal policies
upon those two questions.
I suggest three objectives:
First. A maximum revenue consistent with our war effort. We
must maintain-we must attain and mainfain-maximuni war production. Each day's delay on the home front means death on the
battle front.
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Second. Maximum protection against profiteering; and
Third. Maximum preparation for peace.
I would be very happy to have those three objectives debated. I
have heard of no one who disagrees with them, and yet the bill
pending before you violates every one of them.
Now, let us look at the situation from the point of view of inflation, because we are going to get maximum revenues and maximum
protection against inflation.
Again, two very simple facts. At least $75,000,000,000 of your
national income Vays no income tax. And practically all the
$40,000,000,000 of increased national income since 1940 pays no income tax.
Senator BYRD. Could you give a break-down on that, as to just how
you arrive at those figures?
Mr. ALVOnD. Yes, sir; I have a memorandum here which gives it,

and I will be very happy to put it in the record for you.
(The memorandum referred to is as follows:)
MEMORANDUM

ON DIsimauToN OF PROPOSED TAXES

The Treasury makes no estimate of total national Income nor of total individual
incomes for the calendar year 1942.
Mr. Marriner S. Eccles, Chairman.of the Federal Reserve Board (as reported
in New York Herald Tribune, May 26, 1942) used an estimate of total individual
incomes for 1942 of $117,000,000,000.
The Department of Commerce (New York Herald Tribune, August 0, 1942)
states income payments to individuals during June, as $9,537,000,000. This would
be at the rate of $114,000,000,000 per year.
Recognizing the difference between such figures and those for net incomes
(as defied by the tax laws), it is here assumed that a figure for total individual
incomes of $110,000,000,000 is approximately correct. There might be a substantial variation in this figure, however, without materially affecting the essential
(omparisons here made.
Assniag that total Individual income for 1942 will be about $110,000,000,000,
an analysis :f the tables submitted by the Treasury (exhibits A to H on pp. 50-71
of Senate Finance Committee hearings, unrevised) shows the general plan of
raising revenues urder the revenue bill of 1942 as passed by the House, taken in
connection with existing law, which can be summarized as follows:
Billions

From miscellaneous internal revenues and back taxes------------------$5. 1
From income and profits taxes on corporate income of $161'00,030,000 ----10.3
From individual income tax:
On $8. 2 income in excess of $5,000 --------------------------$3.7
On 23.3 income below $5,000 --------------------------------4. 2
On 31.5 income taxable -------------------------------------On 78. 5 income not taxable ----------------------------------

7.9
0
-

On 110
total
Total revenue --------------------------------------------------

7.9
23.3

From the standpoint of inflation, It should be noted that we plan to take
from slightly over $30,000,000,000 of Income, taxes of $7,000,000,000; and from
approximately $80,000,000,000, to take nothing. Even if we should'assume that
the $110,000,000,000 total individual income was too high and should be reduced
perhaps to $100,000.000,000, It would still show that less than one-third of the
total individual comes would be taxable, and over two-thirds would not be
taxable.
It may further be noted that:
(1) The total taxable income over $5,000 is $8,200,000,00.
If all of this
income were confiscated, It would cover only slightly more than 10 percent of
our estimated expenditures of $77,000,000,000 for the current fiscal year.
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(2) The total of all corporate net income and all individual income over
$5,000 is $25,100,000,000. If all of this income were confiscated, it would still
pay less than one-third of our estimated expenditures for this fiscal year-and
our entire productive economy would be wrecked.
SUPPORTING TABLES

The following tables show the derivation of the figures used in the above discussion from the Treasury tables (exhibits A to H on pp. 56-71 of Senate
Finance Committee hearings, unrevised), together with certain other statistics
(to which reference is made) :
I. Total estimated internal-revenue taxe8 (for a Jull year)
lInmillions
of dollars]
Present
law

Pending
bill

Income and profit taxes (exhibit D):
Corporations ----------------------------------------------------7,647.1
+2,640.7
Individual --------------- -----.
. ..-------------------------5,044.8
+2, 872.3
Total, current -----------------------------------.-----------12, 6091. +5,513.0
Back taxes ..............................
..-----------------------404.0 --------Total income and profits taxes ...............-----------------

13,095.9

+5,513.0

MiWellaneous Internal revenues (exhibit E):
Capital stock tax -----------------------------.......
: .......... 20.0
Estate and gift taxes --------------------------------------------530.7
Liquor and tobacco ---------------------------------------------2,008.1
Transportation of property ------------------------------------------------Gasoline; oils; autos; trucks, parts, etc.; tires and tubes; use of motor
vehicles; etc -------------------------------.-----------------------471.6
Other ----------------------------------------------------------------636.9
Total miscellaneous --------------------------------------------

-51.8
-7. 1
+426.3
+252.9
+13.9
+123.8

Total

10,287.8
7,917.1
18,204.
404.0
18,608.9
238.S
823.6
2,434.4
252.9
485.8
760.7

3,937.3 +758.3

4,695.6

Totalinternalrevenue .........................................
17,033.2
+6,271.3

23,304.5

II.

Rourcee of colleetion-pcnding bill
In millions of dollars
Returns

Estimated
income

Tax

(a) Corporations:
Income (exhibit H):
Surtax net Income
..................................................
10,330
............
Adjusted excess profits net income -------------------------------6,870 ............
Total,
taxable
.....................................................
16,
900 ......

Tax (exhibit
D) ...............................................................
10,288
Individuals (exhibit A):
Total amounts of annual income:
Over $10,000
--------- ------------------------$5,000-$10,000 ----------------------------------------Total over $5,000---------------------------------------Under $5,000 -----------------------------------------------Total of income on taxable returns --------------

85, 000
881,000

8,767
0,751

3,693.4
946.6

1 261 ,00
25.C34,000

14,518
45,186

4,640.0
3,277.1

_----2,00,000

9,704

7,917.1

Amount taxable:
Surtax net Income (exhibit H)..........................................
31,530 ............
Income reported on returns but not taxed .............................
28,174 ............
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III. Individual income more or lets than $5,000 per year

(a) We may allocate the total taxable Income of $31,500,COO,000, as follows:
The extent of net Incomes in excess of $10,000 per year Is found by deducting
$10,0030 for each of the 385,000 returns which show ,income In excess 'of that
amount.
The extent of net Incomes In excess of $5,000 per year Is similarly found by
deducting that amount for each return of a greater amount.
The difference between the amount of net Income In excess of the $5,000
amount and the total taxable Income will be the Income below $5,000 which Is
taxed.
This results as follows:
In millions of dollars
Total net income

Over $10,000
--------------------------------$5,000-$10,000 --------------------------------

Returns

385,000
881,000
1,26,-000
Under $5,000...................................
250634.000
Total taxable ......-.....................--- 2-0,0

inNet
come

$8.767
5,751
14,518
17,012
31,530

Below
$5,00)

$6,00n
Between
$10,000

Exceeding

$10,000

$1,902
$1,925
$4,917
4,405
1,340
6,330
3,271
4,917
17,012................
23,342
3,271
4.917

Taxable Income Inexcess of $5,000
.................. - -------------------------------------------Taxable income below $5,000---------------------------------------------------------------------Total taxable ................................................................................

$8,188
342
31.530

(b) The allocation of cax on i.icomes above and below $5,000 cannot be so
accurately made but cin be reasonably approximated (probably with sufficient
accuracy for present purposes) as follows:
Assume the aveage tax on $5,000 net Income would be $750. (It would
be $920 for a single person; $746 for married with no dependents; $570 for
married with two dependents, etc.)
Millions

Total tax on 1,266,000 returns of Income of more than $5,000-------- $4, 640
Tax on tht part of the Income which is less than $5,000-1,266,000X$750 -----------------------------------------------950
Leaving balance to represent tax on the $8,188,000,000 In excess
of $5,000 ------------------------------------------------3,690
Total tax estimated for returns showing net Income under $5,000 --- 3, 277
Add tax on that part of larger net Incomesr which are below $5,000,
as approximated above ----------------------------------------950
Approximate tax on taxable Income of $23,342,000,000 below
$5,000 ----------------------.--------------------------4,227
Senator VANDENBERG. When you say that these large sums are not

taxable, you mean nonincome taxable?
Mr. ALVORD. Yes, sir.
Senator VANDENBERG. You also say, that 25,000,000 of employables
pay no income tax?
Mr. ALVoRD. Yes, sir. That is based on the Treasury figures.
Senator VANDENBERG. Even with the exemption reduced $500?
Mr. ALVo0D. Even with the exemption reduced $500; yes, sir.
Senator TAFT. You say it pays no income tax. It pays some in-

come tax, doesn't it? The-figures I have tend to show tlaat $59.000,000,000 pays income and $36,000,000,000 does not, under the new bill. --
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Mr. ALVOIRD. I have been a little more moderate than you and I said
$25 000000,000.
Senator TAIT. I figure that the people who have an income of
$59,000,000,000 pay some tax. Of course, in some cases it is very small,
and that only $36,000,000,000 is wholly untaxed, so I think that you
had better put in the figures on that by which you reach your figures,
as Senator Blyrd requested.
Mr. ALVORD. They are based on Treasury figures.
Senator BARKLEY. What ire those figures based on as the estimated
income of the people for this year?
Mr. ALVORD. I might point out to Senator Taft that one difficulty
in statistics of this kind is that there is no direct relation between the
national income figures and the net income figures which the Treasury
gives us. There may be quite a difference, so I have made an arbitrary deduction. The Department of Commerce at the present time
is estimating national income for this calendar year at about one hundred and fifteen billion.
Senator rATr. Mine was based on one hundred and ten billion for
1942, which reflects into about ninety-five billion of net income.
Mr. ALVORD. I make a guess of one hundred billion, so that we are
not far off.
The statistics*which Senator Byrd requested are like these. Of income in excess of $5,000, there is a total of eight and two-tenths billion; of income below $5,000 which will be subject to tax, there is
twenty-three and three-tenths billion, which gives thirty-one and fivetenth billion which will be taxed. Then I make my arbitrary deduction from the figure one hundred and five billion and reach my estimate of about seventy-five billion which will pay no tax.
Senator VADENBERo. You are referring onlV to the income tax?
Mr. ALVORD. I am referring only to the Federal income tax. We
certainly must realize that there are many other taxes which will dig
down into the pockets of the people that I am talking about, and I
will discuss that in just a minute.
Senator VANDRNBiNRO. You mean seventy-five billion of this income
is in brackets under $5,000?
Mr. ALVORD. Under $5,009 not taxed. As a matter of fact, if you
were to take all of the incomes over $5,000 that apply to those individuals in the country, and every penny of corporation income, you
would only get $25,000,000.000.
Senator VANDENBERG. I don't understand your figures. We tax below $5,000.
Mr. ALvonD. Yes, sir. I constructed the figures to exclude-I just
drew the line at $5,000 so that you can see how the line is drawn. Of
all the incomes below $5.000, we will imi)ose a tax upon an aggregate
of only twenty-three and three-tenths billion.
Senator VANDENBIRG. How much on incomes above $5,000?
Mr. ALvORD. Eight and two-tenths billion of income. That leaves
roughly seventy-five billion not taxed.
Senator BARKLM. Let me ask you this. That means about thirtyone. billion below and above $5.000?
M1'. ALvonD. It will all be below.
Senator BARKISY. You have got eight billion above $5,000, and

you have got twenty-three billion below $5,000?
Mr. ALvoRD. Yes.
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Which makes thirty-one billion below and above

M1r. ALvoRD. That is true. But the remaining seventy-five will
probably all be below five.
Senator TAFT. I don't understand your figures, Mr. Alvord, because the figures given by the Treasury and given in the tax data of
income show a total taxable net income of fifty-nine billion. Which
goes all the way down to $1,000. And of that, about thirteen billion
is above five, and about forty-four billion is below five.
Mr. ALvORD. Senator, as you read those figures off to me, I don't
think they include about thirty billion dollars attributable to exemptions and credits.
Senator TAFT. They are taxable returns.

.Yr. ALVOnD. That is right. And therefore, thirty billion dollars
has already been taken out.
Senator TArr. Of course, if you deduct all of your exemptionsMr. ALvoRD. That is what I am doing.
Senator TATr. That is a different question. But it is a little hard
to say that a fellow with $1,500 of income and a $1,000 credit is a
$1,500 income and is not taxed. It is taxed.
Mr. ALVOID. But if lie has a $1,000 income and a $1,000 credit,
then that $1,000 is not taxed.
Senator TAFT. If you want to exclde all of that, that amounts to
about $30,0C0,000,000.
Mr. ALVORD. That is the difference.
Senator Barkley, for example, litst year I think it was, stated that
he thought the sound tax policy would be to tax all the increased
national income over the prior year.
With that policy I agree, subject to certain practical limitations.
Senator BARKLEY. It is impossible to follow every dollar of that
increased income into the pocket of the fellow who has it.
Mr. ALvnD. That is true.
Senator BARKLEY. Yet I have felt and I still feel that with an estimate increase of $30,000,000,000 in the annual income over last year,
we ought to be able to reach eight billion of it.
Mr. ALvoRo. I don't think you will have a $30,000,000,000 increase
this year. You might have as much as fifteen.
Senator BARKLEY. It has been estimated around twenty-eight to
thirty. We won't know until the year is over.
Mi. ALVORD. I think those estimates are for the next year. One
hundred and fifteen billion is the highest estimate I have seen.
Senator BARKLEY. The Department of Commerce gave out a statement that the income for the first 6 months of this year was fiftyfour billion.
Mr. ALVORD. Yes.
Senator BAIIKLEY. It will probably be more for the next 6 months.
Mr. ALVOliD. Yes.
Senator BAnIKI.Ey. Last year it was ninety-five.
Mr. ALv(,RD. Yes.
Senator VANDEN3ERo. I still don't understand just what figures you
gave. You mean there are 25,000.000 who get less than $5,000 a year?
Mr. ALvoRD. That receive nontaxable income.
Senator BARKLEY. That is about half of the total number of people
employed, if that is correct.
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Mr. ALVORD. That is correct.
Senator VANDENBERG. YOU mystify me as much as the Treasury
does on that.
Mr. ALVCitD. I understand your mystification, but I am sorry I
contribute to it.
Let me attempt to tie in a fiscal program again with inflation. We
must have maximum revenues consistent solely with victory and complete victory in as short a time as possible, which means maximum
production. We need maximum borrowings from savingsSenator TAFr (interposing). I might just interrupt you a moment?
I have talked to the Treasury about the number of returns, and if
every wage earner makes a return, my recollection is they figure it
will be about fifty-two million, whereas they figure that under this
bill 26,900,000 will make returns, so that Mr. Alvord is approximately
correct. It will be 25,000,000 even on the Treasury account -who make
no returns of people who are earning money one way or the other.
Mr. ALvORD. I might suggest to Senator Vandenberg that possibly
the reason you are mystified is because I am using Treasury statistics.
Senator VANDENBERG. That is a terrifying coincidence.
Mr. ALvoRD. We must have maximum borrowing from. savings
and incomes of individuals, and we must have minimum borrowing
from commercial banks.
Secondly, and I know that Senator Byrd will be interest in this
we must have minimum spending for nonwar purposes. I commend
the tremendous efforts and I congratulate him on the success of his
committee so far. I am confident that as he says, "We have but begun."
Then I make the suggestion based also on Senator Byrd's report,
that we should have the maximum efficiency in war spending. Bear
in mind that you must have a tremendous amount of waste. Time
and speed are much more important than economy in war spending.
You will have waste--you might as well recognize it-but the point
I make is, don't have any more than you have to under the
circumstances.
I repeat that which I have been saying for years, gentlemen, and it
is now almost too late, but consistent with war production, your policy
should permit maximum production of civilian goods. It should promote it. In other words, if we are to have this fight between the supply in civilian goods and the money available to buy them, the fight
between supply and demand, one way to help would be to increase the
stuly. That can still be done.
the Houme
bill. ow,,let me apply my test to the Treasury program and to
It is our judgment that both the Treasury program and the House
bill fail to produce the maximum revenues, fail to encourage civilian
production, jeopardize your entire war production program, give no
opportunity at all to financial preparation for peace, provide substantially no control over inflation, adopt terrifically heavy and unnecessary retroactive burdens upon individuals, and fail to adopt
provisions which will permit maximum revenues from individuals,
They fail completely to aid in the maximum borrowing from savings
and current income of individuals. They, therefore, place practically
your entire fiscal program upon the one thing which for years we have
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been attempting to convince everyone must not be done-they base
their entire program upon maximum borrowing from banks.
Well now, I will discuss if I may, maximum revenues consistent
with the objectives I have outlined and consistent with our objectives
in our fight against inflation, and it is very interesting to see howsmoothly they will mesh together. Let me discuss individuals first,
because each of your is an individual, and you know exactly what your
needs are. Sometime when we get over into the corporate field, people are inclined to forget that corporations are composed of individuals. Their owners are individuals, their management are all
individuals, and their labor are all individuals. That fact we sometimes overlook, so I will discuss individuals first.
Maximum revenues from individuals-how do we measure it?
First, our citizens must live. There are certain minimum requirements below which you should not and dare not go. Quite true, heir
standard of living must be decreased. That applies to all of us. But
there is the minimum below which you dare not go.
Secondly, we must support our churches and our charities and our
schools. I hope the day will never come when our churches and our
charities and our schools must rely upon Government aid.
Third, we must educate our children. There is nothing in the entire war program that should compel our children to go without
educational opportunities.
Next, everyone of us has debts. We have to meet our life-insurance
requirements; we have to pay interest and amortization on our mortgages on our homes. I do not believe we need pass into the tax collector's window our life-insurance policies and our homes.
Then, we have these extraordinary demands, such as death and sickness. Every one of us has them. And in determining how much a
person can pay, that factor must most certainly be taken into con3ideration. We have all of these very practical, simple, ordinary
everyday facts.
Now, let us look at it from the point of view of taxes for just a
minitte: There is practically newindividnal in this country who pays
his taxes currently. I would guess that if there were any individual, I might be he, and I confess to you that I cannot do it. I make
the best estimates on tax liability that I can, but I will be way off,
for you gentlemen have established a very strange procedure. certainly
from the point of view of individuals. You wait until S-ptember,
October, or November, to pass a tax law which tells me in November
what I have to pay on my income from the preceding January on. No
person in the world can set aside or can save enough to )ay taxes
under those circumstances.
I regret that I was not one of those who conceived of this "pay as
you go Ruml plan." I had heard of it roughly about 2 months ago.
It was then, I thought, so incomplete that I discarded it. I was not
wise enough to see its opportunities. For years many of us have been
attemntina to find some way of putting individuals on a current basis.
Mr. Runl has the solution, any the plan which he presented to you
the other day is greatly perfected over the plan that I saw a couple
of months ago. I think it will work.
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Let me describe it to you just a minute. I don't know Mr. Rural.
I have never talked to him. I tell you that I am sorry-that my name
does nt appear oti the list of those who approve his plan. All he does,
gentlemen, is to apply the principle of daylight saving to taxes. For
example, it is now 12: 20 according to your clock. Actually, it is only
11 : 20. All we have to do is to move the taxable year up, just as you
moved the hands on the clock ahead. This roughly is his -plan. It
is described in detail in your hearings, at page 15. It is well worth
the study of every one of you.
He says this-keep right on paying your taxes exactly as you have
before, but as we pay our taxes in 1942, let them be taxes for 1942
-nd not for 1941. N1ow, the taxes that we pay in 1942 are what we
owe on our 1041 incomes, out of which we have not saved nearly
enough; so, enact your new rates, put them into force, and then pay
1942 taxes, and it now would really be 1943 taxes. File your return
on the 15th of March of next year; estimate your tax except for the
two or three provisions called relief provisions, which are eminently
sound-your estimate must be your 1942 income, just exactly as it
would be without this provision: But your 1943 tax based on 1942
income. Then when 1943 is over and you know what your income
is, correct it; perfectly simple. It can be done administratively;
I see nothing wrong with it. I am happy that the Treasury is
studying it, and I hope that they will recommend it. If you should
adopt that sort of a plap, then your whole basis for taxing individuals
could be revised and put on some sort of a sensible current basis under
which you will get the maximum, and everyone will be happy to
pay it.
Senator HERRING, Suppose they write a new tax law rext November?
oA.-mn.
It still works. That was a vice I pointed out in the
Mr.
earlier plan. You make those rates effective for the next year. It
has exactly the same effect. For example, let us take this bill as it
stands. You may not impose as tremendous increases iD tax liabilities
as the House bill does, but you will impose substantial increases. Those
rates will be in force immediately, just exactly as though you had not
adopted it.
Senator I-EnRIo. It will be retroactive from the first of the year.
Mr. ALvoim. You will pay in 1943 precisely the same amount except
that you pay it on the basis of 1943 liability and not 1942.
Let me explain the one essential difference. This is a very practical
problem for which I have been trying to find a solution for years.
Let me assume that a man making-say, $10,000--preeisely your salaries, goes into the armed forces. He may go in at a salary, let us
say, of $2,500. But under your present system, he must still pay
after he gets into the Army, and out of his $2,500 income because
he has not saved otherwise, he must pay a. tax on $10,000. Unless he is
exceptionally fortunate in having other resources or assets available,
he cannot do it, because you are taxing him more than $2,500 under
this bill as it stands. You take all of his income plus.
Undor the Ruml plan, a very simple device exists for that sort of a
situation. When a person changes, and I would limit it for ,xperimental purposes to persons who go into Government service-there
are other cases but I don't P-now just how far you can go--but, say,
a person definitely leaves a $i0,000 salary and goes into the Govern-
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ment-at $2,500 salary. Under the Rurl plan, he then files appropriate
certifications and pays his 1943 tax on his then known 1943 income.
Senator BARKLEY. When Will he pay an income tax on the $10,000
that he got for the last year that he got itI
Mr. ALVo). Never.
Senator BmKLtr. Never?
Mr. ALVORD. Nor will he pay it if you gentlemen don't adopt the

plan.
Senator B.%RKLFE. They are not all $10,000 people going into the
$2 500 class.
Mr. ALVORD. rhat is true. If he stays at $10,000, he stays exactly
as he does under the present law. If iegoes from $10,000 to $15,000,
he will pay exactly what lie does under the present law except that
you will collect currently from him on the $10,000, and at the end
of the year liewill owe the tax onx e additional $5,000. It would
permit him, for example
uIsPwlfla thly returns and make
2,dvance payments o
e $15,000 basis if our 913 income is to be
hi her.
Senator BAR
Y. Do you advocate changing from n annual to a
,4
i......
monthly basi n income tax?
Mr. ALVO. With respot o cexain items, yes, sir; Add you can
get trcnenme
usly incrqasbd rtvenutt immediately into thA'lreasury
if you do at. It V.uld pemtnit th. - ShouldA ou adopt Uie Ruml
plan, the ' is no rdmweaithW*,o'r dwhy yoi .nnot pr0Oide for
the compete withholding oyit,,wtin types of income of die full
amount f your
normal taIftnd perha the flr4 bracket
your
surtax. And voum.,taxpayveg 4Aill be deliOtlfd to live it dol.
Our bgest'builtmis, toifii tberlp-sh-i payth* taxes whih you
g tlemn
n
imposeA If y0collect It ctrintly, we can stan4fa terrifnc aminunt and 14 will gt into l Treury imediatelj. We
won't ha'e to wait nti!fhe flalycr 4 I-Wold make !e plan
effective tJjnuary 1,643, and th tfit w hholdinj under
would
be returndble to the Treasury ii,1,bruar and en you
t 5 full
months in to fiscal year 1941.f siistanti l rcfenues.
Senator Tv. HIe would'never pa4 enti4iy his 1942 comem.
Mr. ALvoDV.Looking at it'praetaially,
would pay into the
Treasury on JMunary 1, 1943, just exactly, you
beginni
on that date,
just exactly as vo',-would did you not adopt t
Ian, plus many
more billions which -6Mu-would be happy t /i~
y iii currently.
Senator TArr. The pay"Ait'A42 on the 1942 income,
which omits the 1941 income.
Senator BKLEY. Otherwise you pay it on 2 years' incom- in one.

Mr. ALvoRD. In effect, you pay your full increased rates on 1942
income in 1943. The only difference is this, as I have already indicated, if a man went into the Government servile; or should you
(lie in 1943. One of the best features is in relieving estates of the
tremendous obligations of providing cash to pay not only estate
taxes but also back income taxes. Your estate-tax collections will
go up and your income-tax collections N'll go down. Sometimes
we forget entirely that there is always a new generation coming on.
I think that the plan deserves the most serious consideration.
Whatever ftaws there may be in it, I am confident can be worked
out. Then you can collect into the Treasury immediately several
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billions of dollars more than you will get either uaider the House
bill or under the sensible bill which I trust you gentlemen will propose and pass.
Senator VANDENBERG. Does that apply only to individualsI
Mr. ALvoRD. Yes, sir.
Senator BARKLEY. You mean under the Ruml plan, you get more
money than you get under a sensible bill either by the House or the
Senate?
Mr. ALvrom. Yes, sir.
Senator VANDENBERG. And if you die next year, you pay nothing
Mr. ALvoRD. You pay no more income tax, because unfortunately
you have no more income. You don't benefit, unfortunately, because you are dead.
Senator VANDENBERG. IS that what they mean when they. say,
"Oh death, where is thy sting?"
Senator TArt. You pay on part of the year up to the time you die.
Mr. ALVORD. That is what you pay.
The CHAIRMAN. Then your estate has to pay the adjusted tax
finally?
Mr. ALvORD. Yes.
Senator BYRD. So far as the year 1943 is concerned, you would
make your March 15 payments on your earnings for 1942?
Mr. ALVORD. That is right.
Senator BYRD. And then you pay currently for the year 1943?
Mr. ALVORD. That is right.
Senator BYRD. In effect, you advance the collections.
Mr. ALvORD. That is right.
Senator Byar. And thereby net more revenues to the Government.
Mr. ALVORD. You have to take the next step and also withhold
from current income.
Senator BYRD. Then the adjustment is made?
Mr. ALvoRD. That is right. For example, you solve completely
the problem-this is only one of the incidental problems of the
Treasury proposal to collect at the source; a proposal which I trust
you will turn down.
Senator GERY. How would the Treasury be able to compute the
adjustments?
Mr. ALVORD. They do it now, practically. They are no more serious than the other adjustments which they make on an ordinary tax
return. As a matter of fact, you would work out a system of credits,
so that if you pay an excess on 1943 income--if your 1943 income is
really less than your 1942, it will be credited when you file your
return in 1944. Then you can withhold, as I say.
There are three kinds of income which are peculiarly capable of
being withheld-on which a tax can be withheld at the source--compensation, dividends, and interest. Other types of income are not
capable of being taxed by collection at the source, but those three
are you can 'impose a withholding tax so that that money flows immediately into the Treasury and the Treasury will collect immediately substantial revenues.
Senator CLARK. I think that your statement and Senator Byrd's
Statement is different from the proposal made by Mr. ]Ruml which
I have studied with some care. In the proposal, as I understand it,
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it is to take the payments being currently made in 1942 and apply
them on the 1942 income, and with any excess or diminution, as the
case may be, not to pay the 1942 income tax in 1943. In other words,
he simply forgets the 1941 tax.
Mr. ArVORD. Yes; but he does not forget his 1942 tax.
Senator CLARK. The payments being made this year would apply
to the 1942 tax.
Mr. ALVoRD. That is right.
Senator CLARK. So that there would be a certain loss to the Government from people who died or ceased to be income-tax producers
scattered over a period of 40 or 50 years, which would to some extent
and possibly to a large extent-I have not got the figures on thatwhich would be offset by the certainty of collection.

Mr.

ALVORD.

Yes, sir.

Senator CLARK. Senator Byrd assumed that you would pay the
1942 tax in 1943 and also pay the 1943 tax.
Mr. ALVORD. Oh, no. You pay your 1943 tax in 1943 precisely as
you would otherwise, measured by 1942 income. When it is paid,
you are free.
Senator BARKLEY. When you get on a current basis and collect by
the month, based upon the earnings of the mouth instead of the
year, and in the case where a man would earn during the first 6
months at a rate that would put him in the taxable bracket, and during that first 6 months the Government would take out each month
a proportion of it, and then during the last 6 months he reduced his
income or was unemployed altogether, so that his total income would
not put him in a taxable bracket, then the Government would have
to refund all that it had collected by the month from that person?
Mr. ALVORD. That is right. On that type of withholding. I am
going to suggest a slightly different type of withholding.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, Mr. Alvord. Let us see if we can make
a little more progress now. We will study this Rural plan.
Mr. ArVORD. I think it is deserving of very serious study.
In the absence of the Ruml plan or some such device as that, so
that we can get, away from our enslavement to the Treasury---everyone of us is really working as hard as we conceivably can to keep
from falling back too far. We cannot conceivably get current.
In the absence of that, then, I most respectfully suggest that
$1,000,000,0)
retroactively imposed is the maximum which you
should collect from individuals on 1942 incomes. Prescribe your
rates applicable to January 1, 1943, at the highest consistent with
your own consciences, but do net attempt to make those rates retroactive. Folks just cannot take it.
Now I come to corporations.
Senator BYiD. Before going oil with that, how would you change
this bill to accomplish that?
Mr. AivonD. Mr. Stai can do it if you ask him to, in much less
time than I can. If you would take the present law and provide
rates about half-way 'between the present law and the House bill,
you would Just about reach that result.
Senator BYRD. As applicable to 1942?
Mr. ALVORD. Yes, sir; as applicable to 1942.
Now, I cme to a discussion of. the maximum to be collected from
corporations, and again I ask that you keep yourself in the position
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of individuals, because corporations are really no different. Everything that I have outlined with respect to individuals is equally
applicable to corporations, and then there are a few other facts which

are of particular importance.
Let me discuss factor No. 1. 1 have been discussing this factor
for years.
In determining how much you can tax a corporation, you must
consider the requirements of that corpo ation for cash, just ordinary
cash requirements. I think that some of you will still be surprised
at my statement which I make to you every year. Your definitions
of taxable net income have nothing to do with the earnings and profits
of the corporation-practically nothing to do with it. And your
definition of statutory net income has absolutely nothing to do with
cash.
Paper profits are the profits which you gentlemen tax. I may not
have one single penny in cash and still have a substantial tax liability.
Now, what does the corporation need cash for? Well, I suspect
you would have an uprising if that corporation attempted to meet
its pay rolls with promises to pay. It must have cash for pay rolls,
it must have cash to meet its purchases, it must have cash to meet
transportation charges, it must have cash to pay its debts and the
interest on its debts, it must have cash to pay dividends, preferred
or common. It must have cash for real, practical purposes. And
last, but by far not the east, it must, have cash to pay taxcs---Federal,

*

State, and local.
Now, hqw far can you afford to deplete the cash of corporations?
Its cash comes from but two sources; it comes from sales of whatever it is that it is selling, even though it be personal services-it comes
from sales, or it comes from credit.
Credit is the thing that is of the utmost importance. If you want
to get cash through credit, you go to a bank. WYhen you go to the
bank, the bank says, "What chance is there of your repaying it? Let
us ,ae what your balance sheet looks like and what your prospective
earnings and profits mnioht be."
If you impair that aNiiitv to repay, as the House bill does most
severely, if you impair the ability of that enterprise to repay its debts,
it can get no cash through credit.
Now, I reach what to i,. is one of the most fundamental issues.
Every enterprise in the United States devoted to war production, and
every other enterprise, will be financed one way or the other. This
tax bill may very well decide whether that corporation will be financed
privately or by the Government, and I predict to you gentlemen that
if the decision you make on the present tax bill should be to compel
financing by the Government, that decision may very well be final;
it cannot be reversed.
That is one of the most important considerations in determining
the maximum which you can get from corporations.
I will summarize my conclusions very briefly. I can support them
by all the statistics that you gentlemen want. It is my very mature
conclusion that a 35 percent tax on normal profits is the very maximum-not the minimum at all but (he nimaximum- which corporation,
to which this act will apply, can pay. Bear in mind they are not all
war corporations; many of them have nothing to do with the war,
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many of them are disastrously affected from a profit point of view
by the war. Many of them have been driven out of business entirely.
A 35 percent tax on normal profits, in my opinion, is the maximum.
Now, let us see what we do with excess profits. Let me state one
fact to you first. An excess-profits tax should not be designed to
l)roduce revenues. The primary function of an excess-profits tax
is to control and to prevent profiteering. If it successfully prevents
)rofiteering, it should produce nothing.
Therefore in taxing excess profits, we must define, draw a line
between normal profits and excess profits. That is the first and most
important job to do. If I can diverge for just a minute, I assume
that you gentlemen have all reached the conclusion from hearing the
technicalities of the present law and the technicalities of this bill
that no excess-profits tax can stand as a part of our revemie system
except for the period of the war. Just as the 35 percent normal rate
is good only for the period of the war-it is much too excessive for
ordinary periods of time, and I challenge anyone to write an excessprofits tax system which really can be administered.
Senator BYRD. Let me ask 'you this question. Have you made an
estimate of the total Federal taxes of the average corporation, of the
income tax of 45 percent, the capital stock tax and the excess-profits
tax gbing up to 90 percent? Have you made an estimate of what
the average corporation would pay under the House bill?
Mr. ALVORD. On the basis of the statistics that I have seen, they
would pay 73 percent. That happens to be just the reverse of the
Canadian system.
Senator BatD. Are you speaking of corporations generally, those
who pay excess-profits taxes and others?
Mr. ALVORD. Yes, sir.
Senator WALSH. You stated that this committee should seek to obtain the maximum income from war profits. Have you any proposal
or plan for that?
Mr. ALVOwD. Very specific.
Senator BARKLEY. The 73 percent is 73 percent of the total earnings
Mr. ALvoma. No, sir; 73 percent of their statutory net income--not
their earnings and profits.
Senator BARKLEY. That includes also that on which they pay a
normal tax?
Mr. ALvoRD. Yes, si V.
Senator BARKLEY. As well as the excess-profits tax?

Mr. ALVORD. Yes, sir.

Senator VANDENRERG. I think those are the National City Bank
figures in their bulletin.
Mr. ALVORD. Yes, sir. The conclusion is drawn from that bulletin.
Now, your first job in imposing excess-profits taxes is to draw this
line between normal profits and excess P5rofits--an exceedingly difficult
line to draw. Real care must be exercised in drawing that line, for
otherwise you subject to these tremendously high, and I advocate
confiscatory rates on excess profits, you make those rates apply to
admittedly normal incomes. No person can live long if you do that.
As you gentlemen know, you have three prhicipal ways of computing normal profits: You have the return on its invested capital; you
76093-42-vol. 2-31
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have the average of its earnings for 1936, 1937, 1938, and 1939; an&
you have the so-called general relief.
I will speak just briefly with respect to each of those three.
On invested capital I make two points particularly.
The House proposes to cut the credit on invested capital, relying.
on Mr. Stam's statistics, from 8 and 7 percent under the present law,
to a schedule of 8, 7, 6, and 5 percent. hose yields are utterly inadequato. Take the statistics and work on them as. much as you want to.
But I know that no person familiar with the demands of war production will concede that 8, 7, 6, and 5 are adequate.
You made a serious mistake last year in changing the law from 8
percent to 8 and 7. Don't further that mistake. It is much sounder
to go back to the 8 percent-much sounder to take the 10 percent of
the prior laws.
The second important suggestion is this: Now, in considering your
credit on invested capital, ltear in mind that the present law is an
exceedingly arbitrary law in determining what goes into invested
capital. I suspect that most of you will think that invested capital
means the money that you put into the concern. It may be on that
basis that Mr. Staem has said most corporations in the higher brackets.
never realize 5 percent. But, in fact, if he looks at actual earnings
and profits he will find that the return is well over 7 percent over any
period of time. But invested capital, I am compelled to tell you, has
absolutely nothing to do with what you put into the corporation. That
is a surprising statement-but I trust it will not be surprising to
any of you, for I stated this fact to you in 1940, and again last year.
Invested capital has nothing to do with the money that you put into
your corporation. Ihat is because of a little device, intentional and
well planned and thought out, a definition which produces precisely
the opposite results, which you gentlemen thought you were producing, precisely the opposite results from the o, which should be produced. That is the point that Mr. Hopkins referred to very brieflythe distinction between cost and tax basis. It works against the Treasury and in favor of the taxpayer, and in favor of the Treasury and against the taxpayer. No one knows how it is going to work.
First, I will tell you that the tax basis cannot be computed, and I
will stand on that statement.
Secondly, it should not be if it could ba. I will give you a very
simple illustration of precisely what I mean. I own this table here,
and I sell it to the chairman. The table cost me $100 and I sell it to
the chairman for $150. I have a $50 gain. I pay a tax on it.
The chairman then says, "This table cost me $150.' If he depreciates
the table, lie does it on the basis of $150. If he sells it, he puts the gain
or his loss on the basis of $150. Perfectly proper.
Now if the chairman happens to be a corporation and I sell him
this table for $150 exactly as I did before, but he pays me in his
securities instead of cash-he could have done it either way-it made
no difference to him whether he sold securities and got the $150 in
cash and then paid me in cash, or whether he short-cutted that and
paid me directly $150 worth of market value of his securities.
The cost to the chairman is $150 exactly as though he had bought
it in cash. but that is not his invested capital. It is his ii, vestment in
the table. But in computing his invested capital, we make the chairman find out what this table cost me. I may be dead or I may be
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gone, but he has to find out what the table cost me, which is $100, and
then he has to deduct all the depreciation that I claimed on the table
during the entire period that I owned it, and perhaps of several owners
before I acquired the table. Those computations cannot be made even
in the simple case that I gave you.
Now, the 1917, 1918, 1921 excess-profits tax soundly computed invested capital on the basis of cost--"what did the assets cost the
cori)oration ?"
Which is of course, the market value of the securities that the corporation paid for it. For some reason, and the only reason that has
ever been told me is the reason of administrative simplicity-that cannot be the reason, but that is the only reason I heard-for some reason,
the Congress upon the recommendations of the Treasury changed
your old rule of cost and adopted the rule of the tax basis.
Now, I can show you eases where that rule helps me, as for example,
it would help the chairman in the case I put-suppose this table had
cost me $300 and I sell it to the chairman for $150 in his securities.
What should be his invested capital? I still tell you that that invested capital should be the cost to the chairman, $150, and not 1
penny more,
What is it under the present law?-$300-absolutely no relation
at all to the cost to the chairman.
The rule ought to be changed.
Now, I come to the question of the earnings credit. I will got
through, Mr. Chairman, very shortly. Again, your earnings creditwbich is one of the best devices--I am sorry to differ with Mr. Cranch
who appeared before you the first thing this morning on this point-I
doubt if he really thought it through, because it will hurt their men
much more if earnings credit should be eliminated than any gain
which could conceivably result.
I just ask each of you gentlemen as you sit here, how closely will
1936, 1937, 1938, and 1939 average of your incomes represent your
normal- income in 1942 and 1943? If you have no other income but
your fixed salary, and if your expenses-let me say your expenses of
campaigning are actually more and your tax liabilities remain the
same, then it works. Otherwise it does not.
Now, there is one very serious defect, and I always point it out
whenever your experts pull something out of the Canaaian system
and out of the British system and therefore recommend it to you as
being sound.
I say, gentlemen, why don't you pull out. the good things as well as
the bad?
Your years 1936,1937,1938, and 1939 were not normal years. They
were the tail-end of a decade of depression. Your year 1938 for
most corporations was as bad as your year 1933. Your corporate net
incomes for 1938 were only slightly higher than they were in 1933,
and yet this is what you say-you say "take your 1936 income, your
1937 income, your 1939 income, and your 1938 deficit, treat the deficit
as zero, total them up and divide by four, which gives your average."
Now, Canada and Great Britain have solved that ahnost exactly
as I have suggested that it be solved. To the extent that we must
rely upon these base period years, 1936, 1937, 1938, and 1939, rely
on only three of them instead of four; let the taxpayer do exactly
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as they do in Canada and Great Britain if they are in existence for
those periods of years, let the taxpayer take any one of those years
and kick it out as being subnormal and then average the other three.
Your result even then is going to be wrong, but it comes closer to
giving you a right starting point than any other system that I could
devise. It will be wrong, for example, because those years will not
reflect 1940, and bear in mind that your defense expenditures in 1940
were insignificant so far as the real national income or Government
activity was concerned. You would be justified in taking 1940 and
putting it into the earnings base and using 1940 for your normal
provisions,
growth
Mr. Chairman, your experts have done an excellent job, just as
they have done in many parts of this most complicated excess-profits
tax provision. They have done a swell job-it still needs improvement, and it will be improved as you give them time.
On relief they have done an excellent job. There are, however,
four general types of cases which 1 think you gentlemen would want
to cover which are not nosv covered by the relief provisions as I read
them.
First, the corporation-of which, unfortunately, there are manywhich had a long series of deficits prior to this war; 1936, 1937, 1938,
and 1939 were all deficit years, in which they did not make any
money and yet they are that peculiar type of organization which
relies lor its income upon the individual capacity of the fellow doing
the job. The corporation has substantially no invested capita .
Under this bill you take 90 percent of every penny they earn, and
they are probably just coming into normal incomes in 1942 and
1943. Their activities nmay well have nothing to do with the war.
A second type is the corporation that happens to have ingenious
management, so that it has done an extraordinary war job. The
War Department or the Navy Department has insisted, because of its
ability to produce and to produce on time, precisely what the War
and the Navy Departments want, that they expand and expand and
expand. Many such corporations have increased their capacity so
that their sales will be 10, 20, or even 30 times more than they were
in the base period years.
They have expanded on their own capital and on their own risks,
they have lost their civilian customers, and yet you again take 90
percent of practically every penny they make. You take 90 percent
of every penny they make on their increased volume, and I don't
think you ought to do it.
Those types of corporations could well be provided for by a flat
ceiling. It is hard to measure it---but it can be done; figure out the
rate you want. I would suggest, as the very top, a provision, saying
that for the period of the war these two types of corporations will
not be asked for more than 75 percent of their entire income, for all
Federal taxes.
Third, you have a type of corporation which has peculiarly efficient management, so that your war production, agencies go to that
concern, and say, "Please manage this war plant for us. We will
build it, we will give you the monsy to build it, and you do the job.
For that we will pay you a minimum compensation.
If that corporation happens to be in the excess-profits tax class,
as it probably is, for every dollar that it gets in compensation for
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that very important war function, it pays 90 percent of it back to
the Treasury. I don't think you want to do that. A perfectly simple solution for that is to put it right up to the War Production
Board; let them say, if this particular concern is doing the job on a
basis which means only minimum reasonable profits, that such profits
shall be excluded from excess-profits taxes. Subject them Lo normal
but not to excess-profits taxes.
Then you have another type of corporation-that type of corporation which, over a long period of time, has had a steady growth.
The figures which I have seen, for example, with respect to the
public-utility industry are illustrative.
The figures are something like this-beginning back in 1920 and
continuing right straight up to the present time, they show a
normal growth of about 10 percent each year over that long period
of time. It will be a little less than 10 percent, but the precise
percentage can be discovered, and it is not now relatively important.
Let us call it, for simplicity, 10 percent. That is the normal growth
of that industry.
Now, what does it face?
You have a provision in this bill which is called, "normal growth"
and like many other provisions in the bill, it is misnamed. It is a
perfectly sound provision and must stay except that it can be
improved, as I have suggested, by the use of the year 1940, for
example, in the growth formula. The real name of this provision
should be "abnormal growth" and not "normal growth." It is abnormal growth because it applies only to that abnormal situation
where 1938 and 1939, notwithstanding the 1938 depression, have produced substantially more income than 1936 and 1937, because otherwise your normal growth provision does not apply.
You also have a limitation on your normal growth provision that
the resulting credit cannot exceed the maximum of any one year,
which usually would be 1939. There is no justification for that Jimitation, but even if that is eliminated, the provision does not apply to
an industry such as I have described.
That same industry is confronted with other peculiar provisions in
the bill which apply fairly to others but not to itself. For example,
the utility industry, as I remember the facts, invested substantial
funds back in 1930 and 1931 and perhaps in 1932 attempting to encourage the effort to prevent the depression. They probably expanded their capacity far beyond all immediate use. That capacity
is just now-maybe in 1939 in some cases, but usually in 1940 and
1941 and 1942-just beginning to show income, yet you take 90 cents
out of every dollar it makes.
Another peculiar factor of that industry, as I understand it, is that
even in normal times, the funds which they expend upon additions,
and which they must expend upon additions if our homes are going
to be served with electricity--do not produce income until from
1 to 3 years after they make the investment, with the result that the
investments which they did make in 1936, 1937, 1938, and 1939 are not
reflected in earnings until after the base period. You are taking 90
cents out of every dollar from that normal expansion and transferring
it to the Treasury.
Then another strange factor is that the utility industry as well as
many other industries were forced to expand through, not ihe issuance
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of common stock or preferred stock, in which event they would get
the application of the additional capital provisions of the present
law, but through borrowed money, and the facilities which they have
erected with the borrowed money are just coming into earning
capacity. Not one single adjustment or allowance is made for that.
That industry is typical. Certainly some solution must be found
for permitting normal growth of any taxpayer who is a part of an
industry which has witnessed normal growth, for example, over a
period of 20 years; otherwise you are going to stop normal growth.
The policy which we are recommending is precisely the opposite-encourage normal growth.
I am submitting two charts showing the trends I have discussed.
(The charts referred to appear on pp. 1783, 1784.)
Mr. ALVORD. Now, Mr. Chairman, there are other things that I would
like to take up, but I will conclude with just one very earnest recommendation. I am very glad that Senator Walsh is here. I recommend most seriously the immediate repeal of the provisions of law
which became law on the 28th of April this year known generally as
the "renegotiation provisions." I know personally some of the members of the Price Adjustment Boards which have been set up to
administer this law. They are extremely able and excellent groups
of men, well qualified and of the highest integrity. They are doing,
and will do, their best with an impossible statute. After working out
innumerable preliminary problems, they appear to have adopted perfectly sound and sensible policies insofar as the statute permits them
to do so but the fact remains that the statute is utterly impossible and
cannot be administered. So long as those provisions remain in the
law the entire fiscal program of the Treasury might as well be
scrapped-it has got to be on a day-to-day basis. Secondly, and of
equal importance, I merely tell you that I did not think that any of us
would ever live to see the day when bona fide Government contracts
became scraps of paper.
I will hurriedly refer to a few matters, and ask that you study my
written discussion.
First, there is the new treatment of capital gains and losses under
the bill. The adoption of a single 15-month holding period, in place
of the complicated dual holding period of the present law, seems to me
desirable in the interests of simplification. I think you might go
further and adopt the suggestion made to your committee by Mvfr.
Emil Schram that a d-month holding period would be adequate to
distinguish speculative gains from investment.
But I see no conceivable justification for raising the 15 percent flat
tax on capital gains to 25 percent, or for limiting capital losses to the
extent of capital gains. The rate of tax on capital gains should not
fluctuate according to revenue requirements or changes in the individual surtax schedule. Your committee decided in 1938 that 15
percent was the fair and practical rate to be applied, in view of the
differences between capital gains and ordinary income. We ought
to stick to that decision, and not continually disturb the markets by
frequent rate changes.
Nor it is justifiable to tax capital gains when they exceed losses,
but to disregard capital losses when they exceed gains. Thigh is par-
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ticularly unfair to corporations, which have to doal in capital assets
as a part of their ordinary business. If the present system does
not produce net revenues, we ought to repeal the capital gains tax,
instead of arbitrarily limiting losses.
A closely related matter is the problem of involuntary conversion,
that is, property which has been requisitioned by the Government
or destroyed by the enemy during this emergency. The bill proposes to treat gains from such conversion as capital gains, and losses
therefrom as ordinary losses. This is very fair, so far as it goes.
However, the bill limits the application of the section to depreciable
property, held more than 15 months. Since all types of property,
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not, may be requisitioned or destroyed, I am at a
depreciable or
loss to see why the provision is limited to depreciable property.
Nor do I understand why the period of holding is matei'ial, since
the taxpayer has no control over the event.
express our approval of the principle contained
iFinally, I wish to
section 114 of the House bill not to tax amounts recovered on
bad debts, taxes, and so forth, previously deducted except to the
I suggest,
tax benefit.
produced
the the
prior
extent thatthat
nottoc
the form,
shoulda take
benefit rule
taxdeduction
however,
recovery
of
year
the
in
reported
limiting the amount of income to be
and then taxing it at the rates applicable to such year, but of limiting the tax for such year to the amount of tax saved by the prior
deduction. This will more nearly square with the realpurpose of
taxing such recoveries, which is to neutralize the benefits derived
from the prior deduction. In any event, it should be made clear
that in measuring the amount of the prior deduction which pro-
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duced a tax benefit, a simple computation based on the tax liability
with and without the deduction should be made and there should
be no attempt to apportion a net loss among all the taxpayer's
deductions.
Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. You may put your brief in. And thank you, Mr.
Alvord.
(The brief and supplement thereto submitted by Mr. Alvord are
as follows:)
STATEMENT OF E.LLSWORTH C. ALVORD, WASHINGTON, D. C., CHAIRMAN, COMMIri
ON FEDERAL FINANCE, CHAMR OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES

Mr. Chairman, gentlemen, I am Ellsworth C. Alvord, an attorney, of Washington,
D. C. I appear as chairman of the committee on Federal finance of the Chamber
of Commerce of the United States.
INTRODUCTION

The pending bill Is unquestionably the most complicated in both form and
substance we have ever been called upon to consider. A bill of 320 pages ani a
committee report of 181 pages of explanation compel a division of our testimony
among the members of our committee. Mr. Roy C. Osgood will first discuss the
technical provisions of the bill relating primarily to estate and gift taxes. Mr.
Paul Shorb will then discuss the technical provisions of the bill relating primarily
to individuals. Mr. Albert L. Hopkins will follow with a discussion of the technical provisions of the bill relating primarily to corporations. I will then discuss
fiscal problems and the provisions of the bill relating to the excess-profits tax.
We trust that our testimony will be of help to your committee.
OUTLINE OF FISCAL SITUATION

The more important fiscal facts confronting us may be outlined (in round
figures) as follows:
(1) We begin the fiscal year with a national debt of $72.000,000,000.
(2) Our war appropriations and authorizations now total $200,000,000,000.
(3) Estimated expenditures for 1943 are $77,500,000,000.
(4) Estimated receipts for 1943 (maklu, ,no allowance for additional revenues
under the pending bill) are $17,000.000,000.
(5) The estimated 1943 deficit is $60.1; billions.
(8) About $2,500,000,000 of the 1943 deficit will be financed by the "use" of
Social Security and other trust funds ii"ld by the Treasury-thus leaving a
deficit to be financed through taxation ann h -rowing of $58,000,000,000.
(7) Commercial banks now hold approximately $26,000,000,000 of Federal
securities.
(8) Fiscal 1914 is less than a year away.
ESTIMATED REVENUE REQUIREMENTS

The Treasury Insists that the bill now pending before you must produce
$6,000,000,000 of additional revenues for 1943, and $8,700,000,000 for the first full
year of operation. It estimates that the bill as it passed the House of Represe'tatives will produce for the same years about $4,000,000,000 and $6,200,000,000,
respectively.
The Treasury does not tell us how it reached its decision upon the necessary
amount of additional revenues. But It does tell us that its demands have no
relation to expenditures or deficits. For our estimated expenditures, and
therefore the deficit, for 1943 have increased $14,000,000,000 since the Treasury
made its original recommendation to the Committee on Ways and Means, while
the Treasury has increased its demand by $1,100,000,000.
The truth is probably this: The Treasury. prepared t~ie tax program which
It would impose If It were the peoples' duly elected legislative representatives,
estimated its total yield, and then demanded that total as its minimum
requirements. In any event, there is precedent for this procedure.
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But there is no formula by which revenue requirements can be computed.
Furthermore, it is utterly Impossible to estimate, within several billions, either
our probable expenditures or our probable receipts. For example, the present
law might well produce $20,000,000,000. In addition, If the present law providing for renegotiation of war contracts remains in force, no one can predict
upon future revenues--other than that it will be disastrous and unIts effect
controllable. Again, no estimates can be made for 1944. And, strangely enough,
on the basis of the Treasury's own statistics, the House bill will actually produce the entire amount demanded by the Treasury I
Thus, the Issue raised by the Treasury- seems unrealistic. Nevertheless, the
Treasury rigidly insists upon its program.
A realistic approach to present and future fiscal problems presents the truly
important Issue:
(1) How much can be raised by taxation, and (2) How should the balance
be borrowed?
FINANCING THE WAR

The Treasury Insists that two basic tests be applied to Its fiscal program,
as presented to the Committee on Ways and Means and to your committee,
and to the revenue bill of 1942 now pending before you: (1) The bill must
raise the minimum amount of additional revenues required to finance the
war; and (2) It must be an effective anti-inflationary weapon.
We challenge the Treasury program and the House bill. They pass neither
of the two tests. Furthermore, the two tests themselves are insufficient.
Our Government needs the maximum revenues, not the minimum, and must
borrow the balance. Neither the Treasury program nor the House bill will
contribute materially to the light against Inflation.
We recommend :
(1) A basic program for financing the war; (2) a composite and practical
program for effectively fighting Inflation; and (8) a thorough revision of the
pending revenue bill to conform with each.
oDJucT'LvRS
A basic program for financing the war must, of course, provide for maximum
revenues from taxation. Maximum revenues must of course be governed by
agreed objectives. The overwhelming majority of our people now realize that
fiscal policies have a more determining and final effect upon where we are going
and whether we will get there, than the frequent repetition of phrases of
assurance.
Although the Treasury program and the Houme bill disregard them completely
and are frequently in direct conflict with them, it would seem that there can
be little disagreement over the following objectives:
(1) Maximum production for war during the entire war period; (2) maximum protection against profiteering; and (3) maximum preparation for peace.
INFLATION

A program for effectively fighting Inflation must likewise conform to facts:
(1) The supply of civilian goods must decrease as production for war
lncreascs.
(2) The demand for civilian goods Increases as purchasing power Inereasca
and supply decreases.
(8) The demand for civilian goods already exceeds the supply, and therefore
"excess" purchasing power must be controlled.
(4) All costs must be controlled if price control has any chance to be effective.
(5) Neither price fixing nor rationing guarantees a supply of civilian goods.
(6) It Is spending that must be restricted, not production.
(7) At least $75,000,000,000 of our national income is now nontaxable.
(8) Most of the entire Increase of $40,000,000,000 in our national income since
1940 is nontaxable.
(0) About 25,000,000 gainfully employed will pay no income tax-although
every one of them stands ready to pay his share.
(10) A 10-percent increase In prices has the same effect upon the individual
as a 10-percent tax-but further price In,reases will continue and may become
uncontrollable. Furthermore, as prices increase, the costs of the war Increase;
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Government expenditures correspondingly increase, and our citizens will soon
shoulder unbearable and avoidable burdens.
(11) Certain price Increases will be proper from time to time. But spiralling
must be stopped before it begins.
(12) A courageous offensive is required to fight Inflation. Victory on the
home front is vital. There is no place for appeasers. A fiscal program based
upon politics is as doomed as a war program based upon appeasement.
INFLATION AND THEFISCAL PROORAM
A basic program for financing the war must provide for maximum control over
inflation. From a fiscal point of view, maximum control over inflation demands:
(1) Maximum taxation of individuals whose purchasing power is increasing.
(2) Maximum borrowing from savings and current incomes.
(3) Mlinium borrowing from commercial banks.
(4) Minimum spending for nonwar purposes, and maximum efficiency in war
spending.
(5) Maximum production of civilian goods consistent with war production.
There Is no conflict'between the objectlves of a basic program for financing
the war and the fiscal policies for effectively fighting inflation. They "mesh"
smoothly and simply.
ANALYSIS

OF TREASURY PRORAM AND HOUSE BILL

It is our judgment that the Treasury program anti the House bill(1) Fall to produce maximum revenues.
(2) Seriously jeopardize maximum war production.
(8) Afford no financial opportunity to prepare for peace.
(4) Fall to provide adequate control over inflation.
(5) Impose unbearable retroactive burdens upon individuals.
(6) Prescribe wholly inadequate 'measures for taxing the current income
of individuals.
(7) Fall to provide incentive for maximum borrowing from the savings and
current Incomes of individuals and corporations and, therefore, rest their fiscal
program primarily upon maximum borrowing from commercial banks.
(8) Will compel unnecessary curtailments, abandonments, and substitutions
In the production 'of civilian goods.
SPECIFIC

ECOM

MENDATIONS

We offer the following specific suggestions for financing war expenditures:
(1) The maximum possible revenues from taxes for the duration of the war,
consistent with our objectives.
(2) A definite incentive savings system for both Individuals and corporations.
(3) Sdcurity Issues designed to attract maximum additional borrowings of
a noninflationary type, as from individuals, insurance companies, trust funds,
savings Institutlons, and others.
(4) The elimination of all nonessential Government activities, and the reductlon to the bone of essential nonwar activities. Wholehearted sul)port of
the Byrd committee will produce the results.
It is vital that the 'great bulk of our cash requirements during the war
period come from current incomes and accumulated savings. Inflation will
assuredly
cial bank&fellow continued borrowing in substantial amounts from the commerMAXIMUM

INDIVIDUAL

I.ATES OF TAX

The tax structure should be made to yield every possible dollar while the
war lnsts. The cornerstone of this structure Is the Individual income tax,
based primarily upon the sound principle of ability to pay. But ability to pay
has limitations. Confiscation Is not an application of the prineple. The fact
must be recognzed that, as income Increases, so do obligations. It requires
sound judgment and careful steady to fix the maximum rates of tax which can
be borne by millions of individuals in varying financial and economic circumstances.
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Recognition must be given to the following fundamentals :
(1) The individual must provide ordinary living expenses for himself and
his dependents. Ills standard of living must be reduced, perhaps to the lowest
point since 1932. But there is a point beyond which it must not, and need not,
be reduced, just as It is unnecessary to deny an opportunity for reasonable
advancement and Improvement.
(2) The individual must pay his debts. Homes and insurance policies should
not be sacrifled to the tax collector.
(3) The individual must educate his children. It is not necessary to deprive
them of opportunity for advancement.
(4) The Individual must support fis church, his charities, and his schools.
They must neither be sacrificed nor compelled to demand Government assistance.
(5) The individual must be prepared for extraordinary expenses, which are
familiar to every famlly-sickness and deaths, the needs and demands of dependents and friends, unexpected losses, and the like.
(0) Every Individual seeks security for ilmself and his family, protection
against loss of his job, from declining earnings, from Increased living costs.
He must have an opportunity out of his current income for savings and Insurance. Thrift Is still the bulwark of private security. The promises of
Government to guarantee security are quite Inadequate.
(7) Ills income from outside sources-dividends and interest from his savings
and dividends on his insurance policies-bas been and will continue to be
greatly reduced; and the immediate value of his investments correspondingly
confiscated.
(8) The Individual does not set aside from current savings a fund for current taxes. lie Is always "a year behind." lIe Is harnessed to a treadmill and
must constantly increase his speed to keep from falling too far behind. Enslavement to the Treasury provides neither happiness nor Incentive. It is not
necessary.
(9) The current incomes of many individuals have remained constant, and in
many cases have been drastically cut: Military service, priorities, rationing,
price critrols, prohibitions, Government service have had disastrous financial
effect.
comes essential for the support of widows, children, and dependents
have b
drastically reduced, and many are already facing a desperate future.
(10) The war need not produce paupers.
In ,umimary.--Ineentive, the force which drives every one of us to maximum
effort, must not be destroyed.
Our conclusion.-Not more than $1,000,000,000 in additional taxes should be
imposed retroactively upon individuals. But many billions more than the House
bill provides can be imposed if collected currently as incomes are earned.
Our recommendation.-Finanelngthe war from the savings and current incomes of individuals, in taxes and borrowing, must be approached as one
problem. For example, the so-called Rural plan should receive most serious
consideration and, we believe, should be adopted. If adopted, then substantial
sums can be collected at the source, as a normal tax, beginning January 1, 1948.
Withholding at the source and incentive savings can also be made effective.
Retroactive impositions can be avoided. And billions will pour into the Treasury
in excess of the Treasury's expectations.
MA IMUM CORPORATION RATES
Precisely the same considerations must be- applied in determining the maxi.
mum rates to be imposed upon corporatons--for owners, managers, and workers
sre all individuals. But additional factors are also involved:
(1) Cash requirements are ever increasing and must be met. Pay rolls
demand cash, not promises. Purchases of raw materials and constantly increasing Inventories must be paid for. New plants, new machinery and equipment, repairs and maintenance, demand cash. Transportation charges call for
payment in cash. Existing debts must be serviced with cash, and debt retirement must be made with cash. Dividends must be paid in cash, and frequently
a failure to pay preferred dividends means a loss of the business. The coats of
litigation, including Government -investigations and proceedings, must be de.frayed with cash. And neither last nor least, taxes, Federal, State and local,
must be paid in cash. And cash comes from only two sources: Sales and credit.
(2) Credit must not be Impaired. Much of the current cash requirements
must come from borrowing. Ability to repay remains the primary test. And
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ability to repay means: Cash remaining after all other costs are paid.-including
taxes.
(3) Taxable net income, as defined under the present law and under the House
bill, has little relation to business income, and has no relation to cash. Substantial incienses in inventory values, for example, may result in a tremendoull
tax liability, having utterly no relation to Income and, as previously pointed
out, actually reducing "ability to pay." Similarly, the demands of war may
prevent the maintenance of Inventories essential to normal operation, and force
postponement of replenishment until after the war. Certainly, paper profits
resulting from the forced depletion of normal Inventories should not be taxed.
They are not real Income and actually there is a decreased ability to pay.
(4) Inordinate tax rates which destroy the Incentive to maximum efficiency
will increase the cost of every product produced. Increased costs to the Government, for example, may well aggregate billions, while the tax revenues are
Increased but n fraction. And resulting increases In the cost of living will be
equally disastrous.
(5) Not every corporation is engaged, or can or should engage, in war pro.
duction. From a profit point of view, many are not benefited; and many are
harmed.
(0) Practically everyone engaged in war production faces an obsolete plant
upon the cessation of host
ra"
slalU4s
tremendous losses (from depreciated Inventories, for
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and the nc~If?
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It
s been oontipa
ou
onf1stent
that t"rue exce profits bould be sub.
jectedo very high
'*fesof tax. frilt again We point 0ut the i
rtance of defining ith infinite care the divdfili line b'twee normal pifits and excess
profits. ' oral profits must, 6rote ed agafst e confiscao-y rates Imposed
upon true excess profits.
e first
eess profits
taxJuke
wi
adopted
in 1940.
J~eant
t spcssemedtoout~glithe
need for
and] equity.
As
p~redi~cted, e
rience ham dnveloped' tinnmeroble Instaw(s of unintended inJustices ardia
qultlep . Little op~portunity was aff odd "ing1V41 for hnprovements. Much remains to be done; and all can ,4oe
nnow.
The following prilftMWps are of first ImportaigO
(1) The excess-profltitaho U
gt itf force only during the period of

the war.

(2) Excess profits must be averaged over the period of the war, and at least
1 year thereafter.
(8) Normal profits must not be confiscated, and normal growth must not be
stopped.
1 tax law may cost this Government
(4) An unsound or unfair excess-profits
and this country, in increased costs and prices, far more than it will produce in
revenues.
(f5) The primary function of a true excess-profits tax Is to prevent war
profiteering, not to produce revenues.
sPECIIC lXXCFS-PROFITS TAX aFOoMMNATIONS
The iouse bill contains a few excellent Improvements In the present excess.
profits tax provisions, notably an extensive and creditable revision of supple-
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meat A, and a broadening of the general relief provisions of section 722. The
House bill also increases the specific exemption to $10,000, although this change
is practically nullified by the propose. increase in the normal tax to 45 percent.
At the same time, the bill drastically reduces the invested capital credit, omits
many essential changes, and contains some defective provisions.
Oar specific recommendations with respect to the excess-profits tax are developed In detail in the discussion of technical amendments. The most important changes which are neces.iry are summarized as follows:
(1) The invested capital credit is wholly Inadequate. The proposed reduction of the percentages of invested capital from 7 to 6 percent on capital between $10,000,000 and $200,000,000, and from 7 to 5 percent on capital over
$200,000,000 is unsound and unfair. "Cost" should be substituted for "tax
basis," as the general rule, lathe computation of invested capital where property
is paid in for stock (with proper provisions for relief in exceptional situations).
(2) The Income credit must. be improved. The use of the average of any 8
of the 4 years 193--39 should be permissible, and 100 percent of the average
base period earnings should be allowed, Instead of 95 percent. Income allocated
to the base period years under section 721 should be Included in these years in
the computation of the credit. Fifty percent of borrowed capital should be
allowable as a net capital addition; and currently accumulated earnings and
profits should be consideredjas capital additions.
(3) Credits once agreed upon its appropriate measures of normal profits
should not be reduced by changes in mathematical computation.
(4) The so-called general relief provisions have been admirably improved.
They play a most important part in drawing the line between normal profits
and excess profits, in the many cases where both the earnings credit and the
invested capital credit are inadequate. But further Improvement remains to
be done. For example, many enterprises had no earnings during the base period
years and have little invested capital. Confiscation of substantially their entire
Incomes must be avoided. Again, many Industries will show a steady, normal
growth over a long period of years; but neither the normal growth provisions
nor the relief provisions are applicable-and consequently their current normal
ir.comes, resulting from normal growth and expansion will be confiscated under
the bill as It now stands. A third case which admittedly must be avoided is an
enterprise, already in the excess-prcfits class, which by reason of its managerial
skill Is called upon to manage a Government-owned plant, on a decidedly minimum basis. Certainly, everyone would be shocked to know that under the
louse bill It promptly pays back to the Treasury 90 cents of each dollar of
its agreed compensation. A fourth typical example Is an enterprise which has
become so successful In war production that it has been asked to increase Its
capacity and output 10 or 20 or even 30 times, with all the attendant risks
and with no opportunity for even a minimum increase in reasonable profits.
Perhaps a segregation of cases of this type and the application to them of an
automatic Increase lit their earnings credit and an ovbr-all "ceiling" (so that
their aggregate, tax liabilities over the period of the war should not exced
75 percent of their net Income) if; an appropriate and simple remedy.
Abnormalities of Invested capital for corporations in existence prior to
January 1. 1940. should be recognized. The penalty tax of 5 percent on the
granting of relief
Is unwarranted, and should be eliminated. Relief for changes
in tho character of the business after December 31, 1939, should not be limited
to commitments entered Into before that date. The revision of section 722
sho d ho retroactive to 1940 and 1941.
(5) Normal growth requires protection. The existing limitation In the socalled normal growth formula that the earnings credit shall not exceed the
largest year In the base period (1939, for example) in outmoded and should be
moved.
Furthermore, the present provisions admittedly fall to permit true
normal growth. They actually apply only to cases of abnormal growth which
was stiffli-let
in the lost half of the base period to overcome the general adverse
effect of 1938. Recognition should be accorded Industries which have had a
steady normal growth over a long period of years whose reverses In 1938 make
the statutory formula Inapplicable. Furthermore, capital additions made in
the early 1930's were sometimes not productive of increased earnings until after
the expiration of the base period, and frequently the earnings capacity of capital
addillons Is not reflected for 2 or 8 years, or even more. In addition, the
decade of depression has to a great extent compelled the use of borrowed capital
for financing additions, Normal growth and expansion must be encouraged, not
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stopped. The simplest and fairest solution is to supplement the present provisions by recognition of the calendar year 1940 In the average earnings computation. After all, our defense expenditures prior to 1941 were Insignificant.
(6) Provisions should be adopted permitting the averaging of excess profits
over a perlod of several years. A lossor deficiency in credit for any year should
be applicable against excess profits either of preceding or subsequent years. The
excess-profits credit carry-over from each year should be computed under the
law applicable to that year.
(7) The policy of section 784, relating to adjustment for Inconsistencies, should
be reversed and the section completely rewritten. In no event should it be retroactive to years prior to 1932, and it should not apply to transactions of predecessors.
(8) Absolute accuracy In defining excess profits Is probably impossible, even
with the amendments suggested. Arbitrary rules for computing the credits cannot be avoided. For this reason, It is recommended that preliminary brackets
or "cushions" should be permitted before Imposing the maximum rate. All
brackets should be based on a percentage of the credit, instead of absolute dollar
amounts, as the present law provides. A gradual transition, or "notch," between
the normal tax and steep excess-profits tax rate would thus be achieved.
Our conclus8io.---The Treasury program and the House bill will confiscate
normal profits; will destroy all incentive for efficiency and low-cost production;
will deny even a minimum profit to many enterprises engaged in essential war
production; and are in direct conflict with the objectives we have set forthalthough no disagreement with or opposition to these objectives has been expressed.
INCENTIV]

SAVIN09

An effective Incentive to voluntary investment in Government bonds would go
a long way toward solving two vital problems: (1) The immediate need for
financing a large part of current deficits out of private income and savings, and
(2) the admitted necessity for both corporations an(l Individuals to provide resources now against the dangers and to meet the unforeseeable demands of the
post-war period.
We are convinced that both purposes can be served by the adoption of an
Incentive savings plan, which may be outlined as follows:
(1) A deduction should be allowed to corporations and individuals in computing net Income with respect to amounts invested In a special issue of Government bonds. Regardless of the amounts so Invested, however, the deduction
should be limited to prescribed percentages of taxable net Income-20 per cent,
for example, in the case of corporations.
(2) The bonds Issued for this purpose should be non-interest-bearing and
nonnegotiable during hostilities. But Immediately upon the cessation of hostilities, they should be negotiable and bear Interest at the rate of 2 percent.
(3) The bonds should be payable in five annual Installments, beginning with
the year following the cessation of hostilities.
This plan has a number of important advantages, both to the Government
and the taxpayer. Among them, the following may be noted:
(1) It creates a definite Incentive for investment In War bonds, which is
now lacking In the Treasury selling campaign.
(2) It permits the Imposition of taxes at extraordinary levels without undue
hardship.
(8) It provides a tremendous source of immediate funds for the Treasury,
perhaps as much as $15,000,000,000, annually.
(4) It creates for corporate taxpayers the necessary reserves for post-war
reconversion to peacetime industry, and reemployment of soldiers returning from
the war.
(5) It gives to individuals a similar security against post-war hazards of
unemployment and loss of earning power.
(6) The use of non-interest-bearing bonds saves service charges on the debt
during the war, and thereby lightens the war financing burden.
(7) Nonnegotiability of the bonds during the war gives definite assurance
that these funds will be "frozen" for the period of the war, and thus will be
effectively anti-inflationary.
(8) Negotiability Immediately upon the cessation of hostilities assures them
Immediate credit value and releases a flood of purchasing power to protect
against post-war deflation.
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(9) A portion of the deduction, with appropriate limitations, can be allowed
to permit reasonable and periodic repayments of existing private debts of
individuals and corporations; that is, the deduction would be allowed in the
aggregate for amounts paid on debts or invested in the special Government
security.
In contrast to the foregoing, the plans o/f the Treasury and others for some
sort of a post-war "refund" or "credit" are unworkable, inadequate, and discrlna~uatory.
CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES
Tho House bill proposes an elaborate revision of the capital gain and loss
provitiions. In substance, the proposal is to substitute a single holding period
of lr 'months, to increase the alternative tax on capital gains from 15 to 25
percent, to allow capital losses of both individuals and corporations only to
the extent of capital gains, to change in important respects the definition of
capital gains and losses, and to provide a 5-year carry-over of net capital
losses.
The adoption of, a single reduced holding period Is a step In the right direction. The sole purpose of the period of holding is to segregate speculative
profits from investment profits, in order that the income of the speculator
shall be taxed at the same rates as the ordinary current income of others.
Unquestionably, this itne is now much easier to draw, for speculative opportunities have practically disappeared. As suggested by the president of the
New York Stock Exchange, Mr. Schram, a period of 6 months should be adequate for this purpose.
The present capital gain provisions were adopted in 1938, after several
years of fritless and unwise experientation and after extended consideration
by the Congress. At that time, the Congress determined that capital gains
should be differentiated from ordinary income, by reason of their actual
over a period of years. The rate of tax to be applied to such gains was
fixed at 15 percent, not for revenue purposes and not by reference to the
Individual surtax schedules. It was so fixed as a matter of Judgment as to
the fair and practical rate of tax. This rate should not now be increased for
the sake of temporaryand insignificant-revenues. The real benefit of the
system lies in its permanency. An investor today is primarily interested only
In the probable tax to be Imposed when he sells--usually several years from
today.
The Treasury proposal to limit capital losses to capital gains is Indefensible.
If the present system produces no net revenue, the capital gains tax should be
abandoned in favor of the British system, under which only speculative, or
trading, gains are taxed. But the Treasury should not be permitted to collect
revenues from capital gains, and at the same time prevent reduction of those
revenues by arbitrarily restricting capital losses. This is particularly true
with respect to corporate capital losses. Losses from the disposition of corporate
assets are usually incurred in the ordinary course of business, and are not
essentially different from other operating losses. They should be chargeable
against ordinary corporate income.
The House bill also proposes to change the rule, also adopted In 1938, that
property subject to the depreciation allowance is not a capital asset, by treating
real estate improvements as a capital asset. This is proposed to avoid the
allocation problem when land, with buildings thereon, is sold. The general
rule Is sound, and the technical difficulties in this particular case do not warrant
the proposed exception.
Furthermore, as we have frequently recommended, losses resulting from securities becoming worthless should not be defined and treated as capital losses.
SAYES ANDWITHrOLINo TAXES
We recommend the adoption of both a retail sales tax and a true withholding
tax on compensation, dividends, and interest paid to individuals, without exemptions or credits.
A retail sales tax (exempting Federal, State, and local purchases) with an
effective rate of 10 percent and a 5 percent withholding tax would produce more
than $10,000,000.000 of additional revenue, and would produce this amount currently, without delay in collection.
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The Treasury stands In the most urgent need of this additional revenue. If
we avoid the Issue In this tax bill, we must face it In the next. It is time to be
realistic. The plain, hard fact is that we must have the money, and there Is no
other place to look for It. These are the only two major, untapped revenue
sources.
The arguments against both sales and withholding taxes are the same, that
they fall more heavily on the lower income group an.1curtail the standard of
living. But a realistic appraisal of the present situation compels the conclusIon
that these are precisely the reasons why we should have sales and withholding
taxes now. If 30,000,000"families, each had $1,000 more Income than last year,
this would mean $30,00,000,000 of new purchasing power, competing for a diminIshing supply of civilian articles. Taxes must cut down this purclmasing power.
Otherwise the $30,000,000,000 will vanish, absorbed by the increased price of
goods. If we tax away a portion of this purchasing power, we may preserve the
balance. If not, it wl be lost tlrougb Inflation, and everyone, including the
Treasury, loses disastrously.
We are not wedded to any particular form of sales tax or withholding tax.
But a retail sales tax on tangible personal property will afford tile only effective
control (if we recall the days of bootlegging) over the Inevitable "black markets."
The withholding tax should be collected at the source at a flatrate on all
payments of compenssation, dividends, and Interest to Individuals. No personal
exeml)tions or credits should be allowed, although, of course, tim amount withheld would he excluded 'from Income in computing the net laconic tax. One
method of applying the withholding tax would be to substitute it for time normal
tax. The balance of Individual income, after deductions, Iersoisal exemptions,
of the withand credits, would be subject only to surtaxes. A portion or ill
holding tax might be treated as a loan If this Is deemed desirable. But a concomitant of any withholding tax Is protection against its collection being used
as a basis for increased salaries and wages.
We are strongly opposed to tile Treasury plan for advance collection of the
net Income tax at the source. It will be excessively difficult to administer, both
for the Government and the withholding agent. Furthermore, the necessary
office machinery to do the work simply Is not available. The Treasury plan produces no net revenue, although It does advance collections and therefore Increases
cash receipts for the fiscal years under consideration, Since It exempts two-thirds
of individual linomes before it applies, It vlil have too little effect upon the Inflationary situation.
FO5RION WAB LOSSES

Special provisions are necessary and should be promptly enacted to prevent
years of uncertainty and litigation under tile present law and to prescribe
appropriate policies with respect to the extraordinary losses of American properties and investments in enemy countries, In occupied territories, and In the
course of military and naval operations outside Ile United States. Such losses
are essentially casualty losses, and, therefore, they should be treated as ordinary
losses for tax purposes. In view of the character and circumstances of the
present war, such losses, occurring in the period of 1041-42, Should be allowed
elect. We endorse and recto be deducted In either year, its time taxpayer mat~y
omamend the adoption of the suggestions for remedial amendments contained in
tme statement of Mr. Arthur H. Kent, as chairman of the Conference of Tax.
payers on Foreign War Losses, as the minimum which the present situation
requires.
REPEAL OF CAPITAL-STOCK TAX

We recommend the adoption of the Treimsury proposal that the tax Imposed
by section 1200 of the code, and its companion tax, the so-called declared-value
excess-profits tax Imposed by section 600, be repealed.
CoqTRACT RENEGOTIATION

We strongly recommend repeal of the provision for renegotiation of contracts
mind subcontracts with the War Department, Navy Department, and Maritime
Commission, adopted In Public No. 528, section 403.
This provision was never Intended to be a permanent method of liMlting
profits
on war contracts. It was hurriedly drafted and adopted as a stopgap.
In addition, it was Intended to clothe with statutory authority an Informal
76098-42-vol. 2---2
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procedure for voluntary renegotiation of contracts in use effectively by the War
and Navy Departments. But the law goes far beyond the procedure previously
-followed.
The provision is arbitrary in the extreme, delegating an uncontrolled discretion to administrative officials to reflx the price of any contract or subcontract
at any time, and any number of times. It falls to define "excessive profits" or
set up acy standards for determining them. It should be unconstitutional,
for it permits the Secretaries to impair the obligation of existing contracts at
will, without obtaining the agreement of the contractor, or even providing any
method of administrative or court review of their decisions. It is unbelievable
that we should see the day when Government contracts are reduced to "scrape
of paper."
As a result of this legislation, the whole war contract situation has been
thrown into a state of utmost confusion. Contractors nre being required to
insert renegotiation clauses in every Government contract, although they are
unable to determine what the clause means, or what ultimate liability to the
Government it entails. A contractor can neither compute nor estimate his
profits for any past, present, or future year. Various contracting offices are
imposing different requirements and applying different standards.
The members of the boards which have been named to administer t'e law are
,of the highest caliber in Integrity and ability. But the law Is beyond reasonable
administration.
It severely threatens Federal revenues, since its administrators are requir'4
to determine profits before Federal taxes, even though there will be no excessive profits after taxes. Its effect upon the Treasury's fiscal program may be
disastrous.
The provision should be revealed. Actually, there will be no excessive profits
-on war contracts after the Imposition of the taxes we have recommended.
We have attempted to remove the Issue. But If the Congress nevertheless
believes that excessive profits on war contracts after taxes are still possible,
then a statutory provision of general application should be adopted, to be applied only after all tax liabilities are provided for and after voluntary renegotlations have been concluded, under which all profits in excess of the prescribed
limitation are recaptured and paid into the Treasury The chairman of your
committee has already outlined suitable provisions for this purpose.
SUMMAuY

OF PRINCIPAL RECOMMENDATIONS

We have presented a detailed discussion of our recommendations. For convenience, our principal recommendations may be summarized as follows:
(1) An incentive saving plan, consisting-of suitable deductions from taxable
Income-of both Individuals and corporations for voluntary investment in Government securities, non-interest-bearing and non-negotiable during hostitlities,
but immediately negotiable and. carrying a small return and early maturities
upon the cessation of hostilities.
(2) The avoidance of tremendous tax liabilities retroactively Imposed upon
Individuals. The adoption of the Ruml plan would give a much needed opportunity to enact a well-rounded plan for taxing Individuals upon a current
basis.
(8) A corporate normal tax and war surtax of not more than 85 percent, with
appropriate adjustments for net incomes of legs than $25,000.
(4) Revision of the excess-profits tax credits and relief provisions in order
to define more accurately true excess profits.
(5) The rates to he Imposed upon excess profits must depend upon the
balance of the tax program-for example, upon the rate to be imposed upon
normal profits, whether only true excess profits will be subjected to excessprofits tax rates, and whether a workable incentive savings plan is enacted.
If our recommendations are adopted, then the highest practicable rates should
be Imposed npon excess profits, with the safeguard of preliminary brackets at
moderate rates.
(6) A retail sales tax, without exemptions (except for direct Government
purchases) at an effective rate of 10 percent, with appropriate adjustments
for articles of first necessity.
(7) A 5 percent withholding tax, collected at the source, on all compensation,
dividends and interest paid to Individuals.
(8) The rate of tax upon capital gains should be moderate--certainly no greater
than the existing rate-and a shorter holding period should be adopted. Other-
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wise, the basic provisions of the present law (except for a f~w minor changes,
the necessity for which we have previously pointed out) should be maintained.
Their efficacy lies in their permanence.
(9) Adoption of adequate provisions for the recognition of foreign war losses.
(10) Repeal of the I~roTislon for renegotiation of war contracts contained
in section 403 of the act or April 28, 1942 (Public No. 528).
CONCLUSION
Under our r, gram the Treasury will receive the maximum in tax revenues
and the max; om in borrowing of a noninflationary type--that Is,from savings
and current comes of individuals, trust funds, and savings institutions; and
Inflationary borrowing from commercial banks will be reduced to a minimum
and, we believe, kept within manageable proportions.
SUPPMXTIU"T TO STATEMENT O

ILLSWORTH 0. ALVORD, ON TCHNICAL PnovistoNs

Or FEDERAL TAX LAws,--AMENDMENTs URGED

. KxOS-Paorrs TAX
(1)

Invested capital credit

(a) Percentages of invested capital allowed as credit.---The proposal In the
House bill to reduce the percentages of invested capital to be allowed as a credit
from 7 to 6 percent on that portion of Invested capital between $10,000,000 and
,200,000,000 and from 7 to 5 percent on all over $200,000,000 Is wrong In principle
-and result. This proposed extension of the feature which crept into the law last
year, of reducing the credit by reason of more corporate size, demonstrates the
dangers whkth were inherent In taking the initial step In this direction. Con.
gress should discard the proposal and should return to a fiat 8 percent for all
corporations.
Every corporation should be given the opportunity tc,make the same rate of
return on Its capital before paying excess-profits tax. A small stockholder of a
large corporation should be entitled to the same rate of return on his Investment
as a small stockholder In a small corporation. This is the only sound principle.
The fact that the large corporation is given the same return as the small corporation on its first $10,000,000 of Invested capital contributes nothing to the preservation of this principle.
(M) Cost in lieu of ta basis.--The use of tax basis for property paid In for
stoek, In lien of its actual cost to the taxpayer, in computing invested capital
results In at abnormally low Invested capital In many instances and consequently in inequities and discriminations.
It must be remembered that under the basis provisions of section 113 of the
code, use of a predecessor's cost rather than the taxpayer's own cost Is required
for normal tax purposes In connection with many types of thx-free exchanges
and reorganizations where an identity of interest does not exist after the exchange of reorganization, or where the transferor's resulting interest is unrelated
to Its former tax basis for the assets transferred. For example, the taxpayer
may have originally issued Its stock partly for cash and partly for property.
Even though the new interest in the enterprise represented by the cash Invest.
meant Is the dominating interest, the taxpayer is forced to inherit the predecessor's
tax basis for the property. If the transaction occurred prior to 1932, this Is true
if the new interest represented by cash did not acquire more than a ff0-percent
Interest In the taxpayer.
Again, if the taxpayer acquired properties from a number of predecessor corporations and Issued Its stock to them according to the relative market value of
their assets at the time of acquisition, the taxpayer would be required to Inherit
the predecessors' tax basis although the relative interests of the predecessors or
their stockholders in the taxpayer are In no way related to their former tax basis
for the assets transferred.
Although It Is necessary to continue the transferor's basis for normal tax
purposes In order to effect a mere postponement rather than an escape from tax
-on a tax-free exchange, there Is no justification for using it In computing Invested
capital. The "tax basis" principle should be discarded In favor of actual cost
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except to the extent Its retention is necessary for tax avoidance miesons In con.nection with future transactions.
If sch a change is not made, then section 722, hereinafter discussed, shotil
unquestionably be made broad enough to take care of sltuatious sith its those

referred to above where the use of tax basl produces an abnormally low Invested
capital.
(e) Necessalt11 titieodm'ltl In if t,

basis retalited.-If the tax hasis provisions

are to be retained lit the law, (hen (ertaht revisiois are necessary In order to
elilnhiato teichnihil imperfections.
(The underlying fallacy of tile tax bisi
approach to computing
invested
capital, of course, cannot he reloved unlless Much
approach Is Istanldoaed,)
Slich technical Improvements are as follows:
(1) Tie amendment proposed by section 212 of tile
oime hill to section

718 (at (2), which deals with the adjustments to be ntade If tile nitiadijlsted
bais Is a sut ltuted basis, should also lo lnchtded In section 720, relating to the
a1djustll ent for Inuadlissibles.
(2) The ruile prescribed by section 700 oif supplenteit C for determining tile
Invested capital of a transferee i anl exclinge to which section 112 (b) (3),
(4), or (5) applies where botlnl are Issmed nts part of the cOnsideration nllust be
modified. The rule hlts ipillarently been developed with it view to conferring
tupon the traslferee tile Sanic Investel ellpitll result Ias If the transferor itl miade

a (list riblt ion of the eujuivlent alOliut of bonds to Its own stockholders without
iny exchange of property.
The resulttilg roe Is so dristic that tle trinsfereo
cali lletutlly coei out of the exchange with loss Invested capital thll when It
stlirted, tit spite of tile fact that It lay have doubled the aillunt of afisel lit

work lit tie business. We have previously pointed out the extent to wllbh tlix
free exchatnges (tnder see. 112 (b) (3), (4), or %6). for example) can effect a
rearrangement of proprietory Interests and the extent to which new interests

call be Involve(], To apply a rule for computing the Invested capital of the trans.
force which is baed on the itasumptionthat
there has been no exchange of
properties at all bit merely mu
distribution to stockholders Is wholly unrealistic and
produces extraordinary results which will serlously harm transferee corpora.
tions,

TJo mnike It worse, the rule is made retroactive to iM0.

It Is essential

that It should be amodifted to produce a fair result and that, ns modified, It be

applied prospectively only.

(3) The proper tpplieatloil
ie present provisions of the law relating to the
determination of Invested capital is somewhat certain In tile case of a reorgatilzaton affected under tile Baikriptcy Act. For example, where a corporafion, piritiit to a section 77 or 7711 rorranlmtuilto, lin scaled d]own Its bionded

Indehtedness through tile Issuance of stock to Its bondholders, what is tile proper
Invested capital mdjustmeiit for the "property paid in" for such stock? Siice
nimany corporations have gote throtigh reorgtnimzation under the lankruptey Act,
the method of comptititig Invested capital after such reorganimatin

shlld ie

clarified, nid the clarification should be made effective for 1940. as well as for
sutilsequient taxable years. The sotund policy. and perhaps tile proper Interpretation of the present law. linthat the Invested capital should he increased by tile
aitount originally received upon the Issuance of the bonds, for example, which

have now been exchanged for stock.

(2) lecorno credit
(a) Three out of four years.-It has been pointed out repeatedly tlint tuoeof
the average annual earnins for the 4-year base period 19M( to 1M39, Inclusive,
does not provide a reasonable measure of normal profits. Tilts Is due to tile fact
that tie years 190W-39 were not itperiod of normal earnings for most corporations.
Many compnles offered depreosed conditions (luring a major part of fhe period.
For nany others, who aile reasonally good earnings In 1936 and 1937, or both,
1938 was a bad year and resulted either i losses or severe declines In profits.
Miny IuInesss enjoyed Only Iapartial recovery In M939.The only recognition
given to these facts lit the existing law Is that tile largest loss year of the font
canl he reflected In tle 4-year average at zero. Thli Is ohviously an arlitrary
and Inadequate "Folutlon" to tle problem. This defective future of the Income
credit should bwcorrected now by providing that the credit consist of the nvernge
of ally 8 of lie 4 years ili the base period, This is an essential step In Any
effort to free normal profits from the exces-profits tax rates.
(b) 100 uerment of at'erafie rarllltiflqs.-Ttle linilttloi hi thue lnconi credit to
915percent 6f the bame period average earnings shotuld bo remuiove.l It Is the result
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-of at 1940 compromise lowing nothing to do with merit. It represents rt diet
-extetilio of the t'x('tm-ptt'tltA t tit rte to normal) profits.
(e) A1I1omion of obnoprmal income to taise licriod w'r.-etbt721 of thie
present law provides for flt, atlocratli of abomoromil i141111
of ineomet1II the tltxablle
yeair to thle years to which they Ore properly lit Ir~itaible. III eXpdingIIII thle
tintended operations of tis section, the Senate eotamittvo report oil the .it40 bill
sitone that-"It It Is determined that tithIvmo'ne receivedl lt ft, I able yeair is t t rlbtablo
to y-ears tit the base period, the ttnmiollit of such icoile so)aittrilttabie to) such
year" wilt lowvetile effect of in1ceming thle base period int incom iom11thus thle
i'rvdtt tooler (t, aiveroge-eirnltigs method" ISN.Iteilt. 211.1, p).10t).
rInSpite f tisI direct t'texrio
oif leglttl vi Intent, flit*- exce'sprotlt s tim
regutmt ons spe('itcaliy provide thalt sections 721 lot no eet utpon the comttitat ion
of tie ta so pam'loldnt Income, andi therefore does tot affect the competition of
flte ext'ess-pirfits credit ( hogs. 109t. s~ev.30.721 . Tht, thunder the rogttlat tons,
anormail I itonte Is ailloctod to other yets only to thle extent thatt It fils Itito
-other excesR-protlts tam yearsa.
Sect ion 721 sholild, therefore, be ciarlIteil ret reactilvei to provide 515'ifitently
for the base period ontjmstnteiii orlgtitity intended. Mmn'ltadjttstment Is assent ial
lit orter to) retired alvvetae tialse-pertial enroll ogmwh'iere, for' examplle, the( imorimal
Itentl or Ilicottike otliits of Ie enire iolit front a tng-tenn eott at completed
In tlie tttmibte yeaor hilt t respm'ct of whtichitt titailiy till tlime
work imy hanve
baeemtjtt'tfot'naet It the bast' petted.
(d)1 Joi',tid
(Ii Jitfll l,- titet' existIng ltw, thmeincome credit Is litereased by
the1 tt imltle yet. A caital aidditiot lit
8 le'cettt of tite lit ct~tla tddith
tott
litttited to tuoney or propet'ty pttid It for' stock or mt tdin
ut'pittsluor tin at cotl.

trtnmtiott to cmpttal. It sitettld bte expatmdcd to ItIttle 5litrcettt of new borrowed

caplititl, Itm(cotapatlld by tt isaltowattee asm
alteditethto of 50tpweent of t(meinterest
pmymnts tltem'ott Wtcomiplit 1m exemm-pirotlts ttot Itncome. Atd there Is now tto
jitficatiott for a fihmrte to imtcrvot thle ctredit by retit i of ttccmttlmted etmrmmitgs
tiod profit.
.'Mt
credit Is (tie to tite Trmmstmty amtdeemtgt'eshtmal ex.
t00 Supplie~mn
perts for thle mutttntil Imnprovemnts made tIn sumpplimitmt A. Among other
1it111tt98.
tite iitttll t1e4l111ettIPtiot cot'pormtitiIon miceit, which troduo'd it t iill
hlttlta
uponi Ite operotiott of tit, sttpiplemettt, hasi brett elitminated; the comn.
pltioo tf leverage iitse-pertod cnitim Itts beenti tmmnht
rdtvzei anid .4tuplilled;
tite ttormitl-growth provision lmt itset ittidted the( electltbetttweim seelriit 718
ltand sttpiplement A (a trait for' the unwvtry) im breet removed :titt efort tolts bteen
mntle to provide for ta cottmeroted Itnconme fomrvacant yeats lIn tle Wttne pom'tod *, tmn
thmetttxptyer Is given tb bright to tipply those correctionts mitd Imnprovemets

ret rotletively.
'The need for revising sttppteatett A wonitstaeltely iveomttrzed tttdl advoctited
fIn 1040), butt revtsonmto brett listipoted by rviason of taick of timte. Nowv tlmAt It
hats beeit ttdetitaken, It should be t'ttrrli'i thlrottglt MO fair'ias piosible to tilt) ettat-

bittt ott of teeclitleal itmperfect lolls.
Two fi'atttres of tl) ltropvls revision ait latest callnIs' Imtproved utpotn
First, there Is naojttstillcolI ott fot' niltotiattag flit, Cotttelssier tat sections 741
(f) (1) to rettatlre tdjuisttm t ilt catso" where flt Itmxptayer acquired stovk
In Ilte cemaplottelt ('oritoiattoi itftr D~eacember 31, 1l031, fot' ther tttm stock of tlte
taxpayer. Stich stock mitghtt litve 1xitOtortittmed with Ittindo, untttlitv tetl i'its, o1r
Ii other watys whicht wtalti not proidmce diitplirtt its Itfit% tvi'rtgf einttttgs of
both thte Vcotapo1014t etal aeVqmirtg c~t'potaliets wvero left mmdttrlted. The Coniatlssloner's aulthority should lie limited specifically to rtxquiring mtchl tdjttstnts
as taty be iecesatinry to prevent dupllrattotts
S'omtod, no expainslon has ben rade in) tlte type of trttastetton which Is

corporattion
Included under suapplemenat A. Therm ore many abastrptlotts of oneO
by tmmotht'r where tle prittolple of sultpletlettt A iihotld apply. For example,
substantially all the assets of otto corporationt maightt be acqired for preferred
stock of the acalttitg corporation, or for beads. If the scope of sttpplenlent A
Is ntot to be enlarged Ii respect to tite types of trttasartion covered, It should
be moade clear tat the Imttpp'b'bility of mt ppletntt A wIilatt interfervi with
tlte taxpayer's right to esitablsh the necvAtl ty for relief ttader sectiont 722 by
a'eison of thle absorption ot attother corpor'ation since the beghiatilg of the baw
period.
(f) Ce~ttd Invotti for perod prior to eosmteemenmt of litsivnes-Ft'.
qucittly corporatiotts are Incorporated several months or more prier to coa-
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mencemcnt of business. A vacant period of nonactivity on this account, when
occurring in the base period, produces an abnormally low reflection of average
base period earnings if it is treated as a period of actual existence In tile average
earnings computation. It should be made clear that for the purposes of section
713 (d) and section 741 (e). the phrase "in existence" refers to actual business
existence, that is, existence after actual business activity has commenced.
(g) Special credit for ivasting-asset corporations.-Wasting-assetcorporations
should be afforded a *special credit entitling them to a normal profit per unit
of production before imposition of the excess-profits tax. The necessity for
such a credit is set forth adequately in the following statement in tile House
committee report:
"Tite War Production Board and the Office of Price Admnistration are en.
deavoring to stimulate the production of certain metals by offering premium
prices in excess of the ceiling price for production In excess of specified establ shed quotas. Thus, for the same total output over a period of years, the total
amount of taxable excess profits will be greater if the output is concentrated
in a few years than if it is spread over a longer period, since the aggregate
excess profits tax credit for the period depends upon the number of years included
therein. This problem does not appear in industries which do not have depletable
resources, since future production is not thereby reduced" (p. 149).
An amendment was offered last year by Senator Johnson, of Colorado, providing
for such a credit (Congressional Iecord, Sept. 4, 1941, p. 7483). This amendment
should be adopted.
(8) General relief
The necessity for new provisions to protect normal growth and the extension
of the relief provisions to four general classifications of industries have already
been discussed. It is not necessary to repeat that discussion.
The proposed revision of section 722 represents a substantial improvement
over that section as It now stands. However, increasing excess profits tax
rates Increase the necessity for removing from the general relief provisions any
limitations which might stand in the way of affording relief in hardship cases
where the standard provisions of the law work unfairly and produce abnormalities, or fail to remove them. To this end the following amendments to the
House provision are suggested:
(a) Abnormalities in invested capftal.-The House provision affords no relief
from abnormalities In invested capital in respect of corporations In existence
prior to January 1, 1940. The basic policy of the excess profits tax law is that a
corporation shall not be subjected to an excess profits tax law unless its income
exceeds Its peacetime earnings measured by Its average base period earnings,
or exceeds a fair return on its invested capital. If the standard methods in
the statute for measuring these two credits produce abnormalities in either,
then the general relief provision should operate to reconstruct whichever credit
is affected, or to reconstruct both credits if necessary.
It Is quite possible, for example, for the corporate taxpayer to have experienced generally depressed earnings throughout the base period without
encountering any base period abnormality which would entitle him to a higher
constructive Income credit under section 722. At the same time, Its invested
capital might be abnormally low fis in the case of the Illustration given In paragraph 3, page 147 of the House committee report or, for example, because of
the operation of the unjustified "tax basis" rule previously discussed. Its competitor which aso has a depressed base period earnings record is entitled to
the alternative Invested capital credit which may be fairly computed In his
case under the standard provisions of the Act. The taxpayer should also be
given this alternative protection through the medium of special relief.
If section 722 is rev,'ed to provide for a constructive invested capital in such
cases, then, if the tax basis provisions of the law are retained, relief might be
granted tnder iwetlon 722 when use of tax basis in lieu of cost fails to produce
a fair measure of invested capital.
(b) Changes in character of business after December 81, M199.-Under the
House proposal changes in capacity for production or operation of the business
consununated (luring any taxable year ending after December 81, 1939, are deemed
to be changes in the character of the business on December 81, 19M, If the
changes were made as a result of commitments made prior to January 1, 1940,
binding the taxpayer to make the changes. This underscored limitation With
respect to binding commitments prior to January 1, 1940 should be removed. It
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is wholly unnecessary for the protection of the revenues and willprevent the
granting of relief In many meritorious cases.
The removal of the limitation cill not afford the taxpayer an opportunity to
obtain a constructive Income based on Income realizable from war productlom
or war activity. The maximum amount of constructive Income possible in any
event Is automatically limited to the amount of income that the subsequent
change In capacity would have produced if the results of such change had been
In effect during the bake iriod. The amount of Income which would have thus
been produced by the base period Is measured by the business conditions and
economic circumstances then prevailing. Tacit recognition of the adequacy of
this automatic limitation Is found In the proposal to grant constructive Income
relief to corporations actually not coming Into existence until afer January
1, 1940.
It Is to be noted that the right to relief depends on a binding commitment
prior to January 1, 1940. The House committee report (p. 146) Indicates tlt
a inding commitment Is any change In position (such as the Initial expenditure
of money, or a resolution of the board of directors authorizing the expansion),
which unequivocally establishes the Intent to make the change. If this Is the
Intent of the provision, certainly language should be used to exnress It. But,
In any event, why should hardship be relieved when the Initial evidence of intent
dates behind January 1, 1940, and not be relieved when It occurs afterward?
The dilscrinuniion between the old and the new corporation Is clear and obviously unnecessary.
(e) Modtftcattom of penalty.--Subsection (e) (1) of section 722 as rewritten
In the House bill imposes a penalty on the granting of general relief equal to
5 percent of the tax determined under the section. It is presumed that a
penalty of 5 percent of the tax otherwise determined was Intended. If so,
such a severe penalty should not be imposed. The increase in normal tax
liability resulting from granting general relief plus the penalty may result in
a larger aggregate tax liability than If general relief had been denied.
The penalty represents a measure to facilitate administration of the section by
keeping out cases where special relief, If granted, would be of hiconsequential
value to the taxpayer. This can be accomplished by making the penalty equal
to 5 percent of the tax otherwise computed, or a fixed amount (say $20,000),
whichever Is less. Certainly, the penalty should apply for the first year only.
(d) Clarillcltion of intent iti
certain rcspcts-The last sentence of proposed
section 722 (a) should be amended to make It clear that a change In business
occurring after December 31, 1939, but within the base period of the taxpayer
may be considered in computing the constructive average base period income.
Furthermore, the uncertainty as to when a change In capacity for operation or
production consummated after the base period Is deemed to have occurred
(I. e., on December 31, 1M9, or December 31, 1937) should be removed.
(o) Retroacttvity.-Finally, section 722, as revised, should be taade retroactive
In application to the taxable years 1940 and 1941 The enactment of adequate
relief provisions has been assured since the 1940 act, and hardships in 1940
or 1941 should not go uncorrected.
(4)

Ewcese-profits credit carry-over

The excess-profits credit carry-over is merely one device to assist In measuring excess profits over a period of years. It was first adopted in the 1940
act for this purpose. However, the 1941 act reqhlred that, for the purpose of
computing the carry-over from 1940 of the unused excess-profits credit for that
year. the 1940 credit and excess.proflits net Income should be recompuieil undr
the 1041 law, Section 205 (c) of the bill in effect provides that, In determining
the excess-profits credit carry-over to 1042 (and subsequent years), the exessprofits credit and excess-profits net income for both 1940 and 1-1 must ,gain
be recomputed, ihis time under the 1942 law. This extraordinary exitislon
of the 10-11 rule was predicted last year. Apparently, It means that, In order
to obtain the benefit of a carry.-over in any year, the taxpayer must assume the
burden of completely recomputing his excess-profits tax for the 2 previous
years. Unquestionably, this complicated device should be eliminated, and the
simple rule adopted to the effect that the credit carry-over from each year
should be computed under the law applicable to (hat year. Such rule should
apply to the computation of tax for 1041, as well as for 142 and subsequent
years.
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(5) Section 784 (the inconsistency provision)

Section 734 is directed at the problem of a taxpayer which takes a position
for excess-profits tax purposes with respect to an item or transaction inconsistent with the position taken prior to 1940 by the taxpayer or its predecessor
with respect to the same item or transaction for income-tax purposes. It
solves this problem by permitting the Inconsistency in the later year but correcting the earlier year.
Section 734 Is fundamentally wrong in principle and should be repealed.
Obviously, inconsistency may be eliminated either (a) by making the earlier
position conform to the position in the excess-profits-tax year-the policy reflected in 734, or (b) by making the position taken in the excess-profits tax
year conform to the earlier position-the policy we recommend.
The present law necessitates payment of deficiencies for the earlier year;
disregard of the statute of limitations; lack of finality to closing agreements;
and perhaps even reversal and disregard of final judicial decisions.
The policy we advocate is precisely the reverse. The earlier action stands;
no prior-year deficiency is involved; the case is not reopened after the running
of the statute of limitations; a closing agreement is not affected; nd the doctrine of res Judicata is adhered to. Furthermore, infinite complications and
endless litigation disappear.
In some cases it may be deemed advisable to permit the taxpayer to adjust
the prior year rather than to make the current year consistent, in order to avoid
undue hardship, but such a provision should be strictly limited and should
be applied only if the taxpayer, after being fully apprised of the situation,
insists upon it.
If section 734 is retained in the law, then, because of the hopelessly complicated provisions and unpredictable application of the section, at least the
following amendments should be made:
(1) It should not be retroactive behind 1932.
(2) -It should not extend to transactions involving predecessors, except in
connection with supplement A computations.
(3) The interest computed as part of the adjustment under the section should
be returnable as income or deductible as interest expense.
(4) There should be no limitation upon the amount 'of refund as there is
3o limitation upon the amount of deficiency determinable under the section.
(6) Disclaimer of excess-proftts credit
The present provisions of the excess-profits-tax law permit a taxpayer to elect
to compute its excess-profits credit either on the average-earnings method or
-on the invested-capital method, whichever amount results in the lesser tax
(se. 712 (a) of the code). However, the law also provides that if a taxpayer
specifically disclaims either one of those credits it may not obtain the benefit
of the credit so disclaimed either In computing its tax liability for that year,
or for the purpose of computing the excess-profits credit carry-over for subsequent years (sees. 712 (c) and 910 (c) of the code).
Many taxpayers were not sufficiently informed about the intricacies of V'e
excess-profits-tax law in 1940 to be able to make an intelligent choice of credi.
Moreover, the changes in the law In 1941 and those now proposed make it
possible that the credit previously disclaimed would prove more beneficial in
computing the excess-profits credit carry-over. These changes could not havebeen foreseen at the time the disclaimer was made in 1940. The disclaimer
provision should, therefore, be eliminated, retroactively, If the taxpayer files,
within a reasonable period after the cnactment of the 1942 act, an amended
return including the computation of the credit and the tax under both methods.
(7) Eaztension of time for fling returns
The Treasury Department has recently pursued a strict policy with respect to
the granting of extensions of time for filing excess-profits-tax returns. Such extefisions have been granted only In- extraordinary circumstances. In view of the
practical difficulties experienced by corporations In determining tsx liabilities at
the close of the year, and the unusual complexities of the excess-profits tax, a strict
enforcement of the requirement for filing returns within 2% months after the
close of the year is not justified. While a legislative provision should not be
necssry, it is recommended that the Treasury Department return to the liberal
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policy of allowing extensions which it followed in earlier years. Such extensions,
of course, should be conditioned upon the filing of a tentative return and payment
of at least one-quarter of the tentative tax, plus interest on any deficiency in the
first installment.
Ii. GENERAL AMENDMENTS AFFEOTING CORPORATIONS

(1) Pension and profit-sharing plans
Under the House bill (see. 144) the present provisions of law relating to pension
and profit-sharing plans are modified substantially. The proposed scheme for
taxing these plans follows In general the suggestions made by the Treasury.
Since at least 1921 the revenue acts have consistently adopted the policy of
encouraging the creation of pension, profit sharing, stock bonus, and other employee-incentive plans. For this purpose considerable flexibility was permitted
as to the scope of the plan; as to the extent to which emnloyees covered were to
share in the plan ; and as to the amount which the employer could contribute to
these plans. The employee gained protection and a real incentive, and the Government gained increased revenues.
The effect of the provisions of the House bill will be to completely reverse the
existing policy: (1) Arbitrary rules are prescribed as to the extent to which employees must be included. Employers who cannot afford to cover the requisite
percentage of employees will be forced to discontinue existing plans or will not
adopt new plans. (2) Contributions and benefits will have to be on a uniform
basis. Employers will thus be prevented from making appropriate distinctions in
benefits or contributions by reasons of differences in age, sex, length of service,
nature of service, or lower retirement age. (3) The extent of the employer's
contribution is limited to 5 percent of the participants' salaries; any excess must
be spread over 5 years. A 5-percent contribution is not sufficient to finance pension
plans adequately. Moreover, employers will not contribute any funds in excess of
the 5 percent, since under the present tax rates they cannot afford to pay out funds
for which no current deduction is secured. (4) Furthermore, the employer is prevented from recovering any portion of the funds which are not needed to meet
his liabilities under tihe plan. This has erroneously been stated to represent no
departure from existing law. (See p. 96 of the Senate hearings, unrevised.)
The inability of the employer to recover any amount not needed actuarily under
the plan will be a hardship on the employer and will not materially benefit any
employee. (5) Finally, the limitations prescribed by the bill are wholly inapplicable to stock bonui and profit-sharing plans which are fundamentally different
in character from pension plans.
The only justification for this reversal in policy is stated to be that these plans
have been used for tax avoidance purposes. But no evidence has been presented
either before the Houge or before this committee that these plans have been so
Wised. The amount of possible revenue lost through the use of these devices
cannot begin to compare with the amount of additional revenue collected as a
result of the increased profits directly attributable to such plans. Moreover,
the Treasury's proposals,. as reflected in the House bill, go far beyond the mere
prevention of tax avoidance. Rather, they are clearly designed to further certain
undefined social objectives.
The question is, therefore, simply this: Does Congress wish to encourage bona
fide pension and profit-sharing plans, thereby benefitting employees and resulting
in increased revenues; or does Congress wish to stifle a substantf.,l number of
sound plans in order to catch the small amount of revenue alleged to be lost
through the comparative handful of tax avoidance cases ard in order to make
all plans--bona fide, as well as tax avoiding--conform to .- ntried social criteria?
The answer is obvious. We therefore recommend that the provisions of
existing law be retained. Only minor amendments are necessary to prevent the
use of these plans as a tax avoidance device for stockholders or for a small
number of top-salaried officers. These should be adopted. If new social standards for all pension, profit-sharing, and other employee incentive plans are to be
adopt*4, parate consideration should be given to that problem. A wartime
revenue bill is neither the time nor the place.
(2) Protection of normal inventories
Priorities, scarcity of materials and other effets of the war are compelling
the reduction of inventories which must eventually be replaced in order to carry
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on normal operations. The "paper profit" which may thus result from "profit" on
sales out of normal inventory should not be taxed until replacement is effected
and its costs determined. Such a postponement of the determination of the real
profit is essential In order to protect the taxpayer from a tremendous tax burden
upon purely illusory profits arising from forced liquidation of inventories.
(3) Consolidated returns
The proposed 2 percent penalty for filing consolidated returns should be eliminated and such returns should be permitted for all Federal tax purposes.
(4) Accelerated depreciation
Although the Commissioner of Internal Revenue has authority under existing
law to allow accelerated depreciation, based upon overtime use and lack of ade.quate repairs, etc., the indications thus far are that wholly Inadequate recognition will be given thereto if the present law remains unchanged. Taxpayers
.should be assured of adequate allowances for the extraordinary wear and tear
on machinery and equipment as the result of wartime use, with machinery fre-quently overloaded and operated by inexperienced personnel, and for deferred
maintenance.
(5) Retroactive credit for undistributedprofits tax
Section 501 of the House bill grants retroactive relief from the undistributed
profits tax to corporations which were unable to disttibute a taxable dividend
because their undistributed net income was in excess of accumulated and current
earnings and profits. This situation arose primarily in the case of capital losses
which reduced earnings and profits but were not permitted as a deduction from
taxable net Income under the 1936 and 1938 acts. This is a highly desirable
relief provision, but it should be clarified to make it clear that it also cover the
substantially similar case of the corporation with current earnings but prohibited from distributing dividends therefrom under State law by reason of an
accumulated deficit resulting from past operating losses.
(6) Income from recovery of bad debts, etc.
Section 114 of the House bill, dealing with the exclusion from gross Income of
recoveries of bad debts, etc., provides for exclusion to the extent that the deduction of such items in a prior year did not result in a reduction of tax for that
prior year. The section should be made clear that the tax advantage of the
prior deduction Is to be determined by comparing the tax computed when the
item is deducted with the tax computed when the item is not deducted. Furthermore, the amount of the recovery which is subject to tax should be taxed at the
rates in effect for the prior taxable year in which the deductign was taken.
(7) Rmplojeea' benefit associations
Section 101 (16) of the existing law provides that employees' benefit associa.
tons are exempt from tax If 85 percent of the Income is collected from members.
This limitation was inserted In the law to make sure thnt sua -q cial'o is did
not derive more than 15 percent of their income from Investments, etc. The
-Bureau of Internal Revenue maintains that amounts contributed by an employer
to the associations are to be treated like investment income In determining the
income derived from members. Thus, where an employer makes a substantial
contribution to an employees' benefit association, the association loses Its exempt
status and is taxed on all its Income, including employee contributions. This
construction conflicts with the underlying purpose of section 101 (16) wh'eh was
to encourage the establishment and maintenance of employees' benefit associations.
The section should be amended retroactively to provide that irrevocable contributions made by an employer to an employees' benefit association will not destroy
the exemption. They should be treated In the same manner as employee, contributions.
(8) Blimination of tam on transportation of property
Section (21 of the House bill lmposes an excise tax of 5 percent on the amount
paid for the transportation of property within the United States. Obviously, the
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major portion of this tax will be collected on the transportation of essential war
goods from the factory to seaboard, or to other destinations within the United
States. The revenue to be derived from this source is illusory, since It will be
paid by the United States In the increased cost of such products. Moreover, the
tax will be collected several times on the same product, through transportation
of raw materials, parts, subassemblies, and finished goods, which will be reflected
in a pyramiding of the price. Such a tax, therefore, is highly inflationary and
undesirable.
(9) Percentage depletion
The changes in the allowance for percentage depletion proposed by the Treasury
Department have been fully discussed by other witnesses. The chamber committee
is opposed to elimination or reduction of such allowances at the present time, since
the fullest development and encouragement of the oil and mining industry is
essential to the prosecution of the war.
(10) Involuntary conversion
Section 137 of the House bill provides that gains and losses from the sale of
depreciable property, held for more than 15 months, and the involuntary conversion of such property (such as destruction, seizure, or requisition by the
Government) shall be aggregated. If such gains exceed losses, the net gain is
treated as a capital gain; if losses exceed gains, the loss Is treated as an ordinary
loss. The section also amends section 112 (f) of the code, to provide for recognition of a loss upon involuntary conversion, while continuing the nonrecognition
of gain.
In general, this is a very desirable and necessary provision. However, no
reason appears why it should be limited to depreciable property, since all types
of property are subject to involuntary conversion, or why a 15 months' holdlvg
period should be imposed. The general requirement that property should be
held for more than 15 months in order to obtain the benefit of capital gain
treatment is imposed because of the speculative character of short-term transact!,)ns. In the cise of seizure or requisition of property, however, the taxpayer
has no control over the event, and there Is no speculative element in the trwnsactlon. It is recommended, therefore that the provision be made applicable to
all property, regardless of the holding period.
We also recommend a further amendment to section 112 (f), which would
extend the period within which like property may be obtalned to replice properly
involuntarily converted, to 1 year after the end of the emergency period. Under
present circumstances, it is usually impossible to replace property which has been
destroyed or requisitioned, owing to shortages and priorities. It is not clear
under the present law whether section 112 (f) can be Invoked If replacement is
delayed until after the emergency.

The CHIAMA. Senator Lucas.
Senator LUcAs. I will only detain the committee for just a very few
moments.
I have before me a number of telegrams from th4 State of Illinois
which deal directly with section 129 of the proposed Revenue Act
of 1941, and there is just a short statement that has been prepared
by a Mr. Quinlan of Chicago, Ill., who could not be here, representing
the Allied Mills Corporation, which I would like to insert into the
record at this point if I may.
The CHATMAN. You may do so, Senator.
Senator LUCAS. It deals with this same provisionThe CHAIRMAN (interposing). The flscal-year provision?
Senator LUCAS. That is correct. ,
I
(The statement submitted by Mr. Quinlan is as follows:)
SilATZMENT

Or J. J. QUnWLAN, CmteAo,
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there was inserted in the 1942 tax bill a provision that companies operating
on a fiscal year pay Federal income taxes on the basis of the new bill when
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passel for that portion of the year falling In tile calendar year 1942. This
Item was included at the last minute Just prior to sending same to the House
of Representatives by whom this bill has now been passed. There were no
hearings on the subject whatsoever, and we feel that the Inclusion of such a
provision is grossly unfair.
This company's fiscal year ended June 30, 1942, and in May 1942, the company declared a dividend payable in June of approximately $400,000. Bad the
company had any knowledge that such a provision would be Included In the
1942 tax bill, undoubtedly the payment of this dividend would not have been
made, or same would have been considerably reduced in amount. The whole
financial program of the company had been set up based on the thought that
the company would be liable for taxes until June 30, 1942, based on the 1941
revenue bill.
This company appreciates the necessity for the Government to obtain a larger
proportion of taves and is only too willing to pay its proportion, providing same
Is done on a fair and equitable basis. We believe that this sudden liability
thrust upon many fiscal year companies will create a tremendous hardship.
If it Is felt desirable that this tax be applied to fiscal year companies, then
they should be given at least some notice of the intention to so tax. In other
words, this method of taxing should not be applicable to 1942, but should commence for fiscal years ending In 1943; everyone would then be on notice that
there was a possible increased tax liability for them.
This company has operated on a fiscal year ending on June 30 since its Incorporation In 1929, for the reason that that is the natural year for this company
whose business Is largely agricultural, and at that time its inventories are
normally at their lowest point.
Senator LuCAS. I should like to ask unanimous consent that the
clerk of the committee copy merely the names and addresses of these
individuals who have sent these telegrams opposing this particular
section.
The CHAIRMAN. You may do that and not incorporate the entire

telegrams--is that what you wish?
Senator LuCAs. That is correct.
(The names and addresses are as follows:)
Hess & Hopkins Leather Co., Rockford, Ill.; the Weiman Co., Rockford, Ill.;
American Cabinet Hardware Corporation, G. W. Aldeen, president, Rockford,
Ill.; Joseph Behr & Sons, Inc., Rockford, Ill.; Brown Building Corporation,
Rockford, Ill.; D. P. Forbes, president, Gunite Foundries Corporation, Rockford, Ill.; J. L. McIntyre, treasurer, Cherry Burrell Corporation, 427 West
Randolph Street, Chicago, Ill.
Fleming Coal Co., V. D. Buckley, vice president, Chicago, Ill.; J. G. Harder,
treasurer, Herders, Inc., Chicago, Ill.; L. K. Rimer, treasurer, James H. Rhodes
& Co., Chicago, Ill.
Masters Shoe Co., Rockford, Ill.; Rockford Chamber of Commerce, Rockford,
Ill.; Micro Switch Corporation, W. B. Schulte, Freenort, Ill.; Howard H. Monk,
Rockford, Ill.; Third Securities Corporation, Rockford, Ill.; John W. Conrad,
Rockford, Ill.; John C. Ralston, Jr., Rockford, Ill.; Aircraft & Diesel Equipment
Co., 4401 North Ravenswood Avenue, Chicago, Ill., Charles Kelleher, president.
Mattison Machine Works, C. L. Mattison, president, Rockford, Ill,; Collegiate
Cap & Gown Co., H. L. Velgin, president, Champaign, Ill.; H. D. Conkey & Co.,
Mendota, Ill,; Belleville Auto Dealers Association, Harry Meyer, secretarytreasurer, Fourth and Main Streets. Belleville, Ill.: Illinols Glove Co., Champaign, Ill.; Sanford G. Englund, Rockford, Ill.: Allyn Harris, president, Cardox
Corporation, Chicago, Ill.; Cotta Transmission ('orporatlon, Rockford, Ill.;
Roekford Machlve Tool Co., Rockford, Ill.; Soft Water Supply Co., 214 North
Fifth Street, Rockford, I1.
PauJ Doran, Vandalia, Ill.; J. J. Clark Manufacturing Co., Rockford, Ill.
Senator LUCAs. And one other letter which I have which I deem
of considerable importance and it comes from the editor of the Illi-

nois State Journal at Springfield. Ill. This deals with a different
provision-it relates to section 425, found on pages 159 and 2173 of
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the present bill. I should like to ask unanimous consent that the
entire letter of Mr. Smith be inserted into the record at this point.
The C HAMMAN.It will be inserted.
Senator LUCAS. I thank the chairman very much.
(The letter is as follows:)
Hon. ScOrr W. LuCAS,

ILLINOIS STATE JOURNAL,
Springield, Ill.,
July 21,, 19112.

United States Senator, Washington, D. 12.
My DEAR SENATORS: My attention has been called to H. R. 7378, known as the
revenue bill of 1942, and which, I understand, is now the subject of hearings in
the Senate Finance Committee. The provisions in this bill relating to withholding
taxes on bond interest, dividends, and salaries will undoubtedly create great
confusion and burdensome calculations in the part of many businessmen and
individuals. From the standpoint of our newspaper, the savings and loan association of which I am a director, small business, and even Individuals, it appears
to me that insufficient thought has been given to the problem of withholding
taxes as now provided for In section 425 and related subsequent sections of the
bill. These sections are found on pages 159 through 173.
You can readily imagine the amount of additional bookkeeping that will be
necessary in the case of the complicated system created for the withholding tax
on salaries, and especially In those cases where temporary persons are employed.
While I am not arguing against the idea of salary deduction for tax purposes,
I do think the Senate Finance Committee should give careful consiteration to a
more simplified method of handling Cie deductions.
According to the Congressional Record of July 18 at page 6555 it will be necessary for the Bureau of Internal Revenue to employ nine to twelve thousand
additional people and it would cost at least $24,000,000 per year, without taking
into consideration the important strategical material necessary tc. be used,
including accounting machines. hundreds of millions of forms, etc. A complete
set of records similar to that created by the Federal Social Security office
numbering 40,000,000 accounts will probably have to be created in the Bureau
of Internal Revenue. This is true only for the salary deductions. If bond
interest and dividends continue to be treated 1n the final law as provided for In
H. R. 7378, there will be even more accounts and more of a job, since income

from bond Interest and dividends In the hands of small savers would create
millions of additional entries.

For example, the savings and loan associations of Illinois have approximately
350,000 members. The average account will run no more than $800 with any

of them considerably less. The dividetlds on an average account will be approximately $12 semiannually, from wh!ln 60 cents would have to be deducted

and remitted to the Bureau of Inters:, Revenue. Each savings and loan
association will have to send a letter and credit statement to each investor
apprising'him of the deduction so that he can use the proper figure for his
income-tax return and use the credit memorandum to help pay for his income

tax. Failure to do this subjects the officers to heavy fines and possible im-

prisonment. The difference in treatment of certain individuals who might be
exempt from tax withholding and corporations which
ere exempt will again
create the need for cross-check files and many aflidavits in addition to the,
amount of work In preparing and checking lengthy lists. It is safe to say
that the expense of the withholding tax procedure In the case of these dividends
will be at least 50 percent of the tax collected.
It seems that those who drafted the legislation realized one angle of this
problem when they apparently exempted, savings accounts in banks from the
tax-withholding features. This they did by using the term "bond Interest"
rather than "interest" alone. Yet we find that the average account in a
mutual savings bank for 1940 was $787.88, which Is quite comparable to the
average account In an Illinois savings and loan association.

Mutual savings

banks have 13,493,000 depositors; national bnnkq hqve 16.13,.0"0 savings
depositors and savings nnd loan associations have 6758.000 members. Hence,
it seemss very discriminatory to exempt 2 large segments of the thrift type
of institutions and not the third which Is smaller and possibly whose problems are less In the minds of the Treasury officials, since they operate primarily as community institutions. The association of which I am a director

has estimated that to do this Job, the record keeping will necessitate at least
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2 additional employees at a time when several of our young men have been
called Into the service and the requirements of governmental reports have been
stepped up considerably.
I am reliably Informed also that the tax-withholding feature as It relates to
dividends on shares of savings and loan associations will create further
confusion in the carrying out of laws of Illinois regarding the technical features of savings and loan operation. The mutuality of treatment of all shareholders alike will be violated, since some sharehoP'ers may be exempt from
the withholding tax, while others will not. Tihus In the serial plan associations there will be uneven maturity dates. Other problems too, technical to be
discussed will also be created and the supervisory officials will be forced to
spend more time in the examinations of these associations with the net result
of further Increased costs and time spent.
I feel sure that if the matter had been carefully considered, the whole idea
of a withholding tax of this character would either be greatly simplified or
eliminated and I respectfully urge you to bring these facts before the Senate
Finance Committee before the bill is reported out, lest grave harm be done
through inadvertence.
Sincerely yours,
J. Eum SurrH.

Senator WALSH. Mr. Chairman, I ask to have printed in the record
of the committee hearings a letter addressed to Chairman George
proposing an amendment on behalf of religious, charitable, or educational organizations, requesting exemption from certain excise
taxes.
The CHAUMAN. That may be done.
(The letter referred to is as follows:)
NATIONAL CATHOLIC WELFARE CONFERENCE,

Washington, D. C., August 1, 1942.
The Honorable WALTER F. GEoR0r, Chairman,
Committee on Finance, United Statcs Kenate, Washington, D. C.
Dz.as SENATOR GEORGE: I have been directed by the administrative board of
archbishops and bishops of the National Catholic Welfare Conference to inform
you, and through you the Finance Committee of the United States Senate, of a
situation existing because of certain excise taxation provisions In the Internal
revenue code.
In 1932 the Congress in the Revenue Act of that year enacted into law a
provision imposing a temporary tax with respect to the sale of certain articles.

This tax was imposed on the basis of the sale price of the article sold by the
manufacturer to the retailer. This tax was passed on to the public in the retail
sale transaction. Antong the articles with respect to the sale of which the
tax was Imposed were tires and inner tubes, automobiles, radio receiving sets,
mechanical refrigerators, gasoline, and certain other Items.
The purchase by a religious, charitable, or educational organization of any
article by the manufacturer to the retailer, the amount of that tax was passed
so levied. For although the tax was levied with respect to the sale of the
article by the manufacturer to the retailer, the amount of that tax was passed
on by the retailer in the retail sale transaction.
However, the tax did not apply with respect to sales made "for the exclusive
use of the United States, any State, Territory of the United States, or any
political subdivision of the foregoing, or the District of Columbia." Consequently, political subdivisions of governmental bodies and agencies thereof (lid
not feel the incidence of this taxation. The seller merely certified that the sale
was made to an agency of Government, and, therefore the manufacturers (lid
not have to pay over to the United States the amount ordinarily paid with
respect to sales made.
The obvious additional cost of operation to religious, charitable, and educational organizations is a substantial handicap p.
The preference accorded governmental agencies rendering essentially the same
kind of social service as is rendered by these organizations, or, if viewed in
another light, the discrimination against nongovernmental agencies ren!eAring
public service, Is apparent. The monetary advantage to governmental agencies,
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the monetary disadvantage to nongovernmental agencies, is measured by the
volume or purchase and the rate of taxation.
But because the list of items whose sale was taxed was a list of articles
not normally purchased in quantity by such institutions, and because the rate
of taxation was relatively low no real opposition was registered to this type
of taxation at that time. Such religious, charitable, and educational organizations remained comparatively unaffected.
Furthermore, the tax was labeled "temporary."
The Revenue Act of 1941 drastically changed this whole picture. The tax so
levied was made permanent. The rates applicable were increased. Many new
articles were added to the list, among them certain articles purchased in large
quantity by such nongovernmental agencies engaged in the rendition of public
services without thought of private gain. The provisions exempting from the
tax sales made to governmental agencies remain the same. No consideration
has been given the problem of the status of religious, charitable, and educational
agencies under this tax.
In addition, a completely new tax law was enacted which Imposed a 10-percent
tax on certain articles sold at retail. The tax-exempting provisions remain
substantially the same as those provided in the manufacturers' excise taxation
hereinbefore treated. At the present time religious, charitable, and educational
organizations do not purchase many of the Items on the list subject to this new
tax. It is a luxury tax on jewelry, furs, toilet preparations, etc., but items may
be added to the list as occurred in the case of the other tax.
We sincerely doubt the necessity of presenting to the Finance Committee of
the United States Senate any extended arguments whose objective would be to
convince the committee of the value, social and financial, of the services rendered
by our nonprofit religious, charitable, and educational organizations throughout
the United States. We are assured that this committee Is well aware of the
facts in this regard. Further, we hesitate to descend into lenghy discussions
concerning the proper treatment by democratic government of these nongovernmental agencies. We feel it unnecessary to point out that for Government to
sasume the burden of discharging the duties presently being so successfully
undertaken by these nongovernm ntal Agencies would result, financially, in a
coat to Government out of proportion to tax exemption, socially, in a price that
democratic government cannot afford to pay.
We believe the action heretih suggested would be a proper legislative act
recognizing the indispensable social service rendered by these organizations as
well as legislative recognition of the right of these organizations to carry on
their work in a democracy, not only unimpeded by taxation, but also encouraged
in every way possible. Established tradition Indicates the complete propriety of
action in conformity with these statements.
We, therefore, respectfully suggest to this committee that consideration be
given to this situation. Section 101, subsection (6), of the Internal Revenue
Code contains language exempting from income taxation those organizations
which we here contemplate. The satisfactory manner in which this salutary provision has been administered would lead us to express the ardent hope that substantially similar considerktion be given these organizations in connection with
the two types of tax we have here treated. To this end we respectfully suggest
that section 3442 of the Internal Revenue Code be amended to include a fourth
category of sales with respect to which the excise tax of that chapter shall not
apply. It should provide that no tax under this chapter shall be imposed with
respect to the sale of any article:
(1) (For use by vendee in further manufacture.)
(2) (For resale by vendee for further manufacture.)
(8) (For exclusive use of governmental bodies.)
(4) For the exclusive use of any reltgOus, charitable, or educational organization exempt from income taxation under section 101, subsection (8), of the
Internal Revenue Code.
We furthermore respectfully request the new retailers' excise taxes chapter,
chapter 19, be amended to provide for substantially similar treatment of religious,
charitable, and educational organizations. To this end we respectfully suggest
that section 2406 of said chapter be amended to provide that no tax under this
chapter shall be imposed with respect to the sale of any article:
(a) (For exclusive use of governmental bodies.)
(b) (For export.)
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(c) For the exclusive use of any religious, charitable, or educational organization exempt from income taxation under section 101, subsiction (6), of the
Internal Revenue Code.
With sentiments of deep esteem, I remain
Respectfully yours,
MICHAEL J. READY,
General Secretary.

Senator WALSH. Mr. Chairman, I request that there be printed in
the record of the hearings a proposed amendment to section 1808 (c)
presented by the Massachusetts Cooperative Banks.
The CHAMMAN. It may be printed in the record of the committee
hearings.
(The amendment is as follows:)
STATEMENT BY MASSACHUSE'rTS

COOPERATIVE

BANKS

ox

FEDERAL DOOUMENTARY

STAMP TAx
MEMORANDUM

OONCERNSNO
RULING OF DEPUTY COMMISSIONER

1l By letter dated January 29, 1042, Deputy Commissioner D. S. Bliss ruled
that the issue and transfer of paid-up and matured shares of Massachusetts
cooperative banks are subject to Federal documentary stamp tax.
(a) Reference to this ruling is "MT: M: LBP."
(b) The law Is found In Internal Revenue Code, sections 1800 to 1809, Inclusive.
2. Section 1808 (c) of the code specifically exempts "*
* stocks and bonds
issued by domestic building and loan associations substantially all the business
of which is confined to making loans to members."
3. The January 29 ruling stated that the Massachusetts statutes provided
separate laws relating to the organization of cooperative bunks and building and
loan associations and that therefore it was clear that the two are not the same.
In a conference at Washington it was pointed out that the stated reason was
clearly an error and reconsideralon was given.
4. By letter dated April 9, 1942. Deputy Commissioner Bliss affirmed the earlier
ruling on the basis that section 1808 (c) exempts only such institutions, by whatever name called, as are organized under a specific building and loan association
statute and are generally known as such in the State of organization. In another
conference ut Washington we argued the fallacy of that reasoning and were
advised that the question would be referred to chief counsel.
5. By letter dated July 11, 1942, the ruling was reaffirmed, In this instance
upon the basis that Congress, in specifically exempting cooperative banks by
name in the 1916 income tax statute and failing to mention them by name in the
1928 revived enactment of the documentary stamp-tax law, did not intend to
exempt cooperative banks from the stamp tax. Copy of letter of July 11, 1942, is
annexed hereto.
6. Massachusetts has 182 cooperative banks with 360,000 mutual shareholders
and assets of $400,000,000. About one-tenth of assets are necessary legal reserves
and practically the entire balance are local Massachusetts home mortgages to
members.
Section 1808 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code exempts from the documentary
stamp tax"STocKs AND BONDS OF DOMES'rIO BUILDING AND LOAN ASSocIATIONS AND MUTUAL

nrrCn oR IRIGA'ION coMPANIEs.-Btocks and bonds issued by domestic building
and loan associations substantially all the business of which is confined to making
loans to members, or by mutual ditch or irrigation companies; * * *"
7. Massachusetts coolprative banks exactly fit this exemption.
(a) See any authoritative definition of building and loan association. Tv. g.,
see Webster's International Dictionary; also see American Jurisprudence, vol. 9,
sees. 2 and 3.
(b) See history of Massachusetts cooperative banks.
(c) Massachusetts cooperative bank statute (Gen. Laws. ch. 170) is our only
building and loan statute.
(d) Our cooperative bank statute is substantially identical with what are
called building and loan statutes in other States, for example, New York, New
Hampshire, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Connecticut, and others.
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(e) Court decisloits and rulings support our position.
(f) For over 40 years Massachusetts Cooperative Bank shares have been
treated as exe4npt from this tax. Documentary tax statute appeared first in
1898, was revived during first World War, and later revived in 1928.
,( ) Massachusetts Cooperative Banks have pioneered the building And loan
movement In this country. Our first State statute was in 1854. Massachusetts
men were leaders in the building and loan movement throughout the Nation
Including the founding of the United States Building and Loan League and the
American Savings Building and Loan Institute.
(h) It IS universally recognized that Massachusetts Cooperative Banis are
ihe purest building and loan association in the country. Massachusetts have adlIered closest to the old-fashioned idea of mutual periodic saving of and loans
to members with modest limits of share value and loan maximum.
(i) The reasoning of the letter of July 11, 1942, is not conclusive law relating
to statutory construction.
(1) When Congress enacted the 1928 documentary stamp tax statute, It was
merely reviving a statute which had been on the books on two earlier occasions antedating, the Income-tax law. It was completely natural for Congress
to take In substance the old tried and tested statute. The exemptive language
of this old statute contemplated Massachusetts cooperative banks In the genus
"domestic building and loan associations, etc.," and no one thought of the detail
of specifically adding reference to cooperative banks. If this detail had been
thought of It would undoubtedly have been added without hesitation. It IS
generally known that the 1928 statute was aimed at stocks and bonds of profitmaking enterprise which were being marketed in great volume and for profit
Investment and speculation during that pre-depression period.
8. In 1915 when the income-tax law was before Congress, Massachusetts
Governor David I. Walsh, who was then also president of the Massachusetts
Cooperative Bank League, enjoined Senator Weeks to make sure our cooperative
banks were exempted from the income-tax law. Senator Weeks, having no
reason to anticipate narrow distinctions nor to give elaborate study to other
tax laws past and present, asked for the exemption of Massachusetts Cooperative Banks and his amendment was added without contest.
9. The ruling unfairly discriminates against and burdens the mutual shareholders of Massachusetts Cooperative Blinks.
10. In some States where we find building and loan statutes there are several
Institutions which are named cooperative banks.
11. In no other State is the exemption denied to building and loan associations and cooperative banks as it is denied to Massaehusetts by this ruling.
tons, savings and 'Jan associations, and cooperative banks as it is denied to
Massachusetts by this ruling.

OFFICE OF

Mr. T. GREoRY

Tagssuay DART"wr,
COMMISSIONER OF INrERNAL REVENUE,
• Washington, July 11, 1949.

SvT.LIVAN, 73 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
Sm: Further reference is made to your letter of, April 24. 1942, protesting
a ruling issued by this office under date of April 9, 1942, in which It was held
that the Issue and transfer of matured and paid-up shares of cooperative banks
organized under the laws of the State of Massachusetts and located in that State
incurred -the documentary stamp taxes under section 1802 of the Internal Revenue
.ode.
as amended.
C,.-eful
consideration has been gIvdn to your protest. Your principal
contention is that cooperative banks are so "nearly like building and loan associations
in their purpose and methods of operation as to be included within the scope of
section 1808 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code, as amended, which exempts from
W I;
the documentary stamp tax:
AND BONDS OF DO STIO BUILDING AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS' AND .MTUAL
I "WreDImcHR
on rG5IATwox oompAmI1rs.-Stocka and bonds Issued by domestic building and
loan associations substantially all the business of which is confined to making
leans to members, or by mutual ditch or irrigation companies; * * .*."
Section 101 (4) of the Code exempts the following organizations from the
,
incomne tax:
, "Domestic building, and loan associations substantially all. the business of
which is confined to making loans to members, and cooperative banks without
76098-42-vol. 2-.--88
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capital stock organized and operated for mutual purposes and without profit."
A study of the legislative history of the act of September 8, 1916, in which
the latter provision first appears, reveals that the bill, as reported by the
House, exempted "domestic building and loan associations" (sec. 11 (a) fourth).
When lt'came before the Senate for consideration, an amendment was offered on
the floor adding the following language to the exemption, "and cooperative banks
organized and operated for mutual purposes and without profit (Congressional
Record, Sept. 5, 1916, p. 18847). The amendment was accepted. The reason
stated for submitting the amendment was that in 'ie State of Massachusetts
there were certain institutions known as cooperative banks which were organIzed and operated for the mutual benefit of the members and without profit and
were to all intents and purposes In the same class as building and loan associations and the purpose of the amendment was to grant exemption to these organizations. The bill then went to conference, where the amendment was modified
to read, "and cooperative banks without capital stock organized and operated
for mutual purposes and without profit," and In this form the bill became law.
Congress, in amending the income-tax law as originally enacted to include in
addition to building and loan associations cooperative banks, by necessary Implication recognized that the latter organizations were not comprehended within
an exemption granted building and loan associations by name. In enacting section 1808 (c) of the code (sec. 441 of the Revenue Act of 1928), Congress incorporated that part of the income-tax exemption section which deals with building and
loan associations, but failed to carry into the provisions of section 1808 (c) that
part of the same subsection of the income-tax law dealing with the exemption of
cooperative banks, In view of this action on the part of Congress it must be
concluded that there was no intent to exempt cooperative banks from liability
for the stamp tax imposed by section 1802 of the code.
In view of the foregoing, the ruling issued to you on April 9, 1942, is affitmed,
Respectfully,
D. S. BLIss,
,Deput/ Commuisoner.
PROPOSEDAMENDMENT TO PENDINo TAX BILt

Sec. ( ).The phrase "domestic building and loan associations" as used in
section 1808 (c) of the Internal Revenue Code, as amended, shall be deemed and
construed to mean and include cooperative banks organized and operated for
mutual purposes and without profit. This section shall be effective as of
January 1, 198.
The CHAIRMAN. In lieu of personal appearance, the New 'York So-

cial Democratic Federation has submitted a brief for the record.
(The brief is as follows:)
MEMORANDrUM

ON

1P'EmAL

TAXATION SUBMrITED

BY THE NEw

YoRx

SocIAL

DitMOGsATIc FEDERAnoN
The Social Democratic Federation 'desires to record its vehement protest
against shifting the burden of taxation from the rich to the poor, in the manner'
proposed by the current tax bill passed by the House of Representatives which
is now before the United States Senate.
-By this bill the House of Representatives has perverted the principle of equity
of sacrifice prescribed by President Roosevelt. To prevent the disaster of inflation, President Roosevelt formulated a program calling for the stabilization of
wages and the abandonment of strikes as labor's contribution in support of the
President's program.- The sanie program presupposed that capital' Will accept
limitation of income and profits by yielding to the Trea~ury's tax program.
Let it not be forgotten that in addition the workers ha've made mu h greater,
sacrifices. Many of them were alive at the time the new methods of taxation
were adopted by the Treasury; they are dead now In the wrecks of planes lost
and at the bottom of the ocean where they went down with their ships.' Mil
lionaireS uttered patriotic lip service while labor has already made its cofltrlbutton of lives and money,
According to the latest published reports the House has cut about $2,000,006,000
6ut :ofthe-Treasury's program for taxing the wealthy.: To maketip this loss it
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has been seen fit by the House to raise the revenue required for fighting Inflation,
by exacting taxes from the poor, while corporate and individual taxes were
reduced to about $6,000,000,000, or about 70 percent of what the Treasury proposed. The House proposes to go Into the pockets of the wage earners who earn
ever so little over $500 per annum to make up this deficiency of over $2,000,000,000 short of, the administration's goal. And so the congressional lobbyists for
the rich have been promised sales taxes and larger excise taxes that would
transfer the tax load from the shoulders of the rich, where It belongs, to the
backs of the poor, who will be further exploited for the benefit of millionaires
on strike against the Government.
These facts become all the more aggravated in the face of the estimate that
$2,000,000,000 In revenue from a general sales tax can only be obtained by exacting a sales levy of 6 percent on everything, including food, or, In the alternative,
a 10-percent sales levy' on everything but food.
The $2,000,000,000 cut in the burden originally intended to be carried by the
rich, which the House proposes, consists of a reduction of $091,000,000 from the
taxes on corporation, $750,000,000 from the Income taxes of the rich, and finally
a drop of $483,000,000 by the refusal of the House to plug loopholes in the Revenue
Act under which wealthy individuals and corporations escape taxes. All of
these moves on the part of the House were in direct contravention to President
Roosevelt's original proposals that the burdens of taxation be placed on the
shoulders of the rich, where they belong.
For all of these reasons the New York Social Democratic Federation requests
that the Senate Finance Committee follow the Treasury's recommendations with
respect to the enactment of the revenue act now pending before Congress.
Respectfully submitted.
AIOINiON LEE,
State Chairman,Social Democratic Federat(on:
W=JUAM

KARLIN,

CittChairman,Sooial Demooratic Federation.

The CHAIRMAN. We have been in session a little longer than usual

and the committee will recess until 2:30 today.
(Whereupon at 1:15 p. m. the committee recessed until 2: 804
p. m. of the same day.)
AFTERNOON SMSION

(Whereupon at 2: 30 p., m.,the committee met pursuant to recess.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Reporter, here is a letter from the Secretary
of State, also some briefs to be included in the record by Mr. Justin
X, Whiting, president of the Commonwealth & 'Southern; and a
letter from Mr. Monroe Webster, vice president of the Commerce
Photo-Print Corporation, of Xew York, on the tqx on photographic
apparatus, to put in the record.
Also a letter from Kellar & Kellar of Lead, S. Dak., which Senator Gurney desires to have entered into the record.
'Senator DAvis. Mr. Chairman may I have the honor ef presenting
A letter from the Westinghouse Eleotric Co. on their views affecting
these pension trusts?
The CHAI MAN. Yes, sir; you inay offer iti. Senator.

(Documents presented are, as followss)
DEPARTMENT Or STATE,

Washington, Jsdy 8, 194f.
The Honorable WALvT= F. GolRE,.
..
chairman, fianatto Committee, United States Senate.
My DMR SENATOR GzosmE: I enclose for your Information a copy of a letterwhich Ihave addtewsed' to the Secretary of theTreasury with regard to a proposal,
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In connection with the pending tax bill, to impose a tax on imported bitters containing distilled spirits.
Sincerely yours,
C0RDEM HuLU
Enclosure:
Letter to the Secretary of the Treasury.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Wasltagtoat, July 8, 1948.
Yr.,
The Honorable IIENRY B0urENTHAU,
Secretary of the Treasury.
MY DFAR MRt SEcRETAY: I refer to a telephone conversation on June 23. 1942,
between Mr. Robert ilchholz of your Department and Mr. Catudal of this
Department regarding a proposal, in connection with the pending tax bill, to
impose an internal revenue tax on imported bitters.
This matter was first brought to the attention of the Department by Mr. C. F.
Abbott, vice president of C. W. Abbott & Co., manufacturers of Abbott's Bitters.
According to Mr. Abbott, domestic manufacturers of bitters are under a serious
tax disadvantage as compared with imported bitters, which disadvantage would be
increased by the proposal to increase the internal-revenue tax on alcohol from $4
to $6 per proof gallon, for the following reason: Domestic bitters, which contain 45
percent alcohol, are produced from alcohol upon which the present internal revenue tax is $4 per proof gallon, whereas upon similar alcoholic bitters Imported into
this country (chiefly Angostura bitters from Trinidad) there is levied a customs
duty of $2.50 per proof gallon, pursuant to Item 802 of schedule IV of the trade
agreement with the United Kingdom but this Imported product is not subject
to an internal-revenue tax on the alcoholic content by virtue of a ruling by
the Bureau of Internal Revenue that it is "unfit for beverage purposes"; the
result being that a gallon of domestic bitters is at present subject to a tax of
approximately $4, whereas a gallon of similar Imported bitters Is subject to a
tax burden (duty) of only $2.50; making a differential of approximately $1.50
in favor of the latter, which differential would be increased, under the pending
tax bill, to approximately $350. It is my understanding that Mr. Abbott has
submitted to the Ways and Means Committee a proposal to remove this differential by amending section 2800 (a) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code so as
t6 impose a tax of $6 per wine gallon on "bitters of all kinds Imported into the
Unied States containing distilled spirits."
The situation whereby imported bitters enjoys a tax differential over domestic
bitters was confirmed by Mr. Eichholz of your Department, who inquired whether
the Department of State would raise any objection to legislation aimed at
removing the differential.
Under the trade agreement between the United States and the United Kingdom effective January 1, 1939, the United States duty on bitters of all kinds,
containing spirits (par. 802 of the Tariff Act of 1930) was reduced from
$5 to $2.50 per proof gallon. Under the provisions of article XIV of the
trade agreement, the United States reserves the right, with respect to imported
products on which the duty is reduced or bound against increase, to impose a
charge or tax in order to compensate for the internal tax which is imposed
in respect of a like domestic product. This article reads as follows:
"The provisions of article IX, article X, article XI, and article XII of this
agreement shall not prevent the Imposition at any time on the importation of
any article .of a charge equivalent to an internal tax Imposed in respect of a
like domestic article or in respect of a commodity from which the imported
article has been produced or manufactured in whole or it part."
Accordingly, it is not believed that there would be any objection, under the
terms of our trade agreement with the United Kingdom, to the imposition of
an internal revenue tax on the alcoholic content of imported bitters, so long
as such tax does not exceed the tax to which domestically produced bitters are
subject,
With regard to the specific proposal to amend section 2800 (a) (8) of the
Internal Revenue Code by imposing a tax of $6 per wine gallon on bitters of
all kinds imported into the United States containing spirits, I should like to
raise the following points:
.1.. Accordipg to Mr. Abbott, domestic hitters contain 45 percent alcohol,, on
,which it is my understanding that the internal revenue tax Is levied on a proof-
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gallon basis. Under the new tax proposal, Imported bitters would be subject
to the internal revenue tax on a wine-gallon basis, making the tax burden considerably higher on the imported product containing a similar alcoholic content than on the domestic product. In order that the internal revenue tax on
Imported bitters may precisely compensate for the tax to which domestic bitters
are subject, and thus conform with our international obligations under the
trace agrement, it would seem that the tax should be imposed on the alcoholic
content of the bitters. Perhaps this could be accomplished by specifying a
tax per proof gallon rather than per wine gallon.
2. The proposal would impose a new tax on imported bitters of all kinds containing spirits. It is my understanding that under existing law imported alcoholic bitters if fit for beverage purposes are now subject to the internal revenue
tax applicable to distilled spirits and that it is only by virtue of a ruling that
they are "unfit for beverage purposes" that imported bit, ;z, Ruch as Angostura,
are at present exempt from internal revenue tax. The question ii raised whether
the language proposed, "bitters of all kinds imported into tle United States
containing sjlrits," should not be modified so as to make it clear that bitters fit
for beverage purposes are not subject to double taxation. Perhaps this could be
accomplished by changing the language "bitters of all kinds Imported Into the
United States containing spirits" to read "all bitters imported Into the United
States containing spirits and not subject to taxation under any other provision of
this chapter."
& Since section 2800 (a) (8) at present relates oaly to Imported perfumes, It
may be questioned whether it would be desirable to amend that provision ia
order to accomplish the desired result, particularly since the tax on Imported
perfumes is levied on a wine-gallon basis. It Is suggested that consideration be
given to effecting the new tax on Imported bitters by means of the addition of
a new numbered paragraph under subsection (s) of section 2800, which might
read as follows:
"(0) IMPOiTvr"si'ERS CONTAINMO DISTILU.V
Sr'awrr.-There shall
be levied and
collected upon all bitters imported Into the United States containing distilled
spirits and not subject to taxation under any other provision of this chapter,
an internal revenue tax at the rate of $[6.00. or whatever rate is imposed ovt
alcohol] per proof gallon, and a proportionate tax at a like rate on all fractional parts of such proof gallon. Such tax shall be collected by the collector
of customs and deposited as internal reveru collections, under such rules and
regulations as the Commissloner, with the approval of the Secretary may
prescribe."
Copies of this letter are being sent to the chairmen of the Committee on Ways
and Means and of the Committee on )'Inanee and to the Director of the Budget

for their Information. .
Sincerely yours,
CORnEL

STATEMPN

mrrm

HULM

WTz RSPrwr TO PMoPos4xJ4 mo COotmATn TAXAMOi in 1942. Sun,
T Jus-w H. WHITIMO, PFItENI T O TMH CoOMMONWALTH & SOUTmzeM

It is realized that this Ration at war must raise enormous revenue. Your
committee, entrusted with formulatirtg this kind of a revenue bill. of necessity
cannot be influenced too much by the personal sacrifices resulting from Increased
taxes. This statement Is made on the principle that you will not knowingly impose
such high taxes as to detrimentally affect our national economy, of which the
utility Industry is an essential part. The threat of the Treasury proposals and
later of the House bill being enacted Into law have so seriously. depressed the
market on equity securities of thli industry as to destroy them as a means of
finance. This is not only a tragedy for the present investors, most of Whow
are peonle of smal means, but it is detrimental to the true Interests of the Nation.
The utility Industry in supplying power to war Industries is doing a vital pert
toward the prosecution of the war. Anything which destroys the financial Soundness of this industry will be the equlvalent of a national disaster.
I The management of the operating utility companies of this corporation have

felt that the rates under the 1941 Revenue Act are about the limit that the public
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,utility companies should bear because of the character of their business-fixed
rates subject to regulation, slow turn-over of capital (about once in 5 to 7 years).
'To illustrate, a corporation with a 6-year turn over, the net profit after taxes
-must therefore be 86 percent of the gross receipts to equal a 6-percent return
6n capital invested. Their business as affected by the war does not substantially
Increase their net *earnings. This is'because the large increase In the business 114
in power furnished for war production which, being at industrial rates, increases
the net income but slightly. Such companies in accruing during the first 6 months
.of 1942 $2,425,594 more for taxes over and above the 1941 rates, believed they
were amply providing for all the taxes that would be required of them. As shown
in the attached schedule the House bill rates of 45 percent for normal and surtaxes and 90 percent for excess-profits tax would require about $1,800,000 more
laxes than were thus accrued. These companies have, therefore, deferred consideration of further dividends on their common stocks until more is known conearning tle current tax rates.
The statement of earnings for the 6 mojtths ended June 30, 1942, In the accompanying schedule shows the impact of Federal income and excess-profits taxes
applied at the rates proposed in the House bill upon each of the 10 principal
,operating subsidiaries of this corporation. The figures contained in the statement
-clearly Indicate the following :
1. Assuming comparable earnings and taxes for the last
months of 1942 to
those shown in the statement, Federal income and excess-profits taxes for the
-entire year are indicated at approximately $33,500,000, or an increase over such
tgxes for last year of about $11,000,000. This increase in taxes is approximately
$2,000,000 more than the total of all of the dividends paid on the common stocks
of these companies during 1941.
2. Although the anticipated gross revenue for 1942 of $181,000,009 is an increase
of $10,000 000 over 1941, after providing these proposed taxes, the net income
will be $6,500,000 less than in 1941.
3. The times earnings ratio of operating company preferred dividends on the
basis of the rates of tax proposed in the House bill will be materially reduced.
Since the proposals for increases in taxes were made public the market quotations
of the preferred stocks of these companies declined severely, some as much as 20
points. These stocls are owned by 77,000 persons and the average holding is !'8
shares.
4. The amount of earnings shown to be applicable to the common stocks of
these companies is less than 4 percent of the stated capital represented by such
common stocks. Such amount even if available Is not enough to pay fair dividends and give to the stocks a reasonable investment rating.
6. Ishee the firctquarter of'the year the boards of dli~ctors of the operating
,companies have not declared any dividends on their common stocks In viewl of
the Impending tax bill. This resulted in the passing of preferred dividends by
the Commonwealth & Southern Corporation to Its 17,264 preferred shareholders
of whom 8.688 are women. The average holding Is 87 shares.
Although the utility industry is expanding, requiring large. amounts of new
money for construction, the result Is that in order to raise such money from
the public to finance new construction it probably will be necessary to do so b
Increasing the debt of the companies. The Securities and Exchange Commission
and the management of these companies have been endeavoring to reduce, rather
than increase, their debt. A tax bill which forces financing by an Increase of
debt-in the present national circumstances is not only unsound but vicious. The
credit of any corporation depends on the standing of its equity securities. We
Implore the making of a war revenue law which will not ruin the credit of the
utility Industry.
To this end we respectfully submit that this committee give careful consider.
t I
tion to the following suggestions:
1 A. Irrespective of the.,tax schedules which are eventually adopted, the excessiproflts' tax should hot b more than the Amount by which the earnings of the
taxable year (after normal taxes and surtaxes) exceed the average amount of
earnings during the base period (after normal taxes), after making due allowance
for normal growth and changes in investment.
B. If the present system of computing the excess-profits tax is retained
then two things should be done:
(1) The aggregate of the rates of normal and surtax should be sharply reduced
from those contained In the House bill; and
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(11) The excess-profits tax should be made progressive so that the rates be
graduated on the basis of the percentage of excess-profits net income over the
excess-profits tax credit. The greater the ratio of such income to the credit, the
greater the tax could and should be if it Is intended to recapture by such tax
undue profits arising from war business.
C. It, isentirely misleading to impose as an excess-profits tax a tax which
Is computed before deduction of normal tax and surtax charges. There can be
no excess profits if the amount available for dividends is less than during the
base period. It is submitted that deduction should be made in the order first
adopted in the Second Revenue Act of 1940, so that the normal tax and surtax
are deducted before computing the excess-profits tax. The correct principle would
be to leave the normal and surtax approximately as fixed by the act of 1941
and then to Impose an excess-profits tax with sharply increased graduated
percentages.
D. Corporations should be allowed a credit against net Income, for the purposes at least of surtaxes and excess-profits tax, of all dividends distributed,
so as to preserve to the corporations their preferred and common stocks as a
source of additional capital and to preserve to the Government the dividends on
such stocks as a source of taxable income to the stockholders.
E. A credit should be allowed against net income, for the purposes at least
of surtax and excess-profits tax, of all payments made In reduction of indebtedness pursuant to sinking fund and installment obligations heretofore incurred.
Such a. credit would also tend to offset the Incentive for Increasing debt inherent
In the House bill, and is therefore desirable since it Is obviously In the national
interest that all corporations emerge from the war in a sound financial position.
Respectfully submitted.
JUSTIN R. W1Mllo,
President, the Commonwealth d Southern Corporation.
Dated, Auousr 12, 1942.

Ten principal operatingsubsidiaries of the Commonwealth & Southern Corporation
Statement showing estimated effect of Federal Income and exees-proflta taxes at rates proposed in pending Housebilllof JulyM
applied to the Income for the 6 months ended
June 30,194Zoffseb of the 10Principal operating subsidiaries and to the cash made available from operations during such201942,u
period (exclusive cleash on hand and amounts accrued
for caxes) for sinking funds and Installment Pyments under obligations previously contracted, for construction expenditures,
and for common stock dividends. The excess-profits
tares have been computed on the basis of te excess-prolits tax credit used by each of the several companies to accruing income taxes for the 6 months
ended June 30,1942, and
are on the average earnings basis except In the cases of Georgia Powe- Co."and Missi-ssippi Power Co., which are on the invested capital basis. Gull Power
Co. and Mississipp.

Power Co., in connection with their refinancing In 1941,deposited cash under their respective mortgages, subject to withdrawal against property editions, of which cash there
remained at June 30,1942 respectively, $2,381,95 and $1,82,.M

Consumers

Central
Indiana
Illinois Gas &
g Co.
Electric

"

2
3
4

a

oOperating
expenses-

----------------------9,106,62

Provision for taxes:

101,502
.40380

528.713
70,865
23,100

Federal Income--------------------

218,392
32,822
12,255

W4.000

289,014

7
8

Federal excess profits -------------Provision for depreciation and amortization ---------------------------------

9

Grossincome
ne--- -----------------------Income deductions:
Interest on funded debt -----------Other Income deductions (net)------Net Income ----------------------------Dividends on preferred sto.k ----------Amortization of referred stock expense. Balance ---------------------------------

10
11
12
13
14
15

192,718

91882

Property and other general ----.....
1,091,784
Federal excise on electricity ---------399,49
Federalcapital stock --................1
a1

2,276.843

3,483,309

470,000

3,38,238
6,29,578

768,000
1.024,20

221,611
373.570
479,920

Ohio
Pennsy
Edison
vanla
ConPower
Co.

4,485,590
961,630
208,243
68,200

1,172,800
1,330, 2

1,672,542
,230,919

Alabama
Power
O.

230,17"5
415,857

Miss-

sip
wer

7,997394
*9987

,14045
146,875
68,761

1,515,801
242.674
85.002

318,980

18651.031

628,536

9,897

71.162
25,358
4, 8

229.084
39.679
8,703

Saot h

1,2A869

33,547,606

12889

3,4,0

246,990
40,698
5,684

I00, 591 -----------

114i,770

210,890

382,361

2,237,540
4.4K 974

112,500
269,8 8

216.000
45,2D5

22.310
5W,3

276,000
520,339

1,49,773
6,076,158

164,025
13,177
353,137
105,000
19,799
228,338

2,483,814
1.931,965
1,908,434
68,40
3 68&950
2,621,492
1,134,635
1,338,032
........ 54,75
1,293,460

68,812

319,880

1,509,333

313,137

I,68910

190,210

305,737

34,791

11,493

1,071,121

1,013,000

490,625

2,30 ,000

64.032

1,87Z042

918,242

4,35,14

,206.710
5,3

333,815

2,54&,246 4 7,427,
1,811,8 5
. 804

OW
Total

Co.

1,739,996

128,225
3,8,089
33,815
183, 517
319.880
1, 509, 313
206,148
3,482
2,871---------92,861
55,8 51

2,104,704
312,980
229,721
4, 408
3,935,153
668,812
1,712,408
250,803
391, 70-----------1,831.075
418,009

Gulf
Power
o.

P

1,275,943 4,6M, M
124,092
45,015
11,875

Geora
Power
o.,

28,675

6,18.I.0
1, 21.727
40. 43

10.745.475
2,442,45

87,510
139, 484
297,603
9.176,399
,81
1,978j
30,910
2,367,72D
188,108
317,699
28, 82A 11,858,328
,33,078
1,138
85,719
5,923.443
-.......................
432, 340
58,03D0
193,541
17
5W,102,545

Federal income and excess profits taxes

16
17
18
19
20
21

based on pending House bill computed
as follows:
Net Income as above --------------------3,3,183
Adjustments to arrive at estimated taxable Income ...........................
587,854
Add back Federal Incomeand excess profits taxes above an lines 6Sand 7 ---------8,760,152
Total .............................
Excess-proflts tax credit................
Adjusted excess profits net Income .....

9,457,451
4,
89,466
4.7 9

-

1,00,862

2,621,492

188,18

4,814

5,69
24

317,8W9 2M0,824 2,858,128
13,901

8,380

310,9W

3,40102

215,31

210,690

421,035

14,977,873

239

6,,7,S33

397,175

514,488

68478

28160,714

3, 9006
229.508
Z &%32 1 167,887

574,887
0.99

264,042
1443

16,2K048
9.9K66

2,019.8 M

19

M

6,957,634

8, 020, 239

876.4V7

1

W
t*

Total excess profit. tax at 90 perceaL -.-- 4,28K,18
Normal and surtax at 45 percent --------2y11%510
Total, lines 2 and 23----

.

,399,197

Increase in Federal taxes on proposed
bases, line 24 less 18------------------639,045
Which would leave for common stock
ind c
te purixes and coverage
over interest and preferred stock
charges-only-------------1.n
D
Times earned interest on funded debt
(9 and 10)------------------------___.
2.98
Times earned after proposed tax Increa e.
2.68
Times earned preSced divideuds (12
tand 13)------------------------------2.30
Times earned after propped tax Incrase.
L92

8 , 7990
0
58,
Sl O D

30D,4$4 11630.82
26Z 092~1 145,38lJ

188,036

41,83

1,~14L819j

562 5W6 Z 776,033

TAMW60

4M83

75,528

101,433

3M 520

38818
118,212

2, 819

72, 901

289,190

20, 960,

2.27
186
267
2.15

273,0381

3.80
223

-30%818
2.10
L92

1.15
L,20

L62
L,32

T

.~8

21852
= 404
10,0
61,0 j1827
3,77,5 47~

i23,3

254I791

447,842

910, 40

.38
2.89

2.45
2.41

2.32
Z 13

&.08
2.64

2.64

L,48
1.39

1.96
L68

&09
4.51

I

231,20
2Q,830

172,711
226
2.11
2.56
2.39

=%,82
9, OK,502
18811877.7
421,811

6h770,575

70,775

1, 79%702

104,330

8,709,84U

L8
L74
3.0(
2.22

|

iThe excess-profits tax credits for Gorgia Power Co. and Mississippi Power Co. shown herein would be lower if calculated under the provisions of
the House bill for the determine.
lion of invested capital credit and the tam woVd e greater, which would reduce the balances for common stock on line 26and the ratios on lines 2Oand 30.
2Italics indicate deficit.
EFFECT OF TAX PROPOSALS ON AVAILABLE CASH, EXCLUSIVE OF CASH ON HAND AND AMOUNTS ACCRUED FORt TAXES O)N INCOB&E
Available for common stock, as prsheet 1. $1,192,030
Add back:
Provision for dereciation and amortization ...................................
83, 23
Amortization of bond discount and expense --243,106
Amortization of preferred stok e
.
39, 0
T otal ............................
",19%044

28, 190

$2,9W0

768,O=

373,570

I

1,678542
151,427

40,518
20,871

------.-----

1,50.197 - W% 919

,126,77

43.007

Less: Semiannual csh sinking fund and
lmtallmest payments under obliga.
tions previously contracted .............
125,0 .
..
Construcaan expenditures --------------4,4A S558 259,6511 85K12
Common stock dividends paid .........
1,177,615
210.000 f--.-.--Balance ..................

302,818

80,

8

S98,206

$1,%810
278,600

$647,842
, 4K8,775
1, 907,123

19,799)
41177 3,881,740

$11 ,212

$172 711

$104,330

A8,709,843

2737,5o

11%16

21t 000

228,310

10,745,475

* 58,307

1,241

1,11

18,279

8,355,359

8,090.173

227,471

388,590

349,819

17,243,017

$91A940

.....................
70,0
. 0
710 --------28,1
5D
747,20
1,500.440
%3,1J8490,0663
8068,545
874, =2 ---3W5282 276' 14.373,834
431,076
11000--------------------- -------------------- 1.9M,,891
195.271

12 059j

611 675

8s, 12t

il.057

18, 0621

48,133

1 W 68
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:failed to make the new election in 1984, not realizing the necessity for such procedure under the terms of the statute. Many taxpayers have not realized their
right to election. The necessity for such election was not set forth on the return
formss or the instructions attached thereto by the Treasury. Many small mines
lacking experienced tax counsel have been unaware of their rights.
Many taxpayers assume that the "first return" from the property was the
hrst one which showed net Income ind which required a depletion computation, and hence failed to make an election in case the property showed a
loss. The Treasury took the view that an election must be made whether
or not there was net Income from the property. Through failure to make
the election In the year specified by the Treasury, many such taxpayers have
been prevented from exercising their rights to percentage depletion. To correct
this injustice a new election should be granted at this time. Congress should
equlre the Treasury to Inform mining taxpayers that such new election
Is required, by direct statement on the tax return.
The other phase) of the tax situation of particular interest to the mining
industry at large is the need for an alternative basis of credit under the
excess-profits tax in the case of mines, based upon the normal earnings per
unit of production. Such provision would recognize the special problems
of mines which are Increasing production or commencing new production to
provide needed materials for the war program, thereby using up their capital
resources at an accelerated rate, but which find themselves penalized by an
excess-profits tax which takes practically the entire earnings from the increased production. The proposal would recognize that such earnings do not
constitute excess profits unless they exceed the normal earnings per unit of
frOduction. Normal profits of mines would of course be subjected to the
ulI normal tax and surtax, but the excess-profits tax would apply only to
true excess profits.
Senator Johnson of Colorado designed the amendment to meet this situation.
For example--(using tbhe profit-per-ton as the fair measure of profit-per-unit,
but recognizing that In some cases profit-per-pound or per ounce of metal
production would be the appropriate unit to use), If the mine during the
be
period bad produced an average of 100,000 tons of ore a year at $1
per ton average profit, $100,000 net income per year, this amount of $100,000
would be the basis for its excess-profits credit determined on base-period
earnings. If in the excess-profits year the mine does not Increase Its production, It will have Its allowance for $1 per ton of normal profit. If it produces
only 10,000 tons and makes not more than $1 per ton of profit, It will not
be subject to excems-profits tax; or If it makes $1.40 a ton on 100,000 tons, it
will pay excess-profits tax on the excess 40 cents a ton--$40,000 of profits.
If In our example the mine produced 150,Q00 tons of ore and made only
the normal profit of $1 a ton, its credit under present law would be limited
to the normal profit on its normal production of 100,000 tons, but the $50,000
of normal profit on the additional tonnage would be treated as all excess
profits and subject to the excan-profits tax.
If on the 150,000 tons production It made $1.40 per ton, under present law
the excess-profits tax would be applied not merely to the additional 40 cents per
ton profit, but alab to the normal profit of $1 per ton on the 50,000 tons increased production.
"The proposl of the Johnson amendment was simply to make available tO
mines an excess profits credit equal to the normal profit per unit.
Under such a provision, In the example cited, the mine with its basic credit
of $1 per ton might receive this credit on its total tonnage of production,
so that if it did produce 150,000 tons at $1 per ton profit, it would have its
full excess-profits credit of $150,000 and would not be subject to excess-profits
tax. If on its 150,000 tons production It made $1.40 per ton, a total of $210,000
profit for the year, it would apply its $150,000 credit (at $1 peI ton on 150000
tons), and its excess profits of $60,000 (at 40 cents per ton on 150,000 tons) would
be subject to the excess-profits taX.
Another matter of importance to numerous mines is the exemption from
excess-profits tax accorded to certain strategic metals in the 1940 act, but
withdrawn last year.' This exemption should be restored to encourage the
development of new mines producing these needed metals.
Yours sincerely,

KENN'rH KELLAR.
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Hon. JAuFs J. DAvis,

WESTINOiOUSE EL!OrrIC & MANwAcrYIuIxO Co.,
Pittsburgh, Pa., August 3, 1942*"

BSeate Finance Committee,
Washington, D. 0.
DFAit SFNATOR DAvrs: The tax bill (H. R. 7378) recently adopted by the

House of Representatives and now before your committee contains certain provisions affecting pension trusts concerning which we wish to suggest certain
modifications, in order to clarify the intent and to avoid the possibility of
unintended hardships and results contrary to the public Interest.
We refer to the provisions contained In section 144 of the bill, which proposes
to amend section 165 of the Internal Revenue Code relating to pension trusts.
The provisions we have in mind are contained in paragraphs (3) and (4) of
the proposed clause (a) of section 165. Paragraph (3) provides, In substance,
that a pension trust will be exempt from tax If it Is part of a plan which benefits
either (subparagraph (A)) 70 percent or more of the employtes, excluding employees employed not more than a minimum period prescribed by the trust, not
to exceed 5 years, or (subparagraph (13)) such employees as qualify under a

classification set lip by the employer and found by the Commissioner not to bediscriminatory in favor of officers, shareholders, supervisory or highly compensated employees. Paragraph (4) provides similar exemption if the contributions or benefits under the trust do not have the effect of discriminating in favor
of any employee whose compensation is greater than that of other employees.
The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co. has a pension plan which was:
created In 1929, under an irrevocable pension trust covering substantially all of'
the employees of the company and providing for pensions based on the em-ployee's length of service and certain wage or salary classifications. The costof the pension so provided Is borne entirely by the company, without any contributory payments by the employee. Annuity certificates to cover annuities
payable" upon the employee's retirement from the company's service at retirement age were issued to the employees at the time the plan was put into effect,
and additional annuity certificates, likewise payable upon such retirement, to,
cover the services of employees for subsequent years, were issued from year to,
year thereafter until the end of the year 1935. These annuity certiflcates were.
Issued from year to year in so-called annuity units, based on the following
classifications:
Number of
Yearly wages:
annuity units
$1,500 and under --------------------------------------1

$1,501 to $2,100 ---------------------------------------

I%

$2,101 to $2,700 --------------------------------------2
$2,701 to $3,300 --------------------------------------21/1
$3.301 to $3.900 ------------------------------------8
$3,901 to $4,500 --------------------------------------3%
$4,501 to $6,100 ---------------------------------------4
$5,101 to $6,300 ----------------------------------- 41,/
$0,801 to $7,500 --------------------------------------5
$7,501 and over ---------------------------------------One annuity unit represents $1 per month payable upon the employee's retire.
meat from the company service at retirement age.
Under this pension plan 2,763 persons have heretofore been retired and have
received pensions, for the rest of their lives, ranging from $2 to $325 per month.
The pension trust established by this company might be construed not to be.
exempt from tax under the proposed subparagraph (A) of paragraph (3) because, as of January 1, 1936, due to the passage of the Federal Social Security
Act, the, issuance of further annmity certificates to employees for service for
subsequent years, was discontinued and the number of new employees since
that date Is sufficient so thatat this time 70 percent of the present employees
are not included In the plau, However, all employees of the company were,
Included In the plan from the time when it was established until December 81,.
1435, when the Issuance of annuity certificates was discontinued, and all employees of thq, company as of Pecember 31, 1935, who are still employed are.
now Included under the plan and the company has continued, and will continuefor a number of years, to make payments to the pension trust in order to pro-
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CoMMaoM PnOT-PRINT CORPORATION,
New York, July 23, 194S.

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D. 0.
DEAR SENATOR: In the absence of Mr. Cheyney I wish to acknowledge receipt of
your letter of July 17, and to thank you for notifying us that the public hearing
conducted by the Senate Committee on Finance in regard to the 1942 tax bill will
take place starting Monday, July 27.
We realize that in our telegram of June 13 we requested the opportunity of
personally appearing before committee to voice our objection to the proposed
increased rate In the excise tax on photographic paper, but due to the press of
vital Government contracts we will be unable to have an executive officer take
advantage of the invitation to appear. We would, however, deeply appreciate
consideration being given by the Senate Finance Committee at the public hearing
to the following written objection:
The House Ways and Means Committee have in the proposed 1942 tax bill
agreed to Impose a tax of 15 percent on photographic apparatus. Under this
same heading ir bill H. I. 5417 for 1941 a tax of 10 percent was imposed. Included
with photographic apparatus are photographic plates and sensitized paper, and
the manufacturers of photoprint paper interpreted this law as applying to their
particular product and therefor passed the tax on to their customers in the farm
of a general price increase.
It is our contention that this tax is unfair in two respects.
The first is, we believe the intent of the law is to tax luxury users of photographic
papers and cameras such as amateur photographers rather than small business
users such as ourselves. We base this contention on the fact that X-ray film
is specifically exempted under the present act and that cameras weighing In excess
of 4 pounds are exempted in the present act. Obviously the large cameras, those
over 4 pounds In weight, will primarily be used for business purposes such as
aerial surveys, photo-offset printing, photoengraving, photostating, airplane construction and similar processes. The small cameras, those weighing less than
four pounds, will continue to be sold to amateurs and can rightfully be considered
a luxury, and lust subject to the tax. The same is true of the products used in
these small cameras and we strongly feel that if the Iouse Ways and Means
Committee saw fit to exempt from tax the cameras used for business purposes
they should have also exempted from tax the paper, used in these industrial
cameras.
A large percentage of photoprint or photostat paper is now being used in connection with war work and the tax bill If passed as It now stands will increase the
cost of the war effort, and the Government will in any event be assessed the
increased cost indirectly. The paper cost on most Government work represents
at least 50 percent of the selling price of the finished work and the cost to industrial companies engaged in war work approximates 40 percent. The paper cost
is therefore a substantial part of the prime costs and an increase from the present
10 percent tax to the proposed 15 percent will seriously handicap a small essential
Industry in its efforts to continue in business.
The other point 'we would appreciate having the Senate Committee on Finance
consider Is the unfairness In the Imposition of a high tax on the commercial
photoprint industry while such competitive processes as blueprints, ozalid prints,
black and white prints, litho prints, etc., remain unaffected. The papers used
in fhese processes are also of a sensitized nature but they have not come under
the tax measure as this type of reproduction is generally not considered to be
In the photographic field. The commercial photoprint business is in more direct
competition with this type of process than it is with photography, and while
the present 10 percent tax makes It difficult to compete, if this Is raised to 1
percent it would give our legitimate competitors a still further advantage.
It is our earnest plea that this unfair tax be eliminated entirely by Incorporating Into the 1942 tax bill a clause reading "with the exception of photoprint paper used by commercial producers in cameras weighing In excess of
4 pounds." This clause could be Inserted following the one beginning "photograpic plates and sensitized paper." The revised Item In its entirety would
then read as follows:
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(4) Photographic apparatus: Cameras, excepting those weighing in excess of
4 pounds; lenses; unexposed photographic films (including motion-picture films,
but not including X-ray films) ; photographic plates and sensitized paper (with
the exception of photoprint paper used- by commercial producers in cameras
weighing in excess of 4 pounds) ;,photographic apparatus and equipment; anti
any apparatus or equipment designed especially for use in taking photographs
or motion pictures or in the developing, printing, or enlarging of photographs
or motion-picture films--15 percent.
As a point of information, we would appreciate an explanation as to why
cameras weighing over 4 pounds were exempted in the proposed new tax act
and yet the materials used in these cameras were overlooked. We believe every
Senator and Representative will be asked for this explanation by their constituents who are engaged in the business of commercially producing photoprint&
We respectfully request that the most earnest consideration be given this
subject in order to remove the present undue hardship being inflicted on the
thousands of small, legitimate commercial photoprint concerns throughout the
country.
Sincerely yours,
COMMIQWc PHOMo-PaINT CORPOATION,
MoNaOE WE13sTR, Vice President.

UNITED STATES SENATS,
ON APBOPBIATIONS,
July f 5, 19ff.

COM11TTS

GIOAto,
HOn. WALTE F.
Chairman, Finance Comittee,
United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.
My Draa SENaTon: I present for consideration the subject matter contained in
the attached letter from attorneys Kellar & Kellar, Lead, S. Dak.
These attorneys have had much experience on the problems of the mining
industry, and Lead, S. Dak., is the home town of the Homestake Mining Co.
I therefore present their letter, with the request that the committee give It full
consideration, and that the letter be lilaced in the printed record of the hearings
at the time you are considering that part of the 1943 revenue bill which has to do
with the mining Industry.
Sincerely yours,'
''
CHAN GUMSlY.
Enclosure.
KUAyi & KELtAR,
Slead,
S. Dak., June 19, 1942.
Hon. CHAN GURNEY
Hetrafe Office Building, Washington, D. C.
My D AiLCHAN: I wish to call your attention.to two phases of the pen(ing tax
bill which, while in no way affecting our own operations, are of concern to the
mining, industry.
I refer first to the need of a new election for percentage depletion in the ase
,of mines. It is urged that a new election relative to ,percentage depletion in the
case of mines for taxable years beginning after December 31, 1941, be provided.
This may be accomplished as follows:.
SEC. (

). PERCENTAOE DspLErIoN FOR COAL AND MUTAY, MINEH AND SULFUR.-

(a) The third sentence of section 114 (b) (4) of the Internal Revenue Code is
amended by striking out after the word "chapter" the words "in respect of a
property," and substituting in lieu therqof the following: "in which depletion is
claimed in respect of a property for a taxable year beginning after December 81,
1941 (whether or not a return In respect of such property was made for any
taxable year beginning prior to Jantary 1, 1942);"
(b) The last sentence of section 114 (b) (4) of the Internal Revenue Code shall
not apply with respect to any taxable year beginning after December 81, 1941.
Many taxpayers have been deprived of the right to take percentage depletion
which Congress Intended. The taxpayers relying on their election made in 1939
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vide the necessary funds for the pensions payable thereunder to Its employees
who have heretofore retired or may hereafter retire from the company's service
at retirement age and who may hold such annuity certificates. In order to
avoid any possible misconstruction or interpretation not in accordance with the
purpose of the law, it is believed that the proposed subparagraph (A) of paragraph (3) might well be modified so that it would expressly permit exemption
from tax of pension plans such as that established by this company, by making
the 70-percent test apply as of the date when the plan was established.
With respect to proposed subparagraph (B) of paragraph (3) and proposed
paragraph (4), it will be observed that the wage classifications stated above,
and the differences in pensions-resulting therefrom, are relatively narrow and,
as is self-evident, were not intended to result and do not result in any large
or discriminatory pensions to high-salaried employees. It will also be noted that
the class'flcations are based on fixed yearly wag groupings, with minimum and
maximum wage limits for each group.
In the House committee's report it is stated that "Determination of benefits
according to a fixed percentage of wages should not be considered discriminatory,
even though it results in larger benefits to highly paid employees. However, the
and a less generous scale for other employees would
use of one scale for officials
be discriminatory." It is believed that this statement of intention should be
construed to afford this company's pension plan and trust exemptions from tax
under the proposed law, inasmuch as the wage classifications were intended to
be-and it is believed are-reasonable and fair and not discriminatory in any
respect. While benefits under the plan are not determined by a fixed percentage of wages, they are determined according to blocked wage groupings
which are eminently fair and Just. Therefore, in order to avoid any possible
misinterpretation of the provisions, of the proposed law, it is respectfully submitted that in proposed subparagraph (B) of paragraph (3) the word "unfairly"
be Inserted before the word "discriminatory," and in the aforesaid proposed
paragraph (4) the word "unfairly" be inserted before the word "discriminating."
The addition of such word would, it is believed, avoid any possible interpretation
contrary to the spirit and intent of the proposed amendment.
The question is important, Inasmuch as the amounts involved are large, and
your favorable consideration of the foregoing Is earnestly requested.
. H. Bucis, Peiden.
Respectfully submitted.

(The following communications have been ordered inserted in the
record:)
CUaAHY BROS. Co.,
Cu#dahy, Wis., May 14, 1942.
SENATZ tNANCT COUMITm ,
United States Capitol, Washington, D. 0.
DFAR Sras: At the suggestion of Mr. Robert L. Doughton, chairman, House Ways
and Means Committee, I am enclosing.a copy of an article prepared for the National Association of Credit Men, and request that it be included in the hearings
on present tax legislation.
Yours very truly,
CALDWPIL R. KEaaim,
Credit Manager,
Enclosure.
TAx PLAN Suurm5

D vy C. IL KETSin, MXLWAuKEU, Wits.

The following tax plan is probably unconstitutional Inasmuch as tax 4 is a
direct tax on tangible and intangible property and the Constitution says that all
direct taxes shall be in proportion to the population of the States. However, the'
four-point tax plan is my answer to the following question, Given a free hand and
starting from scratch, what plan of taxation would you suggest?
For the future we know that Federal taxes will be very heavy. We also know
that Federal influence on our economy is very great and the tendency is toward
.still
greater Influence and control. Taxes Influence our individual and corporate
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activities. With the increase in taxes, that influence will be Increased to be the
dominant factor, Therefore by Judiciously applying ;taxes, the economy of the
Individuals can be controlled and hence the economy of the Nation. In order
that the legislators will be enabled to judiciously apply taxes, they should have
available to them the profit arid loss and balance sheet data of the taxpayers.
The four-point tax plan substitutes a profit and loss and balance sheet return for
our present income-tax return. The information is secured and the tax imposed
on the basis of the profit and loss and balance sheet.
, Credit men have more experience in analyzing statements than any other
group of men. They can project their minds Into the future and see how the.
financial statements wil be affected by a certain additional expense or tax. I
therefore feel that we credit men are more capable than any other group of
evolving a tax plan and therefore suggest that we conduct a forum on the
subject through the pages of our magazine, and I offer this four-point tax plan
as a basis for discussion.
C. R. KEYSEt.
FouR-PoiNT TAX Pr.An
PLAN FOR TAXATION

1. Tax all income at the source. Wages, salaries, fees, commissions, Interest,
rent, dividends, gifts, bequests, charity, prizes, bonuses, insurance benefits-all
taxable, and tax to be remitted by person making the payment.
2. Tax all physical merchandise-a sales tax-but suggest It not be applied
on percentage of retail sales-but rather as an excise tax of so much an each
article, varying from nothing on production machinery and staple foods to large
amounts on luxury items.
3. Tax increment in net worth. If a man is worth $5,000 on January 1 and
$6,000 on Decembee 31 he will be taxed on basis of $1,003.
4. Tax net worth-all tangible and intangible assets less all obligations.
EXPERIENCE WITH RACH TAX

1. This tax we have had for a number of years in the form of social-security
taxation, so business firms could expand their handling to cover the other items
In addition to wages and salary. Individuals would find it a little new, Inasmuch as they would have to deduct and remit a tax when and if they pay rent,
interest, contributions, lawyers, doctors, or other fees or payments which could
be Included as income for the recipient.
2. The sales tax has been effectively used by many States on a percentage of
all retail sales. However, for a graduated scale, varying according to commodity,
It would be more practical to use the stamp excise plan now used by the Federal
tax authorities.
S. This tax is In all effects the same as our present Income tax, but without the
complicated forms. Our present income tax allows deductions for dependents,
interet, losses, charity, and other necessary and ordinary expenses. If a man
spent money throughout' the year only for ordinary and necessary expenses he
would have saved during the year the. amount of his taxablenet income as figured
on the present Income-tax return. In other words, taxable Income under the

present Income tax would be the same as his taxable increment under this proposed plan. If an individual spends more, thereby reducing his increment and

his tax liability, he would pay more sales tax because his additional purchases
would enter the field of nonnecesaitles.
4. The State and local authorities have long been taxing physical property.
It is proposed to tax also other assets, such as securities, notes, and nonphysical
assets,, but to allow deduction of the obligations against the assets. This would
relieve the home owner whose home is mortgaged, but bear more heavily on
security holder, now property tax free.
MrEMCTS
O MACH TAX
MCONOMIO

1. Taxes all Income at source at time of payment, thereby spreading payments
over entire year instead of all at one time. Reduces gross income by amount of
tax, reducing Inflationary tendency.
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2. Falls most heavily on consumers above the bare-necessity class. Sales of
luxury items which carry a large tax would drain off excess spending power
while using little man-hours and materials in proportion. If luxury Items are
not purchased possessor of excess-buying power would not be encouraging inflation and would be subject to tax 8 on increment of net worth and net worth
tax 4.
8. Same effect as our present income tax, with exception that gain or loss can
be taken as sustained rather than when realized, thereby smoothing out tax
payments and allowiug.a freer market for capital assets (since sales would
not be promoted or withheld for tax purposes).
• 4. Would increase the desirability of home ownership on equity basis because tax would be on equity rather than on gross value, but would somewhat increase the cost of financing.
The greatest economic effect or this entire tax plan would be caused by
tax 4 on Intangibles. The money market lends money at a certain rate of
interest. If we add a 2-percent tax to the capital, it would require interest
rates 2 percent higher to yield the investor the same amount. Tiis tax would
make the investor more anxious to lend (since capital is taxed whether in
idle cash or in securities) and the borrower would be less anxious to borrow
because of increased Interest rates. Such a situation would result in the
investor absorbing most of the tax, say 1% percent of the 2-percent tax and
the borrower absorbing J percent. The net result would be an increase of
% percent in interest rates and a 1% percent lower yield to Investors. On
existing contracts, the entire burden would fall on the investor, unless adjustment of some sort were made. The adjustment could be in the form of
relinquishing whole or part of tax on existing contracts intil a certain date,
or by imposing the tax gradually by adding 1/1 percent each year, with maturity compulsory within 4 years.
Any idle capital would soon be taxed away. Considerably more capital
would be required to provide the same net income. Capital would therefore
of necessity combine with management risk to maintain itself and have a
possibility of increasing. Capital would become less timid, would become more
venturesome, and stimulate new enterprises, some of which would be of general
benefit to civilization.
ADMINISTRATION

OF EACH TAX

1. Means of administering have been developed in present pay-roll-deduction
taxes.
2. Means of administration have been developed by State sales tax authorities and Department of Internal Revenue.
3. Means of administration have been developed by Income-tax department,
but form of return would have to be changed as per the attached copy. This
form would also be used to levy tax 4 and to check on taxes 1 and 2.
4. Means of administration have been developed by State and local authorities for assessment and taxation of real property, but not of intangible property. The present method of assessment and levy requires equalization boards
and appeal boards to correct errors in assessor's, judgment. It is the chief
source of present income for all. State and local governments and is unsatisfactory inasmuch as it puts the burden mostly on the most solid citizensthe home owners The present difficulties of assessment would be increased
many times if the assessors in the present system were also to assess intangibles, and I therefore suggest that each taxpayer assess his own assets.
At first thought this might seem impractical and the source of much tax
evasion, but the following rulings, I believe, will make the plan simple, effective,'
and Just. (1) That any asset unclaimed becomes the property of the tax
authorities. (2), Appraisal can be made by the tax authorities at any time
with the cost of such appraisal to be paid by the taxpayer if the appraised
evaluation is more than 10 percent different from taxpayer's evaluation, and
expense Is to be borne by tax authority If valuations vary less than 10 percent.
Appraisal always to be made tt death of taxpayer.
(8) Taxpayers evaluation can be used In lien of, condemnation proceedings.
It is the Intention not to punish by imprisonment, attempts at tax evasion, but to
make the financial gain r3ulting from successful, tax evasion out efahlpropoic
tion to the financial risli involved.
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OF EACH TAX

1. Tax is applied at point of transaction and the money is changing hands and
therefore available for immediate collection.
2. Fold.
3. This is readily collectible for the most part because the increment wao in
the form of money at some time during the taxable period. The exception is
the fact that gain In value of assets held throughout the tax period is includled
in increment. It would only be In extreme cases such as a tremendous and
sudden increase in value of an asset, that the collectibility would be curtailed,
however in such an event the asset should be sufficient security to secure money
to pay the tax.
4, This tax might be levied entirely upon assess which were not in cash form
at any time during the taxable period. On income-producing assets no collection problem is encountered. There is a problem though on non-income-proiLuction assets such as homes. However this problem has faced home owners for
generations and seems to have been satisfactorily met through all the years.
YIELD

1. A rate of 10 percent based on a national income of 100 B would yield 10 B;
2. Of the 100 B national Income 10 B withdrawn at source would leave 90 B
available and perhaps 70 B will be spent. Also probably 10 B from previous
savings or a total of 80 B. A tax averaging 5 rercent would yield 4 B;
3. The total of 20 B saved would be subject to h's on increment of net worth.
An average of 30 percent would yield 6 B;
4. Estimating total assets of nation at 500 B a tax rate of 2 percent would yield
10 B; total 30 B.
-Expevimentation will be necessary to discover the exact ratio of tax rawes that
will produce the desired effect. For instance a higher rate on tax , and a
lower rate on tax 3 would encourage people to save rather than to spend. Conversely a lower rate on tax 2 and higher on tax 8 will encourage people to spend
because it would be too expensive to save. By judiciously applying various ratios
of rates at the four points of taxation, the economy of the Nation can be nfluenced
to follow the desire of the legislators without recourse to specific audusually
ineffective economic legislation. This Is more possible now that taxes are higher,
because the taxes are now a more important part of each budget an( will correspondingly exert more influence on the taxpayer's activities.
JUSTICE

The justification of any tax is that the Government must be supported. The
justice of taxation is not that it be applied evenly but that it be applied to similar taxpayers In the same way and that the type of application be for the greatest
benefit for the greatest number of people. In this light let us Icok at the justice
of the taxes.
1. This is tax that reduces the actual income of each taxp yer. The greater
the income the greater the tax paid to the Government. Itincludes all types
of income, including life-insurance benefits, charitable contributions, interest,
and dividends, which are new items. These incomes should pay their portion
to the Government the same as wage incomes. I can thi,k of no reason, why
they should not.
2. This tax is graded from little or nothing on food 'td essentials to very
high rates on luxuries.. Thc.- justice is that he who has r enough money 64rer and
above the amount necessary for food.and essentials F.Iso has enough to give
more to the Government.
.1
.8. This tax is the same justice as-the present Income tax but in a simpler
form. If a taxpayer's entire income is spent to 'uy essentials for his dependents, he pays no 8 tax and very little 2 tax. If he spends it on luxuries for
himself, he pays no 8 tax but pays a large 2 .tax. If he spends only for essentials
and saves, he pays little 2 tax but big 3 tax.
4. This is merely expanding property tax to include all assets. This Is the
oldest form of taxation the justice of which is more doubtful than the others
but is generally accepted due to precedent.
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Name ----------..------------..............

g..................
..Age.....

--C olo r ------------------------Ad d re ss - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . State ----------------- Sex ---------Post Gr11ce - --------------- --------If you have any entry to place on any line, fill in the supporting schedule,
A. Name and address of dependents ------------------------------------------------------------------B. Dependent upon ------------- Inome section:
1. Salary, fees, and commissions received .............................
2. Net operating profit from bustnesq -------------------------------8. Rent received ......................................................
4. Dividends ..........................................................
5. Interest ................................................. ...........
............
0. Gifts and bequests and charity ..........................
7. l'rizes, bonuses, Insurance, and other Income ........................
8. , T otal ------------------------------------------------- -- BJpenditure section:
9. Salaries, fees, and commission paid ........................

10. Rent .....................................................

....

...........

........

1 1. D i v i de n ds ------------------------------------------------ * . . . . . . . . . .
12. Interest ....................................
_ ............
...........
...........
13. Gifts, bequests, and charity ..............................
14 . P r i zes , b o n u s es, in s u r a n ce , a n d o t h cr ex pe n d it u r es . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15. Special .............................................................
16. Nonconsumption expenditures .......................................
...........
17. Consumption expenditures ...............................
18

Total ..................................................

...........

---------------------------19. Net cash gain or loss for year
.. . ..
2 0 . Net In cr e a se o r d ec re as e, i n v a l u e o f a sse ts --------------21. Net gain or loss for year ----------------------------------...........
22, Net worth at beginning of year ...........................
23. Net worth at end of year which consists of ...........................
Asset section:
24. Land --------------------------------------------------------....
.......
25. Buildings ...................................................
.
20. Machinery, equipment, furnishings ----------------------- - 27. Bonds .................................................. ...........
28. Stocks ..................................................
...........
29. Receivables (secured) -----------------------------------------------80. Receivables (unsecured) ............................................
81. Personal property, supplies, inventory ...............................
32. Other assets .......................................................

-----------

38. Cash ---------------------------------------------------84.

Total ------------

-------------------

----

Liability section:
85. Unsecured ....................................
----------86. Secured
-------------------------------...........
87. O ther liabilities .........................................
----88. Par value outstanding shares ---------------------------89. T otal -------------------------------------------------....... .
40. Net worth -------------------

-

-----------
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Lnn-Roy.LwAY
COIPOBATION,
Syracuse, N. Y.,
July 30, 1942.
ion. WALT* F. GO2eRos,
chairman, the United States Senate, Washinyton, D. (.
MY DFAB SENATOR: We wish to draw to your attention our company's position
under the tax bill just passed by the House or RpresentatIvca, and in that connection are enclosing a statement which shows In fIgurel and facts how we are
situated.
We receive no benefit from section 213 of the bill, "Relief provisions."
We would appreciate your assistance to a company in our position, I. e., one
with a low excess-profits tax credit; which has built up a personnel several
times its top peacetime level; and now faces the inevitable lay-off with 95.5
percent of its current Income .being absorbed by taxes and dividends of a must
nature.
Since no statement such as the enclosed was submitted to the Ways and Means
Committee of the House, we ask that this be printed as a part of the record.
Yours respectfully,
LPE-ROLLWAY CORPOATION,
J. 8. Oo, Comptroller.
STATEMENT MY LPIDOL-WAY CORPORATION. 8YRAUSr,, N. Y., CONCFRNINO IAR .IT
FOR TAXFS AS IMPOSIKD BY TAX DILL PASND BY
0USE OF REDE]P ENTATIVES, JULY

20, 1942

Our excess-profits tax credit based on Invested capital will be about $79,000,
and we may reach a net profit for the year of $l,500,0WO. We are engaged in war
work 100 percent.
The following tabulation gives a comparison of the application of the tax bill
In our case, with the example quoted by the Ways and Means Committee, but
after revising thfe excess-profits tax rate from 87I/ to 90 percent. We assume that
the committee considered such example as typical or a% -rage-House
ad
Committies
Means ways

Llpe-Roliway
leRo ls~r Copo.
ration

example

1. Normal-tax net Income
...............................
A 000. 000
2. Lem dividends received ..............................
15,000
3. Excess-profit net Inoome
.............................
4. Exes-profits credit .................................
, o0
0000

i.0o,ooo
100,000

. specific exemption ...................................
7,&000
7 Adjusted exceu-proflts net income ...................

& Exom-profits tax, at 00percent .............
9. Normal-tax net Income ...................
10. Less adjusted ex-essu ft
tsaeme ................
970.000
............

1,431.000
10,(00

1,421,000

$W7,600
1,421.000

11. Net tax base .........................
3.2025.000
M OeO
7%,000
12. Normal tax.at 24percent ............................
4%2000 ............
13. Add wempted Interest...............................
14. Surtax ba ..........................................
Z,124%
000
1& Surta, $ 21 percent ................................. WN,210
Total uses ...........................
'.....
Totaltaxes,
percent ofItem I ...... .........
$1,W0,750
$0
Net Income left after taxes ...................
$1,19%,250
Net Income percent of Item I..............
40
Net income ratio
............................
3:2

18,M

79,000
81,314,440
$1, MCI
10
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On April 80, 1942, we released a preferred stock issue of 80,000 shares at a
price of $14 or $I,120,000, Two days later, on May 2, the newspapers carried
the announcement of the 94 percent excess-profits tax and the sale of the issue
came to a virtual standstill at 25,000 shares, all of which had been contracted
for in advance.
We had entered into negotiations with the Government for the manufacture
of large additional quantities of critical war products and had asked the
Government to provide plant and equipment with which to make same. We
included nothing in our request to cover "funds," as we expected the sale of
the above 80,000 shares of preferred stock to furnish this, but the uncertainty
created in the public mind by the 94 percent excess-profits tax coupled with
the renegotiation provisions of H. R. 6868 killed the sale of the issue. Prospective purchasers could find no encouragement to make an Investment in the face
of such hazards.
We are now applying for a loan under regulation V. Due to H. R. 6868, our
balance sheet which normally is first class for substantial unsecured loans,
no longer impresses a bank, as there is no telling when current assets appearing
thereon may be snatched away by contract renegotiation.
This renegotiation enactment has done more to upset normal business and
banking than anything else on the statute book. High taxes may be hard to
bear but they will be borne, but the insecurity of renegotiation ought to be
terminated.
If industry is to stand on its own feet in the post-war period, it must be
allowed to retain reasonable funds to accomplish this, and tax burdens, as
presently proposed and applicable in our case, should be modified. Our normal
peacetime business is the manufacture of machine tools, chiefly lathes (50
percent) and heavy duty automotive clutches (50 percent). Our business has
expanded greatly in the last 2 or 3 years, but when the war is over, the market
for machine tools will be nil. Just what the market will be for clutches is not
clear, but we are faced with the prospect of dropping about 250 lathe employees
and a very heavy cut In our clutch employees.
We will need money to tide us over the readjustment period, to cushion labor
lay-offs, and to develop new products to take the place of our then vanished
machine-tool business. This development and marketing of a new product is
expensive, but whatever Its cost to a large corporation, its cost to us, a small
corporation, is Just as much. The large corporation could pay for this out of
its "free" profits and never feel it, while our funds were being exhausted.
You will note that the tax bill leaves us $185,500, or 12 percent, of our net
income, while leaving "the example" .40 percent or 3.2 times as much, but we
do not attempt to say that this is disproportionate as we have no means of
knowing the needs of such a corporation.
This $185,000 left us represents 3 percent on an expected sales volume of
$6,000,000. From this we hove to pay $117,000 in preferred and other dividends, so that all that Is left us with which to expand our inventory, buy new
equipment, develop new products, meet renegotiation demands, and establish
a fund for post-war emergencies, is $68,000. For a company doing $6,000,000
per annum and heading for $9,000,000 in 1943, we submit that $68,000 per annum
(1 percent on sales) Is utterly insufficient for our purposes. Such a sum repre.
sets little more than 2 weeks of our present pay roll.
We believe'that a corporation should be allowed to retain out of its annual
income an amount equal to some certain percentage of its pay roll as -a fund
for post-war purposes. This retained amount would be treated In the same way
as an "allowable deduction" but, to be granted, would have to be expended for
Government bonds of a special issue and usable for such purposes only as would
be recognized as tending to promote employment, and if not so used, would be
forfeited. Included under such purposes might be disbursements In connection
with new products and developments such as machinery, inventory, sales
development, etc.
Finally, we would be glad to have you check our record on product, effort,
and performance.
LIPE-ROLLWAY CORPORATION,

SYsACUSB,N. Y., July 29, 1942.

J. S. 0oo, Treasurer.
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AERONAUTICAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF AMERICA, INC.,

Washington, D. 0., February 9, 19423.
HOn. WALTER F. GEORGE,

.
Chairman, United States qcnate,
Washingon,D. 0.
N
DrAx SENATOR GEORGE: I advised you in my letter dated December 30, 1941,
that the Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce of America accepted on behalf of
Its members the invitation extended to it by your committee to express the views
of our industry on current taxation problems.
Our accounting committee has prepared several recommendations which I now
submit for the consideration of your committee. The first three of these recommendations were supplied you in previous letters dated August 22 and September
26, but are restated here for your convenient reference.
(1) It Is the considered Judgment of our accounting committee that the established basic date of June 10, 1940, for the amortization of plant constructions,
alterations, and expansions denies equitable relief to those concerns which prior
to this established date heeded the call of our President on September 8, 1939,
when he declared a limited national emergency, and enlarged their plants to
accommodate defense orders. The unprovoked Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor
which precipitated our entry into World War II focuses the public attention on
and their resultant approbation of, the farsighted policies of manufacturers who
-lid not require assurances that amortisation would be 'allowed before commencing expansion of their plants.
It is recommended that the basic amortization date be changed to September 8, 1939, and that the amortization privileges be extended to Include those
plants who enlarged their facilities to accommodate the needs of Great Britain
and other friendly powers prior to the enactment of the Lend-Lease Act.
. (2) It Is believed that the existing Inflexible provisions of the Internal
Revenue Code, which prevent either upward or downward revision of capital
*tock values for the years 1942 and 1943, are undesirable. Never was there
a time when prognostication of earnings was mode difficult than now. The
uncertainty of the efficaciousness of existing and contemplated procedures to
curb prices (and the resultant possibility of Inflation) and the lack of any
stabilization of wage costs cause the prognostication of future earnings to be
extremely hazardous.
It is suggested that the possible drastic effects of these uncertainitles be
relieved by amending the Internal Revenue Code to permit either upward
or downward revisions of capital stock values for the years 1942 and 1943.
You will recall that"during' the enacttment of the Revenue Act of 1941, such a
provision passed, the -Senate but was stricken out in conference.
(8) It Is foreseen that increased taxes which It Is anticipated will be levied
will bear most heavily upon the new companies of our industry which have
already been or will be formed to participate in the defense and war program,
since these companies will not have the specified earnings base period.
It is suggested that either these new companies be permitted to extend their
base periods until 8-year earning periods are available, or that they receive
constructive earnings credit of 10 percent of sales.
(4) It Is our considered judgment that the anticipated, intensive competition for export markets among the companies which will produce aeronautical
products after the termination of the present war urges that this country
adopt a plan which will place our manufacturers on an equal competitive
footing with the manufacturers of other countries.
With this thought In mind, our accounting committee has drafted a proposed amendment to the Internal Revenue Code which would provide for the
setting aside of reserves for post-war rehabilitation. It has been suggested
that the funds so earmarked could be invested In defense savings bonds, thus
g!ving the use of the moneys 'to set aside to the Government during the prosecution of the war. Copies of this suggested amendment are supplied herewith
for your consideration.
In closing, may I express to you and your committee our appreciation of your
Invitation to express our views. We realize the enormity of the task confronting you In your effort to formulate legislation which will not defeat its
own purpose by placing obstructions in the flow of important war materials
which this and other Industries are supplying to the Nation and its war allies.
Respectfully yours,
AFRONAUTIOAL CHAMBER OF COMMUCE or AMERICA, Inc.,
(Signed) JOHN H. Jousvr, President.
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MEMORANDUM FROM TilE CIAM ER OF COMMERCE O1 THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA,

WITn RtwrTo
r Houe Bim, 7878
1. We commend(a) The House action in its refusal to impose a limitation upon existing deductions allowed for bequests to charitable, religious, and educational Institutions,
for the reason that these Institutions receive their main support from gifts and
bequests and that any policy which would tend to diminish such support would
Impair the efficiency of such Institutions. Their usefulness and value have not
been challenged and it is doubtful if a substitute could be devised or provided.
2. We commend(b) The action of the House in declining to make Joint returns for husband
and wife mandatory, for the reasons that the Federal Government In order to
increase Its revenues during depression years, encouraged the creation of separate estates by husbands for their wives and a joint return would defeat the
justifiable expectations of the donors, and, furthermore, we believe It is not
the purpose or intention of Congress to uproot or destroy the principles of the
community property law of several States which stems from customs and practices inherited from social and economic philosophies existing therein at the
time of their incorporation as part of these United States. If Congress were to
require a single Income-tax return, then the gift tax law should be amended and
also the inheritance tax law. Congress should not consider the husband and wife
as a unit for income tax purposes and as separate persons for gift and inheritance
tax purposes.
S. The Oklahoma State Chamber of Commerce sent to its board of directors of
68 members, a questionnaire covering the basic parts of House bill 7378. These
board members are a cross-section of the manufacturing and Industry, business
and agricultural Interests in Oklahoma. A copy of the questionnaire accompanies
this memorandum and is marked "Exhibit A." A copy of the enclosure sent with
the questionnaire is attached to this memorandum. and is marked "Exhibit B."
These exhibits will give the committee a view of the objectivity of our interest in
the measure designed by our representatives whose purpose is to raise revenue and
plenty of it. The Oklahoma State Chamber does not believe-that it is the purpose
of Congress to use Monsieur Colvert's formula of gettingg the most feathers with
the fewest squawks.,' The Oklahoma State Chamber believes that Congress wants
to be informed of the effects of the proposed revenue bill and especially wants
to be informed of the probable effects of the propoised taxes on the business and
economy of those who will pay a large part of taxes.
I Referring to the questionnaire and the responses, we submit the following summary:
1. Shall ive recommend a sales tact-All except one answered "Yes."
Reason: '(1) This Iseverybody's war. No class, no exemptios.'I (2) Each
percent will raise about, half a billon dollars; rates, 5 to 10 percent. (3) A
retail sales tax is anti-inflationary. (4) Its incidence cannot be shifted and can
therefore operate efficiently alobg with price control.
1(t) Shall we recommend a manufacturers' sales, teaf;--Rplies, were unan•
.
imous agplnst a manufacturers' sales tax,
Reasons: (1) A manufacturers' sales tax Is highly inflationary, tending to
increase prices to consumers without comparative benefit to Government.
(2) It is cumulative.
(3) The incidence can be shifted and therefore cannot operate with any
.
I
price-control machinery.
1(b) Shall we recommend further extenstfoa of selective exotse taaes F-Repliesunanimously approved the rates and increases in House bill 7878.
2. 8hal We recommend a tax on pay rollst--RepUes unanimously "No."
Reasons: A tax on pay rolls would immediately cause (a) an epidemic of
strikes and demands for higher wages with two attendant adverse outcomes(b) a stoppage or slowing down of output while labor and wage negotiatons are
going on and (c) an Increase in the cost of the war.
The purpose of House billt7378 is to raise funds to pay bills at present
levels. Its purpose is not to ifireuse costs.
2(a) Taxes on div(4ends--rUitanlpously 'NO."
Reasons: Triple taxation-(1), the corporation pays taxes and the dividend
receiver pays income taxes. If the dividends are taxed separately, it woulh
mean that a dividend would pay three taxes in a, row.
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2(b) Taxes on intercst?-Unanimously"No."
Reasons: If the tax Is withheld, the collection would be difficult. If tax is
added to the interest payment, the effect would be usurious. If paid by the
recipient of the Interest, It would be double taxation on the same income item.
A Federal tax on municipal bond interest would be a paralyzing blow to municipal government.
5.

*

*

S

S

S

3. Corporationincome taxest-Replies: (a) The replies were practically unanimous in favor of Increased normal and surtax rates; (b) the replies were unanimous in favor of very stiff excess-profits taxes.
Reasons: No one approved the 45 percent normal and surtax rate. The replies
are divided evenly at 35 and 40 percent, and are unanimous that above 40 percent
would throw many firms into bankruptcy or force them to close out.
"Corporations must have a cushion or a backlog In war and in peace."
"A reasonable dividend should be paid to maintain a fair market price for
corporate securities. Destruction of the market value of investors' securities
deprives the investor of his capital and savings; It would effectively curb any
Initiative for new enterprises, and it would not benefit either the Government
or the most advanced anticapitalist.
*

*

*

S

*

$

S

4. Eliminate the capital-stock tax from the bill?-Replies almost unanimously
"No."
Reasons: We need revenue.
5(a) Should the normal individual income-tax rate be increased from 4 to 6
percentF-Replies: Unanimously "Yes."
Reasons: The group earning enough to pay an income tax can make the necessary adjustments in his domestic and private economy.
5(b) Should the surtax which begins at 18 percent be increased or reduced?Replies almost unanimous in favor of letting the figure stand at 13 percent.
*

S

$

$

*

*

*

6. Exemption-$1.200 for married persons and $500 for single persons?Replies: Not a single adverse comment to the above figures. There Is much
sentiment for eliminating or drastically reducing the $400 exemption for children and dependents.

*

*

*

oth 5.

*~

*

7. Precolleelion of a pap roll withholding tamt-Replies: Only three replies
were against the withholding tax and these were qualified.
Reasons: Some means are needed to provide a steady flow of cash into the
Federal Treasury. The withholding tax, plus a retail sales tax will help
mightily in providing a"steady flow of cash and will prevent the tying up of
enormous sums saved to pay Income taxes on or before the Ides of March.
However, the withholding tax on wages and salaries will not touch 750.000
lawyers, doctors, and dentists, nor the 0,000,000 farmers nor the million and a
quarter independent businessmen. We believe that ft is not the intention of
Congress to use the bill to bring about any social reform nor to bring about
an economic charge nor purposefully to exempt any group dr groups from the
burdens of the bill.
If the withholding feature is retained in the bill, something should be added
to take In the groups named.
This organization favors the pay-as-you-go plan (known as the Rundl Plan),
If the withholding tax Is adopted.
.

8. Post-tear credit pla ?-Replles Practically unanimous for a post-war
credit if the excess-profits tax Is allowed to stand at any point near 90 percent.
Reasons: Changes In plant arrangements, machinery, inventories, and personnel are rstly and will require ready cash. Bankruptcy will face many
firms unless some provisions for a post-war credit are incorporated in a bill,
which provides for a high excess-profits tax.
9. Reduction of iontdefense spending-Replies: Unanimous for not only. a
reduction but also for the elimination of nonessential nondefense spending.

"

o*

*

*

'

•

10. Recommendations.--Some provision should be made to allow a person
or corporation enough to pay his legitimate debts, incurred some time previous
to the date of passage of the bill. Paying debts Is a type of saving and we
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question the equity of allowing a person in debt to save and get financially
well, and leaving to others, who are out of debt, the burden of paying taxes on
the full net income.
Nevertheless, we think that a family paying on a home or hospital bills, and
the like, or that corporations with amortization contracts should not, be-con-,
pelled to lose the home or the firm go into bankruptcy.
Perhaps a deferred tax payment could be provided, but, on the other hand,
no favors should be granted a person or a corporation who happens tO be in
debt and could use a tax leniency to save.
Respectfully submitted.
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF TIME STATE OFOKLAHOMA,
By FORD C. HAsPMs, General Manager.
Dr. J. M. ASHTON,
Director of Research.
4, 1942.
A-UOUST
EXHIBIT A. QUESTIONNAIRE CONCERNING VIEWS OF 1942 FEDERAL INCOME BILL
1. Shall we recommend a retail-sales tax? ----------------------------------(a) A manufacturers' sales tax? ----------------------------------------(b) Further extension of selective excise taxes? -------------------------Above, if so, what rates? -----------------------------------------2. Shall we recommend a tax on pay rolls? ------------------------------_
Dividends? ---- and interest to be withheld at the source? .............
(This would further broaden the tax' base In lieu of confiscatory increased
normal and surtax rates imposed against individuals.) Not Included in
House bill.
8. Shall we recommend further increases in the corporate normal income and
surtax rates and corporate excess-profits tax rate? If so, what increase in
rates can reasonably be made to obtain the greatest amount of revenue and
at the same time avoid interfering with the national defense program or
destroying the private enterprise system?
4. Shall we recommend the elimination of the capital-stock tax and declared value
excess-profits tax? If so, what substitute for the loss in revenue should be
suggested ? ----------------------------------------------------------5. (a) Should the normal individual income-tax rate be increased from 4 to 6
percent as provided in the House bill? --------------------------------,(b) Should the surtax which i,&glr,s with 18 percent be increased or reduced?
H ow much? --------------------------------------------6. Shall the State chamtbers approve of the proposed individual exemption of M
for single person and f1,ZJ0 for head of family, as provided in House bill?
tax? -------------------....--------....-------------------..... ......
The bill proposes that for ID" , ISnPrcent, and for 1944, 10 percent, of all payments of bond interest and dividends snd of all payments of wages in excess
of certain specified deductions shall ,e collected at the source beginning
with January 1, 104, The amounts so collected are to be credited on the
income tax of the recipient.
8. Shall the State chambeti of commerce wtpprove a post-war credit plan (not
included in the House bill) which it is understood will be given serious
consideration in the Senate7 ------------------------------------------This question is definitely related to the corporate excess-profits tax. The
House bill provides for a fiat rate of 90 percent (increasing the exemption
after excess-profits tax credit from $5,000 to $10,000). Such a rate is confiscatory unless -there is a post-warcredit availableto the-corporation for
the purpose of providing necessary reserves which otherwise under the
bill would be available through to other source.
9. Shall we insist upon a greater reduction of Government expenditures of a
nondefense character? -----------------------------------------------Any other rem arks: -------------------------------------------------------(Cemiany)

-

Per ----------..-----------------..
OKLAHOMA STATE CHAMBER OF COMMERe,

JUly 1942.
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EXHIBaT B,-Summary comparison Of portions of 1.942 Federal revenue bill, as is
passed the House and now before United State. Senate
Present law

-I-

New Bouse bill

INDIVIDUALINCOMETAX

Normal tax rate ................... 4 percent ........................ 6 percent.
Surtax brackets.................... Bracketed from 0 to $5,000,000..Brackets stop at $200,000.
Surtax 'rates ....................... 8 to 77 percent; $200,000
bracket 13to 82 percent ($200,000
and over,
at 67 percent. Top bracket
82 percent).
of $3,000,000
at 77percent.
Exemptions:
Single person .................. $750............................
$500.
Head of family ...........
$1,200.
Credit for dependents..
$400.
Collection at souroe-with- None .......................
5 percentfor 1943,10percent thereholding tax.
after. Applies to entire amount
of dividends and bond interest.
Applies to wagesin excessof al.
lowances. Bill provides schedule of allowances for each single
wageearner, married wsgeearner,
andwageearuer with dependents,
allowances being fixed for varions payment periods such as
weekly monthly, quarterly, et.
Withholding aeent mus inforxn
reelplent as to taxes withheld.
Recent mey credit total
amount of tax withheld from him
at the source atiainst income tax
payable by him in the following
year for the taxet Is year in which
these amount wire withheld.
COR~PORATION
TAXES

(a) Normal tax:
17per. Same.
Rate for corporation having 15percent on first $5.000,
income of lessthan $25,000. cent on next $15,000,
10percent
on next $5,000.
For corporation I having in- 24 percent or $4,250,plus 37per- 24percent or $4,250,phie31 percent
come in excessof $25,000.
cest of excessover $25,000,- of the excessover $25,00, whiohever is less.
whichever is less.
(b) Surtax:
Corporations with surtax In. 8 percent ........................ 10percent.
comes of $25,000
or less.
Over $25,000
................... 0percent offirst $Z0,000,
7 percent 10 percent on first $26,000,$2,400
plus 32 percent of tWe next
On remainder.
25 000;when surtax net income
is $50,000or over. 21 percent of
entire amount.
(c) Combination of normal and
surtax:
Highest combined rate.
31 percnt ........ *.............. 45 percent.
Deduction for excess-profits tax. Limited to excess-profits tax Extends to entire exesso-proflts tax
itself.
net income (including exemption
and untaxed portion) except as
to corporations obtaining special
relief, when deduction is Y0per
cent of excess-profits tax net
Income.
(5) Excess-profilts tax: Rate ....... Bracketed from 5Mpercent of the 90 percent flat rate.
first $20,000to $254,000
plun 60
percent
of excessover 00,000.
.3000
......................
specific exemption after exss10,0Oo.
profits tax credit.
Excess-profits tax credit:
(1)Invested capital basis ......
8 percent on first $5,000,000.
7 8 percent on first $5,000,000,
7 per.
percent on excess above
cent on next $5,000,000
6 percent
$51000,000.
on next $100,000,000,
and 5 percanton alloverV$2000 000
(2) Average-earnings basis.
No change ......................
No change. (Slight technical administrative corrections.)
(3) Both bases(invested cap- Included in determinlW basis.. Excluded.
15i -average earnings).
Honus payments made
by Govnmentaneeles
for production in excess
of 9 cifled quota of a
deplorable product.
IThe alternative is meaningless as to corporations having a normal tax net Income or over $50,000.
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H1x'iutrr B.-HSusinary cotparison of portion# of 194* Federal rotenue bill, a* It
passed the lou8e and notl before United State S enatt--Continned
Present law

New House bill

coORoaA-rON UTes-eon.

Allowed as to railroad corpomtions for all purpe.
as to
other afliiated corporations
for exeos-profits tax purposes
only.

These are greatly expanded and
attempted
speoile. to he made moe
Allowed
for all corporatiouio except
certain specialclassvqs
of affilitQ4
corporations oueh as insurance
eonhlsaies, Investmnent conanips. eteotn condition tbstrnrn
be mawde
for both Incomeand ex.
coss profits ts purposes,

Allowed both asto aorporations
and as to Individuals.

Allowed a to indlvldu ls only.

(a) Rhort.tenn period of holding ...
(6) Capital loses
Cry-ove ........

IS 1noflths .. . .
Alloweel for I year
only.

(c) Deductionsof net lossesfros
ordinary Income.

Allowed asto lonrte,-rm only...:

I5 inonths.
Allowed for S yea+ as to bothconlslered a short-termsloss i
carry-over years.
Not allowed ais tot'rporatlons.
Allowed up to $1,00n asto Indl.
vi(luals.

Relief lsrovislons .............
(e) Consolidated returns ..........

sPIRCt&i
ICOXV TAX sututc.

Not operating loss carry-over .....
CAPITAL OAINI AND lO.SES

(d) Percentage
of taln or losstaken
Into acemit:
1. Short-termnot .............
2. Long.term net............
S. Maximum rate of tax .......
Kmergenoy facilities amortization.
C11ital
took Rod
Declared Valu
zess.lP'oflts
TPax.

. .....
a short-term

100ercent.
1001wrcent..........
straight as to Individ.
W-05 percent If held 18 to 24 0 percent
100 percent as to corporal.
months, 50 percent If held
utls,
lions.
longer.
50
percent
as
to IndlIvidulq, 28per30percent to Indlividusals only....
cent coolOng-term only as to curporatlons- -regular rates as to
short-torm.
Allowed asto corporations only, Allowed a%to Individuals, estates,
trusts, etc.
imed on declarations of value Annual declarations.
made every 3 years.

olI- TAX
Amount of gifts to any oneperson
03,000.
deductible for any I year.
$40000..........................
Over-all exemption ................
$30,000).
Material Inrease in the taxes o
distilled
spitits,
boor,
I.
nueurs,
etc.. wine,
tobaco,
lgars, cordils.,
and cIgarattes.
floor-

DIstlled spirits, beer, wine, It.
queurs, cordlb, totanco, cigar,
antdcigarettes.

Telephone and telegraph:
(a) Long distance .............
(6) Local servlce..............
(c) Telcgpans and cables ......
lPhotograhle
equipment
..........
Lu~brietfoi olts
... ................
Transportation fares.............
FreIght and exrs a (except coal
and for U. S. Iovernment or Its
agenewe).

stock tax on eachof those Items In
the amount of the Increase of the
tal.
Graduated-* ...................
20 percentof charge over 24 cants
advalorem.
6 percent........................ 10percent.
10percent ....................... 15percent.
10percent ....................... 25 percent.
414cents per allon ............. a cents pergallo.
10percent.
#ernt ..................
Nsone .........................
5 percent (5 cents erton In ee of
coal).

In the above summary comparison no attempt is made to cover creps of propoed techntcdl and adminletrative changes In the present law or new bases of
calculation of the taxes on Insurance companies, investment companies, personals

holding companies, employee trusts, and estates, Special study should be given
to such proposed changes, a summary of which can be found in the enclosed

bulletin from the United States Chamber of Commerce.
CIAMHFJl or OoMmElC or THE STATE Or OKtAIOMA,
By Foa.n C. HJARPm, General Manager.
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OV MIANUFAMrUIUtS,

lion. WALTrER F. (ImosoI,

Weaehngton, D. 0., August 10, 1942.

Chairmess, Seate Fillance oommnittre,
.Washington, D, 0.
My DAg SENATOS: May we' respectfully submit the enclosed memorandum
setting out our views with respect to section 144 of H. It. 7878, amending sections
of the Internal Revenue Codo relating to pension trusts, with the request that
this memorandum be printed In the record of the hearings on this measure.
Very truly yours,
WrICHtsT WFAU,
Chatre&, 7ommltttee on Mconomto SEouritj/.

Parsiox TausTs, STOCK BONUS, AND P505IT-SHANINO PLANs-ANxLYsis o Pov.
aons o 11. It. 7378, WITH $UO1041100 RVA'SIONR
I. OUNKIAL OURWVATIONS

The various emplyer-sponsored pei siln pias, profit-sharilig plans, and
other employeo-benefit plans tre the result of more than a half century of

growth.

For many years Congress has followed the policy of encouraging such plans
In revenue legislation.
In the current emergency, the social objectives accomplished by such plans
are completely overshadowed by their effect upon production.
All of these employee-benefit plans build employee morale antd contribute sub.
stantlally to better and steadier Industrial output, while profit-sharing, in
particular, Is specifically designed to Increase produeton.

The Treasury. has not advanced the pension-trust amendments on a revenue
basis.
. The restrictions proposed are so broad that It Is obvious they are Intended
to prohibit some types of plans-not to raise revenue.
The purpose of the amendments contained In the House bill Neto chage the
form of, or to abolish, many employee-benefit plans.
We submit that In our opinion these broad changes are not Justified-they
will not produce any desirable social objectives-they do repre-sent an attack
en the many benefit plans that have been designed by employers for many years
to bring "social security" to their employees.
Treasury representatives have, however, told congressional committees that
abuses have'.fl'en'44tider thd oireient law.
It is presumed that the abuses referred to are cases in whieh large bonuses
are paid to officers, directors, or major stockholders of corporations in lieu of
salaries, and these.botuses are paid Into trusts, with the result that tax payments are -postponed.
Even in these cases it should be pointed out (1) that, as a salary payment
to an employee of a corporation is a proper income-tax deduction, there appears to be no good reason to deny such deduction in the ca3e of any reasonable payment in iheu of salary; and (2) that If, as, and when the money Palid
by the employer Is constructively received by the employee, It will be subject
to tax. It Is clear, of course, that if payment is delayed until retirement, the
rate of tax applicable to the Individual't Income at that time may be lower than
Ii would be If the money were received during high-earning years.
If the purpose of the Treasury is to prevent abuses, which are clearly rare,
such prevention should be accomplished without Interfering with the tholsands
of trusts in which there Is no intention of tax avoidance.
But the provisions of the House bill -will interfere with many trusts which
are quite legitimate in nature, which have been planned with no intention of
tax avoidance, and which. do ac omaith worth-while objectivev from both the
social and the production points of view.
If it is not possible in the time available to draw amendments which will
correct the rare abuses that have occurred In this field without compelling
wholesale abandonment of these plans, the whole proposal should be dropped
until further studies can be made,
The particular bill In which these amendments are' Incorporated is the
heaviest tax bill ever presented to the American people. The tax rates it
otstains so overshadow thee pension restrictions In Importance that there
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can be little opportunity, in connection with this measure, to give the problem
of employee benefits the study it deserves.
The amendments In the House bill draw no distinction between, pension
plans and stock bonus and profit-sharing plans. Yet the objectives of these
types of plans may be quite different.
Pension plans are set up on an actuarial basis, either through reserves
or with Insurance companies, to provide pensions In old age and to encourage
thrift.
Their purpose is to prevent old-age dependency, to give employees the sense
of security that comes with the knowledge that old age Is taken care of,
to facilitate retirement of superannuated employees, and to provide younger
men an opportunity for advancement.
Such plans usually require substantial financial resources. Contributions
must be made regularly over a considerable. period of years, through good
times and bad.
Stock bonus and profit-sharing plans, on the other hand, are designed, not
primarily to safeguard old age, but by permitting employees to share in the
profits of the enterprise, to give the greatest impetus to maximum production
and maximum efficiency.
Profit sharing may be, in some enterprises, a major factor contributing to
maximum war production. It would, therefore, be particularly unfortunate
if any legislation should be enacted at this time which would discourage the
adoption or force the abandonment of such pl.us.
Unlike pension plans, profit-sharing does not require annual contributions
to huge reserves against future liabilities. In fact, profit-sharing does not
create future liabilities. Payments are made only when profits are earned.
For this reason, profit-sharing plans can be and have been established by
many employers who are not able to carry the burden of a pension program,
In many cases, these companies have combined profit-sharing with thrift
plans, calling for contributions by employees. And they have met the retirement problem by placing the employer's bonus or profit-sharing payments,
along with employee savings, in reserves to be paid out In the form of retirement income.
Thus profit-sharing has, In many Instances, become the answer of small
business to the pension problem.
It seems elementary that if the primary purpose of a profit-sharing plan
Is to stimulate greater production and more efficient operation, the plan should
provide the greatest incentive in the case of those employees-who promote
production and efficiency, reduce costs, and build profits..
Profit-sharing bonuses are properly payable to the particular employees
whose efforts have been primarily responsible for profits earned.
Thus, for example, there are profit-sharing plans tn, which -either all .or
specified classes of employees receive, as a group a predetermined share of
profits, If, as, and when earned, but in which the allocation of this share
between employees In the grofip is determined In accordance with the individual contributions made by various employees to the earnings of the company,
. Such plans are discriminatory. This does not mean that they are "bad," that
they are "socially undesirable," that they constitute "tax avoidance," or represent a tax "loophole."
.If it is desired to prevent corporation officers from using section 165 as a taxavoidance medium, It should be possible to do so without jeopardizing the thousands of legitimate profit-sharing plans which have been established in good faith.
It would seem that a simple declaration that, to qualify under section 165,
a plan must not discriminate In favor of certain people (people who are in a
position to control corporation policy) by reason of the fact that they are officers,
directors, or shareholders In the company, would be sufficient to prevent abuse
of this section.
2. ANALYBIe OF nOUS

SIl

PROVISIONS

The House bill, H. It. 7378, proposes several types of amendments In section
16,I of the Internal Revehue Code.
Subsection A sets out the circumstailces ubder which a trust forming part of a
stock bonus, pension, or profit-sharing plan shall be exempt from taxation.
A major change occurs in paragraph 3. This paragraph gets up the following
criteria:
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1. The trust (or group of trusts) must benefit either 70 percent of all regular
full-time employees with 5 years of service or'a classification found by the ComWissioner to be nondiscriminatory.
2. The contributions or benefit* provided under the trust shall not discriminate
in favor of highly compensated employees.
As the bill is written, a trust, to qualify, must "benefit" either 70 percent of
employees or an approved group of employees. Attention Is called to the fact
that a plan which calls for a contribution by the employee may be offered to all
the employees, but that If only 69 percent of the employees choose to participate
in the plan. it could be held that less than 70 percent are "benefited."
It is suggested, therefore, that this clause be clarified by substituting the words
"'permits participation by or makes benefits available to" for the word "benefits."
The Ways and Means Committee report amplifies the meaning of paragraph (3)
(B) relating to nondiscriminatory classifications. It is indicated that it would
be possible under this provision for an employer to limit a pension plan to those
earning more than the $3,000 of annual wages covered by the Social Security
Act, also that it would be possible to cover only. certain departments or operations,
employees who have reached designated ages, those with a designated length of
service, or clerical or salaried employees.
The provisions of the suggested amendment itself, however, are quite ambiguous.
It appears, therefore, that if this amendment be adopted, it will be necessary for
many employers to obtain quick determination from the Treasury Department
or to abandon their pension plans.
It Is, therefore, suggested that the proposed amendment be clarified by declaring specifically In the bill that the above-mentioned classifications shall not
be deemed discriminatory.
Paragraph (4) of subsection 165 (a) would prevent discrimination (in amount
of benefits) between those who participate in the plan.
This provision again is ambiguous. In this tase, the report seems to provide no
satisfactory amplification.
Evidently the authors intended to permit supplementation of Federal socialsecurity benefits. Yet this paragraph evidently would preclude such supplementation.
It would appear that with this paragraph as written it would be possible for
an employer to include in the plan only those earnings more than $3,000 and to
pay pensions only with respect to salaries in excess of $3,000. but it would not
tbepossible to supplement social-security pensions in the lower-wage brackets.
Under the Social Security Act, the basic benefit rate of ati employee earning
$50 a month is $20 a month, or 40 percent of his salary; the basic rate of an
employee earning $100 a month is $25 a month, or 25 percent, alid the basic
Tate of an employee earning $200 a month Is $35 a month, or 17% percent of
his salary.
. If an employer should, for example, attempt to equalize these benefits by
establishing a plan which would bring all benefits up to 50 percent of the salary,
the plan would apparently violate the discrimination provisions of paragraph
(4) as the employer's payments would clearly discriminate in favor of highersalaried employees.
It is, therefore, suggested that this paragraph be amended to permit supplementation of social-ssecurity or railroad-retirement benefits.
This whole paragraph is evidently designed to regulate pension plans primarily.
In the case of stock bonus and profit-sharing plans, the effect would, in most
eases, be prohibition rather than regulation.
By comparison with pension plans, profit-sharing plans are essentially "discrimimttory," for these plans, to be most effective, must "discriminate" In favor
of those employees who have contributed most during the year to the success of
the company.
It is here, possibly, that the abuses, If any, have occurred. And here., particularly, it is suggested that if the present law is to be amended, it can be amended
in such a manner as to prevent current abuse and to do nothing more.
It is suggested, therefore, that a distinction be drawn between pension plans
and other plans and that in the case of stock bonus and profit-sharing plans the
amendment directly prohibit' discrimination based upon any employee's position
as officer, shareholder, or director.
It appears that such a provision would clearly prevent an officer or a group
of officers from conspiring to have a corporation place their incomes in trust for
them in order to defer taxation.
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The following suggestions are made regarding the amendments to section 25 (p):
References to "5 per centurn of the compensation otherwise paid" in Paragraph (1) (A) and (1) (E) seem ambiguous: Presumably, 5 percent of the
aggregate wages paid to all beneficiaries of the trust t8 intended. It is suggested that If this provision be retained, "aggregate" be inserted preceding the
word "compensation" In each of these paragraphs.
With the additional restrictions proposed, there appears to be little reason for
any limitation on this deduction. Payments to these funds are actual costs in the
years in which they are made, and should be so treated.
It is therefore recommended that the 0-percent restriction be eliminated.
The 5-percent limitation will discriminate severely against any company with
an irregular income, in favor of more stable employers.
Furthermore, such a restriction discriminates against any employer who seeks
to establish a new pension plan providing benefits for post service, particularly
If the past service liability Is large. It is not practicable to meet a large pastservice liability within the proposed 5-percent limitation.
Irrespective of past-service liabilities, the current cost of some plans providing
pensions at the rate of one-third of prior wages Is as high as 12 percent of pay rolls.
In earlier years when substantial interest could be earned and when labor turnover and mortality were both higher, a 5-percent restriction might have been
reasonable.
Today this is not the case.
Interest rates are low, there is less labor turn-over than formerly, and mortality of Industrial employees has been substantially reduced. Thus, while fund
earnings have declined, a larger proportion of employees become eligible to
receive pensions.
The result is that plans which used to cost 4 to 5 percent of wages now cost
percent or more, for the sante coverage and benefits.
8 to.12
Under the proposed subsection 23 (p) as amended, the word "employee's" appears in paragraphs (1) (B) and (1) (D). In each case the plural (employees')
should be used. It appears that the use of the singular in these cases might
require vesting in the individual employee.
Finally itIs recommended that if the Congress finds it necessary to restrict
these various employee-benefit plans, such restrictions be limited to trusts created after the effective date of this act.
It seems to us important that the plans which have been established in good
faith and which are now benefiting employees should be permitted to continue
In their present form..
In the event, however, that these amendments are to apply to existing trusts,
then we suggest a change in the effective date.
It Is particularly Important that tinie be allowed for modification or abandonment of the many trusts that willfall to qualify under these restrictions.
It seems obviously unfair to declare at this time that payments made into existIng trusts during 1942 shall not be deductible. In view of the high rateS of tax
to be imposed under this bill, such a retroactive change would be particularly
severe.
Furthermore, the enactment of such restrictions will necessitate many rulings
and determinations by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. Even if the
effective date should be extended to January 1, 1948, it is doubtful whether
this would allow time to determine which pension plans can be continued and
which must be abandoned.
Unless such determinations could be had, abandonment Would be the only
course In niany Instances, as an employer cannot run the risk of Incurring a taxt
of 90 percent on money paid into a pension fund.
It is, therefore, suggested that if the new restrictions are to apply to existing
trusts, that paragraph (d) of section 144 of the bill be amended to make this
section applicable with respect to taxable years beginning after December 3i1,
.
1913.

The CHAIRMAN.The committee will please cometo order.
The next witness is Mr. Arkwright. Mr,Preston Arkwright
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STATEMENT OF RESTON ARKWRIGHT, ATLANTA, GA., PRESIDENT,
GEORGIA POWER C0.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Arkwright, will you come around, please, sir?
Mr. Arkwright, you may have a seat or you can stand; just as you
prefer. You may take that chair if you wish to sit down.
Mr. AnKWRIOHT. I. won't talk as long sitting down, or as loud.
Maybe .1had better sit down.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Preston Arkwright of Atlanta, president of
the Georgia Power Co. All right, Mr. Arkwright, you may proceed.
Do you wish to finish your statement before answering any questions
which the committee has ?
Mr. AnKWRIoHT. Whatever meets with the pleasure of the commit-

tee, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN All right.
Mr. ARnWhIoHT. I have been president of the Georgia Power Co.
for a little over 40 years.
In appearing before you, I do not represent the industry. I prpesent only my own company, and while it is a specific case, it will
illustrate the effect on most of the companies in the industry.
My company furnishes electric light and power wholly in the State
of Georgia over about 85 percent of the area to about 562 communities, most of which are small, rural communities, there being only
nine with a population of over 10,000 each in the whole group.
* We furnish power to nearly all of the manufacturing industries.
I would say substantially all of them. There hasn't been one located
in the State since we have been in the power business that has put in
its own plant.
There is not a municipal operation that has put in its own plant
since we have been in the power business. We serve a number of
municipalities, 41 of them, wholesale, who redistribute it.
We serve a number of rural cooperatives, I think all in the State
except two. I hope to their satisfaction.
We serve a number of war industries and camps, Army camps,
naval bases, air bases, quartermaster depots and so forth.
We likewise serve a number of war-production plants, including
a bomber plant under construction and a shipbuilding plant under
construction.
Our service is essential to the operation of those 'plants and essential to the operation of industries throughout the whole State. It is
absolutely dependent upon it in the very largest part.
In 1941-in March 1941-we refinanced the company. We had a
bonded debt of something like $125,000,000 with an interest charge
of $6,237,000.
.'Under the direction of the Securities and Exchange Commission we
refinanced that debt by issuing $101,000,000, in round numbers, of 31/2percent bonds and $13,500,000 of bank notes. Those, bank notes are
21 2 percent, they run 8 years, they require payments of installments
of principal of $1,687,500 a year,
In that refinancing we reduced our total debt $10,000,000 and re.
duced our bonded debt $24,000,000, and we reduced our annual interest
charges by the sum of $2,355,127. In order to bring about the refinancing, the Commonwealth & Southern Corporation, which owns
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the common stock of my company, was required and did put up $14,337,000 in cash. Likewise, they surrendered'certain preferred stock
they owned, which had cost them something like $4,332,877.
You can see that aside from the effect of the Federal taxes on us
we have very greatly improved our financial set-up, considerably reduced our fixed charges, and put ourselves in much better position to
carry on our service and the construction program.
But the refinancing deprived the corporation of a deduction of
$2.355j,27 which it formerly paid in interest. That resulted, of course
and does result, of course, in a very much increased norms I surtax and
excess-profits tax. But in order to do it it was essential, and a condition of the refunding, that we should agree to reduce the debt, which
we did by borrowing $13,500,000 of 21/2 percent notes on which we
were obligated to pay $1,687,500 per annum. That was a condition
imposed on us by the Securities and Exchange Commission, and a
condition imposed on us by a proper method of financing the corporation in orderto get the debt reduced.
We expected to meet that installment of principal out of the interest saving.
The diflcvlty about it is that with the taxes imposed on us under
the Hous6 bil it takes away all of that interest saving with the
exception of $235,000 per annum, approximately. We can't pay $1,687,500, which we are obligated to, out of the amount left us under the
saving of interest under the House bill.
When we apply to our 1941 earnings, after giving effect to the results
of our financing, when we apply to the 1941 earnings the taxes imposed
by the House bill, we have left only $984,548. We can't pay out of
earnings these installments of principal. We can't pay $1,687,500 out
of only $984,548. We can't borrow money to pay the debt with. We
can't issue bonds for the payment of debt. We can't issue preferred
stock and sell it under the very narrow margin of earnings which I
will mention hereafter, which is left for the preferred-stock dividend.
Now, the only thing left to do that I can see is that we either have
to apply the funds which are reserved for depreciation toward the
payment of the debt or we.have got to reduce the preferred-stock dividend, or we have got to default on the payment of the debt.
The company has 448,489 shares of preferred stock and the dividends on it amount to $2.676,064. Under the House bill applied to
our 1941 earnings these dividends would have been earned only 1.37
times; 1942, on an estimate, there would be earned 1.46 times.
That is an extremely irarrow margin on those preferred-stock dividends.
We are subject to sleet storms in our territory. We are subject to
tornadoes and wind storms. We are subject to drought. We have a
good many water-power developments. We had a very severe drought
in 1941, and they recur at intervals, and any little thing might happen
to us that would completely wipe out that margin altogether on the
preferred-stock dividend.
Now, I want to say about the preferred stock dividends, if you
will let me, that of the total preferred stock shares, 272,215 are owned
by people in Georgia, by 8.328 people. The average holding is about
32.6 shares per holder-, 7,148 of them own less than 50 shares, 4,116 of
them own less than 10 shares. We sold that stock under a customer.
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ownership plan. We sold it to small owners, small people, who are
not very well versed in securities.
The preferred stock has paid dividends regularly ever since it has
been issued. It happens that is free from advalorem taxes in the
State of Georgia when owned by holders in the State of Georgia.
It has been a favorite investment by these people.
If we had to reduce those dividends or pass those dividends, it
would be a calamity. As far as I am personally concerned, I will
have to leave the State of Georgia if my company can't pay dividends
to those people who bought that preferred stock. I just couldn't
face them, and I couldn't live there. They had a right to expect
the dividends. They could get them regarly if the company is
entitled to earn a fair return on what it has got in this property.
I was speaking s emphatically about it the other day to one of my
friends. He said, "As I understand you, you would rather default
the Payment of your debt rather than default the payment of your
dividenids."

I told him I really believed I would rather default the payment of
the debt rather than default the payment of the dividends to these
people in the State of Georgia.
The CHAIRMAN. IS the issue of preferred stock owned by your
stockholdersI
Mr. ARKWRToHT. The issues of preferred stock are owned by a
number of individual stockholders, some trusts, some insurance companies, some corporations, but mostly individuals, and in Georgia
there are 8,328 of them, and on the whole there are 12,704 of them.
The CHAIRMAN. I meant were these also the owners of common
stock.
Mr. .ARKwRiirr. They are not.

Common stock is owned exclu-

sively by the Commonwealth & Southern Corporation. They don't
own any preferred stock. They surrendered all of their preferred
stock in order to allow us to perfect this financing. Every share of
preferred stock they gave up without taking anything in return for
it, and these preferred stockholders own nothing but preferred stock.
Another characteristic of companies, electric public utility companies,
at least, all public utility companies, and it applies to ours, that we
are compelled to construct additions to our facilities every year and
ordinary business can do it or not, as they see fit, largely, but we have
got to do it.
As I understand it, we are even required by the law to serve anybody within reason who applies for service, and it isn't sufficient
answer that we haven't got capacity to serve them, so we have got
to do it, regardless of market conditions or regardless o.' %nythIng
else anl, in consequence of that; we are spending money every year
on new construction with this company and so is the whole industry.
For instance, in 1940 we spent something over $7,000 000. In 1941
we spent something like $12,000,000, and in 1942 we will spend sevenmilhon-one-hundred-odd-thousand dollars on new construction$7,192,000 in 1942.
I want to say about the construction expenditure for 1942: We
have been over the budget, I suppose, half a dozen times; cutting
it down, suiting it to the scarcity of materials, cutting out whaf
76093--42---voI. 2-35
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we think we can't do because materials are scarce.

We revised it the

last time on June 15 and cut it as much as we call.
There is a balance we have got to spend of $7,192,437 in 1942 for
new construction. Let me say that we have been building and we just
completed a 40,000-kilowatt steam station which has to be paid for
largely in 1942. We have another 40,000-kilowatt unit under construction which will be completed in 1943, which we have got to
pay for. We have got something over $2,000,000 of extensions of
Lines and transformer stations to serve war camps and also to serve
war-production plants. We have got other necessitous services to
render that require the expenditure of money, and we can't carry on
the business and the business can't be carried on without expenditure
of that nioney.
That is true of the entire industry. It, has got to spend a large
sun of money every year in order to meet the demand in the territory for the service and it always has had to do it.
In'passing, I would like to call attention to the fact that in the
furnishing of power I believe that it is the only item that enters
into the manufacture of war materials and machines or in any other
manufacturing enterprise; it is the only single item I know of where
there is no rationing of power, where there is no scarcity of power
as yet, and none immediately in sight. It is the only service and
the only material that is furnished that enters into war-production plants, construction of war materials, or machines, the only
single one of them where tho prices have not been raised. The only
one. that there is no rationing of, and they are the only one in which
the price is the. same as the price was before the declaration of
war, and, I hope it will stay that way throughout the period.
But in order to carry on this construction, I can't sell any bonds
for it. The fact of the matter is I seriously doubt whether the
Securities and Exchange Commission would permit us to issue bonds
even if we could self them. We haven't got as low a ratio of
bonded debt as they would like for us to have; our margin of earnings
won't be sufficient to command a good price for those bonds, and
it is practically impossible for us to sell any additional bonds at
this time on that property.
We can't issue any preferred stock because of the very narrow
margin that this bill imposes on the earnings applicable to dividend
on the preferred stock. The only thing left to us to do, to apply to
construction, is the earnings over and abpv9 preferred-stock dividends,
which is $9 4,548, and the sum of money that we set aside for depreciation of the property of $4,011,600, which would provide us with
something like $5,000,000 that we have got to use for the purpose of
paying the installment on the principal of the debt, of $1,687,000, and
also paying the construction expenditure of $7,192,437, and that means
that we will have a deficit of enough money to pay the absolutely
essential construction and the installment on the principal of our debt
by the sum of $3,883,789,
As an operator of a utility, I am extremely ambitious to fulfill my
duty of making the Pecessary construction in order to meet the demand
for electric power and service in the territory. As I said, I think 85
to 90. percent of the whole industrial development of the State is
dependent upon us.
.
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Our power enters into ever-ything they produce as well as everything
any war plant produces; also enters into the operation of the telephone and telegraph and the signal lines on the railroad, the radio,
newspapers, everything else in our territory, at least, and most other,
is absolutely dependent on us; they have no other sources of power
and under present conditions they can't get any other source of
power.
I am likewise interested, of course, in paying the interest on my
debt, paying the principal on my debt, and paying the dividends to
my preferred stockholders. But I would like to say in that connection that I am not so much interested in paying returns on the capital
invested, except that I have got it to do if I am to get the additionl
capital necessary to make extensions to this property. I can't fail
to pay rental on the facilities I have already got. and then expect to
go and get money from people to build additional facilities on which
also I can't pay the interest or the return.
My own position about it is that we are entitled to such a return
as will induce other people to put the necessary additional money into
the property. That is the kind of return we are entitled to. That
is the principal kind of return, as an operator of this property, I feel
necessary that we should have.
Now, don't want to take the time of you gentlemen to talk about
1he characteristics of this business. You know very well it has been
regulated by the States beginning with Wisconsin in 1907; New York,
1907; my own State, 1907 and the future years immediately following, they extended it to nearly every State in the Union. It is regulated
since 1935 by the Securities and' Exchange Commission, by the Federal Power Commission. 'It is very strictly regulated.
It has to get a public franchise or consent to go on the public streets
and through the obtaining of that. it likewise submits to other forms
of regulation by municipalities and local governments.
The rates have got to be reasonable; can't yield any more than a fair
return on the value of the facilities dovoted to the service and necessary for the service, and it can only get that in a particular year. That
is, it can recover in any year only the cost incurred in that year including 'a reasonable rate of return on the value of the facilities.
It cannot recover losses sustained in the past.
When this war is over, if thins get all right again and we have
lost money during this period, as far as we are concerned, we can only
get a rate that will yield us a reasonable rate of return at the moment
without adding anything to take care of the losses We have'suffered
or sacrificed in past gone days, which is somewhat quite different from'
other businesses.
Now, you can't get a rate increase ve 7 well. I never got' but one
in my fife, and that was a trifle
"n
it was during, thi Period
of the last war when all the prices of everything- we bought went
up about 200 percent, and we had to have some relief anc we got.
I think it was 2./o percent increase in the rates, and in a- couple of
years 'that Was alf 'taken'away from us: With that one exceptionand I consider that was decided against us--but every rate case I have
ever had in my life before the Commission has been decided against my
company. Notwithstanding that, I have never taken any electric-rate
case to a court. When it was decided against us, we have taken it
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and done our level best to see if we couldn't increase the business
sufficiently in time to beat the reduction in revenue brought about by
the reduced rates.
Other thinge besides mathematics enter into rate making. Policies
For instance, we are required in my State to
enter into rate making.
sell power to the gotten gins at less than cost. I know it is less than
cost. The Commission knows it is less than cost. Everyone knows
it is less than cost. But it is the policy of the State.
A lot of other things enter into rate making, and it is extremely
difficult to get a commission-certainly where I am-to raise your
rates, no matter what your circumstances or conditions are, and if
they should think of doing it, then the 0. P. A. enters into it and says
it shouldn't be done, and that it is contrary to the intention of Congress
that these taxes should be taken care of by an increase in rates. That
is what it says. It has got nothing to do with it, except to keep it down,
I guess, and with that it is just out of the question to talk about raising
the rates.
SAnd then we don't want to raise rates. It is just as necessary that
the rates for electric power should be kept down, I think more so, than
most anything else. Besides which we have got T. V. A. as our next
door neighbor. They are tax exempt. They establish a rate lower
than we can charge. And if our rates get very much out of line with
theirs, why, it is good-bye to our business, that is all we just lose it
altogether. Besides that, a rate increase would be rather futile under
this House bill where we have got to get $100 increase in rates to result
in $10 in the ultimate earnings of the company, and we cani increase
rates even with everybody's consent on any such basis as that.
I would like to say that I wish there was some way by which you
could go back to the plan you had prior to 1941 in which you deducted
income and surtaxes before you do excess-profits taxes.
You gentlemen know more about that'than.I do, but it strikes me as
a very inequitable and unjust provision in the bill, and without any
justification so far as I can see, except that it means to get a little more
money out of us. I don't see why in the world you take the earnings of
these companies and take half of them away. That is 45 percent
Practically half of them away from them and then take that half and
put them in the owners' pockets and say it is excess profits he has made
and, therefore turn around and take 90 percent of the taxes, the normal
and surtaxes that otherwise would be owing to the Government and
say that is earnings of the owner of the property and, therefore, subject to excess-profits tax. If you could do that-and I think it ought
to be done-and if you could do it, it would, for my company at least,
on the basis of 1941 earnings, mean a reduction in the taxes that are
otherwise assessable'against it under the Housebill of $1,102,501.
This business doesn't produce inflation. In no way, shape, manner,
or form has it any effect on ,causing inflatioti.- It doesn't make anything special out of the war; characteristically, it is hurt instead of
helped by the war.
During the last war our business was hurt instead of helped by it.
Our prices don't increase. Prices of everythin; else in the war effort
do increase, and we are called upon notwithstanding that on fixed low
prices, before the war prices, to pay additional taxes in oraer to pay the
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increased cost of the manufacture of somebody else's supplies of war
material for the war purposes.
I would say that at least in the fight against inflation, we have made
some contribution to it in keeping our prices down to the low levels
prevailing before the war.
We also make some contribution to the expenditures of money which
the Government has to make to buy these war materials by not increasing our own power-prices of our own power-which add to the manufacture of all those machines and materials.
I might mention, if you will let me do it, that it is the only business
I know of which, to any large extent, is subject to Government competition. The ordinary businessman can suffer competition from anyody else where they both operate under the same rules and under the
same tax burdens, but if I or private industry have got to operate on
one set of rules and under very large tax burdens, and its principal
competitor is to operate tax free and with other advantages, the result
is absolutely inevitable: we will be completely destroyed.
I am not suggesting that municipal operations or Government
operations should be taxed, although, personally, I think that ultimately that will have to come. When they take over the whole business you have got to get the revenue from somebody. But I do think
that it is entitled to some consideration in determining what tax
burden you will put upon this business that is subjected to that risk.
This is a unique business. It is different from any other business
I know of. We have had a pretty tough time of it in the last several
years. I think whatever evils existed in it-and I don't say they did
or they didn't-have been eradicated, and as is always the case in
correcting an evil they sometimes go a little further and add on a
little punishment for past bad behavior. We have cleaned house. We
are furnishing essential service that you want furnished at as low a
rate as possible. Those rates can't be increased, and I would appeal
to you that on account of the business being unique that some consideration should be given to the nature of the business in determining
the tax to be imposed on it.

I thank you.
Senator BARK=Y. What is your suggestion as to the changes in the
billI
Mr. AnRuwnioH. My suggestions of the changes in the bill are
(1) to change the imposition of the excess-profits tax so that the income
and surtaxes are taken out first before excess profits are levied; (2) in
the alternative, that some provision be made by which we may be permitted to deduct these principal payments on our debt which were
incurred for the purpose of reducing our interest and thereby increases
our taxes.
I ask also that some special consideration be given to treat preferred
stock dividends as a deduction, just as interest on debt is treated, as
a deduction.
There are other suggestions which I am not competent to argue to
you, Senator, because I am not a tax expert--some of them perhaps
much more scientific than these plainer ones that I have mentioned.
I believe I am through.
The CHAMMAN. Any questions by any member of the committeeI
(No response.)
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'The CHAIIIMA7, No questionsI
(No response.)

e CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Arkwright.
Mr. ARKWIRtIHT. I appreciate it very much, sir.

May I file one of these itatementsI
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; you may file a statement.

(The statement submitted by Mr. Arkwright is as follows':)
STATEMENT OF P. S. AnxwnIxHT, PRESIDENT, GEORGIA POWER Co., 'oN THE RETvEsU

BILL OF1042 (11. R. 7378)

My name Is Preston S. Arkwright, residing in Atlanta, Ga. I am president of
Georgia Power Co.'and have been president of this company and its predecessors
for a little over 40 years. In appearing before you, I represent, of course, only
my own company, and while it Is a specific case, the effect of the pending tax
bill on it is similar to its effect on the whole electric utility industry, which is
similarly situated.
1. THE COMPANY

The company supplies electric light and power service to 562 communities
(mostly small towns and rural settlements, there being only 9 cities of more than
10,000 inhabitants each) over about 85 percent of the area of the State of Georgia.
It serves many Army camps, naval bases, air bases, Government hospitals, quartermaster depots, a number of war-production plants, including a bomber plant
and a shipbuilding yard now in process of construction. It also supplies urban
transportation in the cities of Augusta, Macon, and Columbus, near which large
Army camps are located, and in Atlanta and Rome, Ga. It renders natural-gas
service at Columbus and Fort Benning, Ga. There is an increasing demand on
it for enlargements and extensions of its plants and facilities.
2. REFUNDING

Georgia Power Co. Is particularly hard hit by the excess-profits taxes because
during the year 1941 it refinanced under the rigid requirements of the Securities
and Exchange Commission. Until March 1, 1941, tue company had an outstandIng bonded debt of about $125,000,000 ($124,483,700), with an annual interest
charge (at 5 percent and on a comparatively small amount at 6 percent) of
$6237.112. The debt was refunded March 6, 1941, by the issuance and sale of
$101.271,000 of first-mortgage 81/-percent bonds and borrowing from banks $13,500,030 on 2 /-percent installment bank notes, the principal of the bank loans
being payable in semiannual installments pro rata over a period of 8 years. The
bonds were reduced approximately $24,000,COO, the total debt $10,000.000, and the
annual interest requirements were reduced by the amount of $2,355,127.
In order to enable this refinancing to be accomplished, and in accordance with
the requirements of the Securities and Exchange Commission, the Commonwealth
& Southern Corporation, owner of the common stock, invested, without receiving
any additional securities of any kind, an additional amount of ,$14.337,319 In cash
and surrendered for cancelation 53,286 shares of the $5 and $6 preferred stock of
this company for which it had paid $4,332,877.57, and surrendered the dividends
on such preferred stock retroactive to January 1, 1941. amounting to $274,286
per annum. Aside from the Federal taxes, this refunding and additional capital
contribution obviously strengthened the corporation considerably by reducing its
fixed charges, its preferred-stock dividends, and Its debt, and improved its cash
position to enable it the better to carry on its construction program.
But the refinancing also deprived the corporation of a deduction of $2,355,127
formerly available to it in arriving at its net income subject to Income taxes an,;

excess-profits taxes. Thus, by carrying out a Government order and by improving
its financial position, the company seriously increased its Federal taxes, and
under the bill as reported by the House will lose the greater part of the fruits
of conservative policy.
In addition to this, it was a necessary part of the refunding that the amount of
bonds outstanding should be materially reduced. As a necessary part of the
refunding, without which it could not have been accomplished, the company had
to borrow on its installment bank loans above referred to, the sum of $18,500,000,
and obligate Itself to reduce such bank loans in the principal amount of $1,687,-
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500 each year for 8 years. It counted on its ability to make these principal payments out of the interest saving. The pending tax bill would deprive it of
90 percent of sucb interest saving, leaving It only $233.000 of such Interest saving
to be applied to its annual debt installments of $1,687,500.
The company's earnings, after preferred dividends, for 1941, after giving
effect to the results of the refinancing and applying to such earnings the income
and excess-profits taxes under tile pending House b'l, would amount to only
$984,548. This means that the company will not be able, if the House bill
becomes a law, to pay out of earnings these Installments of the principal of Its
bank debt as planned. It cannot borrow or issue bonds or sell preferred stock
to provide funds for the payment of this debt, so that it will be competed either to
default in the payment of the debt or to use the cash set aside out of the year's
earnings for renewals and depreciation of its property for this purpose or
pass or reduce its preferred dividends. Some provision should be made to cover
this situation and similar- situations that exist in many other companies, in
order that debts of this nature, contracted prior to the passage of the act, can
be paid. Especially is this true when the contracting of the debt increased the
net earnings subject to income and excess-profits taxes more than sufllent to
pay the debt Installments.
3. PRFYERBED STOCK

The company has outstanding 448,439 shares of preferred stock, of which
14,570 shares are entitled to dividends at the rate of $5 per share, and 433,86
shares are entitled to dividends at the rate of $6 per share. The total dividend
requirements are $2,076,064. Under the House bill these dividends would have
been earned In 1941 only 1.37 times. Based on the figures for the first 6 months of
1942 the ratio would be 1.48 and the estimate for the full year 1.46 times.
These margins are so narrow that they may easily disappear. We all know there
Is an upward trend for increased op rating expenses. We now have a wage arbitration pending for our transportation workers, and If any increases are granted
it will necessarily lead to demands for other employees of the company. This
margin is likewise imperiled by a great many other circumstances wh,ch may
arise, such as widespread and disastrous sleet storms, windstorms, or severe
droughts on outiwater power sheds, which are not rare occurrences, and numerous
other contingencies which may arise.
The preferred stock dividends are almost the same as interest charges. It
would be a calamity to reduce or fail to pay these preferred stock dividends.
These shares of preferred stock have been a favored investment by the people
in Georgia. The dividends have been paid regularly in full amount, ever since
the stock was issued. The stock is free of ad valorem taxes under the present
laws of Georgia. In consequence, 8,328 people in Georgia have bought this
preferred stock and they own 272,215 shares, having a stated value of $27,221,500.
These shares are owned largely by people of small means in small amounts,
averaging 32.6 shares per holder, and 7,143 of whom own less than 50 shares each,
4,116 owning only 10 shares or less each. For the most part, they individually
fall in the lower brackets under the income tax law, but If, because of excessive
taxes on the company, the dividends cannot be paid in whole or In part, It would
amount to assessing against these people 100 percent of their lost income from
this source. The same principle should allow deduction of preferred stock
dividends as now allows deduction of interest on debt. At least a credit should
be allowed for preferred stock dividends against excess-profits taxes and corporate surtaxes, and certainly in the case of public utilities.
4. TAXES asFReN

AND AFTER ME; Aar

Applying the 1941 Revenue Act to tie Income of this company for 1941, after
giving effect to the results of the refinancing in 1941, the normal and surtax
would have been $2,172,494, and the excess-profits tax $1,427,003. or a total of
$3,599,497. Applying the provisions of the pending House bill to the same
income, the normal aid surtax would be $2,693,633, the excess-profits tax
$2,205,005, or a total of $4,898,638, being an increase in Federal income and
excess-profits tax of $1,299,141, effecting a like reduction In the balance to surplus
from $2,283,6 to $94,548.
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5. 0O'MMUCTOmN

One of the characteristics of a public utility differhntlating it from most all
olior b1alne~ses is that it roust Nerve nyono within Its territory wio applies
for service. It must be proured to me(et the doinanml on it. It ea'tt answer that
it hasn't aecfltlent
capacity. Ordinary business van determine for itself whether
it will nniku oulargements, but a public utility
must make them whether profitable
or not, whether the financial market iNfuvorable or not, and regardless of cond.
tlons or cit unstDanes. Deside, tlltha other activitis of the territory are
'.largely dependeut uopn an adequate supply of eh4tric power, For instance,
since 1020, in the territory served by Georiaht Power Co, it the State of Georgia
no single manufacturing Industry of confluence has installed Its own plant
nor any mtunlclpal electric distrIbution systei, nor any but one commercial
establishment of sze, nor has any Industry or municipality or commercial establiahtlent (except one) substituted any source of power supply for the power
being supplied to It by this company, Practically till
tie manufacturing, indus.
trial, commercial, and wittripul enterprises of the State are dependent on the
service of the Georgia Power Co, for their electric lighting and Power supply.
Their demands are constantly Increasing and their Increasing deomandI must
be met,
Georgla Power Co. has added 140,000 kilowatts to its steam electric generat.
Ing station titthe last12 months and is constructing a further addition of
40,000
kilowatts to be ready i 1041,
expended. on new construction
I.T278T,091
In 1040, $i,,2 &,S32 Im 101, andIt It bas
Is spending an estimated $T,1911,437
In 1942 These expenditures rosy be reduced to some extent in the hture duo
to the scarcity of materials, but they cannot be discontinued, If the company
falls to meet the demands the war effort In this territory will be slowed (town,
as well as the entire activity of the territory. It may be worth mentioning
that of niltie e-sentiul material and services none are more essential than
electric power, and yet electric power Is thloonly one In which up to date there
has on no shortage and no need ot rationIng and no increase in rates or prices.
(There was a slight shortage for a few weeks In the early summer of 1941
in the Southeast due to th severest drought on record, combined with a great
demand for power for the' aluminum plant, hut this was temporary and soon
ended,)
We confront a serious problem In financing this required construction due In
enc to the impact of the proposed taxes upon u, After meeting our oporattag expense, taxes, interest, and peftr-red dividends, based on 1041 figures
we would have left about $084,18. The amount set aside for (lepreciltion is
$4,011,000. This gives us $4,1',0148 Out of this must ti paid the InstAliment
on the principal of our debt of *I,687,100,leaving $8,806,048. ThIs will fall
to pay the neKesary construction expenditures of 1912 by the snin of 8,TSS.
Wo can't raise this by new capital; we can't sell preferred stock with so narrow
a margin above the dividend requirements. We will be compiled to limit the
construction and thereby limit esential service, or reduce or forego dividends
on the preferred stock, which would be disastrous, or to Increase our Indebtednes
on unfavorable terms.
, The Investors in this property are entitled to expet a fair rate of return on
their Investment. They have no chance for a splculiativo rotuirn in tidsbu.lness, under regulation, Nobody who has Invested In thes properties and remained with them has ever made any more than a fair Interest return on the
amount of money he put in. As at operator of a utility property, I am interested particularly in paying interest and dividends In order to preserve the
property and get additional funds to meet the Increased demands for service.
I want additional capacity for needful service, and in ordinary times for constantly improving service, and the only way the company can accomplish this is
by paying a reasonable rental on the capital already invested, which provided
the facilities it already hts, and with an ssurance that it can pay a far return
on the capital necemary to be obtained to provide the additional needed
facilities.
e. 0111ORA
CATXtMCSO

14
5L5

O UTTT RUBaNCss

The business Is affected with a public Interest, It Is subject to regulation by
State and Federal authorities. It has been regulated by State poblic service con
missions in early all States since about 1007. It has been regilatd by the
Securities and Exchange Commission and the Federal Power Commission since
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10811. It requires a public franchise And the consent of local governments to Its
constructionn and nil nitenaktw. It Is subjected to Innumerable conditloos, rule%
rogulatilonn, and pollee laws. Its rates, its capitalization, Its counting. its
service, Ite extenilons. itn charges, Its bulnessa generally, tire subject to constant
sad continuous regilatloli and control. Its rate inut be reasonable, Thly cnnnot yield more than a rcasolible roturni ol the fair value of Its facilities actually
Iln use and nLcsiairy for such use. It makes no profits in the real soese. It can
recover In any year only the eost inaurred In that year, Including n reasonable
rate to be pnid for the use of the clplti which provides tile tools and facilities.
It cannot recover lossas sustntld i the pilst. Under no ch'cUlastnuceu can it
make exces profits; uny exclsm over a fair return would be taken away in rate
reductious. It should be exempted from the excess-profits tax priqvislon of the
bill,
It any event, tIe bill should be clinged so that the normal and suranxes ang
levied and deducted before determining exeess profit Iconice. This ti an In.
equitable and unjust provision ie to nil business and especially to public utilitlo,
It is merely a device for collecting more taxes, but i manifestly unfair and tis.
proper one. It Is hnnioral, whatever the revenue results, to require the Coul.
potny to pay the Treasury itearly half of its net, arniig and then to provide that
the amount so paid to the Tre.!k
lt exyem p
of the private owners of
the buslnel, which m t itu y,by
a
tin excea-.profite tax, I
this amendliment w" , iads, tax revnue wou
l-ost by the
ofIove
course, for mnain
nnpailes now Mlbjet to exe
ofita taxation would be
eliuln(d,
Putch
comlmnles clearly should not be mu t to such a levy when
In actual faec iey have no excess pii4ts.
This eOn ttoo woull (it a gret servilel inaklng the I ige., for It Is pro.
dluctiveo o rot hrii alidyet cipnot be t11dorstood by th hyunnll.
i
If tise
chailOge
leeatle it
ncripol
puerea!
the i it tlaid aurtaxesullder tile hill for
this cos any by tho ism of 11,102,01 4halninat, till exce-oftfila tax on the,
Itvs
a
141 earniltgis, makltig its )p l-iornual it Yriax and e eis-protitil ttx
$1l,70 '84 on thek!,amu)Wi'uus
a wouil
ujonbeof now~
$1.1 e ON04
from this
the
alginslt
whlel
tal or
Income IttTe
to
egr
om ny under
the House

It toy be aitd why ,4 cotanythllovt itiherit-,ae rates t) in -e un Apart
of t) dittlnnt fie5.
!courso It istetot
so of Its own volltl i. It would
No
requl . extoided beangrll h re tb*81nta
e tifintory connlisslo , Many dlf.
for niInern illerarfts ol
leiiely loi" ttiesicions." Ge(notillt the company
ias to aufer a o o , considdrtMiu
I Irod
a e efo
petltio will be enter.
talned, Then It it
down for n pe"ic henriqgg, wl tlitudltln
mli)lunuiinthi15
of Its it, unts and records, vatl¥110i
f Its rperantd relati matters. and a
very 9 rei4reluetance on thogf4frt 0,f c inmIsol o granti ngty rate increase
itll il for tily reason. ll*nn Increa
0woll* futile In ' event, for every
dollar of In
s4isearnings Obi'tl
lgi#4bout would be exc
profit subject to r4
I0 pereeuit )itir unler the llon e bill. onsequoitly tQt'Iiprove incolUo $100
would reulro *A.ncrtrisein rates of.l$1,000. Thei\ o. tld not possibly he Increaseul to ithis eoxit*t Also electric utillty rntqt!isi coinjiatl with ubllily
owiled l1111ty vates, 7"
rates are tre o itlcAll-v rill taxes, certaiily nil
Federal taxeg. In our tern!tftt1*= = Ne are subweet to an Invslon of the
territory by the Toennete Valley Authority anI enctoutr'nle t of munlcllal
cOnlptitlon with out service. Should we rnse our rates sumficlent to meet tile
increased tax cost we would invite sure eonlpetition from the governmentally
owned tMx-free electric power projet-,s. Likewise, the Mee1cc
of Price Allnilnistra.
tio, whilo having no control over prices of the regulated utility service, will
nevertheless intervene, ASthey haive done lit other caes stating "the approval of
an lcincse In the utility rats heaIits of IncrenwAd Federal Income taxes would
lie contrary to the intention of Congress. Inflationtry In character, and adversely
affect
t the program and policies of the Offies of Price Administration to stablisie
."
prces
5. tOoUVt5Tlrm t'ouFi, loW~
The electric utility hidntry Ia about the only busintes which Is slubjected to
competition by Government. In ordinary buminei onterprsies competitors
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operate under the same rules and under the same tax laws. They can survive
In competition with each other because neither one Is subsidized and neither
one is relieved of taxes or other governmental burdens to which the other Is
subjected. There has been in recent years a very large program of the Federal
Government going into the electric light and power business and promoting
the entering Into such business by municipalities, States, power districts, and
other governmental subdivisions. These operations are tax-free, certainly completely tax-free so far as Federal taxes are concerned. They have other gov
crnmentally bestowed advantages as well. I am not urging that these opera.
tions be subjected to the same taxes that we are, although I tliink that eventually this will be necessary. What I do urge as a very cogent reason why
we should not be taxed excessively Is that If the present discrimination in
treatment continues It will eventually force the taking over by Government* of
the entire electric light and power business. The effect of the imposition of
Federal taxes on utility companies while the earnings of publicly owned utility
services are exempted from such taxes is illustrated In reports of two companies,
one privately owned and the other publicly owned. The privately owned Virginia Electric & Power Co. reported an increase in gross earnings of 20 percent
during the first 5 months of 1942, compared with 1941, but its net income
declined 35 percent because Federal taxes were so much higher. Contrast this
with the earnings of the publicly owned Seattle municipal light and power sys.
tem, whose gross earnings during the comparable 5-month period increased
26 percent, yet because it paid nothing In Federal income taxes its net ificome
Increased by more than 400 percent during the period. (Article by Ellsha
Friedman in the Journal of Commerce, July 29, 1942.)
9. INFLATION

One of the reasons frequently assigned for high taxes it not only to raise
money for war costs but to drain money away in order to prevent Inflation.
There Is no need for that in the case of a public utility. Its income will not be
Increased. Public utilities are characteristically hurt rather than aided by
war. This was demonstrated in the last war. The utility company buys only
durable goods and only sufficient of them to meet its absolutely necessary construction. These goods are all rationed and price ceilings fixed on them. The
companies will have no surplus money to be siphoned away and they can't buy
anything with what money they may have except under priorities for essential
uses. On the other band, one reason for high tfxes is the increased prices
charged the Government for war goods, materials, wages, etc. Our prices
don't increase, and yet we are called on of such limited prices to
pay additional taxes in order to meet the Increased charges made by others.
In the fight against inflation, we make a contributi n !n keeping our prices
down to the low levels prevailing before the war. Our services enter into
the manufacture of all war materials, machines and munitions, and it is the
only item entering into their cost whose price w not raised by the war's demands.
10. EXThAVAOANC

High income taxes on business corporations tend to produce extravagance
and cause inflation. It tends to Increase the amount and cost of maintenance.
It tends to increase the number of employees, their salaries and wages and
bonuses and gifts. When a request for increase In wages or salaries Is made
it is most always accompanied with a statement that the Government Is going
to take away 90 percent of It anyhow and It will only cost the company 10
percent of the Increase. For Instance, to Increase a salary $50 a month costs
the company In addition to taxes that it will have to pay anyhow only $5 a
month, Under the House bill. It Is a frequent argument used In the solicitation
of gifts. It acts on the decision 'of all maintenance. Tills very argument has
been urged in wage arbitrations and in decisions of wage-fixing boards. For
Instance, In the Little Steel Wage case a War Labor Board fact-finding panel
found that the companies could afford the demanded increase, stating that
they are so busy now with war orders that all but $2,850,000 of the $47,500,000
annual boost would have come out of excess-profits taxes.
11. CONCLUSION

Electric utilities have had a tough time of it for the-last several years. They
have been subjected to new and extremely harsh regulations, especially by the
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Public Utility Act of 195, and the orders and regulations of the Securities, and
Exchange Conndission and the Federal Power Commission, by the extensive program of Federal Government construction and operation of electric power plants,
and the promotion of municipal competition through Government grants and
loans, and with low-priced, untaxed power from Government power developments,
and from tax-free subsidized rates charged by these public authorities in comparison with the tax-burdened rates of the electric utilities, and from many
other causes. The proposed tax bill imposes an unbearable burden upon them
and makes it extremely doubtful whether they can meet their obligations and
carry on their essential construction.
The public utilities are unique, and the nature of the business should receive
consideration in determining tax policies as to them.
With your permission I would like to file later a supplemental statement or
brief setting out in more detail the financial condition and earnings of the
company and the changes in the proposed House tax bill which I suggest.
Respectfully,
P. S. ARxwsIonT, President.
AUGUST 12, 1942.

STATEMENT OP THOMAS N. McCIARTER, NEWARK, N. L, REPRESENTING PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATION OF NEW JERSEY
The CHAIRMAN. Colonel you may stand or sit, as you please, in
making your statement to tie committee.
Mr.-MCCARTER. I think, with your permission, I will stand.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sit.
Mr. MCCATER. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,
my name is Thomas N. McCarter, and my address is 80 Park Place,
Newark, N. J.-that is my business address.
I want to say parenthetically, it is a great pleasure for me to follow
Mr. Arkwright in presenting this issue. Mr. Arkwright is one of
the outstanding men in the industry and has been, to my certain
knowledge, for more than 30 years. In addition to that, he is an
outstanding citizen of the State of Georgia, and I feel honored in following him, although it will be necessary perhaps for me to repeat
some of the ground that he has covered.
From the formation of Public Service Corporation of New Jersey
in 1903-and I may add again, parenthetically, that it was my privilege to be the founder of that corporation-until 1939, a period of
36 years, I was its president and of its subsidiary operating companies as well.
Since 1939 I have served as chairman of the board of directors of
the corporation and its subsidiaries, and thus have bebn for nearly
40years, and still am, its senior executive officer.
This corporation, hereinafter referred to as Public Service, through
its subsidiary operating companies, furnishes electric, gas, and local
transportation services to approximately 80 percent of the people of
the State of New Jersey.
Its gross revenues for 1942 witl exceed $165,000,000. This vast
business has been built up on the basis of good service in all departments at reasonable rates, proper treatment of its more than 20,000
employees, and a fair return upon the capital invested in the enterprise as a matter of common justice and so as to make it attractive
for further investment.
There are extant upon the various elements of th-, subsidiaries
owned by the corporation approximately $200,000,000 in bonds and
for the outstanding preferred and common stocks of Public Service
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the public, largely residents of New Jersey, have put into the treasury
of the corporation a total of approximately $300,C00000 in cash
during the last 40 years in almost equal amounts for the preferred
and common.
During this period our plant account has increased something
over $400,000,000 which increase was financed through t6e new money
thus raised, surplus funds, depreciation reserves and other incidental
resources.
The management of Public Service has followed with great concern the provisions of the new revenue act which has been passed
by the House of Representatives.
Except for the $5 cumulative preferred stock of Public Service
Electric & Gas Co., amounting to approximately $30,00.000 at par,
and negligible amounts of certain other issues, Public Service owns
all of the preferred and common stocks of its snbsid:a.y operating
companies, with the result that the stockholders of the corporation
are in effect the beneficial owners of the subsidiary operating comanies. There are 71,846 holders of the preferred stock, and 35,750
holders of the common stock of Public Service-well over 100,000
in all.
The business of the subsidiaries is entirely within the State of
New Jersey, except as to a certain portion of its transportation business, which is carried on through the tunnels or over bridges into
New York City and Philadelphia.
Neither the corporation nor the operating companies have any
other interests outside of the State, except certain connections with
other companies for the exchange of power made principally for
the safeguarding of the service.
WhilePublic Service is technically a holding company to the extent
above indicated, its activities are wholly limited to the furnishing
of these different kinds of service locally through its Lubsidiaries.
It is practically an integrated unit confining its activities to one State.
It has no outside activities whatever and, therefore, is not a holding
company in the ordinary acceptation of that term.
Public Service is exempt from the Holding Company Act of 1935
in that its structure and operations fall squarely within the exemption provisions of section 3 (a) (1) of that act.
During the debate upon the Holding Company Act in the Senate,
Senator Wheeler, who had charge of the bill, sail:
In other words, let me say * * * quite candidly' that, there is not any
question about the fact that the Public Service Corporation of New Jersey,
if I undertsand correctly, would be exempt under the terms of this bill.

The Wall Street Journal, of New York, in its issue under date
of June 20, 1935, in reporting a press conference held by President
Roosevelt on June 19, 1935, reports the following as the language
of the President:
(He (President Roosevelt) went on to explain that there are certain holding
companies wholly Intrastate such as Public Service of New Jersey, which, he
said, was 95 percent to 98 percent intrastate. Niagara Hudson is another such
example, he said, such companies are exempted from operations of the bill.

The subsidiary companies of Public Service serve an aggregate
population of more than 3,900,000 people by one or another of the
services-in over 400 separate municipalities-and approximately 80
percent of that number by all of such services.
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Operations in the main are carried on by two major subsidiaries,
Public Service Electric & Gas Co. and Public Service Coordinated
Transport. Their rates are carefully supervised by the State commission and latterly certain Federal commissions also regulate, its
affairs.
It is practically impossible to secure substantial increases in rates.
Located on the Atlantic seaboard between New York and Philadelphia, the territory served is one of the most important industrial
sections of the country, and particularly important as related to the
Nation's war effort.
New Jersey occupies an outstanding position in the tremendous
industrial effort in which this country is engaged, and ranks among
the six major participants in the percentage of total war contracts.
To fulfill its duties in taking care of the normal increase of its
business and of the abnormal business coming to it in connection with
the war effort, it now has in course of manufacture two large additional
generating units, one of 62,500 kilowatts and the other of 125,000 kilowatts. Of course, this involves an enormous outlay of money which
the company has prepared itself to finance.
So interested in these units has the Government been that it is causing to be erected a large aluminum plant adjoining the station where
the 125,000-kilowatt unit is to be installed, which will absorb a very
large amount of the power of that unit. Where will the future units
come from under a system of taxation such as is .. vided by this bill,
especially as it is the tendency of commissions il, these modern days
to strongly urge-if not insist upon---equity security financing? It is
manifestly essential that the credit of Public Service and its subsidiary
companies be maintained if the war activities of these utilities are to
e
continue.
On the other hand, Public Service is fully conscious of its duty to
bear a fair share of the war burdens along with everybody else. It
believes that it should pay by way of normal and surtax income taxes
the same percentage of net earnings as are to be assessed against all
corporations, although it should be borne in mind that the electric
industry pays a special excise tax of 31/3 percent of its gross receipts
from residential and commercial sources, which tax, unlike most other
excise taxes, cannot specifically be passed along to the consumer.
It shares, however, the common belief that 45 percent is too high a
percentage for these particular taxes, and that that percentage should
be substantially reduced so as to maintain a proper economic structure. Unduly high percentages defeat their purpose and will seriously
disturb the f9nancialequilibrim of the country.
While, as above stated, Public Service is prepared to pay its fair
share, it strenuously objects to the change made in the 1941 tax law
whereby the method of computing excess-profits taxes was changed so
that the computation is made before the deduction of the normal tax
and surtax instead of afterwards as hbd been the provision of the
1940 Revenue Act.
This resulted in the imposition of an excess-profits tax thi:s computed of 60 percent, and this occult and none too ingenious method of
assessing excess profits is continued in aggravated form in the 1942
law as it has passed the House of Representatives, in that the percentage is changed to 90 percent, and where the capital investment
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return basis is used there is a drastic cut in the credit base which
operates most inequitably, especially upon larger corporations.
The result of this change in taxes levied for 1941 and more especially by the proposed taxes for 1942 simply strangles the earnings of
Public Service available for common-stock dividends.
In addition to the increase in the normal tax and surtax for the
year 1941, this particular change-this excess-profits change-cost
ublic Service approximately $3,000,000, and will cost $4,000,000 in
1942 if the House bill is passed.
Under the 1940 law, Public Service paid no excess-profits tax. The
adoption of a change of this character does not make earnings that
were not really excess profits, bona fide excess profits, for purposes of
taxation. What this tax really is, in effect, however, it may be described, is a substantial rise in the normal and surtaxes.
Under regulation public utilities practically can have no excess
profits. To the extent, if any. that they have by reason of abnormal
increases in business in times like the present. it may be proper that
they should pay a tax upon such profits. But when additional enormous burdens-in the guise of so-called excess-profits taxes, which they
are not--are placed upon a corporation such as ours, which is striving
under very great difficulties to do its share of the war work, it is
thoroughly inequitable, uneconomic, and unjust.
The public utilities of the country, generally speaking, are absolutely essential to a continuance of the war effort, and it is niy contention that the law should revert to the former method of taxing
so-called excess profits, certainly so far as the public-utility industry
is concerned, or that this industry, because of its peculiar nature,
should be altogether relieved from so-called excess-profits provisions.
The facts shown herein demonstrate that the public-utility industry
is a perfectly legitimate basis for special classification as to taxes.
Normal and surtaxes, whatever the percentage may be, are just as
much an operating expense as are labor and materials, and to omit
deduction of them in determining the base upon which excess profits
are taxed is thoroughly unsound.
If, for any reason, it is thought necessary to continue this method,
generally speaking, because of the very serious situation that confronts tile utilities of the country, with their limitations of earnings,
it certainly should be changed so far as utilities are concerned, which
should be authorized to goback to the old method so as to give them
a chance to carry on. The amount of these taxes that the Government
will receive from the utilities from the pending bill is trifling in
comparison to the havoc which will occur therefrom to the utilities,
as will now be shown.
The effect of the pending bill upon the utility industry generally-and I am referring to the industry as well as my own companyis well illustrated by the Public Service situation.
The 1940 provisions for income taxes for Public Service and subsidiary companies amounted to approximately $10,500,000. In 1941
the Federal income and excess-profits taxes, calculated in accordance
with the Revenue Act of 1941, amounted to approximately $16,800,000. an increase of over $6,300,000 over 1940 o, 60 percent.
Upon the basis of the actual business done for the first 6 months
of 1942, plus a careful estimate of the expected activities of the cot-
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poration for the last 6 months of the year, the indication is that if
the bill is passed in its present form, these taxes will be over $26,000,000, or 55 percent over 1941 and 149 percent over 1940.
It means that the earnings of Public Service available for dividends upon its common stock will be reduced to an almost negligible
amount, if, indeed, dividends upon the common do not have to be
entirely discontinued.
This corporation has had a continuous record of common stock dividends since 1907. During the so-called 4-year base period ending
December 31, 1939, to which Mr. Alvord so illuminably referred
this morning, the average annual earnings per share of common
stock of Public Service amounted to $2.64.
In 1940 similar earnings were $2.42 per share, and in 1941 $2.04
per share. As appears by the statements annexed hereto and filed
herewith, the actual earnings available for the common stock for
the first 6 months of this year, upon the basis of the pending bill,
were 29 cents. It is easy to figure what they will be for the year.
In other words, while during this 6-month period Public Service
has increased its gross business over 1941 more than $7.000,000 or
92, percent, Federal income and excess-profits taxes will increase
47% percent and the amount available for common-stock dividends
and surplus will decrease approximately 67 percent.
A similar comparison between the corresponding figures of 1942
and 1940 is even more startling. There the gross business has increased $12,287,000, or 171/2 percent. Federal income and excessprofits taxes will increase 180 percent, and the amount available for
common-stock dividends and surplus will decrease 76 percent.
It is impractical to meet this situation by raising rates for services
rendered, because if they could be obtained, which they cannot-Mr.
Arkwright explained his experience in that respect-under the pending statute taxes would absorb 90 percent of whatever increase was
granted.
In other words, if one could imagine that we could get a tenmillion-dollar increase in rates, our taxes would jump $9,000 000, and
one million would be left for the stockholders of the companya totally impracticable situation.
Nor, in the face of rising costs and increased demands for service,
is it possible to make up these amounts by further economies in
operation. If they could be made, which they cannot,' again the Government would tahe 90 percent of such economies as were made.
Public utilities differ in many respects from corporations generally. Their rates and charges, rates of depreciation, character, and
quality of service, financing, and various other functions are regulated.
I contend that with respect to the so-called excess-profits tax
public utilities should receive special treatment. Special provisions
for taxpayers with particular characteristics is noting new. Every
revenue act, since 1917 at least,, has made such provisions2 such as
those relating to insurance companies, China trade corporations, corporations engaged in Code.
mining and
aas other, as st forth i section 4 of
the Internal Revenue
Secretary Morgenthau, in his familiar statement to the Ways and
Means Committee of the House of Representatives on March 3, 1942,
said:
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A tax which absorbs excess profits still leaves the corporate taxpayer with a
suffielent
margin of income for dividends and safety.
On the other hand, a tax which dips too deeply into the incomes of low-earning corporations may seriously affect their debt-paying capacity, If not their
very existence.
There can be no fair quarrel with the imposition upon corporations of a substantial proportion of the increased load of taxation required by our national
peril. We are fighting for the maintenance of the very system of free enterprise which makes corporate profits possible. At a time like this, I am confident that incorporated business will willingly pay-additional taxes which will,
after all, leave it in the aggregate about the same amount of Income after taxes
as during the years before 1940.

I endorse eveirT word of that statement. But the pending bill in its
practical operation will not permit any such result with respect to
public utility corporations.
Though there are many other matters affecting public utilities that
distinguish them from other industries in the matter of taxation, in
the interest of simplicity and practicality Public Service respectfully
confines itself to two requests, the reasons for which have been outlined above :
1. That the 45-percent rate assessed. for normal and surtaxes upon
all corporations is uneconomically high and should be substantially
reduced. It should certainly not exceed, in my opinion, 40 percent.
Mr. Alvord says in his opinion-and he is much more experienced
in that feature of it than I am--35 percent.
2. Either utilities, such as Public Service, should be altogether relieved from excess-profits taxes, or, at least the method of computing
such taxes, as enacted in the 1941 act and continued in aggravated
form in the 1942 act, should be restored to the method used in 1940.
While the adoption of these changes would result in some diminution of revenue to the Gov -nment, the money made available therefore and paid in dividen(ls would, of course, be taxable against the
stockholders receiving such dividends.
Senator TAFT. In that connection you say you have over 100,000
stockholders?
Mr. MCCAITER. Yes, sir.

Senator TAr. Do you know how widely that is distributed and how
inany people are dependent on common-stock dividends?
Mr. McCARTER. Yes, sir. We are fortunate enough, or unfortunate
enough, to have two large corporations own a substantial part of our
common stock for which we are not responsible. One is United Gas
Improvement Co. of Philadelphia, and one is United Corporation.
They are in the process of filtering through to those stockholders so
that the stock will in a reasonable time, if my information is correct,
be distributed to their stockholders. With the exception of two stockholders, their holdings are small, of common stock, and the preferred
stock is entirely held, with inconsequential exceptions, by insurance
companies in various States, particularly in Kentucky and New York,
by hospitals. I happen to know that St. Lukes Hospital in New York
owns a very considerable amount of our preferred stock and by individual holders largely in New Jersey.
Senator TA^Fr. It would seem to me that this very heavy taxation
was really double taxation on common stockholders, much more than
on preferred stock.
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Mr. MCCAT . I agree with you. They take it out of the corporation first and out of the stockholder when he gets it. Under this bill
he won't get it.
Senator SMATHE1IS. How does the income of Public Service this year
compare with the income last year?
Mr. MCCARTER. The income last year was $151,000,000. This year
it will be something in excess of $155,000,000. An increase approximately %f$15,000,000, largely due to the activities in war enterprises,
but none of it sticks. In my judgment, based upon 40 years of experien e-I am getting to be an old man. I have given my life to this
corporation, and I naturally hate to see the ground taken from under
it. In my judgment the changes which I have recommended are essential if chaos is to be avoided not only to Public Service but to the utility industry in the country.
I desire to call the attention of the committee to a recent publication
of the New York Journal of Commerce--a conservative financial
newspaper--containing a compendium by leading economists from
different parts of the country, all concurring in their statement that
the proposed method of taxing utilities will prove to be disastrous and'
is likely to destroy the continuance of these companies in privateoperation.
I have had distributed copies of this publication for the use of the
committee.
In the great majority of cases where the issue of local, private operation of utilities, as contrasted with Government ownership, has been.
submitted to the people, the result has been overwhelmingly in favorof private operation.
If the question is ever otherwise decided by the people, that will be
a different matter. But as pointed out in the articles in this publication, this industry can be destroyed by an unwise tax policy. Perhaps this is just what some public ownership advocates want, but I
do not believe that this conimittea will knowingly lend itself to thisleft-handed method of confiscation, which, incidentally, carried out
to its paralyzing end, would deprive the Government of all utility
taxes. The utilities, like the railroads and many industrial corporations, are doing a splendid war work. I appeal to you gentlemen not
to jettison the utility industry.

About a year ago when the 1941 bill was pending, Mr. Wakelce,
who succeeded me as president of Public Service, 'and I came to
Washington to protest against the injustice of the method of computing excess-profits taxes, so far as utilities were concerned, as
contained in the then pending bill. We saw several members of this
col)Mittee who tol us it was too late to make any change in the.
bill, as it probably was. It is now not too late to rectify a great
wrong, at least so far as utilities are concerned, in this pending bill.
I cannot overstress the seriousness of this question. We are at the
parting of the ways.
If this bill goes through in this form, it is the beginning of the
end of private operation of utilities in this country. It is the beginning of the end of any taxes from utilities and it means that in oneform or another and sooner or later we will have Government ownership and operation of every utility in the country, and I don't believe.
we are prepared for that at this stage of the game.
76093-42-vol. 2-36
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As before outlined, there are annexed to my statement detailed
figures of Public Service for the first ( months of the years 1940,
1941, and 1942 under the pending bill. I will not buiden you by
the repetition of those figures. They show graphically the whole
situation from the prosperous condition we were in under the average
years down to 29 cents for the common stock for the first 6 months
of this year.
Not only does that mean ruin of dividends of the common stock,
but multiply it by 2, if you please, or a little more, because the last
6 months we may make a little more-suppose it is 80 cents or some
other figure-what a slim margin that -is over our preferred.
We have 150 millions of preferred in the hands of the lblic,
all paid for in cash, every cent of it, and we would have under an
80-cent earning, we would have, in round figures, a million-dollar
margin on 150 millions of preferred. Look at the markets where
our stocks stand today and the stocks of every other utility. It is
the beginning of the end if this goes through.
Thank you, gentlemen.
The CHAIMMAN. Thank you, Colonel McCarter.

Are there any questions by any member of the committee?
(No response.)
(The statistics submitted by Mr. McCarter are as follows:)
PUBLIC SEAIVICECORPORATION oF NEw JERSEY AND SUBSIDIARY COMPANIES

Comparativestatement of combined results of operations,for the 6 months' period
ended June 30, swith Federal income and exces8-profits taxes computed as
follows: 6 months ended June 30, 194i-Bill passed by House July 20, 1942;
6 months ended June 30, 1941-Revenue Act of 1941
6 months
ended June
30,1942

6 months
ended June
30,1941

Increase or

Percent

decrease(-)

change

9.68
$7,243,764.00
..................
2, 23,343. 00 $74,989,579.00
'rotal revenues ---- .
Net income before Federsl Income and
6.61
1,267,680.00
20,436,465.00 19,168,779.00
exces.s-profits taxes ------------------47.73
9,429,520.00
4,498, 995.
Federal income and excse-proflt.O taxes ---- 13,024,515.00
Net income after Fede;al income and
-33.18
9,743, 259.00 -3,231,309.00
6,811,950.00
exces- rolltstaxes --------- - 4,925,468. 00
4,925, 468.00 .............................
Preferre-atock dividends ---------Balance available for oinmon-stock divi-67.07
1. W586,
482.00
4,817,791.00 -3,231,309. 00
dends and surplus ...................
-. 9
-67.07
20
.8
Per share of common stock ..................

Contpargtlvestatement of combined results of operations, for the 6 months' period
ended June 30, with Federal income and excess-profits taxes computed as
follows: 6 months enled June 30, 19.2-Bill. passed by House July 20, 19112;
6 month., ended June 30, 1940-Revenue acts of 1940
6 months
ended June
30, 1942

6 months
ended June
30,1940

Inrease or
increase
decrease (-)

Percent
cent
change

17,7
$82,233,343.00 $69,915,805.00 $12,287,38,00
Total revenues- ..........................
Net income before Federal income and
23.10
16,001,070.00
3, 835, 395.00
excess-profits taxes ..................... 20,436.455.00
179.59
13,924,515.00
4,9W0,310.00 8,944, 205.00
Federal income and excess-profts taxes -..
Net income after Feonral income and ex-43.98
11,020,76 .00 -5,108,810.00
6, A]1i, 0. 00
cess-prollts taxes ...............
4,925,468.00
4, 925,468.00 ................ ............
Preforred-stock dividends ...............
Balance available for common.stock divi-76.80
6, 9,292.00 -5,108, 8I0.0
1, 58, 48200
dendsand surplus ...................
-7. 80
1.22
.
29
Per share of common stock .................

The

CHAMMAN.

Mr. F. W. Bird.
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STATEMENT OF FRANK W. BIRD, BUTTE, MONT., PRESIDENT OF
THE MONTANA POWER CO.
Mr. BIRD. Mr. Chairman, gentlemen of this committee, my name is
Frank W. Bird, president of the Montana Power Co., a public utility
operating entirely in the State of Montana.
For the sake of brevity, Mr. Chairman, I have written my statement, and I would like to read it.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir; you may read it.
Mr. BIRD. It is very short.
This memo; andum is respectfully presented to your committee to
demonstrate the serious effects on the Montana Power Co. of the proposed taxation of corporations in the form now before your committeed. I am confining this, gentlemen, to the Montana Power Co.,
as Mr. Arkwright has covered the general situation of utility companies. In general, our situation is about the same as others except
we have a rather extreme case.
The State of Montana embraces a territory one and a half times as
large as all New England. It has a population of approximately
560 000 people-about the same as Buffalo, N. Y., or Milwaukee, Wis.
The Montana Power Co. serves 161 communities in the greater portion of this territory with electric power generated by 12 hydroelectric
plants. It also serves natural gas to 15 cities and towns.
Labor conditions result in our paying the highest wages of any
utility in the country. It takes approximately 3,500 miles of hightension transmission lines to serve the company's customers-and the
acquisition of additional'business as a rule requires more than normal
expenditures for transmission lines, due to lean territory and immense
distances.
The Montana Power Co. is primarily a power company, as distinguished from the ordinary public utility; 92 percent of its output
goes to industrial uses; 8 industrial customers use approximately 82
percent of its total output and only 8 percent is used for residential,
commercial, and farm uses.
Tile largest of these industrial customers, Anaconda Copper Mining
Co., is now taking 225,000 horsepower at a practically continuous rate,
for the mining and reduction of copper, zinc, manganese, chrome, vanadium, and other metals. This is one of the largest power loads in
the country serving strategic metal production, which is running at an
all-time higlb rate of 73,000,000 pounds per month for this one
customer.
The history of production of nonferrous metals shows violent and
sudden cianges-eitiher a feast or a famine, from an earnings point of
view; consequently, the earnings of the Montana Power Co., being
largely dependent'on the mining industry, follow the rise and fall ol
our local mining operations. This situation compels the Montana
Power Co. to conserve all possible resources in good years to provide a
cushion for the lean years.
Production of Montana mines has now reached its practical peak.
While this may be maintained through the war period, business fluctuations in tine of peace can consequently be in only one directiondownward.
Dependency of our population on the mining business will result
during such depressions in curtailed use and inability to pay on the
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part of many residential, conunercial, and other customers so that
there will be an all around reduction in the earnings of this company. This is not a mere pessimistic prediction, but is based on
oft-repeated history of the copper mining industry as it has affected
the population of the State and the revenues of our company.
As operating head of this company, with a very heavy responsibility to our stockholders, I cannot but be alarmed at a situation
that will arise should the proposed bill become law, a situation which
reduces the available net income of this company by approximately
one-half of the amount earned during the pre-war base period, and
which still leaves us facing a heavy Federal tax payment in a lowearning year, in addition to the necessity of providing for future
expenditures for necessary plant additions, and some return to the
common stockholder.
Of course, that arises, Mr. Chairman, out of a very large industrial
war load and a rather lean stake in a normal low year. We would
have a very heavy income tax to pay after the mining business was
curtailed in the post-war period.
During the last 52 years, extending back to the beginning of the
base period, this company has spent an average of over $2,300,000
yearly for plant additions, transmission and distribution lines, and
other necessary facilities. Of this amount over $1,000,000 per year
was taken from current earnings.
The average revenue before Federal income and excess-profits tax,
sinking-fund requirements, and preferred dividends during the base
period for this company amounted to $3,69,000-leaving a balance,
after taxes, sinking fund, and preferred dividends, of $1,709,000 available for additions to property, additions to reserve, and common
dividends.
The impact of the bill now before your committee on the earnings of this company reduces this available sum to slightly over
$900,000-which is about half the amount earned during the base
period. Note that this figure is less than 2 percent on the company's
outstanding comomin stock, to say nothing of a provision for reserves
against post-war famine.
The chart accompanying this memorandum shows graphically the
drastic effect of the proposed taxes.
In bad years we must have adequate reserves to carry on and we
must continue our preferred dividends in any event. The stock was
issued in good faith in peacetime against a background of ampleearnings coverage and normal tax rates and is now held by 10,474
persons, over 8,000 of whom reside in Montana, with average holdings
of 15 shares.
The following recommendations are made, having in mind the in.
evitable famine situation to come:
In computing the corporate normal and surtax, it is recommended:
(a) That deduction be allowed from taxable net income for 50
percent of preferred stock dividends payable by the corporation.
TIis has the effect of taxing the earnings necessary for the preferred
stock dividend requirements at a rate no higher than that which was
in effect prior to the war.
I advocate that, gentlemen, for the reason that your normal tax
in the pre-war period was 18 to 24 percent. It is now in this proposed bill 45 percent or practically double.
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(b) That deduction be allowed from taxable net income for 50
percent of the average of net earnings of the company which remained for the common stock, averaged for the 4-year pre-war period
,of 1936 to 1939, inclusive. This suggestion contemplates that the
net earnings which in normal times are used to provide sinking fund
requirements, adequate coverage for fixed charges, adequate working
,capital, and accumulation of essential reserves, all as measured by
pre-war standards, shall not be taxed at more than pre-war rates.
In e sence: Tax at no more than pre-war rates the net earnings
required to meet the bare essentials of maintaining financial and operating stability in good and bad years, and tax at war rates only the
excess over such essentials.
I should like to touch briefly upon the subject of excess-profits taxes
alone.
The Montana Power Co. is a public-utility company regulated by
the Public Service Commission of the State of Montana, so that it is
not permitted to earn more than a fair rate of return upon the fair
value of its property. As so regulated, it is impossible for the comp any to earn excess-profits taxes in any true sense, and there is, therefore, no such thing as excess profits as to the Montana Power Co.
Therefore, the arbittry standards pro9cribed by the bill create as to
my company wholly fictitious excess profits, upon which, however, are
levied very real excess-profits taxes.
The standards of measurement of excess profits of a public-utility
company under the tax law should be no different from those employed
in limiting the utility's profits to a fair rate of return under the restrictions of regulatory procedure imposed by law upon such company.
An outstanding inequity in the determination of excess profits as
now defined in the tax law is the fact that under the statutory definition excess profits are computed before deducting from corporate
profits the so-called normal and surtax computed at the high war
rates. The taxing of fictitious excess profits at the rate of 90 percent
is indefensible and the earning:, which tire used to measure such excess
profits should first be reduced by the normal and surtax levied by the
tax bill.
Therefore, in computing excess-profits taxes, it is recommended that
excess profits be defined as only those which remain after providing
for deduction of normal and surtax and also a deduction for full
dividend requirements on the preferred stock where it appears that
the determination of the excess-profits credit under the law is not
sufficient to provide for full payment of preferred dividends.
The above proposal has the effect of taxing at high excess-profits
rates only such profits as are, in fact, excess in character. I have prepared a chart here, gentlemen, that will probably visualize
•
the situation of the Montana Power Co.
The top line here is the revenue before Federal income and excess
profits [indicating]. The reason it turns down, gentlemen, we have
reached the peak of our war production in the mining industry in
Montana. We are also going short on labor and paying time and a
half for the employees we have for excess hours which reduce our
net earnings automatically.
The red is Federal income tax on the basis of the proposed bill
before this committee [indicating].
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The situation here from 1936, 1937, 1939, is our base period.
The blue line here [indicating] is required for a contractual sinking
fund, the sum of $500,000 a year under the terms of our mortgage.
The green line [indicating] is our preferred dividends and the yellow space is the net available for additions to property and for common
dividends.
The thing that alarms me, gentlemen, as an operating man, is: We
run along here at about $1,700,000 earnings, which were used for plant
additions, for common dividends, and now we find ourselves in the
situation, with the impact of this bill, of having approximately onehalf of that amount left and the tendency to descend downward.
I thank you, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Bird.
Mr. Kline.
STATEMENT OF CLAYTON E. KLINE, TOPEKA, KANS., REPRESENTING THE KANSAS POWER & LIGHT CO.
Mr. KUNm. Mr. Chairman, I would like to read this statement and
then file it with the committee, if I may. It is not lengthy.

The CHIuMAN. All right, sir.
Mr. KLINE. My name is Clayton E. Kline, and I represent the
Kansas Power & Light Co., of Topeka, Kans.
This company is a corporation organized under the laws of theState
of Kansas, and furnishing electric and gas service to approximately
365 cities, towns, and communities including rural areas, all within the
State of Kansas.
Many of the communities are small, but service is made available
over a large rural territory. The rates and services of the company
are regulated by the State Corporation Commission of the State of
Kansas. The issuance of securities and the borrowing of money by
the company are regulated by the State Corporation Commission and
also by the Securities and Exchange Commission of the Federal
Government.
The Kansas Power & Light Co. is a direct subsidiary of the North
American Light & Power Co. which is being dissolved pursuant to
order of the Securities and Exchange Commission of December 30,
1941. •
In turn, the North American Light & Power Co. is a subsidiary of
North American Co. and it is now under a B (1) order or an integration order of the Securities and Exchange Commission.
When compliance with these orders of the Securities and Exchange
Commissiort has been finally accomplished as to the North American
Co. and the North American Light & Power Co., both the preferred
and common stocks of the Kansas Power & Light Co. will be held by
individual owners scattered throughout the country.
Attached to this statement, and marked exhibit A, is an income
statement of the Kansas Power & Light Co. for the calendar years
1937 to 1941, inclusive and for the, 12.months ended June 30, 1942, and
for the 12 months ended December 31, 1942, estimated. This exhibit
shows that the total operating revenues of the company during this
period of time have remained practically stable. I think they have
increased just about $1,000,000 during that entire period of time.
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While the operating expenses and taxes have increased approximately
50 percent. The net income, using tax figures as proposed in the
Revenue Act of 1942 as passed by the House of Representatives, will
have decreased more than 50 percent.
We believe it is common knowledge that public-utility companies,
subject to State and Federal regulation, are never permitted to earn
more than a reasonable return on the investment of the company.
Courts have consistently held that rates yielding returns of less than
5 to 6 percent net are confiscatory. Therefore, any tax which fails to
leave to the public-utility company a return of a least 5 or 6 percent is
necessarily confiscatory. Any tax which is confiscatory must necessarily lead to the destruction of the industry or of the particular company. The power to tax is the power to destroy. Therefore, in the
enactment of a tax bill, the Congress must determine whether or not
the exigencies of the situation demand the destruction of the particular utility or of the industry, generally.
The provisions of the Revenue Act of 1942 as passed by the House
of Representatives, will practically eliminate all dividends to common
stockholders of the Kansas Power & Light Co., and any further increase will prohibit the payment of dividends to preferred stockholders.
The Kansas Power & Light Co. will receive little, if any, benefit by
reason of the war effort. Now, we have Fort Riley within our community. We have the new Sunflower plant at Angora, Kans., and
also the base near Topeka and one at Salina, but, nevertheless, the
current is served practically at cost to those various war industries and
the chances are that its earnings will be reduced even eliminating the
tax feature, for the following reasons:
1. Increased cost of materials. All materials have increased in price;
2. Increased labor costs. Our labor costs have gone up every single
year since 1938. Up again this year;
3. By reason of priorities, inability to extend its facilities; and
4. Rates for service to war industries produce little more than cost.
The theory adopted in taxing public utilities under the Revenue
Act of 1942, as passed by the House, is contrary to the general principles
made applicable to those investing their money in war indusries,

generally, where a cost-plus theory prevails and those lending their
facilities to war production are, in theory at least, insured a return
on their investment.
Senator TAFTr. Not at all.
Mr. KLINE. What?

Senator TAFT. I say not at all. Those are all fixed before taxes.
I mean we tax them just the same as we tax anybody else.
Mr. KLIRm. I wits thinking, perhaps, about a contractor's profit more
than anything else. That is what I meant. I didn't mean the plant
itself where it was taken over by'the Government.
Senator TAFTMI meant the tax is the same.
Mr. Kt NE. That is correct.
Senator TAFT. You said the taxation was discriminatory. The taxation is the same.
Mr. KLINE. You mean as far as the provisions of the law are concernedI
Senator TArT. Yes.
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Mr. KLNE. The Kansas Power & Light Co. desires to do everything within its power to promote the war effort. It realizes the

necessity of increased taxes. It is paying enormous revenues to the
Government through taxation and desires to contribute its fair share
at all times. asking only that its investors be treated fairly with
others and that it be allowed to retain sufficient revenues to keep its
plants .n operation and making such necessary extensions to its
plants aiA facilities as will permit it to do its ultimate in the service
of the Government.
It is suggested for your consideration the following:
1. That no regtilate3 utility theoretically has true excess profits,
its return being limited to a fair return on the investment.
2. Moneys invested in a piblic-utility company subject to regulation must remain in the bvi-ness and ihe investment is not recoverable out of profits for tb- reason that the industry is operated on a
service at cost basis.
8. Capital for additional expansion must be constantly secured by
attracting investment in the business, as it is not available from
earmnns.
4. Turn-over is very slow on the capital investment in a publicutility business. Approximately 5 years is required to turn the capital once. Most of the other. types of business turn their capital one
or more times each year.
5. At present an excise tax on certain classifications of electric
current sold is paid by the company and indirectly by the investors
in its securities, and this tax must be absorbed by thie utility company
and its investors. Other corporations are not so taxed.
6. The Treasury Department, I think, has stated that a sufficient
margin of income and dividends should be left for safety. This is
all that this company asks. If this is done, then, it will be permitted
to do its full share in furnishing service.
Referring to exhibit A attached, it will be seen that the income
taxes of the Kansas Power & Light Co. have increased from $401.000
for the year 1937 to an anticipated tax for the 12 months ending
December 31. 1942, under the Revenue Act of 1942 as passed by the
House, of $2.370.844, while its net income on the same basis has decreased from $2,111,818.18 in 1637 to $1,063,700 in 194.2. being more than
a 50 percent net decrease in income over the 5-year period.
That is true, even though we did have a $i,000,000 increase in gross
during that 5-year period.
Attached as exhibit B is a statement showing the computation of
income and excess-profits taxes of the Kansas Power & Light Co. for
the year ending December 31, 1912, based on the provisions of the
Revenue Act of 1942 as passed by the House.
In order to accomplish a fair and equitable basis for the taxation of
income of public utilities, the Kansas Power & Light Co. suggests
changes in the 1942 Revenue Act, as passed by the House, as follows:
1. Insurance companies, investment companies, and other corporations regulated by governmental boards or commissions are given
separate classifications and treatment in the bill. Public utility companies should be given similar consideration.
2. All excise taxes now absorbed by public utilities should be allowed
as a credit against normal income taxes.
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8. If an excess-profits tax is to be assessed then it should be on a
formula which makes it an excess-profits tax in reality and not in
accordance with the formula which results in the determination of a
purely fictitious excess profit.
4. Cumulative preferred-stock dividends should be treated the same
as bond interest, for the reason that under regulation the capital invested cannot be recovered out of earnings and the preferred stock of
these companies has practically the same status as the bonds. Therefore, preferred stock dividends should be placed in the same category
as bond interest and deductions allowed accordingly.
And right there, if I may state: Corporations not subject to regulation could change every bit of their preferred stock ito revenue
bonds and take the deduction. Therefore, if this company cannot do
it because-Senator TAFr. I think that is a broad statement. I know most
.companies can't do that.
.Mr. KINE. Except those that are subject to the Securities and
Exchange Commission. I say those not subject to regulation.
- Senator TAFT. It is not an easy thing to do, anyway. My feeling is
that the troubles you show in this revenue act apply just as well to
every other company in the United States as well as the utility companies. I can't see the distinction; and, if they are unjust to utility
companies they are unjust to all companies.
Mr. KLNE. *I think they are unjust to all companies.
Senator TAFT. The important thing that I would like to get from the
utility companies is why the excess-profits tax works out to produce
a tax on profits that really are not excess profits at all. If it does it
as to utility companies it is going to do it as to all kinds of other
companies, perhaps not so universally and so generally. I would like
to have a statement-we have lots of utility companies' statements,
but none of them explain just why it is-you may have it in your
exhibit B.
Mr. KuiN. I think I can show you.
Senator TAFT. Just why it is that the excess profits and normal
taxes work out the way they do.
Mr. KLINE. I think we can do that. I think they work out more
severely with utilities. I think it is wrong with all corporations.
Senator TArr. There are lot of other companies that they work out
exactly as they do with utilities.
Mr. KUNE. I think that is exactly the truth, Senator. I am just
speaking from the utilities-company standpoint, which I happen to
know more about.
5. Any excess-profits tax should be applied after normal and surtax instead of before. This was the taxing policy of the Government prior to 1940. The present a stem simply pyramids taxes and
produces a total tax of far more thorn 45 percent of the net income
of many utilities. I think that is true of other companies.
* Canada applies the excess-profits tax after rather than before the
normal tax. In Great Britain a corporation collects, at the source,
the tax on dividends payable to shareholders. The party receiving
the dividends is relieved'of any payment of normal tax on these dividends, Under our acts the party receiving the dividend also p'ays
the tax.
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6. A fair return on the common stock should be permitted, say
5 or 6 percent, prior to the appli( ation of an excess-profits tax; other-

wise confis-ation muFt necessarily result.

Now, maybe 5 or 6 percent is too much. Maybe 2 percent is what
it ought to be but you should have some return before you confiscate
the property, before you can say there is a true excess profit.
Senator TAF.. What I don't understand quite-I have an idea of
it-is, if we say that there shall be no excess profits until a man has
earned 5 or 6 percent on his invested capital and the public utility
commissions say the same for the utility companies, why you don t
have an excess-profits tax that gives you that 5 percent subject to whatever the normal tax would be. I can see why a normal tax would
affect that return.
Mr..KLIN. That is right. They pay the normal tax.
Ranator TAFT. But it seems to me the excess-profits tax ought to
work out to obtain the same kind of excess-profits credit that the
commissions give on 5 percent, on a return of 5 percent or 6 percent,
whatever it is they may be allowing.
Mr. KLINE. That is normal return. There it ought to take normal
tax.
Senator TAFT. I think the excess-profits tax ought to work out
the same way.
Mr. KL NE. After that is out.
Senator TArT. Except that we are proposing to take a higher percentage of everybody's normal tax to some extent, whatever it ought
to be.
Mr. KLINE. That is correct.
Senator TArr. And I should think we might take the same percentage of normal profit of utilities, the same as other companies.
Mr. KLINE. So long as it works out so they can live and have something left, I agree with you, Senator.
In conclusion we respectfully submit that if the tax policy of privately owned utility companies, as evidenced by the provisions of the
1942 revenue bill as passed by the House continues, bankruptcy of
these utilities must inevitably result. It must follow, thei that all
utilities will either be owned by the Government or by municipalities
and these will pay no Federal income taxes. This will result in (a)
consumers receiving service from these Government-owned utilities
being subsidized by the rest of the country and wholly failing to
paying their fair share of the tax burden; (b) a shrinkage in the
number of taxpaying utilities to a point where, this vase revenue will
be lost to the Government and will have to be assumed by individuals
and other industries.
At the present time no municipality- or Government-owned plant in
the United States pays 1 cent to support the war effort. This policy
can, and will, certainly kill the goose that lays the golden egg. Certainly, it is possible to work out a sound method of taxation of utility
income which will allow those utilities to operate efficiently as private
enterprises, to safeguard their credit, and provide low cost and plentifiil electric and gas service for the period of the war, and thereafter
to be in a position to do their part in accomplishing the economic reconstruction which we expect after the war, and, at the same time, if
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this treatment is afforded these utility companies, they will continue
to pour enormous tax payments into the Federal Treasury, but they
wil not be constantly th -atened with destruction.
It must at all times be remembered that it is impracticable to raise
most of the utility rates sufficient to offset the increased burden of

higher corporation taxes, as it requires approximately a $10 increase
in rates to recover $1 increase in cost or taxes. Certainly, if corporate
taxes are levied which cut returns to the utility to levels which are
virtually confiscatory, these should be passed on to the consumer in
the -form of a special war tax. This, in effect, would be an excise tax
on kilowatt consumption to be paid by the consumer. Should ',his be
accomplished, then a $1 increase in tax would be a $1 increase to the
consumer.
Regardless of any other consideration, utilities should be allowed to
return to the method of computing taxes on a corporate income which
prevailed prior to 1940. This method provides for the computing of
the normal and surtax on normal income first and then computing
taxes on excess profits. This method would certainly be fairer for all
corporations, but it is an absolute necessity in the case of utilities. This
method is fair to the Government, fair to the user of the utility company's service, and fair to the man who invests his money in the securities of the utility company.
Finally, under the provisions of the ]Revenue Act of 1942, as passed
by the House, the poorly managed utility receives favored treatment
over the utility which is well managed.
The Securities and Exchange Commission has insisted that corporations refinance in such a manner as to reduce the amount of their bonds
and increase the equity money in preferred and common stocks. Under
the 1942 Revenue Act, as passed by the House, the utility which is
top-heavy with bonds is permitted to deduct all the interest on the
bonds, whereas the utility which has followed the suggestions of the
Securities and Exchange Commission and has secured a large portion
of its capital through preferred and common stocks is penalized by
reason of the fact that dividends cannot be deducted. The money of
the individual invested in bonds is just the same type as the money
invested in preferred or common stocks, and to us there is no apparent
reason why a revenue act should discriminate against this type of
investor. this discrimination would be eliminated if preferred dividends and a reasonable percentage of common dividends were permitted to be deducted before the imposition of the normal surtax and
excess-profits tax, all of which we respectfully submit would now and
in the future fairly and equitably distribute the tax, resulting in a
utility paying its lair share of the burden and at the same time insuring the cont:.atity of the utility both as a servant of the public and
as a taxpayer of the Government.
I thank you, sir.

The

CHAIRMAN.

Thank you, Mr. Kline.

Any questions for Mr. Klinel
No response.)
SThe statement and exhibits submitted by Mr. Kline are as follows:)
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ASTATgENT Of CIAYTOX E. Kuxz, TopEx.&, KAmI., Counisri, App.uNra rou Tim

KANsAs Powni & LiowH

Co.

Re Provisions of Revenue Act of 1942 as applied to taxation of publlc-utility
companies.
Lion. WAvrxa F. GEaooz
Chairman,Member of Finance OommIttee of the United States Senate,
Washington, D. 0.
GENTLPMEN: The Kansas Power & Light Co. is a corporation organized under
the laws of the State of Kansas, and furnishing electric and gas service to
approximately 365 cities, towns, and communities, including rural areas, all
within the State of Kansas. Many of the communities are small and service
Is made available over a large rural territory. The rates and services of the
company are regulated by the State Corporation Commission of the State of
Kansas. The Issuance of securities and the borrowing of money by the company are regulated by the State Corporation Commission and also by the
Securities and Exchange Commission of the Federal Government.
The Kansas Power & Light Co. is a direct subsidiary of North American Light
& Power Co., which is being dissolved pursuant to order of the Securities and
Exchange Commission of December 30, 1941, which order Is being carried out
as rapidly as possible. North American Light & Power Co. In turn Is a direct
subsidiary of the North American Co., against which a dissolution order has been
Issued by the Securities and Exchange Commission. When compliance with
these orders of the Securities and Exchange Commission has been finally accomplished as to the North American Co. and North American Light & Power Co.
the preferred and common stock of the Kansas Power & Light Co. will be held
by individual owners scattered throughout the country.
Attached to this statement and marked 'Exhibit A" Is an Income statement of
the K-mans Power & Light Co. for the calendar years 1937 to 1941, Inclusive, for
the 12 months ended June 30, 1942, and for the 12 months ended December 31,
1942, estimated. This exhibit shows that the total operating revenues of the
company during this period of time have remained practically stable, while
operating expenses and taxes have Increased approximately 50 percent, and the
net Income, using tax figures as proposed by the Revenue Act of 1942 as passed
by the House, will have decreased more than 50 percent.
We believe it is common knowledge that public-utility companies, subject to
the State and Federal regulation, are never permitted to earn more than a
reasonable return on the Investment of the company. Courts have consistently
held that rates yielding returns of less than 5 to 6 percent net are confiscatory.
Therefore, any tax which falls to leave to the public-utility company a return
of at least 5 or 6 percent Is necessarily confiscatory. Any tax which Is con.
flscatory must necessarily lead to the destruction of the Industry or the particular company. The power to tax Is the-power to destroy. Therefore, In the
enactment of a tax bill the Congress must determine whether or not the exigencies of the slnntion demand the destruction of the particular utility or of
the Industry generally.
The provisions of the Revenue Act of 1942 as passed by the Homse will
practically eliminate all dividends to common stockholders of the Kns-aq Power
& Light Co., and any further Increase will prohibit the payment of dividends
to preferred stockholders. The Kansas Power & Light Co. will receive little
If any benefit by reason of the war effort, and the chances are that Its earnings
will be reduced even eliminating the tax feature, for the following reasons:
1. Increased cost of materials.
2. Increased labor costs.
3. By reason of priorities Inability to extend its facilities.
4. Rates for service to war industries produce little more than cost.
The theory adopted In taxing public utilities under the Revenue Act of 1942
as passed by the House is contrary to the general principles made applicable
to those Investing their money in war Industries generally. whore a cost-plus
theory prevails and those lending their facilities to war production are Insured
a return on their investment. The Kansas Power & Light Co. desires to do
everything within Its power to promote the war effort. It realizes the necessity of Increased taxes. It Is paying enormous revenues to the Government
through taxation, and desires to contribute its fair share at all times, asking
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only that its Investors be treated fairly with others and that it be allowed
to retar suffilcient.revenues to keep its plants in operation and make such
necessary extensions to its plants and facilities as will permit it to do its ultimate in the service of the Government.
It suggests the consideration of the following:
1. That no regulated utility theoretically has true excess profits, its return
being limited to a fair return on the investment.
2. Moneys invested in a public utility company subject to regulation must
remain in the business and the investment Is not recoverable out of profits
for the reason that the industry is operated on a service-at-cost basis.
8. Capital for additional expansion must be constantly secured by attracting
Investment in the business, as It is not available from earnings.
4. Turn-over Is very slow on the capital investment in a public utility
business. Approximately 5 years are required to turn the capital once. Most of
the other types of business turn their capital one or more times each year.
5. At present an excise tax on certain classifications of electric current
sold Is paid by the company and indirectly by the investors in its securities,
and this tax must be absorbed by the utility company and its investors. Other
corporations are not so taxed.
6. The Treasury Department, through Secretary Morgenthan, has stated thrt
any tax ,bla.should leave "a sufficient margin of income for dividends and
safety." This is all the Kansas Power & Light Co. asks. If this is done then
it will be permitted to do its full share In promoting the war effort.
Referring to exhibit A attached it will be seen that the income taxes of the
Kansas Power & Light Co. have Increased from $401,000 for the year 1937 to an
anticipated tax for the 12 months ending December 31, 1942, under the Revenue
Act of 1942 as passed by the House, of $2,370,844, while its net income on the
same basis has decreased from $2,111,818.18 in 1937 to $1,063,700 for the year
ending December 31, 1942, estimated, being more than a 50-percent decrease in net
income over the 5-year period.
Attached us exhibit B is a statement showing the computation of income and
excess-profits taxes of the Kansas Power & Light Co. for the year ending December 31, 1942, based on the provisions of the Revenue Act of 1942 as passed by the
House.
In order to accomplish a fatr and equitable basis for the taxation of income
of public utilities, the Kansas Power & Light Co. suggests changes in the 1942
Revenue Act, as passed by the House, as follows:
1. -Insurance companies, iNestment companies, and other corporations regulated by governmental boards or commissions, are given separate classifications
and treatment In the bill. Public utility companies should be given, similar
consideration.
2. All excise taxes now absorbed by public utilities should be allowed as a
credit against normal Income taxes.
3. If an excess-profits tax is to be assessed then it should be on a formula which
mekes it an excess-profits tax in reality and not in accordance with a formula
which results intine determination of a purely fictitious excess profit.
4 Cu-nulative preferred stock dividends should be treated the same as bond
interest, for the reason that under regulation the capital 'invested cannot be
recovered out of earnings aRidthe preferred stock of these companies has practically the same status as the bonds. Therefore preferred stock dividends should
be placed in the same category as bond interest and deductions allowed accordingly.
5. Any excess-profits tax should be applied after the normal and surtax instead
of before. This was the taxing policy of the Government prior to 140. The
present system simply pyramids taxes and produces a t9tal tax of.far more. than
45.percent of the net ilocome of many utilities. Canada applies the excess-profits
tax after, rather than before, the normal tax. In Great Britain the corporation
collects at the source the tax on dividends payable to shareholders. The party
receiving the dividends is relieved of any payment of normal tax on these
dividends.
6. A fair return on the common stock should be permitted, say, 5 or 6 percent,
prior to the application of an excess-profits tax; otherwise confiscation must
necessarily result.
In conclusion we respectfully submit that if the tax policy of privately owned
utility companies as evidenced by the provisions of the 1942 revenue bill as passed
by the louse continues, bankruptcy of these utilities must inevitably result.
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It must follow, then, that all utilities will be either owned by he Feteral Governmen or by municipalities and these will pay no Federal income taxes. This will
result in (a) consumers receiving service from these Government-owned utilities
being subsidized by the rest of the country and wholly failing to pay their fair
share of the tax burden; (b) a shrinkage in the number of tax-paying utilities
to a point where this vast revenue will be lost to the Government and will
have to be assuned by Individuals and other industries. At the present time no
municipal or Government-owned plant in the United States pays I cent to support
the war effort. This policy can and will certainly kill the goose that lays the
golden egg. Certainly It Is possible to work out a sound method of taxation of
utility Income which Will allow these utilities to continue to operate sffleiently
as private enterprises, to safeguard their credit and to provide low cost and
plentiful electric and gas service for the period of the war, and thereafter to be
in a position to do tneir part In accomplishing the economic reconstruction
which we expect after the war, and at the same time, if this treatment Is
afforded these utility companies they will pour enormous tax payments into tile
Federal Treasury but they will not be constantly threatened with destruction.
It must at all times be remembered that it is impractical to raise most of the
utility rates sufficient to offset the increased burden of higher corporation taxes,
as it requires approximately a $10 Increase in rates ro recover $1 increase in cost
or taxes. Certainly if corporate taxes are levied which cut returns to the utility
to levels which are virtually confls atory these should be passed oni to tMe consumer in the form of a special-war tax. This in effect would be an excise tax
Should this be accomon kilowatt consumption to be paid by the consumer.
plished then a $1 increase In tax would be a $1 increase to the consumer.
Regardless of any other consideration utilities should be allowed to return to
the method of computing taxes on corporate Income which prevailed prior to
11M0. Tills method provides for computing the normal and surtax on normal
income first and then computing taxes on excess profits. Tills method would certainly be fairer for all corporations but it is an absolute necessity in the case of
utilities. This method is fair to the Government, fair to the user of the utility
company's service, and fair to the man who invests his money in the securities
of the utility company.
And finally, under the provisions of the Revenue Act of 4942 as passed by the
House, the poorly managed utility receives favored treatment over the utility
which is well managed. Tile Securities and Exchange Commission has Insisted
that corporations r~finatie in such manner as to reduce the amount of their
bonds and Increase the ermulty money in preferred and common stocks. Under the
1142 Revenue Act, as passed by the House, the utility which Is top heavy with
bonds is.permitted to deduct all the interest on bonds, whereas the utility which
has followed the suggestions of the Securities and Exchange Commission and
has secured a large portion of its capital through preferred and common stocks
is penalized by reason of the fact that dividends cannot be deducted. Tile money
of the individual Invested in bonds is just the same type of money as the money
Invested in preferred or common stocks, and to uA there is no apparent reason
why a revenue act should discriminate against this type of investment. This
discrimination would be eliminated if preferred dividends and a reasonable
percentage of common dividends were permitted to be deducted before the'imposition of the normal, surtax, and excess-profits tax, all of which we respectfully submit would now and in the future fairly and equitably distribute the
tax, result In the utility paying its fair share of the burden, and at the same time
insure the continuity of the utility both as a servant of the public and as a taxpayer of the Government.
Respectfully submitted.
r o.,
POWE. &
Byna KANSAS KLINE
fly CLAYTON E. KLiNa, (lostnsel.

EXHIBIT

A

The Kansas Power & Light Co. income statement for calendar years 1987 to 1941, inclusive, 12 months ended June 30,'1942-12
months ended
Dec. 31, 1942 (estimated)
Year ended-__ _

I
Dec. 31. 19371

Dec. 31,1938

Operating revenues:
Electric..........................................-, 5 6 07 $5 W. 716.
Steamheating -0---------------------------------------105,154.98
84,2!.29
Natural gas -------------------------------------------------- 4,198,434.47
3,902, 291.69
Transportation -----------------------------------------------349,424.73
329,
U5.99
Water ---------.-----------------------------------------197.380.99
194,104.14
lee5 .:.........................................................
94.386.90
6,46%76

Tota operating revenues .....................-----.....

1---0-.74

Ul7 gtex
.3,685.361.04
----------------------------. . ---. . ---. a e... . 498,407.98
. .
Appropriation tcrdepreciation ................................
1,544,024.21
Taxes, other than income taxes...........................
862,93.5
Provision
for income taxes ....................................
401,000.00
Totaloperating
expenses
andtaxes .......................
6991,733.08

_

Dec. 31,1940

U 630 43 7
.481.68
4,047,805.56
31M127.61
18,817.69
80:68.12

S52.6 73 $k 201,917.13
103,005.&1916471
4.402,773.65
4,134, 58.63
318,405.
86
329.543.44
185,35.
13
180,662.02
50,427.57
2,216.51

1 . 513 :

.

1..883-598.77

Gross

Dec. 31, 141

............................--..............
3,579,404.63
.3
2.49.59

3.834.162.55

endedin
30,1942
6
6242
92577..
4,419.627.63
362209.46
21,304.34
18,19.11

2

onths

endedDec.
31,192:
s, 403.9
928
%
4,41& 984
360.
131
2Z814
185,480

10-9 4841.441 11.393.50.24 411.

3.%5,228.56
3,634.984.37
3,740,816.94
3,710,561.24
515.25.54 445,376.23 416,601.48 445,936.56
1,590.883.50
1.585,
N9.54
1,697. 000.00 1,710,300. 00
79 719.40
829, 308.72
8:1.7,47.06
860.541.54
401,000.00 '33.
(0.00
1,075,000.00
1,390,400.00
.
.
.
8 ,17..34

Ne operating revenues ....................................
3, 68,W 66 3,301,
48(.53 3,821.785.58
3,142433.29'
Nonopersting revenues:
Net profit
onmerchandise
sales
----------------.
----------------26,214.97
12,180.24
10,000.43
Other
nonoperat1ng
revenues
"
0,73------------------------------0.
73&97
804.09
, 190.72
1,654.33
Total nonoperating revenues ...............................-.-,738.
7
,.
12,376.97
11,654.76
Footnotes at end of table.

1 m
-

Dec. 31,1939I

2,947,102.10
'24,270.83
928.86
'23,341.97

3.15 .05 2,823,760.13

3,909,487.64
472, 68. 27
1,714,147.00
87,421.08
' 1,750,400.00
8 622 023

M

.

3868.442
422,739
1.716 853
902,29.
2370,844
9.1161

s

2.771526.25 2,24,103
,0.0
Co.7.2.3
'2 ,462.90
11,702
2,926.27
2.92
663.63
18,528

2,770,M. 62 222631

The Kansas Power & Light Co. income statement for calendar years 1937 to 1941, indusve, It months ended June $0, 1942-12 months ended
Dec. 31, 1942 (estimate)-Continued
Year endedDI

1, D
D

DedoetimmInterest cebsuges:
InIATest on funded debt ---------.---......................1,3K4M 00
Amortization of bond dLcount (wt) and expense.-128M 2
O th itle r
-----------------------------------1,44...
5
Tota teret charges------------.----..................1,
473 64& i
L'ew Ilterest during construction charged to property and
plant
-- - - - - -- - - - ------ - -- - - - - - - -6,058.70
%,f.I ntentst charges
---------------------- I 1L467.
SK645
M
,.llaoNeots
income deductions ------------------------I ... ITOW

Net.iD.

.............................................---

.

46 7

.8sW45

.ne.------------------------------------------

3
3,I= ,ded Dec

1,

Dc 3.1940

Dec 31 I

1.3LO0AD I L imi.
12L,4103
14
6
lZ 311.75
9,SOD.
92
L 8,72&
1,305,4"
M2

1,01,330o&
IW. r&a55
IZ 32Z6G

S&3X24J
L,3M,41.
%
.. 24
2. .I

395L 3j
I, Lip;.4
m.' 74

1,4

,767.75!

16 5= 81
.,7104
12,5&
,
88 1

17.OW85

1,

L33Z6
.

92 1...i
4.t.30I
Wl,U&886,7314
65.3. 1,9&5,m -;5

i3,

I

M74

12months

12months

June
M92

ended1942
De-.
131,

990,4287.
9S
11
5)
I&,234.
M9&3
1, 17.2.
399-

.=3- S
Sr-2
, M1.6
sm
%&,,A 1, 1,6.
9.sSan
+8
,

1.6

Z06j5.
23

16L241
10.197
1, 197
8,749
MS

1,17.8
.

0 1....0 700

~atons.

company adopted a new uniform
system o( accounts as of Jan. 1 195, which provided 'eo changesM accounting eI
Proft enmerchandise
sales
%orthe year
- 'Wa ntlngt$4Z793loielnludedj
"Opeszingrvenne-lecn*, and"Pofl$1.4erchnd7ses
1I97,ipiera=dd
include1d in"prrazOreven
far3ttheot
th arperioiod
Cashd oun.s
a MOuntirg to
ther noooeraungrevene he 1W-7;insequent
in
seareshownud
yearsuch dseo
weraapplied to the ma of the partcla mazerials.
coznpua
vh~oision
for income taxesfor the year 1M1the redemnaour-eium and ertai other chargs arawagfrom the refnndmg of bonds during that year Wereappild
d ucti~n
a
in
detessnination oftaxable net income.Wtotsc
uctions. the prarisian for income taxe for waeyw1M39wol have beenAp zoi:nesttly$445,00
in eem of. and "Net income" would have beencarreapondingly lessthan, the amounts shown in thisnatement.
S6 ;mt. .o 1942baed on 1941Rerenve Act.
4$6months actual and 6 months esthuazed.
6Indes the following taus:
Norss la
"m
m~. s tax,
.-.
a ,at,J.
0 percent
pereen'+.(see
(---reattachd
+t
.,eh
ed sh
schedule)
d e..
.-----......
.........
.... .....
.... .
........
-s7_-;ac
-+.a......ed......e..... ,13.
8'A.
.,
L
1_
T

~In

state income tax
.. ....... ... . ..
------------ -.------............
...............-----ate To.........................................................................................................I-. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .
2 M,
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B

Computatto ot ?cde'ral inoonc ad cxcess-profit taxes for the year 1942, based
074 6 months aettial and 6 months estimated earnings
TUE KANSAS

POWER & UGUIT CO

Oontputation of erxcess-profits tax:
Basis of excess-profits credit:
$5,000
Specific exemption (under 1041 Revenue Act) -------------Excess-profits credit (income method) -------------------- 2, 870,380
Total excess-profits credit --------------------------------

2, 384. 30

Estimated net taxable income for the calendar year 1942:
6 months actual, 6 months estimated --------------------Less credit as shown above ----------------------------------

8,728, 440
2, 34, 830

Income subject to excess-profits tax ----------------------Excess-profits tax at 90 percent (A) ---------------------Excess-profits tax at 94 p rcont (B) --------------------Excess-profits tax at 871/ percet (C) -------------------Computation of nornmial and surtax:
Estimated net taxable Income (6 months actual, 0 months
estimated) (D) ------------------.---------------------------.
Income subject to normal and surtax (l)-A) .----------------Income subject to normal and surtax (D-l1) -----------------Income subject to nomal and surtax (D-0) ---.----------------Normal and surtax, at 45 percent of (DA)-------------Normal ami surtax, at 40 percent of ()-il) ---------------Normal and surtax, at 45 percent of (D-0) --------------Total Income and excess-profits tax at45-90 percent ------------------------------------------------40-94 percent -------------------.------------------------------45"'/g percent ----------------------------------------------

1,344, 110
1,209, 704
1,2263, 409
1,170,102
3.728,440
2, 518,742
2, 464,077
2, 552,144
1, 133, 4114
1%, 1
1, 1,18, 555
2, 843,138
2,249,460
2,324, 0g'W

STATEMENT OF 0. W. KELLOGG, NEW YORK, N. Y., PRESIDENT,
EDISON ELECTRIC INSTITUTE
The CHAIikTAN. Mr. Kellogg,
Mr. KELIOO. My name is CI tarles W. Kellogg.

I am president of

Edison Electric Institute. My business address is New York City.
Edison Electric Instittate lnlght be described, in a general way, as
the trade association of the electric utility industry, and one of its
functions is to collect, digest, analyze, and distribute facts anti figures
with regard to the electric utility companies, countr3,wide.

I bave prepared Mr. Chairman, a statement, wilieh I will not read,

to Save your time, bit of which I am furnishing a copy to all nolubers
of tile committee, and which, if it please your honor, I would like to
have inserted in the record, to save your tine.
The CHAIRMAN. You may insert, it i tile record.
Mr. KELUoO(O. It consists of till-Ce pagsa of statement, as to points,
many of which have been brought out by previous speakers, three or
four tables giving the actual figtires, countrywide, of the utility
industry and four eharts which I siall refer to in a moment.
I wolild like to add a word or two of explanation to what I have
included in my memorandum.
May I first answer Senator Taft's question about why it i; that, with
the rate of retttrl allowed by State commissions to utilities, this excessprofits provision is not entirely fair. The answer, Mr. Chairman,

I think, is this:
70003-42--vol. 2-87
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The rate of return allowed by public-utility commissions to public
utilities, countrywide, is the net balance after the payment of taxes,
so that, if these normal and surtaxes are not first deducted, you get an
amount of return which is not in correspondence with the rate of return
allowed by State commissions when they figure the rate of return to
utility companies.
Senator TAFT. I was asking about the excess-profits tax credit.
Mr. KELLoGo. The excess-profits credit, if it is not taken off-or,
rather, the normal and surtaxes, if they are not deducted before figuring
a balance upon which excess-profits taxes are figured, does not take
care of the allowance that the public service commissions make for
rate of return to utility companies, and therefore in effect largely
reduces it.
Senator TArT. It does take care of some of it, doesn't it? I mean,
they are always allowed a Federal tax deduction. I mean, there always
was a normal Federal tax on a corporation.
Mr. KELuo. Yes; and that was supposed to be deducted in arriving
at a net earnings, which is the return on the investment.
Senator TAFT. That was 24 percent. It, was for a couple of years,
I guess.

Mr.

KELWOo.

Whatever it was.

Senator TArt. Now we increase it to 45.
Mr. KsLLOGo. That alone is a great burden, but the point I am
makingSenator TAFT (interposing). That doesn't affect the rates; your
rates are still the same. The utility commissions haven't raised your
rates because of that tax?
Mr. KFri.o a. They haven't raised the rates, and that is, of course,
one thing we are rather proud of, which is shown on charts 1 and 2
of our brief.
Senator TAFt. What I really want to get at is this: Can the utility
situation be cured better by changing the excess-profits tax credit, and
how, or by changing the rate on normal and surtaxes-the tax on
normal earnings?
Mr. KELLOoG. I would say that the first and most important relief
would be the permission, as allowed in the 1940 act, to deduct normal
and surtaxes in arriving at a balance which is called excess-profits

tax.
Senator TAFT. I wouldn't agree to that at all. It seems to me that
the present method is the right method, and then we ought to decide
after that whether we are going to reduce normal profits or whether
we are going to reduce excess profits.
I wouldn't be in favor of changing that method back, and that is
why I want to find out if there is any other method by which public
utilities can be-by which the situation can be changed.
Mr. Knjiao. I have some other suggestion, Senator.
Senator TArr. I don't see why that would affect the excess-profitstax credit anyway.
I can see why, if you say you are entitled to all your normal earnings witholit deduction-of 'course, all corporations would like that,
but the policy of the bill is different. The policy is to reduce, to some
extent, the normal earnings.
Mr. KELP-OGG. The reason-I will say this, Senator-for feeling that
deduction should be made in the order I mentioned is that any tax,
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no matter what it is, is a tax, and it reduces the company's net earnings, and until all prior charges have been paid we feel that it is the
inevitable conclusion that you haven't arrived at a balance that is
excess profits.
Senator TAFT. But the theory of the bill is that we shall take normal
corporation profits, and we shall reduce them for every kind of corporation-both utility and every other kind of corporation-because of
the war their normal profits shall be less.
Now, I think it is too big. I think the reduction is too big, but still
there is something' to that principle.
And then, in audition, we shall take a large percent of excess profits.
Now, that is the theory of the bill as to other corporations, and if it
is followed through as to other corporations I don't see why it shouldn't
be followed through as to utilities, but I think the increased rate of
normal profits is too high.
Mr. KELuoca. I do, too.
Senator 'AFT. But I don't see why changing that rate affects your
excess-profits credit.
I can see why it affects your calculation of the excess profits, but
what is it that makes your excess-profits credit inadequate?
Why is it that a lot of earnings are turned into excess profits?
Mr. KELxooo. Well, I still come back to my point, Senator: That
if these normal and surtaxes were first deducted you would have a
smaller amount left over.
Senator TAFT. It doesn't affect the excess-profits credit, I don't
think.
Mr. Km.(ooa. It would the way we figure all of our other taxes.
it would so result.
All of our other taxes, local taxes-3/ 3 percent for gross receipts
tax-all taxes are deducted in arriving at a final balance for any
purpose.
Senator TAP'r. This excess-profits tax credit is changed somewhat,
you know,
You are not subjected to normal profits or anything over the excessprofits credit.
Mr. KELLoGo. I realize that, but the difference is quite slight.

Senator TAFT. It is 10 percent of the excess.
Mr. KELLOGG. Yes, sir; but in the grand total it doesn't make-it saves something but it doesn't make very much difference.
Senator TAFT. As I say, we have a lot of these operating statements
showing the ultimate result, but could you furnish us with statements as to the different utility companies whose statements have
been presented here, as to how their excess-profits credit is reached,
and how the tax is calculated?
Mr. K ujoGo. I would be very glad to.

Senator TAFT. Hardly anyone has done that, except the gentleman
preceding you.
Mr. KELLOGG. I would be very glad to, and I think we can bring
that point out.
Mr. Chairman, my predecessors have covered the general points of
difference between utilities and other industries so well that I will
not go into that, as I otherwise had planned to do.
I do want to make this one statement with regard to the special
investment situation of the utilities: That they require eight times
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as much investment in permanent plant per dollar of annual sales as
does the average industry, and that is the reason why raising money
for extensions--$5.50 to $6 of new money for every dollar taken in
in gross sales-has, with the growth of the industry, made financing-raising new money-a continuous process, all through the life
of the industry and it is also why credit is so utterly essential to the
development o? the business.
Now may I refer briefly to one .or two of the suggestions which
we have made for alleviation of the difficulty as shown on page 4
of my memorandum.
I will leave out the first one, because that has been discussed and
also been mentioned by various other speakers, but I should like to
call particular attention to No. 2 wherein we recommend a deduction,
in computing taxable net earnings, of one-half of all dividends paid.
We believe that that modification could be made and not cost the
Treasury one cent.
The reason is that the amount of taxes that would be lost by the
Government, at the rates provided in the House bill, from the deduction of one-half the dividends paid, would be recovered from individual stockholders.
The Treasury would not suffer, but, on the other hand, the utilities
would remain strong to carry out their service function, and the individual stockholders who paid these taxes would at least have something left instead of the, in effect, 100-percent tax which would be
involved in dividends not being paid to them, and I think it must
be obvious, Mr. Chairman, that any money which, due to taxes, cannot
be paid out must come out of the stockholders, because all of the other
expenses of the company-charges on money and taxes and so forthmust be paid beforehand.
The third suggestion we have made requires a little explanation.
I will make it as brief as I can.
That is, to provide an allowance for an expanding industry with
a large investment per dollar of anral sales, in order to alleviate
the hardship arising from the use of a stationary base period in
determining what constitutes excess profits.
This matter was touched on by one of the earlier speakers today,
but we have two charts--charts 3 and 4-in this memorandum, which
illustrate the effect that I am talking about.
Chart No. 3 shows the gradual growth in sales of the electric
business since 1912, showing an almost uninterrupted growth.
There was, of course, a drop during the great depression of the
thirties, but the dotted line which accompanies that line of energy
output shows what we call the mathematical trend of all of those
figures and it is continuously upward.
I will say parenthetically that this steady continued rapid growth
has been a" characteristic of the public utility industry during the
entire life of 60 years that it has had. On that chart 3 you will
notice, for the 4 test years--1936-39--that the output of energy has
been shown in heavy lines so as to bring that out from the rvst of
the chart.
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You will observe that, going on above there, there is a continuous
increase in output year after year.
We maintain that, with an industry which has shown that growth
record over such a long period, that it has really established a trend,
and that that trend means that the base above which excess profits
should be figured is a constantly rising base.
Now, in order to prove, if I may, that that is not a theoretical or
fanciful, claim, I should like to point out that during the 3 years
1940, 1941, and 1942, the electric utilities will have spent about
$1,600,000,000 by way of increased plant to obtain this increased
output, so that it is only a factual representation of what the utilities are up against to permit of this gradually rising earnings base.
On chart 4 the same effect is shown with respect to nct earnings.
You will notice, for example, that, on the trend basis, there would
be a difference of almost $100,000,000 between the earnings base
which would be used if the trend method were followed and the
actual ceiling resulting from the application of the act.
The final point which we suggest in our brief as a method of
amelioration is to allow a deduction for reasonable reserves to offset
maintenance deferred on account of shortage of materials or adverse
labor conditions, and I should like to explain what that is about.
You all are familiar with the shortage of materials which has
resulted from the war effort, the necessity not only of rationing but
of prohibiting the use of certain critical materials by all industrycopper, steel what not. These hav; had a very material effect upon
the ability oi the utility companies to perform necessary maintenance
work on their property.
We also, on account of the requirements of the military draft,
have been obliged to go short on labor.
It has been difficult to get the men-skilled men-to do maintenance
work that should be done, and we are recommending, therefore, subject to such drafting as your committee may see fit to permit, to allow
a deduction for such measure of maintenance as cannot be done on
account of causes I have mentioned, to be set aside through the purchase of Government bonds, for use after the war during the difficult
readjustment period we all foresee, to expend for what would then be
deferred maintenance.
The CHAIRMAN. That same suggestion, Mr. Kellogg, has been made
by the railroads, and it would apply undoubtedly to other industries
as well-not, maybe, in the same degree--as it does to your industry
or the railways.
And then, on your constant increase in earnings, I assume that that
also might apply to many other industries outside of the utility field.
Mr. KWELLOGO. I daresay.

I don't know, Mr. Chairman, that there

is any other industry that has had as long and continuousThe CHARMAN (in~erposing). If that doesn't apply it might be a
fair basis on which yourbase credits might be increased, as in the case
of the rapid growth corporations. They are already cared for in the
bill. There are already certain provisions.
The rapid growth formula wouldn't ajply to you, but if that constant increase over long periods is peculiar to your industry it might
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apply-the relief provisions of the act might be availed of by a very
simple amendment.
Mr. KELTLoG. I realize, Mr. Chairman, that it is a real burden on
the utilities.
As someone brought out this morning there is a lag of I or 2 or 3
years between the time plant expenditures are made and the time earnings come from them.
The CHAIRMAN. I appreciate that fact and I ttink the committee
appreciates that fact.
The only point is whether or not that would not be a condition
applicable to many, many industries in tho country in which, by virtue
of priorities and restrictions and shortage of labor, maintenance would
have to be deferred.
It might be peculiarly true in your industry, but I certainly think
it is peculiarly true in the case of the railroads.
Mr. Kmnuoao. Railroads are also a form of public utilities.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; but that has been presented to the committee,
and we appreciate the arguments which have been advanced in support
of it.
Mr. KFrxwo. Mr. Chairman, in closing I wish to emphasize once
more the service function of our business. That is our real function,
rather than as tax collectors.
We are in this war up to our necks. We are very proud, as Mr.
Arkwright said this afternoon, of the record we have made.
Two years ago we pledged all of our resources to help carry on the
industiral load of the war, and we predicted at that time, with a feeling
of confidence, that we could carry that load.
In the face of a good deal of doubt expressed in high quarters
we have done that, and we are very proud of it, and we want your
committee, Mr. Chairman, to feel willing and inclined to support the
credit of the utilities through such tax relief as they need in order
to enable them to keep up this record, for the sake of the war itself
and for the sake of the safety of the country.
I don't know whether you all realize how much greater the tax
burden is in this war than it was the last time. During the last war
the highest ratio we had between Federal taxes and net earnings
was 5 percent; at the present time, with the new bill, it is about 45
percent.
So it really is a tremendously increased burden, although our
service requirements are even greater than they were before.
Thank you.
Senator VANDENBERG. Are any figures available as to the total number of preferred stockholders and the total number of common stockholders in public utilities in the country, Mr. Kellogg?
Mr. KELLooo. I would be very glad to try to get that up. I am not
sure it is available in exactly that form. If you will permit, Senator,
I will be very glad to try to get some figures together and turn them in.
There may, of course, be duplications, just as there are in figuring
the total number of life-insurance holders from the total number of
policies, which is not the same thing.
Senator VANDENBERG. I would like to see the figures. I think we
have pretty nearly come to the time when we have got to think of
corporations in terms of stockholders and employees instead of in
terms of academic entities.
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Mr. KuLLOGo. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. If you will get those figures and furnish them to
the clerk and Senator VandebergMr. KLOGG (interposing). I will also be glad to furnish them
to Senator Taft.
The CHAMIbAN'. Yes, sir. Thank you very much, Mr. Kellogg.
(Mr. Kellogg's prepared statement is as follows:)
STATEMENT OF 0. W. KELLOG, NEw YoRKc, N. Y., PRESIDENT or EDISON ECzcmIo
INSTITUTE
The purpose of this statement is(1) To show in a factual way the effect on electric utility companies of the
new Federal tax provisions contained in H. R. 7378 now before the Senate Finance
Committee;
(2) To indicate the considerations arising from the Inherent nature of the
utility industry which call for special treatment in this tax bill;
(3) To show the need to make provision for deferred maintenance to be perfor~med during the post-war readjustment period; and
(4) To suggest remedies.
The electric utilities recognize that the present revenue needs of the Federal
Government, on account of the war emergency, require heavy taxes on all elements of the Nation, consistent with maintaining the ability of each to continue
to function adequately and to be able in the future to continue heavy tax
payments.
The tax proposals now before the Senate Finance Committee would seriously
imlpalr the credit of utility companies and adversely affect their ability to perform
their essential public and war service. It is believed that these injurious effects
of the bill can be corrected without loss of revenue to the Treasury.
I. EFZCT or TAXES ON UTILITIES
The effect of taxes on electric utilities Is shown In tables 1, 2, and 3 attached
hereto, which compare actual financial results for the years 1940 and 1941 and
estimated results for 1942, the latter based upon actual results for the first 6
months of the year after applying the Federal tax rates provided In H. R. 7378.
Due almost entirely to bigger Federal taxes, the net-income of electric utilities
for 1941 decreased 3% percent below their 1940 net Income, and in 1942 It is
estimated there will be a further decrease of net income of 19 percent below
1941. This 19-percent decrease is an average figure for the industry; the effect
on many Individual corporations will be more serious. It will force the cutting
or omission of many dividends, including some preferred dividends. It already
has caused a tremendous decrease In the market value of utility stocks. The
credit of the utilities Is hurt and financing for expansion Is Jeopardized.
2. OONSlDIDA'rIONS CALLING FOR SPECIAL TREATMENT
Function of utility bmsiness.--The real function of the utilities is to furnish
the public with an essential service as cbeaply as possible. This function is
recognized by the Federal Government with respect to municipal and governmental electric systems, In their being exempted from all Federal taxes. In
justice, all consumers of electricity should be treated alike by the Federal
Government, and the electric utilities should therefore have the same exemption from Federal taxes as Is enjoyed by governmental power enterprises. In
no event, however, should the electric-utility companies be taxed to such an
amount that their ability to perform effectively In the war effort is impaired.
Large investment in fixed plant.-Essentally the electric utility business Is
one of a relatively large Investment In fixed plant, the inducement to invest In
which arises from the relatively stable nature of the business and from the
regulation of the business by governmental bodies on a basis which allows a
return on the investment at a rate sufficient to attract new capital to the
business.
The electric-utility business requires about eight times as much fixed Investment per dollar of annual sales as does the average industrial enterprise. From
this inherent condition It follows, first, that with utilities fixed charges comprise nearly 70 percent of the total cost of doing business and, second, that
with constant requirements for growth and expansion, the raising of new capital
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In large amounts is a continual necessity of the business in order to furnish
adequate service. Thus, a given percent decrease In net income Is much more
destructive to utilities than the same percent decrease would be to the average
industry. The maintenance of the credit of utility companies is absolutely
essential for the proper carrying out of their service obligations.
Regulated rates.-Unlike other enterprises, utilities are unable to raise the
price of their products or recoup themselves from higher costs. Their rates
are strictly regulated. As a matter of fact, they have steadily reduced the average
charges for their services. Attached hereto are two charts, (1) comparing the
average unit price of electricity in the home with the cost of living for the last
30 years and (2) comparing the average unit price of wholesale electricity with
all other wholesale prices and with their own unit pay-roll costs for the same
period. The conclusion follows that there is ample basis for placing an industry,
which, like utilities. has such characteristics, in a special class from the standpoint of taxation.
Effect ot utility credit.--The very large fixed investment of about $13,000,000,000
in the electric utility business is represented about one-half by bonds and one-half
by stocks, preferred and common. The bonds could not have been sold without
the margin of security represented by the stock investment; and the stocks could
not have been sold without the expectation of reasonable dividends thereon.
As shown In Table 1, the net income available for stock in 1941 was approximately
$539,000,000. Dividends paid, both preferred and common, aggregated about
$450,000.000.
The estimated increase of $144,000,000 in utility Federal taxes for 1942 over
1941, as shown in table 2, representing over 30 percent of nil dividends paid by
utilities last year, can be taken only from the stockholders-there is no other
source for these funds. The state of public utility credit in recent years has made
the sale of their securities so difficult that it has been necessary to expend for
extensions to public utility plant large amounts of net earnings which should
have gone In dividends to stockholders. Ia 1940 and 19411 combined, some
$182,000,000 of net earnings had to be withheld from stockholders. To the extent
that net earnings may he still further reduced by increased taxes, payments to
stockholders will have to be cut still deeper.
Necessity for allowance for growth.--The electric light and power industry
throughout Its 60-year life span has been and still is a relatively fast growing
business. Its present long-term trend of normal growth, including the depression
period, appears to be about 4 percent compounded annually. Actual growth
during the past 6 years has been much faster. Power production has Increased
at the rate of 9 percent compounded annually, and gross revenues over the same
period have increased about 5 percent compounded annually.
Thus, by the end of the present year, a normal growth of at least 12%
percent would naturally have taken place since the end of the base period for
computing Federal excess-profits taxes. Chart No. 3, page 11, shows power
production year by year and the mathematically computed curve of normal
growth. Income requirements to maintain the expanded business this chart
indicates are bound to increase somewhat in the same proportion.
To impose a stationary base or standard of income for tax I)rposes on an
expanding business requiring heavy capital investment in plant and facilities
is to class as excessive that part of normal income which really pertains to
its natural growth. The effect of the excess-profits tax has been to place
a rigid ceiling on a vital and growing industry and the longer it remains fixed
the more it will threaten the financial stability of electric utility companies.
Chart No. 4, page 12, and table No. 4, page 8, illustrate the effect of making
no allowance for the growth factor.
The table shows that the ratio of Federal income and excess-profits taxes
to net income before deducting such taxes has climbed from 5 percent during
the last war to the prospect of 45 percent in the first year of the present war.
8. DEKFKRED
MANTENNCE
Stortage of materials and labor is bound to result in the deferring during
the emergency of considerable maintenance of utility plant. This will become
more pronounced as the war progresses. The Interstate Commerce Commission
has recognized this situation as concerns the railroads and authorized them to
set aside reserves for deterred maintenance. The electric utilities should also
be allowed to make reasonable accruals for this purpose. The money thus
accrued could be Invested in War bonds until peace is restored. This would
serve to provide employment in the ensuing readjustment period.
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4. REMEDI

Having in.mind the conditions above recited, the following remedies are
suggested:
1. Exenapt utility companies from exce!ss-profits taxes, eince being regulated
as to earnings by governmental bodies they are precluded from true excess
profits; or, as an alternative, allow utility companies to deduct income and
turtaxes In computing excess profits net income, as was provided in the 1940
Revenue *Act.
2. Allow the deduction of one-half of all dividends paid in the computation of
corporate gross income for tax purposes. It is believed that this modification
could be made without loss of Income to the Treasury, since the taxes thus
saved by the utility companies would be paid by their stockholders in individual
income taxes. The reason for this is that, since it is impossible for the
utilities to avoid paying their costs of operation as well as taxes and other
fixed charges, the entire increase in their Federal taxes will have to be taken
away from their stockholders In the form of reduced dividends.
8. Provide an allowance for an expanding Industry with a large investment
per dollar of annual sales in order to alleviate the hardship arising from the
use of a stationary base period in determining what constitutes excess profits.
4. Allow a deduction for reasonable reserves to offset maintenance deferred
on account of shortage of materials or adverse labor conditions.
TABLS 1--Income statement, electric-utility companies
[Millions of dollars]

1
1940

Depreciation -

------------------

Taxes ------------------------------------------Total deductions--

--------. _-----------1,

Operating income ------------.-----------------Income other departmcuts --------------...........

Nonoperating income ------------------------

Gross corporate income ......................

Percent

4
141

ange

1942'

Percent
change
from
i941

260

270

+7

404

511

+26

.7
658

+29

2;

1,745

+14

2,008

+15

77

74

-3
-11
-4

889

859

-3

750
62

73O
53

642
747

50
55

-4
293
315
303
Interest and amortization .........................
17 .......... 17 .
17
Other deductions .................................
437
557
639
-3
Not income ---------------------------------

-12
-9
-25
-13

-3
------19

for first 6 months of 1942with Federal tax rates of House bill (I1. R
I Estimated on basis of actual results
7378) applied.

Source: 1940-41asshown in Edison Electric Institute Statistical Bulletin No. 0, table 33, p. 39.

Table I shows that notwithstanding an increase in gross revenue of $198,000,000 in 1941, net Income, due largely to taxes, dropped $18,000,000 or 3.3percent.
The big expansion in electricity ales took place principally in the lower-priced
industrial use of electricity rather than in the higher-priced retail sales. This
shift is becoming more pronounced in 1942 and has further slowed down the
percentage increase in gross revenue. ,
Only about 35 percent of operating revenues represent costs which vary with
the volume of output; all the balance are fixed charges of one form or another.
With general manufacturing industry these ratios ato approximately reversedabout 65 percent of their total costs vary with volumue of output.
Table 3 shows that the relative tax burden has doubled since 1930, and in 1942,
based on proposed tax bill, willbe two fid one-halt times as great. It shows
also, by the rise in the proportional amount required for operation and maintenance, that it has not been possible to offset the increased cost of labor and
materials by economies and by the expansion of sales of electricity. It shows
further that the increase in the tax burden has combined with this factor to
reduce sharply the return on the investment, which in 1941 was one-third less
than it was even in the depression year of 1930, and in 1942 bids fair to be only
about half as large.
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2.-Brak-dowm of utility rates'

TmBs

[Millions of dolls]
1940

1941

Inrease

Federal taxes:
Income taxes ....................................
$129
$180
Excess profits ....................................
6
45
excse tax --------------------------------44
49
All other Federal -------------------------------11
20
Total, Federal
State and loal taxes

d

e

x

Increase
over
'1 il

1942

$51
39
5
9

$250
110
53
25

$70
65
4
8

r
al----------------..........
150
294
104
es-------------------...........
214
217
3

438
220

144
3

658

147

Total taxes ....................................
404
511

107

Preliminary figures, based upon reports covering 70percent of total revenues.
I Estimate, based on actual results for first 6 months of 1942and application of Federal tax rates contained
in H. R. 7378.
I

TABLE 3.-Growth of electric-utility to burden-percent of gross revenue
Spent for
oeraingt
Spent
maintenance
and
depre- for taxes
clation

Year

1930--------------------------------------------------1931-------------------------------------------------1940--------------------------------------------------1941--------------------------------------------------19421 ------------------------------------------------I

46
48
49
50
51

Balancefor
available
return on
investment
andsons
exten-

10
14
18
20
25

44
38
33
30
24

Total

100
100
100
100
100

Estimate, based on actual results for the first 6 months.

TAurz 4.-Effect of Federal income and eocess-proflts taoes upon earnings of
electric light and power companies I in the United States
[Money amounts In millions of dollars]

Year

Net Income
before Federalinome
and excessprofits taxes

Federal Income and excess-profits tisa
Income

Excess
profits

Total

1917-.........................
122
.........................8
1922 .........................
240-----------------------0
27 ...............50
............
8
3932 ------------------------542
36 ............
36
1933-----------------------437
33 -----------33
1931.............-....-..........
4351
44 ............
44
195 .--------------------- - 49
39 ............
39
1938...........................
12
52 52
1937-------------------------575
66 ............
66
198 ...........................
548
63 ............
63
1939.........................
628
89 ...........
89
1940...-.......................
892
129
6
135
1941...........................
764
180
45
25
19424 .........................
797
260
110
80

Net income

after all

tet
foretxs
5
4
7
7
8
10
9
10
12
12
14
20
30
45

taxes and
ae
charges
118
230
472
506
404
391
420
460
509
485
539
557
539
437

1 Al privately owned utilities, Including multiple-servie ompanies which supply gas, water, fraction,
and other services in addition to electricity.
SDa&,d upon Un=id Statc: Cc:= cf Centr! 9tst!'D
ftf 1 17, which reenprnt 78 parent of the
electric light and power companies as now constituted.
'Based upon United States Census of Central Stations for 1922, which represented 87 percent of the
electric light and power companies as now constituted.
4 Estimated on basis of first half year and applying rates of Federal taxatIon as enacted by House of
Representatives.
No-ra.-Years 1922to 192, inclusive, are actual collections as reported by Bureau of Internal Revenue.
Years 1917and 1939to 194?are as carried on utility books and may vary somewhat from actual collections.
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The trend of electricity prices in the past 30 years is shown on the attached
charts. These emphasize why utilities cannot meet big increases in taxes from
increased gross revenue.
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(Tie hifornmation requested of Mr. Kellogg is as follows:)
EDliO'1Z]EryCTIIo INSTITUTE,

New York, N. Y., Autst 19, 1942.
Hon. ARTHUIR H. VANDFISNBMe,
United states Senate,
Washington, D. 7.
DmAn SENATOR VANOENBIIO: In the course of my testimony before the Senate
Finance Committee on August 12, you asked me the number of electric security
holders, and I undertook to obtain and supply the information for you.
UTILITY 8ECURITY

IOLI)ERS

There are about 2,000,000 share holdings In electric operating companiesabout 500,000 holdings of common stock and about 1,500,00 holdings of preferred stock. (Source: Moody's Manual and direct questionmaire.)
There were in 1938 about 1,870,000 holders of utility holding company stocks
listed on stock exchanges. (Source: Report of the Securltlm and Exchange
Commission to the Temporary National Economic Committee, monograph No.
30, 70th Cong. 3d sess., 191.)
As you know, the common stocks representing over one-half of the operating
electric utilities are owned by holding companies, so that from the public
point of view this ownership Is represented by the stocks of the holding companies which In turn are widely held by the public. The addltlob of the holders
of operating and holding companies' stocks is not therefore of Itself a duplica-.
tion. The combined number of stockholders In electric operating companies and
utility holding companies Is approximately 4,000,000.
For the larger utilities from whom we have the segregation. the women stockholders predomirate over the men, which seems to confirm the unadmitted status
throughout our American policy.
There are about 1,000,000 holders of electric operating company bonds. We
do not have such figures for utility holding companies. Of 30 leading universities and colleges, 18 percent of productive funds were at last reports Invested in utility bonds.
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STATES

In 1938 there were eight or nine million stockholders in 1,710 domestic corporations in the United States, according to one Temporary National Economic
Committee report,' and there were 14,000,000 record share holdings in these
corporations
UTILTY INVESTMENTS Or INSURANCE COMPANIES,

BANKS, AND INSTITUTIONS

The bonds, and to some extent the preferred stocks, of utility companies are
widely held by insurance companies, trust companies, savings banks, national
banks, and by institutions. The amount of such holdings, according to the latest
publications, is over $6,000,000,000; life-insurance companies alone holding more
than $4,000,000,000 in these securities. This covers electric, gas, water, and
telephone utilities, but a very substantial part of the investment is in electric
ultility companies or in combination electric and gas companies. It is estimated
that about a third of the total capital investment In electric operating companies
is held by such organizations. The significance of thees figures arises from the
fact that there are about 40,000,000 life-insurance policies outstanding and nearly
15,000,000 savings bank depositors.
UTI VY EMPLOYEES

Many utility employees are also stockhohlers. There nre slightly over 300,000
employees of electric utility companies altogether with their gas, street railway
and steani-heating departments, but not including the employees of affiated gas
and transport companies.
I trust that I have furnished the information which you desire, but if I have
not adequately covered your question, please advise me further as to your wishes.
Very truly yours,
C. W. Kvrxmoo, Presidcnt.

STATEMENT OF A. F. DAWSON, CINCINNATI, OHIO, REPRESENTING
CINCINNATI GAS & ELECTRIC CO.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Dawson.
Mr. DAWSON. Mr. Chairman and members of tie committee," my
name is Albert F. Dawson. I am connected with the Cincinnati Gas

& Electric Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio.

I come here today to bring some factual information to this committee, being engaged in a revision of the present revenue act.
I think this committee would like to know how the operation of the
Revenue Act of 1941 is going forward, and whether in its operation
it is carrying out the intent of Congress.
This present law may be entirely fair and just and proper for industrial corporations with excess profits from the war activities, but
the actual results show that the present law cuts so deeply into the net
income of low-earning companies operating under strict regulation as
to endanger their very financial stability.

I shall confine my discussion Mr Chairman, to the question of how
much income a company has lft after it has paid all expenses and

taxes.
That is a fair test, in my mind, to determine whether it can survive

with reasonably good health, or whether it is to be crippled or de-

stroyed by the impact of excessive taxes.
The figures which I wish to present are those from a typical operating company.
Monograph No. 29, entitled "Distribution of Ownership Among 200 Financial Corporations" pX' II ,par,No. 9.
1Temporary National Economic Committee monograph No. 30, 78th Cong., 8d Seas., p. V.
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The situation of the other utility companies in the State of Ohio,
which serve about 85 percent of the people of that State, is the same
as ours, varying only ? degree.
These nine companies whose figures I have here are both electric
companies and gas companies, and companies which serve both gas'
and electricity.
Ohio is a typical State, and the result there may be taken as a fair
criterion of t'he result in the industry throughout the United States.
Now, the Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co., as I said, is an operating
company which, with its jointly operated affiliates, 'supplies both gas
and electricity to a community embracing seven counties in southern
Ohio, and two in northern Kentucky, with a population of about 725,000 people.
I might say that the rates for household electricity in Cincinnati
and in the cities of Kentucky which nre served are'practically the
lowest in the United States, T: V. A. not excepted.
The company has been in business for over 100 years, and it now
enil)loys 3,800 people.
t is fairly typical of the great number of operating companies
which are capably managed, carefully operated, and with a conservative financiiI structure.
This structure is soundly balanced between bonds, preferred stock,
and common stock.
About one-third of the value of the property is represented by preferred stock, a very large percentage of which is owned by more than
8,000 people living in the community, This stock, which has continuously paid a 5-percent dividend, is mostly held in snall blocks by
thrifty people who need these dividends to meet their modest family
budgets.
The report of the operations of our company for the year 1941,
under the existing law, shows that the heavy taxes imposed in that
law reduced the net income of the company nearly 25 percent below
every one of the three standards that have been set up to measure the
maximum in taxes which should he taken from a company.
Two of these standards were fixed by Congress and the other one
was recommended by the Treasury.
Here are the siml)le facts from which this committee can judge
whether or not the present law is actually working as Congress
intended it should:
Standard No. 1.--Congress wrote into the law a yardstick for net
earnings which was the average net earnings for the 4-year base
-period 1986 to 1939.
For our company that base-period average was $3,951,000. Our net
earnings for 1941 were $981,000-alinost $1,000,000,000 below the
yardstick.
That was a slash in net earnings of 23.5 percent. Under the rats
of the Hous6 bill now before you that deficiency would amout to
52.7 percent.
Stand&rd No. V.--lThe present law fixed 7 percent on invested
capital as a minimum measure of fair return which should be exempt.
from excess-profits tax.
The House bill reduces this to 6 percent.
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The income of this company is from rates based by law on the value
of the property devoted to the public service, and this value is finally
determined by public agencies
Under such determination the net income of our company in 1941
was 22 percent less than that particular yardstick.
Our company had to pay a large excess-profits tax because the
technical formula for determining excess-profits tax fails to recognize
the actual property values.
S"tanlardNo. 3.---The Secretary of the Treasury declared, in testimony before the House committee, that taxes should be levied so as
to "leave in the aggregate about the same amount of income after
taxes as during the years before
Compared with t]I
ui_
et 1i 51{,A this company for the 5
years before 1940- T those were depression pwlrs,
when net income
was subnormal,iie actual net i;,come for 1941was 24.5 percent
below that st ard.
Under tlM
house bill 'ihgdecrease would rbach 53 percent.
Henling
I say t(Alyotu that when the xiqt incoii of a company is re(luced
fnro '4,6 53 perc9Jt helqV t iubltormal earnings 4(depression
years it. is ohviogqlithat---o
use "again the 4 jRuguage ot Secretary
v
or e hau-this is dip ,Ain
"sod,eply M
)0InJ
o ornmf a lowearnit company as to s
.i4s11
affe itsvieb paying ci acity, if
not it ry existence. "
rl- 4
h ) ,
those flgiir4p
do
nt
1100
tile
I
before
ne taxes
areAninp"osed,
aahyouflow,
tr
tilitjie*ust
payinca i/a
percctt
'tis domestic and
per-d
et.cis
tax Qa elcc
energy}
'or
mercial
0,

In ti originallawiit Avs
pagJ ,,L
o ti~artolner.
a subsequent Ivision it *0 loaded on to the anpany. hen atin, in the
case of o y company, since 1939- which ithe ewof the bjie periodour com any has invested, 0,0,000 fr Apansion
plant and
equi ment largely to megt war demands.
"
Tile avera earnings roithd beA period obvious do not include
any earnings ,ll on this $90,000,000 investmimvi4 and when this is
taken into accotflt,, still further reduction ij,- lKe
rate of return 'is
apparent.....
The present law produets sen**-what[ call, almost paradoxical
results.
Let me invite your attention to one result of a sharp and sudden
increase in taxes upon a low earning regulated company.
You would naturally suppose that, if the net income of the company,
before Federal income taxes were paid, if that net income went up,
that the final net income of the company .yould go up also, or would
at least remain stationary. .It does not work out that way.
If you will turn to the chart that is oli the back of the presentation
that I have left with the committee, you Avill
see the experience of our
company in that rePelpct, and that shows that, for the 2 years of 1941
and 1942, while the net income before Federal income taxes were paid.
went up 80 percent, at the same time the actual net income went down
80 percent.
You will note, from this chart, the dotted line horizontal below the
figure 4.
70093---42-vol. 2--38
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That represents the base period average of the company for which
I am speaking, and that is $3,950,000.
You will observe, from that chart, that ever since the middle of 1939
the net earnings of the company have been below the base period average fixed by the Congress, and you will observe also that beginning
in 1941, this line begins to toboggan down to the point of danger.
Of course, a continuation of the trend, as shown in this chart, could
lead only to financial disaster.
The CHAIRMAN. What you are saying altogether depends on the tax

rate and the tax treatment given to corporations, does it not?
Mr. DAWSON. Yes, sir. I an showing the effect of the present tax
rates upon the business of our company.

The

(HrAInMAN.

Yes, sir.

Mr. DAWSON. Now, these facts that I have presented to the committee for the Cincinnati Gas & Electric Co. tire, in varying degree now
what is happening to other gas and electric companies in the State A
Ohio.
I have collected information froir nine of these companies which,
taken together, serve about 85 percent of the population of the State.
Grouping these nine independent operating companies together,
this shows:
(1) The net income in 1941 shows an average decrease of 15.7 percent
below the 1936-39 average, under the present tax law.
(2) On the basis of actual business for the first 6 months of 1942,
with the last 0 months of this year computed on the figures of the
companies' budgets, the net income for 1942 under the rates in the
House bill will be nearly, for these nine companies, nearly 45 percent
below the average for the base period.
My understanding of tn excess-profits tax is that the taxpayer should
pay a substantially higher tax on the earnings beyond a normal rate of
return under normal conditions.
In the case of public utility companies there can be, under presont conditions, no earnings thtt could properly be regarded as subject
to excess-profits taxes.
The present laNN provides that earnings of not over 7 percent of
so-called invested capital are not subject to excess-profits taxes.
If the definition of invested capital would recognize the actual
property values, public service operating companies would be exempt
from excess-profits taxes, because their rates for service are subject
to continuous regulation and are limited to a reasonable return upon
the fair value of the property devoted to the public service.
For several years past the maximum rate of return so allowed by
the Public Utilities Commmission of Ohio has been 61/2 percent on
gas utilities and 6 percent on electric, but it does not follow that
all or any of such utilities were able to earn the maximum allowable
return.
Let's examine the facts which bring about this present unusual
situation.
In the first place war conditions have at- adverse effect on public
utilities.
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It may surprise you to know that the gross revenue of our company for the past 8 years has increased less than 10 percent per
year.
Ten percent would be considered an average growth in normal
times in a progressive community, and we serve in a community
which has its full share of the war industries that require power
and gas and which is the center, among other things, of the greatly
enlarged machine-tool industry.
Increased sales of gas and electricity, because of the war effort, are
to a considerable degree offset by the reduction in sales to nonwar
industries which have been put out of business due to the reduction
in home use, due to the official curtailment oi appliance sales, and
to the ban on the sales of gas for house heating.
Thus the large increase in kilowatt-hours or cubic feet of gas,
which necesssitates expansion of plant equipment, do not reject
themselves in a corresponding increase in gross earnings, because
most of it is sold at low industrial rates, where the margin of
profit is extremely lean.
Of course, the utilities are unable to escape increases in operating
Cpses caused by higher labor, material, and fuel costs.
The question naturally arises as to the possibility of increasing
rates to meet this situation.
I think the facts already presented to the committee show that
that is an impossibility.
The fact that any increase in rates that could be obtained would
be taken under the House bill, 90 cents in taxes leaving only 10
cents to the company, would make it l)erfectly fantastic to request
rate increases on that basis. The same holds true in effecting economies in the operation of the company.
No matter what efforts are made or what results might be ob
gained the same thing would result: Ninety percent of those savings
would be taken in taxes, leaving only 10 cents to the company.

The fact is, gentlemen? that public utilities are now operating in
what is virtually a financial strait jacket. They operate all the time,
gentlemen, under a ceiling of net earnings fixed by the law and the
regulation of public agencies, and this ceiling is lower, Mr. Chairman,
than the one which Congress undertook to define in the tax law to
mark the difference, to mark the line, between normal profits and
excess profits.
A public utility has no way to adjust itself to rapidly increasing
and excessive taxes. Both its hands are tied. It cannot recoup by
cutting down operating expenses, because here again 90 cents of it goes
for taxes and 10 cents of it remains for the company.
The same would be true of rate increases.
On the other hand, it cannot increase the price of the service itself

for reasons already given.
In reality, all the gas and electric rates are now practically frozenat least frozen on top, if they are still in a thawed condition at the
bottom--and then moreover, the Office of Price Administrtion has

already intervened in opposition to a proposed rate increase by
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public-utility company and forced withdrawal of the petition, and
we are informed that any such increases will be so opposed.
But, with the ceiling over earnings, with its hands tied where it
cannot recoup, the floor under these utilities was sharply raised by a
thick layer of taxes in the act of 1941, and the House bill now proposes to elevate it further with another layer of taxes that I would
say was anything but thin.
rhe effect of the present law is to collect excess-profits taxes on a
large percentage of the normal earnings of public utilities.
I can't emphasize that more than by citing to you the fact that, in
the company which I represent here, in the year 1940, our excess.
profits taxes were $165,000.
In 1941, the next year it had skyrocketed to $1,811,000.
Now, this all boils down to the incontestable fact that a serious
inequity has resulted from the operation of the present revenue law,
in the case of at least two great industries--gas and elctricity-both
vital to the war production.
I feel sure that this was unintended, but there it is. The terms of
the House bill will greatly increase that inequity unless some provision is made for relief.
These facts, I should add, are submitted with no thought of tax
avoidance-that is the furthest thing from our minds. We recognize
that heavy taxes are necessary to win this war, and we would willingly
pay in taxes all income above an amount which would provide a reasonable return on the fair value of the property devoted to the public
service, but the earnings after Federal taxes in 1941 were far short of
such amount.
Of course, we have expected that war taxes would cut the net earnings of the company perhaps below the subnormal earnings of the
depression years inimediately preceding, but no one ever dreamed
that earnings would be driven down far below the danger line.
These facts point also clearly to one other logical conclusion: There
should be separate treatment in this bill for public-service corporations.
The taxation of public utility corporations constitutes a special
problem, because of the many fundamental differences between public
utility and industrial concerns.
Senator TAFT. Mr. Dawson, that I can't see. I can't see why they
are any different.
Frankly, it seems to me that, as far as this tax problem is concerned,
they are iii exactly the same position as the companies, and it seems to
me that what is unjust for the utility industry-and I think it isis unjust for every other corporation-not every other but a large number of other corporations.
I don't mie what difference it makes if the rates are regulated or not.
We are., in effect, regulating the rates of every industrial concern
by saying they can't earn more than so much on their invested capital.
Mr. DAWsON. Let me point out the differences, these hndamental
differences that I speak of. The public utility is a low-earning corporation.
Senator TAFT. Most corporations in the country, taken by number,
are low-earning corporations.
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Mr. DAWSON. As I understand, the intent of this law, in its excessprofits taxes, is to drain back into the Treasury these swollen profits
of those which are made from the war effort.
Now, clearly, a public utility is entirely outside of that class of
corporation.
Senator TAFT. If this law operates that way on a public utility it
will operate that way on every other low-earning company, it seems
to me--or a large number of them.
Mr. DAWSON. With steadily lower earnings, Senator?
Senator TAT . Yes.
Mr. DAWSON. I think the public utility industry differentiates from
nearly every other company, because they are steadily lower.
Senator TAFT. They ought to get a larger excess-profits tax, because,

over those 4 years base period, they were better off, on the whole, than
1 think most industrial corporations.
Mr. DAWSON. I haven't seen the comparison. I have seen the stateient made that, for the year 194J, the net earnings in the electric
industry were- 5.7.

Senator TArm. I am most sympathetic with the position of the utilities, but I don't see why they are entitled to any different treatment,
and I think what they have shown about this law is evidence for a
reduction or a change in the method of taxing every kind of corporation
in the United States rather than utilities only. I can't see the
difference.
Mr. DAwsoN. If we have pointed a way for justice to others as well
as to ourselves, we feel amply repaid for our efforts, I assure you.
Senator TAFT. That is all right. I think you have performed a very
useful service in that respect.
Mr. DAwsoN. For the benefit of the other members of the committee
as well as Senator Taft, let me call your attention to these additional
fundamental differences:
A public utility is a low earning corporation constantly limited in
its earnings, and under constant public regulation. I can't find any
other class of corporations that measure up to those three particulars.
It has a slow turn-over with an annual sales being only SMto 25 percent of the capital invested.
In contrast, the average industrial corporation may have an annual turn-over four or five times its capital.
It is plain to be seen there that on a capital basis what fits one company would not fit another as to equitable treatment.
Senator TArT. But there are hundreds of other corporations in the
United States--of all kinds--with a very low average turn-over.
Mr. DAWSON. Yes; but they are not-

Senator TAFt (interposing). This applies not only to industrial
corporations but every lind of corp6ratmon that is doing business of
any kind in the United States.
Mr. DAWSON. But they are not such under the operation of law, are
they, Senator? Ours can't vary because of the limitations placed by
law.
I agree with your point, but I still think that utility corporationstheir situation is a little more aggravated than these, perhaps, that
you had in mind outside, so I believe it is important to differentiate
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between regulated industries-or corporations with a slow turn-overand unregulated industrial corporations having a quick turn-over. It
is clearly in the public interest that these utilities, which are of vital
importance in war production, should be maintained in sound operating condition, and in such financial health that it will attract capital
necessary for its expansion.
Now, to meet this situation I do not know that I have anything new
from what has been presented here before.
I should say that those of us who have appeared here today have
each one appeared independently and of his own volition. We have
had no conferences together as to what recommendations might be
made and so, if there is a similarity in the recommendations that
have been made by these gentlinen that come from New Jersey and
from Georgia and from the far West, and Nebraska awd Kansas, then
it is merely the fact, perhaps, that great minds are inclined to run
in the same channel but to my way of thinking, if this situation were
to he 1met in a forthright manner, public utilities should be excmlit
entirely from tme provisions of excess profits, because their profits are
now limited to a definite ceiling by Government regulations, and
that ceiling is lower than the ceiling fixed in this law.
Now, there are three other suggestions, three other considerations,
that are respectfully suggested, in the hope that they may be given
careful consideration:
One of these is to allow utility companies to deduct income and
surtaxes in computing excess-profits net income.
Another is to permit a credit against net income, at least for surtax
.I
purposes, of all dividends distributed.
'lhe last is to allow a credit against net income for surtax and
excess-profits tax purposes of all payments made in the reduction
of indebtedness.
And then-I am sorry the chairman is missing; I wanted to make
one particular suggestion to him, so I will make it to the acting
chairman, if I may, the Senator from Massachusetts:
I believe that this subject is of sufficient importance to warrant the
chairman of this committee in naming a subcommittee to prepare a
sound program of war taxes for public utilities, because the first
year's experience shows that the present method is unkound, it is
inequitable, and it is destructive.
Gentlemen, I thank you for your patient attention.
Senator BAILEY. I have one question: This tax bill-the House
bill-is predicated upon the expectation of an increase in the national
income-say $80,000,000,000 to $150,000,000,000; that is, a gain of

$35,000,000,000.
Is it your contention that the utilities will not share in that extra
income, and, therefore, we should not undertake to make a recovery
against them?
Mr. DAWsoN. The public utilities will share to a very small degree,
if any, in that increased national income.
Senator WALSH. Thank you, Mr. Dawson.
Mr. DAwsoN. Thank you very much.
(The chart referred to by Mr. Dawson is as follows:)
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Senator WALSH (acting chairman). Mr. Bean, Ormand R. Bean,
of Salem, Oreg.?
No response.)
Senator WALSH. Mr. Moylan, Omaha, Nebr.?
Mr. MOYLAN. Yes, sir.
Senator WALS,. Will you give the committee your full name and
whom you represent?
STATEMENT OF FRANK J. MOYLAN, OMAHA, NEBR., REPRESENTING
NEBRASKA POWER CO.
Mr. MOYLAN. My name is Frank J. Moylan. I am secretary and
treasurer of the Nebraska Power Co. of Omaha, Nebr. I am here on
behalf of that company.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you a brief that you would like to file with
the committee?
Mr. MOYLAN. I have one that J. would like to file later, but I will
just make a few comments.
It is pretty difficult, Mr. Chairman, to say much different on the
general condition of the industry other than has already been said
hero today.
We are, however, in the unfortunate class mentioned this morning
as being subject to excess-profits taxes on what we consider just nor-
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In that respect I should like to attempt to answer Sen-

ator Taft's question put to the previous witness.
Senator TAFT. Let me ask you the question Mr. Moylan. If you
take advantake of the average earnings credit, that credit, am I
right in thinking that that credit for the 4 years represents a net
income before Federal taxes?
Mr. MOYLAN. That is right; 95 percent of it.
Senator TAf-r. If you take that credit now, why is it that you have
an excess-profits tax-I cannot understand why the utility industry
is forced to pay such a large proportion of its excess profits on such
a lurge proportion of its income, and if it is, it seems to me it shows
there . something wrong with the whole method of calculating
excess profits, which I think applies to other companies as well Ac
utilities.
Mr. MoeTLAN. Senator, it does apply to these other compar ies if
they are slow turn-over companies. "the utilities, to g(.t any kidlitional net income since that base period of 1936 to 1939, have had to
spend tremendous amounts of money for which they do not get any
credit in that base.
Senator TAFT. You mean they get no credit for the additional
capital invested since that time?
Mr. MoLAN. That ii right.
Senator TAr. That might conceivably be appropriately added to
the exce%?
Mr. MOYLAN. I think it should be. But following your statement
further, I believe that the utilities are being unfairly taxed in the
increase in the surtax and normal tax as well as in the excess-profits
taxes.
Senator TAr. But you think the increase in the normsQ and surtax is a tremendous mistake in every kind of corporation, but that the
utilities are not peculiarly hit in that.
Mr. MOYLAN. They are peculiarly hit in this way, that the utilities
have always been subject to regulation; they have always had a
ceiling. They have had no increases in rates since 1936 or 1939.
They have absorbed not only all of the increased expenses of labor
and everything that goes along in the regular operations of the company, but they have also absorbed the increases that have all come
in as Federal income and excess-profits taxes. Other industries
were able to get much of those expenses into their costs before the
ceiling was placed, so that they are in rather a different position
than the utilities are today. They are hit hard on the increase now,
but they will have to stand in nadition to that the increased taxes
put on in recent years. That is one of the big differences, I believe.
Senator TAFT. And yet cn the whole, your net earnings were
just as eood probably in 19O9 as they were in 1935 or 1934.
Mr. MoYLAN. In 1939? You mean after taxes?
Senator TAMT. In 1939; after taxes.
Mr. MoYLAW. No; ours have contimially gone down. I believe the
general trend of all utilities las beei down for several years. They
went way down in 1929.
Senator TAFT. But I thought that since 1985 they had been pretty
well maintained?
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They have been going down since then in our own

case, and I think that is quite enrai.
Now, the Nebraska Power C.-I should like to tell a few things
about our own company. I have covered lhem more in detail in the
statement that I would like to hand in later. We are serving practically 100 percent of the industries in the agricuitural territory of the
country in that area and consequently these industries are, for the most
part, sonie type of food industry , such as flour mills and grain clevators, butter manufacturers, cold-storage plants, and packing houses.
We have in Omaha 4 large packing houses to which we supply all
of the electric requirements and, in addition, most of their live steam
requirements. In addition, we serve large bomber plants, a shell
mamufacturing plant, a number of railroads including tle railroad
shops -of the Union Pacific where many cars are being built, and 60
to 70 smaller manufacturing companies who are working on war
contracts.
In conjunction with tie Kansas Gas & Electric Co., we have just
compIleted the construction of a high voltage transmission line from
Wichita, Kans., to Omiaha, and a distance of approximately 280 miles.
TheIcost of constructing this line was approximately .-4,000,000 and it
will guarantee an adequate power supply not only to the industrie.3
served by our company, but also to th e airplane factories and other
war industries in Wichita and other parts of Kansas.
We are also part of a power pool which is made up of some 10 or
more coml)anies and will supply the power requirements of a large
aluminum plant in Arkansas.
Taking the period of 1930 to 1939, our company" had average income
taxes of $299,000 I'ir year, an average net income or net earnings of
$1,850,000 and we had an investment in plant and equipment of
$36,600,000 as the average for that period.
That investment has increased 'up to June 30 of this year from
$36,600,000 to $40,400,000, approximately 4,000,000, or 10 percent.
The income taxes and Federal excess-1)rofits taxes in 1942 under the
proposed bill will amount to $1,250,000 which is an increase of $950,000
or 317 percent over the base period, while our earnings for investors
will decrease from $1,850,000 to $1,250,000 or $600,000 being a decrease
of 32 pc'cent. As stated here by several of the others who appeared,
it is, of course, highly impracti al to attempt to recover any of that
loss revenue through an increase in rates.
As was pointed out, the excessl-profits tax would take such a large
portion of it that it would be entirely beyond reason.
In our cuse, for instance, it would take an increase in the rates
sufficienit to give us in excess of $6,000,000 more gross revenues which
is 00 percent or more above our present gross revenues, which total
$9,700,000 so it. is obvious that relief from that angle is completely out
of the picture.
That leaves the only possible place for relief in the modification of
the provisions of this act, and we sincerely believe that if something is
not (lone, it is going to so strangle the ulities, that they will have an
extremely difficult time in financing all of the additional equipment
which they will require to continue the excellent job which thiy have
been doing on the production end of the war effort.
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Senator WAmyH. Would it mean a suspension of dividends
Mr. MoYLAN. It is getting very close to a cut in our preferred dividends, although we are still paying them. We have never missed paying preferred dividends since the company was formed in 1917.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you been paying them on your common stock?
Mr. MoYhAN. Yes sir; we have.
The CHAMMAN. You do not see how you are going to meet the common now and take care of the preferred?
Mr. MOYLAN. Naturally if it gets into the preferred, the common
will have lost everything.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Moylan. Your statement will be placed in the record.
(The statement submitted by Mr. Moylan is as follows:)
STATEMENT OF FRANK J. MOYLAN, REPREENTINo, NEBRAISKA POWER Co.,
OMAHA, NEma

To the Renate Committee on lnance:
This memorandum is submitted by the Nebraska Power Co., an operating
electric utility company, rendering electric-utility service to practically all homes,
commercial enterprises, and Industries, including railroads, packing plants, a
bomber plant, and numerous other companies engaged in war work in Omaha,
Council Bluffs, and surrounding territory. The company is regulated as to rates.
We are suggesting modification of the present and the proposed revenue acts
in order that public utilities, because of their peculiar situation, may not be
burdened with more than their fair and reasonable share of the war taxes.
The Nebraska Power Co., along with practically all other utilities, is being
seriously burdened by the rapidly soaring Federal income and excess-profits
taxes now being or to beeollected to help pay the cost of war.
It might be well to state at this point that due to all of the other electric
utilities in Nebraska being publicly owned, the Nebraska Power Co. is the only
electric utility in the State which is presently subject to Federal taxes of any
nature.
The company is not suggesting that It should escape its fair and reasonable
share of war taxes, nor are other utilities doing so.- The reason for this statement is to call attention to the fac. that as these taxes are now being collected,
and as the new tax law proposes to increase them, the tax burden of this company
and of all other utilities will be more than the fair and reasonable share that the
utility industry, as compared with other industries, should carry.
WHY A 45 PXERCET INOOMZ TAX IS NRMQUITALE TO UTILITINS

Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau stated a sound principle when he
appeared before the House Ways and Means Committee a short time ago and
said: "A substantial share of the increased corporation tax should fall on excess
profits
* 0 * a tax which absorbs excess profits still leaves the corporate
taxpayer with sufficient margin of income for dividends and safety. On the
other hand, a tax which dips too deeply into the income of low-earning corporations may seriously affect their debt-paying capacity, if not their very existence."
Unfortunately for the utilities of the country, their customers, and their
investors, nothing has been done, at least ah yet, to provide against the hazards
of which Mr. Morgenthau has spoken.
Public utilities unquestionably fall in the class of low-earning corporations
referred to by Mr. Morgenthau, as the average rate of return, after depreciation
of some 850 or more electric, gas, telephone, water, and street railway utilities
for 1937 was a little less than 6 percent (New York Journal of Commerce, July
29, 1942). With the material rate reductions that have been made since that
year, electric utilities at least are probably earning even less.
In the case of the Nebraska Power Co. the net revenue available for depreciation on plant and equipment and for interest, dividends, and surplus in 1987
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amounted to 9.6 percent of the company's electric plant accowit. In 1941 this
had dropped to 8.5 percent, or a reduction of 11.3 percent, and estimates for 1942
indicate that this figure is going to be approximately 7.5 percent.
A 45 percent tax on corporate net income might actually become a 100 percent tax on the stockholder if the effect of such a rate of taxation is seriously
to impair the corporation's ability to pay a fair return to its investors. To
tax a stockholder 100 percent on his income from corporate earnings would be a
violation of the principles of taxing on a nondiscriminatory basis.
COMPARISON

OF UTLXTIES' SITUATION

wrr

OTHES INDUSfhIES

Many other industries, because of conditions hereafter stated, are In a much
better position than utilities to absorb higher income taxes without undue
sacrifice by their investors or hazards to their financial stability. Some of
these conditions are:
(1) The ability of such industries more easily to raise the price of their
products, while utility rates are subject to regulation and exceedingly difficult
to increase. Increase in utility rates, even in these wartimes, are practically
unknown.
Because of this close regulation, most utilities have, for some time, been
feeling adverse effects of rising costs of labor, fuel aid materials, as well as
taxes, without the ability to obtain relief.
(2) The ability of such other industries, because of characteristics peculiar
to their types of business, to rapidly increase the output of their products.
These industries have offset the effect of higher taxes by sharp increases in
their sales. On the other hand, public utilities, even in abnormal times such
as the present, enjoy only moderate expansion in business, and such expansion
is far from sufficient to counterbalance the soaring tax costs.
For example, while the gross sales of Nebraska Power Co. for the year 1941
were 14 percent higher than the average for the years 1936 to 1939. inclusive,
Federal income and excess-profits taxes for the year 1941 were 142 percent
higher than the average of those taxes during the base period; and net earnings
available for dividends in 1941 were 15 percent lower than the average of such
earnings from 1986 to 1939.
(8) Utilities require a plant investment of some $4 to $5 for each dollar of
new business while most other industries require only $1 of plant investment for
five or more dollars of new business. Consequently, financing at this time while
not a serious problem for such other industries, is a major problem for utilities,
in the face of rising costs and resulting lower net earnings.
Under the rate regulation to which utilities are subject, the investment required to obtain increased business yields no more than a fair return to invest.
ors even under normal conditions. Under the present and the proposed Federal
Income and excess-profits tax rates, utilities could not retain enough net earnIngs, from such new business, to pay reasonable depreciation on the investment
in additional plant and equipment required to take care of such business, to
say nothing of a return on that investment.
Nebraska Power Co.'s estimated net income available for dividends in 1942,
under the proposed income and excess-profits rates, will be less, by $600,000 or
32 percent, than the average of such net income for the years 1986 to 1989,
Inclusive. At June 80, 1942, the investment of the company, In its property, was
up nearly $4,000,000 or 10 percent over the average Investment during the base
period. If the income and excess profits tax rates, as proposed, are enacted into
law, the Nebraska Power Co. not only will fail to obtain any return on this
additional investment but will also suffer an alarming reduction in the return
on tie balance of Its Investment.
(4) Rates of return allowed by regulator* bodies on utility investments are
considerably less than returns commonly earned by other industries, with the
result that a high Income tax is far more serious to the utilities than to other
types of business.
Utilities have other special taxes, also, such as the Federal 8%-percent tax on
electric energy sales, State franchise taxes, city occupation taxes, and the like,
that are not assessed against other corporations. During 1941 Nebraska Power
Co. paid a Federal 8%-percent tax on electric energy sales in amount of $188,000,
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a State franchise tax of $36,000, and an occupation tax to the city of Omaha
amounting to $178,000. The sum of these three taxes which are applicable only
to utilities was equal to 18 percent of the company's net taxable income before
deducting these Items.
UTXiUTIS CANNOT HAVE EXCESS PROFITS
The occasion for excess profits may be said to be more business at higher prices
combined with greater use of the corporation's In'restment in plant and equipmeatt with no great increase in costs other than direct labor and material costs.
For Instance, some manufacturers, In addition to obtaining materially higher
prices for their products, are working the same plain t three shifts, as compared
with one shift In normal times, with only nominal increases In overhead costs.
On the other hand. the characteristics of a utility busiyless are such that the load
factor (use of Investment) has not been materially In,.reased by war conditions;
nnd present sales, in practieplly. all cases, are at pre war low rates In spite of
increased costs.
To complete the Illustration, It may be seen, from tie downward trend of its
net earnings compared with it 5 continually Increasing investment, that the
Nebraska Power Co. has had and will have no excess profits.
THE EaRNINOS BASE, 1936 TO 1939, 15 NOT A FAIR MEASURE

It seems contrary to all that is fair and equitable to declare as excess profits,
subject to a rate of 871/ percent, net taxable income In excess of the average net
taxable Income for the years 1936 to 1939, without giving full effect to the increased investment required to obtain such additional net income.
In the case of most utilities the substantially increased normal and. surtax
rates (which under the proposed law would be applied to the amount of net
taxable Income comparable to the base period) would result in increases in Federal
taxes which would far more than offset the increase in net earnings before income
taxes.
If normal Income and surtaxes were deducted from taxable net Income, as in
the 1940 act, in arriving at the amount of excess profits net Income, there would,
of course, be no earnings of such utilities subject to the excess profits levy.
SUMMARYr

'OTS ow PROPOSED TAX LAW ON COMPANY

In summing up the effects of the present and proposed rates of Federal income
and excess-prolits taxes on Nebraska Power Co., we find that(1) The 1941 earnings available for dividends were down $277.000 or 15 percent below those for the average of the years 1936 to 1939 while Federal Income
and excess-profits taxes Increased $424,000 or 142 percent over the average of
such taxes for the base period.
If the proposed new rates for these taxes were applied to 1941 taxable income
the Increase In these taxes over the base period would be $085,000 or 229 percent,
while earnings available for d!-idends would be reduced by $538,000 or 29 percent from the average for that base period.
(t) Our figure for the year 1942-6 months actual and 6 months estimatedIndlchtz thst ctr Federal income and excess-profits taxes, at the proposed new
rates, would increase $1580,000 or 73 percent over those charged against our 1941
Income while earnings available for dividends will be down $823,000 or 21 percent below those of 1941. 'Such 1942 taxes will be up $950,000 or 817 percent
over the average for the base period, 1936 to 1989, while earnings available for
dividends will decrease $600,000 or 82 percent from the average of such earnlngs during the base period.
(3) The company has made and will continue to make substantial increases
in its Investment since the establishment of the average earnings base, but the
present and proposed laws give no effect to such Increase In Investment In
determining the Income subject to excess-profits taxes.
The combination of a sharp upward trend In taxes and an equally sharp downward trend In earnings Is a source of great concern to the managements of all
utilities.
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CONSIDERATION OF COMMITTEE

In view of the peculiar situation of the utilities we respectfully suggest that
your committee consider the following proposals:
(1) The normal and surtax rates applicable to regulated utilities should not
be increased.
(2) The presently existing 1941 Revenue Act should be modified as follows:
(a) To give effect to the increase in investment over that of the base period,
1936 to 1939, when determining the amount of excess-profits credit as computed
on the average earntugs basis.
(b) To provide for the deduction of normal taxes and surtaxes, as provided
in the 1940 act, In determining the amount of excess profits.
Respectfully submitted.
NlHRASKA

POWU Co.,

By By F. J. MoYLAN,

Secretary and Treasurer.

AuoUST 10, 1942.
The CIIAIMAN. Is Mr. May present?
Mr. MAY. Yes, sir.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM H. MAY, COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE OF KENTUCKY, FRANKFORT, KY.
Mr. MAY. My name is William H. May. I am the Commissioner
of Agriculture from Kentucky and my address is Frankfort, Ky.
Mr. Chairman, I desire to appear for 8 or 10 minutes as a friend
of the committee, and after what I have heard all afternoon, I think
it is badly in need of one. I have, in the past, appeared once before
this committee and twice I believe, or three times, before the House
Committee on Ways and Means in protest of the increase on tobacco;
that is increase in the tax on tobacco.
In the few years that I have been commissioner of agriculture of
the State of kentucky, I have constantly and consistently opposed
any proposal that increases the taxes on tobacco. When the Treasury
proposals for additional increases were issued several weeks or
months ago I immediately obtained a copy of those proposals and
began a study of them with agricultural leaders throughout our State.
After considerable study and consultation, it was agreed by that
leadership and by us that it was the duty of the Kentucky Department of Kgriculture to support the Treasury's proposal for taxes on
tobacco.
One very inviting thing for our support was that a provision
was made in that proposal for the salvation and saving of the socalled 10-cent cigarette, tobacco industry.
That industry had its beginning in Kentucky and has been a very
sizable thing for us and we are very insistent that it continue as a
thriving industry, and are very anxious that it continue to serve as a
means of compete ition in the various tobacco markets of our State.
The proposal that this differential be granted by the Congress in
the consideration of this tax bill has been challenged on the ground
that it would be ruinous to the 15-cent cigarette manufacturers.
The vast majority of Kentucky's tobacco is sold to the 15-cent
manufacturers and I have no desire to do anything that will drive
that customer out of our State, but as a public official, I think I owe
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something to an existing industry and I owe something to a business
that has brought competition into our tobacco" markets that we heretofore did not have.
I have some rather interesting figures, even though you have been
burdened with a lot of them here today-these are very brief, and I
should like to call your particular attention to them. 1931 was the
last year of unrestricted monopoly by the Big Three in the tobacco
business, because in 1932 is when the 10-cent brands entered the field.
In 1931 the Big Three earned for its stockholders $110,000,000 to be
divided if they wanted to, among the stockholders.
Senator BARKLEY. What do you mean by the "Big Three?"
Mr. MAY. I mean the makers of Lucky Strike, Senator, the makers
of Chesterfield, and the makers of Camels.
Senator BARKLEY. That is the American Tobacco Cc., Liggett &
Myers, and R. J. Reynolds Co.?
Mr. MAY. Yes, sir. I would like to further emphasize that to you.
We had the lowest tobacco market in the memory of man. Our farmers received a little better than $8 a hundred pounds for their tobacco.
That year those three companies earned for the benefit of their
owners $110,000,000.
That same year they paid all of the farmers of the South a total of
$88,000,000 for all of the tobacco that went into all of these cigarettes.
They made in profits $22,000,000 more than they paid all of the farmers
for all of the crops, for all of their labor, and all of the time of the
farmers.
But that was the last year they had the run of the place.
The following year the 10-cent cigarette people come into the picture, they entered our markets and bid in our markets, and I have
the comparison now for the year 1941 which is 10 years later. After
10 years of competition, instead of the industry accruing profits to
itself of $110,000,000, those same three companies accumulated $65,000,000 and in that same year instead of paying $88,000,000 to the
farmer for his tobacco, they paid him $332,000,000,- which is $244,000,000 more that the farmer received with the 10-cent cigarette people
in competition went into the picture.
Senator BARKLEY. Are these figures that you are giving what three
companies paid, what the total crop brought?
Mr. MAY. They were the only buyers that year.
Senator BARKLEY. I mean your 1941 figures.
Mr. MAY. Fifteen percent can be deducted there if you so desire,
for the purchasers of the other tobaccos.
Senator BARKLEY. What I am trying to get is whether the $332,000,000 includes-Mr. MAY (interposing).That includes the 10-cent cigarette people.
Senator BARKLEY (continuing). Whether that represented only
that amount paid by the three big companies, or is that the total?
Mr. MAY. That is the total.
Senator BARKLEY. Which the farmers i'eceived from all of the
purchasers of cigarette tobacco?
Mr. MAY. Yes. What I am trying to emphasize is that the farmer's
stake grew by $250,000,000, very nearly, because of the competition
in the field; in other words, it is my conclusion that the competition
caused it.
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Senator BAILEY. But you overlook the fact that there was a great
growth in the sale and consumption of cigarettes. You attribute it
to one cftuse, whereas it may have been thle consequence of a good
many causes.
Mr. M4Y. I might answer that by saying that in 1941, for this
$332,000,000 the trade received 200,000,000 pounds less than they got
for the $88,000,000. Does that correctly answer the Senator?
Senator BAILEY. Your argument was that just one simple fact of
competition vas what accounted for this enormous increase. As a
matter of fact, there has been an enormous increase in the production
and sale of cigarettes in those years, has there not?
Mr. MAY. There has been no increase in the prices to the consumer,
despite the greater amount that they paid to the farmer.
I Senator BAILEY. Added sales might just as well account for that
as well as the competition.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you give the A. A. A. any credit?
Mr. MtY. Yes; I think they are entitled to the lion's share of the
credit. I think tiey are, sir.
The point I was trying to make simply was this, that in 1931 at
a time when tobacco was more or less stolen front"the farmer, the time
when everybody agrees there was no competition, and at the time
when the Federal court records show there was none, I am trying
to say that the cigarettes sold at the highest price in the history of
the cigarette business, which was $6.85 a thousand, and the famner
did not get his just share of the profits. That is my argument.
In answer to Senator George's discussion of the A. A. A., I might
say that unrestricted crop control would-or rather the lack of crop
control-would be the end of the tobacco farmer. We are now growing
about the equivalent of the disappearance in the tobacco business. For
the first time the disappearance of tobacco is about equal to the production, which is a healthy situation.
The argument has been advanced in these hearings on the other
side of the Congress that if you create this differential, thereby giving
a chance to the low-priced manufacturers to live, that. you immediately
make all the cigarettes 10-cent cigarettes.
Well, there have been times more inviting than these for the 15cent cigarette people to go into the 10-cent cigarette field. Camels
were started in 1915 as 10-cent cigarettes. I don't think that, you can
show that it is a fixed rule, that all cigarettes would drop to f6 cents
because there is only one taxing authority in the United States that f
know of where there is a differential, and that is the one created by the
Kentucky Legislature in 1936. We recognized the necessity of that for
the presrvation of this industry and this competition, so in enacting
our tax bill we provided that a 2-tent tax stamp should go on the 15cent cigarettes and the 1-cent tax stamp should go on the 10-cent
cigarettes.
After Congress in 1940 raised the tax on cigarettes 25 cents per
thousand, the 10-cent brands began to disappear. They have dropped
off constantly since, except in the State of Kentucky, where that differential was provided, and that was not done at the expense of the
15-cent brands, because they have progressed right along with the 10cent brands. Their increases have been consistent,
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This argument of a differential in taxes on tobacco is fundamental.
It is purely fundamental. The committee is confronted with the
proposition of raising revenue, and I do not think that you will find a
single working laboring farmer who will come in here and tell you that
he cannot bear this, because this does not come off of him. The consumer pays this tax. There is only one time that you can hurt the
farmer and that is when you make the tax high enough so that you
hurt the consumption of the product, and you have not got it high
enough for that.
Senator BAILEY. Why wouldn't you hurt the farmer if you put a
tax system that induced everybody to sell 10-cent cigarettes and
buy 10-cent cigarettes?
Mr. MAY. I don't think it will do that. That is what I am arguWenator BAILEY. Just the fact that a little addition to the tax in
Kentucky did not bring it about is no reason for saying that a national policy won't bring it about.
Mr. MAY. If you make a better product, they will buy it. When
you make a 15-cent cigarette and make it as good as it is now, it
will be bought and sold by jobbers and sold to the consumers.
When you make a 10-cent cigarette, you do not kill the 15-cent
cigarette; in other words, the 10-cent cigarette is smoked largely
by the fellow with a dime. 'I doubt if there is a member of the committp.e that smokes them. That is the fellow who smokes that 10-cent
cigarette the fellow with a dime. Amid I will tell you this--he is the
fellow that needs help through all of this matter. His smoke is
just as precious to him as the fellow who smokes the 15-cent cigarette.
It is the farmer that I am trying to speak for here today. We
have 110,000 tobacco growers in my State. Two or three thousand
of them have been to Senator Barkley's office in the last 15 or 20
years, I know, on the subject of tobacco, because they have had the
money to come here andSenator BAimLry (interposing). Your figures are modest. The last
time we had this question of taxing the cigarettes up here, there were
that many in Washington; they came by special trains.
Mr. MAY. Not of the kind' of farmer that I represent. What I
am trying to say is this, we have 110,000 tobacco growers in our
State, and two or three thousand of them are the plantation type,
the great big growers--they will manage to get here and make their
desires known on this question. But the other 103,000 are the fellows
with the patch in his overalls, that is the fellow I came to speak
for here.
Senator BARRLEY. You said awhile ago that this increased tax
would not hurt the farmers. I have for years been arguing against
increases on tobacco products which now pay about $800000,000,
on the ground that the tobacco buyers, largely the big tobacco buyers
used an increased tax as an argument in favor of keeping the price
of tobacco down to the farmer. They went to the farmer to buy
his crop and they said to him, "We cannot pay you any more because the Government is levying such a big tax." They made the
farmer the goat. Legitimately and logically, the consumer ought
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to pay the tax, but I do know in many cases that the increased tax
has been used by the big tobacco buyers as the reason why they
should not pay the farmer more for the tobacco.
Mr. MAY. I have used the same argument and it is baseless.
Senator BARKLEY. In other words, it is logically baseless but as a
matter of fact it has been used as a pretext to keep down the price.
Mr. MAY. Many things have been used to do that. The House
hearings will show, Senator, that Mr. Clay Williams--with whom
many of you are familiar-says in the record .that the industry
does not lay the tax and they never will-they will pass it on to
the consumner-and the consumer, I am sure, has not been here asking
you not to do this.
This committee is hunting money and I have come here on behalf,
of the growers, the growers of nearly one-third of the tobacco of the
country, to say that they do not care if you tax this tobacco.
Senator Bnlu.EY. We hear these chants in which it is claimed that
each of these chaps that do the chanting have a better grade than any
other type because they buy the finer and the higher grades of tobacco. If thtt is true, who is going to buy the lower grades and the
less fine grades of tobacco-and there are many such grades?
Mr. MAY. I think the question is self-answering. Those are the
grades that have gone into these 10-cent cigarettes. The Office of Price
Administration has shown you clearly lately that the cost of the tobacco in the 10-cent cigarette is not as much as in a 15-cent cigarette.
That is why it sells for less, and we do not think this Congress ought
to make it pay an equal tax with its competitor. That is the basis of
our argument.
Senator BYo. If this differential is not establishcl, what will happpi to the 10-cent cigarette?
Mr. MAY. I am not in the business, sir; but I have made a sufficient
study of it-and the people in my department have made a sufficient
study to believe, that if you let this flat tax of $3.50 go through. that
you have raised the bracket so high and brought them so closely together that the 10-cent brands are done. In other words, the 25-cent
raise of 2 years ago just about finished them except where the Kentucky tax provided for that. My opinion is they will be gone, in
other words.
Senator BARKLEY. And do you know the comparative profits made
by the cheaper cigarette manufacturers according to the volume done,
and the larger 15.-cent brands?
Mr. MAY. Senator, I do not, but I can give you a rough outline of
that by saying this, that the 10-cent cigarette industry is more or less
domiciled In our State. The Axton-Fisher Tobacco Co., which I guess
is the father of the 10-cent cigarette business, has been owned by at
least 8 or 10 combines in the last 7 or'8.years since Wood Axton died.
It has been owned by everybody from New York to San Francisco,
which is proof of what is happening to them.
The Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co., which is another bigimanufacturer of 10-cent cigarettes, is in debt to the United States (iovernment to a very great extent, which is well known to you.
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And I would say this, that the 10-cent industry is faltering and

practically gone.

Senator fAILEY. Brown & Williamson were a British institution,
isn't that so? '
Mr. MAY. It is my understanding that it was in a financing arrangement through the Reconstruction Finance Corporation which was
made for the convenience of the British Government. Now it is virtually an American Government institution.
Senator BAILEY.. Who owns the beneficial interest is undisclosed.
Mr. MAY. I understand it is yet to be determined.
Senator BAILEY. You don't know who owns the beneficial interest?
Mr. MAY. I know that its board of directors and management is
dictated by the R. F. C.
Senator BAILEY. It was a British institution taken over by Jesse
Jones as an accommodation to the war situation, and I think he advanced them thirty or forty million which they advanced to the
British Government account.
Mr. MAY. The industry is about gone. I can prove that.
Senator BAimiKLY. They have not paid any million-dollar bonuses
to any of their officers, have they?
Mr. MAY. No, sir. The year that that was so scandalous, that was
in 1931, some stockholders of the Big Three later made them pay
them back. I left that out of my figures because they were later repaid.
That constitutes about all that I have to say on this subject. I am
probably guilty of treason to P State which is practically 70 percent
agricultural in my position here, but I have counselled with my people and I have usually tried to represent them in this matter, and I
have been consistent in opposing these taxes, and now I find what looks
to me to be a time of stress and emergency when everybody must make
a sacrifice, and I have come here in behalf of our tobacco growers to
say that they are ready to do it.
'One general conclus'iop for the benefit of the committee. I make it
my business to know what public opinion is. Being an elective public
oticer that travels my State constantly I think I know a little about
what people think, and I have rather elaborate machinery whereby I
am able to determine what people think.
Senator B.ILEY. You are almost equal to Dr. Gallup ?
Mr. MAY. He is a little more precise.
Senator BAIRKLEY. You do a good deal of galloping throughout the
State?
Mr. MAY. But to conclude, I want to very definitely state that my
advice to the c'ommittee-if it cares to accept it-is that'the public mind
right now in my State, and my State represents very much what everybody in the country thinks-we are a little bit east, and wz are a little
bit west, and we are a little bit north and a little bit south-in the
Civil War we gave 110,000 soldiers to the Union and 108,000 to dhe Confederacy, and we have always been pretty well mixed up in everything,
but our State very clearly indicates its attitude in this matter. The
farmer who works and the farmer wlho does the job, and not the farmer
who spends all of his time in Washington purporting to be a dirt
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farmer, but the real farmers, those whose boys will do the bleeding
and the dying in this war, he is the farmer that I represent.
Senator BARHLEY. Your position is that there must be increased

taxes and you do not oppose them on this product which has been ever
since World War No. 1 a large contributor to the Treasury; in fact
at one time it contributed one-sixth of the total revenue of the Unitcd
States to operate the Government of the United States, and that if
there is to be an increase in these taxes that that ougit to be based
upon a percentage increase rather than upon a flat rate?
Mr.MAY. By all means. And I believe the tax proposals of the
Treasury are entirel4 ' bearable by the consumer and by the industry.
The CHAIRMAN. 'Thank you very much.
Mr. Robertson.
STATEMENT OF H. M. ROBERTSON, LOUISVILLE, KY., REPRESENTING THE BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO CO.
Mr. RoBER'sON. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Htarrison M. Robertson. I live in Louisville, Ky., and I am
appearing here in representation of the Brown & Williamson Tobacco
Co.
I have also been requested by the Axton-Fisher Tobacco Co. and the
Stephano Tobacco Co., manu facturers of 10-cent cigarettes, to speak
for them in the remarks I am about to make.
Senator BARKLEY. Stepliano-that is a Philadelphia company-the
last one you named?
Mr. RonEnTSON. Yes, sir. We are appearing to urge the enactment
of the Treasury Department's proposal with respect to cigarettes.
There are few figures I want to give with regard to the results of taxation of cigarettes, and I will not try to go into any oratorical ventures
on this.
There has been a great deal said from time to time, and i believe
there are many honest farmers who believe that any increase in the
price of a package of cigarettes will result in a tremendous drop iii
consumption. For many years I myself thought that, but we have
seen the taxes raised, we have seen the States put on taxes, and we have
seen the consumption of 15-cent cigarettes go up.
My company manufactures both 15-cent cigarettes and 10-cent
cigarettes. Sixty-five percent of our business is in the 15-cent and only
35 percent of it is in the 10-cent cigarette at the present time, because of
the taxation that we have had to bear, which we consider unfair.
The tax on 15-cent cigarettes is only 130 percent of the manufacturer's selling price. On the 10-cent cigarettes, it is 250 percent of the
manufacturer's selling price. The general theory of some people has
been that this increase in price of any kind, whether it is duo to taxation
or costs will result in a decrease of consumption. I want to show you
by the facts as to what has happened all over the world that there is
no decrease in the consumption of cigarettes--that is, the 15-cent cigarettes, which constitutes 65 percent of my company's business, if there
is a change in price of about 1 or 2 or 3 cents a package.
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Nobody knows where it happens. That is with this condition, if it
happens at a time when there is large employment and high wages or
a time of inflation.
I shall first take up the figures of this country at the time of the
last war.
taxes on cigarettes were $1,25 per thousand. That is
In 1916a the
21/cents
package.
period from 1916 to 1919 the taxes were increased to $8
during the
a thousand, or 6 cents a package.
The consumption in those years were-in 1916, 21,000,000,000 cigarettes; in 1917, 30,000,000,000 cigarettes; in 1918, 36,000,000,000 cigarettes; in 1919, 38,000,000,000 cigarettes; in 1920, 50,000,000,000 cigarettes-about 150-percent increase, with the taxes increased from $1.25
to $8.
The consumption of cigarettes is governed almost entirely by the
purchasing power of the people at the time. A man will buy a cigarette almost before he will buy bread, and if he has got the money to
buy it he will buy it, and the thin we have found to our great grief
is that he will buy what he tLinks is die bsct cigarette. He does not
come to the 10-cent cigarette except in one case, and that is when he
has not got the money to pay a higher price for it.
I should like to ask permission to file a statement taken from the
records of the Internal Revenue Department giving the consumption
of cigarettes.
The CHAIRMAN. You may file it.
(The statement referred to is as follows:)
Uonsumption of imported tobacco in Great Britain and N€orthwen Ireland
I
Per head
Mar 31e

Pounds

Duy per pound

011o21p

pounds

'at

Approximate
eqmvaient tax
Y eentedStateU
dollarsperthot-

to pound
$4cigarettes
sand
sterling
$4.2
4.25

1924..............128,810,070
1925------------ 129,093,118
192 ..............I 786,912
1927..............137.004,370

........................
2.89
84 to 9X2 shillings
2.87 84 to OM12shillings ........................
2.99 8. to 9M2 shillings--------------------------4.25
3.05 84 to 906shillings .........................

3.04

816to 906shillings .........................4.50

1929..............141,910,692
1930..............151,470,544
1931..............1&4,704,912

3. 11
.32
3.37

8116to 946 shillings ........................
84 to 94 shillings ........................
9 1 to 101 shillings ........................

4.50
4.50
500

1933..............150,526,516
1934..............152,160, 309

a.25
5.27

9 1 to 10%4shillings........................
04 to 10.i shillings.......................-

5.00
.60

1928..............
137,902, W3
145,455,740
1932
..............

159,002,106
I ..............
168,757,393
19 ..............
174,59 22
1931.............
187,909,96
138..............
191,999,265
1039
..............
200,550,05
1940.............
190,424,901
(
1941..............

3.16

4.50

91 to 104 shillings........................ 5.00

3.41 94 to 201 shillings........................ 5.00
3.60 9M to 10i shillings....................... 5.00
3.71 55 to 104 shillings........................ &.00
.97 94 to 105 shillings........................ .00
5.50
- -.....
4.04 11 to 124 shillings .............-19.00
4.21 17 1 to 1846shillings ....................
shillings ....................... 10.00
194to 205)i
I)

As reported In the New York Times Apr. 15, 1942, Sir Kingsley Wood, the Chancelor
of the Exchequer, stated that under the more than 50 percent increase In tax In 1940 the
consumption of tobacco had increased.
I Figures not available.
Nor.-On Apr. 15, 1942, the British tax was further Increased 10 shillings per pound
50 percent more making the ttal tax there now 30 shillings, or $6 per pound, or aboui
$15 per thousand cigarettes, or 80 cents per package.
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Offioial figures from Bureau of Internal Revenue for fiscal years 1900 to 1938 as
appears at page 95 in the Record of Tobacco Taxr Hearings before the onbcomtnittee of the Ways and leans Committee, larch 27-31 and April 10, 1931,
[Cigarettes weighing not more than a pounds per 1,000(small cigarettes, class A)]
Fiscal
year

Rates of taxation

Tax collected

19M
Effective June 14,1808, $1.50per 1,000
1991
1902
1003
1905
Effective July 1, 1901,54 cents per
190
1,000when wholesaling qt not over
1006
$2 per 1,000,if over, at $1.08 per
1907
1,000.
1008
100
1910
1011l
1912
1013
1914
Effeetive July 1, 1910,$1.25per 1,000.
1915
1916
1917
1917
Effective Oct. 4,1917 $1.65per 1,000;
1
)Effective
E18
Nov. 2,1917, $2.05 per 1,000.
1919
1920
1921
1922
1023
1924
192.
1926
Effective Feb, 25,1919, $3 per 1,000..
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933

Quantity tax-paid
(number)

$3,9&3,177.09
3,407, 433.01
2,068,074.
3, 009,e20.06
3,203,334.67
3 321,297.68
3, 728. 9. 97
5,117,7&r. 63
5,346,603.75.
6,060,795.69
7,921,284.00
11,541,013.00
14,027,031.23
17,845,963.95
20.512,083.92
20, 925,96.14
26,332,745.84
358
127,168.9

Average yearly
consumption
per capital
(number)

2,635,461,343
2, 271,622, 626
2, 42,961,('44
3, W. 803,732
3, 226,682, 201
3, 369,212,740
3,783,266,213
5,151,862,1.30
5, 3&43,
20,k,30
6,080,91.908
7,863,21b.808
9,133,210.400
11,221,624,004
14,270,771.160
16,409,667,136
16,740,476,912
196,672
121,06,
0, 501, 735,14429

35
29
3
38
40
41
48
60
61
68
85
99
119
149
168
169
211

6,370,961.45
A 031,539.378
90, 440,80. 73
38,075, 40,1.58
151,208,481.61
60,408,S27,557
135,083,66. 43
45,018,195.810
150,127,514.62
00,042,874,873
182,64, 806.83
80,862, 005,247
203,6 330.58
67,884,2 780
225,032,702.07
75,011,251,037
254,824,808.19
84,941,702,929
238, 28,561.81
92,976,410.840
101,72, 88. 34
100,584,522,083
041,951,561.22 113,984,005,526
359,810,274.69
119.941,342,857
08, 918,187.84
119,623,193. 893
317, 533,080. 02
105,800,330,916
8,418,413.58
109,401,818,24

358
a6
476
417
455
643
195
847
720
775
831
934
975
965
847
8

Average warehe-se floor prices to farmers for 15-cent cigarette grades of tobacco
and 10-cent cigarette grades of tobacco (U. H. Department of Agriculture
figures), 1931-41, inclusive
PRICES TO FARMERS OF I-CENT CIGARETTE LEAF TOBACCO GRADES
Year

Eastern
flue-cured

Burley

1931............................ ;....................................
10932
..............................................................13 .............................................................
1934.................................................................
11 .................................................................
16 ................................................................
19037
.................................................................
18 .................................................................
1939.........
f..........................................
4 ..................................................
I ..............
1941 ......................................................

1&04

22.88
27 15
27.86
87.92
81.07
85.1I
34.94
81.44
24.28
28. It
37.77

21.71
2 78
35.01
61.71
6.71
7.00
25.14
28.71
42.71

Western
flue-cured
24.83
29 08
81,27
42.87
81.8
41.60
8. 42
83.33
9688
312
42.75

PRICES TO FARMERS OF 10-CENT ECONOMY CIGARETTE LEAF TOBACCO GRADES
los ................................................................
............................
:....9
1on.88
IM3
..................
....................................................
:....................................
......... .
1934...................
13w ........
...........
1938...............................................................
193 .............................................................
1941 ......................
..

.............................

Government figures not available.

I

&o,
10.35
(.)

18.25
2..
5.84
8.00
20.33

.31.33

/

14.88
0.91
&71
1143

&20

lea18
8.89
9.61
&.80
11.37
7.48
9.08
14.13

2 64

28 3

1.70
853
9.10
&0.
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Mr. Ronam'roN. In England, when this war commenced, they had a
tax in 1938 of 91/2 shillings to 10 shillings, which amounts to about
$5 per thousand cigarettes. Immediately after the war they raised

from 111/ to 121/2 shillings, which amouts to $5.50. Later, in 1940,
shillings, which amounts to about $9
they raised from 171/2 to 18
per thousand cigarettes. These are duty rates on the pounds of
tobacco. In 1941 they raised it again from 191/2 to 201/2 shillings,
which amounts to approximately $.0 per thousand on cigarettes.
I do not have the official figures, but there was a statement in the
New York Times in April of this year in which the Chancelor of the
Exchequer said that notwithstanding that last increase, where the
taxes were doubled, that more tobacco was smoked in England in
that year than had been smoked when the taxes were only lalf ts
much. The Chancelor of the Exchequer wanted to stop the itl)ortation of tobacco, because they have not got the siip space for it, and
they have raised it to 30 shillings per pound, which means that the
tax is now some three times what it was prior to the war, and yet
there has been no decrease of consumption. I think the 30-shilling
rate will decrease consumption-which they all want.
I next come to the effect of State taxes. Tl'here are 28 States in this
country that have imposed cigarette taxes. Those taxes are generally
2 cents per package of cigarettes. In some States, like Louismana and
Arkansas, they go as high as 5 cents.
There has been no evidence in our business, and on the figures that
we get from the jobbers, there is no evidence in the business of other
manufacturers that there has been any decrease in the consumption
of the 15-cent cigarettes on account of these taxes. On the contrary,
in the case of the 10-cent cigarette, which is a cigarette sold almost
entirely on price appeal and which uses a kind of tobacco that had
no market prior to the time that these 10-cent cigarettes came in,
there has been a drop of from 25 percent anywhere up to 70 percent
in Pennsylvania in the 10-cent cigarettes on account of these State
taxes.
I should next like to mention the case of Canada. In 1938 and up
until September 1939 Canada had a tax of $4 per thousand on
cigarettes. Immediately on the war commencing tiey put it up to $5,
and early in 1940 they put it up to $6 per thousand, and only recently they have raised it to $8 a thousand cigarettes.
The consumption of cigarettes in Canada, that is the tax paid
cigarettes, in 1938 was 6,870,000,000. In 1939 it was 7,126,000,000. In
1940 7,573,000,000. In 1941 8,582,000,000.
So that notwithstanding this increase in taxes of more than 50
percent in Canada, in the year 1941 in which the tax was 50 percent
higher than in 1938, the consumption had increased from 6,800,000,000
to 8,850,000,000 or almost a 30-percent increase.
So we come to the point that I know you would hardly think that
.9 manufacturer would say this, that we believe that we can raise the
tax, and we are very much interested in having the rates raised
because of the fiscal conditions of the country, $137,000,000 more by
following the Treasury plan than under the bill as enacted by the
House.
Under the House bill which provides for a flat increase of 25
cents per thousand, there would be raised, according to the Treasury
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Department's estimate, $51,000,000 of additional revenue. The Treasuiry estimates that, under their scheduled proposal of $4 on 15-cent
cigarettes and $3.50 on the 10-cent cigarettes that there will be $188,000,000 additional coming to the Treasury from cigarettes alone. We
believe that is to our advantage.
But the principal, selfish interest I have is that we are for this
differential to allow us to compete in the tobacco business. For 10
years we have made these cigarettes bearing a tax cf from 230 to 250
percent under the 25-cent increase, whereas our competitors--and we
are competitors of ourselves in our own 15-cent cigarettes with our
10-cent cigarettes--the 15-cent cigarettes have only borne the burden
of from 115 percent to 130 percent. We believe that these 10-cent
cigarette manufacturers being in the tobacco industry has had a good
effect for the consumers, for the farmers And, I believe, for our competitors, because there are many things that tbey have not done since
we have been in there which they used to do prior to the time that
we were in there.
In the case of the farmer, I would merely like to cite briefly what
has been the thing that has made the farmer's lot better. I am not
saying that we did it all. but with the control program and with this
competion that created these new markets for tobacco, what happened
was that the grades of tobacco that constitute the greater part of the
10-cent cigarette have gone up in price since we have been in the
market and furnishing this competition, over 600 percent. The grades
of tobacco which predominate in the 15-cent cigarette have gone up
only slightly over 100 percent.
Cigarettes, I should like to explain-I don't want to get into the
technical part of the business-are generally composed in this. way.
We know it because we make both classes. The predominant tobaccos
in the 15-cent Camels, or Lucky Strike, or our Raleigh, and the Keels
and the Chesterfields are the higher grade of tobaccos, with some medium and perhaps some lower grade. The 10-cent cigarette has very
little of the higher-grade tobacco. It has a substantial number of mediums and a lot of lower-grade tobaccos, and we are making competition all along the line, but we are also making a market for this lowergrade tobacco.
We make a good, smokable cigarette, but it is a cigarette for which
there is no other market except to the people who cannot afford and
will pay but a few cents for a cigarette. It is the people to whom a
few cents' difference in the price makes a difference whether they will
smoke cigarettes or not.
If we are not relieved of this unfair tax burden as we conceive it,
if we have to continue paying almost double the tax rate to sell our
cigarette than is imposed upon th6 higher-priced cigarette than the
10-cent cigarette, the economy brand cigarette has got to go off the
market. It cannot bear that burden and continue under the price
ceilings and maintain a differential that properly should be, as it is,
advantageous for the farmer and for everyone because of the grades
of tobacco that are in there.
What we are asking you to do is to enact this Treasury Department
proposal and raise for the Government $137,000,000 more than the
House proposal and give to these cigarettes a fair tax structure. And
I particularly want to say that we are convinced that it will not hurt
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the 15-cent cigarettes, because the majority of our business is in the
15-cent cigarettes, and I think that we are selfish enough not to do
anything that wil-l hurt the majority of our business.
Senator BAXIKLEY. How many pounds of tobacco are there in a

thousand cigarettes?
Mr. RoBEiTSON. It varies, but it is generally said that there is 3

pounds of farn-rs' weight in a thousand cigarettes. The tax law
itself says that cigarettes weighing not more than 3 pounds per thousand are taxed at such and such a rate.
Senator BARiLEY. That might include something else besides the
tobacco, although the paper (0es not weigh mu.h.
Mr. R on1RTsoN. They weigh the cigarette with the paper on it, that
is true.
Senator BAILEtrY. It takes 3 pounds of farmers' tobacco to make a
thousand cigarettes.
Mr. RoBERtTsoN. These long cigarettes--the so-called king sizeare the maximum. It is generally accepted that it is 3 pounds of
farmers' weight to a thousand cigarettes.
Senator BARKLEY. What is the manufacturer's price on the 10-cent
cigarettes and on the 15-cent cigarettes per thousand?
Mr. RoBEirrsoN. The manufacturer's price on the 15-cent cigarette
is $6.53 a thousand less 10 percent, less 2 percent, which comes down
to $5.76, from which there is $3.25 tax to be deducted and leaves the
manufacturer $2.51 to deal with.
* Senator BARKLEY. What is the manufacturer's price on the 10-cent
cigarettes?
MIr. ROnERTSON. On the 10-cent cigarettes the manufacturer's price
is $5.15 less 10 percent and 2 percent and less the tax of $3.25. which
comes down to $1.29 against $2.51, and that is where the difference
of taxes comes in.
Senator BARKL.EY. Out of the $1.29, the 10-cent cigarette manufacutrer has got to pay his labor and expenses and whatever profit le
getsI
Mr. ROBERTSOn.
Yes, sir; has has to pay everything.
Senator BAiLEY. He has to buy the tobacco cheaper.
Senator BARKLEY. Can you tell the comparative scale of wages paid
in the 10-cent cigarettes and in the ',Uigher-priced cigarette factories?
Mr. RonarrsoN. I think that the wages are about the same throughout all parts of the industry. The 10-cent cigarette industry does operate--Brown & Williamson and Axton-Fisher-what we call union
shops. We have union contracts and we have union labor, but I don't
think that we pay any higher rates of wages at the present time than
the other companies.
Senator BARKLEY. At least the question is, do you pay as much?
Is there a fairly level scale of wages in the 10-cent cigarettes the same
as exists in the 15-cent cigarette factA)ries?
Mr. ROB RTsoN. Yes, sir; that is my understanding.
Senator BARKLEY. So that it is logical to suppose that there would
be a difference in the margin after paying those wages out of the
$1.29 left to the company, and the $2.51 on the 15-cent cigarettes?
Mr. RoBMTSON. Those margins-I don't think there is any questionl, because it has been found by the 0. P. A. that the margin in a
10.cent cigarette is somewhere from 15 to 20 cents. I was thinking
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of the margin for selling, advertising, and profit. In the other cigarette, it is slightly over a dollar for those things. The profit on the
15-cent cigarette-I say this be, ause we make both of them-as found
by the O. P. A., even after all increase(] costs is 45 to 55 a thousand,
and on the 10-cent cigarette it is from nothing up to 5 cents. It is
nothing now.
Senator LA FOL1LX'=E. I am not so familiar with the various types
of tobacco f; 'n the standpoint of the farmer, but an I correct in
supposing tl A a farmer, for instance, in Kentucky or any other tobacco-growing region, is going to have tobacco of both the higher and
the lower grades to sell at the end of his harvest V
Mr. RonErTsON. Yes, sir.
Senator LA FOLLrnE. So that, from the standpoint of the farmer,
the purport or the increased price, which has come as a result of
the competition insofar as it was a factor, for the low-grade tobacco
has helped all of the tobacco growers who grow tobacco for the
cigarette market. Is that true, or not?
Mr. ROBERTsON. That is definitely true; and I am filing a statement lcre which shows, as I think I stated in my main testimony,
that since we have been in competition and created a market for these
so-called lower grades of tobacco, tL.. prices of those tobaccos have
increased from 500 to 600 percent. In other words, when this business
was started those tobaccos sold from 5 to 10 cents per pound, and
today those tobaccos sell from 20 to 25 cents a pound, and the tobaccos
that in those days sold for 33 or 34 cents a pound are not selling for
any more today. In other words, all of these averages for the farmers
have been made, and what has put the money in his pocket, as Mr.
May stated, the difference between the $88,000,000 and the $250,000,000, is because these low-grade tobaccos have gotten money for him.
Of course, one farmer's crop might be better than another farmer's
crop, due to different factors of land, soil, and cultivation, but there
is no farmer, however good lie is, who does not have some low-grade
and some common and some medium tobaccos.
Senator BAUKWRY. You have them on the same stalk.
Mr. RonBmTsoN. Yes; you have them on the same stalk.
Senator LA FoLLE'T.n. That is all I wanted to bring out, because I
think that those who are not familiar with the flue-cured tobacco
might assume that one farmer might have a good typq of tobacco
exclusively, and another a medium, and another poor.
Mr. ROBERTSON. All farmers have good, bad, and indifferent tobacco.
Senator BAnKLEY. And since the Government has gone into the enterprise of helping to grade the tobacco scientifically, these differences are more varied and more numerous. I used to raise tobacco,
and we had three grades: The leaf, ,tle medium, and the lugs. The
lugs were near the bottom of the stalk where it was close to the ground,
and between that and the top was the medium. The leaf was at the
top of the stalk. So that every stalk of tobacco contains three orfour
different grades of tobacco which has to be sorted out in the process
of preparing it for the market; but since the Government has entered
into the work of helping the farmers to grade their own tobacco and
teaching them how to grade their own tobacco, there have been nany
more grades of all sorts of tobacco than there were prior to that
program,
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Mr. ROBERMN. Yes, sir. The Government now grades the tobacco
on the floors, so the farmer himself has something to go by.
Senator BARKLEY. During the period of the increase in the price
of tobacco which goes into the 10-cent cigarette, that 10-cent cigarette
price has still been maintained?
Mr. ROnEHTSON. There has been only one increase in the price. Of
course, when the 25-cent-a-thousand tax was added, that was passed
on, because tobacco taxes are all passed on to the consumer. They
only affect the processor and the farmer insofar as they affect the
consumption.
You asked whether the prices of the 10-cent cigarettes were
changed. Prior to the tax increase of 1940 of 25 cents a thousand,
the 10-cent cigarette had a list price of $4.75, but on a list which
has 10 percent and 2 percent off or $4.19 less $3 tax, or for the processor $1.19 for all his costs and expenses of every kind and for profit.
With the 25-cent increase in it came to $5.03 I think it was. Then
subsequently some of the 10-cent manufacturers-I think we were the
first ones to do it-we went to $5.15, and that is the increase which was
about 12 cents less 10 and 2 or the $1.29 to the maker.
Senator BARiiLEY. That is the list price, and that is the price which
the manufacturers got, but when the cigarette is bought by the consumer in the drug store or the tobacco store, does lie still pay 10
cents for the package?
Mr. RonintrsoN. No, sir. When you put on a 25-cent tax, you put
on a half a cent a package, and it was obvious that we could not
absorb it, so the price generally went to 11 cents or two for 21. That
was what the price in the general trade was.
Senator BAiRtLrY. But so f-r as the tax goes if the increase is
a flat tax, you have to add the same amount to the 10-cent cigarette
package as is added to the 15-cent?
Mr. RomirrsoN. Yes, sir. I don't know how long we will be able
to do it. We will be out of business in a little while if that is the
case.
Senator BAIKLYr. I am assuming that the 10-cent cigarette continues to be made. If you add the tax on it, it is the same tax that
is added to the 15-cent cigarette.
Mr. RomErsoN. Yes, sir; under the House bill.
Senator BABMLEY. And any other flat tax would be the same way?
Mr. RonxlRTsoN. In other words, that would be, as we view it, a
continuation of this unjust and unequal method of taxation that
puts more burden on the man who can least afford to pay for these
cigarettes. He is the fellow that wants to buy his cigarettes for
10 cents, or 11 cents. As soon as you give a fellow more moneyI don't like to say this for advertising purposes-but as soon as you
give him more money, he will buy these 15-cent cigarettes, and that
is the reason it will not affect the business of the 15-cent cigarettes.
We just see our customers going on account of that.
It is an unfair method of ttxntion that imposes a greater burden
on the consumer who cannot afford it than on the man to whom a few
cents does not make 'much difference.
Senator BywD. If the 10-cent-eigarette manufacturer does not secure this lower-grade tobacco what market would there be for that I
Mr. RoBmzTSON. Prior to the time of the 10-cent cigarette, there
was no cigarette market for that tobacco.
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Senator BYRD. Could the grower sell it for any other purpose if
the 10-cent-eigarette manufacturer did not take the poorer grades?
Mr. IlonFTsoN. They sold it for 5 or 6 or 7 or 8 cents a pound
prior to the time of the 10-cent cigarette. It might go to the fertiIizer companies.
Senator BARKLEY. It went to somebody for whatever purpose he
Couhl use it.

$enator BYtiD. This was the only time it got a proper price, was
when it was sold to the 10-cent-cigarette manufacturer?
Mr. ROnEnTSON. Yes.
Senator BAILEY. You say that the 10-cent cigarette brought out

an increase in income to the farmer, but the facts are against you.
The average price for the 10-year period 1920 to 1930, which was
before you had the 10-cent cigarette, was $21.32 a hundred pounds.
In 1931 to 1940, the last 10 years, and since the 10-cent cigarette came
in and we have had the controlled program with the benefit of all
the Govermnent policies, nevertheless tle average was, during that
period, 17.0. There is a difference in favor of the 15-cent-cigarette
period of nearly 5 cents. Those are the figures that I have from the
Department of Agriculture.
Have the same thing here about the flue-cured in North Carolina.
From 1921 to 1930 flue-cured, prior to the introduction of the 10-cent
cigarette, the 10-year average was $20.42 a hundred; 1931 to 1940,
10 years subsequent to the introduction of the 10-cent cigarette,
the average price is $18.13 a hundred. That is a difference of 21/
cents. That is data which I will give you if you want it, from the
Department of Agriculture.
Senator BARKLEY. But in making up the average for the latter 10
years you take into consideration tle fact that 1931, 1932, and 1933
and until the price of all tobaccos, smoking and others, was increased,
you have got the lowest prices that the farmers have received for
probably a qtoarter of a century; 1931, 1932, and 1933, the burley type
of tobacco, as well as other types of tobacco, was being produced in
my State below the cost of producing it.
Senator BAILEY. I can ta'ke the 8.7, which is the low point of 1931,
and put that in the first period-that is the flue-cured-and the average, taking that 8.7, which is the lowest price, and throwing that into
the period prior to the introduction of your 10-cent cigarette, the
average then for the pre-10-cent-eigarette period would be 19.3, the
subsequent period of 1932 to 1940 is 18.6; and still it shows that the
period prior to the introduction of the 10-cent cigarette, the average for
the farmer in the 10-year period was more than it was in the period
since. There are the Rigures from the Department of Agriculture.
Mr. Ronnrrsom. But Senator, there is a point there. The 15-centcigarette manufacturers claim that they use only the very high-type
quality. They pay more for it than anybody else. If you will take
the average of the top grades in 1931 through 1939, which is the
market that they still control, you will see that the average of those
tobaccos is what has brought down this average. The common tobaccos, the medium tobaccos, the 10-cent-cigarette tobaccos, have
gone up four or five or six times.
Senator BAIUrT. Notwithstanding all that you say, tobacco sold for
more in the 10-year period prior to the introduction of the 10-cent
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cigarette than it has sold for any 10-year period since. You can
argue anything you please, but those are the facts from the Department of Agriculture.
The C11AIRMAN. Did any of those low-grade tobaccos go abroad
prior to the time the 10-cent cigarette was begun in this country?
Mr. losfsox. I would note competent to answer that, Senator,
but from my general knowledge I would say that some of it did.
Senator BABKLEY. There are certain types of heavy tobacco that
found their market abroad to the extent of 85 percent, none of which
go abroad now at all.
The CTAIR1 Ax. How about cigarette tobacco?
Mr. ROBERrSON. I was at one time connected with a company which
had a business in which they sent over 100,000,000 pounds of tobacco
a year to China, and since the war in China started, I think you could
put all of the tobacco that now goes to China right on that table there.
Senator BAILEY. That was very cheap tobacco.
Mr. ROnEaRTSON. Yes, sir.

The CHAInMAN. Who commenced to manufacture the 10-cent cigarette in this country?
Mr. RoiIn'rsoN. Here was a 10-cent cigarette made prior to 1932
by the Phillip Morris Co. called the Paul Jones, but they were not
aggressive competitors. I was informed by their officials that they
did that to work off a lot of tobacco they had. The Brown &
Williamson people were the next in 1932, which was at the time of
the depression and a good time to sell a 10-cent cigarette, and our
volume went up enormously. Then Axton-Fisher came in, and then
Stephano Bros., and then I believe the Lorillard Co.
Senator BAILEY. What is the volume of the 10-cent cigarette today
compared with the total volume?
Mr. RoBirErsoN. We estimate that it is from 10 percent to 12 percent of the total volume today-only 10 to 12 percent of the total
volume.
Senator DANAHER. Were the Treasury rates arrived at in consultation with representatives of the industry?
Mr. ROBYRTSON. I at one tie spoke to the Treasury officials about
it, but whether they had any other consultation, I don't know.
Senator DANAHEI. Do you know what happened in tho House that
these changes have resulted in the disparity you complain of? How
were these rates arrives at in the House?
Mr. RoBRTSOMN. I don't know. The committee voted out a flat
increase of 25 cents a thousand to raise $51,000,006. What happened
there is certainly not of record.
Senator BAILEY. The House voted for that determination because
of the provisions in the rates on cigars which were testified to here
the other day.

Tobacco is selling at 5 cents a pound in Pennsyl-

vania. Our 'whole system is based on a poundage tax, and you run
at once into that thing. You put the 10-cent cigarette people into
the 15-cent cigarette market.
Senator DANATnER. There is something peculiar about it.

The

two-for-a-nickel rate on cigars is increased under the House bill
25 percent while on the 5-cent cigar the rate of increase is 250
percent, although the price of the cigar in competition is only

double.
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Senator OUFr'mr. The two-for-a-nickel cigar accounts for 88 per-

cent of all of the cigars made in this country. If you lose that
market, you lose your big cigar revenue. The income, if you lose
that, you will have to get from the expensive cigars.
Senator DANAH R. Is a nickel cigar an expensive one?
Senator BARKLFY. Are you talking about wholesale or retail prices?
Senator BAILY. The )rice still determines the volume.
Senator DANAllu:. There is something odd about those rates.
The CHIPRMAN. Did, you say that you were speaking for Mr.
Stephano?
Mr. RoiRwsoN. Yes, sir. Stephano Bros., of Philadelphia. He
said that he would like to appear just to make some little short
statement, but the main statement represents his views, as well as
ours.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to finish this subject tonight. We
will hear Mr. Stephano if he wishes to make a statement.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM C. ALEXANDER, REPRESENTING
STEPHANO BROS., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, Mr. Stephano does
not care to speak 9nd I am speaking in place of him. I am a director
of the company as well. I have nothing further in particular to
add to what Mr. Robertson has said, other than the fact that our
experience has been that since the increase of the tax from $3 to
$3.25 in the Revenue Act of 1911, our sales in connection with the
sales of all other manufacturers of the so-called 10-cent cigarette
have declined, and we feel that in view of the fact that the cigarette is purely a price cigarette. that the industry is in jeopardy
by any tax that does not give us tihe same differential that we would
formerly have from a price standpoint.
Persons that buy the economy cigarettes are, as Mr. Robertson
has just said, people who buy it from a price standpoint, and the
difference between 10 cents and 15 cents is, of course, a great difference, but without that difference, when it disappears, the result is
as has been stated.
I merely want to add that we feel in the same position as Mr. Robertson, that the industry is in jeopardy unless we have spine substantial protection by way of a differential in the tax.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
Is it the determination of the committee to adjourn until tomorrow
morning?
Senator BAILEY. You have Mr. Lanier and Mr. Caldwell on this

cigarette tax, and I think it would be best to go over until tomorrow.
It is 10 minutes after 6 o'clock now.
The CHAInMAN. We have an unusually large number of witnesses
tomorrow. We have several that we-have not heard today.
Are there any witnesses on this list who prefer to file a brief with
the committee rather than remain over until tomorrow t There is a
possibility that you would not oe able to be heard tomorrow.
Senator BAILEY. Are you going to have the remainder of the tobacco
witnesses in the morning?
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The CHAIRMAN. Sometime tomorrow.

They will have to go to

the foot of the list, and that is the reason I made the inquiry.
Mr. STRoNo. I will file a brief and be very brief orally if I may.
The CHAIRMAN. You spoke to me earlier in the day. 'You may file
your brief and make a statement now if you wish.
STATEMENT OF HOMER STRONG, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
Mr. S-oao. My brief is very brief and I will leave it with you. I
will merely read the summary. I am not here objecting to any taxes.
I have a filing that we are in the position where we are not limited to
just what we are proposing to tax today; we have to tax for a great
many years, and we should make this tax bill such that we can continue
that taxation until the war is out of the way and paid for.
The summary of my brief is this-,
1. Broad and high individual taxes upon true income; allow credit
for expense incurred in obtaining income; eliminate credits and debits
for capital losses and gains.
2. Tax corporations heavily, but allow for reasonable profit for
incentive and dividends. Provide some form of refund for reconstruction to peace activity. Recognize the tax burden upon the common
stockholder of corporate and personal taxation.
3. A broad sales tax which will produce substantial returns and
will result in reducing the price of necessities.
I firmly believe that a sales ta' will keep the price of the ordinary,
every day needs, that we use and wear, down. I think without a sales
tax the consumer will pay more than he would with a sales tax attached.
The CHAIRMAm. Thank you very much. Your prepared statement
will be incorporated in the record.
(The statement is as follows:)
STATEMENT Or HOMER STRONG, ROCUESTRa, N. Y.

Senator George and members, Senate Finance Committee: My purpose in appearing before you Is based on the desire to present some constructive ideas that
may be useful in framing the tax bill now under consideration.
I assume your objective is to write a bill that will produce as large a return as
is consistent with the necessities of the Individuals and the vigor and stability of
the corporations who will pay the taxes required.
1. As to tndividuals.-The tax should be as high and as broad as our economic
gufety permits upon every taxable income. But only on true income either from
personal earnings or from investments. Specific allowances should be granted
for expenses incurred by individuals In obtaining such Income. Credits for capital losses and debits for capital gains should be eliminated.
2. As to oorporation&-Eachcorporation is primarily a partnership of indi.
viduals, of which there are In this country approximately 15,000,000 common
stockholders. With few exceptions the taxes paid by the corporation comes out
of the pocket of the common stockholder. The earnings paid out to the bond
holders and preferred stockholders are largely unaffected. The corporate capital
consists of the savings of individuals plus the savings retained by the corporation
and these savings should be protected and some recognition given these stockholders who really bear the brunt of the corporate taxes. This can be done in a
small measure by relieving common stock dividends from the personal normal
tax.
I have no complaint against heavy corporate taxes to the extent of some reasonable basis that would not discontage the highest grade'of management und
economic operation. The excellence of management should be definitely encouraged. Bluntly, if the taxes are such that it makes little or no difference to the
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net corporate profits as to the cost of production, waste and extravagance will
creep in and'increase the cost of the product and the Government will pay this
extrn cost out of the taxes collected. What we lose in modifying full taxation we
will more than make up in the lower costs of products'and In volume of reasonable
rates.
If the corporation is protected to the extent of reasonable returns on capital
invested and sufficient insurance against lcss due to government! conversions,
the balance is largely available for tax payment. Specifically the insurance
against loss on Government business can be met by some form of reserve. A
certain percentage of tax refund has been suggested which I believe is justified in
theory but Its actual application should be carefully studied. If and when these
refunds become payable by the Government we must assume that it will be in a
period of reconstrnctlon and that the Federal Budget will be out of balance,
consequently the payment of these refunds would be an udded burden upon the
Treasury.
I venture a suggestion that you require corporate investment in Government
bonds of the proposed refund as such refunds accrue. It could be made effective
by allowing this refund only to companies which adhere to such investment and
only for so long as such investment remains Intact in the hands of the company
interested. The bonds to be medium term and negotiable. The policy being
that each corporation would accumulate such bonds and have them available
when peace Is declared, to market from time to time as new funds are required.
8. Hales lames.-I favor a broad adequate sales tax collected either by retailers
or manufacturers. In answer to the objection that this would fall heavily upon
the low income bracKets I venture to suggest that the cost of necessary supplies
for these brackets would be less with the tax Imposed tian without it. I firmly
believe that the imposition of such a tax would result In a lower range of prices
than would ubtain If no tax were laid and that the difference In the price level
would be In favor of the buyer, which would mere than offset the tax imposed.
SUMMARY

1. Broad and high Individual taxes upon true income. Allow credit for
expense Incurred in obtaining income. Eliminate credits and debits for capital
losses and gains.
2. Tax corporations heavily, but allow for reasonable profit for incentive and
dividends. Provide some form of refund for reconstruction to peace activity.
Recognize the tax burden upon the common stockholder of corporate and personal
taxation.
3. A broad sales tax which will produce substantial returns and will result
In reducing the price of necessities.
Respectfully submitted,
HOMER STRONO.
Dated AuoUsT 12, 1942.
STATEMENT OF J0HN HARRINGTON, ASSOCIATE COUNSEL,
ILLINOIS MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
Mr. HARINOTON. I am appearing for Mr. James L. Donnelly, of
the Illinois Manufacturers' Association.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Donnelly is not here?
Mr. HARRJNoToN. He is not here. I am the associate counsel of that
organization, and our matter is largely cumulative to what has been
said here before. I think that we will- be perfectly willing to file a
brief rather thafi repeat the statements.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, very much. You may file your statenient and it will go in the record.
Mr. HARURNOTON. We feel that the 45 percent rate is too high
and that 40 percent normal and surtax is the very top that a corpora-

can bear, and that the excess-profits tax rate should not be higher
than 80 percent. Our other points are set forth in the brief.
tion
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The CHAMMAN. Thank you very much.
porated.
(The statement is as follows:)
STATEMENT OF JOHN HARRaNTON,

Your brief will be incor-

AssocIATE COUNSFJ,

AssocIAmoN,

oN H. R. 7378

ILLINOIS MIANUFArluRms8'

My name is John Harrlngton and I am the associate counsel of the Illinois
Manufacturers' Association. I am here to present the suggestions and recommendations of the Federal tax committee of the association in connection with
U. iR. 7378 now pending consideration before this committee.
The Federal tax committee of the assoclatinn Is composed of approximately
80 executive of Illinois Industrial firms lncEa'. ig both small and large manu.
facturers. The committee has given careful study to H. R. 7378 and respectfully
submits their suggestions and recommendations to this committee.
1. The committee recognizes the need for increased taxes for the successful
prosecution of the war, and knows that Illinois Industry is prepared and willing
to assume Its fair share of the enormous additional tax burden which the successfulIprosecution of the war program contemplates. The committee further believes
that now mote than ever before nonessential Government expenditures should
be drastically reduced. The committee unanimously indorses the conclusion
of the Byrd congressional committee now engaged in the investigation of Government expenditures that: "Before the war economy In nonessential spending
was important; now It Is vital. There Is no room for nonessentials in a Government stripped for action." Unnecessary nonmilitary expenditures should be
eliminated.
2. We recommend that the normal and surtax oit corporations with net income
of $50,000 be established at 40 percent Instead of the 45 percent provided in the
pending bill. There are many corporations whose business lots not been In any
way Increased by the war effort. In fact, there tre many whose business his
been materhlly decreased. A tax of 45 percent on the net Income of these
corporations is too great.
3. The excess-profits tax rate should be fixed at a maximum of 80 percent
instead of the 90 percent as provided in the bill. Normal taxes and surtaxes
of 40 percent and excess-proiits taxes of 8J percent are the maximum which
should be taken from corporations.
4. There should also be provision for a refund of a portion of the taxes in
the post-war period, such its wits tentatively proposed by the Ways and Means
Committee of the House of ltepresentatlves. Practically all corporations will
be faced with either obsolete plants or plants which have been kept in a state
of disrepair due to lack of necessary materials and skilled labor, and will also
be faced with depleted Inventories for peacetime production due to the lack of
available materials. It is also unlikely that there will be any backlog of capital
available to remedy the situation or to meet the enormous problems which will
arise in the post-war transition period. The problem of recently formed corporations which have not had any opportunity to accumudate surpluses will be
particularly acute.
5. The capital stock tax and the declared value excess-profits tax should
be eliminated. These taxes at best are nothing more than a guessing contest
engaged In by corporation officials. While It may be true that in normal times
the guesses can be moderately accurate, In the present times It is utterly impossible for corporations to attempt in the middle of the year to determine even
approximately what their annual net Income will be.

The tat has no relation

to real excess profits. There is no sound basis whatever for these taxes.
6. The provision that 75 percent of the average of the best 3 years' earnings
during the base period 1036--39 amy le substituted for the poorest years' earnlngs in the base period should be restored. The base period was subnormal for
many corporations, and the Inclusion of this relief measure eliminates some
of the Inequalities Imposed on such corporations. It Is true that there are some
general provisions for relief of such corporations In, the bill, but It Is very
dilfult and burdensome In practice to establish to the satisfaction of the
Treasury Departmient that the cycle of a particular corporation was actually
rot typical.
7. Losses on sates of buildings and similar real pioperty Improvements should
be deductible In full in the same manner as similar losses on the sales of ma-
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chinery and equipment. They should not be treated as losses on.capital assets
as they are In the bill. The present bill provides that such buildings and real
property improvements be treated as capital assets and therefore impose the
application of holding periods, limitations of deductible losses, and loss carryovers. Previously losses realized on the sale of such assets were deductible In
full as ordinary losses. Such treatment recognized the possibility that they
might be due to an improper application of depreciation rates, and since deprecation would have been allowed in full in prior years, losses on these assets
upon disposition 'should also be allowed i full. The enactment of such a
restrictive provision as contained in the present bill may impose a hardship
on many corporations now being forced to dispose of buildings because of lack
of materials to carry on normal operation. It would seem logical to treat losses
realized on sales in the same manner as similar loss onl machinery and equipment.
8. A provision permitting deduction of annual additions to a reserve for Inventory losses should be Included. The Treasury Department proposed the
Inclusion of such a provision. The purpose of this provision Is to prevent tile
taxi~ion of hiflated profits which may never be realized. Profits realized on the
basis of normal prices would be taxed in the usual manner. The inclusion of
such a provision i) the 1917 and 1018 Revenue Acts avoided-t least in a large minasur--Inventory rice losses such as were sustained during the post-war
period in 1919 and 11120.
Aim alternative method would be to allow losses to be offset against prior
years' profits which would result in refunds of previously paid taxes. IIowever,
lin our olpiuion, the reserve iietliod would be preferable both from the viewpoint
of the Treasury D'partment and the taxpayer.
9. The provision In the pending bill that fiscal year taxpayers be assessed at
different tax rates If the taxable period embraces years with different laws
should be ellilhinted. Thus a taxpayer for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1942,
would pay a tax based on 1941 rates for 0 mnontlis' income and at 1942 rates for 6
months' income. This provision will work ak great hardship on corporations
having a fiscal year different trom the calendar year. Corporations lave been
urged for many years by accountants and others to adoit the natural business
year for the fiscal lear. The advantages of such a method are found in the
preparation of flinancial statements, estimates of tax liability, taking of inventory,
and planning and control. The provision li the bill would place a wholly unexpected ald unjustified burden on such corporations and would do aln Irreparable damage to their financial position. It is difficult enough for a corporation
not to know the applicable tax rates until late In the taxable year-the situation becomes impossible when the rates of taxation are not known until long
after the taxable year is over.
The CliAItAIAN. If there are no other witness who wish to enter

their briefs or statements, the committee will recess until tomorrow
morning at 10 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 6:15 p. m., the committee recessed until 10 a. m.,
Thursday, Alugust 13, 1942.)
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THURSDAY, AUGUST 13, 1942
UNITED SATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

Va8hington, b. 0.
The committee met at 10 a. n., pursuant-to adjournment, in room
312 Senate Office Building, Senator Walter F. George (chairman),
presiding.
The CHAnIMAN. The committee will come to order. Senator MeCarran, do you desire to appear this morning?
Senator MOCARSAN. I desire to appear for a brief statement before
the committee bearing on the subject of taxation as it affects the mining
of strategic metals and war-essential metals. I shall make my statement quite brief.
The.CHAI MAN. Thank you very much, Senator.
STATEMENT OF HON. PAT McCARRAN, A UNITED STATES SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF NEVADA
* Senator McCARiRAN. Mr. Chairman, I appear before your honorable
committee by authority and direction of the Committee on Silver of the
Senate, which committee after having held hearings throughout the
"West, authorized this appearance.
Briefly, let me say that the Senate Committee on Silver directed
that 'a subcommittee should hold hearings at various places in the
West, because silver comes as a byproduct of war-essential and strategic metals that are demanded today by the War Production Board
in furtherance of the war effort. For that reason we went into the
subject at length, holding hearings in the West--Reno, Nev., Salt Lake
City, Utah, and Denver, Colo.
Before leaving Washington, and as chairman of the subcommittee,
I requested of Mr. Donald Nelson, the Chairman of the War Production Board, that he should delegate some member of his Board to
attend the bearings with the committee and to interrogate, if he saw
fit, and to participate as he might see fit.
Mr. Donald Nelson was exceedingly gracious in that respect and
sent to attend the meetings with the committee an outstanding mining engineer who is the head of the Mining Branch of the War ProDr. Wilbur Nelson. Dr. Nelson attended our meetBoard,
duction
.ngs
at all
three places and participated in the meetings to some considerable extent and otherwise investigated for himself.
Before leaving Washington, I requested the Secretary of the Treasury that he might send someone whom he would designate from the
Treasrtr -and fso someone from the Bureau of Internal Revenue to
ait i with the Senate committee and attend these hearings, that they
1923
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might hear first-handedly from the mine operators, the mine executives, and the miners of the West engaged in tile production of strategic
metals what the problems were that caused the falling off of the production of these metals, if there was a falling off.
The Secretary of the Treasury designated all expert from the Tl reasury, Mr. Campbell, and an expert from the Bureau of Internal Revenue, Mr. Andresen, and those two gentlemen, together with Dr.
Nelson, sat in at the hearings at the various places where we held
the hearings.
Before leaving Washington I also requested the American Mining
Congress to send representatives to sit in with us at these hearings,
and they sent their tax expert Dr Fernald, and their executive sec-

retary, Mr. Conover, to attend these meetings, and they too sat in
and participated in the meetings.
'hese hearings were held, Mr. Chairman, commencing at Reno,
Nov., on the 16th and 17th of July,-and Salt Lake City Utah, on the
20th and 21st of July, and at Denver, Colo., on the 14th and 25th
of July.
. These hearings are very recent, and I come representing the
committee to present in narrative form and very briefly, if you please,
what took place there over some 6 days of hearings held at these
various places.
The result of those meetings was this: Tihe meetings were attended
by the Governors of the respective States, by the mine superintendents, and mine owners and mine operators and mine foremen,
and the miners in each State, and likewise at Reno, Nev., at Salt
Lake City, and at Denver, the representatives of the mining industry
from the neighboring and adjoining States attended the meetings
and testified before the committee-from Cali.rnia, from Washington, Oregon, New Mexico and Arizona, Utah, Idaho, Montana,
Wyoming, and Colorado.
All of the Intermountain States were represented by mine operators or mine executives at these hearings.
The object of the hearings was that we might present to this committee the conditions that today, as I state it to b the fact, which are
retarding the production of waf-essential and strategic metals.
First of all, let it be understood without qualification that the War
Production Board is doing everything in its power to urge the mine
industry of America to produce, and produce to the limit, waressential metals.
Mr. Chairman, I make the statement that you can tax o:. accumulate money by taxation until the end of time, but money accumulated will not win this war. It requires metal to win this war and
that metal, by reason of the sinkings that are taking place on the
waters surrounding our country has today made it apl)parent, must
come from home production, otherwise there is going to be as there
is now, a shutting down of production of war esseitials.
We are all interested in what affects the production of waressential metals such as copper, lead, zinc, manganese, and the like.
With that in mind, we interrogated and had statements made.
There are certain agencies that are today retarding thee produclions. That was disclosed to the Senate committee sitting in these
hearings, and I desire to disclose it to this committee. One is the
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present tax structure, the present tax organization. Let it be remembered that a mine of war-essential metal or a mine producing
mineral that will produce in turn war-essential metal is of itself
of short life. The average life of a mine producing war-essential
or strategic metals in America does not exceed 5 years. It requires
the investment of private capital to develop and produce war-essential metals. No war-essential metal has yet been produced excepting
perchance on isolated cases by.loans from the Federal Government.
Otherwise none has been produced by the Federal Government.
Private capital is the one and only thing that will produce these
metals, and therefore we must encourage the investment of private
capital. The mining industry is one of the most hazardous industries in the world. I say "ha1zardous" because it is only one mine
out of seven that makes'good. The other six are liable to be and
are, as a rule, failures.
The one mine out of six requires someone who has a venturesome
spirit and the courage to hazard his fortune to produce, and so anything that retards private investment in mining retards the production of war-essential and strategic metals.
The )resent tax structure, the present tax make-up, the present
tax law is retarding the investment of private capital in mines producing war-essential metals.
Why? Because, first of all, there is an urge to produce and thus
shorten the life of the mining property. That being true, the whole
investment comes into a sai ler time space. Then when you say
to an investor that he will put up a ha'f a million dollars for the
development of a mine and that mine has been proven by geologists
and experts to have a certain quantum of war-essential minerals,
and he is told that when he prod uces 90 percent will be taken away
by way of excess profits, he immediately backs away from the venture, because the venture is 75 percent against him to begin with,
and when the other 25 percent is hazarded into an excess-profits
bracket that he knows he is going to have the Government take
away from him, he immediately back away from the proposition.
Now, Mr. Chairman, in 1940 tle Congress gave promises to those
who were engaged in the mining of war essentials that we would
not exact an excess-profits tax fi'om them and with that promise
we have the investment of private capital, but Congress, in 1941,
went back on its promise to those who invested, and went back
on this industry, and again exercised or imposed the excess profits,
and today we are confronted with it.
That is one thing specifically that is retarding the production of
war-essential metals. Of that, operator after operator, miner after
miner, foreman after foreman throughout the mining region of the
country, testified.
There are other agencies that are retarding the production of waressential metals. It must not be said that this one agency of taxation is the only retarding agency, but when you take t'ie ohier agencies and consider them at the same time that you are examining this
retarding influence, then you will look upon your tax activity in a
different-]ight.
The labor problem today is affecting the production of metals from
the mines. Today we find the Government in competition with the
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miner. -I say the ioverninont, bevauso (overnmment lmony is going
tjuhthese ageld es that arO enticing'and indluihvg mhlorg tW leave the
mines where they are getting popflaps $7 to $7.40 a day, and to go
into industries wieve they (,ai't get $14, $15, $16, $20 a diy, So when
we take the labor situation and the fact that the workers are leading
the mines to go into more profit ablo walks of life 1nd thou with, hat,
wo say we will impose another amid an additiomA bulrdon upon them
hy way of taxation, you cau see the discouragemeint that now. prevails ihthe mining iAustry in Amterica.
I return to the subject utnd return to the statement Ohit lmh'ss we
do produce metal in this country, wO are going to IOve It hlttilig
the way
,'!own of tie industry whem war essentials are produced inl
of tanks, ships, plants, and the like.
There is another retarding influence to the mining industry that
addresses itself to this committee ad that i.tho excise tax on
freight.
I note that the Secretary of the Treasury recommnendL the elimina.
tion of that element. Mr. Chairman, by all means it should he
eliminated, because it is a burden on the mining industry that exerts
itself on many values,
Virst of all {sthe ore that is shipped froni the mine to the flrst
treatment phllnt, which is imp)resse with that pelity.
Second, the ore that is shippel to the treatment pilat is imrssed
with the pinalty of the tax on tie freight on the coke nd tie coal
and oil nd other ilstrulnentalities that must be brought to the treatment, plant for tie treatment of tlt ore.
The ore carries all the burden of that freight excise tax, and that
is a discouragement to the mining industry.
All of these thin br-ought together, first of all, t'.e labor, the
freight tax, and thten your exess-lrofits tax, together with tie
hazard that is naturally attendant upol the industry itself is the
cause of what was related to the committee of tho 8onato at Salt
Lake when atrel)resontttive, I think tim outstanding representative
of the smelter industry of America, testified that their tominigo sent
past
to them for treatment had fallen off nearly 50 jpereent wit hi th1oe
year. When he stated further that the value of tie ore per ton of
ore treated by that smelter had fallen ofT very nmterially, the reason
for that is, first of all, the lack of opening up of new mines because
investment will not hazard its money; secondly, the falling off of
labor for the production; and thirdly; the fact that ,V reason of the
imposition of your excess-tax policy there is bWing "no money laid
away by the mine operators for the development of now ore.
And so the ore bodies in the mines already in existence and working are rapidly falling down in rrado, because the production of
metal from the smelters is falling of.
Mr. Chairmen, in ordr to bring this matter to a curtailment, because
of town who wish to
I realize that you have a great number from olit
be heard, may T piay that we join in the recommendation, first. that
accorded the sane allowance as to depiction
'1h1 mining ojerationq 1%0
as is accorded new oil operations. There could be no reasn for saying
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that there would be it difference. Every ton of ore that is taken out of
the mine lvs110u1
the valuo of tho mine. It is never restore(, That is
tho end of that ton of oro in its place in the miaio. That valto of the
o lit the mine NIS just the 5m011valo as it, has ill 11tl of oil, and so
the sane allowane at least shiouild be given for depletion.
Second, that tho base period of iicmle of ning operations should
be coimuted oil tlie aVI'ao (if 3 mit of 4 Ibso-perio(d years, obtaining
such an average by dividing by three.
Ihird, that adequate allowillco I) made to 0 milili opel'Ationl by
whieh the r may bo established a resoivo fund, nontaxall i, for dovolol;Illlitof new oro bodies now so urgently eded.
That must appeal to tho committo find it: must appeal to the taxing
ag ncis,
p becau,
uujes development takos plaee in a mine that is sur'oyCle
11011ore bodies an1d the development (If ways to take now ore
bodies out goes ol it i4 only a .ht0,0. til W11
Ilil the atlivity of the mine
lmkust coillo to fili ona, 111)id o it

mioaitaxalde1

ftlldlf4lould |b .rrmitted

to

be invested in the d0vet

loll
a of now taxahlo property, i Youl please.
F011'-i, that special tta'atInAtt be acCordled to t10SP mitting opera-

tions of strategic materials mhich were exempt from the exces-protlts
tax by the Revenue Act of 1940, as woll as other mins of short or

uncertain life which have been brought into production to lueet, war
nteds, and that there be no Fedvrii tax either of the natu1o of iieouo
or (xt-sg profits or front the proceeds of illmch
operations 1nitil the
capital inIvestient is recovered.

.'hat.Ib'iings mo Iba.k to tho tu stioli of the hazard that is over present,
Mninag olpriatiois
'hl1e mlimig lbusitess itself is of the most
linlzarolois miurtio, aid itile!s we pli'o,,ism to say to private capital that
it will not invest at !ill in. this imhautr,-auid that period is rapidly
a
,pproaelling-e should say that, if an Investor hazards a million dollars ill the dovelopiient of a1mIne he should bWasstuird of the return of
that Jnone,, without interest find without profit, before any tax, exeems
or otherwise, tiPplied.
Amid then one more point, Mr. Chairman that I leave with you, and
I leavo it, with you with great, urgency, anl that is the elimiiation, of
the excise tax ini fr ight, beeauso that is the penalty that is ever breathing
into every aveatie, in which the ore or the product ;f the oro, the product

In

of the 1111110,
gOe'.

Mr. Chairm-mn, you will not consider a more essential subject during
your deliberations, hecause moal is it thing that ia essential to this war.
'ho sinkiags that tire taking i!laeo in tho waters around oian country
are such that we are not receiving ores nor metals from abroad, as weo
did in times past. We must, look for production at home, and in order
to look for prodIction at home, we niut encourage the investment of
private capital, finda( in order to encourage the investment of private
capital in this all-esential industry we must lighten the tax burden
and1(relieve them of the intricacio and conlditions that now retard
their investment.
Mr. Clairminn, I aim grateful for the 6pportinity of appearing
before you. I have mnade my statement 11s brief ats I codd, considering
the field that I had to cover, There is present with mo Dr. Wilbur
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Nelson, the head of the Mine Division of the War Production Board,
who attended our meetings. I have asked the doctor to be present
just to present a very brief statement that I ask that he be permitted
to make following my conclusion.
I thank the committeee\
(The following letter and telegram were submitted by Senator
McCarran:)
UNITED STATES SENATE,
CoMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS,

August 19, 19412.
lon. WALTER F. GEOuoF,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
My DEAR SENATOR: In keeping with my statement, made before the Finance
Committct recently, may I draw your attention to a telegram which I have
received from Mr. George B. Thatcher, which telegram is attached hereto. I
would appreciate this letter and the attached telegram being made a part of the
record in connection with my appearailc before the Senate Finance Committee.
Mr. Thatcher is formerly the attorney general for the State of Nevada, and is
now attorney for many mining concerns of the West.
The statements contained in Mr. Thatcher's wire are borne out by the many
statements and declarations made before the subcommittee of the Committee on
Silver of the Senate, of which subcommittee I have the honor to be chairman,
and which committee held hearings in three central points In the West, at which
hearings representatives of the mining industries were present in large numbers.
Respectfully,
PAT MCCARItAN.
Enclosure.
I Telegram
]

RENO, NEv., August
15, 19412.

Hon. PAT MCCAPWRAN,

United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.:
We have it here on most reliable authority that United States Vanadium wilt
shortly curtail approximately 30 percent of its production of tungsten at its
Pine Creek plant In Inyo County, Calif. This is the largest plant'in the United
States and now mills 1,300 tons per day. This rurtailment will be brought about
because of the inability to get and keep labor. The price of tungsten today is
less than it was in 1937. Such properties can be kept going only with an increase
in the price of metal and relief from taxes if the increased cost of labor Is to be
met. This same situation applies to the largest producer in the State of Nevada,
the Nevada Massachusetts, where they are unable to obtain sufficient labor to
carry on a proper development program.
GERoGE B.

THATCHES.

The CHAMMAN. Very well Senator McCarran, we will be glad to
have Dr. Nelson come around. We are pressed for time, but we will
be glad to hear you, Dr. Nelson.
STATEMENT OF DR. WILBUR A, NELSON, ADMINISTRATOR OF THE
MINING BRANCH, WAR PRODUCTION BOARD
Dr. NELSoN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
Wilbur A. Nelson, Administrator of the Mining Branch of the War
Production Board, and I want to say just a v.ord in connection with
mine taxation on behalf of that board. I an not a tax expert and I
have no suggestions to make as to specific measures in the field before
this committee.
The War Production Board is concerned with the output of the
Nation's mines and is anxious that nothing be done which will inter-
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fere with the production of minerals, essential to the war program.
We realize, of course, that you are aware of the importance of increasing mineral production atid that you are ready to give the W. P. B.

every assistance in its efforts to that end.
My purpose is to emphasize the fact that some tax measures may
definitely affect production. Such measures include depletion allowances, the determination of excess profits, amortization, taxes on
freight and express shipments.
In the last year we have lost many of the foreign sources for the
supply of such strategic minerals as tungsten, chrome, and manganese,
metals which were once the subject of special consideration in the
revenue law and we are more than ever dependent on the development
of mines yielding these minerals in th, Unite] States. The production
of copper, lead, zinc, and other metals must be increased.
The complexity of the mining industry is such that I do not believe
that it would be practicable for the Government to undertake the
exploration and development of these mines. It follows that we must
and do rely on the mining companies to find and recover the tremendous quantities of metals that are needed for the guns, tanks, and
various other things, factories, and ships.
The position of the Board is simply stated by saying that we want
every incentive given to the exploration and development of the
Nation's mineral resources, and we ask this committee's expert cooperation in avoiding any action on taxes which will unduly discourage
the industry in its efforts to produce for war.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Doctor. When this excessprofits tax act was passed this committee and the Senate-I think
this committee and at least many in the Senate-were in favor of an
exemption from the excess-profits tax of so much of the profits as were
derived from mining tungsten, quicksilver, manganese, platinum, antimony, chromite, and tin, and I throw it out as a suggestion now that
we might be able to go that far but we were met witl the demand to
put in gold and tremendous mining operations that were well established, and we were not able to carry that load in conference. If the
mining industries of the country will accept that friendly admonition
I think something along that line may be done; I think this committee
realizes that something should be done.
Dr. NLs oN. I am certain the committee agrees with the War Produttion Board that no action should be taken on taxation which will
adversely affect the production of our mines.
The CHAIRMAN. No, sir; you are quite right about that. At least,
I am sure that every member of the committee feels that way about it.
Thank you very much, Doctor.
Senator BAIIJxY. Can you finish with the tobacco people now?
The CHAIRMAN. I suppose it is fair to recall the witnesses who
were left off of yesterday's schedule. There were four or five of
them, and the first of them is Mr. Lanier. They are at the bottom
of today's list, but they' were really here yesterday and waited
patiently.
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Mr. Lanier, will you come around and finish the subject we were
on yesterday and be as brief as you can, consistent with the essential
points you wish to present to the committee.
STATEMENT OF 3. C. LANIER, GREENVILLE, N. C.
Mr. LANIER. Mr. Chairman and members of this committee, there
are only two of us who are here to speak this morning on the subject
that I will talk about, and that is tobacco. We had no notice that
this matter would come before this committee until about 2 days
ago, and we have not had time, nor did we particularly desire to
bring a large delegation representing the tobacco growers before
this committee. I will be very brief, but I would say for the record
that my name is J. C. Lanier; I live in the largest tobacco-growing
county in the United Stat6s. My business is the gowing of tobacco.
I own or operate five tobacco farms in North Carolina.
Senator BARKTXY. You are not the auctioneer, the tobacco auctioneer named Lanier who is on the air?
Mr. LANIER. No, sir; I am on the other side of the row when they
sell tobacco, Senator. I don't know him.
Senator BARKLEY. Do you know what your tobacco is being bid
at when he is auctioning it off?
Mr. LAmER. Yes, sir.
Senator BARKLEY. Do you understand that Esperanto language?
Mr. LANIER. Yes, sir; I certainly do. And if it is not what I like,
I know how to change it.
I would like to say to the committee that I have '70 acres of tobacco
this year. I am deeply interested in the growing side of tobacco,
and to show that I have a right, I think, to speak for the tobacco
grower, I am a member of the State Grange Tobacco Committee in
North Carolina.
Of course, I am a member of the Grange. I am State senator
from my county, elected by the tobacco growers o' that county.
Senator DAvIs. What county are you from ?
Mr. LANIER. Pitt County, sir. In 1933 1 was called to Washington
by the A. A. A. to work for a year with Mr. Hudson on the tobacco
question and, without boasting, I will say that the first contract
that was written for the protection of the program for the tobacco
growers--I wrote it. And the Smith Act, which is the foundation
of all protection for tobacco growers, I had a large part in writing
that. In 1937, when we had the question of the adoption of the new
program under the new Farm Act, for 16 days and nights, I spoke
all over North Carolina and Virginia and South Carolina in
favor of that program, and so I think I have a right to tell you
gentlemen that I represent the tobacco growers.
Last year, over a thousand growers came to Washington before
the Ways and Means Committee from Senator Barkley's State and
from Georgia and from Florida and from all tobacco-growing
States.
Senator BARKLEY. Was that last year?
Mr. LANMR. Yes, sir. About the last of February, I think it was.
And I happened to be chosen as the spokesman to present their corn-
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bined opposition to increased taxes on tobacco, and for several times,
including this committee at one time, I have been here before you to
oppose any further increase in taxes on tobacco.
I am in the rather anomalous position this morning of having to
take the other side of the people who, all these years, have helped me
fight an increase of taxes on tobacco, and I don't just believe, 'could not
believe that there were some tobacco growers from my State or Kentucky, or any other tobacco-growing State, who would come here today
and say that they now favor an increase in the tax on tobacco when
all these years they have opposed it, and have been to-Washington to
fight it.
I am not interested in the competitive fight within the industry as
between the 10-centers and the 15-centers auy more than it affects me
in selling my tobacco, and I want to be sure that the farmer, those of
us who grow tobacco, are not the pawns in this fight within the
industry.
Yesterday it was stated by a very fine gentleman who represents a
British company that in 1931 the three large companies had a monopoly
in tobacco in this country. In fairness to this committee, I want to
tell you that that is not the fact. In the flue-cured area covering
Georgia, Florida, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia, in
all those years, approximately two-thirds of all of the tobacco was
bought by English companies, and they were the dominant factor in
the price structure of tobacco over all those years, and the records will
show that from 1912, when I first had a little connection with tobacco,
on through the years, that two-thirds of the flue-cured tobacco has
consistently gone abroad-been bought by foreign companies, and
shipped aroad-and while T hold no brief for any of the companies,
I will say that the fact is that in September 1931 England went off
the gold standard and by reason of the dollar exchange between that
and the pound, the English got the price on' flue-cured tobacco down
more than 50 percent and we got the lowest price in the history of the
industry, and that was together with the fact that we were in a*depression in this country.
Senator BARKLEY. What proportion of the cigarette tobacco-I am
not talking of the flue-cured only but all types of cigarette tobacco-in 1931 was purchased by the British interests?
Senator DAVIs. Was that depreciation caused by the rate of exchange
between Britain and the United States ?
Mr. LAxrxn. Yes, sir. I am citing that that had a very depressing
effect on tobacco. Two-thirds of the flue-cured tobacco, cigarette tobacco over the years, has gone abroad. Very little Burley goes abroad,
but there are 2 pounds of flue-cured more than usually to 1 pound Of
Burley. That is rough. So if you take two-thirds of flue-cured and
one of Burley and give flue-cured a-weight of 2 and Burley 1, you
would get the answer there as to how much went abroad.
Senator BARKLEY. I will get a table and figure it out.
Mr. LAN -R. I cannot figure that out in my head. '

In 1933, when the 10-cent cigarettes reached the peak of their production, the price of Burley tobacco that was raised in 1933 and sold
in late 1933 and 1934 was neatly as low as it was in 1931. It went
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down below the cost of production and sold for 10.5 a pound in Kentucky, and I was sent to Kentucky when pile after pile of good tobacco,
Burley tobacco was selling for a dollar a hundred, and the warehouse
got 75 cent, a hundred and the farmer got 25 cents, and by reason of
an agreement, not with the buying companies, but with the warehouse
men, we were able to raise the prices of tobacco in 1933 to $2.75 a
hundred.
I give the 10-cent cigarettes credit for filling a definite place in the
market, but I don't concede that the well-being of us who grow tobacco
will be served when you have to depress the price to a point where
they can buy it and sell it at a profit and at the present time, gentlemen,
the markets have opened in Florida and Georgia and in South Carolina and in the border of North Carolina, and the price for that end
of our crop, the skimmed-milk end, which goes, as they say to the
10-cent cigarettes, is selling so high that my personal observationand I know the facts will bear me out-is the 10 cent brands are buying less than 2 percent of the tobacco that is now bringing to us farmers,
and we hope it will go on up-I sincerely trust-to my section of Carolina and Virginia to where we were getting the best price that we
have ever gotten with the exception of possibly 1919 and 1937.
Senator-Bnw. What is the price you are getting?
Mr. LANnn. The latest figure I had on the Fairmount Market-that
is a large market on the border, was 42 plus-forty-two-and-some-odd
cents a hundred.
Senator BYRD. What growth are you speaking of
Mr. LANIER. That is the average. With the tops at 49 which shows
there can't be much cheap tobacco.
Senator BYRD. I understood you to say that the cheaper grades
had gone for a very high" price?
Mr. LANIER. Yes, sir.
Senator BYm. They are types 12, 13, 14, and 15?
Mr. IANIER. Yes, sir; the same types of tobacco.

Senator BYRD. What is the reason they have gone up so?
Mr. LANIER. My answer to that is that by reason of the weather
conditions that have very definitely diminished the quantity, and
by reason of the fact that the Government this year has gone into
the market to buy 300,000,000 pounds to-turn over to lend-lease, and
by reason of the great increase in the domestic consumption of tobacco
the crop is a hundred million pounds short of the demand for it.
That has made the prices skyrocket.
Senator BARKLEY. Is it true that the price over a period of years
of the lower grades has increased by a larger percentage than the
higher grades?
Mr. LAN ER. Yes, sir; tht.t is true. In the years past, we sold this
low-grade tobacco to China. We had a market for over a hundred
million pounds of flue-cured tobacco of the very low grades in China
and that has been where it has been going until the war between .
China and Japan broke out.
ISenator BYRD. To what extent do you give credit to the 10-cent
cigarette for increasing the price of theselower grades of tobacco?
Mr. LANRIR. I think that they hawe had some influence on the

price, but this -is an industry or a segment of the industry that uses
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not more than 5 percent of the entire tobacco crop and it could not
control the price of the crop.
Senator Bym. Nobody contends that, but are they not a very considerable factor in the lower grades of tobacco?
Mr. LANIER. Yes sir; they do.
Senator BYD. What proportion of the lower grades of tobacco does
the 10-cent cigarette consume?
You are putting it on the total, and that is not a fair basis because
they do not buy the good grades of tobacco.
Mr. LANIER. They sometimes buy some pretty good grades; they
do not buy the lowest grade of tobacco-that- goes into chewing tobacco, and then the pipes.
Senator BYRD. The types of tobacco that they buy, as I understand it ara numbers 12, 13, 14, and 15, are they not?
Mr. LANIER. 11, 12, 13, and 14. That is the flue-cured.
Senator BYRD. And that is the so-called lower grades of tobacco?
Mr. LANIER. No, sir; that is the type of tobacco as distinguished
from burley and air-cured and dark-air cured, and all of that. That
is merely a designation of the type of tobacco that is grown and
of the grade of tobacco.
Senator BAR.KLEY. There are some sixty-odd grades of tobacco, as
I recall.
Mr. LANIER. They are the Government grades.

Senator

BARKLEY.

Government grades?

Mr. LANIER. Yes, sir.
Senator BARKLMY. And they are designated by numbers?
Mr. LANIER. BL-3, BL-4, CL-3, CL-4.
Senator BARKLEY. They go up as high as 32 in some grades?

Mr.

LANIER.

In numbers?

Senator BARKuLEY. Yes.
Mr. LANIER. No, sir.
Senator BARKLEY. What is the highest number in any grade?
Mr. LANIER. Senator, they divide the tobacco according to the way
it came off the stalk, and they give it a CL-i, CL-2, and CL-3 for
the leaf and DL-1, DL-2, and DL-3 for the lugs and LL-3 and 4
for the tops. They don't go up to 32.
Senator BAPKRLY. I have seen in a great many of the agricultural
reports much higher numbers than those. I don't know that they
designate the grades particularly.
Senator BYRD. Are there certain definite grades that the 10-cent
cigarettes are bought for?
Mr. LANIER. They buy certain grades of tobacco. They are not
exclusive buyers of that grade of tobftcco.
Senator Bmn. What I am trying to get at is, What percentage of
those certain grades are used by the 10-cent cigarettes?
Mr. LANIER. I would say as an estimate, 20 percent.
Senator Byan. 80 percent are used in other waysI
Mr. LANIER. Yes, sir.
That would be my estimate.
The CHAIRmA . Are you objecting to any differential on the great
bulk of tobacco?
Mr. LANIRi. 'Yes, sir.
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The Ch 0RMAN. Because that means an increase in the tax?
Mr. LANiE. It means first that we feel that tobacco is bearing
more than its share of even war taxation, that tobacco will pay this
year into the Treasury of the United States in excise taxes not
counting State and municipal taxes, more than $900,000,000; that
the proposed rate, of tax-the only farmer's product, aside from grain
that goes into alcohol, that bears a tax. And we think that that is
an exorbitant tax, but we are not here to fight it; we are merely
here to ask that you not raise it higher to cure a competitive situation that exists within the industry because we know that if, by
reason of the differential, that there is any considerable shift of
smoking from the 15-cent cigarette, the so-called standard brands,
to the power brands, that every time you shift a pound of tobacco
from the 15-cent class to be consumed over here in the 10-cent class,
you have cost the tobacco growers 15 cents a pound.
Senator BARKLrEY. I miglt ask you this for information.
Why will a differential of 50 cents, or any reasonable amount, shift
of tobacco from the 15-cent cigarette to the 10-cent cigarette?
Mr. LANIER. Well, Senator, my answo.r to that would be that if it
does not make that shift it will do the 10 centers no good, and that if
it does mnake that shift the farmers will be the ones to pay the bill.
Senator BARKLEY. Let me ask you this: This is a question of economics and major finance, but is one that has some common sense to it,
after all.
Can you continue to increase by a flat rate a tax on any commodity,
where there are various prices, without ultimately running the lower
price out of business, unless it increases its price to the public?
Mr, LANiEn. I would answer that by taking the case of cigarsSenator BARKLEY. Well, of course, as a matter of fact, tobacco and
liquor are the only two commodities taxed by the Federal Government
where there is a flat rate on it. Everything else is practically on a
percentage basis.
Mr. LANIER. I thought there were others.
Senator BARKLEY. There may be one or two. Let us take aut6m0biles. We put a tax on that, the percentage based according to the
sale price. Obviously, it seems to me that if you put the same tax
upon what used to be a Ford, and has now become an automobile, if you
put the same tax on a Ford that brings five or six hundred dollars, that
you put on a Packard that brings $2,000, from the standpoint of consumption, you are automatically injuring the sale of the Ford, aren't
youI
Mr. LANIER. I would think so.
Senator BARKLri. And the same is true of other things. Why
wouldn't that same rule apply to tobacco?
Mr. LANr. That is the very thing that we are up here about.
In that case, of course, by a differential, you would drive more people
to buy Fords than you would Cadillacs, and we are fearful that if you
put this differential on tobacco that you will drive more people to the
10-cent tobacco class, and out of the class of people who, according to
Government figures, can pay us a living price for our tobacco.
Senator BARKLEY. That might depend on the amount, but where
under the present tax, the amount left to the 10-cent manufacturer is
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$1.15 per thousand, to the manufacturer of the 15-cent cigarette it is
$2.15, would a differential of 50 cents really result, as you fear?
Mr. LANIER. Senator, the cigarette people and the wholesalers and
the retailers have been able to absorb the two last increases on the
standard brands of cigarettes without adding to the cost to tile consumer, that is, without being sold at the loss-leader prices by any
legitimate cigar and cigarette stands, the last two increases in the
price of standard brands of cigarettes have not caused an increase in
prices to the consumer. They still sell at 15 cents.
Senator BARKLEY. Let us suppose, just for the sake of argument,
that we raise the tax the equivalent of 10 cents per package. When
it got to that point, of course that would be the same as the price of
the 10-cent cigarette to the public.
Mr. LANIER. Yes, sir.
Senator BARKLEY. And therefore, it would either have to add that
10 cents or it obviously could not do business, paying a 10-cent tax
on a 10-cent article. When that point was arrived at, the other cigarette would still have a 5-cent margin, which may give some general
idea of the effect if these taxes still go up on a flat rate applied to
the two different classes of cigarettes. That is st subject on which
we could all have different opinions.
Air. LANIER. I would like to state that I am through except for the
questions, but that this matter of the differential is not a new question. In 1934, the House Ways and Means Committee appointed a
subcommittee headed by that distinguished gentleman from Kentucky, Mr. Fred Vinson, who investigated the questiomi of a differtial at length and reported in opposition to any diffeintial in the
price of cigarettes, and that is available.
We sincerely believe, the people of my area, that if you gentlemen make this differential in the tax on cigarettes at this time, the
price of tobacco which is now selling already in South Carolina, will
break 10 cents a pound and will be back below the parity figure that
the Government has guaranteed to the tobacco growers, and we
would have to come back to this Congress for another subsidy to be
paid out of the Treasury when now, under the set-up which presently
exists we are out of the dog house and away from the eight-ball.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you, how many standard cigarettes
are sold? You have the 10-cent brands and the'15-cent brands, which
is the standard cigarette, and then what is there above that?
Mr. LANIER. Very few.
The CHAIRMAN. if you start a differential, if you start the differential game,. you are going to run it up and down on all of the
grades.
Mr. LANIER. You have to do :it on various grades of chewing
tobacco and on various grades of smoking tobacco.
* The CHAIRMAN. You would have to do the same thing on liquor
according to the price.
Mr. LAmNE. Yes, sir; it looks like that to me. It was pointed out
by the cigar where the differential was originally a tariff to protect
American-grown tobacco, because the imported tx.bacco goes into the
high-priced cigars, and the first basis of the differential on cigars
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was to protect the American grower of cigar tobacco, and the result
has been that 90 percent of all of the cigars -88 percent, I believe,

they said yesterday-.is now in the low-priced bracket, and tobacco
is selling at 5 cents a pound.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you one more question. q his question
has been aggravated for quite a number of years, as you have said.
In all of the States that grow tobacco, is there any State outside
of Kentucky that makes a differential between cigarettes?
Mr. LANIER. None, so far as I ever heard of-I will Antte it that
T nator IBAiLEY. That is no argument against it?
Mr. LAN~IE. No, sir; I am just, stating that I do not lnow of any.
The CHAIRMAN. I think it is a pretty good argument because
the States that grow tobacco know pretty well what effect this kind
of a differential would have on their product.
Mr. LAMER. I believe as sincerely as I believe anything, Senator
that I am making a fight for your burley growers, just as much as
am for the farmer in Florida and in Georgia. Out in Mount Sterling
and Owensboro and Paducah and Henderson-I have been to all of
those markets there-those people came here over a year ago over
yonder and appointed a committee and they asked me to come up and
make an argument against increased taxes, and if they were here today
they would make the same argument and oppose this raise in the tax.
Senator BARKLEY. I have no doubt of your sincerity in this matter.
I took that position whentrain.
a large delegation was brought up here 3 or
4 years ago by a special
I have opposed the increase in taxes on tobacco on the very ground

that you have mentioned here, and I even introduced a bill reducing
the tax on tobacco when tobacco was bearing the only World War No.
1 rates that were being borne by any commodity in the United
States, and I am not committing myself one way or the other on this
differential. I am trying to find the best thing to do, and what the
facts are, and yet I cannot help but wonder how long we can continue
to raise the tax on tobacco by a flat rate without ultimately injuring
somebody who is legitimately in the business.
That is all I am trying to find out.
Mr. LANIER. Yes, sir; and I have always said that they had a legitimate place in this business.
I would like to close by calling the committee's attention to this
fact, and I think that it is within the proprieties, that at the present
time the English Government discriminates against our tobacco in that
it charges us 49 cents a pound duty extra on our tobacco that goes into
England as against the tobacco raised in Canada or in any other
dominion; and, to me it does not seem to lie well in the mouth of the
British company to come to an American Congress and ask that they
be granted a subsidy in this country for the products that they make
as against an American institution.
Senator BARULSY. Of course, we do the same thing with respect to
some commodities that come from Cuba and Puerto Rico and the
Philippines and the Hawaiian Islands. We have granted a special subsidy to imports into this country from another country for which we
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are responsible. We did that before Britain made this discrimination
against our tobacco. So we have set the example.
Mr. LANIER. Thank you.
Senator DAVIs. How many pounds of tobacco go into cigarettes?
Mr. LANIER. In this country I would say approximately 600,000,000
pounds.
Senator DAvIs. How many different counties in the United States
are there that grow cigarette tobacco?
Mr. LANIER. Well, cigarette tobacco is grown in 14 States or more.
It is grown in Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Virginia, Ohio, Illinois, some of it; a little in Missouri, in Kentucky,
Tennessee, and a little on the fringes, Alabama. and so on.
Senator BARKLEY. Let me ask you this question, Mr. Lanier. I
know you are an expert tobacco grower. I was, as they used to say,
raised between two rows of tobacco stalks myself.
On every stalk of tobiavco grown, there are at least three grades of
tobacco, is that correct?
Mr. LANIEa. Yes, sir.

Senator

BARKLEY.

Maybe more?

Mr. LANIER. There will be more.
Senator BARKLEY. There are more. There are expert growers who
say that there may be at least a dozen grades on the same stalk, because
there are that many different leaves. The 15-cent cigarette buyers
purchase what they call the finer and the lighter grades. I believe
that is the description o- your friend Lanier down in North Carolina.
Mr. LAWN=E. I certainly hope you do not get me confused with
him.
Senator BARKLEY. I ai just being facetious.
Mr. LANIER. I do not know him.
Senator BARKLEY. You will sell the higher grades which may be
leaves nearer the top of the plant or stalk, to the finer and high-priced
cigarettes. Halfway down the plant, there is another grade, ai.d the
closer to the ground you get, the worse the grade is, as a rule, so that
it might be that there is some of your tobacco that you grow on your 70
acres that may go into the market for the 10-cent cigarette, is that
true?
Mr. LANIER. Yes, sir.
Senator BAnKLEY. Now, if the 10-cent cigarette takes 20 percent
of that particular type of tobacco, would you say that if it were to go
out of the market, that would not affect the price of those grades which
they do buy?
Mr. LANIER. I would say that it would affect the price of those
grades.
Senator BARKLEY. I thought that was what you would say. It is
inevitable.
Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Caldwell, and, Mr. Caldwell, will you be as
brief as you can this morning, because we have an unusual number
of witnesses and, at the rate we are going, we will have to have a night
session tonight and another tomorrow and tomorrow night.
76C9--42-vol. 2---41
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STATEMENT OF HARRY B. CALDWELL, GREENSBORO, N. C., MASTER,
NORTH CAROLINA STATE GRANGE
Mr. CALDWELL. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I
will state for the benefit of the record that my name is Harry B.
Caldwell and I live at Greensboro, N. C., and I am master of the North
Carolina State Grange.
Mr. J. C. Lanier, the gentleman who just preceded me, is a member
of he tobacco committee of the State grange and is the tobacco expert
on i-hat committee for the State grange.
Ihe North Carolina State Grange has been particularly interested
in this whole tax question for many years. 1t appeared before the
House Ways and Means Committee a few weeks ago in opposition to
any increased taxes on tobacco, because we are convinced that tobacco
is ca trying its fair share of the total tax load.
I want to say that we have two fundamental principles when we
comu to consider the question of taxation. The first is, we believe
that the taxes ought to be collected so far as it is possible, to cover
the extraordinary expenses of the Federal Government in this war
effort.
TIle second principle that we adhere to is that taxes should be collectel on the basis of the ability to pay, and -when we come to consider the question of taxation, we recognize that tobacco has been
carrying a wartime tax since the last World War. Those taxes were
not reduced following the close of the last war, but they have since
been increased twice, until today, it is, taxed at a higher rate than
almost any other article that you might wish to compare to the taxes
on tobacco.
And so we appeared before the Ways and Means Committee first
asking that committee not to impose any additional tax burden upon
this particular commodity, not because tobacco growers were unpatriotic or did not wish to carry their share of the tax load, but
simply because, they were convinced that they are now carrying more
than their total share of the tax load based on the ability to pay.
The Ways and Means Committee saw fit to increase the tax rate on
cigarettes and other forms of tobacco, and on cigarettes in particular
from $3.25 per thousand to $3.50 per thousand, thus continuing a flat
rate of taxa-ion on this product.
We opposed a differential in the rate before the Ways and Means
Committee, and I might say, for the benefit of this committee that
the North Carolina State grange has consistently opposed a differentimtl in the rate of taxation on various forms or brands of cigaret tes.
We have taken that position simply because we believe that a tax
differential will be reflected in a lowering of the average price that
the growers will receive for the tobacco itself.
This question has been considered in recent weeks by the executive committee of the North Carolina State grange and again they
unanimously went on record in opposition to any differential in the
tax rate as between the various brands of cigarettes.
I would like- to say for the record that the State grange is composed entirely of farmers. I suppose our membership is 99 percent
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home-owning farmers. It is scattered throughout the State of North
Carolina. We are organized in almost all of the tobacco-produciv'g
counties of the State. We have both flue-cured and burley types cif
tobacco grown in North Carolina and we represent here today the
sentiments, the unanimous sentiment as it has been expressed in the
State grange conventions, and through our tobacco committee meetings and through the meetings of the executive committee meetings of
our membership, which represents, to a large extent, the tobacco
growers in every section of North Carolina.
We are perfectly willing to accept the increased taxes imposed cn
cigarettes and tobacco by the Ways and Means Committee and by
the House of Representatives, I believe, a few weeks ago.
We come before this committee and urge you to adopt the rab s
that were accepted or approved in the House of Representatives wh'!n
this question was up before that group for consideration.
There are quite a number of things that have been rather inteiesting as we have come to consider the matter. As I recall, thoie
who appeared before the Ways and Means Committee in favor of
the increased taxes on tobacco and especially in favor of the diffe.'ential, made the flat statement that there was no relationship between the selling price of tobacco and the consumption.
That statement was made before the Committee on Ways and
Means, and I understand that some similar statement was madb before this committee, perhaps yesterday. I could not be present
because we did not have a notice of the hearing, but I understood
that some such statement was made here yesterday.
If such a statement was made here, and I know that it was made
before the Ways and Means Committee by those who advocated the
differential, then we cannot understand why the differential question is being proposed at this time. If there is no relationship between the selling price and consumption, why bring up the differential question at all? Where does it enter into the picture as you
come to consider this particular problem?
As we see it, it is primarily a struggle that is going on within the
industry between various manufacturers of certain brands of cigarettes, and we sincerely hope that no action will be taken by this
committee that will in any way jeopardize the position of the tobacco growers or farmers throughout the 14 or more States that grow
the product.
I would just like to point out that the North Carolina State grange
recently went on record endorsing the economy program that this
Congress is trying to carry out. We, along with others, have recognized the importance of eliminating as many nonessential and unnecessary expenditures as possible, and we have gone on record to
the effect that we will not ask of any Government official for any
appropriations that we do not believe is necessary in prosecuting the
war.
I would likb to say, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
that the tobacco growers in years gone by have found it necessary to
come before the Cohg-ess, the Committee on Appropriatiois, and ask
for the appropriation of public funds to keep them fron-losing their
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farms and their homes and from starvation, almost, and I would like
to say, however, that at the present time tobacco prices have advanced,
the outlook for this year is encouraging and we would certainly not
want any action to be taken that might have any depressing influence
on the prices that the growers are receiving for their product.
I think I can say to this committee upon the authority of the North
Carolina State grange that if action is taken on this question of taxation that will have a price-depressing influence on tobacco and on the
average price level paid the growers, should it fall below the cost of
production, we will be back here in large numbers before the Appropriations Committee advocating the appropriation of public funds to
save the tobacco growers; and we sincerely hope that in the consideration of this question no action will be taken that will in any way tend
to retard the progress that we are making in lifting the living standards
among the tobacco growers throughout the United States.
This question of a graduated tax has been interesting to us. It has
been said that we have a graduated tax on other articles, and yet the
tax on liquor and the tax on gasoline and the tax on other items is a
flat tax. When we come to consider this particular tax we must
remember that it is a sales tax-that is what it is--it is a sales tax, a
sales tax on a selected commodity, and certainly if there is no relationship between selling price and consumption there can be no justification for setting up a graduated sales tax for this particular commodity, which, in our judgment, will simply shift a larger part of the
consumption to the cheaper brands and result in more manufacturers
going into the manufacture of the cheaper brands of tobacco, which
can only be made by buying the tobacco at a lower price level than
now prevails.
So, on behalf of the Grange members and the tobacco growers, I
would like to appeal to this committee that you adopt the schedule
of taxation for tobacco that was approved by the House of Representatives when they considered this bill just a few weeks ago.
I might say to you gentlemen also that others would have been
present for this hearing today but we did not know about it until
Just 2 days ago. I learned just 2 days ago, late in the evening that
the matter was coming up, and when we appeared before the Ways
and Means Committee, the Governor of North Carolina, the commissioner of agiculture of North Carolina, the editor, the associate
editor of the Progressive Farmer which covers all of the Southern
States, appeared along with others in opposition to increased taxes
and in opposition to a differential in the tax rates on cigarettes.
I say to you gentlemen here today that, had we known in advance
that this question was coming up, those same persons would have been
represented before your committee today to express their opposition
to a further increase in the taxes on tobacco and to the adoption of
the differential in th, rate of taxation as between the various brands
of cigarettes.
Senator CAPPER. I understand you accept the bill as it is?
Mr. CALWwL. The tobacco growers are perfectly willing to accept it
as it now stands.
The ChAmm . Any questions?
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Senator Gumr. Did you say you were president of the State
Grange?
Mr. CALDwELL. Master.
Senator Gem-y. Is your State one of the State granges that endorsed the 120 percent parity bill or the 110 percent parity bill and
was not satisfied with parity
_
Mr. CALDWELL. I should like to answer that by saying that our
State grange would like to have the parity concept accepted, but we
recognize that under our present parity formula that there would
be gross inequalities between the farm producers, producers of various farm crops, and before the parity concept should be accepted
as a ceiling measure on farm prices there should be a new parity
formula evolved, modern and up to date, giving the farmer an'equitable
share of the consumer's dollar on present income.
Senator Gun'x'. You are not satisfied with the present parity
situation?
Mr. CALWzLL Parity means equity, and when we apply the pres

ent parity formula to the various farm products, we findthat it does
not fit the situation in every instance. On some commodities, the
prices would be considerably below the cost of production; on other
commodities the parity price would be entirely too high-it would
be much below levels that had existed in those articles in past years.
I would like to see the parity formula at the opportune time considered
and modernized and brought up to date so that it will bring to the
farmer a proper share of the consumer's dollar.
Senator BAILEY. Something was said about notice. I did not know
that the matter was coming up until noon day before yesterday. It
was not on the calendar here, but I happened to learn from the clerk
that he had a penciled notation that the matter of the differential
was coming up and the names of witnesses, and I immediately
notified Mr. Lanier and asked that he notify you.
Mr. CALDWELL. Mr. Lanier called me.

Senator BAILEY. We had no notice up here.
Senator BARKLERY.I don't know whose fault that is, and probably
nobody's, but Mr. May, who is the commissioner of agriculture of
Kentucky and who testified here yesterday, was on the list of witnesses more than 10 days-nearly 2 weeks ago-to discuss this subect, and was postponed by mutual agreement until others could be
here so that the whole subject could be considered at the same time.
Mr. CALDWELL. There was no criticism offered, it was simply a
statement that we did not know about it, and consequently we did
not have an opportunity to arrange to have groups come in.
I "hank you.
Senator BARKLEY. Mr. Chairmanl, I should like to put into the
record at this point two or three tables; On yesterday, the Senator
from North Carolina referred to an average price of tobacco from
1921 to 1930, inclusive both burley and flue-cured, and from 1931 to
1940, both inclusive. I would like to have it put into the record at
this point, with the year-by-year average price which he has been
kind enough to furnish me, taken from the Depairtment of Agricul-
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ture figures of flue-cured from 1921 to 1930 i both inclusive, and from
1931 to 1940, both inclusive.
The CHAIRMAN. That may be done.
Senator BARKLEY. Also the same sort of table with reference to
burley tobacco. Also a table showing prices from 1923 to 1931
inclusive, which makes a slight change in the years involved. i
should like also to put into the record a table showing the prices to
farmers of the 15-cent leaf tobacco grades from 1931 to 1941, both
inclusive, and also the prices of tobacco paid by the 10-cent cigarette
purchasers for the same years.
The CHAIRMAN. You may put them in, Senator.
(The tables submitted by Senator Barkley are as follows:)
Average price of Burley and flue-cured tobacco, 1921-S0, inclusive, and 1981-40,
inclusive, and combined average price, 1923-40, incluive
BURLEY
Ya

Average
price

Year

Averago
price

1921.......................................
21.5 1931...............------8.7
1922----------------------------20.8 1--1932-- ----------------125
193 -----------------------.............
20.0 1933.................-------10.55
1924-----------------------------M.1.......
1 1934---------------------1. 9
1925.......................................
18.0 1935----11
1928------------------------------------13.1 1936--------------------------- 357
1927 ... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. ... .
2 5 9 1937 ... .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. ... ..
20. 1
1929.......................................
30.5
1938---------------------------- 19.0
1029 . .
.
.
.
..-------------------------------21.8 1939 ---------------.----------- 17.8
1930.......................................
15.5 1940......................------a
26.
213.2
21.32

Average ---------------------------

17. 0
17.6

Average .....................------

FLUE CURED
1921..................................
21.9
1922---------.-------------------------27.2
1933
------------------... ---...............
20.8
1924.......................................
21.6
192 ........................................
20.0
192 -------------------------------------24.9
1927 .
.
.
..--------------------------------20.5
1928------------------------------------17.3
1929--------------------------------150
9 ..................................
12.0
204.2
20.42

Average ............................

1931-----------------------------1933 ----------------------------1933------------------------------1934.....................................
1935.....................................
1936 ----------------------------------1937------------..........................
1938----------------------------------1939---------------------------------1940 ----------------.---------------Average ..........................

8.4
11.6
15.3
27.3
20.0
212
23.0
22.2
149
16.4
-

181.8
15.1

BURLEY AND FLUE CURED

1 -----------------------------------.924...........................
925------------------------------------150
............. 1926-..
.----------------192------------- ---------------------

20.0

1 -----------------------------------.30 z93 ............................
1931--------------------

17.
1939
.....................................
....................................
16.2
87 I 19W_
14-------------------------------18.2

I"928------------ --------------------1929------------------------------

Average ............................

1932----------------------------.
1934.....................................
.....................................
3 3. 1935
2.
193...................................
20.1 1933. ........................-----30.5
218

15.5

S

173.6

19.

1937--------------------------------13-----------2.
.-------------------:.....

Average ..........................

115
1 90.8
69
9.1
3.7
20.1
19.0

167.3

Me
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Average prices to farmers of Burley, eastern flue-cured, and western flue-cured
tobacco, .1931-41, inclusipe
From the schedule presented at the hearings before the Committee on Ways ani Means, House of Representatives,
Robortoon] 77th Cong., found on p. 2817 of Revenue Revision of 1942, testimony offered by I. M.
15-CENT CIGARETTE LEAF TOBACCO
GRADES
Year

Burley J

Eastern
fluecured I

Western
fluecured I

1031----------------------------------------------------------------------18.04
22.88
24.83
1932-------------------------------------------------------------------)
27.15
29.08
1933----------------------------------------------------------------.....
2.71
28.38
31.27
1934----------------------------------------------------------------------26.78
37.92
42.37
1935
.......................................................................
35.01
31.07
31.8
1936-----61.71
35.11
41.50
1937
----------------------------------------------------38.71
34.94
38.42
1938---------------------------------------.--------------*----------- -27.00
31.44
33.33
1939-----------------------------------------------------------------*.---- 25.14 24.58
2.88
1940----------------------------------------------------------------------28.71
28.11
32.25
1941----------------------------------------------------------- ' 42.71
637.77
42.75
10-CENT ECONOMY CIGARETTE LEAF TOBACCO GRADES
1931----------------------------------------------------------------------1832----------------------------------------------------------------------1933----------------------------------------------------------------------1934---------------------------------------------------------............
1935----------------------------------------------------------------------19836--------------------------------------------------------------------1937----------------------------------------------------------------------1938----------------------------------------------------------------------1939....................................... ---------------------1940-----------------------------------------------------------1941---------------------------------------------------------------------

5.98
()
10.35
15.23
15.54
38.00
l2. 33
16.62
-

.91

17.21
31.33

3.20
6.70
9.10
14.88
9.91
&71
11.43
15.58
11.68
14.31
'28.54 1

2.65
&8
9.61
13.3
7.45
9.08
13.13
16.60
11.85
14.13
1025.35

' U. S. Department of Agriculture type 31 grown principally in Kentucky and Tennebsee.
5 U. S. Department of Agriculture types 12, 13, and 14, grown principally In eastern North Carolina,
South Carolina, and Georgia.
8 U. S. Department of Agriculture types IIA and liB, grown principally in North Carolina and Virginia.
4 Government figures not given.
I Increase, 1941over 1931-162 plus percent.
I Increase, 1941over 1931---69percent.
'Increase, 1941over 1931-72 percent.
' Increase, 1941over 1931--424 percent.
0Increase, 1941over 1931-729 percent.
" Increase, 1941over 1931-858 percent.

Senator Gunmy. Mr. Chairman, I desire to pltce into the record

at this point a list of the names and addresses of various persons and
organizations in the State of Pennsylvania, and elsewhere, who are in
favor of the 27 percent depletion provision in the pending bill, and
who have communicated with me to that effect.
The CI.IAIIkMAN. That may be done.

(The list referred to is as follows:)

G. A. Simpson, Bradford, Pa.
Minn!ck Bros., Bradford, Pa.
N. D. Gibson, oli producer, Bradford, Pa.
C. W. Sharpe & Co., oil producers, Bradford, Pa.
Blalsdell Oil Co. (G. C. Blaisdell), Bradford, Pa.

Hugh Grant, president, Grant & Mohan O11 Co., Bradford, Pa.
J. M. Brooder, Bradford, Pa.
G. G. Bauer, executive secretary, Appalachian Drill Contractors Association,
Bradford, Pa.
J. Paul Jones, Bradford, Pa.
A. E. Booth, Bradford, Pa.
R. S. Pringle, Jr., Bradford, Pa.
A. H. Wiborg Property, Bradford, Pa.
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Lynn G. Smith, Bradford, Pa.
J. T. Burton, Venture Oil Co., Bradford, Pa.
R. J. Brennan, Bradford, Pa.
Atlas Oil Corporation (F. E. Ernst), Bradford, Pa.
William J. Heale, Healey Petroleum Corporation, Bradford, Pa.
Parker L. Melvin, Bradford, Pa.
D. T. Andrus, Bradford, Pa.
Forest D. Dorn, Bradford, Pa.
Earl F. Smith, Bradford, Pa.
D. B. Tanner, Tanner Oil Co., Bradford, Pa.
J. C. Kelly, Knapps Creek Oil Co., Bradford, Pa.
John H. Kane, Bartlesville, Okla.
Elmer Roeder, Franklin, Pa.
R. 0. Itapp, Denver Producing & Refining Co., Oklahoma City, Okla.
W. J. Brundre, Central Pennsylvania Oil Producers Association, Oil City, Pa.
Al Buchanan, San Antonio, Tex.
W. A. Delaney, Jr., Ada, Okla.
The CHAMMAN. Mr. Baar.

STATEMENT OF ARNTOLD R. BAAR, CHICAGO, ILL., REPRESENTING
ASSOCIATED STATE CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE
Mr. BAAR. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, my name is Arnold R.
Baar, and I am chairman of the Federal taxation committee of the
Illinois Chamber of Commerce. I am appearing here today in
behalf of 25 chambers of commerce, 23 State organizations and 2
regional organizations, associated in an organization known as the
Associated State Chambers of Commerce. With me delegated to be
here is Dr. Leonard P. Fox, manager of the Research Bureau of the
Pennsylvania State Chamber of Commerce.
My appearance is the result of a feeling among the State organizations, originating largely in the Pennsylvania State Chamber of
Commerce, helped out by Ohio and other States, that you would be
interested and be served by an attempt to find out what business men in
the State groups, in the State units, thought were the outstanding,
fundamental, and primary elements of this tax law.
I cannot say that there is complete unanimity-some things we
are not speaking about, because there was division, but the things
which I present here, 10 points, do represent a substantial agreement
originating in these State organizations, as to what they think fundamentally important in this tax bill.
That program was worked out in this way-I think the method
is important. This Associated State Chambers of Commerce is an
organization representing 29 States through their State units. They
called regional conferences; two were held, one in Milwaukee attended by about four States, and one in Harrisburg, Pa., attended
by several States. In each case, they worked out a preliminary program. Then, a general conference was held at Chicago attended by
representatives of 13 of these State organizations, and you have before you a sheet which gives the names of those States. I won't
repeat them, I will ask leave to have that list incorporated in the
record.
The CHAMMAN. That may be done.

(The supplemental information submitted by Mr. Baar is as follows:)
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President-Karl S. Dixon.
Headquarters--Huntington Bank Building, Columbus, Ohio.
Membership-27 State and 4 regional Chambers of Commerce in 29 States.
State chambers represented at the Chicago Conference:
Colorado.
Delaware.
Illinois.
Indiana.
Kansas.

Massachusetts
New Jersey.
Ohio.

Oklahoma.
Pennsylvania.
South Dakota.
Texas (East Texas)
Wisconsin.
Other State chambers which have in the main endorsed the Federal tax
program adopted at the Chicago Conference:
Alabama.
Arkansas
California.
Idaho.
Montana.
New York.
North Dakota.
South Carolina.
Texas (South Texas).
Virginia.
Washington.
West Virginia.
Mr. BAAR. Since that conference which worked out this program,
it has been communicated to other members of the Associated State
Chambers, and 12 more organizations have ratified it-li
State
chambers and one regional. So it represents the views of these business organizations, 25 organizations in 24 States. Those organizations were represented at that Chicago conference by various types
of people, some of their presidents and executive officers, some of their
research directors, like Mr. Fox, and some of their taxation commit.
tees' chairmen, like myself, and discussed these problems.
We have not as inclusive a program, for example, as the United
States Chamber of Commerce presented yesterday. In many respects we do agree with them. We have one or two additional features that they do not have.
This is not the exclusive action of the various State chambers-you
have already heard from the Ohio lind the New York chambers; and
I haye two additional resolutions that I would like to present on
behalf of the Illinois chamber, but these are the points upon which
these States have agreed in substance.
The CHAIRMAN. Suppose you go right directly to the points.
Mr. BAAP. I will ask leave to file a copy of the program which is
in your hands, and some of the points will need no comment.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
(The matter submitted by Mr. Baar is as follows:)
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FEDERAL TAX PROGRAM AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 1942 REviuE Aar ADopTzD
AT CoNFERiNCE or DELEATES OF AssocATr STATE OHAMmas Or CoMMERCE
AT CHICAGO, ILL., AUoUST 5, 1942
1. Reduction of expendltures.-We commend the work of the Joint Congressional Committee on Nonessential Federal Expenditures, Senator Byrd, chairman, and the reductions in nonwar appropriations thus far effected; and we
agree that still further reductions can and must be achieved.
2. 8iles tax.-Recognizing the absolute necessity for meeting the financial
requirements of the war and realizing that American business cannot possibly
produce the additional revenue requested by the Treasury and survive, we
recommend that the Federal tax base shall be broadened to produce such needed
additional revenue. We therefore recommend that a sales tax be included
In the 1942 revenue measure. Of the two forms of sales tax proposed, a preponderant majority favors a retail sales tax.
3. Corporation normal taxe and surtax.-We recognize that business must contribute to the national war effort as large a portion of Its earnings as can be
given up without permanent Impairment of its ability to employ labor and
continue to contribute to the support of the war and to the general welfare after
the wiir. Believing that 35 percent Is the maximum exaction to which normal
earnings can be subjected without risk of serious and permanent damage to the
national economy, we urge that the combined maximum rate of corporation
normal tax and surtax do not exceed 35 percent of Income other than true
excess profits.
4. Post-var credit of excess-prollts tax.-We also recommend that, to facilitate the retooling and other readustments which business will be required to
make after the war and to provide reserves which will help to meet the strains
of the post-war period, any excess over 80 percent In the rate of corporation
excess-profits tax be covered by a post-war credit, to be evidenced by special
Treasury bonds (bearing no Interest and being nonnegotiable during the war
period, but bearing interest at 2 percent and being negotiable after the war, and
being redeemable in five equal annual series commencing 1 year after the termination of the war). If this credit is allowed, the deduction recommended with
respect to voluntary Investment in similar Treasury bonds may appropriately
be reduced or denied with respect to the excess-profit tax.
5. Determination of excess profits.--We recommend that the bases of excessprofits tax credits be further adjusted so as more Justly and accurately to
reflect true normal profits, specifically that(a) The average-earnings basis be determined by taxing the average of the 8
highest years in the base period, without interfering with the present recognition of the growth principle.
(b) 100 percent credit of average earnings be given; and
(c) The 8- and 7-percent brackets of the invested-capital basis, prescribed
by the present law, be left unchanged.
6. Capital-stock tax.repeal.-We recommend the repeal of the capital-stock tax
and the declared-value excess-profits tax.
7. Incentive for buying United States bondi.-We recommend that corporations and individuals be allowed to deduct 1'rom taxable income, for all tax
purposes, the amount invested during the taxable year In special Treasury
bonds (bearing no interest and being nonnegotiable during tilewar period, but
bearing interest at 2 percent and being negotiable after the war, and being
redeemable In five equal annual series commencing 1 yeir after the termination
of war), but not In excess of 20 percent of 'the net taxable Income without this
deduction.
8. Life-insurance premums.-We recommend that payments of life-insurance
premiums, subject to reasonable limitations, be allowed as deductions to individuals for income-tax purposes.
9. Individual normal tax sate.-We endorse the Increase In the rate of normal
ttix
upon Individual net incomes, from 4 to 6 percent, as provided in the bill as
passed by the House.
10. Taz on freight-In view of the Imrportant, far-reaching, highly variable,
and largely unpredictable consequences to business of any disturbance to the
interrelations of freight rates and other shipping charges, we urge that no
excise tax be Imposed upon payments "or the transportation of property, such
as that prescribed by section 621 of the House bill.

Mr. BAA. I believe point I needs no elaboration.
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It states simply the necessity for reductions in nonwar appropria-

tions, and so forthi.

Point 2 deals with the controversial question of the sales tax. I think
that needs no elaboration. You have heard a good deal about it, but
this organization adopted this plank No. 2:
Recognizing the absolute necessity for meeting the financial requirements of
the war and realizing that American business cannot possibly produce the additional revenue requested by the Treasury and survive, we recommend thet the
Federal tax base shall be broadened to produce such needed additional revenue.
We, therefore, recommend that a sales tax be Included in the 1942 revenue
measure. Of the two forms of sales tax proposed, a preponderant majority
favors a retail sales tax.
Senator BARKLEY. Why does your organization favor a retail sales
tax instead of a manufacturers' sales tax?
Mr. BAAR. Ohio has been very active in behalf of a manufacturers'

tax as a proper procedure after a study based on the Canadian system,
but they admit they have not been able to convince the other business
organizations. Indiana and Wisconsin took a refer-mdum poll of their
members, and of those who voted-about one-third of the membership-about 91 percent in each case favored some sales tax. Of the
91 percent who favored a sales tax, 'about 75 percent favored a retail
tax as against a manufacturers' tax.
And the striking thing is that in Indiana where they segregated
the classes of business, of those retailers wio believed in the sales
tax about 75 percent favored the retail sales tax.
Renator BAKLEY. Is your organization made up largely of retailers I
Mr. BAAR. No; we represent all types of business-manufacturers,
wholesalers, retailers, utilities, professional men, and business in
general.
Senator BARKLEY. Which are in the majority ?
Mr. BAAI. I should say it probably varies in the different States.
Senator BARKLEY. I am wondering why a retailer would be in favor
of a retail sales tax, because of the additional difficulties that would
be imposed upon him from the administrative standpoint, as against
the manufacturers' sales tax, assuming that any sort of a sales tax
should be imposed.
Mr. BAAIR. I understand that a retail tax has been advocated here by
two of the largest retail organizations in the country. I think you
will find that is so, because it is a sound tax and Will be economically
better for the country as a whole than a manufacturers' tax, which
they seem to feel will be pyramided and inflationary in its effect;
in other words, there will -be a profit on the tax. It must also be
fiftanced during the merchandising process. If it is collected at the
time of the ultimate sale, there is no financial burden involved and
no pyramiding. The retail sales tax is thus anti-inflationary.
Senator BARKILEY, In the States where there is a retail tax, which
is in many of them, it will be necessary for the retailers to keep two
separate sets of books, and keep the tax separate, not only in the
bookkeeping process but also in the price as it appears to the consumer.
Mr. BA.. That is true.
Senator BARKLY. He has to have two separate columns one for the
State or local tax and the other for the Federal tax, so that the purchaser will know how much tax lie is paying locally and how much to
the Federal Government.
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Mr. BAAR. That is a serious consideration. I do not think it is
more serious than the problem of accounting for a pay-roll deduction
tax.
Senator BARKLEY. Do you think that a retail tax on the part of the
Federal Government would involve enormously more in the way of
employees to check up and collect it than a manufacturers' tax?
Mr. BAAR. I think it would. It is not part of our program, but my
personal idea is that there should be a cooperative program to be
worked out with the States. Perhaps some method by which the State
agencies would make a report to the Federal Government. It is a
serious problem.
Another chamber which acted on this was Oklahoma, where they
polled 68 of their directors, and 67 favored the sales tax. Other
States have taken action that I won't detail.
I think our most important recommendation is No. 3.
It reads:
E7.poration normal tax and surtax.-We recognize that business must contribute to the national war effort as large a portion of its earnings as can be
given up without permanent impairment of its ability to employ labor and continue to contribute to the support of the war and to the general welfare after the
war. Believing that 35 percent Is the maximum exaction to which normal earn.
wings can be subjected without risk of serious and permanent damage to the
national economy, we urge that the combined maximum rate of corporation normal
tax and surtax do not exceed 35 percent of income othpr than true excess profits.

I won't elaborate on that in view of
yesterday by Mr. Alvord. I would say
that he made waa the matter of cash.
matter, but the payment of taxes is a

the splendid argument made
to my mind the telling point
Net income is a bookkeeping
cash matter; and all I have

seen emphasizes how difficult it will be for corporations to meet the
cash requirements of normal tax above 35 percent. For corporations
which are largely in the normal tax class, anything above 35 percent
presents a very serious problem of cash financing, interfering with
expansion programs and other things which have been mentioned
to you.

Our point No. 4 is where we depart from the United States Cham.
ber of Commerce.

Point No. 4 reads:
Post-war credit of eacess-prolfts tax.-We also recommend that, to facilitate
thme retooling and other readjustments which business will be required to make
after the war and to provide reserves which will help to meet the strains of
the post-war period, any excess over 80 percent in the rate of corporation
excess-profits tax be covered by a post-war credit, to be evidenced by special
Treasury bonds (bearing no Interest and being nonnegotiable during the war
period, but bearing interest at 2 percent and being negotiable after the war,
and being redeemable in five equal annual series commencing 1 year after
the termination of the war). If this credit is allowed, the deduction recommended with respect to voluntary investment in similar Treasury bonds may
appropriately be reduced or denied with respect to the excess-profits tax.
In No. 5, we recommend that the bases of the excess-profits credits

be further adjusted so that they will more justly and accurately

reflect the true normal profits-specifiaclly:
(a) The average earnings basis be determined by taxing the average of the
3 highest years in the base period, without interfering with the present recognition of the "growth principle;"
(b) 100-percent credit of average earnings be given; and
(n) The 8-percent and 7-percent brackets of the invested capital basis, prescribed by the present law, be left unchanged.
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I think they need no elabor-tion, in view of what you have already
heard.
In No 6 we recommend the repeal of the capital-stock tax and
the declared value excess-profits tax, not because it means very much
in money; it does not even mean the $288,000,000 that has been estimated as the yield, because the capital stock tax and excess-profits
tax are deductible for other tax purposes, and if a company pays an
excess profits tax, it does not care how much you take i the capital
stock tax because they get 90 percent of it back on their income tax
as a deduction. The amount involved there is definitely less than
the $288,000,000 but it is a nuisance tax. We believe it is an objectionable tax which should be repealed at this time.
No. 7 is the incentive for buying United States bonds, in which,
I think, we adopt exactly the recommendation of the United States
Chamber of Commerce. Here I would like to point out the differences
between that incentive voluntary deduction and the automatic refund
which I have mentioned as our point No. 4. They are somewhat alike.
We use exactly the same terms to describe the bonds which would be
used, but there are several significant differences.
One? as I said, is voluntary. A corporation can decide of its own
free will how much to take advantage of, and it is suggested that there
should be a limit of 20 percent of the net income. They may take
all or any part of that. Those bonds have to be purchased within the
taxable year. If their income is doubled upon later audit, it is too
late then to increase that credit. The excess-profits tax refund is
automatic. Five years later, or whenever the excess-profits tax is
finally determined, a certain fraction of it would be covered by these
refund bonds. With the voluntary plan, the money has to be put up
within the taxable year, so the Government gets the use of the money
several months before it would get the tax money. With the excessprofits credit the money is paid on the tax date, and the bonds are
issued as a receipt for the money loaned. It has very substantial
differences, and we feel that the automatic refund idea is essential and
important if the rates go above 80 percent. Anything above that is
so close to the margin that the reserve ought to be applicable for the
post-war reconstruction.
Another difference relates to the taxation of the amount received in
payment for the bonds. Mr. Cranch in supporting his proposal yesterday said that these bonds should be subject to tax when paid, if I
understood him correctly. I think there is a misconception there. That
should be so with respect to the incentive bonds, because that is a
reduction from income and should be taxed when payment is received.
As to the credit bonds that i.s entirely different-they are not taken
out of income, but they represent a portion of taxed income which is
loaned the United States, and when they are paid back there should
be no tax on that repayment. That is a compulsory loan which
should be repaid without tax.
Iv both cases, these bonds should not be subjected to the very
elaborate and very technical and almost impossible strings that were
attached in the provisions submitted to the House Ways and Means
Committee, that the proceeds cannot be used for this or that or the
other purpose. I have never found anyone who would know how to
construe or to comply with those provisions. When the money is
repaid, it should be repaid without strings.
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Of course, this incentive is to be given to individuals as Well as
corporations.
We do say that if the general incentive provision is adopted, and
the refund provision also, they do need a certain relationship. Perhaps
the voluntary savings should not apply for excess-profits tax purposes.
It would not be difficult, however, to work that out.
These recommendations for these bonds, important as they are in
providing reserves for the post-war adjustments, we feel are definitely
of secondary importance to the question of rate. These bonds do not
provide cash. You cannot pay debts and you cannot buy plants, you
cannot install power lines or telephone equipment with nonnegotiable
bonds unless, as Senator Taft suggested, some of those bonds might be
redeemable to use for debt payments. It is a wonderful cushion for
the post-war period, but it does not help the company that cannot
find the cash to carry on business, increase production and pay its
heavy taxes. For that situation there is no substitute for the maximum
85 percent rate.
Life insurance premiums, our point No. 8, has been mentioned to
you. We recommend that the payments of life-insurance premiums,
subject to reasonable limitations, be allowed as deductions to individuals for income-tax purposes. The argument has been given here and
'is presented at some greater length in a resolution of the Illinois
Chamber of Commerce which I will ask leave to file.
The CHAIRMAN. That may be done.
(The resolution submitted by Mr. Baar is as follows:)
RxsoLuTioN BY ILuNOIS CHAMBRB or COMMImcE iN RE Llvo-INSURANCE PREMIUMS
Whereas greatly increased income taxes have been and will be necessarily and
properly imposed upon all personal incomes during the present war, and such
taxes will require a curtailment of the expenditures of large numbers of persons
whose incomes will not be materially increased during the war; and
Whereas such Increased taxes and such necessary curtailment of expenditures
will make it increasingly difficult for large numbers of persons to maintain
programs of life insurance which they have heretofore adopted, and may in many
cases require the reduction or abandonment of the protection of dependent
widows and children now provided by such life insurance programs: and
Whereas the payment of life-Insurance premiums is not inflationary in its
effect, but, on the contrary, tends to prevent inflation, since the funds used are
diverted from the purchase of commodities and are in large part invested by
the insurance companies in Government obligations; and
Whereas it is commonly regarded as desirable for the general national welfare
and economic stability of the country, as recognized by various legislative exemptions and special provisions, that individuals should be encouraged and assisted
in making appropriate provision for their dependents by means of life insurance,
and much of the hindrance and interference of the wartime tax laws with such
provision may readily be avoided by allowing the deduction herein recommended;
Now, therefore, by the Board of Directors of the Illinois Chamber of Commerce, upon the recommendation of its Federal income tax committee, it is
hereby
Resolved, That it is recommended to and urged upon the Congress of the United
States that in the Revenue Act of 1942 (or in any other appropriate legislation)
provision be made, in the determination of taxable net Income of individual taxpayers, to allow the deduction of amounts paid or accrued as premiums on lifeinsurance policies, subject to reasonable limitations.

Mr. B A. The individual normal tax increase is a step toward
broadening the base-we endorse the increase in the rate of normal
'tax upon individual net income from 4 to 6 percent as passed by the
House. It is the general spreading of the burden on all income.
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In our No. 10, we oppose the proposed tax on freight. We think it
will have a very serious adverse effect on business.
The Illinois Chamber of Commerce, in addition, has adopted a resolution on inventory reserves. It is rather technical and complicated
and I would simply ask leave to file with you the recommendation oi
the Illinois Chamber of Commerce that the law make provisions for
inventory reserves to provide against price declines, when apparent
profits turn out to be mere paper profits, represented by inventory
which cannot be sold on a declining market.
The CHAIRMAN. That may be filed.
(The resolution referred to is as follows:)
RESOLUTION BY ILLINOIS CHAMBER OF COMMERCE UPGINO RECOGNITION OF INVENTORY RESERVES IN COMPUTATION OF TAXABLE INCOME

Whereas greatly increased income taxes have been and will be necessarily and
properly imposed during the present war upon the incomes of all business activities, and such taxes will result In the diminution of the capital available for
continuation of such business activities if the tax rates are in any year applied
to a basis in excess of the income actually realized by the taxpayer during such
year; and
Whereas the successful prosecution of the war as well as the maintenance of
of a sound national economy require the continued efficient operation of business, and that requires the reasonable assurance to owners of capital invested
in business that such capital may be continuously used for business purpoes
and maintained unimpaired; and
Wherea in periods of rising prices, under the present treatment of inventories
for income-tax purposes, taxable income may include profits that result merely
from the increase in the value of the inventory on hand, and such profits are
not available for the payment of taxes and may be wiped out by subsequent
price declines; and
Whereas to the extent that income taxes are Imposed with respect to such
unrealized profits the taxes must be paid from and to that extent reduce the
amount of liquid capital employed in the business;
Now, therefore, by the board of directors of the Illinois Chamber of Commerce, upon the recommendation of its Federal Income Tax Committee, it is
hereby
Resolved, That it is recommended to and urged upon tile Congress of the
United States, in support of the proposal made on behalf of the Treasury
Department, that in the Revenue Act of 1942 (or in any other appropriate
legislation) provision be made that, in the determination of taxable net income
arising from the conduct of a business, deductions be allowed to establish temporary reserves for possible future inventory losses, for the amount by which
the inventory price of goods on hand at the end of any taxable period is in
excess. of a reasonable basic price, such reserves to be availed of as prices
decline toward the basic level and in any event to be exhausted within a
limited period after the end of the war.
STATEMENT OF DONALD DESPAIN, INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
COUNSEL, CHICAGO, ILL.
Mr. DESPAIN. Gentlemen of the Comnittee on Finance, in expressing my appreciation for the privilege of this appearance, permit me
to state that I have no intention to impose upon your time with a
voluminous presentation which may constitute a repetition of data
and thought previously submitted.
First. I appear before you in behalf of quite a large number of
employers who have honestly and sincerely adopted and initiated
,profit sharing with their employees with the hope of achieving a
relationship of cooperation and harmony between employer' and employee, as well as creating benefits which will contribute to the per-
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manent welfare of their employees and to establish an example to
others in the accomplishment of industrial peace.
Second. Because it was my privilege and pleasure to serve a subcommittee of your committee during 1938--9 in directing and managing the most exhaustive survey and study of the "experiences and
possibilities of profit sharing" ever conducted under official congres§ional auspices, under Senate Resolution 215, I cannot avoid the
consciousness of occupying the status of one who now has the oppor.
tunity to report to you as to the results and accomplishments of that
survey made during 1938 and 1939.
Briefly, by report can be recapitulated in a few words, namely:
(a) That the national investigation which you authorized embraced a study and analysis of more than 10,000 employee relations
policies operating in American industry. These plans and policies
were of varied character involving profit percentage plans, pension
plans, pension and annuity trusts, wage dividend plans, bonus payment policies, stock ownership plans, and all forms of programs
wO-ich could be classified under the general term of profit sharing.
'That survey was conducted strictly as an objective study in pursuit
of a formula for industrial peace. Its results can be attested by the
fact that, to the best of my knowledge more than 2,000 institutions,
large and small, have since adopted and installed some form of profit
sharing. This fact is proof of real social progress and constitutes
indisputable evidence of the attention and consideration given to
profit sharing as a direct result of the facts results, and benefits presented in our two-volume report to the Senate, which is a pu lie
document available to all citizens.
Third, I wish to emphasize that profit sharing is not a minor subject. It is of major importance. It involves social, economic, and
political issues and problems of paramount importance. It is my
desire to approach this subject and to treat it, on a much higher
ground than thot of dollars related to taxation. Its potential possibilities to over 30,000,000 employees.
Yet at the same time it occupies a position in this tax bill which
should receive your profound consideration.
M~iay I take this opportunity to remind the members of your committee that until very recently a statue stood at the entrance of the
United States Treasury Building. It was the statue of a man who
served two Presidents of the United States for 12 years as Secretary
of the Treasury. Those Presidents were Jefferson and Madison.
The bronze tablet on that statue read as follows:
ALBERT GALLATIN

Secretary of the Treasury
Genius of Finance
Senator and Representative
Commissioner for the Treaty of Ghent
Minister to France and Great Britain
and steadfast
Champion of Democracy
1761-1849
That man, Albert Gallatin, was the father of profit sharing in

the United States. He inaugurated the first systematic plan and
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policy of profit sharing in his Pennsylvania glass works in 1794. In
announcing that plan,Mr. Gallatin publicly declared that-The democratic principle upon which

ibls Nation was fourpded should not

be restricted to the political processes alone, but should be applied to Industry
During the more than 140 years since Mr. Gallatin unfurled his flag
in behalf of this economic and political philosophy, profit sharing
has encountered a rough and, stormy road. There are those who
indict the principle of profit sharing as being socialistic, but as one
of the distinguished members of your committee has so well saidIt is the very antithesis of socialism. It carries the-spirit of capitalism to the
worker; it is the essence of true cooperation; it represents social-mindedness,
and distinctly comports with the American system, because it is a business
democracy.
In spite of the criticisms and misunderstanding of profit sharing,
in spite of failures due to improp-3r application, the truth of the
progress of profit sharing is best expressed by your subcommittee
in its letter of transmittal to the Senate, and I quote:
We have found veritable islands of peace, equity, efficiency, and contentment,
and likewise prosperity, dotting tn otherwise relatively turbulent industrial
map, all the way across the continent. This fact is too significant of profitsharing's possibilities to be ignored or depreciated in our national quest for
greater stability and greater democracy in Industry.
I refer briefly to this long battle of profit sharing for recognition
and acceptance * * * as well as its splendid record of success
and beneficial results when intelligently applied * * * in support of my plea and the hopes of several hmidred employing institutions *
*
that you do not permit new taix measures to discourage these companies and corporations from ontinuing this farreachuig social-minded priiciple.
In a very few moments, Senators, I shall attempt to prove to you
that you have it in your power, with the approval of the Treasury
Department, and possibly with the cooperation of the President of
the United States, to utilize the principle or formula of profit
sharing to accomplish three extremely- vital needs in the job of winning this World War and of preserving the American enterprise
system after the war. My hope is to present a sound, practical coinpletely constructive formula for:
(1) Tremendousl
increasing the sale and absorption of War
bonds throughout the Nat ion.
(2) Establishing a control over wages which will stop the vicious
spiral of inflation.
(3) Provide insurance against a socialistic upheaval at the conclusion of the war, when the lag in industrial employment may create an
army of unemployed to serious threaten the peace and prosperity of
pe
the country.
Before presenting this formula I trust your committee will indulge
me a few minutes to describe and outline the injuries which the parent
tax bill will impose upon existing profit-sharing programs.
UNJUST PROVISIONS OF THE NEW TAX RILL

Section 144 of the tax bill as passed by the House (H. R. 7378) makes
extensive revisions of sections 165 and 23 (p) of the Internal Revenue
76093--42-vol. 2-42
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C0de. The stated purpose of these provisions is to prevent tax avoidance through the use of pensions, profit sharing, stock bonus, and annuity plans ind trusts. The revisions as adopted go far beyond the
stated purpose.
While it cannot be denied that under existing provisions of the code
there have been some abuses, nevertheless those abuses have been limited
in number. Very few lawyers have been willing to set up plans and
trusts of this nature for the primary purpose of avoiding taxes. On
,the whole, lawyers have not hesitated in bluntly advising their clients
that plans having as their primary purpose the avoidance of taxes, were
wrong in all respects, and it can be truthfully stated that the lawyers
who have been devoting their time to this kind of work have freq uently refused to have any part in the establishment of a plan which
they felt was desired mainly for selfish reasons or for tax-savings
purposes.
The extensive investigations made by the subcommittee of the Committee on Finance of tl)e subject of profit sharing showed that of the
thousands of plans in existence there was an overwhelming majority
of unselfish plans in which tax saving played a very insignificant part.
The provisions of the new revenue act as passed by the House are
subject to criticism in several respects.
Senator TAFr. Why do you say that we tax them? I don't think
we do.
Mr. DESAIN. We have not heretofore. But it is proy'vied in the bill
that if an employer contributes more than 6 percent of the pay rollSenator TAFT (interposing). We are going to modify that. The
Treasury has agreed to that, and it will be modified.
Mr. DESPAIN. That-is the principal thing.
THERE EXISTS A

LONG-ESTABLISHED

POLICY OF CONGRESS IN ENCOURAGING

PLANS AND TRUSTS WHICH PROVIDE EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

In 1921 Congress adopted section 219 (f), exempting from taxation
profit-sharin, and stock-bonus trusts. In lIP26 this section was
amended to include. pension trusts and section 23 (p) was added for
the purpose of eneJuraging employers to establish trusts for the benefit
of their employees and granting deductions for tax purposes of money
so spent by employers. Thereafter, and until 1939, various amendments were made to these sections from time to time, all for the purpose of encouraging the establishment of these trusts and assuring
employees that they would receive their benefits to the greatest possible
extent. One such amendment provided specifically that employees
should only be taxed upon their actual distributions from the trust, to
the extent of the value of the assets at the time they were distributed,
rather than the value of the assets at the time they were placed in trust.
Thus, a well-settled policy encouraging employers and stockholders
to use corporate earnings for the benefit of employees has been established. Under this long-standing policy enormous benefits are. being
built up for ra,,k-and-file employees. tnder this policy, encouraged
by Congress, thousands upon thousands of plans and trusts have been
established, mo of them on an unselfish basis.
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'THEj PROVISIONS PASSED BY THE HOUSE IGNORE THE ECONOMIC PURPOSES
AND THE LONU-RtiN )1ENPFITS TO SOCIETY AND TO THE GOVERNMENT

RESULTING FROM SUCH PLANS

The moneys contributed by employers under these established plans
and trusts have been of incalculable value in providing both disability

and old-age assistance to employees, which assistance would otherwise
have had co be furnished by the Government.
Management, in other words, capital, has been educated to the point
where responsibility for the welfare of employees upon retirement
or in case of disability has been accepted as the usual rather than the
unusual.
A progressive social-mindednes.s-gradual, but definite--pointing to
an ultimate industrial democracy so essential to the security of our
form of government. Had privately financed plans, in quantity, been
in widespread use for some years prior to 1929 the severity of the deprc, ,on would have been substantially lessened, expenditures for oldage assistance to the poverty stricken by both State and National Governments would have been materially reduced, and unemployment
would not have resulted in so many hardships and so much privation.
The funds accumulated under these plans could have been used to
take care of temporary unemployment, to furnish incomes as employees
reached retirement ages, to provide help in periods of disability, and
to enable sons and daughters to care for their aged parents.
By providing for these contingencies, which are not really conitingencies, but certainties, through the regular and orderly accumulation
of trust funds under private administration, there will be a steadily
decreasing demand upon the Federal Treasury for what are generally
called social benefits. The drastic provisions of the act as passed by
the House, if they are enacted into law, will bring to an abrupt end the
establishment of private beneficial plans and will directly result in
increased Government expenditures, both immediately and in the future. They will also abruptly stop employer contributions to existing
plans and trusts which have been established in good faith and in
reliance upon the belief that Congress would not radically change its
long-established policy of encouraging such plans and trusts.
WHILE THESE PROVISIONS MAY SERVE TO TEMPORARILY I3ICREASE GOVERNMENT REVENUES THEY AUTOMATICALLY WILL COMPEL HEAVY INCREASES
IN GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES

A necessary corollary follows if Congress reverses its policy of encouraging the establishment of employee-benefit plans. To a limited
extenttthere will be a temporary increase in taxes collected. This
increase will be partially offset by increased need for the support of
indigents, a need which Congress cannot ignore.
Far more important will be the fact that in the very near future
thousands of employees will be retired upon wholly inadequate incomes. Demands, impossible of refusal, will then be made upon Congress to increase social security old-age incomes, which will mean
more and more taxes, and taking the taxes of workers to pay benefits
to retired workers.
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THESE PROVISIONS DESTROY A MOST SATISFACTORY METHOD WHICH HAS BEMN
USED TO REDUCE FRICTION BETWEEN CAPITAL AND LABOR

Whenever an employer transfers or pays over any money for the
benefit of his employees, over and above current wages, automatically
profit sharing has occurred. This is true whether the employee
receives immediate or deferred benefits since this money must come
from the earnings of the emp!coyer. It is only within very recent
years that employers, in widespread numbers, have felt themselves
under a moral obligation to do something for their employees over
and above the payment of ordinary wages. By bitter experience many
employers have found that the payment of cash bonuses has had
disastrous results to both employees and employer. In order to eliminate the payment of cash bonuses, various methods of paying additional compensation in a manner which would defer the receipt of
benefits by employees have been developed and were recognized'by
Congress as early as 1921 as being beneficial to the entire country and
I
deserving of congressional encouragement.
Improved methods have been worked out by employers and the idea
of giving additional benefits to employees has gained national acceptance since 1929.
Relations between employers and employees in the United States
have swung completely from one end of an arc to the other. Not so
many years ago an unscrupulous or greedy employer could and did
take advantage of his position to the detriment of his employees.
Gradually employees gained the ascendancy, until today we have a
complete reversal and a situation under which unscrupulous lhor
leaders can and do take advantage of employers to the detriment of
the entire Nation.
Any fair-thinking person must freely admit that both of these
situations are economically wrong and harmful to the progress and
well-being of the entire country.
In between these two extremes there has been a steadily and rapidly
growing recognition of the fact that employers and employees or, as
frequently stated, capital and labor, are not enemies of each other and
that if they continue to work at cross purposes the ultimate result is
self-destruction.
These middle-of-the-road groups realize that the only proper conception of relations between an employer and employees is a partnership basis with both the employer and the employees working, not
only for their own benefit, but for the benefit of each other and
cooperating to serve the public, in the best possible manner.
The people in this middle-of-the-road group realize that their very
existence depends upon satisfying the public they serve and that if
they fail to satisfy that public, there will be no wages to argue about.
The author, Napoleon Hill, states that coal-mine operators and miners
fought so bitterly and argued so extensively over wages and hours
that they built up an enormous business for oil-burner manufacturers
and the oil producers.
Under the partnership conception, first consideration must be given
to satisfactory working conditions and fair wages, but beyond those
elementary factors, recognition is given to the fact that earnings-resipl
equally from capital an( from labor, whether the labor be mental
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or muscular and that unless due consideration is given to both ele.
ments, the other element cannot survive. The mest effective recognition of this partnership has been shown in a division of profits.
Actually, labor receives the first call upon the receipts of au employer
for the payment of fair wages. A fair return upon capital invested,
which creates the opportunities for labor, should have second call, and
any earnings above that amount should be equitably shared by both
capital and labor.
In this sharing of earnings some method had to be found uuder
which the distribution of these extra earnings would not create a
hazardous situation. Many employers tried; and many employers
re still trying to maintain the spirit of cooperation through the
payment of casn bonuses. Here and there may be found an isolated
instance where cash bonuses have proved to be the proper solution,
but the inherent evil of cash bonuses as experienced in so many
instances has demanded a different solution. That solution has been
found in a method of setting up deferred benefits. Deferment of
these benefits has been welcomed by employees of all classes and of
all wage or salary groups. Only a pitifully small number of individuals can intelligently save anything from their pay checks, excepting in emergencies such as the present one,. when enormous pressure is brought to bear upon them, and even in this emergency the
saving through the purchase of War Bonds is being' made principally
from the abnormally high wages being paid in tNie war industries.
A plan of deferred benefits results in compulsory savings whether
the employee contributes to such a plan or whether all contributions
are made by the employer. So long as the money is not placed in the
hands of the employee for spending, it must be saved and the investment and accumulation of those savings becomes the responsibility
of persons competent to invest and handle savings instead of their
being left to the inexperience, ignorance, or whims of the masses.
This is not an autocratic procedure, but it is in keeping with American ideas, the American tradition of thrift, and is a progressive step
for the common welfare. Such a formula is the surest method of
checking and preventing inflation.
These savings and accumulations will permit vast numbers of employees to retire without becoming a burden upon the State or National Government. Furthermore, during their working years it
will permit them to give greater service to their employment by
being relieved of worries about their future.
Progress of this kind ought not to be halted by the adoption of unwise
punitive laws. The elimination of the use of deferred benefit methods,
which will result under the Revenue Act is passed by the House,
would be a backward step for this country and would destroy entirely
the most effective method yet found for creating harmonious and
cooperative employer-employee relations.
CERTAIN OF THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION 14 4 OF THE HOUSE BILL CONTRADICT
EACH OTHER AND CONTAIN REQUIREMENTS WHICH ARE NOT ONLY HIGHLY
IMPRACTICAL BUT WhICH ARE ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE OF FULFILLMENT

Under existing law there have been three commonly used methods
of providing deferred benefits, namely, a pension trust, a group annuity plan and a profit-sharing trust. As the law now stands an
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advantage is granted to an employer using a group-annuity pIan
over
the employer adopting a pension trust in the manner of de uctint contributions.
'he amendment to section 223 (p) made by the House equalizes deductions under both of these methods; however, it also brings profitsharing trusts under the same strict limitations as pension trusts.
Fundamentally, the plans for pension trusts and profit-sharing trusts
have entirely ifferent conceptions and should not be treated as being
in the same category. A pension trust establishes immediately max.
imum pensions and requires contributions of a level amount each year
to provide pensions for future services to be rendered by employees
from the date the pension trust is adopted. On the other hand, a
profit-sharing trust ordinarily creates only a minimum retirement in.
come, the annual contributions by the employer are not fixed but are
dependent upon the annual profits of the company, and the ultimate
amount to be received by employees is fixed by the results of profitable
operations and successful conduct of the business furnishing the employment. In some plans thore is a fixed percentage of profits which
the employer agrees to contribute in other plans certain formulas
have been developed to determine te amount of profits to be contrib.
uted, and in still other plans, the share of profits is fixed annually by
the board of directors of the employing company. In all of them there
must be profits if the employees or stockholders are to benefit.
Profit-sharing plans and trusts of this nature provide a specific
stimulating incentive for both employers and employees to work to.
gether in harmony and to render the greatest possible service to the
public they serve, or, in other words, to their market. It is the application of the profit motive that has been the basis of American
growth, wealth and power.
Placing an arbitrary limitation upon the amount an employing
company can pay into such a trust will completely destroy the present incentive for harmonious and cooperative efforts.
Here is presented an ideal and logical situation for the application
of incentive taxation to encourage larger and more generous contributions, rather than the imposition of punitive taxes for contributing
to the security and welfare of a group of employees. It would be indeed regrettable if Congress were to take such a backward step after
having encouraged the establishment of such plans for over 20 years.
The limitation of employer contributions to 5 percent of the pay
roll of employee-beneficiaries, plus a small percentage of excess profits,
will immediately destroy all of the painstaking and unselfish efforts
which have been put forth through many. years and which have resulted in the establishment of large numbers of bona fide, unselfish
profit-sharing plans and trusts. The authority granted now to the
Commissioner to deny the deduction of any amount which constitutes
unreasonable compensation is considered ample protection against
the abuse of profit-sharing plans and trusts.
As to pension trusts and group annuity plans the same 5 percent
limitation is contradictory of the language in the report of the Committee on Ways and Means. In general, the report states that the
legislation is intended to prevent discrimination in employee benefits,
but almost in the same breath the report says discrimination in favor of
lower-paid employees is permissible. It is respectfully submitted that
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discrimination
is to be prevented, it must exist all the way through
if
any
plan.
ft is submitted that the committee might well have said that certain
minimum pensions shall be considered permissible, and that beyond
t3hose iniionw pensions no discrimination shall be permitted and that
the language of section 144 of the bill might have been worker correspondingly. The 5-percent limitation is in itself discriminatory.
The language of the bill is ambiguous in that it does not clearly
define whether the 5-percent limitation is applicable to the compensation of each employee-beheficiary, or to the aggregate compensation of
all employee-beneficiaries. Whether treated as an individual or a
combined limitation, discrimination still exists because of the varying
ages of employees.
The following schedules of benefits will illustrate both the discrimination resulting from the 5-percent limitation and the inadequate
amounts of retirement incomes resulting therefrom.
SCHEDULES OF BENEFITS AVAILAnLE

Plan No. 1 is a company investment plan where the expected incomes are based upon actuarial computations only. It is well known
that such factors as investment losses and temporarily uninvested
assets may reduce the incomes shown on this schedule. Current interest rate of 2Y2 percent is used.
Plan No. 1

Ago at time of entering plan

Annual
contributon

Monthly
retireDeath
ment Ia. benefits
como a.
ape 5

$100
$S2.27
None.
30------------------------------------------------------------------------35------------------------------------------------------------------------1ion
40..09I
None.
100
31.16
None.
40 -----------------------------------------------------------------------None,
100
22.65
45 -----------------------------------------------------------------------100
15 35
None.
50 -----------------------------------------------------------------------Non
100
904
-------------------------------------.........------------------AS
.......
None.
- 100
4.00
60 ----------------------------------------------------------------

Plan No. 2 assumes incomes guaranteed under a group-annuity contract issued by a life-insurance company, based upon future service
contributions.
Plan No. 2
Annual
Age at time of entering plan

20------------------------------------------------------------------------35--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------40-..........................
45 ------------------------------------------------------------------------8 -----------------------------------.----------------------------------.........................................................................60 -------------------------------------------------------------------------

contribut on

$100
100
100
100
00
100
100

Monthly
retirement
come Inat
age 65
348.09
87.71
28.66
20. 83
14.13
8.46
3.76

Death
benefts

None.
None.
None.
None.
None.
None.
None.
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Plan No. 3 assumes the use of an individual annuity contract issued
by a life insurance company on the life of each employee-beneficiary.
Plan No. 3
Monthly

Age at time of entering plan

30 ---------------------------------------

------------- --------

Annual
contrlbutton

retirement income at
age 65

Death benefits

$100

$39.70

None after income

35 --------------------------------------------------------

1 00

31.17

Do.

45 ------------------------------------------------------------50 -------------------------------------------------------------55 -------------------------------------------------------------60 --------------------------------------------------------------

1 00
100
1 00
100

17.40
11.90
7.27
3.23

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

payments

started.
40 --------------------------------------------------------

100

23.81

a

Do.

Examination of these schedules shows that a limitation of 5 percent
of compensation (1) discriminates harshly against the older employee
and (2) fails to provide a reasonable amount of pension.
The contribution of $100 per year is 5 percent of an annual compensation of $2,000, which is above the average compensation. If the
contribution were reduced as to younger employees and increased as
to older ones the total limitation would still create a discrimination
and prevent payment of reasonable retirement incomes.
The privilege of deducting one-fifth of excess amounts is a carryover o a part of the 1926 act and has no general applicability. It
was intended by Congress to permit the deduction over a period of
years of money previously placed in a reserve upon which taxes had
been paid. (See reports, Ways and Means Committee.) Under a
ruling of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, I. T. 2910, urchasers of group annuity contracts, ignoring section 23 (p), have been
especially favored in deductions, and that part of the proposed
amendment of 23 (p) which places group annuity purchasers on a
par with those who establish pension trusts, is recommended for
adoption.

No plan of deferred employee benefits is complete if it merely guarantees a retirement income. An employee's worries and fears are
not limited to his own individual situation, but include a constant
worry as to the future maintenance of his wife, children, and dependents. A well-rounded plan must, therefore, include provisions
for benefits to be paid in the event of the death of an employee, both
before and after te retires from active work. If, tinder the figures
shown, some death benefits are to be available from the total contributions, whether invested with an insurance company or otherwise,
and a well-rounded program of benefits is to be had, the incomes
shown would be greatly decreased under the first and second schedules, but would remain about the same under the third schedule.
Some of the plans where the funds are company or committee invested are not solvent today. Limiting employer s contributions to
these plans will prevejit them from ever becoming solvent.
iSuggestion8 regarding proposed amendments of section 165 (a).In general no criticism can be offered of a requirement that employee
trusts shall be broad enough in their coverage to include 70 percent
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of the permanent employees. However, the definition of an employee who may work more than 3 months in a year as being a
permanent employee is unreasonable. It should be expanded so as
to exclude any employee who works less than 6 months in any calendar
year. As now written the bill provides that a plan or trust must
benefit" 70 percent or more of the permanent employees. There has
been and will be many instances where an employer establishes a
bona fide plan and makes it available to 70 percent or more of the
permanent employees, but enough employees may temporarily fail
to avail themselves of the benefit of the plan so that possibly 69
percent would be actually benefited. The language should be changed
to provide that the benefits of the plan and trust should be available
to 70 percent or more of the permanent employees.
This 70-percent requirement would be objectionable were it not for
the provision that plans with smaller coverage will be deemed bona
fide upon approval by the Commissioner, because there are in existence hundreds of plans which are entirely unselfish and nondiscriminatory even though they do not cover 70 percent of the permanent
employees. Under many of these latter plans the scope is being constantly widened to eventually include steadily increasing proportion
of the total employees and such plans should be encouraged.
The provision for approval by the Commissioner is objectionable
in one respect, namely, in that it gives final authority to the Commissioner without the right of appeal to either the Board of Tax
Appeals or the courts. The authority so conferred upon the Commissioner will probably be exercised by various of the Internal
Revenue Bureau men, to whom authority is delegated, and whose
final decisions will be based to some extent upon their personal beliefs
and prejudices. It is recommended that this provision of the bill be
changed to correspond to the methods commonly used in all tax matters, whereby a final determination of the bona fides of any plan
will rest with the courts. In the only instance where final power
has been conferred upon the Commission, which was the three-man
Board, established under the law providing for a tax upon unjust
enrichment, it is a notorious fact that over 90 percent of the decisions were against the taxpayers, from which decisions no appeal
could be taken. To deny a taxpayer the benefit of an appeal to the
courts is highly un-American, and such a provision would be most
inopportune at a time when we are sacrificing and fighting to preserve the American way of life.
In the statements which have been made to your committee there
is no desire to argue for retention in the law of any provision which
will permit widespread abuse, or which will permit the continuance
or establishment of employee plans and trusts solely for the sake of
avoiding the payment of toxes, or for the purpose of benefiting a
few favored individuals. However, it :isurged upon your committee that the entire country would be vastly benefited under the
provisions of existing law, even though there were some abuse, but
not under the prohibitive and objectionable restrictions and limitations in the bill as passed by the House.
Exemption froa all income taxes of payments to employees from
proflt-sharzng retirement fWnd8 or trust. -The Federal Government
today recognizes the public benefits of life insurance by granting
special tax exemption. In addition to the Federal Government,
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practically all of the States allow the insurance payment to be exempt from the tax whether the proceeds are paid direct or in trust.
In essence and logic, a corporation which creates and develops
a profit-sharing fund in the form of an irrevocable trust is for all
practical purposes, building endowment or life insurance for tie benefit of the worker or his beneficiaries in the event of his death. The
same attitude should be assumed by the Government to such a profitsharing retirement fund as it now maintains toward life insurance.
Such reward and encouragement as would be extended by such
an exemption can be well founded upon the basis of the benefit to the
common welfare. Such a retirement fund is insuring the independence, comfort, and security of the worker in his or her old age. It is
removing that worker from the shoulders of the Government in old
age. An inviolate and irrevocable retirement trust fund is in reality
a life-insurance contract. If insurance benefits are exempt, then
payments to the beneficiaries (the workers) of such a fund should also
he exempt. The savings of the worker contributed to the profit-sharing fund are identical to the annual premium paid on a life-insurance
contract. The only difference possible of contention is that the corporation is contributing a portion of the fund .which builds the retirement fund. Accepting this as a difference, Government should recognize that the corporation is contributing to the general welfare by
such contributions.
A six-point program for victory in the ivoar and for the protectionof a
8ound national economy.-In conclusion, Senators, I submit to you
in all sincerity and seriousness of which I am capable of expressing,
a program which is within your power to vitalize by tax encouragement and present for the approval of the executive departments of
the Government and the acceptance of business and industry.
Permit me to preface this program with four vital factors which
should control your consideration of a tax law such as is now before
you for consideration?
First. We must win this war at all costs,, but primarily by maintaining a unity of management, men, and money.
Second. We must pay the enormous cost of the war without destruction of our productive enterprise by ruinous and devastating
t, xation. Our industrial machine is our first line of defense and
offense.
Third. We must prevent the economic collapse of the Nation by the
vicious effects of inflation while fighting the war to its successful
conclusion.
Fourth. We must safeguard the rehabilitation and reconstruction
of America after the war by insuring readjustments from a wartime
to a peacetime economy through the preservation of the American
enterprise system.
Here in brief is my proposal:
Encourage in every way possible the inauguration of profit-sharing
retirement fund trusts under the general formula(a) Joint contributions of employees and employers.
Sb) Accumulated funds or estates.
o) Discretion as to payment and liquidation of the employee's
share in case of discharge or unemployment for reasons beyond his
control.
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(d) Permission to the corporation to extend hospitalization and
medical care.
(e) Payment to the family of the employee in case of death before
date of retirement.
Advantagcs.-Such a formula universally adopted throughout
American industry, or accepted and inaugurated by a substantial
proportion of the Nation's industry, would:
(1) Create a tremendous impetus to the sale of war bonds; an
increased contribution to the support of the war cost which would
subordinate in marked degree the difference between the amount to be
be gained by taxation of trust funds, and the nation-wide sale and
absorption of several billions of war bonds.
(2) By the accumulation of these war bonds in retirement fund
trusts, the Government would not be called upon for payment of such
bonds for many years, thereby relieving the Government ef one of its
most serious future problems. ,
(3) Stop the spiral of inflation by governing wages in the manner
of letting the employee decide whether he wants increased wages today,
or an estate guaranteeing financial security and independence later at
the time of retirement. Employees in hundreds of institutions have
demonstrated their preference for future security.
(4) Insure harmony and peace in the industrial field which means
(1) increased production, (2) better product, (3) efficiency, and (4)
loyal cooperation.
(5) Bring employees throughout industry to the consciousness of
their real partnership in the industrial operation, wheieby they participate in profits, forget the demanding of increased wages, and unite
for the winning of the war and the preservation of the American
free enterprise system.
(6) Provide for the cushion against mass unemployment in the
post-war period. Do something now to provide financial subsistence
for those who will suffer unemployment when the let-down from maximum war production occurs. Provide the bridge-over financial help
for the change from wartime to peacetime operations.
Gentlemen of the committee, the f:regosng objections combine all
the factors and features essential to a united America; to a greater
financing of the war by greatly increasing the amounts to be gained
by taxation of these employee trust funds; relieves the Government
of early redemption of bonds, and is the most practical and constructive
program for the cure of social unrest which is the greatest menace to
the preservation of our American enterprise system.
The CIIAXIMAN. Thank you, sir.

Mr. H. E. Bowman, of Boeing Aircraft Corporation.
STATEMENT OF H. E. BOWMAN, TREASURER, BOEING AIRCRAFT
CO., SEATTLE, WASH.
Mr. BOWMAN. Gentlemen, I greatly appreciate the opportunity of
being here. I am the treasurer of Boeing Aircraft Co., the designers
and builders of the Flying Fortress which General Arnold says is the
guts and backbone of our world-wide air offensive. I am here to plead
6o you for the life of that company because in our opinion this tax
bill, if passed in its present form, will probably effectively end its ex-
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istence. I say this with all seriousness. I was urged to come here by
some of the members of the Truman committee, who visited our plant
and were able to see what effect this bill would have on the war efforthow it would in our case effectively stop further development which is
so essential to winning this war.
It is curious that I should be here to plead for the life of this company at a time when in Seattle the company and its employees are being
given the Army-Navy production efficiency award. Boeing is the first
airplane manufacturer to be so honored and in the words of UnderSecretary Patterson, it "is your Nation's tribute to the patriotism and
production effort of your plant."
It is ironical that the events which lead up to the granting of this
award are the same events which will cause the proposed tax bill to be
so disastrous in effect. Boeing suffered heavy losses during the base
period, largely because of the fact that it was developing the Flying
Fortress, the Trans-Atlantic Clipper, and the Stratoliner. Thus the
company has substantially no income or invested capital credit and the
90-percent rate applies to an excessive amount of its income.
Further, the company is the victim of the fact that its Flying Furtress was regarded so highly by the Air Corps that we were not permitted to sell it abroad. So far as we are aware, this was the only
American military airplane in this category. Furthermore, we were
requested by high Government officials not to sell the design rights of
one of our largest commercial airplanes to a foreign buyer and we refrained from doing so even though there was not then in existence any
law by which the sale could have been prevented. Thus the company
is now being penalized for having developed outstanding airplanes
and for having cooperated with the Government.
Attention is also invited to the fact that Congress recently enacted
a renegotiation statute which directs the Secretaries of War and Navy
to renegotiate any contract which in their opinion will yield an excess
profit. I understand the services have rather drastic ideas on this subject. We have shown in a brief submitted to your committee that
even without renegotiation Boeing would retain under the proposed
tax bill less than one-half of 1 percent on the gross volume of business done. Any renegotiation downward would, therefore, bo extremely serious, if not disastrous. Inasmuch as renegotiation is a
form of taxation it appears that the limit of bearable taxation has
been exceeded in the case of those companies whose contracts are subject to renegotiation and whose remaining profits are subject to a 90percent excess-profits tax.
I would like to say at this point that I noticed in his testimony
that Mr. Davidson said that the aircraft industry had the largest percentage of its income subject to excess profits, and that it was 82 percent. According to our computation, 96.6 percent of the Boeing income
will be subject to the 90-percent rate.
Senator TAFr. What are you under?
Mr. BOWMAN. Invested capital.
Senator BYRD. Is that your high bracket?
Mr. BOWMAN. 96.6 percent of all of our profit will be subject to
the 90-percent rate.
Senator BYRD. What percentage of all of your profits will be paid
in taxes I
Mr. BOWMAN. All of it.
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Senator BYRD. Do you mean you will take your taxable income and
pay 96 percent of that?
Mr. BOWMAN. No; that is not quite what I meant to say. Ninetysix and six-tenths percent of it will be subjected to the 90-percent rate.
Senator TAIr. It makes about 85 percent of your total?
Mr. BoWMAN. About 8834 percent will be our average tax.
The CHAIRMAN. Your whole effective tax, both normal and surtax,
will be 883 percent?

Mr.

BOWMAN.

Yes, sir.

Senator BYRD. You will pay 8R percent of your net income?
Mr. BOWMAN. Yes, sir. Our lawyers don't believe this, but it is
barely possible that some of the relief provisions could be construed
to cover such cases as ours. We are certain, however, that we could not
establish by evidence any constructive normal income basis. It must be
remembered that we build large airplanes, some of which cost approximately a million dollars each and which take more than 2 years
to develop, and the development costs about $4,000,000. No criteria
exists upon which to establish a constructive base earning for such
items. It has got to be an arbitrary one giving consideration to what
Boeing has contributed to the people of America. Boeing did not
develop one product-it produced an era-the four-engine era. That
era is here to stay. Most of the airplane money in this war will to for
four-engine airplanes. That is true of cargo planes as well as attle
planes and this is all traceable back to Boeing's pioneering at a time
when Boeing and a small group of Air Corps officers were about the
only ones who had the vision to see the absolute necessity for this type
of airplane.
Furthermore, it appears that the procedure of paying most of the
tax and then petitioning for the return of a portion will defeat the very
purpose of the relief provision. Boeing will need its money currently
if it is to continue development work whereas under the House bill
it will very possibly take years to recover it and that can only be accomplished at considerable cost not only in cash but in executive time.
It would seem that some simple direct method could be found whereby
those companies which find themselves in the same position as does
Boeing could pay a lesser portion of the tax and only have to prove
to the board that they qualify under that relief provision. The amount
of relief should be automatic. We have offered a form of relief which
we believe is equitable. If the method suggested does not meet with
the committee's favor, we have several alternate suggestions which
I will be glad to discuss with anyone the committee may designate.
In connection with the award to us by the Army-Navy for production efficiency, we were extremely interested in noting an editorial in
Collier's magazine of recent issue wherein they suggested that your
committee might well give consideration to granting some small tax
relief as a reward to companies who are granted the award for producing effectively and efficiently as this means that these companies
are not only doing a good job in assisting in the war effort but by
reason of the fact that they are producing efficienty, they are producing at a lower cost.
My attention has been called to an article which appeared in the
latest edition of Time magazine about our president, P. G. Johnson,
in connection with the Army-Navy award. In this article Time im-
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plied that Boeing would have "whopping" profits. We cannot, of
course, be responsible for any statement which a magazine may make
but I am giving consideration to writing them a letter calling their
attention to the fact that most of Boeing's business is on a 5 percent
fixed fee basis. 0. P. A. at this time is writing a regulation covering aircraft. Many items of necessary cost are disallowed. 'We
believe it is a parent, therefore, that after a 5 percent fixed fee is
reduced by 0. .A. ceiling requirements, by disallowed items of cost:
by renegotiation and by an 88 percent over-all tax rate, profits will
not be "whopping."
I think I might take just one moment to impress upon the committee, if I may, the burden which the aircraft industry is carrying now. Not only are we having to produce very largely ourselves
but we are having to develop new products, and we have had to bring
in other industries, such as the automotive industry. The Big Three
of the automotive industry are now in the airplane business, and we
are teaching them everything we know about it, we are giving them
our designs and they have announced that they are going to be our
competitors after this war. That is one reason we should not be
sacrificed, so that after the war is over the entire airplane industry
will not be in the hands of the automotive industry.
Boeing, I think, is typical. Seven companies in the United States
are building our airplanes. One of them, Bell, I believe, has opened
a big plant in the chairman's home State to build one type of our planes.
I don tknow much about Bell, but I think they are perhaps in the same
position as we are, from their published statements, in that they were
developing airplanes in the base period.
We have prepared a statement which has been mailed to each
member of this committee and to the committee as a whole. In this
statement we have set forth facts not included in my discussion here
today. We also included photographs of the airplanes developed in
the base period. We realize fully that you are extremely busy men,
that you have many weighty and complex problems to solve. However, our life is in your hands and we feel that our record of accomplishment justifies the request that our plea be read. We feel
sure if the facts are known, Congress will grant relief for the sake
of the war effort, if not for the sake of this company.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Would you like to have entered in
the record-we cannot put in the photographs--the statement to
which you referred as having been sent to all members of the committee?
Without objection, the statement from the Boeing Aircraft people
will be incorporated in the record) omitting, of course, the photographs which you cannot reproduce.
(The statement referred to is as follows:)
STATEMENT OF H1.E BOWMAN, TReASUnmi, BOEING Aumua,%FrT

Co.,

SEATI'LF, WASH.

Congress has under consideration a new tax bill. We are fully conscious of
the fact that during time of national emergency tax rates must of necessity
be high. However, the proposed 90 percent excess profits tax rate, when coinbined with thef proposed method of computing the amount of exemption, will
adversely affect the war effort and may well result in ruination to certain
companies. This conclusion is based upon a careful study of the proposed bill
as passed by the House and the reasons leading to this conclusion are set
forth herein.
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The bill as passed by the House does contain a relief provision and without
doubt it was the intention of the House that relief should be granted in all
cases where the other provisions of the bill resulted In inequities and hardships. However, there are certain meritorious cases deserving of consideration
which apparently would not come within the relief provisions in the bill as
passed by the House.
Particular attention is invited to the cose of those companies which are contributing so much to the success of the war effort by reason of their foresight
in developing in peacetime those products which are essential to the war
effort and yet, because of this very development work, had little or no r:et
income during the base period which is used in computing excess profits tax
credit. Boeing Aircraft Co. Is an outstanding example of such companies.
It is proud of the fact that in the face'of discouragement and lack of incentive
It conceived and developed (largely at its own expense) the flying fortress.
which Major General Arnold has called the "gu's and backbone of our worldwide air offensive" and which Brigadier General Tinker said was "the outstanding development of the war." Valiant pilots, upon returning victorious from
the Midway Island battle, said of the flying fortress, which was a most important factor In that battle, "tile B-17 will win this war for us." Not only
did this company conceive and develop the flying fortress, but it also developed
at great loss, the trans-Atlantic clipper-"the trans-Atlantic lifeline"-and the
stratolhuer the four-engine high altitude transport which is doing such yeoman
service. While the latter two airplanes were originally commerclai developments, it will be shown later that many features so dearly learned are now
Incorporated In our military airplanes. In addition to conceiving and developing these airplanes, the company has done during the past year, and is doing,
such an outstanding job of building and delivering tlyig fortresses that it has
now been awarded the only Army and Navy "E" pennant for production
efficiency thus far awarded to aircraft companies.
Furlibermore, Boeing currently has under way two military development
projects on which it Is estimated tat losses in excess of $3,C03,000 will be
sustained and is now engaged In constructing at its own expense an advanced
type wind tunnel for use in research work.
Aq a result of its development program, the company sustained severe losses
during the "base" period which had the dual effect of causing it to have practically no "average base period net Income" and also prevented it from building
up its invested capital. Thus the company has virtually no excess-profits tax
credit. This lack of credit makes the 00 percent rate practically confiscatory
be cffeeand will so liit the remaining cash funds available that Boeing will
tively precluded frotm contributing so vateriallp to aviation progress and to the
tmprovcnwat of the Nation's air arm. The excellence of the equipment which
our armed forces have had has been instrumental In whatever successes they
have achieved to date, and it is our opinion that the continued development of
new and improved military aircraft is Imperative to the war effort.
The proposed tax law in addition to curtailing vitally needed research and
development will result in discriminatory taxation which is neither equitable nor
to the Government's best interest. In the finalanalysis a high tax rate is a
profit-fixing device In the case of Government contractors. 'The standard of
permitted pr(flt on a Government contract under the proposed tax law is determined largely by the company's earnings during the base period. Thus through
the proposed tax law the Government permits Boeing to make only nominal
profits from Government contracts because Boeing served its country well by
developing these sorely needed airplanes, while at the same time it sets a hig',er
and more reasonable profit standard for other companies similarly engaged on
current Government contracts simply because several year. ago the other companies were engaged in more profitable business of another nature.
We wvishto specifically illustrate this point. In this illustration we make
comparisons of the net profit after tax. Naturally, we do not have access to'the
tax returns of any other company, but we do have annual published reports
of such companies and we believe that the conclusions drawn from such reports
are reasonably accurate.
Boeing Aircraft Co., as pointed out above, has developed to a high point of
excellence the four-engine bombardment airplane. At the request of the United
States Army Air Forces, Boeing has entered Into agreements with several oth.r
companies wherein Boeing agreed to furnish the necessary Information to enable
these companies to build Boeing bombers. At least one of these companies had
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not previously been in the airplane business. To draw a comparison of the
effect of the proposed tax law on Boeing (which conceived and developed these
airplanes), and the newcomer (which will build a Boeing-designed airplane),
we assumed that Boeing and the other company would have the same gross
profit per airplane and we have further assumed that both companies would
have the same amount of profit before taxes in 1942 as in 1941 (after making
necessary adjustments for nonrecurring and nontaxable items). We then applied the proposed tax law to both companies. It revealed that Boeing would
be permitted to retain 11.17 percent of its net taxable profits, while the other
company would be permitted to retain 26.51 percent of its net taxable profits.
In other words, tie other company would be permitted to make net, 2.37 times
as much profit on a Government contract to build Boeing planes as would
Boeing.
Recently one company advertied that it had contracts to produce 10 percent of
all war munitions, including airplanes, motors, etc. These include several new
lines of endeavor in which it is participating by invitation. The established companies in these lines have furnished the designs and "know how." The company
in question has announced that it intends to remain in certain of these fields after
the war. Due to the inequities In the proposed tax law, it is doubtful if many of
the companies which pioneered and developed the products in these fields will be
able to survive. The proposed tax laws give this newcomer a great advantage by
prmltting it to retain fair prGts simply because years ago it made substantial
profits in other lines of endeavor. The majority of Boeing's contracts are based
on cost-plus-a-fixed fee of 5 percent. The fee does not represent contract profit
for the reason that disallowed Items of contract costs (which are substantial in
amount) must be paid out of the fee. Boeing, due to past development losses,
ha.3 a relatively small invested capital credit, and a 90-percent excess-profits tax,
together with a 45-percent normal and surtax, will produce an effective over-all
rate of taxation in excess of 88% percent. The remaining 11/ percent of the
5 percent (less disallowed costs) means that Boeing would retain less than onehalf of 1 percent on the volume of business done. Thus it can be seen that
Boeing's net retention after taking care of taxes will not permit it to provide
reserves to meet the post-war return to normal operations and compete with this
entrenched newcomer.
Attention is invited to the fact that the proposed law makes no provision for
recognizing as an element of cost before determination of profits the expense
incidental to returning the physical properties and organization to a normal basis.
A construction contractor is ).rmitted to tear down the scaffolding, remove his
construction shack, clear up the debris, and pat the grounds in order. Defense
industry today has the same problefa, but no allowance is made for it. The Boeing
office and factory buildings are painted a drab green. The windows are painted
black on the outside with a green overcoat. Inside they are covered with plywood.
The interior of the factory is cut up with splinter-proof parapets. The roofs are
covered with lookout houses and guns. The factory is crowded with machines
not required for ordinary operations. The organization is geared to a three-shift
7-day week operations of a magnitude unheard of prior to the war. Under these
circumstances we submit that it is fallacious and unjust to refer to any figure as
being taxable profit until adequate provision has been made to provide for the
inevitable expense of returning the factory and organization to a normal basis.
There is another very important factor to be considered in reviewlg the
probable effect of the proposed tax law on companies currently engaged in military
development work. The airplanes which Boeing has under development are so
vital to the war effort that military authorities insist that Boeing's entire engineering staff devote its full time to these projects. Other companies with less
important military airplanes under development are permitted and encouraged to
devote considerable engineering time to developments which are fundamentally
commercial. Rewards for services cannot be measured by the immediate cash
received. Boeing's reward will be limited to profits from Government contracts
(which, as previously pointed out, will largely be taken away under the proposed
tax bill), while the competitors' reward will consist not only of the retention of a
larger proportion of cash from current profits but also of emerging from the war
with a strangle hold on the commercial market. The loss of competitive position
Is a real and severe loss which cannot be presently estimated in dollars and
cents, nor can it be taken as a deduction on tax returns. This situation is exceedingly important for the reason that It costs several million dollars and takes
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at least 2 years to develop a large airplane. It is therefore inequitable to tax
Boeing so severely that it cannot reconstruct its "ompetitive commercial position.
In conclusion we wish to reiterate that an excess-profits tax rate of 90 percent,
together with the low exemptions which many companies in the aircraft industry
particularly will have, will be harmful to the war effort, result in inequitable
taxation, and may result in ruination for many companies. The proposed law
will be particularly harmful to the war effort by precluding many established
companies in the aircraft industry from continuing with comprehensive research
and development programs. This research and development can only be saccessfully done by The established companies for the reason that they alone have
the trained, organized, and integrated technical staffs with the necessary experience to carry on such a program. The proposed law will result in Inequitable
taxation because for years the profits and business of the Government contractors
in the aircraft industry have been controlled and limited. They have largely
been kept during peacetime on a development basis so the country would have a
basic industry to meet a war challenge. The industry has met that challenge.
It has carried the war burden while the newcomers' plants and organizations
were being converted and they were being supplied with the "know how" by
the industry. These newcomers are now being allowed to make reasonable profits
from aircraft contracts because they have a reasonable exemption base while
the established industry will face possible insolvency due to a relatively low base
arising front the pre-war restrictions. Also one of the inevitable results of the
tax law will be the further concentration in the post-war era of business in the
hands of a few corporations. We do not believe that it is desirable for America
to emerge from the war with a comparatively few corporations controlling
business. We especially do not believe it Is desirable for the Government to
make a gift of the aviation industry to a few powerful corporations w!thout
regard to merit on their part. The proposed law may -,ell result in ruination
to certain companies In that they will not be permitted to retail sufficient funds
to meet post-war reconversion costs to normal operations and to regain their
competitive commercial positions.
In order that the war effort be not harmed, and to assure equitable and just
taxation, we suggest that the relief provisions in the proposed law include the
following paragraph:
"If during the base period the taxpayer was to a substantial extent engaged
ila research and development work which contributed materially to the improvement or development of articles manufactured for the United States and which
a-tirles are used in or are necessary in the war effort, and by reason thereof the
average base period net income of such taxpayer does not provide a reasonable
base for the measurement of the excess-profits tax credit in the taxable year, the
taxes (normal income tax, surtax, and excess-profits tax) payable by such taxpayer during such taxable year shall in no event exceed an amount equal to
75 percent of the taxable net Income of such taxpayer for such tax period."
There are attached hereto photographs of the airplanes, the development of
which caused the conany to suffer heavy losses. These photographs reveal
several of the many features of design developed on the commercial airplanes
that are now incorporated in military airplanes., Other features which cannot
be discussed for military reasons are, also being incorporated.
We would welcome the privilege of discussing this matter further with you
as we are certain that the proposed law, If not amended, will bring about
undesirable results which are not intended or contemplated by the Congress.
BOEINO AIRCRAFT CO.,

H. E. BOWMAN, Trea8urer.
Senator BYRD. I should like to insert in the record a memorandum
on smoking tobacco, Federal taxes, also ft statement of the Larus &
Bros. Co., of Richmond, in favor of the differential on cigarettes.
(The memorandum and statement referred to are as follows:)
A MEMORANDUM ON SMOKING TOBACOO-FDERtAL ExcIsE TAXES

On July 23, 1942, Mr. Morgenthau, Secretary of the Treasury, appeared before
the Senate Finance Committee and suggested that the present excise tax of 18
cents per pound be increased to 36 cenis per pound iit the 1912 Revenue Act. This
increase is estimated to produce $26,800,000 additional revenue.
76093-42-vol. 2--4--43
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We believe It Is desirable to call the following pertinent factsto your attention(1) Pipe mnoking is the most economical form of 8soking.--.It has long beem
recognized that the most economical form in which tobacco can be smoked Is in
a pipe. There ire many who cannot afford to purchase cigarettes. In our
opinion we should first exhaust all other possible sources of revenue before placing
this additional burden of 1S cents per pound on these people.
(2) Dud to the present economic conditions an lnereaselin cigarette taxes will
not drive owssumers So smoking tobacco.
A CURRENT EMPLE

On July 1, 1940, the Federal excise tax on cigarettes was Increased from $3 to
$&25 per thousand. Since this date the production of pipe-smoking tobacco shows
a downward trend as follows:
Pipe-8moking tobacco, United States total production
Pounds

1940 ---------------------------------.--------------------------W41 ---------------------------------------------------------

205,101, 032
1,97,022,20&

A decrease of ...............................-------------7,478, 829
This decrease occurred in spite of the fact there was an Incroasp on July 1, 1940,
In the Federal excise tax on cigarettes from 6 to 0 / cents per package, or from
$3 to $ ,25 per thousand. Unanimous opinion was that an increase In the cigarette tax would cause a "switch" to pipe-smoking tobacco. The revenue has happened. Due to our war effort, which Is steadily increasing purchasing power of
the consumer, cigarette consumption Increaz-d while pipe-smoking tobacco consumption decreased. (See attached exhibits. i and B for mqre data.)
(3) The per capita consumption of smoking tobacco was smaler in 1941 than it

weas 10 years earlier.-

United States
population

Smoking.to.
produebacootion

Pounds
12 ..................................................124.657,565

1941
............................................

32. 1 O

100,95.528

197tM 203

Percapitk
consumpMlon
Pounsl
1. 63T

1. ,4w

Thus with a constant tax of 18 cents per pound, the per capita consumption of
smokingg tobacco has decreased 0.04 pounds per person during the past 10 ycars.
(4) Smoking tobacco note carries the equivalent of a 20-percent Federal saega
tax.--If, as the Treasury suggests, an 18-cents-per-pound tax is superimposed
upon a tobacco classification which has lost ground during the past 10 years,
unquestionably the results will be a sharp decrease In smoking-tobacco consumption. Based on retail prices, the 18 cents' proposed tax Increase wo:ld,
have almost exactly the effect of a 20-percent sales tax. It Is very o;',c for
an Industry which has lost ground during the past 10 years to survive If am
additional 20-percent sales tax Is added. Let us not forget, prior to World War I,
the Federal excise stamp tax on smoking tobacco was 8 cents per pound. This
was increased to 18 cents per pound In 1919.
(5) The proposed increased tax on smoking tobacco will in all probabtlit,
limit the farmer's market.-Smoking tobacco furnishes the domestic consumer
outlet for those grades of leaf tobacco too heavily bodied for cigarettes and
too light-bodied for chewing and are naturally produced in burley and fluecured types. It is Impossible to grow a plant of tobacco, either burley or thiecured types, without producing a large percentage of strictly pipe tobacco which
Is unsuitable for either cigarettes or chewing. If Increased taxes drastically
reduces pipe smoking, the farmer will have trouble marketing his surplus pipe
tobaccos. Smoking also accounts for an outlet for certain grades of dark aircured, dark fire-cured, Louisiana perique and Maryland types of tobacco. The
consumption of pipe-smoking tobacco Is very essential In order to afford the
farmer-producer of these types of tobacco a complete market outlet for their

entire production of tobacco.
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EXHIBIT A.-Totul production of manufactured tobacco and snuff for calendar

years 1938 to 1941, inclusive

Calendar year

Plug

Twist

Fine cut

S

scrap

Pounds
Pounds
Poundss Pounds
198 ...........
,494,646 5,658,854 4,572,346 4%775,96
19".............
51,262,796 5, "72,777 4,701102 41,350,992
1940..............
48,0,19
4
5,605,287 4,175,364 42,909,979
1941----------50,207,089 5, 619,163 .5,148,749 44,16 5791

Pound.
200,6W,501
202,289,118
20,101032
197,622,23

Psod
37,173,135
37,960,933
37,871,628
39,71,19.5

Pounds
345,368,5314
343,305,71K,
44423, 2
47,
7M,9

NoTz l.-This data was repared from reports of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
NOTm 2.-The present Federal stamp tax on each of the above
classifleations is1 cents per pound. The
Senate Finance Committee that the tax on smoking tobacco
classiflcatlon be doubled o
und. From the above
table, you will observe
the
smoking-tc bacco e
shows a deerese Inp
asince 1940.
Secretary ofthe Treasury has pro

EXHIBIT

COollections of internal revenue
endC June S0,1941, and

tobacco takes, local years

7Receipts from

July 1, 1941,to

Source ,.e'renus
16 r

un3gr, 1942

*cc'eipts from

increase

Ju8j530, 134t

decrease

Jely 1, 1940,
6,

or

ar (are)J;1 --------.....
.8 82& s
1,
yt.
+$977,300.613
gars (small)
.
.
[
10451 62
1 96. .87
-9,918.25
%iescetteltlaqe),
15, 1.!44
0511.83
03,21.861
cigarettes
sa)-----------------.........
.1-,7049U3,.
61
616
74
234.31
nunofallde
+88,188,270.30
rlptione........................:7440,
23W2
5
20.62
+540,391.63
'ob-cco, chewing and
..
-..
.
o4
,i& 76
4,ok
18 -2 788,839 45
itte
pPI a .,etc
i tubes..:
.... ., --,-l
It,
7.77
1,43111 14.90
15.35
41529,242.42
.dealaer
...--o,,g
6,049.82
--5,765.08
Lgsretteo2,A x
-----5,108.85
4.
.21
-4,29, 27&88

~

otal...4
. ..... ---------10-cent and I 'et
l~rettes.11
%pzie Form 74reesury Depart

8enaor~aavIi'
-~RICHso~

25.72

st, IsiternikRvno

ueu

6 ,

"~

7

+82, M324. 85

and Collections Unit

VA., August I,194*.

RenatoVARY F. BYRD,
1
Senaa
anFic
e Committee,,
.s,
Washington, D
.: .
Please insert ft*t,e record that we p
nufacturers of economy cigarettes
wIsL to recommend tTtM
garette tax differential as we feel this
Is neL'ssarT to preserve competition for the benefit of the farmer as well as
the con.7uner. •
Economy cigarettes are fast going off the market due to present tax inequalities.
W. T. R=, Jr.,
Larus d Bro. Co.
Tk CHAnRMAN. Mr. Hess.

STATEMENT OF BEECHER HESS, WASHINGTON, D. 0., RFPRESENTING PEOPLES COMMITTEE T.O DF#ENp LIFE INSURANCE AND
SAVINGS'
Mr. HESS. My name is Beecher Hess, of Washington, D. C. I appear today as a representative of the Peoples Committee to Defend
Life Insurance and Savings for the purpose of offering for the record
a letter from the chairman of that committee, Mr. C. Vivian Anderson.
The CHA!IMAN. It may be entered into the record.
Mr. HE&ss. Thank you, sir.
(The letter referred to is as follows:)
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PEOPLES COMMITTEE i

DEFEND LiFs INSURANCE AND SAVINGS,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
SENATE FrnANOE COMuITTrE,

Washipgtotn, D. C.
PREMIUM DEDUcTION FROM INCOME TAX

GiNTLEmEN: A very large percentage of all men leave nothing at death for their
families except life insurance. If it were not for the large amounts of money paid
out for death claims and matured endowments by the life insurance companies
during the year there would be a great deal more required of the public for orphans'
homes, poorhouses, old-age homes, and for all types of charity in general.
Since the Government allows a deduction for amounts paid to charitable organizations, It seems reasonable that the Government should allow a deduction for
life insurance premiums paid, because the more insurance a man can leave his
family the less likelihood there is that they will have to depend on charity in any
sense of the word. Thus through the medium of life insurance the necessity for
some of the charitable orgc-dvoations is lessened.
Due to the scarcity of const,mer goods because of the war'effort, there Is bound
to be a lot of surplus cash in the hands of the people for a number of years to come.
Some of this money will go into Government bonds, savings banks, and life Insurance; and as soon as it is possible to again buy consumer goods, bonds will
he redeemed, money withdrawn from savings banks and life insurance either
borrowed upon or cashed. Giving a liberal exemption for premiums paid on life
Insurance will be an incentive for men to continue to carry protection for their
families and their own old age, thus creating a very effective brake on Inflation.
Securities in the hands of individuals and banks are very likely to be turned
in to the Government for cash; whereas securities in the hands of the life
insurance companies for the most part will remain there until the maturity
date of the bonds. Thus you would get a stabilizing effect from money paid
into insurance companies from which Government bonds are purchased.
Anything the Government might do in the way of allowance on income
tax for premiums paid on life insurance will have a tendency to stimulate
thrift, and the premiums received by ther life insurance conmanies will be
doing a threefold Job; furnishing adequate protection for old age and the
family in event of premature death of the insured, helping finance the railroads and industrial plants which are very essential during the war and
which will be just as essential in the reconstruction period after the war, and
furnishing a large reservoir of money for the purchase of Government
securities.
The allowance on Income tax should be on both old and new insurance
purchased because there is a greater demand during times of stress and because
of the threat of inflation, for protection for the family than in normal times.
Practically all the premiums which would be paid on new insurance would be
immediately put in Government'bonds by the insurance company, whereas the
individual may not feel that the could put more of his income or savings
Into Governn, eii bonds than he is at the present time, and the insurance
which he purchased would give his family far more protection than If the
premiums were put Into Government bonds individually.
EXEMPTION OF INSURANCE FROM[ESTATE) TAX
For a good many years the insuring public have been receiving an exemption
of $40,000 on any insurance payable to named beneficiaries in addition to
$40,000 on their general estate. The present income-tax bill provides for $60,000
general exemption. This would mean that a man who had very little insurance
would have a $20,000 additional exemption on his estate than under the old
law which would mean that the Government would collect less tax on the
present estate than under the present law.
It seems, therefore, logical that the law should contain the same feature of
exemption, namely, $40,000 on estate and $40,000 on life Insurance as at
present.
FEDERAL SALES TAX
Some months ago this committee made a very extensive survey in regard to
Federal sales tax, ceiling on wages, ceiling on farm prices, abolishment of
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Work Projects Administration, Civilian Conservation Corps, and National Youth
Administration, limiting incomes to $25,000 net per annum. In the thousands
of replies received from all over the United States, there was ; demand for
Federal sales tax, ceiling on wages and farm prices, and abolishment of Work
Projects Administration, Civilian Conservation Corps, and National Youth Administration, and the very great majority of the people answering our inquiry
stated that although they did not receive $25,000 net income, they felt it was
not democratic to consider such a procedure which in the last analysis would
raise a very small amount of tax. If the Federal Government will adopt a
Federal sales tax similar to that in Canada the reduction in incne tax for life
Insurance premiums would be offset. Also a very large reduction in the corporation taxes could be written In the present bill under consideration.
From the circularization and correspondence with more than 15,000,0C0 lifeinsufrance policyholders in the past 18 months, we think the vast majority of
these policyholders feel that they should have a reduction of their life-insurance
premiums from Income tax because it is money which Is being put aside unselfishly
for the protection of their family rather than being used in any selfish way on
themselves at the present time. They also feel that the-sales tax would be fair
to everyone because it would have a tendency to hold down inflation and would
raise the required revenue easier and at less cost than Is being done at the present
time.
Therefore, because of our survey, we urge that Congress make a provision for
the allowance of life-insurance premiums from income tax and retain the $40,000
general exemption and $40,000 exemption for the life insurance in the estate tax
and enact a Federal sales tax which will offset any loss in revenue from the above
exemptions.
Respectfully submitted.
C. VIVIAN ANDErSON,
Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Hugh Magill, American Federation of Inves-

tors.
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Capper offers this telegram for the record
with a brief statement.
Senator CAPPER. Mr. Chairman, I present for the information and
consideration of the committee, and ask to have incorporated in the
printed record of the hearings on the pending bill, the accompanying
telegram from Hon. Jeff A. Roberts9 n. chairman of the State Corporation Commission of Kansas, in which he urges on behalf of the
commission that the existing provisions governing depletion allowances on oil and gas wells for income-tax purposes be retained in the
bill and in the Internal Revenue Code. I should like to join heartily
in the views expressed by the chairman of this important State commission, and I hope the recommendations made in his statement may
be followed by the committee in taking final action on this feature of
the tax bill.
(The telegram submitted by Senator Capper is as follows:)
[Telegrtm]
TOPEKA, KANs., August 8, 1942.
Hon. ARTnrR. CAPPER,
United States Senator:
On Monday, August 10, the revenue bill of 1942 will come up for discussion
before the Senate Finance Committee. This commission concurs with the representatives of the oil industry of Kansas in urging the retention of the percentage
depletion allowances on oil and gas wells for income-tax purpose. We urge that
the revenue bill of 142 not amend the present Internal Revenue Code on the
question of percentage depletion for oil and gas wells. We believe this allowance
encourages development and wildcatting, now so necessary to the war effort and
to the future of Kansas. The present percentage depletion provision tends to
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balance the profit years against the loss years. Since the issuance of Conservation
Order M-68 by W. P. B. and 0. P. A., which requires the wider spacing of wells,
the percentage of dry holes has increased materially, and this Is additional reason
for the retention of the present percentage of depletion provision as it now reads
in the Internal Revenue Code.
JEnF A. RoanTsoN,
Chairman, State Oorporatton Oom 8ssion of Kansas.
Senator BAILEY. Mr. Chairman, what do you say to limiting the talks

to 10 minutes?
We will have to do something of that kind if you wish to get through
today, and you have a great number on the list.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee may have to limit. I hesitate to put
an absolute limit of time on, but we will probably have to restrict the
witnesses to 10 minutes each.
Senator BAILEY. We won't get through otherwise.
The CHAMMAN. No ; not today nor tomorrow. I wanted to get
through today, if possible.
Senator BAIMT. I suggest that. That is a matter of kindness to all
of them6 because that will enable us to hear all of them.
The HAIrMAN. We will ask the witnesses to observe that, Senator
Bailey. Thank you for the suggestion.
Nov, we have reached the witnesses that were assigned especially for
today. Mr. Harry Cooper is the first witnesses. I should like to continue until 12:30 unless the members of the committee desire to go to
the floor.
Senator ByRD. I have a inatter that I would like to bring up on the
floor.
The CHAIRMAN. We will finish with this witness, then, and recess.
STATEMENT OF HARRY P. COOPER, INDIANAPOLIS, IND., SECRETARY, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANIES
Mr. CooPEn. My name is Harry P. Cooper, of Indianapolis, Ind.
This is my thirty-sixth year as executive secretary of one of the '6
Indiana farm mutuals and my twenty-ninth as executive secretary
of the National Association of Mutual IInsurance Companies.
I am appearing here in both capacities.
More than 90 percent of the 958 members of the Natioial Association of Mutual Insurance Companies are farm mutual or similar
mutuals operating principally in one State, or a few counties, or
townships, or in some cases only in one city or town. These member companies report 9,459,716 policies in force. A similar number of nonmember farm and other small mutuals look to the National
Association to represent them in Washington. Most of these mnutuals, both member and nonmember, operate upon the assessment plant
some assessing after the loss but many assess in anticipation of the
loss so ready money may be available wien loss occurs. Consequently
for the most part, the income of these mutual consists largely oi
fees, dues, and assessments used or held for the purpose of paying
losses and expenses. It is on behalf of these companies that I wish
to speak.
. These mutual insurance companies and associations are nonprofit
organizations. They constitute an organized method of preventing
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and sharing misfortune. The class of property covered and the
hazards insured against, generally determine the safe territorial limits and indicate the need and size of the safety fund. Probably
the windstorm mutual has a greater fluctuation of losses from year
to year than most classes of mutual. One windstorm mutual reports
$38,000 loss one year and $950,000 another. At least a State-wide
basis is desirable for the safe operation of a windstorm mutual because of the catastrophe hazard. One windstorm mutual suffered a
$100000 loss in a single township. That amount in a county or
adjoining counties is not' unusual. Another collected $535,000 more
than it paid out during that year. Two years later it suffered
30,000 losses costing $700,000 more than it took in that year. Today
most mutuals collect more than needed in light years that they may
tide safely over the heavy years. This is particularly true with hail
and windstorm mutuals.
From a few pioneer mutuals a hundred years ago these numbers
have grown to nearly 2,500. They are found in almost every State
of the Union. They have always brought lower insurance cost.
Even today the States having no farm mutuals have a cost per $100
for farm insurance of from 5 to 10 times that of States covered by
such mutuals. The 2,000 farm fire and windstorm mutuals cover
more than 50 percent of all the insurable farm property of the Nation
according to Governmental statistics and at approximately 50 percent of the rate charged by commercial insurance companies.
Subsection 11 of section 101 of the present income-tax law exempts
most of these nmutuals from that tax because they are not operated for
p refit, but their income "is used or held for the purpose of paying
losses and expenses-," It reads as follows:I
19w. 101.-The following organizations shall exempt frorm taxation under this
* *
(11) Farmers or other mutual hall, cyclone, casualty, or fire Insurance companics or associations (including interinsurers and reciprocal underwriters) the
income of which is used or held for the ,mrposo of mying ksses or expenses.

titlo *

'fhis provision was the culmination of 17 years of difficulties experienced by these mnutuals beginning with the Excise Tax Act of 1909,
aggravated by the Income Tax Act of 1913, and by inadequate wording of subsequent acts, disturbing interpretation and rulings until in
1926 when the present provision was enacted by Congress. To make
sure such troubles were ended a retroactive amendment was enacted
,cleainingthe slate back through 1909.
IWith subsequent interpretations and rulings this provision now
represents the experience of nearly a third of a century. Its meaning
is established. A change may result not only in confusion inthe minds
,of the officers of these mutuals but may change the status of many of
them under the social security and lmemnployment taxes. Exempt
nutuals do not now have to report on occasional adjusters, temporary
employees or others receiving, not more than $45 in any one quarter.
Moreover, the construction of the new provisions of tihis subsection
may be more far-reaching thin we can anticipate. If past experiences
may be relied up6n js a guide many difficulties encountered in the
)ast will again rise to plague us. What is the meaning of "writing
insurance contracts solely on a mutual basis"? Does this mean on an
assessment basis? If so, would it include contracts on an advance
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assessment plan? Or an advance premium plan? Would it include
a mutual providing for the levying of assessments annually or
oftener? Would it include a mutual assessing approximately the
same rate in good years and bad? Would it include only those having
little or no investment income How about the ones owning their own
office building? Or those writing insurance at a fixed premium?
Would the exemption apply only to those "operating as a community
neighborhood activity"? 'These and other questions come from past
experience where troubles arose. Probably one of the most annoying
of these troubles was that all money carried over the end of the year
was "taxable income."
The $100,OCO provision of the House bill in this subsection indicates the desire of Congress to exempt many. However, the nonprofit
basis of exemption is overlooked. The $50,000 deduction later provided is a further indication of the desire of Congress to exempt
many. This, however, makes no distinction between the assessment
mutual with no legal reserves to deduct and the advance premium
mutual required to maintain such reserves which are deductible. Nor
does it recognize that excess assessments, dues, or fees collected in a
light year do not constitute profit but provide a cushion for heavy
years.
In 4 of the years during the last 10-year period 3 of the larger
windstorm mutuals collected sufficient excess assessments, fees and
dues to constitute taxable income under the $50,000 deduction provision as I understand it. In the other six each paid out more than they
took in or had a comparatively small excess. The deficiences ran from
$24,000 to $700,000 while the excess ran from $4,900 to $535,000. These
windstorm mutuals operate largely in Ohio, Michigan, Indiana,
Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Arkansas, Texas, Kan sas, Nebraska, South Dakota, and North Dakota. Is it the intention
of Congress to tax these assessments in the years they exceed the ex.
penditures by more than $50,000 under the new Income Tax Act?
Naturally, the farm mutual fire, cyclone and similar mutuals are
anxious to retain 101' (11) as it is under the present law. At least
they would hate to see changes made that would again involve them in
years of difficulty and confusion.
.These mutuals are willing to pay their share of the war burden as
a war-ermergency tax. In some State conventions of these companies,
as well as in national groups, resolutions have been passed favoring
a war emergency tax if the revenue needs of the United States Government require it. Such a tax was imposed during the last World
War. Such a tax is fair and equitable, works a hardship on no one,
is simple, will confuse no one, and brings in a steady flow of funds.
Even though the rate were double or triple that of the other World
War tax these companies would gladly pay it during the war in preference to changes in the principles recognized in the farm-mutual
provision section 101 (11). The loss prevention work of these mutuals
will enable them to pay such a tax without increase in cost to their
members. The farm company with a million at iKisk would have an
annual tax of less than $100 and the great majority would not exceed
$50 even at double the rate of that of the last war.
These companies kr.ow what section 101 (11) means. Changes mean
confusion, construction, changed rules and regulations. These com-
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panies gladly will pay their fair share of the war burden. They feel
the only satisfactory plan is a war-emergency tax.
Senator hIERrINo. Of the 2,500 companies you represent, how many
will pay tax under that provision?
Mr. CooPr. Under this $50,000 provision?
Senator HERR NG. Yes.
Mr. CooPRm. A good many of the windstorm companies would.
Senator HERRING. The large companies. You do not contend that
this will tax the little farm mutual, do you?
Mr. CooPR. I don't think it would, unless this change in the wording: "writing insurance solely on a mutual basis" would do that.
Senator IEnUnTG. That does not affect your buildings or any other
basis?
Mr. CooPER. I don't know what it means.
Senator TAiT. I think it meant that every man who wrote insurance
and participated in the returns and the profit, and so forth. That is
true of all companies, I think. I would not think there would be
any possibility of misinterpretation of those words.
Mr. CooPER. Anyway there were a good many things that arose in

past years that we did not think would.
Now, finally, gentlemen, I want to say this, that I think almost to
a company, we farm mutuals are willing to pay. They feel that this
is a great emergency, and if the finances of our Nation are such that
these companies ought to contribute, they will do so gladly, but they
feel that it would be under a war-emergency tax which ends with the
war.
Nearly 3 years ago our association sponsored a campaign to cut
losses 25 percent. These losses have been cut 10 percent, and the cutting of the lo, es that have occurred will enable these farm mutuals
to pay a ta.x equal or treble the war tax of tho last World War, without increasing their cost, but they hope that no change will be made
in section 101 (11) that will need interpretation or that will bring
about the difficulties that they encountered during the first 17 years.
I thank you very much, and I want to say this further, that if I
can be helpful to you in working out-if my experience will be helpful to you in working out a basis that is fair and equitable, I assure
you that I shall be happy to do it, and I will spare no one, and I
will help you get the money.
The CT AIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator TAFT. Could you get the figures for us so as to show how

many of the 2,500 mutuals are not exempt under these two provisions
with assets of $100,000 and $50,000 exemption? Have you any basis
for telling us that?
Mr. CooPER. It would only be a guess right now, but I could check
that.
Senator TAFT. If they are all exempt there is no use in coming in
and telling us how to tax them.
Mr. CoopEi.

I would be glad to furnish that information.

Senator TAFT. I think it would be helpful if we could get those
figures.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Cooper. There is one
witness who desires to get away.

your statement?
Mr. STOKES. Less than 5 minutes.

Mr. Stokes, what is the length of
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The CHAIRMAN. We will hear you for less than 5 minute's to accommodate you, because we are taking you out of your order.
Mr. STKos. Thank you very much.
STATEMENT OF EDWARD L. STOKES, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Mr. STOKES.My name is Edward L. Stokes, and I am a bond dealer
from the city of Philadelphia; I appear here to recommend the taxation of municipal and State bonds.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you in favor of taxing them?
Mr. Swxrs. Future issues of municipal and State bonds- yes, sir.
I fully concur in the wisdom of the recumii-ndations made by Presidents Roosevelt, Hoover, and Coolidge. as well as Secretaries Morgenthau and Mellon, that these bonds should be taxed. Mr. Mellon,.
18 years ago, said that the existence of a mass of tax-exempt. securities constitutes an economic evil of the first magnitude.
In my opinion, it would make very little difference to the cost to
the States or municipalities whether their bonds were free of tax or
not. United States Government bonds have just been made fully
taxable, and they are selling at practically the same prices as they did
before. The bond buyer or the investor wants high-grade security,
and if the city or municipality is willing to economize, they can get
a very good price for their bonds.
For example, Philadelphia had just paid off $18,000,000 of its debt.
from its surplus without any additional borrowing, which means that,
its credit is very high.
Understand me, gentlemen, I do not recommend the taxation of issues
that have already leen placed with the public and who have bought
them in good faith as tax exempt.
Answering Mayor LaGuardia's statement that "if you tax my bonds
I will tax your property," I say that the United States Government
must deal justly and not permit a large amount of wealthy people to,
pay no tax, and who are prefectly willing to pay it if need be.
Senator TAFr. Are you a dealer in municipal bonds yourself?
Mr. STORES. Yes Senator, I am.
The CHAIRMAN. Whank you, Mr. Stokes.
Without objection, this telegram from Mr. Joseph J. Klein in whichhe says he seems to have overspoken himself or else was incorrectly
reported in the press may be put in the record.
Senator TAr. I suggest that in the final record it can be put intherecord with his remarks.
The CHAIRMAN. The clerk will give it that disposition. (See p.
1580.)
The CHAIRMAN. I will put into this record this statement of James
P. Hatch of New York City. It deals with a subject that the committee will desire to explore in full.
(The statement referred to is as follows:)
STAMMENT

OF. JAMES P. HATeR,

Naw YoaK,

CHISTOPH Co.

N. Y.,

AITORNET

On PAUL J.

The writer is counsel for the Paul J.Christoph Co., a corporation of the State
of New York doing its entire business in the United States of Brazil. This
company Is agent in Brazil for many manufacturing Lonccru.- in the Unlted
States. Its principal function Is the retailing and wholesaling of American,
manufactures In Brazil, including some reprocessing of American goods to.
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adapt them to tropical and subtropical conditions, and the manufacture in
Brazil of some American pharmaceuticals under formulas suited to the Tropics.
It has a diversified line, including electrical goods, radios, oil products, pharmaceuticals, and some food articles.
The writer maintains that the proposed income-tax laws and allied legislation vill create undue hardships on companies such as this and may result
in bankrupting them and the American foreign trade.
POINT 1. THE FOREIGN EXCHtANGE SnfUATION

Under the present tax law the taxable Income is arrived at by including
so-called exchange losses and exchange gains. The exchange factor Is introduced by valuing current assets and liabilities at the beginning and end of the
tax year in dollars at the exchange rates obtaining at the beginning and end
of the year. This conversion often causes appearance of profit or loss, which
is nonexistent or at least unrealized. This is why. The company, since it
operates wholly in Brazil, must of necessity operate according to Brazill n
laws. One requirement of Brazilian law is that all accounts and Inventories
must be expressed solely In local currency. In addition the company buys with
dollars and sells for milreis. Profits necessarily are milreis items.
Accordingly, let us suppose the company purchases two identical articles for
$100 apiece from an American company to be sold in the market in competition with similar articles manufactured by foreign states. Let us suppose at
time of purchase $100=2,000 milreis. The article now has a cost of 2,000 milreis
on the company books The company later sells one article at 50-percent markup, and for argument forgetting merchandising cost, etc., the company now
has 3,000 milreis. The exchange at the time of sale Is 10 milreis to the dollar
and so remains to the end of the year. The company by present law has made
a profit on this article of $200 and is tNxed accordingly. Has it made $200?
In all likelihood, no. This profit is figured upon immediate conversion to dollars
and transmission to the United States. Foreign trade cannot and does not
operate this way. In all likelihood the proceeds remain In milreis to be converted to dollars only for the purpose of buying more goods or to distribute
profits as it appears safe and wise to do so, or -rhapa dollar exchange is
partially blocked, or, what is most likely, the sale is on long-term credit or
conditional sale (duplicato). South America is notorious for long-term credit
and in a competitive market such credit must be granted. Many factors peculiar
to foreign trade prevent liquidation. Brazil, because of its need of capital,
lays many stumbling blocks In the way of withdrawal of either capital or
profits. The tax nevertheless to the United States Is, let us say, 40 percent of
profit of $200, or $80. Before conversion and transmission to the United
States exchange does another gyration back to starting point. We have 3,000
milrehi worth $150 of which $80 is tax. Result, $70 of original capital left-$30
lost on the transaction.
The other article was not sold In the year, but, since it carried a milreis price
tag, the ,xcbange rate gives It a value of $200 for tax purposes. Again $40 tax
to the United States.
Next year the exchange returns to beginning value. Next year the company
will show v $250 loss on these items If still in milreis. That ought to make everybody happy-but does it? The company has dollar commitments to meet and
depreciated money to pay with. The company is losing money hand over fist.
Adding red figures to red figures does not put back into the company till the $120
In tax paid the previous year on profits that were never realized, tax, in fact, paid
out of capital or accumulated surplus. Furthermore, the American producer may
have to restrict its sales to this company because of its losses or may have to
write off a bad debt to the direct loss of the-United States Government In tax
collections from the producer.
The examples are not farfetched. They represent the everyday headache of
foreign trade. The alternative basis of figuring profits entirely in milreis and
then converting to dollars for computation of tax is Just as fallacious. The milreis
profits mean nothing, for the company may be losing heavily on falling exchange.
Remember, the market price of the goods in Brazil does not fluctuate with dollar
exchange. All the factors of demand and supply, prices of competitive currencies,
and the local state of business and buying power enter into the actual selling price
of the article.
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The plain fact is that the method of tax is fundamentally unsound, and given
certain conditions can be vicious and confiscatory. The mitigating circumstances
have been these: In doing business abroad in industrialized countries credit for
local taxes has generally absorbed the United States tax. In doing business abroad
in raw-material countries, such as Brazil, the local exchange has for many years
been depreciating in terms of the dollar because of unfavorable trade balance.
While in such countries tax rates are generally lower than in the United States,
the exchange losses have resulted in low tax or no tax to the United States.
The trend of Brazilian currency appears to be about to reverse. Brazil is
enjoying a favorable trade balance, and the war is giving it a new-industrial
development. Brazil is not suffering the terrific expense of war. We tend to
inflation while Brazil's exchange tends upward. Brazil is having a war boom.
The disastrous effects on American foreign trade are obvious if the tax continues
to be laid on unrealized profits. Much of the realization on present sales because
of time lag between sale and collection will occur from 3 to 6 years, hence when
exchange trends may well be in reverse. The company could weather the storm
if allowed to keep its position strong by husbanding its resources, but the present
tax law and proposed tax law is in effect a compulsory distribution. It collects
a tithe before the crop is In, and the tithe may well exceed the crop.
The nearest parallel to the treatment now received by foreign trade would be
a tax law valuing the investments of an individual citizen of the United States at
the market price at the beginning and end of the year, whether actually sold or
not, and taxing the unrealized gain or loss. The theory of the tax would be that
such price might have been realized if the investment had been sold. Exactly the
theory which compels the artificial conversion of milreis assets to dollars in the
case of the corporation engaged in foreign trade. The individual under such
law would find his little nest egg taxed each year of market rise and he would
have a loss to offset against his income, if any, in years of declining market.
Furthermore, in increase years he pays in progressively higher brackets and in
loss years he has a set-off against his lower bracket taxable income. It is obvious
that nothing short of a miraculous continuous upward price trend would enable
recovery of the original investment.
The sheer gamble in which the individual would be engaged under such a
law is self-evident. Why treat foreign trade in such manner simply because by
necessity its assets are not realized in dollars during the artificial tax years?
POINT 2.

CORPORATION NATIONALITY

It is often argued that a corporat! it organized in the United States, and,
therefore, a domestic corporation no matter where it does its business, must, as
an American corporation, bear its equal and fair share of American taxes.
Tne principle on Its face seems to be fair and reasonable. Unfortunately the
principle does not take into account factors peculiar to foreign trade, which make
it Impossible for a company such as the writer represents to act entirely as
American corporation. Such a company cannot warp business and accounting
practices into the groove the tax law assumes it follows. In the first place this
corporation is doing a merchandising business entirely outside the United States
and since the merchandising business is done In Brazil it must conform to
Brazilian laws.
When such laws are in conflict with American corporate law and practice it
must, nevertheless, act in the way required by the Brazilian law or else stop doing
business. As a foreign concern in Brazil, the company acts in Brazil under the
usual disabilities of a foreigner and at least under the present tax laws, is given no
compensating special privileges by the country of its domicile. It has been said:
"Why not, under such circumstances, become a Brazilian corporation," which suggestion is usually made with the additional statement that such a change would
contribute to "a good neighbor policy." It is true that if the company became a
Brazilian corporation it would be exempt from American taxation. However, If it
became Brazilian, its directors, under Brazilian law, would have to be Brazilian
citizens or permanent residents. Furthermore, under Brazilian law and custom a
director is the active and dominant force in the company and usually, in fact, its
owner. This would hardly be fair to the Americans Who have contributed the
capital of the company. These Americans are entitled to have Amaericans In
control, in whom they have confidence or whom they know personally. The
writer fails to see why the step of becoming a Brazilian corporation either adds
or subtracts from the good-neighbor policy. Brazil wants and needs American
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capital and Americans who have placed their eggs in a basket should have the
right of watching the basket.
In American trade abroad, particularly in raw-material countries where capital
Is relatively scarce or Is not in liquid form, two things are essential; first, the
goods must be manufactured and shipped, and, secondly, it must be merchandized.
Both of these phases of foreign trade require capital. The United States Government Is already receiving Its full and equal taxes from the producers In this
country who ship abroad. Producers' profits are Indisputably within America's
tax domain. If the tax is extended to the merchandizing end of the business, the
United States Government Is laying a tax on the portion of the business which is
domestic to Brazil and it would appear to the writer that the Upited States Government could be charged with exploiting our good neighbors to the south. The
charge of exploitation becomes particularly pointed when the tax Is laid as set
forth under point 1 hereof upon unrealized or fictitious profits. Under some
conditions the United States Government Is In effect taxing the Brazilian buying
power by taxing credit reservoirs.
POINT 3. CsnWIT AND CAPITAL
To give the credit necessary for a developing country such as Brazil to buy
from us, capital is essential, and this is one of the functions of the company the
writer represents. This capital is right at the point where it does the greatest
amount of good in advancing foreign trade, for the credit is given directly from
the seller to the buyer. No intergovernmental loans or subsidization of foreign
trade will create buying power In Brazil as directly or as efficiently as the direct
grant of credit from the seller to tile buyer. Any proposal of Intergovernmental
l0 ins or private loans to Government to create buying power ought to bring to
mind at once the fiasco of the war debts aid of various South American bond
Issues which muleted the American public without great advantage to the borrower, There is no quicker way of losing a friend than to loan him money which
he Is unlikely to be able to repay or which will encourage rash spending. The
United States Government ought to avoid, as far as possible, such types of loan
because they are so closely associated with sovereignty and national pride that
upon default the Government must either use armed force to collect or indulge
in the fiction that the loan really does not have to be repaid but it would be very
nice if It were repaid. The type of credit advanced by this company in foreign
trade does not fall Into such classification since It Involves purely private debt
and is advanced upon strictly business terms. The fear of the writer Is that the
present proposal for taxation of corporations in foreign trade will have the effect
of diminishing reservoirs of credit available to keep such trade flowing.
POINT 4. TAX PROPOSALS

It would seer i to the writer that the wisest way of treating corporations such
as the Christoph Co would be to add such corporations to the list of corporations
already treated as foreign, under section 131 (g), since it operates 100 percent
abroad, and to extend the benefits of treatment as a foreign corporation to all
taxes except the capital-stock tax, which should be based on the dollar par value
or stated value of the shares of stock. By so treating the American corporations
doing business abroad any dividends paid to American stockholders would be
taxed Just the same as dividends by an American from an actual foreign corporation. Neither the British nor the Canadian Government tax corporations
In foreign trade until such time as profits are brought back to Canada or Great
Britain, as the case may be. The American corporation doing business abroad
would have the same status. In cases were American corporations 1o there
business partly In this country and partly abroad adequate provision for taxation
of the business done In the United States could be made through the machinery
set up by section 119 of the present Internal Revenue Code.
If It were feared that such a law would permit an American corporation doing
business abroad to keep too large a portion of Its profit In its surplus, it should
be remembered that (a), the stockholders are not going to sit idly byareceiving
little or no dividends while surpluses are impounded, b) any surplusms built
up will be credit reservoirs for the increase of foreign trade, (c) the American
corporation Is unlikely to keep out of the country surpluses not needed In its
business, because such surpluses would be a definite temptation to the foreign
country in which such corporation Is doing business.
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In closing, the writer wishes to say that he believes many Americans have a
false impression of foreign trade. It is frequently viewed as a lush business
engaged In by arch exploiters. It is seldom viewed from the standpoint of
the hardships implicit in such trade. Foreign trade has grown up; it is no
longer a hit-and-run propo.ltion. The company in foreign trade is a foreigner in
a foreign land, with all the disabilities that such a foreigner has; yet it must
foster goodwill for itself and its products. Its business methods are distorted
by the need of conforming to laws of more than one sovereign power, laws which,
In effect, whipsaw the company. The company can work well and efficiently
and appear to make profits only to lose profits overnight In an unfavorable turn
In the exchange, It Is subject to expropriation, losses due to foreign wars,
vindictive legislation arising from the stresses and strains engendered in relationships of sovereign states. In taxing such trade, the isks of the participants
should be considered and the peculiarities which set foreign trade apart from
domestic business should be given due consideration. Finally, tax should be
so laid that American foreign trade can conthme without dread of expropriation
by badly advised American tax polley. In foreign trade you cast your bread
upon the waters but you cannot count your seven loaves until they come floating
back from over the horizon to shore and the tax policy should recognize this fact.
Respectfully submitted.
JAMS P. HArTH,
Attorney for Paut J. (Jhristoph Co.

The CuAIRMAN. The committee will now recess until 1 : 30.
(Whereupon, at 12: 15 p. m., a recess was taken until 1: 30 p. M., of
the same day.)
AFTERNOON SESSION

(Whereupon at 1: 30 p. m., the committee met pursuant to recess.)
The CHAIRMAN. Tihe committee will come to order, please.
The Senate session is continuing somewhat longer than anticipated.
Senator Byrd, who is interested in and a member of the subcommittee
having to do with mutual insurance companies, requested that the
mutual insurance witnesses on that question be not called until he
could return to the committee room. I understand that is agree.
able to those who are appearing on the question of mutual insurance.
Therefore, we will skip below that group and call first Mr. McWain.
STATEMENT OF L. 3. MeWAIN, CHICAGO, ILL, TREASURER,
UNIVERSAL PAPER PRODUCTS C0.
The CHAMMAN. Mr. McWain, you may proceed. You may take the
chair or stand, just as you see fit.
Mr. MOWAIN. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. Chairman, members of the Senate Finance Committee: For
the record, I represent the Universal Paper Products Co., Chicago,
treasurer.
My name is L. J. MeWain. I have a prepared report, gentlemen.
I Wi read it.' We wish to save time.
The UH.AIMAN. Yes, sir. It seems to be brief.
Mr. McWAIN. It is brief.
If an excess-profits tax is really to tax excess profits, some fair
method must be devised for determining normal profits. We do not
feel that the bill contains that methodas far as businesses started
during or since the base period are concerned.
We make paper drinking cups. In this industry heavy investment
"s not so important as merchandising skill. We started late in 1936,
and lost a little money that year; 1937 was our first full year, and we
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lost plenty. We weren't surprised. That often happens in new busi-nesses. In 1938 we broke about even, and in 1939 we made money.
We were just really starting to get over the hump. Obviously, under
those conditions we didn't have very good average earnings during
the base period. Relief provisions so far have helped concerns like
ours, but they haven't equalized the tax burden.
Under this new tax bill, our taxes will. be about 80 percent of earnings. We have some large competitors who have been in business for
a long time. Some of them publish their figures. They made good
profits during the base period. Consequently, they have substantial
exemptions. We don't know how much money they are making this
year, but our estimates indicate that the percentage of our earnings
going for taxes will be much greater than theirs only because their
exemption is so much greater.
Senator TArt. I should thing that that was just what this relief
section took care of.
Mr. MCWAiN. Senator, it did endeavor to take care of it.
Senator TAFT. I mean if you had examples in industry, of other
people who had base periods, it seems to me that this provision would
give you a corresponding exemption.
Mr. MCWAIN. It doesn't give us a corresponding exemption.

It

goes part way, but it doesn t equalize the burden. Our best estimates indicate that our competitors might pay under the proposed
tax somewhere around 60 per cent.
Senator TArM. I should think, under the relief provision, you would
get in your business correspondingly the same base that they have.
'What is there in the relief section that doesn't take care of you?
Mr. MoWAIX. We doubt very much if, under the constructive-base

idea, that we will get relief which will put us on an equality basis.
Senator TArT. Po you object to the language of the relief section
or the fact that the Treasury may not be liberal etioughI
Mr. McWAN. The Treasury may not be liberal enough. As a
matter of fact, we wonder if tie Commissioner in our locality would
accept the wording of the law which will give us relief comparable
so that our tax will be comparable to our competitors.
The CITAIRMAN. You do have some relief under the existing law.
Mr. MCWAiN. And it helps.
The CIIRUMAN. Now, then Senator Taft is referring to section 72;

I believe it is a new section. I don't know whether you would be
included--from that section, I don't think you are-but I would
think you would have some additional relief.
Mr. MOWAIN. We have some additional relief, Senator, but it

would be difficult for us to establish, under the constructive-base
formula of section 72 that would put us on an equality basis with our
competitors.
Senator TArt. I was interested in knowing if there is some change
that should be made in that relief section, if you would suggest
what it is.
Mr. MoWAN. I follow it here in my testimony, and I would like

to elaborate briefly on it when I get to that point..
We go on to say: Now, that doesn't seem exactly fair. We don't
want to ask for any advantage, but neither do we feel that advantages
should be give to larger competitors. We merely want equality.
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I Ono way to get equality might be the way we understand they get
it in Canada, The thing to do is put in a relief provision that will
allow us to go before aboard of review and have them set exemp.
lions for companies like ours that will result in our paying out, in

taxes, no higher percentage of our earnings than our larger competitors do. The present bill doesn't provide for that, and we think
that it should.
Does that help, Senator?
Senator TAirr. Do you mean just a wide open provision that they can
grant any relief they want to?
Mr.
&f0WAlN.Not particularly, but to make it more in line with
what our competitors are paying, for example. - That situation does
exist in Canada under their reliefsection in t ie case of new or growing
companies established ringg the base period, they provide for your
filing with a board, of review of your case.
Senator TAr-. Of course, this can go to the Board of tax Appeals,
can't it?
Mr. MoWA(N. I am iiot certain of that, Senator.
Senator 'Art. I think there is an appeal to the Board of Tax Appeals
under the relief section.
'The CHAIRMAN. If administered by the Board, it is.
Mr. MCWAIN. 'the point I make there is that under the constructive
base theory it would be very difficult for us to put ourselves on a corpetitive basis, Senator.
The CHAIMMAN. I think we understand your point. We were just
interested in v,,ing whether or not some change might be made in the
section that would more nearly reach the case. You may proc~ed.
Mr. MOWAIN. We think that the provision should also apply to those
concerns started after the base period. We have an interest in those
concerns starting after the base period.
Senator T'M-r. They are not covered at all by. the relief section.
Mr. McWAiN. That is true.
A small concern has to b, alert to hold its own against big competitors. We have tried to be alert. We have, for example, developed a

collapsible paper tube which r;eems to hold promise of doing the job

now heiinmg done by tin and lead tubes like containers for tooth paste,
shaving cream, and other iteins. We would like to go ahead with it,
but just how can wewith this tax bill staring us in the face?
Obviously, if our present company madr the new product, any
profit we made from it wmld come in the very top brackets. Excess
profits and corporate income taxes would take 94.5 percent of the
profits. Realizing that under those conditions we could lose all of the
money that we put into the venture, but could keep only 5.5 percent
of any profit we might make !f we were successful it doesn't look
like a sensible business risk. We would need new capital, but no
one would lend it,
to us if we had to pay out 94.5 percent of any profit
in taxes, We would never be able to pay back the money. No iiivestor would want to buy stock, either, because our tax bill would
make the investn(nent secmito b a poor one.
Senator TA-.r. Why 94.5 percent?
Mr.McWa. If jou want a 90 percent basis and we paid a 0 per..
cent excess-profits ,tax and the normal and surtax,'
amount
.
..
1 1 it would
to roughly 94.5.
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Senator TAFr. They don't duplicate each other-90 percent would be
the outside figure I should think.
Mr. MCWAIN.
he way I calculated that, Senator, was that 911M)

yourself a 90 percent credit, you would be paying your normal ani
Aiurtaxes, too, or the over-all would be about 94.5.
-Senator T~rr. But you don't pay normal or surtaxes on anything
that you pay excess-lproflts tax on., On one sum you pay one and on
another sumn yoiu pay the other, so I don't see how in any event it

could be over 90 percent.
Mr. MOWAIN. If the surtaxes and the normal (lid not apply it would
be the whole top bracket of 90 percent. That is trite. But suppose
we started in as a new business? That wouldn't help much either,
because the new company would have a very small exemption, too.
We have developed th itom'in suoh a .way that not much machinery
would be require4,v.&, did it that way b
taauso
we, too, want to help
conserve vital itestrials. The investment in machinery would be low,
so there wolidti't e much exempiiiio ol the invested cIl)ital basis.
If some older conern which, had hweii makiigtin tubes had do.
veloped $Jis idea dkeuy cold priiic by it,
became of tlhecaru tgs exetln)tion tha* had builtup dkirinig the 193',-39 period. Why shouldn't a
now c corn be 1t d-to prqfitsimia'1y ? Agpiit, itseemnitlhat it would

be otiI fair to kllow that'n

eoacern a src(0l exemptibn, to be de-

ternied by a boar( ft
w based upo% tho, figures o fompetitors,
wholhad been in the b wessof rnkintgtubei long eno4*h to have
etalished exemptions, tin Lthe base l~riod. A
are not 1,4ging tba nel'aJ3m :
.~bettor treatment than
old %bnes
t.think, h weeT, -at tey are entitled to jual treat.
Mena. They pn't get itunder e4~bi~l as now written. 'Tieyshould
get i:in a definite way through the righg tWgoj.ofore a bo
of review
to es lblish a sep cio exemli(,ijov 'bM 4il puc thpim on a equal basis

with!tger an( trongver coir.titors.

4,,

The '4H4AMAN.Thank
Mr. 'WN ThaaW,,cu,
The CU4111AN. Mf ''o eS.
Mr. KTYL.'L,,M'. C(,ailman, for the purpose of'the record1, I aun
Ralph IKelly ai j I am -;m,,king for Mr. Noyes..
STATEMENT 0' *A&tA KBLLY, 1U(If-IVE VICE PRESIDENT,
BALDWIN LOCOOtt WORKS, EDDISTONE, PA.
Mr. KELY. I anm executive vice president of the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
'Tle CHAM
un'.
Yes sir.
Mr. Kmn.'. The Baldwin Locomotive Works urges that provision
be made in the revenue act which you' have under consideration for
ost- ar refund of part of th0i
tax imPosed on corporation income
during the war period.

Without attempting to define such provision precisely, it is our

opinion thAt the refund shold cover at least any excess-profits tax in
excess of an 80-percent rate, and any combined normal tax and surtax above i 43-percent rate.
This refuid should bccoute available to the taxpayer upon termination of the war, and its use should be unrestricted except that no
payment ot dividends therefrom should be permitted.
70098--42--vol. 2--44
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We recommend that the refund be made by issuance to the taxpayer of Government bonds which would become negotiable and
interest bearing after the end of the war.
The Baldwin Locomotive Works emerged from reorganization
under section 77B of the Federal Bankruptcy Act on September 23
1938. The company was forced into this reorganization because oi
the business depression of the earlier nineteen thirties and its debt
service charges and capital structure which it could no longer support. It emerged from reorganization with an improved capital
and debt structure but with small working capital.
As business conditions improved, the company somewhat improved
its working capital position, but the entry of our country into the
war found this company still with too little working capital for an
undertaking of its size. No dividends have been paid since July 1,
1931, except on a small amount of preferred stock issued under the
reorganization in payment of certain funded debt interest.
The name and history of the Baldwin Locomotive Works immediately identifies it with steam locomotives, but this company also makes
other equally important heavy goods, such as Diesel locomotives,
Diesel engines for the industrial and marine fields, hydraulic turbines, hydraulic presses, testing machines, ferrous and nonferrous
castings, of large size, and steel forgings.
In the manufacture of heavyengineering machinery constant research and development must be carried on. During the depression
of the nineteen thirties, one of the severest handicaps experienced by
companies in the heavy goods industries, was the necessary drastic
curtailment of research and development. In Baldwin's case, work
of this character was further restricted by the reorganization proceedings already mentioned.
After its reorganization, Baldwin again became active in progressive developments, of which a few examples are cited for illustrative
purposes.
Recognizing the trend toward high-speed passenger service, Baldwin, in 1939, began the development of new designs of modern steam
locomotives to suit this service. Two streamlined steam locomotives
were built for the Pennsylvania Railroad which have. an increased
thermal efficiency of more than 15 percent when compared with the
average steam locomotive of today. They are equipped with lightweight reciprocating parts which reduce rail stresses, thus permitting
smoother riding and longer rail life. Steam locomotives, as a whole,
have great possibilities for modernization in the field of higher pressures, welded boilers, and the extensive application of the many altloys
that are being developed in this war.
A steam turbine utilizes steam more efficiently than a reciprocating
engine. Following this fundamental a turbine driven locopiotive
has been designed which has many advantages over the present-day
steam locomotive. This turbine locomotive has been held up due to
scarcity of materials, but should be built in the post-war period.
A new Diesel engine is being developed with a weight of 15 pounds
per horsepower as compared with previous weight of 28 pounds per
horsepower. This engine will be used in many places in transportation
and in marine work. An important application will be its use in dtiving a 6,000 horsepower Diesel road locomotive with all the driving
equipment in one cab. Other types of Diesel ioad locomotives now in
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use require four cabs for an equivalent amount of motive power. This'
type of Diesel engine will have application in submarines. where lightweight, high-speed engines are required.
Baldwin manufactures hydraulic turbines of every size. All of its
capacity for the production of large water-wheel hydraulic turbines
is now being used for Government projects, such as T. V. A. and
Boulder Dam.
A large amount of continuing experimental work is required to determine the best characteristics of water wheels, turbines, draft tubes, and
so forth, to produce the greatest possible amount of power from falling
water under the particular conditions.
In the Baldwin Southwark division extrusion presses are now being
built as large as 8,500 tons, some of them for Russia.. Presses are made
for plastic products, airplane parts, and many other miscellaneous
apphcations, all reqmring large expenditures for development.
These are but a few examples o development effort in the six divis;ions of our company. Most of our peacetime research work las been
arrested by the declaration of war, the scarcity of critical materials,
and the need of devoting all of our manpower and facilities for the
manufacture of tanks, guns and other materials of war.
It requires a substantial amount of cash to conduct development
programs on locomotives, Diesel engines, hydraulic machinery, and so
forth. We are unable at the present time to improve our cash position
sufficiently to provide the necessary cushion for post-war adjustments
or for continuing to finance the program that we were conducting
prior to the entry of the United States into the war, for the following
reasons:
1. Expense of major rearrangements of our plant, some of which
are paid for out of Government funds, but a great deal must come
from Baldwin working capital;
2. The nced of training large numbers of workmen in advance of
production; and
3. Large payments for taxes.
A number of adjustments will be necessary at the end of the war.
Factories must be converted back to manufacture peacetime products.
Competition will be keen and development programs must be scheduled which will take months before there is any return. Such progressive development policies, with the continuity of employment that they
provide, cannot be carried on without adequate working capital. A
company without capital cannot produce goods and furnish employment, and is of little benefit to the community in which it is located.
A company with progressive development policies and adequate
finances to support these policies is an asset to its community and to
_
everyone in its employ.
It is on,, firm belief that a post-war refund is necessary to implement
the transition from a wartime to a peacetime '-onomy.
The CI AXnMAN. Any questions?
No response.)

0 CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Oehler, what is the length of your statement?
Mr. OEHLEn. Not over 3 or 4 minutes.
'The CHAIRMAN. You may be heard now.
For the benefit of the Senators' who have just come in we have
skipped the witnesses on mutual insurance until after dhe Senate
recesses.
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STATEMENT OF I C. OEHLER, ATTORNEY, ST. PAUL, MINN.
Mr. OEHLER. My name is Ira C. Oehler. I am a lawyer in St.
Paul, Minn. Tax practice is part of my work. My clients are all
individuals. The subject of my discussion is taxation of individuals
having income from a partnership that has a fiscal year different
from the taxpayer's year.
This subject has'no relation to corporations.
The revenue acts consistently have required that an income from a
partnership be reported by the individual partner in the year in
which the partnership ends, so that if the partnership has a fiscal year
starting in 1941, and ending in 1942, under the law, as it came from
the House, the entire earnings of 1941 would be taxed at the '42
rates.
Before the 1934 act, the acts of t924, 1926, 1928, and 1932, each had
a provision which I am asking this committee to put back into the
law. That is, earnings of a partnership year falling into 2 taxable
years should be prorated and the amount of the tax--the proportion
of the income should be taxed at the rates applied in each of the 2
years.
Now, in 1934, all machinery for equalizing
or adjusting rates
applicable to a taxpayer falling into 2 years were dropped from the
law.
Section 129 puts back part of the machinery, but the provision
applying to partnership income is omitted.
Now, the hardship that is produced by this situation can be shown
by assuming that a taxpayer has a surtax income of $5,000. If
his partnership year ended with. the calendar year 1941, he would
pay at the 1941 rates, $598.
If, however, the year ends January 31, 1942, then the 1942 rates
would apply to all of the income, and his tax would be $1,062.
In other words, he suffers an imposition of an extra tax of $460
by reason of the partnership fiscal year.
Now, under the machinery that was in the law from 1924 to 1934,
and which this committee .is asked to return, the ,ax of that man,
if the fiscal year ended with January 1942, would be $636. That is,
he would pay on eleven-twelfths of his income at the 1941 rate and he
would pay on one-twelfth at the 1942 rate.
Senator TAT. Have you figured how much less he would pay than
if he was a corporation?
Mr. OmHERH
. I sin not going into that. I am keeping away from
corporations.
Senator TAFT. It occurs to me that a partnership is not such a
tremendous advantage that the relief of partnerships doesn't seem a
very serious problem.
Mr. OEULLFR. A partnership ordinarily is a smaller business than
a corporation.
Senator TAFT. I understand that.
Mr. OEHLER. Two or three men combine their assets and their workingability and they have a small partnership.
No tax is imposed on the partnership. It is on the individuals.
Senator TAFT. I understand that.
Mr. OzuLER. Now, that formula applied to fiscal year ending in
November, would result in. the paying of a 1942 rate on eleven.
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twelfths of the income and only pay the 1941 rate, the low rate, on
one-twelfth of the income.
Now, if this committee and the Senate will add the proposed amend.
ment, which is copied verbatim from the 1928 law, then injustice and
inequity that now falls upon an individual taxpayer will be avoided
and the committee can give relief to thousands of taxpayers all over
the country, and if the committee will have in mind that there is no
tax on a partnership, the tax is on the individual who helps earn the
money and if the committee will add the equivalent of section 128
of th" Revenue Act of 1928, which was in the law, and which operated
satisfactorily for 10 years, many, marty people wili wake up next
spring and find that they have had some relief.
On the other hand if it is not done, they will wake up and find that
it cost them hundreds of dollars more than the Government intended
to tax them.
I thank you.
The CIIAInMAW. Thank you very much.
(Document submitted by Mr. Oehler is as follows:)
3 *T'riUxNT BY I. 0. OMULni, ST. PAUI MINN., ][gLATINO
TAXA'niON or INIIVIDUALS HAVING INOOMM
FROM A PAnTNEs5IIP THAT HAS A FISCAL YEAR
Dn'wXUNT F1oM THE TAXPAyER'S

TAX YEsAR

H1. I. 7378, by not qualifying the provision of section 188, Revenue Act of
1938, Imposes an inequitable, unnecessary burden on an individual who is a
partner In a partnership reporting on a fiscal-year basis.
The revenue acts consistently require a partner to return partnership Income
In his tax period in which the partnership accounting ends. See section 188,
Revenue Act, 1038.
This requires an individual to Include in his 1942 return Income earned in
part of 1041 and in part in 1942 when the partnership fisel year ends in 1942.
All such income then Is taxable at 1942 rates.
Before the 1934 Revenue Act, the acts of 1924, 1920, 1028, and 1932, each had
a provision similar to section 128 of the 1932 act apportioning the tax to each
of the years in which the earnings were made. A copy of this section 128 is
attached.
When section 129, 11. 11. 7378, was put in the present bill, a section similar
to section 128, here attached, was omitted, perhaps from oversight. This omission, if not corrected, will result In obviously a wholly unintentional tax burden
on thousands of Individuals.
A few figures demonstrate this hardship:
An Individual who had a $5,000 surtax income in 1941, all from a partnership
reporting on a calendar-year basis, would pay a 1041 tax of $598.
If, Instead, his $5,000 surtax income came from a partnership reporting on a
fiscal year ending In 1942, though the fiscal year ended as early In 1942 as
January 31, and so was made up from earnings of the partnership almost wholly
earned In'1941, his tax wouhl be $1,062, not $598.
If, in these circumstances, the Individual's surtax Income Is $10,000 the
calendar-year basis would result in a tax of $1,708 while the partnership fiscal
year would require a tax of $2,602.
The amendment here suggested proposeq a return to the provisions In the
.,
revenue acts for 10 years prior to 1034.
These, while a part of the law, adjusted fairly varlancea'based on the Incident of whether a partnership accounting period ends with the calendar year,
or at some other time during a year.
On the assumed $5,000 Income, If the opposed amendment becomes law, the
tax so eqrualized would be
(503 x 1'Y2) plus (1062 x 12) =630.67 tax
Then, on the $10,000 income the tax so equalized would be
(1708 x 1i2,) plus (2602 x %) -1782.00 tax
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If, however, the partnership fiscal year ends on November 80, 1942, the 0,5,000
income would be taxed
11
(598 % %2) plus (1002 x A)=1023.83, and the $10,000 Income would be
taxed
(1708 x'A2) plus (2602 x 1/ 2 )-2527.50
The addition of an unnecessary tax burden on Individual partners reporting
partnership income on a fiscal year basis is not justified.
By adding the attached proposed ameildment to H. R. 7378 the relief the
Treasury asks for is had and yet injustice to thousands of Indijiduals is
prevented.
The Committee should give relief from the burden Imposed by !J. R. 7378
on individual taxpayers In every State in the Nation.
This can be done by Including In the Senate 1942 Revenue Act the amend.
ment attached to this petition.
Respectfully submitted,
IRA C. Oa.EHs,
Endicott Building, St P'aut, Mins.
R vrn

Aor 1928

SEM. 182. TAX OF PART'

(a) GaENRAL nurc. There shall be included in computing the net income of
each partner his distributive share, whether distributed or rot, of the net
income of the partnership for the taxable year. If the taxable year of a
partner is different from that of the partnership, the amount my included shall
be based upon the income of the partnership for any taxable year of the
partnership ending within his taxable year.
(b) PARIVERSHIP YEAREMBRACING CALNDAR YEARS %ItTH DIVFSRLNT TAWS.
If a fiscal year of a partnership begins in one calendar year and ends in another
calendar year, and the law applicable to the second calendar year is different
from the law applicable to the first calendar year, then
(1) the rates for the calendar year during which such fiscal year begins
shall apply to an amount of each partner's share of me, partnership net
income (determined under the law applicable to such calendar year) equal to
the proportion which the" part of such fiscal year falling wlhia auch calendar
year bears to the full fiscal year, and
(2) the rates for the calendar year during which such fiscal year ends
shall apply to an amount of each partner's share of su(h partnership net
income (determined under the law applicable to such calendar year) equal to
the proportion which th, part of such fiscal year falling within such calendar
year bears to the full fidcal year.
In such cases the part of -. , :h income subject to the rates in effect for the
most recent calendar year shall be added to the other income of the taxpayer
subject to such rates and the resulting amount shall be placed in the lower
brackets of the rate schedule applicable to such year, and the part of such
income subject to the rates in effect for the next preceding calendar year shalt
be placed in the next higher bnackets of the rate schedule applicable to such
year.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES DANA, TOLEDO, OHIO, REPRESENTING
SPICER MANUFACTURING

CORPORATION

The Ch AntAN. I am skipping here a little bit, gentlemen, for
reasons that have been made known to me.
Mr. Dana, I understand you have a brief statement.
Mr. DANA. Very brief; yes, sir, Senator George.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes sir
Mr. DANA. Senator George and committeemen, my name is Charles
A. Dana, and I am chairman and president of the board of Spicer
Manufacturing Corporation, a company that has five plants in America, five in England, two are in occupied France, and we make various

parts for automobiles, trucks, and busses throughout the United States.
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Throughout the United States for practically all companies like,
Ford, General Motors, Chrysler, and others; we are the largest suppliers of transmissions for tanks and we manufacture half of all the
jeep axles and other gear devices for mechanized services of either
the Army or Navy, and the clause which is in the Ways and Means
Committee bill changing the tax year and the fiscal year becomes.
very onerous.
We have been in business 40 years. We have always been successful.
We have never had any financial troubles, and about 4 years ago President Roosevelt requested that the automotive year be changed to the,
early fall. He thought it would assist in selling, and consequently
we changed our fiscal year from the calendar year to the 31st of August
in order to accommodate his theory of selling automobiles, busses, and
trucks.
We adjusted our fiscal year and paid taxes accordingly. We have
published our statements accordingly to the public, and during this
current year we have already published three quarterly statements
showing our earnings at a certain figure after adjustment of what we
thought was the law, namely, the 1941 tax law,'and now there are
rumors that the bill will change our accrued taxes so that the representations we have made to the public and to our stockholders are
false representations.
I dont think, in view of our having changed our year, it having
been accepted by the S. E. C., it having been accepted by the New York
Stock Exchange, for all that, we should be forced in the position of
having this very heavy burden which will amount to over a couple of
million dollars to us to pay here in August.
In addition to that, the Secretary of the Treasury asked us to buy
tax .anticipation certificates. We went all-out into this war effort.
We increased our plants under letters of intent from Judge Patterson
and Mr. Knudsen, who at that time, was head of the 0. P. M., and wo
have invested $12,000,00 in our own facilities and have been given
certificates of necessity by the War and Navy Departments, and have
been buying tax anticipation certificates because we believe, with Mr.
Morgenthau, that the principle of pay-as-you-go is right. And consequently we have been buying tax-anticipation warrants as he requested, trying to do just what was requested.
Now we find that we are in the hole to the extent of a couple of
million dollars because of the fact that the law that we bought our
tax certificates under, it is suggested be changed.
We have gone into this war effort in an all-out way. We have not
requested any support from the Government in funds to be advanced
to us at any time. We are operating on our own working capital,
and we have made our program andlaid it out in such a way that
we could finance our own necessities and those of the War and Navy,.
as they release orders to us.
Two years ago we were a small company doing $10,000,000 of business a year and now we are operating at the rate of $120,000,000 a
year, and the result is that if we are forced to pay at this time an
unexpected sum, one that has never been intimated to us before, as
of the end of our fiscal year as provided by the present tax law, as
we have understood it up to this time, and therefore it is going to
create such a big burden to us that we will be forced to come to the
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War Department or the Treasury and ask them to advance money
for our working capital to go ahead.
Otherwise, we have made out uur plans, we have borrowed such
money as we have needed. We have laid in such materials and we
are ready to go and carry our own burden and ask nobody's help,
but if we are forced, under the amendment, as it appears in the
Ways and Means bill, to change our tax bill, we can't go forward and
do our job in the way we feel we should in behalf of the armed
services to whom we are supplying these devices of every sort of
mechanical means that are used in defense and offense at the present
time.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
In this connection, I would like to put inthe record, for a witiesa
who desired to appear on this same point, a brief statement, and I
especially call the committee's attention to it.
Mr. Donald Comer of Avondale Ala., or Birmingham, Ala., is the
head of several cotton mills in Afabama, and he has this system of
paying a bonus on. each previous month's not income. That is to
say, that after taking out 5 percent of earnings, the balance is
divided equally between all of the employees and the company, and
is distributed monthly. He is on the fiscal year basis, and Mr. Comer
very strongly insists that in his case bonus payments having been
made up to and including July of this year that the change of the
fiscal-year program really constitutes a capital levy.
(The document submitted by Mr. Comer is as follows:)
SOUTIIEASTERN CoTroNs, [NO.,

Senator WALTSR F. Gsosos
New York, August 12, 1942.
hairrnan, Senate Finance Commilce,
Washington, D. 0.
DEAR SiB: I am here before this committee in opposition to section 129 of the
revenue bill of 1042. I am not here to oppose in any way the general purpose of
this bill; as a matter of fact, I think that the cost of this war should be paid for,
as far as possible, as we go. I think the very safety of the thing we are fighting
to preserve will be in jeopardy if we proceed on any other course. My concern
Is that we have the American way, or, if you please, the old goose sowid and
strong after this war is over rather than more golden eggs now.
D.*aling with the people as human beings and dealing with the matter realistically, I would like to see a revenue bill that would tax the profits of Industry
lt a rate that would get the most money. I would like to make a part of ny
statement a copy of a letter that I wrote to our President it October in whtch
T outlined soine of my views on this general question. My appearance here toay
Is not for or against any part of this bill because It may or may not pit(Iuce inore
revenue-ny concern Is only as to a question of fairness of one section, section
129, of the bill.
Section 129 was written Into the bill on June 23, 1942, after public hearings had
closed on April 17; therefore, there was no opportunity whatsoever for public
hearings on this highly controversial section before the Ways and Means Committee, and the only way the citizens have to present their views is to the Senate
Finance Committee. This seems to me to call for more thorough consideration
by the Senators of this section than would be the case if there had been ample
opportunity for public hearings before the bill was reported out by tho Ways and
Means Committee.
Section 129 is a revival of that procedure in the 1031 act which was aban,
doned on the ground that it was too complicated. rhe Ways and Means
Committee stated In its report accompanying the proposed 1934 bill,
"'This
complicated rule has been eliminated in the proposed bill for the purpose of
simplicity and ease of administration." In 1034 there was not the excessprofits tax, no corporate surtax, aul certainly if the rule was too complicated
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In 1W'4, consideration should be given to the much greater complication that
would result from a return to that rule under present tax conditions.
There Is not merely the complication of two tax computations but the
further complication of two Income computations under different revenue acts
for the two parts of the fiscal year. The 1941 act is applicable to the first part
of the fiscal year, and the 1942 act to the second part of the fiscal year.
Moreover, there is a manifest unfairness to fiscal year taxpayers in that while
they are taxed for the 1942 months of the fiscal year at the new and higher
1942 tax rates, they are denied certain advantages given by the 1942 act.
This unfairness results from the "exceptions" enumerated in section 108 (b),
providing that certain benefits of the Revenue Act of 1942 shall not be applicable to fiscal year taxpayers.
I'fealize that when the Ways and Means Committee reported the bill to the
House on, I think, July 14, that I then hd(] tie opportunity of knowing what
was then the tax bill; however, I knew lotlhlig about the provision ulder
section 120 until after the bill was before your committee. Further, I think
there are a great ninny taxpayers today affected by this section who re still
unaware of the change. As a rmtter of fact, I talked to two manufacturers
yesterday who operate under fiscal years, one I think closes March 31 and
the other June 30, and neither of these gentlen knew hout tills proposed
change iI the revenue law. Every tlalkayer who operates under it fiscal year
has been making calculations based on the old tax law and not until just
recently have we known about the proposed change. Some taxpayers whose
fiscal year closed earlier in the year have closed their books, computed
their taxes, and published their financial statements. Others, like the companies for which I ain speaking, Avondale Mills of Sylacaisga, Ala., and
Cowlkee Mills, of Foufaula, Ala., whose fiscal year closed on July 81 operated
practically their entire fiscal year under the belief that they were operating
under the old tax law.
Our two companies pay employee bonuses monthly, based on our estimated
earnings for the previous month, and in estimating these earnings, we
naturally allowed for accruing taxes and, of course, at last year's tax rate,
which we understood was applying right along.
If sdetion 129 is enacted, corporations whose fiscal years have closed earlier
in the year, no doubt have made un their income tax reports and have paid
their first installment of taxes; they would be now delinquent in payment
of taxes and subject to interest thereon. In this case, tley would not only
have retroactive taxes, there would be interest to pay, notwithstanding the
fact that the taxpayer has paid all the old law required him to pay when his
return was due and filed.
To pursue tills thought further, fiscal year corpo-atlons may find they have
paid dividends which under State laws they could not legally pay. There
might also be cases where fiscal year corporations have been liquidated.
If Congress for sufficient and good reason thought it desirable that all taxpayers should operate on the calendar year basis, it would only be fair that
they give the fiscal year taxpayer reasonable notice of such intent. As the
matter now stands, for some, this would be a retroactive tax,,wille for others
it would really be a capital levy.
I think ihat section 121) as proposed would be changing the inches after the
game started.
Some time ago when the question came up of abandonment of the time and
one-half for overtime principle in the interest of economy and in the fight against
inflation, our President limiself was reported as speaking out in defense of the
maintenance of the time and one-half principle tci the ground that the rules
should not be changed after tihe game started. III 1nntainilg this principle of
time and one-half for overtime (all above 40 hours) widoubtedly several billion
imatntan,,,d
1 the things that we are
dollars a year of labor cost have bcan 1
making in this country, the majority ot 7, !ch things the Government itself buys.
The money involved in section 120 Is just a fraction of the above.
Surely, with some of us, this will be changing the rules after the gane has
started; for many of us, It will be changing the rules after the game Is over.
Yours truly,
DONAT.D COMmrs,
Chairman of the Board of Atmdalo Mills, Sylaoauga, Ala., and
Cowikee Mils, Eufaula, Ala.
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SOUTHIASTEIN CorONS, INO.,

New York, October 10, 1941.
BlOn. F ANKmIN D. IoosgVxLT,

The White House, Washington, D. 0.
Dza Ms. Pu'.ESW T: The delayed intention to write you was prompted into
action by a speech delivered in Birmingham on Wednesday by Dr. George S. Benson, president of Harding College of Searcy, Ark. I mentioned his name because
I understand he recently made this same speech before 'the House Ways aud
Means Committee,
As one citizen, I am writing to urge a taxing of profits and income to the
limit at this time. I am terribly concerned over what we shallhave irathis
country at the end of this emergency and at the end of the second World War.
My concern Is that whatever changes come to our democratic way of living
hero in America shall come under our pattern of government and through
orderly procedure.
Surely those who are in charge of billions and billions of dollars of investment
in industry in this country should be more concerned in a policy that protects
and guarantees this property for the future than in profits the very accumulation
of which and the spending of which will cripple and may destroy the very defense
effort itself. I am thinking more about having the old goose herself when it is
over than more golden eggs now.
The defense program today Is being protected as best It can from the spending
of profits for consumer goods, luxuries and otherwise and we are not going
to have a united effort for defense until we abandon and get entirely away from
gouging efforts during this.emergency for Increased profits, at every point where
salary, wage, or dividend enters in.
With the growing national income, it is conceivable to me that a tax structure can be built that will pay for this defense program as we go, tremendous
as it is. There is one thing, though, that would stand In the way of such a program, that would create a rebellious feeling on the part of the man who pays
the tax and that would be unnecessary and wastful spending of this tax money
-by government Itself.
If such a lax program were to be inaugurated, it would iave to come coupled
'with the most drastic economy on the part of government at alllevels from the
city light on up to national Government. If this Nation is not willing to
approach this matter in times like this and pay for this cost right now, I do
.not believe we will ever pay for it and when I think of a government that does
not pay its debts, I cnn think of Just one result and that is revoltton and
chaotic conditions leading to repudiation of debt and dictatorship. 'ie way to
preserve our democratic way in America is to be honest and pay our debts right
now for the expense of defense right now with the profits
of right now.
If the gathering of all profits.above 0 percent today, as Ir. Morgenthau has
suggested, means greater security for the American way after this war Is over,
It would be very cheap insurance. With such limitations to profits there will
be less consumer dollars to compete with defense needs and there will be one
less incentive for strikes.
The more orderly we can keep industrial operation in this country today in
relation to employment, wages, and earnings, the more we can pay for our
-defense program as we go, the loss difficult will be our problem when the
.emergency is over.
Yours very sincerely,
DoNAW CoMMa.
Senator COxNALLY. Mr. Comer represented to me that he paid out
'$400,000 in bonus up to the 1st of July or whatever his year was, and
that if he had had the 1942 tax rates now contemplated in effect he
probably wouldn't pay any bonus at all because he wouldn't have had
profits enough to do it. I just suggest that point.
The CHAmMAX. Yes.
Well, it is in the record there. That is a very clear, concise state-

ment, and I thought the committee ought to consider it.

Mr. Mylander.
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STATEMENT OF CHARLES H. MYLANDER, VICE PRESIDENT, HUNTINGTON NATIONAL BANK, COLUMBUS, OHIO
The CILRmMAN. Have you a brief statement you can make at this
timeI
Mr. MYLNDER. I hope I can finish in 5 minutes, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. We will hear you so that you may be able to go
home.

Mr. MYLANDER. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Charles H. Mylander. I am vice president of the Huntington National Bank at Columbus, Ohio, and I am chairman of the
committee on taxation of the American Bankers Association.
I desire to speak to you this afternoon solely on supplement U
which is found on page 159 of the House bill, and to direct my remarks entirely to the provisions of supplement U, having to do with
the withholding of taxes on bond interest and dividends.
As you know, practically all bonds are issued under indentures, of
which banks are tile
trustees, and the banks are, for the major part,
the paying agents of those corporate bond issues. Consequently, the
entire burden which is provided in this bill for the giving of receipts
and the making of withholding" tax returns would fall upon the
shoulders of those banks which are trustees.
The withholding agent, as defined in the bill, is the person or corporation which is required to withhold the tax.
Provisions of the bill which allow individual taxpayers Avilown
bonds to file a statement with the paying agent of the interest as to
whether or not the individual owner is an income taxpayer, means a
perfectly tremendous amount of work for those paying agents. If a
man is not an income taxpayer, the paying agent does not withhold
on his bond interest. If he is an income taxpayer, tile paying agent
does withhold on the bond interest.
If hbe
is an income taxpayer and the trustee withholds on the coipon,
then the trustee must furnish him a receipt for tie amount withheld. You gentlemen have some broad general idea, as I have, as to
the number of bond coupons that pass through the banks of the country every year and that will give you some idea as to the volume of
receipts and such things that will need to be furnished.
$enator TArr. How many is it?
Mr. MYLANDER. How many?
Senator TArr. Yes.
Mr. MYLANDrn. I haven't the slightest idea, but it is way up in the
billions of bond coupons that pass around the country during the
course of a year.
We do have some idea, as I will show you in a moment, on the
question of dividends.
That, in brief, is the problem that we are facing. in giving of millions, if you want to be more conservative, of receipts to these various individuals who present coupons for payment at the bank.
There is a very definite legal question involved which I th;nk is
going to require some amendment to the bill as it passed the House.
I think I should say that we have been talking with the Treasury
and with the Bureau of Internal Revenue about this problem. .They
have listened to our story. We understand that they are going to
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suggest some changes, but we feel that the changes which they are
going to suggest are not to relieve the situation which we are facing.
They have been most cooperative and we have tried our best to
Work with them and to get this thing worked out.
Coming now to the question of dividends, the same problem is involved. Under the bill as it passed the House, it is necessary for the
dividend-paying agent to furnish a receipt for the amount of tax withheld which goes out with every dividend check. There we have some
knowledge of volume. We estimate that there are about a hundred
million dividend checks go out in the country during the course of a
year which would mean a hundred million receipts if only one is
furnished. But, of course, naturally the paying agent of the dividends will want to keep a copy of the receipt that he furnishes for his
records, since, under the terms of the bill, the individual taxpayer
who receives this receipt must preserve it carefully and attach it to
his own individual income-tax return to get credit for the tax thus
paid at the source. If I were the income taxpayer I would ask the
ividend-paying agent to give me two receipts so that if mine happened to get lost from the return I filed with the Government, I at
least would have the evidence that I had gotten the receipt attached
to the return in my own personal fift.
There is a very large question involved in the provisions of the
bill as to the continuation of the so-callcd nominee registration of
securities. I don't want to take the committee's time to go into
denial on that, because it is covered fully in the memorandum which
I have handed to you, and which I would ask Mr. Chairman, be
added to my remarks at the end in the record, i it may be.
The CHAIRMAN. It may be substituted. Do you want it in addition or substitute this statement for your oralMr. MYMLNDER. I would like, if I may, I would like the entire
memorandum added to what I am now saying.
The CHAIRMAN. Al right.
Mr. MLANDER. Because I am just hitting the high spots, as it
were.
The CuHmnMAN. All right.
Mr. MYLANDER. Suffice to say only that the nominee in the registration system of securities has grown up over a long period of
years, and it seems to us that it would be a rather difficult thing to
surmount at this time.
We are merely laying these difficulties in your lap in view of the
fact that we feel that as the bill is written and as the proposals
are drawn, that it would be impossible with present restrictions on
the purchase of office machinery, on the present restrictions, on the
inability to get skilled help for the banks of the country to carry
on the tremendous burden of minute detailed accounting that would
be necessary by the withholding. We, therefore, suggest as a substitut6 for the proposal in the House bill, that withholding on divi.
dends and on interest coupons be in gross, that the withholding be
on all dividend coupons and all interest coupons and all dividends
without the possibility of individual taxpayers being exempted from
that withholding tax.
Thank you very much.
The CHAIMzAN. Thank you, sir.
(The document submitted by Mr. Mylander is as follows:)
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BY CHARL.S H. MYTANDXH, CHAIRMAN, CO&iMniMi ON TAXATION,
BANKFnS ASwOIATION, REoARDING TME ADMINISrATIVE DcrAILs To BM
A MEECAN
REQUImED OP BANKS UNDER THE PROPOSAL To WI'tHHOLD TAX COLLEcTza AT

XWORANUUM
SOMUo

As RELATED TO DIVIDENDS AND BOND INTEREST "

With the general philosophy that part of the Income tax should be collected at
the source as the income itself is paid or acrued, there can be no serious criticism.
Collection at the source benefits Government in that it obtains needed revenues
earlier. It benefits the taxpayer in that part of his heavy tax burden is paid
as his income is earned.
Particularly, it aids Government's effort to keep wartime wages and commodity
prices from causing that situation best described by the one word "Inflation."
But in planning for collection at the source, Government should be practical as
well as philosophical.
If, for example, collecting taxes at the source is more expensive to Government
or to taxpayers, it is self-evident that, in the long run, Government will lose. Or,
If collection at the source will have a bad effect upon other plans of Government
for financing the war, Government again will lose.
It is with this background that the committee on taxation of the American
Bankers Association has examined the proposals made by section 153 of H. R.
7878, the proposed Revenue Act of 1942. This section provides that during 1943,
5 percent of wages and salaries, dividends, and bond interest shall be withheld
by the payor and paid quarterly Into the Federal Treasury. Beginning January 1, 1944, the withholding shall be at the rate of 10 percent.
If the proposal stopped there. their,
could be little criticism. An employer
during 1943 would deduct from the wages and salaries 5 percent on each pay day.
A corporation paying dividends likewise would deduct 5 percent of the amount
ef the dividend from each check sent to its stockholders. In paying bond interest,
whether such interest was paid by check (as would be true where bonds are
registered), or paid upon presentation of an interest coupon, the paying agent
similarly would deduct 5 percent.
Ascertainment of the total amount of wages and salaries paid during the year
by any employer would be comparatively simple. If he then did not remit the
5 percent to the Federal Government, he could be suitably punished. Likewise,
each corporation's record of dividends paid could be examined to see whether
proper withholding and payment had been made, and slmlar examination would
reveal the correctness of the amounts withheld from bond interest payments.
The bill as It passed the House of Representatives, however, does not provide
for such withholding "in gross." Instead, each employee may file with his
employer a certificate which sets forth his personal exemption status. Thereupon, a portion of his wages or salary depending upon the amount of his personal exemption, shral zot be subject to withholding.
The bill provides that similar certificates of exemptions may be filed by
owners of stochs Pendof bonds who expect to receive dividends or interest
during te taxable year. It the owner of stocks files a certificate stating that
his income wl!! not be large enough to subject him to income tax liability, the
corporation shall not withhold any tax from dividend checks sent to him.
Similar certificates also may be filed by the owner of registered bonds. Ownership certificates required when coupons are presented for payment also will
contain a statement whether the owner will be subject to F deral Income tax.
The partial withholding thus provided for wages and salaries does not present
serious administrative difficulties for banks. If an Individual is not married and
is receiving a weekly wage of $20, the tax wthheld is based, not upon $20, but
upon the difference between $20 and $11, er $9. If an individual receiving a
$20 weekly wage is married, then no withholding is required, since withholding
of the wages of a married man does not Ibegin until his weekly wage exceeds
$26. Such computations and adjustments can readily be made upon the pay-roll
records of employers and proper withholding made.
But when exemptions of any kind from withholding on dividends or bond
interest paid are allowed administrative difficulties pile up until they seem
almost Insurmountable.
Lot us look first at the difficulties attending the payment of bond Interest. It
will be necessary for at least three certificates of ownership to be prepared in
the case of each Interest coupon, or group of coupons from a single Issue. This
introduces a serious situation in connection with public acceptance of Government bonds.
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Ever since World War 1, coupons from Government bonds have been accepted
universally as cash. Throughout the Nation a person can deposit them for
immediate credit in his bank account, or he can present them at any teller's.
window in any bank in the United States and obtain currency for them. Under
the bill as it passed the House, this procedure must be changed. Instead of
Government bond coupons being taken as casn, they will be forwarded to the
Federal Reserve bank, accompanied by three copies of the certificate which
reveals whether the owner expects to make an income tax return on March 15
of the following year. The Federal Reserve bank then will have to issue Its.
check in payment, either of the face amount of the coupons if the owner Is not
an income taxpayer or the face amount of the coupons less 5 percent if the
owner Is an income-tax payer. The Federal Reserve bank also will have to give
its receipt for the amount of tax withheld. It takes little Imagination to see
the tremendous confusion, delay, and irritation which will be caused by thief
change in procedure. Is it going too far to say that lack of faith in the stability
and worth of an investment in Government bonds will come into the minds of
many individuals, unskilled in handling investments, who now are their owners?
Whether the Federal Reserve banks are prepared in machinery and personnel
to undertake this added burden, we do not assume to say, but we believe that
it will be extremely difficult for them to do this Job.
Three national banks in Columbus, Ohio, in the 30 duys from June 15 to July 15,
1942, forwarded 13,297 coupons from Government bonds to the Federal Reserve.
Bank of Cleveland. The owners of these bonds had been given cash, or Immediate credit for them. When these coupons reached the Federal Reserve bank,
It was necessary only to check the amount of the coupons with the amount shown
on the ownership certificates, Form 1000. The amount of the coupons then was
charged to the Government's account and the coupons sent to the Treasury for
cancelation.
But under the new tax collection plan, each coupon or group of coupons will be
accompanied by three copies of the ownership certificate. This certificate will
need to be examined to see whether the owner is an Income tax payer. If he is
not. then the Federal Reserve bank will send him a check for the full amount of
the coupon, and will send one copy of the certificate to the Bureau of Internal
Revenue along with its quarterly report of taxes withheld, If he is, then the
Federal Reserve bank will withhold the tax, send a check and one receipted copy
of the certificates to the owner, one to the Bureau, and keep one for its files.
How much this extra work will cost the Federal Reserve banks is not known,
but it will not be inconsiderable. We do know that the costs of handling Government bond coupons in the chartered banks will double, if jot triple, since each
coupon will be handled "for collection" and not as cash.
What has been said about withholding from Government bond coupons applies
with equal force to corporate bond coupons. While the practice of accepting
corporate bond coupons as cash is not so universal as the acceptance of Governmeit bond coupons, in many cases they are used as cash subject to final payment
by the debtor corporation or its paying agent. Here again it seems necessary that
this procedure be changed and that all corporate bond coupons be handled by
barks "for collection" and not as "cash."
It is our understanding that the Treasury proposes that the amount of tax to be
withheld from all bond coupons, both corporate and Government, should be withheld by the first bank to which they are presented and that such bank should
issue Its receipt for the amount of tax withheld. This seems impractical if not
Illegal. The bill places the duty of withholding the tax and of issuing the receipt
on the "person having control of the payment of such bond interest.' The first
bank to which the coupon is presented is not the "person having control of the
payment." Therefore the first collecting bank could not properly issue the
receipt. If this be the case then all bond coupons with the certificates in triplicate
must be forwarded to the debtor corporation or its paying agent In order that the
receipt for the amount of the tax may be given by the person legally responsible
therefor.
The burden of examining the ownership certificates, of withholding or not
withholding the tax, of issuing the receipts, and of writing checks In payment of
corporate bond coupons, will fall for the most part, upon the banks, since most
corporate bonds are issued under indentures with a bank as trustee and paying
agent.
Today, by fa the majority of both Government and corporate coupons are
paid by bookkeeping entries between anks and between banks and their caste.
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mers. This well-established practice all will be Junked if the bill, as it passed
the House, becomes law.
Instead, bank collection departments will expand, their detail work then beincreased. Banks which are paying agents will need added machines und personnel to keep the multitudinous records required and to prepare the billions
of checks and receipts which will be required. No accurate estimate of theamount of office machinery which will be needed could be made in the short time at
our disposal since the details of the bill have been made public, but we do know
that under present restrictions on the manufacture and sale of such machines
not enough of them would be available, nor could the banks find and hire sufficient
intelligent personnel to operate the machines if they were available.
The bill also provides that each recipient of dividends who is subject to withholding (that Is, who has not filed a certificate stating that lie is exempt) shall
receive, in addition to his dividend check a receipt for the amount withheld.
This receipt must contain the name and address of the corporation paying the
dividend, the name and address of the stockholder to whom it Is paid, the total
dividend declared in respect of the stock lie owns, and the amount of the tax
withheld. A copy of this receipt must be retained by the dividend paying agent
in order that it may be prepared to furnish a duplicate thereof to the stockholder
in case he loses or misplaces his copy during the taxable year, for he likewise
must file this receipt with his Federal Income-tax return. It Is highly probable
that many stockholders will demand that these receipts be furnished them In
duplicate so that they may retain a copy in their files for use in case of controversy with Internal-revenue agents who audit their returns.
Thus, it Is easily possible that in place of the single check to go to a stockholder, the corporation, or its dividend-paying agent, will need to prepare the
check and at least three and possibly five copies of the receipt. It Is estimated that
corporations Issue about 100,000,000 dividend checks a year. While these checks
are prepared for the most part by machines, the addition of so tremendous a
burden as the preparation of 300,000,000 to 500,000,000 receipts will be beyond
the ,capacity of these machines. Since new machines of this particular type are
not readily available at present, the doing of this Job, as has been said before,
seems to be almost Impossible.
Four of the larger banks In New York, however, have made a hurried survey
of their needs in machinery, equipment, and personnel If the present bill becomes
law. They will need:
94 Fan fold typing machines.
58 Combination typing and adding machines.
8 Multiplying punching machines.
60 Canceling machines.
1 Stqndurd register.
4 Tabulating printers.
2 Tabulating collators.
3 Bookkeeping reproducers.
6 Bookkeeping machines.
7 Stencil machines.
4 Stencil cutting machines.
45 Fireproof steel filing cabinets.
50 Typewriters.
The estimated aggregate initial cost of these new machines is $190,000. The
estimated aggregate annual costof additional personnel and machine rental Is
$835,000. There are grave doubts as to availability of these new machines.
Moreover, many of the types required are not standard but of special design
normally requiring many months to construct and deliver. Furthermore, present
experience indicates it will be most difficult if not impossible to secure competent additional personnel required, especially machine operators. In addition,
all banks would have to provide, and in many cases acquire, additional working
space at considerable extra cost.
Nor are the objects outlined above the only objections to the withholding of
income tax from the recipients of dividend income. The entire structure of the
"nominee" and "street name" systems of registration of corporate stocks and
bonds will have to be wholly reconstructed if the system of withholding proposed in the bill is enacted into law.
Certificates of stock of corporations whose Issues are listed on recognized
securities exchanges when sold must be "good delivery." As a result, large
amounts of corporate stock continually are registered in the names of brokerage
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firms and whereas the actual ownership of the particular certificate may change
a dozen times in a single day, the registration is not changed.
When dividends are paid-to tile owner of the stock represented by such a certificate they are, of course, paid to the brokerage firm In whose name the certif.
cate is registered. The broker in turn credits tile amount of the dividend to
the owner or gives him check for the amount of the dividend. It can readily
be seen thatt the actual owner of stock represented by such a certificate would
not receive he receipt for tax withheld In such a case, since the receipt would
go to the brokerage firm and not to him.
About 25 years ago, when the holding of corporate stocks became more widespread in the United States, the difficulties of effecting transfers of ownership
of such stock began to increase. This was particularly true in the case of stock
registered in the names of corporations and fiduciaries. Transfer agents demanded resolutions of boards of directors, evidences of authority of officers to
sign, etc. Likewise, many individual owners of securities who were away from
their homes for varying periods of time found that the requirement that the actual
stock certificate be endorsed, the signature of the owner guaranteed by a bank
or broker, and all of the other complexities involved in stock transfers, seriously
hampered his dealings In securities.
As a result, banks which act as fiduciaries and custodians have caused socalled nominee partnerships to be organized and stocks which are owned by
these banks as fiduciaries or which are held by them as custodians, customarily
are registered in the name of these nominees. In some of the larger banks it is
not uncommon that such a nominee partnership will hold registered In its name
certificates calling for 100,000 shares of the stock of a single corporation. This
stock actually may be owned by 1,000 different owners, but so far as the stoclt
books of the corporation are concerned, it has only a single owner and only a
single dividend check need be issued when dividends are paid.
Under the terms of the bill it seems necessary that the nominee notify the
corporation of this diversity of ownership. Certainly it would be necessary for
It to do so If any of the owners are exempt from income taxation or have incomes
so small that they need not file an income-tax return.
But once this notification Is on file with the corporation, the entire nominee
system breaks down. The corporation no longer will pay the dividend upon
the stock belonging to such an owner to the nominee, nor will It allow the stocks
to be transferred out of the name of the nominee without a consent evidenced
by power of attorney of the actual owner.
No figures are available as to the number of shares of stock which are held In
nominee llames, but It is well known that they represent a large percentage of
the shares of corporate stocks now outstanding. If the system of nominee registration must end because of a requirement of the tax laws, the Increased
number ot stock certificates to be issued by corporations, the Increased work
involved in such issuance, and the increased expense to the corporations for such
transfers will further reduce their taxable income. One bank alone estimates
that in order for it to go through the complex legal procedures necessary to
transfer the stocks which it now holds in nominee form to the actual owners would
require the services of a crew of 12 men for a period of at least 12 months.
It is our understanding that none of this detail of exemption certificates and
receipts would be necessary if the law provided for the withholding "in gross"
of taxes from recipients of dividends and bond income. We believe that the
number of persons who will receive dividends and bond interest and who also
will be exempt from Federal-income tax will be greatly in the minority when
compared with those who will receive such income and pay income tax. It
seems apparent, therefore, that the added burden and added expense of carrying
out all of the details imposed by the bill is too great a payment for the benefits
which will accrue from earlier collection of the tax.
To sum up, therefore, we feel that the method proposed In the bill is unworkable:
1. Because of the provision for exemption certificates for a relatively small
number of stockholders and bond owners;
2. Because of the requirement that each stockholder and each bond owner be
given a receipt for the amount of thx which may be withheld from him upon
payment to him of dividends and bond interest:
3. Because of the fact that adoption of the system proposed. in the bill will
destroy the "street name" and "nominee" systems of registration of corporate
securities;
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4. Because to prepare the receipts and other detail will require much additional machinery and equipment which is not now available to corporatione and
their paying agents; and
5. Because of the difficulty, under present conditions, of obtaining adequate
trained personn-l to operate this machinery.
In order to make a practical suggestion for overcoming these difficulties In
the bill, we submit that withholding "ln gross" is the proper procedure.
Objection will be raised that without the receipt the taxpayer will not be
able to prove that the tax has been collected upon the dividends or interest he
2sand thus will be unable to oymi;n credit therefor in his income-tax return.
rec
This objection will not stand, however, when it is realized that dividends and
bond interest are reported separately by the taxpayer In his income-tax return.
If he should attempt to claa a credit .!or more than 5 percent of the gross
amount of dividends and bond interest wlich he Includes In his gross income, a
prima face case of an attempt to defraud the Oovernment is made. The other
objection to the gross withholding of all dividends and bond interest Is that the
citizen whose income is not large enough t) subject him to income tax would
be penalized. For this minority, it Issugg'rsted that a simple form of application for refund of the tax withheld be provided and that refunds be made upon
by all corporasuch applications promptly. If a Form 0t9or Form 1000 is filed
tions covering the payment of every dcilar of bond interest and dividend income,
such fora,s would be In the hands ri the collector of the district In which the
recipient of the income rvsides er.rly in the year following the year in which
the tax was withheld. If the taxpayer then files a claim for refund of the tax
withheld, listing thereon the rimes of the companies from which he received
dividends or bond interest or. which tax was withheld, the Form 1099's and
Form 1000's to support his claim would be available and upon this showing, the
refund should be allowed promptly. In:the first year, 19.13, the gross Income
of such a citizen would be reduced but In succeeding years his Income would
be augmented by his tax refund and he would be none the worse off.
Second, if this plan does not seem feasible, then it is urged that the method
proposed in the bill for sole proprietors, professional men, et cetera, be adopted
for accelerating the collection of taxes on bond interest and dividend income;
that Is, that there be no withholding at the source of any percentage tax on
bond Interest and dividends, but that the taxpayer be required to pay on March
15, in addition to one-fourth of the tax computed upon his total Income, a tax
of at least 5 percent in 1943 and 10 percent in 1944, and thereafter upon his
bond interest and dividend income. As a matter of fact, since the initial burden
of normal and surtax is placed by the bill at 19 percent, it might be possible
to compel the recipient of bond interest and dividends to pay more than the
percentage collected from the recipient of wages, at the March 15 payment.

The CHAIRMAN. We will go back now to the witnesses on the mutual
insurance companies.

Mr. Gruhn.
STATEMENT OF A. V. GRUHN, GENERAL MANAGER, AMERICAN
MUTUAL ALLIANCE, CHICAGO, ILL.
Mr. GRUHN. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, my name is A. V. Gruhn
and I am general manager of the American Mutual Alliance, of Chicago. As general manager, I am speaking today for more than 100
mutual fire and casualty insurance'companies.

These companies range in age from Tto 190 years; in size from small
companies with a surplus as low as $28,000 to some of the largest companies in the mutual field.
I am here today to state the vigorous objection of these companies
to some features of section 207 of H. R. 7378 commencing on page
131 of the bill and discussed in the report of the Ways and Means
Committee beginning at page 113.
Before stating our specific objections I want to make certain that
the members of the committee understand how a mutual fire or cas76093--42---vol. 2-45
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ualty insurance company is organized and its general method of doing
business.
Mutual insurance companies are conducted entirely for the benefit
of their policyholders. They provide an organization through which
a group of people may protect themselves against the losses and risks
to which they may be subject in their daily life or business. Mutual
companies are organized without capital stock and have no stockholders.

The policyholders who insure in a mutual company pay for their
protection at a rate no higher, and, indeed, frequently less, than that
charged by other types of insurance companies.
The money received from these payments constitutes the funds
with which the mutual insurance operation is conducted. This money
is used to pay the expenses of running the business, to pay the losses
which occur, and to provide the necessary reserves to insure the safe
and solvent operation of the company.
All funds which are not needed for these purposes are returned to
the policyholders. The funds collected belong to the policyholders
and to no one else, for the policyholders own the companies.
In other words, the mutual operation is designed so thot safe and
adequate insurance protection is afforded to the policyholders at as
low a cost as possible.
Without reception all savings from the operation are returned
to the policyholders, and no third party shareholders or other nonpolicyholders' group skims off any of the cream.
Needless to say, the mutual form of insurance protection has, beginning over 190 years ago, been recognized as a proper and efficient
method of providing insurance protection.
They are regulated and recognized by the St'af insurance authorities;
Because of the nature of their operation they provide the least expensive form of insurance. That they are operated on sound and businesslike principles cannot be questioned.
It is because of the very nature of their operations that mutual fire
and casualty insurance companies have traditionally been exempted
from the Federal income-tax laws.
Indeed, with few exceptions, the companies I represent have never
paid any Federal income tax, because the law has always recognized
the principle that they should not be taxed.
The reasons for this exemption become apparent if a study is made
of section 101 of the present revenue law. This section, which in substantially the same words has appeared in past tax laws for many
years, exempts by specific terms certain types of companies.
These companies are, in the main-like the mutual fire and casualty
insurance companies--nonstockholder, nonprofit organizations, you
will find included in the list mutual savings banks, mutual building
and loan associations, fraternals, mutual benefit life associations, mutual telephone companies, mutual ditch and irrigation companies,
cooperatives, business leagues, and other similar groups.
These various classes of companies which have been traditionally
exempted from the income-fax law have in common the fact that they
return to the members who use their services the fruits of their opera-
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tions. They have been properly deemed non-profit-making and consequently entitled to tax exemption.
One of our principal objections to the new tax proposal before you
is that it results in singling out the mutual fire and casualty insurance
companies for discriminatory treatment. If you examine the bill before you you will find that all companies which have had the benefit
of the section 101 exemption continue to have that exemption except
the mutual fire and casualty companies. No sound reason has been
given; in fact, none can be given, for changing the. status of this one
group and placing it arbitrarily into the so-called profit-making classiication, while allowing other companies in the exempt group to remain
exempt.
Senator TAFr. Mutual life companies have always been taxable,
.
havent they
Mr. GIIUHN. Yes; on a portion of their interest income.
Senator TAFT. But substantially the same now as the stock com-panies?

Mr. GHUHN. Mutual and stock life are on the same basis at the present time under this bill.
Senator IHERING. The mutual life companies agreed to accept that
provision and pay a tax this year.
Mr. GRUnN. So I understand, but I am not connected with the mutual life companies.
Senator HERmNo. Do you have any agreement where they get revenue for salaries?
Mr. GnUHN. I have none. I am an association manager and I
have io agreements of any kind.
Senator HERRING. I mean any of the officers that you know of.
Mr. GRUHN. None that I know of. We challenge anyone to show
that the mutual fire and casualty insurance companies have characteristics, either by way of size, number, income, or method of operation, which justify treating them differently than the other principal
classes of financial organizations traditionally exempted by section
101.
If, because of the need for rev enue, the status of all nonprofit
groups had been changed under a plan in keeping with their organization and objective, such action would not at all have been unexpected.
However, this was not done. Only one nonprofit group was singled
out of a large number for arbitrary reclassification. The principle
underlying the exempt status of nonprofit enterprise was not repudiated. Its validity, on the other hand, is reaffirmed by reason of
the fact that the status of every one of the other nonprofit groups remains unchanged under this bill.
This arbitrary reclassification off. mutuals is not primarily a
revenue-raising idea. It never pretended to be for the. purpose of
raising revenue. Today it remains nothing more than an alleged attempt to equalize the competition between mutual and stock companies.
Obviously, if the need for revenue were controlling, all nonprofit
groups would have been asked to make a contribution. Under such
circumstances I -have no doubt but that all of such groups would
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have been willing to discuss a means whereby a fair contribution
to the war effort could be secured from these groups.
I know this to be the situation as far as our own companies are
concerned; yet the approach to the matter blocked any consideration
on such a basis.
We think it very significant that in the recent rigid and all-inclusive
tax legislation enacted in Canada, the Canadian mutual fire and
casualty companies continue to receive a complete exemption from the
income-tax law because of their fundamental characteristics of mutual
operation.
We would like next to turn to a consideration of this specific proposal in an effort to point out some of its gross inequities. The time
allotted to me, while generous, is not sufficient to even read to the
committee the proposal and the abstruse and complicated explanation,
let alone to discuss the numerous questions which are raised.
We must confess that, while the actuaries and other technicians
of our companies have given this provision the most careful study,
they are not yet able to understand it in all its detail, nor are they
in a position to foretell with absolute certainty the precise way in
which this tax would be applied if it ever was enacted into law.
We urge that the members of this committee read this provision
carefully. We believe it is so complicated and so involved that you
will find it difficult to understand and incapable of only one
interpretation.
Ths provisions in the bill, section 147 on pages 130 to 139, completely revamp the existing law as to this one nonprofit .mutual
group. The new provisions are presumed to exempt companies with
less than $100,000 of assets; and as to others, the first $50,000 of net
income is not to be taxed.
As to the remainder, it is claimed that they are to be taxed on the
same basis as stock companies with certain allowances for dividends
returned to policyholders and additions to apportioned surplus,
which is perhaps completely nullified by the contradictory character
of the provision which would permit this deduction.
The exemption provision is unique and without precedent. It
does not follow a pattern heretofore established for special treatment
I
of small enterprise.
Emphasis is laid upon the claim that it is a very generous exemption which should be gratefully acknowledged by those who are presumed to be the beneficiaries of it. If it is so much more generous
than similar treatment to other small business, why the departure in
this one instance? A reduction of the number on* whom unfair and
unjust treatment is to fall in no way strengthens the case against the
rest. Certainly, we believe nonprofit enterprises should be exempt.
It never has been shown that there is a point-whether assets, premium volume, amount of risk, number of members, area covered,
kinds of risk insured, surplus funds, or some other yardstick be
used--at which a mutual company ceases to be a nonprofit organization and automatically becomes a profit-making enterprise.
If such a point exists, it would be instructive to have explained in
detail the exact nature of the changes which take place--the changes
which convert the company from a nonprofit to a profit enterprise.
Certainly, if it is sound policy to exempt from income taxation a
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nonprofit company which furnishes an essential consumer service to
100 or 1,000 members at cost, the same treatment should not be
denied to a larger nonprofit company rendering the same essential
consumer services at cost to a larger number of consumers. The
public interest is served in both cases, for both companies have precisely the same objective--to give satisfactory insurance coverage,
service, and protection, to the public at cost.
The bill is said to be applicable only to about 20 percent of the
companies, but the unfair result falls on more than 80 percent of
the mutual policyholders. The number and proportion of policyholders affected are surely of more importance than the number and
proportion of companies.
However, these companies are singled out not only from the thousands in the other nonprofit groups, but from the hundreds of companies in the mutual nonprofit groups for especially harsh treatment, solely because they are in competition with proprietary stock
companies'who desire to put the dead hand of monopoly on 100
percent of the premiums instead of the 83 percent of the fire premiums and the 73 percent of the casualty premiums which are under
sto-k company control at this time.
Let us call attention to the type of situation with which we are
confronted in attempting to figure out what this tax is all about.
The mutual fire and casualty insurance companies are, under the provisions of the law, subject to the excess-profits tax.
The question naturally arises, how is the excess-profits tax to be
computed? The mutual companies are not profit-making, they have
no invested capital, and they never before have been subject to the
provisions of the excess-profits tax. Nowhere in the bill is there any
definition or explanation of what is to constitute invested capital in a
nonstockholder, nonprofit mutual company, nor is it explained on
what basis average earnings are to be computed.
Thus, in the application of this very important provision, the mutual
companies are left at the mercy of those who will be charged with the
interpretation and application of the legislation.
Rules and regulations, and not law, will govern this most controversial and important question, and in the promulgation of those rules
the officials administering the tax law will not be able to find in the
reports of the committee or in the bill the slightest indication of what
is the congressional intent. We submit that this is no way to proceed
in enacting tax legislation.
Another criticism of the proposal is that no deduction is allowed for
the full amount which the companies are required to set aside in surplus
or reserves to meet the requirements of the various State laws and
regulations of the State insurance commissions.
Reserves required to be set aside by"the laws and the regulations
under which these companies operate are not fully recognized. The
consequence of this serious omission from the tax proposal is that in
many cases companies will find it most difficult to maintain that
standard of safety which is properly required under State law.
Finally, as you are aware, the Treasury has offered this proposal on
the theory that it will tax mutual companies on the same basis as stock
companies, and that the disparity which is said to exist between taxation of mutual and stock companies will be eliminated.
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We do not wish to be understood for a moment as granting that any
disparity does exist or that the public interest will be servedby taxing
mutuals on the same basis as stock companies.
Passing over this question for the moment, however, we are in position to prove that the proposed tax does not simply equalize the alleged
difference between the tax treatment of stock and mutual companies.
As a matter of fact this bill would tax mutuals far more heavily than
stock companies, and in so doing it would place a premium upon inefficient, uneconomical management. This, of course, is wholly undesirable and very unsound.
Before I 'present the proof, in the form of an exhibit, as to how this
formula worlkrs it is necessary to discuss the difference between the
-operationof a bock company and a mutual company and the difference
in the expense ratios of the two classes of organizations.
Stock companies are operated primarily for the benefit of private
stockholders who invest money in the company for the purpose of
profit. The substantial excess of premiums paid by policyholders goes
to stockholders, in the form of stockholder dividends and into funds
which belong to the stockholders and not to the policyholders.
These excess funds can be withdrawn by the stockholders at any time
through their control of stock-company directors.
In a mutual, the excess of premium is returned to the policyholders and the reserves and surplus, increased from time to time in keeping with the increased amount at risk and increase in liabilities, are
held for the protection and seurity of policyholders. There are no
stockholders or anything resembling stockholders' dividends.
The expense ratios of mutual companies are much less than the
expense ratios of stock companies. For example, the underwriting
results of 190 stock casualty companies-Spectator Reports of 1941show an aggregate adjustment and underwriting expense of 50 percent. This means that 50 cents of every premium dollar paid by the
stock company poliCyholder was used for expenses. For the same
period the expense ratio of 100 mutual casualty companies was less
than 32 percent. Some mutual companies have still lower expense
ratios than this average. For example, the largest mutual casualty
company has an expense ratio of less than 23 percent.
However, the formula to tax these mutual companies very strangely
penalizes companies which are economically managed and which return the amount saved by reducing expenses to the policyholders who
pay the premiums.
Please refer to the exhibit which accompanies this statement. This
exhibit is based on the Treasury's analysis of its formula as applied
to the "Z" Mutual Fire Insurance Co. It is set out on page 117 of
the report of the Ways and Means Committee.
In this example, the committee assumed a $2,000,000 dvitlnd refund to policyholders. Since the average of such dividendk is 20
percent of the gross premium, we have accordingly, necessarily assumed a premium of $10,000,000, and have used the recognized !oss
and expense ratios which fit the two classes of companies.
The result shows that the "Z" Mutual Co., with an expense ratio
of 25 percent, paying the $2,000,000 dividend in the way of refunds
to policyholders at the rate of 20 percent of the premium paid, would
be taxed $612,975 under the proposed bill.
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If. on the other hand, the "Z" Mutual Co. returned no dividends
tc
licyholders, but instead used that money for expenses and operat, at an expense ratio of 45 percent instead of 25 percent, the 45
percent being comparable to the expense ratio of stock companies,
the application of the formula would result in a tax of only $259,500.
It is readily to be seen, therefore, that this bill would exact a
penalty of $353,475 from a company which commits the crime of
operating economically and returning refund dividends to its policyholders. Stated another way: The bill would offer the "Z" company
$353,475 as an incentive for not giving its policyholders a break.
Lest there may be a little doubt about this, we have taken the
precaution to apply the formula to the figures of several stock companies, taking actual investment income, actual losses, actual expenses, and all the rest. We have applied this formula to the annual
statement of the St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Co., on file with
the insurance departments of the States, for the taxable years 1940
and 1941.
Based on the tax rates in this bill, operating as a stock company,
the result is a tax of $689,526 for 1940 fnd $381,739 for 1941. Operated as a mutual company and changing only one figure, namely, a
reduction of expenses to the level of the average mutual company,
thereby allowing for a 20-percent refund to policyholders, the taxes
would jump to $1,396,705 for 1940, and $1,147,920 for 1941. In
other words, the bill. would actually tax a large mutual, comparable
to the St. Paul company, more than twice as much as the stock
company.
Senator TAFT. I thought the dividends returned to policyholders
would be deducted just like expenses; is that not so?
Mr. GiRunN. No, sir; it is not so. This bill would not allow
mutual dividend deduction; only partially; and that results in overlapping taxation of investment income, as I shall show hereafter.
We have applied this formula to the actual annual statements of
companies to determine the result, and in every case of a dividendpaying company the tax on the dividend-paying company is considerably higher than it would be if, instead, the dividends were used
for expenses.
As we understand it, Secretary Morgenthau has been deploring
the amount of the expenses deducted by corporations in their tax
returns under normal conditions. The Government has been considering the development of a plan to limit the expenses which
could be deducted.
Under such circumstances, how inconsistent this mutual tax proposal becomes. Here, using exact figures, you have a formula propounded by the Treasury which wbuld reward extravagant management by allowing full credit when thb policyholders' money is dissipated in expenses and which would discourage and penalize economical management by allowing only partial credit for the amount
that a mutual company saves and refunds to its policyholders.
I grant this is hard to believe, but facts are facts, and here they
are. We believe they will challenge your attention and your consideration.
How does this amazing situation come about? By an overlapping
taxation of the investment and interest income in the hands of a
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mutual company. Instead of allowing full credit for the dividend
refund which a mutual company makes to its policyholders and which
results from a saving in the expense of administration and management, such refund deduction must be reduced by the total of:
(a) All wholly exempt interest
(5)'(9 percent of partially exempt interest (total less 21 percent
surtax),
(c) The exempt portion of dividends (85 percent) from domestic corporations,
(d) 55 percent of all taxable investment income.
This tricky formula results in a tax on all taxable investment
income at 45 percent plus another tax of 45 percent on the remainng 55 percent of the taxable investment incomc, an aggregate tax of
69.75 percent; plus a tax of 48.7125 percent on the dividends received on the stock of other corporations; plus a tax of 56.25 percent ol partially taxable income; plus a tax of 45 percent on all
wholly exempt income.
The following is a comparison of the tax percentage applicable to
the investment income of a stock company and a mutual company
under the bill:
Stock

Nontaxable investment income----------------------Dividends received from stock investments -------------Partially taxable investment income ------------------Wholly taxable investment income less investment
expenses-----------------------------------------

PercO
6. 75

21

45

Mutual

Percen45
48. 71
56. 55
69. 75

This graphically illustrates the discrimination against mutual insurance companies. Furthermore, the rates applicable to the stock
companies are those at which all ordinary corporations will be taxed
on investment income under the bill. Thus the discrimination becomes all the more pronounced.
You will readily perceive that thiu is not only taking a second
bite out of the taxable investment income, but it is an indirect
method of placing a tax upon interest received from tax-exempt
securities, which the law provides shall be free from taxation.
I do not need to remind you that you have already had several
arguments with the Treasury on the question of the taxation of
tax-exempt income,
A stock company which has a tax-exempt investment income of
$1,000,000, would retain complete corporate financial control thereof
and could use it to pay profit dividends to stockholders or to increase
the surplus or pay it out for expenses.
However, a mutual company with the same tax-exempt investment
income, making refunds in the form of dividends to its policyholders, would not retain complete financial control of it.
The raxutual -ompany would have to deduct it from the refunds
paid t policyholders-a device which is equivalent to a tax of 45
percent on such ta.,-exempt income.
Furthermore, a stock company enjoying a taxable investment income of $1,000,000, Nvculd a _450,000 in Federal taxes on it, but
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it would retain complete control of the remaining $550,000.
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the other hand, a mutual company would have to apply that $550,000,
after normal and surtax payments, as a deduction from the refunds
returned -to policyholders.
Therefore, it is to be seen that after first having paid a tax of
45 percent, or $450,000, the mutual company would be indirectly
taxed and would pay another 45-percent tax on the remaining

$550,000.

When you take a second bite of tile same investment income, at
the same tax rate, in the same tax return, in the same tax year,
from the same taxpayer, you are on the road to confiscation.
Where is there any equality of treatment under such a scheme?
A disparity in tax treatment is not being removed; one is being
created instead.
This is punitive taxation directed against low-cost nonprofit operation which would be penalized because it is rendering an essential
consumers service on an at-cost basis.
It would seem that if the real intention had been to tax a mutual
company on the same basis as a stock comlany-a wholly unsound
theory-that result could have been attained very simply by applying the tax basis applicable to stock companies under section
204 of the present law. and simply providing for deduction of
amounts refunded to policyholders in the form of dividends. Such
al involved complex formula as appears in the proposed bill, would
not be needed.
Because of its complexity, there are other important objections to
the bill. Tihe tax burden on mutual companies may be far greater
than that which we have shown it to be by these examples. You have
only to read the sections and the elaborate explanation in the report
which accompanied the bill to appreciate how difficult of understanding they are.
We are not sure that the Inutuals will get the same general deductions for reserves, for unpaid losses, and other credits to the same
degree that the stock companies enjoy them under section 204.
The very fact that different language is used to describe the same
deductions invites wholly different interpretation.
The Internal Revenue 'Bureau, which makes the rules and regulations and interprets acts passed by Congress, will naturally assume
two different things must have been meant when different language is
used to describe the same deductions.
If this proposal passes, the tax which must ultimately be paid by
the mutual companies is not definitely determined. It is left in the
hands of those who are charged with its administration. The rules*
and regulations will make the law. This bill, as far as the taxation
of mutual insurance is concerned; wilhnot do it. The opportunity for
doubt and uncertainty, for disagreement and difficulty, is unlimited.
The provisions would be expensive to administer, not only to the
Bureau, but to the companies as well.
The report of the Ways and Means Committee makes much of the
fact that an allowance is presumed to be made for an addition to
surplus apportioned to policyholders. This provision is meaningless
as to most companies, because it is contradictory and unworkable.
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Even if made workable by clarifying amendments, only a very few
companies, namely, those writing a limited number of large risks,
would be able to gain anything in the way of substantial relief from it.
The ded action is predicated on an absolute promise to the member
in his contract or in the bylaws that the sum so deducted will be returned to him within a period of 5 years after the termination of the
policy. Under such a provision, the board of directors charged with
the management of the company would be absolutely prohibitedand that is in specific terms in the bill-from exercising any discretion
in determining subsequently as to whether or not the amounts so deducted and set aside were actually needed to pay losses or to meet the
requirements of some State law, which are the conditional alternatives
in the wording of the section.
Aside from the somewhat contradictory statements of the'Treasury,
support for this tax proposal has come from'only one source. It has
come from the stock fire and casualty companies.
These stock companies have done everything in their power to urge
the enactment of this legislation. Their objective has not been the
public interest nor the interest of the Government, but to enhance
their own competitive position. It seems clear that these provisions
are not designed primarily to raise revenue. They were frankly
introduced for the purpose of lessening mutual competition.
We are forced, therefore, to discuss the competitive situation which
exists in the fire and casualty field and to point out to you some of
the forces which have been at work stirring up support for this
feature of the bill.
The mutual companies account for only 16 percent of the fire
premiums written, and about 22 percent of the casualty premiums
written. The stock companies write more premiums and have more
assets, and enjoy huge profits.
We have established a position in tlAe industry because we provide
an essential consumer service at the lowest possible cost. The stock
companies can reduce the cost disparity by taking a cut in their
large profits. Instead, their efforts are directed toward reducing the
differential by an unwarranted increase in the costs of mutual insurance by such measures as this.
It is small wonder that Mr. William B. Joyce, of New York,
a prominent stock insurance official, in a letter to the Insurance
Advocate, which I offer in evidence, stated with regard to that
publication's efforts in favor of this tax proposalThe campaign you are putting on will be worth hundreds and hundreds of
thousands of dollars to stock insurance companies, and I have no doubt they will
so recognize your activities.

Now, I don't know where those hundreds and hundreds of thousands
of dollars are coming from, but I assume from the public in the
way of increased costs if competition in this manner can be curbed.
Senator GERRY. Mr. Gruhn, did you say Mr. Joyce is an executive
of your company?
Mr. GnumiN. He is a prominent stock insurance broker of New York,
but I believe he was the president of the National Surety Co.
Senator GERRY. He is not now ?
Mr. GrUIIN. No, sir; the National Surety isn't what it used to be,
either.
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It is the stock companies not the public, which stand to gain if
this proposal is enacted into law.
We cannot take the time of this committee to discuss in any detail
the long campaign of vilification and misrepresentation which has
characterized the efforts of the stock companies to eliminate mutual
competition. Certain allegations have been made, however, by the
stock company representatives, in' their effort to promote this tax
proposal, which must be answered.
First, it is said that the mutual companies are financial giants, no
longer mutual and clearly proprietary and profit-making. This is a
false statement. The mutual insurance companies are still mutual in
organization and in fact.. We need only point to the low-cost insurance which the mutuals provide, to the extremely low expense factor
which characterizes their operations, and to the continued cL fidence
and support which they receive from State authorities and policyholders alike.
Second, it is said that the mutual companies are accumulating unduly large surpluses which should be distributed to the policyholders.
This is likewise a false statement. The surpluses accumulated by the
mutual companies are in large measure surpluses required by law and
State regulation. Where they exceed requirements of law, they are
made necessary to assure safe operations. There is absolutely no
way that these surpluses can be used except for the benefit of the
policyholders. They cannot be dissipated or withdrawn by the management.
The fact is that the surpluses of the mutual companies are not as
great proportionately as those accumulated by the stock companies.
t is difficult for us to understand how the stock companies, with their
tremendous surpluses which have been accumulated by the sale of
extravagantly high-cost insurance, can argue that the moderate surpluses of the mutual companies are excessive.
It is further significant that the stock companies in talking to the
public, and not to congressional committees, emphasize in sales campaigns that mutual surpluses' are entirely too low for safe operation.
Third, it is said that the managements of mutual insurance companies are withdrawing exorbitantly high salaries and enjoying other
improper perquisites at the expense of the policyholders. tlhis, likewise, is false.
In the entire mutual field of approximately 2,600 companies there
are only 16 officials who receive salaries, commissions, and other
emoluments in excess of $25,000 a year.
You can take almost any two of the large stock companies and
find in those two companies alone more men with salaries and commissions above this figure than in the entire mutual field.
Fourth, it is said that the mutuals have constructed extravagant
office buildings. While we cannot see what this has to do with the
question of whether or not the mutuals should be taxed, we again
assert that the statement is false.
It is true that many of the smaller companies operating in the
rural districts have found it necessary to construct office buildings, but
these buildings have been moderate and have proved eventually to
effect a saving for the policy holders. None of the larger mutual
companies has placed any unreasonable portion of its assets in office
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buildings and here again these buildings have been reasonably constructed and the annual cost has often proved lower than reasonable
rental.
In 1940, the mutual companies saved policyholders $110,000,000
out of a.
premium income only one-forth as large as that of the stock
companies.
We contend that approximately 75 percent of this $110,000,000
was taxable in the hands of the policyholders of mutual companies.
It is reasonable to assume that on the average the Government received a tax on most of this money at the normal rate. Figured at
24 percent, this tax would have amounted to $19,800,000. By taking
into account other factors, it is probably reasonable to reduce this
amount another 25 percent. This would leave Federal income taxes
aggregating $14,850,000 paid by commercial mutual policyholders on
those mutual dividends.
This compares very favorably vith the $18,000,000 Federal income
taxes paid by the stock companies on four times larger premium
income.
In other words, the Federal Government already is getting more tax
revenue out of each thousand dollars going through mutual insurance
channels than it gets out of a thousand dollars going through stock
insurance channels.
It is difficult for me to restrain myself in discussing these and
other charges by our stock competitors. They are far from being in
an invulnerable position themselves. They have enjoyed several special tax advantages. They have paid handsome dividends, in some
cases dividends well above 25 percent after taxes. They have made
inconsistent and misleading statements before the committees of the
Congress. It does not seem to us that their actions justify giving
the stock companies much voice in the deterimnation of the Nation'
tax policy toward mutual companies.
We know from long experience that the stock companies would
like to see mutual insurance destroyed.
They seek to force all buyers of insurance to pay a tribute to their
appetite for profit. They have tried to destroy mutual competition
by means of boycott, to bully buyers of insurance by using the reciprocity racket, by rate manipulation-this is well indicated by the
fact that the stock fire companies are now subject to an antitrust
action-and they have engaged in pressure politics, of which their
long campaign in favor of this bill is a good example.
It seems to us that there is something wrong with this picture,
that a thorough investigation of the situation should be made.
We would like to see the subcommittee, which has been appointed
to give further attention to this matter, go into all the ramifications
which bear upon this situation.
We don't believe that an adequate factual study of it has been made.
We don't believe that a case has been made for the allegation that
an unfair disparity exists in the present law between the tax treatment
of stock and mutual companies.
We stand ready to aid the subcommittee in every possible way.
Thank you very much.
Senator CLARK. What do you say about the proposition that they
advance that since the large mnutuals are in direct competition with
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the stock companies, they should be subjected to approximately the
same tax treatment?
Mr. GnUtN. I don't think that proposition is based upon sound
principle. The income-tax law, as applied to corporations, is a tax
on profit, and those corporations not engaged in business for profit
and not making profit have for a quarter of a century always been
regarded in the nonexempt, nonprofit class. Mutual savings banks
are in direct competition with commercial savings banks. Mutual
building and loan associations are in direct competition with commercial private building and loan associations; cooperatives are ill
direct competition with merchants. Yet there is no intention of
changing their tax-exempt situation. The difference is that in a stock
company, the money that you and I and the other policyholders contribute for insurance protection is not held there and retained for
our protection, but becomes the property of a third party proprietary
interest, which makes a huge profit out of the transaction. A small,
comparatively, capital investment in a fire and casualty insurance
company, permits the complete control of millions and millions of
dollars of policyholders' money by the third party stockholders' group
for the privilege of making profit out of this essentially mutur!i.
transaction.
Senator TAFT. We get the profits when the stockholders get them.
That is, we get a very large proportion of them. I don't think the
l)I(rfit question makes much difference. I can't see that distinction.
I think it is most important that there should be no discrimination.
I agree with that thoroughly, but I don't see quite Why a large
organization-after all what we are doing in this thing is taxing
business. We are not taxing profits. We get the profits. This is a
business tax today as a convenient means of raising money for the
Government, and that is true of all corporation taxes, and I can't
quite see why it shouldn't apply to a large mutuaL
Mr. GRUHN. Or a large mutual savings bank or a building and
loan association?
Senator TArt. That is right. We tax building and loan mutuals
exactly khe same way as we tax the banks and the other building
and loans.
Mr. GRUHN. I shall point out in a moment that in our opinion
the Government loses no money by reason of the fungis channeling
through mutual companies as compared with what it gets from the
funds which channel through the stock companies in the way of
profit.
Senator TAFT. I feel it is a tax on the business process, and that you
are just as much a -part of the business process as a stock company.
Ma.r. GiUIN. Well, that becomes a privilege tax rather than a profit
tax.

Senator CONNALLY. Let me ask a question,
Mr. GRUH. Yes, sir.
Senator CONNALLY. The right to do business as a mutual without
)aying any tax is a valuable privilege, isn't it? You regard it, don't
you as a fine thing to be able to engage in this business tax free?
Mr. GituHN. Well, from the policyholders' standpoint, I think the
policyliolders should be permitted to combine in their own company
for their own benefit instead of paying tribute to a profit-making
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group which takes a substantial slice out of every premium dollar
which is paid.
Senator CONNALLY. You might say that as to any cooperative or
mutual concern, but why shouldn't they-it is a privilege and an
especial benefit--why shouldn't they pay something in the way of
taxes?
Mr. GnuHN. I made the point, sir, that under war conditions, nonprofit enterprise, I felt sure, would willingly submit to a proper tax
With due recognition of the character of the enterprise and the fact
that it is not engaged for the profit of third party proprietary interests, but this bill doesn't do that.
Senator CONALLY. Have you submitted an amendment that will do
that? Would you mind drawing one and leaving it with us, that will
do that ?
Mr. GUNumx. We have attemptedSenator CONNALLY. You say this doesn't do it, but will you draw
one?
Mr. GRuHNI. I will draw one which, in my judgment, as a war measure is a fair basis of tax treatment of nonprofit enterprise as compared
with profit-making enterprise.
Senator CONNALLY. All right
Mr. GRUHN. I shall be gla3 to do that.
Senator CLARi. Coming back to my first question, Mr. Gruhn-in
actual practice, has this difference in taxation put the stock companies
at an unfair competitive advantage? They claim that it has.
Mr. Gnunx. Well, of course, I am very sorry for them. But they
do not deserve or need any sympathy. They ought to be thankful.
If I made three and a half times the rate of return on my investment
for the 14 years ending 1939, including the depression, that other profitmaking bmuinesses made, and if I controlled 83 percent of the fire business and 73 percent of the casualty business, and if I made profits of
40 and 50 percent, as some stock companies have been making in recent
years, which have complained to you, it would seem to me that I would
be very much ashamed to complain about competition.
Senator DAvis. Are the rates just the same for the mutual as for the
stocks?
Mr. GRHN€. Not necessarily in all cases. In the case of the mutual
companies we are considering here, the rates are no higher, but they
are frequently less., but the net result is a 20 to 50 percent lower cost
to the policyholder. There is no element of profit, sir, in the mutual
set-up except it has been contended at times in the Bureau that perhaps there is an element in the investment income. The money set
aside for reserves and surplus is a reasonable amount necessary for the
safety of the insurance operation. It is not hold there for somebody
else who has not paid it in.
Senator Divis. It is just more or less, theh, a cooperative organize
tion ?
Mr. GTtUN. In a sense, it is cooperation in the mutuality of the
group out of which the losses of the unfortunate few are paid. Now,
under the State laws, certain surpluses are required, and there is a constant effort to increase those surpluses. We have opposed those efforts
from time to time. They are supported by the stock people mainly,
who contend that organization and administration requirements for
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existing companies should be raised. They have raised them in the
State of New York to the point where certain classes of companies, in
order to perform full service to their policyholders, must have as much
as $1,500,000 to do business. There are only 3 percent of the mutual
companies which have more than a million dollars of surplus. A much
smaller percentage of large units than in the mutual savings banks
or the mutual building andT loan associations or the mutual fraternals,
and yet under this bill these additions to mutual surplus which are
required by the State law would be subjected to an extremely heavy
and discriminatory tax.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Gruhn, you have been speaking for 30 minutes.

Mr. GnUHN. I am sorry. I am trying to answer the questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you speaking for the whole group?

Mr. GIiUHN. I am speaking for a hundred of these companies.
The CHAIRMAN. You are not speaking for the other wtnessesI
Mr.

GRUHN.

No, sir.

I would like to ask Mr. Gruhn a question or two.
Yes, Senator.
Senator BAILEY. What effect would this taxation have upon the premiums of your companies?
Mr. GRUHN. This lax would increase the cost to the policyholders
of the mutual companies because of its punitive effect.
Senator BAILEY. To what extent?
Mr. GRUiIN. Well, I can't say. The Federal Government already
realizes from our business, through the tax on the dividends returned
to policyholders, at least ten to eighteen million dollars annually. To
the commercial policyholders of these mutual companies the reduction
which it might be necessary to make in the dividend return as a result
of these taxes varies with different companies. I understand from
some companies that if this tax had been in force during the period
of the depression they would have had to close up shop for the simple
reason that they would not be able to build the surplus which was
needed for the protection of the policyholders after it had been depleted. Because of the punitive nature of this tax-45 cents of every
dollar would first have to be paid as profit for the money that would
have to be built up which doesn't go to anybody as profit.
Senator B %ILEY. As I understand, the surplus of stock insurance
companies is, in a sense, property of the stockholders, but, after
all, it is a reserve.
Mr. GiUHN. Yes; it is a reserve, but, on the basis of the stock
spokesman formula to this committee, it is a redundant reserve.
Senator BAIIEY. What is the difference between the stock companies' reserve or the mutual reserve?
Mr. GituHN. The stock company is engaged for profit and that
reserve belongs to the stockholders. They are holding at the end of
1941, $393,000,000 excess surplus.
Senator BAILEY. You have surplus and reserve, don't you?
Mr. GRUHN. Yes, sir. Certain reserves are required by law to
take care of incurred and unpaid losses and the surplus is needed for
unusual and unexpected losses in excessively heavy years.
Senator BAILEY. In the nature of capital?
Mr. GRUHN. In the nature of capital, but the capital of a stock
company is not taxed. They are not taxed-they do not pay taxes
under the capital stock declared value excess profits tax.
Senator

BAILEY.
The CHA nIMAN.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Gruhn. You can file your brief
and it will have, of course, the consideration of the committee. We
will be glad to consider it.
.Senator BARKLEY. I am sure that the chairman and the staff have
made every effort to eliminate duplication of witnesses. I notice
from the calendar that there are seven witnesses on this same subject.
It seems to me impossible that there should be seven different phases
of this question, and I was wondering whether some suggestion might
be offered to the witnesses not to cover the same ground that is
covered by previous witnesses in talking about this subject.
Mr. GnvuN. There are many types of mutual insurance companies,
and we do not represent them all. I notice there is one stock spokesman on mutual insurance.
Senator BARKLEY. It is all the same question in the main, though,
isn't it?
Mr. GItuHN. It is the same question, but it varies in results with

64:ffcrent types of companies, with assessment companies, with small

'e CHAIRMAN. Well, I will say that the number of witnesses on
this question was reduced from about some 10 or 12 or 15 to this
nuinL er, but I assume that there will be spokesmen, that you have
covert4 the main part of the ground and that there won't be duplication.
Mr. (tui.

Thank you very much.

(The l ,tter submitted by Mr. Gruhn is as follows:)
[F,'rom Insurance Advocate, January 10, 19421
WILIAA-

B. 1oYUc, VrTlmtAN SuRtTY LEADER, COMMENDS OUR CAMPAIGN FOR
TAX EQUALIZATION
WM. D. JOYCE & Co,, IN.,

New York, October 27, 1941.

Mr. C. S. HosEms vo,
Managing Ed.¢or, Insurance Advocate,

New York CUit.

DEAR Ma. Roszts vmaa: I have noted, with much interest, your editorials on
taxation of stock Ii.,iuranee companies, and featuring the difference between
stock insurance and mutual Insurance taxation.
To all Intents and practical purposes nonassessible mutual companies are
little, If any, different from stock companies, and I feel you are inaugurating
a meritorious campaign so that the tax inequality will end.
The campaign you are putting on will be worth hundreds and hundreds of
thousands of dollars to s'ock insurance companies and I have no doubt they
will so recognize your act,vitles.
Very truly yours,
WAr. B. JovcE.
[From Report No. 233 of Ways and Means Committee, p. 1171
hiXAMPmF 1
The Z Mutual Fire Insurance Co. has wholly taxable investment income
of $570,000, dividends of $200,000, partially exempt interest of $100,M00, and
*wholly exempt Interest of $300000, a total of $1,150,000. Investment expenses are $150,000, leaving net Investimen' income of $1,000,000. The amount
subject to both normal and surtax rates L, $430,000 ($1,150.000 less $150,000
less $100,C00 e4s $300.0O less 85 porcent o)" $200,000),
and the tentative tax
'
at 45 percent is $193,500. The amount sfwb.ect only to surtax Is $100,000,
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and the tentative surtax Is 21 percent of this amount or $21,000. The amount
of Investment income available for distribution is then $785,500 ($1,150,000
less $150,000 less $193,500 less $21,000). If dividends paid to policyholders
were $2,000,000, then of this amount $1,214,500 ($2,000,000 less $715,500) would
be allowed as a deduction for dividends paid out of premhuns or surplus apportioned to policyholders.
Z Stock Insurance Co.

Z Mutual nsram'nee Co.

$1,1 0,000

I. Investment Income.
2, Ies I1vestment expense ........

7. Net invetRIent Income (1-2) ---.
12. lPremlums received (net) .........
I ess:
13. Net Iossos )aid .............
10111..
exleiwldituresraid
11. Adjulstment
Underwrittlg
...
expentditures
15.
16. Portion of dividends deductible.
17.

$1,000,000

Rerver

$3,8 .00
4,500,000
3!,0,10W0

7,801, 500

8, 660, 0)

2,135,200
720,000
750,
000

Increaes .........

$1,000. (00

10,000,000
,M

oo
-, IWO,1.)
2,2011,
350, 0o
1,214, 60

1,

21.

10, ow, o0o

$ , 000,00

Deductions (stun 13 to 16,
leluislve) ............

Net amount, tnearned in.
VOlie (12 to 17).......
10, Unearned preltnilnq, Inerea.w 20. Unpaid losv% Inerease ...........
to pollcy21. Sirphts
holders apportioneJl
...........
..............

$1, 160, 0(0
15.0,000

1I.000

7W, 000

1, Z,

1, 20, 000

22. Net ltiderwrltllg lcome ......
3W, ,
Total Income (7+2) .......
Lc.is:
24. Net operating loss (ofler 1942)
25. editionon; athorrell by lw..
11120interest
26-29, Wholly
(1) (2) exempt
(3) (1)(6)]
......

I000(X

exempt interest 11123-30. Partially
(2)]1.....................
31. 88 jereent divIdends, domestic
worporatons ....................

170,000

1,320 00

()

1

23.

00,000

170.

)00

670, 000

070,000

33.
Net normal tax income.....
35. Normal tax (24 percent, line 33)...
38. New normal tax income (33) .....

30). Plus partiallyexefl)pt interest (30)

1,'.1,00
-315,720
1, 315, 0
100,000

530, 000
-127,200
130, 000
I1,
00

41. Surtax (21 lelcellt, line 40)........

-27,203

-132, 3

Total tax (35+41) ...........

12,075

32. Deduetions (24 to 31, Inclusive)...

44.

259. )O

Calculation of dividends deductible
..---------------------------$2, 000, 000
.
A. Dividends pai to policyholders...
$1,000,000
B. Net Investment income (7) ----------------------Iess :
C. Wholly exempt interest --------------- $300, 000

D. Partially exempt Interest ---------------. 85 percent dividends --------------------F.

100,000
170, 000

Deductions (sum C, D, R) ---------------- .

570,000

(.
Net Investment income less deductions (B to F)$193,500
It. 45 percent of 0 -----------------------T. 21 percent of D --------------------------J.

Investment Income not available for dividends

(11+1) ---------------------------------K. Investment In.onte available for dividends (B-J)
L.

430,000

21,000

214,000

--------------

Portion of dividends deductible (A--K) -----------------

The C \mII.

. Mr. Gross.

7098-42--vol. 2--40

785,500
1,214,500
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STATEMENT OF HARRY F. GROSS, DES MOINES, IOWA, REPRESENTING IOWA MUTUAL TORNADO INSURANCE ASSOCIATION
Mr. GRoss. Mr. Chairman, I briefly want to say, realizing the importance of time to this committee, I will waive the time that has so
kindly been allotted to me and I will further add that the statement
made by the secretary of the National Association of Mutual Insurance Companies substantially agrees with my views.
I thank you one and all.
Senator TArr. Do you say that the Farmers Mutual Tornado Companies usually have more than this exemption?
Mr. GROSS. I don't get you. Senator.
Senator TAFT. It was stated by. Mr. Cooper that the tornado companies could not get within this exemption.
Mr. GRoss. They couldn't certainly, because they cannot confine
their business to a small zone.
Senator TAMT. In other words, they are usually State-wide?
Mr. Gnoss. State-wide and in our State we supply the tornado and
windstorm insurance to about 150 county mutuals, but our losses, as
Mr. Cooper told you-he referred to possibly our company-that 1
year we had over $950,000 in losses and in another year we have less
than $50,000. Does that answer your question?
Senator TAFT. Yes.
Mr. Gnoss. The same thing is true in Michigan, Ohio, Illinois, and
Indiana, and other States of the Middle West.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Hurst.
STATEMENT OF 0. E. HURST, LEXINGTON, KY., CHAIRMAN, LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE, KENTUCKY MUTUAL AND COOPERATIVE
FIRE INSURANCE ASSOCIATION
Mr. HuRsT. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, Senator
Barkley, my name is 0. E. Hurst. I am chairman of the legislative ecommittee for the Kentucky Mutual & Cooperative Fire Insurance Association-instead of crporation-secretary and manager
of the Hurst Home Insurance Co., a farmers' mutual insurance
company operating in 12 counties only in central Kentucky.
From the viewpoint of the farm mutual company, and from 30
years' experience of being a football in our State, and called Commfinists and Bolshevisks for writing nonprofit insurance, and the
arguments that have been placed against mutual insurance, the local
farm mutual company feels that here is a dangerous change in the
revenue laws affecting those companies.
.
Under the original act it was kindly endeavored to exempt the
local farm mutual company, qualified exemptions were written, and
arguments were made that these companies, because of peculiar
practices that grew up among them, did not fall under that exemption.
It is our belief in Kentucky that the attempted exemption under
this measure for the companies puts the companies supposed to be
exempted in far more dangerous condition and unhealthy condition
than the companies taxed.
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We do not know what form of human logic would bring us to a
conclusion that a cooperative protective association, or mutual insurance company should be favored by its Government .so it would
not be taxed at ail provided it did not have $100,000 in mean assets,
and if it had $1 more than the minimum in this bill it comes under
certain taxing provisions that undoubtedly in some cases will prove
fatal to these companies.
For 30 years in my work among the farm mutuals and in Kentucky we only covered one-third of the State. There are no local
farm nmutuals in Senator Barkley's immediate neighborhood.
The savings we make are not great, compared to the effect we
have upon the commercial rate.
There are certain governmental agencies making loans that have
minimum requirements for accepting policies above $100,000.
I hate to see the farm mutual companies placed in the position
of begging the Congress of the United States to set them aside in
a special class where they will bear no part of the war cost, because
I know this propaganda that has been used against us so terrificallywithin a very few months the word "slacker" and the outcast idea
that has been handed toward the builders of cooperative enterprise
will be used again and again.
However, in our own State, where this same stock company trust
is attacked again and again, and has said that they favored farm
mutuals, we know, if the sentiment all over this country and the conflict between these two classes are as bitter as they are in the South
where we are on the border line of mutual insurance, that any stock
company man who favored a local farm mutual company would be an
outcast among his own. We know that the savings of farm mutual
companies in Kentucky have brought the cost of insuring a barn where
tobacco is fire-cured down to $48 per thousand, where the local mutual
company carries about $8 and includes windstorm.
We know that a few years ago a farmer in Kentucky paid a rate for
fire insurance for a tobacco barn with a stripping room attached of
$30 per thousand, or with a stripping room detached of $13 a thousand
to the commercial companies, and because those growing mutual companies there did not make that surcharge it has been withdrawn.
We know that in the five States in the deep South where the farm
mutual companies have not been allowed to grow, that the insurance
cost under this insurance trust is beyond the ability of the farmer to
pay, and we see, or think we see, in this changed wording in this bill,
which attempts to exempt the majority of the farm mutual companies,
that it would stop their growth and fimit their ability to build a solvency that will allow them to meet their honest promises, for there is
only one alternative: If the company knows it takes a hundred thousand surplus to safely cover a certain amount of risk, it must stop there
or build itself into insolvency.
There is one other thing I would like to call to the attention of this
committee particularly: That the assessment mutual companies cannot
be taxed under the same provisions and the same law that the commercial companies are taxed and the same results be achieved, for the
assessment company does not and is not required to build an unearned
premium reserve and under the same tax that would tax the commercial
companies each dollar that would be added to the surplus would be
taxed, but we think we see here a danger.
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An assistant attorney general of the State of Kentucky once ruled
that the Mutual Fire Insurance Co. of Covington was no longer a
mutuid company because it had too much surplus, and members of the
board of that State argued that a mutual company was not mutual in
principle, or purely mutual, if it had any income other than from
premium and assessments, and that ruling was made. It has been
afterward rescinded. It has been argued before the Treasury that
unless a cooperative or mutual company paid anything for services
for an agent bringing new business into that concern it destroyed the
mutuality, that a mutual company was an institution where people
voluntarily came together, almost without persuasion, and every farm
mutual company who remembers the inquisition in the old tax law,
when they thought they were exempted for 7 years, were penalized,
and afterward it was refunded, and some of them were threatened
their very existence.
He fears this language which states "companies that write policies
solely on a mutual basis," when the mutual basis is not established.
The old law established that basis by making it certain where the
income of these companies irust be used or held solely for the purpose
of saying losses and expenses.
'I
hat was a broad enough definition to cover the farm companies,
but there have been such narrow arguments made and propounded
that no farm mutual company in the United States could rest securely
under the expected exemption.
One more thing

A farm company carrying fire alone, or isolated

property, is allowed the same surplus as the company carrying fire
and tornado.
The little company I represent has had a hard struggle. It is 51
years of age. In 1912, in one county, the total losses paid was $17
and inety-odd cents, the next year over $10,000-$50 per thousand.
In 1913 the company was compelled to assess its members $12 per
thousand and then ran a deficit.
These losses fluctuate greatly. If a hundred thousand dollars surplus is a safety fund for a given amount of insurance, then, by putting this type of exemption into your bill, you say: This is a good
thing-so good that it must not be taxed whatsoever, but, if it raises
its surplus above that, it is an evil thing and must 6e discriminated
against, and in so doing you limit the good thing's growth, and you
render the greatest service to the stock insurance trust that has ever
been rendered in a tax bill.
These farmers are not beggars; they are not unpatriotic; they are
putting their surpluses-our own little company has put one-fifth
of it into your bonds this year, and has voted to put every dollar
into bonds, not as a matter of investment but as a matter of support,
and I know these 55 directors in Kentucky, if they thought their
country needed it, would vote to give every single dollar of their
surplus and assess their membership in support of their Government.
But they do ask of you: If it is necessary to tax losses under th6
present emergency, to make that tax certain, simple, and so it cannot
e interpreted and not build a trap for 80-odd percent of these farm
companies, so that they may go thinking that they are not required'
even to make a return, and later on be brought up under an inquisition, as they were following the World War,
Senator HERRING. What do you call a little farm company?
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Mr. HRsT. My company happens to be the largest farmers' insurance company in Kentucky. It has a right to cover 20 counties.
Senator Hmutxso. Then yours is a large company; it isn't a little
farm company then V
Mr. HuT. It covers 12 counties. I presume it is large compared
to some.
Senator HERRING. We have hundreds of little farm companies, Mr.
Hurst.
Mr. HURST. But others are much larger than ours.
Senator HERRniN. You don't contend that a little company that is
really a little farm company will pay any tax under this bill V
Mr. HURST. I claim it is the most dangerous tax that could be
devised.
Senator HERRING. That isn't an answer.
Mr. HURST. I don't think they will make a return at the present
time at all. I think they will feel they are out from under this bill.
Senator HEnRiNG. They will be out from under, won't they?
Mr. HuasT. I don't think so.
Senator HERRING. Little farm companies who have $50,000 profit?
Mr. HuRsT. That is my belief, they will not.
Senator HERRING. Then give us an amendment that will correct
that, because that is the intention, to entirely eliminate the little
company.
Mr. HURST. That is the intention; I know that; I appreciate that.
But in principle any law that limits the growth of a healthy institution is keeping that institution from functioning, and that is our
principal objection.
That is what we think is very bad, because it keeps mutual insurance
companies from growing, and we think it is the greatest weapon the
competitors ever had.
Certainly, it is lunacy of logic to lead us to say that, if a company
has $99,999.99, that it is tax free, and if it gets another penny into its
surplus it should be taxed.
Senator BARKLEY. Would you make any qualification at all as to
sinrplus? Would you fix any line at all V
Mr. HURST. If you would leave your old wording, Senator, in the
bill, I think it would accomplish your purpose, that mutual-insurance
companies the income of which shall be used or held solely for the
purpose of payment of losses or expenses, you would accomplish what
you are trying to accomplish, but I believe the attempt to accomplish that thing will drive the farm mutual companies out of the
tornado business.
In our State where one-county companies are the companies that I
have associated with, those are the companies that for 30 years have
elected me to the nonsalaried position of chairman year after year.
We will pay the taxes until we are insolvent, without a squawk,
hut they are the companies I am worried about here today.
One of the companies carried insurance 3 years without an assessment.
But they have great difficulty in securing tornado insurance.
The stock companies don't give it to them, and we have no tornado
company in the State, and the tornado company can not safely cover
a large amount of insurance with $100,000 surplus, but the objection
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is the principle of this thing, for it is our opinion that this bill is
merely the start.
If you put a $50,000 limit it will be lowered to 6 and' 10, but the
principle of this thing, of the United States rewarding companies
for holding down their size and solvency, when they could serve vmore
people by natural growth, I think is a weapon being used against those
smaller companies, and I think the smaller companies, undcr the
provisions of the bill as it is here today, are iii far more danger than
any other companies being taxed.
I thank you.
Senator BAnKLEY. How many policyholders do you have, Mr.
Hurst?
Mr. HURST. 6,300. There are about 60,000 policyholders of mutual
cooperative companies in Kentucky. There are companies in Louisville with perpetual policies, and when their State rating law was
made effective they were called up before this rating board.
They were not subject to it; it was argued they were, but (ho board
itself was new and the secretary came up and he said, "We don't
know what you want about our rates, but here is policy No. 1 written
50 years ago that has never paid but one premiuri. What do ou
want to do with the rates?"
Those companies are deserving of consideration, too, and they 1 ave
more than a hundred thousand dollars surplus acouiulated over
many years of thrift and saving, but it is my absolutO belief-aid I
think it is the belief of the farm boys who suffered from the honest
attempt of Congress years ago to put them in a special class, but I
believe in this emergency, putting them in a special class is not right
and will place them in a very awkward position later on when thley
are told that they haven't borne any part of the load.
I thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator CONNALLY. Mr. Hurst, just one question.
Mr. HURST. Yes, sir.
Senator CONNALLY. Suppose you allowed them $100,000 and then
taxed the surplus above that: Woul that be just as harmful as the
present bill is?
Mr. HURST. I think, Senator, that honest mutual insurance should
be taxed the same all the way through.
Senator CONNALLY. Well, there is an advantage, though, when it
gets spread out?
Mr. HURST. There may be some advantage-some additional advantage-and there may be some fairness there.
Senator CONNALLY. It is an additional security, though, when you
have got a big spread?
Mr. HURST. That is necessary, and that is the reason that we object
to this retarding of the gowth' You have to have a certain spread
to meet a certain type of risk, and the thing that we are objecting to
here is the restriction on the growth of these mutual companies.
On the other hand, if it comes to penalizing some of the big boys
in a tax bill, that is very difficult, because, if you go out and try to
review the Henderson case in Missouri, which was penalized for that,
there is no telling where the taxes would go on the stock fire-insur.
ance company.
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Thank you.
The ChAIRMAz;. Thank you very much.
Mr. Reporter, will you please include in the record the brief of
Hal G. Sours, director of highways for Ohio, who is present, but who
has agreed in the interest of saving the committee's time, to appear by
brief.
Senator TAFT. I might add, in opposition to any increase in the
gasoline tax.
The CITIR AN. Yes sir- thank you, Senator Taft.
(The brief submitted by SIr. Sours is as follows:)
BaERFOF HAL G. SouRs, DiRxnFAR or HIGHWAYS, STATE OF O1o, IN OPPOSION
TO INCREASE IN GASOLINE TAX

Mr. Chairman and inembers of the committee, ily name is Hal G. Sours. I am
a highway engineer by profession au1d director of highways for Ohio. I in
appearing here today as a director and past present of the American toad Builders' Association. The association, it scientific and educational organization, was
formed in 1902, almost 40 years ago, and it represents a cross-section of the
Nation's highway industry and profession.
It Is my purpose to direct your attention to the effect which an increase in the
Federal tax ii)(e gasoline wouhl have upon the fiscal situation In many of the
States and upon the highway program of the States both during and after the war.
I shall be as brief and concise as possible.
I know that I need ,iot dwell upon the obvious fact that automobile operation
will be reduced month by month a,3 cars and their tires wear out, hut I do feel
that I should point out the effect this will have upon the revenues of the various
States.
The report of the Public Roads Administration on aas-tax collection for June
1942 in 20 States shows 17.17 percent less collected thai, in June 1941. The report
includes 6 rationed States In the East the average decrease in those States being
20.(4 percent, leaving a decrease (f 13 53 percent In the 20 nonratioucd States.
Nation-wide rationing, If it comes, will naturally speld the decrease to all States.
Furthermore, as tires and cars wear out there will be it still greater decline on
that account.
Every reduction in aggregate mileage of American motorists will be reflected
In reduced Income to Stato and local treasuries. Thus, the conservation which
will help ease the rubber shortage and alleviate tile Istroleum transportation
problem may at the same time force State and local governments either to reduce
expenditures below levels of needed maintenance and some essential replacement
to carry on transportation in the war effort or to seek other sources of revenue.
Just how the States can adjust their finances and appropriations to reduced
automotive revenues Is a problem. Taxpayers, facing heavier Federal income
taxes, are campaigning vigorously for reduction in their S'ate payments. In
honle States, notably New York, I understand they have gained the support of
State officials and have successfully reduced State le-,ies. But motor-vehicle fees
have more often been increased than reduced. Under present crises conditions
nany States may be forced to increase gasoline tax rates even though this course
Is Ill advised.
This Is not the whole story. State sales taxes, personal property levies, toll
charges and other imposts harvest another large sum each year from the motorist.
The aggregate Is almost impossible to estinmte with any precision. The autonobile produces more than twice the revenu,4s of the general sales tax, three times
the total of special taxes levied on business, three tijoes the combined income
taxes on individuals and business, and more than six times the total of State
Income taxes alone.
I believe it Is evident from the facts that many States as a result of the loss
of the various Incomes from motor vehicles may face a fiscal crises. This is
especially true of the ones which have large, highway bond Issues outstanding
or which annually divert a sizable portion of the receipts of motorists to nonhighway purposes. Florida, for example, will find this revenue source cut very
severely. Florida has outstanding $90,000,000 in county road bonds. An Important part of the gasoline tax receipts are the real security for the credit of the
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State. Arkansas has pledged its gasoline tax revenues to the payment of outstanding bond Issues. In the current fiscal year $7,175,000 out of $11,r0,000
remaining in the State treasury, or 62.4 percent, is earmarked for bond payments.
The fact is that bond interest and retirement has taken such a large share of the
0% cent State gasoline tax that Arkansas has not been able to match its Federal
highway aid allotment for a decade.
West Virginia became alarmed and made a survey sometime ago of the decline
in automotive use. By personal interviews with 6,000 car owners State officials
estimated that their motor-vehicle registration could readily decline in 1943 to
approximately 40 percent of the January 1, 1942, registration.
Inasmuch as recent annual debt service requirements are more than $8,000,000,
West Virginia obviously faces a fiscal crisis in 1143 when revenues will fall
abruptly. Many other States are in similar financial plight due to their dependence upon automotive revenues not only for the payment of highway Indebtedness and highway maintenance, but also because some States diverted highway
revenues to a variety of nonhighway uses.
In my own State, Ohio, a careful survey by the highway planning survey has
shown some interesting predictions.
According to this survey the State will receive $11,124,000 less than in 1940
for each of the years 1942, 1043, and 1944 from the sales tax on automobiles
alone. Gasoline and liquid fuel receipts will be off about $4,500,000 in 1942,
$13,000,000 in 1943, and $22,700,000 In 1944. Such a decline is, I believe, obvious
in the light of Nation-wide tire rationing. Furthermore, motor license fees will
inevitably decline as cars go off the road and are not immediately replaced,
approximately $2,200,000 for 1942, $6,500,000 in 1943, and $11,000,000 li 1944.
Truck traffic will undoubtedly continue, perhaps at increased volume as our
war production advances. Indeed, I doubt that we in Ohio will be able to get
along without truckE and busses during the war years. We are located at an
industrial crossroads. We have many war industries to and from which we
haul enormous tonnage of materials. Furthermore, we are geographically located so that our highways carry large tonnage across the State. We must always
bear in mind that in the reduction of traffic facing us the smallest decrease will
be in the type of traffic which does the most damage to the roads, namely, that of
heavy hauling. Consequently, the States and their subdivisions which are charged
with the responsibility of maintaining highways will have a continuing problem
of maintenance and some essential replacement. But the elimination of automobile sales and the absence of replacement of tires and parts will inevitably
bring great losses in revenue based upon extensive civilian use of the highways.
It is just as important in the war effort that we keep transportation lines feeding
the war industries open and functioning as it is to keep the industrial assembly
lines in good order. With the normal dependence on the States upon gasoline tax
revenue it would be unjust for the Federal Government further to invade this tax
field.
Permit me to cite the meritorious adjustment of highway revenue in Canada.
Each of the nine Provinces has levied a gasoline tax for many years. Under the
war revenue act of last year the Dominion Government imposed a tax on gasoline for the first time. When just recently the Dominion Government placed restrictions on tires and rationed gasoline, the Provinces called attention to the
effect that this would have upon the annual level of gasoline tax revenues. The
nine Provinces had collected $55,000,000 from this source in the previous year.
The Dominion Government was sympathetic to the difficult financial position imposed upon the Provinces and agreed to reimburse them each year In amount
sufficient to make up the difference between actual collections and $55,000,000.
This program is now in effect for the duration of the war or as long as gasoline
rationing is continued, provided that the Provinces do not increase their gasoline
tax rates.
The gasoline tax is In effect a sales tax. State gasoline taxes are classed
generally speaking, as a use or privilege tax levied and used for a specific purpose, that of building and maintaining highways. There is no complaint on
taxes of this type when levied and used for the benefit of the user of the road.
It follows a pay-as-you-go plan, and might be considered as a toll or metered
charge. The amount paid varies directly with the amount the payer uses the
road.
When we transfer the use of such taxes to something other than a special
use for the direct benefit of the payer of that tax, then it becomes another
form of tax and should be considered in the same light as any of the several
other forms of taxes which we pay. When we consider taxes on gasoline as
something other than a use tax it becomes an excessively high tax compared
with other taxes which we pay.
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It cannot be considered a luxury tax. The car and truck Is not now a
luxury. It is being used principally as something essential. There are some
forms of luxury taxes as well as taxes on nonessentials. They do not, however, usually run nearly as high as the gasoline tax. Generally speaking, the
total gasoline taxes now amount to approximately a 50 percent tax. The 1'/-cent
additional tax proposed would amount to an increase of 100 percent on the
Federal tax. It can scarcely be said now that the present l/A-cent tax is a
use tax. The Federal Government has practically shut off Federal-aid highway
projects, about the only new construction going on being that of access roads
In certain areas.
After all, then, the gasoline tax is fundamentally a sales tax levied on an
essential commodity. It is an extremely high one by comparison with 'the
ordinary form of sales tax.
Much of the gasoline taxes now being paid are on the transportation of war
materials. This tax will only tend to increase the cost of the materials which
the Government in turn must pay for. Furthermore, gasoline consumption, as
I have stated before, will decrease. We would be taxing a product which will
show a diminishing return.
When the Federal gasoline tax was originally put on it was supposed to be
an emergency or temporary tax. However, part of it went for Federal aid for
roads and there was no objection to its continuance. It was, however, at that
time recognized as being somewhat of an invasion of the field of taxation
which the States depended upon for their highway revenues. To add to, or to
double these taxes, would be a serious crippling of the taxing ability of the
States.
I recognize your problem in providing taxes to meet the abnormal conditions of the moment and I further realize that we should not oppose your
methods unless there is an adequate remedy. I believe there are remedies which
would be less painful and more equitable. If we are considering a sales tax,
and after all tax on gasoline is essentially a sales tax, it would seem more
logical to make the tax on sales a more equitable one rather than to overburden
any single essential commodity. Taxes are unpleasant. They cause distress
when we pay them and they cause distress to you when you are called upon
to set up a means to provide for them. They must, however, be faced and the
more equitable our taxes may be the more cheerfully they will be met. We
cannot enjoy the privileges which our taxes buy for us if we do not provide
them and we must now pay the cost of preserving and protecting the form of
government which does and -.III give us such privileges.
I trust that what I may have said in my remarks may contribute something
in the way of respectfully bringing to your attention the objections to the proposal for increasing Federal taxes on gasoline.
I appreciate the opportunity of appearing before this committee and wish to
thank you for your attention.

STATEMENT OF HERMAN L. EKERN, CHICAGO, ILL., REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MUTUAL INSURANCE
COMPANIES
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Ekern.

Mr. EKuiN. Mr. Chairman, my name is Herman L. Ekern, of
Ekern, Meyers & Matthias, at 1 North La Salle Street, Chicago, Ill.
I appear for various mutual insurance companies other than life-that is, the fire and casualty companies--and I have had some contacts with these various associations, which d te back to the time I
left the commissioner of insurance in Wisconsin in 1915.
At the present time I am engaged, with my partners, in advising
on insurance-company management.
I shall try to hit a few of the high spots, to help the chairman out on
the time, and I will try not to duplicate, as far as what has been gone
over is concerned.
I endorse what Mr. Gruhn and Mr. Cooper and Mr. Hurst have
presented here.
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I am personally familiar with it. I know that the facts they have
given you are absolutely the facts with regard to the operation of
these mutual insurance companies.
Let us make this one thing clear at the outset: This is not a question
of an amount of tax at all. These mutual companies are American
companies. The insurance business in the United States was born
with American companies, dating back to Ben Franklin, 190 years ago.
They stand ready, in this emergency, to do their full share, in every
way, in contributing financially to the needs of the Government.
There is no question about that. They are ready to waive any
exemption or any exclusion for any tax that Congress sees fit to prescribe, that does not try to transfer them into a profit-making institution; that is all. They are not standing on this exemption or exclusion at all. They want to pay a tax.
I have attended several meetings of these companies recently.
We have had conferences on it, and I have had this expression universally from these meetings. I want to take that out of the minds
of anyone who thinks that these companies don't want to pay.
But there is a serious question involved in this bill.
All through the revenue acts, down to this very hour, these mutual
companies have uniformly been classified as nonprofit, and it doesn't
make any particle of difference whether it is the large or the small
company; they are in the same position; they are nonprofit because
the money that they get from their policyholders is collected for the
sole purpose of paying losses and expenses, and it is carried for that
sole purpose; it never becomes a profit.
The United States Government today gets, from every dollar of
business premiums paid to a mutual company, a tax 11/2 times as large
as it gets from the same dollar if it were pamd to a stock company, including not only the tax paid by the stock company, but every dollar
of tax paid on the dividends that are received by the stockholders of
that stock company.
That is the fact. It is easily demonstrable. Let me give it to you:
I take my figures from the Spectator, 1941, reports on fire and casualty companies. This is a compilation in two volumes. It is the
oldest publication institution in the United States, a recognized
authority.
These mutual companies, during that year, on the average, paid their
policyholders about 20 percent in dividends on their policies.
In other words it cost the policyholder 80 cents on every dollar for
what insuz ance they took, as compared with the dollar that would
have been paid to a stock company.
Either they got a check back from the company for the $20 on a
hundred or their premiums were reduced by that much or approximately that, in advance.
There is no exemption in the present revenue act, and it is not
proposed to grant any here, of savings that are made by policyholders
in mutual companies.
Hence every dollar of this 20 percent handled by the mutual company pays a tax to the extent the policyholder pays a tax.
There is no deduction to this policyholder for the part that comes
from exempt interest no matter how much exempt interest the company
has.
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There is no deduction to corporation policyholders for dividends,
the 85 percent of dividends. They pay on every dollar, the same as
if they got the money from any other business enterprise.
What do the stock companies pay I These same statistics show that
these stock companies had in 1940 an underwriting and investment
income, which they call an operating income, of 7.8 percent of their
premiums. That is 7.8 cents on the premium dollar, the same dollar
that the mutuals had 20 percent savings on.
The stock companies obviously did not pay any tax on any more
than those 7.8 percent.
These stock companies paid back to their stockholders 6 percent on
the same stock company premiums. Add that together.
That is 13.8 percent of their premiums, which is the entire basis of
tax on that dollar of premium that went to the stock companies.
Now, these mutual companies' policyholders are farmers of the type
that you have had here, all over these United States. They are the
best class of farmers.
They are the fellows that are looking after their business and lookingfor the savings.
Now what about the big conipanies-the bif policyholders of these
bigger companies-that are complained about here? The biggest
businesses in the United States are insured in these mutual insurance
companies.
The mutual companies in the factory mutual association that is
represented here insure manufacturers all over the United States, and
the large stores.
And then you have the large general writing mutuals. They insure
all over these United States-the largest manufacturers and merchants and other business enterprises. Seventy-five percent of their
business is of that class--some of them-and they pay dividends to
policyholders, and many of them are stock corporations that get those
dividends.
They pay the highest rate of a stock corporation on that. So that
by and large it is a safe assumption that there is just as high a rate
based on every dollar that is received by a mutual-company policyholder as there is paid on any of the profits of the stock insurance
companies--or on any of the dividends paid to their stockholders,
in the hands of their stockholders.
Senator TAMT. I am afraid I can't follow you., I can't understand
that argument at all..
Mr. EKow. Well, that is the truth.
Senator TAFT. It can't be true. They may reduce the expenses
of some business corporations. If they pay it back to individuals it
makes no difference in their income tax. 1f they pay it back to some
corporations they may thereby make more earnings, and thereby have
to pay a tax, but on the other hand the dividends paid out to stockholders by them bring in a very large income tax from those stockholders.
Mr. EriKEN. They do.

Senator TAFT. So that I can't see the argument. I don't see that
there is any difference.
Mr. EKERN. Just a moment, Senator Taft. If the stockholder is
a corporation receiving a dividend from a stock company he only pays
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of 15 percent. The stock corporation only pays on 15 percent of that
dividend. He pays much les in the case of a stock company dividend,
but in the case of the mutual policyholderSenator Tmrr (interposing). But most of this stock is owned by
individuals.
Mr. EKnN. That doesn't follow as a matter of course at all.
Senator TAFT. It is a fact, though, as I understand it, Mr. Ekern.
Mr. EKnRN. I have studied recently the situation with regard to
these holding companies of the fire insurance companies, and the interrelationship of holding companies, whereby they make the capital stock
of the parent company carry a lot more load, which is something that
the insurance commissioners have been fighting.
Senator TArt. Whatever it is, it is an investment trust.
Mr. EKEnN. Whatever it is, it is a stock corporation. Let us get back
to this policyholder. That is what I am interested in, because this
policyholder is the man who carries this mutual insurance company,
"and he gets a return averaging 20 percent; not a dollar of that is
exempted or excluded from his income.
lie pays on all of it, and there is 20 cents out of every dollar that
passes through a mutual company, against 13.8 percent of the dollar
that passes through the stock company and 20 perentSenator TAFT. An individual insurer-a farmer insuring his homedoesn't pay more or less tax because lie gets a dividend from a fire
company
Mr. EnN. Why not?

Senator TAFT. Because it isn't that kind of dividend, as I understand it.
Mr. EK N. It may be. He is conducting a business. He is entitled
to deduct that.
Senator TAFT. Not on his home.
Mr. EKxN. No; not on his home; but on his buildings, barns, and
everything else, and that is the big business of the farmers, and he is
entitled to deduct that, and does deduct it, and hence you have the same
application.
There is no difference between the stock-company stockholder and
the stock company, on the one hand, and the policyholder in a mutual
company, on the other hand, and 20 cents on the dollar in the case of
the mutual company is just about one and one-half times, a little over
13 percent in the stock company.
The fact of the matter, therefore, is that today the United States
Government gets half again as much from every dollar handled by the
mutual company.
Why should the mutual company, then, pay a tax-and they haven't
paid any all the time during the time these revenue acts have been in
force. They have been exempted in part. A large part of them have
not been exempted, but have had the mutual deductions which leave
no net income subject to tax.
Senator HERINO. Don't you think a lot of people.who haven't been
paying taxes are going to have to pay taxes in this situation?
Mr. EKYRN. Yes, sir; and these companies are going to pay taxes.
Senator INiGo. All right.

Mr. EuxuN. You and I have no quarrel on that.
Senator HE.RING. You bet they are going to pay taxes.
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Mr. EKElx. Let me get this straight: These companies are entitled
to this exclusion from tax as operating these mutual companies.
They are not entitled to get away from any tax that goes to the proportion of the business they do, or to the volume of their business, and
any tax that you impose that doesn't make these companies profitmaking companies will be accepted by them, and not only that, but
they will sit down and help you work it out, and they will pay it, and
anybody that doesn't like it in those companies will be brought to book
and will like it before thes3 companies get through with their policyholders, if there is anybody going to kick, and I haven't heard of
anybody.
The bill was drawn, and, unfortunately-Senator, I am going to
take a minute, I am going to analyse this bill-the bill was drawn,
unfortunately, undoubtedly in a hurry, and the report was drawn in a
hurry.
Thie evidence of that is contained in the report of the Colmnittee on
Ways and Means, who obviously got their information from the people
who drew this bill.
That report indicates to anyone who knows the mutual-insurance
proposition that these men didn't understand what they were dealing
with; they didn't have the facts.
I don't blame them. Anybody can go wrong, but-if you will indulge me just a moment-I just want to present this, because I think
the committee will be vitally interested in this, and then I am going
to leave this memorandum with you, Mr. Chairman, to go into the
record. I have also followed this up by a careful analysis of every
provision in this bill, which vitally changes everything about the
mutual insurance company taxation and does not do what the report
says-put this tax on a basis of stock companies at all.
They say that dividends returned by mutual companies to their
policyholders are made up of two components: Part is a distribution of
the investment income earned by the company on its investments, and
the part from underwriting income.
The report also states:
Surplus accumulated by mutual insurance companies Is also of two kinds:
Surplus apportioned to policyholders, which is to be distributed to policy.
holders within a reasonable period in equitable proportion to the amount which
the policyholders severally contributed to this surplus * * *

The trouble with that is this: There are no two kinds of surplus.
There never have been, and in actual practice the machinery proposed
to be set up for handling this and which really prescribes a regulation
of the way these insurance companies are going to do their business,
is impossible to comply with by the companies.
If they should attempt to do so they would run afoul of every
insurance department in the United, States, because the insurance
departments of the United States will not stand for the issuance
of a policy which promises to the policyholder in advance the payment of a certain amount of dividend.
They will not stand for a bylaw to that effect, and consequently this
goes directly contrary to the recognized law the regulations, and the
insurance practice, throughout, so far as I know, every State in the
United States.
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They say that there is to be an unapportioned surplus concerning
which there is no such expectation that it will be returned to those
by whom it was provided.
Here is an apportioned surplus that is tied up under an absolute
liability under this bill to the policyholder from the day that the
company gets it. What about the unapportioned surplus?
The report further states:
Additions to apportioned surplus are analogous to additions to the capital
or paid-in surplus of a stock company in that the surplus will eventually be
distributed to the policyholder.

Now, there is no such analogy at all.
The additions to surplus paid in by a stockholder are paid in not
as a policyholder but as an investment, by a proprietor sharing in
the ownership of the stock company and its assets in the expectation of profits.
There is no such situation as to a policyholder in a mutual company.
He isn't an investor for profit. He puts that money in to assure
himself of getting a safe, sound insurance, with a desirable loss-prevention service, at the lowest cost that he can get with the 20 percent
savings.
That is the average for all mutual fire and casualty companies in
the United States.
These mutual companies do one-sixth of the total business in the
United States-17 percent. They have only 14 percent of the assets
held by all the companies doing the same kind of business.
I am feeding my stock friends here something they will like to
use, because they will say these companies aren't sound; they are
publishing broadcast circulars and advertisements that these mutual
companies carry too little assets.
They are only 14 percent. That is one-seventh.
And then when we get to the surplus in these mutual companies,
what is the iact?
I am quoting the same authority I quoted before. You get the same
thing from the Alfred M. Best Co., of New York, which is the largest
insurance authority in the United States.
In surplus they only have about one-eighth, or even down to oneninth, of the assets and margin that is carried by all the companies
doing this business.
In order that these companies shall be able to put up the kind of
surplus that these stock companies would insist they should put up,
they would have to add to their present surplus somewhere between
4 and 6 percent of the total surpluses of all the companies, including
the stock companies.
But they have been getting along pretty well by careful management, by a careful selection o the kind of'business they write, and by
writing insurance for people who couldn't get it otherwise because it
is too expensive for these stock companies to write it.
We have a farmers' mutual insurance company which was organized for the specific purpose of giving insurance protection against
liability to farmers, on a basis of so low a cost that these farmers could
afford to carry it, and still that company, over 20 years, 2 years ago,
had by a careful calculation saved its policyholders, in the difference
between what their policyholders had paid and what they would have
had to pay in a stock company, more than $40000.000.
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Is that the, kind of a company you want to put out of business?
We stand ready to help you work out any tax you want, but do
not adopt this kind of tax, that is designed to handicap-I will take
that back; strike out the word "designed"-that would handicap
these companies that would ultimately put them out of business.
I wish Icould 4o through this analysis with you, of'the provisions
in this draft of this bill, which in my judgment are so impossible that
it would impose on these companies an absolutely prohibitive expense,
and these small companies would have to do it just the same as the
others, because they would have to comply with these requirements, if
the3 come over the hundred thousand dollar mark. They would
clearly have to show that they have no income over $50,000.
If the term "issuing its policies on a mutual basis" should d be construed to mean something more than the word "mutual" at the beginning of that exempting section, then there is an opportunity to
do, in the Treasury Department and in the Bureau of Internal Revenue, exactly what was attempted by them for years, under the old
provisions. Even now occasionally some examiner comes in and raises
the very questions that were discussed here by Mr. Hurst.
If there is no intention here to have the words "mutual basis" mean
anything different from the word "mutual" at the beginning of that
section in this bill, then, in all fairness and decency, that section of the
law should be allowed, in that respect, to remain just as it is, because
mutual basis doesn't mean anything different, unless it means as a
mutual company.
If you strike this out and then you put back "the income of which is
used or held for the purpose of paying losses or expenses," you have a
definite statement. You can ascertain, by examining the company,
whether the income has been so held, and that is all there is to it.
From a legal standpoint, everyone knows that it is presumed that
every word put into an act means something, and there is dangerand I think all lawyers on this committee will agree with me-that
any court would have to say that "mutual basis" means something
different from mutual.
And then they will scour the field to find anything that they can
hang their hat on to say this company is not exempt. Then what
happens if the company is not exempt? If the company should take
an exemption, and let it go by over the years, and then finally, after
a good many years, it grows into something, tie Treasury Department
overturns that and says, "You weren't exempt, this was improvidently
issued," the company would be penalized.
There is a decision over here in Maryland that, in that kind of
case, the statute of limitations does not run, and you can go back
just as far as the company has been in operation.
I do not believe that that was tle intention of the Treasury Department. I don't believe that they were familiar with this.
I don't see how they could have been. I have lived with this since
1916, and before that as commissioner of insurance of Wisconsin for
a great many years, and I know there are a lot of things I don't know
about this.
Mr. Chairman, I trust you will pardon my taking as much time as
I have. I want to ask that this memorandum be printed as an addition
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to my remarks here, informal as they are-I ask that 1hese also be
printed as a part of the record,
The CHAMMAN. AUl right. Thank you for y ur appearance, Mr.
Ekern.
Mr. ExEux. Thank you, sir.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Ekern is as folhws:)
STATFUIENT Of HieMAN L. EKRN, Os EKE5N, mri' s & MAT'rHIiAS, CHICAGO, IrlL.
I am appearing on behalf of various mutual insurance companies other than
life, and with Harry P. Cooper, secretary, on behalf of the National Association
of Mutual Insurance Companies, on the proposed amendments affecting the exeniptions and deductions of these companies, as set out it the ptnding bill, II. It.
7378.
Those amendments apply to the companies designated iln the present exemption
provisions as farmers or other mutual hail, cyclone, casualty, or fire insurance
companies, 'and designated in the present deduction provision as mutual Insurance companies other than life, all of whihh are classified by the State insurance
departimnNt. and ili lhe Insurance pnhlratous
Pl)
PRu ung flue a11fiti!
.tltul
CaIsualty
iiisuraice conipanies.
These amendments are objected to because: (1) The amended section 101 (11)
would Introduce uncertainties in. and largely deprive these (_Oinimnes of, 'their
classificatloll as nonprofit organilzations ;'and (2) the amended section 207 proposes largely to take away from these companies a recognized nonprofit clissification, to prescribe for these companies a prohibitive regulation of their Insurance business and th,4r relations with their policyholders, and to Ipose upon
these companies an excessive, njustiflable tax.
These mutual companies tire not unmindful of the urgent need of tie Government for revenue iln this emergency and of the oliligamtiOm of each orginltaitloi
and each citizen to pay its full share. They are ready and willing to do this on
ally basis that will not handicap and ulltiniately destroy their plan -of operation
and their companies.
They believe that the nendntals have been proposed without a full knowledge
of the plans and methods upon which these comllainles Operate and tile service
they are rendering to their policyholders and the public mid the Income-tax
revenue which now accrues to the Government front the increase taxlblo lucome
front the savings or dividends returned to them by these mutual companies. *
Until now no opportunity has been afforded the mutual companies to present
objections or suggestions with regard to specific proposals for ameidnuents to
these sections. We appreciate the courtesy here extended to enable us to give
to the 8euale Finance Couiattee the facts for such action as will make it
possible foe these companies to continue successfully and at the same time fully
serve the public Interest.
The relative proportion of the business of these mutual comalalies to the
total fire and casualty business in the United States is Important In this connect lon Figures for the year IW0 published in the 1941 yearbooks of the Spectator Co., a recognized authority, show that these mutual fire and casualty coipanies bad 17 percent of time business done by all tire and casualty companies
In premiums written, premiums earned, and losses paid, The mutual companies
had 14 percent of the admitted assets, held 15 9 percent of the Government bonds.
18.3 imereent of net surplus, Including voluntary reserves, and 11.2 percent of
surplus to policyholders, including voluntary reserves and capital stock. The
mutual company expenses incurred were 11.3 percent of the total expenses for all
fire and casualty companies.
Compared to premiums earned, the mutual companies' net from Investment and
underwriting Income was 21.9 percent, out of which they returned to policyholders In dividends 2C.7 percent.
The ilutual companies transacting one-sixth of tie total business thus had
accumulated but one-seventh of the total assets amid about one-eighth of tile
surplus to policyholders. They had expenses of less than one-eighth of the
total for all the companies.
These mutual companies clearly had no excess of assets or of surplus in proportion to the business they handled. Likewise, the low proportion of expense'
shows where the saving largely came from to pay dividends to policyholders
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on the average reducing their cost by about 20 percent. This percentage takes
no account of large savings made in the reduced rates of non-dividend-paying
mutual companies.
The taxes which it has been suggested are to be required from these mutual
comlavies other than life appear to be very much out of proportion to the
amounts to be required from other classes of Insurance companies. The Treasury Department has Indicated a figure of $16,000,000 from these mutual corn
panics and it was recently stated before this committee the tax would be just
short of $10,000,000 a year.
The taxes estimated to be paid by the lifM companies, which have assets of
more than $30,000,000,000 and premiums of about $4,200,000,000 a year, ate
estimated by the Treasury Department at about $20,000,000.
Best's Fire and Casualty Aggregates and Avrages, 1942 (pp. 1, 63, and 94),
show that for the taxable year 1940 the stock fire companies paid i Federal
taxes 0.66 percent on $917,201,000 of premims written, which would total about
$0,054,000, and the stock casualty companies paid in Federal taxes 1.1 percent on
$8;9,600,000 premiums written which would total about $9,50,000, a total fire
and casualty company 1940 Federal taxes of $15,620.000 Includling Social SEuily.
stock company business,
Assuming that on a business equal to one-fifth of tile
the mutual companies on the same basis for 1940 would have paid about
$3,15)0,000, and assuming that the 1942 rate would be Increased seven-eighths
over that of 1940, tile mutual company tax could not exceed $6,000,000.
The pending bill does not place these mutual companies under the stock
company section and recognizes, in part at least, as to the deductions, the nonprofit character of these mutual companies and of any participating business,
in the deductions proposed to be allowed for all dividends paid to policyholders
ili
excess of Investmnent Incone, including tax-exempt income.
The Spectator reports show that mutual lire and casualty companies In
1938 had an underwriting income of $71,996,991 and returned $70,949,241 in
dividends, that tle 19:3 underwriting income was $7t6,5 3,011 and they returned $70,560,868 ilndividends and that the 1940 underwriting income was
Slpetator figures
$7.l,78,902 and $72.429,843 were returi'd In dividends. 'l'he
are available for 1940 only for the fire companies and show that the mutual
companis had fill uinderwrlting Inconme of $37,:181,891 and relu-ned $34,025,868
In dividends to their policyholders,
tie exemptThere is no Justitleation for the c-ianges proposed to be made iln
Ing provision to make this read:
"(a) EIEMPt (xiMPANIFS.-Se(-tion 101 (11) Is amended to read as follows:
"(11) Farmers, or other mutual hill, cyclone, casualty, liability, or fire
Insurance companies or associations (including Inter-insurers and reciprocal
underwriters) tho Isseeme of whieh 4s teed or Iel4 fs 4he tftwpooe t4 tYIftsg
tmes er ensese.
i riting insutranee contracts 8olely on a mutual oasis, if
the mean of the ledger assets held at the beginning and cad of the taxable
(The material added by the ainendanent is
year doe& siot co-ccd $100,000."
printed lit
Italics and that omitted Is srih-ken thi-ougb.)
The amendment retains only the list of companies ilntilepresent subsection, and omits "Farmers or other," and the present specific'single condition
of exemption, 'the Income of which is used or held for the purpose of paying
losses or expenses," nnd inserts two new conditions, one requiring "writing
insurance contracts solely oi a mutual basis" and the other limiting lneall
assets to $100,000.
The wording of tilepresent section 101 (11) has been tilesame since last
amended bly the Revenue Act approved February 21, 1926.
The House Committee on Ways and Means report (No. 2333) on this bill
states that the present exempting section 101 (11) has been revised to limit
the exemption to mutual companies "writing insum-anco contracts solely on a
mutual basis" v ith
mean ledger assets not exceeding $100,000. Tile report
further states It
"Practicilly aII f tihe farmers' and othei - stunhi an1 local nunital Companies
have ledger assets (of lss than $100,010) kind accordingly will tiot be required
to file Income-tax returns or pay any Income taxes. It Is estimated tit over
0 p ''nt of ill collipamlcs will ho:exempt froinfiling returns under this provision."
There are about 5{0 companies or 2t) percent of time total of about 2,600 that
have mean assets of more than $100,000. leaving all tile 80 p'rcenmt having less
7409:3-12-vol. 2- - -47
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assets exempt. If these companies with assets of less than $100,000 are all exempted by reason of that fact, there is no occasion for the insertion of the
additional condition that to be exempt they shall be "writing insurance contracts solely on a mutual basis."
This language is very indefinite. If the words "mutual basis" are not to
mean something different from the word "mutual" introducing the sentence
there is no. occasion for adding this language. If they are to mean something
different it should be a factual statement as under the present section. Under
the rule that an exemption is to be strictly construed it offers opportunity to
any Federal tax employee to interpose his opinion as to whether or not the
company complies with the condition. Thus, questions may be raised as to the
contents of the contracts, with regard to the manner of payment of assessments
or premiums, the accumulation of reserves, the accumulation or distribution of
surplus, or the payment of dividends, or the kind of business to be transacted, and
other matters affecting rates, reserves, investments, and management and control.
In reference to "writing insurance," questions might be raised as to whether
a company might employ persons on a salary, on a policy fee, or on a commi-sion basis to secure insurance and within what territory, sometimes called
"strictly local" such as a town, township, city, county, adjoining counties, or a
State, and whether persons writing the insurance are or are not required to
be licensed.
In the use of the term "solely on the mutual basis" any or all of the foregoing questions might be suggested, as well as the question with regard to the
accumulation of assets of various kinds and the Investment of such assets, and
the receipt of interest, dividends, or other return upon assets and the disposition of such assets and all matters relating to the statutory or charter powers
of the company.
The suggestions of these questions is not fanciful. The history of the provisions with regard to the exemption of mutual insurance companies indicates
that these questions and many others have been raised or attempted to be raised
within the Bureau and in legislation and proposed legislation. If it Is not
proposed to use these indefinite, uncertain terms for the purpose of depriving
mutual companies of the exemption, there is no occasion for inserting this condition and it should be stricken from the bill.
The condition drawing a line between companies having assets of less, and
those having more, than $100,000 has no sound basis. The reasons for the
exemption is that these companies are not operated for profit and they stand
on the same footing as the farmers' and other cooperatives, the building mid
loan associations, mutual or cooperative savings banks, farmers' sales organizations, civic leagues, business leagues, chambers of commerce, real estate boards
and boards of trade, cemetery companies, labor, agricultural and horticultural
organizations, fraternal, religious, charitable and educational organizations, and
community chests. These mutual insurance companies have no stockholders
or other proprietary interests, and they are owned, controlled, operated, and
conducted solely by and for their policyholders to furnish the desired insurance protection with the greatest efficiency and economy for the benefit of their
members. No such limitation is drawn as to the amounts of assets or of business transacted by the mutual savings banks, building and loan associations, or
any of the labor, farmers', or other cooperative organizations, some of which
have assets and transact a volume of business greater than that of the largest
of these mutual companies.
The provisions of the amended section 207, as Interpreted in the report of the
House Committee on Ways and Means, are very different from the provisions
under the present section 204 relating to nonparticipating stock fire and casualty
companies, called insurance companies other than life or mutual.
The facts with regard to the operation of these mutual companies and tile
conclusions to be drawn are also entirely different for those set out in the report.
It is inevitable that in some Instances this would be the case in view of the
distinctly technical nature of the business and the great mass of material to be
dealt with in the brief time allowed for the preparation of the bill and the report.
The following statements in the report are not supported by mutual insurance company law, regulation, or practice:
"In case of mutual Insurance companies other than life which are not granted
exemption under section 101 (11), it is proposed to subject such companies to
Income tax on the sum of their investment And underwriting income in a manner
somewhat similar to that used under section 204 (relating to insurance companies other than life or mutual).
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"The chief difference between the present section 204 and the proposed section
207 Is that provision must be made for two new deductions for which no occasion arises In the operations of the ordinary companies subject to the tax Imposed by section 204. These are the deductions for dividends returned to policyholders and additions to surplus apportioned to policyholders.
"Dividends returned by mutual companies to their policyholders are made up
of two components: Part Is a distribution of the investment Income earned by
the company on its investments, and the remaining part Is considered variously
as a return of an excess premium charge, as an adjustment of the price paid for
the insurance coverage, or as a return of a deposit made by the policyholder to
increase the security of the company and Insure full payment of claims. Your
committee has provided that only this second part is to be allowed as a
deduction.
"Surplus accumulated by mutual insurance companies is also of two kinds:
(a) Surplus apportioned to policyholders, which is to be distributed to policyholders within a reasonable period in equitable proportion to tie amount which
the policyholders severally contributed to this surplus, and (b) unapportioned
surplus, concerning which. there is no such expectation that it will be returned
to those by whom it was provided. Additions to apportioned surplus are analogous to additions to the capital or paid-in surplus of a stock company in that
the surplus will eventually be distributed to the policyholder by whom it was
contributed or to his assigns, in the same manner that the stockholder is entled
to the return, taxr free, of his share of the paid-in capital and surplus on dissolution, or in the meantime may realize on this interest by selling his stock. On
the other hand, additions to unapportioned surplus constitute taxable Income
to the company. There is no assurance that they will ever be paid out. The
only probable occasions for such a distribution are a catastrophic loss or the
dissolution of the company; in either case the recipients will be others than those
who contributed to the surplus. That is, the policyholders receive this distribution in their capacity of proprietors rather than in their capacity of patrons.
For many companies even these contingencies are extremely remote, and for
practical purpos- the unapportioned surplus becomes an autonomous fund accumulating In perpetuity. Your committee has accordingly provided that the addito surplus apportioned to policyholders shall be deductible in computing net
Income, and hence e.uempt from tax, but that additions to unapportioned surplus
shall be taxed as Income to the company."
[Italics ours.]
H. Rept. No. 2333,
pp. 113-114.)
This clearly errs In the designation of the above as principles applicable
to mutual companies. The statement as to what happens to a stock company
and its stockholders Is correct. The rest of the statement Implying that the
situation Is the same with respect to a mutual company and Its policyholders
Is not correct.
Referring to (a) in the above discussion of surplus, this Is wholly new.
There Is not, and there never has been any recognition of a division of
mutual company surplus; (b) nor is there or has there ever been any such division
of such surplus. There is no surplus as to which In a mutual company there
Is or can be no expectation that it will or will not be returned.
There Is no such analogy as suggested. The additions to surplus paid In by
a stockholder are paid in not as a policyholder, but ns an Investment by a
proprietor sharing in the ownership of the stock company and Its assets In
the expectation of profits. Where the stockholders paid In capitol and surplus
is returned to him the company pays no tax and pays no tax on it. On the
other hand any surplus returned to a policyholder Increases his net taxable
income by just that amount.
There is no such thing in practice as having a policyholder assigning an
Interest !n the surplus on a policy separately from tMe policy of Insurance.
Additions to surplus of a mutual company do not constitute profits or
taxable Income to the company. These are merely the property not of a
stockholder for profit but of a policyholder to be held and used for payment
of losses and expenses and so far as the directors may find any amount not
needed to be returned to the policyholder, the effect being" that of increasing
his taxable net income.
There Is no assurance that surplus will not or will ever be paid out. The
records of practically alt insurance companies indicate that there Is every
pxobability that over the years the additions to surplus will be paid out. Nearly
all the insurance companies, stock and mutual, had reductions in surplus during
I or more of the past 10 years.
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The State laws under' whi('h these mutual companies operate, do not recognize a policyholder, receiving a return of a saving from premiums paid to anil
held in the assets of a mutual comptuty, as a profit making proprietor, but only
as a policyholder patron. He shares in a cooperative enterprise 'in which
there are no profits to stockholder proprietors and no continuing interests
other than those connected with the policy of insurance carried by him.
The amended section 207 would deprive their directors of a discretion always
heretofore recognized with respect to surplus and the return of increased savings. It prescribes entirely new and unprecedented methods of accounting and
for dealing with their policyholders. Tie requirement that a company shall, iI
the policy or a bylaw, without any discretion by the directors, contract In
advance for the return of specified amounts of savings or dili(dnds to pollcyholders is contrary to the law, regulation, and Insurance practice recognized
throughout the United States.
The Spectator Co. year books, heretofore quoted, show that for the year 1940
these mutual companies returned to their polleyholders in dividends more than
20 percent of their premiums. The same figures show that the stock companies
had an operating Income from combined net underwriting and investment Income of 7.8 percent of their preniunts out of which the' paid cash dividends to
their stockholders equal to 6 percent of the same premiums. The combined
total maximum possible taxable net income of the stock companies and their
stockholders from such dividends was thus 13.8 percent of heir litemlnis as
compared with 20 percent of the preniums of these mutual companies.
r.his understates the relative tax paid In case of tile mutual pollcyholders.
All these amounts returned to the mutual policyholders re in effect lncluded in
the gross Income and It ally net Income as subject to tax. In the case of the
stock companies the sa te is the case tts to the Operating iiconme except that
their part derived from tax-exempt and partially tax-exempt income is not
subject to tax. A corporation stockholder of the stock company is also exempted
from tax on 85 percent of such dividends.
Assuming that in both cases on the average, the rate of tax and the ratio of
the net taxable Income was the sane, the net Income and the tax return to tie
Government on each dollar of preinitn handled by tile mutual compant'es was
20 percent, and that of the stock companies was 13.8 percent, on (ach dollar of
premiums handled by each. In other words, the proportionate tax Income to the
Government from the mutual companies at the least was nearly one and onehalf tiles that front the stock companies and front the divlden(ls of their
stockholders.
In the final analysis this is not a question of IIIe aniounmt of a tax, or adjustIng an erroneously alleged disparity, claimed iby competitors who for purloses of
their own have advocated this amendment. Thi-re Is no disparity. If there b
one, it is against these mutuals. This bill would put on these companies a
burden in the uncertaintes and expense of operation that with an unjust and
llcyhlolders
possibly prohibitive tax would Injure attd ultimately deprive their
and the public of the savings and service which they afford all who insure.
That the Government gets much more revenue out of each dollar It premitims
paid to these mutuals than out of each dollar paid the stock companies is not
open to question.
The following is a comparison, paragraph by p)aragraph, of limovisloits of the
amended section 2(07 and the present section 204. Frunm this it appears tiha
these tire almost wholly different In wording and in effect.
In the case of an insurance company subject to the tax Imposed by this
section:
(See. 207 (b), p. 133, H. It. 7378)
This is the same as present section 204 (b)
"Gross income" means the sum of (A) investmnetit Income as defined ill pargraph (2) ; (D) underwriting Income mis di fited )i paragraph (4) ; and (C) all
other items constituting gross income under section 22.
(See. 207 (b) (1), p. 133, H. R. 7378)
This differs from present section 204 (b) (1), which reaids:
"'Gross Income' means the sum of JA) the combined gross amount earned
during the taxable year, from Investment income and from underwriting income
as provided in this subsection, computed ott the basis of the underwriting
and investment exhibit of the annual statement approved by the National
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Convention of Insurance Commissioners, and (B) gain during the taxable year
from the sale or other disposition of property, and (C) all other Items constituting gross income under section 22."
"Investment Income" means the gross amount of Income during the taxable
year from interest, dividends, rents, and gains from sales or exchanges of
capital assets to the extent provided In section 117, less (A) losses from sales
or exchanges of capital assets to the extent provided in section 117, (B) investment expenses, (C) real-estate expenses, (D) depreciation, and (E) Interest
paid.
(See. 207 (b) (2), p.
133, H. R. 7378)
As used In this section the terms "investment expenses," "real estate expenses," "depreciation," and "Interest paid" shall have the same meaning, and
shall be subject to the same limitations, as in section 201 (e) (7) (B), (C),
and (D), section 201 (c) (6) (A), and section 201 (d) (relating to life insurance companies), but shall be computed as if the word "paid" wherever it
appears therein were "paid or accrued,"
(Sec. 207 (b) (3), p. 133, H. R. 7378)
The foregoing two sections differ from present section 204 (b) (3), which
reads:
"'Investment Income' means the gross amount of income earned during the
taxable year from Interest, dividends, and rents, computed as follows:
"To all interest, dividends, and rents received during the taxable year, add
interest, dividends and rents due and accrued at the end of the taxable )ear,
and deduct all Interest, dividends and rents due and accrued at the end of the
preceding taxable year."
"Underwriting income" means net premiums received during the taxable
year, on Insurance contracts plus any decrease during such year In any of the
itemsspecified in subparagraph (C) less * * 0."
(See. 207 (b) 4, p. 134, H. R. 7878)
This differs from present section 204 (4) and (5) which read:
"(4) 'Underwriting income' means the premiums earned on Insurance contracts during the taxable year less losses incurred and. expenses incurred. *
"(5) 'Premiums earned on Insurance contracts during the taxable year' means
an amount computed as follows:
"From the amount of gross premilms written on insurance contracts during
the taxable year, deduct return premiums und premiums paid for reinsurance.
To the result so obtained add unearned premiums on outstanding business
at the end of the preceding taxable year and deduct unearned premiums on
outstanding business at the end of the taxable year."
(A) Losses paid in excess of salvage and reinsurance recoverable.
(See. 207 (b) (4) (A), p. 184, H. I. 7378)
This differs from present section 204 (6) which reads:
"'Losses incured' means losses Incurred during the taxable year on Insurance
contracts computed as follows:
"To losses paid during the Oimxable year, add salvage and reinsurance recoverable outstanding at the end of the preceding taxable year, and deduct salvage
and reinsurance recoverable outstanding at the end of the taxable year. To the
result so obtained add all unpaid losses outstanding at the cnd of the taxable
year and deduct unpaid losses outs'indijig at the end of the preceding taxable
year."
(B) Underwriting expenses and loss adjustment expenses pald or accrued.
(See. 207 (b) (4) (11), p. 134, 1H. R. 7378)
Tits differs 1rwnmpresent section 204 (7) which reads:
"'Expensts Inecrred' means all ex,euses shown on the annual statement approved by the national convention of Insuran,'e commissioners, and shall be
computed as follow:
"To all expenses pad during the taxable year ad expenses unpaid at the end
of the taxable year and deduct expenses unpaid a the end of the preceding
taxable year. For the purpose of computing the n-t Income subject to the
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tax Imposed by this section there shall be deducted from expenses incurred as
defined in this paragraph all expenses incurred which are not allowed as deductions by subsection (c) of this section."
(C) The Increase during the taxable year In any of the following items:
(1) Unearned premiums; (it) unpaid losses; and (ill) surplus apportioned to
policyholders.
(See. 207 (b) (4) (C),
p. 134, H. R. 7378)
(Present sees. 204 (5) and (6) in effect correspond to this reference in the bill
as to unearned premiums and unpaid losses. Iltem (iMi), "Surplus apportioned
to policyholders," is new and is not found in any present or former revenue act.)
(D) Dividends and similar distributions paid to pblicyholders out of premium income and surplus apportioned to policyholders.
(Sec. 207 (b) (4) (D), first sentence, p. 134, H. R. 7378)
(No such provision is found in present sec. 204 or in any part of former revenue
acts. It should be noted that dividends to policyholders may only be paid out
of "Premium income and surplus apportioned to policyholders." Apparently
no dividends can be paid out of unapportioned surplus mentioned in (6) or any
surplus unincludible under (B).)
Dividends and similar distributions paid to policyholders shall be considered
to be paid out of premium income and Surplus apportioned only to the extent
they exceed the sum of the investment income of the taxable year available to
pay dividends and similar distributions In that year plus the investment income
of the preceding taxable years (if beginning after December 31, 1941) available
to pay such dividends and similar distributions in such years but not so used.
(Sec. 207 (b) (4) (D), second sentence, p. 134, H. R. 7378)
(Present see. 204 and no part of any former revenue acts, contain any such
provisions. The investment income referred to is defined In (7) and, reducing
the deductions for dividends paid to policyholders by this investment income,
In effect, subjects such investment income to the tax.)
(5) "Net premiums received during the taxable year on insurance contracts"
means gross premiums (including premium deposits and assessments) written or
received on insurance contracts less return premiums and premiums paid for
reinsurance.
(See. 207 (b) (5), first sentence, p. 135, IL R. 7378)
This is, In effect, the same as the second sentence of present section 204 (5).
Amounts returned where the amount is not fixed in, the insurance contract but
depends upon the experience of the company or the discretion of the management
shall not be included in return premiums but shall be treated as dividends to
policyholders under paragraph (4) (D).
(See. 207 (b) (5), second sentence, p. 135, H. R. 7378)
(See. 204 and other parts of the present and former revenue acts contain no
such provision. The contrary of this is contain, in (6) (B) and would indicate
that apportioned surplus might be included in return premiums.)
(A) In general, "Surplus apportioned to policyholders" means such portion of
the surplus of the company as is held for distribution to policyholders before the
expiration of 5 years after the termination of their policies In equitable proportion to the amount of the surplus contributed by each policyholder or group of
policyholders and includes amounts set aside for the payment of dividends and
similar distributions to policyholders.
(See. 207 (b) (6) (A), first sentence, p. 135, H. R. 7378)
(See. 204 and other parts of the present and former revenue acts contain no
such provision. (1) This proposes to set up an entirely new method of operating
the business of these mutual companies. (2) For this method there is no precedent in any Federal or State law or department regulation or company practice.
(3) It proposes to constitute the Federal tax employees the judges as to what is
the equitable proportion of surplus contributed by a policyholder or group of
policyholders. (4) If this requires setting up and carrying forward individual
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policyholder accounts, it will be wholly impracticable, prohibitive in expense, and
in many cases impossible.)
Tie amount of surplus upportioned to policyholders shall in no case be considered to exceed an amount which would leave unapportioned surplus equal to
or less than the unapportioned surplus as of the beginning of the first taxable
year which begins after December 31, 1941.
(See. 207 (b) (6) (A), second sentence, p. 136, H. R. 7378)
(See. 204 and other parts of the present and former revenue acts contain no
such provision. This not only prohibits any surplus being apportioned to policyholders from the surplus at the end of 1941, but also prohibits any surplus being
so apportfrned thereafter unless any loss or shrinkage in the unapportioned surplus is first restored. This would prevent a company from paying dividends to
policyholders, possibly for a number of years, while it would be actually making
a surplus Justifying a dividend and be able to make a gradual increase of its
surplus.)
(B) For the purposes of subparagraph (A) no amount shall be included in
surplus apportioned to policyholders unless, under the provisions of the insurance
contract, or by the bylaws of the company, the distribution of such amount is
specifically required and the distribution is not at the discretion of the directors
of the company.
(See. 207 (b) (6) (B), first sentence, p. 136, H. R. 7378)
(Sec. 204 and other parts of the present and former revenue acts contain no
such provision. The requirement that, for the inclusion of any amount in surplus
apportioned to policyholder, the policy or the bylaws must specifically so require
without any discretion on the part of the directors would make such apportionment automatic. It would immediately be a fixed liability of the company to
policyholders which the commissioners of insurance would be compelled to refuse
to recognize as surplus. Under the last sentence of (5) amounts so set apart
would clearly be return premiums and not dividends when paid policyholders.)
The fact that the distribution of an amount can be withheld in order to comply
with requirements of State law, or may be subjected to lien or assessment to meet
abnormal loss or decline in market value of assets, shall not prevent the inclusion
of such amount In surplus apportioned to policyholders.
(See. 207 (b) (6) (B), second sentence, p. 136, H. R. 7378)
(See. 204 and other parts of the present and former revenue acts contain no
such provision. The right to subject such apportioned surplus to a lien or assessment to meet abnormal loss or decline in market values of assets would not make
it less a liability to the policyholder. What is an abnormal loss or what is to be
recognized as a shrinkage in values, whether to be a realized loss or merely a
bookkeeping loss, and what duty there would be to restore the original apportioned
surplus would, no doubt, involve endless controversy and possible litigation.)
In no case shall an amount held for more than 5 years from the termination of
the policy be included in surplus apportioned to policyholders.
(See. 207 (b) (6) (B), third sentence, p. 130, H. R. 7378)
(See. 204 and other parts of the present and former revenue acts contain no
such provision. What charges or credits are to be required or made during the
5 years after termination of the policy, and what is to happen at the end of the
5 years? Many mutual companies have issued hundreds of thousands of policies
on the great mass of which such apportionments would be very small, and there
would surely be great difficulty in settling the exact amount payable and in
finding the persons legally entitled to payments.)
(C) For the purposes of subparagraph (A). for taxable years beginning after
December 31, 1941, and before January 1, 1945. an amount shall be included in
surplus apportioned to policyholders if Includible under subparagraph (B), or if
payable to policyholders under the established normal practice of the company.
(Sec.'207 (b) (6) (C), p. 137, H. R. 7378)
(See. 204 and other parts of the present and former revenue acts contain no
such provision. This provision recognizes the impracticability of complving with
the rule laid down in (0) (A) and (B) for apportioning surplus to policyholders
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giving the taxpayer 3 years after 1941 in which to learn how to do it. The wording raises questions: (1) Whether during these years the apportionment is compulsory and automatic; (2) whether the dividends theretofore paid have anything to do with the amounts and method; and (3) whether a taxpayer who has
not paid dividends in cash but has, in effect, made like returns by giving policyholders a reduced rate of premium has thereby established a normal practice,
entitling the taxpayer to have a recognized surplus apportioned to policyholders.
(If a question is to be raised as to the apportionment of increase in surplus by
a deviated or reduced-rate, non-dividend-paying company as under the established
normal practice, further questions would be raised as to whether a bylaw enacted
in 1941 would cont.rm to the requirements of the first sentence of (6) (B) for
the year 1941, and if there is any question as to this, whether such a bylaw
would constitute an established normal practice which would permit the establishment of a surplus apportionment for the year 1943.
(A refusal to recognize the right to apportion a surplus increase, either by
bylaw action or recognition as an established normal practice, would result in
great hardship and injustice to the deviated or reduced rate, nondividend paying
companies and a discrimination against these in comparison with dividendpaying companies on tariff or bureau rates.)
(7) "Investment Income available to pay dividends andsimilar distributions"
means Investment Income for the taxable year (computed without regard to
section 117 (d) and (e)) less (A) an amount equal to 21 percent of the Interest
on obligations with respect to which a credit Is allowable inder section 26 (a)
(relating to interest on certain obligations of the United States), and (B) an
amount equal to 45 percent of so much of the Investment income (computed
with regard to section 117 (d) and (e) as exceeds the sum of (1) the Interest
on obligations with respect to which a credit Is allowable under section 26 (a),
plus (11) the Interest on obligations described in section 22 (b) (4), plus (lit)
the credit provided in section 26 (b) (relating to dividends received on stock of
domestic corporations).
(See. 207 (b) (7), p. 137, 11. R. 7378)
(See. 204 and othek parts of the present and former revenue acts contain no
such provision. This provides a distinctly different rule for determination of
investment Income available to pay dividends from that prescribed for the determination of investment income for the purpose of computing the tax on
investment income. Keeping in mind that the dividends paid to policyholders
authorized to be deducted under (4) (D) are to be reduced by the Investment
Income under (7), the effect of reducing this deductible investment income only
by the taxes on the exempt and partially exempt Interest and stock corporation
dividends results in the mutual companies being deprived of the tax exemption
and partial tax exemption on such tax-exempt bonds held by them. These
mutual companies hold United States Government securities which proportionately constitute a ratio about one-fourth greater than that of other companies transacting fire and casualty Insurance. At the end of 1941 out of total
assets of $366,000,000 the mutual fire companies held $103,000,000 or 28.06 percent of United States Government bonds as against $624,000,000 or 23.22 percent
held by other fire companies out of assets of $2,687,000,000.)
(8) "Net Income" means the gross Income as defined in paragraph (1) 9 f this
subsection less the following deductions:
(See. 207 (b) (8), p. 138, H. R. 7378)
The deductions following are different but this wording is snbstarnt4a~iy the
same as present section 204 (b) (2), which reads:
"'Net income' means the gross income as defined in paragraph (1) of this
subsection less the deductions allowed by subsection (c) of this section,"
(A) All deductions as provided in section 23 to the extent not otherwise
allowed.
(Sec. 207 (b) (8) (A), p. 138, I1. A. 7378)
The corresponding wording In section 204 (c) (10) reads:
"Deductions (other than those specified in this subsection) as provided in section 23."
(B) The amount of the net operating loss deduction provided In section 23 (s)
except that In computing such deduction the terms "third preceding taxable
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year," "second preceding taxable year," and "first preceding taxable year," as
used in section 122 shall not Include any taxable year beginning before January
1, 1942; and
(Sec. 207 (b) (8) (B), p. 138, H. R. 7378)
(This is new andi there is no corresponding provision In present sec. 204 and
apparently refers to former sec. 122 relating to a net operating loss carry-over
with a proposed amendment shown on p. 49 of the bill. By its terms as to
mutual companies this does not have any effect for any year before 1942.)
(C) The amount of Interest which under section 22 (b) (4) is excluded for the
taxable year from gross income.
(See. 207 (b) (8) (C), p. 138, H. R. 7378)
(Sec. 204 has no corresponding specific provision for deduction of wholly taxexempt interest. The insertion of this as a special deduction raises the question
as to whether It is intended to be a substitute for and deprive the mutual companies of this and any other exclusions from gross income which are given under
see. 22, or whether this is an added deduction from net income still permitting
the exclusion from gross Income of the same Item to offset the inclusion of this
exempt income, in effect for taxation, by its deduction from dividends under
(4) (D) as construed in (7).)
(d) Nothing in this section shall be construed to permit the same item to be
twice deducted.
(See. 207 (d), p. 138, H. R. 7378)
(The corresponding provision is found in present see. 204 (e) and is worded
exactly the same. This prohibition of.a double deduction with a doubt raised
as to the.construction (if(8) (C) and (1) (C) with its effect on (4) (D) and
(7) (A) and (13) leaves the whole situation confused as to what is intended by
the wording of the act. If it is intended that this final provision with regard to
double deductions is to be applied to the exclusions under (22) and to enforce
the attempt to tax the exempt interest of these companies by including such
exempt Interest as an exclusion from the deduction of dividends paid, It would
do a gross injustice to the mutual companies in taxing their wholly exempt interest
where this Is not taxed in the case of other lire and casualty insurance companies
If it is not intended to make this distinction, the wording would clearly result
in great confusion, controversy, and litigation. In any event the wording does
not dispose of the injustice and confusion with regard to other insufficient deduct.
tions from the exclusion of the investment income as defined in (7) from the
dividend deductions provided by (4) (D).)

STATEMENT OF HOVEY T. FREEMAN, PROVIDENCE, R. I.,CHAIRMAN, LEGAL COMMITTEE, ASSOCIATED FACTORY MUTUAL FIRE
INSURANCE COMPANIES
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Freeman.
Mr. FREEMAN. Mr. Chairman, my name is Hovey T. Freeman. I
am president of the Manufacturers mutual Fire Insurance Co., of
Providence, R. I., and chairman of the legal committee of the Associated Factory Mutual Fire Insurance Companies.
I have a prepared statement, but much of the ground has already
been covered.
I don't think it is needed to take the time of you gentlemen.
There are two or three items I would like to discuss, and it will
take me just a matter of 2 or 3 minutes. I think the others have covered the field and I support all they say.
I would like to state that the position of the factory mutual comanles--and we are the largest mutual insurance company in the
usiness-are perfectly willing to pay a tax.
We are not trying to avoid a tax in any way, but we do want to be
taxed on a fair basis, and therefore what I have done in this state-
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ment-which I will ask to be made a part of the record-is to outline,
first, the errors or inadequacies or fallacies of the House bill, proposing
certain amendments which I think will correct them, and then go on
to show a different type of tax, which will get you gentlemen a lot
more money, and I think that is what you are after.
It will cost my company more money than the House bill, but I
realize that the country needs it, and we want to do our part.
I would like to call your attention to the table that accompanies my
statement-it was taken from the New York Journal of Commerce of
July 28-because much has been made about the taxes paid by our
competitors, the stock companies. If you will look at the statement
which is attached to these copies, which I have had the clerk distribute,
you will notice that there are many stock companies who did not pay
any tax for the year 1941.
.
I think that that ought to be noted, because, from what has been
said here, some would think that th., stock companies all paid a tax.
I would propose that, instead of tryingg to mix apples and orangesthat is mutual companies and stock companies-that you exempt all
fire and casualty insurance companies from the provisions of the House
bill, and instead tax them on their net premiums.
If you will do that, gentlemen, you will get $26,000,000 for each 1
percent tax on net premiums. You will get probably double or three
times what you will get under the House bill, and yogi will really be
getting somewhere.
That is all I have to say.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator TAFT. Just one question, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator TAFT. Mr. Freeman, your proposal is that the mutual companies
be taxed that way and the stock companies be left on the same
basis?
Mr. FRFEMAN. I don't want to keep hearing this talk of inequity.
Senator TAFT. You propose the same thing on everybody ?
Mr. FRLEMAN. Yes, sir; the same tax on everybody. That is, take
us all out-both stock and mutual-from the income-tax laws and tax
us on a net-premium basis just as the States do.
Senator TAFT. It would be a very much simpler tax.
Mr. FREEMAN. There is nothing to it. You can determine your tax
in 2 minutes. Any Treasury Department auditor can come in and
see what we filed under a sworn statement, as to the different States.
It is all right there. It is a very simple thing, and it will give you
more money.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Freeman is as follows:)
STATEMENT REGARDING TIIE PROPOSAL TO IMPOSz INooM= TAXEs Upna TE
BUSINESS OF MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANIES, By HovEy T. FREMAiq
OF PROVrDENCE,
R. I., PRESIDENT, MANUFACTUBES MUTUAL FIRSEINSURANCE Co.,
AND CHAIRMAN OF THE LEGAL COMMImE OF TEm ASSOCIATED FACTORY MUTUAL
FIRE INSURANCE COMPANIES
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee: I have the honor of appearing

here today on behalf of the Associated Factory Mutual Fire Insurance Companies to discuss with you certain of the provisions of- the bill, B. R. 7178, which
is now before you and commonly referred to as the Revenue Act of 1942.
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That there may be absolutely no misunderstanding of my position or that
of my associates, I want it clearly understood that we in the mutual fire
insurance business fully appreciate that every activity must pay its fair share
of the cost of the war effort. Our only request is that such taxes as are
Imposed upon us are on a fair and equitable basis and recognize the peculiar
nature of our business.
DISCUSSION OF TE

HOUSE BILL

The bill which is now before the Senate for consideration for the first time
definitely places an income tax on the business of mutual fire Insurance.
I call your attention to my memorandum flied with the House Ways and Means
Committee and which appears in the "Hearings before the Committee on Ways
and Means, House of Representatives," volume 2, page 2328. I shall not take
your time In repeating what I said then as it Isalready in the record, except
to point out to you that the proposal to tax mutual insurance companies is
not a new idea. It has been repeatedly urged on Congress in the past that a
tax be placed on mutual companies, other, than life, and each time Congress
in Its wisdom, after having been presented with the facts, has legislated not
to tax such companies. Purely mutual fire insurance companies are operated
without purpose of profit and have no profits and therefore to endeavor to
collect an Income tax from them is erroneous whether or not a company Is
small and operates only locally, or large and operates on a Nation-wide basis.
It has been our understanding that Federal Income taxes on corporations were
deemed to be taxes on profits. In the case of the factory mutual companies
the savings that result from our method of operation are reflected in the
increased income tax of our policyholders.
The sections of the House bill which affect our companies were drafted we
understand by the Treasury Department for the purpose of removing, we are
informed, what the Treasury had referred to as a "serious disparity" in tax
treatment between mutual insurance companies and stock insurance companies.
Unfortunately the House bill, if enacted Into law in its present form, would
very seriously Injure, if not destroy, certain mutual insurance companies. It
would in many cases place a tax on such companies which would be prohibitive, for the tax in some cases would amount to as much as 50 percent
of the total loss payments of a given year. In other words, 25 percent of the
amount we charge our policyholders for their insurance. This is practically
equivalent to a sales tax of 25 percent. Certainly no business could stand
such a tax. The House bill fails to recognize certain peculiarities of the
insurance business, particularly the mutual insurance business. We in the
factory mutual companies have no desire to have any tax advantage and I
shall therefore later on point out to you how you can tax insurance companies
on a fair and equitable basis and obtain a much greater revenue than you will
under the House bill and at the same time treat all companies alike.
However, before doing so let me first point out to you the fallacies In the
House bill as it affects our business and suggest to you certain amendments
so in case you do decide to adopt the House bill it will at least allow the
mutual Insurance companies to remain in business, although I am sure if It is
revenue you are after and not the correction of an alleged disparity, which, in
fact, does not exist, that the Treasury Department next March will be disappointed in the amount which they shall have collected from all Insurance
companies as against what they could have collected under the suggestion
which I propose to make.
The four principal items in the House bill which niust be corrected In order
to treat insurance companies fairly are as follows:
(1) The House bill proposes that as regards Insurance companies other than
life, losses from the sale of securities be allowed as a deduction only to the
extent of gains from the sale of securities. Under existing and prior laws all
insurance companies have been permitted to take full deduction for losses from
sales of certain types of securities. Under this bill only life companies and
banks are permitted this deduction
Since the maintenance of adequate reserves requires the maintenance of
Investment portfolios, it is an extremely important and necessary part of the
insurance business, whether life insurance or any other kind, that all insurance
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companies be permitted to take full deduction for the losses from sale of
securities and should not be limited to the deduction of losses only to the
extent of gains from the sale of securities. This can be readily accomplished
by amending section 117 (1) of the House bill to make the provisions of that section apply to all insurance companies and to all types of investment securities.
(2) The second amendment thbt is necessary to avoid the very discriminatory
treatment accorded mutual insurance companies under the House bill involves a
change in the amendment proposed in the House bill in section 207. In that
amendment, subsection (7) restricts the right of mutual companies to take full
deduction for the so-called dividends or similar distributions made to policyholders. This provision introduces a very serious disparity of treatment between stock insurance companies and mutual insurance companies. It should
be borne in mind that mutual insurance companies operate with a much smaller
expense ratio than do stock insurance companies and that whatever savings are
made are returned to the policyholders as co-called dividends, or, in the (se
of the factory mutual companies, as unabsorbed premium deposits. The mutual
insurance companies use the investment Income to pay a portion of losses or
expenses and by so doing are able to Increase the amount of return premium paid
to policyholders. They should obtain full credit for this return. If we take two
companies, one stock and one mutual, with identically the same amount of Investment income and premium income and with the same deductions for all
items except that the total of expenses of operation and of dividends to policyholders of mutual company equals the expenses of operation of the stock company, we find that thestock company will pay a materially lower income tax under
the House bill than will the mutual company. This appears entirely unfair and
unprecedented.
As a matter of fact, the section of the House bill to which we are referring
actually results in double taxation of investment income. Such Income is included in the taxable income of the mutual Insurance company and is also included
in the taxable income of the corporations Insured by factory mutual companies
because of the fact that the lower insurance cost possible In the factory mutual
companies results In lower operating costs for the manufacturer and therefore
increased the income subject to income tax.
The theory behind this provision, as it has been explained to us by representatives of the Treasury Department, Is that the business of mutual insurance companics Is considered to be in reality two separate businesses-one, that of an
Investment trust, and the other, that of an Insurance company. We firmly believe that there is no justification for the Treasury's theory. We therefore ask
that the provision of the bill should be changed so that mutual companies may
be permitted to deduct all returns to policyholders except for losses in order to
correct the inequity and remove the possibility of double taxation.
(3) The third amendment is in the nature of a clarifying amendment required
to prevent misinterpretation of "surplus apportioned to policyholders" as those
words are used In the House amendment of section 207. The term in question
is not one used in the Insurance field except possibly in the life lrsurance field.
Therefore If it Is to be applied to other kinds of insurance companies the law
should be explicit as to its meaning.
(4) The fourth amendment which I suggest if the House bill Is to be adopted
by the Senate would be a clause Inserted somewhere to the effect that in no case
shall the total tax liability in any year exceed 10 percent of the total Umount of
all losses incurred by an insurance company during such year.
The amendments suggested are all of importance yet they do not touch upon
the very Important fact that mutual insurance companies made subject to an
Income-tax law such as that proposed, would find it practically impossible to
accumulate the contingency and conflagration reserves which are so necessary to
protect the stability of companies engaged in a business in which losses of a
catastrophe nature are always possible. The insuring public, which includes
practically everyone in this country, requires that insurance organizations be
financially sound. Unless those organizations can build up reserves during
good years against catastrophe losses In bad years It will be very difficult for
them to develop that soundness.. A practical manner in which some provision
could be made for the development of proper reserves would be to allow credit
In the determination of taxable income for contributions to reserve not In excess
of some small percentage of the annual premium income until such time as the
reserves so accumulated amounted to a predetermined maximum, the maximum
to be specified also as a percentage of annual premium income. If a provision
of this sort is not included in the income-tax laws applicable to insurance
companies, the companies will find It a very long and expensive process (because
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of the high tax rate) to rebuild their reserves after a bad loss experience or
to increase their reserves as their liabilities increase as a result of growth.
I have presented these suggestions In an effort to be of help and not because
I believe the House bill Is a correct basis of taxation.
PROPOSED BASIS OF TAXATION

I make the following suggestion as a better basis for the taxation of all
insurance companies, other than life, because I know it will bring in more revenue
to the Treasury and I take it that that is what Congress primarily wants and
that the alleged disparity as mentioned by Mr. Randolph Paul is simply an argament advanced by our competitors, the capital-stock insurance companies, in an
effort to embarrass the mtual insurance companies who have shown a steady
growth and which growth Is causing the stock companies no little concern.
In connection with my proposal, I would like to present a tabulation which
appeared In the New York Journal of Commerce under date of July 28, 1942,
and call your particular attention to the column headed "Federal taxes." You
will note in the first place that as regards the mutual companies they paid no
Federal taxes. That Is because Congress so legislated. You will notice in the
second place, as regards the capital-stock tire companies, tat many of them
likewise paid 15o taxes, whereas others paid only a small percentage of their
earned fire premiums. I therefore say to you that if I were In your position
and were looking for revenue, I would exempt all insurance companies, other
than life, from the operations of the Income- and excess-profits-tax laws, and I
would tax them all just as they are taxed by tie 48 States in which they operate,
and that Is on a percentage of the net premiums retained by them. If you
do this, then there can be absolutely no charge of disparity in tax treatment
between the ntual companies and the capital-stock companies. Tile Treasury
will receive, in my estimation, a much larger total income, provided the tax on
the net premium is at least 2 Ielcent. My suggestion would be ihat a tax of
3 percent of the net premiums retained be levied.
Such a tax aq a war measure In my opinion will not hurt any of the companies. It will result in almost twice the revenue which we are Informed It
is expected will be received under tile House bill. It is very simple in operation because all the Treasury Department has to do in auditing the tax
return of tIle company Is to examine the sworn report that each company
files with each State il which It Is licensed to do business. Such a tax is
equitable to all concerned. It Is a method of taxation with which all compianles are familiar because they have been paying such taxes to the Stat, s
for many, many years. Such a tax would be In the nature of an excise tax
nnd not a sales tax as some have thought It might be since it would be paid
by the company as one of its Items of expense and not assessed directly
ntgainst the policyholders.
I have purposely excluded from my proposal the inclusion of life-insurance
companies In this premium-tax suggestion because their problem Is different
and I do not feel qualified to speak for them. I do know that a premium tax
o1 the basis which I propose will fit the picture for all fire-insurance companies
and I believe all casualty Insurance companies.
Totals of the fire and casualty business-1941
Estimate of tax atClasq and type of company

Premiums

..

..

1 percent

.----

-

2 percent

8 percent

4 percent

Fire:
Stock-

-----------------

Mutual -------.......

Reciprocal ------------

...........

$1,051,520,000
O

_--------

Lloyds ..........-.................
Total fire companies -----------

, 155,20 $21, M0, 520 $31.45.7Pt

Casualty:
997,395,000
Stock .....................
.
83,934,000
Mutual
........................
45, 777, W
Reciprocal .-.-----.......
......
5,867,000
Tloyd -----Total casualty companies ....... 1.412.973.000

9,973,9.
19,947. 00
3,630.340
7,278.80
457, 770
91.540
58.670
117,340
14.129.730 1 28.259.460

29,921,850
10,918,020
1,373, 310
176.010
42.89100

26,735,860

80,207, 8

Total fire and casualty com- II
panies ----------.------------

$4%061. 040

1,950,000 3,900,000 5,850,000
195.000000
7,800.000
13,702,000
137,020
274, 040
• 411,060
548.080
7,700
11.5,50
5 000
3.850
15,400
50. 424.520
1.,260,613.000 12.60. 130 25. 212.2(0 37.818.3,

2,673, 580,000

1M471,720

39.895,80W
14, 557. 360
1,83 1,.80

234.680

. 518. 920

106,943,440
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(A table entitled "Experience for 1941 on fire insurance only of compani e entered in New York" which was printed in the Journal of
Commerce and Commercial, kew York, N. Y., on Tuesday, July 28,
1942, is on file with the clerk of the committee.)
As to how Congress might legislate in this matter I propose that at the
proper place in the bill a paragraph substantially as follows be inserted:
"In lieu of all taxes Imposed upon corporations under sections and
having to do with income and excess-profits taxes, all Insurance companies
other than life, shall annually pay a tax of 8 percent on the net premiums
retained by them during the calendar year ending on the 31st day of December
next preceding. The term "net premium" means the difference between the
gross premiums or premium deposits received from all policyholders during
the calendar year and the aggregate amount of premium or premium deposit
returned to policyholders other than for losses, during such calendar year."
I hope from my remarks that it is evident to you that I have appeared
here in a spirit of cooperation in an effort to arrive at a form of taxation
which will be not only equitable but will assist the Government in its war
efforts. Permit me to add that If our knowledge of this business as a result
of years of experience will be of any assistance to you, we want to know
that )ur time is at your disposal.
ReApeetfully submitted.

Hovzx T.

FnESMAN,

Chatrman.

Legal Committee of the Associated Factory Mutual Fire Insurance
Companies;
Manufacturers Mutual Fire Insurance Co., Providence, R. L., Hovey
T. Freeman, president;
Firemens Mutual Insurance Co., Providence, R. I., F. T. Moses,
president;
Blackstone Mutual Fire Insurance Co., Providence, B. I., 0. R. Rigby,
president;
What Cheer Mutual Fire Insurance Co., Providence, R. I., 0. C.
Stover, president;
Boston Manufacturers Mutual Fire Insurance Co., Boston, Mass.,
M. B. Dalton, president;
Arkwright Mutual Fire Insurance Co., Boston, Mass., H. V. French,
president;
Worcester Manufacturers Mutual Insurance Co., Worcester, Mass,
M. B. Dalton, president;
Fall River Manufacturers Mutual Insurance Co., Fall River, Mass.,
M. B. Dalton, president;
Cotton & Woolen Manufacturers Mutual Insurance Co., Boston, Mass.,
B. H. Williams, president;
Philadelphia Manufacturers Mutual Fire Insurance Co., Philadelphia, Pa., H. G. Grifiln, president;
Protection Mutual Fire Insurance Co., Chicago, Ill., T. L. Wilds.
president.

(The following letter was received from Mr. J. D. Smart, president,
New Hampshire Fire Insurance Co.:)
NEw IlAMPSHmE FrRi IrsuRANq(c Co.,
Manqheoter, Y. H., August 17, 1942.
The Honorable CHAnszs W. Towv,
United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.
DEAs SzN&ATon: No doubt you are giving a great deal of thought to the tax
situation and I desire at this time to call your attention to this subject insofar
as it effects the business of fire and marine insurance.
Insurance does not show a known fixed profit when sold. We are obliged to
retain so-called profits in order to make good our promise to pay claims when
called upon to do so.
Conflagrations, a widespread windstorm, or heavy marine losses may at any time
call for large payments of money, and if the management were foolish and failed
to conserve so-called profits to meet such a call, then it is going to be just too
bad for their policyholders.
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As fire Insurance is really the backbone of business it set ms to me that the
insurance companies should be given wide latitude, not only to develop but to
conserve their funds without being subject to the exces-profits tax.
I believe insurance companies as a whole are willing and desirous of paying
their fair share of taxes, but I do feel that due to the nature tit our business we
should be exempt from the excess-profits tax.
Our losses this year on marine business alone run close to 3W percent. If In past
years we had paid out all of our profits, we today would 13nd ourselves in an
unenviable position. Many companies so far in 1942 have paid marine claims
far in excess of their profits for the last 20 years. We, therefore, feel that we
should be allowed to build up our profits without excessive taxation for just as
sure as day follows night there will be conflagrations, windstorms, and marle
losses in the future as In the past.
May we ask that you give this letter your most favorable consideration.
Very truly yours,
J. D. SXAST, Presidesst.
The CHAMAN. Mr. Chapelle.
STATEMENT OF 0. 0. CHAPELLE, CHICAGO, ILL., REPRESENTING
AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION
Mr. C"Paiz. Mr. Chairman, my name is C. C. Chapelle, from
Chicago.
I wish to state, first, that I am perhaps the only one here this afternoon who is speaking adversely to the predecessors here.
I am from the American Farm Bureau Federation, and I am appearing before you favoring the provision in the House bill (H. R.
7378) and to reaffirm the position of the American Farm Bureau Federation .in regard to taxation of the mutual and casualty insurance
companies.
In addition thereto the farm mutual companies sponsored by the
farm bureaus of the State of Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, New Hampshire, and Wisconsin, have independently expressed
their endorsement of the position on this subject.
I wish to outline that position briefly.
I might say that representatives of the foregoing organizations
have previously consulted with the Treasury Department, and have
appeared before the House Ways and Means Committee.
It is our position, first that the local mutual companies which, for
the most part, serve rural people on a county or district basis, rendering truly a nonprofit service, and which number more than 2,000,
should be entirely exempt from income tax.
The proposed revision of section 101 (11),- which provides that
companies whose mean ledger assets do not exceed $100,000 are exempt,
would make it unnecessary for most of the local county qnd district
mutuals to file an income-tax return.
The proposed revision of section 207, which provides further that
such companies shall not be subject to tax in the event that 'their
corporation surtax net income is less than $50,000, would probably
exempt the balance of such local county and district mutuals. This
appears to be entirely proper.
Next, I wish to say that we maintain the generally recognized principle that when a mutual company maintains in its operations all the
elements of mutuality, and is truly a nonprofit organization, it would
yield no taxable income.
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We realize, however, that in practice, mutual insurance companies
accumulate over long period of time a certain portion of the policyholders' premiums not required to pay current losses or operating
Expenses, since it is necessary that such companies have certain
capital funds with which to carry on their operations.
It might be claimed that when the dividends to policyholders are
unduly withheld to provide such funds, a certain degree of mutuality
is lost.
We have, therefore, concluded that under these circumstances mutual
insurance companies other than life should share in taxation to the
extent that they may be adding amounts to unallocated surplus funds
in excess of the necessary minimum.
While there is always some question of the interpretation which
may be placed upon the involved language necessary in statutes relatig to income tax, it is our opinion that the proposed revision of section
207 provides in general a tax formula upon the above basis.
I wish, therefore, to express again, on behalf of the American Farm
Bureau Federation, and the following State-wide farm bureaus, which
have definitely taken action in support of H. R. 7378-Illinois Agricultural Association, Iowa Farm Bureau Federation, Indiana State
Farm Bureau, Kansas Farm Bureau Federation, Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation, New Hampshire Farm Bureau Federation, and Wisconsin Farm Bureau Federation--our support of the revision of sections 101 (11) and 207 of the Internal Revenue Code which has been
adopted by the House of Representatives.
It is our opinion that the basis suggested is fair and equitable to a
real mutual company.
Now, here is a point that has been stressed greatly here this afternoon:
If a local mutual company has accumulated assets of a hundred
thousand dollars, it is no hardship to that company to make a return
and give evidence that its operations have been truly mutual and that
no taxable income has resulted. It is merely a method of determining
whether or not the mutual insurance company is to make a return.
The fact that they have a hundred thou and dollars in assets does
not necesarily mean that above that they have to pay a tax, but if
they have over the hundred thousand dollars it is quite apparent on the
face of it that some examination should be made as to whether or not
that inst-,rance company is in a profit operation or whether they are
truly mutual.
Even the large mutuals have the means whereby the amount of tax
that they will pay can be practically controlled by policy dividends,
and yet*the exemption provided will serve to supply them with the
necessary capital for expansion and place them in a position at least
comparable to stock companies.
A study of the history and regulations of section 101 (11) indicates that it was the clear intent to limit the exemption to mutual
insurance companies whose operations were purely mutual and local in
character.
The definition as to what constituted local was so expanded that
State-wide and finally Nation-wide companies were claiming the
exemption.
In conclusion, I wish to say that it is the considered opinion, of the
American Farm Bureau Federation that the study that has been put in
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this bill merely states the position which they are recommending to
their constituents in support of this bill.
I thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
(The following memorandum was submitted for the record:)
MEMORANDUM

FILED WITH HOUSE WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE IN 1936 HEARINGS

ON THE; UNDISTRIBUTED SURPLUS TAX
STOCK COMPANIES UNDER INCOME TAX TAW

The stock companies likewise were free from the undistributed surplus tax
law during the years it was in effect. The reasons for this were given In a
memorandum filed with the Congress by a representative of the New York
Insurance Department, which follows:
Taxation of surplus of insurance companies
"I represent the Insurance Department of the State of New York and
have been authorized by Superintendent of 'Insurance Louis H. Pink to make
these representations on the subject of the caption.
"Tile interests of State supervision of insurance would be adversely affected
by any tax which would encourage the depletion of insurance companies' surpluses held for the security and protection of policyholders. The insurance
supervisors of State departments feel that the protection of the public, who
look to the insurance companies for the payment of losses of the various kinds
insured, is best served by the accumulation of sizable surpluses for various
reasons, some of which are enumerated below:
"1. The assets and Investments of Insurance companies are subject to wide
fluctuation, as evidenced by conditions that prevailed over the past 10 years.
Taking the year 1928 at an index of 100, stock market prices fluctuated between
228 and 32, while bond prices fluctuated between 101 and 57, during subsequent
years. It became necessary for the National Convention of Insurance Comsloners to adopt average values for financial statements of Insurance companics, but in spite of this action many members of tile public Insisted upon
viewing these financial statements In the light of actual market prices and it
became impossible to save a number of Insurance companies that had Insufficient
surpluses to absorb these market fluctuations.
"2. The loss ratios of insurance companies fluctuate widely. This is true
even in normal periods, so that what has been put In surplus out of apparent
lnderwriting profit during good years is conmumed by excessive losses of bad
years. The specter of conflagration ant] marine disaster hovers constantly over
the fire and marine companies and the danger of catastrophe and the collapse
of financial Institutions bonded by them constantly threatens the casualty and
surety companies.
"Tile State supervisors in the interest of the public encourage the maintenance of substantial capital and surplus for the purpose of making insurance
security more certain. Companies have been criticized for the payment of
stockholders dividends when they have exceeded the excess of investment earnings over any underwriting loss, or, In ally event, when they have exceeded
investment earnings even where there is anl apparent underwriting profit. Tile
states look upon a substantial surplus over and above outstanding capital as
important to any ilsuranee company. As a mut ter of fact, the New York stat te
requires a surplus equal to not less than 50 percent of capital 11pon tile orgamiz tlon of an insurance company. Small surplus would necessitate frequent
release of capital funds to surplus In the event of an adverse market or a bad
loss ratio. Tills involves considerable red tape and delay and is disturbing to
tile peace of mind of the polleyholding public. Tine definite flnmt-ivid condition of many Insurance companies is Impossible to determine shortly after tile
closing date of any year, by reason of the fact that Incurred and 'outstanding
losses must be appraised, and where these are subject to litigation or protracted negotiation the actual value cannot be determined for several yer. .
It is comforting to the policyholder, the public and the state insurance (leprtments to know that a sizeable capital and surplus act as a cushion to ab-orh
adverse fluctuations in the loss reserves. Many successful Insurance co-il76093-2-42-vol. 2-48
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panics have had to make substantial contributions from their surplus account
for the support of less successful subsidiary insurance companies.
"I respectfully urge that no tax be imposed which would discourage the maintenance of security by insurance companies through the creation of surplus."
LoAu5 EL Pinx, Superinten4ent.
STATEMENT OF RAY MURPHY, NEW YORK, N. Y., REPRESENTING
THE ASSOCIATION OF CASUALTY AND SURETY EXECUTIVES
The CQAmMAN. Mr. Bay Murphy.
Mr. Murphy appears later on in the schedule, but he seems to be
on the same general subject.
Mr. MuHY. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I am
Ray Murphy assistant general manager of the Association of (Csualty
and Surety Executives.
I am sure that I shall not be persona non grata to this committee
merely because I represent capital-stock companies which are engaged
in business for profit.
It was my privilege to appear before this committee on August 20,
last year, upon the subject of taxation of mutual companies other than
life, and at that time I believe it was the )pinion of this committee
that it was an important subject, one that should have time for consideration, and I believe the distinguished chairman indicated that
the matter would be given consideration at the time the expected ad.ministrative amendments bill was proposed by the Treasury Department.
So a year has elapsed since this proposal for equalization of tax,
or of some tax upon mutual companies, has been made to this body.
In the meantime the matter has been considered by the House of
Representatives through its Ways and Means Committee, and nearly
all--if not everyone--of the representatives and spokesmen for mutual
companies who have appeared before this committee today or last
April 9th appeared before the House Ways and Means Committee and
said, before them, almost exactly the same things the7 have said today,
but at that time there was one" marked difference: rlie spokesmen at
that time would not concede that mutual companies should pay any
tax whatsoever.
Now, I think it is well known to the members of this committee,
who are much more familiar with legislative proceedings than I, that
the record will show that, for 30 years there has been an attempt,
beginning, I think at the time that the Honorable Cordell Hull was
a member of the Ways and Means Committee, to make these commercial mutuals pay some tax to this Government for the privilege
of existing and doing business in these United States.
But for one reason or another--and principally because those
spokesmen have been enabled to put on a hippodrome and a threering circus before committees-they hive this far successfully evaded
taxation. Isiibmit to you that, with one or two "ifank and notable exceptions
which have ai)peared before you today, hliose same spokesmen are
using exactly the same tactics that they have used successfully for 30
years, and I submit to you that, if for the first time this bill had not
passed the House of Representatives, and if for the first time they had
not been threatened with the payment of a tax, their attitude would
not have been altered in the slightest.
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Now, you may say that I am in a somewhat anomolous positionperhaps in an embarrassing position-in appearing here suggesting
that a tax be put on a competitor.
totax
youupon
frankly
that it is not a happy position for me to be here
I say
uriga are
elynatural human considerations which make
s p anyoy
it emba1Tassing io me to do that, but for 30 years these large commercial mutuals have been growing and thriving.
They have been taking business away from us. There can be no
question about that.
Frankly, I don't have time, nor do you, for rebuttal of all that has
been said here today, and frankly I am sure you will never have time
to wade through all that has been handed to you.
In that connection, I ask, however, that I be permitted to insert
in the record two pamphlets; one, entitled, "The untaxed profits of
mutual casualty insurance companies," and the other entitled "Taxation of mutual insurance companies other than life," same being a
statement which I made to the House Ways and Means Committee on
April 16, 1942, and I ask that they be made a part of my remarks to
tins committee.
The CHAIRMAN. Your statement may be, but is the other a printed
pamphlet?
Mr. Muapuy. Yes sir

The CHAIRMAN. I it were sent to the committee for the use of individual members it would be better than including such a voluminous
document in the record.
Mr. Munrry. Of course, I would be glad to insert it on whatever
basis the chairman indicates.
The CHAIRMAN. I don't want to put in too lengthy a statement,
but if you will furnish them to the clerk we will be glad to have them.
Mr. MURPHY. So many confusing statements were made that I am

confused, but I know one statement wa, made to this effect: That
on the basis of this bill the mutual companies would pay, I think,
five times as much tax, proportionately, as the capital stock companies.
That just does not happen to be a statement of the fact For example, last year, I believe it was, casualty companies wrote about
a billion dollars in premiums. The mutual casualty companies wrote
about $300,000 000 in premiums.
Under this iill they would pay an estimated $5,000 in taxes, and
under this bill our companies would pay an estimated $45,000,000 to
$50,000,000 in taxes.
The Treasury Department, of course has those figures available,
and I am certain they will substantiate largely what I have said.
So I would simply like to leave this, thought with the committee:
That at no time have we ever proposed that any action be taken by
the Congress of the United States which would tax the small local
or purely mutual company, but always before, the large commercial
mutual companies have been enabled to crawl in under the same tent
with these little companies, and therefore have escaped payment of
any tax.
We have proposed a generous cxcmption and I may say that--Mr.
Ekern made reference to whoever wrote this bill- I may say, with
equal frankness, that I don't knov ho wrote the bill.
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Certainly, I never saw it. I am sure no one ever saw it, outside
of those entitled to know, until it became a public record.
But I suppose that is a matter for inquiry, if it seems to be pertinent to this committee.
There may have been the intention to imply that capital stock
interests wrote this bill.
I assure you that that is not the case.
We had absolutely no inkling or knowledge of what was going into
it until it became a matter of public record.
I wish to thank you gentlemen and assure you that I would like the
time to answer many of the things I have heard today, but I know
that it would be not only infringing upon your courtesy, and that,
though answers are feasible, at this time it would be utterly impossible for you to grant me the time required for detailed reply.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. You may include the brief that you have, which I
presume deals with the question, and if you will furnish us with a
copy of the other document we will be very glad to use it.
(The brief submitted by Mr. Ray Murphy i's as follows:)
STATEMENT OF RAy MURPHY, NE:W YORK.
oF (1ASUATTY

N. Y., ON BEHAI F ore

ASSOCIATION

AND SURErY EXECUrIVES

TAXATION OF MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANIES OIIHR IIIAN LIFE

I amaRay Murphy, assistant general manager of the A 'ioeiation of Casualty
and Surety Executives, on behalf of which I appear. This a soeiatlot is (oiposed of 01 principal stock-casualty insurance and surety companies doing business in the United States. The principles expressed herein apply equally to
all inutual-insurtiace companies other than life.
On March 3, 1042, Mr. Rtdolph Paul, tax adviser to the Scretary of the
Treasury, in his appearance before the Commitlee on Ways and Means, House
of Representatives, made the following statement:
"Mutaal insurance companies other than life.-A-lMany of the imitual castilty
Insurance companies, large as well as small, are given an outright exemption
from taxation under section 101 (11), although that section wits originally
designed to exempt only small and local mutual companies. Other mutual companies, while nominally subject to tax, ordinarily pay no tax under the present
method of coniputing their Income. This has resulted in a serious disparity in
tax treatment between such mutual compantesand the stock-casualty companies.
"It is suggested that the exemption in section 101 (11) be confined to those
mutual-casualty companies whose net taxable income does not exceed $25.000
and which do not write Insurance on any property having a value of more than
$50,000, regardless of whether reinsured. It lk further suggested that the reinaining mutual companies be taxed on the sumof their ltvesttnent income and
the additions to their surplus which are free from claims of policyholders."
Such statement was made by Mr. Paul as a part of the Treasury's recommendations for "Removal of special privileges." We concur in Mr. Paul's statement
that there is "serious disparity in tax treatment" between stock and mutual insurance companies other. than life. Such disparity can be explained In these simple
terms :
(a) Mutuals are permitted exactly the same deductions as stock companies.
(b) In addition they enjoy the following deductions which are not permitted
to stock companies:
(1) They are permitted to de,luct dividends paid to policyholders.
(2) They are permitted to dedact amounts of premiums which are retained
and added to surplus.
Therefore, the mutuals have never paid any tax either em- their Investment
profits or their underwriting profits. This, despite the declared intent of the
Congress to Impose a tax upon both stock and mutual companies.
Applying to actual figures these special deductions allowed to notnuals we find a
mutual company with $40,000,000 of net premium writings Ip 1940, showing
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$11,00,000 underwriting and investments profits, paying nothing into the Federal Treasury for income taxes. From 1940 business this same company addeC
$2,300,000 to its surplus. By this same process 23 leading mutuals earned
$42,000,000 in 1939 and paid nothing or nearly nothing as Federal income taxes.
During the continuation of these special privileges the mutuals have accumulated over the years not less than $150,00,00 in surpluses which belong to the
companies free from claims of policyholders.
We wish now to clarify one extremely important point, concerning which the
large commercial mutuals for niany years have successfully confused the issues
and the facts. That point is the claim repeatedly made by mutuals spokesmen
that there is no distinction between a small farmers mutual and the largest commercial mutual in the United States, and that both therefore should be exempt
from taxation. We will summarize briefly the character of income and the
methods of operation of these wholly different types of mutual companies, believing this will dispose of the claim upon which the large commercial mutuals have
consistently based their plea ior tax exemption.
Classified according to character of income and methods of operation, the two
principal types of mutual casualty companies are:
First group.-M-Tiose operating on the assessment or premium deposit basis
and
Second group.-Those which collect a fixed, cash premium equivalent to
that charged by other companies generally.
First group.-Usually the income of companies in the first group consists almost
entirely of assessment or premium deposits collected from members either in
advance or after occurrence of the loss. No dividends are paid to members,
amounts refunded to members, if any, represent a return of the unused portion of
the assessment or premium deposit. These mutuals do not with a few notable
exceptions, mainta:u extensive organizations nor employ commercial methods of
conducting their operations, such as widespread advertising and other forms of
soliciting business from the general public. It is doubtful whether the entire
number of mutuals operating on this basis have any profits of consequence. In
this group fall the several hundred true farmers mutuals which the Congress has
heretofore exempted as a matter of tax policy. Under the recommendations of
the Treasury made to this committee on March 3, 1942 by Mr. Paul, every small
farmers mutual would continue to be exempt.
Second group.-In contrast are the commercial mutuals in the second group,
many of which operate on a national and, in some cases, international scale.
Their policies provide the same coverage as those issued by the stock companies.
A fiat, final, fixed premium is charged as distinguished from collection of an
assessment or a premium deposit. Mutuals have sought and secured authority in
every State to Issue nonassessahle policies, the issuance of such policies is now
their common practice. This constitutes an abandonment of the fundamental
concept of mutuality.
The wholly commercial nature of these companies is emphasized by the methods
and vigor with which they seek their business.
Lke many other large commercial enterprises, they spend hundreds of thousands of dollars annually in advertising. Their national advertising is directed
not to individuals alone, but to Industry and commerce as well. Their advertisements are carried in the largest periodicals and newspapers in the country, such
as Fortune. Time, Newsweek, Saturday Evening Post, Nation's Business, Collier's,
New York Times, and Wall Street Journal.
The policyholders of commercial mutunis now Include many of the largest
industries in the United States. One mutual advertises that it is the leading
writer- of compensation insurance in Ainerica. Another advertises that it is
the largest exclusive writer of automobile insurance in the world.
The commercial mutuals employ conventional methods of solicitation-some
through agents, others through branch office employees, and still others through
both agents and branch offices. The larger companies have offices in the principal cities throughout this country; some maintain offices in foreign countries.
Many of these companies maintain large home office buildings staffed by
hundreds of employees.
In 1940 the 203 mutual casualty companies doing business In the United States
had premium and investment income of more than a quarter of a billion dollars.
Forty-three of these companion, each with an annual premium Income of more
than a half million dollars, wrote 92 percent of the total business. Those 43
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companies, therefore, wrote more than ten times the volume of business written
by the other 160 companies. Six of these 48 wrote 59 percent of the total mutual
casualty business; each of these 6 companies in 1940 had premium income rangIng from $11,000,000 up to $46,000,000. These 6 biggest companies are members
of the American Mutual Alliance for which a spokesman appeared before the
Ways and Means Committee on April 9, 1942.
It should be transparently clear that the true farmers and local mutuals are
not the real parties in interest represented by the spokesmen appearing before
this committee. The true farmers and local mutuals have either no profits, or
profits of no importance from a tax standpoint. Furthermore, under the Treasury's proposal, those mutuals having net income not In excess of $25,000, and
not insuring risks in excess of $W0,000, would be exempt. The real parties in
interest represented by the mutual spokesmen are the small number of large
mutuals whose methods of business we have herein described, wholly commercial
in nature, parallel in operation in all respects with the operations of the stock
companies.
A principal contention made by the mutual spokesmen is that their accumulations of surplus are held in trust for their policyholders. This cannot be demonstrated. At this time the largest mutual casualty company is resisting in
court the claim of a former policyholder to a pro rata share of the company's
surplus which was accumulated during the long period that it was a policyholder.
Very probably all other commercial motuals would resist similar claims by policyholders. With no constancy of policyholders, with policyholders coming and
going and ever changing, with intermingling of funds, with no records of proportionate accumulations from
the premiums of individual policyholders, with a
fixed practice of resistanc to policyholders' claims thereon-the commercial
mutuals cannot in good faith contend that their accumulations of surplus are in
fact held in trust. They are in fact the property of the company, free from any
claim of the policyholder for participation therein. The hoary myth of trusteeship has long been a favorite device of the commercial mutuals in their successful resistance to Federal income taxation. The records will amply prove
that palpable fact.
Now a few words concerning the Federal tax history of stock casualty and
surety companies. Since 1109--the date of the original Corporate Excise Tax
Act which taxed corporations on their net income-they have remained subject
to tax on their net income at approximately the same rate applied to corporations generally. The rates on stock casualty and surety companies are now
Identical with those of other corporations. Under successive Revenue Acts since
1909 the stock companies have paid millions of dollars of Federal taxes based on
net income. Under the rate increases proposed for 11142 their Federal taxes will
he drastically increased.
What is the tax history of the mutual casualty companies? According to the
testimony of their own spokesmen here last week, they have paid nothing or
nearly nothing into the Federal Treasury by way of income taxes. They will
continue to pay nothing, regardless of rate increases, so long as the present
situation maintains.
Neither the time allotted, nor your patience, will permit a detailed verbal reply
to the various points raised by the mutuals' spokesmen In support of their plea
for tax exemption. I shall, therefore, cover in quick summary the principal
points advanced by them and I ask leave of the committee to insert in the record
additional data, statistics, and other information touching uuon these points,
as well as other pertinent matter.
Four points were listed at the committee hearing of April 9, by the spokesman
for tihe American Mutual Alliance, in opposition to the Treasury recommendations
presented by Mr. Paul. We shall sumnmarlze here the answers to these points,
requesting that the committee, if it desires, consult such additional exhibits,
as we are permittted to file for the record, for more complete information.
The first point alleged was-(1) That no disparity exists in tax treatment between stock and mutual casualty companies, and that the present difference in tax treatment between the
stock companies, and the mutual companies, two wholly different types of companies, Is fair and reasonable.
In one breath the spokesman stated that no disparity existed and in the next
breath stated, in effect, that the disparity which does exist is Justified. When
one set of corporations--the stock companies--pays several million dollars a year
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itnFederal taxes and another set conducting exactly the same kind of business
the nuitual companies-pays nothing, disparity cannot be doubted.
As to the pretended justification for this disparity, we believe that our previous
statements herein made, showing the methods and practice of the commercial
mutuals, constitute a wholly sufficient answer. Such statements are supported
by the matter filed for the record.
The second point alleged by a mutual spokesman was(2) That the stock companies are not in a serious competitive difficulty, because of the tax law, as the record of their earnings will show.
We are confident that this committee has no interest in any competitive Issue,
as such, between the stock and inutual companies. We are equally confident that
this committee will not knowingly continue any serious tax disparity, nor permit
the Federal tax laws to be employed as a comp-titive weapon. We believe the
existing disparity was never intended. Now that It has become serious by
reason of increased tax rates, and can become more serious as such rates In.
crease, we trust that the Congress will Implement by appropriate legislation
the proposals for elimination of such disparity.
Our view finds support In the statement of the.Treasury made by Mr. Paul
on March 3, 1942, pertaining to tax-exempt corporations which engage in trade
or business not related to their exempt activities. On this subject he commented:
"In this way sources of considerable tax revenue are withdrawn from the scope
of the tax. At the same time privately owned businesses are forced to compete
with other businesses not sublect to an income tax."
We submit that the exemption of the commercial mutuals from Federal taxation withdraws a considerable revenue from the scope of the Federal income
tax. At the same time the stock companies are forced to compete with companies conducting the same type of business but not subject to income taxes.
In attempting to minimize the Importance of Federal income taxes as a competitive factor, a mutual spokesman appearing before the Ways and Means
Committee quoted a newspaper statement purporting to deal with the differential
In expense ratios of stock and mutual companies. The Illustration is Irrelevant and grossly misleading.
First, Federal taxes are not a permissible factor in arriving at expense ratios.
Second, the spokesman artfully sleected for his example a line of insurance
(workmen's compensation) on which few companies are fortunate enough to
make a profit. Obviously, any ratio of taxes paid on extremely low-profit
business, in relation to expense ratios, or any other element of the premium
dollar, will not accurately reflect the general, and the true over-all situation.
Incidentally, there is no compulsory or uniform accounting method prescribed as
respects the treatment of Federal income taxes in various published statistical
exhibits. This Is immaterial since there is no allowance in insurance rates
established by rate-making authorities for such taxes. Hence, any published
average may be wholly meaningless, Indicative of nothing.
The important fact is that if the recommendations of the Treasury Department are enacted into law the stock companies will, for 1942 and doubtless
future years, be subject to Income and surtaxes totaling 55 percent and to
excems-profits taxes as high as 75 percent, and thnt unless existing law and
practice are changed with respect to them, the mutuals will continue free from
any Federal taxes based on net Income.
It Is estimated that if the por-sed rate increases are enacted Into law the
stock companies will be require' to pay in Federal income and excess-profits
taxes of at least 60 cents out ot each dollar of taxable net income. By reason
of their heavy Investment in Federal obligations, the incidence of the corporate
surtax is far heavier on the stock companies than on ordinary business corporations.
The third point alleged by a mutual spokesman was-(3) That the capital-stock insurance companies have enjoyed and are n1ow
enjoying special tax privileges not available to other profit-making concerns;
and that consequently their profits are greater and taxes less.
This statement Is false In its Implications. We have herelnbefore outlined the
past and present tax status of stock casualty companies, under the successive
revenue acts since 1909 (see p. 7 herein, and exhibits filed). The records of the
Treasury Department are the best source from which to determine whether the
stock companies have enjoyed or are now enjoying special tax privileges. Inasmuch as such records are not available to us, we respectfully Invite the attention
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Of the committee to them, that they may satisfy themselves on this point. We are
completely convinced that such records will effectively refute the rmutuals' point,
and that they and other Government records willestablish definitely that stock
companies are not only given no favored treatment, but, as heretofore herein
stated, are given far less favored treatment than Is now accorded the mutual
companies.
Important facts are that the stock casualty and surety companies are required
to compute their net income on a basis comparable to that of corporations generally; the rates of normal tax and surtax are the same as imposed on corporations
generally; they are subject to the sane provisions of the excise-profits tax itsare
other corporations generally.
The fourth point alleged by a mutual spokesman Is-(4) That the Government does not lose revenue because of the nonprofit nature
of the mutual companies.
The point is fallacious. On the one hand, their spokesmen extolled the mutuals
as the benefactors of the faraters; on the other hand, the Lautuals' spokesmen
frankly claimed for the purposes of their point that froum 75 to 100 percent of the
mutual' dividends are paid to policyholders engaged in corporate business. It
must be assumed that the dividend recipients to which the mutual spokesmen
referred are not only corporations, but are sizable corporations, since the 24percent rate was used by such spokesmen, and such rate applies only to those
corporations having taxable net income in excess of $38,000. We believe the
mutual spokesmen in this regard are guilty of a violent assumption indeed, but,
if not, and their statement Is true, then their claim of service to the farmer and
the little man Is quite exploded.
Moreover, the Report of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue for the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1941, page 18. reveals that in 1940 540,935 corporations filed
Federal income-tax returns, of which 340,220, or 64 percent of all corporations,
paid no tax. In 1941 535,525 corporations tiled returns, of which 328,342, or about
65 percent, paid no tax. It is fair to assume that an unknown, but possibly substantial, number of corporate policyholders to whom the commercial mutual
coLipanies returned dividends were Included In the great majority of nontaxpaying corporations. If so, the mutual spokesman's estimate of Federal Income
taxes paid by recipients upon dividends from the commercial mutuals becomes
even more fantastic.
In laboring theh' point the mutual spokesmen have chosen to disregard the fact
that Federal income taxes, undoubtedly substantial in the aggregate, are paid by
the many thousands of stock-comrany commissioned producers.
We believe It to be the desire of the Treasury Department and of the Congress
that loopholes be closed so that all unwarranted tax (!xemptions shall be ellminated. We trust that whatever legislation is enacted it will effectively close the
loopholes through which the commercial mtutuals have escaped tax-free.
However, great anxiety wag expressed by the spokesmen for the mutuals over
the possibility that the Treasury's recommendations would result In a tax upon
tutuals substantially 'higher than tie tax paid by stock eompanles-"two and
one-half to four times more than a similar profit-making stock company"-to quote
the spokesman verbatim. Please note the spokesman's perhaps inadvertent use
of the word similarr," for at the outset of his statement to this committee he
alleged that the stock and mutual companies are "two wholly different types of
companies."
We are sure that no one will take seriotiuy the pretense of anxiety. In
(he light of the past and pr-esent tax history, the spokesman's tears are reminiscent of the crocodile. We do not feel that we are presumptuous in saying
we are certain ttat the Treasury will not advocate, nor the Congress permit
the mutuals to be taxed at a greater rate than the rate applied to stock compaties. Certainly we have not asked It. We ask equality only.
We are frankly astounded at the attitude of the mutal spokesman appearing
before this committee. One has attempted to prove that the taxes paid by the
stock companies are not a competitive handicap. If this were true, it would
necessarily follow that similar taxes upon the commercial mutuals would not
be a competitive handicap. One mutual spokesman, out of step for tite moment,
told you that the statement submitted by the Treasury does not "appear to be
urged as a means of raising any substantial revenue." Why, then, are the
mutual spokesmen opposing the Treasury's proposal so vigorously?
In refreshing and encouraging contrast Is the attitude of a witness whC
appeared before the Ways and Means Committee, on April 19, on behalf o
Acacla Mutual Life Insurance Co. He said:
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"Our eompany appreciates the nature of the situation confronting our Gov-

ernment and fully recognizes the necessity for greatly increased revenues. We

appreciate the fact that life-insurance companies, along with all other corporations and citizens, must pay additional taxes. We have no fixed ideas as to what
tax formula should be adopted by Congress this year to apply to the lifeinsurance Industry."
In response to questions from a member of that committee this witness
frankly stated:
"I believe all life-insurance companies expect to pay more income tax. The
question, as I stated, is to determine what the fair anmmiot would be and to
determine a basis for equitably distributing the tax among the different lifeinsurance companies."
Parenthetically it may be stated that the tax basis for stock life-insurance
companies and mutual life-insurance companies under-present law Is Identical.
No reason exists why the same parity should not exist between stock and mutual
companies other than life. No reason exists why life-insurance companies,
stock and mutual, should be taxed, while the commercial mutuals go tax free,
We, too, expect to pay additional taxes. The Nation has never needed them
so much as now. We ask only parity, equality, Justice.

The

CHAIRMAN. Mr.

Cowdin.

STATEMENT OF J. CHEEVER COWDIN, NEW YORK, N. Y., REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS
Mr. COWDIN. My name is J. Cheever Cowdin. I am chairman of
the Committee on Government Finance of the National Association

of Manufacturers.
The revenue bill of 1942 is one of the most important single measures ever to come before Congress. A bad tax bill can lose the war.
Every man, woman, and child in the United States is directly and
vitally affected by this tax bill, upon which may depend1. Wliether or not the United States will win this war of production; and
2. Whether free enterprise, after the war will be able to provide
employment not only for all present workers but for the men and
women in the armed forces who will be returning to peacetime
pursuits.
These objectives require the highest order of statesmanship and
leadership in government and in industry.
We urge you in Congress, in these critical days, to give us a
courageous and long-range program of war financing.
We respectfully submit a comprehensive
prograin which we urge
the war.
be placed in effect for the duration of
This program will yield estimated revenues to the Federal Treasury of $33,200,000,000 in 1 full year at current levels of business
activity and $37,200,000,000 at levels anticipated foi- 1943, and is as
follows:
1. Industry will be left under this prograin with the absolute minimum consistent with national safety. Under the plan, corporations
will pay taxes of $11,900,000,000 out of estimated 1942 earnings of
$18,000,000,000. We believe such corporate taxes for the coming
year would raise $13,600,000,000. These taxes are far beyond the
corporate payments anyone in Government has so far estimated or
asked for.
2. High rates on individualnet incomes are also necessary to meet
the costs of war. We submit for your consideration the schedule
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of surtax rates graduating from 8 to 79 percent we submitted to the
House Ways and Means Committee earlier this year.
These less-harsh rates on individuals are the maximum we believe
fair and practicable when taken into consideration with other aspects
of our suggested program.
These recommended new rates will raise an estimated $8,000,000,000
from individual incomes of this year and $9,000,000,000 from those
of next year.
3. A wartime consumption tax is urgently needed as a major source
of Federal revenues.
A majority of people outside of Washington accepts the need for
such a tax. Those in Congress who oppose it, because of the November elections, misread the minds of the American people. Our
suggestions on wartime consumption taxes would have returned to
the Federal Treasury, at minimum estimates, $4,800,000,000 on the
1942 level of consumption, and should return $5,200,000,000 next
year.
4. Existing excises, employment taxes, customs, miscellaneous, and
all other taxes should yield an estimated $6,500,000,000 from 1942
and $7,500,000.000 from 1943 transactions.
5. We urge Congress to cut every dollar wasted in nonmilitary, Federal expenditures. A minimum of $2,000,000,000 can be saved for
war in this way.
CORPORATION STUDIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

To get a definite answer to the question, "How much can the American people raise from business without impairing the war effort and
without destroying the free-enterprise system for which we are fighting?" the N. A. M. did these things:
1. We nade a complete and factual study of manufacturing companies' earnings for the 20 years up to 1940; and
2. Ve made a Nation-wide questionnaire survey of the 1942 earnings, profits, and financial requirements of thousands of businesses, of
every kind and character, in every State of the Union; and
3.We talked to over 3,000 business leaders and war manufacturers
in e'ery important industrial area from coast to coast. They representcd every State and all types of business, large and small.
These first two studies are being submitted to you today.
OUR STUDIES PROCEEDED ON TWO MAJOR PREMISES

1. That the Government must now be given every dollar in taxes
that industry cai: stand;
2. That companies must be left enough earnings to keep war materials flowing,.pay some dividends to their 11,000,000 stockholders, and
have left reserves en,)ugh to reemploy our fighting forces, retool, and
make new goods after the war.
The quesionnaire we sent out has developed what is probably th.
most authoritative and comprehensive information in existence today
about current business earnings, taxes, and financial requiements.
The executives of more than 3,000 companies, representing all kinds
of businesses in all sections of the country, gave us estimataS of the
business conditions and earnings of their companies for 194'. The
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study reveals two highly significant facts which bear directly upon the
tax program:
1. It indicates an aggregate corporate net income in 1942 will be
$18,000,000,000.
This figure, as you wiil rote, is substantially higher than that used
by Treasury and ether autliorAie3 in calculating the revenues to be
derived under corporate tom schedkiles.
2. Corporations will need to retain after taxes about 2.7 percent of
their total receipts. They must have this to maintain present operations and to continue the expansion necessary to win the war, to pay
minimum dividends to investors, and to set up protective reserves.
This would mean that out of an estimated business volume of $226,000,000,000 in 1942, $6,000,000,000 would be needed for additional
working capital, for increased inventories and receivables, for maturing indebtedness, and for the expansion of plant facilities to meet
war-production needs.
Industry today is producing far above its normal output and is
asked to produce even more. It cannot do this increased-production
job with less than it had to work with in 1939 and 1910.
In March we recommended to Congress a combined normal and war
surtax of 40 percent and a 90-percent excess-profits tax. This was to
be computed on the method contained in the 1940 law-a method
already approved by Congress and your committee after long study.
The rates in part are now in the bill before you. The results of'our
questionnaire show that under the House bill the effective rate of these
taxes would be 75 percent.
We recommend most earnestly that the combined normal and war
surtax not exceed 40 percent.
A higher rate will ruin a vast number of smaller and medium-sized
companies which are not sharing in war work and which, because of
priorities labor difficulties, and loss of markets have great difficulty in
keeping themselves financially sound.
In addition the method has been replaced by another untried
method-one that, if the bill be passed at proposed rates, will be disastrous to many companies. In other words we urge that the normal
tax and base credit be allowed to be deducted before the excess-profits
tax- is computed. We believe that when a tax has been in effect for
over 30 years it is so much a cost of doing business that there can be no
excess profit until that liability has been satisfied.
We urge the Congress to reestablish the 1940 method in the 1942
tax bill.
We do not say that any one plan of corporation taxation is the only
fair method.
However, we maintain that any sopnd corporate tax plan must meet
the requirements of this four-point formula:
1. A sufficient amount, after taxes, must be left to carry on and
expand war production and to emerge solvent after the war. The 1940
formula of applying a 40 percent on normal earnings and 90 percent
on excess profits will leave corporate business less than 3 percent of
gross earnings for these purposes.
2. The combined normal and war surtax must not exceed 40 percent
since any higher rate is bound to cripple the many thousands of com.panies which are not directly engaged in the war ffort.
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3. In all fairness if we are using the base credit to measure normal
earnings, we should allow companies to earn and retain it before levying excess-profits taxes.
4. Adequate relief provisions must be made for hardship cases so
that a fair base credit is assured for all companies.
TALKS WITH BUSINESSMEN

FIkOM WOASr TO COAST

In addition to the 20-year study of manufacturing and the survey
of ctirrent business earnings and financial requirements, our recommendations to you are based; as I have said, upon recent discussions
with thousands of businessmen Ii every section of this country.
We tre proud td tell you that wherever we traveled, frofa coast to
coast, in the North, and In the South we found businessmen ready and
willing and anxious to pay taxes to the very limit of their resources.
But we found general agreement that the House bill would be
dangerous and many of them felt that even the tax proposals of the
association approached the danger line.
Most disturbing to us, ardI am sure it would have been to you,
was the discovery that there was widespread feeling on the part of
businessmen that there had crept into the tax bill definite restrictions on business which would change the free system we have in this
country.
This feeling has been accentuated by the widespread and continuous unjustified attacks upon the patriotism and integrity of
business. This raises a suspicion that the war effort is being used to
undermine the foundation of free enterprise in America. However,
we found that the inherent patriotism of the American businessman
was the principal driving force behind the tremendous momentum
that American war production has attained. Today, they are producing a volume of essential war materials beyond that ever dreamt
of by any country in the world. By this time next year, industry
will be producing a volume greater than that produced in all of the
enemy countries combined, if they are not harassed and hamstrung.
The American public, for example, cannot form a proper judgment
on the fairness of a tax bill when the Treasury's public statement
of the amount to be raised through corporate taxes is billions less
than the actual probability.
It is suggested that in the future, the facts should be given the
American public as to what total income corporations will earn, what
dollar volume the total taxes will take, the ovei-all effective rate,
and what will be left them vfter taxes, just as is now done for individuals. This should help to eliminate confusion.
At the same time that it underestimates receipts from corporate
taxes, the Treasury talxs of business profiteering and builds a picture
of profits which are nonexistent, It attributes to business unpatriotic motives which are without foundation.
Actually, the present bill would take from corporal ions 'owned by
11.000,000 citizens, some 131/2 billion dollars or 45 percent of the
entire Federal tax bill. These 11 000 000 stockholders, in addition,
have to pay taxes as individuals ii and when they receive these corporation earnings. These 11,000,000 people are thus taxed twice.
We find businessmen particularly chagrined at the discrimination.
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which is being shown against stockholders at a time when full cansideration is being accorded the income requirements of labor and
agriculture.
Actually, there is no dispute of substance between the honest workingman, the farmer, and management-it is mostly manufactured.
The American people are completely aware that to provide full employment, industry must be allowed to survive.
TAX .REDIT TO AD POSTWAR. tfHABILITATION

The drastic taxes proposed for business in this war period require
that a tax credit be established both to provide Government with the
necessary funds to finance the war and to cushion business and employment against the difficult readjustments which will follow.
We earnestly recommen
anies be allowed to purchase
mount up
reent of taxable net inGovernment bonds
come, the money
d for such bonds to be
wed as a tax credit.
These bonds
uid be issued immediately to t~scompanies buying
them to be
ld by them as a
for postwar Jiabilitation and
conversio
ack to peaK time
4rodtin. These Nnds should be
nonnego ble and noowurest-l aring Ju ring the wa*, At the terminati
of hiosti~4
s, they should become negotiable,%ear interest
at 2
centre
repayable Qffq=:nth eaqh'year in t*e following

fh businessmen of t
aon tel uxgthatwithout i ch a provisio it will be impossi
to effect pgst'ar rehabilitation and provide ull reem
ment.
T C,,Am~IR N.
,howbb
m*i
h longer will it tak9?
M~it CowmN.
wbou4
minutes.
'
Th4,CHAIRMA
Mr.,owDIN. . wiCa'ry,l ou brief
oa~ it? i to.
TheW _IIATRMA&
any of thes ' subjects hav' been giie over by
various witnesses in the la i#eeks,
Ind
e commit ee is fairly
familiar ith them. 0 ~trse,
don't
to cut o a witness.
just sugge that you sl1.Le it as iluch a ou can.
Mr. Cow
. All right, sir.'"
ill do the best -can, sir. There
are some rath important provisions. Let me -$ if I can pick them

out, sir
CORPORATION CREDIT FORli~~~

'OF

DEB)TS ORlTHE PURCHASE OF

WAR BONDS

Our discussion, with businessen -confirmed the findings of our
survey which shows that 90 percent of companies hove a debt problem.
Debts can be repaid only out of the margin of earnings left after
taxes, and if taxes take too large a portion of these earnings, unnumerable companies will have to default. on their obligations.
We, therefore, recommend that corporations be granted a tax credit
up to 10 percent of their taxable net income for the repayment of
noncurrent debt obligations contracted prior to January 1, 1942, or,
the extension thereof. Or,if they have no debt, for the purchase of
Government bonds.
These bonds should be the same type as recommended for issuance
to aid in postwar rehabilitation, and be delivered to companies
immediately.
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Such a provision for meeting debts in the new tax bill will help
companies facing serious debt difficulties without discriminating
against other companies, and at. the same time protect business solvency which is the backbone of Government revenues.
FISCAL YEAR COMPANIES

We urge this committee to strike from the pending bill the provi.sions which, retroactively applies unexpected new rates arbitrarily.
This provision works a hardship ou the vast numbers of companies
on a fiscal year basis. This section of the new bill was adopted without benefit of public hearings.
a
Great numbers of companies have made irrevocable plans and commitments based on the reasonable assumption that their tax liabilities
would be those contained in the 1941 Revenue Act.
They have expanded their plants, extended their credit to the limit,
and even paid out dividends on the basis of completed years for
which tax reports had already been filed.
On our recent trip, large numbers of businessmen told us that the
retroactive effect of this fiscal year provision would seriously jeopardize
their solvency.
In all fairness, each company should be allowed a f till year's operation under each tax law.
BROADENED RELIEF PROVISIONS

The bill now before you soundly recognizes the need for protecting
companies from unfair application of excess-profits tax as by setting
up various relief provisions.
We urge this committee to broaden the relief provisions for hardship cases to give all companies adequate and proper base credits.
We recommend that these relief provisions establish an additional
yardstick of appraising base credits for those companies using their
own capital to carry on expanded production programs. Such companies should be allowed a 25-percent increase in their base credit for
each 100-percent increase in the dollar value of production over and
above the average in the base period.
We also recommend that the so-called automatic relief provision
at one time contemplated by the House Ways and Means Committee
be reestablished by the Senate. This relief provision will allow companies to use 75 percent of the average of their 3 best years in the
1936-39 period as a substitute for a year of low earnings or of deficit
operations.
We also urge that companies be allowed the option of substituting
1940 for the year 1936 in the growth formula set up to help young
and growing companies. If this is done, and if the limitation of
section 713 (f) (6) is made anplicable to young, growing companies,
you will have a growth formula which will give these companies a
base far more representative of normal earnings.
LOSSES ON PnYSICAL riOPERTIES

We also recommend that the changes in the capital-gains-and-losses
provisions established by te pending bill be revised so that capital
losses in the case of physical properties may be offset against busines-s
gains by corporations.
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ABNORM3AL DEPRECIATION

The extremely high rate at which production facilities are being
used during this war requires complete equity in allowing operating
concerns fair amounts of depreciation, obsolescence, and depletion.
The loss in capital investment reflected by such depreciation, obsolescence, and depletion is as much a cost of doing business as the purchase of materials and the payment of wages.
Most of the businessmen we have spoken to recently feel that the
Treasury is requiring difficult, if not impossible, burdens of proof from
taxpayers for the justification of depreciation allowances established
in good faith and in sound business judgment. We recommend that
your committee study means of properly protecting companies meeting
today's demands for all-out production by the enactment of a provision to broaden the law to care for abnormal depreciation, so that
companies using their facilities at greater than normal rates receive
adequate and proper depreciation allowances.
any companies are risking the future of their plant and equipment by around-the-clock operations and are deserving of a proper
allowance for the abnormal depreciation of their assets.
DEFERED MAINTENANCE

Many companies explained to us that priority restrictions, combined with general lack of labor and material, make it impossible for
them to keep their plant and equipment adequately maintained. This
deferred maintenance cannot be shown, as an expense for tax purposes although it is a real cost of carrying on current business.
We urge this committee to study ways of giving due consideration
to companies which are unable to make current repairs and maintenance.
INVENTORY PROBLEMS

Modern bookkeeping is such that the rise in the cost of goods held
in inventory results in a taxable profit, although a real profit may
never be realized.
In these days of rising prices and volume and increasing costs,
thousands of companies will have to pay cash taxes on inflated inventory values.
Most businessmen we have spoken to fear that a great part of the
bookpeeping profits contained in today's inventories will disappear at
the end of this this war as they did in the early 1920's.
An important factor, often overlooked, is that taxes have to be paid
in cash, while an important part of a company's current earnings are
nothing more than bookeeping profits, existing in inflated inventories
and similar noncash items.
We urgently recommend that this committee give serious consideration to establishing a fair method of protecting companies against inventory losses and to offset existing inflationary price levels by providing for tax-free inventory reserves.
The matter of adequate inventory reserves is of such importance
that it may be desirable to appoint a special committee of businessmen,
accounting experts, and. other authorities to cooperate with your corn-
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mittee and other governmental bodies in an effort to find the adequate
and fair solution.
We shall be pleased to cooperate with you in establishing such a
committee if you so desire.
DECLARE

VALUE TAXES

We reiterate our opposition to the unsound capital-stock tax and declared value excess-profits tax.
These taxes are nothing more than a gambling devicee set up between
the taxpayer and the Government.
They should be stricken from the law.
CHANGES IN RATES ON INVESTED CAPITAL

We oppose the provision in the pending tax bill which would establish a new schedule of rates allowed as a return on invested capital.
These new rates are discriminatory against the great number of
small stockholders in large enterprises.
We vigorously protest this diiciinination because of size of
company.
Certainly stockholders should not be subjected to one kind of treatment as contrasted to another just because they hatve become investor i
in so-called large companies, which have created large employment.
We recommend this committee study a provision to allow companies to include in their base credit the same percentage of earnings
reinvested by those companies that is allowed for capital additions.
Retaining earnings is equivalent to putting new capital into the
business. This fact is recognized in the formula for the credit based
on invested capital.
Since the earnings base credit is now reduced by capital distributions and is increased by other kinds of additions to capital, it is
only logical to include retained earnings as an addition to capital such
as to increase the earnings base credit.
MERGER OF COMPANIES

We recommend this committee give full and careful consideration to
the provisions of the pending tax bill relating to mergers so that fair
and complete credit bases will be established in the case of merged
companies which would equitably reflect base period earnings and the
true amount of invested capital
Similar consideration should be given to the fair application of the
capital-stock tax and declared value excess-profits tax for such merged
companies, if such taxes are retained in the law.
CAPITAL GAINS

We recommend that proposals to eliminate the distinction between
short- and long-term transactions and to tax all capital gains at 10
percent be seriously considered.
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RENEGOTIATION OF VAR CONTRACTS

The sound method of recapturing war profits, in our opinion, is
through a properly framed excess-profits tax law. With- the enactment of this bill the arbitrary and difficult renegotiation law is unnecessary and should be immediately repealed.
It is detrimental to all-out war production, as well as completely
unfair to subject corporations, to arbitrary renegotiation of profits
from war contracts and at the same time have these same profits
subject to unknown amounts of heavy normal and excess-prolfits
taxes.
Pending the repeal of the unsound renegotiation law, it is essential that-1. Renegotiation be on the basis of earnings after income and
excess-profits taxes;
2. Renegotiation apply to over-all contracts and not to a single
contract.
3. Renegotiation of contracts be concluded within a year after
the close of the fiscal year, such renegotiation to be final.
4. Right of appeal to a designated body be granted.
None of these fore oing ,suggestions imply that the right to voluntary renegotiation, which was conducted on a substantial scale prior
to the existing statute, should be curtailed in any way.
Until the renegotiation provision is abolished, companies deserve
the protection of an amendment to the existing statute of limitations
to allow for a redetermination of taxes for those years subject to
renegotiation which otherwise might be closed.
This extension of the closing years should be contained in the
pending bill.
INDIVIDUAL INC03M TAXES

No one has any doubt as to the willingness of the American people
to sacrifice.
We believe, however, that the proposed new schedule of tax rates
on individual incomes represents neither the easiest nor the fairest
way of siphoning personal earnings into the Federal Treasury. In
particular, we believe that the proposed new burdens are made
unnecessarily difficult for the great mass of American people who are
in the income brackets below $5,300 a year. when taken in conjunction with the remainder of our program.
We do realize, however, that higher rates on individual net
incomes are necessary to meet the costs of war.
We submit to you it schedule of surtax rates graduating from 8
percent to 79 percent, parts of which may pass the point of diminishing returns.
CRFrr FOR INDIVIDUAL DEITS

It is essential for the successful prosecution of the war and maintaining of morale that individuals as well as corporations be kept
solvent.
We recommend individuals be granted a credit up to 10 percent
of their. taxable net income o be used either for the retirement of
debts, such as the payment on mortgages and bank indebtedness or
for life insurance premiums assumed prior to January 1, 1942, or
for the purchase of Government bonds.
76093-42-vol. 2-49
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These bonds should be nonnegotiable and non-interest-bearing
until the cessation of hostilities and thereafter to become negotiable,
bear interest at 2 percent, and be repayable one-twentieth each year
in the following 20 years.
FIVE PERCENT WITHHOtLOtNG DEDUCTION

In these days of limited manpower and emphasis upon war pyo.
duction, the provision in the bill calling for a 5 percent withholding
tax upon dividends, interest, wages, and salaries is a completely
unnecessary hardship and expense to all companies.
WAR CONSUMPrION TAXES

After the greatest possible corporation and individual income taxes
and so-called excise taxes, there will still remain additional billion
to be raised.
To get these additional revenues, we recommended there be enacted
now, to become effective January 1, 1943, an 8-percent war tax, on general consumption at the point of final sale. This, we estimate, will
return $4,800,000,000.
The Treasury Department has gone on record as opposing sales taxes.
We cannot see the consistency of this position when in the same statenient it demands the imposition of excise-sales taxes in the sum of
$4,500,000,000. These, in reality, are nothing more than selective sales
taxes.
We think it is perfectly apparent that a broad consumption tax must
be imposed to assist in raising these additional funds. Lack of political
courage should not keep this tax from the present tax bill.
Seventy-five percent of the national income is in the hands of the
so-called low-income group, having incomes of $5,000 and under. The
increase in earnings of this group for 1942 is estimated at more than
$15,000,000,000 and will be much greater next year.
That income can help pay the war costs with less hardship and more
equality through a war-consumption tax than through any other means.
The sales tax affects an individual only when ho has the money to
spend.
He doesn't have to pay it until he actually spends the money,
while his income-tax liability falls due well after the close of the
year, when many people may have no money to pay their taxes.
The people in 22 States and 2 of the largest cities comprising over
half the population of the United States have adopted retail-consumption taxes. They pay these taxes as a matter of course.
The CHAIRMAN. Could you give us the benefit of your recommendations without elaborating them, because we have gone over them with
many witnesses?
Mr. CowDIN. All right, sir.
The CHAIRMAn. You have already consumed 25 minutes.
Mr. CowDIN. I think maybe if I had gone through right along I
would have gotten through quicker. I will try not to elaborate further.
I am sorry.
The CHAMIAN. 'You will be privileged to file the remainder of your
brief in the record after another 2 minutes, because we must give some
opportunity for the others to be heard.
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Mr. CowDN. In our recent travels from one end of the United

States to the other we found an overwhelming sentiment in favor of
immediate enactment of a Federal consumption tax to help pay the
cost of the war. This is substantiated by recent national polls of
public opinion.
A consumption tax is additionally important in that it will tend
to absorb a part of excess war income, not subject to other taxes, and
will have a restraining effect on inflation.
It is the duty of Congress to control inflation effectively and immediately. The American people are deathly afraid of inflation.
Farmers, workers, every man and woman is now seeing a rise in the
cost of their living. Wages are being increased daily from one end
of the country to the other. The general public gets no news about
most of these increases. About all the ingredients of a runaway inflation are with us now and we can no longer afford to hide our heads in
the sand. We must take drastic action.
We urge your committee to give immediate study to all the steps
necessary to prevent inflation. A sales tax will be one step in that
direction, and we urge consideration of compulsory saving as an
additional step.
Throughout the country, there is grave feir that vital elements of
the program we submit to you today will be postponed until after
the coming elections.

If, for example, the sales tax is not enacted at this time and later
adopted, such legislation must not be accompanied by proposals for
additional corporation taxes added only for political window-dressing.
Any additional corporate tax 'increases will bring catastrophe to
business.
The business men of this country fully realize the desperate situation in which.this war places all of us.
They see, perhaps, even clearer than the average citizen, that the war
mus, be won, whatever the cost in money and inconvenience to themselve.i as individuals, and to the businesses they manage. No business
and no man can gain from a lost war.
We know the cost will be staggering and that business must make
major sacrifices. No one for whom we speak, if he were here today,
would consider he were doing any less than his duty by paying taxes
to the limit.
We have, therefore, attempted to interpret for you, today, the needs
of business as business sees them in a time of national peril.
Upon the factory-large and small-we must depend for all the
weapons we will need to win this war-the guns, the tanks, the ships,
the planes. Without them we cannot win it.
upon the factories we must also depend for the large share of the
tax money which the Government must raise-not only this year, but
next year and all the years this war lasts.
When peace comes, the factory must be the chief supplier of jobs.
These things being true, nothing is more constructive and essential
at this time than to insure that American business be kept alive.
Throughout our travels, from one end of the country to the other,
we found that businessmen have the greatest confidence in the integrity
and wisdom of your committee. The sound financial statesmanship of
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our chairman is universally recognized. It is this confidence which
gives American business the assurance that a bill eminently fair to
industry, the country as a whole, ana adequate to the times will result
from your committee's work.
We sincerely trust that you will find our studies and recommendations to be of some value to you.
Gentlemen, it has been a great personal privilege and honor to be
permitted to address you. Thank you.
(The chart and tabulations submitted by Mr. Cowdin are as follows:)
EiXIxsIT A

Bstimated Federal revenue from program of war financving recommended by
National Association of Manufacturers
[In billions of dollars]
Covered by National Association of Manufacturers' recommendations

1943
19421 year
year
Calendar
Calendar

13.5
9.0
5.2

Corporation income taxes .......................................................
In dl vidual income taxes -------------------------------------------------------------------War consumption taxes -------------------------------------Excises, empioymert, customs, miscellaneous and other taxes not covered by
National Association of Manufacturers' recommendations. ------- _------------

11.9
8.0
4.8
0.5

7.5

Total taxes------------------------------------------------------------Savings on nonessential expenditures ------------------------------------- ----

31.2
2.0

13.2
2.0

Total Federalrevenues -------------.----------------------------------Aggregate State and local ---------------------.-------------------------Total revenues ......................--------------------------

33.2
10.0

37.2
10.0

43.2

47.2

I Estimated national Income, $110,000,000,000.
to $140,000,000,000.
1 Estimated national Income, 130,0oo,oo0,000

National A8sociation of Manufacturers recommendations for higher surtaxes
Bracket rate

Bracket rate
Surtax, net income
(000omitted)

Present
law

N. A. M.
proposal

Percent Percent
8
6
$0 to$0.6 .....................
8
6
$0.5 t $1----- _-----------9
0
$1 to 1.5.....................
0
1.6to $2.....................6
13
9
-------------------14
9
to $3
$4.......................
$3 to
19
13
$4 to $ ---- _-------------23
7
$6 to 8r27
21
.....................
$8 to
31
26
$10to $12 -----------------6
29
12 to $14.....................
38
$14 to$16--------------------92
46
3
$16to $is....-.................
44
8
$18to $28.....................
4
1
.....................
$20to 224
50
44
22 to $2 --------------------$32 to38--------------------0

56

Surtax, net Income
(000omitted)

Present
law

N. A.M.
proposal

PerceV Percent
69
53
$38to$44.....................
61
55
$44to $50.....................
63
57
$50to $W ---------------04
59
.
$60to $70..................
6
61
.------.------------70to
68
63
$90.....................
$80
to $80
8
4
----- _------------$M0to $100
69
65
$100to $150------------------70
66
$l0 to $200------_---------70
...................
$260
-to
$20
72
$2)0to $00 ...................0
74
71
00to $400------------------74
72
$4 to S0 ...................
71
73
$o to $60 ..................
78
74
$760to $1000 --------------77
$1,600to $,000 ................75
$M,00.andover----------------77

79

T bere Is mulsiantial evidenceIndicating that even at present rates the law of dininishing returns operOovernment revenues.
a te to decresw,
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UNDER N.A.M. PROGRAM
CORPORATIONS RETAIN
LESS THAN 3 %
FOR PRODUCTION
DEMANDS, DIVIDENDS &
OTHER BUSINESS NEEDS$6 BILLION, OR 2.7%

7

7

77<
~777'
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Tnu RmcaD OF MANUWAC'rUINO

PROFITS, PIRPARED BY ST., risTicAL DEPARTMENT,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS, MAY 1942
MANUFAOTURING

PROFITS PRIOR TO DEFENSE,

1921-39

The highlights of part I of this study are:
I. The record of the net profits of manufacturing for 19 years prior to the
defense period was one of wide variation between prosperity and depression with
a much lower level of profit in the 1930's. From 1921 through 1930, the average
annual profit as a percentage of gross income was 4.4 percent. For the period
1931-40 the average annual profit was only 1.5 percent.
II. The recovery In net profits from the 1931-33 period was not as extensive
as the recovery from the 1921 depression. Gross income of all manufacturing
corporations in 1923 was $17,684,000,000 greater than in 1921, a rise of 45.7
percent Net profits of all manufacturing corporations In 1923 were $3,009,000,000 higher than in 1921. Yet between 1934 and 1037 net profits rose only $1,767,000,000, although there was a rise of $21,182,000,000 in gross receipts.
II. The proportion of manufacturing corporations reporting net Income at the
end of the 1934-37 business recovery was less than in earlier recovery periods.
In 1923 approximately 63.1 percent of manufacturing corporations reported net
income. In 1937 only 45.0 percent reported net income. Thus more than half
of all manufacturing corporations failed to attain profitable operations in a relatively favorable year,
IV. The proportion of gross receipts of manufacturing absorbed by direct
production costs, chiefly wages and raw material costs, varied little from 1921
through 1939, ranging from 73.1 percent of gross receipts in 1925 to 67.9 percent
in 1933. Direct costs, prior to defense, did not contribute to the sharp decline
in profits during the depression of 1931-33,
V. Indirect costs such as administrative expenses, rents, and interest responded slowly to the depression of 1931-. and to the subsequent recovery.
Indirect manufacturing costs did not decline appreciably until 1931 and did not
reach their lowest point until 1934. They, therefore, accentuated the effects
of the depression upon net profits. On the other hand, the rise in indirect
costs from 1934 through 1939 was very gradual and the rigidity of these costs
augmented the incidence on net profits of the rise in gross receipts after the
depression. Indirect costs did not contribute to the reduced percentage of gross
carried through to net income throughout the 1930's.
VI. In general, reserves for depreciation, taxes, and contingencies have been

lower than they should have been over a period of years Actual payments for
these purposes have exceeded provisions In reserves for them.
VII. The growth'of taxes Is clearly responsible for failure of net profits to
respond after the depression of 1931-33 to an increase In gross receipts as they
had in the 1920Ps. Net profits before taxes were 8.4 percent of gross receipts in
1936 as contrasted with 7.9 percent in 1929. Yet, after taxes, these figures were
5.5 percent and 6.3 percent respectively.
VIII. Aggregate dividend payments, encouraged by the Federal tax on undistributed profits, exceeded net income in the 1930's. From 1923 through 1929
aggregate net profit of manufacturing corporations was $7,392,000,000 greater
than aggregate dividend payments.' From 1930 through 1940 dividends paid
were $8,381,000,000 in excess of net earnings of all manufacturing corporations.
IX. The flow of new capital to manufacturing was checked during the 1930's,
by the prospect of poorer earnings, lower security prices and heavy taxes on the
income of individuals among other things. The result was a decline in capital
invested in manufacturing. Scarcity of new venture capital retarded the development of new enterprises.
Aggregate net profit Is the sum of profits for all profitable manufacturing corporations
minus the losses of unprofitable corporations.
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The relationships of receipts and costs in manufacturing industries since September of 1939 have been quite different from those observed earlier. The salient
points from analysis of statistics covering the period from 1939 through 1941
are summarized below:
I. The demands made on manufacturing industries as a whole have been
greatly increased by the war. The volume of production of war supplies has
expanded steadily since June 1040 and at an accelerating rate.
II. Through 1940 production costs per unit of output declined with the gains
in volume, resulting in larger net profits. This also meant that a large proportion
of manufacturing corporations were profitable.
III. B 1941, raw material and labor costs were rising so much more rapidly
than gross receipts that direct manufacturing costs Were and are encroaching
on profit margins.
IV. It appears probable that net profits of manufacturing reached their wartime peak during 1941 and are likely to recede in the future. Further expansion
of output must be accomplished by adding less efficient manufacturing units which
will involve higher costs.
V. The tax burden on corporations has risen steeply in the past 2 years,
until In 1941 taxes absorbed more than half of earnings available for taxes
(54 percent In 100 sample returns)
From the same companies in 1940 taxes
took about one-third (34 percent) of taxable net income. Taxes absorbed most
of the gain in earnings before taxes. Even though net income before taxes for
100 large manufacturing corporations increased 55 percent from 1940 to 1941,
the gain after allowing for Federal taxes was only 9 percent.
V1. According to Budget estimates and Treasury tax proposals over $9,000,.
000,0(0) is expected to be collected in taxes from corporations for the fiscal
year 1943. The taxes collected from corporations In the 1941 fiscal year were
about $2,000,000,000. Yet, the need for paying existing wages and taxes in cash
has reduced the cash position of the manufacturing industries so that many
corporations have been forced to borrow from the banks.
VIII. Financing the large volume of war business has necessitated a greatly
increased investment in inventories and receivables. For 100 large manufacturing corporations the rise in inventories and receivables required use of
funds of $514,000,000 in excess of net income. As a result, cash was decreased
and borrowing expanded. Demands for further wage rises and for higher
taxes ignore the weakening cash position of manufacturing corporations.
VIII. A blanket limitation on profits would be Inequitable and impractical because of differences among industries. Further, profit limitations would deprive the Treasury of important sources of revenue. Not only would corporation yields be reduced, but taxes from individuals dependent for income on
dividends would likewise be affected.
IX. Present reserves are inadequate to provide for the present abnormal
depreciation of equipment Capital assets in the form of machinery and equipment are being used up with great rapidity. This, plus other drains on cash,
may mean that after the war, manufacturing will be In a weakened financial
position. This may make it difficult to finance a readjustment to peacetime
operations.
PART 1. TIE PROFIT RECORD, 1021 THROUGH 1939

A sound appraisal of manufacturing profits during the past 2 years Is impossible without some understanding of the long-term trend of profits to give a
proper perspective. There are wide differences In the record among industries
and companies, but In general terms the course of profits from 1921 through
1940 for all manufacturing companies (after taxes and with adjustments made
for intercorporate dividends) Is shown in table I. There are peaks and valleys
for both gross and net income, but the outstanding characteristic of the table
is the low level of net profit as a percent of gross income in the 1930's.
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TABLs

1.-Proftts of all manufacturing corporations
[In millions of dollars)

Year

inoe]poi8tas
Gross

1921................
192
.
................
2
3
192 ............
4
1925-------------1926............
1927...............
1928................
1929................
1930...............

3, 480
44,563
5, 064
63,763
00,65
6,156
63, 439
66, 893
71,640
60,428

Income

Net
profits
-435
2,330
3,174
,418
3,245
3,212
2,673
3,460
3,954
877

percent
profit
Not
I

-1.1
8.2
6.7
4.8
8.4
5.2
4.2
5.2
5.5
5.8

Year

Net profit
N
Grosse
WIe~~
inoe profis
inomnomee
t I op ome

1931
1..............43,716
1932................
31,845
1
-3...
......... 35,070
1034 .............
40,768
1935................
47,334
1936-------------6,431
1937...............
61,95
1938............... 50, 64
1939............... '55,000
1940..............
862,000

' -913
-2.1
-1,827
-5.7
77 ..........
778
1.9
1, 08
8.2
2,570
4.6
2,545
4.1
931
1.8
1,9600
3.5
500
4.0

Average, 1921-30-4.4 percent.
Average, 1931-40-1.5 percent.
' After taxes and adjustment for nterorporato dividends.
3 Net loss.
I Estimated.
Source: U. S. Bureau of Internal Revenue.

Through the period from 1921 through 1980 the average annual profit on gross
income was 4.4 percent. For the period for 1931 to 1940, the average annual
return was only 1.5 percent. The 1920's are generally regarded as a decade
peculiarly favorable to manufacturing profits, yet in the peak year, 1929, that profit
return on gross income reached a maxitnum of 5.5 percent which was below the
5.7 percent earned in 1923 on a much smaller volume of business. In the depression years 1931 and 1932 losses .f manufacturing corporations exceeded profits.
The net deficit for 1932 amounted to $1,827,000,000. Even in the relatively good
years 1936 and 1937 aggregate uet profits amounted to 4.6 percent and 4.1 percent,
respectively. There is no evidence here of a rising trend of profits--in fact
quite the reverse. Nor is there any evidence that at Pny time manufacturing as
a whole reaped an exorbitant return.'
T~msa 2.-Number of manufacturing corporations reporting net income and no
net i come

Year

Number
reporting
net Income

1923............
....................
53,795
1924....................................
51,342
925................................
64,137
1926...............................
55,0 9
1927......................................
53,620
1928......................................
55,007
1929...............................
5,488
1930......................................
40,641
1931......................................
30,270
1932
..
................
. .
14,985
20,354
5933.....................................
1934.......................................
84,023
37,976
13 .......................................
1930....................................
4, 928
1937.......................................
4 ,974
1938.....................................
. 34,034
1939................................
43,002
I

Percent

63.1
59.1
61.1
59.1
59.7
60.1
60.2
44.4
34.0
17.0
29.7
37.3
41.4
49.9
45.6
38.6
49.9

Number
reporting
no net
Income
31,404
3, 461
34, 537
38,150
35,196
36,560
36,742
50,803
88,815
72,931
62,295
87,269
53, 70
4,104
50, 005
K, 033
43,181

Percent

36.9
40.9
38.9
40.9
40. 3
39.9
39.8
55.6
66.0
83.0
70.3
62.7
58.6
50.1
54.4
61.4
50.1

Total
number 8
85,199
86,893
88,674
93,244
89,816
91.573
92,230
91,504
89,085
87,916
88,049
91,292
91,676
9. 030
91,979
88,067
8,183

Excludes inactive corporations.

Source: U. S. Bureau of Internal Revenue. "Statistics of Income."
Profits are frequently measured as a percentage earned on capital investment in manufacturing. This is frequently a misleading measurement because of the wide variation in the
investment required in different industries. Also accounting practices are so lacking in
consistency in the valuation of assets that invested capital cannot be relied upon to give the
true picture. Therefore In this study profits are related throughout to gross income,
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Ours is a loss as well as a profit system in which a considerable proportion of
manufacturing companies suffer a loss, even In boom years. This fact Is clearly
brought out in table 2 which gives the number of manufacturers reporting net
Income and the number of those reporting no net income for tax purposes. The
figures also show that since 1930 an increasing proportion of manufacturing
corporations have fallen in the no net income category. A few examples will
illustrate this situation.
In 1923, (3.1 percent of rpanufacturing corporations reported net income, while
36.9 percent reported no net income. The percentage of companies reporting net
income declined to 60.2 percent even in the prosperous year 1929. In other words,
39.8 percent reported no net income at the peak of the 1929 boom. In the depression years of the early 1930's there was an increase in the proportion of companies reporting no net Income. For example, in 1932, 83 percent of all active
manufacturing corporations reported no net Income, while only 17 percent reported net income. In 1936, a fairly good year, about one-half (49.9 percent)
of the companies reported net income, while 50.1 percent reported no net income.
By 1939, the latest year for which these figures are available, the proportion
was the same as in 193--49.9 percent reporting net income and 50.1 percent
reporting no net income.
When dealing with aggregate net profits for all manufacturing corporations the
proportion reporting losses is important to the discussion. Aggregate net profits
as shown in table I are the sum of net profits for all profitable manufacturing,
corporations minus the net losses of all unprofitable manufacturing corporations.
If a temporary Improvement in the profit relationships results in transfer of a
substantial number of manufacturing corporations from the no net income to
the net income category the result on aggregate net profits for all manufacturing
corporations is exaggerated. (That is, an improvement that might add 10
percent to the net profits of companies which were already profitable, could
mean a much larger gain In the aggregate figure if losses were likewise reduced.)
This overstatement inherent in using aggregate profits was strikingly present
during 1940-41.
In the 1930's there were a few years of fairly active business but the profit
margin was much narrower than In the 1920's. In 1937, for example, with gross
receipts of $61,950,000,000 the net profit of all manufacturing corporations was
$2,545,000,000, as contrasted with $3,174,000,000 in 1923 when gross receipts were
only $56,064,000,000.
The recovery of profits from the 1931-33 depression was not nearly so extensive as from the 1921 depression as shown In the increase in profits in the two
periods. For instance, gross income of manufacturing corporations in 1923 was
$17,584,000,000 greater than in 1921 and there was for the same period a gain in
aggregate net profits of $3,609,000,000. (This reflected in part the transfer of
companies from the no net income to the net income category and is not simply
the rise in net income of companies previously profitable.) Between 1934 and
1937 a rise in gross receipts of $21,182,000,000 was accompanied by a rise in net
profits of all manufacturing corporations of $1,767,000,000. In 1923, with gross
receipts of $56,064,000,000, about 03.1 percent of manufacturing companies made
money, but in 1937 only 45.6 percent of all manufacturing corporations reported
a net profit.
Exrnarr C
SUMMARY ANALYSIS Cr (>NPIDISTIAL TAX QUESTONNAisr, NATIONAL AssolATIoli

OF MANUFAcTUFlts,

AuoUST 1942

To (late there have been 3,978 responses from corporations. These range from
extremely small to very large enterprises and are from all sections of the United
States. Not all replies gave complete formation, but those which did nade
up approximately 20 percent of total taxable net income In 1941. The proportion
of large companies answering the questionnaire to the United States total of
such concerns is greater than the proportion of the very small companies to
the United States total. This introduces a slight bias for which allowance has
been made in applying conclusions drawn from averages of the sample to all
corporations in the country. Moreover the data were classified by company size
to obviate this difficulty in actual computations. While this qualification is
necessary, the sample is otherwise representative. The survey has placed in
the hands of the Association a valuable fund of information about sales, tax
liabilities, and financial requirements of the country's industries under wartime conditions.
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TH% TREND OF 8AIMS, 1940, 1941, AND 1042

The economy of the United States has experienced a substantial expansion
since the start of 1940. In 1942, however, with industry fully mobilized for war
production, important changes are apparent because of necessary restrictions on
industries making peacetime goods. The National Association of Manufacturers
survey throws light upon the extent and character of these changes.
A group of 2,895 corporations provided complete data on the dollar volume
of their sales in 1940, 1941, together with estimates for 1942. These companies
reported aggregate sales of $22,541,054,000 for 1941, as compared with $16,122,297,000 in 1940. The same corporations estimated'that the dollar volume of
their business in 1942 would be $20,.588,556,000.
In short, these companies
experienced a rise of $6,418,757,000 or 39.8 percent in sales for 1941 above 1940
sales. With the Government spending huge sums for war purposes a further
very substantial rise of $4,047,502,000 or 18 percent is anticipated In sales
for 1942 above 1941. These are dollar figures and they could be distorted if an
inflationary price rise should develop during the course of this year. They give
a clear indication that the rate of increase in the expansion of business volume
is beginning to slacken, although the absolute amount of gain will still be
tremendous. When broken down and analyzed the sales data reveal some
other interesting developments.
THE CHANGING CHARACYrER OF 1942 BUSINESS

The anticipated gain in sales for 1942 will not be shared by as many companies as participated in the 1941 rise. Shortages of material and labor, restrictions on the output of consumer durable goods and other dislocations of
a war economy are playing an Increasing part to limit the operations of companies not manufacturing for war. The National Association of Manufacturers,
survey gives a quantitative measure of this change.
During 1941, a total of 2,763, or 95.4 percent, of the 2,895 corporations reported
a gain in sales over the preceding year. However, in 1942, only 1,878, or 64.9
percent of these companies, expected to show sales Improvement. A shrinkage
in sales this year was forecast by 844 companies. The balance, 173 companies,
expected no significant change in sales for 1942 as compared with 1941.
THE RELATIONSHIP OF COMPANY SIZE TO BALEM OUTLOOK

The fact that during a year of expanding business, nearly 30 percent of industry expects a decline in sales is of itself important because It implies, among
other things, a redistribution of employment and earning power on a major
scale. It becomes more significant when there is added the evidence that small
businesses are the principal sufferers from these changes. For examlde, it may
be noted that the aggregate sales of companies with a business volume of less
than $1,000,000 is expected to be smaller for 1942 than in 1941. On the other
hand, the aggregate sales of larger companies will show an Increase.
The smaller concerns have a greater percentage of casualties from the dislocations of a war economy than do the larger concerns. It is equally evident that
the situation is directly related to the greater adaptability of the larger companies to war work. If the smaller companies which are suffering a decrease
in business volume are to survive in strong financial position to resume their
places when the war is ended, they must be protected from unfair and confiscatory taxation In order that they may retain as much as possible of their
reduced earning power.
THE REcOaD OF WAU1TMS PROFITS

It has very frequently been charged that industry is reaping "unconscionable
profits" from the war effort. Publicity has been givn to exceptional cases of
profiteering which has perhaps created in the minds of the public an entirely
false idea. Certainly the average corporation has not been -showing an increase
in Its profit margin because of war business. This is demonstrated by data
from 2,225 companies. These are all corporations which were profitable in 1940,
1941, and expected to show a profit in 1942. If allowance were made for the
losses of unprofitable corporations the showing would be much less favorable.
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Net incomes as a percent of sales for 2,1R5 prolftable companies in 1940, 1941, 1942
Site class 1942, sales

Number
of
companies

1940

1941

19421

Under $20,000 .............................................
$20,000 to $499,999 ..........................................
$50,000 to $999 -------------------------------------

50
202
314

7.1
&8
5.7

6.3
6.3
6.3

4.1
3. 4
3.5

$2,000,000 to $4,999,999 --------------------....
$5,000,000 to $19,999,999 ......................................
$20,000,000 and over ....................................

491
507
218

6.1
7.7
8.1

6.0
7.1
6.8

a4

$1,000,000to $1,999,99 ...................................

443

...........

Average ................................................

7.4

2,22

7.8

7.2

6.8

3.5
&7
&5

&

I Under Ways and Means bil.

Obviously earnings after taxes do not indicate any widening of the profit
margin but only that business is retaining for dividends and other corporate
purposes a smaller and smaller proportion of sales. The season for this is
found primarily In tax payments,
FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS OF INDUSTRY

Corporations engaged in war production and thus sharing In the expansion of
business volume are experiencing Increasing difficulty in maintaining adequate
liquid reserves. The larger amount of business has meant the creation of large
Inventories. It has also necessitated an Increase in accounts and notes receivable, tying up working capital that might otherwise be In more liquid form,
either in cash or in marketable securities. Thus the problem of translating
profits into cash resources has become more difficult. On the other hand, wages
and taxes can be paid In cash only and both these items are rising. These
factors are bringing about a drain on cash resources and an expansion in
borrowing since earnings are not providing the necessary cash.
The burden of debt upon industry, even now by no means light, Is likely to be
enhanced. For example, it was found that out of the 2,895 corporations reporting sales Information to the National Association of Manufacturers survey,
a total of 2,868 had debt obligations to a total of $6,527,131,000.
Taxable net income, Federal taxes and net income after tames for 2,2.5
corporations,1940, 1941, 1942
($000omitted)

Taxable net Total Fedincome
oral taxes

Under $200000
VW0,000 to W

.......................................
,9

.4,064

$100,000 to $999,999........................................
Li000,000 to 1,W9
......................................
,000,000 to $,
.
..........
$5,000,000 to $1,999,999..............................
$20,000,000 and over ........................................
Total ...........................................

1941

Under $200,000 ............................................
$200,000 to $499,999
...................................
$00,o0to$999,-09......................................
$1,000,000 to $1,909,999 .....................................

$2,000,000 to $4,999,999...............................
$5,000,000 to $19,999,999
..............................
$20,000,000 and over ...............................
Total ................................................

Net Income
after
taxes

02

79

18,482

3,948

9,537

3,270

19.5

10, 7
25,15
94,092
372,218

30,719
65,580
235,857
784,990

26.2
27.9
28.5
32 2

506,824 1,130,376

31.0

.41,066
90, 39
329,0391
, 157, 208
1,637,200

603
7,443
24,448
71,009

794

144
2, 709
10,199
29,303

423

Total
taxes as a
percent
of taxable net
Income
15.7
29.3

460
4, 734
14,249

23.9
36.4
41.7

41,706

41.3

164,431
70,979
2,040, 240

75,446
275,181
1,103,791

89,9K
5

2,879,153

1,499,773 1,380,380

295 798
934,449

45.9
48.2
54.2
521
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Taxable not income, Federal taxes and net income after ta.es for 2,225
corporations, 1940, 1941, 1942--Contlnued
1000omitted]

Taxable net Total Fed-

eral taxes

income

1941-Exlito tax law
Under $200,000 .........................................
568
$200,000 to $499,99----------------------------------6,661
600,000 to $999,999
.-------------------------------- 24,830
68,275
$1,000,O to $1,999,999
......................................
$2,000,000 to $4M99999...............
.............
185,216
680,009
-----to S 9),9--------$4'000'000
$2..0andver...................
................
2,534,824
Total ...............................................

3, 00,42

Net income

after
taxes

Total
taxes as a
percent

of taxable net
income

139
429
2,472
4,189
10,279
14,651
31,099
37,176
93,390
91,868
322,434
357,65
1,418,213 1,116,611

24.5
37.1
41.4
45.5
50.4
12.0
55.9

1,913,167 1,587,20

54.7

191-NationalAsociatifv of Manufacturers tax proposal
'Under V200,000
....
$200,000 tv 99,99 ................
..........---.........
M0000to 99,9........................................
51,00,0 0( to $1,99,999
----------------------............
, W "00,O
to $4
,999.....................................
$5,000,000 to $I 99,9....................................
$20,000,000 and 'over------------------------------..

S0ot,0
...............................................

-

s..........................................
239
329
42.1

,661
24,830
68, 275
185,256
680,00
34,824

,

3,390
13,766
39,808
115,018
460,819
1,687,874

3,271
11,064
28,467
70, 238
210,194
86, 950

o,_o Tt

10.9

55.4
58.3
62.1
67.8
66.6

.

194i-Wlajs and Mfeans plan

$200,000 to $499,999
6,661
4,197
2,464
$600000 to $9999 ........................................
24.830
16,4.35
8,895
$1,060,000 to 1,999,9......................................
68,276
41,400
22,625
$2,000,000 to $499,99 ......................................
18, 256
131,024
53,332
$25000000to$19
..----.............................
-680,000
401,692
188,417
$20,000,000 and over .........................................
2, 534,824
1, 09,129 021,995
Total .................................................

3, 500,423

2,599, 017 101,406

63.0
66.2
66.6
71.2
72.3
75.3
74.2

Although manufacturing, for example, Is in no way comparable to public
utilities or to railroads In the matter of debt, it Is obvious from this sample that
obligations of Industry are heavy and quite general. Moreover, of these 2,895
companies, 2,549 had debt repayable In I year to the aggregate amount of
$1,998,498,00.
In other words, 30.6 percent represents debt payable In I year.
Thie 2,2*5 profitable corporations which provided full Information on sales
and taxbs, also estimated that In 1942 they would require $1,004,947,000 additional funds to finance the Increase expected in Inventories and receivables.
These same companies had debt payable In 1942 to the amount of $1,728,962,000.
To meet these requirements these companies expected that they would have net
Income after the taxes set up in the new bill of only about $1,000,000,000.
The net earnings of these companies are obviously much less than the amount
required to finance larger receivables and Inventories, and to meet taxes and
repay debt, to say nothing of providing a modest amount for dividends. It
should be pointed out that a substantial amount of debt payable In 1 year
would probably be renewed In other than extremely unfavorable circumstances.
In spite of this qualification it is clear that to meet the discrepancy, funds must
be provide by drawing on existing cash resources or by borrowing more
extensively.
The companies Included In this tabulation provided about 20 percent of total
taxable corporation Income during 1940 and 1941 and may be expected to contribute a somewhat larger proportion In 1942. Therefore, there Is reason to
conclude that this problem Is a very serious and very general one.
War creates an artificial activity for industry and brings about distortions of
normal peacetime relationships. When the artificial stimulus Is withdrawn,
these distortions must be corrected. In the post-war adjustment period when
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industry returns to peacetime production, it is absolutely essential that it
should be l a sound financial position. No one can question that the problems
of a post-war economy will be severe; if they are placed before a debt-worn,
depleted induNtry, they will be overpowering.
THE EFFECT OF TAXES ON 1042 DIVIDENDS

Because taxes have been increased to a point where they will bring a reduction in corporation net income after taxes for 1942 as compared with 1941 and
where Industry is having difficulty In maintaining its liquid resources, it is
only natural that dividends for 1942 and 1943 should decline. The National
Association of Manufacturers survey confirms this conclusion. Many companies apparently hesitated to commit themselves on future dividend policies,
but 1,045 did hazard an estimate of what their dividend payments would be on
the basis of 1942 earnings.
These companies giving dividend information did not all pay dividends in all
3 years. In 1940, a total of 748 of these companies paid dividends aggregating
$325,724,000. In 1941 a year of general prosperity the number paying dividends
was increased to 808 and the amount to $334,898,000. It was estimated that if
the National Association of Manufacturers tax proposal were in effect the
number of dividend payers in this group would drop to 776 and the aggregate
amount to $295,698,000. Under the more drastic tax proposals in the pending
bill the reduction of dividends would undoubtedly be much greater.
It should be pointed out that the data presented Include an unknown amount
of preferred dividends. The reduction In common dividends will unquestionably be more severe than indicated.
Reduction of dividend disbursements will, of course, cut individual incomes
and reduce collections under indlividual income taxes.

STATEMENT OF A. B. CHAPMAN, NEW YORK, N. Y., ON BEHALF OF
CONTROLLERS INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
The

CHAIRMAN.

Mr. Chapman.

Mr. CHAPMAN. My name is A. B. Chapman.

I am an attorney from New York City, and I am appearing on
behalf of the Controllers Institute of America.
As some of the committee may know, the Controllers Institute is
a national organization whose membership consists of the chief accounting officers of more than 1,800 of the active corporations throughout the United States.

Naturally, they are primarily interested in the provisions of the
pending bill and of the present law that relate to corporations.
In the institute's prepared statement-which I ask leave to submit
for the record-the institute takes a position with respect to the
corporate rates to the effect that the House rates of 90 percent excessprofits tax and 45 percent normal tax are dangerous to our efficient
war production effort, and dangerous to the national economy, and
expresses the view that the corporate structure will do well to bear
an excess-profits tax of 80 percent and a normal tax of 40 percent.
The basis for the institute's views is set forth in the prepared
statement, but primarily the statement is directed to the technical
and administrative provisions of the bill and of the present law.
In the few" minutes that I have I would like to devote my remarks
to these technical and administrative provisions, for after all, whether
the Senate adheres to the corporate rates proposed by the House or
whether the Senate committee concludes to take a more conservative
view as to what the rate should be, we know that the rates are going
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to be so high that it becomes absolutely essential that every effort be
made to perfect the technical and administrative provisions of the bill
and of the law, so that normal profits will not be subjected o excessprofits tax, so that special hardship cases will unquestionably receive
relief, and so the corporations will be left, at the end of the war period,
in a position to face the difficult post-war transition period.
Now, with respect to the normal profits, we know that we have the
two basic credits-the invested capital credit and the income credit.
Let's take the invested capital credit, to start with. In my opinion,
the use of tax basis in lieu of, cost in computing invested capital is
one of the most serious and one of the most obvious technical defects
that still remain in the law, particularly since this bill apparently
is going to remedy supplement A, which probably took first prize up
till now.
Now, the committee has heard frequently the plea for the use of cost
in lieu of tax basis.
It is a difficult matter to demonstrate that the tax basis is the wrong
basis, because it is a technical subject involving the reorganization
and tax-free exchange provisions, but if, when I get through, the committee is not satisfied that it is the wrong basis for computing invested capital, I hope they will assume that I failed to prove my
point, but I hope they don't assume that it is the right method to
employ.

Now, in order to demonstrate what the tax basis will do, let me
take a fairly simple case:
A $9,600,000 corporation acquires the assets of a $1,000,000 corporation, using current values. The consideration for the acquisition is voting stock. The assets of the transferor have a tax basis
of $300,000, value of a million at the time of the transaction.
Although the transferor, or its stockholders, after the exchange,
onIly have a one-tenth interest in the assets transferred, and although
the corrx'ration gave its stock worth a million dollars, nevertheless
the invested capital of the transferee corporation is only increased by
$300,000.
Now, to make it woyce, let's assume that that transaction occurred
prior to 1936, and instead of merely voting stock being given as a
consideration, let's assume the consideration was stock and bonds.
Believe it or not, under section 760 of the new bill, it is possible,
under those circumstances for' the transferee corporation to come
out with less invested capital than it had before it acquired the
additional million dollars of assets; if the transaction occurred after
1936 instead of before, and both stock and bonds were given as the
consideration, the transferee corporation could come out with an
additional million dollars.
If after 1936 it gave partially common stock 'and partially preferred stock it would come out with a million dollars, but if it gave
solely voting stock it would only have an additional $M0,000.
In other words, you cannot find any rhyme or reason in the use
of tax basis as a means for computing the amount of assets which
are invested in the business and being used in the business.
It is a technical defect in the law that should be remedied, and
tax basis should be continued, perhaps, if at all, to apply only in
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those cases where thee is nothing more than the continuance of one
corporation in a new corporate structure, as may happen, for examplewhere a corporation merely changes its domicile or merely reorganizes
with the same stockholders controlling the transferee.
Now, on the income-credit side, we have some obvious flaws which
cause hardship and should be removed.
There is no reason in the world why, after we have computed the
average earnings, that we should be allowed only 95 percent of the
result. That nick of 5 percent merely means that we are attempting to
raise revenue by taxing normal profits to that extent.
Furthermore, the average earnings credit ought to be geared so
that it will automatically take care of a very common situation,
and that is where one of the 4 years in the base period is so subnormal
that to include it in the 4-year average distorts the real picture of
normal earnings.
The institute has urged consistently the adoption of the 3-out-of-4year rule that the committee has heard a good many times before.
Recognition of the fact that something should be done is found
in the automatic 75-percent provision that was tentatively adopted
by the House committee. The institute believes that is a step in the
right direction, but as long as we are trying to correct that situation,
it ought to be done 100 percent instead of half way.
There is no reason in the world why the capital addition for incomecredit corporations should not only be increased by additional property acquired for stock after the base period, but also by additional
property acquired for bonds. In other words, 50 percent of borrowed capital should be recognized as a capital addition on the
income credit side the same as it is on the invested capital side.
Now, so far as the income credit is concerned, there is one other
technical point that I think I might have time to bring out, and that
is that, where you have abnormal income under section 721 in the
taxable year, which is attributable to the base period, there is no reason
why that income should not be inch led in computing the average
earnings for the base period. The Senate Finance Committee specifically said in its report, as you know in 1940, that this is what the
committee intended, and yet the law has been construed under the
regulations to the contrary. There is no reason why that intent
should not be inserted specifically in the law.
So far as the general relief provisions are concerned--section 722-there is no doubt but that there has been a great improvement in this
bill, but that doesn't mean that the general relief provisions are adequate yet. For example, they have a provision that where the
change in the nat.. of the business occurs after December 31, 1939,
it can be taken ino consideration in granting relief if there are
binding commitments before the begihming of 1940 to make those
changes.
The binding commitment requirement is a technical requirement
that, in the opinion of the institute, is absolutely unnecessary.
The word 'binding" is very loosely constrcued in the report, the
House committee report, but nevertheless, it is en unnecessary limitation for this reason: If the change in character of business occurs any
time after the beginning of 1940, there is no reason why that change
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Outttaatiig anitig thin clasm of taxpayers I the corporation whose InveNted
capital, computed nuder the present luw, Is abnormally low by reason of the
fact that It miustho determined with reference to the tax basis of its assets
In the handh of a predocensor corporation.
Under section 718, equity Invested capital conshin primarily of the property
originally paid In for stock plus accumulated earnings and profits. In deterimining the amount of property paid in, section 718 (a) (2) provides that It
"shall be Intclued it an amount equal to Its basli (unadjusted) for determintng loMl upoit1snle or Pxht111ge." In manoy itMtaOce4, the aggregate of the property orighually paid itfor stock, Itncluded at Its tax basis n; provided Itsection
718 (at (2). and the accumulated earnings and profits produce an equity in.
vented capital in no way related to the cost to the taxpayer or the present
value of the ijtlmeot employed In the bittidness. Accorditngly, the Intiltute igain
tirgi's 1hi1t itorder to determhio a air tnd reaiioiahle excems-prolitiieredit allow.
aice, prolm-rty paid lito a corporation for ItN own
ctmk
iltotld he ineltded In
Invented capital lt file cot of te property io t lie corprtlit ttd iototntie
bauim of thv amount wihch Ihe "ier may have pil for the iroperly JaIMy
3'ear previously.
'l'
lttr may cotie dttructivo tax i ieqitilitlem between
taxpmyers whose business are Identical except with respect to the history
of their alitsil accotunIts.
If, however, lho himnIttle's rcolmielilaMt I" not itecpled, lhell It would
lie-in thalitu' etaslmfor property previouNly paid it fur mtock shotlI itt leaNt be
dletertlld 1114 fixedlit llccoritiii e
wilh lhe law lit force for lie year the
prolwrty wti itold ili, and not utuder 'itodlIuitlon
itile
in tho law for uiio.
tljoetit yeir".
TIuo pilliy ot tho excee-protll
ttx law I f lht, rcgardhet
of lilupar tcurlar
taxpayer' act tiel eirnilgs during the bnI Irlod, It1411hl 110
o
t1iihd it i0iot
to a fil,return ot It" Invemled cailt i before heelig mlubjictdio exieaproflt"
tax. Accordingly, If mc,-tloin 718 is tiot amnielild ant urged hereht, relief huld
be afforded to the oxiipayer Iliilte form of it coientructve Invested capital credit
under seellon 722 which would represent a fair reflection of the capital juetually
employed In the taxpayer's buminesm.
. Invested capital of transferecs upon to-rce exchanges
Hectton 7M) of suppleiient ( added In the lltouip
hill, which preserlbes a new
rulo for determninlg Invested coplita of the tritsferee acquilng property In
certain tax-free exchange prntcef a severely Ineilultablo
result,
Heettou 751 of the present law provide that the amount of Invented capital
allowable to the tramferee for capital stock lsnted it such an ex'hango hall,
with certaln adjutmnients not material here, be the malm of the prolperty to the
traisferor and that atny tondn Isaui4 to the traiferor in such tinexcitugo sthull
not be Included In invested capital. Rection 700 (b) of muppletit ( chlitiges
thim rule no that the amount of bonds isnttei i deducted from tho invested
epIlltal tllowable under tie' preu itt rule, premnnlby (Ii the theory that ihe
hondn belong It borrowed capital only half of whlih I Inhlitdlhh,
In inveotetd
elpltl. Itlowever, ni will Ie -en from the followilug exanple, keetion 70( (h)
may result, not only In denying ny nllowance, In Iivested iaptlt for the exchanigo tritiaellon ut almo li reducing the ninouint of Iivoett( eapitnl to which
tho tranitferee wouhl be entitled wlthouit reference to the exchange tranaction
Assulno :
Invested( capital allowable without reference to the tax-free excliango triactio

t----------------------------------------$

0,

0(0)

asim to transforor of property acquired under the exchango. 800, 000
ecuritks, issued upon the exchange:
Capital stoek ---------------------------------------------1, 000, 000
Botds --------------------------------------------------1,000,000
Invested capital allowable under sec. 700:
Invested capital allowable without reference to the tax-free exchange transaction ----------------------------------------00, 000
W ity invited capital allowable on the exchange ($800,000 to
V1,000,000) ------------------------------------------------None
One-half of borrowed capital ...
..
..--------------------------00, 000
Total ..
.
.
..------------------------------------------1,100,000
Lesa IExcess of bonds Issued over basis of property to trausferor_.
700,000
Balance-----------------------.--------------------------

400,000
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It should not be assumed that the example shown above Is at all exaggerated.
Many corporations which bad been operating for a long period of years had assets
which when appraised for purposes of reorganization showed actual values far
in excess of their book values. The House bill Is entirely inequltat!o Insofar as It
compels the taxpayer to deduct bonds, the greatest portion of which were Issued
for asset values not oilthe trinsferor's books, from an amount which Includes
only the value shown on the transferor's books.
The Institute believes such a result was not Intended.
Before the transaction, the amount of the transferor's Invested capital pertaining to the property transferred was $800,000 hut this will be reduced through
the Inadinissibles adjustment by $150,000, the basis of the stock received on the
exchlitige. The combined result of the triiiieictlon Is that the transferor's Invested capital Is reduced by $150,000 and the transfer~o5 by $200,000. If, as so
frequently happens, the transferor Is dissolved after the exchange, the combined
reduction In Invested capital would be $500,000.
If, an Isrecommended iti point A above, cost In lieu of tax basis Is adopted for
section 70)will iio iongr be iticessa ry. Othiedeterinitiig Iiveted eaiill,
rule in section 751 is not deemed appropriate, it might be
wise, If the ,rent
ehltingei to requilre that the tritmr'iree's iiveicihi e'aptiui Is'riaining to tlii excliatigo shall bo determined by allocating the transferor's basis of the property
to tho capital stock and bonds Issued ol the basis of the rehativo value of these
securilles.
Hectiot 218 (h) of tlhe Hotise bill makes the nnjusllable changes affectedd by
seflton 7(0 retroalievo to nil yi'nrs beginning after 1039. 'Ilils retults In now
hnislihig adilltonal tnx for lie yer-s 11140nod 1011. E"ven the adoption of
I lli'g tonig of tle
Ini the yCeIr'etrmi CIvjI 141(h
t4ubstatnifiihly hilghCr tax(a Jli(i
year results IIi severeii hardi illm. 'ho Umforoseeible creithion of new its IlabIllles 2 years after tle year hils elnmed In certainly Indefensible. Tho earnilngs
for (lie ptirlt'ular year, after deducting luxes oii the basis of the law thou In
been distributd by the corporation which may even now be
effect, may bave till
without resources to pay the additional tax.
0. Retention of present ralr e for dctermining credit based on invested oplica
The histitite irges that the Invested( eaiital credit provill In section 114
of the code should lt be reduced as proposed In section 211 ot If. It. 7378.
Tite 14i act reouced the credit front a fiat rate of 8 percent on Invested cnpllal
Ilouse
i'o
to 8 percent on the first $5,000),000 and 7 percent oilthe remainder.
bill proposes to further rediuce the pereeninges to 8 percent on the first $5,0(X),000
7 percent oilthe next $5,00W,00, 0 percent on the next $1i),000,000, and I$percent
o11li excess over $200,000,000. It Is Sibmitted thlt there Is tin Siind loomis
for redlneilng the nieasure of the liorimal profllts as the size of thp Investtinnt
iticreiiSes. Very ,uorjlration should be entitled to the sanio return per dollar
of investment before heIti subjetled to' cxi-ess-prolilf tax. Thlleffect of the
jrOpoSel rendition Is merely to produce additional revenue from the larger corporalltns using Invested .altnl to ,Ihtlermine thoir exenaaprofits credit, by Inubjeeling a portion of their normal return to exceproflts tax.
ohhr's Investiment Ii it (orltiratlon icannot be
The net return on a tokit
ascertimned without reference to the tax paid by the eorporatlon on utsearnings.
rate of 40 hsercent (fthe
lax and stirtax
normal
corporate
n
nggrgale
Will
ninxlnin sltiggeifed by the lustlltile) (lie rate of return ott Invested capital
under present law before being stilujced to excess-prolits tax Is only 4.8 Iwreent
ol the first $5,0(4,000 and 4.2 percent on lhe remainder. The comparable rate
tiider (lie Houso ill (at the 40 ier nt normal tax aid surtax rate) would be
n follows:
4.8 percent ontfirst $5,,000.
4.2 percent on next $S5,000,000.
8,0percent oi next $190,000,000.
8 percent on remainder.
This proposed further reduction of allowable return on Invested capital Is obviously
unsound.
D. Averago base period set fnomie
Utler lhepresent law, tim average enrtlngs credit cosilsts of the average
earnings for the years 11130 to 1939, Itclusive, except that If thero wits a deficit
for one or more of these years sere can be sulmltuted for the year of the
largest deficit.
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Tho only axcveptioto" to thin ruile fire f'oo1d lii wluoit
I
713. (f) (the iioril
growth
Jirovcilion) wieth provides for lioln adjusiwc'it for coocipatleci with larger earnalign ito the nceonci blel of thu base period than hit the Arkt half, und In tho relief
pruvIiilol oif tiiCettol 722.
'Vho o1)icj.t ion to the general rule li tit() italtt Ili that It fuat Inimiost lt-'
Wanlc~il to providti a fair ut iiiii11 (f uokuiil (-urnfitg.
Ili' 10361, wI) were olily
enierging from it lung depretisloa, find for' inny indmitrIen eiilcg" for lid)
period 19361 to 19.19inlinvo were Oil tile average fur 1)4111 nortiuil. The11year
1038 woi no tyiclliy below normal that the noroila I-growlth loroio'loti Iii oif vi ry
lInitted alipltcmtioni. littldditloli, the relief provttoinm (Of wielto 72ir
m'trle cii
to 0111Y certItIc 141.tuat11Ioi d aptply uOnly whero thle ozexc-(rotits ttxx lotving
In tit le-amt 5 prceunt.
ilt- pro% Woolit of the prswislt l~itttoe t hot (lhe iurgcNt logm yeaor (iny he hicloih'
Ini Hte iveIlge lit Zero rc;tes

nbiittffl'vlimll re('ugtilt tin of the fikel that, generally
noct rsih's.
it Jlerloil sit itorintt enihigi. T(he
rispihe::ciit ttitt the' iw(reg,41o s'iiligii
t'ol ttill) lieiioll, cIo 111ttlitedt,
iliiIHt tst'
tivi4is-il by foisr e'omphiilly dii tort til pill srto ofl it true0 )II'ilva..
li order 1si oltnol lit Ior nv ia ltleti Wich~ will remtilt II ii (ors 01 lii4)* vl-tilittiect1,1
ajn'iiihig, tic

doie'li-ti

x lw

iilttei 1to iw
titiI

1two(1

l'xE-t.4

irll1

icala

jwr'lodc

oriqil'ili

(lot-t

(i- c'

IKA
tile c~it
11I104li

silly 31of t~Hee 4 yo-irti.

for I of tit,-' 4 ycu it
llit-sil

oif

tic

tilller

The leiitti
it

ic'titi-s

It-li

to,'
rge

li fc

tvs' ajiro

toriflo31
31 in

76t lSi-i,-ent sitfh

Plot rculfrei(

fl((ill

tiIvetigi,

3 yl'iro hidllccts'a rl-l-Iglllion thait

M. 1000(1W ottributtilo go a banc period yeart'

it itol'

d iG tile Wli.N'

11(1111a

the %Itl

latci'Vicar

listihc 721 Of lice Ixeemm- I 'rolltc TaIrx Acl wiuisly mik'l iirslvillcl for 111(1(14firrin ciertin cl~llimom of h illclli re'ceiveds Ito 1 yeor to t tier flie prior or iiiilcnoy
l04'lit yearm to whitch ths ll0 IncmIn "tritlltitftbli
In thin1c l'llitfoil, thle Henato
PIliklnce (Cslltluctttso 1tolootrt No. 2114, page~ 10, collift thet fllowing:

to yptrmit n to 11(11(4period, tile ninotlit of much Incomle no utttritculabio to lil('h
yvll4 will biae thec Meelt of lentr'ilicg 1111Wool44
periodl ncot iticoae finld tho" thti
credit miilei' te llvs'rllgoi striiiiK m(acil."
MiIN t rI-Il Iillit
IN (-t rely jsro~ir bes-von till icom INilAttIributed to tin eatrlier
yellr only icieate It lIt deemed properly illilil
for tha~t year.
tuowevs'r, wwl 15111721 723 of itl-gultiulil 101)Iield hy lthe 'rrt'(llry 1)epalrtO'Kths(-ml~721 him11Iso effect 1(1)41(1
IhId o(itil(lloll (if hnnio period net Innciit of
O of
id1
iroilits wnd therefore 1101'l (lit tftt
thep copllttiol of the

~rllign

oxves"( (IrlfilfI credit."

furl'. Ililt, it cl(1rifylllg aiiiinvoi'lt bei 11(101 III tile Aclt tIl oI i: to itilke ccrl~ti
thin1 infitlct will it carried out1 In thie ao1(iillttralI bn Of the In c.
P". ))cs

irt iloum bill revision, of arc-lion '722 (the Qimcal relief p( lttIii')

Thol I tlltme bill revilll oIf isiction11 722 In it ldlllld i iolrimeltent olver thInt
Isect Ion 114H
It flow'.. ttndi InI 11(41how. Il(owevor, wit II tics (i(-('ltilry Incrl'itIli
rales, every effort ntiolt be 111(1(1to rocilvo from til~e genierli rllsf itrsvilontny
Ililtlations wbliih might prevent afforlig relief llIt frat hardohilp eilnem. The
following ifl'llilll'Oll to the1 iHouse bill revision are oeilt(steill:
(1) ARsalready nuggent.d In A above, thmeltectiln Mlolid provlist focr n 'on.'
stru'tivs' Ilvellte capital credit for all corporations with ttAllorlfiliy low Illvesnte 'ipitltl,
(2) 'The graninlg lt Selloff inlice form of a conifitetiva Incomeo 'eridl Oil
ltccoltmt f l'crimen In ('ltlwelty ocurrIing i litxable years sending after D')1 4111111',
81, 10(39, nhlotild (lot lie itllltel to tilolt chanscg
maide An1It result of co'Olitintl o
((111110
prior to Jnnlulry 1, 190. Tile (nnUolltml Ilolitt
oIf ('olstritlivo Intcomei
pMtAbile In Ay event In4Atoma~lticaily lalted to tle amtouint of hiv1011(hatilt thle
chiolt- would have produclled Itflip11 remliltm Ilillrltfrin lad been fIn effect during
(8I) Th'ie 5 pl'iC4'it jilniity on granting relief ticidor tip ool'tlon In tillel tot;
sittvere. The gnirpox
of lice ptinalty, 1. o., to tltacoturage applications f(or relief of
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I zosims1eleilist vilise to f lit! tsixpiyer, casi IssaccomptlishedI by mnakinig the penalty
ti percent or a fixed~ iusiount of "2),00J0, wbtslivver In 14sa&.Once the retlief has
been grated the tpenalty should niot be linjotied for stubseeuent years.
(4) The revisions ishoulid be misdo retroactive to the taxable yearn 1040 and
1041, Ii order to prevent hsardshis lit those years which cannot, be, corrected
under the provinlont; of the present law.
GI. Appliont (en of untsaeA xceRpot creditt agaifsss inoomo of 9 prcvloea veers
in execsti-proflis tax period
F"or isecoustittg to mstwkbldsr, retIorffI to)visrisiust goversnmestita usgencises is si
for ftsril in, corporstisiii insist prepsrss Inoeisisiotteenitit for eanchyear. Itow( ver, It Is rensiIz4tI that exceit it fIlie- mtitpligt form of enteriie, tbo deterslinthiun sif Im-41isine
osisl55
fi
iiis biHiislinsit de-sid Ii it large sneisuro onl eatlissites
isii tit teaI tsies sit psioslist
o isccuriit e ttie.
lst isiilsi)lft~ts it eXceiiiM liilm slii sit very blghk sites t olely oss is asnnsial
shu"iiIN I i stary
1isijissit Iftileh.
III isno Yeair, at Cosplisfi Io sgist hisvi sulit iliiil
Vissrsilisgti III sPXC; (if
sitle
ePsssss p ollm laix sixeissitluii, whtereiis li sinotlwhr year
Its eisrsstigs smight ie%fnrIss'
is'l t i n ehxempsltists. To stishist the eairidisigm of tile
very Isioti ilo
yen r to sin sisissisisissOXilAssitttI 1st
IIx wItiiiOi~ I-1001 belitIiiiy
sMillion
of Ihtie negr eiritigs for (lie sithter year, lIt contrasry tith
aibi ilty-to-Pey
psI ret iti
'Theio isilsn
nlilited it IIPI11 jriilttig
tiso jinusisi oxcetis isrsillts croii to
iso sisi(ii tr iiril for it im-rsIl (it 2 ysiirm reirt-isis
onily pisitis ressgiflt ls
iiy Oinugse
fl init fsir i-xcesss proilatix Iiissrissss Ilii voissii tsy
im-lodi mhossild iii
siiiissI a is wvtsslo.. 'Thu"s, ii border Io givi (sili elfest ts thls Isristisilistli
It1sts1411 iiii1i1ii) that lin sitlilo
in thle sisisied sixe-sprollm cisrest t sttii
iso cstrrId boctk fosr at ileat 2 years.

It. Incosse~eoy provilio
The 1IM110
It stt Iit
i
psuieh
X)-( s tineisrl sssijsls sit msuloss 7114wttilih itetiiVA's tax.
payer" who wish to coniputo tbeIr esxiesstirtlts credIt. correctly, itestttuss their
lux Ilsslity for mosss piIor yeasts it been tiitlel oin fils errioim liiis.
It, tsowi-ver, mist loss 7,34 Its retlssd It the law, the Isittuto recomensdts thats
It b011us104 111isslt
the1WII 144si41i44-10list
111i
(0) The isrOilsloss 11lou1sd ibeulilr~ttls to
li uvols uissertsily suit litigtionsi
(2) 1t ihlsss snotbe, ret roisitivo fsir mossre ttsiss 10 yessru.
(,') No inlitteus sbuldi be ci-iges i
(isstetasx sisjli senlts rilitlresl by the
notut iss but It lIsterit Is cisargest It shouslid be niltiwc it# istdsseduct lossfromita
sxabile
Incom~sse
tilstessu (if bltg considseresd it jssil ssf tile' exceini priofits ttx.
OICNIKA11AUKNONMINTN

I. Allowance for pills-icar lasseft
tiiih
Of
st 1110lt
lP
iitsiiii 04101
Iss)Nii th (- tiIisIg law lot (lisnt It coinjiletoly
fisllit Iii Iiio sliotvit-fur the liitss- thast wilt lsssviitubly Ito Isis irri,4l Ii
uiitftlog iistiir tousoissiilisutitine
)
attivit lest sisic irlisP titter this wasr. Theis
assrss sil-isl vi' tflit- wisr Wlort, this mosre ss~hoss
It 11i-1
stsloues-t b-ciussie 'The
Ilact Ilit
isul tssis-i tire
nIsili'sesit li this war siffort lith
tisild li Islen Into
custsld'rist his lit clelurssslis tbo sisusiit sit (lies Lressttst luiiiisil profit s. 'Ihisre
juilusw ens1111(1 si
ofplsbss
lm isN.i
(1) 1-iusrius- s slIssst iofter
s~m tutu wias of Invenitoirie's acecumsultedss for phrodusctuouo~f wisr iiseritsits.
(2) Iotsin' oss itltosst ifter the war' of other ltsvesitoriett acqsuired ait high
prict-t oltiig the tviir
(1t) Hi-puitloss slltisiisse
to b paid employees who aire disschssrged fromt
thpir tsrsouisut ;iml ons after tho wasr.
(4) (omistsit risrrssgisutt nodsuusteratlois of suxirsng facilties to revert to
peact'lssi piroducti-ions baiss
(11) Itepisirs assu nsiihileninse defe'rred li order not to Insterrupt war prodissetlosi.
Tiest Ilivisisi Act (if 1018l gave isosis recogniion to thessitcemIlty for fiss astjsit neist for isostwiss- losuss iny pittvisttig thist tosums for 10110 ilgt be stpptIld
agnlsit eilthesr 114 sir 111201
lississ and
sutIhut toiaes (pitUe(5iilir 31. 1018, Inveistsris tislgt busaipliedt back against 1018 iisuno In dtesrmsinting tho tax
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line would be Inadtequate tinder
T.1hese aliowaeii
Iliblity for thst year.
prcen t coniditions when we ore conifrontted with inuch higher tax rate than
lit ltke Iat witr anid Itie( emtergiiy Ill likely to be of lonige'r duirititon.
'The Controllerm bilititute 11111jreviitity urged before thle coinmIttepto of
(0ongreas that the preiit low should uik ioen ijuatinent for piost-wair litHaci
lit coiujutliig current te.
lin lte mtatmeiett Ot Augunt 14. 1910, and tHeptemblllr 5, I,
to filie Hlousec WViym aliid Mietingt Voiiit tee l Soteiiate Ftiianice
Commiiittee, ielctively, anditi iiite fltattl'ment (it Mu y 12, IMJI, to lite Jlotme
Wiiyit Iliu Meloiis Coiiimittee, tilei fiiiItilte au ggitei lit; potm"iiie isoiiitiiol((I) Thait iogm-m' for filie firmt year or two atter thie maiergelcy period filioilti
lie tipltied iigaliist the coingi ditig fihe etergelicy period;
M 'I'lint loii'iof iter Ithe, elilfrgericy period duiito dro) lit vllie oft Inventory
ofisch
ut
period mhottid be ofract iigiiiiist tilie iii'oitto fit tile
lielil tit tiiiile
emergeincy p-riiid.
Itii'ivir, intro ifeilvii mijiiiviiii
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inv'iitores duo to lack of #shipping faclities, priorities, business discontinued
bccuje of diveraion of raw material by Government order, and a change-over
from (lilill to war production.
At. Ac(celera ted depi-cohz ((on and obsoleaccnrce
To obtain ilia Increamed prodwoelIon of material14 retiilrcfl for wing
the war,
It 114emRentIalI hot only 113331
330W fielill la lbe c43llmhlicted( but,1 3343 hut tile I3ae
of 0XIH(Inrg factlill
Ito expjntoded to capneity. Mr. 1)oatI Nels4on, head of tile
War l'roducti
Jird,
flo
h3a14itlked l tiah try Ito operated Il jlitil 14 Miiotih r 0 week.
TI'ho Presen'3t taix law liI mecl in 124 adlowt; IS yehtra u iort izit Ion of emergetncy
faciltlem acqijire'd mince Jointi' 10, 190 (.Tiumary 1, 19-1), ritnde~r fiIo111114 bill),
tin33( (m331114t
id prior to Ilbe 31311 of the( eIiergenily is'rlot.
I 1aiwi'ver, lit order to
d t Iro I i3-43
ih
llo (11 iorig tiio will* pitloid, thidiiHry H110111311
434N
IjoPnJItWed
il1441103m)4 fol~ icetlera Iid 414ep3-ect11ll
iiisa oibaolleciiio 143314101
nied oil other
1110lt1t4-HIhy 14-11141)11
of Iii' followvIng flietorti:
(I1) Il'33t3313'3l 111141t1114-i1t Vil I1143(of 44j33l33Iit htoymid Mooirmien rixed fin vitlei3
hnin g iorol I 3pre3I ltlom 313141.
(2) U111i81111
iil diiiilt'o of 4.4ilitiuoli3t dilt-' toI 110 high 3)1133 of aictivity (JIMi thii
oijol-3-Ii13313
by 133114
14 1ii

I

M-ii4'
1-ti3IlI..

00) Inc-i-iivd detion33illon 31334
to ib-feritient 33f rijuir- lill' r
otJIto) totrnllt p34'(1333'
loll.
(4) Acceletedil3I31*i3i31Ilecim1 of the i333*'333t
ciove3-jinwnto 131ol.rimi3 tif
p33roir~ilv1 ey bilIleiiioo3v mot imali'u ii p33mnlie3iig I'llltitii to) 3333*31f
will, 3'141tI 50333' 111110131313.3-y%III bfci
(
3l111
0IM334
11111i11it3iii314r (fine3iI33i formier-ly
.x i4-3-Iii.
Mit i i31313314''13333l
do
2.' (il ) it"4 now1414Vffltl fite (411"m i3ioiie'r fill" Iliiq right
g4334e33illy to rretiglift7.4 Ii3'43 faefoi (
rri gh 3i ieei-iiit33 (11,111,4-1t33
tlill 33l33d
Wiwiio-i(c43-o 331
133%31i341, (lilt 13141131 itt
1 113331
fli
lit3 rder(Io avoid t333(i titIy motd
lit igaiti
h th11( 4'Cti3333 13(4"iij3i44
to) vxpremnly dini'ct andI 13331
130-i
I he
10Uillaiitasion'r:
(a) T1o gtive 4111(o
ol Mo(i334ira
t loll to (lilt
loll31I ticIittet to tile iht4*f'3344
andi wair
(1i333r$4'ly III 33ppiyin IIl 11331
3ovIol
311; 3131
(b) T1o allowv ili-pt -- ilII(*3
loll ol 111-1it i
li vellVlilli33 ki 3333raft
3311 311 3333Intrt
tit anollther, 133
ri'4tllloi oIf Ilii filet tilit, lii 4litilt
to'
i Illtll
forl lilga il 4I33y
o1[1iflon131, on~ly 1141
t of 1(o'3 iniitty inny 1143
toiol afte-r Ihio a r,3
N. I'iisloni Tns
'ittlo i1i8t111i44 In of theoioptillIlltltflotliien
110lit'314tli33I4It mev3'(ii3 144 of file
11*1144 hi)l to* t133 I I141t in'3oint33 Iriist, 1333*1it4ii31 goo folr tI(yid~l ivlit
In4 33(441.
34313ytol Ilri'14't 1130 33143 of IwiiH31t3 13th
331 for lox aieldatice (333311)33(1 13(
prolleitI iwrvli43 114i33i3333
for 1)3114
Imhi-tubas. lwl 33ilopt 14) of tile 333333333-

pro4.4-3t 1 111 iii'3V331ti
lm)i3ily imimiy lof 313333nj(or inf33t-i33di
pt3'3iml
iln1114
41 bt- *3,
14i-t we3iv 4*3iaillit-d i lllpy yi'3roo;ag
aoily
thought of tIn (3
b3t33itIl
'i'i''
43lj)e
or3 violliol4o
If 140331 3 lilli
huh 11 (If Ihte 5oI341433 llfM131Ii
i
3Ill pr~"m
3314s i ire
3104333(41
333'4fltry, t134 i314ituto 33-geat thaIt f133 cik3ig01 313(333 by mcfl'tIi3 144 of flit) 113313140
li1113
No r4ti'31 illtill14 foli1Ivilg t3333tll 31ll4:
(1) 11nder 1130 i33~t3 iwnI3i(l, 31 li431t*it i llir t fit ro'3')33I74-41 011lY If It lit'44hI0i
"mri3(h vrlit(y4e1
3343tjilitfy vin34t3'r 33italnmi-l13-313131 1431 I153by~ Ili e ( kye~31-r
33il3
found3i bly Illo C lliI1)4idoi33 no31 to No 3Iritimtitialry li favor3 (of 4'ltomp Yie4 wlio
luro offli4'l.,
m14tilt
ir,
1303'1431t31
141-133(ilriliilill
dltem ciplihtt It, 1433p1rviing
the wo(rkL (If lit ter emnloNi34i, orII ligil iy co'(3333i14'33143il (33il33ly44." '11144
l11114,111
(It
thli viailt41ti(len(10 3tin oi'prt41(' (Wi3plign 114 (If thle Vi'ayl ald Heartin (',litt'ee
report (No1. 2&9VI) oIil It. It. 78178114tar lemnri'1trietive thart the Iniaigo ile 14
in the, Imendit1enlt. Ino (rder to cIlrify the) Ittrit
arid (offi'ct oIf t114 litallito
and to avoid( liialltoii In thle future, It In urged tllt
more approjiriato languages
1310 m- i t', fitll w1iIi lt
(431 tiiftoii to Iho Inten'3t n"l 3)xpresla(14l by the
commintvo
143Ili I1143-liart,
(2) ilectlon 165l of (thpe xeii4'4(3t
law ipremeriin an1 033o of the textA "if unrde~r
tion truat 1311tr3133(-r it In3Iitintibli-, tit (Itly if
tlior
to (he Rtifltt5P3tii of at$l
1
liabil(iis 44(ith roe.54' to (331p ltI(34'A 1133(107 the frist [It31lc34 olurool, for ny part
(If 1130
corprilt r Ineillie 1t1 [w (wilin
ttl( (axiihle year (Ir Ihe3-03f13r ) u31433(or
or (Ilverte(1 to putitr- o(lllifr(uii for th3( 4'xcJIiie, 1wre1'ft of 1 ll poctM1
Thind ten1t 1I3 (033lt313(4l 33i13r f1l3it, 33331331t333't 4*1404pt Iithath
11(3 tliv words
are omitted Thero In no apparent jutiifk'atlon for this orlloti
blicaune It Is
3Ilelit I lit
H434tilto I)%

~tiriy

~lhoVtllllt
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Impomlitle to detertrilue prior to

the dmth of tile lamt eitiployee covered fly (lie
penmlon plan what tho artuni mat of tho IK-timloiiiii will be. It In Inevitable,
therefore. that upon tho teritilliation of III" plan at Mome dlstfillt Iloilo III tho
future moine ainotint inay revert to tho eniployer. The oinitted phrase referred
to xbould Ike r0ioitated.

(8) Tho oini-ii(litic-iii. Hhould be clarilit4l, lei like folloooving rq.fiIK4,-tfi
(a)

It

f4hould bo solid

r4.411101olk Of coll(I'lillitlolIH

ch-141. thot

(o it

pollmloll

trilAt

or rctluction of flit- voHt Of olinoil(lvi; jiurcloisvd fly roi-ItHA)II Of offKOtH for (110140YC(44
Itilivilig tile W.I.Vice of 11141villilloyer or dMilliet do tiot consfilittO (I divereiloik of like
corpurwo or

Incoinit of

lAolielit

10"

of

tho

)cntiloti plate

ollifflop.4-h"
(to)

(n)

It

lot fill(

should

(11)

1111111v(I 14) IIH4, (Ill.
Ovar

Ito itinfle

(A)

(mil (11)

lRoJ141011 1111111

"pijrpost

n

othor

Ilian

for

tile

exclux1vo

Ili bo bjtH4,(I
It4.1101114 by

1114, IN'loilon

thi't r441 11111-1111-11114
lit

or tho

oil

Ili not clvor

1415 lei If"
W,

Ilivoll for
of

1111glit

11+411011no

litIctloll.

III 111(i thnfo of tho 11411)1111(011
fit 1114.Rochil 1114-cill-ItyAct.

pf-jillvd I-timling m1vil mi 11111i
It

fill- S4.4.11oll

W1111-11%V0111d 1111'1111that

M-111111 COYPI-af(P

lilt$

to H)IIII-4. Ilk (ho bvI14-litH Of tit()

1114-11.I".11MI(Ill lirfirl!1111" jilid he t4o doing

illsill't,

111o 11111('1111('dlic0loll

11111powo of

4.11gliole o-aipitip-i-H titight ro4olf. lei iioticooijillanco NvIIII

0iV

(41) Hoolo

gliagi,

that

)ties

purpolo'N.

01gliolilly tit vnlpIoY4,4.F4

be hilerlo-chd

ro.vIm'd

livomloll

1111111al-111111 cool'orligo cooll-olm.

for

lime

to

It Milotild fell 111111h. clenr tbnt flit, omi, of ftitiolti "for tho oxor-litsive titie (if

M

litcHvid

1110

too filrtier

It

fol-lo and

propt)m-d

1141114-41
tit proh-4.1

IN-11mloll

111111141MI-14
(if collijillatico

Ifivy

11flotIft'd

114' v 111111ol oflil

%Vjkfj
mitimlio-41 if, III,.

lonmf ipikiioi,

Folm.

rootim.l.

1 vi'llilli
'11vip .1101.11 to 11,011 ('1411 (111111ify 1111114.1.

lillch forlilvi,

flilif

I" 1114.1.4-foll.

tril"IM

III tho

procus" of

Willi 144-4-114111
11115 (14)

Hpvc1lit.

11(jultiall(Ill

toy

title.

14. 41111K

It" for fill- 101f4t (Illy lit fl(:Iiv(g

111101 trilhiti.

(4) The provImlonelf rt-giort'llng
pomp to 111111tMe currvill 41villivillililly
itiliorhig jolniot it) Is porceitt

to #44,01411128 (11) (it 111k,(.104. pro.
111111prollt-

(it

too Iho

(of collit"'lloolt loll paid

Of 14114,111011114,

and filly I.Xceloofsolint be WrI1114-ii off ovs-r it 11141-1111111111
perloil folloWhig vojilribotloii,
Ilegardlemm of tho real purpolito lit fill" 111111falloll. Milch In obM.111.0 111111IR )leet
givcii

lei fliti ri-porl

linlkomM.

for thif

It

if Ilialt

too

iW41tiviloll

flit ctirrviit
The

low.

pri-m-nt

for oinisy yviiim Im 10
redoviloo

111141N14,141111
Colllollftie.,

of

It" It dc(Itlelloll

lialliedinfoly

Rhould too villo".0

Ili

Witym

1111H1111M filkolild

flot too

Atiy coidi-Iiiii1loo fly it tiixljttyi-r (o it J)Iaik (Itinlityltig undi-r w-ctlion IM

comt

lKi(viii

tax

for

till rpott4 ".

11111MI:IA* 11111"'Mo-fl, It

(of moiiiv
(if-

(it

iii(ire.

ThIP4

14111111111ted that

Ut

Inditiollorhil

fill! largo,

lot title, lei

ptr(

platioi
fit

Vi 1w.1-4.4,11t

lei vxlpitvii4-P

fliv ttolminidlal

Itilvio-ml o0upt fit FITI'lit Y41111*01,
WhICh 11114-JAIIINCH
fill* 14141111ti'llit-ol"

(of 1110

IPPIP41011 te'11141fol' 111(', ('0141 tit allallill(-H,

M

The, pe-4-viif

Iliel'a If 'If

itinvii4iiiivoil insiki-4 11

IM IP4.1fi-Ocil by

fliv

1114. 4-1111(it

III Ififilly

114-11141011
1)11111 OCCU111111441 for

lilt-

q,11vvq fill'

to

llvci, -Ikly

vollf4olit
lvvkloo

1114- Yt-fIr

tvlih 1114,
(if

(hv

fit

114-111111011
1111111 %Vill

rcipilre cosim(liimplo ritiay field 140h.litholdve-W lifiloll, W1111.11
cmild loot bo liccoillIMAM toy Ihio etid tit 11112, It In tirgvd, flivi4ore, lhiit tho pol-imlon hoi4t umcnitIli#.11114 Ili. 11114414,
vfyccll of atIve- 1912 atilt Ilint flit, viiiplop-r fm itilotovcd itidli flie
(,fill (it

19111 Ili rvvi-o

floly

p'lislolli

to

P44-1111441 (IIP
of

illicit plillift

III,. lociml0li I)IIIII. fit' 111111 1114- 111111101111-11114
1141Madill 111)1111(411)14

111111m4-if nill klit'd
CA
fill I little 110'4 (if
by (0014'r

11114.1, jalloltly

1,

11142.

114-IiHII)II HY04Aoil lillf-Ildv

villilloycim

lei

(lit,

foloro

1#4too

III ("(1414-11VP filill
litilmilmil

froio

1141011111oll
title "Invid-

IMAIIIof fill- Hof.1111vol'Offirc of tho Noillon, w4.a%,,, Or iij,
Or tit(, o.riii"
of tho olaily IN'lloololl platen flow lit 4'fr4'ct need W4.11timil Iho prollivill of pri'vvilflog
the

likookeof

poo"loll

le-11"im for

(fill an colillsarcill With
flow

lit

tho

The

(fix

live ,,!: 11jV4ojairj)oi4vp4

Ilt-t-gervall.
111hillille

lirgom

fit

1)
that

lIrg4.
flop

In w)

rol itlivOy

vot lHorol loll pelifillol

144-11111(wKIV(-

tile

HY144.1114

problolik

010

coinprehinooloto nludy It requirca In vollpiderlitg file Ifolliolo bill
to
tile twilloiloll plan jolovh4lollsoi. esoll It thin 111valls 1)0:itlwlltllg theta, fiturildliltints

until a later revenue act.

0. Uvoitipotiothm of Uortorn"ofeng coalorteocts opid subropstractif
Polille LiW 628 aloprokvill April 28, M12, oolhorlycm thif War Doporlijiviit. Navy
Doloarlinviit, field folarilhoo Cookolill"Ifol to miltill-4. III (.4-rillill cnw * rd.114-gollation
lit volill-110H W114.11vVer fee flill oplolfiii
of ilivite I )vtwifrl invulook tho
contractor"
or
muleft-ontraMorm litivi, r4,nlIzA%(1or aro Ilk4,ly to IPalIZP I1XVj*MjVC IjrVfIIlI frOllk ('Oiltrikkels with theeike deloarlonputee; or xuleecontract4 thereunder,
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It 1IIthe opinion of the ifintituta tiat Ii order to obtain an equitaoe la ax remualt
flit) ree'got Intloll moittleliea'it ashouid ho applied to tie years lin which theiro wits
of the contract. T''hoiittite
included tile net Incomne under tho origial Wia
utrgen that Ini order to remove ny doubt time law be asnontdii to topehltciaily
cover thins point.
'lio problatin of renegotiation Weno Involved that the flial contract rke Inay
not he finally plottlitil with tho ehporlimntm until after I lie exjiration or liisaitt
inm a nil a'xe''ept'otihtt liem pald for
Wtoa'y period for ctaiig at re'fnd citf
thai ya'nr lin which tiua rolls hsa'ed on f ile original coaatra't or snlea'aintraaci were
la'ltuded. Acanialitigly, f alpaniltuta urges Molutthlao itI lt oif litultn tloeim for
eli hi g tnax refaindso biawd onl reultinlton oft coot racia willh filhe Jepii'rlnvnI a or
teI itati ltc a Ktelileil ii
be lvo ('lii Iriicl ars atilt iatlic itrctii ns midiera flit'iout
7 yen lii th iti n l i wst i. ilriev~dld i li h e I laiisai lill tfar [)ill aIlbta ii ia wert lilaui

lip i i

I

cu
utUtu'atir

salii

l Ordlater

ellirc, filit!nmii

N Irm tid

O

I mn m

lnu tIt'xl rs-ti1r1i ofusrcli aind if
Wiuiit-ilorat cithir cfII~l' lad it iira'iea111
c t

tii

iIIOyiltli liy o t
coiijl
1tie11m1 1.tc
theta. 'l,
fuelim
Aliiit 12 tie 4.111e
jiNulew li t -1 rue
4111 Iwi lliauii11 atie'ii. vIIII
vl. 114 4, 0H it Iv )I

~lom.

1111 le

ill
tiiu f1111 1vi

(' ii'j
)
lile
cil li illle 1fle' 1 Ii,
l iii' l jib1-Iei faio tlapi ilo
'(it itelugII
to jli'ill
oef
alsitieb'ai
ixiyri
s iIiellr
rla etr
rusingl plax ie inyiffea vlitii cix
year Tiax wl ciitol frani cliiiw upIsixl
i
rIeo ec iiiih lia1
m tiiits
ciliart4 to
tit tlrwi'aof yearlo Of fllpaalt rIl emd oeda
TIll
any 111)(
er
il l 1s'40i'r, tliff itilig ti"11millllit
"lod1111 d
etaie le, ss ,I1lltil
-pt 1 02
lladl
ivii l ued we rlg
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R. P'repayme'nt of anticipted derkdoaotes

Under exiting law andc pcroceduire, it I"i oxeeifligly difficult, It not imypossIblo,
to atitIpate anc actual defic'iency asseslinment from tile Collector boypicrent In
aclvtiie. It would often) be the cime, lItiwc'vcr, that ai tacxpaye'r, Ini order to Mtop
the running of interest, would nittkaan ilvsane payineict prior to netill fortic
asai itient andt not tio tirid demandc provIded this were lto"Iblo or fenoible
under extolting ilcnery.
It tn tiggested flint tile law stittorize v'oiliwtrs to accept alvoce income
and excess jrotits tsix icayicmeitii from talpityorn without aloititin by "mioulit"
or to specife yearn, leainbg (to the taxpayer at it fieturo tneio' leitmgnfltlon
of the years to which t ho dieposeit wouatld apply awcl f ile itmoti thcereof. Huch
proiedurol wonild serve to stop lte running of interest tii at lte snine ttime
wotild give ltte Tredcccnry Ito icioccey Ili advantce of (toe clsito It cocti ot herwise
i'Xiiiat pIiytitc'it.
H. Cciilectio' or too (it Sour ce
witilhild''llc equciirein
(iofIt. It. 7378 tits ileisci by f ile [fllw 111st'd fniiltip
lng of tfollies tt tie nictrie #to ni lreuc ivoeit tigit ic tIce 114IuiIiviitNi lciet tlloo
tax lnyito fi I lic foliowi ig year.
'iiii'su withhoinig tircivlouimis tire of Iwo
ciaiu4Ws0,vis:
(t ) A wIilsoiclt g frotc mciiiti-es baed onl thip pi-eribed lacte I iceent Inli i4
11t
cci It prent fiherencft er) tipp
h ticbie to fip toot ccont, It ally, sift er vccbt racing
fromt tile grost" paIy 4-acti icity riic i wittitc hung dedtlitc lotial on lice
leicllvtdnccl's ccc11ii
hutlistecii lkild X-iptid'uiti.
(iii tbhi iT04ecitee1C1
ittci's
(b) A w~lit
ictcitung fromt livdi10
tiii loai"A inte4rest4 701104u4
11j1ptib tip ilcc cioiiuii ci II
ciii d 11114-1til4114t
011ite
IcItI (-XCVIctwhe-re thec
Iiyc, Icrifciiictn ilt(Xitexto iti vei llivitt''.
ihp W1cvii
luihitDX
(11 tax
itcagice Ito ext remeily rotpcicit
brtiiivc
itei' ci the tii4en
filly eit iniy iceocl of sitbltatthig t ice w~tillt cldigcliltlc
fromto
,01gros
wilvo Ini ordecr to oirrlve cit flit,. net watge toi which lite wtilccilitig raioi Iotapiiti'clile. 'I'ls williliccicttg ctecictuloic wilt vntry aecoriltig toc the itilvicidc's
iiicritti Il ccni
it cimicciieticdecl
mi icii aty c'hcttge duirinthtel
year. Thec grops
'ccrgc' for icirgio itticiherc cif eeticiiyecici witll vairy from pacy icertl 14tic y iercici
Thinsnieuitatimi
t
Ioditerotiniti cic
c'io ucy period to sect ilict cir tint ciuitim
it
to tic he wt ictill ckiici If sic, hocw icicch.
thclitl Iliclietr it ccilciype Ini 11043wi icrolinhcty reitelt 40i iocll~tici.
In in
ocociii lic
Mooincg Iits
caevict icEIfliint 2Ah' indiI iit empicyecs wcoutld voiteel Icicci
Istxec frmc Hoclm 80'iu I(M)
ciciplocien, HItiiciyern itctt git thrighil vertii
cleril cctliwcricticoim cccltitiluy jierlici to cliteciciicc4 011
lii 0li(K0i,Wl) cicilicyce" liciVit
caroit cisI eon t hic iv I r ixvictiltorts. For ani
cciiitierssibtlc grocull, itiitcyiiilwill
performt flicp acidi t iciil ciericici (ticerallt i tic cliefed licE withldittitp ocf siceit
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ing war in which our country isengaged and a series of recommendatiols relating thercto.

These recommendations embody what our committee believes to be
a minimum program. We have deliberately restricted our recommendations to such as are essential to a fair, reasonable, and immedintely practical solution of the major problem. In so doing, the
effort has been to disturb as little as possible the structure of the
existing law.
An adequate solution of these problems is a matter of vital interest
and importance to a large number of American taxpayers who were
eitlhr carrying on business enterprises directly or had investments
in enemy countries or occupied territories prior the declaration of.
war with the Axis powers. Such taxpayers were quick to realize
that our entry into t e war made it inevitable that they would have
to incur heavy losses on account of these properties and investments.
CIA8IFICA'IION OF FOJKIOJN I'IIOPILiTES AN)

INVF$ TM FN'TN

ThceSe interests of American enterprises in Germawiny, the Far East,

and elsewhere vary greatly in detail l)ut may be conveniently classified
in certain well defined categories, in all of which losses may orecur:
(1) Branches and other property abroad directly owned by an
American company.
(2) Stock or securities of wholly owiied stibsliaries.

(8)Stock or securities of majority-owned subsidiaries.
(4) Minority stock interests in foreign corporations.
(5) Interests in foreign partnerships or in other business units

peculiar to foreign countries.

(6) Bonds, debentures and long-term notes of foreign debtors.
(7) Accounts receivable an( other open accounts and short-term
indebtedness, and interests arising out of business contracts.
(8) Deposits in foreign banks.
(9) Royalty interests.
(10) Accrued interest and accrued dividends on foreign investments and profits on foreign operations which may or may not be
convertible into dollar exchange, or otherwise removable from the
foreign country.
Any and all of these interests, to the extent they have a basis, can
become the subject of a tax loss.
NECESSITY FOR IZAO18LATION

Many taxpayers, howe.:er, have very unpleasant and disturbing
memories of somewhat similar problems which arose during the first
World War. They recall the resulting confusion, when cases involving the proper tax treatment of such losses were pending in the
Bureau of Internal Revenue or clogged the dockets of the courts and
the Board of Tax Appeals for 15 years. They fear a repetition of
that unfortunate history, unless prompt action is taken, and they
believe that the public, as well as private interest will be served if
such a repetition be prevented.
Careful study of these problems in till their aspects has led to the
conclusion that they cannot be solved by ndministrntive processes-1
but that some form of remedial legislation is essential.
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As will be shown nmore fully hereafter the root of the difficulty

lies in the fact that certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code
which are framed to govern the generality of cases, are not well
adapted for application to some of the extraordinary problems which
have resulted from the war and from enemy action. Some special
rules are necessary. These rules should, of course, be limited in the
scope of their application to foreign war losses, as properly defined,
leaving the general rules in the statute unaffected, as applied to cases

in which such losses are not involved.
MAJOR DEFICIENCIES IN EXIWrJNO LAW

I shall endeavor to point out briefly the major deficiencies in the
existing law, as it woNl apply to these extraordinary losses.
The first of then is the virtual impossibility, under the conditions
of the present war, of determining the taxable period to which the
bulk of these losses is to be referTed. The existing law is well
settled that a loss can 1)e deducted only in the taxable year in which
it was sustained. In the case of bad debts, it has hitherto been the
statutory rule that the deduction is allowable only in the year in
which the debt is ascertained by the taxpayer to be worthless and is
written off.
However, section 119 of tie House bill has incorporated the constructive proposal of the Treasury (item 8 in Mr. Paul's statement
of March 3) to eliminate the requirements of ascertainment of worthlessness and write-off in the case of bad debts (including corporate
securities producing capital losses).
In lieu thereof the section applies the same objective rule as in the
case of worthless stocks, viz, the year in which the debt in fact betme
worthless. Subsection (d) of the same section provides, however, a
special 7-year statute of limitations on claims for refund based upon
worthless stock and bad debt items. While both of these excellent
amendmenta will be helpful in simplifying administration, they do
not go to the heart of the foreign war loss problem.
THE PROBLEM OF PROOF Or LOSS

The ordinary rule limiting deduction of losses to the year in which
they are in fact sustained necessarily assumes that a diligent taxpayer
can obtain the necessary information to show what the facts are.
Such an assumtion breaks down completely in the pre-ent situation.
We know that we are engaged in a totalitarian war for which history
supplies littleprecedent. The blockade of channels of communication
and information with enemy countries and occupied territories has
been virtually complete. For instance, it is only quite recently despite
the good offices of'the State Department, that we have been able even
to oltain authentic information as to decrees issued by the Nazi Government respecting American property interests in (Germany.
. There hasbeen only a slight trickle of information--'and that largely
unoffcia-as to the fate of specific properties and investments of
American ta payers. '[2he Far East is virtually a blank, both with
respect to information as to decrees of the Japanese Government and
the treatment aci rdod to particular properties.
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.No one knows how long this state of affairs will continue. Quite
likely it will be until after the end of the war, by which time essential'
books and records abroad may have been lost or destroyed and witnesses as to essential facts may have died or disappeared.
Under such conditions the impossibility of satisfying the requirements of proof under existing law its to th'e fact and time of loss is too
obvious for comment. In the meantime taxpayers will be confronted,
other than in worthless-rtock and bad-debt cases, with a relatively
short period of limitation, viz, 8 years, on claims for refund. Inability
to determine the facts within such period may result in a complete loss
of rights under the existing law.
NXVEC
FOR FLEXIBILITY IN TIMING OF WARl L055FA

But the difficulty under existing law plows even deeper than this
practical impossibility of proof. It involves also the peculiar hardships and inequities which will result in many of these cases from one
or both of two factors:
(1) The application to themn of the ordinary provisions of the
revenue lawsl ased upon close adherence to the concept of determination of income upon an annual basis; and
(2) The very different tax treatment of losses according to whether'
they happen to fall into the ordinary- or capitai-loss categories established by the law. A few concrete examples Will help to illuminate
these points.
Illustrative of the first point, we have heard of several cases involving American taxpayers wniich owned properties'and carried on operations in Malaya, Sunatra, Java, or elsewhere in tie Far East. Some
of these companies had large incomes in the calendar year 1941.
In the early part of 1942 their plants, eequipment, and inventories
or stock piles were completely destroyed as a result of bombing and
other military operations or the execution of the scorched-earth policy,
or their properties were overrun by the Japanese invading forces.
Similarly, an American enterprise carrying on operations in Manila
or elsewhere in the Philippines, which may have escaped destruction
during the I)ecember bombings, may have been seized by Japanese
military forces shortly after December 31, 1941.
In such cases, it is certain that the very source of the taxpayer's
income has either been destroyed or eliminated for an in(lefi ite period. Yet the losses may webl be held under existing law to have
been technically sustainedin 1912 rather than 1941.
The intolerable harshness and inequity of a strict adherence to
the normal annual concept of income in cases of this type is selfevident. All the income is in 1941, where it is subject to tax at very
high rates; all the losses fall into 1942 where there is no income against
which to offset them. Even though these losses constitute ordinary
losses which may be carried over-from 1941 to 1942 and 1943 under
section 122 of the.code, the carry-over is of no benefit, since the source
of income is gone.
It is a parent that the only adequate remedy for such cases is
one which is based upon a realistic and common sense appreciation
of' the extraordinary circumstances under which this war began.
These are in striking contrast to the situation in 1917.
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Then the declaration of war came early in the calendar year; that
is in April, and was followed in the same month by the promulgation
of a decree by the Imperial German Government authorizing the
sequestration tand administration of American-owned properties under
its jurisdiction. Even so, it was not until 1927 that the decision of
the Supreme Court in the leading case of United States v. 5. S. White
Dental Mfanufacturing Co., 274 U. S. 398, began to introduce some
order into the chaotic confusion as to the principles governing the
realization of war losses with respect to Americau properties in
Germany.
In the White case, it was stipulated that the taxpayer's l)roperties
in Germany were actually taken over by a sequestrator in 1918. The
Government contended that no loss had been sustained, even in 1918,
because of the possibility the taxpayer might recover the property
or reimn)irsement therefor after tie war. The Supreme Court held
that, in oider to support a loss deduction in a given year, there must
he some definitive or identifiable event to fix the loss in that year, but
that practical standards must be atpplicd in detorliv ing the existence
of such an event.
Thie Court thought hat the sequestration of (he property was such
an event, and that the ltossilil'ty of recoupment after the war was
too speculative and remote tv defer realization of the loss. In this
connection, Justice Stone observed that the revenue laws do not require a taxpayer to be an "incorrigible optimlist."
However, the General Counsel of the bureau of Internal Revenue,
in passing several year.-s later on a claim for refund, ruled that losses
in 0 ermany were sustained in 1917, on the theory that the promulgation of an administrative decree authorizing sequestration operated as
a constructive seizure in that year of all American properties in Germany. (See G. C. M. 10630, XI--2 C. B. 97.) Tax rates were much
lower of course, in 1917 than in 1918.
Unlike the situation in 1911, the present war was declared in December, very close to the end of the calendar year. It was not until 4
months ]ater-that is, in April 1942-that the Nazi government formally authorized sequestration of American properties. Probably
this dilatory procedure was due chiefly to the fact that the various
exchange controls, such as blocked accounts, and restrictions on transfers of alien-owned assets and funds, which long antedated the formal
declaration of war, had given the Governemnnt of the Reich such complete control that haste in providing for formal sequestration was
unnecessary.
Such facts, plus the whole character of totalitarian war, could be
used to construct an argument that American properties within the
jurisdiction of the Reich lost all value on December 10 when war was
declared, and that a subsequent seizure, actual or constructive, was not
necessary to fix the loss; yet it is by no means certain that slmch an
argument would be sustained.
PRESENST UNCERTAINTIES

It follows that there is now complete uncertainty, under existing
laws and conditions, as to whether the declaration of war, the promul.Ration of a sequestration decree, or actual seizure thereunder is the
Identifiable event which fixes the year of realization of foreign-war
7009--42-vol. 2 --
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losses under existing law and present conditions. This uncertainty
would continue until another test case wends it laborious way to the
Supreme Court.
Such a delay would be productive of hardship to taxpayers and
vast amount of expensive litigation. It would also cause a serious ;
delay in the prompt collection of needed revenues, since many taxpayers would beCoimpelled to deduct the same losses in 1941, 1942, and
even later years in order to protect their rights until one or more
test cases had been decided by the highest court,. Deficiencies asserted
by the Commissioner and contested in the Board of Tax Appeals do
not mean immediate cash in the Treasury.
We believe that the best interests of! both the Government and its
taxpayers would be well served by legislation which would minimize
these uncertainties. Such legislation should be applicable only to
foreign-war losses.
It should be based upon a realistic al)preciation of the fact that
American properties in territories within the jurisdiction and control
of totalitarian Axis Powers have lost their value for practical purposes, and that properties subsequently coming within their jurisdiction, by reason of invasion and occupation of additional territory,
have similarly lost their value.
It should also be recognized that properties in countries which the
State Department determines to be allies of enemy countries have lost
their value, even though a state of war has not been formally declared.
Moreover it should be recognized that the concept of the annual
period breaks down, when applied to this foreign war loss situation,
at least so far as 1941 and 1942 are concerned. Many losses, particularly in the Far East, which may technically have been sustained
early in 1942, were imminent and virtually certain at the end of 1941.
This category includes losses due to military operations and scorchedearth tactics occurring in the early weeks of 1942 in the Pacific
theater of operations.
Senator DANARH . The fact of the matter is that they don't know
anything really about it; isn't that soI
Mr. K"NT. And there is the additional factor that nobody knows
what has happened in these. foreign countries.
Senator DANARIIE. Would we not be justified in placing all of
these foreign war-loss accounts in a suspense status? Isn't that the
best way to do it?
Mr. K NT. I certainly think that in some aspects of the situation
a longer status of limitations may be necessary. However, we have
certain specific proposals as to other ways of dealing with the
problem.
Senator DANATIEII. Mr. Chairman, may I interrupt for a moment,
pleaseI

The

CIIAWMAN. Yes.

Senator DANAHE. When we were considering the war losses insurance bill, we had quite a little difficulty with a subject which in some
aspects might be considered somewhat analogous. If you have a
problem of this kind where you cannot possibly know what the
facts are, why should you be compelled to get at it even tentatively I
Wh , not put it in a state of suspense and keep it there?
Mr. KENT. We have taken a somewhat different approach to this
whole problem, which I have stated in the form of a recommends-
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tion as the fairest and simplest remedy from an administrative point
of view, and that is that such foreign war losse s-whether technically
sustained in 1941 or 1942-be allowed to be deducted in either year
at the taxpayer's election.
Lot me point out that if by virtue of that provision any deductiens are now allowed, and in subsequent years the property with
respect to which those deductions referred is recovered or its value
in whole or in part is recovered by a Mixed Claims Commission
under a treaty of peace as an aftermath of this war similar as a
treaty of peace to the Treaty of Versailles--and none of us is wise
enough to know what that situation will be, but the amount recoped having been allowed as a tax deduction in an earlier year
wilrlhave to e taken back into income so that the Government is
protected to that extent against the allowance of premature deduction.
I will next discuss the classification of foreign war losses as
ordinary losses.
The second major problem under existing law relates to the
classification of losses into ordinary and capital loss categories
Tito classification of a loss produces extremely important differences
in its tax consequences. Thus, ordinary losses are deductible for excess profits tax, as well as normal tax and surtax purposes. They
also enter into the computation of the two-year not operating loss
carry-over provided by section 122 of the Internal Revenue Code.
Capital losses, on the other hand, are excluded for excess-profits-tax
purposes of the normal tax and surtax, although a 5-year carry-over
of capital net loss is provided. Also, capital losses do not enter
into the net operating loss deduction. Three simple illustrations,
based on common cases, will show how vital are these differences in
connection with foreign-war losses.
In the first case, a domestic corporation owns a branch or other
property in Germany directly which is sequestered by the Nazi
government. Under existing law the loss sustained is clearly an
ordinarily loss.
In the second case a domestic corporation has a wholly owned
or a controlled subsidiary which owns the properties and operates
the business in Germany. Here, by reason of the interposition of
another corporate entity the interest of the American corporation is
represented by stock. if, as is likely in such a case, the Nazi government sequesters all the assets of the subsidiary, the effect thereof
is to render its stock worthless. Under such circumstances the parent's
los would be a capital loss by virtue of section 23 (g) (2) of the
code.
In the third case, a domestic corporation owns a minority interest
in the stock or some bonds of a German corporation which is controlled by derman nationals. Since such a corporation is not subject to enemy control, the Nazi government is unlikely to seize its
properties as such, but may very well sequester or expropriate the
American stock or bond interest, just as our Government has done
recently in the General Aniline Corporation case. The proper classification of the losses in such a case is not so clear. Prior to the 1938
amendments to section 23 (g) and section 23 (k), worthless-stock
losses and corporate security bad-debt losses were deductible in full
as ordinary losses. By such amendments they were reclassified as
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capital losses. I myself believe that these amendments do not govern
the cae I have put, but such a case is sui generis, and the loss should
be treated as an ordinary loss.
Whatever justification there may be for such distinctions in ordinary cases, we believe that they have no proper application to the
extraordinary losses with which we are here concerne(d. Losses suc,-h
as these are truly war casualties, having nothiiig in comunon w;,th
losses which are due to the fluctuations of the economic cycle or
the other ordinary risks incident to investment and the market place.
They are more nearly aualogous to losses by ctsualty, theft, or enbezzlement, which are s-till treated as ordinary losses, than to a ease in
which stock becomes worthless because of the gradual (leclina and
final insolvency of the corporation which issued it. They also rehemble the losses sustained on involuntary conversion of pro perty.
These, under the provisions of section 137 of the House bill, are
treated as ordinary losses if in excess of capital gains. Finally,
there is no justification for making the tax treatment ,ccorded to the
loss of a foreign investment, due directly to the war, depend upon
the technical form an investment happens to take, or Ulipn the particular form of action taken with respect thereto by an aneny gov.
ernment.
Corporate taxpayers are about to he subjected to taxation on excess
profits at rates which approach confiscation, on the groand that such
profits are directly attributable to the war effort. Normal corporate
incomes and individual incomes must be subjected t(, unprecedented
burdens because of the fiscal necessities of war. We believe that
sml)le fairness and sound policy equally require that taxpayers,
which have sustained grievous losses as a direct result of the war
-which produces the excess profits, should be given a fair op )ortunity
to offset such losses against income subject to tax. We think that
this is necessary in order to strike a fair account between them and
their Government for tax purposes.
We, therefore, recommend that all foreign war losses be treated
for income-tax purposes as ordinary lost\s.
Senator DAvIs. What is the total of American investments abroad?
Mr. KxwN-r. That is a very difficult problem, Senator. It would
take me quite some time to go into the details.
Senator DAvis. Then; just put it in the record if is is going to take
any time.
Mr. KENT. The Department of Commerce has quite recently gotten
out the 1940 figures on American direct investments in foreign countries, which throw some light on the question. According to the
figures, tie total of such investments was about $7,000,000,000.
Senator DAVIs. How much in enemy territory ?
Mr. KMET. According to this table, the figures in the countries with
which we are now in a state of war, and in the territories occupied
up to the present time by the Axis powers--the best estimate that I
could make on the basis of these figures was somewhere around

$750,000,000.
Senator DAVIS. And you don't expect the enemy is going to continue
to keep theia in good repair and maintenanceI
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Mr. KO T. I do not. Many of these properties will be destroyed,
or will have been worn out.
Senator DAVIS. Thank you.
Mr. KENT. As to the measure of foreign war loses, we recommend that the standard to be applied in measuring the amount of a
foreign war loss deduction be the ordinary rule applied to other
losses viz, tile ad usted basis for the foreign property or investment
for the purpose o) determining loss upon a sale or exchange, as determined under section 118 of the code. The use of this adjusted basis
rule will avoid difficulties of valuation and will preclude the inclusion
of unrealized appreciation in the deduction. It will also prevent a
deduction on account of funds or other assets abroad, such as profits,
dividends, or interest held in blocked accounts, which have never been
returned for income-tax purposes and conseluently have no basis.
Th, deduction will thereby b limited to the American dollar investment, plus earnings or income which have been returned for tax
lurposes and reinvested or held abroad.
If the taxpayer wishes to take his foreign war losses on a net ridher
than a gross basis, he should be permitted to do so. This is Pocially desirablee in cases where the foreign assets are offset by foreign
liabilities, since in many instances the seized assets will be used to
discharge such liability, thereby reducing the actual loss suffered by
the taxpayer. And by the saiie token, reducing the amount of the
deduction which he could claim on his American return.
PARTIAL WOUITIILFssNF8

Or

MUJSIDJARY4 TrrOcK

Several other cases have come to light of which the following is
typical. A domestic corporation has a subsidiary, all or the hulk of
the operating assets and the business of which was in Germany. The
German properties have been sequestered or have lost their value
because of the war. The subsidiary, however, had some bank deposits in English banks or accounts receivable against, customers in
friendly countries which are still collectible. Consequently, although
the heart of the subsidiary as a going concern has been torn out by
fhe loss of its operating properties in Germany, so that its liquidation within a short time would be the normal consequence, its stock
still retains more than a nominal value. Consequently, a deduction
for total worthlessness would not be allowable.
We recommend that a deduction for partial stock worthlessness
should be allowed in such a case, measured by tile excess, if any, of
the adjusted basis of the stock to the parent company over its remaining value. The rigit to such a deduction should be subject to
strict limitations. It should be allowed only in cases where the
domestic corporation owns at least 60 percent of the stock of a
foreign corporation and where a high percentage of the assets of such
foreign n corporation other than cash or bank deposits, accounts receivable, and possibly Government bonds, have become the subject of
a foreign war loss.
RMOOUPMENT OF LOMRS

The doctrine is now well established that if a deduction on account of a loss has been beneficially allowed for a prior year and
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subsequently all or a portion of such loss is recouped, as by a inonetary award of a Mixed Claim Commission set up under a treaty
of peace, income is realized to the extent of the recoupment in the
later year. Considerable concern exists among many taxpayers as
to the extent of the application of this princil) to the recoupment
of foreign war losses. We recomniend a clarification of the law on
this point so as to make it certain that income is realized in the
subsequent year only to the extent that the deduction resulted io a
tax benefit in the prior year. This would accord in principle with
the provisions of section 114 of the House bill, which in ternis would
now apply only to recovery of bad debts, prior tuxes, and delinquency
amounts. A fortiori, no income shoid be deemed to be realized ini
the liter year if a taxpayer has taken no deduction on accou t of a
foreign war loss in a prior year, even though such a deduction was
allowable under the law applicable to such prior year.
THE aORFo) N TAX CREDIT

We recommend, as sound in principle and practically desirable,
two amendments to section 11 of the Internal Ilevenue Code, relating to the foreign tax credit. One of these would preserve the
credit for foreign taxes on blocked income until the year such in.
come is released and is realized for income-tax purposes. This
problem has already been explained in detail to your committee by
Mr. Mitchell B. Carroll, appearing on behalf of the National Foreign
Trade Council, in his statement to you on July 28, 1942 (hearings,
unrevised, p. 206 et seq.). The other amendment would eliminate
the requirement of an election between taking foreign taxes its a
deduction or a credit, imposed by section 131 (a) of the code. There
is no real justification for this requirement, either from the standpoint of equity or administrative convenience, and it may operate
to deprive a taxpayer of the benefit of the credit, if the taxpayer
makes a mistake and claim a deduction on account of a foreign
war loss in the wrong year. Since most 1941 returns have already
been filed, the elimination of the election ought to be retroactive to
1941.
LOOSES IN 1048 AND SUIIRRQUENT YEARS

The recommendations which have been made are focused primarily
itpon the immediate problem of what to do about 1941 and 1912 foreign war losses. We fully appreciate that the year 1943 and perhaps
later years, may produce their own grist of problems in this field. We
suggest, however, that the inability to foresee accurately at the present time the extent of these problems makes it the part of wisdom
to defer until a later time consideration of their treatment. We also
recognize that there may be individual situations involving 1941 and
1942 losses, which may not be adequately provided for in this minimum
program and which may require future consideration. Given a fair
solution of the immediate problems, it should not be difficult liter to
extend its principles to subsequent war years.
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Senator DAWAIIEI. How is the next year different from 1942 with
reference to American property in the Philippine", for instance?
Mr. KENT. I do not suggest it is any different, Senator. I do
suggest that, if a fair solution of the immediate problems can be
worked out, it will not be difficult to expand it although we recognize
that there may be individual situations which may need to be considered submiuntly.
By the way of summary, our committee makes the following recommeillations for consideration as to the form which necessary remedial
legislation should take:
(1) A special category of losses,
'i e known as foreign war losses,
should be defined in the statute. Th, 1 should include:
(a) Property within the jurisdiction and control of an enemy na-

tion on the date of declaration of war;
(b) Property coming within such jurisdiction and control, by occupation of territory and otherwise, subsequent to such date;
(o) Property within the jurisdiction and control of a nation proclaimed by the Department of State to be an ally of an enemy nation;
(d) Destruction or damage to property in the course of military
and naval operations including scorched -earth tactics, outside the
limits of the United States.
(2) All foreign war losses, as defined, should be treated as ordinary
losses, effective for taxable years beginning in 1941 and subsequently
thereto.
(8) Foreign war losses sustained in 1941 or 1942 should be allowed
as a deduction against income in either year, at the election of the
taxpayer.
(4) The measure of the amount of a foreign war loss should be
the adjusted basis for loss of the property or investment.
(1) A carefully limited deduction should be allowed where the
stock of a foreign subsidiary of a domestic corporation becomes partially worthless by reason of a foreign war loss such subsidiary has
sustained.
(6) A clarifying amendment should be made providing that the
recoupment of a loss, in whole or in part, shall not constitute income
unless a deduction on account thereof has been taken and beneficially
allowed in a prior year.
(7) The foreign-tax credit should be allowed to be taken in the
year in which the foreign income, with respect to whiich such taxes
were paid, is realized for Federal-tax purposes.
(8) The requirement of election to take the foreign-tax credit should
be dominated.
The CrIARMAN. You are sure that legislation is necessary?
Mr. KENT. Yes.
The ('hAIRMAN. It cannot be reach~t by regulations

Mr. KENT. We have had numerous conferences both with the administrative and legislative officials in the Treasury, but we are convinced
that these problems will not yield to administrative proceses, and we
have made our suggestions to the Treasury. They are receiving careful consideration, and it is our understanding that the Treasury is
actively engaged in considering the problem and may have some

recommendations to make to your committee with respect to them.
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There is one thing before closing: From the administrative point of
view, the administration of this foreign-war loss problem will be immenrely simplified if we realistically recognize that when the declaration of war came on December 10, American properties in Germany
which were at that time in the jurisdiction and control of the German
Government or the Italian Government, or on December 7 American
properties which were within the jurisdiction and control of the
Japanese Government, lost their value, and we suggest that the
foreign-war loss be defined in such a way as to recognize that fact.
Similarly when other properties, by virtue of invasion and occupation
come within the jurisdiction of any enemy power, they lose its value
as of that time.
However, we would not suggest a legislative definition which would
mean that all property in enemy control on I)ecember 10, 1941, had to
be treated as worthless on that date and the loss to be taken for 1941.
However, if such a definition can be accompanied by a flexible provision which will allow that loss to be taken either in 1941 or 1942,
then we think that it will do more than almost anything else that
we can suggest to assure the quick and efficient administration of
this whole problem and to get it out of the way.
CONCLUSION

The adoption of these recommendations, in order to meet this emergency situation, will not involve any general overhauling of the structure of the income-tax law. We respectfully submit that an extraordinary situation, in so many respects without precedent, calls for the
application of ap ropriate special remedies, if intolerable injustices
are to be avoided. We have endeavored to suggest certain special
remedies, so limited as to be applicable only to this emergency situation.
Our recommendations are theproduct of many months of study of
the problems by the members of our committee, and have been winnowed out of suggestions received from many different sources. During this period, numerous conferences have been held with members
of the legislative staff of the TreasurY and administrative officials of
the Bureau of Internal Revenue, at which the foregoing problems
and various suggestions for their solution have been presented. I may
say that the Treasury staff has shown full appreciation of the reality
and seriousness of the problem, and that it is actively considering a
legislative solution. We urge tlait any plan which is recommended
shall incorporate the foregoing minimum program. We believe that
our proposals merit the careful consideration of your committee and
hope that you will see fit to incorporate them in the pending revenue
bill, before it is reported to the Senate.
I thank you for the opportunity of presenting this statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you Mr Kent. You have undoubtedly made
some contribution to our work, because this is a situation that ought
to be dealt with and as early as we can.
Mr. Kz r. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Trho CHAIrMAN. Mr. Sullivan.
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STATEMENT OF BENJAMIN H. SULLIVAN, ATTORNEY AT LAW,
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Mr. SuLvAN. Mr. Chairman, I would state to begin with that I
have reduced my statement to th very minimum.
My name is Benjamin If. Sullivan, an attorney here in Washington,
std I appear at the request of Lester P. Barlow, an inventor who
believes his situation is typical of a very small group of others who

maybbe similarly situated.

Ywish to call to your attention the situation with respect to tax
liabilities which arise by reason of the receipt of payments fromthe
United States in settlement of long-standing claims.
It is one which deservess the consi(leration of Congreiss because in
some instances great injustices are being done by the law as it now
stands.
Section 284 (a), title 28 of the United States Code provides:
No interest shall Is, allowed on any claim up to the time of the rendition of
Judgment by the Court of Claims, Inles upon a contract exireetly stipulating
for payment of Interest

*

0

*.

Consequently, when the Government fihially pays claims, after years
of litigation, there is no allowance whatever for interest on the amount
of a claim--as would be the case if judgment on a similar case were
obtained against a private individual. On the other hand, the tax
laws make no allowance in computing surtaxes for the fact that the
claimant has lost interest over a long period of yeats due to the acts
of the Government itself.
Section 106 of the Internal Revenue Code-which was enacted some

years ago in an attempt to partly relieve this situation, reads as follows:

Iinterest) received by a taxpayer from the
In the case of amounts (other than
United States with respect to a elain against the Unihted States Involving the
unpaid for more than 15 years, the portion
remaining
and
acquisition of property
of the tax Imposed hy section 12 attributable to such receipt shall not exceed
80 percent of the amount (other than interest) so received.
Because the Internal Revenue Bureau interprets it to mean that 80

percent in surtaxes shall be charged against the total amount of the
money, received-witlout deductions

f any kind-such as the costs

of litigation and prosecution of the claim-it does not do complete
justice to cases of this character.

I am suggesting an amendment, which, in my opinion, would relieve

the injustices of this situation on a logical and sound basis.
I propose that section 100 of the Internal Revenue Code read as
follows:
In the case of amounts received from the United Slates, after January 1, 1040,
with respect to a claim against the United Rtates and remaining unpaid for more
than 15 years, if the payment does not Include Interest, the portion of the tax
Imposed by section 12 attributable to such rkcelpt, shall be reduced by the amount
of Interest, at the rate of 8 percent, which would have accumulated on the
principal of the claih during the period It remained unpaid.
To illustrate how this would work-let me state a theoretical example-in which a taxpayer has a claim against the United States in
the amount of $500,000--which arose in 1921, but is not paid until
1942.
If the sum of $500,000 had been paid in 1921, the surtax upon this
Sut would have amounted to $263 ,10, leaving the taxpayer, after
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the payment of the surtax, the sum of $236,490. If the taxpayer had
invested the $236,490 remaining in his possession at 5 percent, he would
have received $240,000, in the 21-year period between 1921 and 1942,
and this income would have been subject only to the normal tax.
Therefore, when the Government pays a claim, without interest,
the uvxpayer should be entitled to a claim, against the surtax in an
amount equal to the interest he has lost in the period the sum due him
has been detained by the United States.
In the proposed amendment it is suggested that only 3 percent interest on the principal of the claim be allowed as an offset, which does
not altogether place the taxpayer in the same position as if the claim
had been paid When due an thie tax had been paid at the same time,
but it does relieve the taxpayer from some portion of the burden which
he must bear if there is no relief whatever.
If no relief is granted in a case such as that in the example, the taxpayer will pay approximately $325,000 in surtaxes at the present rate,
which is about $100,000 more than he would have paAd ifthe amount
due had been delivered to him in 19zi, cnd in addition he has lost
possible income of approximately $240,000 during the period the
money has been detained by the United States.
If a claim of this character were asserted against any individual or
corporation, interest would be included in the judgment and would
serve as a partial or total offset against the surtaxes.
The injustices complained of arise, therefore only in connection with
claims against the United States upon which interest is prohibited
by law.
rhe example relates, as does theyroposed amendment only to surtaxes. The normal tax is not affected and is not reflected in the
example.
The CHAIMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Sullivan.
Mr. Wood.
STATEMENT OF GEORGE A. WOOD, BROOKLYN, N. Y., REPRESENTING BROOKLYN TRUST CO.
Mr. WooD. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name
is George A. Wood, I am an associate of the law firm of Cullen &
Dykman of Brooklyn, N. Y. I am appearing for the Brooklyn Trust
Co. of Brooklyn to call attention to an apparent technical defect in
section 151 of the revenue bill of 1942 which amends the definition of
mutual investment companies, and changes their name to "regulated
investment companies."
The purpose of the amendment as shown by the report of the
House committee, was to simplify the definition of mutual investment
companies and to enlarge it to include some investment funds which
have not heretofore been included.
The report of the House committee shows that there was no intention to narrow the definition or to exclude from it any mutual investment companies which have heretofore been included.
However, the way the definition is drawn, it would now exclude
the mutual investment fund which is maintained by the Brooklyn
Trust Co. for the collective investment of funds of 'trusts of which
that company is the fiduciary and under which it is expressly author-
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ized to make such collective investment. Such collective funds under
the old definition have qualified as mutual investment companies.
Their exclusion under the new definition results from the fact that the
now definition includes only investment funds which are registered
with the Securities and Exchange Commission under the Investment
Company Act of 1940. These mutual investment funds ame exempted
from registration by the Investment Company Act because they are
maintained by banks which are already under the supervision of
Federal and State authorities, and therefore the Securities and
Exchange Commission did not desire to have jurisdiction over them.
I should like to submit an amendment which would make certain
that these mutual collective funds would be included in the new
definition as they have been under the old. This amendment would
add a phrase at the end of section 361 (a) of the Internal Revenue
Code as amended by section 151 of the Revenue Act of 1942.
The ('rAmtMAN. Have you discussed this matter with the Treasury?
Mr. Woo). I have discussed the matter, sir, with the Treasury Dopartiment and with the Internal Revenue Bureau, and have had it
discussed with the legislative counsel who has considered this matete,of the Securities and Exchange Commission, and also with Mr.
Stin; and it is my understanding-I may say that I was not authorized, of course, to speak for these departments or gentlemen-that
they appreciate the fact that there was probably an omission that
was not intended.
There is one other thing that I would like to mention, but I 'can
dispose of it very qtickbecause at the hearing of your committee
held on Aug ust , Mr. Morton's and Mr. Shelley's and Mr. Higgins'
statements dealt with the problem bf the mutual investment companies,
or regulated investment companies as they would be called under the
new definition. This problem relates to the bearing of unallowed
capital losses on earnings andi profits from which taxable dividends
may be paid.
Without taking the time of the committee upon it, I would like to
say that I concur in their statement of the problem, and I concur in
the proposal they submitted to meet it.
The CHAIMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Wood.
Mr. WOOD. May I leave the amendment I
The CHAIR AN. Yes; you may leave the amendment for the record.
(The amendment submitted by Mr. Wood is as follows:)
AUXNDUZNT Or SWrION 361 (A) OF THR INTnNAL RLiV.NUs Cora1 Paoroe1
Gamma A. WOOD, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

my

Propowel revision of section 801 (a) of the Internal Revenule Codp, as amended
by section 151 of the revenue bill of 1942. (New matter In italics; no old matter
is eliminated.)
"Sw. 861. J)urzwimoN.
"(a) INokrnAL.-For the purposes of this chapter the term 'regulated Investment company' means any domestic corporation (whether chartered or crested
as an investment trust, or otherwise), other than a personal holding company as
defined in section 501, which at all tines during the taxable year is registered
under the Investment Company Act of 1940 (54 Stat. 7F4 15 U. S. C., 1940 ed., sees.
80 a-1 to 80 b--2), or that Act, as amended, either as P naanagenent company or as
a unit Investment trust, or twhtoh is a common trust /iad or simiarfund etcludod
by sectiois 3 (0) (8) of that Act from the definition of '(nucstment company' awd
ts not included in the definition of 'common trust fund' by section lt)9 of the
Intcwal Rcvcnue Code."
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The CHAIRMAN. I think it is obvious that we cannot, without running too late, conclude the hearing this afternoon, as we expected
to do.

If there are any witnesses who have very brief statements and who
wish now to appear we will hear them.
STATEMENT OF GEORGE M. ARISMAN, COMPTROLLER,
ARMSTRONG CORK CO., LANCASTER, PA.
Mr. AnusiAN. My name is George M. Arisman; I am comptroller
of the Armstrong Cork Co of Lancaster, Pa. It will take me but
6 or 6 minutes to present what I have to say. 'The clerk has copies
of what I wish to present.
My subject falls under the "Last-in, first-out method of inventory

valuation." I an here to point out a problem which that provision
has brought about and a rentedy for it.
Armstrong Cork Co. adopted the last-in, first-out method of inventory valuation for certain of its commodities as of January 1,
1940, amiong which the principal raw materials were cork, burlap,

asphalt, and linseed oil. Cork and burlap are imported in their
entirety, cork coming from Spain, Portuga , and North Africa, and

burlap front Dundee, Scotland, Calcutta and Bombay, India. The
jte making up the burlap coming from Dundee is first shipped from
India to that point for manufacture in hmuap and then reshipped to
thd United States of America. A large part of the purchases of lin.
seed oil is purchased front Argentina, and asphalt from Trinidad.
One of the features undlor ti last-in, first-out method of inventory
valuation, along with the l)rivilogeof fixing the price of an inveidory
item as of a certain date, in our case December 81, 1939, is the fixation of quantities, which the taxpayer has the privilege under the
plan to vary according to his policies; however, the present shipping
situation under the war or emergency conditions prevents the Armstrong Cork Co. from being able to maintain the fixed quantities of
cork, burlap, asphalt, and linseed oil.
Accordingly, because of the demand for war purposes and other
uses, it was not possible to keep up the quantities of these inventories
to normal, or last-in, first-out, despite the fact that cork has been
rationed for more than a year, as to quantities to be used. These
are circumstances entirely beyond our control.
The effect of Armsmong Cork Co. not being able to keep the quantities of the inventories to those established, on account of lack of
bottoms for shilping inder the emergency, the company his incurred paper profits in the first 6 months of 19412 in the amount of
$600 000, on which we will pay taxes at the highest rate, and these
will become greater as the year continues.
An estimate of this inventory adjustment at the end of the year
is approximately $1,000,000, which paper profits in our case will he
taxable in the 90 percent excess-proits tax bracket, or an amount of
$900,000 will be paid out in the form of taxes. This represents 20
percent of the coinpany's current cash which is working capital that
will be paid out in this manner.
Under the present basis of taxation, if those paper profits are taxed
capital will be paid out in the form of taxes and these funds wili
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not be available to replace these quantities when it will be possible
to acquire and transport, these materials to the United States of
America.
Accordingly, it is felt some measure or provision of relief should
,be allowed taxpayers under these conditions, and the following
method is suggested as a procedure to be followed to accomplish this
end:
That the tax payer be permitted to create an emergency last-in, firstout fund which shall be used to reestablish these quantities in total
or in part when the emergency permits or is ended and such materials
are available.
The basis of establishing the emergency last-in, first-out fund would
be arrived at by establishing the purchase price paid for a quantity
of inventory e(qual to the quantity reduction of that raw material as
caused by thi eniergeiicy. As an exaniple, if tie inventory for cork
was re(lutced by 3,000 tons and the price of tim last, 3,000 tons purchased
was $90 per ton, andi(lhe last-in, first-out value was $t0)per ton, the
emergency lanst-in, first-out fund would then be arrived at in the
following utainner:
saitlised ptrehmow
(.nlQl4g1,-

l r'cir
....
h

y la1st-hn, firn-otll

"

-h, lust-olll ilv
story VIIno >X< II|Il||o','
of to1I8
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fund, $150---4) 50X,000 T.--"$1 ,0)

In the event 3,000 tons were purchased at $80, when the emergency
permits, the result would be as follows:
$W0---$SO---$10X.i,(ssi

-$

),(N})
tlxable ilneomne

It wals suggested thatt, this am11ount be taxedl at thle ratte which prevatiled ill the year inl Which thle deficit wats createdl, in this instance 1942,
hut thlat thle tax he paid inl tile Year when aill or any part of the shortage
inl quantities unlder thle last-inl, first-out miethod of inventory valuation
was replace(].
S:'natOr JJANAMERa Is the $40 a typical figure onl your last-in, firstout basis?
Air. A1U5MAN. Yes, sir-. I amn not proposing that any tax be
evaded her- simply the cr-eation of a fund and a basis of determining
the p~rop~er charges.
Inl the event tile emergency endled and the (liant ities were available
at at price ait which thle emergency last-in, first-out flund was establishled (inl the above e~xamlhe $90 for cork) and the taxpayer (lid not
avail himself of this opportunity within 2 years to buildi uip aill or any
part of thle deficiency in quantities, under the last-in, first-out method
of inventory valuation the entire flund so set aside becomes taxable
sid~ at the rates which prevailed ait the time thie fund wits created]. Am
alternative here might be to make this a reasonable period after tho
emergency had ceasedl to exist.
Under this proposed relief provision through thie emergency last-in
first-out fund, the items purchased as ioplacenients should be prices
at the original last-in, first-out value and the difference between the
replacement urchase pricandIlast-in,first-ouit value would he aniniMi
The Armstrong Cork Co. feels that there should be a relief measure
as here suggested so that capital will not be depleted because of an
emergency situation which will later be needed in the biniiess andl
would remain there uinder the last-in, first-out mnet Wed, if it were not
for this unusual situation.
Further, the principles of last-inl, first-out
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will be continued by this method both as to price and fixation of quantities, without the adverse effect of taxes on paper profits caused
through uncontrollable reduction in inventories. 'I hat is the particular point that Mr. Chapman referred to a short time ago in his
testimony.
The Armstrong Cork Co. through its experience with last-in, firstout realizes this is a sound accounting principle under normal conditions and avoids the extreme inventory losses with the changes brought
about through economic cycles and price fluctuations. We ho)0 some
relief can be given last-in, first-out principle of accounting g under the
emergency effcted by shipping conditions, priority regulations, and
similar uncontrollable situations.
Senator DAVIS. I would like to ask you a question.
When and why (lid you first adopt that last-in, first-out method
of inventory?
;dr. AIUSMAN. Senator Davis, the last-in, first-out method of inventory valuation was adopted by the Armstrong Cork Co. )ecember 1, 1939, and the reason for it was that we felt that this new
accounting )rovision and the regulations and the law permlitted the
company to level out its earnings over a period of tune and not
have the problem of losses at one time and large earnings in the more
)rosperous years. We are a company who have nany l)rodluct which
lutuate a good deal. The price of cork, for example, was aplproximately $17 to $18 it toi, slivered, several years, and today we are
paying anywhere from $90 to $100 a ton, andyou can readily see that,
f we had to put that cork on inventory at these high prices and then
we went into a bad part of the cycle again, there would b~e considerable loss there, and that is just exactly what ti e intention was in
setting up this last-in, first-out method, and it has worked out very
nicely in our compally.
Senator DAVIs. Ln what nnnnr has the emergency aggravated your
problem?
Mr. AifSfMA. As I pointed out, inany of our products come from
abroad, and on account of the shipping conditions and the impossibility of getting bottoms, naturally we cannot get these items in.
But there are other things.which also affect this situation under a
war emergency, such as priorities, where corporations tre limited
under the last-in, first-out to replenish their stocks.
Senator DAVIS. I would like to know what will he the practical
effect of your inability to replace your inventory
Mr. AISMAN. There are two things. In the first, place, we are
going to pay out our capital in the form of taxes, and when we zo
to buy inventories, when we are in a position to buy them, w2 will
not be able to replenish them-we will not have the capital. In the
event we can replenish, we will need to renlace these items at the higher
prices, and then we will be no better off than if we had not adopted the
lat-in, first-out mplhod of inventory valuation.
Senator DAVIS. What is your remedy for the situation that you
are in?
Mr. AmRMAN. We would like to be permitted along wvth the others
who are working under conditions brought about by this emergency
to establish an emergency fund which would not be taxable and could
be used at the point where it becomes possible for us to replace these
particular items.
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There is one other thing that I would like to submit, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Alvord in his memorandum on page 1789 the other day, I
think, made a statement which bears very closely to what we are

thinking about here. He said:
,.The demands of the war may prevent the maintenance of Inventories essential
to normal operation and force postponement of replenishment until after the
war. Certainly, paper profits remiltlug from the forced depletion of normal
inventories should not be taxed. They are not real income and actually there
Is a decreased ability to proy.
We are not the only concern, Mr. Chairman, who is facing this
problem. I should like you to take 1 minute more to ask that Mr.
lerbert Adair, executive vice president of the Artloom Corporation,
bepoermiitted to make a statement in respect to their company.
The CHAIRMAN. I will be glad to hear him if it is not very long.
Ile is not on the list, is heI
Mr. A USMAN. No, sir; but he is present.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well.
STATEMENT OP HERBERT 3. ADAIR, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
ARTLOOM CORPORATION, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Mr. Aimm. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, ly
nante is 11erbert .J. Adair, of Philadelphia, the Arthooin Corporation.
We manufacture rugs and carpets. Our basic commodity is wool, and
wool cones from abroad.
We adopted the last-in, first-out inventory, and as a result of present conditioiis we have been losing that inventory which we wily not
be able to replace, and No will suffer as a result of taxation onl paper
profits, a loss in our working capital of about $300,000. In the
ineantimae we have converted our plant to complete war production, and the capital involved in that situation is necessary to our
business. It is true that when this last-in, first-out formula was
adopted by the Treasury in 1939 that there was apparently no concept of what conditions mig lit conie about, but this is a situation
which is abnormal and we ask, and(1 concur as a matter of fact with the
Armstrong Co., that consideration be given by the members of the
Senate Finance Committee to this situation.
h'1eCHIAJMaN. Thank you.
Mr. AmuSMAN. In closing, Mr. Chairman, I just want to say that
the Arnistrong Co. thinks that this method of inventory valuation,
last-in, first-out, is a very good thing and a very practical thing. We
have now used it for over 3 years and have found it to be a very
sound accounting practice.
Thank you very kindly.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir,
STATEMENT OF EDWARD C. McCOBB, REPRESENTING GRAND
RAPIDS STORE EQUIPMENT CO., GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
Mr. McColi. I have filed with the secretary of the committee, Mr.
Chairman, a statement, and I wish to take just a moment or two to
state what our problem is.
I represent the Grand Rapids Store Equipment Co which was reorganized in the typical manner in 1933 and 1934. it was prior to
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the adoption of section 77 (b), so that the usual equityr receivership
procedure was adopted. In order to force the cooperation of a small
number of creditors or stockholders, it had to be reorganized, and
they bid the assets in at a price that was less than the asset value
on the books of the corporation. In this particular situation, assets
having a book value of about $2,250,000 were bid in for about $350,000
simply to force compliance with the reorganization terms of dissenters.
Since that time, may it please the committee, several things have
happened to exclude reorganized corporations from the incidence of
the tax laws. Under section 77 (b) corl)orations were grated relief
to reorganize under that section, and it was made retroactive to June
7, 1934. February 3, of this year, the Supreme Court considered
several reorganization cases, that is, reorganizations forced through
judicial proceedings, and by an interpretation of the revenue act and
the reorganization revisionss thereof exempted all reorganizations
that had taken place under the revenue acts prior to the 1934 Revenue

Act. rhey iliterjpreted thle 1934 Revenue Act as inapplicable ly
reason of the fact that oftent imes there were considerations other

than voting stock issued for the assets.
Another case came before the Supreme Court in Jume of this year,
and the Supreme Court implied that section 112 (B) (5) of the livternal Revenue Codeimight possibly exemlit other reorgati ization.4,
but in the concluding paragraph of the opinion said that other questions had been raised for the first time in the appellate court. aind
could not )edecided there, so they were not able conclusively to apply
section 112 (B) (5) to such reorganizations; in other words, my particular client that went through most of this proceeding in 1933 and
only lacked the actual delivery of instruments of conveyance by the
master in chancery in the proceedings which took place in about
January 1934, is now faced with litigation over the question of
whether or not it is entitled to use its predecessor basis because it
is contended that the reorganization was completed tinder the 1934 act
instead of under the 1933 act.
You see, may it please the committee, there are a few corporate
reorganizations in foreclosure cases where section 77 (b) has not been
invoked where the consummation of the program did not take place
until after January 1, 1934, where section 112 (B) (5) may not be
strictly applicable, where they are claimed to be taxable and where
the resulting corporation is said to have to use the price at the sale
or perhaps the price at which securities were issued, or something of
the kind.
I have pointed out in my written memorandum that there are numerous conflicting rules to these various classifications, and I have
suggested if section 118 of the code be amended to permit judicially
reorganized corporations to use the basis of their predecessor and
to make that provision retroactive to January 1, 1934, to take care of
those reorganizations that are not protected by the Supreme Court
decision, that the whole matter can very easily and clearly be taken
ea.e of.

The resulting effect of the failure to permit these reorganized corporations to use the predecessor basis is that they have no reasonable
credit either on an earning basis or on an assct'basis or an invested
capital basis to claim a reasonable credit for excess-profits tax calcu-
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Nations, and you know without my telling you that most of these concerns that have gone through reorganization usually are in struggling condition and unless they are given a fair chance to meet
competition and given a fair chance to take credits similar to those
granted to their comnpetitors, many of them will be forced out of
business.
My statement goes into the matter in somewhat greater detail.
Thank you very much for giving me this time.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
The matter will be taken under consideration. Your statement
will be filed.
(The statement submitted by Mr. McCobb is as follows:)
SfA'lMKNT DY EIDWAIRD C. MCOIINi, RANDD IA'IDS, MICH., ItEOA)INO TAXATION
OF COaPORTtONN Il.'OiANIZEI) THROUGH J UDICIAL PIOCISDINI

Mly iane Is Edward (1. McCohb. I appear biWfore your honorable comlnittee
on behalf of Grimnl Rapids tore iulipllent Co., Grand iapids, Mi'li., of whh'l
I am general 'oisel and akdirector.
The purpose of iy Iuppearince Is to request aimendiient of the Internal R1ev0111uCo(Joeso 1s to give li'llef 10 orpliraflons r eorgnl.ild since January 1, 1034,
hi legal proceedings other thaii bankrulptcy, by pei nitlhlg thnm to 1e1 the basis
of
li' IssCts In lle hlani.
of their predi'esiorti
I t comlputlng reserves for
lepreclalon, profit or loss ol siih's and exchanges, and equity Invested capital
for excmsS-lrli talXes4.
bf','eiIh WayS iii Meiinis Colnuuit e to urge
Oi March 1( I iltired
action l)y the loue of Repr,:,entativcs, oil the
inmue atiter, hut lIerlial
title

to tie lUimeroii highly coltrovilibal prolhnis delnanilhdI
ng lheir attention,
I falled to trIke a chord (if suflcielt reslionslventess to gain my point I the
1o111e version of lhe 1i.2 revenue bill, I adnlt my cllent is a relatively suiall
corporal loll; I aidlll that t
IliX, I s pilYlAre fin 111110st iegllgilide element
II tile hutalinil evenullO 11H
it whol; lut I (to sily that liusitiessts like lie Randd
RapIs Store Hquillimeint Co. lire the hickione of our intlowal eeoimfil struoturo,
and that their tax problems are of such Importance that proper solutions are a
matter of great national conc'rn. It Is with full confidence the Inemhers of
your conitttee share tie satie vlew, that I venture again to take your time
to urge solution of te vexing problem of taxation of Judicial corporate reorganIziitlons.
DIPTIcFINO 1UIL.$UNDF, a PItE8NT TAX LAWS

Prior to (lie enictment of section 771B of the Bankruptcy Act In Julie of 1034,
nearly all reorganizatlons of (lstresed corporatlous were aceomplilhed through
court proceedings in which Judicial sales were necessary. Frequently a small
number of creditors or stockholders refused to isirtlclpate, and to force their
coop.,ratton the majority of the creditors and stockholders found It necessary
Io organize committees, alnd through these comimltees to purcllase the assets
at Judicial sales for such smallhiid that the obstructing creditors or stockholders
were faced with the optin of either participating In the reorganlzittion or
accepthg ai relatively snilli cash dividend.
While sales of this kind often had the desired result of forcing general coop.
ration, the assets were sold for prices far less than cost less depreciation.
Nearly all such court reorganlzalions resulted In scaling down or eliminating
the equity of the stockholders and in Imulng stock of tile transferee corporation
to the former creditors. In consequence ii Stieji i)l('Ot0dihgs it was by no means
clear that a tax-free reorganlzatloun hall occurred wlthl tie provisions of seetioii 112 (g) (1), Internal revenue Code, and the similar sections In prior
revenue acts. As a result tile Commissioner of Internal Revenue has often
contended that under section 113 (a) (7) such rcorganilved corplrations are
not entitled to use the same basis for their assets that their predecessors had
used.
(a) The bankruptcy role.-Th orlglnal section 7711 of the Biankrulptcy Act
did not mentloni this problem with respect to bankruptcy rcorganiltions, but
sections 208-270 of chapter X of the Chandler Act (52 Stat, at L. 9(1) speclilclly
763093-42-1 of, 2-52
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provided that for purposes of taxes on income, the basis of the property of the
original corporation should be reduced only by tile amount tile Indebtedness
of he original corporation was canceled or reduced hy tile plan of reorganization. Section 270 (c) (3) made these sections retroactively applicable to all
plans confirmed under section 7711.
Section 270 was amended us re ently as July 1, 1.940 (b4 ttt.
L. 705), to
provide that the aHsI of the debtor's property should not be decreaced beloww Its
fair market value on t1c date of the order confirming the plan.
(b) The rale in other cases.-- -in the absence of a statutory rule there has
been a large amouiat of litigation over the question of tie basis of assets In
the hands of reorganild c4rporations which acquired them at judicial Sales.
Four of theso reorganization cases were decided on Feblruary 3, 1912, by tle
Supreme Court. These decisions held that corporate readjutnments of tile
tylo
have described met the statutory definition of reorganizations in the
1932 and prior revenue acts, but that by reason of the amendments to tle
ieorg nitzatlon section iln the 1),4 Itevenue Act, such rerganlzuttions wore not
thereafter tax-free because in nearly every instance something more than stock
was issued In the acquisition of tile assets.
In the Getmncft Investors cafes(, decided June 1, 1912, tie Supreme Court took
some of the sting out of this abrupt segregation of tax-free and taxiible reorganigtionts l)y holding that ri'organlzatlom: completed after January 1, 934,
might comply with section 112 (b) (IS) as transfers of property, entitling tile
new corporation to tie tile transferor's basis wlit recognition of gain or lots
involved in the transfer of any additional consideration, The closing paragraph
of tie opinion took much of the comfort out of the decision, for the Court
refused to decide an issue then presented for the first time, of whether Individ.
ual creditors were subject to a tax on the acquisition of the property In the
preliinliary steps of the reorganization,
Fromn the point of view of the new
corporation such a contention, If accepted, mght seriously affect its right to
(lopt the basis of tile almsets ill the inds
of the predecessor corpv)ration, for
Its transferor might be held to he the creditors, not the defunct corporation.
It should lm noted in passing that the Supreme Court In the Martboroillh
IIomse, Itlc., decision approved an asset basis of fair market vtlue at the (date
of sle In foreclosure caises where there had been no tax-free reorganization,

,.,rirrhig to article 19R, regulations 77, and to lfelvering! v. New president CaOrporation (122 F. 2(d 92).

(e) Tf'ees.profits tax regtulatton.-As respects calculation of equity Invested
capital under section 718 (a) (2), Internal Revenue Code, regulations 109,
section 30.718-1, provides that where tile basis is Cost nrid stock wast issued for
the property, the basis Is the fair market vtlue of the stock at date of issue, but
if the stock had nio established naiket value, then tile basis is the fair market
vaile of the corporate assets at date of acquisition, less liabilities. There is no
express tatuttiory 'upport for tills regulation, nd It is subject to change at ally
time.
Thus, In bnnkn,,ptey reorganizations tile basis is tlt
of the predecessor,
sealed (town by the amount the debtor's obligations mre reduced under the
plan, hot in no event to an amount less than fair market vnlue; iln other types
of reorganizations the rule Is either prelecessor's eost basis or cost at judicial
sale, depending upon whether the reorganization wna governed by tile 1'932
and earlier revenue acts, or by the 1914 and subsequent acts, or comples with
section 112 (b) (5). with m variation of fair market value iln foreclosure cases
i1,1ce January 1, 1934: and in excuss-proflts tax ealnulations the basis depends
upon the market value of securities issued In exchange for the assets, or
In tho ab nce of such market value, upon fair market value of the alssets.
The need for a uniform rule is obvious. and It is my belief that such a result
can only be accomplished through amendment of the Internal Revenue Code.
lN

CAS

OP OWANDRAPIDS wrOs

WQ1TIPMINT CO.

To give point to the effect of these different rules, I slonr!t like to refer
sneciflcally to the problem confronting Grand Rapids Store Equipmn t Co.
Tin predecessor corporation was placed iln receivership by order of the
District Court of tbo, Ihmui'd Stllo for the Western Di.trlct of Michigan
filed February 23, 11913. On tinw 23d of Novetnber I.33, the court entered an
order to sell the assets. A formal plan and agreement of reorganization had
been prepared dealing with the conflicting claims of various classes of creditors
and security holders. The court approved the plan by an order entered Decein.
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ber 14, 1983. A sale was held on December 23, 1933, she asr'ets were bid in
by the reorganization committee, and the sale was confirmed on December
28, 1933. At this sale assets having a depreciated cost value of approxlmtitely
$2,27t5,000 were bid In for approximately $355,M). The assets were then transferred to a new corporation, but due to tife amount of detail confronting the
master in cirncery, tie conveyances were not delivered until January 11,1034.
Under hle plan the creditors received npproxinmtely 50 percent of the face
were Issued, and
lms in new debentures, of which more than $9.50,(0K)
of their chi
the renirinder of their clainis In no-par-valueo coniron stock. Preferred stock4tock and ol (Omolon stockholders reelved options to iuy lienew coininnoun
Issued to
holders were eliminated altogether. The hook value of the tshires
creditors wits based upon the book value of the assets of the old corporation,
and not upon the price bid at the sale.
As a result of the plan, the reorganized corporation 1,adthe same assets its
its predecessor. Phe general creditors had received one-half iheamount of
their clainris liunew debentures findthe remaining half In no-par-value stock,
relying un the future profits of tie enterprlse for the recovery of their origi)fil elA1lnlS.

This reorganization wits couRstnlnnted a litte uire than .imonths prior
W,1o nh llh -con-llrre holtnefnts sind burdens
of ownership were transferred In 1038, the Comnissioner of Internal Ievenue
will probably assert that the reorganlzatlon was trot consumnmted until11134
when the conveyances were delivered.
Tire Income-tax returns for the first years after reorganization d(hulted reserves for deproclatlon computed On the predneessor's bsis. Tire 'oinmlssloner
of Internil Ievenure made deficiency assessments or tie basis f tire bid tit
recelversilip sile. These deficiencies for the first several taxable yearn of the
reorganilred corporation have been comproalsnted on a more or less arbitrary
basis. This compromise leaves oispnthe question which, I am rellibly Inforred,
will bo rso erted when tire first excess-proflis tax rulrl ti re audited, of wietler
the reorganiatlon was consutrmmted under the 19:12 act or under the 1084 act.
Prellnhrry discussions have also revealed that the tax authorities refuse to
rec( g 1O;ethe sirp lla Itutiiy of uetionr 112 (b) ill) n ler tIfec!munt lu ,,'urs
deelslon. 9Itllinore litigation and expense will ensue unless the point Is doternilnd hy legislation.
Asrrespects depreciation deductions, It will readily b seen that if thiioe rct,rvea
must be based only pon the idprlce st jrrdhihrl mile Insteamd of ie cost of
iho.nems to tire predecessor, normal Income taxes will be substattlly higher.
unable to accrumulate more thon a
Thins will mean that the corporation will i)0
small fraction of the money necessary to replace its asliets tithe end of their
useful life and ultimately will strangle for lack of Invested capital. It will
mean (it creditors who accepted stock will ire forever denied reeoirpment of
their losses. Finally it will mean the reorgatrised corporation will ie umrle
to maintain its competitive position In the Industry against corporations which
have weathered the depression or have been able to invoke some form of tax-free
tIon.
reorgnt Ilza
The most serious situation arises under the very large excess-profnts taxes
great part of
provided litIt. R. 7878. When the Government takes surcir
abnormal Income, every effort should be made to be sure that the credits brsed
ou normal profits are fair and reasonable. The new company is not bird sirlIn the base period during its efforts to rally frontits finarelal
stantlal profits
difficulties. If It is requirt-d to adopt an equity Invested capital based upon tire
sale, or upon the price at which some discouraged creditors Jettibhid at Judicial
soned their stock'after reorganization, the credit based upon Its Invested capital
will ibealmost negligiblie. With no adeqMunte credit either on earnings or on
become truly conrilatory. All the
Invested capital, the excess-profits tax nill
adverse results outlined above will be multipled.
Both from the viewpoint of equality of treatment of such reorganized corporations eOmpmred with other businesses reorganized in bankruptcy, or compared
with competitors, this problem Is suficlently serious to demand solution. These
reorganized businesses should be kept alive as taxpaying, wage-paying orgaizations, and not penalized almons to extinction by reason of the necessity of court
reorganization, They should be perurltted to use the depreciated cost of their
asets, Just as their competitors are permitted to do, In making the tax returns.
Congress recognized the need and granted relief to reorganized debtors urder
section 77B and chapter X of the Bankruptcy Act. It should not be less ready to
to thnie
elnirr(-rnt Of s14,01otn 7711.
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act with respect to other types of reorganisations, especially since some are now
favored by judicial decision if they were fortunate enough to have been reorgartlad
prior to January 1, 19846 or can successfully Invoke section 112 (b) J5).
NATLUIRt
Oh, i,1U'

Section 113 of the Internql

tevenae C de should be amended, retroactive to

January 1, 1134, so as to ls'rmlt corporations which have completed Judicial
reorganizations shce that (late to use the baits of their assets in the hands of their
predecesors. S 1 far nsi a comprehensive amendment of the Internal Revenue
Code Is concerned, suech relief might well be extended to cover future reorgaidzations of the mante character.
(a) BfceIve date,--lecause the Supreme courtt decisions of February 3, 1%12,
hold Judicial reorganizatlois consummated prior to the effective date of the ltt4
Itevenue Act to Ie tax free, hut hold those consummated thereafter to be tatxablo,
and because the Supreme Court fn the C/ement Investors case has not decided ill
questions relating to the right of a Judicially reorganized corporation to use Its
predecessor's alttidsof assets, it Is felt that the stiggested amendmitent to the Interntl
Revenue Code should aply to all Judicial reorganilzations completed since
January 1, 11034.
(b) (lood fafth,- -It is conceded that the relk-f tontemplated by the amendment
should be given only In Instances of gotsl faith reorganizations, ansl tot where a
minority of ertditors or stockholders acquires the properly and freezes out the
majority. For that reason tie definition of control found in section 112 (h),
Internal Revenue Codoe, might well Im li(ludced to require 80 percent of the stock
of tile new corporation to remain in the Ilterested parties, including stockholders,
bondholders, and general creditors.
The proviso with respect to thp good faith tatute of lite reorganlzatou found
lit section 29, chapter X, of the Chandler Act might also be Included.
(e) Ilasts.-Ily Supreme Court decision nil juilletl reorganizatims eonsmnmated prior to .fnnary 1, 1984, enable tite corporations so reorganized to use
the basis of their nisowts lit tile hands of teir
iredetetors. According to may
Information, the railroads and public utllitlo4 request minillar relief. 'file
privilege of using the predecessor's basis of assets Is buttressed with strong
arguments.
Itegardless oi the cooperation of credlltors iln sealing down their
obligations and accepting capital stock for time balance, the original Investment
Is not thereby diinished, and tito original Investment should be fully available
iut tile calculation of Invested capital for excess-profits tax calculations. Forthermore, it will oit Just as much to replace working assets at the endii of their
useful life as though no reorganization hatl occurred, and reserves for deprecialion based upon their original cost are not only Justified but are ani economic
necessity.
Because the right of many reorganized corporations to use the full cost basis
of their predecessors has been Judicially recognized by the Supreme Court, and
because the arguments in support of the use of that cost basis by others It
similar position are reasonle iand fair, It Is believed that tile basis established
In tile Supreme Court decisions should he made universally available in all
judicial reorganld"ations recognized by Congress as eligible for relief. The
baukruptey rule and the rule in foreclosure eases Insofar as they differ from
the rule of predecessor's cost basis should be mnde to conform by the provisions
of the proposed amendment.
(d) Rtroretive effcet.-T have pointed out that the Chandler Act granted
relief In bWakruptcy cases retroactive to the effective (late of section 77B,
namely, to June 7, 1934. (See sec. 276 (c) (8) of eIll. X.)
I hhve also pointed
ottt that the Supreme Court decisions make January 1', 1984, tile date as of
which reorganizations formerly tax-free became taxable, unless governed by
section 112 (b) (5i).
If complete itstice Is to he done, It Is felt that the tax
relief should clearly he made retroactive to January 1, 113t.
The practical ilificulties in the way of extended retronctive relief are recognized. Probably many cotm-portlons wouhl be satisfied with relief, both for
purposes of depreciation reserves, and for calculation of equity invested capital,
for all taxable years beginning after Deeceiber
1, 11M89. If relief be limited
to that extent, these reorganized corporntlons should he ptrilitted to sFlretd
over the remaining usfieful life of their asi4ts, whatever reinalht of the cost
basis of their predecessors, after deducting the 'ttumil reserves for depreciation,
taken on their ttx returns, for the Interva' between reorganization and December 31, 1939.
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Recently It has come to my attention that common carriers by rail and other
public utilities have requetited the privilege of using their predecessors' basis
'ilti relief s sought to he ade reirofetive to fll
In event of rWhnimvtin,
taxable years begialnig after Deceiber 31, 1938, but is limited In Its scope to
'ully recognizing the propriety
railroad and utility Judicial reorganizations.
of such relief, on behalf of smaller industrial corporations I wish to express the
firm conviction that the relief to be granted by Con1gre4s 8ouhl apply generally
to all classes of judicially reorganized eorporations, and should not be restricted
to any sp-clal class of reorganization such af public ulllits. The problems
of the tllitles may be better I, own, the Iu niber of persons Interested may be
greater, and the public lnteresL more obvious, but it Is realized by practically
everyone that to maintain our national strength lit this emergency, the probles of the smaller business organization must b( clearly roognied and as
effectively solved.
It Is believed that by broader hig the tnetlnllenit iropeosed by the, utilitiiles to
cover all judicial reorganizatlions md by naking It applicable to all reorguittza.
lions efleeted icelleJoniary 1, 1914, reiroactive to such date Hs Congress thinks
proper, the entire problem can be handled tt a gNteral compreliensive amendinent to theInternal levonue Code.
coNCrL s1oN
It should be emphassize'd that theis judicially risirgaunlzed corporalions are inot

attempting to escape their fill sharo of flnancing the war. They do seck equality
of treatmtett with bankruiicy roorganiiti, witi reorgtlil/aizoti
completed
prior to January 1, 1934, with reorgatitzations able lo Invoke section 112 (b) (5),
and with comelehors. In this tinte of emergency wheti the Federal Governient
is calling upoit private industry to assume drastically increased burdens of
toxtktlon, It Is essltial that tll IIn(eitallites ind ettiflirtet be elintaited from
she Iicidetice of the tax hwti.s
These reorganized corporations are usually In weakened fMinclial condition, or
reorganiziion Wouth1 itt hav4 been n(xs.saitty. If they tire peotntized unduly,
by reason of indequate reserves for depretiation or by utatially lerge excessprofits taxes, tliey may soon be tn a p s4tlon where they cannot maintain their
assets in coInupel itlot aind 11111t fa(i
liquidation. Stich a result will not oily
eliminatee substanflul taxpayers, burt will create further loss of private employ.
inent, and will aggravate tle problems of the Inevitable readjustment which
must follow the present war.
EDWAiW U. McCCOtsn
AuousT 13, 1942.

The CAIRMAN. Mr. Javits.

STATEMENT OF BENJAMIN JAVITS, NEW YORK, N. Y., REPRESENTING INVESTORS FAIRPLAY LEAGUE .
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. Chairmnan, I am appearing here in ti interests
of 15,000,000 security holders of American corporations, 64,000,000
olicyholders, 20,000,000 home owners, and 40,000,000 bank depositors.
riheso people, in their economic interests, are an unrepresented group
as a group in the affitirs of this country. There is no premsre group
representing the investors as there is reputed to be representing management, labor, and the farmers.
A democracy functions by the balance of pressures. The Investors
Fairplay League, of which'B. C. Forbes is the head, has bet organizxd to rl)esOnt the men and Women who have a financial stake in the
well-being of this coilntry. The tax bill is vital and important in their
interests. Wit|
nakes Atnerica differentt from Gorntiny ttid .Jallal
il the fact that we have a system of enterprise known as.t ie free enterprise system, that is, that the industsAies of this country are not owned
or oven controlled in the broad senso by the Government, That is our
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free way of life, and that is the way of life that we wish to retain and
foster.
We therefore respectfully suggest to you, first, that corporations,
which are the common property of the American people, shall not be
so taxed as to make it impossible for them to continue in the operations of their enterprises, oir shall nothe'taxed so as to make it necessary
for them to have the Government take then over. In other words,
we do not wish a situation in this country where the Government owns
the property of the people.
What we should fike to see maintained is that the people own the
Government and their own property. The expressions of the chairman of the committee which we have read in the newspapers have been
very encouraging. The Investors Fairplay League is an organization newly formed and we hope that this organization, with intelligent
and constructive leadership, will be able to give you gentlemen in
Congress an organized group of security holders and property owners
to woin you can look for either united action or aid and advice in
helping to deal with the Nation's legislative problems. It is a grass
roots organization. It has no ties with any financial interests, with
any industrial interests, or with any political interests. It is seeking
to provide the additional balance wheel needed in the organized groups
of the Nation. We hope to work in full harmony with management,
with labor, with agriculture, and with the men and women in government.
Notice of our opportunity to appear has been short, and we should
very much like an opportunity to file a further brief in the interests of
the forgotten men and women of property in this country.
We are interested in preserving our system so that our men who are
fighting know what they are fighting for. We also believe tlia in
this way civilian morale can be very much aided. We believe that the
large borrowings of the Government will be so much better secured if

the corporations, which in the final analysis are security for these
debts, are and remain in good shape.
Secondly, we believe that in order to carry out the idea of encouraging the private financing of enterprise and industry, that the
capital-gains tax should ibe handled in the way in which Mr. Emil
Schram, president of the New York Stock Exchange, has suggeed.
There is no need of repeating that here, but I have Mr. Schram's
statement in my hand and there is very little, if anything, I could

add to that.
I am not a tax expert. I am only counsel to the Investors Fairplay League, and I am giving you the benefit of our views at this
time. I say to you very frankly that as yet we actually do not
represent a great many people, but we do speak for the interests of
many millions of America's middle
qlas,and we hope that the middle class, which is in danger of being destroyed in this country because of all that we have gone through in recent years, will be saved
andi helped by your efforts and the efforts of this organization which
I represent.
Incidentally we feel that any reasonable amount of tax that you
want to add to the individual is quite all right, but that the corporate
structure of the country be preserved, and not destroyed or confiscated
b you
any very
program
in which you engage.
Than
much.
. , .,
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STATEMENT OF H. R. WEAVER, NEW YORK, N. Y., IN BEHALF OF
INTERNATIONAL PAPER CO.
Mr. Wr v R. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is H. R. Weaver. I am appearing in behalf of International
Paper Co., of which I am vice president and treasurer.
[ want to preface the specific points I have to make with a few
general statements as to the importance of the corporate structure
in our economic life not only for the present but even more so for
the future.
I have been in business for 33 years. I happen to have been associated for practically all of my business life with ent industry
which is fundamental in character but which for one reason or another has had its very marked ups and downs.
My company, International Paper Co., is certainly the largest and
I think I can say, one of the sound(st in this business. We cover
practically the entire field of paper making. And yet there have been
periods over the years when we have had a real struggle to maintain
ourselves in a solvent position.
I know from my own personal experience what it means to have
to raise large amounts of money continuously over a long period of
years. I think this is exactly the problem which faces time Governmont of the United States today. Because of my own personal experience I speak therefore with some feeling and I think with some
knowledge on this subject.
In the first place I think that a cardinal mistake to be avoided is
any attempt to raise the maximum possible amount from corporations to day without consideration of the effects which such action
will have on the future status of these corporations. While it is to
be conceded that we must raise as much as possible of the cost of
the war by taxes, thought must also be given to the future of our
country after the war is over.
Any present tax policy, which, for the sake of a relatively small
amount of additional taxes now, adversely affects the future of our
business structure is penny-wise and pound -foolish. It is my mature
judgment that the principles of taxation and the rates now proposed
for corporations do just that.
I should like to impress on you as forcibly as I know how that
the whole industrial and economic life of the Vnited States is tied up
today inextricably in the system of corporate organization. Whether
we like it or not, or whether we think the system is antisocial or not
makes no difference.
It is fundamental in our economic life and if a monkey wrench is
thrown into its gears the result is bound to be chaos, The system of
conducting business through corporations has developed and expanded
hand in hand with the growth of the country. The resources of our
country have been developed and expanded by corporations throtdO
their ability to produce profits and to distribute those profits to investA)rs, thus encouraging further investment and further expansion.
I am thoroughly in sympathy at the present time with raising as
much money from corporations as the corporate system can bear and
still endure. Anything more than this will, in my judgment, be the
gravest mistake not only from the standpoint of the corporations in-
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volved and the individuals who own them but from the standpoint of
the United States Government itself which must now so largely depend
upon the revenue to be raised from taxes imposed upon successful
corporate activii~y.
Any system of taxation which does not' permit corporations, wit-h
earnings, to retain a sufficient part of them to meet the constant need

for plant improvement debt retirement, and working capital and
leave thereover something with which to pay a reasonable return to
stockholders on their investment will inevitably e.ripple our corporate
economic system and make worthless the billions invested in corporate
stocks.

The corporation, of course, is nothing but the cooperative effort of
a number of individuads who put their money into i commonly pool which
offers greater possibilities for profit than If they did business purely
as individuals, Common stock is the foundation of this system, Only
after a substantial portion of the required capital has 1ewit raised from
this source can additional cal)ital be raised by the sale of luferred

Stock or bonds.
To tax the earnings of corporations at an excessively high rate will
prevent the corporations front paying reasonable, and in many cases
any, dividenls on this stock. When individuals see that they get
little or no return on their investment and that the value of their investment goes down, in many

Ccs

to the vanishing point they will

naturally refuse for many years to come to ever make similar iiwestmeats again. If common stock cannot lie sold in the future then the
beginning of the end of the corporate system is in sight.
We need a strong corporate system for the future. We need it to
provide high taxes which the Government will need for many years
after the war. We need it to provide employment for those who'have
entered our armed forces. We need it to furnish opportunity for our
children and our grandchildren.
It is my mature judgment that the high normal and surtax rates and
the low excess-profits tax exemptious in th leusm bill seriously
threaten the future of our corlx)rate system.
First, let us consider the normal and surtax comnbirmd rate of 45
percent. If we assume a corporation earns exactly 6 percent on its
invested capital and has no excess profits, it can retain only 55 percent
of this 6 percent, or 3.3 percent of its earnings. The absolute needs
of a prudently managed business will require a substantial portion
of this amount, leaving an insignificant return or none available to
stockholders in the form of dividends. If this same corporation had
excess p fitst, its position would be slightly improved but contrariwise, ifits earnings were less than 6 percent, its position would be
worse than the example given.
In my opinion, the 45 percent proposed rate for normal and surtax
ie too high. I submit that this rate could be reduced to 35 percent
with substantial improvement to tIe stability of our corporate system
and with subsoantiaI benefits to investors, while the regluction iin taxes
now to be collected would not be great and eventually the Governmiinit would get inore taxes. The personal income taxe.4 on additional

(livi(lendsI
which could be paid by corporations under a lower normal
mod
surtax rate, would partially offset the lowered corporate rates.
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The figure of 3.3 percent which I just mentioned represented the
return available to all stockholders. If one-half of the capital of
the corporation were in the form of a 5-percent preferred stock and
the balance represented by common stock, the results would be even
more harmful. With only 3.3 percent return on its entire capital left
to the corporation, a 5-percent dividend on 50 percent of the capital
would represent 2.5 percent, leaving only eight-tenths of 1 percent
available for the needs of the business and for distribution to tho,
common stockholders.
Since it is obvious that the financial requirements of the business
must be taken care of before any kind of dividend is paid, it necessarily follows that the preferred dividend would have to be seriously
cut and there is no chance whatever for a common dividend.
With greatly increased tax rates now pro)oscd, it seems to mne that
the status of preferred stock and preferred stock dividends must be
changed unless we are prepared to see common stock wiped out as
i medium for future corporate financing.
SUO(iJIMi) ('\FSFICATION OF IPFEMIED HfVWX

AS DBT

I suggest that preferred stock could well be classified as debt and
dividends paid on preferred stock treated as interest payments in
the computation of taxable income.
Tie final burden of the present high tax rates fal!s upon the comimon stockholders. Insofar as their equity is concTrned, the preferred
stock is of a similar nature to debt. Full dividends on the preferred
are payable before anything can be available to the common sharehohlers and th principal of the pr~frrd Pmock represents a position
prior to the equity of the common. Naturally, any corporation havin
excess profits and electing to treat its preferred stock as debt woulil
have to adjust its "invested capital" basis or its "average earnings"
basis correspondingly.
EXCESS-PJo0Is TAX

The foregoing has dealt principally with the normal and surtax.
Now, as to the excess-profits tax situation, I believe we should have
excess-profits taxes and I am not concerned particularly with the
rate of taxation. I am, however, very much concerned with the definition of what constitutes excess profits, in other words, the manner
in which the exce.s-profits tax exemption is calculated, particularly
by corporations who are forced to use the "invested capital" basis.
I have read the statement made by Thomas F. Patton, of Republic
Steel Corporation of Cleveland, Ohio, before this committee on this
subject, and I wish to endorse his statement 100 percent.
His main points with referencv to the excess-profits tax exemption
on "invested capital" are:
(1) That the gradation in rates from 8 percent down to 5 percent
based simply on the size of the corporation is unsound and discriminatory.
(2) That it is inequitable to reduce the "invested capital" credit
while making no reduction and even allowing some additions to
the "average earnings" credit.
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ON INVE&ED CAPITAL ARE UNFAIR

As to his first point we should look through the corporation itself
to its stockholders. Doing this we find that our large corporations
today are not owned by a few wealthy individuals. Ownership is
widely distributed among all classes.
People of lower incomes (with earnings of $10,000 per year or less)
hold over 50 percent of the stock of our large corporations. The exact
reverse is true of small corporations, which are generally closely held
by families and individuals of better than moderate means. Thus
the sliding rates are in reality a penalty against the small investor
and should be eliminated.
As to his second point, I would like to show just how much taxes
have been increased to the so-called "invested capital" companies
over and above the increase to the so-called "average earnings companies. Let us assume two corporations each have $100,000,000 of invested capital. Assume that one corporation averaged $10,000,000 of
earnings in the base period 193-39 and the other averaged only
$5,000,000. For each of the tax years, 1940,1941, and 1942, assume each
company had the same earnings of $30,000,000 before taxes.
rYhe following table will show the taxes for each company in 1940,
1941--and under the House bill proposals-for 1942:
Taxes paid
P ....
by Inveated-I
Capital
company
$14,M1,100
1940 .....................................
707,240
1941------------------------------......
:21 228R, MO
1942------------------------------.......

Differenoo in
Taxe paid
by average- Percent favor of average-earnings
earrings
company

48.5 $13,801,500 16.0
(32.5
17,00.79?
650.6
73.0
80.7
21, 06, 214

company
$750,000
1,78,440
2,321,7b8

These figures show clearly'that taxes to the "invested capital" group
have been increased disproportionately to those of tie "average

earnings"
group.credit on ,
"invested capital" would only permit the
An 8-percent

corporation to retain 4.4 percent plus 10 percent of its excess profits.
Surely such a return can, by no stretch of the imagination, be called
excessive. This 8-percent credit was allowed in the 1940 act. Subsequently the credit to the "average earnings" companies was increased,
but the credit to the "invested capital" companies was reduced. This
is neither fair nor reasonable nor sound tax policy and should be corrected by allowing the excess-profits tax credit to be based on a fiat
8 percent of "invested capital."
I realize that the suggestions made herein will, if adopted, result in
some diminution of tax revenue to the Government ata time when.
revenue is so sorely needed. Howe or, needs of the moment should not
lead us to take action which will have a serious effect upon the economic life of the country for many years in the future.
I believe that any loss in revenue arising from the suggestions
above should be made up by a sales tax or by higher individual income
taxes, or by both.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Weaver.
The committee will now recess unless there is some other witness
who can finish in a few minutes.
Mr. Easley.
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STATEMENT OF GEORGE A. EASLEY, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Mr. EAsxr. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I am George A. Easley,
formerly a resident of La Paz, Bolivia, during 12 years, but now a
resident of New York. I have been engaged in business in and with
that country for 30 years. I am speaking in behalf of my associates
and other Americans who are and have been for years residents of
Bolivia.
When I asked for the privilege of appearing before this committee
with regard to the repeal of section 116 (a) of the Internal Revenue
Code, I did not realize that on August 4 the chairman had already
announced that you have no intention of repealing the exemption for
the earned income of citizens who are bona fide residents of foreign
countries, and I wish to express our gratification for this
pronouncement.
I wish also to endorse the views expressed on August 4 by the representatives of the American Chamber of Commerce in Argentina Brazil, Cuba, and Mexico, as well as of the National Foreign Trade
Council.
From the standpoint of Bolivia I may say that only about 150
United States citizens, including women and children, are resident
there and that they are greatly outnumbered by citizens of Great Britain, Germany, Japan and other foreign countries. There is no doubt
that the enactment of the exemption in 1926 has been a primary factor
in inducing young Americans to go to Bolivia and stay there despite
all the burdens and risks they have had to assume and that the continuation of this exemption is necessary to enable them and their companies to compete with the enterprises of the nationals of other
countries.
The question of.American employees and individuals in business in
Bolivia has been so well covered by what has been said in regard to
other countries that I need add nothing more.
However, if the committee will permit, I might add a word about
the tax advantages which competing companies enjoy. Of course,
purely Bolivian companies bear only the taxes of that country itself,
and other governments have adopted measures which tend to put their
companies on a basis of equality with Bolivian companies. Thus,
France and Italy exempt their companies from profits taxes on profits
allocable to establishments in Bolivia.
Great Britain refrains from taxing British companies whose busi.
ness is carried on and managed in Bolivia until profits are brought
hone.
Essentially similar provisions in Canadian law exempt Canadian
companies whose business is carried on entirely in Bolivia and tax
the income only when it is brought home and distributed as dividends.
Such provisions have been adopted to encourage the development of
business abroad.
Consequently, there are more foreign companies operating in Bolivia than American comp'rnics. This is duo to the fact that an
American company operating in Bolivia is liable not only to the
capital-stock tax, even if its entire capital is utilized in the business
in that country, but also to the income tax and surtax which are to total
in the House bill 45 percent even if all the company's income is produced in Bolivia. The company will also have to pay the excess-
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Fofits
unless
it comes within the narrow limitations of section
27 (g)tax
1.R.
C.
Profits may be made in terms of bolivianos, but when converted into
dollars disappear or are seriously reduced because of fluctuations in
exchange or the costs of converting Bolivian currency into dollars.
The credit allowed for Bolivit0*incem taxes is of vital importance,
and especially if amended as proposed by the National Foreign Trade
Council so as to allow the credit when the tax on income is computed
on an empirical basis.
Nevertheless, it is not sufficient to allow for losses incurred in converting profits computed in terms of bolivianos into United States
currency, or to place American companies in an equal competitive
basis with the companies of other countries mentioned above. The
question arises whether it would not be advisable to adopt, in addition
to the proposed amendments to section 181, I. R. C., a provision in the
p ending revenue bill which would be essentially similar to the abovedescribed provisions in the laws of Great Britain and Canada.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHmuSMAi. Mr. Burnett.
STATEMENT OF GEORGE H. BURNETT, TREASURER, IOSEPH
BURNETT CO., BOSTON, MASS.
Mr. BURNrr. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is George H. Burnett, treasurer of the Joseph Burnett Co.,
of Boston, Mass. I appear before you as chairman of a special
committee of the Flavoring Extract. Manufacturers Association of
the United States, and am authorized to speak for six additional
national associations whose member companies manufacture medicinal
preparations and food products requiring the use of alcohol.
In the bill before you it is proposed to tax alcohol or distilled
spirits $6 per proof gallon. Spirits are measured on a proof basis
when used for beverage purposes, but in the manufacture of medicine and food products 190-proof alcohol must be used, and thus the
tax on a gallon of alcohol will be $11.40.
With the great increase in taxes on spirits the industry is confronted with a perplexing problem, and some relief is sought to
permit food and medicine manufacturers to maintain their business
and provide continued revenues to the Treasury Department.
Senator Tydings, of Maryland, who is familiar with our problem, a year ago introduced, and the Senate passed, an amendment
to the then pending revenue bill which provided for a refund of
a portion of the tax paid on distilled spirits. This amendment was
eliminated by the conference committee. Since that time we have
been working on the problem, and the amendment I wish to discuss was introduced by Senator Tydings last Monday, ordered printed,
and referred to your committee.
The purpose of this amendment is to establish a differential in the
excise tax imposed upon distilled spirits which is used for nonbeverage
purposes as opposed to that used for beverage purposes.
Ile scheme of the amendment is very simple. It provides first
for the payment of all taxes upon the alcohol used in the manufacture or production of medicinal preparations and food products,
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and then the drawback of a differential in tax provided the person
filing claim for such differential has paid a special occupational tax
of $100 per annum, and can establish the fact that the spirits purchased by him and upon which he paid the full tax were used in the
manufacture or production of medicinal preparations and food products not intended for beverage purposes.
The amount of differential which is provided by way of drawback brings the amount of tax back to that point where the yield
to the Treasury reached its maximum.
The industry has been endeavoring for many years to obtain a
differential in the tax levied upon distilled spirits used in the manufacture of food products and medicinal preparations. Since 1910
the quantity of distilled spirits used in the miaufacture of these
products has been on the decline. This is a matter of common knowledge within the industry. Accurate figures are not available due
to military secrecy, but it is estimated that the use of distilled spirits
in the manufacture of medicinal preparations, flavoring extracts,
fruit and flavoring sirups, and domestic preservative preparations
has declined between 50 and 60 percent in the last 2 years. There has
obviously been a resultant loss in revenue.
This problem has been discussed with officials of the Treasury
Department, who express themselves in sympathy with the general
objectives of this amendment, and believe the relief asked to be
equitable, meritorious, and not falling within that class of requests
which might be classified as assisting a special privilege. They have
indicated some opposition thereto, however, on two grounds.
The first of these is the belief the tax is being passed along to
the consumer. While this minv be true in a small percentage of cases,
the experience of the industry'is this:
In te case of nedicinal preparations, it is not possible to increase
the sie price of a product which has been sold at an established price
for many years. The manufacturer has had to absorb increases in
all other materials, labor co;ts, et cetera, because, due to consumer
psychology and established price ceilings, he is not able to raise his
price.
The manufacturer of flavoring extracts and fruit preservatives
finds himself unable to pass the tax along on the 50 percent or more
of his business which is usually done with the manufacturing wholesalers of ice cream, bakers, and confectioners. He has found that
attempts to increase the price have resulted in the use of substitutes by
these manufacturers and the consequent loss of business by him. The
consumption of pure flavoring extracts and sirups usiiig distilled
spirits has decreased as the tax has been increased.
The second objection raised by the Treasury Department is that of
the administration of a differential in tax. The proposed amendment
eliminates these difficulties in the following manner:
(a) The tax is first of all to be paid at the same rate on all distilled
spirits.
(b) The manufacturer mut pay a special occupational tax of $100
per annum to become eligible for the privilege of draw-back.
(a) He must keep books and records to establish the fact that articles produced were not intended for beverage purposes, and must
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conform to rules and regulations in relation thereto as shall be prescribed by the Treasury Department.
(d) The claim for draw-back must be filed quarterly.
The Treasury is amply protected under the above arrangement, in
that all taxes have first been paid. A special ta* of $100 per annum
is required, which will be more than sufficient to pay the cost of
checking drawback claim.
The manufacturer must establish to the
satisfaction of the Treasury that no part of the spirits used was consumed in products intended for beverage purposes.
The amendment eliminates unnecessary and burdensome work
which would be attendant upon the passing on claims for draw-back
which would not involve an amount sufficient to pay for their preparation, examination, and disbursement, this being accomplished by requiring payment of the occupational tax.
From information gathered by the industry, the majority of users
of small amounts of spirits use them in the performance of a personal
service, for example, the compounding of prescriptions. Such a service is not subject to price control and price ceilings and these users
are at liberty to pass on, if they choose to do so, to the consumer the
tax which they pay upon the small quantity of spirits which they may
use, and which they customarily purchase at retail. There is no
competition between the personalized service of these small users and
the wholesale manufacturers of packaged products. In the event that
those who l)erform this personalized service use sufficient quantities of
alcohol to justify payment of the occupational tax, and the keeping
of the necsary records and the filing of claims for draw-back, the
provisions of the amendment are available to them.
That a differential in tax is fair, equitable, and capable of administration is conclusively evidenced by the following:
Every country in the world imposing a tax on distilled spirits-except the United States--provides for such a differential.
The United States during the last.war recognized and administered
a differential in tax, the tax during that period on alcohol used for
beverage purposes being $6.40 and that used for nonbeverage purposes

$2.20.
Canada under present war conditions recognizes a differential, and
tax imposed on alcohol used for industrial manufacturing purposes
is 21.47 percent of that imposed on alcohol used for beverage purposes.
In conclusion, I should like to submit for the record a more detailed
statement covering this problem with the hope the information therein
contained will prove helpful to the committee.
The CHAIRMAN. That may be done.
(The statement submitted by Mr. Burnett is as follows:)
II. BUBNLTP, '1i'tkssuio:a OF JOSEPii BURNEtT
Co., BOSTON, MASS.

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF GEOwI

It is proposed In the tax bill before you to increase th. tax on alcohol from $4
per proof gallon ($7.430 per volume gallon, 100 proof) to $0 per proof gallon ($11.40
per volume gallon, 190 proof). This increase in tax will affect not only the users
of alcohol In the manufacture of beverages but also the users of alcohol for solvent
and preservative purpose in the manufacture of flavoring extracts, fruit, and
flavoring slrups, soda-water flavors, medicinal preparations, proprietary medicines, and household remedies.
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The manufacturers of these last-named preparations are represented by the
following national organizations or associations, namely:
The Flavoring Extract Manufacturers of the United States.
The National Assoclation of Manufacturers of Fruit and Flavoring Syrups.
The National Association of Manufacturers of Soda Water Flavors.
The Proprietary Association of America.
Tie Interstrite Manufacturers Assoclation.
Grocery Manufacturers of America, Inc.
American Pharmiceutlcal Manufacturers' Assoclatiou.
Practically all member companies of the foregoing associations are vitally
interested in the present and proposed tax on distilled spirits due to the fact that
they use ethyl alcohol in the manufacture of food products, drug, and medicinal
preparations.
Every member company is aware of the difficulties attendant upon taxation
generally and keenly alive to the need for increased Federal revenue. In the case
of most of tile member companies they would prefer to continue to use alcohol
as a solvent or preservative instead of resorting to a substitute, thereby producing
a better product and at the same time continuing tile Internal revenue.
It Is common knowledge that one great source of revenue is the tax on distilled
spirits. This has been true evei sinco 1794. Presumably this is a painless tax
paid for by those who can afford the luxury of drinking liquor. Unfortunately,
however, for the Industries mentioned, distilled spirits embraces the following
classifications:
1. Distilled spirits for beverage-purposes, that is, whisky, gin, brandy, etc.;
2. Distilled spirits (or ethyl alcohol, for instance) used in the manufacture of
food and medicinal products;
8. Distilled spirits (denatured and unfit for beverage use) used Industrially; and
4. Distilled spirits (or ethyl alcohol used by the Federal and State Governments,
hosiptals, institutions, etc.
The. last two classes are tax-free users and no revenue accrues to the Government. The first two classes are required to pay all the revenue derived from the
tax on distilled spirits. In part I of subcbapter C of the Revenue Code it Is
quite clear that the tax should be collected on the products enumerated in class 1.
There is sonic doubt, however, whether there ever was any congressional authority
for the tax collected on the products enumerated in class 2. There Is Justification
for the conviction that without legislative authority the Pureau of Internal
Revenue by regulation-and in opposition to the clear meaning of the statute-Imposes the same tax upon the products Incorporated in classification No. 2 as
that Imposed upon the products Incorporated in classificatilrn No. 1.
As long as this tax was not prohibitive or confiscatory the Industry has paid it.
However, as the tax has become more and more prohibitive, those manufacturing
prodticts covered !n clas.qlfieatton No. 2 have found it necessary to protest more
and more vigorously. The increase in tax has been tremendous in the last 8 years.
Before February 1934 the rate was $1.10 per proof gallon or $2.00 per volume
gallon, 190 proof. In February of that year it was raised to $2 per proof gallon
or $3.80 per volume gallon, 190 proof. in 1938 it was again upped to $2.25 per
proof gallon or $4.27% per volume gallon, 190 proof. The present tax Is $4 per
proof gallon or $7.60 per volume gallon, 190 proof, and the proposed bill would
call for a tax of $6 per proof gallon or $11.40 per volume gallon, 190 proof.
In every other country which Imposes a tax on alcohol--and that is practically
every country-a differential in tax is recognized. Canada, for example, taxes
beverage alcohol on the equivalent of $9.625 per United States wine gallon. 190
proof. It taxes nonbeverage alcohol for manufacturing use on the equivalent of
$2.0625 per United States wine gallon, 190 poof. Putting it simply, Canada taxes
alcohol employed in nonbeverage uses at 21.47 percent of the rate applied to that
put to beverage uses. The proposed United States rate of $0 per proof gallon
would tax nonbeverage users $11.40 per proof gallon as against the present
Canadian tax per equivalent United States wine gallon, 190 ptoof, $2.0625. Canada
operates under a system of bonded warehouses with inspection costs to cover the
Inspection service rendered.
During the last World War the tax on distilled spirits used for beverage purposes was at the rate of $6.40 per proof gallon. Ethyl alcohol (distilled spirits)
used for nonbeverage purposes was taxed at the rate of $2.20 per proof gallon.
When ethyl alcohol (distilled spirits) is used for nonbeverage purposes in the
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production of food and medicinal preparations, it should not bear a tax equal to
the tax on beverage spirits for the following reasons:
1. Essential food products such as food flavors must be made available at the
lowest possible cost consistent with compliance with the Federal and State food,
drug, and cosmetic acts;
2. Medicines and medicinal preparations for the preservation of the public health
must likewise be made available at the lowest possible cost complying with Federal
and State food, drug, and cosmetic acts;
3. Both food products and medicinal preparations fall Into the category of
"essentials" and are clearly to be differentiated from luxury items such as whisky,
gin, and brandy.
As the tax on alcohol has been increased and the pinch upon the users of
alcohol for noubeverage purposes has become more and more severe, the members
of ihe industry have discussed from time to time with representatives of the
Treasury Department the problem which faces their Industry and the Treasury.
The principal difficulty of the Treasury Department as stated to the represpntatives of the industry, however, has been this: How can a differential In
tax be administered so that the relatively small revenue received from the tax on
alcoh I used for nonbeverage purposes slall not Jeopardize the larger revenue
which is yielded by the tax on alcohol used for beverage purposes?
After several meetings with representatives of the Treasury Department, ineluding the Administrator of the Alcohol Tax Unit, his counsel and assistants,
it was felt that the scheme proposed In the amendment offered presented distinct
possibilities for the solution of the problem. That scheme Is as follows:
(a) The tax is first of all to be paid at the-same rate on all distilled spirits.
(b) In order to be entitled to obtain the differential in tax, the manufacturer
of all medicinal preparations and food products not Intended for beverage purposes
must have(1) Itegistered with the Commissioner;
(2) Kept the records prescribed by the Commissioner;
(3) Paid an occupational tax of $100 per annum ; and
(i) EstablIshed the fact that the distilled Hplrlis purchased by bhi and upon
which be paid the full tax at the time of purchase were actually used by him in
the manufacture or production of medichnal preparations and food products not
intended for beverage purpoFes.
It is believed that the method proposed by the amendment would (1) Inerease
the Federal revenue; (2) not create any Insurmountable administrative problems;
(3) eliminate the possibility of diversion of alcohol for bootlegging purposes
(because the tax would have to be pald in the first instance, War Production
Board now exercises control over this strategic chemical and, since alcohol is
now available at retail at licensed stores in 45 of the 48 States, conditions are
far different from what they were during the prohibition era) ; (4) result In
savings to consumers. (The effect of the recognition of a differential in Canada,
for example, hits been to increase the amount of flavoring extract which can be
purchased for the same money 25 percent. Similar savings to consumers in this
country can be expected either though Increased quantity or decreased price.)
Enactment of legislation embracing the above suggestions, close cooperation
between the Treasury and War Production Board, and the assured cooperation
of the Industry woult, I think, result In the public Interest being served and the
revenue of the Treasury Department increased.
The CHARMrAN. Mr. Foreman.
Mr. FOnE rAN. My name is H. E. Foreman, managing director of

the Associated General Contractors, with offices in the Munsey Build-

ing, Washington, D. C.

STATEMENT OF H. E. FOREMAN, WASHINGTON, D. C., MANAGING
DIRECTOR, ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF AMERICA,
INC.
Mr. FOREMAN. This presentation is being made in behalf of the
Associated General Contractors of America, Inc., representative of
nearly 3,000 general contractors throughout the United State-s who
have been and are now engaged in constructing the majority of the
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Nation's construction war needs. Testimony will be primarily with
respect to supplement U, "Collection of tax at source on dividends,
bonds, interest, and wages," commencing on page 159 of the House
bill.
The purpose of this testimony is to demonstrate how this will operate on construction projects, pointing out the problems of both employer and employee and to make suggestions as to an alternate method
which will not reduce the contemplated revenue but will avoid many of
these problems.
A study of the provisions of this supplement indicates quite clearly
that it was drafted contemplating employment at a fixed location,
with such employment being- reasonably steady with the Fame employer throughout the year. Operations in the construction industry
are the very opposite of these conditions. The site of employment
in construction is different for each project. Each employer within
the construction industry who keeps reasonably busy throughout the
year will carry on operations at from 2 or 8 locations, to 25 or more,
depending11upon the size of the given construction organization and the
size of the individual projects on which he is engaged. These are not
operated simultaneously, but are at different locations at different
times during the year. The locations for a given firm may be separated
one from another, from a few blocks to hundreds and even thousands
of miles. Each project differs from the other, requiring different men
with different skills for its execution. The duration of a given project varies from a few days, many endure from 6 to 8 months, and in
exceI)t ional cases may require 2 or 3 years for execution.
However, on each project, as the work progresses different classes
of skilled macn are needed at different times during tie work and only
relatively few of the workmen are on a given project from start to
finish, and with a given construction organization only the exccutiv,
and supervisory personnel are permanent employees.
There are some 26 classifications of construction workmen, each

with special skills and duties. Workmen from such of these classes
as are required to execute a given project are brought onto the work
when the project r-eaches the point where their particular skill is
required, and they remain on the project only for such period as is
necessary to perform that branch of the work requiring their particular skill. Then these workmen leave and other classes come onto the
work.
In all cases where organized labor is used, each of these skills or
crafts have their separate unions with the jurisdiction of each as to
the work that each may perform carefully defined by each union
and obsetrvances closely 'watched by representatives of each particular
union.
These fact demonstrate that continuity of employment of construction labor by a given employer is an im powsiblity and the records
of employment if construction employers show a huge turn-over by
reason of constant change of location of the contractor's scene of

operations, the infinite number of types of projects that are executed,
and the variation of skills required for their execution. As a consequence, the construct ion employee ordinarily works for many different
employers during the course of a calendar year.
70095-42-vol. 2--53
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Should the variable withholding-tax provision contained in HI. It.

7378 become law, then after January 1 every construction employer

would have to secure from each employee as of that time such evidence as the Treasury Department might require as to the marital
status and dependents of each employee. It would be incumbent
upon him o undertake an explanation to each of these employees as
to what was required and to describe to the employees what constitutes dependency. Without a doubt, many complicated questions

would be propounded almost daily and the employee would look to
the employer for advice.
Except that he had readily available the services of comnptont
counsel, he would be extremely hesitant to pass upon these questions
as opinions issued through him might subject him to responsibility and
liabilty, possibly both to the Treasury and to the employee in case his
advice was wrong. 'T'his would be a daily problem as employees are
taken onto the work and the employee would be faced with furnishing
such information as is required to each new employer as he moved
from job to job.
After having obtained this information to the best of his ability, the
employer would find that each man on a pay-roll sheet would differ
irom the next as to dependents and in making up the pay roll, a
different amount would have to be suLtracted from the gross amount
due each employee and an entry made on the pay-roll as to the
amount subject to the withholding tax. Then a calculation would
have to be made of 5 percent of the amount subject to taxation, and
the result entered again on the pay roll as a deduction.
This would have to be combined with the deduction required. for
old-age benefits, entered in an additional column, and this total deducted from the gross amount due, and the net amount to be paid
entered in a final column.
In order to obtain first-hand information as to the work involved,
the association obtained the loan of two men now acting as paymasters
on construction jobs. These men are experts in their line, having had
many years of experience in this field, and it was found that for each
man on the pay roll, 10 distinct operations had to be carried through
to obtain the proper result And make the proper entries so that all
calculations could be checked. Each of these operations injects the
possibility of error.
In addition to the calculations and entries upon the pay-roll sheets,
card entries would also have to be made for each man so that when he
finished his work on a project lie could be given an accumulative statement of the taxes with held from him, as is required by the bill, which
information also would have to be retained by the employer for takeoff in making quarterly reports to the Treasury Department.
In addition, the employer would be required to furnish to each
employee at each pay period a receipt for the amount withheld as tax.
He is already required to give such a receipt in connection with deductions for old-age benefit and, in those States where a deduction is also
made for unemployment insurance, a receipt for this deduction is
required is well.
The pay period in the construction industry is almost universally
on a weekly basis. This is a specific requirement on Federal work,
being so required by the Bacon-Davis or prevailing wage law. The
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usual procedure is to pay off once a week and that this pay-off take
place at closing time on the third day following the encf of the pay
period
The time put in by a given workman is variable with each day,
depending upon many factors, one being the rather. If it is outside
work, .a workman may not be able to work at el! on a iven day, or
only for a portion of the day. Also, if some portion of tie work falls
beind or inatoriala aro not immediately avail able, work may have to
be
suspended on a certain class resumption.
work until other classes of work are
far enough advanced to permit of
There is the other situation where, on rush jobs and in order to
make up time, overtime is worked which calls for time and one-half
for time worked in excess of 8 hours in any one day. As each class of
workman usually calls for a distinct rate of pay per hour, calculations
ore difficult at best.
. By way of example, the rate for a union painter in the District of
Columbia is $1.71%, per hour. If this man worked 35 hours at straight
time during a week, and 5 hours overtime, he would be entitled to
42/ hours, calculated at $1.713/J per hour, or $72.86. Assuming that
this man is a married person with two dependents, in addition to his
wife, according to the table on page 162, he would be entitled to an
exemption of $26 as a married person and $8.50 for each dependent
in addition, or $17, making a total of $43, plus 10 percent of such
credits, or $4.30 in addition, making his total exemption for the week
$47.30. This deducted from $72.86 leaves $25.56 subject to the 5-percent withholding tax. His tax would thus be $1.28. The deduction for
old-age benefl s of 1 percent on the gross--that is, I percent of $72.8(would amount to 73 cents, making a total deduction of $2.01.
Thus the payment to be made in this particular example would
be $70.85. If bond purchases are authorized by the employee, additional calculations and deductions would, of course, have to be made
and receipts covering all of these deductions, at least separately
noted, would have to be presented to the workman when he drew his
pay.
These conditions mean that the pay roll cannot be prepared in
advance of the end of the pay riuol. Payment is now made 3 days
later. If the procedure of the House bill is required, we are told, the
pay day will have to be delayed at least one more day..
As before stated, all of this data would have to be compiled on a
card record so that accumulative statement could be given, in addition, to this workman when his employment was being terminated.
A record would have to be comilced for all men working during a
given quarter and reported to the Treasury Department under such
regulations as it would prescribe,, together with a remittance of the
amount withheld. With this large turnover of men that is the rule
in the construction industry, mistakes would be bound to develop.
Either too much mi glit be deducted on a given workman's pay
or not enough. Doubtless a procedure for straightening this out
would become complicated.
In order to get first-hand information as to what may be expected, I have wade inquiry of one of the larger construction firms
to ascertain how many individual record cards it was now preserv-
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ing by reason of requirements under the Social Security law. I am
informed that this firm now has 85,000 such cards in its files, and
that 23,000 of these are in the 1942 files, although not more than
5,000 men are employed at any one time, and this firm anticipates
that before the year is out this number will at last dtable.
Under the Social Security law calculations are relatively simple,
when compared with the withholding-tax procedure, as the former
are based upon a flat percentage of the gross amount, and being 1
percent thereof the chance for error is greatly reduced over what
may be expected under the procedure set forth in the House bill.
Also, the record keeping is very much more simple than would be the
case in the House bill where substantiating information would have
to be retained as to dependency.
From the proceeding outlined, it can be judged that the cost to the
employer will represent an amount which is a substantial percentage
of the amount of tax collected. The cost to the Government in
checking and auditing of accounts will likewise represent a considerable percentage when related to the amount collected.
In the example cited one employee earns approximately $73 in a
week, and is a married man with two dependent children, and is
entitled to a weekly tax exemption of $47.30. The resultant tax as
related to the gross earning will be less than 2 percent, yet $73
weekly is certainly higher than the normal for the average employee.
If the worker's earnings amounted to but $50, subtracting the $4'.30
nontaxable amount, we have $2.70 taxable at 5 percent, making the
of 1 percent.
tax deduction amount to 13 cents, or less than A%
Getting into the higher brackets a married man with two dependent
children earning $100 a week, tie taxable q'mount would be $52.70
of $2.62 tax. Certainly the percentage of workers who may be expected
to earn $100 or more throughout the year will be relatively small.
The expense to the employer of applying the present provisions
of the bill will be substantial and is certain to result in increased
cost which will either be passed on to the consumer or, if prevented
by price ceilings, will have the effect of reducing the taxable profits
of the employer, thereby reducing the income from that source.
The increased expense to the Government will be substantial and must
be considered as a charge-off when reckoning the net yield of this
particular tax-raising provision.
It is apparent that the real percentage of earnings that will be
withheld under the present provisions would vary with each employee and would vary for a single employee from week to week,
would fall within a bracket of from zero to about 2 percent with
the average far below the top figure mentioned.
It is offered that a flat percentage based on gross income he substituted for its stead. Very probably a flat rate as low as 11/2 percent would yield equivalent gross revenue and certainly a greater
net revenue by reason of the elimination of the many complications
that have been recited. Certainly a flat withholding tax of 2 percent would yield far more revenue. Doubtless the Treasury Department has tables to show what percentage of earnings fall within
various brackets, and it may be that even 1 percent on the gross
earnings would yield as much or more gross revenue than would be
produced by the present proposal. There is much to be said for
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having a.flat, percentage withholding tax at an even percentage rather
than at some fractional figure.
We are aware of the arguments that have been advanced in behalf
of the variable plan contained in the House bill; that of working a
hardship upon the man with many dependents as compared with a
man with fewer dependents. However, it is worthy of consideration that wage rates are not established on that basis, as a single
man will ordinarily receive the same rate per hour as does the married man with many dependents for the same skill in the same
location.
The fact remains that the deduction of 1 percent on the gross
earnings for old-age benefit now being assessed has not worked any
particular hardship. It is not believed that the addition of 1 percent or even 2 percent more to this deduction, calculated in the same
way, will causehardship or distress.
An employee earning $30 a week at the present time has 30 cents
deducted for old-age benefits. If an additional 1 percent is added,
the deduction would be 60 cents. If 2 percent additional is to be
withheld, the total would be 90 cents. The employee with $50 earnings per week has 50 cents now deducted. If 1 percent additional
is withheld, then he would receive $49. If 2 percent more than the
old-age benefit deduction is taken away, he would receive in cash
$48.60.
It is our hope that this recommendation will commend itself to
the committee and to the Congress. It will avoid the necessity for
an employee to produce records of dependents and deliver the same
to each employer, and it would present a proposition which was easily
understandable. It would greatly simplify record keeping but the
employee could still be furnished with a statement of his earnings
of the amount withheld for taxes which he could present with Is
income-tax return.
It is recommended that every wage earner intended to be reached
should be required to file an income-tax return, whether or not a
tax is due. li incentive for so doing might well be an enactment
by the Congress that the employee's old-age benefit account would
be impounded until an income-tax report had been filed for each
and every year.
Another procedure to simplify the operation of the withholding
tax would be the installation of a staip plan whereby the employee
would be given stamps in the amount of t at withheld to the nearest
5 cents, at each time of payment; these stamps to be of a special
tax anticipation type. It is recognized that this might present a
e of preserving these stamps for submission
problem to the enmlloyi
as part payment on tax due, or for submission for a refund in case
he had overpaid.
However, it is believed that this could be overcome by setting up
some arrangement, possibly connected with the Postal Savings System

whereby these stamps could be deposited with the Post Office and
the employee given a special tax credit account.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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STATEMENT OF EDWIN R. ERICKSON, PENSION UNDERWRITER,
1"
BUFFALO, N. Y.
Mr. EIuvaoN. I have a statement here, Mr. Chairman, which I am
that you refer to the pension trust subcommittee
especially
Which you anxious
htsve appointed."
The CHAIRMAN. Understand that the committee has already made
some progress.
Mr. ERicwSoN. I have one thought in my brief which did not arise
in the pension trust hearings, and that is why I am especially anxious
that they see this statement. *
The C IIA&MAN. You may file it, and we will be very glad to
consider it.
Mr. Elucesow. Thank you very much.
(The statement submitted by Mr. Erickson is as follows:)
MEMORANDUM

TO SIENAT

usMrrnm

]PItANer OOMmmirria; PENSION T uwr SUaOMMITT,
. FRKsoN, BurrAo, N. Y.

BY EowtN

oN51014s-M8NsoNTUSWr8

Gentlemen, I am familiar aud impressed with much of the testiniony already

given In connection with the subject of pension trusts. IHowever, I feel that there

are still matters of importance regarding the House bill which should receive your
attention and, as well, I would like to place emphasis on some of the testimony
already given.
1. It would seem advisable and less confusing If the subjects of self., aminiatered
pension plans, group pensions, pension trusts, profit-sharing, and bonus were
dealt with in separate sections--or at least suvsectlon4---of the law.
It Is true that all incentive plans come under the beading of prfit-sharlng;
the same may be said of wages, but obviously a retirement Income or pension plan
has far more reaching benefits for the employee, employer, and by no means
least, the United States Government Itself as an old-age security measure than
the mere plan of distributing possibly uncertain extra profits or bonuses. Although when dealt with separately, they have a very effective and important place
In an incentive pln, lut certainly not on a par with pensions.
The primary purpose of a retirement plan is to afford a solution of the employ.
er's old-age problem by providing reasonably adequate retirement Incomes which
will be available for employees when they reach retirement age. A retirement
pan which attempts to achieve this objective, but makes no guaranty that employees will actually receive their anticipated Income, causes employees to feel a
lack of security. This Is a detriental factor which not only affects the employees' appreciation of the employer's efforts on their behalf but also does not
enable them to work with the Kame freedom of mind as would be the cane were
they certain that the future was provided for. Further, when there Is no
such guarataty, there is no certaltity that the old age problem will be solved. It
may be Increased If employees rely upon retirement incoumis wtich, for one reason
or another, are not forthcoming.
The retirement plaits which are meeting wit It the greatest favor today are those
which give the employees participating In then defilnile gutrantles as to what their
status will be under these plans, and give the employer definite assurance that his
old-age problem will be solved.
Therefore, for reasons which seem to he quite appareitt, the elf-adihniistered
pension plan should not be confused with the more formal type of pension plan,
group pension, and penslon trust ; eonseq(entliy, should be dealt with separately.
To one who Is familiar with facts pertinent to group lxnslons and pension trusts,
It Is obvious that the same factors pf cospt liability cannot apply comparably.
Group pension plans make provision for the purchase of a past-service pension
as well as a future-service pension. The cost of the former will create an imamediate liability or one which may be spread over a reasonable number of years, such
as the five referred to in the House bill. The future liability establishes an annual
recurring cost.
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Tn the case of a pension trust, the only practical way of distributing the cost l
by payment of a future-service premium bearing an annual recurring liability.
There Is no practical advantage of creating other than a total annual liability.
The excess over 5 percent employer contribution, referred to in the House bill,
cannot adequately apply to pension trusts, and If permitted to pass, will definitely
terminate every existing pension trust plan in force in the country today and will
go a long way toward greatly modifying most group pension plans. It seems to
me that the drafters of the House bill had in mind principally cost factors as they
appliell to ,tgroup pension plan rather than a pension trust.
The subjects of profit sharing and bonus combined In the same discussion with
group pensions and pension trusts have always tended to make the laws relative
thereto more confusing than seemed necessary; therefore, I think a break-down
would be advisable.
2. It wonld be well It the word "discriminatory" were ruled out of the bill
because It i1ssuch a grossly misunderstood word, and even though the application
of it may Ie wholly fair and acceptable to suit a particular circumstance, in the
minds of niost people it has an Inference of unfairness or cheating. If the rules
were definitely defined, then I can see no occasion to apply discrimination, acceptable or otherwise. The term "reasonable" Is also a dangerous word, because it
involves the element of human equation, which may vary from one time to another
and change to suit particular circumstances and create rules without precedent.
More definite rules than the present House bill contaim would tend to reduce the
latitude of the broad term "reasonable."
3. Ttue lower-bracket Incomes have a subtantlally satisfactory percentage-wise
social-security income, and It is my opinion that the sone relative consideration
should be 111ven to retirement Incomes for those earning ',iher than minimum
wages where mutually agreed opon fly the employer a':d employee, permitting a
tax exemption for the total current liabillty-the tblory being that the maintenance of a desirable standard of living Is equally ns essential for one wage group
us another. Whereas social security fulfills the one objective, private pension
plans should receive equal consideration In the fulfillment of all other comparable
objectives. The necettvlty of such a plan during the current high-tax era is
apparent because of the Inabiliiy of the individual to create an estate adequate In
sie to assure his own independent retirement.
4. Whtureas to date a great deial of attention has been paid to pension limitaHouse bill, no single reference has given any consideration to tile
tions In the.
continutatlon of an employee pension program during lean years.
From alt employer's point of view, and more especially from the employee's
point of view, he will come to e dependent upon a promised pension for his oldage security. However, unless some provision Is made for maintaining Its expense
during the lein yetrs, the ups wll downs of Im~itneme will Inevitably take their
toll upon pension plans Intended to materialize but falling to do so because of the
lack of finances to meet their costs.
Only one of three things can take place if a corporation fails to earn a sufficient
profit to maintain its pension program: First, tile plan may be terninatod,
which will completely defeat Its objective, Second, the plan, under some circumstances, muy be suspended temporarily (some plans do not peritult suspension),
tnd continued at some later date. This would modify the objective In proportion
to the length of tihe It was suspended. Third, It may I- sald that the employee
could carry on tile expense of his own pension. However, this expectation would
hardly be reasonable because If his employer could not maintain the plan. what
assurance would there be that his earning ability-let alne the possibility of
being laid off from work, would be suflicent to maintain the expense of his own
part of the pension plan?
In the foregoing reference I hope to indicate to you that a pension program
Is only as sou1d as its ability to contlinue , therefore, ttere should iho some tllowatce made for a corporation toereate a nontaxable pension reserve (with some
through lean years.
linittlon) which would guarantee the existence of the plait
tInIti tite final law makes provision for a ftiuro cost liability to bei met out
of current profits, then it Is my opinion that the law fails in its original purpose.
Pensions are designed to meet the netds tan(requirements of employers seeking
a ineatns of providing for tite retirement of tlteir superannuated emptloyees. There
are but three ways to deal with the superannuation problem:
(1) Fit- old employees.-Nothing good can be said for such a plan.
(2) Retain old employees on the pay roll.-If pensions are paid from pay roll,
then costs may be expected to increase steadily and substantially due to there
beIng more and wore people alive at ago 05"hud over. It is quite conceivable
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that these costs can increase to the point where they may be a serious burden
and a continuation of the payments may be far from a certainty. Because of the
lack of guaranties aud actuarial soundness, it may be said that ordinarily pensions paid from pay roll have little to merit their serious consideration.
(3) A sound pension plan.-The reasons for having a supplementary pension
plan are:
(a) The desire on the part of management to provide a reasonable retirement
income for employees when they reach the age at which they should be superannuated. This desire is partly hunianitarlan, but It Is also a desire to give
recognition to long and faithful service. In any event, it is scarcely practical
and it is certainly not pleasant to discharge an employee without a pension or
an adequate pensicn when he reaches the age at which he should be retired.
(b) The adoption of a pension plan is beneficial from the point of view of
company morale and public relations. Assurance that employees are not going
to be dependent in old age results in a much more contented, efficient, and loyal
working force. The systematic retirement of older employees will result In
several times as many promotions among younger and energetic employees. This
in turn results in a stimulation of the whole working force.
Insofar as public relations are concerned, It would seen that the favorable
reaction In the community, which results froin adequate provision for older employees, should be especially desirable to the United States Government.
(c) Tie adoption of a formal pension plan is good business practice. It resuits in consistent and Impartial treatment of employees. It thus eliminates
discrimination and paternalism. By providing adequate retirement Incomes,
when combined with social security benefits, it enables the retirement of employees
when they reach an age at which they slow down and iay be a drag on the
efficiency of the organization.
(d) Since the benefits payable under the Social Security Act will not be slufficlent in most cases to bring about the retirement of superannuated employees,
these benefits must he supplemented by an additional amount of pension, If full
advantage is to be severed from the social security pay-roll taxes being paid.
The incentive advantages of a sound pension plan are definitely established and
cannot be denied.
I am convinced that this Senate Finance Committee is wholeheartedly sympathetic toward reasonable pension plans. I trust, therefore, the recomimendations which I have outlined may be of some little value in your consideration of
these Items of Importance.
Very truly yours,
EDWIN It. ERICKSON,

Pension Underwriter.
AuousT 28, 1942.

STATEMENT OF F. B. BYERLY, NEW YORK, N. Y., ACTING CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL TAXATION, NEW YORK STATE
SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
Mr. Byniry. I desire to file a statement. It is just a very brief request for tax-return extensions by corp orations, filed in behalf of the
New York State Society of Certified Public Accountants. It is a
thing which has been presented before, but we want to add our statemeit to the record.
The CHAIRMAN. YOU may offer it, and the committee will be very
happy to take it under consideration.
(The statement submitted by Mr. Byerly is as follows:)
STATEMENT OF TIE Nrw YOuK STATE Socit-Y op CmTi[mLD PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS,
SUBMI irrr BY F.
P.
BYERLY, AoTiNo CHAIRMAN, COMMrna ON I'jWEAL

TAXATION
aMARDINO AN AIENDMEXT GaANTINO THlE aIHT.TO EXTENSIONS OF TIME FOR BITING
OQIFOIATE INCOME, A ND EXcEM-, ROVITS TAX VInVrlNs

The New York State Society of Certified Public Accountants seeks relief
In behalf of the accounting profeion from a condition with which they were
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confronted this year, and which it is believed may become even more onerous
next year. The relief sought will not deprive the Treasury of one penny of
revenue.
We ask the inclusion of a provision in the Internal Revenue Code that corporate taxpayers shall as a matter of right be granted an extension of 3 months
for the filing of their income and excess-profits tax returns, provided that:
(1) A request for the desired extension be filed prior to the due date of the
return;
(2) A tentative return (showing the estimated amount of tax due) be filed
on or before the due (late of the return;
(8) One quarter or more of the tax due (as shown by such return) be paid
at the time of filing the tentative return ; and
(4) Interest (at 6 percent per annum) be paid to the date of filing the definitive return upon any deficiency In the amount of the first quarterly installment
paid with the tentative return.
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue should of course have discretionary
power to grant longer extensions in exceptional cases.
The foregoing procedure with respect to extensions has long been in force,
with one Imporiant exception--such extensions of tihe for filing returns have
been granted only In the discretion of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
or of the local collectors. Some collectors could be counted upon to cooperate
with taxpayers and accountants in this regard-some proved less willing to do so.
Under war conditions both corporate taxpayers and public accountants are
Increasingly handicapped by the shortage of personnel and the growing demands upon their time.
Even before conditions were aggravated by the present war situation, there
was obvious need for more than 75 days in which to perform all the work
necessary to close the books of all corporations filing calendar year returns,
audit their accounts, and prepare their income and excess-profits tax returns.
Evidence of this need was the large number of requests for such extensions.
Public accountants have cooperated in the etilcient administration of the
income-tax laws since their inception and do not hesitate to ask for this relief
to enable their services to be more effective in these critical times.
AUGUST 18, 1942.
The CHAIRMAN. If there are any other statements to be filed by any

who have not been reached, the committee will receive them.
STATEMENT OF THEODORE C. NEMZEK, NEW YORK, N. Y.,
REPRESENTING ASPINOOK CORPORATION

Mr. NEM-ZEK. I have two statements which I should like to file.
The CTIIMa3AN. That may be done.
(Tihe two statements submitted by Mr. Nemizek are as follows:)
NF.w YORK, N. Y., August 7, 19. 2.
Hon. WALTER F. GEOR.
Chairman, Senatc Pinance Cornmittee,
Wa8hington, D. 0.
DsAa SENATOR: In connection with the discussions presently being conducted
by your committee regarding the proposed Revenue Act of 1942, we would call
to your attention the situation resulting to four textile mills located In Connecticut and Massachusetts, I. e., rhe Aspinook Corporation, Jewett City, Conn.,
Tile Lawrence Print Works, Inc., Lawrence, Mass., The Permatex Fabrics Corporation, Jewett City, Conn., and Arnold Print Works, Inc., Adams, Mass. All
four of these companies are closely affiliated through stock ownership and are
under the same management.
All of these plants were purchased at a time when they were being offered
for sale for liquidation purposes. It Is a fair statement to ray that the four
plants would have been disnmntled and torn down had It not been for the
confidence of the present management In the future of these business enterprises
at a time when the economic security of the New England States was being
seriously challenged and plants similar to these were actually being liquidated.
It is believed that the management has rendered a real service to New England
and the Nation by saving these plants from destruction and preserving them
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for the Important part which they are now playing in the war effort and it
supplying necessary civilian requirements.
Dire to conditions existing in the textile Industry, equity financing was not
available for the above enterprises and the ends achieved could be accomplished
only with borrowed capital,,which, of course, must b(. repaid out of earnings. It
was found that borrowings through banks or governm, utal agencies could not be
effected. Accordingly, these enterprises could be financed only through the medium
of private loans which, under the circumstances, were made with considerable
risk. We submit, therefore, as one point, that the m. nagement of these companies would seem justified In expecting some leniency to be shown by the
Federal Government in its tax program to companies so situated and that some
provision would be made whereby such companies could retain sufficient of theig
earnings to meet their fixed obligations, particularly since the incurring of theseobligations required more than ordinary courage on the part of both the management arid the investors and resulted in the salvaging of an industry .
We note from newspaper accounts that you are aware of the problems of debt
payment above Indicated anfd feel that some relief should be afforded, particularly
with regard to Indebtedness incurred before some date such is January 1, 1941,
or January 1, 1142. providing certain factors exist which world assure the debt
being bona fide and Incurred for a reasonable business purpose. In general we
approve of tits proposed relief but we wish to suggest that the provision for a
definite set date is not adequate. We believe the taxpayer should establish that
the debt was incurred in a bona fide transaction conducted "at arm's length,"
so to speak, but the date thereof should not be controlling.
The situation of Arnold Print Works, Inc., above mentioned, Is particularly In
point. This corporation was organized 1 month ago. It purchased a large
industrial property, which wao about to be liquidated by its owners, and has
continued the operation of that property and continued the employment of the
workers therein.
In connection with the purchase, the new company raised $250,009 . In new
capital, represented by capital stock, and gave debt obligations to th former
owners of the property in the total amount of $825,000, with an agreement that
these debt obligations would be repaid over a period of 8 years, or an average
of $125,000 per y,.ar. The new company and the former owners are totally
unrelated companies, and the deal was In all respects an "arm's length" transaction.
The debt obligation bears Interest at 6 percent, and under the present Fderal
tax proposals, half of It will be regarded as invested capital, but half of the
interest thereon will have to be added back for excess-profits tax purposes.
Therefore, this company's credit for excess-profits tax purposes will, In effect,
consist of 8 percent of its paid-In capital, or $20,000; plus 2 percent of half of the
borrowed capital, or $6,250 plus the $10,000 specific exemption; or a total (f

$, 50.

Operating conditions look favorable, and it Is expected that this company
will have a substantial income during its fiscal year ended June 30, 1943. If'
we assume that this Income will be $336,000, the company would, under present
proposals, be taxed approximately as follows:
$800.000 at 90 percent ------------------------------------------$270. 000
Combined normal tax and surtax approximately --------------------15,000
Total normal, surtax, and excess-profits tax ------------------285, 000
The compapy would, therefore, have left for corporate purposes, after pay.
meant of normal and excess profits taxes, a total of about $51,000 determined
as follows:
Net income before taxes -----------------------------------------$836,000
Less taxes as above ---------------------------------------------285,000
Net income after taxes -------------------------------------51,000
Since it Is committed to a debt-payment program of $125,000 per year, the
money remaining after payment of taxes Is, of course, grossly inadequate for
that purpose. In fact any additional income the company might make, beyond
$3,000 would be subject to 90 percent excess-profia tax, and therefore only
10 percent would be available for corporate 'purposes. In order to earn enough
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money before taxes to have $125,000 left after taxes, the net income before taxes
would have to be Increased to about $1,050,000 which, of course, is totally
Impossible.
It, therefore, sems to us that if any provision is made, as we think it
should be, for a special credit on account of debt payments, the privilege
should be extended to a company like this.
We would suggest, as a measure of equity and to protect the Government's
revenue that a taxpayer should have to establish that the debt was incurred
in a bona fide business transaction at arm's length, and that the amount
recognized as available for debt credit should be limited to an amount not
more than 50 percent of the total purchase price of the property. In addition,
It perhaps would be well to provide that the credit for debt retirement should
In no case be more than 25 percent of the income subject to excess-profits
taxes.
In this case that would mean that approximately $425,000 of the $025,000 of
debt obligations would be eligible for special credit for excess-profits tax purposes, or approximately 70 percent of the total net obligation In the suggested
case. Therefore, if the company retired $125,000 in debt during the year ending
June 30, 1943, it would be entitled to a maximum credit of about 70 percent of
$125,000 or $87,000, subject to the limitation that its Income for that year
subject to excess profits tax would have to be at least $850,000 in order to
entitle it to the maximum credit.
We have tried to be specific In this suggestion because we recognize the need
for safeguarding the Government's revenues, but at the same time feel that
come adequate measure of relief should be afforded to companies like this one,
as well as to those whose debts were Incurred prior to January 1, 1941, or
January 1, 1942.
Our proposal applies only to the excess-profits tax and not to the normal
and surtax.
In the foregoing comments on Arnold Print Works, Inc., It will be noted
that the possible tax of $285.000, represents approximately 85 percent of the
company's assimed earnings (before taxes) of $33,000. A like situation prevails with respect to The Lawrene Print Works, Inc., previously mentioned.
The Lawrence Print Works, Inc., was organized In August 1941. It purchased'
a large industrial property which also was about to te liquidated by its owners
and continued its operations. This company has only a nominal amount of
equity capital and gave debt obligations to the former owners in the amount
of $275,000, which amount Is to be paid In full by December 1942. In addition,
to complete the purchase and carry on operations the company has incurred
demand obligations in the amount of $250,000, all of which must be paid out of
earnings. The new company and the former owners are totally unrelated companies and the deal was in all respects an arm's length transaction.
The debt obligations bear Interest at an average rate of approximately 5 per.
cent; under the present Federal tax proposals, half of these obligations will be
regarded as invested capital but half of the Interest thereon must be added back
for excess-profits tax purposes. This results in a total excess-profits tax credit
of $17,500, including the $10,000 specific exemption. On the basis of an assumed
Income (before taxes) of $200,000 the total excess-profits tax$ normal tax, and
surtax will amount toa approximately $169,000 or approximately 85 percent of the
(assumed) income. Therefore, the company would have left for corporate purposes a total of approximately $31,000, which, In view of Its commitments, Is
entirely Inadequate. This situation emphasizes again the necessity for a special
credit on account of debt payments.
With regard to The Aspinook Corporation, the dominant corporation In this
group, a slightly different situation prevails. This corporation was organized in
February 1938, for the purpose of acquiring the plant and equipment of the old
Immediately
Aspinook Co. from the liquidating committee of that company
after the acquisition of these properties the plant was reopened and has been
in operation to date. Due to the conditions existing at that time, The Aspinook
Corporation could only be financed by a small equity Investment and a bond
Indebtedness of $000,000 maturing in 1948, of which $500,000 are still outstandIng. The indenture under which these bonds were issued provides for retirement of the bonds before maturity out of earnings through the operations of a
sinking fund.
As in the case of each of the other companies heretofore mentioned, the
invested capital base for excess-profits tax purposes is very low. The Asplnook
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Corporation, therefore, uses the Income method in computing its credit under
the excess-profits tax provisions. The resulting credit is low because during
the rehabilitation and development Incident to starting and building up the
business the present productive capacity could not be attained.
On the basis of its present volume of business it is anticipated that The
Aspinook Corporation will have annual earnings (before taxes) of approximately $250,000. After deducting the specific exemption of $10,000 contemplated under the proposed revenue act and the excess-profits credit of approximately 85,000, a balance of $155,000 remains which will be subject to the
excess-profits tax at the rate of 90 percent. The excess-profits tax, the normal
tax, and the sur tax will amount to approximately $182,000 or 713percent of the
earnings before taxes and leaving a balance of approximately $08,000 for
corporate purposes. It is obvious that this net balance will not permit the
retirement of the bonds prior to maturity as originally Intended unless some
relief is afforded through a special credit on account of debt payments.
In conclusion we wish to point out that in all the above situations the business
and properties of companies which were practically defunct were taken over
at a liquidating price and made. Into going concerns employing over 1,800
workers and contributing effectively to our Nation's war efforts as well as
to civilian needs.
The plant comprising the present Arnold Print Works, Inc., is located at
Adams, Mass., and had been acquired by a liquidating company and the (Ismantling thereof was contemplated. This would have resulted in unemployment for 820 persons and an obvious detriment to the ecamunity. Due to the
timely and efficient efforts of Arnold Print Works, Inc., and its management,
this property was taken over with practically no Interruption In operations.
The plant now owned and operated by The Lawrence Print Works, Inc., consisting of six manufacturing units and a tract of 22 acres of land at Lawrence,
Mass., was formerly the print works division of Pacific Mills. In 1941 the stockholders of Pacific Mills voted to liquidate the print works division and, thereafter It was offered for sale. Various concerns engaged In the liquidation of
manufacturing and textile establishments submitted offers for the machinery
and equipment having in mind the complete dismantlement of the buildings and
the terminate ,u of the division as a going concern. Since this plant was one of
the principal employers of labor In Lawrence, strenuous efforts were put forth
by local and State officials to save the enterprise. Again a new corporation was
formed, I. e., The Lawrence Print Works, Inc., which took over the property with
no Interruption In operations and saved an industry which is again an Integral
part of Its community and an important factor in the national economy.
With regard to the Aspitiook Corporation, its plant is located at Jewett City,
Conn. The old company had been in business there for 40 years and with its
500 employees constituted the major Industry In that community. After various
difficulties the old company ceased operations In 1937 and went into liquidation.
This was a staggering blow to Jewett City, which soon took on the appearance
of becoming a ghost town. In 1938 the present Aspinook Corporation was organized to acquire the properties, business, and good will of the old company.
With courage, determination, and borrowed funds which were raised in part
from bonds purchased by over 400 former employees, the management reopened
the plant, which has been In continuous operation ever since. Not only was
another Industry saved but another community has been restored to its normal,
thriving condition.
The proposed revenue act will, in effect, penalize these constructive efforts because of the methods used In financing same, which methods were the only ones
then available.
Respectfully submitted.
Swoa091, CHAMPFRS & Ktii.Fr,
By THEonoax C. N zuzK,
Counsel for The Anpinook Corporationand Affiliated companies.
ScoVM, WELINoTON & Co.,
By Tszoos F. WoonwARn,
Accountents for The Aspftnok Corporationand Affiliatcd Companiea.
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August 7, 1942.

Chairman, Finance Oommittee of the Senate,
Washington, D. 0.
D&Au Sra: Section 129 of the revenue bill as passed by the House of Representatives changes the plan of taxation of taxpayers reporting on the basis of a
fiscal year other than the calendar year. This means a change back to the confusing situation which existed prior to the Revenue Act of 1934.
Each taxpayer which files tax returns for a year ending other than December
31 will, under section 129 of the Itevenue bill of 1042, be required for the year
ending In 1942, to file what amounts to two returns, one under the Revenue Act
of 1941 and one under the Revenue Act of 1942 (but with many confusing exceptions). The total tax will be a fraction of the 1941 tax corresponding to the
period from the beginning of the year to December 31, 1941, plus a fraction of
the 1942 tax relative to the period from January 1, 1942, to the end of the fiscal
year.
Assuming that section 129 Is adopted, and that the same policy is followed In
subsequent revenue acts, every time a new revenue act Is passed, each fiscalyear taxpayer will have the same prblem-aud there have been one or wore new
revenue acts every year from 192 to date.
The second Revenue Act of 1940, which imposed the excess-profits tax, was
enacted October 8, 1040, and the Revenue Act of 1941 was enacted September 20,
1941. The revenue bill of 1942 will probably not be enacted until September or
October 1942. Consequcntily, If section 129 Is adopted, a corporation with a fiscal
year ending early In the calendar year, will be obliged to close Its books and
prepare its statements for creditors and stockholders, without any opportunity
to determine at all accurately the amount of its Federal Income and excess-profits
ta xes.
Beginning with the Revenue Act of 1934, It has been provided, In genera?,
that new revenue acts should apply only to years beginning after December 81.
This is a practical and wise provision, which we believe should be continued.
Over a period of time, the continuance of the present practice should not result
in any loss of revenue -to the Treasury Department.
Respectfully submitted.
SWGERt, CHAlMSs & KKItixY,

The

CHAIRMAN.

Mr. Octave Blake.

By THeooRa
. NEuzzK.
& CO.,
By 8QDVL4
Wrn.UAU WELJNOT~soa
W. JouNSrsN.

STATEMENT OF 3. D. GARRISON, OF LORD, DAY & LORD, NEW YORK,
N. Y., IN BEHALF OF CORNELL-DUBILIER ELECTRIC. CORFORATION
Mr. GARRISON. Mr. Blake was called to Canada suddenly due to
the death of his father. He asked me to read this statement which
I have here. I am representing him as attorney here. If I cannot
read it, I would like to file it.
The CHAIMAN. Call you come in fhe morning?
Mr. GARRISON. I have an appointment in New York.
The CHAIRMAN. You may ile the statement. On what subject

is it?
Mr. GARnisoN. This statement in in behalf of the Cornell-Dubilier
Electric Corporation., a company engaged in war production. It is a.
growth company. The suggestion made here is that where companies
in the position of working primarily on war production and having a.
very much increased business for that reason and therefore in need
of working capital, if they can show the Commissioner that the im-.
mediate payment of tax will be embarrassing due to their needs for
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working capital, they should be allowed an extension until after the

cessation o- hostilities.
The Car,,.i AN. You are not asking for un abatement of the tax?
Mr. G~imisoN. Wo are not asking for a reduction of the tax, but
simply a postponentent of collection.
The CHAIRMAN. You May file the brief, and we will be very glad to
take it under consideration.
Mr. GAwasoN. That would be a fixed obligation on the part of the
company.
(The statement of Octave Blake submitted by Mr. Garrison is as
follows:)
STA49MENT OF OOmAVr,BiAKS, N!W ToaK, N. Y.,Pumenswur or COsnia-Dutatira

Ef.W11r1o CoaAuoIN

Proposal that Commissioner of Internal Revenue be authorized and
directed to postpone, until after the war, payment of part of corporate
taxes in cases where coitnpanles show that working capital must be
conserved for war production.
GENTLxM N: On behalf of many medium sized companies now almost wholly
engaged In vital war production, whose volume of buslnem has since 103) been
greatly increased, and will continue to increase, with a resulting strain on worklag capital, I respectfully presetit the following proposal for the consideration of
the committee:
TIhre shall bh Included In the revenue bill (Ff. R. 7378) now before the coI-'

mittee, a provision authorizing and directing the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue to postpone, until 6 months after the cessation of hostilities, payment
without Interest of such part of the Income and excerss-profits taxes as shall be
found necessary to conserve workiiig capital of any company which shows that
payment it full of such taxes will impair working capital required for vfpr
production.
The predicament in which Cornell-Dubiller Electric Corporation, of which I
am president, will find Itself if the relief here suggested is not provided, will
be, I believe, tfplcal of many companies engaged in vital war production. CornelI-Dubliter Electric Corporation and Its wholly owned subsidiary manufacture *arious types of caliacitor, known also as fixed electrical condensers. It
Is unnecessary for me td explain the extremely vital role in the present war of
radio and electronic devices, such as submarine and airplane detection devices,
other sound and direction devices, and devices for sound recording, communication, control and measuring, All such apparatus employ several capacitors.
New electronic devices are continually being perfected, which are manufactured
In volume. This requires a steady Increase In the volume of production by my
company and other companies in the capacitor Industry. In the words of a
high-ranking officer of the armed forces, the continued large volume of production of electronic devices is one of the two most critical supply problems now
conrontlng the armed servics.
, SUch repeated demands for ever-Increasing volume of production are, I am
sure, the experience of many war Industries of modest size, many of whom
such as Cornell-Dubiller Electric Corporation, were originally mnall companies
that have grown gradually over a period of years. In ordinary times, many,ef
such companies are loathe to expand if such expansion requires public financIng. Many of us have In'fact been undercapitalIzed, even during normal times,
financing ourselves out of profits Instead of paying regular dividends. With
the advent of the war, we have been called upon to multiply our production
rpany times.
Our pay rolls ha7e been Incrensed enornously, not only by reason .of the.
(
Increase in the number of employees, tt also becauo4e of Increases In wages '
ordered by the War lAbor Board; -We use mach more material for which we
must p y higher prices. We carry much larger Inventories of raw materials
and work in process. Such profits as we have made in the past 2 years are
iot represented by Idle cash in the bank, which could be paid out In dividends
If,
It were not for the Increased taxes, but is reflected In increased intemitorIes,
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accounts receiwyble, and increased cash working capital required to carry on
the much larger volume of War business.
We estimate that the sales of the company for its fiscal year ending September 30, 1042, will be f'ota 4 to 5 titne what they were before the war%
and that the ratio of sales to assets will be at least 3 to 1 if not more. A
company with this rapid turn-over requires much more cash working capital
if pay rolls are to W, met and materials pald for. Even before the high taxes
proposed in the 1942 revenue bill were known, Cornell-Dubiller Electric Corporation found Itself pressed for working capital and was obliged, reluctantly, to
sell publicly in January 1P42, $1,11W,000 prinelpal amount of sinking-fund
debentures. Under the revenue bill now before the committee, substantially all
the profits so badly needed for working capital would be paid to the government in the form of income and excess-profits taxes.
The proposal is, therefore, that during the war, the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue be authorized and directed to postpone until after the war, when
working capital for war production Is no longer required, the payment of such
part of the income and excess-proflits taxe4 as shall be found necessary in order
that war industries will
-beisl
-(W4{*/4
uch needed working capital. At
the cessation of host , , whoai the vohunTXrI7'ar business will be substan.
tinily curtain, r j
ihngtemporarily at least In .. edueiion In pay roll and
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To the Honorable Gloiraran and lcntleme oet toft Committee on Fnanoe of
tiw Untield States Senaite:
This brief Is filed ty I. A. Frelberg, on behalf of the National Rairdressers and
Cosmetologists Assoc-iation, Inc,, executive office, St. Louis, Mo., the membership of
the association consisting of beauty shops in all sections of the United States.
and Is concurred In by the Beauty and Barber Mamufacturers.
1. Purposeof brtef.-This brief Innsubmitiel for ynur consideration inorder to
bring before the Committee on Finance of the United States Senate a proposal
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for amendments to the present section 2402 (if) of the Federal Revenue Act
relating to toilet preparations.
2. Present law.-Section 2402 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code imposes a 10percent retailers' excise tax upon the sale of toilet preparations. This organization proposes no change In this subdivision.
Section 2402 (b), the second subsection of 2402, was enacted because Congress
realized that the major portion of the beauty shops' toilet preparations purchases are not for resale but for professional consumption.
However, section 2402 (b) fails to differentiate between bulk merchandise
purchased for consumption In performing professional services and retail packaged merchandise to be sohl at retail to the beauty shop'.' customers.
The present section 2402 (b) requlrcs the prepayment of tax by beauty shops on
retail merchandise, thus placing tihe beauty shop In an im:equitable position in relation to all other retail outlets selling toilet preparations such as drug stores,
department stores, etc.
3. Pre.poaed a.endmnts.-Our proposed amendments make the acquisition by
beauty shops of those toilet preparations. in retail packages Intended for retail
sales subject to the payment of tie Federal excise tax only after the sale Is made
rather than a prepayment of the tax based upon th,, wholesale cost-in other
words, to put the beauty shop on a par with other competing retailers.
4. Ammedments.&-It is suggested that amendments be made to section 2402 (b)
by Inserting the words "to be used or consumed within such establishment" after
the word "establishment" and by changing the semicolon to a period after
the word "retail," striking out the balance of the section.
Further amend by elmIlnatlig the words "persons operating a."
As herewith shown:
(BSo. 2402. TAx ON ToILwr PaAATIOrS.)
(b) BEAxrY PAnions, lETC.-For the purposes of subsection (a) the sale of any
article described in subsection (a) to any pesem opei4is- a barber shop, beauty
parlor, or similar establishment (to be consumed within such establishment) shall
be considered a sale at retail (.)eale b seh
shll be sjeet to*
as

aisle at sreth 4l. there slssd

Le

ecsite

6pay dhPee

Wit s'eseet to s
s ale the amountte
pal 4 ofste Oale to eek Pesoa
Such amendments would then make time section read as follows:
'SFo. 2402 (b). BEAtV PAtOsS, sx.-For the purposes of subsection (a) the
sale of any article described in subsecton (a) to any barber ;hop, beauty parlor,
or similar establishment to be used or consumed within such establishment shall
be considered a sale at retail."
The elimination of the words "persons operating a" is sought so that there will
be no doubt that beauty shops operated by department stores are within the
scope of this subsection.
5. Further argumenWs.-Under the present Internal Revenue Code establishing
an excise tax on toilet preparations, retailers other than beauty shops are not
required to pay the tax until the sale has been made to the consumer. The
beauty shop, however, is required to pay In advance, 10 percent on the wholesale
price, to the Jobber or manufacturer from whom the merchandise is purchased.
Then, upon sale to the consumer, the beauty shop Is required to pay the difference
between the tax already paid by the supplier to the internal-revenue department
and the amount collected on the retail price. This forms a complicated method of
collection for both the beauty shop and the internal-revenue department. The
excise-tax department construes the present law to mean that regardless of
the fact that the beauty shop may have paid this tax to the Jobber or manufacturer,
the beauty shop is nevertheless liable for such tax if the Jobber or manufacturer
falls to pay It to the Federal Government. Surely Congress did not intend such
injustice, making it possible that the beauty shop could be twice liable.
The amendments Puggested would easily correct this discrimination and place
the beauty shops, so far as retail merchandise is concerned, in the same category
as other retailers, that is, drug stores, department stores, etc.
The wholesaler supplying bulk merchandise to the beauty shops for professlonal consumption performs the functions of a retailer and in such respect cannot be considered analogous to the functions of a drug Jobber selling only retail
packaged merchandise for "across the counter" or retail sales to consumers.
As Congress has indicated a recognition ot such function in section 2402 (b)
of the present excise-tax law, we believe that the retention of such section, with
the adoption of the amendments our organization has proposed, will simplify the
work of the internal-revenue department as the bulk of the tax on swch class of
toilet preparations scles would be reported by a relatively small number of
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Jobbers as compared with the 88,071 beauty shops as shown by the Census of
Business for 1939. Furthermore, it will simplify the keeping of proper bookkeeping and statistical records by the beauty shops and no professional assistance
will have to be employed by the small beauty-shop owner. Inasmuch as bulk
sales of toilet preparations for professional consumption constitute the major
portion of sales to beauty hops by wholesalers, we urge the retention of section
2402 (b) with the above proposed amendments.
We believe that the Committee on Finance of the United States Senate will
se the Justice in the amendriients which we seek since the present method of
requiring the beauty shops to pay a tax on retail packaged merchandise for sale
at retail, before It has been sold, I an inequality. We believe that your committee
will wish to correct this unintentional discrimination.
Respectifully submitted.
NATIONAL IIA1RDRFJeSbFvA
AND Cos'r8],OLO STs ASSOCIATION, INo.
The CHAIRMAN. In lieu of the personal appearance of Mr. G. Kibby

Muason, of Washington, D. C., on behalf of Virginia Blue Ridge Railway, we will file his statement.
(The statement of G. Kibby Munson is as follows:)
STA-1MENT oF 0. KiiYne MuNsoN, AveosNzsy, WASHINOTON, D. (.,
VIROINIA BLUE IltIlxg RAILWAY

oN BHAxZ oF

Section 114 of the new tax bill provides that where deductions for bad debts
and taxes In prior years did not result In a reduction in taxes there will be no
taxable Income from the subsequent ollection of such debt or the subsequent
refund of such taxes previously deducted.
We believe that this amne relief should be extended to cover instances where
for a period of years atcorporation on the accrual basis has accrued interest which
it has been unable to pay anl such Interest accruals resulted in no tax benefit.
If the Interest is actually paid in a subsequent year that corporation should be
permitted to deduct such interest payment in that year.
Back in 1014 a group of men financed the acquisition of 28,000 acres of timberland ia Nelson and Amherst Counties, Va. Two large sawmills were built to
manufacture lumber from that timber, and this group built the 20-mile Virginia
Blue Ridge Railway to get that lumber out to market. They were Just coming
into production when the first World War brought about a drastic shortage in
railway cars, and under the system of car control invoked at that time cars were
no longer available for te shipment of their lumber. This condition continued
and by the time that the car shortage began to ease in 1921 the chestnut tree blight
hit the timber, destroying 70 percent of it, and leaving very little traffic for the
railroad.
The group which had financed the timber operations and the railroad knew that
the railroad was located in a highly mineralized section of Virginia, and had faith

that the "ninerals could be developed so as to provide traffic for the railroad.
WIth this in view they continued to finance the railroad over a long, hard period,

digging down Into their own pockets for money to pay operating expenses and

using ttqlr personal credit to borrow several hundred thousand dollars from

the batik, on wi.ich they had to pay interest currently, sometimes as high as
7 percent, and to repay the principal.

During all of this time the railroad company was unable to pay interest on
its bonds, notes, and open-account indebtedness. It now has outstanding $260,060

of bonds which were issued in 1916 and on which no interest has been paid.

Some of these bonds were originally lsued as collateral security for notes and
were subsequently reduced to possession. In addition, the railroad has outstanding over $800,000, principal amount, of notes and open-account indebtedness.
Unpaid Interest has accrued to the extent of over $450,000, and until 1941 no

back interest was ever paid. Conditions got so bad on time railroad that for the
year 1935 it took it only $8,570.90 gross from its entire operations over 20 miles
of road.
Since 1935 the men behind this enterprise have Interested capital, and upwards
of $7,000,000 has been invested In four separate enterprises adjacent to the railroad, engaged in the mining of three different minerals. At the time of their
development It was not suspected that they had any particular defense use, but
7609--42--vol. 2---84
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it Is now known that all three are of defense importance and all three are now
being used for defense purposes.
The railroad has now begun to pay for some of Its ancient obligations, but
IL confronted with this situation-It has in past years taken deductions for
accrued but unpaid interest of over 450,000 for which it has received no tax
benefit. It Is begiiming to pay off its accrued interest and such payments are
being made to the men who used their own batik credit to finance the railroad.
Under present law it is doubtful whether any deduction can now be taken
for the actual payment of past accrued Interes:, and, in that event, none of
these payments can be made except out of taxable net income which is first
subjected to taxation at very high rates.
Under the bill as it passed the House the railroad's income would first be
subjected to a normal and surtax of. 45 percent, and so much of its Income
as will be subject to excess-profits tax will be subjected to a tax of 90 percent.
Thus little Is left out of which to pay up accrued but unpaid interest; only
55 cents out of a dollar of some net income and only 10 cents out of each
dollar on the balance. Not much back interest can be paid out of Income which
is taxed to the extent of 90 cents on each dollar, and yet If the railroad were
allowed a deduction for the back Interest It would be taxable In the hands of
the recipients at a fairly high rate.
The situation is so serious under the provisions of the new tax bill that If
a corporation is unable to pay its interest for 1 year it may become practically
impossible to ever pay it, if it has to come from income that is taxable at
excess-profits rates; if a corporation passes 2 years' interest It is still more
serious.
Nearly everything that this railroad hauls comes under the class of natural
resources. The minerals which are shiplAd out over the road are limited In
quantity and once they are all shipped there is no repeat shipment. If the
road had factories on its line we might expect them to continue In business
indefinitely, but that Is not true in the case of Vnlnerals. The real effect of
defense activity upon the road Is to use up the source of Its traffic more
rapidly. While an increase in earnings results, It is at the expense of future
traffic.
Testimony has been given urging that some concession be made to debtridden corpotrations, but it may be that unless it is specifically provided for
no relief will be granted for the payment of that part of an indlebtedness which
Is represented by accrued but unpaid interest. Some rellef should be given
where the previous deduction for the accrued interest resulted in no tax
benefit. In oiher words, the Government never lost any taxes through the
deduction.
One more point: The corporation that borrows money to build a defense
plant Is protected through the 5-year amortization provision. That corporation may recover back the entire cost of the defense plant out of earnings
over a 5-year period before the payment of taxes, and properly so. That
protection, however, does not help the Virginia Blue Ridge Railway.' It has
not borrowed any money to build defense facilities, but it did borrow money
long ago to build facilities which are now being availed of for defense; and
under the new tax bill it Is going to be practically impossible to pay up a
large part of the back interest that in common honesty Is owed to those who
advanced their funds, because it will mostly go for taxes, and yet If some of
that money were used to pay up the back interest the Government would
still get a very considerable part of it in taxes paid by the individuals to whom
the interest would be paid.
G. Kimy Mumso.
The CIAxMMAN. In lieu of the personal appearance of John Wise-

man, in behalf of a number of companies named in the statement,
the committee will enter the brief submitted.
(The brief submitted by Mr. Wiseman is as follows:)
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In re section 129 of H. R. 1378 relating to fiscal-year taxpayers.
Hon. WALTY1 F. GIOI0E,
Chairman, Senate Finatce Committc,
Washington, D. 7.
GENruLEMcz: This brief Is filed on behalf of the American Window Glass Co.
of Pittsburgh, Pa.; the Rolland Glass Co., of Clarksburg, W. Va.; the Fourco
Glass Co., of Clarksburg, W. Va.; the Fostoria Glass Co., of Moundsville, W. Va.;
the Warwood Tool Co., of Wheeling, W. Va.; the Indiana County Theatres CO.,
Inc., of Greensburg, Pa.; and tile Monessn Amusement Co., Inc., of Greens.
burg, la. While the brief is filed specifically on behalf of the aforementioned
taxpayers, it is believed that there are thousands of taxpayers In the United
states who would be similarly affected 'by the fiscal year provisions of the
proposed act.
The American Window tass Co. and the Rolland Glass Co. are manufacturers of sheet glass used for various purposes. The Fostorla Glass Co. is
a manufacturer of high-grade table glassware. The Fourco Glass Co. Is a
sales agent for various manufacturers of sheet glass. The Warwood Tool Co.
manufactures picks, niattocks, mine tools, etc. The Indiana County Theatres
Co., Inc., and the Monessen Amusement Co., Inc., are operators of motion-picture
theaters In a number of communities In the State of Pennsylvania. The products of the sheet glass manufacturers and the Warwood Tool Co. are largely
devoted to the war effort.
This brief does not concern Itself with the rates of taxation under the 1042
act because we believe that Congress has other testimony and evidence before
it from which some fair iate of taxation will eventually be determined under
the 1942 act, bi:" it concerns itself with the levying of a tax based upon these
rates, on taxpayers whose books, In many cases, have been closed, or are about
to be closed, and who expected to pay whatever the final rates will be decided
upon under the 1942 act, on the Income for their fiscal year beginning in 1942.
In that way they would not be avoiding their share of the Increased tax burden
but would be merely paying for it during a 12-month period beginning a little
later than the calendar period.
The proposal to tax fiscal year taxpayers at the 1942 rates on the proportion
of their earnings for the fiscal year beginning in 1941 equal to the proportion
of their fiscal year which falls in 19-12 is a radical change In the established
policy which our Congress has followed for the past 9 years in making changes
in tax laws applicable to taxable years beginning on or after January 1 of the
year of enactment. Such a change is particularly unfair to the taxpayers in
whose behalf this brief Is filed, as well as to all other taxpayers who have
fiscal years, because of the following results:
(1) Three of these taxpayers had already closed their books on June 80, 1942,
which was prior to the tiie when the House seems to have considered this
particular provision of the proposed 1042 act. Two of the taxpayers are about
to close their books at the end of August, and the other two will close their books
at the end of September. No doubt thousands of taxpayers -throughout the
entire United States have already closed their books for fiscal years ending prior
to August 1942. In most Instances these books were closed prior to the time
the House of Rtepresentatives made this Important change In the etaLlished
policy of making taxhig acts applicable only to years beginning on January 1.
or thereafter, of the ye-ar during which the act was enacted. These taxpayers
were led to believe by the 1941 act, and by previous revenue acts, that their
fiscal year which began In 1941 would be subjected to a full 12 months' tax under
the 1941 Revenue Act.
These taxpayers have completed all of their plans involving the application
of funds to new construction, to the Iayment of dividends to shareholders, and.
to the setting aside of a reserve for Federal Income and excess-profits tax.
Having done aU of this In most Instructs, and having closed the books upon their
fiscal year which contains some months In 1042, nri1 having set aside what they
knew at that time to be a correct amount for their Federal income avid excessprofits taxes, under the law then existing, and which they had a right to believe
would continue to exist since that method of taxing flical year taxpayers had
been used for more than 9 years, before any Intimation was made public that
there would be included In the new revenue act a provision radically changing
the basis for taxing fiscal year taxpayers, to now levy an Increased tax against
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these taxpayers, based upon the rates In the 1942 act, really constitutes a
capital levy against those taxpayers.
A somewhat simple illustration of the unfairness of this would be a case
where your youngster asked you for 5 cents with which to go to the store and
buy an ieecream cone.' Both the youngster and yourself had definite knowledge
of the fact that the store In which he was going to buy the ice cream cone was
selling these cones for 5 cents each. As a matter of fact, when he went Into
the store to buy the cone they were still selling for 5 cents and the storekeeper
gave him the cone for 5 cents and the youngster consumed it while he was in
the store. However, as soon as he had finished consuming his con(, and started
to leave the store the storekeeper took a hold of his arm and told him he was
then advising him that he was changing the price of his cones to 10 cents each
as of the moment before the youngster purchased and consumed the cone. lie
then threatened the youngster with dire punishment if he didn't get the other
nickel with"which to pay the new price for the cone which lie had already
consumed at the old price. How would you feel about such a storekeeper?
What Is tie difference between this simple Illustration and the result if the
Congress would permit taxpayers to complete their fiscal year operations without
even considering a change in the act to make those taxpayers pay more taxes
than they were advh;eJ by law that they would iave to pay for such fiscal year ;
then after such taxpayers had finished their year and spent their money, with
the exception of the funds set aside to pay Income taxes, they would be notified
that they owed 20 to 40 percent more In income taxes than had been set aside
In accordance with the provisions of the law that existed at tme time Its year
was closed anti which by a long-established policy the taxpayers were led to
believe would apply against the fiscal year just closed or about to close?
(2) It denies to these taxpayers the right to be taxed for a full 12 months at
the rates ot tax and under the provisions of the 1941 act, whereas all other taxpayers on a calendar-year basis have been afforded the benefits of being taxed
under the 1041 act for a full
12 months. Compared with a calendar-year taxpayer,
this will have the effect of transferring the tax on the income for the number
of the 1942 calendar months that remains in their fiscal year, from the rates under
the 1941 act to the rates under the 1942 act. This would be equivalent to asking
a calendlr-y0a
taxpayer to pmy an additional levy'for the calendar year 1941.
Attached hereto Isa schedule showing a summary of the income of the fiscalyear taxpayers In whose behalf this brief Is filed. That sumnmary Indicates that
the increase in the tax for these taxpayers, as computed under the fiscal-year
provisions of the 19-2 act as compared with what they had been led to believe
they would pay under the 1941 act, is as follows:
'rcmet
American Window Glass Co ------------------------------------------30.2
Rolland Glass Co ---------------------------------------------------29.
Fourco Glass Co -------------------------------------------------------23.0
Fostorla Glass Co ------------.--------------------------------------21.2
Warwood Tool Co ---------------------------------------------------18.
Indiana County Theatres Co., Inc ------------------------------------35.2
Monessen Amusement Co., Inc ---------------------------------------23. 5
Average of above companies------------.--------------------24.7
The above-named taxpayers do not have any objection to paying Increased taxes
under the revenue act, inasmuch as they realize these are difficult times, and alt
taxpayers must pay increased taxes. What they object to is the fact that they
are being subjected to an increased tax for a 12-month period over and above what
other taxpayers have paid for thelrown 1941 12-month period under the 1941 act,
which they had been led to believe they would be taxed under, and to having such
a change In the method of taxing their fiscal-year Incomes made at a time when
their fiscal years are closed or about to be closed.
(8) It will be unfair to fiscal-year taxtyers in the future if this provision is
enacted Into law because of the fact that If a mathematical average of fiscal-year
closings Is assumed to be June 30, such taxpayers, if the revenue acts are enacted yearly, as seems to be the trend at the present time, will not know their
Income and excess-profits tax liability when their books must be closed because
of the fact that It now appears that the consideration of these actq usually runs
Into the second half of each calendar year. No doubt, It is Impossible to complete
the consideration of a complicated revenue act much before June 30. In such
a case these taxpayers will have no definite knowledge of what their Federal
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income-tax liability (the largest single item of expense In many cases) will be
when their books are closed. They would have to keep their books open for
several months to determine this important liability. They could not take any
definite steps toward the investment of their funds in plant improvements, payment on long-term debts, or distribution of any profits to shareholders, etc., during
their fisal year for fear that If they overestimated the balance of Income that
would be left after paying Income taxes they would be placed in an embarrassing
financial position.
(4) It would have a tendency to quickly force thousands of fiscal year taxayers to believe they should adopt tie calendar-year basis. For many years it
as been urged that taxpayers change to their natural business year in order
that the taxpayer's statement may be one that Includes the 12 months of its
natural business year. As a general rule It has been customary for thousands
of taxpayers to close their books tit the time of the year when their activities
are lowest, such as the operation of the plant, the sales, inventories, accounts
receivable, etc. In other words, these taxpayers have determined when their
activities are at their lowest ebb and have decided that that wouli be the
natural tine for them to (lose their books. It likewise spreads the work of
accountants and the tax department of the Government more evenly over the
year rather than concentrate all of It in a short period during the early part
of each calendar year. In March 1940 the Chief Accountant of the Securities
and changee Commission stated as follows:
"Advantages to be obtained from the adoption of a fiscal year-end date which
coincides with the lowest point in the annual cycle of operations are clear and
to my mind have never been shown to be outweighed by related disadvantages."
From the subcommittee on Independent ,,:ahits and audit procedure of the
com ittee on stock list of the New York Stock Exchange, adopted by Its Board
of Governors, August 1931, the followhig Is quoted:
"The natural business year of an industry In which a company is engaged
is recommended, unless Impracticable for special reasons, as the fiscal year
of the company instead of the calendar year."
The committee on auditing procedure of the American Institute of Accountants an( the committee on practice procedure of the New York State
Society of Certified Public Accountants reported In the August 1942 Issue of the
Journal of Accountancy that 21,801 taxpayers adopted a fiscal year basis between
July 1, 1935, and January 1, 1142. This was accomplished through the efforts
of many organizations over a long period of years. The established pollcy of
Congress during the past 9 years In making the changes in tax laws generally
applicable to the full 12 months of a taxable year, whether calendar or fiscal,
beginning after January I of the year of onnetment of the new act, has, no
doubt, helped many thousands of taxpayers to decide to use the natural business
year when that year happened to end during a month other than December.
They did It with the assurance, by law, that each flscal year would be taxed
on the basis of a single taxing act whose provisions they would have definite
knowledge of before the end of their fiscal years.
It can readily be seen that It Is much better to try to have taxpayers spread
their accounting years over different periods, accomplishing, among other important results, the spreading of the filing of lax returns and the preparation
of various reports, most of which are now crowded into a few months during
the early part of the year. One of the results of this Is the same as that
accomplished by staggering the work hours of the Government employees In
Washington. When they were ill on the same work hours It created a terrific
rush at certain periods during the day, whereas on a staggered basis It per.
mitted a better spread of the flow of traffic throughout the city. If this fiscal
year provision Is adopted we are sure that It would do a great deal toward
canceling the efforts of many organization made over n period of years to
induce businesses to use the fiscal year-end closing date which coincides with the
lowest point in their annual operations.
(5) Accountants have already certified to thousands of financial reports of
fiscal year taxpayers whose books were closed before the House of Representatives
made public the fact that It was considering a new fiscal year provision in the
law that would tax these taxpayers for a much larger tax than they would have
been taxed under the 1941 act. Loans have been arranged, commitments of
different kinds have been entered Into, and no doubt nuany securities have been
underwritten, bought and sold, permitted to be sold by the Securities and Exchange Commission, or valued for other purposes, on the basis of financial post.
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tions and the operating results that were reflected In such audit reports or on
the books of those businesses whose fiscal year had been closed before they could
osibly take Into account the now contemplated changes in the Internal Revenue
In many instances the income and excess-profits tax is the largest single item of
expense of the business. For many of the businesses, whose year has already been
closed, to be suddenly confronted with the fact that their tax bill for that year is
to be 20 to over 85 percent higher than they provided for would be a serious, unexpected, financial headache.
Tht.efore we respectfully urge your committee to eliminate section 129 of H. R.
7378 or at least eliminate the retroactive subsection which makes it applicable to
fiscal years beinning in 1941 and ending in 1942.
Respectfully submitted.
AisacAN WINDOW GOAss Co.,
HOLLAND

GLAss Co.,

Founco GL.:as Co.,
FovoauA GLAss Co.,
WARWOOD TOOL CO.,
INDIANA COUNTY TanAavas Co, Ivo.,
MoaEssEx AMUSaURNT CO., INC.,
By JoHN WrjFma w, 0. P. A.

Effed of the new fiscal year provision of the proposed 1942 Rementze Act as passed by the House on the tax liability of certain taxpayers
merican Win- Rolland
Glass Fourco
Glass
Co.
Co.
IlIsInc.

dow Glass Co. 1

Current fiscalyear ends .....................................
Aug 31, 1942
Aug. 31, 1842
Fiscal year for which Income was usedfor this illustration ..
Aug. 31, 1941 Aug. 31, 1941
How estimate was made of income for fiscalyear begInning in 1941 fiscal year income used
1941.
because 1942 figures not yet
available

Net taxable income for fiscalyear usedIn this illustration (figures
are rounded out for simplicity) ..............................
Excess-profits credit plus specific exemption under 1941act
(figures rounded out) ......................................
Tax under 1941act:
Excess.profnts tax ...........................................
Income tax ................................................

$804,000.00
'804,000.00
None
192.960.00

5,030.0

Surtax ....................................................

Total tax under 1941act .................................

0378,00.
00

June 30, 1942
June 30,1942
Audited results for the
full year

Fostoria
C.
Co. Too] Indiana
TheatreConty
Co. Glass Warwood

Mbnessen
Anitiemaut
Co., Inc.

Juna 30, 1942 June 30, 1942 Sept. 30, 1942 Sept. 30,1942
June 30,1942
Sept. 30,1942
Sept. 30.1902
June 30,1942
Results for the Results for the Results per
Results per
fuh Tear per
full year per
books for 9
books for 9
the books after the books, be- months placed months placed
adjustments for audit and on an annual on an annual
adjustments
basis
basis

$146,000.00

$546,000.00

$8,000. 00

$75,000.00

$50,000.00

2209,00.00

' 146, 000.00

' 286,
00.00

224,000.00

2 46,000.00

28,000.00

7,000.00
72,40.00

None
5,040.00

122,
000.00
101,780.00

10,600.00
15,41.00

7,800.00
10,128.00

20,80.00

9,97o

15,400.00
11,904.00

29,42.00

3,Z00

4,2.o00

Z704.00

248,
990.00

19,370.0

45,010.0

253,190.00

30,52.

30,314.00

2,32.00

None
192,960.00
168,840.00

147,600.00
5t,360.00
44,940.00

None
35,040.00
30,880.00

229,00.00
89,840.00
61,110.00

32,400.00
549000
3.780.00

21,600.00
2,200.00
10.710.00

i,300.
6,730.00
5,060.00

361,800.00

243,90000

85, 700.00

380,450.0

41,67000

44,55. 00

27,090.00

rax under 1942act:

Excesa-prots tax ...........................................
Income tx .................................................
Surtax ......................................................

Total tax under 1942act .................................
Ifftcal year provisions awe
enacted the tax would be madeup as
follows:
Portlon of tax under 1941act ..............................
Portion of tax under 1942act. -......
..............
Total tax under fiscal year provision....

. -

82,996.67

184.87

2570.2500

12t5.oM

15,28.00

7,578.0

5,158.00

241,200.00
M

185000.00

55,910.00

180,25500

2DlM.00

33,412.50

20,317.50

219,058,07

81,555.0

50,200

58,90

40,991.00

25,475.50'

49,68. 67
29.3

10,345. 00
23.0

-.............. 324,198.67

Increase
over tax under 1941aq ..............................
Percentage of increase .......................................
Grand total above taxes under 1941act, 8808,032.
Grand total above taxes under fiscal year provision, $1,007,992.84.
Increase, $199,960.84(24.7 percent).
Over.

IncreasedS5,000under 1942act.

75,206.87
10.2

53,8M0.
00
21.2

5,572.001

18.3

10,677.00

35.21

4,283.5

235
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The CHAIRMAN. The questions presented in Mr. Wiseman's brief
have already been presented to the committee by others, and the subjuct will be considered in connection therewith.
I have a letter from Hiram W. Johnson, senior Senator from California, enclosing a telegram from C. G. Willis, geologist and engineer
for certain oil companies in California. These will be entered in the
record. The information contained therein will be considered by the
committee.
(The letter and telegram referred to are as follows:)
UNITED STATES SENATE,

CoMMIrTE

Senator

ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,

August 12, 1942.
WArm F. OzoRoE,

Chairman,FinanceCommittee,
DEAR SENATOR: I send you herein telegram I have received this morning from
C. G. Willis, geologist and engineer, president, Hllidon Oil Co., Basin Oil CA,,
general partner, Valley Co., 417 South Hill Street, Los Angeles, Calif., on the
question of depletion.
Sincerely yours,
HIRAM W. JOHNSON.

[Telegram]
Los ANG

.ES, CALIv., August ,12, 1942.

Senator HIRAM JOHNSON,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.:
In view of the extreme lnportqnce, not only to all Independent oil operators
In California and elsewhere, but also to the maintenance of an adequate oil
reserve for this country in time of war, it would be much appreciated if you
could see your way clear to convey the following to the Senate Finance Conmittee now holding hearings on the question of 271 percent depletion allowance
and the option of expensing Intangible drilling costs.
It Is generally accepted that approximately three-fourths of the present United
States oil supply, or close to one half of the total world supply of oil has been
found, and to a large extent developed, by American Independent oil operators
numbering many thousands, who have risked their meager capital drilling prospect wells, and where successful have then taken their income from production
and drilled more wells with It. Tn view of present high tax brackets, if these
Illependent operators are deprived of 271. percent depletion allowance and the
option of expensing Intangible drilling cost-, they will almost as a body no
longer have the means to continue to search for and develop new reserves, and
new exploration will only be possible by a few large integrated corporations
with sufficient capital to wait a long time for their return, and who cannot
take the place of the concerted effort of thousands of independent operators
above mentioned.
The writer has bten an independent operator for the last 15 years, and together with associates has discovered and partially developed three substantial new areas of production In California since 1930 and has drilled three deep
tnd costly prospect wells in two other California areas during the same period.
Further development in the area already discovered and further exploration Is
now planned by him. If deprived of percentage depletion allowance and of the
option of expensing Intangible drilling costs, further development or exploration
on the partoof he and his associates would become a financial impossibility.
It Is believed that this situation Is typical of the great majority of small lndependent operators throughout the country.
Respectfully yours,
C. 0. Wraus,
(7eologlst aned EIngineer; President, H1lldon Oil Co.;
President,Basin Oil Co.; General Partner,Valie Co.

The CITAIRMAN. There will be entered in the record a brief sub-

mitted by Martin H. Miller, national legislative representative,
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Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen. This is being submitted in lieu
of personal appearance.
(The brief submitted by Mr. Miller is as follows:)
STATF.MENT SunMirrmTn BY THE BROTIIERlOOD OF RAILBOAD TR\INMEN, BY MARTIN
H. AtILLLR, WASIIINOTON, D. C., NATIONAL LEoISLATIVE REPhSENTATIVE
THE 1942 REVENUE ACT

SHOULD BE BASED UPON THE ABILITY OF THE TAXPAYER TO
MEET THE OBLIOATIONS IIPOsED

The Brotherhood of Italiroad Trainmen, a labor organization whose member.
ship consists of railroad conductors, brakemen, switchmen, train baggagemen,
switch tenders, car retardedoperators, yardimasters, aid highway bus drivers, is
deeply interested In the 1942 tax bill, IL R. 7378. We are interested In tas
legislation that will be formulated upon the principle'of the ability of the taxpayer to meet the obligations imposed. Such principle of taxation should be
ndhered to at all times; It Is essential In time of war, if our Nation hopes to
maintain a steady economic balance and avoid disastrous inflation.
President Roosevelt recognized the dangers of an unbalanced economy when
he Issued the seven-point anti-inflation program. Your honorable committee ling
a most difficult task In sifting from the mass of testinony, the House bill, and
your vast accumulation of material the Nation's 1942 tax program. The na.
tional stability in our war crisis will depend much upon the good Judgment you
use In making the 1942 tax bill all effective agent in preventing Inflationary
conditions.
The members of the brotherhood, as well as members of other labor organizations, recognize that the Nation's expenses, however great, must be met and
that taxation affords the media to meet thc expenses of government The
workers of the Nation, through their labor unions, were among the first of tile
Nation's group to pledge their all-out efforts to support the Government in win.
ning the war. The willingness to withhold the use of the strike in settlement
of disputes, the acceptance of wage stabilization program and the purhare of
Defense and War stamps and bonds, are only examples of tile nany sacrifices
of labor. Labor will continue to serve and sacrifice for the present aii(l future
welfare of our Nation at war, or in peace. We ask that others do likewise.
Tie tax lill now being considered appears to have been drafted by those not
in accord with the principle of tile ability to pay, for Instead of being il
Instruwentality of spreading the tax burden with fairness and equality to all,
it Imposes larger portions upon the lowest income groups, at the same time
maintaining the loopholes and tax exemptions for the major portion of the
highest income groups. It is really the reverse of that which it should be.
The Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, by action of several conventions, has
unanimously adopted resolutions opposing the idea of sales taxes. The proponents
of sales taxes are usually the representatives of the high income groups who
support such methods of taxation In the hope that the great bulk of the tax
burden will be shifted from them to many millions in the low-income groups.
The representatives of the high-income groups are constantlyon the alert for
new and better ideas of how to quickly and surely readjust the tax burden that
those in the low-income groups will pay more and more. The individual exemptions were lowered, and the present bill makes still lowe.: exemptions. The payroll withholding Idea has seemingly been changed to another idea of a so-called
head tax of 3 percent on wages and dividends. Of course, the 3-percent head or
wage tax will hit hardest upon tie lowest income groups; that is the design.
An individual receiving dividends is in much better position to pay 3 percent of
such dividends into additional taxes than those In the low-Inconie group. Three
percent on families of low incomes is such a burden that it will Jeopardize'the
stability of the family's welfare. Such a toll, without or in addition to the lowered
exemption, will fall heaviest upon the children of such families; less food, fewer
clothes, denial of opportunities for higher education, and resultant effects upon
health, with general demoralization of hopes and future aspirations. The only
and paramount matter of Importance seems to be the shifting of the burden
of taxation from those with ability to pay to those who do not have, under the
pretense that It will be a long, drawn-out war, calling for sacrifices from all.
Nature has been most generous in bestowing, largest numbers in the families of
the low-income groups, which makes the shifting of the tax burden to them more
cruel and inhumane.
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Statesmanship calls, and common sense dictates, that the Nation's taxing
methods should be resolved to the basic principle of the ability to pay the obligations imposed. The President's seven-point anti-inflation program should be
carefully considered in building the tax structure for the war and post-war era;
the individual base exemptions should be maintained, since being lowered in last
year's tax bill; the special consideration for oil wells and mines, in form of percentage depletion, should be eliminated as wholly unnecessary and unjustified tax
exemptions; and the loopholes and exemptions which permit corporations and those
of extremely high Incomes to escape paying just proportion of taxes, in accordance
with the ability to do so. should be closed.
It is unfortunate for the people and for your committee that the millions of
citizens
in the lowest income groups do not have and cannot have expert representatives to study, to plan, to devise, and to continually offer ideas of taxing
methods favorable to them in order that you and the other Members of the
Congress could have the value of the differences by comparison of equal submlsesions. The inability of those groups to be equally represented makes your
task that much harder and oftentimes leads to the acceptance of the ideas of
the groups best represented rather than a fair and equitable distribution of the
tax burden based upon the ability of the taxpayer to meet the Imposed obligations.
The representatives of business corporations and persons in the highest Income
groups are supporting a sales tax as high as 10 percent on retail sales and a
withholding tax of 5 per~nt, with claims that over $10,000,000,000 will be added
in revenue, of which the major portion must come from the low income groups.
According to a newspaper article, a representative of the Chamber of commerce,
in attempting to justify such unreasonable and un-American ideas of shifting
tax burdens, Is reported to have said, "It $300.0,000 families each had $1,000
more income than last year, this would mean $30,000,000,000 of new purchasing
power, competing for a diminishing supply of civilian articles. Taxes must cut
down this purchasing power." Of course, the person making such statement
knows that 30,0 0,000 workers will not have $1,000 increase in income over last
year; very few, If any, will have such an Increase. To build a tax structure on
such information would 1)ebuilding on a false foundation and would heap unreasonable and unjust burdens upon those least able to pay tax increases. It is
indeed a strange situation when the representatives of the high income groups
have so much.fear that a few dollars in pososion of the workers, the low income
group, will endanger the Nation to the disaster of inflation, while at the same time
the ever-Increasing amounts of high income groups must be protected from just
taxation. They overlook the fact that already increased Costs of living on
almost every item and the purchase of War stamps and bond. have more than
offset any increase in the available purchasing power of the 30,000,000 or more
workers.
The same representative Is reported to have Said, "A conrageous offensive Is
required to fight inflation. Victory on the home front Is vital. There is no
place for appeasers." We agree with him on those words. The nation needs
a courageous offensive to fight inflation, victory on the home front is vital, and
there is no place for appeasers in building the tax structure on the common.
sense principle based upon the ability of the taxpayer to meet the obligations
imposed.
MArrIN H. M.LEa.

The CHAIRMAN. In connection with the statement of Mr. John
B. Haggerty, appearing on page 716 of these hearings, there will
12e entered also a letter from Mr. W. C. Hushing, chairman, national
legislative committee, American Federation of Labor, relating to
the qame matter and stating specifically the position of the American
Federation of Labor or the recommendation of Mr. Haggerty.
(The letter referred to is as follows:)
AMESICAN 1aMoRATION op LADOM
Wasaington, D. V., August 1, 1942.
Hon. WAi.vTm F. Oroseo,
Chairman, Senate Pinwaoe Committee,
Senate Office Buildiag, Washington, D. 0.
DIAzlMa. CHAThMAN: I transmit herewith a brief setting forth the opposition
of the American Federation of Labor to the tax on radio as proposed before
your committee by Mr. John Haggerty in behalf of the allied printing trades.
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Will you kindly have this letter and the accompanying brief printeC in the
official hearings on the revenue bill?
sincerely,
W. C. HUsHNo,
(?hatrtman,Nationai Legisaive (ommittee, Amerioan Federationof Labor.
Enclosure.
BRIFE SUBMITTED BY W. C. HUSEINO, CHAIRMAN, AMERIOAN

wZaERATION
OI LABOR,

NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE COMMITrsFE, OPPosINo TAX ON RADIO
When the 1941 Revenue Act was before the House Ways and Means Committee, Mr. John B. Haggerty, president of the International Allied Printing
Trades Association, appeared before the committee and advocated a tax to
be levied on the gross incomes of radio-broadcasting stations; and the committee recommended, and the House approved, such a tax.
When the bill H. R. 5417, Public, No. 250, was before your committee, I
appeared in August 1941 and made a statement in opposition to the radio tax.
This statement is found on page 1476 of the hearings. Your committee then
eliminated the tax on radio, and the House agreed with the Senate action.
This year Mr. Haggerty made similar proposals to the House Wayfj and
Means Committee on the revenue bill for 1942 (H. R. 7878), but the committee
and the House declined to include In the bill the proposals made by him. Mr.
Haggerty then, on August 3, 1942, appeared before your committee on the bill
anid continued to ailvocate the tax on radio. His statement is found in part 8,
page 656, of the revised hearings on the 1942 bill.
The situation this year in regard to this tax on radio is unchanged and the
attitude of the American Federation of Labor is on all fours with its 1941 stand,
which is as follows:
"While labor believes that the United States Government should levy extra
taxes on the people to pay for defense work we do not believe in punitive or discriminatory tax'ition as a special levy on radio advertising broadcasts."
Four of the organizations who are advocating this tax on radio through their
president, Mr. Haggerty, are affiliates of the American Federation of Labor. They
have joined in this matter with one organization not affiliated to the American
Federation of Labor. None of the organizations advocating the tax have members
employed by the radio stations, while on the other hand, four organizations affill.
ate to the American Federation of Labor have many members directly employed
by the stations.
This tax Is designed to cause the transfer of work now done by radio stations to
newspapers. It is contended by the advocates of the tax that unless this is done
their members will be unemployed. This last contention is untrue because since
radio. stations have come Into existence during the last 10 years, these organizations who advocate the tax have increased their membershilp on an average approximately 10 percent to approximately 46 percent.
This proposal is not a new question by any means, as it is a well-recognized fact
that whenever a new Industry comes Into existence the employees of an old Industry are fearful, as a rule, that they will lose their employment because the
products of the new industry may supersede those manufactured by the old one.
Far back in history illumination was produced by wicks floating in vessels containing oil. Then candles came along, then the oil lamp--finally gas and electricity. Th~e punitive tax advocated by Mr. Haggerty in this Instance could just as
well and just as logically have been proposed by the workers engaged in candlestick making, the manufacture of lamps, etc., as each new improvement came
along.
I regret to note that in his testimony Mr. Hfaggerty states in effect that the
executive council of the American Federation of Labo., when It opposed the radio
tax advocated by him, were misled. As a matter of fact, when the executive
councll took action one of the members of the allied printing trades-who is a
member of the executive couneil-was preent, so the council did know all the
facts when it took action. And it is further pointed out that thereafter a conven.
tion of the American Federation of Labor was held and the affiliated organizations
of the International Allied Printing Trades Association did not bring the matter
to the attention of the convention.
I previously stated that this was not a new question, and I have tried to
point out the fear existing in the minds of employees in old industries when a
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new one comes into being which they anticipate will cause them to Join the
army of unemployed, and I have also tried to point out the fallacy of this idea.
I want to cite one further instance, as follows: In the nwiddle of the nineties
there was another new industry coming into existence and one of the largest
central labor unions in the country, at the request of one of its affiliated locals,
adopted a resolution that no member of organized labor would ride in an automobile, even to a funeral, because members of the local who proposed the resolution would lose their positions. Events have proven that the fears of this particular local in the middle nineties were groundless, because the International
Brotherhood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen and Helpers of America
has become one of the largest and most powerful organizations in the world.
The tax proposed by Mr. Haggerty and his associates is on all fours with the
proposal which was adopted by the central labor union as Just stated, and we
do hope that the Finance Committee of the Senate and the Senate itself will
register itself in opposition to the tax on radio.
If, as Mr. Haggerty contends, the income of radio stations is outrageous and
excessive, it seems to us that the proper method of approaching the subject would
be through the excess-profits tax.
The CHAIRMAN. There will also be entered a request from one of

the members of the committee to have included the following letter
from L. M. Walker, president, National Rural Letter Carriers Association, on the question of the gasoline tax.
(The letter referred to is as follows:)
NATIONAL RURAL Lmr-R CARIHRESs' ASSOCIATION,

Washington, D. C., Aagust 18, 1042.
Hon. Walter P. George and Members of the Senate Finace Con.tittee.
lMy DEAR SENATOR: I shall not take the time of your good committee in
making a personal appearance before you, and shall not go Into details as to
the many reasons I might recite in suppo.-t of our opposition to an Increase
in the Federal gasoline and lubricating oil tax.
I represent more than 32,000 rural letters carriers, who drive in line of
duty each day 1,400,000 miles, and who serve npproxilntely 9,000,000 rural
Americans. Almost 100 percent of the motor fuel and lubricating oil now
consumed by this group is consumed In the actual performance of duty; that
is, the delivery of mail to and the collection of mail from the immediate
proximity of the homes of these 29,000,000 rural Amerieans.
We believe It would Ib obviously unfair to this group to Impose it heavier
tax upon them, which in the final analysis would constitute a tax upon this
very essential Federal service to a very large segment of American society.
Thanking your committee for this opportunity of filing a brief statement,
and earnestly soliciting your careful consideration of this matter, I am
Sincerely yours,
NATIONAL RURAL LurfTt CAsnMs' ASsOCIATION,

L. M. WKxima, Presldenl.
The CHAIMAN. The committee will now take a recess until 10
o'clock tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, at 6 p. m., a recess wits taken until 10 a. m. Friday,
August 14, 1942.)
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FRIDAY, AUGUST 14, 1042
UNrrED STATES SENATE,
COMMIrm ON FINANCE

Wa8hington, b. 0.
The committee met at 10 a. in., pursuant to adjournment in room
312, Senate Office Building, Senator Walter F. George (chairman)
presiding.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will please come to order.
Mr. Denson.
Mr. DENSON. Yes sir, Mr Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. iOU are from Birmingham, Ala.?
Mr. Dv.sNON. Yes sir
The CHAIRMAN. Proceed, sir.

STATEMENT OF W. A. DENSON, BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
Mr. DENSON. '%r. Clmirman and gentlemen of the committee, at the
outset, may it be said that this witness feels very deeply and very
intensely the great privilege which has been accorded him, in being
permitted to address this branch, the most important of the ablest,
most renowned, parliamentary bo(ly in the history of man on a question vital in a world erisis--and with the humblest humility this

witness prays Almighty God that this witness be given the physical,
the mental, and the spiritual strength with which to meet this
responsibility to the utmost.
Our county is at war on two fronts, the combat front, which is the
global and the economic front, which is felt more keenly at home
than elsewhere. In addition to the interest, the product of patriotic
fervor, this witness has a more personal interest in the combat front,
where he has two sons one a major and the other a captain, in the
armed forces of the United States; and in the economic front, the
witness also has an additional personal interest, perhaps beyond
that of the average citizen, in that the district from which he comes,
namely, Birmingnam, Ala., is regarded as a taxpayer of no mean
I proportion.
Impelled by such interests in each of the fronts of this war, beieving he had information of value to the Government on both fronts,
this witness came to Washington 4 weeks ago last Tuesday to deliver
that information to the Government. After many trials, troubles, and
tribulations this witness, last Tuesday, succeeded in delivering to the
Truman Special Committee to Investigate the National Defense Program the information h6 had of vital importance to the Government
on the combat front, and immediately thereafter, turning attention to
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the economic front, this witness now finds himself before this distinguished and efficient body with the opportunity to deliver to the
Government the information in respect to the economic front.
Believing these two species of information to be correlated and
so concatenated as to logically constitute a composite whole, each
illuminating the other, this witness asks that the information as to
each front be allowed to be filed with lie clerk of this committee.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you wish to file your brief f
Mr. DENSrO. This one here [indicating]. That was what was given
before the Truman committee last Friday.
The CHAIRMAN. You can file it. I don't know that we can print it.
If it is already in the record, there is no need to print it, but we will
be glad to see it.
Mr. DENsoN. Yes;

(A copy of the statement of W. A. Denson referred to will be
found in the original (reporter's) transcript of the proceedings of
the Special Committee of the Senate to Investigate the National Defense.)
Mr. DENSON. Now, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,
we are informed that you are now engaged in an effort to create
ways and means of financing the Government in its present economic
stringency; in aid of your efforts to accomplish this end, the following communication is respectfully submitted for your consideration:
FINANCING THE WAR AND OPERATIONS OF GOVERNMENT

This war cannot be financed by the issuance of Government bonds.
It is not necessary for the Government to issue bonds in order to
finance this war.
If every producer of wealth invested every dollar he produced
reserving nothing for food, clothing, and shelter for himself and
family, it would not be one-tenth of the amount necessary for the
financing of this war.
Senator BAILEY. You have a lot of generalities here. What is your
prtposalf
Senator Gurm". We are pressed for time.
Senator BAIMEY. We have many people waiting.
Mr. DENSON. I think I would get through quicker, if you will allow
me to proceed with my statement.
Senator BALUzY. What is your proposition?
Senator GUFFEY. Yes; what is your proposition?

Mr. DENSoN. I will come to that.
Senator Gtrnnr. Give us what you have without a lot of verbiage.
Mr. DENSON. It has to do with the financing of the war and the
operations of Government. That is my proposition that I am dwellmg upon.
An attempt to finance this war by the issuance of bonds can only
result in the impoverishment of this generation and the enslavement
of posterity.
It is respectfully submitted that the record of the investigation
by this committee clearly demonstrates beyond peradventure of any
doubt whatsoever that the present-day banking system and method
of financing the operations of Government, municipal, county, State,
and National, have been outmoded by the e~tgencies of the times, are
incompatible with the progress of civilization, and like the imple-
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ments of the stone age and other worn-out and cast-off things. out-

moded by the progress of civilization should be thrown into oblivion,
and relegated to the confines of innocuous desuetude; and that any
effort at their maintenance, or any other treatment than that stated,
is mere nonsensical nonsense, and can only result in failure and chaos.
The CHAIRMAN. Wait just a minute, Mr. Denson. You are talking
about money and matters of banking. This committee has no jurisdictoin over those matters.
Mr. DENSON. I am getting to the point. That was merely preliminary.
Senator Gurr-'. Well, jump to the point about how to raise the
money.
&tr. DENsoN. If you knew all about what I was going to say, there
,uld be no necessity for me to be here and speaking to you. If you
will listen to me, I* think that I can get through quicker than by
interruptions.
The CHAIRMAN. I want to remind you that we have no jurisdiction
over banking.
Mr. DENsON. I understand that ,this is merely preliminaT.
The CHAIRMAN. Get down to what this committee has to do with,
an(l talk to us about that.
Mr. DFNSON. I am going to come right to that.
The CHAiRmAN. But this committee's jurisdiction is not on coining
money.
Mr. DENsoN. I think you will find it all connected-how this war
can be financed and the expenses of Government which have to be
met.
This war can be financed only in the manner in which the Constitution of the United States of America declares it should be financed,
namely:
The Constitution imposed upon the Congress the duty to regulate
the value of money. The value of money can only be regulated by
those having the possession of money. The banks have the possession of the money; therefore, in order to carry out the mandate
of the Constitution, the Congress must operate the banks; it may
be--interrogation mark-through the same employees that now operate them.
If the Constitution were thus conformed to, all of the money would
be at the disposal of the Government at all times, and there would
be no necessity for the issuance of bonds. The idea of the ability
of the Government to finance this war, being dependent upon the
capacity and inclination of its citizens, including the banks, is too
fantastic too bizarre, too ridiculously absurd to entertain the inquiring
mind.
Money is not the property of the eitizeq. Money is the medium of
exchange, created by the Government for the convenience of itself
and its citizens. It'is at all times the property of the Government.
No citizen, or organized group of citizens, has the right to deface,
disfigure, or destroy money, or, in anywise, even to change the
appearance of money; and to do so, is made a felony, punishable by
imprisonment in the Federal penitentiary for a long period of years.
Likewise, also, is punished any effort to photograph or create any
likeness of money.
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Money is the only thing known to present-day civilization which
responds solely and directly to the law of supply and demand.
Everything else is dependent, not only upon the law of supply and
demand, but also upon the money available in the marts of trade
and industry. GiYen the power to determine the money available in
the marts of trade and industry, and with it goes as an inescapable
concomitant the power to determine the price of every element of
wealth, every product of labor and, of course, as an inescapable corollry
the price of labor itself.
Therefore,
no one should be allowed to hoard money, but should be
required at all times to keep money deposited in the banks operated
by the Government subject to the order of the person depositing it
there.
There is no despotism more. despotic than that which determines
what the individual shall eat and wear; what shelter he shall have
over his head; what conveniences, amusements, and advantages he
shall give his family, and what time he shall have for the improvement of his body, mind, and soul, as well is that of every member
of his family thereby, in fact, determining the destiny of the life
of the individual, as 'well as that of every member of his family.
There is no individual, or organized group of individuals, possessed
of so high a degree of perfect altruism as would fit them to be the

repositary of such power. Hence, our forefathers, by specific mandate of the Constitution, reposed this power in the duly-elected
representatives of the people; and, by the same sacred, solemn contract between the Government and its citizens, gave to the latter the
right to change these represenatives every 2 years.
The failure of our representatives in Congress to enforce this mandate of the Consiitution has been the sole cause of every economic
ill-as many as terrific and as destructive as they have been-which
the citizens of this Government have been, are now, and will continue to be, forced to endure unless this cause be removed; the farmer's
loss of his farm, the industrialist's loss of his enterprise, the laborer's
loss of his job, the white-collar class' loss of their insurance policies,
homes, and jobsThe CHAIRMAN (interposing). Mr. Denson, you are not speaking
to a single point over which this committee has any jurisdiction as a
committee
Mr. D)ENIso. I am approaching that point now.
The CHAIRMAN. I have let you proceed, thinkingMr. DENsoN (interposing). Is this of interest to the committeeI
Tlhe CHAIMAN. No, sir; because we have no jurisdiction over it.
Mr. DENSON. I understand exactly. I am driving up to the pro
osition that you don't have to tax, you don't have to issue any bonds,
and vet have plenty of money to finance this war.
The CHAIRMAN. We are not that committee. We are charged with
taxation.
Mr. DENsoN. I understand that.
The CHAIRMAN. What you are speaking of is not within our juris-

diction. That is for the whole Congress and not just this committee,
whirh has limited jurisdiction over subject matters.
You may put your brief in the record, but we have not the time
to listen to a brief, however enlightening it may be and however
interesting it may be, that is wholly apart from 'the question. We
are sometimes imposed upon and have been indulgent.
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Mr. DENsox. Let me see if I understand the position of the committee: It is that you are not interested in acquiring the financial
support for this war and the operation of Government-in any mamier
other than taxes? Of course if I am precluded from showing how
it can be done, without that, there is nothing more to be said, because
the whole proposition is directed to that alone.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not say that we are not interested in it, it
you can show the Congress what it is; but that is not our responsibility so far as this committee is concerned.
Mr. bENsoN. The only thing this committee is concerned with is:

How to levy taxes?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

Mr. DENsoN. In other words, you assume you must have taxes and
you must haveThe CHAIRMAN (interrupting). We are not assuming anything, but
we are charged with the responsibility of considering a bill that has
passed one of the Houses of Congress and is before us.
You may file the rest of your brief if you desire.
We want to be courteous to you, but there is no need of continuing
any discussion along those lines.
Mr. DFNSON. Very well, sir. I will file the statement.
(The extension of brief filed by Mr. Denson is as follows:)
EXTENSION OF RBiF

OF W. A. DESSON,

BIRMINoTON,

ALA.

You assume you must have taxes and you must have their suicides, premature
deaths, undernourished bodies, inadequately educated children, and all the rest,
so well known to all of us; and so recent, the wounds are still with us; 70
percent of the flower of our youth found to be undernourished when examined
by the Government for admission into Its armed forces-organized to defend
the American way of life.
THE AMERICAN WAY

OF

LIFE

It is no excuse for the Representatives In Congiess to say they created the
Federal Reserve System and then permitted that System to be operated by a board
composed of bankers, any more than it would be an excuse for the exploitation of
the public by high freight rates, to say that they created the Interstate Commerce
Commission and then permitted It to be operated by the railroad presidents.
In the year 1939 the banks and insurance companies, the latter being but
another Illy concaled form of bank, having Identically the same ownership as the
former, appropriated to their own control more than 50 billions of the 73 billions
of wealth created that same year by the wealth producers of thW. country.
On less than one-ihird of this amount the four forms of government-municipal,
county, State, and National-are annually operated, in normal times, at their
greatest efficiency. In other words, with this money In the municipal, county,
State, and National treasuries, where the express mandate of the Federal Constitution requires It to be, there would be no necessity, whatever, for any taxes,
In any form, to be levied against the citizens and their property, and after having
met the expense of government, in Its most efficient operation, there would still
remain in said treasuries more than $35,000,000,000; or, placing the sum of newly
created wealth at $110,000,000,000, the figure reported by the Government for the
last fiscal year, there would remain In said treasuries, after the payment of all
costs of government-munelpal, county, State, and National-more than $63,000.000,000 to he applied on the expense of the conduct of this war, and that too
without the levy of $1 of taxation, and without the issuance of a single, so-called,
Defense bond, or even stamp.
The continuation of this stupendous economic waste--namely, five-sevenths of
the entire annually created wealth of this Nation, diverted, in direct violation of
the express mandate of the Federal Constitution, into the possession of organized
groups of individuals, who never have, do not now, and never will create $1 of
wealth-is utterly Incompatible with that degree of efficiency demanded by the
exigencies essential to the winning of the conflict in which the Nation now finds
7609-42--voL 2-55
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itself engaged. Such communism-and we use the phrase advisedly, for the ordinary nonproducing Communist demands that his share only equal that of the
wealth producer, while these banker nonproducing Communists demand their
share be two and one-half times the producer's-such communism, we repeat, cannot be allowed to continue to exhaust the resources of this Nation, and at the same
time the Nation be expected to win this war.
Is it not plainly apparent that the dark and gruesome economic picture of the
bankers' propaganda, now being dished out to the citizens of this country over
their exclusive, venal, radio, and through their subsidized press, has for its
foundation not the expense of the carrying on of this war, but the continulince of
the maintenance of the bankers' communism, set forth above? And that every
economic deprivation, now being enforced upon the citizenship of this country,
is for, and will continue In the future to be for, the avaricious cupidity of bankers' communism-with no connection whatever with the successful waging of
this war, except as an obstruction thereto, impoverishing this generation, and
enslaving its posterity.
If this war is to he won, and this Nation, in the future, to enjoy any one, or all,
of the four freedoms, for the establishment of which, as so often declared by the
proclamation of the President of the United States of America, this war is being
waged, then these men must be driven from the Hulls of the Nation's Congress, and
their Influence, if any, in the Nation's White House, terminated.
It was the governmental theory of these men which sapped the fighting spirit
of France, brought England almost to her knees, created the conditions which
brought forth Hitler in Germany, Mussolini in Italy, and will as surely create
the same sort of creature In America; or, losing the war, place the "Iron Heel of
Hitler" on our necks.
We respectfully submit that It is the determination of these men, and their
efforts to curry Into effect such determination-to maintain their control over
money in direct violation of the express mandate of the Constitution, and secure
to themselves the infinitely stupendous loot resulting therefrom-that is responsible for every form of corruption In the life of this Nation; no one is allowed In
the public life of the Nation, who has the Intelligence, the integrity, and the
courage to challenge the legality of their constitutionally outlawed scheme; they
crush him with a brutality, having no parallel in hIstory ; they own, control, and
dominate the press, the radio, the cinema, and every means of propaganda, and
therewith crystallize public opinion, electing our representatives, selecting our
executives, and appointing our judiciary; enacting our laws, construing our laws,
and executing them; thereby dominating every branch of the government, corrupting every election, and, if allowed to continue In their course, will reduce
the great, grand, and glorious Government created by the Constitution, designed
by our forefathers, to the most despotic, reprehensible oligarchy that the history
of civilization gives any account of.
It is respectfully submitted, that if the profits of the banks, including also
the insurance companies, went into the treasuries of the municipalities, counties,
States, and Nation for the benefit of all the people, instead of becoming loot
In the pockets of these private individuals, then there would be removed from
our national life the soil in which burgeons all of the corrupt, despotic, tyrannical,
onpresslon threatening the loss of this war, and the life and liberties of this
Nation, now and hereafter; and it is further respectfully submitted, that the
solemn, sacred oath of each and every Member of both Houses of the National
Congress, to preserve, protect, and defend the Constitution, demands such Immediate action on his or her part.
A asuu]
In conclusion we respectfully submit the following recapitulation:
Neither the war of combat, now engaging the Nation, nor the economic war,
which Is to follow, can be won, unless the Government operates the banks, IncludIng in said term, insurance companies; that the profits of said business be the
property of government-municipal, county, State, and national--and the
vast sums of money invested therein be doposlted with and subject to the control
of said government. One of these concerns, alone, has over 23 billions of assets,
more than all of the Government's gold, and twice the amount of money now
circulating in the marts of trade and industry; thereby enabling the board of
directors of this concern to withdraw from circulation every dollar of money now
in circulation; and, were it not for the wholesome law which you enacted at the.
very beginning of the Seventy-third Cotigresa, Would enable them to take unto
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themselves every particle of gold now In possession of the Government, as the
property of the people of the United States of America; and would, thereby,
enable said board of directors of said concern to determine, as to every citizen
of the United States, whether lie, she, or it (if the citizen be a corporation) shall
sink or swim, survive or perish, live or die, financialy, professionally, politically,
and socially. Then where is the seat of our Government? Is it in Washington,
where are gathered and assembled the duly elected representatives of the people,
or iviIt In the council chamber where are gathered the board of directors of this
concern? Remember, government is power; and, without power, there can be
no government, whatever may be the form thereof; and where the power is, there
also is the government, whether you will, or no.
It Is respectfully submitted that, if our Government is to continue a government
of laws and not of men; if government of the people, by the people, and for the
people is not to perish from the earth; then the President and Congress of the
United States of America must keep their oaths, and enforce the Constitution
in the respect herein delineated.
Respectfully submitted.
W. A. Dviso.

The

CHAMMMAN.

Dr. Fisher.

STATEMENT OF IRVING FISHER, PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF
ECONOMICS, YALE UNIVERSITY, NEW HAVEN, CONN.
Mr. FiS7ER. My name is Irving Fisher, professor emeritus of economics of Yale University. I think it will save the time of the com-

mittee if I read what I have to say.
My chief suggestion is that you should(I)Put a special tax on that part of personal incomes which is
spent;
(2) Reduce, or still better, abolish, all taxes on that part of incomes,
whether personal or corporate, which ip ,ived.
In making this suggestion I am representing no business, industry,
organization, or other special interest. I speak merely as a student of
the subject, having written about it, especially a book on what I call
"constructive" income taxation. Advance copies of this book, I hope,
will be available for this committee in a week or two.
Although I have no ax to grind, I doubt if anyone who has appeared
before this committee can have a keener wish than I do to see that
you find the best tax measure you can, I have this wish so keenly
cause of the critical situation in which our country now finds itself.
The war is going too well from Hitler's viewpoint. Clearly a long
fight lies ahead, a fight which we must finance wisely.' I most seriously believe that, so far, we have not been very wise. I even fear
that, unless we correct our biggest mistake, as I see it, worse disasters may come in the long years ahead.
I mean that we are, in taxing savings and undivided profits, killing
the goose that lays the golden egg. We may thereby get a little more
tax revenue this year but we are killing revenues in future years, revenues which will be even more needed then than now.
I have no patent on this idea that to tax savings is urwise. John
Stuart Mill, the great English economist, philosopher, and parliamentarian, stated the principle clearly and crisply in the following words:
If, Indeed, reliance could be placed on the conscience of the contributors, or
sufficient security taken for the correctness of their statements by collateral
precautions, the proper mode of assessing an income tax would be to tax only
the part of Income devoted to expenditure, exempting that which Issaved. For
when saved and Invested (and allsavings, speaking generally, are invested) it
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thenceforth pays income tax on the Interest or profit which it brings, notwithstanding that it has already been taxed on the principal. Unless, therefore,
savings are exempted from Income tax, the contributors are twice taxed on what
they save, and only once on what they spend. To tax the sum invested, and
afterward tax aLbo the proceeds of the investment, is t0 tax the same portion
of the contributor's means twice over.
Mill also appeared before a parliamentary committee to champion
the exemption of savings, saying:
But what I should lay down as a perfectly unexceptionable and Just principle
of income tax, Ifit were capable of being practically realized, would be to exempt
an savings.
Other authorities have written similarly, including Alfred Marshall, the world's leading economist of the last ge-neration and many
others in many countries.
Here in Congress, our own Ogden L. Mills, the leading American
authority on taxation in his day, introduced a bill for a spendings tax.
I learned day before yesterday that Mr. C. W. Hazelett had advocated the same idea before this committee. I may add that he reached

the idea independently, finding in it a good case of what he so well
calls "incentive taxation"; for to tax spendings would be an incentive
to spend less, and to take off taxes on savings would be an incentive
to save more.
The only claim to originality which I can make is this: I have found
a way to make the calculation of spendings a precise calculation. You
will remember that John Stuart Mill begged Parliament to find a
way to calculate spendings precisely. It did not succeed. The lack
of such a calculation procedure has hitherto prevented the adoption of
a spendings tax, though it has often been proposed, and bills have been
introduced in Parliament as well as our Uongress.
Secretary Morgenthau has well said that what we need is to reduce
our spendings and increase our savings. That is the soup'lest of sound
wartime economics. And the best way to reduce spendings and increase savings is to tax spendings and untax savings.
The New York Times of June 28,1942, stated that:
The Treasury, seeking a way to impose higher income taxes than these In the
pending bill without penalizing too heavily persons who have fixed debt charges
to meet, Is studying a special Income levy from which at least part of "saved"
income would be exempt.
A spendings tax," imposed on top of the Income tax, would Increase the tax
on income ordinarily spent for commodities but not on Income used, for example,
to meet mortgage payments.
The Idea, it was learned today, was broached by Randolph Paul, tax adviser
to Secretary Morgenthau, in a memorandum prepared for the Ways and Means
Committee. Mr. Paul Indicated that the exemptions would cover such things
as payments on a home, purchase of war bonds and possibly life insurance
premiums.
His memorandum said:
"Even under this separate tax, a complete exemption of all savings might be
unnecessary; one-half or three-quarters, or some other fraction of the saved
income could be exempt.
'The spending tax would differ from a sales tax in at least three respects:
"(1) It would be collected directly from the consumer, not from business firms;
"(2) It would grant personal exemptions and a credit for dependents; and
"(3) It would have a progressive rate scale, graduated by spending brackets."

It will be seen that Mr. Paul, according to this dispatch, would not
or as he says "might" not be willing to go the whole way in exempting
savings
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Others besides Mr. Paul have expressed a partial acceptance of the
idea of exempting savings, including Prof. Roswell Magill, formerly
Under Secretary of the Treasury.
personally, I would like to go the whole way and at once. This is
war and we must not, as Simon Lake, the inventor of the submarine,
recently said, hesitate to take up new ideas. He who hesitates is lost.
A nation may be lost that way. We need all the help we can get.
Nevertheless, if you think you cannot go the whole way, half a loaf
is better than no bread, and I deem it one of the greatest merits of
my proposal that it lends itself to any degree of adoption, or to
eventual complete adoption by degrees. All I now ask is that you
give the matter the attention it deserves and, to my mind, it deserves
your main attention.
In other words, if not now then later when you are not so pressed
for time, I would recommend a thoroughgoing reform of our present
income taxes, by repealing all taxes whatsoever on savings.
By "savings" is meant any sort of capital-accumulation and whether
of individuals, partnerships, or corporations.
The immediate proposal is to place special new taxes on all personal
spendings above a specified minimum exemption, such, for instance1
as exemptions of $500 for single individuals and $1,000 for married
couples.
To illustrate, and this is only illustration, for a single individual
the new tax might be 5 percent on his spending up to $,000-that is,
on whatever thereof exceeds the minimum exemption, the said $500On the next $5,000 or any part thereof, that is, up to spending of
$10,000, the tax would be, say, 10 percent.
For the-next brfsket up to$15,000, 15 percent.
Up to $20,000, 20 percent.
To $25,000, 25 percent.
And so on, up to a maximum rate of 50 percent for the last $5,000
bracket (namely, $45,000 to $50,000), and beyond. Thereafter the
same 50 percent without further progression, in view of the high
rates already applying to the upper brackets in our existing incometax laws.
For married couples making joint returns, the bracket ranges should
be doubled, that is, not $5,000but $10,000, which is $5,000 for each of
the two people.
To reckon the spendings the special way to which I referred is an
indirect way, not by adding up the separate spendings for food, clothing, rent, amusements, and so forth, which can never be precise, but
by adding up the gross receipts from all sources and then deducting
certain specific items to be specified in the law. The most essential
deductibles are:
All business expenses and reinvestments;
All taxes paid within the taxableyear; and
Reasonable deductions for dependents.
What is left after the deductions must necessarily be personal
spendings.
A detailed schedule for thus ascertaining personal spendings is given
in my forthcoming book.
It will be seen that this proposed new tax is not merely a spending
tax but a luxury tax.
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The minimum exemptions and the deductions for dependents mean
that there is no tax on necessities, as is involved in a sales tax. The
spendings of the very poor would not be taxed at all. Only the middle
class and the rich would bear the tax. Moreover, the greater the
spendings-which means the more luxurious--the higher the rate.
Such a luxury tax is more truly a luxury tax than any tax which
can be devised on cpecifio luxuries such as costly automobiles or
oriental rugs.
It is absolutely impossible to define satisfactorily a luxury as a
specific object. But it is easy to specify, and with absolute definiteness what constitutes luxurious spending and in all its gradations.
There are many arguments to support a policy of reducing or removing the taxation of savings. The two chief arguments are:
(1) That such a tax constitutes a subtle form of double taxation, one
unjust to the saving taxpayer, while its converse, the double exemption
of dissavings is unjust to the Governmnt;
(2) That such a tax is destructive of capital and therefore of its
income--especially in the case of young growing industries; for it is
a tax on, and so a deterrent to, that growth or expansion.
First as to the double taxation argument:
To take an analogy-and this is only an analogy-if we lay a tax
of 1 percent on an orange grove of 100 trees, we may (theoretically)
do it simply by handing over, once for all, 1 tree to the Government.
This is equivalent to handing over annually the oranges which 1 tree
bears. But to do both, to hand over 1 tree at first and then to hand
over annually 1 percent of the oranges borne by the 99 trees remaining,
is virtually to hand over two series of oranges and reduce the fruit
of the orchard twice; for the only value of an orange tree lies in its
yield of oranges. That'is, 1 tree is handed over outright and, in effect,
a second tree is set aside or earmarked for the Government, since its
fruit or 99 percent of it must go to the Government.
So also the value of $100 of savings lies in its fruit--its interest. To
pay a tax of $1 on the $100 and then, in addition, to pay a 1-percent tax
on the fruit of the remaining $99 is virtually to hand- over two'sets
of fruit.
Any tax on savings is merely a pretax on their yield. If we are to
tax the yield after it comes we should not also tax it before it comesunless, of course, we really want for some special reason to tax the
same thing twice.
And, just as it is inequitable for the taxpayer to have to pay twice
on his gains, so it is inequitable for the Government to have to grant
double exemption for his losses.
We all remember how shocked the whole country was to learn that
J. Pierpont Morgan and his partners were paying no income taxes
during the depression. But they were not to blame. The law is to
blame when it deprives the Government of revenue by allowing capital
losses to be deducted besides the later deprivation which follows
from the lessened income due to those losses.
The second argument is eveu stronger. A tax on savings or any
form of capital accumulation is a penalty on and a deterrent to,
expansion.
An airplane factory-and this was written before the testimony
you had from the Boeing Aircraft Co.--should have every incentive
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to enlarge. But if all its earnings are taxed, including its undivided
profits, those plowed back in the business, this reinvestment is thereby
penalized when it should be encouraged.
The destructive effect of taxing savings and business expansion is
far more important than is realized.
Savings or capital increases are a very peculiar and sensitive sort
of income if we choose to call them income at all. To tax them kills
them. The consequences are, paradoxically, that the higher the tax
the less the tax yields that more can be collected out of an estate left
at death than out of the installments out of which it was accumulated,
and even that more can be gotten by taxing the estate alone than by
taxing both the estate and the installments which built it up.
All of these contentions can be substantiated mathematically. Every
reduction you make in taxes on savings means:
(1) An increase in the Nation's capital equipment; and so,
(2) An increase in future taxes as well as in immediate power to
buy Government bonds.
As to increased future trixes, the chief increase will be in death
duties.
The death of the accumulator usually marks the end of any rapid
accumulation. From a fiscal point of view, therefore, there is usually
little, if any advantage in delaying beyond that point the taxation
of savings, ii savings are ever to be taxed at all; while, from a social
point o view, the argument is strong to appropriate much of the
accumulation on the ground that the heirs do not deserve much of what
they did not themselves save. From every point of view, therefore,
the death of the accumulator marks an appropriate, in fact the only
appropriate, time to tax accumulations of capital, that is, savings.
That is the only proper savings tax.
And this brings us to the second way to help the Government
finance.
Taxation is being overdone. The rates are too high. There are
other ways more important. One is increased Government economy.
Another is what I especially stress here, increased investment of
savings in Government loans.
The plan here proposed would mean increased savings and, therefore
more opportunity to invest in Government bonds which in fact could
be made compulsory more easily than at present. In other words,
the plan (to tax spending and untax savings) would immediatel
help Government financing either through more taxes or through
more loans from savings or both. This would appeal to the administration and all responsible for raising funds for the war.
In wartime we are shooting away our savings and cannot afford
to tax them away besides. In particular, I stress not so much war
taxes as war loans out of savings as a means of financing the war.
It is true that after the Government has crippled industry by taxing profits which ought to be for expansion, the Government can atid
does turn around and lends the industry the money it has just taken
Ths policy will land us in State socialism after this war if we do
not look out. Our Government expenditures in financing the expansion will swallow up all our receipts from the taxes on the expansion.
There is, I submit, no fiscal advntage in such taxation. On the con-
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trary, there is, later, a serious disadvantage. For, if we do not let
business retain out of its earnings, the wherewithal for financing its
own expansion, we cannot get so much in taxes later.
I do not object to a 90-percent or 94-percent tax so far as it applies
to income spent, in the highest bracket. But great harm will come so
far as the tax applies to income saved and invested in the war effort.
There should be no limitation on what is saved, only on what is
spent.
The papers report that a distinguished Senator, appearing before
your committee, advocated the preservation of the standard of living
in our lower income brackets. I hope he was misquoted; for it seems
to me that except for an incompressible minimum we should all sacrifice on our standards of living, which is merely another name for
spendings. And I believe that almost every man and every woman
among us is willing or even eager to do this, if the sacrifices are fair.
In many ways the proposed measure would help combat inflation
whereas the present system, by killing savings, compels the Government to make fictitious loans, that is, to borrow of banks out of newly
created credit; in other words, out of inflationary issues of "check
book money."
My main point is that the two parts of income, spendings and savings, are very different and should be treated differently in our tax
program. Our taxes should come largely from taxing spendings, and
our subscriptions to Government bonds should come largely from
untaxing savings.
The CnAmm

rx.Thank you very much, Professor.

Are there any questionsI
Mr. FiSnxE. I have a little bit more; but I think I will just file
that.
Senator TAUr. A corollary of your theory would be the complete
repeal of the capital gain and loss taxes?
Mr. Fisnxa. Yes, sir.
Senator TAmt. Both ways?
Mr. FsHRi.

Yes, sir.

Senator TAFT. Wipe them out now?
Mr. FISnER. Capital gains and losses are a particularly bad way of
taxing savings. There is a straddle there. A capital gain is not always a gain within the taxable year, but a gain that may have been
going on for. 10 years, and if taxed at all should have*been taxed
before.
Senator DAVIS. How much revenue would you raise under this plan
that you have set forth here on page 5?
Mr. FIsn R. I got one of the Government tax experts to try to
estimate that. Of course, it is based on the existence of the present
income tax. If the present income tax were abolished and this were
substituted it would raise many times as much, but if it were merely
superimposed on what we already have he estimated, I believe, it
would raise between a half a billion and a billion-perhaps three
quarters of a billion dollars. But that was given merely for illustration. I will say this, with the utmost confidence: That-while I
have not tried to make, and I do not think I would be capable of making any exact computation as to what you could raise by thoroughly
revising our system to conform to these principles-I am satisfied
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that you would raise much more than now, probably several times as
much in the end-thougli not in the first year.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Professor.

Are there other portions of your statement that you desire to have
entered in the record?
Mr. FisHER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Just hand them to the reporter.

(The supplemental statement submitted by Mr. Fisher is as follows:)
SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT OF PROF. IRVING FISHE, YALE UirrVERSITY, NEW HAVEN,

CONN.
The following quotations from the book Constructive Income Taxation will
give a rough idea of how a spendings tax can be set up:
"An entirely new approach to Income-tax legislation has long been needed.
This is evidenced by the amendments to the laws which have been piling into our
statute books year after year through a quarter of a century. The volume of
them has become stupendous and still grows. Moreover, as this book goes to
press, the need of reform has become more urgent than ever, by reason of the
new tangles which our defense and war problems have introduced and the frantic
efforts of Congress again to rewrite the tax laws.
"In our opinion, the present income taxes are objectionable in many ways.
For instance:
"(1) They are unfair, both to the taxpayer and to the Government, not only
because they impose double taxation (by taxing savings and their fruits) and
allow double exemption, but also because they thus tax the producers of the
Nation's wealth more heavily than those who merely spend, especially the 'Idle
rich.'
"(2) By taxing the increase of capital, they kill the most important geese which
lay, for us all, the most important golden eggs.
"(3) They are unwise, largely because they actually kill much of the revenue
which they should produce.
"(4) Their administration is unduly costly and vexatious to the taxpayer; and
their uncertainty and complexity require the continuous employment of expensive tax specialists in government, In business, and in private life.
"(5) They keep a sword of Damocles hanging over the head of the taxpayer.
Several years after his original return has been filed with great care and in
good faith, he is still exposed to the chance of receiving from the Treasury a
deficiency notice, which It is often difficult and costly to contest.
"THE TAX BASE

"The essential feature of our proposal Is that the proposed tax base is income
spent; that is, income used for consumption purposes, excluding all income saved,
such as undivided profits an'd Investments, presumably used .for production
purposes.
"'low do we figure what we spend In a day? We need only two data:
"1. The amount we had to spend; that Is, what we had or received during the
day.
"2. The amount we (lid not spend; that Is, the amount left over as determined by counting at the end of the day.
"The application of this simple procedure to the tax problem is the only
novelty In the present proposal.
"Moreover, the data needed for this calculAtion are considerably more trustworthy than those used in our present income taxes, which often depend on
debatable estimates.
"We propose, then, to reckon tie taxable spending,;, not by adding together
the separate items spent for food, clothing, rent, amusements, etc., but by adding
together the gross receipts from all sources and then deducting all items of
outgo other than 'spending.' The chief deductions under this proposal are
Investments, taxes paid during the taxable year, the proper exemptions for the
taxpayer and his dependents.
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"T IE TAX WOULD BE A LUXURY TAX

"It will b seen that our proposed new income tax Is not merely a spending
tax; it is practically a luxury-spending trx-'luxury' being defined as any excess
above reasonable necesities. These necessities would mostly escape the tax
through the 'minimum exemption.' Thus, unlike a sales tax, this luxury tax would
allow little or no taxir.g of necessities; and would spare completely the speridings
of the very poor. The middle class and, still more, the rich would bear the
burden; for, the greater the spendirgs-which means the more luxurlow-the
higher the rate.
"WOULD ALso BE A Nr

CASH AND YIELD TAX

"To this proposed tax, either of two names may be applied-one, as just indicated, in terms of disbursements and the other in terms of receipts:
"(1) It is a tax on spendinfp.
"(2) It is a tax on what Is here called net cash yield.
"Net cash yield may be defined as the gross payments received by the taxpayer
in the taxable year from all income sources, less any payments he may make into
income sources during that same year, and less certain other deductions to be
specified by law.
"Following is an outline of what the proposal would include In an individual's
tax return In order to arrive at his 'net cash yield' (or its equal, his spendinggs'.
THE TAx Rwrvua
(To be filled out by ta7;payer for a given taxable year (under a net cash yield system) I

Report all cash yields from (a) work, (b)
balances

investments, etc., and (o) cash

(A) WORK

1. Net cash receipts from salaries, wages, fees, commissions.
(B) INVESTMENTS, ETC.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Net 'ash receipts from private business, partnerships, syndicates, pools.
Dividends.
Rents and royalties.
Interest received, less interest paid (the difference may be either plus or
minus).
6. (As to principal of loans to others:) Repayments received on such loans
less any lendings made in the taxable year (may be either plus or
minus).
7. (As to principal of loans from others:) Any borrowlrg less repayments I
(either plus or minus).
8 All cash received from sales of Investments, less allcash paid out In purchase of investments and less all brokerage and other expenses Incidental to said transactions (plus or minus).
9. Cash from windfalls, gifts, bonuses, insurance, bequests, etc.
10. Net cash from any other sources (specify).
11. Total net cash yield from "investments etc." (sum of lines 2-10).
(C) CAB!! HAANGE

12. Cash on hand at beginning of year.
13. Cash on hand at end of year.
14. Net cash yield from cash balance (line 12 less line 13) (plus br minus).
SUMMARY

15. (a) From work (line 1 repeated).
16. (b) From "investments etc." (line 11 repeated).
17. (c) Drawn (net) from cash balance (line 14 repeated).
'But when these repayments to others consist of paying off a mortgage on a dwelling or
other consumer goods, the repayment may, for simplilety, be treated as spendings. See
appendix to part 1.
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1& Total net cash yield from all sources (sum of lines 15, 16, 17, but subject
to deductions below).
DE)UOTIONS (OF OUTGO') TO BE SPEIFOALLY AUTHORIZED BY LAW

19. Payments, made within the taxable year, of all taxes.
20. Payments of Insurance premiums for business purposes and of all lifeinsurance premiums.
21. Costs of medical, nursing, surgical, and dental care, subject to specific
legal limitations.
22. Funeral expenses, birth expenses, both subject to specific legal limitations.
23. Fines, forfeitures, penalties, and payments for damages.
24. Gifts and contributions made by the taxpayer, subject to specific legal
limitations.
25. Minimum exemptions of taxpayer and dependents.
26. Any other deductions authorized by law.
27. Total deductions (sum of lines 19-26).
FINAL RESULT

28 Taxable spendlngs (line 18 less line 27).
'The foregoing form of tax return is sufficient for purposes of our exposition.
In practice, of course, other details would be supplied, as to the progression
brackets, special rates on (or 'credits' for) personally 'earned income' (line 1),
taxes paid at source, allocation of tax between periods and between Americai
and foreign sources, so as to provide for the deduction of foreign taxes, if any,
or perhaps the deduction merely of the foreign proportion of an inclusive American tax. We need not discuss these complications here.'
"Also, of course, the form of return would be accompanied by routine explanations and directions.
"WHEREWITEIAL FOR TAXES ALWAYS AVAILABLE

"One merit of the proposed system Is that it imposes a tax where and when
there'is cash out of which to pay the tax. That is, if we go back to the gross
receipts before any disbursements are taken out (whether for reinvestments, for
spendings, or for any other purposes), there is always wherewithal for paying
the tax.
"This is not always true of other taxes. A tax on property may be imposed
when the property yields no cash. In such a case the tax has to be financed
from some other source than the property itself. A tax on cash yield need never
be financed unless the wherewithal is recklessly dissipated.
"COULD BE ADOPTED GRADUALLY

"The ultimate objective of this proposal for Income-tax reform isto substitute the net cash yield tax (or luxury-spendings tax) for all existing Income
'oxes, but this substitution could, if desired, be approached by.successive stages
especially if the stirt were made in wartime. Without necessarily repealing
or even altering the existing income taxes of either individuals or corporations.
we could add to existing taxes the luxury-spendings tax here proposed, and call
It a new war tax. If this recommendation were adopted, it would be easy after
the war to continue the new tax while repealing the preexisting income taxes
or gradually reducing them until only the new spendings tax remained.
"Another approach would be to transform gradually our existing personalincome tax into a net cash yield *ax. For Instance, we could begin by abolishing
the troublesome capital-gains tax (see ch. 15) and substituting the English
system (see ch. 19) or, still better, the tax indicated by line 8 of the above
tax return. Next, we could introduce the analogous taxes (plus or minas)
indicated by lines 6 and 7, which are seldom important.
"These simple changes would accomplish 99 percent ot the desired transformation. For the rest of our tax return is substantially Identical with existing laws.
'No deductions of income are recommended, Finch as from tax-exempt securities.
discussion of thedeductible Items. see appendix to part 1.
I The problem of allocation is discussed in appendix to part I.

For
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All that would be needed to complete the transformation would be theadoption
of lines 9 and 10 (rarely applicable) and 14 (of infinitesimal Importance).
"Trhe above change refer to personal-income taxes. As to corporation-income
taves, the Important step, if their abolition must also be gradual, would be to
reduce and then abolish all taxes on corporate profits, especially profits not
distributed as dividends.
"We make these suggestions for a gradual transition simply because new Ideas
must usually win their way slowly. We would greatly prefer to have the plan
adopted Immediately and in full. If this were done, we believe (for reasons
which will appear In due course) that Immediate benefits would result, and
that these benefits would, as argued In elapters 9 and 10, speedily grow to colossal
proportions, far beyond what, at first blush, would seem possible."

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Connolly.
STATEMENT OF JOHNY L.CONNOLLY, ST. PAUL, MINN., SECRETARY
AND GENERAL COUNSEL, MINNESOTA MINING & MANUFACTURING C0.
Mr. CoNNoL y. Mr.Chairman and members of the committee,
y
name is John L. Connolly. I am secretary and general counsel of
the Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co., St. Paul, Minn., which
is and has been for the past 30 years engaged exclusively in the manufacture of coated abrasives, which is sandpaper, "Scotch" adhesive
tape, rubber cement, roofing granules, and other related products.
NORMAL AND EXCESS-PROFITS TAX RATES PROVIDED BY HOUSE BILL

Our primary purpose in appearing before your committee is to urge
upon you the necessity for giving further consideration to growth
companies in the matter of establishing an excess-profits tax. The
Revenue Act of 1942 as passed by the House imposes an excess-profits
tax of 90 percent on corporate earnings in excess of the excess-profits
tax credit, which credit may be computed at the election of the taxpayer either under the invested capital or average earnings method;
and a rate of 45 percent on the normal tax net income.
With an excess-profits tax rate of 90 percent, it becomes important
to corporations which were growing steadily prior to 1940 that only
true excess profits be taxed.
PRESENT METBfOD FOR DETERMINING AVERAGE EARNINGS CREDIT

On March 8,1941, the act was amended to permit use of the average
net income for the base period or to use the average net income for the
base period produced by the so-called growth formula. The base
period is divided into two parts-the years 1936 and 1.937 representIng the first half and the years 1938 and 1939 representing the second
half.
If the income for the first half is exceeded by the income for the
second half, one-half the excess is added to the total for the second
half, and this result is divided by 2, with the limitation that the
average earnings credit by this formula canxitt exceed the highest income of any year in the base period.
On June 26,1942, the House Ways and Means Committee tentatively
adopted an amendment which would permit corporations a further
election in computing their average earnings credit by substituting
for any year in the base period 75 percent of the average of the 3 bettor
years.
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Before the act was reported to the House, this election was elimiiated.
8UG0(E5riTD AMENDMENTS TO THE EX-ESS-PRoFrrS TAX ACT

In line with the foregoing record, which indicates clearly that Congress recognizes the need for special consideration for growth companies, I submit for the consideration of your committee a recommendation that section 713 be amended in the following particulars:
(1) The full average earnings for the base period be allowed as a
credit.
(2) Permit corporations a third election. In all cases where the
average earnings for the second half of the base pe,,.iod exceeds by
25 Percent or more the ave,:age earnings for the first half of the base
period, the right to substitute the average earnings for the years 1937
and 1939 for tie year 1938
(3) Eliminate the provision to the effect that the excess-profits tax
credit cannot exceed the amount of the net income for the highest year
in the base period.
EFFET OF SUGGESTED AMENDMENTS

To my knowledge no estimate has been made as to the effect on the
revenues of raising the credit from 95 percent to 100 percent.
Great Britain and Canada permit earnings at 100 percent. Your
committee and the House committee recognized the soundness of the
policy of allowing the compfitation of the credit on the basis of average
earnings; and it is recognized that a method for computing excess
profits based upon invested .apital alone will penalize many corporations and favor their competitors.
Many examples of this may be cited, one of which is a corporation
organized in a period of low values would be discriminated against in
favor of a corporation organized in a period of high values.
Therefore, it seems (c, me that if average earnings is a proper yardstick to measure the credit of certain corporations, no reduction should
be made after the credit has been properly determined. If the credit
is reduced by 5 percent, why can it not be reduced by 50 percent?
In order to determine what effect the second and third proposals
might have upon revenue, an analysis of the publicly owned companies
listed in Moody's, Investors' Service for 1941 was made.- It was found,
because this formula provides such a rigid test for growth, that out
of the several thousand companies listed, only 204 would be able to
meet this test.
The total increase in the earnings credit for these growth companies
would be $17 500,000. With an excess-profits tax rate of 90 percent
and a normal tax rate of 45 percent, there would be a reduction in
revenue of $7,875,000.
It is possible that your committee would prefer that this average
be applied for any 2 years, and be substituted for the income or deficiD
for any year in the base period; also, you might desire to reduce the
figure from 25 percent to some lower percentage.
This amendment would give separate consideration to growth companies whose average earnings for the second half of the base period..1938 and 1939--exceeded by 25 percent or more their average earnings
for 1936 and 1937.
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By giving this additional consideration to truly growth companies,
Cong-ress ,ould be making recognition of the fact that these companies
which showed steady and increased earnings during the trying years
of the base period were carrying a large share of the tax load during
that period prior to the national defense period.
We submit further that these companies which were making money
and paying taxes during the base period prior to the war-preparation
period are the companies most likely to be making profits after the war
is over and are the companies upon which the Nation will depend
largely for payment of taxes on profits in the post-war period.
We urge that a distinction be made between these companies with
such earning records during the base period and those companies
which showed little, if any, profits and in many cases, losses, until
the war-preparation work was undertaken.
RENEGOTIATION OF ARMY, NAVY,

AND MARITIME COMMISSION CONTRACTS

Section 403 (a), Public Law 528, Seventy-seventh Congress, approved April 28, 1942, which is the act authorizing the renegotiation
of contracts with the Army, Navy, and Maritime Commission, should
be repealed for the following reasons:
(1) If this act remains on the statute books, all new plants for the
manufacture of war activities will have to be financed by Federal
Government, as no contractor will (and lie cannot be expected to)
finance new plants for the manufacture of war materials and wait several years before lie will be able to determine at what price it is to
be sold.
(2) Taxpayers who have had Government contracts and paid State
income, Federal income, and excess-profits taxes upon the basis of
the original contract are now asked to renegotiate.
The Treasury Department will have authority to make the necessary adjustments in the Federal income and excess-profits taxes if
the contract is renegotiated, but I know of no State with a State
income tax which has such authority.
(3) Corporatio' 3 using the invested capital method for determining
excess- profits credit will be unable to determine their earned surplus.
(4) No such legislation is necessary. Any doubtful question can be
met by contract arrangement.
Senator BARKLFY. The renegotiation of contracts was enacted by
Congress as a substitute for rigid profit limitation, and it was done,
at least in part, at the request of business. What is your suggestion
about a substitute?
Mr. CONNOLLY. If yOU are asking me for a substitute, I would say
that any renegotiation should come after all taxes have been paid and
taken into consideration. There should be then certain definite limits
as to how far back you might go in renegotiating.
Senator BARKLEY. It is not a fundamental objection you have then
to the renegotiation, but the limitations that are placed upon it, is
that true?
Mr. CONNOLLY. I do have a fundamental objection to renegotiation,
Senator Barkley, but I say if we bave t o have renegotiations, they
should come only aftr all taxes have been paid. I don't think they
are necessary.
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And my last point I make here is this, that no such legislation is
necessary, because any doubtful question can be met by contract arrangements. And to amplify that statement, Senator, I have in
mind a situation where the Government and the contractor, neither
is able to determine what the article to be manufactured is to
cost-it is a new article. They can make provision in their contract
in the first instance to provide that if and when the cost is determined,
the profit shall be so much.
Senator BARKLEY. Of course, where they have a contract permitting
renegotiation, the law is not necessary at all-you don't have to have a
law to enforce that kind of a contract if it is entered into between the
contractor and the Government at the time. But they had developed
some rather incongruous situations prior to the enactment of this lawwhich did not come out of this committee, by the way.
Mr. CoNNoU.Y. I realize that, Senator. Maybe the Senator is referrinK to the famous, or the infamous case of Jacks--I guess is the name
of it.

Senator

BARKLT.

Jacks or hijacks?

Mr. CONNOLLY. Wheti you come right down to it, I think that the
Treasury Department has been meeting those situations for many
years, to my knowledge, where they have been paying out profits under
the guise of bonuses or salaries. I think with the 90-percent excessprofits tax and a 40- or 45-percent normal tax, in the general line of
articles that are being sold to the Government, you have nothing to
worry about.
Senator BANKLET. I think that one of the reasons why Congress
repealed the profit limitations on Government contracts was because
they thought they could reach it better in the tax bill than you could
by rigid limitation of profits on a percentage basis, but a good many
companies came in voluntarily and said that they thought that they
were making too much money out of contracts that had already been
entered into and wanted to give part of it back to the Government-not
simply this "hijack" case--or whatever the name was. That one was
the most famous or infamous of them all, but there were a good many
situations where the contractors realized that where contracts were
entered into in a hurry-and had to be, you cannot sit down over a table
for weeks and haggle over prices on a war contract that may supply
vital material. And it turns out that some of them had made more
than they really thought they ought to make in good conscience, and
they wanted to return it to the Government. They could have done it
anyhow, I suppose: but they did not. And growing out of all of these
situations, this power to renegotiate was passed. I wonder, if we
repeal that, whether you are going back to the situation that existed
prior to its enactment?
Mr. CONNOLiY. I think, Senator, those are exceptions rather than
the general rule, and to get at those exceptions you pass a general rule
and you run into more difficulty than if you took care of those particular exceptions or let them alone.
Senator TArr. Doesn't the 90 percent excess-profits tax get 90 percent in of those profits back anyway? That is the thing it seems to me
which makes the difference, the fact that we are now imposing a 90
percent tax where formerly we had 60 percent.
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Senator BARKIHY. I don't think the Congress or the law should
squint at unconscionable profits just to get some of it back by way
of an excess-profits tax.

Senator T-Air. The Army Renegotiation Board, I understand, has
said: "Why should we pay you the money and you pay it right back
to the Treasury I If you let us keep it, we wil1 have more to spend
on war materials." If that philosophy prevails in the Renegotiation
Board, we are not going to get very much money from excess profits.
Senator BARKLY. That may have been some individual Army
officer talking to some individual contractor rather than a policy in
general.
The CHAIRMAN. I suggested at the time of the passage of the Senate
amendment which was finally taken in conference with the first provision that was inserted in the House appropriation bill, the proposition of an over-all flat limitation after taxea-after all taxes, of say
blank percent, say 6 percent, not upon specific contracts but upon
all war contracts, prime and subcontracts, and to use the same method
of ascertaining profits and losses as you already apply in your income
tax act, so that there would not be any necessity for recomputations.
Would business have any objection to that?
Mr. CONNOLLY. I would think so, Senator George, for the reason.
that it is pretty hard to put them all under a flat 6 percent or 8 percent or 10 percent. That is one of the difficulties, as I see it, in the
attempt to renegotiate today. You cannot classify all types of contracts and put them in a certain slot and say they should make a profit
of 10 percent or 6 percent. I don't think that can be done.
The CHAIRMAN. It can be made.
Mr.

CONNOLLY.

Yes, sir; it can be done, but not to satisfying the rank

and file of contractors.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me state it again. I did not suggest that each
contract be limited, but that all the war contracts over the entire
period be subjected to a flat profit limitation, confining it to primary
contracts and those subcontracts which-well, not chasing it down to
somebody who made some paint part of which may have gone on a
battleship and some on a dwelling house-using your same method of
computing profits and losses on those war contracts that you now
use, and with a flat over-all limitation of say 6 percent or some other
percentage.
Senator BARKLEY. Any over-all limitation has to be an over-all liniitation as to all contractors. You cannot have one limitation as to one
contract and a different limitation as to another.
The CHAIMAN. My suggestion was to confine it to war businessan average flat limitation on all war contracts after taxes, because
if you undei ake to impose it before taxes, you will destroy your
revenue, and the fiscal policies of the Government insofar as it depends upon tho taxation of those profits.
Senator TAIT. You suggest a. net limitation and not a gross oneI
The CHAIRMAN. A net limitation.
Mr. CONNOLtY. I don't understand, Mr. Chairman, as to the yard-

stick. Would the percentage be applied to invested capital or would
it be applied to costs?
The CRAIrMAN. Profits on all contracts, using your same method
of computing your profits as is used in computing your profits for
taxation purposes. You would not have to duplicate your work.
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Mr. CONNOLLY. Well, take an organization that is using an in-

vested-capital method for computing excess profits-Th3 CHAIRMAN (interposing). It would not make any difference
about that. You have to find out what profits you make on a contract
before you can return it. You use that, and simply lump all of your
contracts together at the end of the war, however long it is, say over
a 5-year period, and then simply say that there shall be a flat limitation of 6 percent net after the payment of all taxes on all war contracts.
Mr. CONNOLLY. Six percent of what figure is what I am trying to
find out.
The CHAIRMAN. On the profits on your contracts.
Mr. CONNOLLY. Six percent of the invested capital or 6 percent
of the cost?
The CHAIRMAN. Whatever basis you are on; however you figure
your costs.
Mr. CONNOLLY. Well, the only objection to that, generally, as I
would see it would be that some organizations might not fel that
they should be limited or that they should have as much as others in
whatever that percentage might be.
The CHAIRMAN. That is true, but I am thinking of an over-all
limitation, because I do not think that you can get away fyom this
renegotiation without sonm substitution that will protect the Governinent and the people against unconscionable profits.
Senator TArT. 'Practically everybody here has been complaining
that they are only going to have 2 percent or 3 percent or 4 percent or
5 percent left, so'they would not be prejudiced at all.
Mr. CONNOLLY. Thie whole point, as I see it, is that you are going
to get at one group of taxpayers where there is a lot of others that are
mnXking unconscionable profits from this war effort.
The CHAIRMAN. That might be, but your excess-profits tax will
fairly well take care of them. I grant you that is troe, but I assume
that the excess-profits tax and the normal and surtaxes will fairly
well take care of the people who have no war business, who have no
Government contracts, prime contracts or subcontracts, and I would
separate that from the balance and say-that is a suggestion, I am
simply throwing it out--the suggestion was to separate them and say
that with respect to those contracts, the profit on the total of those
contracts performed by a contractor during a 5-year war period or
whatever length tile war ran, should not exceed, after all taxes, the net
profits shall not exceed more than a certain fixed percentage. I suggested 6 percent. That, it seems to me, does not make it necessary to
renegotiate every individual contract.
Mr. CONNOLLY. You would have the same method for determining
costs for each particular taxpayer as he now determines his costs for
tax purposes?
The CIIAIIMAN. Exactly.
Mr. CONNOLLY. That would get away from this haggling with time

Navy on the one side and the Army on the other, as to just what constitutes cost, under the present bill.
The ChAIMMAN. Exactly. Then, whatever you get by with with
the Treasury on costs, you would get by with on this computation of
a limitation on your net profits on contracts, not on your capital but
net profits on all your contracts.
7093-42-vol. 2 -- 56
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Mr. CoNNoLLY. One of the objections I find for many groups is that
they try to negotiate with the Army and then they turn over to the
Navy, and they don't use tile
same pattern at the present time.
The CIIAIaMAN. I ainsure of that.
Senator TAYr-. And the Maritime Commission is different from the
other two.
The CHIIJIMAN. It seems to me that something along that line must
be necessary if we are to get rid of the renegotiation provision now
I i.
in the law.
Mr. CONNOLLY. I would say that is far superior to what we have at
the present.
The CHAIAMAN. I suggest it to you so dt it might he thought over.
Are there any other questions of Mr. Connolly?
(No response.)
Fle CHAMMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Straus.
STATEMENT OF HARRY H. STRAUS, PRESIDENT, ECUSTA PAPER
CORPORATION, PISGAH FOREST, N. C.
Mr. STrAU6. Mr. Chaifinal and ineinbors of the Finance Committee, my name is Ilarry II. Straus, president of the Ecusta Paper O)rporation, Pisgah Forest, N. C.
I appear before you as a manufacturer of cigarette paper, not as
an expert on taxes, to show you tile insurmountalle difluei ties which
the proposed excess-profits-tax rate of 90 percent will impose upon
this company as a debtor corporatioli and, undoubtedly, upon ninny
other corporations similarly sittiuated. Such corporations cannot, under the proposed rates, meet both their debts and their taxes.
In the case of this corporation, I might mention that the rates
adopted by tile house result, on the hasis of our estimates, ill a total
tax of actually 87 percent of our entire earnings.
Tle CHAIRMAN. That is the normal, surtax, au the excess-profits
tax?
Mr. SJIAUR. Trhe norma, surtax, and excess-profits taxes will consume 87 percent ot^ our entire earnings, not taking into consideration
tile State taxes which we have to pay.
Senator BAIxTIY. Do you mean net earnings?
Mr. S'Faus. Net earnings.
Having observed tile
largo nimler of witness ses scheduled to appear
before your committee today, I know that I must he brief. I therefore
wish in this oral presentation merely to summarize our problem, which
is set forth in some detail in the statement you have before you, and
to offer certain suggestions which, should any one of them meet with
your approval, would be helpful.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; we will be glad to have you put your brief
in Mr. Straus..
Mr. STrnAus. As you will noiote f rom pages 1 and 2 of the statement,
we are a new corl)oration.
'ile company was organized in 1038, but
did not start manufacture until the last 4 months of 1939 and did
not reach its full l)roductive capacity until this year, 1942.
I have been engaged in the cigarette-paper business in the United
States since the year 1914, chiefly in the importation of cigarette paper.
In the past, cigarette paper was mostly imported from France
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where it was made from dirty, unattractive linen rags collected by

rag pickers all over Russia, Poland, and the Balkan States. The
deve onment of the Ecusta processes for utilizing American raw Inaterials' and the erection of the Ecusta plant, resulted in the final
emancipation of the American cigarette industry from dependence
for its paper upon this foreign source of supply.
There was never any doubt that there were available, in this country, paper machines, pulp equipment, and everything that was needed
in the mechanical line to produce paper superior to that procured from
and used in France. We also had at our disposal the highest type
mechanical and engineering talent. However, what we did not have
was the raw material to be used for the making of cigarette paper.
Therefore, our first problem-which had to be solved before we could
construct a plant in this country-was that of finding or developing a
suitable domestic raw nmaterial to replace the old rags then used. CigarOtto per is difficult to manufacture. It is a specialty l)aper. It
must bthin, strong, not stick to the lips, burn at the same rate as
tobacco, be pure whitoand tasteless.
Accordingly, as early as 1933 chemists, engineers, and agronomists
were (.mnployedl by me to develop a suitable American raw material, and
experiment were carried on with various types of fiber. Finally, by
1938, this research resulted in finding in American seed-flax straw a
material suitable for the manufacture of 4 high quality cigarette paper.
Seed flax is grown in many parts of the 11;tited States, particularly
Minnesota, C(alifornia, Kansas, Wisconsin, 'Texas, and Oregon.' ,
Please note these dates: We started this development in 1933; we
organimAl the company in March 1938, 5 years later. To prepumre a
new Igricultlural product for industry is a long program which requires patience, !)erseverance, and courage. As I slhall emphasize
Itter, we nre ini no sense a "war baby."
The ('uRAIAN. May I ask you, Mr. Strau.s-perhaps it will help
tm1 committee to understand your prohlem-how many acres of flax
vow are you utilizing?
Mr. STIA1/S. I caleulhite that out of the 1942 crop of Minnesota and
California flax, we will utilize the productt of 500,000 acres.
The CHAIRMAN. Five hundred thousand acres?
Mr. SIaraUs. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. For your factory?
Mr. STRAUS. For our factory and similar purposes, but particularly measured for our own purposes.
As I say, we are in no sense a so-called "war baby."
In June 1938 the erection of the plant was begun at Pisgah Forest,
N. C. I visualized a mill which would eventually have eight paper
machines and a building site was selected accordingly. The first
four units were completed and manufacture begun in the last part of
1939., The paper )roduced was highly succcessful and in all respects
met the rigid requirements of the cigarette manufacturers in this
country. In 1940 the corporation authorized and commenced construction of the four additional units, which were completed the
latter part of 1941. Thus the year 1942 will be our first year of full
:1'
,:
", I
production, with eight units.
Perhaps it will not be deemed out of place to note in passing that,
but for the establishment of this plant in the United States at this
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time, the cigarette industry would be without an adequate supply of
paper and we should face a situation somewhat comparable to that
now existing with respect to rubber. Presumably smoking would be
rationed and the Government would be losing hundreds of millions of
dollars in revenues...
...
,
Now about our capital
preciate, the development
argo amount of capital.
struction with our own

structure. As you gentlemen can well apof this new American industry required a
We could not finance the entire plant conresources and accordingly obtained loans

which, as of January 1,1942, aggregated $90,200,000.

Equity capital

paid in in cash amowuted to $1,900,000, so that the total capital
which went into this undertaking is $11,400,000-reprebented by
$1,900,000 capital stock and $9,500,000 cal)ital loans.
This indebtedness--as you will note from page 4 of the statement
you have--is rel)ayal)le over 8 years at an average annual rate of
1,235,000 per year. '1he payments this year and next are $1,175,000
per annumiater which itgoes to $1.275,000, and so on.. These loans
were contracted in good faith and after a careful Atu(ly of our ability
to pay.
As you will also note--from the same page-our estimated net
profit, after taxes-and assuming the excess profit rate to e 90 percent-is $729,711.43, or approximately $446,000 less than enough to
meet our debt installments this year.
I The Ifouse bill aid added certain general relief provisions to seetioi 722 of the Internal Revemmue Code. They are, undoubtedly, intended to grant relief to taxpayers such as this one. Clearly, its
claim for relief would be consistent with the spirit and principles
underlying the specified tests.
However, whether or not a s p ecific taxpayer will receive the benefit
of this section ifay depend upon its ability to establish commitments, legally binding prior to January 1, 1940, for any projected
expansion. Moreover, the relief sections contain no yar(lstick as to
the extent of the relief that may be granted or withheld.
Also, determination of tax liability under the relief sections is not
made until after the close of the taxable year and a period of years
may elapse before the taxpayer knows his actual tax liability for a
sl)eified year.
In the meantime, this taxpayer would be confronted with the ilmpossible task of setting aside almost 87 percent of its profits for
Federal taxes and still meet its debt obligations and State income
taxes.

I have said it is a fact that this corporation is in no sense a "war
baby." It is running at its normal rate. We got into production
in the fall of 1939. If we had been in production 4 years soonerin 1936--or even 2 years later--in 1941-I am confident that just
as soon as the usual adjustments of a new business had been worked
out, it would have been running at about the level of today. Its
production is measured by the use of cigaredes. This use is not

dependent to any measm-iiblo extent upon war or peace.
If this company had been in operation 4 or 5 years earlier it would
have been able to have an earnings base that would put it today substantially into the group of the average excess-profits taxpayers.
What I mean is that our volum, and earnings in the base period would
have been only moderately less than our volume and earnings are
today. Our earnings would constitute our excess-profits tax credit.
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Therefore, I say, if we lad been able to work out the many complex
problems which we finally did work out, but had been able to do it 4
years earlier, I would not now be standing here. We would be treated
as any other average earnings corporation and very frankly would be
a relatively modest excess-profits taxpayer.
I am not saying that this compl~any would not be a large taxpayer.
It certainly would be,should be, and wants to be. The point is that it
would be paying 45 percent normal and surtax on the larger part of its
earnings, instead of 90 percent excess-profits tax on practically all of
its earnings-as provided for in the House bill.
In this view I think it not altogether selfish to suggest to you that
this corporation and certain others in like categories--those started
aller the base period whose businss is in no way dependent upon war
expenditures for their normal profits-might properly receive in the
law specialized treatment.
In other words, this corporation and others like it are, in their very
nature, not really exces-profits earners.
Senator CLAIK. Do you have tny information as to the number of
corporations that woull be in a situation similar to yours?
Mr. STRAUs. Not antil I al))eared here and heard quite a few cases
stated. Prior to those, I knew that others must be in the same situation as we are, but it seems there are quite a number.
I have made three suggestions at the end of the statement you have.
They are:
1. Talt the excess-profits tax rate e reduced to 80 percent; or
2. That a limitation be imposed tinder which the aggregate of
excess-profits taxes, normal and ourtaxes which any corporation shall
be required to pay,shall not exceed 70 percent of its net income before
such taxes; or
committee should decide to adopt the Treasury's recoin3. If tile
men(lation of a 90-percent excess-profits tax rate coupled with a 10percent credit to be refunded after the war, that provision be made
.whereby debtor corporations may, at their option, forego such credit
and refund and retain and apply to their debts the amount over 80
percent, less reasonable interest charges, which otherwise would be
payable under the Treasury proposal.
iahaddition to these suggestions, I ask, if it seems reasonable and
fair to you, that you consi er providing for a fourth alternative. Establish'in the bill that new corporations whose income is not derived
from the war effort shall have a base period earnings credit substantially equal to what their actual earnings at this time would entitle
them to, if their present actual earnings were reflected back into the
base period as excess-profits tax credit.
I thank you.
Senator BAnKLEY. In your table here in page 4, you calculate on
your tax estimates for 1942 that after paying all of these taxes you
have left net profits of $729,000
Mr. SR7nAUS. That is correct, Senator.
Senator BARKLEY. I have made a rongh calculation here based upon
the same figures at 80 percent excess- 1)rofits tax and 40 percent and surtax which 1,s been advocated here Iy a great many people and that
calculation leaves you instead of $729,711 approximately $1,269,000.
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: Mr. Seraxus. That is very nearly correct according to my own figures,

Senator Barkley. You must realize that the normal andsurtax practically do not affect us at all. They amount to only $171,000, whereas
.... .
our excess-profits tax amounts to nearly $5,000,000.
Senator 3ACKxL.
I don't know what could be done about it, but if
your suggestion and the other suggestions of reduction to 80 percent
and 40 percent were adopted, you would then have enough profit left
to pay your debt obligations for the yearand have something like
$100,000 a year left.
Mr, TRVAus. That's about right.
Senator Bt.x o. What would be thesituatien under your last suggestionf.
Mr. Sri us. If we could operate under a base period which would
take into accoun..
Senator BAMMY (interposing). On the basis of your actual operalions, when did you start business?
* Mr. STRAus. i the latter part of 1989. During the first peri(d,
we operated at a loss, because they were new machines, and new experiene and no background. We operated in 1939 with'a substantial loss.
Senator BAiULE. How about 1940 and 1041
Mr. STRAus. We started to double the capacity of our mill, which we
finished in 1941, and only during 1942 will we have the full benefit
of the capacity in our complete installations. rhis corporation would
be in excellent position to meet its debt obligations anti provide additional working capital, which is necessary, and also pay a niodest dividend to its stockholders if the excess-profits tax rate be reduced to
80 percent, or a limitation be impoid whereby the agCgregate of excessprofitotaxe., normal, and surtaxes shall not exceed 70 percent of the
net income before such taxes.
I I 1, ,,
Senator BAILEY. Your ease is one in which vu do not get the beneit of tho base which we provided. If we could meve up the base for
new corporations, would that meet your situation ?
Mr. STRAUS. That would meet our situation perfectly.
Senator BAYLiY. i am very much interested in this matter.
Where
would the whole cigarette industry blc-the whole cigarette taxes beif you had not anticipated the collapse of Firance andtraisferred your
manufacture of cigarette paper from France to America?
Mr. %,MAus.There is no doubt about it, Senator Bailey, that there
would not be any cigarette paper available today in such quantities as
needed to enable the cigarette manufacturers to take care of their
business and also to take care of tle steadily increasing demand for
cigarettes. It would be a calamity, not, only as far as the comfort of
the smoke ;sc.ncerned, but it would affect the income of the Treasury,
which, as yon know, collects substantial income from the cigarette
industry.

Senator 0/aimm You ine farm products insteadl of the rags used by

the manufacturer in France; do you not?
Mr. S=.cs. That is correct.
Senate. BAILvr. The French manufacturers got their rags from
Russia and Poland and other countries over there I
Mr. SRAUS. Whenever they cold get them.
From all countries classified as nondependable countries.
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Senator Blmw. And you make a clean product from an agricultural
raw material, in contrast to the product previously made in France
from these rags collected in these various countries such as Russia and
Poland I
Mr. SrA s.We make our cigarette paper from a virgin Arr2rican
agricultural product which we developed ourselves, and it is just as
pure and attractive as the tobacco itself.
I I "I
Senator BAILqr. That comes from California and Minnesota?
Mr. STRAUS. Chiefly.
Senator BAWY, And Wisconsinl
Mr. STRAR. And Wiscoiw

i ially in Kansas we do considerable work at the lt time.' We0 # eveloped Kansas to a
vct large extent
senator BAY
. What is itmade of, Senator
k would like to
know? ItisJx straw, is itno?,iN.
STRA . Yes, sir; flaxweots crTDs lto produce
)ed used
oil and]
theMr.
straw
ich in tho
had
n bupd and could
has
raw
a verynoat bective
and
ted by mHito r~w pr
been coi
material or cigarooe paper .
Senatr BAY)
J.)a
t ,ey4 maI t ou of e straw I
Mr.
%us.Never. Th 'a it
per, t the onl relation
that I ould find to it bei called rice a
ft like ri it was
white, lut it was never m *of
,
Senor BA
""mIt was et
e
Idr4ia ..
Mr. THAus.
6su'~
a mla
o
wuld weice
o at
all of i11 gentle en wo ldvisit r km azaii waroh ses and
see for urself wIl thy proees iY '
..
Sena
BATI:.
w it to ,
ze tha the Inch pa r was not
made fro an Ainefcim. agricit
prodi t
from t e rags as
Mr. Strau )as testified.
'
They clea 1the rago l,
the{, them into the 'trette paper,
didn't they I
Mr. SThiAU5.
certainly, they were thorou
sterilized. Although you gentle
ve snoke macny, D)Iny, Igarcttes 1!icde with
paper which was .maie
bhs ra s
has ever suffered anything because of that use.
Senator CONNALLY. What is the little brown paper made, from I
Mr. Srmus. That is also a strawl but only a very small percentage
of that type of paper is used.' The entire percentage of those brown
cigarette papers does not constitute more than one-quarter of 1 Fercent
ofIthe entire quantity used. '' '#'
Senator Bnzur. Have yu ben able to get the North Carolina
farmers to begin the produ,:tion of this flax straw for cigarette pa per?
Mr. STRAUS. Yes, i'r;
w have started out in Worth Carolina, where
we are trying not mly to develop flax but also other crops which eavi Le
grown, and not ,rly iii North Carolina but iii other southern States.
We have made very remarkable progress in that direction.
Senator Bin). As I calculated it here, you will pay 87 percent of
your net income in Federal taxes?
Mr. STRAUS. Correct.
Senator Ba. You are domiciled in North Carolina?
Mr. Sm
s. Yes sir.
Senator Brim. You would have a State income tax, too, to pay I
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Mr. SmnAus. That amounts to 6 )ercent, or about $356,624.
Senator BYRD. And you have local taxes?
Mr. STIRAUS. Yes, sir.
Senator BAmY. The North Carolina tax can rise to 10 percent.
I . I
Mr. STitAus. Yes, sir.
Senator BAIM1 Y. But you are in the 6-percent bracket.
Mr, STRAUS. At the present moment.,
ernat or GUFFEY. flow many people do you employ?,
Mr. STRAUS. About 1,800 people..
Senator BYm). What will, happen to you if you are not able to meet
your debt obligations?
Mr. STRAuS. The same thing that will happen to anybody who does
not live u l) to his obligations--we just cannot pay.
Senator BAILEY. You would have to coum to Washington and borrow
some money andprobably turn your l)hot over to the Goventr11ent.
. Mr. STRAUS. It would beia terrific humiliation
to mn to be compelled
to o0so, because I am mighty proud of having accomplisled this in,
dustry and established it in this country, hut it is a very sad plctur6
to contemplate any such possibility.

Senator

BYRD.

Are these bank loans?

Mr. STRAUS. Partly bank loans and partly advances from ily customers.
Senator BYRD. I see that your debt here is five or six times the
amount of your cal)ital stock.
Mr. STRIAUH. Right. We have a very 'substantial lan-I think
about $3,000,000-from the banks.
The balance we have borrowed from our customers.
The CUAWMAN. In the way of advances?
Mr. STRAIUS. Yes, sir; in the way of advances.
Senator T Amu IXY. You pay those del)ts back in annual installments,
or do you pay them back in merchandise, in cigarette l)aper?
Mr. Sq'-AUs. No; we pay them in annual instalhnents, iust the same
as any loan, and not in shipments in cigarette paper. We gave tlem
notes, and when the notes come due they must !bepaid.
The CH"AIRTAN. And you figure your total Federal tax now runs
to Mr.
approximately
87 percent Il)ercent
.
STAUS. Eighty-seven
of our earnings.
The CIXATrMAN. Are there any other questions for Air. Straus?
j(No response.)
r1
CHA;PA^AN. Thank you, sir. You may file your complete brief.
(The, briefs submitted by Mr. Straus are as follows:)
%TAThMENI O1 IIARRY It. SThAUR, PRF ICIMNT, ECUSTA PAPER CORPORATION, PIOAH
FoRFArT, N. C.. oN THE Pa'nIZM8 oF A DEUTOR CORPORAT~oN IiO)N Trrx Paoposm
Excr8e-1'RO¥T TAX RATVJ3
feusta Paper Corporation presents this memoralndin to Show ti

insurmount-

able financial difficulties which the proposed excess-profits tax rate of 90 percent
will Impose upon It as a debtor corporation, and undolibtedly upon many other
corporahins similarly situated. Such taxpayers ivll h)oubla,,to meet both their
debt maturities and pay taxes at this high rate. They are c,,onted wvith
bankruptcy.

The hls;tory of Ecusta Paper Corporation Is built around Mr. hlarry I. Strauls,

Its organtzer and president.

Its history goes back to 1933 and Involves the (evelop-

munt of the manufacture of cigarette paper in the United States from an American
farmi product.
The cigarette industry In this country lid be*'n dependent for Its requirements
upon paper imported from France, manufactured there from old linen rag collected by rag pickers In Poland, Russia, an(] the Balkans.
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Mr. Straus was originally and for many years in the business of Importing cigarette paper and was interested in a French mill. In order to develop the manufacture of cigarette paper in the United States he had, since 1933, employed In
the United States, chemists, engineers, and agronomists to develop a su.abl
domestic raw material to replace the unattractive, dirty rags the used.
Experiments were carried on with various types of fiber. Cigarette paper is
difficult to manufacture. It is a specialty paper. It must be thin, elastic, strong,
and not stick to the lips, burn at the sante rate ats tobacco, be pure white and
tasteless. Pure water is Important In the manufacturing process.
Early In 1938 this research and development resulted in finding in seed-flax
straw a material suitable for the manufacture of high-quality cigarette paper,
and the processes and formulae for separating the necessary fiber from tie flax
straw in large quantities and( for Its manufacture Into cigarette paper were perfected. 8ed flax Is grown in many parts of the Unilted.Statem, particularly,Milknesota, California, Kansas, Wisconsin, Texas, atid Oregon. Development work for
the growing of this flax fiber li other sections of tire country Is now being
carried on.
On March 23, 1938, this corporation was organized. A anill which would even.
tally have eight paper machines was contemplated. In Jule 1938 the erection
of the plant wis begun at Pisgah Forest, N. C. The plant originally consisted of
four paper machines and tire necessary auxIllary equipment. Manufacturing
began the ltter part of 10)39. The paper produced by these new formulae and
processes wis highly successful and it all respects met tire right requirements of
the cigarette naro facturers in thins country. In 1940 tie cori)orilon authorized
and commenced constructloi of the four additional paper machines and equipment. 'Dirse were completed li the latter part of 191. Tihe year 1942 will be
the first full year of operation of the plant tlus expanded.
In December 1938 the Porporalhun contracted with some of its prospective eustoiners to sRupply cigarette paper nt a price, after ill costs, nchllig taxes, which
would leave a profit of 30 cents per standard bollin (enirgh paper to HaIke 57,0(X)
cigarettes). l)nrig 1940 sinlrr contracts were entered Into with seine other
cuitoaners. 'rhlH 30-cent nmrgln was agreed upon nnd fixed li thai amount wo
is to provide the corporation with funds with which to pay Its debt nairriltles.
At various tlitues dlrig 1939-41 inn contracts were entered Into with sorae
cumteors rind with baInkw. Th total long-teri loans remaining uild,
1942-00,
amount to $9,200,000, to be curtailed at an average annual rate for thei next 5
years of $1,2:35,000. At present about half of the productlou Is nold to cuttoinrers
who have no sales agreements and are not lender . Irrespective (rf sales agreemenits and loan contracts, the corporation sells at the same price basis to all of
its customers.
Under the provisions of the existing mles srgreemonts, the stiles pricM must be
based upon costs, Including taxes, actually experienced. The present sales price
of $2.81 per bobbin was based upon riuch costs, including taxes under the 1041
tax law, experienced during the third quarter of 1011. In order to iaeet the
conditions of these sales agreements ind loan contracts and provide for its taxes
and necessary debt requirements for 1942 under the proposed rates (excess profits
00 percent, normal annd surtax income 45 percent)-iand assnirg these rates be.
come effectle myOctober 1-it would be necessary to increase the price for the
fourth rat-er of 19-2 to apjroxirrately $9.95 1er irolrhin. (Baed ulsrn 12 months
cf operations under the House tax rates, tie Increase woull e from $2.31 to
$4.20.) Even if such ai Increase were economically possible, it is doubtful
whether Ofihe of Price Adrininstrtitlon would permit It. Such an Increase would
amount to enforced Inflation, which the Administration properly condemns.
Tire total capital Invested In the corporation Is $11,400,000, represented by
$1,900,000 of filly paid-In capital stock and $9,500,000 l capital loans. No capital
stock was Issrei1 or other conshleratlon pal for the value of the developed processes ard formulas for tie manufacture of cigarette paper from flax fiber, although
theme tire admittedly of tremendous value.
Thre corporatlon esilnates its 1942 corporate tax liability, If It had to use the
invested capital method for excess-profitm tax purposes, computed ott the basis
provided for In the bill tasadopted by the louso, would be is follows:
Total amoml

Sales (0.000,000 bobbins, at $2.31 ) --------------------------- $13, 800, 000. 00
Cost (not Including taxes) ----------------------------------7, 010, 262.00
Profit before taxes -------------------------------------

5, 943, 738. 00
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Total amount

State income taxes, 0 percent ----------------------------------

$350,624.28

Net Income for Federal tax ---------------------------Excess-profits credit --------------------------.
$541, 240. 93
Less unallowable Interest.. --------------------171,240. 80
Net credit ..-----------------------------Exemption ------------........................-----

5,587,113.72

370, 000. 13
10,000.00
380, 000. 13

Taxable at 90 percent

-------------------7.--------------i

, 207, 113.59

fexcess-profits tax at 90 percent ------------------------------Normal and siirtax (45 percent on $380,000.18) ------------------

4, 86, 402. 23
17;,M.00

Total estimated Federal taxes -------------------------4, 857, 4f2. 2)
Net profit after taxes ---------------------------------------..
729,711.43
'It Is notto be expect d that this capacity can be maintained year In and year out.
This shows a net profit, tifter taxes, of $729,711.43, whereas its debt-curtallint
obligations are as follows:
1,12_--------------------------------------------------------------- $1, 175,000
013 -----------------------------------------------------------1, 175, 000
1944.--.

*----------------------..-...-------

----

1, 275, 000

1945 .. .
.
.
...----------------------------------------------------1940 -------------------------------------------------------------_
1047 --------------------------------------------------------1948 ------ ------------------.------..
7
.
.
.
.----1049_ ----------------------------------------------------------1050 ..-----------------------------------------------------------

1,275,)00
1, 275,004
775,
1,025, 00

- 975,000
2W,()00

Total ---------------------------------------------------9, 200, 000
Ilaorder to mneet only Its lh'bt maturltles ouadaor Ihe proposed law, the corporatlon would have to ierea, its earnings, before taxes, from $5,943,738,
estimated in 1942, to. $11,478,722.79, sot tllloretse of 93 percent-or $10.64 addltlonal for each $1 Ilnally Itvllnhlah for debt service. This will require ill Increase
In atinual sales volume from $13.,40,000, estimated In 1942, to $19,1301,984.79, an
Increase of 40 percent.
In order to comply with ItN contract provIsllonR, Includln its debt oblluations, the corporalio, tltser the proposed law, woull have to Incre tse Its
earnings, before taxes, front $5.943,738, ellunited In 19142, to $17,329,786.02, an
Increase of 100 percenta-or $10 (3 niditiotnal for eah $1 fiunly availshla
after
taxes. ThIs wold reluire n In rease In annual sales volume from $13,800,000
to $25,240 048.62, an Incrense of 82 percent.
The foregoing may he further IIlustratted by the following eomparlson, using
the maximum plant capacity of 0.000,000 bobblits.
RaIes pre*$2.31 Ralh ptlo8..23
Iwrbobbin
per bobbih
ales (MO0,000bobblts)........
.... ..........13, W .)0,
0)0 00

)ol1(not icltdlg taxes) .......................
7, 916, 2W.00
Profit before taxes.........
...........
, 943.73.0

Stie tiec $4,21
perbobbin

$19,594,9 4.79

$21121 , 0M. W

7,911, 262.00

7,016,
23.00

11,47,722.79

17,329,78A.02

Rtato
Inene taxo............................
.
8M,924.2
Federal noruat and surtaxes 45 peraetat ....
17L 000.
06
Federal ,e ees-proflt taxes 90 percent
............ 4,. W 402.23

4,9 72&8
t70,000.tS
9,38, 999, 37

Total taxes
................................
. 6,214,0"A 87
N profit
after
taxes ...........................
72,711.43
'eronitaeof total taxes to tat profit before (,Vi..
87.72
Net profit perbobbin ................
rents..
12.1t

10,229,72379

1kU9, 786.
U

1,20,000. 00
.89.It
20.88

1,
800, 000,00
89. 1
s0

,

/

.

1,3
09, 787.19
171.000.00
14,318, 99. 37
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t)hv iously,
1
aly such Increases are out of tilequestion, and the corporation canriot possibly lneet Its obligations midil Oilytile proposed taxes. ' Any concern which
is unable to meet Itsobligatiois Inevitably faces bankruptcy.
On the baism of the llouse tax rate, this corporation, with a [selling price of
$2.31 per bobbin andllan annuid production of 0,00),00) bobbins, wvIll earn itprofit
of $5,943,738, from which must be deducted State Income taxes amounting to
$350,24.28, leaving a profit of $5,587,113.72, out of which it would be required
to pay it L'tderal (,xvess-profil5 tax of $4,t680,4Q2.33 and norinal aind surtaxes' of
$171,0O00.06,
aggregating $4,857,402.29, or the eqlvlalent of a composite rate of
almost 87 perceilt for all Felera'ltaxes. This leaves tile corporation with a net
lrolit,
after taxes, of $729,711.43, itnd,it Indicated previously, for debt inaturiti.'s
alone in 1942, $1,17,,)0 is needed, and Its net earnings are $440,311.43 short
of Its diE.l)t requim'envis alone.
,
Increases ill working capital may be neessary.
This, as well as other conthigenles 11(y arise niklng the relention of a4 reaoslallh) portion of earnings
necessary In lli iddil
to debt requ'irenellnts Ilnthe prudent l(lmdu('t of tlh bulness, wh'h, of course, Is out of tile question under the proposed Fehdernl tax
rates.
It Is wortily of lnlhpisl'8t5 III passlling
tilt
tile chief hipact of t1 proposed
exces.s-prolls tlx rates will be ullom ICW corporations, rtichar; this one, which
have no prior record of earnlillgs. 'Tui,
under the proposed 45 lorcent norinmal
and surtax rates, these taxes, in the case of tilts comupanIy, 1am11ounti1
to only $1 11,W0.
a1sagainst nearly $5,(X0,00) In Xves-lproflts txies. In other words, tie effective
tax rate a1ipliehlle ihhl and other conpinles ilillarly litualted I, for till
lprat'lli lrpoleN, 87 perCet of Its net il coie. Any such dis.riain1ialltil tax
policy against essential'niew IduttrIes iS riot'believed to be i tile ibll
Interest.
The Htoiiso bill has added certain gne'a relief provisions to section 722 of
the Internal Revenue Code. They are, undoubtedly, Intended to grant relief
to taxpayers slch as this one. Clearly, Its claim for relief would Ie consistent
with til spirit and plrinl'iples underlyilg tie specified tests. However, whether
or riot a speelfletaxpayer will receive the benefit of thil
section may depend
upon Its ablily to etabllsh commitients, legally binding prior to January 1,
1140, for any projected expansion. Moreover, the relief sections contain no yardstick as to the extent of the relief that rally be granted or wlihteld. Also, determination of tax liability inder the relief sections Is not made untilafter the
close of the taxable year an1 a period of years silty elapse before tile taxpayer
knows his actual tax liability for a specliied year. In the meantime, this taxpayer would be confronted with the Inpossible task of setting aside almost 87
percent of Its profits for Federal taxes and still meet Its debt obligations and
State Inconm taxes.
It is iot believed that any such destructive result-as would assuredly flow
from the 00 percent excess-profits rate--Is Inltended by tile Congresa.
As practical alternatives believed to be wholly consistent with the public
interest, It Is respctfully suggested:
1. That the excess-proflts tax rate be reduced(to 80 percent; or
2. That a limitation be linmsed under wlili tile aggregate of excess-profits
taxes, norinal and slirtaxes which any corporation shallbe required to pay, shall
not exceed 70 percent of Its net Incone before such taxes; or
8. If the cominIttee should decide to adopt tile Treasury's recommendation
of a 90 percent excess-profits tax rate coupled with a 10 percent credit to be
refunded after the war, that provip!iz
be made wherelly debtor corporations
may, at their option, forego such erdit and refund an1 retain and apply to their
debts the amount over 80 percent, less reasonable Interest charges, which otherwise would be payable under the Teasury proposal.
Respectfully submitted,
VCIISTA PAPIM COIIPORATION,
By HARRY I. STRAUS, President.
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STATEMENT OF CIIAMPAGNE PAPEIR CORPORATION, PISGAH FoRE'sT, N. C., BY IlARiY
1H. STRAUB, PRESIDENT, IN OPPOSITION To ANY INCREASE IN TlE EXCISE TAX
ON CIGARETTE BOOKLETS

Champagne Paper Corporation Is engaged in the making of cigarette-paper
books--formerly with Imported paper-now with cigarette paper It buys from
Ecusta Paper Corporation. The following Is a brief explanation and summary
of its objections to any Increase in the excise tax on these books at the present
time.
The Conmnissloner of Internal Revenue classifies elgaretle-paplr books under
two headings:
1. Tax-paid books.
2. Tax-free books.
Champ~g~pp Paper Corporation manufacturk,bo ltypes.
All cigarette paper put up in books Is used for "roll-your-own."
''ax-paid book8.---These retail for 5 cenis, aid most of theol contain 160
leaves. They are sold by the tobacco manufacturers itsan Independent Item,
at a very nominal profii. Until about 11)32, practically all such books were
Imported from France, where they were made by oi men, women, and children
In a so-called "home" Industry.
ly developing automatic equipment, by which we managed to overcome the
labor advantage of the Imported product, Champagne Paper Corporation brought
a new industry to this country and-even prior to the war--the Importation
of books ceased.
Champagne Paper Corporition ennploys about 400 people.
On tax-paid books there is Imposed the following tax:
Cigarette papers made up Into packages, books, or sets, contailning more
than 2.5but not more than 50 papers, per package, book, or set, one-half cent.
Cigarette papers made up Into packages, books, or sets,
containing more than
50 but not more than 100 papers, per package, book, or set, 1 cent.
Cigarette papers nuad up into packages, books, or sets, covitmlnng more
than 100, per 60 or fractloial lari, one-half cont.
In other words under the present lawFor each 50 leave's, one-half cent.
For'weir100-laves,-l cent.lit
tile
nev tax bill as passed by the hlotrme--anid lit
aiccorrlrtoe with the reconmenidation of the Treasury-all papers are taxed one-half cent per 25 ppers,
whihh In practice results in the following rates on cigarette-paper books:
Up to 25 leaves, one-half cent; 50 leaves, 1 rent; 100 leaves, 2 cents; 150
leaves, 3 cents; 200 leaves, 4 cents. Double the present tax-t 100-percent Increase.
The House billfurther provilcs-under the beading of Cigarette Papersthat there shall be no exemption ; that all papers shall be taxed one-half cent per
25 papers.
T'x -frc book.--Tlese are boeks which contain lea than 25 leaves andunler a practice long established in the Imluirtry-iave been distributed free
by tobacco manufacturers. A search of the record reveals that tile policy of
exempting these booklets front any tax originated with this committee In 1917
and speeltle
exemption Is provided for I tire Revenue Act of 1920 ond lit
all
succeeding acts.

Smoking tobacco and free books are closely Interdependent, the hitter being
regularly distributed with their products by the following companies: I. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.; the American Tobacco Co., Inc.,
New York City; Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., Inc., New York City; P. Lorillard
Co., Inc.,
New York City; Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corporation, Louisville,
Ky.; the Axton-Flsher Tobacco Co., Inc., Louisville, Ky.; Larus & Bro. Co., Inc.,
Richmond, Va.; Scotten-Dillon Co., Detroit, Mich.; Penn Tobacco Co., WilkesBarre, Pa.; and many others.
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VOLUME OF CIOABTIE PAPER BOOK BUSINESS

According to published figures, pages 130 and 131, tables 26 and 27 of Annual
Report of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1941, the following amounts of cigarette papers were withdrawn:
Tax-free (less than 25 leaves) : 1,032,313,944 with an estimated
20,128, 000, 000
actual leaf content of 10 -----------------------------------Tax-paid: 101,349,419 with an average leaf content of about
15, 202,000, 000
150 leaves -----------------------------------------------Or a total of Individual cigarette papers ---------------- 41,330, 000, 000
From which ought to be deducted what I calculate at the present
4,133, 000, 000
to be wastage of, say, 10 percent --------------------------37,197, 000, 000
Net ---------------------------------------.-----------37,000,000,000
Or, say ----------------------------------------------------It has been estimated by various sources that as iany as 600 cigarettes can
be rolled out of a pound of tobacco. This, however, I find, Is exaggerated. I
figure that about 480 cigarettes Is closer to the actual condition.
During the calendar year 1941-and again I quote front lubllshed statistics197,622. 00 lounls of smoking tobacco were irOduc(cd. Of this total, we (stiite
some 69,000,000 pounds, or 30 percent, Is used for cut plug and other non-rollyour-own mixtures. If I use the basis of cigarette papers consumd to find olit
low rnuch smoking tobacco has been used for "roll your own," and if I take
480 cigarettes to the pound, I find, as a very fair yardstick to establish how many
"roll-your-own" have been actually used, that by dividing 480 Into the amount
of mpe'rs ise'-37,(X).000,00- tle great anioun of about 77,000,00 pounds
of tobacco, out of a total of 138,000,000 pounds, appears to ie a close approxhination of the amount of tobacco used by "roll-your-own" snokers.
"Itoll-your-owi" smokIng tobacco plays a findamnental part In every Lranch of
the tobacco Indistry.
The farnir needs an unrestricted outlet for all portions of bis crop, Including
certainly that which Is usable only for smoking tobacco.
The tobacco manufacturer must find art outlet for certain types and certain
parts of tie leaf, which lie finds unsuitable for cigarettes, srich as tobacco which
Is too fine to be cut long enough for cigarette tobacco, and the vast aniount of
leaves broken during the Innumerable processes through which tobaco leaf must
pass in Its preparation for cigarettes which inakes it too short for srich purpose.
All this Is, of course, also of direct and material benefit to the farmer.
Under the provisions of the Iouse bill, the tax on smoking tobacco has been
substantially Increased front 18 to 24 cents per pound.
To this would bav ti be alcd under tie llouse bill, an additional one-alf
cent per bag for it bIok of cigarette papers which ItI the past has been exempt froii
taxes.
In other words. tiil ounce ling of tobacco recalling at 5 cents would I burdened
tit tihe rate of 2.1 cenits per potmid witif n excise tax of 11/ ceris per ounce, with
till additional 1/Acent for elgiiietto papr booklet (which always has been free of
taxes). Ali ounce of tobacco which reinlls for 5 Cents and wholesales for approxlinately 4 cents would carry tn excise tax of 2 cents; in other words, when the
retailer pays 4 cets for an ounce bag of tobacco, half Is for lte cost of tobacco
ind the other half for tiie ost of the tax.
The "roll your own" sinoker IN accustomed to huy a nickel bag of tobacco.
Bear ili inind that the "roll your own" siioki'r Is seldoit a city dweller. You do
not fil him li Washington, New York, Philadelpbhla, or Chicago, hut It farming
communities and In large Industrial centers. Wh'n the whistle blows rut noon
hour, you see ariries of nien leave their Job, pull out their little bag of tobacco,
and begin to roll-wateh them and you will realize how necessary smoking
tobacco Is to temi, and hw destructive It would le to deprive these people of
I
their form of enjoying tobacco.
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Also, very often, smiikl'Ig tobacco in "roll your own" forin is used during short
recesses, when a cigarette will not do because It Is too expensive for the few
minutes that can be devoted to smoking.
"Ioll your own" is almost as old as the tobacco Industry Itself, and to tax
it out of existence is certainly not the Intent of the revenue bill under discussion.
Smoking tobacco has shown lately a decline in consumption.
There are many causes to which this condition can le attrNiahtc., one of which
being the fact that, in factories, smoking Is prohibited, whereas employees are
permitted to chew, which accounts ehilefly for the Increase lit the consumption
of chewing tobacco, twist, and snuff.
It Is agreed among autlorlitis that tobacco Is not a luxury, but a necessity.
It Is a needed stimulus to the hunan systn. The prominent part It plays during
war thne Is graphically reflected in the observations of A. I1. Maxwell, iritish
Tobacco Comptroller, who during it recent visit to this country told us that th
first thing an Nngllshmnian asked for when an "till clear" was given after an air rald
In London, wmis "a cup of tea and a cigarette."
The strain of living under the abnormnal coiilions of war historically stnufiaes the use of tohineco In soine formn, and the Importance It plays in the lives
of both the ciivllan population and armed forces of all count ries is readily
recognized.

It has been stated that there Is a waste lit tie Use (of cigarette papers, especially
of the tax-free type,
This wts true at one Ine, when mnany new briilnd of "roll your own" si1oking
tobacco were put oln the inarket and tlie "roll yoiir own" sitiker was nnecustoined
to the art of rol:ng lita cigarettes, so that inany papers were naturally wasted,
also a small percentage of the tobacco.
This (oldItlon, however, does tioit apply today. Today, tit( srmk('r I9 more
econoiIcl

i)n the lse of pllper h(eaUme lie knows how

to Inaike a

iga1rettc, and

doH not pack with Itia tobacco more paper than is
:ihsolutely m|ecssary, since front his own obiservatlion atd experience lie knows
Just aboitt the aniUount of paper neled to roll the wmintity of tohacco it tit(
particular bag or can that Is beltig used. There Is mio Intentiot to lie (extru\tagit.
the tobacco lnanifactu'r

CONCLUSION

In concliaon I would like to say that the proposed tax lcreane on tax-pald
books, plus the impost of a tax ot tie present tax-free-books, phms the proposed
Increase of the tax on smoking tobhaco-fronm 18 cents 'o 24 cents per 1uimmal
would without question (1o four things:
First, this additional burden would fall on precisely that groip--the lowestIncome consumrs--who tire last ble to hear It. Its direct and primary Impact
would he upon farmers and laborers In the very lowest brackets of Invomc. In
practice It would operate as a selective sales lax, but mitan unmhard of excessive
rate.
Second, It would restrict the use of certain types of tobacco, thereby prejdicitg
the Interest of the farmers who need an outlet for this tylso of leaf. Tit admIssloi Is implicit it the Treasury slmthnates Mhtt this proposed tax would contribute
to an anticipated decrease itt volume.
Third, the effect of these proposed taxes on the cigarette paper and hook manufacturers would be devastating. His equipment caymot l e used for any olher
purpose and hundreds of working people would lose employment.
Fourth--and finally-the revenue which would result from thi.s proposed itcrease would be negligible. Titls Is especially true It you consider your total
revenue from smoking tobacco and papers tnsone sum. Remember that the House
bill provision for the new tax on the present tax-free b(klts, pls the doubling
of the present tax on "tax paid booklets," will certainly result in still further
reducing the sales volume on smoking tobacco, so that even with the proposed
Increased tax on smoking tobacco the net Income for revenue might, very likely,
be substantially unchanged from the present revenue.
For these reasons It Is respectfuly and most earnestly urged that the presoit
excise tax on cigarette paper be not Increased and that time exemption from any
tax of books containing not more than 25 leaves be permitted to stand.
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Senator LA FoumorrE. I was requested by a representative of a Wisconsin corporation to have printed in the record a statement made up
by their certified public accountant showing the effect of this tax on
their company.
The CAItMAN. That may be done.
(The hiateinent submitted by Senator La Follette is as follows:)
EHrtw
wr

ov

ll'npoolD TAXES ON A SilI-rUILDINO COMPANY

The company expects to complete rpproxlnintely $10,000,000 of Government
contracts dliIng 1912, oi whlcli Its profile before Inlncoe tax tire estimated at
$500,000. Federal icome taxes under tie ievenrc bill of 1912 and Wisconsin
Income taxes will take $144,545, leaving tie company net Income of $55,455, or
oily 0.155 percent of Its sales. To complete tlese contracts the comalinny will
he required to make caliltal adiltihs at a cost of approxhaately $200,000 aind
tiu Its working capital will actually be reduced $144,545 as a result of It
year's operations.
Thi, company had Iivested capital at the beginning of the year of approxlmetely $100,000, but no hose perlod earnh,,s. Its excess.prollis credit Is thus
$8,000. While tie company might lie entitled to a. constructive base period net
ireoteio of alop'oxiinitIly $30,01(1 baid on eridrings during tiI 192-29 period
under section 722, the reduction In toi (fle to use of this section would ie negilgible consIderiig li' 5i.percit addi tion It provldes It this section of the
net Is availed of.
(Ohvhnisly the national defense prograrn cannot function efficiently when
taxes tre levied which IKreperil tire ftlrariclal position of the numerous contractors In this saie sliation.
Asi a remedy tre following alternative proposals tire made :
The total of the normal tax and urtax slhll li no case exceed the larger
of the followilig:
(a) Normal tax net Income less 2 percent of gross Income, or
(P)) Seveity-live pwrieret of normal tax net Incorme.
hlaler this piopotai tre company retains 2 percent of gross Income or 25
lrcenit of net income, whIlhever Is less. The rate of 75 percent Is arrived at
try taxing one-third of the Income at normal tax rates and two-thirds at excessprofits tax rates.
Tie alternative proposal which we suggest would be to defer the tax payable
with respect to profits rrtiulred to be Invested In ermergency plant facilities In
order to carry out the contracts. Expenditures of this nature are customarily
reimbrsed ly the Ooverumnent to large contractors, ht smaller contractors
ore fre(inerrtly required o finance their own eaplital exlenditures. The provlsIon In tire tax statutes to accomplish this purpose might read somewhat as
follows:
The tax payale on the i"due dirtes" niy, at the taxpayer's option, be reduced
by D)0percent of the cost of emergency facilities purchased during the year,
less the sun of depreciation, depletion, and amortl.ation claimed for the year.
ShruI tire latter exceed tie former In a subsequent year, the tax will be
Increased by 90 percent of such excess, but In no case more than the previous
vet reductions. Should there remain a net reduction due to this provision at
the close of the present war, It shill be payable over a period of not more than
8 years.
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SCMIIULH 1.-Estimate of profit after taaes of a sh~tpinbditify ronipan, based
tpona the revenue bill of 1942 as passed by the House of Representatives
Inoomo

Tat

Estimat sles ....................-....
................... . $10.000,000
Estimated costs
and expenses (other than incoern taxes) ....................
9,500,000
Profit subject to income taxes .........................................
0, 000
Federal Income tax deductible In computing Wisconsnu income (10 percent of
income)
....................................................................
60,00
Subject to Wisconsin Income tax----------------.................-

450,000

Wisconon Income tax at 7 percent. ---------------------------------------- - --- $31,6W
Profit subject to Inoumetaxes ...............................................
0,000
Less Wisconsin Income tax ..................................................
. 31,
Subject to Federal taxes
..............................................488,00
Interest on borrowed capital .................................................
4,00
'otal ...................................................
........... 473,000
Excess.profits credit ------------------------------------------------$3,
o0
Specific exemption ........................
.........................
0,000
18,000
Profit subject to excess-profits tax ....................................
-455,000
Excess-profits tax At90percent -----------------------------------------------------------40,500
Subject to Federal taxes ...................................................
500
NO
Subject to excess-proflits tax...............-------------.....................
455,000

Balance subject to normal tax and surtax .....................
........
13,600
Normal tax at 15percent on first $5,000and 17ipe tont ou balance ------------ -------------, 195
Surtax at 10 percent .....................................................................
1,350

Total taxes.....................-.....................................
415----Profit remaining after taxes ........-......................
-------------------- ------------5,455
Additions to fixed property ...............................................................
2,000
Resulting decrease In working capital .................-........-.....................
144,545
Nose'r.-The excess-pronts erelit Is compute at 8 percent of the Investe-I enpital (0100,000). The compny might be entitleI to a cousntrctive bose-peralr notIncomeof approxim tely $3q,000basal onearnings
urlng the 1"2529period unler ve. 72, lut the reduction In tax due to use of this section wouldbe negligible
alter considering the 5-1prcent addition It provides If this section of the law is av,lledl of.
SCHEDULE 2.-Estimate of prollafter taxes of a shipbuilding company
-.

S

ied upon 'rreaqury proB
posals for 1902
Percont

Incomne

Tax

Estimated sales
------------------- -------- $10,000,000
Estimated costs and expenses (other than
income taxes) ..................................
9,500,000
Profit subject to Income taxes
-----------500,000
Federal Income tax deductible In comnputtg Wisconsin income (10 percent of income) ..................................---------,00
..........
Subject to Wisconsin Income tax ............ 450,000

Staged upon 1041rates
Per.
cent

Income

Subject to Federal taxes ..........................
488,
Interest on borrowed capital- ..............-.
"
4,50
--.----- 473,000

...

|.....

178a1s

10,000,000 ..
........

9$0,
0 000 ---

........

51, 000 ........

.......

450,000 ........

.

Wlxconsin Income tax at 7 percent ............................
Profit
subject to Income taxes .....................
600.000
LessWisconsin Income tax ................
....
31,500

-

5000
.....

... I...$31,500
.......

50,000 ........
31,500 ........
.....408,1500 .--..... 4,800...
473,000...

.......
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2,-stimate of proftt after taxes of a shipbuildingcompany--Continued
Base upon Pielury proporalsfor 1942

per.

income

'a

cent i
........
.$8,
OO
Exceia.profits credit ...................
Specific exemption ........................
Total....................

lla.'ed upon 11i1rtei
Percent

I

Tax

6000
5,...1
.-----

.. . ........
,000
.------5,00 0
0
.......
460,00 ..........
taxt ........
Subject to excess-profnts
'
Excee proftlt,tax:'
9t bracket ..........................
00
20,000 $10,000
2d bracket ....................
56
30,000 .10,00
40
000 12,000
3d bracket ............................
0
80,000
30,000
45
00.000 22, O
4th bracket
bracket ...........................
...........................
05
1600.000 97,000O 50
10000 76,000
6th
70
210,000 147,000
65
210.000115,500
Total ...............................
.....480,000 31,000 ......
400,000232,000
........ 1
468,
O ...........
. .. . . ........ 46A,6,0-0
Subject to Federal taxes ..................
4D8,000
ixcess-profits tax-, .....................
----232,000 Subject to normal tax and suttax .... ........
'167,500 .........
....
"
2.....,00 0Normal tax ...............................
24
167,500
40,200
24
2,00
6, 760
Surtax ....................................
81
107,000 01,025
7
230,0&0 16,555
Total taxes.....

I-

.............

rerpaininr after taxes,...............
Additions to fixedproperty ..........
Profit

R sultuing decrease - In
capital ..........................

424,020
.*..
......
.. 330,8
18
751,V6
75.k70 .....................
163,188
.....................
200.000 ........ ............
20000
....
---.. -----.........
...........

working
.....................

24,25

.........
. .. ... 8,816

Senator DANAJI.. Mr. Chairman, I have received a request from
an attorney, Walter N, Maguire a member of the firm of Cummings
& Lockwood, of Stamford, Conn., to appear before the committee to
recommend the repeal of section 403 of Public, 528, relative to the
renegotiation of contracts. I explained to Mr. Maguire the predicament of the committee with reference to witnesses, orni suggested
that he submit a memoraildum for the record in lieu of his appearance.
,
I have that memorandum and would respectfully request permission that it be printed in full.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes; it will be printed, Senator Danaher. '
(The brief submitted by Serator Danaher, as per request of Walter
N. Maguire, is as follows:)
STAMFORD, Con., Auqust 12, 1942. 1.
To the Afembcr. of the Finance Committee of the baited States ogetnate:
GENrLFMIcrq: The purpose of this memorandum 18 to support the writer's
request that section 403 of Public Law 528, Seventy-seventh Congress, also
known a4 H. R. 6808, dealing with renegotiation of war contracts and war
subcontracts, be nmendel so as to clarify itsprovisions,- or if It Is not possible
to clarity It, that It should be rpealed..
- f , .-.
I
.. .
:The important part of the section is subdivision (e), under which the Secretary of each department Is authorized and directed "whenever In his opinion
excessive profits have been realize,l, or are likely to be realized, from any
contract with such department or from any subcontract thereunder"-(1) to require the contractor or subcontractor to renegotiate the contract

price;

(2) to withhold any hinotint found as a result of renegotiation to repre-.
.
.
7609.3--42-vol. 2 ---57

sent excessive profits; and
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(3) where payment has been made to the contractor, to recover excessive
profits from the contractor.
The act is stated to be applicable "to all contracts and subcontracts hereafter
made and to nil contracts and subcontracts heretofore made, whether or not
such contracts or subcontracts contain a renegotiation or recapture clause:
Provided, That final payment pursuant to such contract or subcontract has not
prior to the date of enactment of this Act."
madesubdivision
been
Under
(h) provision Is made that renegotiation may take place at
any time up to 3 years after thi termination of the war.
The renegotiation statute Is fatally defective, in my opinion, In that it does not
contain a statement of the standard to be applied in determining what are "excessive profits," and if the Suprempe Court of the United States should honor its
earlier decilion in the Schechter case, which held the National Recovery Act to
be unconstitutional, It is my opinion that this law also would be held to be
unconstitutional.
lHowever, even If it be assumed that the law is constitutional and would be so
found by the Supreme Court of the United States, the difficulty still remains of
ascertaining the standards to be applied by the governmental agencies charged
with administering the law.
. Congress has recognized the necessity of establishing standards for purposes of
the excess-profits tax. In the excess-profits-tax law thece Is a provision for determining what constitute reasonable profits which should nat lie subject to the h'gh
taxes on excess profits. Three approaches to the problem are outlined by Congress: first, the taxpayer may take an average of lls net Income during certain
pre-war years and u.-e that as an earnings base. Or, secondly, if that is subnormal, he is permitted to take a certain percentage of his Invested capital. Or,
third, if nither the first nor the second approach is equitable, In order to avoil
undue hardship. provision is made whereby the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
can set up a constructed base.
.1 A reading of section 403 of H. n. 1868 shows that no such standard is devised
for the determination of excessive profits for the purposes of this renegotiation
statute.
Moreover, the administrative agencies which are charg-d with the administration of this law have not set tip any standards which are susceptible of clear
understanding or application and the law will be administered by different
agencies on different bases, producing a complete lack of uniformity, and there
is no doubt that such an administration will produce inequities.
It is also submitted that the task of examining all contracts and subcontracts
will present a herculean task and will necessitate the setting up of it gigantic
auditing organization. ' - .. .. ' '
The act provides for the renegotiation of each contract or subcontract. There
must be at least several hundred thousand contracts and subcontracts which
could come within the scope of the act; and it Is obvious that, if the cost of
performance of each such contract and subcontract must be determined by an
audit, the task Is practically an Impossible task.
This may well account for the'repnrts which have emanated from Washington
in magazines and bulletins that the Price Adjustment Bards have ben contemplating over-all adjustments based upon total profits during a particular year
as compared with profits during pre-war years. This departure from the specific
language of the act indicates possibly n recognition by the Boards that the task
outlined by the act cannot be accomplished on a piecemeal basis.'
Moreover, the act contains no definition of cost and there is likely to be a
great deal of dispute as to the proper elements of cost entering Into the performance of contracts.

.

,.

I

This Is particularly true In the case of the production of peacetime products,
such as bolts, nuts, and screws, and other standard commercial products which
are made in large runs wherever possible, and not only in the amounts called
for by particular orders received from the trade. With respect to many auch
Items companies do not keep precise cost figures The selling prices of such
articles have been determined prior to the war period by competition and the
Ofli e of Price Administration has imnosed maximum price ceilings over such
goods. The Inference is Inescannble that a price not exceeding the maximum
price ceiling established by the Office'of Price Administration Is a far price, per.I
.
of a fair margin of profit In the particular Industry.
mitting
It is submitted
that If the purpose of the law Is one that Congress wishes to
carry through, It should be amended to provide an exemption with respect to
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contracts, subcontracts, and orders, following somewhat the pattern of the exemption under the Vinson Act, which at first permitted an exemption of $10,000
and subsequently an exemption of $25,000. , Such an, exemption would permit
the Price Adjustment Boards to concentrate on the large contracts and subcontracts, which we assume was the purpose of Congress in usinr; the figure of
$100,000 in section 403. While this amount of $100,000 Is not referred to as an
exemption, it Is quite obvious that Congress, in requiring that contracts and subcontracts amounting to over $100,000 should contain a provision for renegotiation,
impliedly intended that smflll contracts or subcontracts or orders under $100,000
'
should not be the subject of renegotiation.
This purpose can be made clearer with benefit to the Government as well as
to manufacturing concerns receiving contracts, subcontracts, or orders for smaller
amounts.
The writer has no suggestion as to what the exemption should be, but urges
that there should be an exemption, the amount being determined by Congress.
It is also submitted that a difference should be recognized between companies
manufacturing peacetime products which are adaptable to war purposes and
companies manufacturing war products which are uniquely war products not
manufactured in peacetime and not usable for peacetime purposes.
In the first instance, the costs are known and the selling prices have been
established by competition, as well as now being controlled by the maximum
price ceilings established by the Office of Price Administration.
It Is in the latter situation, however, that no prior experience In costs exists,
and for that reason governmental procurement divisions are unable to know In
advance what a fair price should be. It must be recognized that in such cases
the work should be done and when a sufficient volume of production has been
reached the costs should be analyzed to determine what a proper cost is and
predicated thereon what a proper price is to be paid by the Government.
In the first instance, if the volume of production of peacetime products Increases by virtue of either greater demands or greater production dre to increased
6hifts or expanded plants, or a combination of the foregoing, iO percent of
any profits over the peacetime average would he recoverable under the excessprofits tax law as presently proposed in the tax bill passed by the [louse of
Representatives and now under consideration by the Senate Finance Committee.
If a C0-pereent or even an 80.percent tax rate is ultimately applied to excess
profits, as defined by the tax law, It is submitted that such a recapture of excessive profits is all that should be attempted.
If the renegotiation statute is designed to recapture the difference between
the excess-profit-tax rate of 80 or 90 percent and the 100 percent of excessive profits, it attempts too mueh. It would deprive industry of the small
pittance remaining after provision for the excess-profits tax. which small margin
of profit is necessary to pay off indebtedness, much of which has been Incurred
to expand plant facilities and purchase additional' working materials and
Inventories for war purposes. It might also destroy the incentive of manufacturers who would be forced to conclude not only that the extra production requested of them would have a trivial return, but that they might even have no
return or incur substantial losses.
Manufacturers who voluntarily at the request of governmeintal agencies have
expanded their facilities, and have made investments in abnormal Inventories,
have assumed great risks against which they have very limited protection.
In determining what profits are excessive for purposes of renegotiation, should
not recognition be given to the necessity of permitting manufacturers to establish
reserves, such as those for the following purposes: (1) Shrinkage In value of
inventory at the end of the war period: (2) nonliquidltv of nbnormil Inventory
as well as of normal inventory at end of the war period: (3) existerce of surplus machinery and equipment which woutlnot he needed In the rnost-war Period;
(4) the necessity for maintaining a sound working-capital position In order to
be certain to produce at a maximum rate?
Possibly other reserves shoud be recognized to the Pxtent that thpy ere necessary to keep American Industry producing at a maximum rate. If minanagement
Is worried as to where money is coming from to meet pay rolls and material
Invoices. such a condition Interferes with Its ability to concentrate on production.
-.'Another fault In connection with the renegotiation statute is that It Pnalkes the
ultimate determination of price a unilateral matter In the control of the secretary of the particular department. -There is no provision whereby Court review
can be had of the propriety of any such determination. It is submitted that some
provision should be made for a judicial determination of what constitute excessive
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profits if the determination of the secretary is deemed to be unreasonable or to
impose an undue hardship.
Another problem arises out of the use of the word "subcontract." The Army
Service of Supply, oilJuly 14, 1942, Issued circular 23, and in that circular refers
to a subcontract as being one that calls for "the same article or articles which the
contractor is required to deliver to the Government under the contract." A further definition issued by one of the Army agencies purported to Include within the
scope of the word "subcontract" any component part of the ultimalte product called
for by the prime contract. On this basis nothing would be exempt and a subcoutract would follow on (town through to the very original inaterial, such as ore,
incorporated into the end product.
The Second War Powers Act of March 27, 1942, refers to three categories of
purchases: (1) Contracts, (2) subcontracts, and (3) orders; 11. It. 6868 refers
only to contracts and subcontracts.
It Is submitted that the word "orders" has a signiflarce different front the
word "contracts" or the word "subcontracts," and it is believed that this word
"orders" means orders other than those issued by the Government for standard
peacetime-ecomnerclal products.
Recogndtion has heretofore been given by governmental agencies to the difference between subcontractors and inaterlaltuen.
It is believed that a clarification with respect to the definition of subcontracts
would be helpful.
Another defect in.the statute Is that under subdivision (h) renegotiation can
take place any time up to 3 years after the termination of tle war.
It Is submitted that once rer.egotlatlon takes place, the conclusion arrived at
should become the flal conclusion, not subject to being opened up in the absence
of fraud.
Another objection to the renegotiation statute Is that it purports to apply to
all contracts and subcontracts made prior to April 28, 1942, "provided that final
payment pursuant to such contract or subcontract has not been msada prior to the
date of enactment oZ this act." I submit that there is question as to the legality
of the act with respect to contracts where performance by the contractor had been
completed prior to April 28, 1942, but with respect to which payment had not been
made by the Government or by the prime contractor prior to that time. It does
not seem to me that the line of demarcation should be made with respect to the
date of payment, but rather with respect to the time when the contractor or subcontractor, as the case may be, completed performance of his obligations under
the contract.
In one instance, to which my attention has been called, performance had b(en
completed in 1941, but the contractor had not received payment oif 1t)percent of
the contract price because that had been withheld as a guaranty against defects
of materials or workmanship for 1 year after final delivery had been made. It is
submitted that such a contract should not be subject to reuegotlaton where it
had been fully completed before April 28, 1942, on the part of the manufacturer.
It Is submitted that a llmltatlIn of profits by use of a fixed percentage based
upon cost of performance is unworkable and entails undue and improper hardships, and that any amendment involving one fixed percentage limitation is
unsound.
The Vinson Act at first provided a limitation of 10 percent on the cost of construction of naval vessels and 12 percent on the cost of construction of Army or
Navy aircraft. Later this was modified to 8 percent.
These percentages may very well have been appropriate to the two products
referred to, but such percentages might very well be out of line with proper margins of profit In other industries where the recop'nlzeq margins under normal
competitive conditions are either greater or less.
It may well be that the proper action to take Is to repeal section 40. of
H .R . .6868
..
...
The apparent purpose of the nt is to cut down the prices of goods purchased by
the Army and Navy and Maritime Commission. To the extent that payments by
these departments are cut down, the necessity of raising money by taxes Is relieved. However, in the process of cutting down prices, the excess-profits revenues will be directly diminished.
.I am unable to state whether renegotiation would be ultimately advantageous
to the Government after balancing the savings on renegotiation of contracts
against the tax revenue lost by reduction of profits, or whether the net result
would he to produce less for the Government titan would be produced by the
excess-profits-tax law alone. Io*ever, the net result might well be prejudiclal
to the Government.
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It JA presumed tlt the purpose of the renegotiation statute is -to benefit the
Gowrnment by getting more back on a price-saving basis than it would get in
the normal course of events by application of the Income- and excess-profits tax
law.
If by renegotiation the net revenues of the Government will be diminished,
then obviously the renegotiation statute is not beneficial to the Government.
If, however, the result will be to take away from the manufacturer more than
the 90 percent which the excess-profits-tax law takes away from him by reason of
excessive profits, then the renegotiation statute acts as an additional tax law
and deprives business of the very small amount of benefit left from the war work
with which to meet its wartime oblIgations, Incurred in connection with the war
effort, and to provide the reserves which will in all likelihood be necessary to
permit them to carry over through the inevitable transition period at the end
I
of the var into a peacetime economy.
Unless the renegotiation statute can be amended, so as to clarify its purposes
and its application, it should be repealed.
If tie result of the application of such an amended statute would be to strip
American industry of any benefit from the war work and impair its ability to
meet obligations Incurred for the war effort and to build up reasonable reserves
to insure the safety of the enterprise through the post-war transitional period,
including its ability to continue to operate nid give employment to workmen, it
should be repealed.
Respectfully submitted.
WArT
N. MAGUI M.
Senator McNARY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to present for the
record two letters. The first is from L. B. Sandblast of Portland,
Oreg., o11the subject of a Federal "head tax"; and the other is from
the Oregon Fairs Association regarding the proposed Federal tax on
pari-mutuel betting.
The CHAInMAN. They may be entered in the record.
Senator MCNAiRY. Thank you, sir. I I I
I
(The letters referred to are as follows:)
e ,PORTLAND, Os., August JO, 1942.
Uon. CnAs. IL. McNiaRy,United States Senator, Washington, D. 0. Re: Head tax-$1 a week.
DP.a SENATOR: I am prompted to address you on a matter of vital Impbrtance
in the revenue program of the Government.
This emergency Justifies an individual tax which will be referred to as head
tax. Making allowance for exemption of minors, indigents, and mothers who
are unemployed wives of workers, there would be derived approximately
$5,000,000,000 a year If the rest were required to pay $1 a week. This cnn be
'l by the purchase of a $1 stamp a week. *In my estimation there would be
100,0,000 who would pay weekly which would total about $5,000,000,000 a
year.
To simplify collection each individual would be given a button, pin,' or emblem having displayed on it "Head Tax, Paid," or "H. T. P'd." Tho.e not
wearing such a pin would be announcing that the head tax has not been paid,
Those who are unable to pay would be exempt by making a showing by way
of affidavit, but there would be a liability for such an amount If such a person
was later restored to an income producer.
My thought is that this will nvol4l the increase in the tax rates on income
which Is at the top in the high brackets and so high In the lower brackets as
to nearly take business out of business.
I I..
........
The Senate Finance Committee and the Ways and Means Committee are
seeking about three billion more at this time. If the head tax was started
out at $2.50 per month it would produce the amoutat needed at this time to
balance the Budget to the required extent.
I
. Millions who have never paid direct taxes would be affected. It would
avoid the necessity of abolishing exemptions now allowed by income taxpayers,
$750 for individuals andl $1,500 for married people. There is considerable opposition to lowering this exemption, throughout the country as far as the rank and
file of low Income taxpayers are concerned. A head tax would provide the
additional tax and is Just, equal, and fair. If it works a hardship on some too
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much, provisions (an be made to relax the tax as to those who are unable to

pay, of course.,

",

'

-

I have discussed this with several here and they think that It should he snbinitted and I am doing so and would appreciate it should you turn this over
the Finance Committee of the United States Senate for its
to the chairman of'
consideration.
The agitated sahims tax to unpopular, regardless of its merls. Most of the
orthodox tax laws are unpopular because of "red tape," and Ilto troublesome
and technical tax returns. May It not he obvious that many will welcome some
method that removes some of the bookkeeping trouble and task and be current
with their taxes when they pay as they go, each week, without being worried
about a lump sum payable throughout the following year, and after the Income
has been expended for living and other expenses?
some information. as to any reaction
I shall be grateful if you care to give me
..
t o this p rop o sa l. ..
With kindest personal regards, I am,
Sincerely yours,
L.
. SANDBLAST.
.
' ' I' : ..
ORVOONFAlRS ASSOOLATION,
July 29, 19 e.
Mohalla, Of g.,
L.
McNARY,,
CxzAsh,,:a
Hon1.
Senate Oflice BIuilding, 1Waishington, D. C.
DrFAl SMNATOS MoNARY: I am greatly disturbed over the apparent probability
that the new revenue measure willInclude a spcial Federal tax on pari-aotunel
betting. That you may understand the situation as it will affect Oregon, I
ask your indulgence In the following necessa ily rather extended statement of
facts.
!. Oregon State Fair was organized in 1861, and has hel an annual exposition
each year since then. We have 40 organized county fairs, and district county
fairs, in addition to which we have the Eastern Oregon Livestock Show, at
Livestock Exposition
Union, the Northwest Turkey Showtat Oakland, Pactfie
at Portland, and the Pendleton Round-up.
by the funds
sustained
All of the foregoing are beneftciaries and are largely
received from the Oregon Racing Commission.
In 1083, when Oregon authorized legalized racing, with pari-mutuel betthig,
we were In the depth of the depression, and Governor Meler was under the
necessity of raising substantial sums of money for relief at a time when our
property owners were permitting their property to revert to th" counties, by
reason of nonpayment of property taxes. To meet tlds situation, Governor
Meter felt it necessary to eliminate all unnecessary State expenses. ,
. Early In the 1933 session he notified the legislature that liewould veto any
appropriation for any of the fairs. At that time this would have meant that
the State fairs, the Pacific International, and nearly all of the county fairs would
have had to close unless some other source of revenue could be found.
Instead of placing the Oregon share of the racing fund in the general fhid, the
racing law provided that all of the net returns to the State should be appropriated
for the various fairs and exhibitions.
For 9 years the State fair, the Pacific international, and the county fairs have
participated In the proceeds derived from racing. In II the legislature added
as beneficiaries the Mastern Oregon Livestock Show, at Union, the Northwest

Turkey Show at Oa:klaind, and thmePendleton Rtound-up.

In 1939 the legislature increased the State's participation by one-half of 1 percent and placed this money in the general fund.,
As a result of the foregoing. and excluding the money received in 1042, there
has been paid to the State and Its beneficiaries, over and above all expense of the
racing commission, the following sums of money derived directly from racing,
and by racing I mean, pari-mutuel betting:
7 ----------- $52, 045. 1%
-------- 7
General fund, In 3 years-----573, 52
2----.----279,
--...
Oregon State Fair, in 9 years''279, 573. 52
in 9 years--------txpositon,
pacific International Livestock E
33, 200. 00
-------------endleton Round-Up, in 7 years --------------33, 260. I)
Eastern Oregon Livestock Show, In 7 years.-----.------------------8,2e8. 00
- -----Northwest Turkey Show, In 7 years ------- ----230,079. 70
-7----------County fairs, in 9 years--------

Tbtal ----

_
--------------------------

910,0690. 08
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While tho Above amounts are not large, considering the length of timt elapsd,
nevertheless they have been sufficient to permit tile continuatln of all of our
fairs, with a regular annual growth and with at proportionate increase In the
benefits to agriculture, horticulture, and other rural activities.
'i'hese funds have beell of special benefit in that it has made possdhle it continuation and enlargement of the social and economic honetsl derived front 4-I Clubs
and Muture Farnwer activIties of the rural citizen. This has made it possible to
make farn life ionre attractive and il a substantild way lias Inereased tMe lposihility of keeping the young people Interested li all desirous of reniuIng at home
on the farms.
This 4-11 Cib anod Future Farmer attivity Is recognized as two of thu very
outstanding econoulie and social activities which are yielding annual benefits of
great value to our conmunities.
In 1028 we organized tile Oregon Fairs Association. I have been president of
this organization from Its beginning. All of the county fairs, the State fair, the
Pacific Internathonal, 1ie l'endleton-ltound-up, the Eastern Oregon Livestock
Show, and the Northwest Turkey Show are constituent meters of our fair
association,
We hold an annual meeting in January of each year, which is attemled by rep.esentatives'of the various fair boards; usually thu attendance numbers from 1M0
to 15a0.
. I enclose you the following of our puhllcatlons: Roster of Fairs and Olber
Iiforination Janunry 1ll, whih furnishes considerable detailed Information;
also our publication, Oregon Fairs.Inl 141 1 sent out a questlonnaire to-all of the fair boards ineltling the Paclc
international, State fair, etc., in order to gather the deliberate Judgment of ilepe
fair officers and organizations, as to tile benefits which have accrued from 6.0
finds derived froan raelng.
The Information cotulained in this booklet Oreton Fairs Is authentic as given
to me ly the signed sinteanents ef these fair oards and their olicers, all of which
are preserved i inmy tiles,
'The purpose of ills letter Is to call to your attention the importance of our fairs
to our people, with all of whIch, in a general wp.y at least, you are thoroughly
I
familiar.
I also wish to call it) your atteullon tiae furslier fact that without the support
of the funds derived from parl-nmtuel wagering few of these fairs would now be
in operation.
.
I
,,
The proposal to take it new tax of 5 percent from the money wagered on parimutuel racing would, in may opinion, absolutely eliminate all legalletl racing in
Oregon..,
. ,As It is now, 12Aj percent of all money wagered is delucted every diy. This
deduction pays the expenses of the operator, furuishes the funds for parses to the
contestants, and pays to lie Slate the 3 percent it reecivo, pls the $800 per day
license fee It charges, and It Is from this source that the State receives the money
It has distrlauted as above set forth.
. , -. ,
.
It would lie ianuninforned iandmisguiled person whia would conclude that the
wagering public Is unconsclou of tile deductions now inade under the law, and
it would te tile height of folly to assume that persons would wager the samse
amount of money If they realized that an additional 15percent Was to be deducted.
As a matter of fact, there Is no doubt In) my mind that this new tax would close
all legalized racing In Oregon within 2 years after it was Imposedl.
The result of tile foregoing would le that our fairs woull Iose the support they
have received and we would revert to the old play of tie "lsaokia" aid the like
form of Illegal gambling onl races which was ili full force iln Oregon when our
racing law was passed and which has now largely been eliminated. Tis Illegal
gambling on races was one of the reasons our legislature passed the law legalizing
pari-mutuel wagering and prohibiting any wagering on racing contrary to the
provisions of the pari-mutuel law.
Our racing comnatslion hats always been inade up of men of the highest type.
I call your attention to the fact that the following four of the five memlasrs have
been members of tile racing commission since It was first created, to wit : lenry
W. Collins, grain merchant; William P. Turner, retired railroad resident: T. B.
Wilcox, a capitalist, and owner (if the Wilcox and Stevens Buildings, two of oilr
Important downtown office buildings- Fay Lelrow. banker at Athena. The fifth
member, J. N. MePadden, of Corvallis, retired at the end of his 0-year term and
was succeeded by C. A. Huntington, merchnnt and businessman at Eugene,
who Is now serving his fourth year on the commission,
'
' ...
..
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. Racing with pari-mutuel wagering has been of other benefit to Oregon.
You
are, no doubt, aware of the George A. White Service Men's Center, which is offlcered by Mrs. Maria Jackson, owner of the Oregon Journal, as chairman of the
board, and four other worthy citizens. They maintain the one servicemen's center in Portland and have already catered to the well-being and comfort of more
than 200,000 servicemen during their stay in Portland, and the service is particularly beneficial
to the new inductees who have come In froi their respective
draft board.
This organization Is without financial support, but It has been sustained by
womel's organizations who give their time, food, and other services to the comfort
and entertainment of the service men.
The Multnomah Kennel Club has conducted greyhound racing at the Multnomah Civic Stadium since the racing law was passed and is now in its tenth
season. Ithas contributed 95 percent of all of the money to the racing fund. At
the request of Mrs. C. S. Jackson and her associates, and as agent for the George
A. White Service Men's Club, they conducted 03days of racing this season, paying
over all of the net proceeds to the Service Men's Club. 'The net proceeds were
very materially increased by the contribution of 1 day's pay by each of the
employees, 1 day's purses by each of the contestants, and $3,500 rental by the
donations. The net
Multnomah Kennel Club and other slilar contributions olnd
result of the racing kate $27,000 to the Service Men's Club of which they retained
$19,000, and paid $4,000 to the American Red Cross, $2,000 to United Service
Organizations, and $2,000 to the local community chest.
The Oregon Journal carried an announcement of the races during this0-day
period across the bottom of the front page of each edition of this paper, which,
of course, I take to mean that the Oregon Journal felt this movement of sufficient
general Interest to warrant this very effective publicity.
If it is within your conception of your public duty, I do most respectfully urge
that you findsome effective means of eliminating this proposed special Federal
I tax.
My Interests, of course, are eonflined to Oregon, and that it as far as my Information goes, but from what I have stated, you will observe that this tax,
while it will produce a comparatively small amount of money for the Federal
Government, will undoubtedly seriously impair our activities to tinextent far
greater than any benefit that can be derived by the Federal Government.
It seems to me that this tax money should be left alone for the benefit of
invaded by the
the State and its dependencies rather than to have this field
Federal Government. ,
Respectfully yours,
H. H. CIINDGR)aN.President, Oregon Fair Association.

The CHAIRMAN. I submit for the record a statement from Paul J.
Kern, of New York City, representing the committee on national
taxation, National Lawyers Guild, which will be inserted in the record
at this point.
- (The statement of Mr. Kern is as follows:).
"
.
STATEMENT SUUMITrFD BY PAUL J. KENr,

Nirw YOR, N. Y., Foi COMMITTEE oN

NATIONAL TAXATION, NATIONAL LAWtESs' GUILD
TAXATION FOR VIxcOsY,

The revenue bill before your committee to raise the funds required for the
speedy prosecution of this war of survival is of desperate Importance. We are
faced with revenue needs and a tax program of a magnitude unthought of in
modern times. We all rpnalze it Is Imperative to raise every possible dollar of
additional revenue.
Sacrifice never known before will be required of every
American and of every element in our national economy to assure the success of
our war effort-and of speedy victory.
We have been solemnly assured by President Roosevelt that a sound tax program
is vital to the successful prosecution of the war. We have been vigilantly warned
by Secretary Morgenthan that "it Is a million times cheaper to win than to lose."
And yet the tragic fact is that day after day---atlne back to early in March
when the Treasury submitted Its tax program to the Ways ani Means Committee-we witness with but very few exceptions the never-ending pleas for special
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privileges, the demands of selfish groils urging that the Treasury's proposals,
insofar as they affect the particular interests of the pleader, be abandoned or
whittled down, predicting dire calamity to the Nation if they are adopted. The
proposals of the Treasury, molded and cast into "an instrument of victory," have
been ruthlessly dissected.
lWe come here to plead for no special groups, to ask no favors for anyone. We
come here to plead the ase for our country, to plead its solemn wisi that the
original program of the Treasury, which is in fact a program for victory, should
not be scuttled or abandoned to meet the partisan desires of the many ae:fil and
greedy interests. ' '
The revenue bill as it stands does not make the tax program "an instrument of
victory." It does not meet the basic requirements of a revenue act for America
lit war. It does not fulfill the standards of taxation enunclated by the President
in] ieven-polnt antllilatlon program. It violates the cardinal l)riliI)le of
equality of sacrifice urged by the PresIdent-it perpetuates tax shelters for the
privileged few while placing disproportionately oppressive burdens on those
with meager income. The revenue billthus hinders the war effort by tending to
undermine the morale and health of our people and of our soldiers of production
'
the arsenal of democracy.
creating
The tax
bill passed by the House falls to raise the revenue urgently needed
for the war effort. It Is expected to yield $0,271,000000 in new taxes-$1,339,000,000 short of the Treasury' ,, original request for $7,610,000,000 in additional revenue and $2,468,000,000 short of the Treasury's revised request for
$8,789,000,000.
These, In our Judgment, should be the cornerstones of a victory tax program:
1. Taxes must be fair, nondiscriminatory, and levied In accordance with
ability to pay..
,
2. Every special privilege and every tax loophole should be abolished.
3. Taxes should be designed to check inflation.
14.
sxesprofits
and undue profits should be effectively recaptured by
the Treasury.
5. The health and morale of the people must not be undermined by new
burdens on low income groups already heavily taxed.
Because the Treasury's tax program as originally submitted to the Ways and
Means Committee is, in the main, In keeping with these principles, it deserves
tbe Support of the American people. It Is a sound tax program for America
..
I II
a t W ar.
There are important modifications in the Treasury's program which we believe
should be made in order to fashion out of the tax hill, in the words of Secretary
Morgenthan, an "instrument for victory." We shall deal with those moltfioations
later. For the moment we turn our attention to the revenue hill drafted by
the Ways and Means Committee and passed by the House under a gag rule
.
WhiCh lloWed It little alternative.
Turning first to the individual Inco'ie tax, the House's action in reducing
personal exemptions, coupled with the changes made In the Treasury's surtax
rate schedule, results in heavier increases on the lowest bracket taxpayers (as
compared with the Treasury's original proposals) while the burden on the
middle and higher bracket taxpayer is lightened. Thus persons with comfortable and large Incomes are favored at the expense of the low income taxpayers.
We Pave prepared tables which show that under the House bill, as contrasted
with the proposals originally made by the Treasury (retaining existing exemptions), all married persons with incomes up to approximately $4,000 a year
will pay higher taxes, while taxes payable by such persons with incomes above
$4,000 will be decreased. Thus. the Treasury proposed that a married man with
no dependents who earns $2,000 a year pay an Increased tax of $38. The
Ways and Means Committee added an dditlonAl $60 beyond the Treasury's
figures, while at the same time cutting $59 off the Treasury's proposed tax on
a $5,000 income, $28 off the Treasury's levy on a $10,000 income, and $740
off the Treasury's tax on a $2.1.000 income.
As a matter of fact, according to statistics issued by the Treasury Department
(we refer to exhibit A, on page 57 of the transcript of the current hearings
before this committee). the striking fact Is revealed that of the entire additional
kovenue of $2 872,000,000 from Individual income taxes, the net income classes
under $2,000 will pny $885,000.000 compared to the $851,000,000 which will be
'paid by the net-income classes above $5000, Po that persons with the most
Vienge- incomes Will therefore be contributing more than those with the most
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comfortable Incomes. Another striking fact is that the increased tax on net
incomes under $3,000 is $1,500,000,000, which is more than 50 percent of the
total additional revenue which will be produced under the Individual income
tax. It is therefore the lower brackets which will bear the brunt of the new
taxes levied on individual incomes. Moreover, the net-income class under
$1,0C0 will have its tax increased 554 percent, the net-income class of $1,000
to $2,000 will have Its tax increased 262 percent, the net-income class of $2,000
to $3.000 will have its tax increased 141 percent, while the net income class of
$5,000 to $10,000 will have its tax increased only 70 percent, and-most strikingthe net-incom class above $10000 will have its tax increased only 33 percent.
This is inequality with a vengeance. Favoritism toward persons with large
incomes at the expense vf persons with small incomes is hardly commendable
at any time-it is intolerable at a time like this.
. The House's action in lowering personal exemptions appears to ignore the
facts that the low-income groups are already living under economic conditions
which make unjust and undesirable the Imposition of additional taxes. Studies
prepared by the Office of Price Administration have shown that the 0,800,000
ramlies with incomes under $1,250 a year cannot at present, even without war
bond and stamp purchases, make ends meet; they are constantly in the red. The
13,000,000 families with Incomes of from $1,250 to $2,500 just manage to keep a
step ahead of the butcher, the grocer, and the landlord. And the single person
,
, ,
with an income of $500 to $700 ends the year In the red.
. The low-income groups are already contributing far more' than their just
share of the American tax bill. Secretary Morgenthau stated on March 10, 1042
that Treasury studies have -3hown that a single person earning $750 a year, not
subject to Federal income tax, paid direct and hidden Federal, State, and local
taxes of $130. This constitutes 17.3 percent of his income and represents 8 weeks'
pay. A ma-rled man, with no dependents, earning $1,500, pays $250 In taxes-10.7 percent of his income, or an equivalent of 8 weeks' work. These statistics
prove that Indk iduals and families below the exemption level are already contributing their utmost, and, more, decency and fair play demand that these low
income groups be left free of additional taxation.
I Nor can the House committee's Imposition of a disproportionately large share
of the burden of new taxes on low income groups be justified as essential to the
campaign to stave off inflation. Many of the veteran advocates of lowered
personal exemptions, a Federal sales tax. and other levies designed to place the
tax burden on those least able to bear it now shout for these proposals under
the gulse of stemming the tide of inflation. This is, indeed, a remarkable co-incidence.
T-xatlon is but one of the weapons available In the fight against Inflation.
We have already begun to u-e two other basic weapons-price control and
rationing, in addition to credit and other controls. This is the democratic
method of dealing with the inflationary gap, a method whereby the supply of
goods Is made available to all the people who can pay the prices fixed by
Government ceilings.
'' .'
'IThere are other measures which can and should be taken.to dealI with
inflation.
We must nmke the most effective use of available plant equipment, raw materials, Imports, and manpower. The waste and misuse of plants and materials,
expo d by the Truman committee, are a sorry chapter in American production
which we cannot afford to repeat. The failure to utilize small plants, the
existence of millions of unemployed in some sections of the country while
others suffer labor shortages, the discrimination against workers because of
race or creed-these all serve to reduce the supply of goods and services available, and hence are openings In the dam being built against inflation. They must
be closed.
Taxation, too, has an important role to play In dealing with Inflation. The tax
collector siphons off the income before it gets Into the stream of purchasing
power. But It must be emphasized that taxation is only one of the instrumentalities available in fighting Inflation. Unlike rationing and price control, Income taxation as an anti-inflationary weapon is a crude and unrefined mechanism, for through income taxation, the income taxed is reduced in toto. The
taxpayer may, for example, be prevented from buying milk for his children
(or from going to the beauty parlor) or may have to cut down on the movies
as a result of his tax bill. ,Yet we may have more than enough milk (and
beauty parlors) and too many movie houses.
Because the funds of 19,500 000 families with Incomes under $,000 are
expended largely for goods and services as to which, in general, we are not
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experiencing our prime shortages, and because further reductions In,these in-'
comes through increased taxes would deal a severe blow to the health and wellbeing of the soldiers, fighting the battle of production, it Is not sound anti.
inflationt ry policy to Increase taxes on such groups through a sales tax, lowered
income-ta.t exemptions, or otherwise. Because funds of the 13,00a,000 families
with IncoLies In excess of $2,000 constitute the main source of the buying pressure
on the gools and servlcyi qs to which, in general, we are suffering the severest
shortages, anj' h-'aupe .- 'iti)n of income groups can be carried out without
substantially affecting the health or well-being of the people, anti-Inflationary
policy to adopt Treasury's origincl income-tax proposals.
This conclusion is made doubly compelling by the termination of the production
of most consumers' durable goods. For if means that the middle and higher Income groups which spend billions
of dollars for automobiles, refrigerators, washIng machines, etc., in previous years have idle purchasing power which is seeking
new channels for expenditure. It has been estimated that nondefense durable
goods, Including equipment for their production, ai)sorbed $15 000 0 i 000 of the
national income in 1941. A substantial part of this $15,000.000,000, or 1942
equivalent in consumers' pockets, Is a most serious inflationary danger. To cut
off these billions from the market place requires heavily increased taxes of the
higher than $2,000 income groups.
,,It is therefore sound anti-inflationary policy to siphon off as much as possible,
of the incomes 'df the middle and higher income brackets, through income and
corporation taxes, and to resist all attempts to Increase the tax burdens of low,
income groups, through sales taxes, lowered exemptions, or otherwise. Thereby
the incomes which primarily threaten Inflation wilt be diverted to the war effort
without impairing the health or stamina of the average family fighting the war
of production In the shops, the fields, and the factories.
T

E $25,000 CEILING IN INCOMES

The President In his seven-point anti-inflation program urged that personal
Ificomes be limited to $25,000 after the payment of taxes. The Treasury presented
a concrete plan to the Ways and Means Committee, but the $25.0 ceiling hag
been rejected. It has been reported that the $25,000 limit would bring In $660,000,000 In revenue. Under the bill many Americans will be permitted to retain
10 or 20 times $25,000, while the ;.rest of the Nation Is tightening its belt for the
war.
What meaning can equality of sacrifice have If we fail to adopt the $25,000
ceiling?; Nothing could he more calculated to stir the Indignation of the millions
of single people with Incomes of $16 a week and married persons with incomes of
$31 a week who are asked to pay Income taxes at a rate of 19 percent, Ifa few
thousand favored persons are allowed to retain hundreds of millions a year after
taxes and beyond their exemptions of $25,000. How can we ask John Q. Citizen
to put 10 percent of his income in war bonds or stamps, or to agree to stabilize
his wages, while these few thousand at the top of thI2 American economic scale
retain
their hundreds of millions a year?
1 The failure
to adopt the President's $25,000 limitation would hinder the war
effort by undermining morale, would breach an important sector In the battle
against inflation, and would violate every principle of equality of sacrifice.
SPECIAL PRIVILEGFS AND LOOPHOLES

The Treasury recommended the elimination of three special privileges and
loopholes:
.
1. The abolition of the privilege of PlIng separate returns, which would produce
estimated revenue of $420,000,000 (without allowance for the working wife tax
credit).
......
'
* - 2. The taxation of the Interest on all outstanding and future issues of State and
local securities, which would yield $275,000,000.
9. The termination of the special privilege of percentage depletion beyond cost
for owners of oil wells and mines, which would bring an additional $206,000,000
Into the Treasury.
' These tax shelters, these loopholes, these special privileges are, as pointedly
stated by'Secretary Morgernthau, "bad enough in time of peace" they are "intolerable in time of war." Despite the barrage of propaganda from special and vested
interests which these proposals have evoked, they are reforms on the "must" i.,t,
if we are to have a tax law which makes any pretense of eliminating tax shelters
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and havens of exemptions for privileged taxpayers. The Treasury has completely demolished the case sought to be made by the advocates of these special
privileged; our position Is more fully developed in a memorandum in which I
shall request leave to file with the committee. Indeed, we see no reason, moral,
legal, or economic, why all outstanding Federal securities, as well as State and
local securities, should not be made subject to tax. lut the point I wish to
emphasize now is the utter unacceptability to thMeAmerican people of a tax bill
which lmposee oppressive loirdens on the man with a $20 or $30 a week Income
and yet allows nearly $1,000,000,000 in revenues to remain untaxed to the higher
income groups through its refusal to end unwarranted tax exemptions and to
terminate special privileges. Such a tax bill does not fit the pattern of a democratic tax program to finance this peolles' war.
ESTATE AND GIiT TAXES

'The House approved the Treasury's recommendation of a $60,000 estate-tax
exemption and a $30,000 gift-tax exemption (which incidentally means that
$90,000 can still be transferred without paying a single penny in gift or estate
taxes), but it rejected the proposal for a $5,000 maximum exclusion for annual
gifts for each donor, deciding instead that hereafter no more than $3,000 a year
could be given to any individual tax free. But the donor could still give that
much to as many different people as lie wanted every year. Tile House turned
down the recommended increases in estate and gift-tax rates.
The fact is that the Increased rates recommended by the Treasury are comparatively mild in the light of war-tax standards. The net result of the rejection
of the Treasury's recommended increases in estate and gift-tax rates and the
changes made In time estate-tax exemptions Is that Instead of Increasing estate
and gift taxes in the amount of $309,(00,000 as the Treasury recommended, there
will he a losq of $7.1V0 000 nuder the revenue bill as it stands.
At a time when persons In the lowet incomer backers are making heavy tacrifles for war, it is intolerable for Congress to pass an act which rejects tfiese
proposed increases in estate and gift-tax rates. As President Itoosevelt stated
in hi- Budget message of January 7, 1942, "when so many Americans are contributing all their energies, and men their lives to tile Nation's great task. I am
confident that all Americans will be proud to contribute their utmost in taxes."
The 1942 revenue bill should go far beyond the Treasury's mild estate and
gift-tax proposals. The urgency of the thues requires the adoption of an integrated estate and gift-tax system, witl a single exemption of $20,000, including
the life-insurance exclusion, and a single set of drastically increased rates.
Hundreds of millions beyond the $309,000,000 proposed by the Treasury could
,+
thus be added to the financial arsenal.
MEDICAL EXPENSES, DEBT PAYMENTS, AND MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS,
We support the Treasury's recommendation that a deduction be allowed heads
'of families for extraordinary medical expenses, and that employed wives should
be given an allowance for expense Incurred in the home by reason of such
We favor also the Treasury's recommendations that the $400
employment.
credit for children be expanded to those from 18 to 21 years, where the dependent
is in college.
We are opposed to granting special allowances for payments by individuals
and corporations to meet debt payments and other fixedcharges. There Is no
for the substantial lossof revenue which would result theresound justification
.1
to-t eI I I 1,
from.
foregoing reconimendatIons which, in the main, follow the
to
the
In addition
Treasury's orlginial proposals to the Way4 and Means Committee, there are two
particular features of the current tax situation which are of Dressing importance---the excess-profits tax and the drive for a general sales tax.
,xCESS-P OFITS TAXATION "
%.PThe 90 percent excess-profits tax rate adopted by the House deserves the
support of the American people and should to accepted by the Senate In line
being made by ina +ug the unparailelea profits
with the objective .f rec
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dustry in this war period. But high excess-profits tax rates alone wil have
comparatively little effect on the corporations which virtually escape the tax
because of the large credits allowed under the excess-profnts tax. The existing
law, which subjects to excess-profits taxation only the annual profits above (1)
95 percent of the average 19 0-39 earnings, or (2) an 8 percent return on the
first $5,000,000 Invested capital and 7 percent on the remainder, whichever credit
is
higher, is a "heads the corporation wins tails the Government loKs" proposition.
Apart from a large number of relief provisions designed to benefit taxpayers,
the only basic change In existing credits proposed by the House bill i the reduce.
tion of the Invested-capital credit to 6 percent on capital above $10,000,000 and
5 percent on capital above $200,000,000 (formerly the applicable kate was 7
percent). The average-earnings credit remains unehangod so that corporations
with large pre-war earnings continue to avoid their fair share of the excess.
profits
tax. BorroweA capital is still treated as invested capital to the extent
of 50 percent. In short, the revenue bill as it stands retains tile fundamentailly
unsound provisions which Induced Assistant Secretary of the Treasury John
L. Sullivan, in his 'testimony before the Ways and Means tkonuttee on the
1941 revenue bill,
to conclude that "we now have on the statute bceks a tax
which Ia called an excess-r,rofits tax, and which tile
country believes is an excess.
profits tax. qThe truth of the matter Is that the law we call an excess-prcfl.s tax
does not tax excess profits at all".
because of the heavy capitalization of some corporations, and the prosperous
pre-war earnings of others, thu unprecedented piofits of some of the largest
and most profitable corporations in Anierlca will not be substantially recaptured
under the existing profits tax law.
The President, In his anti-Inflation niessage, said:
"We must tax heavily and in that process keep personal and corporate profits
at a reasonable rate, the word 'reasonable' being defined at a low level."
itn
line with the tax plank of the preldent's seven-point program. we ropose
that the credit for equity Invested capital be redliced to 5 percent for the first
$10,0,000 and 4 percent for the balance; this is a "reasonalile" pot-Pearl
Ifarbor rate in the spirit inasmuch as Interest deductions provide a proper allowance for the cost of such capital. We would Impose a rate of 90 L~rcent
on all profits in excess of such allowances on invested capital, and where a
corporation's current profits exceed its average 193(--39 profits; we would tax
the Increase tipto the invested-capital credit at the rate of 721,4 percent. The
latter Is a rate halfway between the top normal and surtax corporate rate
of 55 percent (proposed by Treasury) and the 90 percent rate here proposed.
By this plan, corporations Increasing their earnings in wartime woul 1 1)ay an
excess-pr(fits tax on the Increased war prrfirs. 'he tirefits sulj"et to the 91)
percent and 72/, percent excess-proflts tax rates would not be suoject to lie
cir'uorai normal tax or surtax. Corporations with net Incomes unler $10,000
would he entirely exempt from the excess-profits taxes.
Such an excess-proilts tax would r(flect
the serious beginning of a ,-' -ctioa
of the current philosophy of "regressive sacrifice" for national survival-which
asks of men in military service the utmost of sacrifice and allows industry all
8 percent and 7 percent rtrnt on capital, or its 19106-39 proflts, whichever is
higher, before taxing the balance as excess.
FEICAL SAULS TAX

Tie adoption by the House of a bill which falls nearly $2,500.000.000 short
of the Treasury's revenue requests has given new Impetus to the drive for a
Federal sales tax--a drive which was effectively stopped In the House. The
rejection by the Houe of the Treagury's progressive tax propx)sals, doisign'd

to tap genuine ability-to-pay sources lays the Imasls
for the oppressive sales tax,
which woulu burden unfairly and disproportionately the factory workers antd
farmers with small Incomes.
The oppressive nature of a Federal sales tax is Indicated by the fact that each
a tax would hit the poorest people four times aq hard as the wealhhy. '1he
sales tax is the exact opposite of the ability-to-pay income tax. The income
tax graduates upward from no tax on the lowest incomes to a top of 8S percent
(under the House 1ill)
on the highest Incomes. Bat a sales tax would gr(ulate
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downward. For example, a sales tax absorbing 10 percent of the income of
ersons earning less than $500 a year would graduate downward so as to absorb
2.7 percent of the income of persons making more than $10 000 a year.
The Secretary of the Treasury in his testimony before the Ways and Menus
Committee has forcefully presented to the Nation the vital reasons for opposition
to a general sales tax. '
1. "*The general sales tax falls on scarce and plentiful commodities alike."
2. "It strikes at necessities and luxuries alike."
8. "As compared with the taxes proposed in this program, it bears disproportionately on the low-income groups whose incomes are almost wholly spent
on consumer goods. It is, therefore, regressive and encroaches harmfully ,upon
, , .,
, ,
a rd o f liv in g ." ' I I
th
. e4. sta
"ItndIncreases
prices and makes price control more difficult. It stimulates
demands
higher wages and adds to the parity prices of agricultural products."
5. "It isfornot,
as many suppose, easily collected; on the contrary, its collection
would require much additional administrative machinery at a time when manpower is limited."
I Treasury estimates of yields disclose that a sales tax that does not hit food
would not raise much revenue. Even a stiff 10 percent retail tax, which excluded food, Government purchases, and those articles already subject to severe
excise taxeg. would raise only $l,091,000,0J0. If medicines, clothing, and fuel
were also exempt, a 10 percent sales tax would considerably complicate our fiscal
problems, for it would tend to increase substantially the cost of producing the
sinews of war.
Nor can we, too, strongly wain of the grave effect on national morale if
Congress were to adopt so unfair, inequitable, and regressive a measure an a general sales tax. A general sales tax would foster national disunity and seriously
hamper the war effort-a worker without calories cannot efficiently produce war
materials.
I I" - I
I I1
This committee can make a genuine contribution to the war effort and to the
battle against inflation by refraining the revenue bill along the following lines:
1. Enact an effective excess-proflis
tax of 10 percent en )rofts above 4 and 5
72
percent of Invested capital and
/2 percent on earnings in excess of 193-39
earnings up to 4 and 5 percent of invested capital.
2. Ado t the Treasury's Individual income surtax schedule, retaining the existing3. $750
and $1,500 exemptions with a $25,000 ceiling on incomes.
Abolish
the special privileges and tax shelters of tax-exempt securities, percentage depletion above cost, and separate returns.
4. Reject the sales tax.
Such a program as the Lawyers Guild's tax program would fit the pattern of
a democracy paying the tax costs of this people's war of survival. It would fit
into the struggle against inflation and the effort to keep the Nation's morale at
its high peak. It would create a powerful instrment for victory. ,
Respectfully submitted.
•
PAUL J. KKRN.

The CHAMAx. Mr. Lewis.
STATEXIEVT OF CHARLES W. LEWIS, OF TOWNSEND & LEWIS, NEW
YORK, N. Y., COUNSEL FOR HUYLER'S'
'

Mr. LEwive. Mr. Chairman and g'.ntle-nen of the committee, I am
Charles W. Lewis, counsel for Huyler's, a New York corporation.
f I appear before you on behalf of Huyler's to request that stipple"rent C of the Revenuo' Act and section 270 .of tho
...
Ti
, ptcy Act be
amended as hereinafter requested.
.,
... ,
Huyler's
was
incorporated
in 1862 with
a paid-in
capital
$15,000.
" The
records
of this company
between
1882 and
1917 of
areabout
lost,

80 it is impossible to determine how much additional money was paid
into the corporation in the interim.

We know that in 1922 additional
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stock to the extent of $1,200,000 was issued, but that appeared to have
been a capitalization of surplus, which surplus was partially lost,' so
what the invested capital of Huyler's is at the present time I am unable
to state. '
'
1,Huyler's of Delaware mas incorporated in 1926, and had an invested
capital of $6,000,000. 'I uyler's of Delaware, the parent, paid $3,000,000
of that money for all of the stock of Ituyler's.' That money was paid
to the stockholders who were members of the Huyler family. Huyler's
of Delaware, the parent, subsequently advanced to Huyler's most of
the remaining $3,000,000 of the money that was paid in to the parent
company.
In 1940, pursuant to a reorganization, the parent Iluyler's transferred its assets, consisting of all of tho stock of the subsidiary Huvler's
and notes .for $8,000,000 of subsidiary Jluyler's to the subsidiary
Iluyler's. Subsidiary Iluyler's simultaneously exchange its reclassified
stock for the stock of- the parent lluyler's and the parent Huyler's was
Jiq uidated.
.
Parent llnyler's was liquidated solely'to simplify the corporate
structure under which the I-yler's business is.transacted, as has been
' I
(lone in the case of many other similar corporations.
Ih view of supplement C, as approved by the House, this liquidation,
however, might have been a great mistake, because if parent and subsidiary had been permitted to remain, or if parent had liquidated subsidiary, or if parent and subsidiary had been merged, leaving either
parent or subsidiary the surviving corporation, or if parent and subsidiary had been consolidated resulting in the creation of a new corporation, the 1husines of Iuylers would still have the benefit of an
invested capital of $6.000.000, but since parent was liquidated, leaving
subsidiary surviving, the Huyler's business might be'held to have an
iiivexitcd capital of only $15,000-the amount that we know was paid
in-plus any additionid amount which we find was paid in-plus a
sum which I will hereinafter refer to.
I The $3,000,000 that was invested hy the parent in the subsidiary will
be lost less
supplement C is amended.
It is submitted that there is no al)l)arent reason to distinguish
adversely between the liquidation of a parent by a subsidiary and the
liquidation of a subsidiary by a parent, or between the merger and
consolidation of rentt and subsidiary, and the liquidation of a parent
I
by a subsidiary.
Referring to the $3,000,000 advance by parent to subsidiary, if there
had not been a bankruptcy proceeding, clearly this $3,000,600 would
have been treated as invested capital of the subsidiary when the obligations of the subsidiary to the parent were canceled. ',
The situation,
however,ismuddied by'section 270 of the Bankruptcy Act which says
that tlhe
base of property of , baiikrupt must be reduced to the extent
that the debts are forgiven but not less than the fair market value of
- auih property.
, ,,
..
, , .
: " ."
, ..
.
It can be seen that if this rule were applied to lluyler's and other
colorations similarly stuated, Huvler's would be compelled to reduce
its invested capital t) less than what it otherwise would have been;
in other words, instead of subsidiary benefiting from the liquidation
of parent, subsidiary'would probably be hurt.
.
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It is re.pefuiiy submitted that section 270 of the Bankruptcy Act
should be amended to make certain, first, that the base of the property
in the hands of the debtor for purposes of determining profit and loss
is not necessarily determinative of the invested capital of the corporation; and secondly, tht the forgiveness of a debt by a parent
corporation in a bankruptcy proceedings constitutes a contribution to
the capital of a subsidiary.
I Mr. Chairman, I submit a memorandum which deals more fully with
this subject, and which I respectfullyrequest be included in the
record.
The CHAIIMAN. You ma include it.
Slave you talked this l)roblem ovei with the Treasury?
Mr. LEwI. Yes, sir; I have.
The CI.tjMAN. Rave you made any progress with them?
Mr. LEwis. I think so.

The CIIAIMAN. You have such a highly technical question here.
You may insert the brief. Thank you very much.
(The brief submitted by Mr. Lewis is as follows:)
iEMOR|ANDUM SUnM1TUD BY CIIAR1,ES W. LEWis, IN BEnBALF OF IIITYLf's A
NEw YORK CoRoRATIoN
FORMER SUBSIDIARY INDUSTRIAL
EXCEBS-PROFITS TAX PROBLEM OF REFORGANIZED
S

,

WHICH ACQ13IR-D ASSETS OF PAnENT
CORPORATION

A. The pertinent law
Supplement C to the excess-profits tax law, being section 218 of the revenue
bill of 1942 as approved by the House of Representatives, defines Invested
eapitali In eionetlon with certain exchanges and liquidations. The provisions
of section 761 of supplement C insofar as they relate to mergers and coiuolldaions and to liquidations of subsidiary corporations by parent corporations are
submitted to be fair and equitable. Section 761 appears to be defective, however, in that It does not embrace situations in which a parent corporation Is
liquidated, with the smibsidinry surviving, and in which there Is not a merger
of the parent into the subsidiary. It is submitted that the provisions of section
760 relative to excha ges wou(!, under certain cirrunst'aces, be ine(uilabhe, atd
would work a hardship on corporations and stockholders thereof who have
:
been parties to such exchanges.
To avoid such hardship cases and remedy such defects, It is respectfully
submitted that supplement C be amended and section 270 of the Bankruptcy
Act, as heretofore amended, be further amended as hereinafter suggested.
B. Example of hardship case
* For Instance, assume that parent corporation was organized in 1920 with
an Invested capital of $6,000,000; that subsidiary corporation was organized in
1882; and in 1926, before acquisition of its stock by parent from stockholders
O26
purchased
of subsidiary, had a paid in capital of $15000; that parent In
all of the stock of subsidiary for $3,000,000; that parent subsequently advanced
subsidiary $8l,00,000 to be used and which was used for Improving Its fixed
assets and for the expansion of Its business; and that parent and subsidiary
were reorganized and parent transferred to subsidiary Its assets, consisting
principally of stock of subsidiary for which parent paid $3,000,000, and notes
of subsidiary aggregating $3,00),000 and the subsidiary assumed certain of the
liabilities of parent and Issued new classes of Its stock In exchange for the
I,
stock of the parent.
Now, If parent and subsidiary had merged, leaving either parent or subsidiary
the surviving corporation, the surviving corporation, pursuant to section 701
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of supplement C, would have had an invested capital of $6,000,000. The consolidated or resulting corporation would also have had an invested capital of
$6,000,000 If there Lad been a consolidation of parent and subsidiary. L'kewise, if parent had liquidated subsidiary, parent or surviving corporation would
have had an invested capital of $6,000,000.
: But since parent delivered to subsidiary all of its assets, consisting of stock
of subsidiary, for which it paid 43,000,000, and notes of subsidiary aggregating
$3,000,000, pursuant to a reorganization as d~flncd by section 112 (g) (1) (c) of
the Internal Revenue Code, and subsidiary delivered new classes of Its voting
stock to the stockholders of parent and assumed certain of parent's liabilltlew
pursuant to a pan of reorganization and III accordance with section 112 (b) (3)
of the Internal Revenue Code, the subsidiary or surviving corporation, pursuant
to section 710, might le held io have an invested capital equal only to the invested
capital of subsidiary before ti reorganization increased by the aggregate amount
of subsidiary's notes returmd to subsidiary, to the extent that the return of
such notes was deemed to bf a contribution to capital. InI other words, because
the reorganization was e'fcted by the Iliquidation of theirparent and exchange of
stock as above described, rather than a merger, consottdation or liquidation
of subsidiary by parent, the surviving corli stioi might be deprived of a substantial part of the invested capital of the parent.
It Is respectfully requested that supplement C be anounided as indicated In the
addenduma hereto so as to prevent the possibility of hardship cases similar to
the one above described.
0. Analysis of pertinent law
Tile opinionie rein expressed is based on the following analysis of supplement 0
and sctlou 270 of ti Bankruptcy Act, as aineded.
1. lretiopm 760. Exhangcs.-Thlis section provides it substance that, in connectoi with an exc'inge as deilned InI paragraph (a) thereof, the amount paid
in for stock of the triisferee or as paid iii surplus, or as a contribution to the
capital of tine I ransferee shall be deenaed to ho an anlount equal to tile excess of
the basls (for determlnihg loss) in t le imuds of the transferee of tile property or
the transfuror received ulon the exchange over the sum of (1) the amount of
liabilities of the transferor aSsunied by the transferee, (ii) the amount of any
otler liability of the transferee constituting consideration for the property so
recoiled, id (iii) tile aggregate of tin anioni of ilny money inid Ithi fair na rket
vaime of any other property transferred to the transferor.
Applying tMe above formula to the parent corporation above descrilbed, the base
of the obligations of $3,000,C0 owed by subsidiiary to parent, it the hands of
subsidlry, would probably be zero ((xcept to tile extent that the return to
subsidiary of its ntues representig such obligations was deend to involve a
coniribnitlon to calital), and the base of the stock of the subsidiary, for which
parent hil i)naid $3.000,000, it the hands of the suibsidiary would probably alo
lie sero.
consequentlyy, the subsidiary or the surviving corl)oration may be held
to have derived relatively little benefit, froni the point of view of added invested
capital, from the aeoulsition of all of the assets of the parent which had an
invested capital of $6,000,000.
2. Sctlon 761. Tronsuclions in liquidtlion.-This section permits the Inclusion iII the invested capital of a taxpayer of the amount of its investment in
the stock of a subsidiary which has been liquidated, together with tle earnings and profits or deficit in earnings and profits accumulated by the subsidiary
after the acquisition of control of its stock by the taxpayer and attributable
to such stock. The adjustments provided in this section are stated to be applicable to liquidations under section 112 (b) (6) and to transactions having the
effect of liquidation, if gain or loss Is not recognized and if the basis of the
property received by the taxpayer Is fixed by reference to the basis in the
hands of the transferor. Mergers and cotsolidations of parent and subsidiary,
including merger of parent into subsidiary, are defined to be liquidating transactions.
Time effect of section 761 Ia tie abaidonniit of the rule prescribed by the
present law which increases or decreases the Investment of the parent to,nicord
with the Invested capital of the subsidiary. Tie now rule itescribed by see.
tion 761 Is stated to rnmeily the foregoing sit~tio by Including i the invested
capital of the parent, after liquidation of the subsidiary, tie aniount of the
74008-42--vol. 2-58
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original investment of the parent in tie stock of the subsidiary and does not
" the
reduce that part of the Invested capital of the parent to correspond with
" ', 0
.'
,
"- .,.. .. '
Invested capital of the subsidiary.
following
to
the
is
limited
it
however,
drafted,
presently
is
761
As section
situations:
1. The complete liquidation of another corporation under section 1-12 (b) (4,)
2. The liquidation of another corporation, if gain or loss is not recognized
because of the provisions of section 112 (b) (4) or (5), and If the property
received by the taxpayer has a basis described li section 113 (b) (2) (A) ;
33. The liquidation of a subsidiary by a parent incidental to a merger of tile
!
1
I
. .
1, i,
subsidiary into the parent; 4. The liquidation of a parent Incidental to the merger of the parent into the
subsidiary; and
5. The liquidation ofa parent and its subsidiary incidental to a consolidation
I
, .
of the parent and the subsidiary.
There is probably not covered by the provisions of section 761, however, a
situation such as is hereinbefore described, itI which a parent corporation Is
liquidated as an incident to the transfer of its assets to its subsidiary in connection with at~kexchange under section 112 (b) (3), and in which the parent
is not merged into the subsidiary and in which there is no consolidation, butI in
which the subsidiary is the surviving corporation.
3. Section 270 of the Bankiluptcy Act, as amendcd.-Wlth special reference
to corporate reorganizations, section 270 of the Bankruptcy Act (prior to the
amendment hereinafter referred to) required the reduction of the basis of tlre
debtor's property for income tax purposes by an iiount equal to the amount of
the canceled or reduced indebtedness, not including accrued interest unpaid
on any income tax return. This applied not
and riot resulting it a tax benefit
only to property retained by the debtor but also properly transferred to any
person required to use the debtor's basis in whole or in part.
Section 270 was amended, however, retroactively to June 22, 1938, to provide
that any reduction in the basis of property affected under the authority of the
Iankrrptcy Act shall not operate to decrease the basis of nny particular property to an amount less than tire fair market value of such property as of the
date of entry of the order confirming the plan of reorganization. The amendments were stated, at the time of their enactment, to be designed to eliminate
,vulthig under t!c former provi.i!on4 wherehy rediethe harasrhip or nnft'brare ss
tionof the basis of the property by the amount of the debt cancelation resulted In
an adjusted income tax basis which was less than the' fair market value of
the property and in some cases zero.
. It is respectfully submitted, however, that unless the term "basis" as rsed
it section 270 of the Bankruptcy Act, as amended, and as used in closing agreements between a debtor In a corporate reorganization and tire Commissioner of
Internal Revenue, pursuant to tire provisions of regulations 103, section 19.113
(b) (1)-3, be defined so as to distinguish the basis, for the purposes of determining gain or loss, of the assets of the reorganized corporation from the invested capital of such crporation- equally great hardship or unfairness may
result.
For example, if the tc-'rm "basis" as used iri section 270, as amended, should
be deemed to mean, amrog other things, the Invested capital of tie debtor, then,
in it situation -'ch its that herelnrabove described in which the parent transferred
to the subsidiary its cluim against the subsidiary in the sum of $3,000,000, the
invested capital of the subsidiary or surviving corIporation wold be reduced to
the fair market value of the debtor's property as of the date of entry of the
order confirming the plan of reorganization which, in the illustrated case, was
less than the debtor's itrvested capital. Tre applicartion of the market-valre
formula to the determination of the invested capital of a reorganized corporation
would riot only increase the tax burden of the corporation but would, In effect,
penalize it for the losses incurred during the years preceding the reorgatization.
°
I1rrrthermore, It is submitted that section 270 should be clarified So as expressly to except a situation tnt which a shareio;ler in a corporate debtor
which is indebted to in forgives such debt. According to section 19.22 (a--14
of regulations 103 promulgated by the Treasury Department, such a trans . ion
antounts to a contribution to the capital of the corporation to the extent of the
principal of the debt forgiven or canceled. It is submitted that the principle
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embodied in this regulation Is applicable to a debtor in a corporate reorganization and, therefore, that section 270 should be amended, as indicated in the
addendum hereto, to provide accordingly.
Oonohselon
In view of the foregoing, It Is respectfully submitted that sections 760 and
701 of the excess profits tax law should be amended, and section 270 of the
Bankruptcy Act, as heretofore amended, be further amended, as Indicated in
the following addendum.
Respectfully submitted.
TowNS2ND & LEWIS.

Nt,.w YonR, August 1, 1942.
AOIENDUM

,,

section 7(0 of supplement C in section 218 of the revenue bill of 1942, as
S
approved by the House of Representatives, should be amended, in part, as follows
provisions or modifications are printed in italic)
proposedd
"Svc. 760s.a(ditional
EXCHANOF..-.
(a) J)W'INITIONS.--For the purpose of this section-"(1) Exchange.-The term exchangee' means an exchange, to which section
112 (b) (3), (4), or (5) or so much of section 112 (c), (d), or (e) as refers
to section 112 (b) (3), (4), or (5),or to which a corresponding provision of a
prior revenue law is or wits applicable, by one corloratlon of its property, including stock or 8curiltics,whether its omn or of another corporation, wholly or
in part for stock or securities of another corporation, or a transfer of property,
including stock or securities, whether its own or of another corporation, by one
corporation to aniothr corporation after )ecember 31, 1.)17, the basis of which
in the hands of such other corporation is or was determined antler section 113
(a) (8) (B), or would have been so determined hald such section lieen
ill effect.
"(2) Transferee Upon an Exchange.-The term 'transferee upon allexchange'
means a corporation which! upon an exchange acquires property, including stock
or securities, whether its own or of anotWher corporation, ii exclnge, wholly or
it part, for its stock or securities, or which acquires property, including stock
or gccurtfics, wlictcr ts owntor of another (orporation, irom anpher corporationafter December 31, 1917, the Iasis of which inIts hands is or was determined
tinder section 113 (a) (8) (B), or wotild have been so determined bad such
fxectloi
been iii effect.
"(b) Itui.m-In the application of section 718 (a) to a transferee upon an exchange in determining the amount pald in for stock of fithe
transferee or as paidinsurplus or is a contribution to capital of the transferee, in connection with such
exchange, only an amount shall be deemed to have been so paid In equal to the
excess of the basis (for determining loss) it the hands of the transferor of the
property of the transferor received by the transferee upon the exchianige over the
slm of * * * "
Section 761 of supplement C should be amended by adding at the end of paragraph (a) the following new subparagraph :
"(3) The complete liquidation of a corporation owning stock In another corporation inchlental to a traiisfer of allof the assets of the liquidated corporation
to such other corporation in e-"henge for stock or securities of such other
corporation.".

Section 270 of the National Jankruptcy Act, as heretofore amended,
should be further amended by the addition of the following new paragraphs, the present section 270 being regarded as paragraph (a)
there(c:
"(b) 'T'he provisions of paragraph (a) of this section 270 shall not be deemed
to apply to the forgiveness of a debt or debts owing by the debtor to one or more
of Its shareholders, such transaction being deemed to amount to a contribution
to the capital (ofthe debtor to the extent of the aggregate principal amount of
the debt or debts so forgiven.
"(c) The term 'basis' as used in this section 270, and in regulations promulgated
hereunder by the Counissioner of Internal Revenue, with the approval of the
Secretary of the Treasury, or in any closlng agreements entered into hereunder
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between the debtor and the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, with the approval
of the Secretary of the Treasury shall be deemed to be t-,, iasts of the debtor's
property solely for the purposes of determining profit an(] tos and shall not In any
way be deemed to affect or be determinative of the invested capital of the debtor
for any purpose, including, but not by way of limitation, the computation of the
excess profits tax credit."

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Squires.
(No response.)

The CHAIRMAN. Is Mr. J. Duane Squires, of Now London, N. H.,
in the roomI
(No response.)
(The following statement was subsequently submitted by Mr.
Squires:)
LIaERTy ANNUITY IlONai), A PROPOSAL. OF A Nnv Tye op UINITD SXrATIem
WAR
IONIa, SUBMIUtHm) Ry J. DUANE Squlilumi, Nnv LONnoN, N. II.
Realizing the complexity and magnitude of the.Treasury's task in prvvidlng
funds for the national war program, I suggest that the United States fiscal
authorities give serious thought to a new type of bonds which would simultaneously exercise a greater appeal to the public than do existing Issues and at the
same time provide a way for a gradual an( regular reduction of the public debt.
I believe that the type of bond indicated in this memorandum would accomplish
both of these objectives.
While never attempted by the Government, it Is actually closely related to
term loans ts developed in recent years by commercial banks. , The similarity
has been admirably set forth by Mr. Winthrop Aldrich in a mclnoranduam on the
same matter, dated January 28, 1q42. This memorandum, I believe, has been
submitted to Treasury officials. The basic propositim is that principal and
Interest would be returned to the purchaser In eqlil installments over a period
of years so as to retire the bond at its maturity. As Mr. Aldrich has so clearly
lolinted out, existing bond issues-serles Y, F, and ( alike-all have certain difficulties associated with'their wide sale, either from tile point of view of tile buyer
or from that of the Treasury. These objections woul be met by tho proposed
type of Liberly annuity bonds.
A purchaser, let us say, of a $100 Liberty annuity bond would face the following
situation: Ile would pay $100 in 19)42. Ile would receive back $4 a year for 25
years and $3 a year for 25 years, making $175 in all. Thui lie would have InI
return for his original investment, after the lapse of 50 years, $175, or a net
atinual interest of 11/2 percent. Meantime, however, tile bond itself would have
been completely retired at the rate of $2 a year for 50 years. The national debt
would thus steadily decrease, while the annual return to the Individual would he
higher than that now possible from any existing bead.
There are several definite advantages for this type of security now:
(1) Many elderly people would be glad to put their entire life savings into,
Government securities to aid In tile war effort, lfit they amust have more thnt
2/ percent annual return to live on, and it must conme now. They cannot wait
for 10 or 11 years for It to begin.
I ' i
(2) Many people now owning stocks as their principal source of wealth to be
transmitted to their heirs are appalled at the problems involved In settling an
estate. Liberty annuity bonds would carry no such difficulties, and could be
transferred as easily as though they were currency.
(3) Such bonds would always be redeemable by the Government at a regular
schedule known and agreed upon at the time of purchase. To be precise, this
redemption figure would always be uit a point represented by the number of years
the bond had left in it times the figure $2.
(4) Such bo)nds would have a 10ost (lesirahle return to private investors a,
the latter years of the bond's life approached. This would assure stile through
110 private security channels.
1. 4
1
.I
1 (5) Such holdi would make It possible for the Government to begin now to
retire the gigantic debt that Is belng built i1), a(1ndat tIle same tiame to do it
In a wmly which wonld not Ile ullhearlrlble. Oue hundred billion dollars of such
bonds would never require uPore than $,|.f,000,000 in annual Interest charges
and it is estimnated that our taxes this year will raise several times that amount.
(6) Such Liberiy aitnuity bonds wollill coliform to ti, flmilhir fnatining pllall

i"

/
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made known to millions of Americans through the sale of automobiles and
homes, whereby interest and principal payments are combined in the same
figure,
(7) Such bonds would avoid completely any danger of blanket repudiation
of the national debt either through Inflation or otherwise.
(8) Finally, such annuity bonds would prove to be both psychologically and
financially more attractive to many types of investors than any exltlng national
securities.
All questions of registration, exact payment dates, precise interest rates, find
exact term for the bond Issues are details to be settled by Treasury flical experts, or by Members of Congress. The Important principles are two: (1) A
larger payment tian now made for war bonds to the Individual purchaser,
made up part of Interest and part of priteipal ; atid (2) a steady reduction of
the national debt, beginning even now while the war is In progress. If it be
objected that these are revolutionary and uapmccdented techniques for securIng itoney to win the war, let It be remembered that this is itrevolutionary
and Unprecedejtted war.

Boldness and daring li fittcilal policies are not less

important than the same characteristics In military techniques.
J.

DUANE

SQUIm.

Chairman, Dcparttacnt of Soctal S ticc, Colby Junior College,
New Lrsdon, N. H.
AUOUST 13, 1042.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Schultz.

STATEMENT OF RAYMOND H. SCHULTZ, ATTORNEY AT LAW,
CHICAGO, ILL.
Mr. SciLwrz. My niame is Raymond H. Schultz. I am a lawyer of
Chicago and I represent a large group of subdividers of real estate. I
appear before you and invite your attention to a situation which
has arisen in respect to the return of income received upon the forfeiture of contracts.
Our clients subdivide real estate and sell it on a deferred )asis,
generally over a period of 5 years. The down payment is rather
small, and the remaining, payments are collected on a monthly basis.
Our contracts provide that the vendor shall retain title to the real
estate and upon the tmnal payment the title is transferred to the purchaser. In the event of the failure of the plurchaser to make his
payments, the contract provides that there may be a forfeiture at the
option of the vendor, and that the amounts paid shall be retained as
liquidated damages.
Senator CONNALY. Has the purchaser any option to insist on foreclosure rather than forfeiture absolute?
Mr. SciuLTz. No, sir; he has no right to insist on foreclosure.
Senator CONNAiLy. That is legal in Illinois?
Mr. Sc'xur.i7. That is right.
Senator CONNAX . Even though he may have paid 75 percent of th
purchase price?
i
Mr.SCiz.TZ. That isright.
Senator ('N NALLY. You take it all away from himI
Mr. SChtLuvZ. Excepting oii all
appual to court. It might be that a
court would not permit a forfeiture under those circumstances. There
is nothing inour law which pi'bhibits it.
Senator CONNALLY. A court of equity?
Mr. SCHULTZ. A court of equity miglt.
Prior to 1938, upon the forfeiture of a contract, the taxpayer was
required to return as income all amofints which lie collected nd had
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applied to the reduction of his cost. Therefore, upon a forfeiture, all
the money which had been collected upon that contract had been rettrned to the Government as income. The installment payments at
the time of the collection, to the extent'that they were profits, were
returned; and upon the forfeiture all moneys which had gone to the
return of the investment were returned as income. That was a very
simple method of handling the matter. It was accurate, the GovernI II
•
I
ment could check it, and it was not costly.
In 1938 the Treasury Department issued its Regulation No. 4832
because of the finding of the court that under section 44 (d) it was
required that upon these forfeitures the taxpayer must compare his
unrecovered cost with the fair market value of th property and
dterAmine either gain or loss.
S: At that time I took the matter up with the TreasuryJ)epartment,
and I may say to you that I believe the Treasury Department has
always felt that the law should be changed in order to reestablish the
basis which formerly was contained in the regulations.
May I give you a typical case that we handle?
A piece of property costs $600 and it is sold for $1,800. Assume
that 10 percent is paid down or $180.' At the time of that sale twothirds of that collection, or J120, is immediately put into profit, and
the remaining $60 is taken as a return of capital. Of course, we have
all of our expenses which have to be charged against that profit. As
far as returning income, that is the basis that we must return. o, on an
installment basis.
on
. If there is a forfeiture, we have $60 that we haveeucollected
and
applied to return of cost. Now we must have our lot appraised and at
our own risk deteniiiie whether or not fhA inrecovered cost compared
with the fair market value creates a gain or a loss. We cannot use our
own people to make appraisals.' We must get independent appraisals.
Then the Government comes along 2 or 3 years later, and the Governrent again must have the property appraised, and if there is any
difference 'of opinion-and there is bound to be-we then'have
litigation.
,
1nthe case that I put, just assume that a lot had cost $600, and
appraisers put a $500 valuation on it-that would merely mean that we
had a $60 loss. If they put a $600 valuation on it, we would have a
$40 profit.

.

.

As far as the tax involved is concerned, it would amount to practically nothing, but the expense which is involved, both to the taxpayer and the Government, is substantial.
As I say, the requested amendment will not reduce in any manner the
amount of income tax that the Government will get; as a matter of fact
it will increase it, because the costs which are required to be spent in
determining the fair market value are completely eliminated. It will
also save the Government considerable money and, inasmuch as the
tax has to be paid in any event, it will be paid more quickly under the
oldI regulation than it will under the present one.
therefore ask that section 44 be amended either to provide that
the old regulation shall be established for all installment sales, or at
least that there be an alternative method provided where taxpayers
may at their election accept one or the other methods.... ' ', ,,,
,, Senator BARRLY. If you have a $60b lot that you sell for $1,800,
and then it is turned back and it is resold at $500 or $600 again, you
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indulge in a good deal of inflation between those two processes, don't
you?
.j Mr. Scur. 'z. Senator Barkley, those figures do not in any manner
take in our costs of advertising or selling or office expense, or anything else. In handling these installment contracts you take the
raw cost and your sales price without reducing it for any of your
other expenses.
Senator CONNALLY. If you get back a $1,800 lot and the down payment, too, you have made a little money on it; haven't you?I
. Mr. SCHiULTZ. In the case that I put, if we have received on tLAt
contract 10 percent, or $180, I will say that in coach one of those casesSenator CONNALLY (interposing). But you have gotten back a
$1,800 lot that did not cost you but $600. You have made $1,200,
haven't you?
Mr. SCojuLTZ. We have ,mnoth cr lot right beside it that cost us
$600. We could not possibly increase the value of that lot to $1,800
II
with one that cost us $600 right beside it.
rThe CHAIRMAN. You make the sale and you get a profit on it, and
then you get a profit back and the lot. How do you want to pay on
it? You want to pay on the profit; don't you?
Mr. Scmiurn-z. Immediately.
The CHAIRMAN. How do you want to do itI
-Mr. SciuLTZ. When we receive our first $180 payment, two-thirds
of it is profit. We want to put that in immediately. Whenever we
cancel it, the additional $60 that we got, we want to put right into
income the minute the forfeiture takesplace, and then we have paid to
the Government on 100 cents of every dollar that we have collected on
that contract.
Senator BARKLEY. Where you took back a lut uade forfeiture which
you have sold for three times what you have paid for it, when you
sell it again, you scll it again for thrce times what you paid for it' Mr. S;CHULTZ. Let us assume we would sell that lot on an installment contract again for $1,800, and if we collected $180 on that, after
having returned the $180 we took in in the first instance, on the next
sale we would return $120 as profit and $60 as return of cost, and on
each collection that was made throughout the term of that contract
we would make the same return, and when the last payment was mpde
we would have returned to the Government $1,200, and recovered our
cost of $600. In the meantime, our expense of operating is going on,
our advertising,*our sales expense, and that, would be charged against
the income.
"
..
.
.
. :
,, Senator BARKLEY. If you sold it six times and got it back six times
and got $120 each time, at the end of the process you world have
ourS[00 and your lot'also, wouldn't you ?
,Mr. SCHULTZ. If we did that, Senator, that would be true if we had
no expense involved; if we did not maintain an office or advertising
but if we sold every lot and took a 10-percent down payment and
that was all we got, if we never fulfilled one of those contracts our
expenses would overcome the .120 we received, and we would go broke.
'[he CHAIRMAN. You put $60 to your capital investment?
Mr. SCHULTZ. Yes.

* The CHAIRMAN. Then yonl come back and get the lot. How are you
going to pay on it unless you treat it as a capital or something and
find out what it is worth, whether it has gone up or gone down.
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Mr. Scnuivr.

If we take that lot back, having collected $180 and

having put in $120 as a profit, and put back the $60 immediately upon
forfeiture as an additional profit, we then have paid a tax on every

dollar paid on that contract and we should reestablish our cost at the
$600 basis.
iour c
TheCHAIRMAN. $600 1es $60?
Mr. SCiULTZ. No on the $600; on the full $600 basis.
"
The CHAIZAN. Y ou don't take anything oft?'
Mr. SCHULTz. No. The minute we forfeit a contract and have paid
on all we have taken in, our basis goes back to $600 because we have
the same asset with the contract eliminated, and every dollar we have
received we have returned for tax..
The CAIRM.tAN. You simply want to have the property returned
and retain your tax base as your cost base?
Mr. SciruI:c,.

Yes, sir; and the only reason for it is the element

of expense and uncertainty that Nye have in obtaining appraisals
by outside people and waiting 3 or 4 years for the determination of the
accurncy of those appraisals. What we are requesting is exactly
the regulation that was in effect up to 1938. At the time the court
upset that regulation the Treasury Department was arguing to sustain that position, and I think you will find that if this amendment
is put in to cover all installment contracts the amount that is expended by the taxpayer and the Government to conmpute the tax will
be materially less an d the Government will receive every dollar of
tax on every dollar of income.
The CHAIALMAN. You have set that out in your brief?
Mr. Situirrz. Yes, sir; that is set out in my brief with the suggested
amendments,

The

CHAIRMAN.

We thank you very much.

Mr. SciturTz. May I leave the brief?

The CHATIMAN, Yes; and it may be inserted after your general
statement.
'(The brief submitted by Mr. Schultz is as follows:)
8LPT.FMENTAL STATEMENT Oir RAYMOND H. SCIIULTZ, CHIOAGO, 1,.L.

As representative of a group of snbdividers in tho metropolitan area of
Chicago, we have heretofore called to the attention of the Government the unforltate situation from both tle toxnnyors' and th,,Govervlnent's standpoint

has arisen because of Treasury D:.ctslon 4832, 1033-30-9470. , t
..which
Under
the present regulations, the taxpayer is required,'in computing his

gain or loss upon the forfeiture of Installment contracts, to treat the forfeiture
as an exchange and to measure the gain or loss thereon by the difference between
the cost basic; of the remaining Installment obligations and the fair market
value of the property, the cost basis of the property thereafter being Its fair
market value at the time of the forfeiture. Under the prior regulation, a
taxpayer, upon the forfeiture of noInstallment contract, was required to include
In Income that portion of the payments received upon the installment obligatloi
which had not theretofore been returned as income, the cost basis of the
property thereafter being tile original cost to the taxpayer..
,
The foregoing statement of the two methods of computation ...
is not entirely
accurate because It leaves out of consideratIon certain necessary adjustments,
but it (toes state the bilsle difference between the two methods and is sufficient
for the purposes of this communication.

Under the prior regulation, a taxpayer on the installment basis, without undue
Government could etamnle his return with the utmost facility and ptecIsIon.' The
.o
'
'.
o,
cost or pny uncertainty, could compute his tax with complete accuracy and the
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taxpayer at the end of ,ach year could know without question his tax liability
and the Government. upon examination of his return, could verify the tax by
merely examining the taxpayer's books. , Under the pr, sent regulation, a burden,
some, costly, unfair, and complicated system is forced upon both the taxpayer and
the Government.
The clients represented by us carry on extensive real-estate operations on the
installment basis and deal in many thousands of lots each year. Necessarily they
have numerous forfeitures. The amounts involved in the forfeitures are genorally very rmall and most often the first or very early payments. Prior to the
present regulation, the determination of income-tax liability In such cases was a
simple mathematlcai problem determined solely through the books of account of
the taxpayer and determined instantly and finally. Under the present regulation, the taxpayer Is required to determine at his peril the fair market value of
the lot Involved and compare that fair market value to the unrecovered cost of
the property. It Is needless to say that there is no way of determining an absolute fair market value of any piece of real estate. At best it must be either an
opinion or a guess. Fair market value of subdivision real estate, because of
its type, location, and method of sale, is extremely and exceptionally difficult of
ascertainment.
. Generally the property, when acquired by the subdivider, Is undeveloped, lowcost raw land located In outlying districts. Some properties are fully Improved
with streets, sidewalks, gas, electricity, and so forth. Some are partially improved
and some have no improvements whatsoever. The sa'e prices usually are established at fr3m two tr, four times the original cost. The ability of the subdivider,
the selling methods used, and the terms offered are the material factors In obtain.
lag sales at the stated prices. Should two subdividers each purchase and prepare
a subdivision in the same locality for sale and should one commence and continue
active selling and should the other make no effort to sell or abandon selling operations, the actions o the subdividers would have a tremendous effect upon the
fair market value of the properly. In the first instance, the lots might have a
family substantial value compared with the selling prices, while In tl second
Instance, the lots although close to or adjacent to the others, would have a very
nominal fair market value.
• It is a well-known fact that the majority of sales of subdivision property take
place during the period in which the subdivider puts on an active sales campaign.
So long as an active campaign is carried on, lots are sold with facility and at
substantial prices. When the sales campaign In respect to any given piece of
property Nawithdrawn, both selling and prices rapidly decline. Since the date
on which the taxpayer would make his appraisal of a forfeited property would
be a considerable period of tine from the date on which the Government would
make its appraisal i order accurately to examine the taxpayer's return. It would
almost be a certalntv that the appraisers would be examining the property under
completely different conditions, and that there would be little likellihod that the
same values would be arrived at no matter how able, honest, or Intelligent the
.
...
.
appraisers were.
In other words, the fair market value of this type of property dlopnds mostly
on intangible personal facts and not on the property Itself. It therefore is
obvious that the greatest differences of opinion as to the fair market value of
subdivision property must arise.
Under the present regulation, the taxpayer, at an unwarranted ex*nse. is
obliged to determine n fair market value at the (late of forfeiture, knowing that
the valuation may and probably will be questioned at some future time. He
must fi'e his tax return, not knowing whether it Is accurate or not. Ilo mu st nmy
dividends to avoid excessive taxes without be'Ing at nil sure that the wiyments
properly represent the income. Wheh the Government makes its examination
of his return-genernlly a year or more Inter--it will be Incumbent upon the
examiner, or sonie other agent of the Government, to make as tlboroib and
costly an Investigation of the fair market value of the property an ba bren
made h1wthe taxnayer. However, the Government's examination and determination will be made at a time when conditions may have bwn entirely changed.
While It Is true the Government ageey will try to make its examination as of
the (late of forfeiture, no oneo will deny that the changed conditions will make
, I .
that tak dlffl(iult If not impossible.
. Should there he, and generally there will be, different fail- market values
determined by the taxpayer amd the Government. then long-dtawn-out, ePxenslve,
and nnoying litigation must ensue. ' Suck litigation will not only impair the
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ability of the taxpayer to earn profits on which to pay his taxes, but the expense
will reduce materIally the amount of tax to be paid to the Government and further, the expense which will be Incurred by the Government will further reduce
tie amount of the taxpayer's payments which are available to the Government
for the purposes for which the tax is assessed.
In order that the picture be made more clear, the following example, which is
a usual and average one, is offered. Assume that a lot which cost $600 Is sold
in the year 1936 for $1800 under an imhtillment contract and the purchaser
pays $ 0 on the purchase price during that year. During the year 19137 an
additional $60 is paid, the purchaser thereafter fails to make any further payments and liDecember If 38 a forfeiture Is declared. Under the former regulation the taxpayer wouhl determine a gain of $40, being the itmount of the pay.
meats received on which no tax had been paid and the taxpayer would continue
to carry the lot on his books at a cost of $4100. The computation could be made
without cost or uncertainty. Upon examination by the Government, the agent
would be able to verify the Itein with equal facility and accuracy. Under tile
proent regulation, the taxpayer would be obliged to obtain aa aippralsal of the
fair market value of the lot involved in the forfeiture. The mere fact that the
lot cost $300 antl was sold for $1,800 on extended payments demonstrates that the
determination of a fair market value is not a simple one and one on which many
honest differences of opinion will arise. Tile taxpayer, titorder to be titill
accurate, would be obliged to obtain the opinions of uninterested ani competent
persons at a large expense. The Government, at the time of the examination of
the taxpayer's return, would likewise be required to make its own determination
of fair market value with ts great care and at as great an expense. Assume
that one of the taxpayer's appraisers stated that the fair market value of the
lot tobe $50, another $0, and another $700.
If the first valnatlon were used, then the taxpayer would compare his remnainlng cost of $560 to $500 and take a loss of $60. If tie second valuation
were used, then the taxpayer would compare the remaining cost of $6430 to
$600 and return as incoine $10., If the third valuation were used, then the taxpayer would compare the remaining cost of $560 to $700 and return as Income
$140. In no one of the events would the taxpayer be sure that his choice wits
correct or that he had at the time of filing his return stated his true Income.
From 12 it 18 mnontha !jatpr, the Government would be obliged to make its
determination as of the date of forfeiture, l1owever, at that time conditions
would have materially changed. It would not be plausible to think that no
dlff'rences of opinion would arise. And under the example given, the entire
cost and attendant chaos would arise over a loss of $40 oilone hand or a maximum gain of $140 on the other hand. Mven though no conslderation be given
to the'capital-gains section of the Revenue Act, the total maximum tax involved,
If the taxpayer were a corporation, would be $26.
-. 1 • :
Consideration should be given to the exact facts evolved in the transactions
of the clients we represent, since the decisions which gave rise to the new regulation are In all cases different. In the case of Boca Ritoe Co. V. Comntssoner of Internal Retw'ue (C. C. A. 3d Cir., 1936-. 86 ied. (2d) 0), and allied
cases, forfeitures were not Involved but rather exchanges or settlements. Our
clients sell lots under contracts where no title passes to the purchaser and the
purchaser agrees that until all the payments are made, he has no right, title,
or interest In the property. lIe is not entitled under the contract to possession
until fullpayments have been made. The contracts contain a forfeiture clause
substantially as follows (new matter printed in Italic) :
'I
I,
"Time is the essence of this contract, and in vase of the failure of the
second party to make any of the payments, or to perform any of the covenanuts
to be made or performed by the second party, as herein provided, at the time
and in the manner specified, this contract shall titthe option of the first party
be forfeited, determined and Canceled, and In thfat case e payments amadfp
hereunder shall be retained by the first party as liquidated damages."
Upon a forefelture of such contracts, no exchange takes place, no title is
returned and no possession regained. A vendor, by forfeiting the contract,
cancels the contract and the rights of the purchaser thereunder. It is in effect
a rescission of the contract except that the payments Inade by the purchaser
are retained by the vendor as liquidated damages or as a penalty. ' The unpaid
installment obligations are by such forefelture nullified or rendered untuforceable but there Is no exchange of the obligations for the property. i The vendor,
having canceled the contract and declared it to be null and void, cannot thereafter enforce the contract. The unpaid installment obligations are therefore
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unenforceable, lot because they have been exchanged for the property but
because enforcing theim would be to enforce a canceled contract (First National
Securities Company v. Ward, 1st Dist., 14; 275 I1. App. 521). No exchange
Is involved in a forfeiture. No court has ever held that a forfeiture constitutes
an exchange. Neither the vendor nor the purchaser Intends or understands that
an exchange takes place. The vendor alone and at his election forfeits; the
purchaser hIs nothing to do about It. It is a unilateral net, not bilateral. An
exchange is a bilateral act. To call a forfeiture an exchange would be to explain
what actually takes place by pure fiction.
, When such a contract Is forfeited, what actually occurs Is that the contract It canceled an!d the payments made are retfalned by the vendor as
liquidated damages or as a lenalty. No sale of the property was completed.
The vendor was continuously the owner of the property. He merely m-ceived
an amount ts damages and should be taxed on su.h amount. The method of
computation unler the former ricgutlaiion does Just that and iherefore It Is
the true and correct measure o the vendor's gain or loss upon af forfeiture.
The cases of Roca hIatoe Co. v. Commisstoncr of Inteanal Recenue, suira,
and Eggeriaaa Inrcsten.,rt Co. v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue (1937),
36 B. T. A. 1196, are hased entirely upon an application of section 44 (d) of
the revoenne acts. While It maoy Ie trite that staih application Is correct under
the existing law, It Is oblvius frota t'elidng reports of the Ways undMeans
committeee that section 44 (d) was not intended to cover cases of forfeitures
such as are described herein. To meet ltie Inteitlon of Congress, section 44
must be amended. Tie report of the Ways and Means t'onilittce, Seventieth
session, House Report No. 2, page 1i, clearly shows what is
Congress, first
meant by such clause and what Congress Intended such clause to menn.
"Gain or lossupoin disposition of installment obligations.-Subsecdon (d)
contains new provisions of law to prevent evasion of taxes In comnection with
the transmission or installment obligations upon death, their dlistrihution by
way of liquidating or other dividends, or their disposition by way of gift, or ill
connection with similar transactions. The situations above specified ordinarily
do not give rise to gain and yet at the same time It Is urged that they permIt
the ieciplent to obtain a greittly Increased basis In his hands for the property
received, except in the case of gifts. It, therefore, seems desirable to clarify
the matter. The imsnalnnt basis accords the taxpayer the privilege of deferring the reporting at th t,1e of the sale of the gain realized, until suh thue
as tile
deferred cash payments are made. To prevent the evasion the subsecprofit If the seller at any
tion terminates the privilege of longer deferring tile
tine transmits, distributes, or disposes of tile Installment obligations and compels tile seller at that thie to report the deferred profits. Tile subsection aso
modifies tile
general rule provided in subsection (a) for the ascertain;ent of
the percentage of profit In the deferred payments, In those cases in nhich the
obligations are satlsiled at other than their face value or are solH or exchanged. The modification permits a compensating reduction In tile
porcenlage
of profit in case the obligations are satisfiedvalue..
at les than their face value,
or are sold or exchanged at less than their face
."Whether or not the gala or loss realized under the aectlot Is reeCgnl/kd
for tax purposes depends upon general principles of law embodiled In the Income
tax provisions, the exchange of Installment obligations in connection with taxfree exchanges, for Instance, being cared for by section 112."
The report of the Senate Finance Committee, 14eventleth Congress, first session,
Senate Report No. 900, page 24, Is the same. Such clause In iectIon 44 (d) does
not Include forfeiturts and was not Intended to include forfeIture$. Congress
Intended to prevent vendors from realizing their profits on installment sales without paying iricomle taxes thereon. It did not intend to tax vendors upon Income
which was not realized and would not be realized. It only intended to prevent
evasion of. tax by the realization of profit which was not taxed. Congress contemplated and Sectioti 44 (d) contemplates a completion of the Installment sale
as to tile vendor. This is more clearly brought out by the provision : "Any gain
or loss so resulting shall be considered as resulting from the ate or exchange of
the property in respect of which tile Installment obligation was received," By
forfeiture the contract to sell is canceled or voided and the Installment obllgations are thereby rendered unenforeable. '-'he
sale Is not comptletcd its to the
vendor; instead it fails entirely. Tie Installment obligations are not satisfied,
distributed, transmitted, sold, or otherwise dipxsed of; they are merely no longer
enforceable because enforcement would be lngonslstent with the forfeiture. The
vendor has not realized lisprofit on the property. lie has failed to realize that
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profit and he Is still saddled with the property, Section 44 (d) obviously wa not
intended to apply to forfeitures.
There Is attached to this communication a copy of the suggested amendments
to section 44 of the revenue act which have heretofore, be subzatted. by us and
we respectfully submit that'one of them should be adopted.- It will be noted that
one provides for an election by a taxpayer of using either the method provided by
the former regulation or provided by the present regulation and requiring that
when once the election has been made by the taxpayer the method shall be consistently continued until approval for any change has been secured from the
Commissioner. Should it be considerd that a return to the former regulation
would work a hardship ulon any group of taxpayers, then certainly the elective
provision suggested would give to those taxpayers full protection and relieve all
other taxpayers from the burdensome and expensive situation forced upon them
by the present regulations.
Very truly yours,
RAYMOND H. Scunm.
SuGOrs-iD AMENDMENTS

THL RicvxzNUzc AcT

SUBMI 'rED BY

or 11)38

]RAYMOND

To CovsP, FosyeiTum

H. SCHULTZ TO SETInoN 44 or
s IN
siSATLMENT SALES

The following optional provisions are drafted to cover the termination or
nullification of Installment obligations resulting from forfeitures by vendors.
OPTIONAL PROVISION A (LIMIM)

-

!To constitute 1tnew subsection of see, 441
(e)

GAIN 03 LOSS UPON TERMINATION OP JNSTAL MENT OBLIGATIONS BY YOtFEITURE

BY A VENDO

OF REAL PR,)PkERiY.-If Installment obligations are terminated by a

vendor of real property upon default of the purchaser by forfeiture I isuat
to
the contract of sale under which the vendor has retahed title to tile property,
no gain or loss shall result to the vendor under subsection (d) of this section,
but gain or loss shall result to the vendor to the extent of the difference between
(a) the sum of the payments actually received under the contract plus the fair
market value at the time of forfeiture of any fixed improvements ilaced n~ion
the property by the purchaser, and (b) the sum of the profits taken Into account
in computing the vendor's net income for prior years plus ni aimouint renresemitIng
a reasonable adjustment for exhaustion, wear And tear, oblescenee, aillorlizalion, and depletion* of the property for the period during vhich the property
was i the hands of the purchaser and plus the expenses incurred by the vejulor
in connection with the sale, the forfeiture, and In regaining possession, unless
otherwise allowed as deductions; and the basis of the property in the i'uds
of the vendor shall immediately thereafter be the original basis of time property
at the time of the sale increased by the fair market value at tle time of forfeiture
of any fixed Improvements placed upon the property by the purchaser and decreased by tihe amount employed as representing a reasonable adjustment for
exhaustion, wear and tear, obsolescence, amortization, and depletion of the
property in determining the vendor's gain or loss as hereinabove in this subsection
provided.
Explenatiolt:
Optional Provision A (Limited) is predicated upon article 44-3 of regulations
94 relating to sales of real property on the Installment plan prior to Its amendment by Treasury Decision 4832. 1538-80-0470. It is limited In its application
to installment sales of real property by contract under which the vendor has
retained title to the properly. Though predicated on the former regulation,
It differs from that regulation in several respects.,
The former regulation covered at! types of repossessions by the vendor whereas
Opt~onul Provision A (Limited) relates only to forfeitures by a vendor. The
term forfeiture has a fixed meaning in law. It Is the remedy often reserved in
the contract of sale whereby the vendor may, upon default of the purchaser,
terminate the contract and retain the payments made by the purchaser as
liquidated damages or as a penalty. Any installment obligations outstanding
at the time of the forfeiture are thereby terminated or nullified.
The former regulation provhled that "the entire amount of the payments
actually received on the contract and retained by thia vendor" should be taken
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into account In determining the income of the vendor upon repossession of the
property. That provision is changed to read "the sum of the payments actually
received under the costradt."
The former regulation provided tlat "the sum of the profits previously returned as income in connection therewith" tbhould be deducted from the payments received In determining the vendor's income. That provision has been
changed to "the sum of the profits taken Into account in computing the vendor's
net income for prior years." The suggested wording is derived from section 117
of the Revenue Act of 1938 which relates tv capital gains and losses, .
The former regulation provided for the deuction of "an amount representing
what would have been a proper adjustment for exhaustion, wear and tear, obsolescence, amortization, and depletion of the property for ihe period during
which the property was in the hands of the purchaser had the sale not been
made" in determining the vendor's income. Tbnt provision has been changed
to "art stmount representing a reasoliable adj itiuent for exhaustion, wear and
tear, obsolescence, amortization, and depletion of the property for the period
(drlu which the property was in the hands of the purchaser." The suggested
change is to allow for the exhaustion, etc., which actually occurs while the
purchaser is in possession.
OptiOnal Provision A (Limited) provides that "the expenses incurred by the
vendor in connection with the sale, the forfeiture and in regaining possession,
unless otherwise allowed as deductions" should be deducted from the payments
received in determining the vendor's income from the forfeiture. The former
regulation contained no similar provision. This additional provision Is suggested because it is believed that such explnses must be deducted before the
vendor can be said to have realized income from the forfeiture. A vendor who is
a dealer In real estate would deduct such expenses as business expenses and
would not, under the suggested provision, be entitled to another deduction because
II
of such expenses. ' Optional Provision A (Limited) also provides for deducting the allowance
for exhaustion, etc., made in computing the vendor's income from the forfeiture
in determining the basis of the real estate after the forfeiture. The former
regulation contained no similar provision but in practice such deduction was
probably required.
It is believed that Optional Provision A (Limited) would establish a true
measure of the gain or loss realized by a vendor-upon a forfeiture and would
aec(iratel.y, adjust the basis of the property in his hands.
O1 1ONAI, PROVISION

A (UNLIMITED)

[To constitute a new subsection of sec. 443
(e)

GAIN OB LOSS UPON TERMINATION OF INSTAL.MEN'r

ma1.oIA'rlONS BY FoR
roa1TUIu

iy A vENno.-If Installment obligations are terminated by the vendor upon default
of the purchaser by forfeiture pursuant to the contract of sale, no gain or loss
shall result to the vendor under subsection (d of this section, but gain or loss
shall result to the vendor to the extent of the difference between (a) the sunu of
the payments actually received uider the contract plus the fair market value at
the time of forfeiture of any fixed improvements placed upon the property by the
purchaser, and (b) the Sum of the profits taken into account in computing the
vendor's net income for prior years plus an amount representing a reasonable
adjustment for exhaustion, wear and tear, obsolescence, amortization, and depletion of the property, or for damage and use of the property for the period during
which the property was in the hands of the purchaser and plus the expenses
incurred by the vendor in connection wlth.the sale, the forfeiture, and in regaining possession, unless otherwise allowed at deductions; and the basis of the
property in the hands of the vendor shall immediately thereafter be tlie original
basis of the property at the tine of the sale increased by the fair market value
at the time of forfeiture of any fixed improvements placed upon the property by
the purchaser and decreased by the amount employed as representing a reasonable
adjustment for exhaustion, wear and tear, obsolescence, amortization, and depletion of the property or for damage and uis of the property In determining the
vendor's gain or loss as he.rehmabove in this subsection provided.
Exploaation:
•.:
.
Optional Provision A (Unlimited) is substpntially the same as Optional Provision A (Limited) except that It is not luited to forfeitures of real property
i..
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installment sales, but covers forfeitures of personal property installment sales as
well as real property installment Bales. - It contains the same provisions as to
measuring the vendor's gain or loss and establishing the basIs of the property in
the hinds of the vendor, except that it provides for deducting "a reasonable adjustment , * * *. for damage and use of the property for the period during which
the property was in the hands of the purchaser" In both instances. That provision is taken from article 44-1 of regulations 94 prior to its amendmept, which
related to sales of personal property on the installment plan.
4

B (Ti-MITID)
OPTIONAL PUbOVISION

ITo constitute a new subsection of see. 441
ORPKITI
' (e) GAIN Olt LOSS UPON TERMINATION OF IN8TALLMVNT OBLIGATIONS BY PY

BY A vZNmoR or ML psorUrv.-If installment obligations are terminated by a
vendor of real property upon default of the purchaser by forfeiture pursuant to
the contract of sale under which the vendor has retained title to the property,
no gain or loss shall result to the vendor under subsection (d) of this section, but
gain or loss shall result to the vendor to the extent of the difference between (a)
the entire amount of the payments actually received on the contract and retained
by the vendor plus the fair market value at the time of forfeiture of- fixeki Improvements placed on the property by the purchaser and (b) the saua of the profits
previously returned as income in connection therewith and an amount representing what would have been a proper adjustment for exhaustion, wear and tear,
obsolescence, amortization, and depletion of the property for the period during
which the property was in the hands of the purchaser had the sale not been
made; and the basis of the property In the hands of the vendor will be the original
bqsis at the time of the sale plus the fair market value at the time of forfeiture
of fixed Improvements placed on the property by the purchaser,
Optional Provision B (Limited) is limited to forfeitures of real-property installment sales by the vendor who has retained title to the property. It differs from
Optional Provision A (Limited) in that the provisions relating to gain or loss and
the basis of the property are taken directly from article 44-43 of Regniatlons 94
prior to its amendment without modification or change.
oPIONAL PROVISION B IUNLIITED)
ITo constitute a new suhsection of sec. 44]
(e) GAIN ORLOSS 'UPON
TFUMINATION OF INSTAU-MkNT OBLIGATIONS BY FOF)IIF'tma
BY A VENDOR.-If installment obligations are terminated by the vendor upon
of
the
purchaser
by
forfeiture pursuant to the contract of sale no gain
default
or loss shall result to the vendorunder subsection (d) of this section, but gain
or loss shall result to the vendor to the extent of the difference between (a)
the entire amount of the payments actually received' on the contract and retained by the vendor plus the fair market value at the time of forfeiture of
fixed improvements placed on the property by the purchaser and (b) the sum of
the profits previously returned as income In connection therewith-and an
amount representing what would have been a proper adjustment for exhaustion,
wear and tear, obsolescence, amortization, and depletion of the property for
the period during which the property was in the hands of the purchaser had the
sale not been made; and the basis of the property In the hands of the vendor
will be the original basis at the time of the sale plus the fair market value at
the time of forfeiture of fixed Improvements placed on the property by the
purchaser.

Explaneation:
Optional Provision B (Unlimited) Is the same as Optional Provision B
(Limited) except that It covers forfeitures of personal property Installment tales
as well as forfeitures of real property installment sales.
OPTIoNAL PIOVIMOX 0 (LI.TED)

'

.

ITo constitute a new subsection of see. 441
(e) GAIN ORLOSS UPON WI.RMINATION OF INSTALL4t5NT OBLIGATIONS
W
O4FUTU N
flY A VENDOR
Or sRAT msoPTr.--If installment obligations are terminated by a
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vendor 'of real property upon default of the purchaser by forfeiture pursuant
to the contract of sale under which the vendor has retained title to the property.
the vendor may elect to compute his gain or loss thereon either under subsection
(d) of this section or as hereinafter provided at the time of the first forfeiture
had after
-, 19--, and shall consistently thereafter compute his gain
or loss upon termination of installment obligations by forfeiture in accordance
with such election. The alternative method for computation of gairt or loss
which may be elected as hereinabove provided shall be as follows: Gain or loss
shall be deemed to reSult to the vendor from the forfeiture to the extent of the
difference between (a) the sum of the payments actually received under the
contract plus the fair market value at the time of forfeiture of any fixed improvements placed upon the property by the purchaser, and (b) the sum of the profits
taken Into account in computing the vendor's net Income for prior years plus
an amount representing a reasonable adjustment for exhaustion, wear and tear,
obsolescence, amortization, and depletion of the property for the period during
which the'property was In the hands of the purchaser and plus the expenses
Incurred by the vendor In connection with the sale, the forfeiture and in regainIng possession, unless otherwise allowed as deductions; and the basis of the
roperty in the hands of the vendor shall immediately thereafter be the original
asis of the property at the time of the sale increased by the fair market value
at the time of forfeiture of any fixed Improvements placed upon the property
by the purchaser and decreased by the amount employed as representing a reas.
enable adjustment for exhaustion, wear and tear, obsolescence, amortization, and
depletion of the property In determining the vendor's gain or loss as hereinabove
in this subsection provided. The provisions of section 117 shall not apply to
the gain or loss computed under the alternative method hereinabove In this
subsection provided. If a vendor has elected to compute his gain or loss resultIng from a forfeiture either under subsection (d) or under the alternative
method hereinabove in this subsection provided he may change to the other
method only with the approval of the Commisisoner. If a vendor has prior
to.----,
19--, employed either the method provided in subsection (d) or
the alternative method hereinabove provided in computing hi. gain or loss
upon any forfeiture occurring prior to such date and in determining the basis
of the property in his hands immediately after the forfeiture, or a method substantially similar to either of such mnetlhods, tire method employed by the vendor
shall be deemed to have been the correct method of computing the gain or
loss resulting to the vendor from any such forfeiture and of determining the
basis of the property in the hands of the vendor immediately thereafter.
Explanation:
"
This optional provision differs from Optional Provisions A (Limited) and B
(Limite)
in that it perm ts the vendor to elect the method which he will use
in determining his gain or loss upon forfeiture. The election must be made at
the time of the vendor's first forfeiture and he must thereafter consistently follow
the method then elected unless a change is approved by the Comminission. .
The measure of gain or loss and of the basis of the property after forfeiture Is
. I
the same as that contained in Optional Provision A (Limited).
The last sentence is intended to protect vendors who have followed the regulations of the Commissioner before the enactment of the suggested amendment.
OPTIONAL PIROVISON
0 (UNLIMrFD)
,
(To constitute a new subsection of se'. 44]
(e) GIN OR LOSS UPON TERMINATIOr OF INSTALLMENT OlIGOATIONS BY FORFEITURE
ny A vENDut-If Instalhnent obligations are terminated by the vendor upon default
of the purchaser by forelture pursuant to the contract of sale, the vendor may
elect to compute his gain or loss thereon either under substion (d) of this
section or as hereinafter provided at the time of the first forfeiture had after
_-,19-, and shall consistently thereafter compute his gain or loss upon
termination of installment obligations by forfeiture in accordance with such
election. The alternative method for computation of gain or loss which may be
elected as hereinabove provided shall be as follows: Gain or loss shall be deemed
to result to the vendor from the forfeiture 1o the extent of the difference between
(a) the sum of the payments actually received under the contract plus the fair
market value at the time of forfeiture of any fixed improvements placed upon the
property by the purchaser, and (b) the sum of the profits taken into account in
computing the vendor's net income for prior years plus an amount representing a
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reasonable adjustment for exhaustion, wear and tear, obsolescence, amurtiation, and depletion of the property or for damage and use of the property for the
period during which the property was In the hanos of the purchaser and plus
the expenses Incurred by the vendor in connection with the sale, the forfeiture
and in regaining possession, unless otherwise allowed as deductions; and the
basis of the property in the hands of the vendor shall immediately thereafter be
t-c original basis of the property at the time of the sale increased by the fair
market value at the time of forfeiture of any fixed improvements placed upon the
property by the purcha r and decreased by the amount employed as representing
a reasonable adjustment for exhaustior., wear and tear, obsulescence, amortization, and depletion of the property or for damage and use of the property In
determining the vemlor's gain or loss as helinabove in tilsstbsection provided.
The provisions of section 117 shalt not appi, to the gain or !oss computed under
the alternative method hereinabove in this subsection provided. If a vendor has
elected to compete his gain or loss resulting from a forfeiture either under subsection (d) or under the alternative method herenabovc in th4 subsection provided he may change to the other method only with the approval Of the Commissioner., If itvendor has prior to ,, 19--, employed either the method
provided in subsection (d) or the alternative method hereintibove provided in
computing his gain or loss upon any foifeiture occurring prior to such date and
in determining the basis of the property in his hands immediately after the forfeiture, or a method substantially similar to either of such methods, the method
employed by the vendor shall be deemed to have been the correct method of computing the gain or loss resulting to the vendor from any such forfeitue and of
determining the basis of the property inthe hands of the vendor immediately
thereafter.
Explanation:
This optional provision is the sane as Optibnal Provision C (Imilted) except
that it covers forfeitres of personal property Installment sales us well as
forfeitures ot real property installnent sales. The measure of gain or loss and
of the basis of the property after forfeiture is the some A that contained In
Optional Provision A (Unlimited).

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Jovph Selby.
response.) ISMr. Selby in the room ?
(No CHAIMtA-K.'
The

,fforesponse.)

.rhe CHAIRIMAN. Mr. Capehart.
STATEMENT OF HOMER E. CAPEHART, PRESIDENT, PACKARD
MANUFACTURING CO., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Mr. CAPEHART. Mr. Chairman ald meml)ers of the committee, I
,m appearing in regard to House bill 7'78, which fails to grant relief
to corporations organized after January 1, 1940, or inactive prior to
.
I ! ,
that date.
I am Homer E. Capiehart, president of the Packard Manufacturing
Corporation of Indianapolis, Ind., which corporation was organized
in 1932; operated for only a few weeks at that time; discontinued its
operations and remained inactive until June 1940. From June 194
to January 1, 1911, it designed, engineered, and prepared for production a line of accessories and parts for automatic phonographs, lositig
during that period some $40,000.
,On
January 1, 1941, it started production of said line and had a
successful year running from January 1 to December 30 and made,
before Federal taxes, a profit of approximately $150,000.
On January 1, 1942, it discontinued the manufacture of civilian
goods and proceeded to convert its factory 100 percent into the manufacture of war materials.: This conversion was accomplished in about
4/-' months' at a loss to the corporation of approximately $75,000.,
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Th&-corporation is now operating on a profitable basis and has
some $3,000,000 worth of unfilled orders for aviation gun, and tank
parts, all carrying the highest of priority ratings, which orders and
more will be filled within the next 12 months, with additional orders
for
same type
parts being received weekly.
. Intheaddition
to of
losing $75,000 in converting from civilian goods to
war materials, the corporation likewise I)urchise d some ,s1i,uuo worth
of new machinery in order to carry oti the war work.
The corporation has received no advances on any of its war contracts. However, the corporation was forced to borrow some $200,000
on its own credit and that of its stockholder from local commercial
banks in order to handle this war business.
I am attaching a computation showing the taxes this corporation
will be required to pay Under House bill 7378 if same be passed, based
upon various ,ztimates of possible earnings.
The corporation has approximately $200,000 in invested capital and
a declared stock valuation of $2,500,000 for capital stock tax purposes but has no base period net income. Therefore under the l)roposed House bill 7378 should it earn $100,000 it wilt pay $64,750 in
excess profits. Should it earn $200,000 it will pay $152,250 in excess
profits. Should it earn $300,000 it vill pay $239.150 in excess-profits
taxes. Should it earn $400,000 it will pay $327,250 in excess-profits
taxes, and all of this in addition to the normal and surtaxes and the
declared value excess-profits tax. It will pay about 88 percent of its
net income in taxes.
While we believe it is the intention of House bill H-.R. 7378 to give
corporations under such conditions as we describe proper and adequate
relief in order that their taxes may e no more in proportion to those
of corporations who were in business during the base period, we fail to
find tiny relief for our specific situation and we believe this to be true
of thousands of other corporations organized after January 1, 1940, or
corporations such as our own which were inactive during the base year
periods but had normal earnings in 1941.
Therefore we pray that House bill H. R. 7378, section 722, heading
"General relief-Constructive average base-period income," clause (a),
be amended by inserting after the word "earnings" in line 10, the following: "which may be for a period other than the base period."
While it seems logical to assume, and we believe it to be true that the
House, in paragraph (a) under section 722, intended that corporations
who had no base period net income were entitled to set up such a constructive average base period net income for the purpose of arriving at
their excess-profits tax, yet the clause is very vague in this respect and
we believe by the addition as stated above it will be made perfectly
clear that tme intention of Congress was that a constructive average
Lase period net income periodd may be set up over periods covering
earnings other than the years 1936, 1937, 1938, and 1939 as applied to
corporations who were organized after January 1, 1940, or corporations which were -o-mpletely inactive during the years 1936, 1937, 1938,
and 1939.
We further pray that House bill H. R. 7378 be amended on page 208,
section 722, by adding after "December 31, 1930," line 18, the following:
where it is impossible because of a relatively new Industry or because the development of its business had not reached a normal productive state to establish
a constructive base period for a corporation otherwise entitled to relief under this
76093--42--vol. 2---59
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provision, then and in that event not to exceed 0 percent of Its earnings shall be
subject to the excess-profits tax.

H. R. 7378 gives relief to corporations having abnormally low earnings during the base period of 1936, 1937, 1938, and 1939 by providing
for a constructive base period, but it fails to provide a workable
method of relief for corporations having no earnings at all during
uaid base period due to inactivity or nonexistence.
This is an unwarranted discrimination against the latter class of
corporations that we do not believe was ever intended, and should be
clearly corrected.
Now, in this respect, either one of the amendments that we have
offered, particularly No. 2, would correct the situation that Mr.
Straus was just talking about. Either one of the amendments that
we have offered would correct the situation that the gentleman who,
was representing the Boeing Airplane Co. yesterday testified about.
What we are asking for is that corporations who were not in existence or organized prior to January 1, 1940-and it likewise covers
situations similar to the one that Mr. Straus described here a few
minutes ago-we are asking that Congress set up a specific remedy
for those corporations rather than leaving it up to a thousand and
one or more examiners of the Treasury Department who will have a
thousand and one or even more ideas of what this base period should
be.
Now, the corporations that I am talking about are definitely set
out-they are like a sore thumb. It is easy to decide who they are-it is the'corporation that was not organized until January 1, 1940;
it is the corporation that was inactive. The State records or the
court records or the incorporation records, the records of the income
tax bureau, will definitely tell you who they are. There is nothing
left for the imagination of anybody.
Since January 1, 1940-I don't know how many, but my guess is
that there have been several thousand corporations organized,because
since January 1, 1940, up to this time is about 3 years. Under normal times, I would say it would amount to 25,000 or 30,000 or 40,000
corporations that were organized in the United States during a
period of 3 years, and we are asking that Congress specifically specify
what relief these corporations should and will receive.
We are not objecting to the tax-while we think it is too high.
We think that the tax as written by the House will hurt the war
effort, but we are not objecting to the tax; we are objecting to the
fact that our destiny is going to be left in the hands of thousands
or hundreds of examiners when our case covers thousands of corporations that Congress could definitely prescribe the method of arriving
at our base period of paying the excess-profits tax.
The CHAnhMAN. We thank you, Mr. Capehart.
Mr. CAPEHART. Just one other word, Mr. Chairman.

Our case

likewise would be covered 100 percent as would the other two that
I mentioned whom I listened t0 when they were testifying on your
0-percent net profits plan. We would have absolutely no objection
to that, and a 6-percent net profits on volume after taxes would cover
the situation that I am describing and talking about here. It would
I
cover it 100 percent. '
I have been in the manufacturing business for some 20-odd years.
The average profit of a manufacturer will, year in and year out, be
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Approximately 10 to 12Y2 percent. If he were permitted to retain
6 percent, and my opnion is that all corporations during this war
effort should be considered on the same basisSenator BARKLEY (interposing). On sales, you mean?
Mr. CAPEITART. On sales. It should be figured on sales and not
on investment and not on the profit you made in 1936, 1937, 1938,
and 1939, but on what you are doing at the moment for the war
effort because a corporation with a small amount of capital may
be able to get out twice as much merchandise for the War Department as a corporation with a lot of capital and lacking the enthusiasm and push of one which is mismanaged
I say that a fair tax is a 6-percent net profit on volume after payment of taxes.
Senator HEmmiNa. That is a fair tax in normal times, too, is it not?
Mr. CAIIEIART. Yes.
Senator H-RRINo. If it is a fair tax in normal times, then because
your business has pyramided and multiplied because of the war effort
you don't think you should pay any more? Your profit increases as
your volume increases does it not?
Mr. CAPEHART. I was using the 6 percent because your chairman suggested 6 percent. Maybe it should be 5 or 4 percent.
Senator BARKLEY. He was speaking about a 6-percent limitation on
profits and not a tax.
The CHAIRMAN. That is what I suggested-a 6-percent limitation
on war contracts, or some fixed percentage.
Mr. CAERrArr. I agree with you.
The CHAIRMAN. There is no guaranty that you would make it.
Mr. CAPEIAXrT. I understand that. You would have to make it,
earn it.
Senator BAnKLEY. That does not prevent you from having to pay
taxes even on that 6 percent as a profit. If you limit your profits to
6 percent you still have to pay some tax on what you make.
Mfr. CAPFHAirr. You could not pay very much and have very much
left.
I would like to file this table in connection with my statement.
The CHAIRMAN. That may be done.
(The table referred to is as follows:)
Federal income taxes under iH.R. 7S78 for a corporation with $200,000 invested
0apita4 and no base period for eoees-profits tax purposes
A

B

0

ncorne before taxes ....................................
Declared value capital stock ....................

.

$100,000
2 00,000

00.000
2, 00000

$300.000
2,500,000

$4000
2, 50,000

Invested epital ..........................

-

200, 000

200,000

200, 000

200,000

Invcsted capital credit, 8 percent ...........----Specifi=exemption ...........................
-.10,000
Excelp
credit ....................................

16000

20,000

16,000
10,000
20,000

16,000
10,000
26,000

16,000
10,000
26,000

Net Income-------------Excess-profits credit ....................................

0.,000
,---------200,000
m
2,000

300,000
2, OO

400,000
26,000

Adjtotcd excess-profits net Income ...............
Normal tax bsc .......................................
Excess-profits tax:
,
Adjusted excess-profts net income ..............
Rxcess-proflts tax at 87%percent ..................
•:
;++
,
+ 7'

74;000
174,000
2,000
20
0
74,000
174,000
4,750
15,250
, +: , ...

274,000
6,000

874,000
26,000

274.000
239,750

874.000
327,230
+
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Federal income taxes under H. R. 7378 for a corporation with $200,000 invested
capital and no base period for cacess-proflts tax purpose-Contnued,
A
Normal tax:
Noral tax, bae
-----------------------...........
Normal tax, 24percent .............................
Surtax:
Surtax, base ........................................
Surtax, 21percent ------........ .....................

13

0

D

6,240

$26.00
6,240

$26,000
240

$26,000
6,240

26,000
5,60

26.000
5,,0
4

28,000
404

20,000
5,460

100,000
20.000

200,000
250,000

300, 0
250,000

400,000
250,000

Taxable ........----..........
.. . ---------------...
...
.............................................
Tax at 6.6 percent and 13.2 e

0,000
3,00

1s0,000
11,650

239,750
6,240
5,460
3,3

327,250
6,210
5,460
11.H00

21,700
45,20

30,500
49, 500

Declared value excess-profits tax:
Net Incomo --------------................ ------Credit, 10percent declared value capital stock -----

Total tax:
Excess prollts ------------------------------------, 70
Normal tax ........................................
6, 2
Surtax .............................................
5,40
Declared value exeeo-tproflts tax ------------ *-------------Total taxes-red
.....-.r...
. ...................
.....
Net Income after taxes ---------------------.-------

152,250
6,240
5.460
-----------0

.70,450 1.0.
23, 50
36,050

The CHAIRMAX. Mr. James J. Forstall.

STATEMENT OF JAMES J. FORSTALL, REPRESENTING NICKELBERRYS FOOD PRODUCTS CO., MILWAUKEE, WIS.
Mr. FORSTAX.L. My name is James J. Forstall. I am a director of
the Mickelberrys Food Products Co., which is a processor of food
products. It is a family company, started out as a family company
with just one man carrying a basket of sausage around on his arm,
and developed over a period of over 40 years. Capital, therefore
was not the chief factor of income-it was built up veri€ largely out 01

personal services and so we have a very serious growth problem, and
alsn a loss problem. I will give the facts very frequently.
By 1929 and 1930 and 1931, the company was earning rather a
stable and satisfactory earning of over $150,000 a year. In 1929 there
was a change of management. In 1930, they invested about $700,000
in cash and stock in a cooky concern which had cooky plants in 10
cities of the United States.
Soon thereafter, it began to appear that the new management was
not efficient. The president began having quarrels with the other
executives, the earnings began to drop very rapidly. In 1933 they
lost money; in 1934 they lost more money; and in 1935 they lost about
$120,000. The loss of the 3 years amounted to about $200 000. In
the meantime they lost 9 out of the 10 cooky plants, so they lost over
nine-tenths of their total investment in the cooky company.
In 1935, they changed the management and got a very efficient
management and started to pull the earnings up again. The earnings were very low in 1936, and by 1941 they had gone up over 10
times but still below the stable rate of the 1930's. The total earnings from 1936 to date are not enough to make up for the loss in the
cooky investment, and not even particularly for the loss in the cooky
investment but plus the operating losses in 1936; so the company
is behind what it was in 1932. In that 10-year period, the stock-

\.
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holders have received a total of 55 cents in dividends against 60
cents they were getting annually in 1929, 1930, and 1931; so the
company is behind where it was--it has not yet got up to where it
was in 1932, and yet under the law it will be faced as it stood in
1940 or 1941 with very heavy taxes.
Fortunately, section 713 (f) came along, which helped materially;
and of course we had a very substantial loss in the cooky investment which could have been taken, and was taken in a very slight
degree, but a lot of it was needed to equalize the situation.
Now, a few suggestions as to the relief we ask you to consider:
This is a typical growth situation, but it has complications-it is
not new growth, it is just catching up to where we were before, but
it begins when our base years were very low, our invested capital very
low, because of the character of the company, and our base-year
earnings are very low.
The four points I would like to make are these:
First. Along with so many other people that have appeared before
you, we feel decidedly that the income tax should be deducted before
the excess-profits tax is figured. I won't argue that at all; it seems to
us rather simple, logical, and fair and should be done.
Second. The trouble with section 713 (f) is that it stops all credit
at 1939, and we get no benefit beyond that. We believe with Mr.
Stiles and Mr. Hargrave and others that have appeared that something ought, to be done about that.
I will file a little statement covering the exact details of it to save
your time, rather than to elaborate upon that now.
In addition to that, the in-some-way-admirable provisions of section 722 that have been presented by the House Ways and Means
Committee we feel should be clarified a little. It should be made
clear that the taxpayer is not being given an impossible burden, and
also it should be made clear that the limitations of section 713 do not
apply to section 722. That already has been presented, and I will
cover it in my statement.
Finally, oi the question of capital losses, Professor Fisher had a
little to say about that this morning, and I agree heartily with him.
As a matter of fact, I was a member of a firm that carried in 1920
four cases to the Supreme Court'of the United States in which we
claimed that the sixteenth amendment did not allow the taxation of
the increased value of capital realized by a sale. The British incometax laws dating back to 1799 never had such a principle in them.
The income-tax laws of the Civil War had no such provision, and as a
matter of fact the trust laws of this country have always recognized
and still recognize, that increased capital applies to the trust fund
and not to the beneficiaries. In principle, therefor, I agree heartily
with Professor Fisher that there never should be a capital-gains tax,
and that the country would be better off without it.
Secretary of the Treasury Mellon on repeated occasions said that
the country was losing money by that system.
But I would like to state em')hatically that if you allow the taxation of capital gains, it follows as the'night does the day that you
will have to allow capital losses, to be logical and fair.
Take our case here--we have less capital now than we had in 1932,
and yet our entire income has not been sufficient to build back the
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capital that we had then, and now under the law you are going to
say that we have no chance to take a loss for that capital loss, and
we are taxed on excess profits even though we are behind where we
were 10 years ago.,
May I just add one word? It is not in our own company situationit wilronly be a minute-and that is the fiscal-year provision.
I did not have the benefit of hearing all of the testimony that has
been given here, and if it has not been brought to your attention,
I want to call attention to the fact that that is not only retroactive
taxation, which would mean a lot of additional administrative work
as the Treasury Department knows, but that it taxes a great deal of
1941 income at 1942 rates. The way the law new stands, if a company has earned substantial money in the first half of its fiscal year
and none after the 1st of January, it nevertheless has to pay the 1942
rates on the 1941 income, and if that provision is to be left in at all,
I think you will agree that some different method of calculation
should be made, allowing the company to figure its income up to the
first of the year and not be compelled to pay 1942 taxes on 1941
income.
Just one word, in closing, if I may, and that is that as a student of
Federal taxation for 20 years, I feel very strongly that the most important thing that this committee can do for the country is to do
something to appoint a commission or something the way the British
would appoint a royal commission and have it work 10 or 15 years if
necessary to simplify these tax laws. I do not think you could do
anything better for the country than initiate such a commission.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. FORSTALL. Have I permission to send in a statement? Will it
be time enough if I get it in by Monday morning?
The CHAIMAN. It will be time enough if it gets here by Monday.
Mr. FORSTALL. Thank you, sir.
(The statement referred to is as follows:)
STATEMENT OF JAMES J. FORESTALL
ON BEHALF o1 MtcIx-.ERaY'a FOOD PsonuOTs

CO. OF CHICAGO, ILL.
T]he pork-processing business now carried on by Mickelberry's Food Products
Co. (hereinafter called "Mickelberry") Was started by William M. Miekelberry
before 1900. Incorporated in Illinois in 1920 and reincorporated in Delaware in
1926, the coyapany's earnings after taxes for the years 1926 to 1931, inclusive,
averaged oer $140,000 a year. Mickelberry underwent a change of management in 1921, and early In 1930 It paid $700,000 in cash and stock for all of the
capital stock of the Mania Cookie Bakeries, Inc,, a prosperous cookie-bakery
chain with planits in 10 cities.
In spiu, of the depresolon, Mickelberry's consolidated net income after taxes
in 1930 was at a new high, and that for 1031 was greater than that for any
other year except 1930. Soen after, however, friction arose between the new
pr'esidpert of Mlckelberry and the officials of the cookie company and earnings
begini to drop rapidly. Both companies lost money In 1933, 1934, and 1935, tie
tatal loss for those 3 years being over $280,000. Moreover, all the cookie company plants except one were lost, and thus the investment in the cookie company
stock lost most of its value.
Another change in management, in 1935, just managed to save Mlckelberry
from forced liquidation., Ever since then its earnings have Increased steadily,
and are now approaching the levels of 1929 and 1930. , After Federal taxes they
are as follows:
,
1936------------------..
$13,5415. 50 I 139------------------.
$83,217.03
1937 ----------------- 27, 0. 85 140
.------------------.
111,
,
.4
1938 ------------------70,437.14 1 1941 -------------------137,959.91
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The total of the earnings of these 6 years Is less than the decrease In value
-of the Investment In the stock of the cookie company, and much less than the
-such of that decrease and of the substantial operating losses of 193.3-1935. In
other words, Mickelberry Is still behind where it was in 1932.' Moreover, In
the last 10 years Mickelberry's common stockholders have received in all only
"55cents a share in dividends, less than the 60 cents a share they were receiving
annually fro'-i 190 to 1032. ,
Not 1 ent of the earnings in 1940 or 1941 came from defense or war orders,
and In fact 1941 earnings would have been much larger had it not been for
lend-lease buying of pork.
As Mickelberry's business was built up gradually as a family business over
a period of more than 25 years, and as both rapid turn-over and service are
important factors in it, invested capital is not the most important incomeproducing factor, and, therefore, were invested capital used as the excess-profits
tax base, most of its Income would be taken by excess-profits taxes, even though
the above facts show that Its profits have not been, In any true sense, excess
profits at all.
Even the earnings base does not save it from heavy so-called excess-profits
taxes, even under section 713 (f), because even in 1939 its earnings were still
far below the levels of 1929-31 and 1941-42.
This ease presents a growth company problem, as did the cases concerning
which Messrs Stiles, Hardgrave, Ringer, Frazier, Connally, and others have
recently addressed you, but this case is unusual in that the growth came from
such a depressed level that even rapid growth for 6 years through 1941 has
not been enough to bring the net income after taxes back up to the average
earning level of 1926-31. But this case also involves an investment of $700,000
in stock of a subsidiary, and later the loss of most of the value of that investment.
To protect Mickelberry and other companies similarly situated from manifestly excessive and discrlimtory taxation, we respectfully urge that:
1. The present method, of computing the excess-profits tax before computing
Income taxes, be abandoned, anid the previous method, of calculating income
taxes first, be readopted. The new method Is wrong in principle. The income
taxes should be deducted first, as otherwise substantial amounts are taxed as
excess profits which are in no real sense excess profits at all.
2. The base period (at least tinder sec. 713 (f)) be extended to include 1940,
and the taxpayer (at least under sec. 713 (f)) be permitted to use the last 4
years of that period.
3. Section 722 (a) and (b) as contained In H. R. 7378 be modified as follows
(as already suggested to you by Mr. Hardgrave) :
(a) Section 722 (a), General Rule. Delete the following: "and establishes what
would be a fair and Just amount representing normal earnings to be used as a
constructive average base period net income for the purposes of an excess
profits tax based upon a comparison of normal earnings and earnings during an
excess profits tax period." With this change the sentence in question would
tend: "In any case in which the taxpayer establishes that the tax computed
under this subchapter (without the benefit of this section) results in an excessive and discriminatory tax, the tax shall be determined by using a constructive
average base period net income in lieu of the average base period net income
otherwise determined tinder this subchapter."
(b) Immediately after the amended sentence discussed in (a) above, add a
new sentence to read: "Such constructive average base period net income shall
be a fair and just amount representing normal earnings for the purposes of an
excess profits tax based upon a comparison of normal earnings and earnings
during an excess profits tax period."
(c) Add the following words to the last sentence of section 722 (a) : "except
as hereinafter in this section provided." "
(d). Add an additional sentence at the end of the general rule in section
722 (a) to read: "For the purposes of thi section the limitation imposed by
section 713 (1) (6) shall not apply."
(e).Amend the last sentence of section 722 (b) (4) to read as follows: "Any
change in the capacity for production or operation of the business consummated
during any taxable year ending after December 31, 1939, as a result of commitments made prior to January 1, 1940, binding the taxpayer to make the change,
or as a natural result of the normal growth of the busfncs, or any acquisition
before May 31, 1941, from a competitor engaged In the dissemination of information through the public press, of substantially all the assets of such competi-
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tor employed in such business with the result that competition between the taxpayer and the competitor existing before January 1, 1940, was eliminated, shall
be deemed to be a change oilDecember 31, 1939, in the character of the business
or." The italicized words constitute the suggested amendment.
4. The provision of section 136 of H. R.7378 which amends section 117 (d) of
the Internal Revenue Code so as to allow corporate capital losses only to tile
extent of capital gains should he stricken out; or at the very least materially
modified so as to allow corporations some substantial relief for capital losses.
A recurrence to the fundamental principles of income taxation Is sometimes
important to prevent injustice. If realized appreciation of capital is taxed as
Income, every principle of logic and fairness demands that capital losses be
allowed to offset ordinary income to the same extent. If Mickelberry's earnings,
which during the last 9 years have not yet sufficed to bring it back up to its
capital position of 1932, were to be heavily taxed by both income and excess
profits taxes, without it being allowed any relief (other than the small part of the
loss It has already taken) for the huge capital loss it suffered in the loss of its
cookie plants, those unrelieved taxes would not only be nmnifestly unjust and
discriminatory but would be really equivalent to a capital levy.
-

Respectfully submitted.
MlcKELamcY's FooD PaonumTs Co.,
JAMES J. FORSTALL.
AUoUST 14, 1942.

-

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Harnisehfeger.
(No response.) (See p. 2241 for statement.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McFarland.

STATEMENT OF ELDEN McFARLAND, WASHINGTON, D. C., lREPRESENTING THE FIRM OF MURPHY, LANIER & QUINN
Mr. McFARLAND. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, myname is Elden McFarland. I am representing the firm of Miur)hy,
Lanier & Quinn, who are tax specialists with offices in New York,
Chicago, Cincinnati, and Washington.
I will present three or four matters very briefly and ask that my
remarks may be extended by the filing of a brief w,which will be somewhat more at length.
The first subject I would like to discuss is section 185 of the llouse
bill which amends section 115 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code by
further defining personal holding company dividends.
We urge that the amendment be retained in the bill, It is designed
to cover a situation such as the following which is tin actual case:
For the year 1938 a personal holding company had taxable net
income of $33,000. It had sold securities at a loss of $43,000 but was
allowed only a $2,000 capital-loss deduction. Its income tax amounted
to $822. But it had no actual net earnings for 1938. It actually had
an $8,000 loss. However, in order to avoid the personal holdings coipany surtax of $24,000 the corporation paid out to its stockhoflters a
dividend of $37,500. This was paid out of capital surplus. It had
no earned surplus because it had currently distributed all prior year's
earnings. The dividend was a lawful dividend under the State law.
The treasury Department, however, refused to recognize tie dividend as a section 115 dividend and asserted a personal holditig company surtax of $24,00 based upon the failure to pay a dividend.
So here was a corporation that had a loss in its operations of some
$8,000 that is being called upon to pay a surtax of $24,000 iiaaddition
to its income tax.
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The Treasury Department has recognized this peculiarity in the
definitions of a personal holding company dividend, and the Treasury
Department has recommended this amendment.
We want to bring this illustration to the attention of the committee
because we realize that in the rush of business that some things might
possibly be overlooked, and we urge that this amendment be retained
in the bill. As I say, it has the endorsement of the Treasury Depart,
meant.

The CHAIR-MAN. All right, Fir.
Mr. McFARLAND. The next point is the question of capital losses
I
incurred in the sale of a business.
Many businesses are being sold today: some are being converted to
various and sundry war efforts. Section 136 of the House bill amends
section 117 (d), relating to !osses from sales or exchanges of capital
assets, and we urge that the amendment be broadened so as to require
a corporation selling its business to pay tax only on the amount of its
actual profit.
For example: A bus transportation company selling its business
could not offset a gain from the sale of its busses against a loss from
the sale of its bus terminal. The land and buildings, under the
amendment, constitute capital assets, but the busses being depreciable
assets do not constitute capital assets. Thus a corporation having a
gain from the sale of the latter would be taxed upon that gain, even
though it made no profit whatever in connection with the entire
transaction.
We propose the addition of the following words to the amendment:
and gains from the sale of assets held for more than 15 months, except stock in
trade of the taxpayer or property held by the taxpayer primarily for sale to
customers in the ordinary course of trade or bugSiiess.

The next. subject I would like to discuss is the question of nontrade or nonbusiness deductions.
Section 118 of House bill amends section 23 (a) of the Internal
Revenue Code by adding a paragraph numbered (2).
We believe the amendment is somewhat ambiguous and could be
clarified by the addition of the word "management," so that the
amendment will read as follows:
(2) NONIRADUi Ou NONBUSIPESS EXPFNSES.-In the case of an Individual, ali

the ordinary and necessary expenses paid or incurred during the taxable year
for the production, collection, or management of Income, or for the management,
conservation, or maintenace of property held for the production of income.

This amendment was suggested by the Treasury Department and we
feel that the proposed change will clarify the amendment so as to
permit the deduction of costs for annual audits of income and disbursements, preparation of income-tax returns, and salaries of employees
handling reinvestment income, all of which conie within the proper
scope and function of the anicudment, but which we feel should be
more specifically included in order to avoid an ambiguity.
Those costs I might say, the costs of preparing income-tax returns
and things of that sort, are important not only to taxpayer but are
impol tant to the Government from an administrative standpoint, because a properly prepared return saves a great deal of time iii the
investigation of returns, and itis a deduction which properly should
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come within the scope of the amendment as proposed by the Treasury
Department.
The next point I wish to cover is the question of fiscal-year taxpayers. - Section 129 of the House bill amends the Internal Revenue
Code by adding a new section (108) which imposes a tax at the 1942
Revenue Act rates for that portion of the fiscal year falling in the
calendar year 1942.
Many corporations have declared dividends and have made other
commitments on the basis of the tax law in effect at the close of their
fiscal years. The retroactive application of section 129 produces a
particular hardship upon such corporations through no fault of their
own. Moreover, the retroactive application of the section will require
the filing of amended returns by many fiscal-year corporations, thus
adding to the administrative difficulties of the Bureau of Internal
Revenue.
.; I believe that the Bureau did not ask or request that this amendment
be incorporated in the bill, and I believe that the reason was the difficulty of administering and reexamining these returns that will be
re uired to be filed.
Senator BARKLEY. You have no objection to the calendar-year provision if it is prospectively administered? It is the retroactive feature
you object tov
Mr. MCFARLAND. That is right. If the committee feels that the
amendment be included in the bill that it be given prospective and not
retroactive application. It should be applied to fiscal years ending in
1943, or at most to fiscal years ending after the passage of the act.
The CHAmMAN. We have your point on that, and it has been very
well covered by a great many witnesses.
Mr. MCFAILAND. I am through with that.
The last point I wish to present is this:
Section 610 of the 1942 revenue bill as passed by the House amends
section 3404 (d) of the Internal Revenue Code so that the excise tax
on musical instruments shall not apply to organs sold under a written
contract entered into before October 1, 194f.
A supplementary limitation order, L-37-A, paragraph (c) (4), set
out in volume 7 of the Federal Register, page 4036, dated May 29,1942,
stopped all production of pianos in the United States, effective at the
endof July 1942, with the exception of a few which may be manufactured during August; and after September 1942 there will be no further production of pianos. During the last war, pianos were one of
the last articles taxed and one of the first upon which the excise taxes
were terminated. We now find ourselves in a situation where the
law requires an administrative tax on products which are no longer
and cannot be longer manufactured.
In view of the foregoing, we suggest that pianos and other musical
instruments, the manufacture of which has ceased, should be excluded
from taxation under section 3404 (d) of the Internal Revenue Code.
I
I thank you.
(A memorandum submitted by Mr. McFarland is as follows:)
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MEMORANDUM

BY MuRpnY, LANIER & QUINN, NEW YORK, N.

Y., oN PROPOSED 1942

REVENUE ACT
RELIEF "FOR PERSONAL HOLDING COMPANIES

Section 185 of the House bill amends section 115 (a) of the Internal Revenue
Code and section 115 (a) of the 1938 and 1936 Revenue Acts by inserting at
the end of the definition the term "dividend," the following new sentence:
"Such term also means any distribution to its shareholders, whether In money
or in other property, made by a corporation which, under the law applicable
to the taxable year in wheih the distribution Is made, is a personal holding
company, or which, for the taxable year in respect of which the distribution
is made under section 504 (c) or section 506 or a corresponding provision of a
prior income-tax law, is a personal holding company under the law applicable
to such taxable year."
This amendment, together with related amendments to the personal holding
company tax law proposed In the House bill, Is a matter of the utmost Importance to personal holding companies which have made distributions to their
stockholders during recent years, equal to the amount of their personal holding
company income, but which have been unable to obtain any credit for such
distributions because of the fact that they had no earnings or profits at the
time of such distributions.
In many cases, personal holding companies had no earned surplus at the
beginning of the year and their current earnings from interest and dividends
were offset on the books by losses on the sale of Investments. In many instances such corporations endeavored to comply with the spirit of the personal
holding company tax law by distributing an amount equal to their personal
holding company income, determined by deducting only $2,000 of such losses
from their ordinary income. Yet, because they had no earnings or profits within the meaning of section 115, they were held by the Internal Revenue Bureau to
be subject to the extremely heavy rates of the personal holding company tax.
An instance in point, in which the undersigned represented the taxpayer, is
that of the Copeo Trading Company, of 15 Exchange Place, Jersey City, N. J.,
for 1938, 1939, and 1940.
The relief afforded by the House bill Is satisfactory, and we wish to urge
that these provisions or similar provisions be adopted by your ommittee.
CAPITAL LOSSES INCURRED IN TIlE SALE OP A BUSINESS

Section 136 of the House bill amends section 117 (d), relating to losses from
sales or exchanges of capital assets, to read as follows:
"(d)

LIMITATION

ON CAPITAL LOSSES.-(1)

CORPORATIONS.-In

the case of a

corporation, losses from sales or exchanges of capital assets shall be allowed only
to the extent of gains from such sales or exchanges."
This provision would result in a serious hardship, in many cases involving the
sale of a business, since the corporation would be unable to use the losses upon the
sale of certain assets to offset the profits on the sale of other assets. For example,
If a bus company sold its business It might have a profit on the Pale of the busses
and a loss on the sale of the bus terminal and other real estate used in the business.
In some cases the loss on the sale of such real estate is substantial and yet it callnot be used, under the new provision, to offset an equally substantial gain on
the sale of the other assets.
The new provision as it stands Is undesirable because it would constitute a substantial interference with the normal course of business in such instances. In
fact in many cases it would render the sale of the business impossible.
It is suggested that this situation might be met by adding to section 117 (d) (1),
quoted above, the following words:
"and gains from the sale of assets held for more than 15 months, except stock in
trade of the taxpayer or property held by the taxpayer primarily for sale to
customers in the ordinary course of trade or business."
Any other language of the same general effect, which would apply to the sale
of all the physical assets of a business, would be acceptable.
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NONTRADEOt NONRUSINESS DEDUCTIONSS

Section 118 of the1942 revnue bill as introduced In the House amends section
23 (a) by adding the following paragraph:
"(2) NONTRADE OR NONBUSINSS EXPENS5S.-In the case of an individual, all
the ordinary and necessary expenses paid or incurred during the taxable year for
the production or collection of income, or for the management, conservation, or
maintenance of property held for the production of income."
This provision was inserted because the language of section 23 (a) of the
Internal Revenue Code had been held by the courts not to permit the deduction of
necessary expenses incurred by individuals akid trustees having large investments,
because such expenses were not incurred In connection with a trade or business.
The language of the provision proposed by the House bill, quoted above, is not
sufficiently broad to cover some of the necessary expenses Incurred in connection
with the income of this character, since it only permits the deduction of expenses
incurred "for the production or collection of income." Examples of ordinary and
necessary expenses not covered by this language are the cost of accountants'
annual audits of income and disbursements, the cost of preparation of income-tax
returns covering such income, and the salaries of employees handling the reinvestment of income.
In tile case of trustees, whose returns are prepared in the same manner as
those of individuals, not only are the foregoing expenses not deductible but a part
of the trustees' fees would also be nondeductible. For example, in New York a
trustee is allowed a fee of 1 percent upon receiving income and 1 percent upon
paying out. Tie trustee's fee upon paying out income is an ordinary and necessary expense of the trust, but it is not deductible under the present law because
it is not incurred in connection with a trade or business, and it is not deductible
under the proposed new provision, since it is not incurred "for the production or
collection of income."
It is thought that the desired effect could be secured by inserting the word
"management," so that section 23 (a) (2) would read as follows:
"(2) NONTRAE O8 NONBUSINESS ExPENSMS.-in the case of an individual all the
ordinary and necessary expenses paid or incurred during the taxable year for the
production, collection, or management of income, or for the management, conservation, or maintenance of property held for the production of Income."
Even if the language proposed in the House bill were looked upon as possibly
sufiiclent to permit the deduction of expenses of the type described above, it would
still be very desirable to make the language more explicit, so as to avoid new
litigation as to the meaning and effect of the provision.
MURPHY, LANIER & QUINN..
By EL EN McFAIBLAND.

(The following letter was received from Mr. McFarland and ordered
incoi porated in the record:)
Muaiipy, LANIER & QUINN,

Wa.shington, D. C., August 21, 1942.
Hon. WATER F. GE oPO,

Chairman, Committee on Pinance,
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
My DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: 'We respectfully urge that the relief provisions contained In section 213 of the pending revenue bill (H. R. 7378), amending section
722 of the Internal Revenue Code, be made retroactive.
When the 1941 revenue bill was pending before this committee, a number of
meritorious relief suggestions were submitted by several witnesses, but inasmuch as a subsequent "technical bill' was then contemplated, these relief measures were not Incorporated in the Revenue Act of 1941. The so-called technical
bill never materialized, with the result that many of the relief provisions which
otherwise would have been made applicable to the Revenue Act of 1941 were not
Included therein.
Section 213 of the pending bill Incorporates a number of relief provisions,
which, under the circumstances, quite properly should be made retroactive to
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cover the years 1940 and 1941. The same .motives and circumstances which Impel
the adoption of these provisions in the current lax bill are applicable as forcefully
to these prior years as to 1042.
We, therefore, respectfully urge that section 213 be made retroactive.
Very truly yours,
MuRPiiy,

By ELDEN

The

LANIER

& QUINN,

ICFAIRLAND.

CHA MAN. Mr. A. Harding Paul.

STATEMENT OF A. HARDING PAUL, WASHINGTON, D. C.
Mr. PAUL. My name is A. Harding Paul; I am an attorney-at-law,
and located at Washington, D. C. Ihave specialized in tax law since
1920.
I have one or two su-gestions in connection with the pending bill
which I would like to submit to the committee.
The first one relates to the uestion of how you should treat the
miners of strategic minerals. You have had some discussion of depletion with resl)ect to natural resources, and I am sure the committee is
fully acquainted with the necessity for continuing the percentage
method of depletion.
I should, however, like by example to point out to you that the
percentage for depletion now allowed is not one calculated to produce
strategic minerals. Strategic minerals, as we all know, are generally
those minerals which are mined primarily during a period of war emergency, such as tungsten, quicksilver, manganese, antimony, chromite,
and so forth.
In 1918, the revenue law specifically exempted profits from the
mining of such minerals from excess-profits taxation. In 1940 a more
current edition of our legislative body, that is, the Congress previous
to the present one, also provided for such an exemption. In 1941, because some people tried to extend the exemption to other metals which
perhaps were not deserving of it, the House Ways and Means Committee at the behest of the Treasury struck out the exemption entirely.
This committee, however, upon the motion of Senator Clark, restored
it, and the Senate passed the bill as recommended by the committee,
but it was not agreed to in conference. There is therefore no present
exemption and the miner is subject to the 90-percent excess-profits tax
as proposed in the House bill.
The whole reason for not allowing an exemption, it seems to me
arises from the strong representation of the Treasury that there should
be no exemptions from excess-profits taxes for corporations organized
for profit. With that viewpoint I am not attempting to collide because I believe it would probably prove to be unprofitable, but I do have
a suggestion which I think will help you and help the country in its
efforts to stimulate the production of these minerals. They are absolutely necessary in the war effort, and every effort'is being made, except
through some form of tax relief, to increase their production. However, as has been pointed out by Dr. Wilbur Nelson, the Administrator
of Mining of the War Production Board, and I think by Mr. Donald
Nelson, War Production Board chairman, and also by Mr. DeWitt
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Smith, who is a mining adviser of the Metals Reserve Co. of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, the production is not being obtained
I
by the methods now invoked.
One of the methods being used is the purchase by the Metals Reserve
Co. of the equipment and perhaps even the mine itself for the miner and
then renting it to the miner, so that he gets the benefit of a rent deduction, eliminates his entire risk and accordingly receives some profit for
his work.
I would like now, by an example, to point out to the members of the
committee just what happens in the case of a tungsten miner who, acting upon the impetus and stimulus of the demands of the Government,
removes the entire ore bodies of his mine in 1 or 2 years of production
in place of his normal production, which it is assumed would take a
period of 10 years.
I have some pads of paper here and I have some pencils, and I would
like the members of the committee who would care to follow this
example to do so because it will very simply show exactly what is hap"
pening in such cases. ,
The example I have in mind is that of a tungsten miner with an
investment of $1,500,000, who expects a normal life for the mine of 10
years. The $1,500,000 is divided one-half between working capital and
cost of mine and the other one-half or $750,000 as a cost of depreciable
equipment. The normal annual production of the mine is assumed to
be $500.000 in money, that is 25,000 units at $20 per unit price. The
mine owner would be entitled under the present laws to an annual percentage depletion deduction of 15 percent of $500,000, cr $75,000, and
would also 'be entitled to recover depreciable assets at the rate of 10
percent per year or $75,000. Thus he has an annual allowable deduction for depreciation and depletion of $150,000.
His expense of operation would probably be around $200,000, and he
would thus have a profit of $150,000 ($50,000 less $200,000 expenses
and $150,000 depreciation and depletion). While I use here the personal pronoun, in my illustration I am dealing with corporation taxes
as the mine would doubtless be incorporated.
An average normal tax basd upon past history would probably be
under 20 percent but taking that rate as normal the miner has a net
average annual profit after all expenses and taxes of $120,000. Adding
back annual depletion ani depreciation of $150,000 he would receive
over a 10-year life $2,700,000 which, with respect to his investment,
would represent a 10-year profit (;f $1 ,0,000, or at the rate of 8 percent
per annum. This would be regarded as a profitable mine and is the
type of profit which might cause people to risk money to go into a
mining venture.- However, not 1 in 10 mines will prove to be as
p
afitable,
so that the total amount which is received in this case is not
inordinate and I am sure upon investigation you will find that it is
customary in order to obtain the necessary risk capital in a venture of
this kind that a promise of a higher profit than 8 percent must be held
out. Even goodveins of ore have a habit of disappearing.
'
I Now, the war comes along, and there is a Government urge for
increased production. The War Production Board says: "Get it out
and get it out fast-in 1, 2, or 3 years. It is vital in the war effort and
we need the tungsten." The miner complies with his Government's
request and produces in I year all the tungsten the mine contains. The
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Government pays a bonus price for this mineral and that bonus price
is now about 20 percent, so at $24 a unit for his normally 10-year's
supply of 250,000 units he receives $6,000,000. His depletion is 15
percent of that figure or $900,000, and he also would obtain a steppedup depreciation-say this is $225,000-which would leave $4,875,000.
Because of increased costs, -workinghis labor overtime, and so forth,
expenses will probably be $3,000,000, leaving $1,875,000 after depletion,
depreciation, and expenses. The invested capital credit would be
$130,000 (8 percent of $1,500,000 plus $10,000), leaving $1,745,000 subject to excess-l)rofits tax; and at a rate of 90 percent the tax is $1,.
570,500, leaving $304,500 in profit before normal and surtaxes. The
normal and surtax is computed on $130,000 at 45 percent and is $58,500,
leaving net profit for the year of $246,000. As the mine is now coinpletely depleted there is to be added to this latter figure the depletion
and depreciation allowed of $1,125,000 to bring the total money in the
miner's hands to $1,371,000 or $129,000 less than his investment.
It is quite obvious that under such a stimulus, or rather lack of stinulus, he will not feel encouraged to produce. It is only his patriotism
that persuades him to produce any tungsten above normal.
My suggested amendment is that you allow him for excess-profits
tax purposes only an additional 10 percent depletion for any production over his highest production of any previous year. Under the
example given this bonus or special allowance would be figured as
follows: Normal gross income from production is $500,000, which
when subtracted from total gross income from production in the taxable year of $6,000,000, gives an increased gross income from production of $5,500,000. The special depletion allowance is 10 percent
thereof or $550,000: but he must pay the 45 percent normal tax and
surtax thereon, or $247,500, leaving him an additional return of $302,.
500. Subtracting the loss of $129,000 lie is otherwise confronted with
from such additional return, lie has left a net over-all profit of $173,500
I am advised that under some such stimulus miners will explore
for and produce more tungsten. I happen to represent, and know the
facts connected with, the Yellow Pine mine of Idaho, which is the
largest single producer of tungsten in America today, and which
mine produced in 1941 approximately one-third of all of the domestically produced tungsten. I know that under the proposed law
the owners in all probability will not be able to recover their entire
investment without some additional allowance for dpletion or its
equivalent.- It could hardly be said that these people would be lacking in patriotism, therefore, if they were reluctant to put their whole
effort into getting out the tungsten quickly. I don't say that they
are not putting forth every effort to that end, because tley are, but
it seems to me unfair, and I believe the committee will consider it
unfair, to urge the miner to bend hs entire efforts to sell to the United
States the entire product of his mine at a net price after taxes which
will be less than enough to replace his capital.
' '
"The second matter that I would like to take up deals with corporations generally, and it is a subject which the committee has considered
thoroughly. The subject I have reference to is to provide for a present credit against the excess-profits taxes an amount recoverable by
the United States in the post-war adjustment period.
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I suggest that you tie your credits to some such asset as plant or

inventory. In this way, you can obtain an automatic tax recovery
of the allowance now made, whereas if you just allow the credit
with respect to a certain amount of debt or a certain amount of insurance, or in other ways, the recovery later will perhaps be more
difficult. My suggestion is that you permit the corporation to deduct
20 percent of its plant, and/or inventory, limited to whatever percentage of the net income you think will be proper to protect the
revenue. This would simply mean that the corporation is deducting
in advance some depreciation or inventory loss which it will take
later and which will reduce the revenues of the Treasury DepartmenL later. We all know that the law permits an amortization deduction at the rate of 20 percent a year of the cost of the new war
facilities, but they are the ones which will be retained for years. You
should allow a credit against the tax for them because the corporations
were urged to go out and buy them to help stimulate the war effort,
but it is those machines and those machine tools which will be continued in use, and it is the old machines and the older machine tools
which will be discarded.
If you permit a corporation to deduct the normal depreciation, or
at its option to take 20 percent of its plant as a deduction provided
it will invest that 20 percent in war bonds, you will get more revenue;
that is, you will get more cash to the Government than you get today;
and at the same time you will permit the corporations to keep their
plants sound. It will give them a fund that they can use to buy from
these makers of new machine tools and from the present users of
the new machine tools some new equipment, and in that way keep
the plants of America sound.
While adoption of this suggestion will aid in keeping the plants
of America new and sound, I also believe you should endeavor to keep
the corporations themselves sound. This brings out my final suggestion. It is to permit stockholders to obtain some return. I recommend that you reinstate the provision of the 1936 law which permits
a credit for dividends paid, and allow such a credit against the normal
and surtaxes, or against either of such taxes. In that way, the cocporation will be permitted to pay the money out to its stockholders
and keep them interested in their corporation. The Treasury will
get some return, because the stockholders will pay income taxes on
the dividends received. The least tax which the bill provides for an
individual subject to normal and surtax is 19 percent. So that there
will be no net loss in revenue if you adopt some such credit provision
for dividends except to the extent that the corporal ion can continue
in question without receiving a credit.
dividends
theyou
topay
very much..
Thank
The CAAIRiAN. Has Mr. Harnischfeger returned to the room?
No response.)
enator LA FOLLrrE. Mr. Chairman, I would like to have permission to communicate with Mr. Harnischfeger, and if he desires to
have a statement inserted in the record and can get it here by Monday,
I would like to have permission to put it in.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well, Senator La Follette. He may come in
before we finish with the other witnesses.
(The statement referred to by Senator La Follette is as follows:)
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STATEMENT OF IHE HARN16OHFEGER CORPORATION, MILWAUKE,

WIS.

FOREWORD

It is a well-recognized fact that the war Is causing many serious dislocations
in the econoraic structure of our country at the present time. It will cause far
greater problems when the war is over.
The Congress and Senate have a very complex problem in drafting a tax bill
which will raise the necessary revenues, prevent Inflation and yet preserve a
solvent business economy which can survive the reconstruction period after
the war.
We believe that it will aid those responsible for drafting the tax laws if they
know the problems that confront various types of Industry.
We are therefore presenting the problem of our own company not for our
individual benefit but because we believe it is typical of the problem that will
confront many heavy machinery manufacturers.
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THM HEAVy MAO1MUMY BUSINEss 11 HIGHMY CYI

,A

The heavy machinery business runs in cycles. After the crash of 1929 it
slumped radically and went to very low levels, then staged a slow come-back
after the bottom was reached in 1933. The chart at the top of the opposite page
shows the sales curve of this company from 1930 to 1941.
Proftts also fluctuate widely
The profits of heavy machinery companies fluctuate widely. Our own business
showed substantial losses for a 5-year period from 1931 to 1935 inclusive, small
pi-oflts in 1936 and 1937, a loss in 1938 (due to a strike) and then 'increasing
profits in 1939, 1940, and 1941.
I Taking our net profit after taxes as per our books the combined profit and
loss for the 12-yt-ar period from 1930 through 1941 was a loss of $1,406,822.
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There is a wide divergence between the taxable net income reported on tax
returns and the net profit per books after taxes. To show our stockholders what
we consider our actual net profits to be we must deduct from the taxable net
income not only the. taxes but also reserves not allowable as deductions against
taxes but which experience has shown to be necessary.
CONSTANT IMPROVEMENT OF EXISTING LINES AND DEVELOPMENT OF UGHTER LINES ARE
ESSENTIAL TO THE OONTINUED EXISTECE OF HEAVY-INDUSTRY COMPANIls

Up until 1930 this company was exclusively engaged in building heavy machinery.
Though the company was incurring operating losses, we recognized that we
must nevertheless spend considerable money for two general purposes.
One was the improvement and expansion of existing lines of equipment. Machine desit, is can never remain static but must be constantly changed to take
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advantage of new materials, new processes of manufacture, and new inventions
of various kinds. In the case of this company the development of electric arc
welding has made a profound change in our products. We changed the design
of our traveling cranes and excavating machines from cast and riveted construction to welded construction. Thls required a radical change in our tool equipment and manufacturing processes and In fact in a rearrangement of our whole
plant. It resulted, however, in a lighter, stronger, and better product that has
saved hundreds of tons of critical materials for the war effort.
The other purpose was to develop lighter lines of equipment and articles of
daily consumption in industry which are not classed as capital expenditures. We
also decided to make something to sell to the general public. We knew that
we had to have something to carry us along again when the heavy machinery
line reached its periodical low ebb. In accordance with this policy we brought
out among other things the following new lines:
Small electric monorail hoists and light cranes.
Electric are welders.
Welding electrodes.
Prefabricated steel houses.
It is fortunate for the war effort that we developed these products. We have
had to expand our capacity many times to meet the demands for these light
cranes and hoists, arc welders, and welding electrodes, and all these divisions
are working at full capacity.
After spending a greac deal of money on the prefabricated steel house and
bringing it up to a point where it began to make money, we finally were forced
to give it up because of our inability to get the necessary priorities for the steel
and develop a reasonable working arrangement with the unions. However, it
cannot be expected that every new venture will turn out well.
As will be noted from the chart, these developments were carried on during
the entire depression. We had to dip heavily into surplus to finance them.
rNVEmTORI
At the present time inventories represent one of the greatest sources of potential loss to manufacturers of heavy machinery.
Due to the length of time of procurement and large volume of business, inventories of many companies in the heavy machinery line are th' largest they have
ever been.
Upon cessation of hostilities there will probably be an epidemic of cancelations
which will leave manufacturers with large inventories purchased at high cost
and materials in process and completed units fabricated at high labor rates.
Large reserves will probably be needed to safeguard against loss when the
war ends. At the end of last year our company set up a reserve of $500,000
against possible future inventory price declines.
That such a reserve may be needed is shown by our own past experience. The
chart on page 2243 shows that at the end of 1930 our inventory was valued at
$3,870,000. At the end of 1931 we had to write this inventory down by $329,000
and at the end of 1932 by another $187,000 to bring It to its realizable value.
Since reserves are not deductible for tax purposes it is quite obvious that many
manufacturers are paying high taxes on profits that may turn out to be only
paper profits when their inventories have been liquidated.
MAINTENANCE
Many companies turning out products for the war effort are running their
machine tools almost continuously with very little time out for maintenance.
Furthermore many machine operators are comparatively Inexperienced and as
a result machine tools and other equipment will have to be thoroughly overhauled
after the war. For this purpose our company has set ub a reserve of $150,000.
A BUSINESS CONCERN MUST HAVE A SURPLUS

TO CARRY ON THROUGH A DEPRESSION

We were able to carry on through the long depression that followed 1929
because we had been able to build up a comfortable surplus In the good years
preceding.
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ALL OF OUR REGULAR PEACETIME PRODUCTS ARE NEEDED FOR THE WAR EFFORT

All 6f our regular products are vital to the war effort. Cranes and hoists are
particularly necessary. In addition to the large sums we have spent on capital
additions, the Defense Plant Corporation is spending approximately $600,000 for
new tools to increase our capacity for building cranes by 50 percent.
We began building traveling cranes on a commercial scale in 1892. In the 47
years between then and the outbreak of the second World War in 1939 we had
sold 10,589 cranes, or an average of 220 cranes per year.
From January 1, 1940, to May 20, 1942, we have sold 2,132 cranes, or an average
of approximately 900 cranes per year, or more than 4 times the annual average.
Since cranes last Indefinitely it is ouite obvious that during these past few
years we have sold most of the cranes that this country can use for the next
8 years at least.
Naturally, while operating at this high capacity our taxable net income has
been high. We believe that since we are crowding most of our next 8 years' crane
business into a few years because the war effort demands it, some provision should
be made whereby we can recover some of the taxes now being paid after the war
to help tide us over the low period that must necessarily follow.
THlE TAX LAWS PROPOSED 13Y THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT AND ALSO BY THE HOUSE
WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE WILL iior PERMIT US TO BUILD UP EIOUOH SURPLUS

TO OARRY ON THROUGH A PROLONGED DWESSION

In round figures, our taxable net income for 1941 on $20,000,000 of sales was
$5,650,000.
The tabulation below shows the total Federal Income taxes, Including normal,
surtax, and excess-profit taxes, and the amount remaining for dividends, reserves,
and surplus under the 1941 lawi, and the amounts that would remain under the
Treasury Department proposal, and the House Ways and Means Committee
proposal.
Balance available
Total Federal

for dividends, reserves, and trans-

$3,773,000

$1,877,000

taxes

1941law --------------------------------------------------

---------

Plan recommended to Ways and Means Committee by U. S. Tressury Department, including 55percent combined normal and surtax
and excess-profits tax graduated from 50to 75 percent ------------Plan proposed by Ifouse Ways and Means Committee, using 0percent excess-profits tax then 24-percent normal and 21-percent
surtax ---------------------------------------------------------:

fer to surplus
after all State
and Federal
taxes

4,761,000

8, 000

4,816,
850

833,650

We are not protesting against the amount of the taxes which we paid on 1941
income although after necessary reserves we had a net Income of $1,094,000,
according to our books, or approximately 5 percent of our sales.
We recognize the need of the Federal Government for very high taxes but
we are sure that the proposals of the Treasury Department tind of the House
Ways and Means Committee are so high that they will not permit the setting
up of sufficient reserves to carry companies like ours through the post-war
period.
During the last depression we created employment for labor by our development program and deferred maintenance work. We think that after this war
is over the necessity will again arise and believe that we can provide employment at useful work at much lower cost than the Federal Government can with
Works Projects Administration or Public Works Administration work.
You will note from the chart on the opposite page that we spent large sums
for additions to fixed assets all through the last depression. We will do ao
again when this war is over, if we are left with sufficient liquid resources.
HJARNISCUEER CORPORATION,
Milwaukee, Wis.
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The

CHAIRMAN.
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Mr. Harry M. Rider.

(No response.)

he

CHAIRMAN.

Mr. Arthur Johnson.

How much time do you desire, Mr. Johnson?
Mr. JOHNSON. Seven minutes. I just want to read this statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well, you may proceed.
STATEMENT OF ARTHUR L. ;OHNSON, WASHINGTON, D. C., NATIONAL EXECUTIVE AND LEGISLATIVE SECRETARY, GENERAL
WELFARE FEDERATION OF AMERICA
Mr. JOilNSON, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I
deeply appreciate the privilege of being allowed to present the tax
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views of the General Welfare Federation of America at this hearing.
I shall take but a few minutes of your very valuable time.
I merely want to call your attention to the gross-profit or "value
added" tax as a potential source of revenue if other sources are found
to be insufficient to raise what is considered necessary in this greatest
crisis ever to face our Nation.
By gross profit or "value added" I mean whatever one has taken in
over and above the cost of the material or property sold. If no material or property is involved then the entire amount taken in is, of
course, gross profit under the tax we propose.
We feel that in addition to the cost of the thing sold there should
be a deduction of the first $80 per month, or $960 per year, from gross
income so as not to tax the purchasing power of the very poor and so
as to cut down on the number of taxpayers who would be liable for
very small amounts each quarter.
We feel that the tax could be collected quarterly along with the
social-security tax, thus avoiding the complicated withholding tax and
installment payments. The quarterly collection has worked no hardship in the case of social-security taxes and the tax we propose is just
a little broader than the pay-roll tax, as it reaches just a few items
over and above the pay-roll cost.
The successful operation for over a 5','-year period of the pay-roll
tax system constitutes a precedent approved by your committee and
established by Congress for the somewhat broader tax we propose along
this line.
This broader tax, extended to all in America over the $960-a-year
class, would be a much more acceptable and much more. equitable tax
than the proposed sales tax, which would have its main and direct
impact upon the poor.
We ask you to consider our proposal as a compromise that might
satisfy all factions in this matter of raising the sorely needed revenue
for our war effort-for our all-out effort to survive and preserve all
that we hold dear in life.
We also ask you to consider it as a possible base for the universal
social-security system that is to come when the world is free. Some
just method must be devised of assessing all the annuity premiums that
will be necessary under such a system, and we feel that we have worked
out such a method in our 51 -year study of the problem, during the
course of which we have improved upon this tax base to the extent that
we have overcome every objection raised to it by the experts called by
the House Ways and Means Committee.
We do not say that this tax base is perfect, as no tax can be devised
that will not meet with objections from some source, but we do claim
that it is just, that it is based on sound tax principles, and that it will
yield a stable and enormous revenue.
One of its features is that it never taxes a person -who has not taken
in sufficient revenue with which to meet the levy.
Another feature is that it forces all who use the public market to
pay their fair share of the cost of government. The net income tax
reaches ust the man who makes a net profit and forces him to carry
the tax toad for a competitor who may sustain a net loss because of
chiseling tactics of the worst sort and yet has had the same protection
and service from Government as the man who carries his tax load for
him. We trust that you will give this angle to the case some thought
in your efforts to levy a just tax upon the Nation.
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We want it distinctly understood that we are fundamentally opp6sed
to a gross income, gross receipts, turn-over, or transaction tax. We
feel that such a tax is many times more vicious than a sales tax, as it
taxes the goods not only on the final sale, as a sales tax does, but every
time the goods change hands, going clear back to production. It is
nothing more or less than a snowballing or pyramided, multiplied,
niagnified, or glorified sales tax under another name; that is, it is a
tax upon tax upon tax on tie same product.
The distinction between the gross income tax and the gross profit or
"value added" tax which we propose is that we never tax the goods
themselves but just the mark-tip, commission, or value that has been
added by the handling of the goods by the particular taxpayer.
If, for instance, a man buys a house for $9,500 and sells it for $9,000,
we would levy no tax on the $500 loss, as the advocates of a grossincome tax would. If, however, lie sells the house for $10,000 and
makes a $500 commission, we would tax him on this mark-up or "added
value."
It is the simplest tax that could be devised, as all one would have to
do would be to subtract the cost of materials from his g"oss revenue,
then deduct $240 as a basic exemption for the quarter and pay the tax
on the balance.
The tax could be dovetailed into the social-security system by the
simple expedient of giving a tax credit to any employer or employee
for any tax paid to the Federal Government under any retirement
annuity system.
The cost of collection would be small, as about 50,000,000 people are
already paying social-security taxes each quarter in the manner that
we propose, and it would tale ut very little enlargement of the system
to collect a somewhat similar tax from the remainder of the e)cople
of the Nation earning enough to be liable as direct taxpayers.
As to the probab16 tax yield, we feel that it would bring in about
$6,000,000,000 per year if levied at a 3-percent rate. If levied at a
5-percent rate it would make about $8,000,000,000 directly available for
war purposes and leave $2,000,000,000 that could be set aside for social
security after the war is over and used in the meantime for war
purposes.
In this connection, Mr. Chairman, I would like permission to file
for the record a table giving our figures as to the probable tax yield of
the tax we propose, also two tables showing the inequities that would
arise if a gross income tax were levied, as well as a table showing just
how a gross-profit or value-added tax would operate.

The

CHAMMAN.

You may file them.

Mr. JOHNSON. I want to add, in closing, that a tax bas6 such as we
ropose has met with favor on the House side to the extent that I have
ere in my hand the actual signatures of 175 Congressmen to a resolution urging it as a tax base for an extended social-security system such
as is proposed by the General Welfare Act, H. R. 1,410, introduced by
Congressman William H. Larrabee, of Indiana. This is the document
to which I refer. It consists of seven pages--7 feet of Congressional
signatures.
Senator BARKLEY. Why didn't some of them think of that when this
bill was before the HouseI
Mr. JOHNSON. We presented the matter to the Ways and Means
Committee and a number of them have urged it, and they are joining
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with me in appearing here today to request the consideration of it over
here.
Senator ABRKxY. Was your proposal submitted to the Ways and
Means Committee?
Mr.JouNsON. Yes, 6ir; it was, but it was not gone into fully.

This

whole matter was gone into very thoroughly 3 years ago by the House
Ways and Means Committee at the time they had their hearings on
social security, at which hearings the, gross income tax was definitely
proved unsound, and the tax experts called by the committee not only
advocated but suggested the gross profit, or value added tax as a tax
for general purposes.
Senator BARKLEY. Are any of these signatories members of the
Wgs and Means Committee I
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, sir; there are five of them.
Senator BARKLEY. Very well.
Mr. JoHNsoN. This indicates that the tax would meet with considerable favor on the House side as a compromise tax base, as but
43 more would be needed to have a majority of the House committed
to this tax base. We hope therefore that your honorable committee
will give serious consideration to this proposed gross profit or "value
added" tax base.
I thank you.
The CAfIRMAN. Thank you very much. That completes the Est
unless someone has come in here whose name was previously called
and who did not respond.
Mr. JoHNsoN. I will hand the reporter the tables which I understand are to be in the record with my statement.
The CHAMMAN. They comprise just one page?
Mr. JOHNSON. It is all on one page.
The CHAIRMAN. You may file them.
(The tables referred to are as follows:)
EXHIBIT I.-Tax table showing inequities in taxing materialsin addition to gross
profit or "value addel"
[BASIS: In each case it ts assumed that the man paying the tax has earned $10,000per
year over and above the cost of any goods or property he sold]

Nature of tax

General Welfare Fedsration tax: 'Tax of 2
percent on "added
value or gross profit
(gross Income less
cost of materials,
goods or property
sold), less ltrst $90
per year.
Full gross Income tax:
Tax of 2 percent on
gross or total Income,
Including cost of materlals or goods sold.

Labor only taxed Inequity Illustrations in eases where labor plus materials
(tax where no
taxed
goods or mate-|.
__
__
rials involved,
as in the case of CaseNo.1.-Ooods CaseNo.2.-Ooods Case No.S.-loods
an attorney. Ad- sold cost
$15,000,
sold
cost $90,000, sold cost $990,000
dea value $10,or tO percent of
or 90 percent of
or 99 percent
oi
000).
total gross Intotal gross Intotal gross In.
come of $25,000.
coale of$100,000.
come of $1,000,.
Added
value
Added
value
000. Added value
$10,o0.
$10,000.
$10,000.
$180.80,or 1.18per- $180.80,or 1.8 percent of addod
cent of added
value or real Invalue or real income.
come,

$20, or 2 percent
of added value
or real income,

$180.80,or 1.8 per- $180.80,or 1.8 perecnt of added
cent of added
value or real In.
value or real Income.
come.

$500, or 5 percent$2.000, or 20 per.
of added value
cent of added
or real income,
value or real income,

$20.000, or 200 percent of added
value or real In.
come.
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Exftu rr 2.-Table showing how a gross income tax levy would tax a los
[BASIS: A real-estate man buys a house for $9,500 and sells It at the price Indicated]
N Selling

Nature of tax|$.00

Selling price $10000
l
I

$900
General Welfare Federation tax (2 percent) ..........................
Full gross Income tax (2 percent) ...............................

$500
T
$10 2 percent.
200
percent.

None
$180

NOTE.-It is lnsound and grossly inequitable to tax a lose in any case. An added value
tax never taxes a loss, as there Is no added value in the case of a loss, It Is true that a
loan may be taxed under It whether he makes a net profit or not (after paying hie operating
expenses), but It must be remembered that fie has had Just as much protection and service

from tire Government as has the man who makes a net profit.

It Is but fair that he be

taxed, otherwise he gels the services of the Government free of charge and the successful
businessm,-1 pays the tax for his unsuccessful competitor, who may have sustained the

loss through chiseling tactics or unfair trade practices of the worst sort. A net-income
tax put5 a double load on the successful businessman, whereas a tax on value added taxes
all In proportion to the use made of the public market.
Exmxrr 3.-Federation'.estimate of tam yield of a grosu-prolt tas
[Estimate based on best available U. S. Government statistics for year 1930]

Group

Gross income

Cost of materials

Taxable balance

Manufacturing .............................
$1, 807,223
$32,118,242488
$24,710.S64,735
Retail SeQs--........-......................
42, 0M,138,000
27,324,43,700
14,713, 6N,300
Whulestlo sales . ....................
----a5, 265, 640,000
46,075,794, 000
8, 289,846, 00
Real estate, Including rentals.............
48,000,000,OM
20,400, 000, 00
27,t00, 000,000
Construction ...............--------.---------8, 0,
000
4, 000.0,000
4, 0, 000.000
Service estsblishment .........
...... -22, 970,0o 00O
260,0,0. 00
22,720000, 000
Agriculture ...............................9, 620 00o,oe
1,520,000,000
8,100,000,000
Forest products .............................
10, 000000
O,
.0,
0o
5, 000 o
Minng (exe pt petroleum) ..................
3, 00,00000
1,400, 000,000
2, 100,000, 000
Petroleum .---------------------------....
3,000,0,000
, 000, ,000
2, 000, 009,00
Fisheries ...................................
0, 01 006
10,000,(M
40,000, 000
Tanneries ...-...............................
0, 000,000
30.000,000
20,000,000
Electric light, power and gas ...............3,000,000,000
400,000,000
2,600,000,0
Transportation ..........................
, 000,000,o -- _---------_---000,000,000
Conmtunlcationa
-40.00,03---------------------1.400,
D,000 _-----_
O 000
Finance----- .
...................
10,00,00,000
80,0.,.000,.000
20, 000,, 000,
00
Wages and salaries ........
...........
60, ,000,000 ----------------- 9,000, 000,000
lztorest and dividends- .................
10, 00. 000,00 -------------_-10000,000,000
Inheratews . ..........................
9, 000,000,000 -.
000,0)0,000

Gitts .........
............
Miscellaneous ..............................

400000,000
,.-------------------- ---------4.0,
,000
25,02
0,.000
,
5,00, 0OW,000
20,000, 000, o

Total .................................
467,E W,
5
220,494,475,188
Exemption of first $80per month ($900per year) Income ......................
.
Total taxable gross profit or value added ....
I-percent tax on thts would bring in .......................------------Estimated cost ofadminiRtration (a little over %of I percent or$5,000,000 per month)

247,329,109,035
42, 329,109,035
2.................000,000.000
1 0,250,000.000

00,000,000

-

Net tax yield (per year)-----------.
..........--------Directly"available for war purpose----.
.
.
..--------------------.........
Balance for social security, indirectly available for war purposes ................

10,190, 000, 000
8,100, eo, 00
2,000,000,000

EXHIBIT 4.-How "value added" tax would operate
fln a typical establilhment subject to Social Security Act (such as the General Welfare
T ,tal gross income per year

Federation of America) ]
--------------- ----------- $12,000

Less coat of material or products sold (p-bliations)----------------------8, 000
Value added or gruss profit.. ----------------------------Less first $80 per month -----------------------------------------Balance that Is taxable -----.-----------------------------5 percent new tax would yield --- ---------- --------------------

Less credit for Social Security Act tax of 2 percent (1943) on $5,000 pay
roll -------.------------------------------------------------Total new yield for war purposes ---------------------------

6, 000
960
5, 040
252

2
00
152
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[For a typical individual now under Social Security Act (like Secretary Johnson) I

Total gross income per year, at $50 per week-----------------------Less cost of material ---------------------------------------------

$2, 600
None

Value added or gross profit --------------------------------Less first $80 per month ------------------------------------------

2, 600
960

Balance that is taxable -------------------------------------

1,640

New tax at 5 percent -------------------------------------------Less credit for Social Security Act tax of 2 percent (1943) on $2,600. - Total new yield for war purposes -----------------------------

82
52
30

[For a typical individual not now under Social Security Act (like Reverend Smith or
Attorney Jones]

Total gross income per year, at $50 per week -----------------------Less cost of material --------------------------------------------Value added or gross profit --------------------------------Less first $80 per mouth ------------------------------------------Balance that is taxable ------------------------------------New tax at 5 percent ---------------------------------------------Earmarked for his own social security, at 2 percent on $2,600 --------Total new yield for war purposes ----------------------------

$2, 600
None
2, 600
960
1, 640
82
52
30

Mr. INOEBi TSEN. Mr. Chairman, I requested an opportunity to be
heard later this morning. My name is James C. Ingebretsen, and I mn
the Washington representative of the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce. If my name was called, I was not in the room.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you wish to be heard now?
Mr. INGEBRE'rSEN. Very briefly-about I minute.
The C1AIRMaAN. We vill be glad to hear you for a minute. We
did want to close the hearings at the earliest )ossible moment.
STATEMENT OF JAMES -C. INGEBRETSEN, WASHINGTON -REPRESENTATIVE, LOS ANGELES CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Mr. IN OEBRE'rSEN. I am the attorney and Washington representative of the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce. We have certain reconnendations to make to your committee. Since they have been made
to you by many other business groups and have been supported by
elaborate arguments, I will state them very briefly and ask permission to include with my remarks about a five-page summary of
our arguments in support of the proposals.
First, that a provision should be included in the bill for a Federal
retail-sales tax to be levied uniformly without exemptions except
for direct Federal, State, and local governmental purchases. We
think the rate for that tax should be made high enough at the outset
so as to produce not less than the difference between the amount requested by the Treasury and the amount raised under the House bill.
Second, we think the excess-profits provisions of the bill should be
fixed low enough so that they will not destroy the incentive to produce. We think that relief provisions incorporated in the House bill
should be retained so as to minimize the inequities which would otherwise result.
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Next, we think that if you find it necessary or desirable to include
some form of post-war credit in the tax bill in connection with your
excess-profits tax provisions, that there should be no restrictions upon
the use of those credits after the war.
The CHAIRMAN. You may file your statement if you wish.
Mr. INGIERRETSEN. I will; thank you, sir.

(The statement of the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce referred
to is as follows:)
RECOMMENDATIONS

OF THE Los ANGELIS CHAMBER OF COMMERCE UPON TIE
REVENUEj BILL

1942

The Los Angeles Chamber of C'ommerce, by action of its board of directors,
makes the following recommendations with respect to 1-. R. 7378, as passed by
the House of Representatives:
1. RETAIL SALES TAx

Provision should be made for a Federal retail sales tax to apply uniformly,
without exemptions, except for direct Federal, State, and local governmental
purchases.
2. EXCESS-PPOFITS TAX

(a) The excess-profils tax should be fixed low enough that it does not destroy
the incentive to produce; relief provisions to minimize Inequities, should be
provided.
(b) Our best guess Is that 80 percent Is atout as high an excess-profits rate
as can be levied without actually Impairing lite war effort, except that with a
post-war credit of amounts in excess of that figure, the rate might be as high
as 90 percent.
(c) If the post-war credit Is used, it should be In the form of Oavernent
bonds, nonnegotiable and non-interest-bearing during the war, but negotiable and
Interest-earing after the war, and having fixed maximum maturity dates. There
should be no restrictions upon the use of post-war credits.
COMMENTS

Retail sales tax.-Tle suggestion of a retail sales tax Is made only because of
the urgent necessity of obtaining additional revenues for war purposes and
because such a tax, by acting aq a levy upon spending and by absorbing purchasing power, would be a deterrent to Inflation.
Even under the personal exemptions and rates provided by the House measure,
a high percentage of the national income will entirely escape taxation for war
purposes. According to the statements made by the Treasury last year, normal
and surtaxes In the higher income brackets have approached, If not exceeded,
the point where higher levies will, in the long run, continue to produce more
revenue. In the small and medium.brackets, recent and proposed tax increases
are sufficiently heavy to require a substantial readjustment 'of living habits.
Nonetheless, the amount of the anticipated revenues Is wholly inadequate for the
war effort. It is,therefore, imperative that new tax sources be found.
Notwithstanding Its so-called regressive feature, i. e.,Its disproportionately
heavy effect upon those with small Incomes, no suitable substitute except possibly a manufacturers' excise or withholding tax appears to be readily available.
It should be pointed out, moreover, that the exceedingly heavy levies upon taxpayers in high and medium Income brackets largely offset any theoretical
discrimination against individuals with lower incomes.
If used by the Federal Government, the sales tax would divert into the
Treasury large amounts of war generated and other spending which otherwise cannot readily be reached and, at the same time, would offer no insuperable problems of collection.
It is believed that the sales tax should apply uniformly and without exemptIons except in the case of sales direct to governmental agencies. The rate
should be high enough, at the outset, to produce not less than the difference
between the amount raised under the House bill and the sum requested by the
Treasury.
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IRwce#-Ptolts to.-There Seems to be no clear-cut sentiment, either in favor
of a high excess-profits tax and some form of post-war credit or, alternatively,
a somewhat lower tax and no credit. Sound arguments can be made for
either procedure. Whatever decision is finally reached, however, should be
predicated upon the necessity both of leaving reasonable incentive for top-,
notch efficiency in war production and assuring the preservation of the business
structure for post-war reconstruction. In our Judgment, it does not seem that
the excess-profits rate should exceed E0 percent unless some form of post-war
credit is to be made of amounts in excess of that figure, and in no case should
the total figure exceed 90 percent, if the above-mentioned objectives are to be

met.I

In suggesting the maximum limits to which the excess-profits tax might go,
it is contemplated that provisions contained in the House bill and currently
under discussion before the senate Finance Committee will, of course, be included to minimize the numerous types of hardship which result from taxes of
-'
,
I I
this magnitude.,
The idea of a post-war credit with restrictions upon the use of such credit
after the cessation of hostilities, has been supported in some quarters. In our
judgment, it would be a serious mistake to tie any strings upon Individual
businesses in the use of moneys received In the form of post-war credits.
Apart from the opportunities that would be afforded to exercise governmental
control over the policies of Individual business institutions, restrictive clauses
upon the use of post-war credits would also needlessly complicate the operations
of those concerns which were endeavoring to reestablish peacetime production
or to discontinue activities which may have no place in the peacetime economy.
If some form of post-war credit is to be adopted, it Is believed the credit
should be in the form of bonds which 'would be nonnegotiable and non-interestbearing during the war, but, after the war, would become negotiable and bear a
stated maximum rate of interest and definite maturity dates.
AUoUST 12, 1942.

The CHAiRmA.. Are there any others whose names have not been
called, or who have not previously responded?
Mr. Dwnsmq. I represent Mr. Joseph Selby, of the American Con-

munications Assocation, whose name was called, as I understand,
previously.
The CHAmmA;N. Yes. Do you wish to make a statement in his

stead I
Mr. DRamsN. Yes Mr Chairman.
The CHAmMAN. Proceed.

STATEMENT OF DANIEL DRIESEN, REPRESENTING AMERICAN
CONXM CATIONS ASSOCIATION, CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL
ORGANIZATIONS
Mr. DnmLsa. I am the international representative of the American
Communications Association, affiliated with the Congress of Industrial

i

Organizations.
The American Communications Association, C. I. 0., is a union
of workersof engaged
in a vital
war industry--communications.
- At
down to the bottom, remaining
have gone
our members
sea many
at their posts in the radio shacks of the vessels sending distress

nails. On land our members employed ini the telegraph and radio

o111ces

throughout the country are exerting every effort to "get the

message through."
Our union, adopting the recommendations of Donald Nelson, of
the War Production .Board, has t solved a production program which

if adopted will avert an impending bottleneck in the communica
tions industry. Victory committees, initiated by our union, composed,
of management, labor,'and representatives of Government in almost
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every major city in the United States, have met and adopted many
proposals which have speeded production in the communications
industry.
At our convention in' April, a' resolution' adopted on production
and a balanced war-time economy stated the following with regard
to taxation:
Wars must be paid for. Economic stabilization L'quires a tax program based
on equality of sacrifice and ability to pay-a lax program which will prevent
scandalous war profiteering. Necessary features of this program are the enactment of the principle embodied In the projected United Sates Treasury tax
program calling for excess-profits taxes and higher income taxes in the upper
brackets and the defeat of the program of the National Association of Manufacturers for wage and sales taxes to place the burden of the war on labor and
farmers.

President Roosevelt has enunciated a seven-point program to
achieve this end. Our ui
lfWrMt%
supports this seven-point
program. We belie
at the following s
c measures must be

enacted in the tea. on legislation being consider

by this commit-

objective:
tee to fulfill t l
* 1. Increase
individual
incoi -tz - es, particulh rat
in the range
be nyt._.
$RO sould
above
2. Exce profits nit be ¢liminted. _w

3. The opholes p

vided for thf protectio", f special Ifrivileges,

such as '-exempt
I gtuj
st be eliminated!
4. T e must be a i
a
O0'Mi net i)ernai incom#
We iust rj
an prop6#ls t raiskinirme through salt taxes,
the bu en of which as a
st tirely n
lo st incomogroups.
just want to;Auet a stine M . t e
wide broa cast of
Mr.
R
o
164v
c xsns'14
t. I. 0., on the 1942
x bill,

as follo~s

Why a the Congrp o Jndustrlal
n.0aia'ajons and a4j response Governmont age ies opposed lie sales ta&XX.Hecau#e it is thw most u mocratic,
unfair, an -unsound system of talatlon.et devisqd. It mtkes the p r man pay
the same tA on the things he buys,-ha tle rich Vnan. It takes f
and other,
basic necessities away from the.peop~le wl can lest, are them. 4An 8 percent
sales tax, as ppo
by the atonal Ass4-ation W6ManufactuWl s, would take
about 8 weeks' ~oceries out 'of t
aAooiLludget of the avera~' worker. Now,
how is that defi
ol ng to be made up? By eating less? B oing without the
food and other ne
at workers must have to keep oi orklng for victoryL
Nothing more harm4fu
the victory effort could be d,
than this-take away
food that workers and fa
need to be able to
ce at top efficiency.
The victory in this war
' i*E
oi diers in production as well
as upon soldiers in the battlefield. These production soldiers must
receive enough for themselves and their families to produce the material of war. We must have a taxation program which does not
binder America's ability to produce.
'
Mr. Awniuxt Moim. Mr. Chairifian, I desire to be heard for just
few minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. How long?
Mr. Monms. Five minutes at the outside. t I am an attorney at law
from Los Angeles, Calif., and represent an association operating pinballs and other games. Mr. Robinson here is the executive vice president and I am the attorney for the association.
Senator BAKYL.zY. Are you against the tax I
-,Mr. Monm. We'are.
' '
'
The CHAIRMAN. You may make a statement, briefly.
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STATEMENT OP ARTHUR MOHR, ATTORNEY, AND SAMUEL ROBINSON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ASSOCIATED OPERATORS OF LOS
ANGELES COUNTY, INC., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
Mr. Moimr. Under the Internal Revenue Code, section 3267, as
amended at the last session of the legislature, a tax of $10 wias put
on pinball games. Unfortunately the Internal Revenue has ruled
that pinball games operated in a certain manner are chargeable at the
rate of $50-Senator CLARK (interposing). As gambling machines.
Mr. MoRE. That is a new interpretation put on about the 1st of
July of this year.
Senator CONNALLY. Are they gambling machines?
Mr. Mon i,.They are not. In tlie State of California, we have decisions from the court in which free plays are ruled to be amusement
games, and therefore do not violate the penal code of the State of
California, nevertheless it has been ruled th at they are taxable at $50.
That means that practically 90 percent of the pi'nbll games will be
put out of business in the State of California and instead of receiving $6,500,000 in revenueSenator CONNALLY (interposing). Is it a skin game or a pin game?
Mr. MoiR. A pinball game. This is a serious -matter to us. What
we desire is that section 3267 (d) (1) be amended to read as follows:
So-called pinball or other similar anmusenient machines of whatever kind or
nature and which are operated by the Insertion of a coin, token,
or similar object,
whether used for purposes of amusement or any other mannei

and leave the States to decide whether or not they should eliminate
them. If that is put in, you will get a $10 tax from each and every
machine regardless of how it is operated, because a pinball machine
is a machine which can be operated in one manner or another, just
the same as a deck of playing cards cane operated for gambling or
amusement. Let the States decide as to how they should be regulated.
Mr. Robinson has here a list of other games which wou[t come
under the same category and which are not taxed at the present time
and which would produce a revenue to the Fiederal Government of
approximately $40,000,000, and those are not taxed at this time. The
taxes from the amusement devices have rendered to the Government
$6,500,000 last year. I think the committee is interested in getting
that and knowing just how they can get another $34,000,000. *
Senator BARKLEY. What sort of machines are these that you run
into as you go along the highway on the edge of town at a restaurant,
with two or three rooms with nen and women playing there. What
are they? Are they pinball games?
Mr. RomNsoN. Ours is a most serious mission, I assure you.
Senator BARKLEY. I am serious in this question, because I happened
to drive over a territory of three or four hundred miles the other
day, and wherever I stopped to get a drink of Coca-Cola or a ham
sandwich, great crowds o men and women were playing them, and
somebody said they were gambling devices, although I did not go close
enough to see what they were. Mr. Ro iNsoN. What States were these in?
Senator BARKLEY. Indiana and Kentucky. And I w.s told that
those machines could bear a tax of $1,000 and still operate.
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Mr. Rosxasoi. ,Those Are amusement devices, mostly.
Senato6iBM-WLEY. They must have been very amusing, judging by
the number of people that were crowded around them.
Mr. RoBiNsoN. In California there is a penal code prohibiting gambling. In Nevada, though, they license gambling of all natures and
all kinds of devices. The consideration that must be taken regarding
these devices is as to their cost, their life, and their earning capacities. The Internal Revenue Department itself has ruled that pinball
amusement games have a life of approximately 6 months, and you
are allowed to write it off on your income-tax return.
There is the slot machine, the automatic pay-out game and the
amusement device known as the marble game that has been ruled
legal in the State of California. Rightfully you have taxed the slot
machine $50. - We have none of those things in California unless
they are in places where they should not be. The automatic game
which returns your money as you play the machine, that has rightfully been ruled as $50.
Senator BARIKLEY. It may return your money?
Mr. RoniNsox. It will return your cash. It automatically delivers
your premiums, tokens, or cash.
Senator BARKLEY. Now and then.
Mr. RoBINsoN. Now and then.
Senator BAnInr. Usually then.
Mr. RomNsoN. Possibly.
The amusement device known as the marble machine amusement,
that returns nothing but it has a continuous play of the machine
itself, and has what is termed as free plays, and free plays only,
automatically you keep on playing the machine, without inserting any
extra coins, and that has been ruled by your body, I presume, in
the $10 category. Unfortunately, the Internal Revenue Department
has ruled overnight that these machines were under the category of
$50, which has worked a hardship upon the operators, the men 'who
have these machines, and the locations that derive a small amount
:,
of income from these machines.
It is needless for me to tell you that the small, wayside inn is
,slowly going out, and these have been the mainstay of the small
,
business there. It is not a big business enterprise.
* In Los Angeles County we have approximately 4;,800 of these
games running. We have been complimented by the Internal Revenue
in the manner in which we have cooperated with them in the proper
interpretation of the law. Unfortunately, they were not coin-machine-minded. 'Take Skee balls, where you manually throw a ball
and register scores upon a blackboard. Possibly some of you gentlemen have seen them. There is no tax on them, and that is unfair.
There is the rapid-fire gun, the pistol range, the airplane, the submarine chaser-there is no tax on them.
Definitely , in my humble opinion, we can show you gentlemen where
approximately $30,000,000 more can be derived from these different
contraptions of coin-machine automatic devices, phonographs, wired
music, wall boxes, machines which you have ignored completly-and
punch cards which in the last war you had a 10-percent excise tax on
and quite a few million dollars derived from them.,
7W093-42-vol. 2-61
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We are here priarily to seek relief as to the proper interpretation
of this law andbalo to give you gentlemen some idea of where more
moneys can be obtained by the Federal Government by the proper taxation of these devices and place them in their appropriate custody.
If we can.hel l on that, we have done ou' mission.',
The (H.iA

MAN.

Have you a list of those you think'should be taxed t

Mr. RowxNSON. Unfortunately not. We were supposed to be. here
yesterday,
but I was
taken
sick on the way. We could
make up list.
" .unfortunately
.
:°.,.
The t J
MiRMAN.
Please make up the list and hand it in to the clerk
and we will be glad to consider it.
Mr. MoHI . And the proper interpretation of the law.
The CHJA1RMAN. Yes.
Mr. Month. Thank you, sir.
(The following statement was submitted by Mr. Mohr:)'
WAsaktiNToNq, D. C., August 14, 1942.
Honorable CoMurnm oN FINANCE,
United States Senate, IVashington, D. C. MI. CHAIRMAN AND GENmEMWI, OF THE SENATE FINANCE CoMMITrEE: Pursuant
to committee hearings this morning with regard to the proposed new tax levy
on coin-operated machines, the purpose of which is to amend section 3267 of
the Internal Rzvenue Code of 1941 act, the undersigned witnesses hereby give
you a brief r(sum6 of the effect of the new proposed amendment to this section
upon novelty pinball games.
The proposed amendment originating in the House of Representatives, in tie
Revenue Act of 1942, known as r.etion 617, "Coin-operated amusement and gaming
devices" which amends section 3267-(b) of the Internal Revenue Code, giving
the definition of pinball and gaming devices, will automatically place in clause 2
of said act the hundreds of thousands of pinball games in operation throughout
the country, and thereby subject them to a $50 annual tax as a gaming device. , I
I Your witnesses testified before your committee this morning stating that they
represented the operators and merchants in hose business establishments these
games are operated throughout the State of California. The cost of these pinball games averages approximately $140. They have a life span of approximately 4 months and an income not exceeding $12 per week, and in many cases

much less. The merchants in whose establishments these amusement games are
located have come to depend upon them as a trade stimulus, and to subject the
owner of the establishment to the payment of a $50 tax with a correspondingly
minute profit as stated above, would practially eliminate this source of revenue
from the merchant ani1 put the operators of these machines out of business.
By reason of close cooperation of the owners and operators of these devices,
the Treasury Department in the fiscal year of 1941-42 realized some 6% million
dollars in revenue based upon the special tax under section 267 of the Internal
Revenue Code. To place a $50 tNx upon the pinball machines would eliminate
fully 90 percent of those devices from operation and woiflil thereby correspondingly reduce the annual Income derived therefrom. It is a well-known fact that
the comparative earning power or capacity of pinball games is about 5 percent
of that of a gaming device, commonly known as a slot machine, and to put them
on the same level of tax would be highly inequitable.
" Your witnesses therefore proposed that an amendindh' 'to section 3267 (b) of
the Internal Revenue Act be enacted as follows:
- "Ssc. 8207 (b). As used in this part, the term 'coin-operated amusement and
gaming devices' means (1) so-called pinball and other amusement machines, of
whatever kind or nature, whi:h are operated by the insertion of a coin, token, or
similar object, whether used for the purpose of amusement or in any other
manner; and (2) so-called slot machines which operate by means of insertion
of a coin, token, or similar object and which, by application o the elemer t of
chance, may deliver, or entitle the person playing or operating the machine, to
receive cash, premiums, merchandise, or tokens. The term does not include bona
fide vending machines in which are not incorporated gaming or amusement features. For the purposes of this section, a vending machine operated by means of
the Insertion of a 1-cent coin which, when It dispenses a prize, never dispenses a
prize of retail value, or entitles a person to receive a prize of a retail value of
more than 15 cents, shall be clasified under clause 1 instead of clause 2.
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"Coin-operated counter *games, Incorporating amusement *or gaming features,
which entitle persons playing to receive merchandise prizes, not exceeding In
value one package of cigarettes, shall be classified under clause 1-rate $10 annual
tax.",
The Internal Revenue Bureau has recently ruled that the operation of pinball
games or machines which entitles the player to receive compensation for unused
free games, such games are taxable under the classification of gaming devices
and, therefore, at the rate of $50 per machine per year. Since section 3207, subsection B, clause 1,of the Internal Revenue Act, appears to be ambiguous as to
the exact meaning of a pinball machine, and, by implication, would seem to tax,
not the physical characteristics of the game, but the use or operation of the same,
which in our opinion is contrary to the intent of the lawmaking body, we respectfully suggest that to overcome any further confusion as to the use or characteristics of the game, that the foregoing amendment be adopted.
The obvious reason for enacting these special revenue statutes, is for raising
finances with which to meet the war effort; your witnesses therefore suggest that
appropriate legislation be adopted to cover the following devices which also are
amusement games and that they be taxed at the rate of $10 per unit so that the
revenue derived therefrom will augment the Treasury Department to the extent
of approximately $40,000,000.
For the purpose of Illustration, hereunder is a schedule compiled as of December 31, 1941, showing the various games which could be taxed, and are in operation in the United States.
Numbe,
,nopu
atIon

Proposed
of
rate
taxation

$10
2.................
20,000

Arausement (pinball) games ................

..--------------------------------600,000
10
Counter amusement devices _------------------.
) -0
Jackpot slot maobines ..............
--.....-..........-..............................
20.000
t0
Console amusement games ....................................................
10,000
30
Miscellaneous amusement machines
..............................................
400,0t0
10
Automatic phonoyraphs ............------------------------.................
1 . 0
5
Cigarette-vending machines ......................................................
Beveraee-vending machines ---------------------------------..................
..
2&co
Candy-bar vendors ................................................................
250.(00
8
Penny vending machines ........................................................
3,000000
3

.....................................
25,0
Miscellaneous vending machines ... -.........
I No estimate.
* With regard to the phonograpiss listed above, of which there are approximately
400,000 in operation throughout the country, cogn~zance should also be taken by
your committee of what Is known as "wall boxes" and "wired music" so that
the maximum returns cats be derived by reason of their Operation without
: I
throwing the burden upon other amusement machines. '
In conclusion we would again urge your honorable committee that In order
to derive the greatest income from these sources that an amount consistent with
the ability to pay be exacted rather than an arbitrary and confiscatory amount.
The pinball machines are at the present time subjected to a county and municipal
tax as well a,; attederal tax and an aggregation of all of them is far in excess
of our ability to pay the same. Consequently we urge'upon the gentlemen of
the Senate Finance Committee to recommend the adoption of the proposed
amendment so that the pinball games may remain In the category of the $1Q
amusement tax classification, and at the same time preserving the businesses
of thousands of roadside and small merchants who wou!d be fatally affected were
amusement machines to be withdrawn from their establishments by reason of
inability to pay these taxes.
Respectfully submitted. "
.
•

".."

S

.u ROBINsON.

ERectitive Director, Assoziated Operators of
" , " " - Los Angeles County. Inc.,
L,).
Angeles, Calif.
AR'Trlua Mons.
Attorney for the dorjioratfon.
The CHAIRM.AN. I believe that completes the public hearing. The

witnesses who have not appeared are only one or two this morning.,

P
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INow we will ask the members of the press and the witnesses to please
let us use the roo%. Retire as-quickly as possible, because we have
one matter we wish to discuss in executive session.
(Whereupon, at 1: 10 P. m., the committee went into executive session, after which the record was completed as follows:)
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Connally desires placed into the record
the following memorandum regarding estate taxes on community
I I I
property.
(The statement referred to is as followF;:)
MZEOR&NDUM SUBMITflD IN BEIAL OP COMMUNITr TAXPAYMS, IN RE Swrroi

402,

ION 404, AND SnoN 453
SuBsaCTiON (o) (4) of SMS

.ESTATE

TAXIE ON COMMUNITY PROPaTY

There are three new sections in H. R. 7378 relating to community property
which ignore local State property laws in the community property States and
grossly discriminate against the rights of community taxpayers,'
*The three sections are:
- Section 402, on pages 251 and 252 of the bill relating to the estate tax on com.. .
.. m unity Interests.
In section 404, subsection (g) (4), on page 258 of the bill; this subsection (4)
relates to life Insurance in cases whet.. the insurance prendtums are paid from
-community propexty.
Section 453, subdivision (e), on page 277 of the bill, relates to gifts from community property and enacts that all such gifts shal be considered gifts made by the
husband.
All three of these new sections were evidently incorporated at the time when it
was thought that the bill as a whole would require mandatory Jolp returns by
husbands and wives throughout the entire United States. Althoug*i it is difficult
for us to see under what theory these three sections were placed In the bill In
connection with mandatory joint returns, in any event they surely have no right,ful place In the bill since the elimination of the Nation-wide JoInt-rettrns
"provisions,
We proceed to discuss briefly the provisions ef these three sections seriatim.
SECTION 402, RELATING TO ESTATE TAX ON COMMUNITY INTERKSTS-PAGI

252 OF mIL.

This proposed section is manifestly and seriously unjust to residents of the
community property States. As the section is written (p. 252 of the bill), it
applies to the estate tax on community interests, whether the husband dies first
or the wife dies first. It ignores entirely the definite provisions of the statutes
0t community-property States under which each spouse, whether the husband or
wife, owns one-half of the community property and has a vested interest In that
one-half.
Notwithstanding the fact that the ownership of property and the effects of
the marriage relation are now, and have been ever since the adoption of the Federal Constitution in 1787, subjects purely within the control of the several States
and outside of the control of Congress, this section arbitrarily creates a Federal
statute for estate taxation on a theory of ownership which does not exist under
the law of any of the 48 States, whether community-property States or common.
law States.
Further, one of the great injustices of this section would be that on the death
of the husband the entire community estate (both the half owned by the husband and the half owned by the wife) would be treated and taxed as the estate
of the husband except to such extent as the surviving wife might be able to
produce nflirmatively legal proof showing the origin of all the community assets
throughout the long period of married life and proving what particular items
are attributable to the wife's efforts or to her separate property. Not satisfied
with this, the section goes on to state that in no ease shall the decedent's Interest
In the community estate be treated as less than the part that was subject to
testamentary disposition of the decedent. Under this proposed section, as now
in (he printed bill, If the wife dies first the entire community-partnersbip property would be taxed to her estate under the same conditions, without regard to
any question of the extent of the real ownership under State laws. Under the
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laws of all of,the commluIty-propelty states the part of the community property
to testamentary-ditp"Ition by decedent spouse Is one-half thereof. ConstibJect
bequently the artificial presumption created by this section yields to State law
where such yielding Is favorable to an Increase of the estate tax and refuses to
follow tile
State law when that law is favorable to the taxpayer.
In other words, although the husband and wife in coimunity-partnership States
each own one-half of the commnity-partnershilp property, the new provision
recommended by the Treasury and now In the printed bill would, for estate-tax
purposes (with an exception permitting certaindeductions, which is of little
value In practical legal operation nnd is a mere gesture), treat Pli of the comminity-partnership property as the taxable estate when the husband dies first
and also all of the community-partnership property as the taxable estate when
the wife dies first. The only possible explanation of the purpose of the Treasury
in treating all of the community-partnership property as belonging to whlch,ver
spouse dies first (instead of the one-half of tle partnership property which In
fact and law belongs to each spouse under local State law) is evidently to collect
the largest possible estate tax in either case without regard to either fundamental local law or to equitable principles. This means that Irrespective of
whether the husband or wife dies first, the entire community-partnership property would be deemed to belong to and be taxed as a part of the decedent's
estate although under local law and in fact only one-half of the property belongs
to the decedent.
Under the present Federal estate tax law (whieh is consistent with local
State law and equity) only one-haif of the community-partnership property is
taxable for estate-tax purposes if the husband dies first and only one-half if
the wife dies first.
As stated above, the proposal of the Treasury now In the bill is that all
of the community property shall, for laxailon purposes, be deemeu-d the property
of the spouse first dying except to the extent the surviving spouse may affirmatively show a contribution thereto made by the surviving spouse. This
creates a Federal presumption which the surviving spouse will find It very
hard practically to meet In ordinary cases, with the result that the exception
stated in the proposed language would seldom be of any r-eal benefit to the surviving spouse because of the difficulty in making legal proof. In most cases the
surviving spouse would be ilpagainst the ironclad Federal presumption practleally
impossible to overcome, particularly in those cases where both spouses
had separate earnings.
It is hard to discuss with patience these proposed unjust provisions. Their
language implies an animosity toward the community property system as If It
were to be penalized for being different regardless of any question of Justice.
We submit that the statement made In the last four lines set forth I: the
printed report of the Ways and Means Committee at page 160 tnder the heading,
"Section 402. Community interests," Is plainly erroneous and not justified In
reality. In these four lines It Is said:
"The statute (meaning the proposed section 402) establishes a uniform 'ederal
rule for apportioning the respective contributions of the spouses regardless of
varying local rules of apportionment. State presumptions are therefore not
operative against the Commissioner."
We submit that section 402 as written in the bill w6uld utterly fail to
establish a uniform rule, and would arbitrarily and capriciously impose on
the estates of married persons In the community-property States iron-clad presmiptions and tax requirements which give no recognition to the true ownership or to the established rules of property, in those States. Far from making
a uniform rule throughout the United States the section would impose on
married persons in the comnmnity-property States a novel and discriminatory
basis of estate taxation in defiance of all precedent. It would have no basis
i the law of any of the States, but the so-called common-law States would
escape its rigors because it Is confined to "community interests."
SUPDIVIstON tO) (4)

OF SECTION 404, PAGE 259 OF THE BIt.L, RET.ATING TO INSURANCE
PREMIUMS PAID FROM COMMUNITY PROPERTY

Tie purpose of this subsection (4) Is to avoid the effect of thr, decision of
the Supreme Court of the United States in the case of Lang v. Conlinissioner
(304 U. S.264). The identical point on which this Dew subsection now proposes
to legislate was decided by the Supreme Court li the Lang case by unanimous
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opinion of that Court only a few years ago. Lang was for many years a
merchant doing business In Seattle. He was married for a long period.. He
carried a substantial amount of Wle insurance on which, through a period of
years, the prmilums were paid from the community Income arising from the
mer(antile business. On his death the Commissioner attempted to include
the entire amount of the life insurance in the assets of Lang's estate for Federal
estate tax purposes. The representatives of his estate contested this claim of
the Commissioner on the ground that since the insurance premiums were paid
from community property, the wife had in fact paid one-half of those premiums
and consequently only one-half of the life insurance was an asset of the estate.
The case was carried to the Supreme Court of the United States, where the
Court In a unanimous opinion overruled the contention of the Commissioner.
The Court said:
, "Under the community-property statutes of Washington, as interpreted below,
one-half of the amounts of community funds applied to payment of premiums
was property of the wife. To that extent she paid these premiums."
Not a single Judge dissented from this holding. How unfair, therefore, it
would he for Congress to attempt to overrule both the Supreme Court of the
United States and the statute law of a community-property State by setting up
an arbitrary rule. State laws must control the ownership of property In the
States. There is no clause in the Federal Constitution that gives courts the
right to regulate the ownership of property.
The provision in question, which is now part of section 404 subdivision (g)
namely, subdivision (4) headed "Community Property," printed at page 258 of
the bill should go out.
SECfON

453, HEADMOt

"GIFTS OF COMMUNITY PROPERTY," PRINTED ON PAGE 277 OF
THE BILL SiOt11A) 00 OUT

As printed in the bill this section would insert a new subsection in existing
revenue laws relating to the taxation of gifts. This new se-tion would provide
that all gifts of community property shall be considered to be gifts of the
husband except gifts of such property as may be shown to have been received
as compensation for personal services actually rendered by the wife or derived
originally from such compensation or from separate property of the wife.
Here again there is an attempt to have Congress legislate on a matter that is
purely within the domain of S'ate low. Since under the community-property
statutes the wife Is the owner of one-half of the community property by what
right, or with what justice, can a Federal statute declare that when a gift is made
of The
community
property
gift rhall be treated as wholly a gift of the husband? .
clause is
unjust the
In that it applies to donors in community-property States,
a rule of discrimination not applicable In the common-law States where a joint
gift may be made by a husband and wife without penalization, subject only to the
usual gift taxes.
All of election 453 on page 277 should go out.
IN CONCLUSION

In presenting the ideas incorporated In this memorandum we have not lost
sight of the fundamentals involved in these matters. In addition to all that is
said above we assert that the idea that the Federal Gbveirn ment can single out
the community-property system for discriminatory treatment in the States which
have seen fit to adopt It, in contradistinction to taxation Imposed on other types
of property and property rights, violates the letter and the Ppirit of the Constitution of the United S'ates. Such legislation would be an unauthorized asshemption of power by the Federal Government.
Under our Constitution there was left to the local States the complete powei
and right to determine and regulate property rights within the respective boundaries of these States and the marriage relation and all of its effects. Neither by
the original grant of power to the Federal Government nor by any amendment to
the Constitution that has been adopted have the people of the respective States
delegated to the Federal Government a.y right to determine or regulate property
rights within the States or to determine or regulate the marriage relation and i'7
results. Such power was and is jealously preserved to the exclusive jurisdiction
of the Stategovernments.
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We respectflly urge that the particular provisions of the pending bill pointed
out above would violate the principles that were, are, and we believe always will
be fundamentals in our government, and responsible for much of the greatness that
Is America's.
RespectfulIly submitted.
Gmoiwr DONWORTH,

Seattle, Attorney for Taxpayers' Committee
in the State of Washington.
CIART"ES E. DUNBAR, Jr.,
New Orleans, Attorney for Louisiana Community Property
Taxpayers' Committee.
JOS PH G. A1oN:AuE,
Fort Worth, Tex., General Counsel, Texas and Southwestern
Cattle Raisers' Association.
JAMES C. INGBREISEN,
Los Angeles, Calif., Attorney and Washington Iepresentative,
Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce.
ZACH LAMAI COBB,
Lo Angeles, Attorney on Behalf of Community Property Committees of
Idaho, Nevada, and New Mexico; Phoenix, Ariz., Chamber of Commerce; Tucson, Ariz., Chamber of Commerce.
The CHAISMA'N. Senator Connally also desires placed in the record
.

."

the following memoranda regarding estate and gift taxes on commuunity property.
I
(The memorandum referred to is as follows:)
DALLAS, Tim., August 1, 1942.
Mr. DALE MILLER,

Mayflower Hotel, Washington, D. C.
DEAR DALE: Mr. Iyman Pearlstone has asked me to write you outlining in
brief form some of the more pertinent objections to the estate and gift-tax
amendments in the pending tax bill as affecting community-property States. It
was his thought and mine that, in view of the turn taken in the Senate Finance
Committee, under which the committee is dropping the mandatory joint Incometax-return provision and concentrating its fire on the community States, It will
be necessary to consider the estate and gift-tax provisions together with the
proposed income-tax provision, and the same objections to taxing the community
income of husband and wife for Income-tax purposes would apply equally to
taxation of community estates at the death of either member of the community.
There are three amendments to the estate and gift-tax laws that should
7
be opposed:
1. The first Is section 402 of the bill as introduced into the Housu, which amends
section 811 (e) of the Internal Revenue Code by inserting at the end thereof
a new paragraph, as follows:
"(2) COMMUNITY INmmwav.-To the extent of the interest therein held as
community property by the decedent and surviving spouse under the law of any
State, territory, or possession of the United States, or any foreign country, except
such part thereof as may be shown to have been received as compensation for
personal services actually rendered by the surviving spouse, or derived originally
from such compensation or from separate property of the survivln snouqe. In
no ca.se shall such Interest included In the gross estate of the decedent be less
than the value of such part of the comminitv property as was subject to the
decedent's power of testamentary nlispotion."
There are a number of objections to this provision:
(a) This amendment ignores entirely the lethal rights and Incidents of ownershin of oronerty In community States. Tn Texas and the other community
States the wifn Is the full leval owner of one-balf of the community nroer-ty.
DarInjg tbe lifetime of the spouses the bhband may make no convovano of
community property In dfraud of his wife's rights. Upnn divorce the wife Is
entitled to rpeelve, not- alimony as4 In the common-law states. hut a vironertv
settlement whereby there Is delivered to her of right her full one-half ln"Prest
In the community property accnmulated during the marriage. ' On the death of
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the husband he may dispose only of his one-half interest in the community
property. He may not convey his wife's one-half interest. If he dies without a
will, the wife still owns her one-half interest in t.e community property. If the
wife should die, she uay dispose of as she sees fit her one-half of the community
property, and if she leaves no will, her half interest descends to her heirs-at-law,
as provided for in the statutes of descent and distribution.
This bill ignores entirely these principles and taxes the decedent on the
entire community interest without regard to his or her ownership thereof, excluding only such property as may be shown to have been received as compensation for personal services actually rendered by the surviving spotste or derived
originally from such compensation or front separate property of the surviving
spouse. If the community estate Is entirely the product of personal services of
the decedent, whether It be the man or his wife, tihe decedent Is taxed on the
full value thereof, even though at his death he Is the owner of only one-half of
the Same and even though at his death he may dispose of only one-half of the
Sane.

(b) The amendment is discriminatory and unfair, in that it taxes 150 percent
of the value of the convautity estate. It provides that the fullvalue of the
community property shall be included in decedent's estate unless the decedent's
executors or personal representatives can show that the property was the product of the personal -ervhes actually rendered by the survivor or derived from
the separate property of the survivor. At the same time it provides that in no
case shallthe interest included in the estate o decedent he less than the value
of such part of the community property as was subject to decedent's power of
testamentary disposition. This means that if the husband, through his personal
efforts, builds up a large community estate, at his death, although he is the
owner of only one-half thereof, his estate will be taxed on the full 100 percent
of the value of the property. Under Texas law and the law of the other coatmunity States, he may dispose of only his half interest in these properties. The
other one-half belongs to the wife and his wife's half he may not -Ispose of.
Since his wife has power of testamentary disposition over ter half, and since
the amendment provides that In no case shall there be included in the decedett's
estate less than the value of her part of the community property as was subject
to decedent's power of testamentary disposition, upon the wife's subsequent death
her ote-half Is again subject to the tax. Thus the community property is taxed
on two occasions to the extent of 150 percent of the value thereof. This despite
the fact that the wife's half did not pass to her ott her husband's death, and
despite the fact that the husband could not divert his wife',, one-half to his
beneficiaries, even if he desired to do so.
The converse Is equally true. If the wife dies first and her executors are
unable to show that the entire community estate was received either as cotaensation for personal services actually rendered by the surviving husband or
derived originally from such compensation or from separate property of the husband, she would be charged on the full value of the community estate ott her
death, despite the fact that she may not dispose of his one-half of the same.
Upon the husbatid's subsequent death ie would again be charged, under the
last sentence of the amendment, with one-half of the same community property.
It is no answer to say that the provision allowing credit of property previously
taxed eliminates this duplication of taxation. In the first place the credit for
property previously taxed Is not a full credit and does not equal the tax itself.
In the second pace the credit applies only if the surviving spouse dies within
5 years of the death of the other. The requirement that compels the surviving
spouse to die within a 5-year period in order to avoid the double tax ott the
same property seems hardly reasonable.
The House committee in its report on the amendment, page 35, states that for
the purpose of Federal estate taxes the husband and wife living in community
States enjoy a preferential treatment over those living In non-community-property
States. It Is submitted that there is no preferential treatment when the rights
of ownership in the property are duly regarded. Certainly any assumed preferential treatment would not justify a discrinination against the community property States lhat would tax only the properties In those States one-half as much
again ns some of the properties are taxed In the cojmno-law States.
(c) The bill
is ambiguous and will create considerable confusion and litigation.
It provides tM~atthe decedent's estate shall he taxed on the full value of the comamunity property of both spouses, except such part thereof as may be shown to
have been "received as compensation for personal services actually rendered by
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the surviving spouse, or derived from such compensation or from separate property of the surviving spouse." Confusion will result from an attempt to apply
the language, "derived originally from such compensation or from separate property of the surviving spouse." The wife in the community estate almost invarl.
ably comes Into the community with some property of her own, even though It
may be small in amount. This property may enhance in value and more frequently than not Is disposed of during the marriage and the proceeds reinvested.
The income from this property is likewise frequently invested at a profit. In
some of ihe community States, for example In Texas, the Income of the wife's
separate property Is still the community property of both spouses. In other
community States the Income from the wife's separate property is still her separate
property. The property on hand at the death of one of the spouses represented
by Investments of Income from separate property--community property In some
States ant separate property in others-should be considered as derived originally
Jrom separate property. The explauatlon in the House committee's report, page
160, is that the property "derived originally from" compensation or from separate
property of the surviving spouse includes (1) property acquired In exchange for
property received as compensation or in exchange for separate property, (2) community Income yielded by such property and property acquired with such Income,
and (3) property which may be traced back to property received as compensation,
separate property, income from property received as compensation, or income
from separate property. The report states that the statute establishes a uniform
Federal rule for apportioning the respective contibutlons of the spouses, regardless of varying local rules of apportionment, and that the State presumptions are
therefore no: operative against the Commissioner.
This understanding of the committee as to what is meant by the phrase, "derived origlallY from" separate property, does not appear In the statute. The
somewhat ambiguous phrase, "derived originally from." might well cause litigation and confusion when attempted to lie applied to dividends, rents, and other
receipts from separate property which have becn reinvested in other property,
which under some State laws would be community property and in other States
the separate property of the particular spouse.
In any event any attempt to trace the origin of the particular property on
hand at death back through the various mutations and changes that have occurred during long married life presents an accounting problem of extreme
difficulty. At the outset of marriage both spouses may have some separate
property. These properties are converted into new investments, and the proceeds from sales are mingled with the income from the separate estates. New
acquisitions are made ont of the mingled funds consisting of earnings of one or
the other spouse, income from their separate properties and proceeds from sales
of their separate properties. Over many years of married life the separate estates
are fused, and the whole, under our community laws, becomes community property, and any attempt to trace the origin of funds that went into the purchase
of the many items of properties on hand at a decedent's death presents insurmountable problems both to the Treasury Department in attempting to make
any fair apportionment between the spouses ard to the executors of the decedent.
This attempt Is particularly burdensome and unfair in the light of the fact that
the tax is imnosed and the detevrminntion must he made after the death of the
very person who is most familiar with the circumstances surrounding the actulsitlon. Any rule that requires taking audits of every tran-action occurring
during perhaps 0 years of married life and requires the tracing of every dollar
of earnings, revenues, and proceeds of sale back over a period of many years
presents administrative difficulties and intolerable burdens uron the Government
and the taxpayer and is wholly anjiut;fled. The rule In community States cuts
throneb this necessity by presuming that all property aconulred during marriage
Is community property of husband and wife. such asf Is derived by way of gift,
device. or inheritance of either spouse. This presumtion has long been recognized by the court aq a very sane and practical rilp. and yet the committee asserts
that such presumntlons are not operative against the Commissloner. The statenment that tle statute establishes a uniform rule of apportionment of the respective contributions of the spouses. regardless of the varying local rules of anportionment. iq nnrealistie and wholly Impracticable, in view of the above complieatd Miuation.
I (d) The bill is" an unjustifled Interference with the rights and obligations
of the husband and wife in other respects. While the amendment undertaes
to exclude from time decedent's estate property received as compeueatlon for
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services actually rendered by the surviving spouse or derived originally from
such compensation or from separate property of the surviving spouse, it falls
to take Into account the very common situation of property which is the
product both of services and of separate property of one of the spouses. Very
frequently the assets on hand at death may be the product of capital and labor
both combined, and often the wife's separate property may be the original stake
by which the husband is enabled to build up an estate. I have in mind particulirly one client of ours who, 30 years ago when he was first married, had
no money whatever. He was staked in his first venture in the oil business
with money given to hini by his newly married wife, this money being obtained
from the stile by her of her piano and other personal properties of a similar
character. With this money the man was enabled to start out in the oil business, and his first investment grew extremely profitable. From this small
beginning he, with his wife's counsel and advice, has now created an estate of
over $5,000,000. And it could be said that all of these properties were solely
the product of services actually rendered by the husband. The cases are legion
in which, during the vicissitudes of a long married life the wife or the w;fe's
family have made substantial contributions to the husband's efforts, which contributions made the difference between success and failure. Any attempt to
put any value on such contributions or to trace the funds on hand at death
back to these various contributions would be impossible, and yet to assume
that the property on hand is solely the product of the husband's efforts iW
whoiy unrealistic. It ignores entirely the close relationship that should exist
between husband and wife, and assumes without foundation that one or the
other of the spouses is wholly responsible for the niany sundry items of property on band at the time of the death of one of the members of the marital
community. When the amendment attempts to tax the iirst decedent with all
the community property except such as may have been derived from compensation for personal services actually rendered, It assumes merely the typical case
of the small wage earner or salaried man, and assumes that he alone, or the
wife alone If she happens to be the employed person, actually renders the
service and is solely responsible for the increases of marriage. But the average
middle-class businessman whose property is the result of sundry Investments
and business enterprises of one kind or another does not derive his wealth solely
from personal services. The extent to which his wife's counsel and advice
contriblate to the accumulation of property cannot be fixed by any statute of
this kind. The degree to which contributions of one or the other of the spouses,
either in the form of money, services, counsel, or advice go toward bulllng
up an estate, is a matter that cannot be reduced to mere mathematical formula,
and any attempt to weigh these various elements over a period of a long married life cannot help but result in injustice and inequity. The whole basis of
the community system is that it is the joint efforts of these two persons living
together In a close relationship, and not merely the efforts of one of them,
that result in the products on hand at the end of the marriage. Inall respects
it Is a l)se partnership. The arbitrary rule that attempts to assign to one
or the other full credit for these Increases is as unreasonable as would be a
statute which would attempt on the death of a partner in a commercial partnership to tax the decedent for the full value of the surviving partner's Interest
merely because the decedent was the active member of the partnership and
the other partner merely lent his counsel and advice.
The bill also makes no provision for the very Important fact that In commonlaw States debts acquired during marriage are community debts. The wife's
interest in the property Is charged with the payment of these debts. As the
bill is now written, the husband could be taxed for the full value of the community estate unless the executors could show that the wife's separate property
or services were solely responsible for some particular Item of property, and
yet. while charging the husband the full value of the community estate, no
allowance Is made for the fact that one-half only of these debts represented the
husband's liability, the other half being a charge against the surviving*one-half
interest in the property over which the husband has no power of disrosition. It
may well follow that the husband is charged with 100 percent of the community
property and is permitted, however, to deduct only his half of the community
debts. This despite the fact thut the executor of the spouse dying takes over
the community property as statutory trustee for the purpose of discharging
.
, ..
the, community debts on hand at the death of the spouse. , ' I
I Moreover, the rule in Texas is settled that where. in community property
estates, property is acquired by incurring a community debt, the property ae-
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.quired Ithrough the creation of ,his indebtedness is community property, that
where property is acqucd not as the result, of personal services of either spouse,
and not derived from compensation or from separate property of either spouse,
it wil! be joint property because it has acquired a joint debt., Under the bill
such property would be inclufled in the estate of the first spouse to die, and
later, on the death of the second spouse, half of it would be taxed again. - An
oversimplIfied statute of this kind cannot possibly take into-account the many
ramifications of property rights of spouses in a community-propcrty State.
There are two kinds of community property: Community property which is
under control of the husband as manager of the community, and community
property which Is under control of the wife. This latter type of community
property Includes property derived from the separate earnings, income from her
separate estate, and all ommunity property In cases where the husband has
become insane, or where he is out of the jurisdiction, or where he has deserted
his wife. In such instances she has control over the community property. Nonetheless, the properties while in the wife's control are owned one-half by the
husband. It has been held, for example, in Texas that where a husband deserts
his wife for perhaps 20 years, on his wife's death he may still have one-half
of the personal earnings of the wife during the period of his desertion. It seems
hardly fair that a wife should be taxed on all of the efforts of her earnings
in cases scich as desertion where she and her children may have and enjoy only
one-half of the fruits thereof. Nor is it proper that the incidents of the estate
tax should be made to depend on an impossible tracing of funds back to their
origin, ignoring the element of control, which may be In the hands of one or the
other of the spouses, and ignoring entirely the joint ownership of the property,
(c) It seems from the foregoing that the proposed amendment is a direct
discrimination against the cotmnirIy-property States. It lays down, for instance, in Texas, a rule different from that in other States where ownership is
the general rule of taxability. It is therefore probably unconstitutional on the
ground that it violates the due-process law and on the ground that it is lacking
in geographical uniformity. Whether constitutional or not, it is certainly discriminatory, capricious, unfair, and not equal and uniform in its operation.
2. The second provision that is objectionable to the community States is section 404 of the bill, which amends section 811 (g), relating to life insurance for
estate-tax purposes.
At the present time life lusurance is included in a decedent's estate to the
extent that the decedent paid the premiums on the policy on hts own life.
Where the premiums were paid with community funds, it is well settled, by a
decision of the Supreme Court In the Lung case, that only one-half of the
proceeds of such insurance is to be included in the deedent's estate. This
Is because the premiums being, paid for with community funds results in the
wife's paying one-half of the premiums ano the husband the other one-half.
The amendment proposes to change this rule, making premium payments the
test of' taxability, and proposes that either payment of premiums or the possession CZ the legal incidents of ownership at death will result in Inclusion of
insurance proceeds in the decedent's estate. By possession of the legal incidents of ownership is meant the right to cash values, the right to change
beneficiaries, the right to surrender the policy, and borrow- on the same. If
the decedent either paid the premiums on the policy on his own life or possessed
these rights, he is to be taxed to the full extent of such insurance.
So far as the community-property State Is concerned, the amendment contains this objectionable provision:
"(4) COMMUNITY ProPRsI.--For the purposes of this subsection premiums or
other consideration paid with property held as community property by the
Insured and surviving spouse under the law of any State, Territory, or possession of the United States, or any foreign country, shall be considered to have
been paid by the insured, except such part thereof as may be shown to have
been received;as compensation for persoasi se-vices actually rendered by the
surviving spouse or derived originally from such compensation or from separate property of the surviving spouse; and the term 'incidents of ownership'
Includes incidents of ownership possessed hy the decedent at his death as
manager of the community."
I
- It
will be noted that this section corresponds in Its essential provisions to
the amendment contained in section 402 dever'bed above, and is objectionable
for tile same reasons. It is even more objectionable, however, In that by making the test of taxability to hang either on the payment of premiums or on
the possession of legal incidents of ownership, and by assuming that possession
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of incidents of ownership is In the husband as manager of the community, It
means that the insurance on the husband's life, even though paid for entirely
with the wife's separate funds, is to be included In the husband's estate If the
insured, as is the case In most insurance policies, possessed the legal Inicdento
of ownership.
Here agaln this provision ignores the essential property rights of husband
and wife. It is the settled law in Texas that, where a policy oZ lnsurance is
taken out on the husband's life du.-Ing marriage and premiums are paid for
with community funds, the wife is the owner of one-half of such policy. It has
been repeatedly held in community-property States that, where a husband tales
out a pcicy on his own life during marriage and makes some person otlaer
than his wife beneficiary and pays the premiums with community fuls, the
wife has an interest in such policy and may, in proper circumstances, recover on
the policy at the husband's death, even though other parties are beneficiaries.
This law which ignores these legal rights and which attempts to tax the husband
on the full value, even though he alone is responsible for and is owner cl*
such policy, not only ignores the indemniifcationl feature of the insurance, but
ignores the respective legal rights of the parties in such a contract.
The difficulty in trying to determnine who paid these premiums and out c"
what, and trying to trace the many annual premium payments over a, peroc
of a long married life would give rise to grave administrative problem ls, al,.
would create insurmountable questions of accounting and result in hardiship and
injustice.
The rule being one established now that payment of premiums should be
taxed, and the Supreme Court having settled that on premiums paid with
community funds each spouse makes one-half of the payments, I should think
that no amendment to the statute is required at this time. If any amendment
is made, it would seem that the recommendation of the American Bar Association that ownership of the policy be the sole test of taxability be adopted and
the twofold test proposed by the Treasury Department be discarded. In any
event, under subsection (4) dealing specifically with community property, those
features should be eliminated for the reasons set forth more fully above.
8. The third obJection is to section 453 of the bill relating to gifts of cormmunity property, which amends section 1C00 of the code by Inserting at the end
the following new subsection:
11(e) ComMUNIy." PsoPawTy.-Ail gifts of community prol-erty s11ll be considered to be the gifts of the husband except that gifts of such property as may
be shown to have been received as compensation for personal services actually
rendered iy the wife or derived from such compensation cr from separate property of the wife shall be considered to be gifts of the wife,"
,Here iigalm the basic rights of husband and wife in community property are
ignored, and the same objections apply to this section as are presented in opposition to section 402. Here again we have the same, difficulty in determining
how the property in question was originally derived. This section presents
the strange anomaly that all gifts of community property (with the certain
exception named in the bill) shall be considered to be gifts of the husband, and
yet, if the gift had not been made, one-half of the value of the same properties
would be taxed at the wife's death to her estate linder the last sentence of
section 402. If the husband makes a gift in his wife'b lifetime, the wife's one-half
interest in the property is taxed to him. If the wife dies, the same half interest
Is taxed to her estate. It is a strange rule that taxes the wife's testamentary
power of disposition over the property and yet ignores the same rights when a
gift Is made prior to death.
Under section 452 of the bill a gift tax is laid on the exercise or release of
power of appointment. The wife's interest In community property is a much
greater interest than that of a mere power of appointment. Under the gift
'of property right which the wife has, these greater rights include an absolute
right of testamentary disposition, yet the husband, not the wife possessig these
'rights, is charged with the gift item. If the gift be not made, the wife, and
not the husband, at her death is charged with the estate tax. '
This curious inconsistency Is directly contrary to the repeated insistence
frequently made by the tax authorities, including the learned Treasury adviser,
that tiMeincome, gift, and estate-tax provisions be correlated. Instead of correlating the gift and estate-tax provisions, the hill creates a curious incolsistency that hinges upon the property rights of husband and wife in community'property States.
"
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I trust this brief outline of some of the objections of the provisions in question
may give you a few ideas that can be developed before the committee.
With best wishes and kindest regards, I am
Sincerely yours,
J. P. JACKSON.
The CHAIRMAN. I desire to put into the record a statement of Mr.

Sidney M. Ehrman, chairman, State-wide tax committee, California
State Chamber of Commerce.
('The statement referred to is as follows:)
STATIMENT OF SIDNEY At. EIIRMAN, CHAIRMAN STATE-WIDE TAX COMMITTEE, CALIFORNIA STATE CIIAMBIR OF COMMERCE

While the primary purpose of the Federal tax bill now pending before the
Senate Finance Committee Is to raise badly needed revenue to assist in financing
the cost of war, it is evident that Congress Is strivi g to temper the impact of
this increased tax burden by taking into account all possible factors bearing on
its successful application to the Nation's economy. In furtherance of this objective, I am taking this means of transmitting to your committee a number of
observations and suggestions concerning the bill and I believe that they are
representative of business opinion in the State of Callforn.a:
CAPITAL STOCK AND DECADE) VALUE YXCESS-PROFITS TAXES

The Treaury D,partaent has recommended the repeal of the capital-stock
tatx
and the drelared value excess-profits tax. The bill, however, has tnt laken
this recommendation Into account, although provision is made for a drelaratinn
of capital-stock value every year instead of every 3 years. While annual de',larations reutove part of the uncertainty conmnected wth computing tax liability
under these taxes, there Is still too much guesswork Involved to make th'm
operate fairly. Tl:ese taxes are a nuisance to taxpayers, they needlessly duplicate
the tax machinery of the regular excess-profits tax, and their efftectiveness 1'sam
revenue producer is to an extent tnullifid through deductibility from taxable
income. The capitalistock tax and the declared value excess-prfilts tax have no
place in the Federal tax structure and I strongly urge that they be reliealed.
COkPORATION INCOME TAX RAE5

The revenue hill of 1942 proposs to impose a combined normal tax and
surtax of 45 percent on all corporations earning more than M0,CO. In addition,
a 90 percent excess-profits tax woulId operate, and tlte usual number of o ht.r
Federal, State, and local taxes would apply. If Income taxes dry up too great a
portion of the Income of corporations, the effect may be ruinous to many companies. Excessively high Income taxes tend to impair working capital, to reduce
the amount of money available for reinvestment in plant, to encourage wasteful
and extravagant use of funds, to destroy the profit
Incentive, mnd In all probitbility to Impede tjie war Efforts of the Amerlean business structure. If business
is to remain' loallhy anti of inaximum productilveness during mnd following the
war, Its life blood must not be dried up through excessive taxatrion. t would
recommend, therefore, that the rates of the corporation normal tax and surtox
be a lesser figure than proposed in the bill as amended on July 20, 1942.
(,451itSOATED

RETURNS

Under present law, consolidated returns may be filed In connection with the
excess-profits tax, but In the case of the corporation income tax this privilege is
limited to railroads and pani-American trade corporations. The new bill proposes to allow all affiliated corporations to file such returns for the corporation
Income tax. It proposes, however, to place a penalty on corporations filing such
returns by Increasing their surtax by 2 percent. Affiliated Comlnies should
be regarded as fin economic unit and there should be no penalty attached to
their filing consolidated returns. The penalty Is particularly unfair to railroads, thfie c6nitianies already having the right to file consolidated returns
without poefalty.'
Moreover, It would.p'mallze coniplilance
with State I-ws which
require separate corporations In certain Instances. Acco6rdingly, I would recom-
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mend that your committee oppose the imposition of a penalty upon affiliated
companies for the privilege of filing consolidated returns.
CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES,

The new revenue bill proposes to deny to corporations the right to use longterm capital losses as an offset against ordinary income, hut in lieu thereof
would permit such net losses to be carried forward for 5 years and during such
time to be applied as an offset against capital gai..1. Insofar as corporations
are concerned, capital gains and losses are o-,.tmarilv incurred in the normal
conduct of business and cannot be dissociated from ordinary profit-making activities. Therefore, net capital losses should be allowed as an offset against ordinary
Income and in order to make this possible I would -uggest "hat the present
system of taxing capital gains and losses of corporations be retained in the law.
FISCAL YEAR CORPORATIONS

The new revenue bill proposes that corporations now paying tases on a fiscal
year basis be required to prorate their taxes so that the portion of their fiscal
year Income falling In the succeeding calendar year shall be taxed at the rates
then prevailing. Thus corporatpns whose fiscal ycars closed after December
81, 1941, and whose books are now closed, would be required to reopen their
books and recompute their tax liability for that portion of the fiscal year falling
in the 1942 calendar year, upon which the new tax rates will apply when the
bill becomes law. This transition may be in the interests of uniform application of new tax rates as between calendar year and fiscal year corporations, but
coming without advance notice it will work a serious hardship on many fiscal
year corporations. I believe, therefore, that if f1cal year corporations are to
be -required to compute their tax liability on the calendar year basis, that the
change should be made effective at the time the bill is passed rather than as
of January 1, 1942.
TAX CREDIT
FOR DKIT REDUCTION
Consideration Is being given to the question of allowing corporations some
kind of a tax credit as a means of encouraging or facilitating the reduction of
Indrbtedness. Unless corporations vith largp debt structures use a part of their
presently flush income to pay off at least a Dirt of their indebtedness, they may
find themselves in serious difli ulty following the war. Thus, as a precaution
against needless business distress, and its consequent effect on employment in
the post-war period, it should be in the national interest to get rid of debt while
business is booming. A tax credit, the details of which have not been worked
ut, wouhl he'p to achieve this end. I fully concur in the views of your chairman
on this su[/J-ct, and urge that some form of tar credit be allowed to encourage
and facilitate the reduction of debt.
TAX ON TRANSPORTATION OF 'REIGHT

The new revenue bill proposes to levy a 5-percent tax on the transportation of
freight, which is a tax not now levied While thla tax might ordinarily ho. as
acceptable as any other tax, it is in absolute conflict with the price-ceiling legisIatlon now in operation. This tax would add to the cost of goods sold but it
could not be passed on through price increases and thus It would indirectly have
to come out of business income. California and other Western States would be
especially hard hit by this tax because of their dependence upon long-distance
transportation to and from the population centers of the East. Accordingly, I
recommend that your committee oppose the proposed tax on the transp hrtatlon of
freight.
POST-WAR TAX REFUND

.

There has been discussed in Congress a proposal that a high excess-profits-tax
rate should be accompanied by some provision for refunding a percentage of this
impost in the form of a post-war credit. The medium suggested Is that the refund
be handled through the Issuance of nonnegotiable bonds redeemable after the
war, the proceeds then restricted to certain corporation uses. While a lower
excess-profits-tax rate without provision for varefund would allow a greater degree
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of,flexibility, from the standpoint of the taxpayer, It would reduce the amount
of"revenue immediately available for war purposes. If the higher rate of tax Is
Idetained In the bill, it would be helpful to business to allow for a post-war credit
but the proceeds of the refund should not be so restricted as to nullify their free
use to the best interests of the business concerns Involved. I advocate, therefore,
that in the event an exceedingly high excess-profits tax is provided for In the new
tax bill as finally enacted, provision be made for a post-war credit to be handled
through the issuance of bonds redeemable after the war but without restrictions
as to the purposes for which the proceeds may be spent.
WITHHOLDING AT SOURCE

In order to facilitate the collection of the Individual Income tax, the new bil
provides for the withholding at the source of fixed percentages of the income of
Individuals, taking Into account certain allowances for personal exemptions.
While the application of the withholding principle to earnings of employed persons will doubtless make it easier for wage earners to pay their income taxes, and
will assist in speeding up the flow of money into the Federal Treasury that otherwise might contribute to inflation, it is doubtful if the same advantages would
operate in tle case of dividends and bond interest. Holders of stocks and bonds
are not unaccustomed to handling income-tax returns and would probably not
require the facilltes of a withholding provision. Moreover, no machinery could
be provided to take care of personal exemptions In the case of dividend and
Interest payments. Finally, the task of keeping records would be especially
costly to corporations with large numbers of stock and bond holders and confusing to taxpayers. This would more than offset the advantages of withholding.
I strongly recommend that the withohlding provisions contained in the new tax
bill be confined to salaries and wages.
REDUCTION OF NONESSENTIAL FX7iENDITURES

The Federal revenue bill of 1941 contained a title devoted to the question of
curtailing nonessential expenditures and provided for the creation of a joint
congressional committee to Investigate this subject. That committee has developed many wise recommendations, most of which have been put into operation.
I am confident that there Is further opportunity for economy and I urge that some
expression along this line be Included In the Federal revenue bill of 1942. Such
an expression of policy would be in harmony with the efforts of Congress to
direct our resources and energies into war channels and away from peace time
pursuits.
Th" CHAIRMAN. I wish to put into the record a letter, addressed to

the chairman of the committee, by the representatives of the grape,
fruit, and berry growers, and wineries throughout the country on
wine taxes.
(The letter referred to is as follows:)
WAsrINoToN,

D. C., August 12, 19$2.

Hon. WALTER F. GEORaG,
Chairman, hScn!te Finance ommittce,
United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.
DEAn SENATOR GFow0E: We, the undersigned, representatIves of grape. fruit,
and berry growers, and wineries, composing more than 90 percent of the Nation's
wine Industry, present herewith the. industry's position respecting winte excise
levies. "" ' ' ' "" '

: "' '

"-'' "

'

''

' -

I

Attached Is a tabulation presenting a brief summary of proposed House rates
as compared with unprecedented congressional action In the past 2 years. This
schedule reflects an over-all average increase In wine taxes of nearly 300 percent
In these 2 years.
,
Although these are unprecedented times, which call for extraordinary sacrifices, we feel that the wine growers, after 9 unprofitable years and just beginning
to regain their pre-prohiLition market, should not be asked to assume a burden
which represents a disproportionate percentage Increase as compared to others.
We fail to find where any other commodity or product is assuming such a high
percentage Increase.
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After learning of the rates adopted by the Hou3e, we planned to ask the Senate
committee for a hearhig and make a plea to reduce the House rates on at least
some of the wine classifications. Notwithstanding our feeling that there exist
some inequalities, the wine industry has concluded that it will endeavor to further
adjust its operations so as to accept the increased load provided for in the House
bill.
' Therefore, in the spirit of fairness and justice, we earnestly request you to
dismiss any suggestion, if one should arise, to provide further increases at
this time. 'Xhv amount involved (about $11,000,000) is infinitesimal as compared to the total called for in the bill. Yet, to the 150,000 growers, it Is an
exceedingly large sim.
- We desire to remind you that the wine industry is essentially, fundamentally,
and wholly an agricultural one. Unlike other beverages, the finished product
is derived from the soil. Moreover, to these 150,000 growers, each acre of grapes
represents an investment of $3CO and 4 years of labor.
Although the industry is basically agricultural and is rapidly, through assistance of the Federal and various State governments, providing the farmer with a
much needed new cash crop, it is likewise makig a substantial and important
contribution to the war effort. At the request o* War Production Board, the
Industry has already made available 28 pieces of distilling equipment for production of ethyl alcohol so vitally needed in the manufacture of smokeless powder
and synthetic rubber. Wineries are the only source of tartrates required in
modern warfare i inmanufacturing parachutes, medicines, photographic chemistry,
textile dyeing, and metal coloring. The industry produces thousands of tons of
raising used in the diet of the armed forces. 'The wine industry is thus far from
being a nonessential one.
I Further, a fact frequently overlooked Is the right of an individual to produce
200 gallons of tax-free wine per year. Based on the Department of Agriculture
reports. the production of this tax-free wine has been estimated to range as high
as 30.000,COO gallons annually-an amount equivalent to 30 percent of taxpaid wine production. Certainly too much of an inereare in wine tax willresult
In a corresponding increase in so called home-made tax-free wies, thus opening
the door still wider to illicit sales.
Itespectfully yours,
California : Wine Ipstitute: by Hirry A. Cad(ow, secretary-manager.
G-orga :Sinthern Georgia Wine Growers Association; by Willitn It
Key, counsel.
Illinois : Associated Vintners of the Middle West; by Sain Adams,
president.
Iowa : Council Bluffs Grape Growers Association; by Harry Martin,
manager.
Missnehunqetis: Massachusetts Wine Council; by Edward A. Laven,
president.
Michigan: Michigan Wine Institute, Inc.. by M. R. Twomey.president.
Aisonri : American Wine Co. : by t doliph Heck. vice president.
New Jersey: Associated Wineries of New Jetsey; by llrimnan A.
K'ux'n. president.
New York: Amertcan Wine Association; by J. Campbell Moore,
president.
" - ... . ..
Finver Lakes Wine Growers Association; by, Louis B. Montfort,
counsel.
.,:
Nol'th Carolinn : North Caro'ina Association for Wine Control; by John
,
W. Cpffey. director.
Ohio: Ohio Wine (Iower. As-ocnatin: h br. V. Grnrfinld trustee.
Oregon : Oregon Wine Council: by Rahln W. Staley, secretary.
Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania Wine Association ; by John A. M-irgolis,
. .
secretary...
T'-x-,: Tex ,s Wine A.4ocietn,, by Irvin M. Shlenker. president.
Virginia : Monticello Grape Growers Cooperative Association; by Ber1
.....
nard P. Ch'uineriatn. president.
Washington: Washington Wine Council;, by Warren L. Dewar%
secretary.
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House WiNE RATES (H. It. 7378)

.

* The additional levies proposed by the House, compared with Congressional
action during the last few years, is shown In t!'a following tabulation (based on
the gallon unit)
""

'

1 ra tes a rd p er1939 1940rates a tidp er - (19

'

cent 1939
increase
over

rates

cent 9ilincrease
over

912 I

e rt

i
T o tal

and ptreent
In
erease
9cr 1911

Cent.,

Tablewines (under 14
, peirent).
Dessrt uines (11 to 21
,wreent).
Iniutrialwines (21 to24
percent).
SpartitinK wines under
14 1ercciit).'
Carininted Alties tlnder 14 i,etent).

*

Pero'nt

5 6 ceiits-'
IiS
20

per-

Vent.
ctihntso-80 perccitt
30 'c-ias-M&5 percentt.

40 48 cents-20 per20

r.

itltltIrewse
1930

lenit.
24 teats=20 per(eit.

6 eonts-33 per.

Cilt.
30 cents-G7.rerCenit
Mi cenits-17 perceot.

$1.12-133 prrctent

10 celits=25 per-

Cent.
40 teiit -33 per.
cent.
$1-. 54 percent ...

$i.¢@=42 erecit.

56 eents'.133 per- 80 ceits,,13perceit.
celt.

ltyp
A0
400

300
30

Statutory unit of taxftlon is the Y-pint bottle rather than the gallon.

The CIIAIItMA.

I wish to put into the record a letter and statement
from Frank C. Page, New York of the Internationl Telephone &
Telegraph Corporation, with reference to the American companies
doing business in Latin America. That is a natter which has not
been covered.
(The letter and statement referred to are as follows:)
INTERNATIONAL

TEL.EA'ONI,

& TE&EoItAPIt C0Otti'i0ATION,

New York, August 13, 1942.
Senator WALTER F. GEOROE,

Chairman, Senate Iinance Committee,
Senate O/fle Building, Washington, D. C.
DArt SEMATOR
GEORG,
E: One of the major problems of the American companies,
doing business in Latin America is the questliou
of double taxation in one fil-in
or another. Eiglaind and other European countries have given favorable tax
reliefto their national companies operating in Latin Anierlca which places
Anierican companies at great disadvantage. This subject of course becomes.
greatly accentuated with increased taxes in Arneriean companies as contentplated li the present bill. While other branches of the Government are elcouraging the activities of American corporations in Latin America, the tix
problein
increases the difficulty of maintaining or starting local American coamIanlies in those countries.
I am enclosing herewith a memorandum on the subject -and respectfulli
request that this memorandum be incorporated In the hearings of the Senate
Finance Committee and the contents of it be given consideration.
Faithfully yours,
FRANK C. PAGE, Vice Presldent.
SPEciAL TAx REGIME FOR CORPORATIONS DEVuoriNti INTE.-AMERTCAN BUSINESS
The developing in the other American republics of strategic and other raw
materilals, agricultural products, arid basic industries which do not compete
wlth our own Industrles should be carried out insofar as possible by local enterprises and labor and. where this Is not practlcahle, by combining local enterprises
with the initiative, capital, and technical facilities available In the United States.
The Ideal arrangement for such an undertaking stought by the present adminIstration Is in substance a partnership between the citizens of the other Anerican
republics where the undertaking is established and of this country.
Apart from the instances whero the laws of tne other American republic may
require the organization of a local company, the American entrepreneur may
be in a position to choose between forming a corporation under the laws of the
76093--42-vol. 2-62
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other country, or organizing a corporation in the United States which would
qualify to do business in the other country. If the latter method Is followed, the
management and financing of the enterprise Is greatly facilitated, and its actIvities can be more readily coordinated with those of related American companies.
The ideal of partnership can be realized through giving citizens of the other
country a fair opportunity to invest in the American corporation and representation on the board of directors. For example, in the case of an American company
operating in Cuba, the cream of the earnings goes to the holders of the preferred
stock, practically alt of whom are residents of Cuba, and about 40 percent of
the common stock is held by residents of that country.
Needless to say, a foreign company has the advantage, from a tax viewpoint,
of bearing only the taxes of the country In which It operates and of being in a
position to plow back its earnings in the development of the business without
having to pay any tax to the United States, Liability to the Income taxes of this
country does not arise until the domestic parent receives dividends from the
foreign company.
In contrast, if the business in a Latin-American country were carried on by a
corporation organized In the United States, the profits would at once become subject to the high (uted States normal tax and .unrtax, even though they were
utilized In the business in the Latin-American country or distribu,.d to share
holders resident there, and no part thereof was brought to the United States.
Moreover, the corporatin wuold become subject to the United States capital.
stock tax on the basis of its entire capital employed in the foreign country.
,rho corporation would not become subject to the United States excess-profits tax
Insofar as It kept within the narrow limitations of section 727 (g), Internal Revenue Code, but the cumulative burden of the other taxes would be so great as to
discourage recourse to such an organization.
The question therefore arises whether it Is sound policy on the part of the
United States to prevent an American-owned business from operating In Latin
America on terms of equality with British corporations, as well as those organized
tinder section 4 (k) of the Canadian War Income Tax Act, or under substantially
equivalent provlsl(,ns of the laws of various other countries.
The pertinent provision in the United Kingdom Income Tax Act is found under
rule 2, case V, schedule D, of said act, as construed in Egyptian Hot18, Ltd. v.
Mitthilf (6 Tax Cases (United Kingdom) 542, House of Lords), affirming Mitchell v. Egyptian Hotcl.3, Ltd. ((1915) A. C. 10,22). Rule 2 provides that "the
tax in Yespect of income arising from possessions out of the United Kingdom,
other than stocks, shares, or rents, shall be computed on the full amount of the
actual sums annually received in the Unlted Kingdom from reittances payable
in tie United Kingdom." The case cited held that a business carried on entirely
abroad was a foreign possession, with the consequence that the profits derived
from such business are taxable only when received in the United Kingdom (Dewell's Income Tax Law, 9th ed., 1926, pp. 655 and 6d0; Konnsiam, The L-iw of
Income Tax, 8th ed., 1940, p. 246). An essentially similar provision is found
in section 4 (k) of the Canadian Income War Tax Act, which stipulates that no
liability to taxation under said act shall arise in respect of- ,
"1k) BuSINEs ANOASS ;TS SITUATE ABROAD.--The incon of Incorporated companies (except personal corporations) ;
I
I "(i) Whose business operations are of an industrial, mining, commercial,
public utility, or public service nature, and are carried on entirely outside of
Canada, either directly or through subsidiary or affiliated companies, and whose
assets (except securities acquired by the Investment of accumulated income and
such bank deposits as may he held in Canada) are situate entirely outside of
Canada, including wholly owned subsidiary companies which are solely engaged in
the prosecution of the business outside of Canada of the parent company; or
"(11) whose business operations are of an investment or financial nature and
carried on entirely outside of Cnnada, and whose shares have been offered for
public subscription or are listed on any recognized stock exchange in Canada or
elsewhere, and whose assets (except such bank deposits as may be held In
Canada and except shares of other companies conforming to the requirements
of this paragraph (k)) are situate entirely outside of Canada. Shares, stocks, or
bonds of Canadian companies shall, for the purposes of this paragraph (k), be
deemed to be assets within Canada notwithstanding that they may be or have
been transferred on any register outside of Canada: Provided, That such companies file annually a fully completed return, on the form prescribed,.and also
pay an annual filing fee of $100, within four months from the close of their
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fecal

period.: If any sm-h company, without reasonahle cause' therefor, of
wilch tile
Ministbr shall be the judge, should fail to file the said annual return
or to pay the said filing fee, in each case within the time prescribed, it shall be
liable to the tax provided for in either paragraphs C or D of the first
schedule
of thisAct and the sna filing fee."
...... ..
7 When the profits are brought to Canada and distributed, they are taxable to
the extent that dividends are taxable.
The Italian Law No. 4021 of August 24, 1877, as amended by article 9 of
law No. 1403, dated August 12, 1927, provides that,' where an Italian company has an establishment abroad which keeps entirely separate accounts from
those of the head office, the Income properly allocable to the branch shall
be exempt from the profits tax in Italy (League of Nations, Taxation of Foreign
andUnder
National Enterprises, vol. it, p. 245).
French law, 'the tax on industrial and commercial profits is payable only on profits made by industrial and commercial enterprises operated in
France, with the consequence that, where a French comppany has establishmints situated abroad, the profits allocable thereto are not taxable in France
(General Code of Direct T,:xes, 3d ed., 1939. title I, ch. I, sec. 1. art. 2;
League of Nations, Taxation of Foreign and National Enterprises, vol. I,p. 07).
The same principle has been followed In numerous treaties to which the'Europai,
countries Ahreparties, including Germany, as well as the income-tax laws of practically allthe Latin-American countries, and countries of the British commonwealth of nations not previously mentioned.
The credit 'or foreign taxes allowed under section 131, Internal Revenue
(ode Is very beneficial in that It allows the tax Imposed on profits in a LatinAmerican country, for example in Brazil at the rate of 6 percent to be credited
against the United States income taxes, but it leaves the American corporation subject to the tax on the difference between the American effective rate
and the Brazilian rate (apparently a difference of about 39 percent under tile
income tax bill of 1942) which constitutes a tremendous disadvantage from
the.viewpoint of competition with the corporations of the countries previously
mentioned, as well as with corporations organized under the laws of the LatinAmerican country itself.
It Is therefore suggested that, in order to place an American corporation
operating exclusively in the countries to the south on a bisis of equality,
from a tax viewpoint, with corporations of such countries and of the leading
colnnerclal countries of the world, amendments to the Internal Revenue Code
he adopted along the following lines:
1. A credit should be allowed against net income subject to the American tnx
Insofar as net income Is produced In the foreign country and either utilized
in the business or distributed to sharel,,,&-.rs resident in the foreign country.
Such income would of course bear th( full -axes imposed by the laws of such
country and, except for the United Stittes capital-stock tax, the American corporation wculd be on a tax basis cquIvhlert to that of a local corporation or of
British, Canadian, and other foreign corporations carrying on the:same activi"" ;
ties.
2. When Income is remitted to the United States and distributed to shareheders resident in this country a credit for such income should be allowed against tile
net Income ef ihecorporation, but, of course, the ame mts distributed as dividends
would be included in full in the taxable income of the shareholders in this country. The purpose of such a provision would be to treat the income as if It were
passing from the local corporation in the foreign country direct to the American
shareholder. The operation of the above-cited provisions
in the British and
,
:.
Canadian liaw is eentlally similar.- - I
3. To prevent double taxation where the corporation operating in Argentina
Is the subsidiary of an American corporation, section 131 (g) should be amenued
so as to include a subsidiary of this type within the purview of section 131 (f),
Internal Revenue Code, said thereby permit the parent corporation to derive
the benefits now accorded where a domestic corporation has as a subsidiary
another domestic corporation entitled to the benefits of section 251 or 262, Internal
I .. i
,
Revenue Code.
"

PROPOSED

AMFENDMENT.

..

.

.

The suggested regime could be formulated by utilizing the concept of a domestic
corporation engaged solely in the active conduct of a trade or business in Central or South America, to which should be added the West Indies so as to Include
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Cuba, Haiti, and Santo Domingo. Such a corporation is termed ia section 15X
Internal Revenue Code, a pan-American trade corporation. Even if its earnings may be consolidated with those of a domestic parent corporation under
section 152 of the code and under the contemplated amendment in section 142
(a) and (b) of the revenue bill of 1942, consolidated returns do not offer the
desired advantages of equality of competitive conditions from a tax viewpoint
with local, or British or Canadian companies. Substantial equality of treatmeat may be provided by granting such a domestic corporation a credit against
net income essentially similar to that allowed under section 262, Internal Revenue Code. The allowance of this credit could be limited by the proportion of
stock held by residents or citizens of the American republic in which it operates
and of the United States, thus encouraging joint participation by nationals of
both countries. The credit might be allowed only If the corporation certilleq
It has utilized Its earnings from the carrying on or developing of its business, or has distributed them as dividends. If the dividends are distributed
to residents of tle American republic in which the company operates, they
Bbouild be subject only to the taxes of that country as the income Is earned there
and goes to residents of the country.
. If dvldends are distributed to citizens or corporations of the United States,
the recipients would Include them in their taxable income. However, credit
for foreign taxes should be allowed to the same extent ts it Is now granted II
(he case of domestic taxpayers receiving dividends from domestic corporations,
such as the credit now allowed a domestic corporation owning a majority of the
voting sio:.k In a corporation entitled to the benefits of section 251 or of section
262 (see. 131 (g), Internal Revenue Code).
, ec. li3 (new). Cazair rou l'ai-AMYRaCAN TRAnS CORponATIONS.
(a) AiLOWANCK Or ctnrr.-For tie purpose only of the taxes imposed by seetio: a 11, 14, 15, 600, and 710 of this title, a domestic corporation which Is engaged
Feiliy In the active conduct of a trade or business In a country In Central or
South Aimerhca or the West Indies, herein referred to aq a Pan-American trade
corpo ration, may elect to file a separate return without prejudice to tile lights
of other members of an affiliated group to make a consolidated Income and excessprt fl tax return under section 141, ainil i such ease such corporation shall be
allowed, in addition to the credits against net income otherwise allowed such a
corporation, a credit against net income of an aniount equal to the proportion of
lhe , et income derived from sources within such country which the number of
hures of stock of the corporation owned on the last day of the taxable year by
(1) persons resident ii such country, the United States or possessions of tile
United States. anid (2) individual citizens of the United States or such country
vherever resilient, bears to the whole number of shares of stock of the corporation
outstanding oi such date, provided that the taxpayer shall certify by June 15 of
each year to the Commissioner that the entire net income of the taxable year has
I-een In whole or In part utilized or reserved for the carrying on or development
of II bs'ncss of the corporation In such country and the balance, If any, has
been distributed as dividends.
I
I
(b) OwN
nu8p oF sTocK.-For the purposes of this section, shares of stock
(f it corporation shall be considered to be owned by the person (which term inchides a corporation) in whoum the equitable right to the income from such shares
is In good faith vested.
1 (c C10DIT.4 A('AI'Nr T RiTAX.-A corporation enjoying the benefits of this section shall not be allowed the credits against the tax for taxes of foreign countries
and possessions of the United States allowed by section 181.
OTHERtSFATIONRTO DR A E

8ac. 26. CbamT8 oP CORPORATIONS.'

'DC

i

(New language In italics.)

(b) DzVWDNDS Rzcuvr-.--The credit allowed by this subsection shall not be
allowed In respect of dividends received from a corporation organized under the
China Trade Act, 1"22 ('2 Sat. 849 U. S. C., title 15, el. 4), or frot a panAmerican trade eorporatfon as defined in section 15S.
SMc.110. ExCLUSIONS FROM Goss INcoMe-(1) (Now) DIVIDEND IlOM PAN-AiRo AN TioDn (oiPos'TO.Inu tie cas of A
person (which term Includes a corporation), amounts distributed as dividends to

RVEN E
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or for his benefit by a pan-American trade corporation ns defined by section 158,
if, at the time of such distribution, he Is a resident of a country in which such
,corporation Is engaged in business and the equitable right to the income (ifthe
shares of stock of the corporation is li goor) faith vested In him (modeled after
64c. 116 (f)).
SE. 131. TAxES OF FOREIGN COUNThIS AND POSSESSIONS O UMMM STATE.*

*

*

(f) TAxes oF FORtoN SUBSDIAnY.

S

*

*

*

* *

(g) CoiPAAro.Js TVhA'rfM'As FOREIN.(3) (New) A paii-American trade corporation entitled to the benefits of seetion 153.

The CHAIRMAN. I wish to put into the record a statement of John
J. McCurry, legislative representative, on behalf of the Internatmtal
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, affiliated with the American Fedoration of Labor, on the proposed tax on radio broadcasting.
(The statement referred to is as follows:)
STATEMENT BY JOHN J. MoCuaRy, LEISLATIVE ItPPRESENTATIV,, ON IIEHALF OF 'TrIE
INTIRNATIONAL BoQTIIEiIlOOD Or 1IJ(YII"tCAf. WORKMIIS (AISILIATEb
VITH 'HE
AumERcAN FRII)IATION OF LABOR)

PlRO .SWTAX ON RADIO BRtOADAsTINO
This statement is submitted to the Senate Fiunance Cornmnittee on behalf of the
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, atllliated with the American
Federation of Labor, and Its
quarter of a million members, a large number of whon
are employed in the various phases of the radilo-broadcasting Industry. The statemacnt is li opposition to the proposal to levy a stpeclal lax on radio broadcasting
and, Inasmuch as the position of time International brotherhood of FElectrical
Workers has been made known previously to the Ilouse Ways and Means Committeo when the 1141 Revenue Act was before that committee for consideration,
Much of the informuatoi contained herein will be a rei'etilion of that lavlously
given. However, it Is being restated for t, u rpose of emphasis and in the hope
that it willbe of some ben fit to time meamlrs of tie Senate Finnace Coantittee
in arriving at a proper conclusion with regard to the subject of taxing the radioI
broadcasting Industry.
Undoubtedly every member of the committee fully realizes lmat a radio station,
like a newspaper, magazine, or any other business, must compensate its employees
with Income from some source. A radio station, like a newspaper or magazine,
derives Its principal Income, with which Itsemployees are paid, from advertising
time sales. In the advertising field, while utilizing an entirely d:fferent type or
forni of sales appeal, radio must compete with other advertising medium.s. To
tax one medium of advertising without taxing all others would certmixnly e discriminatory and unjust, both to the employer aind the employee in the particular
field taxed.
We want to make our position clear as to the matter of raising revenue necessary
to prosecute the war effort, and that i4: We do not obJwct to any fair and eqitable
tax applied to aill alike. Further, we realize that the need for revenue Is serious,
and it Is not oar Intention to oppose tie levying of a tax on radio broadcasting
merely on the grounds that someone else should assume the burden. We only
seek to have the necessary taxation applied equitably and without discrimination.
Therefore, If a tax Is to be applied on advertising there can be no jusililahle
reason for taxing radio broadcast advertising unless there Is anmequal rate of
taxation on allother forns of advertising. If we can take the record of tie
number of members on which the unions, cornl)rising the Allied Printing Trades
Association, have luld per capita tax to the American Federation of Labor as a
standard of comparison, we findthat their nembershilp actually increased during
the period of radio's greatest expantalon. The following figures, with respect to
the number of members reported, are taken from the official
proceedings of the
American FeNderation of Labor for the years shown: .
,,
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For purposes of comparison It Is Interesting to note the number of standard

ibrbatlcamt stations licensed for eOOation during the above period. From reports
of the Federal Comnlunications Commisidon we find that the number of standard
commercial broadcast stations were as follows:,
Stations
-

.

*-licenlied

2
..............
19:0
19135 --------------0)5
1940 ...................................................
sit
In the field of advertising tile largest volume Is expelded for printcd media:
newspapers, magazine.,, periodicals, and direct advertising. Cost for radlo-broadcast advertising conistitutln only a fraction of the tolal expenditure for advertilrng
in this country today.' We coul list authentic figures to show the tremendous
Increase Iii cirClllalon, and the eStllllshnillltt of hundreds of idlltliollal news lipcrs
and miigalines during the past 20) years. The printIng-industry workers, ill
attempting to have the committee recon:mend a punitive tax o radio advertising,
have selfishly disregarded these obvious facts. They also apparently Ignore the
fact that the radio-broadeasting Industry each year sends several millions of
dollars for printed promotional activities. In addition Io the amounts expended
ly the broadcasters for printing, much additional advertising bas beens used by the
I
radlo-lmanufacturlrg Industry for Its sales and promotional work.
I In submitting hhe proposal the representative of the printers endeavored to convince the committee that a tax on radio-tIme sales would not le rt tatx oil advertlsIng. Such contention is, of course, contrary to any sound reasoning, and It falls
to explain why a client would pay to have a program broadcast by radio unless It
.' "
. .. . .
t
I -. I
had an advertising value.
Tho printers nake the poit that radio Is entertalnnent. nd should f1e tnxcd
on that ground. If this should be true a properly foimulated tax on amusement
or entertainment would Impose the tax burden upon those who are the beneficiaries of the particular entertainment or anisenlent. The tax proposed would
be Impose(] upon the broadcasting tltions and inetworks-ulon the prodreer-not
upon the consumer, and would hao;e ntdetrimental (ffmt directly upo c1ployees
In the broadcasting industry. Tile only measure of tile amount of tax would be
tile amount of revenue, Irrespective of quantity or quality afforded to any listener.
While radio perhaps offers more entertainment with the advertising It carries
than do newspapers with lheir advertising, there Is no substantial
basis upon
.
I
which an amusement tax levy couid Ie made upon radio.
Another fact regarding radio advertising that Is frequently overlooked is the
type of advertising carried by tie radio. It must, because of regulations already
Imposed on radio, choose very carefully the' advertisemerIts accepted, and tile servIce of many vocations Irclding not only technicians and engineers, but nluslelans,
anlouncers, script writers, artists, and others. ' The annual wage bill of radio Is
1..
1
I I '. I
'
several millions of dollars.
reduced to a simple statement, tile proposal of the Printing 'Prades Association
Is nothing more or lelis than an attemlit on their part to have enacted a tax on
radio broadcasting that would cause advertising to revert to the printed page.
This fact was recognized by the executive council of the American Federation
of Labor In August 1941, when It adopted the following motion relative to a
proposal to tax radio advertising at that time:
.
.
.
.
.
"While labor believes that the United States Government should levy extra
taxes oil the people to pay for defense work, we do not believe in punitive or
discriminatory taxation as a special levy on radio-advertising broadcasts,"
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The Americanf Federation of Labor further state at that time that--"The tax advocated Is punitive and discriminates3 in favor of newspapers as
against radio stations and Is designed to take work away from a new industry
and throw it to an old one."
A tax on radio advertising alone would have a seriously adverse effect upon
the earning opportunities of the members of the International Brotherhood of
Eieettrical Workers employed in the broadcasting industry. Such a situation
would ont prevail if the tax were made applicable to all torms of advertising. In
view of these facts we submit that there can be no justifiable reason for taxing
radio-time sales, unless there Is an equal rate of taxation on all other advertising.
I We would like to reemphasize our statement that we are not opposing any tax
that may be necessary-so long as the tax 1i equitable and applied to all alike. We
submit that the tax proposed on radio )roadcasting is a punitive tax, unreasonable, discriminatory, and partaking of the character of class legislation, violative
of the fundamental democratic principle of equality under law. It should not
beIn
passed.
addition we desire to have the committee know that we subscribe heartily
to the statement submitted to tie Senate Finance Committee on Augist 12., by
W. C. lushing, chairman of the American Federation of Labor national legislative committee, with which committee our organization cooperates.

The CHAIRMAN. I submit for the record a letter from Mr. F. Ebe'stadt, chairman of the Army and Navy Munitions Board, recoimimendilg (epletio
allowance for the lumber intlustris.
(The letter referred to is as follows:)
ARMY ANDNAVY MUNiTIONs ] OAD,
Wafthtngtoa, 1). V., August 3, 1942.
Hlon. Wm,iat F. Gotmm
United Statcs Renate, Washington, D. 0.
I)PAR SENATOR GEOsE: In perusig II. It. 7378, 1942 revenue bill, it was
noticed that section 711 provides that there shall be excluded Income derived
fromn bonui. psymimlis imide by any aigelicy of file United Sitaes Government
on account of the production In excess of a specified quoin of a product, the
exhaustion of which gives rise to till allowance for depletion under section
28 (in).
The military Is confronted with a serious shortage of certain important lIither products which are cut frol selected timber, necessary to tile war effort.
Consileraile stands of this timber are located In districts where tile logging
costs are abnormally high. Consequently large bodies of limber of this character are not cut at tis time because the lumber mills find It possible to keep
running at a profit and to full capacity on other items. The strategic importmince of these Items is not as important as that of the products from choice
logs.
, It has been the principle of the War production Board and tile Office of
Price Administratlon to stimulate production of key strategic materials by
offering premium prices on quantities produced In excess of specified quotas,
established on the basis of 1939-41 production, or some otler recent period.
The Ways and Means Conmilttee's proposal provides that such bonuses be deductible from excess-profits net Income and subject solely to normal and sur-

taxes.

I Inasmuch as it does not seem practicable to Increase the Office of Price
Administration price schedules covering critical lumber items, it is believed
that this proposed tax provision will give the necessary incentive to it large
number of timber owners to Increase their output of logs of high quality Iu
localities of high logging cost.
This Tloard expresses the hope that tile
Senate Finance Committee will give
serious consideration to the adoption of the provision referred to above.
Sincerely' yours,....
...
F. EBp.RSTAtr, Ohalrian.
The CHATRMAN. I 'submit for the record a brief of Mr. Robert B.

Dresser of Edwards & Angell, Providence, R. I., on capital-gains
tax provisions of the House bill,.
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(Tie brief referred to is as follows:)
BRIEF BY ROBERT B. DaiSa,
I.

PROVIDENCE, n.

I., IN REGARD TO CAPTA rGAINa TAx

PROVISIONS OF EIISTING LAW

•

r

The major provisions of the existing law relating to capital gains and loses
are contained in section 11.7
of the Internal Revenue Code. After delning the
term "capital assets," section 117 establishes a distinction between long-term
and short-term capital gains and losses. Short-teiri capital gains and losses are
those resulting from the sale or exchange of capital assets held not more than
18 months, and long-term capital gains and losses are those resulting from the
sale or exchange of capital assets held more than 18 months. Long-term capital
gains and losses, In turn, are subdivided Into two classes: (1) Those resulting
from the Sale of capital assets held between 18 months and 24 months, and (2)
those
resulting from the sale of capital assctn held more than 24 molitlis.
" In the
case of both Individuals and corporations, short-term capital gains In
excess of short-term capital losses are taxed as ordinary Income, and short-term
capital losses are deductible only from short-term capital gains, with a righf
to carry forward net losses 1 year.
In the case of ildividual.', long-term capital gains sire taxed at the maximum
effective rates of 20 and 15 percent, depending upon whether an asset has been
held between 18 and 24 mouths or more than 24 months, and where there fire
long-ter capital losses the tax on ordinary Income Is reduced by exactly the
same percentages of the loss as those applied to capital gains.
In the case of corporations, long-term capital gains are taxed ins ordhnry
income, and long-term capital losses are deductible In full front any Income
of tile
corporation.
I1. PtOViSRONs OF HOUSE BILL.

The more Important changes made In the existing law by the House bill are
as follows:
A. In the case of hulividuae8.-(1) The distinction between long-term and
short-term capital gains and losses is retained and a single holding period of
15 months is prescribed instead of the 18 and 24 months' periods under the
present law.
(2) Short-term capitol! gains tretaxed am ordinary Income.
(3) One-half of tiet hug-term capital gains Is Iluded in net Income subject
to normal and surtax rates, with t maxiznmtt effective rate on not gains of
25 percent Instead of 15 and 20 percent in the present law.
,
(4) Iosses, whether short or long term, are allowed as an offset against
gains, whether short or long term, and as a deduction front other Income to
the extent of $1,000.
(5) Losses may be carried forward for 5 years against future gains, and
also up to a $1,000 maximum In each year, against other Income,
.
-.
,' 'I
B. In the case of corporatkms.- 0) The same change In the definition of
short-term and long-term capital gains and losses as It the case of Individuals
I,
is made with the same holding period of 15 months.
(2) Long-term gains are taxed at a maximuin rate of 25 percent and shortterm gain at the regular corporate rate of 45 percent..
(3) With certain exceptions applying to banks and Insurance companies,
capital losses are not allowed as a deduction from ordinary Income, but such
losses, whether short or long term, are allowed as an offset against capital
gains, whether short or long term.
J":
.- I
(4) A 5-year carry-over of net losses against future gains, but not against
ordinary Income, Is permitted.
.
i.

CANOES PROPOSED IN HOUSE

IILL

'aovISIONS

.

The following changes In the House bilI provisions are hereby proposed, applying
to I)th Itidividals aid corporations: "
--(1) That the holding period atd tle distinction between short-term and
long-term capital gains and losses be abolished. ".
I,,f 1 : ,
i ," ;'I
' ;
(2) That all net capital gains be taxed at a flat rate of 10 percent.
-

'

I
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IV. AROUMENTS IN FAVOR OP PROPOSED CHANGES IN HOUSE BILL

In support of the changes proposed In the House bill It is submitted that1. Capital gains are not Income In any true sense of the term, and the fact
that they are defined as Income li a revenue'law does not change their real
character.
,
2. The economic effects of a high capital-gains tax are decidedly harmful.
3. The capital-gains tax, if imposed at high rates, produces but little revenue.
On the other hand, If the rate Is low, very substantial revenue willbe produced.
4. Tax avoidance under the proposed changes would be inconsequential.
I will discuss these points In their order.'

1. Capital gains are not income in any true sense of the termn,
and the fact

that they are defined as income in, a rcrenue law does not change their real

character.-The mere holding of an asset for a period of thne does not of
Itself add anything to its value, and lhe same Is true of a change in title.
The gain resulting from a sale Is in reality capital, find,
except for the purpose
of taxation under our tax laws, is commonly so treated. Take, for example,
the ease of a trustee wifo sells property belonging to the trust estate at a gain.
The gain Is not treated as Income anild
pail to the life beneficiary, but is added
to tie capital of the trust estate. Conversely, capital losses suffered by a trust
estatte are charged against capital ald not against Income. A tax oil capital
gains call, therefore, Ile regarded only as a capital levy. To tax it as income Is
misleading
and unsound.
I If, however,
notwithstanding theirtrue nature, capital gains are to be treated
as Income for tax purposes, it 1 submitted iat every colsilorntln of equity
and justice requires that capital losses shall be treated as tlo direct negative
of Income and that their deduction from income, of wlflever character.it may
I
be, slall be permitted.
I Our Incomle-tax iaws, ill order to arrive at the net income to be taxed, permit

the taxpayer to leduct frna gross Ilncolle of all sorts ucl Itius
11interest
pld, taxes pald (with certain exceptions), depreciation, and various other ItemS.
What would be sail if It iliould be proposed that interest paid should he deductibleoily from interest received, that taxes plild Fllould be deductible only from
income from the property oil whIich tile taxes mire paid, that depreciation should
be deductible only from Income from the property depreciated? The txpayer
might have no Interest receivable or income from the property taxed or deprecilted. Certainly any one of these proposals would be sullmlalily rejected.
And yet, why should capital losses be treated differently? If short-term capital
gains are to be taxed as ordinary Income, what possible Justifieation Is there
for not permitting short-term capital losses to le deducted from ordimry income?
Manifestly, (here is none, and a contrary rule amounts to virtual conliscation.
It iS a capital levy, and not an Income tax.
I In short, capital gains are eilter income or they are not income.
If, for tax
purposes, they tire regarded as Income, capital losses, which are the direct
converse of capital gains, should be deductible front Income. If capital gains
fre not income they should not be taxed as Income, and, conversely, capital
losses should not be deducted from Income.
I If capital gains are taxed it" income and capital losses are atllowcd as deductions from income, In the light of past experience it is not unreasonable to
expect that the net revenue over a period of years would be nil.

2. 'The ecenomio effects of a high capital-gains tax are decidedly harmful.-

The capital.gains tax operates as it serious deterrent to tile lInvestillent
of capital
In the equities of business enterprises, and Its effect is to reduce steadily the
fluid of venture capital available for that purpose, since tilO tax colimes
out of
this fund. It lessens the Icntive to Invest capital in existing and In new enterprises, and thereby reduces the number or jobs for those seeking employment.
I ita statement tiled with tihe House Ways sid(1Mealls Cololmlitee oftI March 20
of this year by the tax ,onualttee of the executive council of the American
Federation of Labor it Is said:
', ..
. .... ,
-

,'"One tax which has an important effect in slowing up Investment in new ven-

ture enterprises Is the present capital-gains tax. If this is not repealed by the
new 1942 Revenue Act, it should be sharply modified to tax capital gains ut
lower rates, and to liberalize the provision for the deduction of capital losses.
Failure to tlke such actloll In earlier laws has led to a sharp reduction In capital available for new venture enterprises, because of tile heavy taxes involved
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If the business venture is successful, and because of the denial of-reasonable
credits against other profits If the niew venture isnot sueces.ful."
Attention is also called to the following resolution of the National Aisoelation of Commisslonerfi, Secretarle4, andi)irectors of Agriculture, adopted March
,
81, 1942, which was filed with the House Ways and Means Vommittee:
"Whereas it has been proved the capItal-gains tax de-stroys Incentive for
capital Investment and thns hIadicaps business and productloia and results in
.....
I
,
less tax returns to the Treasury;
"Whereas thIs his been harmful to Industry, labor, and ligricul'ure: Therefore
be It
. "Resolved, That the National Association of Commissionero, 3-ecrelarles, and
Directors of Agriculture, imelug inWashington on the 31st day of March 1942,
urge the Congress to repeal the capital-gains tax and that the secretary be Instructed to send a copy of this resolution to all Members of the Congress, both
Houses."
The empital-gaias tax le.tssens the stability and liquidity of markets, and by so
doing seriously deters new capital issues which are so essential for expansion,
recovery, and employment.
The tax creates frozen posltions in securities and real estate, and thereby
restricts business activity and the taxable Income normally resulting front such
activity and cheeks shifting Into bonds for defense. For sonic years the ra:,lestate market las been most seriously depressed, and where sales have been
made they have unally beenrmade at a great sacrifice.
Writing inthe Tax Magazine, for S-ptcmber 1937, the late Morris S.Tremniatne,
comptroller of the Slate of New York, referring to the capital-gains tax, said:
,"The law dans upie normal ebb and flow of trade. It affects commodity
markets, espeCially real estate. Because of this, many real-estate owners have
refused attractive offers of purchase, with the result that, in addition to sellers
missing a sale, hrokvrs mis commissions; the buyer Is prevented from buying
and Inproving properly: contractors miss a job; a materilanvi mlsses the market; building ctmitrlttm labor and building service labor remain unemployed;
the city misses an inereftoed tax on proposed new building; and, lastly, fantastically enough, the 0overnminet collects no capital-rrans tax."
The holding period Isan artificial and unsound distinction between ipeculation
and investment. There Is nothing In accounting, in economics, or In fiscal policy
which Justifies the distinction between speculation and Investment on the basis
of time. Time does not lessen risk. It Inereaseb rlsk. The time factor is
meaningless.
Three foreign witnesses, who testified before the Ways end Means Comnmittee
about the laws of their respective countries-Mr. Istel
for France, Mr. Andriesse
t
for Holland, and Mr. Vaniunren for Belgium-nresented very intere. lng and
Informative testimony. Mr. Tstel, who was technical adviser to the French Min.
istry of Finance under Paul Reynaud, stated ihat prior to the German Invasion
France had no capital gains tax. In March 1941 the Vichy government introduced
a tax on capital ,ains from stocks at a rate of 33 percent, and without limit as to
the nerlod of holding. In the words of Mr. Istel:
"The effect
of the law was exactly contrary to expectation. The buyers of
shares became more reluctant than ever to sell, a.; ih-y wished to avold paying the
tax. Owing to the mearcity of offerings, the market thereuron rose even more
sharply. In fact, owing
to thi complete abseree of shares offered for sale, soee
o
stocks were not qu ted at all. for days at a t'me.
"As a result, the Vichy government was compelled to relax the provisions of the
law.' In July 1941 the rate was reduced from 33 to 20 percent. and the holding
period which was unlimited wnq reduced to 1 year from the date of purchase.
1
After 1 year, capital gains were free of tax.
"In February 1942 the law was relaxed further In order to accomplish Its
original purpose. 'Ihe rate was reduced to 10 prc-nt. Thie tie limit wa. reduced
to 3 months. No tax was payable on gains realized after the 8 months' holing
period.".Mr. Andriess;e testified Hinteven in periods of urgent need for additional
revenue the Netherlands Government never taxed capital gains, beleving that
It would check the development of new lsinesses.
I Mr. VanBauren testified that there was no tax on capital gains In Belgium
for Individuals, that the state took the position that fluctuations In prices of
securities, of real estate, and other capital assets were too uncertain to be made
'; " ",.
' I I.
..
a source of Government revenue.......
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,,;8. The capital-gain tax, if imposed at high. rates, produces but little revenue. On the other hand, if the rate is low, very substantial revenue will be
produccd.-This is due to the fact that the. taking of capital gains Is discretionary. Whe, the tax rates are high the owner elects not to sell unless the
salo will result In a loss. Senator Connally brought out this point very
clearly when he said at the hearings before the Senate Finance Committee on
the Revenue Act of 1938:
"It seems to me there is a differentiatloh between ordinary income and
income,from capital gains. In the case of ordinary Inconie the taxpayer has
to pay it Ithe tax] ; he has no choice. But in the case of capital gains he has
a choice; he does not have to realize unless he wants to. * * * If the holder
.does not sell, you do not get any tax. * * * I am coming around to the view
that as to capital gains and losses we should make it more attractive to a man
to sell ins ead of offering him a premium to hold."
Accord ,ug to a statement made by the late Morris S. Tremalne, while lie was
comptroller of the State of New York, a State in which capital gains, -if any.
should be large, "the tax positively has never produced a dollar of net revenue
for tle !tate." The transactions of course were subject to both the Federal and
tle State taxes.
Our experience under the various revenue acts in effect since 1913, evidence
of which was introduced before the Ways and Means Committee, amply supports
the conclusion that the lower rate produces the large revenue. From the
Treaury Departnent's own lh4ures It appears tlat if the 5,year boom period,
1925-29, is excluded, the taxpayers of the United States bad no net capital
gains, but huge capital losses amounting to over $8,000,000,000,
during the
period from 19117 to 1940., For theyear,1940 tile revenui produced by the capitalgains tax, according to the Treasury figures, was $12,868,000, and I suspect
that the revenue for tie year 1041 was a minus quantity. From a revenue
point of view, therefore, the capital-gains tax has been very disappointing.
Mr. Eilisha M. Friednan, consulting economist, of New York City, who has
made a most thorough and enlightening study of this problem, the resuils of
which were presented by him to tie Ways and Means Committee, estimates tlit
under the provision of lhth loland lill (1i. It. 6358), providing for the abolition of tie hoidll g pt-riod and a fit 10-percent rte onl all Calpital g:ilns,
the Treasury would probably receive in a single year between $100,000,0(;0 and
$650,000,000 front the tax on capital gains on New York Stock Exchange securlties alone traded within the year, the actual amount depending upon the fluctuations and activity. To tlits should be added tax receipts on securities held
for longer periods, besides tie tax receipts from capital gains oi the billions
of dollar of other assets outside of those listed ott the New York Stock Exchange,
including blilioii of dollars of farm lands and buildings and other real estate.
Added to ails wouid be the additional receipts of lhe Federal and State Govern.
meats from stock-transfer taxes, which, if they doubled, as they might well do,
would amount to $18,000,000 for tile Federal transfer tax and $21,000,000 for the
New 1ork State transfer tax.
It should be added that, In addition to tile Increased revenue derived from the
capital-gains tax Itself and from the stock transfer taxes, there would undoubtedly be an increase of substantial proportions resulting from the stimulus given
to our entire economy by the proposed cinges in the law which would lead to
larger national Incomei and hence larger revenue from Income taxes on ordinary
income, an effect which might not be pronounced during the present period of
war-stimulated activity, but which would be decidedly pronounced in the period
followig the war.
In the light of all this, it Is submitted that while the taxation of capital gains
is uns oand in principle and cannot under normal circumstances be Justified,
nevertheless very substantial revalnue wbuld undoubtedly be produced from such
a tax If the rate were made lo% enough to remove the barrier wlhlch exists to
the tatting of gains under the present law and which would exist under the House
bill, that a rate of 10 percent would in all probability have this effect, and that
the present emergency Justlils the temporary Imposition of such a tax.
In this connection it is of the utmost Importance to bear in mind that to secure
the maximum revenue from the capital-gains tax the holding period must be completely eliminated. The holding period, with Its high rate of tax, creates an artificial barrier to the sale of property during that period, thereby greatly reducing
the revenue to the Government. Elimination of the holding period and a low
rate of' tax applicable to all capital gains are both Important If the maximum
revenue Is tobe obtained. ,,
'
,
*.
.
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4.'
Tow avoidance under the proposed changes would be inconseqveiltial.-In his
statement to the Ways and Means Committee on March 30, 1942, regarding the
capital-gains tax, Mr. Randolph Paul, speaking for the Trenury'Depurlment,
contended that the adoption of the provisions of the Boland bill with its 10 percent rate on all capital gains would facilitate tax avoidance. He argued that
the imposition of a tax rate on capital gains substantially below that levied on
other sources of income would give taxpayers a strong Ificenttve to convert other
Income into capital gains As one method of accomplishing this-the method to
which the principal consideration seems to have been given--he suggested that4* * * a stok way be purchased ex. dividend--. e., immediately after the
payment of the (ivlhlend, and sold cum. dividend at a gain, immediately prior to
the payment of the next dividend. The dividend, which accounts for part of the
difference in price, is In effect realized as a capital gain."
Careful scrutiny of this suggestion, however, indicates that this would not constitute a means of tax avoidance. As a matter of fact, in the vast majority of
cases, even apart from any fluctuation in price, the expense of making the purchase
and sale would exceed the income tax payable on the dividend if the taxpayer had
continued to hold the stock. To test the question, let us take gas an example the
following case:
Suppose a stock selling at $60 a share and paying a quarterly dividend or
$1 per share, and suppose that this stock is purchased at 60 immediately after
the payment of the dividend and that 3 months later Immediately prior to the
payment of the next dividend the stock is sold cum dividend so that the dividend would he paid to the buyer rather than tle seller, and suppose the very
unlikely contingency that the stock is sold at 61 so that the gain on each
share is $1, the exact amount of the dividend. In such a case the Federal
and New York State transfer taxes nd the broker's commissions payable by
tie taxpayer would amount to 651/t cents per share. This sn, deducted from
the gain of $1, would leave a net taxahle gain of 84% cents which, under the
Boland bill. would be taxable at 10 pt-recnt. This tax, amounting to 31/jcents,
deducted from 34% cents would leave 31%/ cents net gain to the taxpayer. Let
us assume that this taxpayer Is a man of substantial means with a taxable
income of between $50,000 and $60,000. 'T'he maxinn rate of tax under the
present law on his ordinary income would be 01 percent. If liehad held the
original stock and received the dividend on it, he would have paid a tax of
61 cents on each dollar of the dividend. This would have left him a net of
39 cents, or 7% cents more than liewould have had if he had tried the taxavoilance scheme suggested by Mr. Paul and had sold the stock cuni dividend.
This is shown more clearly In the following table:
I. Results per share under tax avoid- II. Results per share If no tax avoidance attempted
ance plan
Dividend ------------------- $1.00
Purchase at 60--sale at 61:
01,
61% income tax-------------.
$1.00
capital gain -------------Less expenses:
89
income
------------.
Net
2731/
Commission on purchase. 27%
('ommission on sale
Federal transfer tax on
.00
sale ------------------New York transfer tax on
--.
04
sale -------------Total -------------

65%

Balance --------------. 84%
Less
I I 10% .taxI on capital
I, .. gain.. ---.03/1
-----

.
"I ; :,'
;

I I, .'.. ... , . l

, .311/.
".. ..N et gain.. ....
Difference between net gain under I and 1I-------------------------.
S

07%

'If $100 par value or no par value.

If the taxpayer's maximum rate of tax under II had been less than 61 per.
cent, the difference in the net gains moler the two plans would have been still
.
1
.
. ,, I L
.
more favorable to It..
'.'If
the taxpayer's mnaxiiiiui rate of tax had been 70 percent Instead of 01
the
taxcents a share better off under I,
percent, lie would have been 1
avoidance plan, than under the other, and If his maxinum tax iate.had been
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81 percent, the highest rate assessable under the present law, lie would have
been 42$/g1,apts better off, Is:It coaceivablethat any person, fpr this pos ible
trivial gain of a few cents a share on a $00 stock, would incur the risk of a
fluctuation In the price of the stock during the time he holds it that might he
many times tile amount of the possible saving? Furthermore, It should he observed that it is not by any means the fact that when a stock goes ex dividend
Its market price Is reduced by the amount of the dividend. The reduction Is
frequently less.
So far as the matter of tax avoidance through any means is concerned, it Is
believed that this would be Inconsequential. To refrain from adopting a low
rate which would produce the largest revenue merely because of this would be
like burning down the house to get rid of the alice.
V. 0ONCLURION

In conclusion, It Is submuitted that1. The taxation of capital gains is nnsound and can be Justiled only by the
great need of revenue in the present emergency. As soon as the eamergelacy
is over the tax should be repealed.
2. If, a-; I niauie, the purpose of the tax is to raise re-venue, there can be
no douht In my opinion abq ot the wisdom of adopting the 10-percent rate and
abolishing the holding period with Its lirohibitive rates, as Is herein proposed.
However, If anT doubt exists in the Illads of the committee oil this poihnl, why
not give the prollosil it trial? If after a reasonable perlod It is found that a
moe, (he law can readily be changed. There Is not mtuch
mistake has hleminad
to lose In givlug the proposal a trial, shice the present law produced but
$12,000,000 from capital gains In 19.10 and I suspect even less In 19,41, to say
nothing of the dlsproportionately high cost of collection due to the large ainount
of litigation regarding the tax.
.
bllhmi
Ited,
I Resptectfully
ROBERT It. RIsEasEH.
AvO0UST 1, 1942.
The CIIAIIMAN. I submit for the record a brief by Arthur G. Drefs,
vice president of the Mc-Quay-Norris Manufacturing Co., St. Louis
Mo. on the general provisions of the tax bill.
(The brier referred to is as follows:) -

Jlmr PjWARa nv AuTIJnu G. Dvins, VICt PasEnEmNT, McQuAY-Noauis MANUFAO.
• 2UNa Co., ST. Louis, Me.
I. Ooaor., chairilan, Senate Finance Committee: Tax bill, in
Senator WALTETR
addition to providing revenue for the current Mcat year, should also, its far as
practicable, consider the long-range effect on the taxed Individual or corporation
ailld oia tie national ccoiioumy.
It Is now evident thttt til wave of optlilnsnI that swept this country after the
bombing of Cologne, th Initial success of the Iasltan at Kharkov, and the successful stand of the British In Egypt, created a false hope for tile early tertninatioa of the war.
The tax bill that Is presveatly enacted should consider the probability of a long
war, with severe taxation on all types of Income but without destroying the
.
Instruments of productol
The bilt us passed by the House will have disastrous results on maay corporations. 'Vh tax rates are so severe as to eliminate opportunity of delat repayment.
The House tax hill provtles no Incentive for low-cost operation. 'fihe House tax
bill destroys the iemnltive to cAibark in fur'tWr War effort, especially "Iaiid'Jobs."
'! The report of tile Natlnia[ City Bank, just Issued, shows the effect of tile
lely, the
louse hill taxes on 180 prominent manufacturing organizations.
first quarter reports of 1042 as compared to the same quarter of 141 showed a
reduction In net Income of :32 percent. The second quarter of 1942 showed a
reduction of '12 percent when compared to the same quarter of 1841.
Tiao Inevitable result must be widespread reductions of corporate divildeds.
Those eorpiQrations with heavy aonded Indebtedness, bank loans, or high rate
preferred stocks, or all three, will probably have to substtantially reduce or
completely eliminate the dividends oi1 junior shares, such as common stocks.
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With reduced earnings, maturing bonds and bank loans will be difficult to,
extend or refinance.' Eqluity capital will be unobtainable except at'prohibItive
rates.

,,
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Reduction in corporate' dividends reducs' taxable Income of Individuals,
offsetting in part the yield from corporations.
* Likewlse, reduction in dividend, will cause decline in security prices, reducIng revenue fromk capital gains, and increase capital losses, with consequent
reduction in taxable income.
' I' " 1. "'
Gift, estate, aud inheritance r venues will likewise decline.
Serious consideration should be given to tihe Impact of the House taxes on the
firical coldItion of corporation.
In the case of McQuay-Norris Manufacturing Co., the Vnlue of onr output
will have Increased from $9,400.(:00 lit 1941 to $40,000,000 In 1042: number of
employees from an average of 1.700 in 1941 to between 7,500 to 8 5)0 in 1942;
gross profit of $1,066,800 in 1941 to nn estimated profit of,$1,700,000 in 1142;
for 1912; net profit (11sidg
Federal taxes ii 1941, of $522,600, to $1,282,r500
'
'
exemption base of $550,000 In 1942-Lactil in 1041), tit House rates, $741,817
actual it 1911, $417,500 in 1942, or a decrease of $124,317 in ripite of $30,5)0,000
greater business.
McQuay-Norris dividends this year will probably be $2.50 per share of cormionrt, or a total of $285,872.50. This leaves for plant expansion, Increased Inventory, reduction of bank lomais capital-stock taxes, Missouri taxes, $131,627.50.
Result Is choice of (a) reduction of dividend; (b) complete secession of plalnt
and inventory expansion; (c) Impair working capital and financial position of
company; (d) continue bank loans with no reduction.
House tax bill Is particularly vilous to small and moderate size corporation"
who have done an outstanding war Job.
Suggestions:
.
First. Provide Incentive. Fix the imaxinium total tax (including normal,
surtax, and excess-profits tax) that can be levied against a corporation at from
60/ to 70 pere&iit.'
Second. Eslmblism accelerated depreciation rates. Example: Corporation normally work.,; 51 weeks per year at 40 hours per week. i)epreclathio allowance
by Treasury )epartmeut to us on machinery now averages 8 percent. If comapuny works 80 hours per week 51 weeks, reconend rate increase of 161 percent.
Hight percent rate would thus be increased to 9.2 percent. If hours worked were
120 per week, 51 weeks, depreciation rate would be Increased 30 percent; thus
8 percent would become 10.4 percent.
Such a formula would eliminate hundreds of tax cases which w!! Inevitably
result. Corporations know that three-shlft 7-day-week operaton.; Increase wear
and tear. Treasury should recognize this by accelerated depreciation formula.
Third. Change section 719 of Internal Revenue Code, Borrowed Invested capItal, so that advances by Government, Including those without Interest, cacil
qualify for invested capital the same as a bank loan. Pargrapli (a) 2 of
section 719 permitted loaumi fronm foreign governments to so qualify. There
should not be discrimination if loans are made by our Government.
, Fourth. If no maxinmun total tax rate Is establishell, there should be provided
some method for recovery of excess-profits tax over 80 percent, and for combined
normal and surtaxes, over 40 percent.

, -

.I 1 .

.

;. Unless this Is done the adjustment from war to peace will result In a financial
catastrophe. There will be few if ammyprofits during the adjurstment pitriod.
Debts, Including tax"s, will bave to be paid. This would result in wholesale
,'
liquidation of assets to provide cash.
The CHAItIiAN. The following was submitted by lion. Hattie Cara-

way, Senator from Arkansas, for insertion into the record on the effect
of the gasoline tax increase upon the precarious financial position of
•
,
Arkansas.
' (The statement referred to is as follows:)
STATrEMNT OF HON. UATTIE CARAWAY, A SENATOR IUOM TE 8TATM

or

AnIaANss

MJECT OF TRY GASOLINE TAX IIICRFAHE UION THEt l'RFI.UiOtJF IINANA~T, POSITION OF
-,ARICANSAS

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I fully appreciate the stupendous task which faces you In the writing of a tax bill to raise the huge amo"-'t of
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revenue whkh is called for to finanice our present war program. Nevertheless,
I know that you approach this task with full realization that the financial load
must he distributed as fairly and equitably as possible so that no Individual or
group will he called upon to bear more than its proportionate share of this burden.
I know that you have those considerations foremost in your hnilds at this time,
but due to the stress of the present situation I wonder if you have given due conMideration to the effect of Federal encroachment upon the limited field of State
revenues. I refer particularly to the prinellal revenue source of all the States,
inanely, tl'e gasoline tax, and to the Treasuty Departuent's proposal to increase
th,

li~qcnt duplicating Federal lmotor fiel illllJst fronli

11/: cents to 3 v-elits per

g allon.

I ant11
greati, "nlce'icd as to the effect which such a move would have upon the
solvetcy of the State t,: Arkansus. But I may say that Its effect would he
equally Oflastrous to the financial position of several other States.
Durlilg the 1020's, Arkainsits embarked ipon a treneidouis progilini of highway improvement. Millions were borrowed to liiiance new roads and when the
crash came i 1129 lhe State was deeply in debt. Relief was sought through
negotiations with the bondholderS hut before these could be conuniniated so
nlllch (line had elapsed that tile State was on the brink of repudiation. Motor.
1st taxpayers were faced with saving tile financial integrity of the State. The
gasoline tax rate was increased to (11 eedit a gallon-the secolid hlighelt rate
il the Union. The State was returned to a Pouind fliancal footing but only
iy ii narrow nargiln. The State's bonded Indebtedness is of January 1, 1942,
ilOuited to $1:19,10W,557
1nd
so 1nneh of the Stale gasoline tax has been required for bond payments ndId
matinintenance that nothing has been available for lew constructilon.l I recognition of ihis fact, tile Federal Glovernment,
Itself, during the 4 years front 1936 to 1939, allowed Arkansas to obtlin lis
Federal highway aid without matclling-a practice without prevcdent under
tie Federal highway Act. After many vicissitudes the lilghway fiscal situation
was materially ililroved lroigh refuondig tlle highway debt i 1941, but
the hope for relief was short-lived. For now tile stoppage of automobile sales
snd tire ratloiling again has curtailed highway revenues
1ndan additional
cloud looina oi the horizon. This new cloud 1.9the threlit of gasoline rationing
anid the decline In the use of all passenger vehicles.
Under the terms oif two refunding agreenenlts made with Arkansas' bondholders li 1934 an(d 19-11, tile State ngroed to set inside eacit year for bond
anlortizatilon a nillnlim of $7,175,000.
Also n1er the terls of these agreelinenls the State 1nil1t provide all additional ,$3.075,t0 annulally to assure the
bondholders talit their physical investment will not le
nlilly depreciated.
I)urlig tile ('llendar year 1141 the State received $13,219,000 in gasoline tax
revellue. Frroinl this amount $1,500,000 is allocated to the colnltles, or threequarters of a cent of tile tax. This share Is depended upon to provide funds to
finance the Improvement and lnalltenance of county roads so that their secondary road systern upon which maintenance costs naturally are larger than upon
the more highly Improved State system also seriously are affected by the
diminishing revenue 19(1 while they must depend for the dura olln.
The cities, too, are vitally Interested In the State-collected gasoline tax revenue, for at the recent legislative session they were allocated a portion of tile

collections. Ulder the provision of this enactmnlnt, however, the cities
only in tile event that collections exceed a eertanl preieriled iltliulin.
year tile yield Just began to approximate this figure. If it falls slightly
current levels, tile titles s will receive nothing and It Is conceivable that

share
Last
below
if the

Federal government encroaches upon this tax source upon which State, countties, and lnunlclpalitles now are delxndent, It may well be guilty of depriving

(lie ell les of any revenue whatever from this source.

As I said previously, Arkansas is not the only State which will lie affected by a
further Ilnvasilo of tie gasollne-tax field, for nearly all have resorted to borrowing

for hilgliways. Currenltly almost every State 1111isome outstanding hligliway debt,
as shown In tile attached table. This debt totals approximately $1.00,000,000.
Il reliance on tile gasoline tax as a stable revenue source, many States have
pledged future receipts for payment of princilal and Interest oil their highway
obligations. One State used 73 pereent of its slalre of gasoline-tax revenues to
service Stllte highway bonds alnd Its counties used 12 lercenlt of tile siare granted
to them by tile Sille. No less than eight States use more than 40 percent of their
gaaollne-tax revenues for pricl(11 all Interest charges on highllway IndehtedneSs.
iThe States face a grievous problem during tile perlod of eurtalled atnlomoble-
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srnorotion. But, If this tax is enacted, that problem will be carried over to the
post-war era, for If the Federal tax Is Increased It will be continued at the higher
rate long after the war, and its effect will be felt through the curtailed consumption of gasoline and in lower State revenues. This would have it disastrous effect
upon the States, for, following the armistice, existing State highways obviously

will be It need of repair and because of the curtailment of new constructionmany
new roads will be needed. Th|s new State highway construction will be a treinendous factor lI bridgiug the gap of unemployment while the Nation reverts to a
peacetme economy, and we cannot afford to Jeopardize the principal revenue source
for this program.
In

view of these factors, It Is urge(] that the Federal Government should not

Ilerease the rate of its gasoline rate now.

StIte lfhihay dcbt

Igllway 11b
otstanding I

...........................$4, &4 000
one
......................................

Alabnma ......

Arlms

Percent(f Pcrcelt of
(1tnto Rhre 1(4041
S'bare
ofY.as tax of Rs tax
inds u(ed
to sorvleo to serviO
dlit I
debt'

Annl l debt
hI
morvlm
clrges
oatIfromt
lilgh.ay-t r
taxes
$2,627,000

139. 10A1.057
0,&.0OW4
Arkrnusa, ......................................
111,074, 000
3,609r.
00
Califorria .....................................
1,9(7.00
22,121).(W
Colorado ......................................
1,987, (M0
21, 4.0 0W
ConneelIc'it ...................................
8, 312.000
053,400
Delaware ......................................
None .
.....
....
00
District of Columbla ...........................
iMo,3,11.012
0,6,27,
000
Florila
..............
.........................
83.000
25,330,8M
Georgla.......................................
Idaho ......................................... 37,W00
,I 1
4,010
90
illnolah ........................................
11,435, 40a
.............
None
lInlsnri .........................
...........
............... 62,261,000
8, 302.100
Iowa ...........................
18,052, 10
1,335,000
KOanOsi .......................................
.........-....
I entucky .....................................4, 430, 04)
7.214,M40
Loulslana....................................1 , W6,,ort)
2,770.00
Ma4ne .....................................2, 777, 0M
25,712,000
1, 404,M4O
Maryland ......................................
Ma,.laejottS ................................11,452, 625
6.002.,00
4, 40 1,04W0
Michlan ......................................
31,00,O)
33,m48, 18
4,273, 00
Min ctsta ...........................
55,497.000
MIgslh
sRi4
ll ....................................
3.523,00
84,03W,000
8,869,
040
Missouri .......................................
047,000
3,00 000
Montana ................................
N~one .............
Nebraska .....................................
Notio
88,
Nevada ..................................
10.3W1.o04
1,148.000
.............
Now Iampshire ........
0,952.00
............ 74, 740,1)0)
Now Jersey ..............
1,897. (X)
Now Mexo ...................................
3, 4104
81,819.0)0
New York ....................................
8,
70,000
North C rolina
................................
,0)
71,
W2,(119,
084, (m
...........
North Oakota ...............................
O o.....................................
4.084040W................
04010
Oklahoma ..................................
Oregon .......................................
2. 7(O,(9
12.0790.260
8,420,003
Pennsylvania...
...........................
5.78,000
215,4(
W
.
Rhode l
Iland ................................. 8,097.000
2. 701, 00
Bout)) Carlina ..............................
South Dakota ................................. Noro
2,14o0
07.
185,
00
&8,.0(0 .
Tennesee .....................................
81,741 872
'0x .........................................
7,2M7,10g.
U tah........................................
118.(%0
Vermont .... ............................... 5,011%(W4
1.3.WO
Virginla ..................................... 3, 428. M0
221.40(0
Wash ington ...................................
0.034,000
West Virilula ..................................
74.4417,000
7, U39,030
13,331,WO
WItconsin ......................................
3,807,000
117,0
Wyolming .....................................2,520,000
s,t.837,04100

1.3
None

73.0)
Nono
24.6
15.0
19.4

Nono

40.5

7.3
Norio ............
Norio
44.0 ............
11.4
None
R 8
31 4
12.7
Nore
l0.7
34.3
11.9
Nori
01.0
37.0
18.2
None

............
............

4)

25.2
17.2
41.3
1".
5
2,3.9
None
NoIuO
None
21.0
q.1

8.0

......... i

21.5

21.9

45.0
21.5
None
20.1
(4)"

19.4
25.4

44.7
05.2
3.2
11.21

1,003,979.44
'lotal ....................................

I All figure

In thh column from American Association of State Highway Oficials, Ameuicau Ilighways,
July 1042, p. it,
I Actual charges for calendar year 1040.
tate governumit litmtf for uw on iighways herni
I Itcpreenta only share of ta0x actually available to
Oxcludes entirely all allocations to localities id also all authorized diversions of Fmollucotlo fnn(1 to non.
highway purposes. Based upon official releases of U. S. Public IRoads Adnulnlstratlon, table (1-3, 1940,
4 Lm than I percent.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. G. Donald Kennedy, president of the Amer.
ican Association of State Highway Oflicials, wio has been present for
2 days, has agreed, in lieu of personal appearance, to file a brief on
behalf of the Stilte highway olliciais of 48 States in opposition to increase in Federal excise tax on gasoline. The brief will be held by
the committee for reference and consi(leration if the committee decides
to consider any increase in the ghm)line tax.
(Whereupon, tit the hour of 1: 50 p. m. the hearings were closed.)
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(The following communications-hAve been ordered printed in the
record:)
Hon. NVALTEB
F. GEORGE,
Chairman, Oommittee on Finance,United State8 Senate,
C
Washington, D. 0.
My D A Ma. CHAIRMAN: I respectfully request, in lieu of a personal appearance before your committee, that this communication be extended in and made a
part of the record of the hearings being held before your committee on the pending
revenue bill.
When the revenue bill was pending before the Committee on Ways and Means,
United States House of Representatives, I addressed a letter to Hon. Robert L.

Doughton, chairman of the committee, presenting such Information as we believed
would be helpful in framing those sections of the revenue bill affecting the
American Jeweled watch industry.
This letter contains,
in
addition,
information covering more recent develop11
. 1..
. 11
' gratified to inform
m
I ents.
We are
your committee that the American jeweled watch industry has made'material progress on its vital war activities and we are confident
that our performance of the duties assigned to us will meet with the approval of
the military cstablinlhments.

" Recently, the production of civilian watches has been materially curtailed by
order of the War Production Board. We have recognized that the necessities
of war production would inevitably lower the production of civilian watches,
but it is essential that the remaining capacity of our industry be protected and
developed to insure a continued supply of needed civilian watches for an efficient
war
. Weeconomy.
believe your committee and the Congress should be informed that a
very
large percentage of the so-called civilian watches are purchased by or for and
used by citizens actually engaged In vital war activities. , , ,
. Relatively few members of the armed forces are supplied with watches by our
Government, but an accurate watch is essential to a properly equipped soldier,
sailor, marine, or coast guard man.' These watches are usually purchased by
the man personally, or for thena by friends or relatives, and are classified as
"civilian watches," which seems a sort of solecism.
Watches are essential for railroad employees, commercial air-line pilots and
personnel, and the personnel of other transportation facilities; for civilian airraid defense workers; doctors, Red Cross, Army, Navy and civilian nurses; laboratory and scientific research workers, and for the vast army of industrial and
office workers, both in Government service and private industry.
I It will rEquixe the diligent thought and effort of our industry to meet the con-

bined requirements of war production and civilian needs, but with the cooperation

of our Government and. with full understanding of the requirements by the
responsible officials of our Government, we con and will successfully perform this
duty. We ask only for the helpful cooperation of our Government.
- The American Jeweled 'watch industry is dedicated to the single purpose of
service to our Nation In this war.
I We recognize that new and heavy taxes are an imperative necessity and we
prefer fully to bear our proper share of the burden.
The duties of your distinguished committee are onerous and it seems fitting
to us that we cooperate with your committee and the Congress by refraining

from offering our suggestions on the minutes of form of taxation at this time.
I Our confidence in the ability and fairness of your committee and the integrity
of the judgment of the Congress and our assurance of their faithful consideration
of tle requirements of the Nation impel this decision.
-,229 1"
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We believe it is proper, In order that you may have the facts before you, to
call to your attention the vital war activities of the American jeweled watch
Industry. They are as follows:
Chronographs for Army and Navy; chronometers for the Navy and merchant
marine; chronometric tachometers for air corps; clocks for Army tanks; deck
watches for the Navy; hang-fire recorders for small-arms munition testing; jewelmaking machinery for War Plant Corporation; jewel-making plants for war
instruments; machine-gun camera watches for Navy flyers; map measures for
Army Engineer Corps; military camera and radio parts; navigational master
watches for bombers and long-range flights; stop watches for naval gun turrets;
time and Impact fuzes for Army ordnance; waterproof watches for Marine Corps.
Also--

.-

Aviation watches and clocks; escape wheels for ship's clocks; fine gages;
instrument parts for tanks and trucks; jewels for watches and other precision
instruments; military and naval watches; parts for aviation Instruments;
parts for arsenals, navy yards, and high-priority war Instrument makers;
and stop timers for Army and Navy.
4klso vital are the following:
" .. Railroad watches to keep transportation rolling; watches to coordinate
civilian air-raid defense; watches for doctors, Red Cross, Army, Navy, and
- civilian nurses; watches for enlisted personnel of armed forces; watches for
workers in industry and distribution; watches for commercial air-line pilots
and personnel; watches for laboratory and scientific research; and watches
* for Government employees and other office workers.
We. have called these activities to the attention of the responsible branches of
the'executive departments and independent offices, agencies, and establishments
of the Government. We (lid so because it is essential that the industry be allowed
sufficient Material for the manufacture of civilian watches to maintain our
organizations
during the period of tooling up for war production.
- It should be observed that 95 percent of the
work that has been assigned to this
Industry for the war program are articles for which we are presently not tooled
to make, many of them formerly Imported from Europe. It is, therefore, most
imperative that this industry be permitted to operate on its commercial lines to
itaintain our skilled help, so that they wll be available when the tool-up Is
completed
and we are on an all-out war production basis,
- In determining an appropriate tax on watches
it should be borne In mind that
a large proportion of the so-called civilian watches, both strap and pocket, we are
permitted to make are being sold to the boys entering the armed forces, and an
exorbitant tax would reduce the demand for the utility watch and again Interfere
with our employment program.
In comparison with most of the industries vital to our national life the American jeweled watch industry is small, employing approximately only 10,000 men
and women, many of whom are highly skilled and whose Individual training
required front 6 months to 5 years.
The total amount of material that actually goes into the making of watches Is
relatively insignificant and for 1,000,000 watches would approximate 15/1 tons
net. The bulk of the material used in the manufacture of watches is retrieved
from scrap and returned to refineries for reuse.
The Industry Is devoting its entire research, engineering, drafting, and tool
and die-making facilities to Government worm. *It has erected new buildings,
Installed new machines, and trained employees to new skills.
If permitted to keep Its facilities Intact, the American jeweled watch industry
can be of great service to the United States and the United Nations during the
war period and of service to all of the Americas and the United Nations during
the years of reconstruction.
" Should our organizations be dispersed through lack of work during the period
of tooling up for war work It would not be possible to reassemble them or replace
them, and our assignment In the war would be marked by failure. It is this that
we wish to avoid. It Is this that we must prevent.' Accordingly we believe it Is
our duty to lay the essential facts before the responsible heads of our Government.
The official Government figures on Imports are no longr aallable to us, but
our Government and the American jeweled watch Industry ki'ow that at the
present time Swiss watches are being received In the United States in larger
quantity than ever before. ' While permitting Nazi-dominated Switzerland to
enjoy tlhts privilege, our Government Is allowing Switzerland to refuse to export
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jewel bearings to the United States-both watch and meter jewel bearings-needed by us not only for watches but for many vital war implements.
Switzerland, from whom we have always Imported the vast bulk of our jewels,
has hald a near monopoly on jewel bearings for 100 years.
During the present emergency, the American jeweled watch Industry has
expended large sums of money and our Government has advanced additional
large sums for the erection of jewel bearing plants In an effort to relieve the
rihortage.
It creates an anomalous situation when a nation, embracing so great a privilege
at Switzerland presently enjoys in the watch market of the United States (due
to curtailment of American watch production), seeks to stalemate our Government
by refusing to export jewel bearings to us. - We believe this warrants the prompt
an0 thoughtful attention of our Government.
At another time, when peace and security have been recovered and the Nation's
requirements permit, we will ask the privilege of appearing before your committee to request a more equitable reclassification of watches.
At that time we will again call your attention to the fact that for purposes of
taxation, unler normal conditions, watches should be segregated under two
classifications: (1) The luxury class watch, ornamented witn precious or semiprecious stones, etc., which is properly classified as "jewelry," and (2) the utility
watch, which certainly Is not jewelry and should not l'e taxed in similar manner, hut recognized as the one precision Instrument indispensable in the life and
work of every citizen. A man's watch Is his most constant companion and
reliable guide.
.
Very respectfully,
(Signed) C. M. Kzi~Do,"
President,American Jeweled Watch,Manufacturers'
Assoc-ation of the United States.

Tu: EbFror OF TAX PROPOsFD IN H. R. 7378 ON WIscoNSIN Powar & LiTou Co.,
A UII1LITY OPERATING CO APANY, 80-PancENT EMennc, SFaVINO A RURAL TERItTORY IN WISOONtIIN
This company Is typical of many electric utility operating companies in the
United States serving siall cities, villages, and farmers.
The Wisconsin Power &Light Co. supplies utility electric service to one-fourth
the area of the State of Wisconsin; to 300 communities at retail with population
of 266,000, or an average of 100per community; to 33 communities at wholesale;
to 20,000 farmers.
IThe company is truly a rural-type company and typical of many utility companies located west of the Allegheny Mountains.
The Wisconsin Power &Light Co. was largely developed from the beginning of
World War No. 1 to the beginning of World War No. 2; brought 24-hour electric
service to 201 communities that previously had no electric service; brought 24hour electric service to 48 communities that previously had part-time service;
brought 24-hour electric service to 20,000 farmers; reduced the average cost per
unit of service by 60 percent to Its residential, commercial, and.rural customers;
spent millions of dollars for new generating plants, transmission lines, and dis.. I..
'
tribution systems.
This performance Is also typical of a large number of utility companies located
outside large cities.
The Wisconsin Power & Light Co. has made this development under the regulation of the regulatory commission o2 the State of Wisconsin; has not Issued alid
sold any of Its securities w"iout authorization and approval of such commission; has sold its preferred and common stocks at par or higher; was first utility
in the United States to file Its property accounts with Federal Power Commission on the original cost basis; Is now furnishing power to 106 Industries working
on war orders; Is furnishing power to the Badger Ordnance Works, to be one of
the country's large powder plants rihqulrlng electric power equal to one-third
of the company's entire output In 1941. , I
' .
-The Wlsconqln rower & Light Co. secured the money to finance this development by selling $80,000,000 of first-mortgage bonds, sold to Investing public;
$5,442,500 of notes, maturing serially over next 10 years, sold to banks and life
insurance companies; $16,819,300 of preferred stock, sold largely to customers
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of company (85 percent owned in Wisconsin) ; $7,309,250 of common stc!k, sold
principally to North West Utilities Co.
Duo to the speed of the development, large amounts of money had to be borrowed and the above Is quite typical of many utility companies located In rural
districts.
The preferred stockholders number 16,500, are largely customers of the conpany, make up one-sixth of the company's residential customers, own an average
of 10 $100 shares each, are 32.2 percent housewives (many of whom nre widows),
are 20.2 percent retired people (largely farmers), are 11.1 percent skilled workmen, are 10.1 percent professional people, and are found In nearly every walk
of life.
One out of six customers of the company is a preferred stockholder who has
Invested $1,000 on the average.
Similar conditions prevail in many electric utility companies located in rural
territory.
Earnings of company

Year 1940

12 months endIng Jutne 1942

if taxes as proposed in 1I. R.
7378 are used

Total revenue ....................................................

Operating expenses
.....................................................
r
Taxes othe than income ----------------------------------------------Depreciation. -----------------------------------------------------------

State income ----------------------------------------------------------Federal normal and surtax ----------------------------------------------

$10,652,115

$11,652759

198 ,640

4,228,167

, 4163,92
1,310,696

1,168,029
1,18, 403

143,3 8
516,%60

Federal excess-profits ----- _-----------.----------------------------------------------------1

Total operat ing expenses and taxes ----I--..............
..
7, 379,68
Oressinunse-------------------------------------------8,742
8,72,429
Oross Income
..................................Other income -------------------------------------------------- 39,925
Total income_..-----------------------..
---.........
---..
3,312354
Interest on long-term deht, including amortization, etc------------------1,704,065

Net Income -------------------------------------------------------

1,608,289

132,238
828,250

, 2,

D000

9, a47,087
28052
%,
58 72
6, 850
2,312,522
1,240,600

11,072022

I A decrease of $536,000from 1940net income and not equal to the amount of full preferred stock dividends
and therefore, nothing for common stock. An exoess-profits tax should take excess profits and not decrease
net income so low that even full preferred dividends cannot be paid.

Retiring o1 debt.--The company has a debt-retirement program of about onehalf million dollars a year for the next 10 years to which It is obligated.
. The taxes proposed In H. R. 7378 will so reduce the net income that the only
way to meet this obligation is to further slash dividends to preferred stockholders.
This is highly undesirable and will work severe hardships in many cases.
This company has not earned, In any years during the past 10 years, after
taxes and depreciation, 6%Apercent on the lepreciated value of Its tangible property and should not now be forced through taxation to such a low net Income
that its ability to meet its obligations are Jeopardized.'
Wiscosnsin Power tF Light Co.-Tam'es (including tho1se proposed in H. R. 7378)
compared with pay roll and earnings of company before bond inereat tor 12
months ending June 1942
.
,....:
.
,

Taxes ---_.-----------------------------------------.
-

$3,780,517

Total operating pay roll ---------------------------------, 2,359, 942
Total earnings (after taxes and depreciation but before any deductions for interest) --------------------------..
.
.2,312,522
Total taxes exceed pay roll by $1,370,575, or 58 percent.
,Total taxes exceed the amount earned for bondholders and stocholders by $1,418,.
000, or 61 percent..

Over 60 percent of total taxes are Federal taxes.

Ii *

II

,

- ,--

,

-

-

,
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When taxes of a utility company exceed total pay roll by 50 percent or exceed
by 60 percent the total earnings to the people who put up all the money to
finance the company, the company Is weakened to a dangerous point and may not
be able to efficiently and effectively carry its war obligations.
Wiscon8in Power & Light Co.-Taxes per dollar of revenue
Year:

.•

nte

13
.---------------...
1925 ----------------------------------------------9.14
1930 ------------------------------------------------------------14.220
..---.-----------------------------------1935 -----------------.
19.49
----------------------------------------------------I
1940---------1941 .
.
.
.
.
.
.
..----------------------------------------------25.19
Ending June 80, 1942, taxes proposed In H. R. 7378 ---------------332.01
The Wisconsin Power & Light Co. carried a tax burden in 1941 which was four
times as heavy per dollar of revenue as in 1925 and waits to pay Its fair share of
taxes but feels sure that the taxes proposed in H. R. 7378 are too high when
applied to companies with high ratio of Investment to Income such as utility
companies that are regulated by Government commissions.
CAPA Y Or UNITED STATES ELEUfeIC UT1lITY oOMPANES
The electric companies of the United States have built and are now operating
electric generating stations having a capacity five times the capacity In World
War No. 1.
'"he electric companies of the United States now operate stations with more
capacity than the capacity of the generation stations of all Axis nations combined.
The war loads of the United States are being largely carried by power from the
stations of these electric companies in the United States."
More demands will be put on these companies to furnish more power. It Is Important to the war effort that nothing be done which will so cripple these conpales that they cannot continue to efficiently and effectively carry on their part
in the war effort. , Bill H. R. 7378, as now drawn, would seriously cripple many
utility companies.
SUggested source of additionaltaxes.-Approximately seven-eightbs of electric
utility business In the United States is done by electric companies and one-eighth
by so-called Government-owned utilities (Federal, State, municipal). Under
present law and under bill H. R. 7378, one-eighth of the electric-utility business
pays no Federul Income and excess-profits tax,
.Under the two tyjps of ownership the Fervice Is similar, the customers are
.
.
..
..
similar..
Why not tax the entire business n a uniform manner?
If this Is not done, then either the customers of Government-owned utilities
are not paying their fair share of the war effort or the Government-owned
utility Is keeping profits that should be paid to the Federal Government to help
win the war. Electric companies should not have their taxes increased until
this one-eighth of the electric-utility business is made to do Its fair part iu
carrying the war burden. This would pre iuce about $00,000,000 of additional
taxes for the Federal Government and would treat the entire electric-utility
business In the United States on a uniform basis...
. There is no apparent reason why Government-owned utilities should not also
pay the Federal Government the 3'A-percent sales3 tax now paid by electric
...
companies.
, Huggesttons.-1. Restore the excess-profits tax to its original position-namely
apply it to net earnings after other taxes have been deducted--or lower the
$
,
.
percentages.
2. Permit the deduction from earnings of payrrents on debt (within reasonable
limits) to which a company has been committed.
*3. In some way make tax load uniform on whole Industry and not have
C, ° ". '
seven-eighths of It carry It all and one-eighth none. , .
The above changes would in most cases permit a utility company to continue
*-,...
. to function efficiently and effectively In the war effort.
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BY WILLARD P. PALIN 1r'i Tii

COMMITrn.

CONSIDERATION Or SENATE FINANCE

(Prepared by Willard P. Palln, o,vner and operator of an oil-reclaiming plant, and
secretary of the National Association of Re-Refiners)
1ESR5NTING ARGUMENTS AGAINST Tf11 TAXING OF THE RECLAIMING OF USED OIL

The question before the Senate Finance Committee regarding the taxation of
lubricating oil every time it is reclahned is a very Involved question and it does
warrant the careful and thoughtful consideration of the committee.
By act of Congress a tax was placed apon lubricating oil, which tax was to be
collected at the source. The original refiner pays this tax and in turn collects
the tax through the different handlers of its products until ultimately the tax is
paid by the purchasing consumer. Upon payment of the purchase price, plus the
Federal tax, all property rights accrue to the purchaser.
A concerted effort has been made upon Congress by first the major oil Interests
and then some of the so-called Inderendent oil marketeers to have legislation
passed that would tax oil every time It is reclaimed. H. It. 3071 laid before the
House Ways and Means Committee for thc past 2 years. That bill exempted the
railroads, who have been one of the country's largest oil reclaimers. That it was
never passed out of committee Is certainly to the credit of the Ways and Means
Committee. This year greater pressure was brought upon this committee to have
them pass some sort of taxation that would In effect tax oil every time it was
reclaimed. When any ground approach Congress to have a tax put upon a
competitor obviously it is for a selfish purpose.
We who are in the oil reclaiming business grant that the reclaiming of oil does
decrease the market for new oil to the extent of the amount of oil that is reclaimed,
although the amounts of oil reclaimed has been grossly exaggerated by the proponents of this taxation. But surely tie reclamation of oil is of far more importance to our Nation than are additional profits for the oil Interests. The War
Production Board tells us "Oil is ammunition---Use It wisely." The War Production Board recommend the reclamation of oil. Wc. carnot believe that Congress
has any desire now of all times to place an Impediment to the conservation of any
material so vital to this Nation as oil. This conservation is not limited to the oil
Itself, but it saves entirely the transpoetatlon Item, which is, as you know, one of
this Nation's vital problems. Now that we are engaged in a life and death
struggle to see If our way of life Is to survive, it Is no tine to waste our resources.
If any legislation Is needed, Congress should reward effort to save.
- Oil reclaiming is carried on by three different groups, all of whom must be
considered if an intelligent decision Is to be reached by this committee. First, by the consumer who places an oil-reclaiming unit upon his equipment.
Here oil reclaiming is carried on. continuously. Obvlous.y it would be imposI .'
I
- .I
I
sible to tax this reclaiming operation.
I Second, by the consumer who withdraws the oil from his equipment and
reclaims same by running through a separate oil-reclaiming machine.' There
are thousands upon thousands of these machines in use by private owners,
garages, service stations, fleet operators, industrial plants, etc. It would be
practically impossible to collect the tax from this group of reclaimers.
Or, some of this group may elect to have their oil rechlmed by a custom
reclaiming plant where this work may be carried on in a more scientific manner. Here we find the first reclalmer who could be caught for a reclaiming tax.
However, his profit from this operation would not allow him to pay the tax
himself, and to attempt to tax his customer would drive the business from the
reclaiming plant back to the consumers' own equipment. The custom reclaiming
plant would certainly go out of business If oil reclaiming were taxed.
'
Third, the consumer whomhas used or partly used oil, who elects to sell same
on the open market. Some of the custom plants mentioned above, and some
plants who do not do custom work, buy this oil and re-refine It Into a marketable
product. This reclaimer could also be caught for the tax. Whether the property rights that would accrue to him as purchaser could be set aside, so that
he would not have the same rights.as the original purchaser had, would unquestionably be a question for the United States Supreme Court.
Here we have three different conditions. All reclaiming oil upon which
the Federal tax has been paid. Can Congress pass a tax that will tOx one
group and let the others go? Can property rights be set aside in one case and
not in the other?
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The question here is entirely different than that of the manufacturer of tires
who uses some reclaimed rubber in his product. In the first place the value
of the original tax-paid tire has been all used up. Here it was the tire that was
taxed, not the rubber. Then, too, the rubber is but one of the component parts
of a tire, whereas oil is reclaimed by removing the foreign Ingredients leaving
the oil as it was.
Arguments for the placing of this taxation upon the oil reclaimers have been
that the oil reclaimer gets his raw-material supply for little or nothing. The
facts are that the average cost of the reclaimer's oil delivered to his plant is
more than the highest price paid by the refiners of virgin crude.
They claim our low cost of production allow us a profit that could pay this
taxation. The facts are that the average reclaiming cost is much higher than
the original refiners' cost because of the small volume put through by the reclaiming plant. Less than 2 percent of all the refining plants have large enough
volume to get down to the orllnal refiners' cost. There are some large reclaimers in the eastern district. 1,Iy own operation is a veiy small one.
Certainly, our cost of sales itre very high. This is due to the propaganda that
is continuously used against us by the major oil Interests. All in all, we have
our troubles, without having a taxation problem that would put us out of'busi"
ness, to face.
We recognize the fact that taxs must be raised to carry on the war effort
and to finance the increased cost of government. We are willing that income
taxes be raised to any point necessary, or for a general sales tax, or for an
earnings tax, but we do not want a tax put on our industry that will put us out
of business.
Tile foregoing arguments-and many more could be made in favor of our
Industry and against taxation on oil reclaiming-have been made as it result of
my own personal operation of an oil-reclaiming plant for tile past 21 years and
because I have been interested enough to travel over 8,000 miles, to visit other
oil reclaimers, In order that I might know what the situation really was, and
tb t I might know what I was talking about.
I respectfully request that this brief be considered by your committee and
properly filed for the reference of those intrested.
WrLrABD P. VALS.
AuoUsT 11, 1942.
. . .

H6!.

WALTER F. GEOROE,

OFFICEWashington,
OF THim ATTOaRNEY
D. C., GENERAL,
Juily 84, 194 .
.

.

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
....
United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.
MY DEAR SENATOR GORGE: Section 504 of the new revenue bill, 1. R. 7378,
as passed by the House of Representatives, purports to change the official
designation of the United States Board of Tax Appeals to the United States
Tax Court and to designate its members as judges, without changing the powers
and jurisdiction of the Board, the appointment and tenure of its members, or the
practice and procedure before it.
I On June 5, 1942, I wrote to the Secretary of the Treasury opposing a lCglslative proposal to convert the Board into a full-fledged court. This letter was
presented to the House Ways and Means Committee. When this proposal was
modified merely to change the name of tile Board, I wrote the chairman under
date of July 3, 1942, expressing my disapproval of that proposal also. ' .....
I am still of the opinion that it is not in the public interest either to make
the Board a real court, *1S was first proposed, or to designate it as a court in
thv executive branch of the Government, as ,the House bill proposes to do. The
reasons for my opposition are set forth in detail In the two letters above referred
to, and in order that you and the other members of your committee may have my
views before you, I am enclosing copies of those two letters.
I need add only a few words to supplement these two letters. In the first
place it should be observed that the report of the Ways and Means Committee
advances no reasons to ,upport tile action taken. No showing is made that
necessity or public purpose will be served by ti change. In the second place
it should be noted that the House bill makes specific provision for the practice of
laymen before the proposed court. As appliedto an administrative agency such a
*
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provision would, of course, be entirely appropriate. But its application to a
body designated a "Court" is an anomaly and will only serve to add to the
confusion which the basic proposal will engender. , !- , ......
. .I
This Ictter and its two enclosures are. submitted in the hope that your committee may agree that the proposed change is inadvisable. I ask that these
communications be made a part of the record of the public hearings before your
I .
committee. ... . Sincerely,
FRANCIS BIDDI,

Attorney General.

Enclosure, .
(Copy]

OFFICE OF Tnp, ATOUNrY

GENERAL,

Washington, D. U.,June 5, 194?.
The honorable the SEIcn-rARy or T, rRVAMRT-lY,Washington, D. 0.
MY DP&%MR. SECQ-rARY: I understand that Randolph U. Paul, your tax adviser, has discussed Informally with Assistant Attorney General Clark a legislative proposal to make the Board of Tax Appeals a Federal court. In view of
the importance of this matter, I feel that I should express my views to you.
The Revenue Act of 1926 continuing the Board of Tax Appeals as created by
the Revenue Act of 1924 provides specifically that it shall be "an independent
agency in the executive branch of the Government." It has become one of the
most successful of the Federal administrative agencies. It has met wkth general
acceptance and approval during its existence of almost 20 years, and enjoys an
excellent reputation for Impartiality and fairness. In view of the Board's successful record it is difficult to understand why any change should be made in Its
status, particularly during this time of national emergency. I am not aware of
any public demand that the Board be transformed from an administrative agency
into a Federal court. Indeed such a change would seem to reverse the prevailing
trend toward the creation of administrative bodies to deal with specialized and
technical problems. I fear that the critics of the administrative process would
welcome the proposal as a confirmation of their views.
A change as far reaching as this should not be made until the proposal has
been fully explored at public hearings before both Houses of the Congress and
then only if the proponents of the legislation advance convincing arguments in
its support. This Department has not been apprised of any substantial reasons
why the proposed transformation should be made. In my opinion, the Interests
of neither the Government nor the tax-payIng public would be advanced by
making this change. On the other hand it seems clear that as a court, the
present flexibility in the handling of tax cases before the Board would be lost.
Moreover, confusion and delay would result during the period required for the
members of the reconstituted body and the Government and private lawyers
who practice before it to adjust themselves to the new status. It would seem
inappropriate to change the machinery which has proved so satisfactory for the
settlement of tax disputes, especially at a time when new and increased taxes
will inevitably Increase the number of such disputes.
Although I believe the Board of Tax Appeals should be continued in Its present
status, I do want to point out that its constitution as a Federal court would
involve a change in the representation of the Government before that body.
Under existing statutes and Executive Order No. 6166 the function of representing the Government In any United States court is vested in the Department
of Justice. In the interest of a unified control over the Government's litigation
in such courts, all Attorneys General have consistently opposed any suggestion
that this power be lodged elsewhere. As chief law officer of the Government I
feel that I must urge before the appropriate committees of Congress that the
handling of tax litigation before the proposed court be a responsibility of this
Department.
I shall be glad to discuss this matter with you further at any time you desire.

Sincerely,

.

•

FRACIS BrJDa ,
:.Attorney General.
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OFFIcE OF TH ATMONEY GENERATE,
Washington, D. 0., July 3, 1942.
Hon. RTOnL-cT
L. DounTOF,
Chairman, Ways am~t Means Committee,
House of Representatives, Washington, D. C.
MY DEAR CONORMOSUAN DOUGHTON: I have been informed that the Ways and

Means Committee has approved in principle a proposal to change the official
designation of the United States Board of Tax Appeals to United States
Court of Tax Appeals. I understand that the change of designation Is the full
extent of the present proposal and that the "court" Is to remain "an independent agency In the executive branch of the Government." (See. 1100, Internal
Revenue Code.) I think that this change is not In the public interest and
Ihat I should advise you of my views.
A court which operates as an Indepen'lent agency in the executive branch
of the Government Is an incongruity In our system of Government. It Ignores
the basic principle upon which this Government was founded that a clear line
of demarcation should be preserved between the three great branches of Goverinment, leglslatixe, executive, and judicial. The creation of such an organization will not only result Ia confusion and uncertainty in the mind of the publie, lint Is likely to be seized upon as evidence of an attempt to establish a
court under executive supervision" and restraint.
On June 5, 1042, I addressed a letter to the Secretary of the Treasury opposIng lheconversion of the Board into a full-fledged court, which letter, I understand, has been brought to the attention of your committee. The present proposal merely to change the name froia "Board" to "court" Is so Illogical that
It must e regarded as the first step in an attempt to bring about the larger
change piecemeal. This is confirmed by references In Committee Print No. 12,
dated June 25, 1942, containing some data submitted to the Committee on
Ways afid Means In connection with this proposal. These references are to
give 'the Board authority at a future date to enforce subpenas, to exercise
Jurisdiction over tax refunds, and to designate commissioners.
My attention has been called to the statements iv Committee Print No. 12
that the Board is already a court and that Its name should be changed to
accord with the existing situation. I do not agree with this charactedizatiou of
theThe
Board's
Board status.
has been In existence since 1924 and its status is well understood.
It Is an administrative agency which reviews administrative determinations.
Like other adminilstrative agencies, Its decisions are subject to judicial review.
The Supreme Court has repeatedly characterized It as an administrative body
exercising quasi-Judicial powers (Old Colony Trust Co. v. Commissioner, 279 U. S.
716; Ooldsmith v. Bd.of Tea Appeals, 270 U. S.117). Its administrative status
has been held sharply to distinguish it from a court. C. Blair v. Oesterlein Machine Co. (275 U. S. 220), with Williamsport Co. v. United States (277 U. S. 551).
Its jurisdiction is limited by statute. It does not have authority to enforce Its
decisions (U. f. ez rel. Girard Co. v. Helvering, 301 U. S.540, 542) ; nor does it
possess any of the Inherent powers of a court. It Is In no sense a part of the
judicial branch of the Government.
.
At the cases cited above show, the status of the Board and its power have
In the past been the subject of much litigation. Controversies of this character,
however, have reached the courts Infrequently In recent years. Undoubtedly
the proposed change in name will revive these old questions and will, I fear, breed
additional litigation. The present emergency Is scarcely an appropriate time to
make a change which will reopen o ugstions previously settled or which will
furnish occasion for renewal of controversy over the nature and powers of the
Board.
Its proponents offer no substantial reasons for the proposed change. The
plan is not supported upon the ground that It will aid in any substantial sense
in the performance of the functions for which the Board was create d. No
benefit to the Government ts Indicated, nor can any be perceived. It Is not
suggested that taxpayers generally are demanding the change, mor that it is
calculated to serve any significant need.
. I must respectfully urge for the reasons set forth that the present proposal
should not be enacted tito law.

Sincerely,.csm

ena .
Attosmey General.
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1on. WALTER F.

20, 1942.

GEORGE,

Chairman, Comnlittee on Finance,
United Statcs, Senate, Wahiapton, D. 0.
DEAR SENATOI GFOn0E: I desire to invite your attention to Section 504 of
the 1142 Revenue Act as it passed the House. This' section proposes to change
the name of the Board of Tax Appeals to United States Tax Court but the
court is to remain an administrative tribunal in the executive branch of the
Government where it is now. I notice on page 122 of the hearings before
your committee on July 24, there was some discussion of this provision. It
does not seem to me from this discussion that very careful consideration has
been given to the enactment of the proposed provision into law. For your
Information I enclose an advance proof of an article which will appear in the
September Issue of Law Notes upon the proposal.
It would be most unfitting i;, my judgment for Congress to confer the title
of judge upon officers who are not Judges or a part of the Federal judicial
system. Judges generally hold office for life and can be deprived of office onl)
through the difficult process of impeachment.' This makes for impartiality and
Independence of decision, and in my opinion more than any ono thing else
has led to the high esteem in which the people of this country generally hold
Federal judges. On the other hand, members of the Board of Tax Appeals
may be removed by the President for misconduct or inefficiency. Federal
Judges are appointed with regard to particular localities, and thus the people
of such locality and the local bar have some voice in the fitness of the apiltee.
Members of the Board of Tax Appeals, however, may be appointed
from the country at large and there is no check of local public opinion upon
their choice. Indeed they do not even have to be lawyers. The Board is also
unlike a court in that persons other than members of the bar may practice
before it. Why create confusion In the mind of the public on these vitally
important distinctions between courts and administrative tribunals? The distinctions are fundamental, because our system of Government is founded upon
the separation of powers. The maintenance of this principle obviously depends
upon the proper classification of functions. They cannot be kept separate
without
distinctions in nomenclature.
The idea
of Congress naming 'administrative officers judges without creating
them such is like marching up a hill for the sake of marching down again.
But this proposal is more serious than that. The bill has been drawn as if it
did nothing more than effect a harmless little change in name, but it seems
to me that in fact it does more. Section I of article III of the Constitution
provides, "The Judicial power of the United M-tates shall be vested in one
Supreme Court and In such inferior courts as Congress may from time to time
ordain and establish." The word "court" in the Constitution has no use and no
meaning different from the use and meaning which it lis in the section I
have quoted from. Likewise, the title judge has always been associated with
that use and meaning. Therefore, to call an administrative tribunal which is
not a part of the judiciary a court, or a member thereof a judge, is, to say the
least, deceptive. The term "court" or "Judge" has traditional meaning in our
system of government and the people should not be deceived into believing a
tribunal Is something which It in fact is not. I should think that a member
of the Board of Tax Appeals would be the last person in the country who
would wish to be placed in such a false light. It is an absolute negation to
provide in one breath for the establishment of a court and judges, and in the
next breath provide that the court shall remain an administrative tribunal.
The Board of Tax Appeals as presently named and constituted has been
doing excellent work and the members thereof are generally held in respect.
I would not oppose conferring the exalted title of Judge upon the members
of the Board if I thought it could be done under our Constitution In a way
that would add to their dignity and prestige. I oppose it because I think
it will have just the opposite result. Since they are not in fact to be Judges,
it seems to me calculated to bring them into disrepute to hold them up to the
public as something they are not. It adds nothing to the stature of the
Board and may very well detract from the prestige of the regular Federal
judiciary.
There Is no real precedent for this legislation. The change of the old Board
of General Appraisers into the Customs Court is not comparable. ' That change
was required in order that the old board might continue to serve Its purpose.
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-It was obliged- to secure much of its evidence in most of its cases from abroad
and several important foreign governments refused to honor commissions to
take testimony unless issued by-a court. Thus reasons of vital necessity hnpelled the change of name to Customs Court. Tito proposal to change the
name of the Board of Tax Appeals cannot be justified on any such showhig
of public necessity. There is nothing to indicate that it cannot continue to
function as a board as efficiently In the future as it has In the past.
There are many other considerations which It seems to me would make it
extremely unwise to try this experiment of creating a court which is not
a court, although I think what I have said Is rather conclusive. To sum up,
I am unable to see any public advantage whatever in the present proposal.
It is without precedent or justification. The Board now performs its functions
well, and it has won public approval. Its meinbers are as well paid as United
States district judges and, being less numerous and having country-wide jurlis.
diction, their position is certainly not inferior In dignity to that of a district
judge. Indeed, I should say that to be it member of the Board is just as distinguished as to be a district judge.
This legislation evidently emanates from the Board itself and has been
prompted by nothing more than a little vanity---excusable perhaps it that were
all-but the risks which are entailed by having the status of the Board misrepresented to the public in my opinion vastly overbalances the feeling of
gratification sonic of the members of the Board would have if they were to be
called judges.
Sincerely yours,
ROBERT F.

Enclosure.

KLEPINOEs.

[From Law Notes, September 1942]
UNiMD S'rTATES
rOARD o0'TAx APPEALS oa UNITIM STATEs TAX CoUrr?
By ROBERT F. KLF.INGEP, of the Ohio and District of Columbia Bars
The revenue bill of 1942 1 now before the Senate, contains a proposal' to change
the name of the present United States Board of Tax Appeals to United States Tax
Court. The bill further provides that members of the Board shall hereafter be
known as the presiding judge and the judges of the United States Tax Court.
The jurisdiction, powers, and duties of the Board retain unchanged. It also provides that no qualifed person shall be denied permission to practice before such
court because of his failure to he a member of any profession or calling. The
court remains an independent agency in the executive branch of the Government
by the terms of section 1100 of the Internal Revenue Code.*
By this proposal we would have an administrative body the members of which
intny masquerade as judges. Such an anomalous situation has, naturally, attracted the attention of the press. Some articles have appeared ridiculing the
proposal.' Sonic commentators have found the change unobjectionable.,'
Lawyers, however, will readily recognize objections of a substantial nature.
They will not agree that the proposal is merely amusing and without any substantial significance. After a little thought they will realize that the proposed
change Is not altogether innocuous. If adopted, it will constitute a precedent by
which traditional distinctions between courts and administrative tribunals might
I
destroyed.
beOne
of the cornerstones of our Government is the system of checks and balances
by which authority of the Federal Government Is divided between three great
branches-leglalative, executive, and judicial. Three separate and independent
branches were thought to be essential to the preservation of our liberties.
Roscoe Pound, in his Administrative Law, pays:' "But it is the separation or
ILH.
7978.
:See. 504.
" '20 U. S.C. A. see. 1100.
' Wall Street Journal, July 6, 1942; Washington News, July 7, 1942; Washington Evening Star. July 24. 11942.
6Washington Evening Star, July 16, 1941; New York Times, July 12, 1042; New York
.
nvenlng Sun. July 8,1942; Wall Street Jourual, July 8, 1942.
"
'
.
! pp.65. o.6
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distributions of powers that is the significant feature of our constitutional policy
and the concentration of them In a fourth Is objectionable, n~ot 'in the light of
numerology' but because it brings back the type of government that our conz
stitutions were set up to avoid." ,
The new provision would scramble two of the branches together by establishing
a tribunal which will be an administrative agency in the executive branch of the
Government but which would be designated misleadiur, as a court whose;. members
' :
' '..........
would be judges.,'
Disregarding the long history of abortive attempts to undermine the judiciary,
and in the face of the jealous regard of the legal profession to maintain, in all its
vigor, the doctrine of separation of powers, it Is asserted that the proposed change
would avoid confusion. On the contrary more and worse confusion might be
4
expected to follow from the proposed change. ,
The Congressional Record for July 17" contains a statement by Congressman
Dingell which foreshadows this confusion, lie s:aid that the purpose of his reinvirks was "to eircunlvent ainy technldal or erroneous, interpretation on the part
of the coutts." This was a tacit admission that the change is expected to protuee
confusion, not alone in the mind of the public," but also in the mind of the
I
, ,- judiciary.
Attorney General Biddle, in his position its chief htw officer of the Government,
was qtlck to sense the dangers inherent in the create Ion of such a hybrid trlbunal,
and promptly voiced his opposition.' Every lawyer who has pride in his profession
and is interested in the preservation of the integrity and Independence of the
judiciary will approve the sentiments expressed by the Attorney General in the
letter of July 3, 1942, which lie adressed to the chairman of the Ways and Means
: I ,4 '
Committee.
The Attorney General said: "A court which operates its an indepLendent agency
in the executive branch of the Government is an Incongruity in our system of
government. It Ignores the basic principle upon which this Government was
founded that a clear line of demarcation should be lireserved ls'iwecn the three
great branches of government: Legislative, executive, and judicial. . The creation of such an organization will not only result in confusion and uncertainty in
the mind of the public, but is likely to be seized upon its an evidence of an attempt
to establish a court tinder executive supervision and restraint."
An administrative agency masked as a court will clearly detract from the
dignity and public esteem enjoyed by bodies which are truly judicial. Certainly
it is not calculated to inspire public confidence for a tribisnal engaged in condemning deception on the part of taxpayers to be sailing under the wrong flag
itself.
Historically the terms "court" and "judges" are reserved for designating bodies
and individuals who belong to the judicial branch of the Government. They are
terms which the legal profession cherishes. Tie public has come to associate
them exclusively with the judiciary. If It is important to find a new desgnation
for the members of the Board of Tax Appeals, there is no more reason for invading
the judiciary than there is for borrowing the nomenclature of the sporting world
and calling them umpires or referees.
As it board, tins administrative tribunal has functioned efficiently for over 18
years, and it is only recently that a handicap lIas been discovered lit its present
name. "Board" also has been found good enough for most comparable State
bodies.
However, if it is desirable to rechristen the Board, it might appropriately be
of
called a commission and the members commissioners, The separate opinion
8
Mr. Justice McReynolds in Old Colony Trust Company v. Commissioner states
that the Board "performs administrative functions--the assessment of taxes."
This statement suggests that an appropriate name might be "Board of Tax
T I ! I 111
., .. I
Assessors."
But, in any event, it seems extremely inappropriate to select a name which
the Supreme Court. has explicitly held would be misleading. The majority
opinion in the Old Colony Trust Company case stated unequivocably: "The
Board of Tax Appeal,, is net a court." With all of the rest of the English
Vol. 88. No. 185. 77th Cong., 2d sesa., (534.' *'
@In a letter appearing in the Washington Evening Star of July 24, 1042, "John A.
Advocate" says : "Nw I an confused. and I wasn't confused before, so let's stop this
nonsense: There is a war going on and silk, even synthetic silk, can be better used for
parachutes than for robes for synthetic idges.'
Committee
OWays
10
1929, and
49 S.Means
Ct. 499
479 U. S.Miscellaneous
716, 73 L. Ed.Data,
918. Print No. 13, p. 109.
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language to choose from, It Is unfortunate that some appropriate term could
not have been found which Is not a misnomer under the decision of the
.
.
.
Supreme Court."
..... I The individual members of the proposed court would continue to be appointed upon, the recommendation of the Treasury Department for definite
terms, not for life. Their reappointment might possibly depend upon the
willingness of the Treasury Department to recommend It. As members of the
court they would continue to review administrative determinations made by
this sane Department, and officials thereof would appear before the court
representing the United States. This Is a common practice in the case of
administrative tribunals whose decisions are subject to Judicial review, but It
is wholly novel and dangerous precedent in the case of an organization designated as a court. Pillie confidence in courts generally will certainly suffer
by the spectacle of it court in which the reappointing authority appears ii
every one of the cases before the tribunal as a litigant."3
lurthermaore the membership of this proposed court may be composed of
laymen awd laymen may practice before It. Thin Iv exprss!y stated in the
report of the Ways and Means Committee on the bill," where it is said:
"The Board continues as an independent agency in the executive branch of
the Goverment, and Its membership Is not, through this change, necessarily
(conflled to lawyers."

It is doubtful If lawyers will be willing to a.cept with complatnee this radical
Innovation to have laymen, untrained In the law, function, or at least be designated, as judges In important tax controversies.
.
Itoscoe Pound, in his Administrative Law," that one of the checks upon courts
which do not obtain, or in our practice are Ineffective, as to aidministrative agencies Is that "the decision of a court Is subject to critclsmn by a trained profession
to While
whosecalling
opinion the judges, as members of the profession, are keenly sensitive."
the Board a court does not, of course, make It a court, the proposed new desIgnation (Ioes eonsthlMito n eainroachmin of in In,4dilous sort lnpos
the judietary which lawyers will hardly view with equanimity.
Tie great dctrine of separation of powers "Is not merely a matter of conveulence or of governmental mceclanisn. Its object Is basl.- and vital ;' namely, to
preclude a commingling of thef,e essentially different pow .rs of government in the
same hands." to

There Isia tendency to conftise the power of It court with Ihe quasi-judicial
power of adminIstrative agencle,-. This confuslm will not be dissipat(, but will
rather be increased unless ahetliulous care Is used In selecting names for adminIstrative bodies.
The decision of any controversy usually Involves the taking of
i
evidence w d the conducting of it hearhig !i such
ia

manmijer as to 4ilfy the due

process clause, but that does not mean that every administrative agency whlch
has the authority to decide controversies In accord with due proces. is performIng the function of a court. No one would suggest that the Interstate Conunerce
Commisscm, the Securitles and Exchange Commission, or the National Labor
Relations Board act as courts when they decide controversies and issue orders.
Yet they possess the same kind of authority as the United States Board of 'Iax
Appeals. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue decides In the first instance the
same questions which the Board of Tax Appeals is called upon to decide. In
ridditlon, the Commissioner can assess penalties and distrain on a taxpayer's
property to satisfy his claim. These circumstances would not furnish any support for a proposal to call him a one-man court.
Such a proposal, of course, has not been made, hut If the present duties of tihe
Board of Tax Appeals should be thought to be sufficient basis for the proposal to
call it a court, the movement may ultimately result it attempting to convert many
other administrative agencies Into courts. The United States Processing Tax
Board of Review would clearly be Indicated for a change of designation. It performs in the field of processing taxes the same functions which the Board of Tax
of tie reasons for confIning the term "court" to judicial
"The Place of the Administrative Tribunal In ()lir lTeinl
System." by Hon. Arthur T. Vanderbilt, American Bar Association Journal, vol. XXIV. No.
" For an excellent sta;enment
bodle e onmpoaed of lawyers, see
4-April 1688--pp. 26

271-272.

( I'f. n'Donorhigu v. Vatted States, 1932, 58 S. Ct. 740, 299 17. A. 510, 77 L. Ed. 1356.

11, Ropt. No. 2888, 77th Cong., p. 00.
1 Pp. 60-6Ol.
14
, pringer v. Pliine
s iad, 1927. 485R. Ct. 490. 277 7. S. 1iS. 72 L,.4. st4F.
0O'Dootoghue v. United States, 1932, 53 S. Ct. 740, 289 U. S. 516, 77 L. Ed. 1356,
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Appeal performs in the field of income, gift, and estate taxes. This suggests
that if the name of the Board of Tax Appeals is to be changed, its new designation should not be so broad as to indicate that it embraces all kinds of taxes.
,
. If the clear line of demarcation referred to by the Attorney General is to be
preserved between the executive and Judicial branches of the Government, it
should not be weakened by a confusion of names.

UNITED ST'A'r

BOA11Vor TAX APPEALS,

Washington, August 10, 1912.

Senator WALTER F. GEosoR,

I United States Senate, Washington, D. C.

DEAR SENATOR (FORGE:

Since

I l.'

conmunieated with you some additional

information hIas reached me oil one of the sul)jeet.4 of our discussion.
I thought that the last sentence of section 504 (b) of the Ihouse bill was put
there to satisfy some niealbers of the Ways and Means Committee who wanted to
be sure that the change in the name of the "board" to "court" would not autonmatically disqualify certified public accountants for admission to practice. My discussion with you and my confirming netnorandum were written with that thought
il mind. I now discover the purpose of tile sentence was soinewhat different.
My new information came about as t result of communications which I have had
with Representative l)lgell, of Michigan, a member of the Ways and MIeans
Committee.
The sentence provides: "No qualified person shall be denied admission to practice before such court becaustie of Ids failure to be a member of any professional or
calling." Mr. Dingell expressed his views on this subject before the House. See
Congressionnl Itecord of Friday, July 17, page 05:i4. Ile was apparently under
the erroneous impression that the board ias been adnintig any qualified persons
to practice regardless of whether or not they were attorneys or certified pblic
accountants. But, in any event, he was definitely of the opinion that adlath.ion
should not be limited to attorneys and certified public accountants but should be
thrown completely open so that any qualified person could have that means of
.
livelihood openi to hii.
The Board Is tinaninoitsly of the opinion that this sentence should l)e elminated lit the Senate. 'Cite Board was created primarily for the benefit of the
taxpayers and not merely to provide t means of livelihood for practitioners.
Therefore, It is of primary Importance that taxpayers be properly represented
so that their rights may be adequately disclosed in the iroceedings before
the Board. It is also important that the practitloaers, as officers of the court,
should assist It as far as possible lit the efficient and Just disposition of the
problems arising. The Government Is represented( solely by attorneys. They
should be intelligent, qualified, and responsible. 'They should have the benefit
of intelligent, qualified, and responsible opponents, fully aware of their inportant duties and obligations. Subordinate to the above, persons who are
capable of rendering satisfactory services to taxltyers in presenting their
cases should have a right to render those .-vrvlces and earn a livelihood in
that way.
Not only would it be extremely difficult for the Board to sift out "qualified
persons" If they are to include others than attorneys and cert:fled public Recotntants, but after their admission It would be difficult for the Board to keep
them within proper bounds. Lawyers are subject to a code of ethics and
I believe the same Is true of certified public aceountanls. For examip'e, it Is
unethical for them to advertise or to solicit litigation directly.. Lay practitioners would not be restricted suice the Board could not pref.Feribe and enforce a complete code of ethics for practitioners before It. Thus, lay practitioners would not only have an advantage over their professional competitors
lin obtaining the business, but those advantages would be of a mst undesirable
kind.

*.

The Board is aware of tle fact that many mquallfled person's have set themnselves tip as tax consultants, experts, and sieciallsts. Now that the tax base
has been broadened, thousands of new taxpayers i time lower brackets will be
fair game to such people. ''heir cheap prices will attract clientN and the latter
will pay heavily in, the end because of inhdequate representation. Unqualified
nnd undesirable Iersons, prompted by se'fish interests, will le the first to
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apply for admission under the new provision. They should not be encouraged,
They could probably get several people to swear to their good moral character
and to the fact that they have been devoting themselves to tsx matters for
years, and they could probably satisfy any other general -equiremnent which
the Board could provide and enforce..
I The Board has tried to avoid complications and technicalities in its procedure.
Nevertheless, Congress has wisely recognized that some formality Is essential for
clarity and etliciency. Practice before the Board, from the time a notice of deticlency Is received until decislo has become final, antd this may include appeal to
to have.
the courts, requires the kind of training which lawyers are expect
Anyone who does not
have that kind of training Is bound to be at a eonsiderablo
.
disadvantage in r )perly presenting his client's case to the Board. Good conrarra
sense and Judgm it, although of primary importance in all Indiviluals, canint
make up for lack of training.
The court, in enrolling persons to practice, holds them out as "duly qualified to
represent others." It should not mislead the taxpayers to their damage. It has
a responsibility ii the matter of whom it will admit to practice. No doubt there
are a few laymen Nwio c(nild be safely admitted Io practice before the Board it
they could be sifted out. But the Board has not the time, money, or organization
for investigating an( passing upon applicants which this new provision would
require. It would mean investigation of each applicant to find that lie was of good
iaoral character and a responsible person, and It would mean an examination of
sonme kind to determine his mental qualifications to properly represent taxpayers.
The Board has never followed any such plan and It de"s not feel that it Could
follow such a plan without a costly increase it its employees and expenses.
It has, instead, taken advantage of certain investigations made by other responsible organizations. Lawyers arid certified public accountants, before being
admitted to practice their profession in tire States, are required to pass searching
exaninations under the direction of responsible authorities, and are required to
furnish other satisfactory evidence of their qualifications, such as responsibility
and good moral character. Their professions activities continue to be subject
to scrutiny in the 1,tates where they nrc actually living and known. The Board(l
being unable to (levise and carry out a better scheme for protecting taxpayers,
has taken advantage of the safeguards set up by the States and has limited appllk
cants for surolluiit to part ce before it to lawyers arll cepfledd public aiccountants duly admill ted lt practice and In good standing in the Slates. See rile 2.
This rule is not perfect. What rule is? It may admit some improper persons
and it may exclude some qualified ones. Nevertheless, it is justified as a safeguard along the right lines. There has been no serious objection to it during tlhe
entire 1 years' existence of the Board. The classes from which applicants may
apply for admission to practice before tihe Beard should not be Increased but
should renrair, as at present, confined to lawyers and certitled public accountants.
Chief Jusilee Taft, speaking for the Supreme Court in tie case of 1l1 Goldsmith v. United States Board of Tam Appeals (270 U. S. 117) recognized the pro.
priety and wisdom of the rule its is shown in tire following quotation:
"We think that the character of tire work to be done by the Board, the quasi
Judicial nature of its duties, tire magnitude of the interests to be affected by tP.
decisiris, all require that those who represent the taxpayers In the hearings.
should be persons whose qualities as lawyers or accounlarts will secure propel,
service to their clients and to help tire Board in the discharge oif its Inportant
duties."
SHlon. John P. ,Mnrtin, one of the judges of the United States Circuit Court of'
Appeals for the Sixth Circuit, has an article tin the American Bar Assoclateni
Journal for August or The Problem of Reducing the Volume of Published Opiltons. There Is a paragraph on page 530 which I believe more or less indIcates7
the attitude of tie Pederal judges toward the Board. He says tie Board of Ta
Appeals "in ail but name, Is esentially a court" and goes on to say: "The members
of the Board are experts in their field. Their opinions are generally concise, but
sufficiently comprehensive. * * , * When the court agrees with the reasoningM
and concluslrns of the Board, an order of aflirmance tIs the order of the lay."
Many other circuit judges have expressed similar views. I thought this might be
of interest in Connection with the change lit name of the Board to court.
Yours very truly,
E.
-K,
00
76093-42-vol. 2-04

2J.

-o.

MUDOCK,
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SPPXIAL DivisioN OF THE BOARD (SPECIAL ASSassMENT CASES)

The House bill i section 218 (d), amending section 732 of the Internal Revenue Code, requires the creation of a special division of the Board to consider
and decide certain relief or special assessment Issues. , The division is to conIst of three or more members of the Board. 'The members of the division are
to have exclusive jurisdiction over certain relief issues. They are to hear and
:!, :
1
- ,' "- - ' 'I
eue :ld e a ll s u c h Is s u e s . ' . . .,.. . ":, ! ' , .
,j The Board has given this subject consideration and unanimously recommends:
. First, that the whole matter of hearing and deciding special assessment cases
.... '.
''
;_
I ,
,
be left entirely to the Board.'
I The statute at present provides that the Board designate the place of hearing
of hearing
Its
system
taxpayers.
of
the
of all (ases to meet the convenience
eases has been upon a decentralized basis for many years. It hears cases in
t0 or more cities scattered all over fihe United States. i Section 213 (d) provides
that a small group of three or more members of the Board shall assume the
task of hearing the evidence in all cases involving relief issues. The task would
present many practical difficulties and might even be Impossille. ! The main
purpose in the legislation was apparently to provide for a method of review In
which the same three or more members would be the final arbiters over all of
the relief' issues. If Congress would merely indicate Its wishes, leaving the
details to the Board, the Board and the Chairman would be better able to meet
the problems as they arise. The more elastic the provision and the more that
is left to the Judgment of the Board and the Chairman, the better the Board
will be able. to handle these cases efficiently along with the many other cases
which it will also be called upon to handle.
The second recommendation is that If the statute is to require the creation
of a special division within the Board, then Congress should make it clear that
the "sole duties" of the members of the division shall not "be the determination of issues arising under the relief provisions," as a comment In tile Ways
ard Means Committee report now indicates, and Congress should also make It
clear that the members of the division need not all sit to hear the evidence in
every case and act as a group at every other stage of tile proceedings.
- I have been Informd that the words "sole duties", were Inadvertently and
mistakenly used in the -Ways wad Means CGmmittce report, and there never
was an intention to limit the duties of the members of the division. Thus, all
agree apparently that a statement shoLt. I be made in the Finance Committee
report, If this provision is adopted by the committee, counteracting the erroneous
statement in the Ways and Means Committee report.
But there should be no mistake about the fact that It wollid be undesirable
to limit the duties of any members of tile Board to the determination of Issues
arising under the relief provision. All the members should be generally available, as they tire at present, to consider any and all issues arising in cases
before the Board, even though the primary concern of a few may be the prompt
disposal of tile relief issues. There will not be enough of the relief issues at
all times to keep the members of 'the division busy. The Chairman should be
free, as at present, to assign all members to hearings so that they can be kept
uniformly busy at all times.
Those drafting section 213 (d) may not have realized the implication of the
use of the word "division." The Chairman has always been authorized to divide
the Board Into divisions of one or more members (see. 1103 (e), Internal Revenue Code).. The Board is actually divided into 10 divisions, one member to
a division. Occasionally, a special multiple division Is created to hear and
decide a particularly important case. Section 1118 (a) provides "a division shall
hear" and decide any proceeding assigned to it by tie Chairman "and shall
make a report of any such determination which constitutes Its final disposition
of the proceeding." , This provision has been uniformly interpreted as meaning
that the entire division, whether it consists of one or more members, shall bear
the evidence In each case assigned to It, and make a determination and a report
disposing of that proceeding., The diviqion of three members provided In section
213 (d) would be required to sit en bane in every proceeding coming before it
"l
and to take every other step as a whole. , .1 - '- . - - , , , - , ;-: T ,
This Is undesirable, While It might he well to have all members of the special
in
which
many
others
be
a
great
probably
would
group sit in some cases, there
this would not be mtecessary or desirable. It would be impossible to hear the cases
which will come before the Board if tills group has to sit to hear the evidcn-e
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In every case involving relief issues. Decision as to how many members should
sit in a given case should be left to the Boards I will not labor this point because
.I am informed that it was not tile desire or intent in drafting this provision to
require that the special division sit en bane. On the contrary, tile intention
Was to make the provision as elastic as possible and leave all such matters to the
discretion of the Board.
Section 213 (d) should be relieved of this implication. Some satisfactory
word other than "division" should be substituted in the provision for the word
"division."
MEMORANDUIM
SuliMi lir ny Louis V. SuroN, PIFIs1nN'r, CAIOLMINA
POWER & Liony
Co., RALEIGH, N. C.

We would like to outline the effect of the House tax bill upon tile utility industry
In general andupon the Carolina Power & Light Co. in particular.
' The theory of taxation embodled in the House bill is that any excess profits
resulting directly or indirectly from the War should be taxed drast ically, but that
corporate taxpayers should be allowed to retain in the aggregate about the same
amount of income after taxes as during tile years prior to 1910. The proposed bill
1may perhaps accomlish these purposes so far as Industry In general is concerned. So far uis tie utility Industry is conceri,:d, however, the effect of the
bill would be to levy almost confiscatory taxes and to reduce sharply below tile
pro-1910 level the net income of utilities after taxes.
Many Industries, especially those engaged in direct or indirect war production,
may be able to maintain their earning at pre-1940 levels even though required
to pay fle heavy increases in taxes contemplated in the IHouqe bill. During tie
]lst 2 years it typical unregulated Industry has been able to increase its prices in
order to recoup Increases in costs, including higher taxes. Even with tile impoSution of price ceilings, it is still Possible for such an Industry to obtain relief to
meet cost Increases. The utility Industry, on tile other hand, Is a regulated industry, and its rates have been fixed during nil this perIod. All industry, like tile
utility industry, with fixed prices, high capital, lw turn-over, ald increase In
costs, will have its earnings cut far below the 10.10 level and will le financially
crlpple, by the system of tnxftion emnbodled Ii the i-Tiu lull
b,
- Utility rates have been set on the premise that they would permit a fair return
ol invested capital and no more. In determining such rates regulatory commissions took Into consideration all elements of costs, Including taxes. It is not
practicable at this the, and in any event is against governmental policy, to raise
utility rates to reflect increased taxes, nnd in any case, under the House bill,
extensive rate increases would lave to be put in effect in order to bring about a
slight increase in return to the utilities. Tile tremendously increased tax burden
which the 11ouse bill proposes to saddle on utilities will, therefore, result ill
drastically rclncilng the net return to utilities below the level of fair return
on
Investment
already set by regulatory commissions.
"The
House bill,
in niny Ilnslances, will en(langer the ability of the utilities
to maintain their common dividends :110, in some cases, to nintalin their preferred dividends. 'Tlhc immediate brant of this burden will, of.course, be borne
by utility company stockholders, who, In many cases, are charitable, educational,
and other institutions and small Investors.
From a long-range point of view the imposition of this confiscatory burden
will have other unfortunate consequences.' We shall undoubtedly see an acceleration of the rapidly increasing trend toward the acquisition of private utilities
by governmental agencies of various character. Public agencies ejoylng exemuption from high Federal taxes will be able to outbid private groups for numerous
utility properties that may be placed on the block to comply with orders of the
Securities and Exchange Conitnssion under the Public Utility Holding Company
Act. Apart from the other Implications of such a trend, its continuance will
result In a drastic reduction of tax revenue to the Federal Government by placing
many more operating utliftles beyond the pale of Federal taxation. In olher
Swords, the hIouse bill, if applied to utilities, will ahlost certtiluy result in a
long-ruu loss of revenue to tile Federal Govermaient, and may well result in a
loss of revenue to the Federal Govermnent in the relatively short run.
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SUGGESTED REVISIONS

We have to suggest the following revisions in the House bill which, if adopted,
would help to ameliorate the situation of the utilities:
1. Permit utilities to deduct normal income taxes and surtaxes in computing
excess-profits net income, as originally provided in the Second Revenue Act of
1940.

2. In the computation of invested capital for excess-profits tax purposes, permit
utilities to include borrowed capital to the extent of 100 percent rather than to the
extent of 50 percent under existing law.
3. Grant a credit against net income for payments nmade in the reduction of
debt to Industries such as utilities with a high ratio of plant investment and
debt to gross revenues.
4. Grant utilities a credit against net income equal to preferred and common
dividend declarations, at least in computing surtaxes and excess-profits taxes.
While these suggestio.is would tend to relieve the condition of utilities, they
would not strike at the basic problem; namely, the bill's effect
in reducing the
income of utilities far below the pre-1910 level. The basic purpose of the new
bill was well expressed by Secretary Morgenthau in a statement to the House
Ways and Means Committee. In the course of that statement, the Secretary
said:
"A substantial share of the Increased corporation tax should fall on excess
profits. Taxes paid from such profits have less disruptive effects on business than
taxes which are generally applicable to all corporate earnings, irrespective of
the rate of return. A tax which absorbs excess profits still leaves the corporate
taxpayer with a sufficient margin of income for dividends and safety.
"On the other hand, a tax which dips too deeply into the incomes of lowearnings corporations may seriously affect their debt-paying capacity, if not their
very existence.
"* * * At a time like this, I am confident that incorporated business will
willingly pay additional taxes which will, after all, leave it In the aggregate allout
the same amount of income after taxes as during the years before 1940."
The basic fault in the proposed bill, so far as utilities are concerned, is the
excessive normal tax and surtax imposed on their operations. Whatever the
merits of this rate so far aus
oiheiIidustries are concerned, this high rate operates
to confiscate utility earnings because of the inability of utilities, unlike unregulated industries, to Increase substantially their earnings before taxes. This
company therefore respectfully suggests to your committee that the normal tax
and surtax rates, at least with respect to industries like the utility Industries, be
substantially reduced from the 45-percent rate proposed by the Mouse.
CAROLINA POWER & LIGIT CO.,

By Louis V. Su-rroN, President.
AuousT 15, 1942.
STATEMENT SIBM11FED BY JOSEPH I4. I(EMER, WASVIINGToN, D. C. ON IEHAII.V
OF NATIONAL PmcmiotxuM ASSOCIATION, PENNSYLVANIA GRADE (*RuiE OIt AssOCIATION, VWrERN PETROLEUM REFINERS ASSOCIATION, AmEuICAN PETROLEUM INDUSIRIES COMMtIIEr,

My name is Joseph E. Keller. I make this statement today on behalf of the.
National Petroleum Association, the Pennsylvania Grade Crude Oil Association,
the Western Petroleum Refiners Association, and the America.in Petroleum
Industries Committee, In opposition to the Treasury proposals for the increase
of the lubricating oil tax.
When the Ways and Mleans Committee of the House of RepresentatIves was
considering the revenue revision 1,11lof 1042 (I. I. 7378) I appeared before that
committee on April 13, 1942, in opposition to increasing the lubricating oil tawx
pointing out ait that time that these petroleum associations were not opposing
Increased taxation as such but that we were opposing the imposition of a tax
such as this which can only have the effect of burdening war industry directly,
of burdening agriculture and transportation directly, and of leading to ruinous.
inflationary results. The Treasury proposal to increase the lubricating oil
tax to 10 cents per gallon was rejected by the Ways and Means Comaittee, but
nhat
1 committee did recommend that the tax be Increased from its present rate
of 4 / cents per gallon to 6 cents per gallon. We are opposed to this increase
in the tax rate for exactly the same reasons which lead us to oppose the
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original Treasury proposals and It Is our purpose to set forth here again the
reasons for our position in this matter. Developments since April 13, 1942, have
made them even more compelling and confirm our conclusion more definitely
than ever before that the lubricating oil tax should not he Increased at this
time.
The petroleum Industry has always borne more than its equitable share of
taxation. Gasoline and lubricating oil an(l other automotive taxes have yielded
over $17,000,000,000 in revenue since their Inception only a little more than two
decades ago. It is our purpose to point out the fact that the proposed tax falls
upon a war necessity and upon the rank and lie of the lower-income groups
least able to bear It and also that under present conditions it heavily burdens
war industry, transportation, and agriculture. The cost of administration is
unreasonably high and the tax on lubricating oil should be abandoned entirely,
rather than be increased, at this time.
The emergency has made lubricating oil an absolute war necessity. Our entire
war effort, either in the actual combat phases or In our essential industrial
operations, depends upon this vital petroleum product. Not a wheel turns without
the proper lubricating oils to Insure operation. American industry today is
being entirely converted, either to outright production of war materials or to
production of essential civilian goods. The machines of industry are taking a
mounting proprtlon of the total lubricants in the battle of production.
It Is not easy, under tme limitations placed on the dissemination of military
Information, to determine what proportion of lubricating oils produced in American refineries go into direct Government sales. Included here are the fuels and
lubricants which are required for the fleets, the land forces and the air forces
of the United Nations and for the operation of certinM essential industries which,
under existing revenue laws, are designated as being for Government purposes.
We have been considering so far the volume uses of lubricants under present
conditions. There are in addition certain very important specialized calls for
high quality lubricating oils. Present military and naval requirements take a
large percentage of the finished products made by Iennsylvania grade crude
oil, which is approximately 2 percent of the total annual production of the
United States. This oil can be refined in tailor-made fashion to the exact specifications of the Air Forces, the Navies, and the Armies of the 23 United Nations.
Hundreds of little-known and unsung petroleum products are meeting war's
demands.
Maintaining the motorized equipment of America's war equipment Is no small
task. In the Louisiana maneuvers last summer the greatest armed force ever
assembled in the Western Hemisphere for a single engagement, totaling half
a million men and equal in number to the American troops in the Meuse-Argonne
conflict of 1918, had motorized equipment entirely fueled and maintained by the
American petroleum industry without visible difficulty. And the number and
types of mechanized equipment was colossal, including command reconnaissance
cars, tanks, heavy artillery, armored scout cars, mobile machine shops, auto.
motive kitchens, and personnel carriers. We are indeed fortunate in the quantity
and demands of our peacetime automotive transportation, for it has built the
plants, encouraged the research, and forced exploration for petroleum resources
of all grades and qualities which now make possible this quick response to war's
demands.
I Probably the outstanding example of war demand for high-quality lubricants
Is in modern airplane engines. These light-weight power plants represent the
achievements of cooperative research work by both the engine designers and
the petroleum chemist. This Is true just as much of the lubricating oils as of the
type and octane rating of the gasoline.
The efficiency of piston cooling can Oasily control the degree of success or
failure In aircraft engine operation. The amount of heat which may be carried
away through the fins of a radial air-cooled engine is definitely limited. Hence
a greater proportion of heat must be carried off by the oil In these high-output
engines. In most 1,000-horsepower engines 11 to 25 poreent of the heat generated
at full speed Is imparted to the oil. The general method to effect this removal
of heat is to spray oil against the underside of the piston from jets in the crankPhaft. The point has already been reached In some engines of this type using
compound oils show less ring and cylinder wear, that Is where certain suitable
chemicals are added.
Some of you gentlemen may recall the Franklin air-cooled automobile. Meehanically It was a beautifully built machine, but because of its high lines and
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cumbersome appearance It gradually lost favor with the buying public. Yet If
the owner of a Franklin took care of It and, particularly, if he used the highgrade lubricants which tile
manufacturer specified, this car seemed to last almost
forever. 'There Is a rough parallel between the low-powered air-cooled FrankliD
of some years ago and the modern aviation engine; they both needed good lubricants to carry off the excess heat and to protect the working parts adequately.
The importance of proper lubrication Is that the pistons of an Inproperly lubricated airplane engine will stick or "freeze," as the expression is, and a plane
willbe lost if the oilfails to provide the necessary protective fhm between fast
moving metal parts...
Under modern combat conditions the cooling system and the flow of lubricants
are probably the most important factors In continued aircraft engine operation,
fully as necessay as the supply of fuel. lgh-quallty and specialize lubricants
are indispensable to avoih undue accumulation of carbon deposit and valve sticklg In today's aviation engine. Designers recognized the hmportan(e of carrying
off the excess heat from the til)
end of the exhaust valve, With the use of proper
lubricating oil the exhaust valve stems of one well-known air-cooled radial engine
are practically as clean after 709 hours as when assembled. In some Instances,
valve stems have been kept in operation for 3,000 to 5.000 hours of service.
Purchase of lubricating oil by ollUnited States governmentt del)artlients and
branches throughout the continental United States, Pannna( Canal, aindHawaiian
Jslands are made against the Navy contract, with two major exceptions; aircraft
oils for the Army Air Corps and special Diesel engine oils.Actual purchases
and present estimates of annual consumption are is follows :
I ,
r
Barrels
.
1939------------------------238, 000 11 )1-7
----------------357, 000
1940 ----------------252,00011942 -------------------------475, 0()
This 100-percent increase in demand In but 3 years is canse(1 largely by the
great increase in Army-owned vehicles, from 1-1,0":0 early In 1940 to 75,000 at the
beginning of this year, to 190,000 by July 1, 1912, and to 280,000 by the enodof
this year. It seems probable that total consumption, Incliuding Navy contracts,
Army Air Corps, and allGovernment agev les, may Increase to approximately
830,000 barrels a year.
..One of the lirst actions of the Wa Deprtnicnt conunittee on liquid flels
and1 lubricants was to create a connion language by standardlzing til army
nomenclature for lubricants and related products. The Army will not use only
Mix all-purpose standardized lubricating oils. But it Is doubtful if allthe specifications of the chief United Nations can be completely standardized. It Is plainly
the duty of the lubricating oilproducers and refiners to bend their effortss toward
the production of motor oilswhich will guarantee the satisfactory operation of
every piece of motorized equipment, including automotive gasoline, automotive
Diesel, and aviation gasoline, Inthe varied services of the United Nations.
The time is long past when a bucket of axle grease and a can of sewing machine
oil were all the lubricants needed by the farmer. Farmers are among tile priicipat users of lubricating oil, for today farmers use more machinery than any"
other class of people and are entirely dependent upon it. The farmers who
survived the decade of low prices are those who reduced their production costs
through the intelligent use of machinery. The United States Department of
Agriculture estimates that 27 percent of the butter, 39 percent of the eggs,
05 percent of the poultry, 40 percent of the fruit and vegetables, 62 percent of the
cattle, 68 percent of the hogs, and 50 percent of tile horses and mules are moved
by trucks from farm to market. Almost all cereal grains ore moved from farm to
. -... . I
.
eleva to r by truck.
• According to the United States Buteau of the Census for 1940 there are 4,144,136
motor vehicles on farms. Farmers operate 1,047,084 trucks, and 1,567,430
tractors, and parenthetically. it is Interesting to note that the cars and trucks are
not late model streamlined vehicles, nor are tile tractors the last word in poweroperated equipment. Oin the contrary, the average age of this equipment is 7
years. The fact that It is still
in operation is Itself testimony to careful lubricalion. Farmers also have much other equipment requiring. lubricating oils; stationary engines, cream separators, choppers, grinders, milking machinery, grain
separators, mowers, rakes, binders, loadori, and so forth. --.Quantity figures for lubricants covering all these needs are not available,
but quite accurate figures can be projected for the major uses, as tile following
table shows:
:
--.

*1.
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Annual lubricating oil consumption,

,

----------J;arm cars -------------------------------------------Farm trucks ---------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- --------Farm tractors
Miscellaneous uses --------------------------------------------Total ..------------------------------------------

49, (00, 000
12, 000, 000
20,000, 000
3, 000, 000
96, 000, 000

If the tax on lubricating oil Is Increased as the Treasury proposed, It would
cost American agriculture $9,000,000 on the basis of 1940 production. However,
the figure will be much higher for 1942. The Secretary of Agriculture has said
recently that "our farmers have the means and machinery with which to merge
their Individual efforts into the greatest total contribution to the war effort
* * *. Farmers must produce more and they must produce more widely than
ever before." The wartime farm program calls for Increases over 1940 of:
5,000,000 tons of milk.
10,000,000 cases of tomatoes.
6,000,000 hogs.
13,000,000 cases of peas.
1,000,000 cattle.
4,000,000 cases of beans.
15,000,000 cases of eggs.
9,000,000 cases of corn.
9,000,000 chickens.
Most of the normal production plus this vast Increase must get to market, to
I
processing plants, and to distribution points by truck.
The fact that American agriculture is so highly mechanized is particularly
important at the present time. Unprecedented production goals have been.
established under the war program. The farmers of tin Nation must put
every acre of land, every hour of labor, and every bit of machinery to 'work
to meet these goals.
The farmer's task will become Increasingly difficult, for a shortage in farm
labor Is developing. More and inore farm workers are being attracted by higher
industrial wages, and great numbers of the rural male population are Joining
the armed services. • It has been estimated thai the manpower employed on farms
I
on March 1, 1942, had decreased 25 percent since June 1940. - Tt Is Inevite.hle, therofnro, that American farmers must ntiliZe mechanized
equipment to Its full capacity If the agricultural production goals are to be
attained despite the scarcity of farm help. Past experience has shown that the
use of mechanized Implements makes it possible to produce crops with substantlal savings In farm labor.' It has been estimated that in recent years
the agricultural tractor annually has saved 200,000 man-hours which otherwise
would have been required in field operations.
Today, as we approach the maximum activity in our Industrial plants-so
vital to the successful conclusion of the war--it must be recognized that .the
current level of Industrial output would be Impossible without the labor made
available over the last 20 years through the mechanization of agriculture.
This same mechanisatlon now Is a vital factor In the current program to produce
a greater volume of foodstuffs and raw materials than ever has been produced
on American farms in history. It Is also noteworthy that this widespread
mechanization would have been impossible without the availability of low-cost
I..
I I _
:
.I
' ,
lubricating oils. ,
From the foregoing facts It Is evident that lubricating oil is a necessity
to the farmer whose food production is necessary to the Nation's war effort.,
Thus an increase In the tax on oil will be reflected in the cost of farm production,
In the price of food, In the cost of living that In turn will bring demands
for higher wages. Hence, an increase, in this tax would be simply another
I,.
I
1,...influence to hasten the upward spiral of inflation; .
1, Under present conditions, and under the conditions which will exist so
long as this war is being fought, the remaining consumption of lubricating
oils necessarily will be confined to automotive and Industrial operations only
slightly less important to the war effort. Nonessentfal Industries are steadily
being converted to war production in order that the requirements for the primary war needs can be suet. Rationing of automobiles, tires, and gasoline
will have the'effect of reducing to a minimum the movements of cars-and
hence the consumption of lubricating oil-by other than for war workers
'and essential civilian services., These consumers-the doctors, the arms-plant
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workers, the farmers, the highway transporters--bcome in the nature of things
the only portion of our population who will pay this tax.
There is no means at hand of estimating what this consumption will be, but
It appears certain that whatever ears are in operation for the war emergency
will be essential cars put to essential uses. The proposed increase in taxes on
the lubricatiag oils consumed by these industries and these individuals can only
have the effect of increasing the cost to the Government of the services which
they perform.
They are highly inflationary and therefore undesirable.
STie Chief of the Vehicle Maintenance Section Jf the Office
of Defense Transportation has just recently stated that "In a total war every vehicle is a part
of war transportation." TrAnsportation facilities are demanding large quantities
of lubricants, either in transporting raw materials and finished products to mnd
from factories or In transporting defense workers to their places of employment
and back again. The motor vehicle Is indispensable in transporting labor to the
job.bfDuring
,the past year highway truck mileage increased 15 percent. It is reliably estimated that truck traffic for 1942 will increase another 15 percent over
1941. If we consider the typical situation in Michigan as clearly surveyed and
outlined by the Michigan State Highway Department, the cause of this abrupt
rise in volume readily Is apparent.
In ascertaining the transportation requirements of 749 defense plants it was
found that every one moved some part of both Incoming and outgoing freight
by truck. In 13 percent of the plants all incoming shipments, and In 15 percent
all outgoing shipments are made by truck. Ia 88 percent of the factories studied
90 percent of the incoming shlipmentq are mode by truck; while in 43 percent,
90 percent of the outgoing shlpments are over the highways. In short, truck
transportation is an essential component of our war-production program. And
these for-hire carriers that move the raw materials, the parts, and the finished
products must pay the existing lubricating-oIl tax. They pass it on to the manufacturer in their bill for transportation charges, and the company passes it on
to Uncle Snam. This is one element in how much the war-production program
is golg to cost the people.
Furthermore, even with active "car clubs" and-local planning, defense workers
must use a huge number of automobiles to get to work. These who have access to
tie public carriers, largely busses, are unaware that an inerease in the Pcderal
tax on lubricating oil will tend to increase the cost of necessary transportation
to them. It will increase these costs inevitably because of the scarcity of replacemeat parts and the necessity on the part of the fleet operators of busses to consume more lubricating oils and higher quality oils in order to maintain his equipment at the faster pace. But the man who does conserve and run his car will feel
the pinch of higher maintenance costs wherever he may be.
With the Nation-wide tire rationhg and gasoline rationing in 17 States, nonessential consumption of all lubricating oils is falling off abruptly. Not only is
the proportion of the total consumption attributable to industry on the increase,
but also the civilian part of the consumption of lubricating oils is now undergoing
a sharp decrease. Automobile owners have curtailed driving to conserve their
tires. ,0asofine rationing iA amMIy .tatcs Im autemat!cnaly redluinm passengercar driving. But in rural and semiurban communities all over the country there
toa heavy and lasting segment of necessity driving. People must get to work and
farmers to market. As long as there are privte automobiles In operation they
I - .,
I
: . II
will be used for these essential purposes.
. The study of the defense plants in Michigan disclosed that one out of every five
of the workers in the plants live more than 10 miles from the factory. Three out
of four come to work by private automobile every day. In fact. out of 850.000
wage earners In Michigan Industries, (35000 are dependent upon the private automobile. Even us adjustments are made to the over-all transportation problemand we have one--these citizens and war producer:. should not be burdened with
an increase in the Federal tax on lubricating oil, which is necessary to the maintenance of their means of transportation. There is no question' of curbing inflation in this Instance; tire and gasoline rationing arid the deflationary trend in private car movement at one time decreases the volume of traffic and at the same
time makes the present Federal lubricating l'tax inequitable in its effect.
.Not everyone is aware of the deep-rooted prevalence of esential civilian
driving. In a recent analysis of over 12.000 records of individual car use by
persons belonging to the "wage-eerner category" I it was found that two-thirds
Published 1941 by Automobile Manufacturers Association.
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of the car-owning workers sampled use their cars regularly in driving to work.
Combining mileage recorded as "business trips" with "driving to work'! (as in
the case of journeymen on field Jobs as against plant workers), 44 percent of
the total annual mileage for all purposes was attributable to earning a living.
This was and is to a great degree under present conditions the principal purpose
purpose of wage-earner car ownership. When all driving that comes within the
definition of necessity use Is grouped together exactly 50 percent of the annual
mileage of the prenefense period was for these purposes-work, business trips,
shopping, taking children to school, going to church. Regularity and frequency
of short trips are the determining factor in any consideration of car usage.
Large population groups, estimated by the census to exceed 18 million persons,
are almost entirely dependent upon automotive transportation. They may now
be engaged in war work, but they do- not live itcities. They live in unincorporated suburbs and villages, or in open country, but are not engaged In farming.
These nonfarim rural people, representing virtually all occupations, own 14 percent of all passenger cars.
As against the 67 percent necessity mileage of the farmer, the nonfarmn rural
proportion of the total mileage driven is 63 percent. While their necessity mileage
is conparable with that of passenger vehicles owned by farmers, in terms of
actual total uinles this use is much greater, averaging 5,085 miles per year.
Greater distances are an importantt factor in the high mileage of n(,nfarma rural
cars, for the average trip exceeds 15 miles. Since these persons will be mobilized
In the total war economy of the United States and since they are so dependent
upon their passenger cars, it Is no more Just to Increase the tax on the lubricating oil which they must consume than in the case of the defense worker or
the farmer.
The trend of consumption of lubricating oils has been upward since 1933 and
in direct proportion to Industrial activity. There was a marked drop in consumption in late 1938 and early 1939. But industrial plants have taken an increased
share of all lubricating oils since September 1939.
In the past decade industry has paid $05,265,000 In Federal lubricating-oil
taxes. Last year the tax cost to all Irdustry was $20,205,000, as against $3,285,000
in 1933, or over six times as much anu yet the Federal rate had only been increased
from 4 to 41/ cents per gallon. A large part of the use of lubricating oils In
lndustry in 1941 was In connection with work on Government contracts or on
war pioje d-s.
Anmericain industry used 40 percent or all tubricating oil consumed.
Even under the existing tax rate this represents an increase in the cost of war
production and a direct Increase of governmental expenditures. A table showlug the industrial
consumption of lubricating oil is attached as appendix "A." .
e
I Since arl Harbor war contracts have multiplied, the whole pace of industrial
production is being speeded up. It is apparent that the industrial consumption
of lubricating oil will mount accordingly. The greater proportion of the Federal
lubricating-oil tax A-11be paid directly by industry engaged in essential and war
production. "
* Adequate lubrication is indispenable to many industries including mining, the
production of electric light and power, metal working and processing, the mainufacture of textiles, the preparation of food products, building tanks and ships,
amuinig r,'-'Is, ia the tvintloo industry. Witlhul, the huih-grade iobricani$
which the petroleum industry has succeeded in making available at reasonable
prices, modern Industry with its high speed machines, and the modern motor
car and airplane engine simply could not operate., Modern warfare depends on
modern lubrication and the Nation which first suffers a shortage of this essential
will be the first to face defeat.
One use of high-grade lubricants, produced especially In the Pennsylvania
region, which is of particular Importance to us now, is In machine tools. War
production and that speed so essential to the Nation's welfare would not be possible but for a variety of ball and roller ea 'ings, trains of carefully eut gears,
and sliding surfaces which must be continuously in perfect alinement. Thus,
lubrication is vitally Important to machine-tool conversion and expansion of
industry.

-. . .

.....

1 . 1..........
" .-,

-1 "

,- Gearing Is an Important part of a lathe assembly, for the speed of the lathe
is usually considerably lower than the speed of' the driving motor. Bath or
splash-feed lubrication Insures against the possibility of abnormal wear and renders operation relatively noiseless. The higher the speeds the more attention
must be given to the bearings and to their lubrication. Slides and guides in-
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volving major parts of the lathe assembly also require special lubricants because
,of heavy pressures, even though the motion is slow. The carriage Is usually held
In position on the lathe bed by means of V-shaped projections which travel in
,corresponding grooves in the bed. V-lubrication is important due to the fact
that abnormal wear will contribute to operating difficulties and the possibility of
misallnement.
Gear lubrication is regarded by many as the salient factor In efficient planer
operation. The occurrence of rolling and sliding friction between the respective
,teeth as they pass Into and out of mesh Is fully recognized. The continued occurrence of solid friction would tend to supplant rolling friction with sliding friction. Wear would then tend to increase proportionately. The substitution of
iuld friction for solid friction which Is brought about by the use of a suitable
lubricant which will permit the formation of the proper ilum over the gear teeth,
will enable rolling contact to predominate. The accuracy and degree of perfection of such machines in war industry will depend upon the inalntenance of
proper alinement in the V-guides through adequ" ' lubrication,
Massive milling machines, shapers and slottc
drills and boring mills, used
etensively in war production require high-grade oil lubricants as well as nontaxable greases. While the use of Independent oil and grease cups will often
be the most economical and satisfactory equipment, automatic or flood lubrication
Is also provided for by certain designers of important tools. This and hence the
quantity of lubricating oils consumed depends on the speed at which the machine
Is to operate and the hearing or frictional pressures which may be involved.
Only where there is a direct contractual relationship between industry anI the
Government are war producers exempt from payment of the tax on lubrication
oils.
The tremendous demand for lubricants of'all kinds being made by the Army,
the Navy, and the Air Corps, serves to Indicate the current need for lubricants
-and to illustrate the essential uses to which they are put in this era of Intensified mechanization of war, industry, agriculture, and transportation. The tax
on lubricating oil, of course, ultimately is borne by the consumer. The Indirect
effect on the oil industry itself, while burdensome, Is not the subject of this
discussionn. This effect, whatever its hardships and sacrifices, is no more than
any Industry must expect and which the whole Nation must share-for the duration.
.: This committee has always recognized the wisdom of levying its highest taxes
on only nonessential products. Lubricating oil Is not a nonessential product.
This tax will not fall on the carefree pleasure driver out for a Sunday outing,
or on the vacationist who is off to the mountains or the seashore. The tax
unfairly must fall on those "civilian soldiers" who are fighting the war on the
home front and doing It in a far less dramatic but none the less essential way.
. These taxes will in now way limit nonessential activies or nonessential expenditures. That function already has been performed by existing adniln.
istrative orders. Accordingly, the effect will be inflationary in the worst
sense. The direct burden will fall upon the Government Itself. The imposition of these taxes, therefore, not only is needless, but the high administrative
cost necessary to the collection of the tax-probably the highest proportionate
coat In the whole tax schedule-becomes a wasteful effort. ' I
. I
"
•- Let us examine this administrative cost and its relation to revenues. The
gasoline tax yielded approximately $371,000,000 in 1941. The lubricating oil
tax yielded less than $44,000,000. The lubricating oil tax costs twice as much
to administer while yielding only one-eighth as much revenue. The proportionate
rost of collecting the smaller revenues to be anticipated in 1942 and 1943 will be
:
II "
..
..
,disproportionately higher . . .
.. _ of the principal reasors why the collection of the lubricating (,il tax is
extraordinarily high as compared with any other excise in the statute is that
Numerous exemptions must be provided. Lubricating oil is taxable only when
actually used for a lubricating purpose. Exemptions a.e granted whenever It Is
ased for other purposes. Thus many perplexing problems have harassed the
Direau of Internal Revenue ever since the enactment of this tax. ,This
elaborate in a period of exemptions is both unwieldy and costly and ought to be
eliminated in a period of emergency. when the tax system should be streamlinedi to conform to the demands of the emvrgeney. Under current conditions
the tax on lubricating oil might well be eliminated entirely, In the interest of
, ,,,I
I
,
,, * ,., , ....
efficiency, economy, and the net social result.
The present lubricating oil tax applies to all types of lubricants at a fixed
rate, Irrespective of sales value. The inequalities and oppre-ssive burdens
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already present in stwh a program would be increased greatly by the enactment
of the Treasury recommendations. In some instances these increased taxes
would be 250 percent of the sales price for heavy-duty lubricants used by raIlroads and some industrial uses. Many other lubes would be taxed at the rate
of 100 percent of the sales price. These few examples make the inequities
shockingly apparent.
The lubricating-oll tax, which was written into the revenue law without
benefit of public hearings and careful consideration of this committee, was
adopted because it was thought to be a tax only on motorists. As a matter of
fact, It is a tax on every industrial plant of the United States today and on the
most essential manufacturing projects of our Goverment. The tax therefore
falls on war functions and not on nonessentials and adds greatly to our war
co~ts.
While the more speclallzed quality lubricating oils sold directly to the armed
services or Governmental agencies are not subject to the lubricating-oil tax, it
remains true that no other necessity except gasoline Is as heavily taxed as
lubricating oil. Nearly all of the States which levy sales taxes exempt necessities and the rates of such taxes on articles of common consumption never
exceed 2 or 8 percent. Against the price of the most used Industrial lubrieating oils, the proposed 6 cents per gallon Federal excise is equivalent to a
sales tax of 100 percent and the Treasury proposals run as high as 250 percent.
The Government taxes all types of lubricants except heavy greases at a fixed
rate irrespective of sales value. Since there are any number of differ(at kinds
of lubricants developed to serve different industrial performance requirements,
the flat rate causes many Inequalities and places oppressive burdens on indl.
vidual indus(iles.
Congressman Johnt W. McCormack, a member of the Ways and Means Committee which originally considered this tax, once told the Senate Finance Committee that they never Intended to Impose a 4-cent tax on lubricating oil used
in industry and on the farm. In 1940 the rate was Increased to 41/2 cents per
gallon. Is It now equitable or consistent to jump the rate to'O cents per gallon?
The Federal tax on lubricating oil Is one of the 10 emergency excise taxes
which were recommended for removal In 1938 by the special congressional subcommittee on revision of the revenue laws. The desire of this subcommittee
was to free all commodities In general and essential use from unduly heavy taxes
and to remove those levies which have caused serious administrative difficulties
out of all proportion to the revenue yield. The lubricating oil tax possesses both
of these undesirable characteristics in high degree.
CONCLUSIONS
The petroleum Industry is already heavily and inequitably taxed. Lubricating
oil Is now paying a disporportionately ljgh rate of tax. Yet the Treasury
proposes to increase this tax 122 percent. In the total war economy of the
United States, the Federal tax on lubricating oils rests chiefly upon war uses.
This would greatly increase the cost of the war program. Lubricating oils are
essential to war workers In cities and to farmers In the country. People must get
to work and farmers to market.
I The Federal tax on lubricating oil was one of the few emergency taxes which
were recommended for removal in 1938 by the special congressional subcommittee
on revision of the revenue laws. The desire of this subcommittee was to free all
commodities In general and essential use from unduly heavy taxes and to remove
those levies which have caused serious administrative difficulties out of all
proportion to the revenue yield. The lubricating oil tax possesses both of these
undesirable characteristics in high degree. The reason for the removal of the
I
i
lubricating oil tax are greater now than they were In 1988. '
Therefore, the application of the tax on lubricating oil, its administration, and
the high cost of collection, make this an item definitely classed as a "nuisance
tax." It has been shown that the tax is a definite burden on war industry and
It creates a great burden on agriculture and transportation, both vital to the
war effort. In view of these conclusive facts, the tax on lubricating oil ought
not to be Increased. It should not even be maintained. Equity, Justice, and
wise tax administration would indicate that the lubricating oil tax be removed
-* .
.
.
. ..
el
. .
entirely.
OUMMI JU. XLPAAAM.

AuGUST 15, 1942.
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rte indu8trial use of lubricang oil

Year

1933 .57,250,000
1934.............-......-............................
1935..................-1930..................................................
1937.................................................
1938..................................................
1939.................................................
19401................................................
1941..................................................

Total con

hlustrial

SltulltiOl

rse

Industry 'Iaid

Gullons
PerctC
9allon
82, (0),000
14.7
137,100,(0
22
621 t,00.0)
33.9
7.............................
70 00, 00
214, 0, W)0
32.9
23 050,000
724,650,000
337,875, 0 O
41
824,050,00
1.2
275,8ow,0000
762,400,000
746,900,000
251,T25,0()0
33.7
30
806,92.5,00
M
290,5Y),M
40.1
974,475,000
449,050,000

by

idustry
V,32,5, 000
5,485,000U.785,000
9,920,000
13,515,000
11,025,000
10,0IA,000
12,3950W
21,265,000,

Tax increvowl from 4 to 4 5 cnts, effetive July 1, 1410.

ALABAMA 1ItoItWAY USERS CONFRFMNCF,
Montgomery, Ala., July 80, 1942.
Senator WALmT F. GEaORG
Chairman, Senate Finance (ontmiltee,
I
Washington, D. (1.
DEAll SENAOR: I note that allthogll tile Ways and Meanls Coinlttee find the
House refused to increase tile Federal gasoline lax to 3 ceis per gallon, and
the lubricating-oll tax to 10 cents pier gallon as requested by Seeretaiy Morgentbau, he has recently renewed t1is request before your ce0l11ittee.
Ont May 17, when the tx bill utas In the Ways and MAtens Committee, I wrote
you giving you for consh (leratlon by your cominittee i statenllent entitled "Effect
of Proposed Additional Federal Gasolne rax." it that sttenilent, an addltlonal
copy of which is attached to the enclosed statvnloln for ready convenience, it was
pointed out that our State and county highway funds were destined to suffer
dangerous reductions due to ltutlllobile and tire rationing. however, 00 colnstructive actual figures were available lit that tihe except as to our hligh tay
debts nd maintenance,
're object of (is letter is to girl' You and your colainllittee the benefit of figures qffeetlng our highway revenuOs and now available.
This statement bears out our contentions as outlined In our slatenlent 118t
March.
With these facts staring us in the face, and knowhbdge that further Inereases
In the Federal gasoline and lubricating oil taxes will not only 1(dd to till, motor
vehicle owners burdens and thereby accentuate our dliflhulties, but dl fInitely
will not bring i the amounts of revenue lromise(] by Mr. Morgenthan, we are
still of the firn olllton that Congress sl l
forget these telpidly dwindling
sources of revenue. Certainly any Increases In theli at this (t1ne would be very
ill-advised.
We realize fully and sympathetically tile problems you ,and your committeee
are confronted with 1n(
n1 &tire that till highway user gronlps are ready and
willing to pay greatly Increased tax bills to win tile war. However, we feel that
tile burden should be placed upon every citizen an( strongly recommlend i general
sales or manufacturers excise tax.
Very truly yours,
AtAUAMiA HIGHWAY USERs CoNFRENCE,
By FRAM1K C. HulicY.
Vice Chairmn.
ile

s'tatleitent referred to above Is ol file with the clerk of the committee.)

o ARKANSAS, OFFICE OF LIEUr NAN-r GOVEJrN.OR,
Little Hock, July 29, 1942.
Senator WALTER F. G(XOGF,
,
,hairman, Senate Finance Committee,
.
S....'..
..
Washington, D. 0.
DtAn ftNATOs, GEORo: I have read with deep apprehension tile proposal now
before Congress to double the preseI.it Federal gasoline tax of 11/2 cents per gallon.
I agree fully that we must lave heavier Federal taxation to help finance
America's war effort. Howevp:., may I respectfully call to your attention the
SSTA'iE
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fact that State governments are tremendously dependent upon the gasoline tqx.
In Arkansas we have a State road debt of $136,)O,OOO, and our gasoline funds
are pledged for the payment of Interest and principal upon this huge debt. Out
of our gasoline funds $750,000 is set aside for the payment of bridge Improvement
bonds and interest thereon, and for aid to cities and towns for construction, repair, and maintenance of streets and county roads in and Immediately adjacent
to such cities and towns. Approximately $1,250,000 Is returned to the county
governments fov the construction of local roads.
Because of the curtailment in the use of automobiles we expect to experience a
heavy reduction In receipts front gasoline tax in 1943. Any additional Federal
tax upon gasoline will reduce this source of revenue even more.
The Federal gasoline tax Is comparatively new and to Increase that tax now
will make it even more dillicult than It currently Is to finance local and State governments, and I know that yot agree with me that these governments taust be
permitted to remain intact if our system of democracy Is to prevail. Further, it is
only reasonable that gasoline should not be singled out for aispclal tax treatment
along with luxuries and tnto-essenlhd commodities. This consideration is more
Important today than ever because hilglway t ransportation is becoming more
and more limited to essential purposes.
Sincerely yours,
Boa IjALny, Licilenait-Govcrnor.
Similar communications have been received from the following Individuals and
concerns in Arkansas:
Louis Tarlowski, Little Rock, Ark.
C. N. Bellilngrath, chairman, Arkansas highway Users' Conference, Little
Rock, Ark.
John Allen, manager, Associated Motor Carriers of Arkansas, Inc., Little
Rock, Ark.
M. F. Dickinson, president, Arkansas State Farmers' Ulon, LItIle Rock,
Ark.
C. G. Hall, secretary of state of the State of Arkansas.
]Robert W. Grifflth, Jr., representative in the Iouse of Representatives of
the State of Arkansas.
Willina L. Humphries, secretary-treasurer, Arkansas Wholesale Grocers'
Association, Inc., Little Rock, Ark.
Willis V. Lewis, secretary-treasurer, Independent Bus and Truckers' Association, Little Rock, Ark.
Roy E. Ragsdale, secretary-treasurer, Order of United Commercial Travelers of America, Little Rock, Ark.
R. C. Moody, secretary, Arkansas Bottlers of Carbonated Beverages, Little
Rock, Ark.

...
KENTUCKY

AUro.moutiL

D:A.roics

ASsMATION,

Louisville Ky.. Juoly 27, 19f2.
Senator ALPtFT B. C(HANnMIJ

United MtatesaSenate, Washington, D. (.
DEAR SENATOa CH~r,\aNI: 'fhe Kentucky Automobile Dralers Association,
composed of 825 dealers, wishes to go on record as opposed to the increase
In gasoline tax from 1
to 3 cents per gallon which is recommended by tle
Secretary of the Treasury.
'
The "freezing" order issued by the Office of Price Administration on Janutry 1 Just about destroyed lIte automobile industry. Many Kentucky dealers
have been forced to close their bhm.sies, and If this increase In gasoline tax
is enacted It will force them all to lose their doors.
, Some of us dealers htave I)ee fort umite'enough to remain open under tile
most adverse conditions. We may be able to weather the storm by selling a
few parts, servicing cars, and selling gasoline. But if time proposed gasoline
taxTire
increase becomes law, it will crush the Industry.
automobile industry wants to be a good soldier; in fact, it its been
a good soldier, but it cannot win battles without equipment. Despite "freezIng" of our equipment, we htave been atle to "thaw" enough to exist, not live.
We can, and will continue to exist provided we are no. confronted wi~h additional obstacles. You can assist its by do0t1g everything possible to prevent
the enactment of the gasoline tax proposed by the Secretary oC'the Treasury.

-.
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Any effort on your part to prevent the enactment of this tax will be very
much appreciated by automobile dealers from Mills Point to the Big Sandy.
I _ , 1 .
-1
-Very truly yours,
Tu.Nm A. SuMmiutas, President.
(A similar communication was received from Mr. Lew Ullrich, Motor Truck
Club of Kentucky, Inc., Louisville, Ky.)

GAsOLIa RwuAnas' AssooiA=ox or MEmIooIAN CoioAo,.......
....
ChIicago, Ill., July 2, 1942.
Hon. C. WAYLAWD SNaooKs,
.
senate Oflfec Building, Washington, D. 0.
My DEAR SENATra: It is noted the 1942 revenue measure finally passing the
House is now in the Senate Finance Committee approximately 22 billion dollars
short of the sum requested by the Treasury. It is hoped the Senate will not
attempt to override the Ways and Means measured decision on the item of
gasoline excises.
At present, by virtue of curtailed use of automotive equipment due to rubber
shortages, etc., sale of gasoline is decreasing rapidly in Illinois and estimates are
that even though the threat of gasoline rationing never becomes an actuality
consumption of gasoline by October or November will have fallen to about onehalf of that of a year ago, continue sharply to fall through 1943 and be only a
traction of the present volume in 1944.
Because of this It seems plain that if the Treasury hopes to derive increased
revenue from gasoline In 1942, the levy would have to be raised In the percent
bill to more than double the current rate and to approximately 7 or 8 cents a
gallon In 1943. I should like most respectMlly to suggest that a program of
taxation that would seek to overcome progressively decreased productivity in a
shrinking tax base by Increasing the tax rate would be uniqtle and wholly
Impractical.
Probably a more important aspect of the threat to Increase the gasoline tax in
the Finance Committee is found in the effect such an increr.se would have on
State highway funds which in our State, as you know, come entirely from license
fees and State motor-fuel taxes. The situation In Illinois Is'doubtlessly familiar
to you, but I should like to restate a few salient facts that are currently disturbing
I
to SKate finances:
I Bonded obligations.--On June 30, 1942, total Illinois highway bonds outstanding
were $106,080,000, $10,080,000 remaining to be paid in the $00,000,000 issue and
$96,000,000 remaining to be paid In the $100,000,000 issue. These bonds, as you
.
, ".'
know, are retired out of automobile license fee money.
On the same date two emergency relief Issues had outstanding a total of
$28,400,000. Of the first emergency, relief Issue of $20,000,000 a total of $5,200,000
remains to be paid; of the second emergency relief Issue of $30,000,000 the unpaid
balance amounted to $23,200,000. These two Issues are being retired out of the
motor-fuel tax fund at the rate of about $3,600,000, principal and Interest,
annually.
Falling motor-fuel tax receipts.-Net motor-fuel tax receipts in Illinois in May
1941 was $4,514,109.73; in May 1912 receipts had fallen to $3,624,912.52, indicatIng a decrease In gasoline consumption on the highways of approximately 80,000,7
000 gallons. It should be noted this decrease has come at a time when the sale
price of gasoline has been frozen. The consensus is that if the present Federal
excise tax were increased and the amount passed on to the consumer as a price
advance the fall in the rate of consumption would be considerably augmented.
In this connection the State highway department, attempting to plqp for the
future, has projected anticipated annual receipts compared with anntial fixed
expenditures for the years 1942 to 1945, both Inclusive, and on the basis of that
analysis expect to have available for highway construction during the current'
year a total of $10,445,000; it 1943, due to continued rationing and decreased
motor-fuel tax and license receipts, the amount is expected to fall to $3,961,500,
becoraing a deficit of $2,764,000 and $7,250,500 in 1944 and 1945, respectively.
So you may compare these figures let It be noted the cost of normal peacetime
highway improvements in Illinois has averaged around $20,000,000 annually for
several years.

,
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On the basis of these facts and assumptions, and calculating on the proved
expectancy that consumption of gasoline will fall as the price rises, it is not
difficult to foresee that an addition to the Federal excise tax at present would
add sharply to the financial difficulties facing our highways., The matter surely,
has become so serious as to demand the best thoughts and efforts of every political and economic force in the State.
I The above information appears to us to be important and would appreciate.
having the contents of this letter placed in the hands of Chairman George of theFinance Committee.

Very truly'yours,-~'
"
..

GASOLIzE RETAILERS' AssocIATON OF METROPOLITAN CsicAO,
B. M. Povis, President.

REsoLunoN or NORTHERN ILLINOIS RETAILERs ASSOCIAT.oN
Whereas the Finance Committee of the United States Senate Is considering theTreasury's proposal to Increase the Federal excise tax on gasoline by 1% cents
per gallon, and
Whereas the motor-fuel tax receipts to the State of Illinois, due to curtailed4
use of automobiles, has been reduced by approximately $1,000,000 monthly, and
Whereas further loss of sale to gasoline retailers and loss of revenue to the State
would follow a tax increase, be it therefore
Resolved, That the Northern Illinois Retailers Association assert Its wholehearted opposition to the Imposition of further Federal taxes on gasoline, and beit Resolved,
further
That a copy of this resolution be forwardedto the Illinois delegation
in Congress and to members of the Finance Committee of the- Senate.
". .
NOa-rnsRN TrL.rNoxs RETAIER ASSOCIATION,.
*
W. R. ILINO, President.,
S.STATE

OF INDIANA,'
INDIANAPOLIs, IrD., July 28, 194.

Hon. R&xuoNu H. WIL.S,
United States Senate, Washington, D. (7.
DERR RAY: It Ins come to my attention that an effort Is being made to add IW
cents to the Fedihzal gasoline tax. Because of the necessary rationing of tires
and the fact that automobiles are not being used, it seems to me that farmers.
will be bearing an unjust share of any Increase In the gasoline tax, We must
ask the farmers to produce more In order to wage a successful war. This means.
that farmers will use more gasoline in driving their tractors.' Furthermore,
our farmers must use their automobiles to haul produce to market.
/ ',.
During the year of 1941 we collected $28,000,000 ia State gasoline tax andr
approximately $15,000,000 was distributed to the town, State, and county units
ot government for local use. The rationing program has already brought about
a substantial decrease In gasoline taxes and the States and local units of government will suffer even more It the Federal tax Is doubled at this time. I knor
that you agree with me that State and local government must be permitted tv.
remain intact If our system of representative government Is to prevail.
.;,With kindest personal regards, I am.
...
......
Sincerely,
Re
CARD T. JAMEs,
Auditor of State.

OFFICE or DWARTMaEr OF REVENUE STATE Or LOUrSIANA,'
-". -11" 0.
I I.Baton
Rouge, La., July 28, 1942
Ron. JOHN H. OVERTON,
United States Senator, Washington, D. C. .
.
.
DA.R SENATOR O%TuTrqO: I notice from newspaper accounts that the new Federal tax bill is presently before the Senate Flnnce Committee for Its consld-ration anl that the Treasury Department has again urged an increase In Feoeral
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gasoline and lubricating oil taxes. I am certain that you are familiar with the
outcome that such proposals would bring about and, therefore, will not burden
you with figures. However, I do wish to call your attention to the fact that
Louisiana
citizens arlt already paying a tax of 81/ cents per gallon on gasoline
1
*.- . -.
,
:, :
and 12 /, cents per gallon on lubricating oil.
As director of revenue I wish to likewise call your attention to the fact that
department
declined
during the month of April gasoline taxes collected by my
24.2 percent over April of last year and further that these ta> ,s have continued
to decline since April. It is safe to say that by the end of this year collection
from these two sources will decline by at least 40 percent. ..'n increase, at the
present time in Federal gasoline and lubricating oil taxes, therefore, will not raise
any substantial additional amount of revenue and will only tend to speed up
Inflation.
I feel sure that you will use your influence in having the Finance Committee
reject Mr. Morgenthau's recommendation to increase the present Federal rates on
gasoline and lubricating oil because of the high rates that are being pald by
Louisiana citizens and the adverse effect that such Increase would have on our
,
. ' .I I
1
,
. .. ,
S ta t e's f ina n ces .
With best wishes, I am

..

Sincerely yours,
*

Rurus W. FONTSNOT, Collector.

*
IIR1JMA,
I. MONT., August 1, 194jiZ.
I
HOn. WA! TEa F. GzOuo,
*.
,
.
CThairman, Finance Committee, S"enate of tle United States,
Washington, D. C.:
Reference is made to H. R. 7378, revenue bill 1942, now In hearings before your
committee, and particularly appearance before you of Secretary Morgenthau
renewing recommendations made before House Ways and Means Committee.
rue to possibility of separation and Immediate enactment of these proposed
iarge increases in Federal gasoline and lubricating oil taxes we wired you
March 12 setting forth our objections theieto. Proposed increase gasoline tax,
co'mnting 1940 Increase, would bring total increase to 200 percent over tax prior to
1940. Consider It more equitable to look to Increased taxes of nonessential commodities rather than necessities like gasoline and lubricating plin. Gasoline, an
essential commnuodity, already Is taxed higher than most nonessential luxuries.
Lubricating oils and gasoline are necessary on both production and battle fronts
for ultimate victory. State tax of gasoline, major source of highway come,
has already suffered large decrease due to rationing tires, reduced use of cars,
reduced speed limit, and other factors. We are positive proposed increase of
Federal tax will further reduce consumption, jeopardize highway finances..
z On behalf of the Nation, our State, and Its citizens, we beg to renew our protest of March 12 to additional Federal taxes of gasoline and lubricating oil prop)osed by Mr. Morgenthau. Please -bring this before your committee and file as
part of record.
SA&Mt
C. FORD,
Governor of Montana..
SAM W. MI'rCrnzL,

Secretary of State.
HowARD Al.GrLxoo,
Attorney General.
Comnmniciatiomis of a similar nature were received from the following indI, °
viduals of the State of Montana:
Clifford L. Walker, deputy secretary of state.
W. A. Brown, State bank examiner.
Chr.rles 1,. Sheridan, supervisor, Montana Highwy Patrol.
J. E. Henry, State purchasing agent.
Elizabeth Ireland, State superintendent of public i struction.
Albert H. Kruse, commissioner, agriculture, labor and industry.
William Hasking, State accountant.
Howard W. Ilohne, chief engineer, Montana State Highway Commission.
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHARLES

W. ToBEy OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

THE TREASURY'S PROPOSAL TO INCREASE GASOt.INE AND LUBRICATING OIL LEVIES AND
TEIR iYFECT UPON NEW HAMPSHIRE

The citizens and the essential revenues of New Hampshire are suffering at
the hands of gasoline rationing. There Is of course an underlying transportation
problem thrust up'tn us by our enemies, but there are economic and domestic
difficulties, too. Nv flampshire and tile other New England States are willingly
cooperating In our ,'ar'Iffortand are anxious to make every direct contribution
to that end. At the saie time, it is indeed necessary that the essentials of
civilian life, of agricultural production be provided, and that every State should
continue to function at peak efficiency. There is a definite minimum quantity
of gasoline, lubrieating and fue) heating oil which New Hampshire must receive.
It cannot be claimed that an increase in the Federal tax on gasoline and
lubricating oil will in any way aid the difficult transportation problem which
must lie faced in getting petroleum products to thL Atlantic States, to New Enghind, and to our ally, Canada. To the people of New Hampshire there is no
justification for additional Federal levies upon gasoline and lubricating oil; in
fact, in our opinion, to increase these taxes at this time would be unfair, and
contrary to sound principles of taxation. This opinion is based upon a careful
examlintlon of the fundamentals of thiswartime situation.
The citizens of my State are particularly dependent upon automotive transportation. The rural population is high; 42.4 percent of the people live outside
of any cities, towns, or incorporated places of over 2,500 population, according
to the latest United States census, its compared with about 24 percent for all
the New England States. Public transportation facilities such as the railroads,
streetcars, and busses are not highly developed. The proportion of necessity
driving in New Hampshire has always been high, and with present gasoline
rationing aid the rubber situation car owners find it absolutely necessary to
restrict their driving to essential needs. Now that dairy, poultry, and general
agricultural products are in heavy demand for our armed forces and in assistance to our Allies and when mineral, pulp, and sugar demands have alao increased, the farm and industrial demand for gasoline has risen markedly. Range
oilfor heating and lubricating oil are just as necessary as ever. Thus the necessity demand for petroleum products is increasing as a result of the war while
the transportation facilities for bringing them into the State are under great
strain.
In the face of tLeqe obvious difficulties which somehow must be solved, it is
proposed by the Treasury Department that the Federal gasoline tax should be
increased 100 percent and the lubricating oil excise 122 percent. Aren't car
owners, theirfamilies, farmers, truck and bus operators suffering enough?
Everyone in this country should know by now that we must get along on the
tires we noe' have for the duration. I don't know what isgoing to happen to
the farmers and essential workers in the South and West, but I do know that the
sita'atm.,i
autombtIuh

Lii

41w ithpilj.Si:h'N.
iiag

iw is

iot

elish

for public officials in the New England States to firmly express and look out
for the essential needs of their electorate; In fa,ct, it is our duty to do so.
1 therefore present these facts to this distinguished committee.
It seems to me that itIsthe bourden duty of both the Treasury and the Congress to consider carefully the present financial difficulties of the States, particularly as these are intenslfled by' declining automotive revenues. While it
is indeed difficult to find equitable means to macet unprecedented Federal revenue
needs, that fact Is no justhleation for the adoption of an unstable tax base and
in the same action create additional finance. dificultles for the States. The noriral functions of State government must be continued for they are an integral
part of the American System of government. Automotive imposts, particularly
the gasoline taxes, always have been oue of the chief sources of State revenues
aid have made possible the construction and maintenance of our magnificent
system of highways. These highways have become the very warp and woof
of our everyday life. They are even more necessary in war than in peace. They
must be kept open, usable and safe for traffic through storms and floods, through
snow and sleet. War workers niust travel, munitions must move, the Army
niust he transported. The upkeep of the roads is the duty of the States and
one of their principal contributions to victory.'
6
7 090-42-vol. 2--65
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It is self-evldent that year-around highway maintenance, especially in the
Northern States is cc'tly and even with the elimination of new construction
the States can only fulfill this obligation with the utmost difficulty. When
you ration gasoline you automatically impose a moratorium upon a principal
source of State revenue. But even that Is not the chief difficulty with which
New Hampshire and her sister States are faced. The rubber shortage imposes
an even greater restriction. Month by month, irreplaceable tires are wearing
out; month by mouth cars and trucks are being laid up; and month by month
revenue will decline, not only gasoline tax revenue but other established sources
I
I
of State revenue, too.
Because no new cars are being made, no new tires are available for civilian use
and because gasoline is being rationed profound dislocations in business are the
order of the day. The small tilling station, garages, and automobile repair shops,
normally fixtures in the American scene, are disappearing.
Summer resorts are being hard hit and are gloomy over their prospects. They
are caught between shorter vacations on the one side and the lack of gasoline onl
the other. The.requests for reservations have been reduced through public fear
that bus and train travel will be further curtailed. In some places black-outs
aggravate the problem and many hotel keepers, both large and small, may be
unable to survive.
Attendance at public beaches and outlying golf courses has fallen off 50 to 65
perent. Roadside stands located in outlying districts report a loss of trade of
about 80 percent. While the average loss of restaurants and roadside stands
has reached 45 percent. Perhaps the hardest hit have beejp the tourist homes.
Mainy of them will find it difficult to survive as homes without tourists.
"
I Already with gasoline rationing only 2 months old,' the Port of New York
Authority reports passenger traffic on six river crossings has dropped 38 percent
and toll collections off 30 percent compared with the same period last year.
The effect of the tire shortage Is yet to make itself felt. The effect of this loss of
normal business will be reflected in a corresponding loss of State revenue from
established sources, a loss sufficiently great to seriously affect both the State
government and local community finances.
But of greatest significance is the loss of revenue from gasoline taxes and motorvehicle fees. In the fiscal year ending June 30, 1941, these two sources accounted
for 54.6 percent of New Hampshire's revenues. In May of this year with gasoline
rationing in effect for only half the month, gasoline consunaption was off 31 per-.
cent. Both these revenues and those from motor vehicle fees will drop precipitously at the end of the present fiscal year as tires wear out and the older
cars
and trucks are immobilized by lack of replacement parts.
" But
New Hampshire is not complaining. State and municipal ofilcials as well
as the citizens themselves are willing to tighten their belts. New Hampshire will
work her way out of this crisis just as she has worked her wr - through others
in the past. But she can do this only if her limited taxing power is left reasonably
unimpaired. She cannot be expected to maintain highways which are essential to
the war program if the Federal Government insists upon usurping her principal
source of revenue. Neither can she see the wisdom of the Federal Treasury's
proposal to further infringe upon this field when it is so apparent that the sprig
Is drying up at the source.
Furthermore, in the opinion of New Hampshire, gasoline taxes are entirely
unsuitable as a revenue source for any purpose other than the construction and
maintenance of highways. As a tax by the mile for the use of roads it is nearly
ideal for it is a benefit tax.' But as a benefit tax it has no relation to ability to
pay nor to any other accepted tax yardstick. So convinced is New Hampshire of
the soundness of this principle that at its constitutional convention In 1939 it
amended its fundamental law to prohibit the use of gasoline tax revenue for
other than highway purposes.
As a matter of fact the Federal Government penalizes States which use their
gasoline tax revenue for nonhighway purposes by withholding a portion of their
Federal highway aid.
I respectfully urge that the committee give careful and earnest consideration
to the facts herein presented and with assurances of :ay esteem, I remain.
C'HAS. W. TomEy.
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Senator CHAR.LE....

Senator CHARLES W. ToBEY,

"

OF NEw HAMPSHIRE, lH101WAY DaAkT"MENT1',

(Concord,N. H., July 81, 1942.
,

:

Washington, D. C.
DEAR SENATOR: The State highway department's income to July 1 of this year
Is $330,477 less than that of the same period last year. A continuance of reduction In the funds received from motor-vehicle fees and gasoline income may be
expected due to lack of tires, cessation of the manufacture of passenger cars, and
gasoline rationing.
It seems rather Inconsistent to us, therefore, for the above reason alone, to
Increase the Federal gasoline tax and further Jeopardize what Income we will be
fortunate enough to collect.
It will be a very serious matter, indeed, for New Hampshire if our Income is
reduced more than one-third, as it will not be possible to extend any aid to the
towns, and, If further reduced, Interest payments and bond retirements now
charged to the 1-cent fund would be payable out of our regular income, already
reduced to approximately the amount necessary to maintain those highways
already constructed.
May we have your support In opposition to this measure, and we also request
be inserted in the records of the Senate Finance Committee.
opposition
that our
Yours
truly,,
F. E. EVERErr, commissionerr.
Y
Nrw YoRK, Aujiuzg 11, 1944.
The Honorable W. F. Goao.,
United States Senate, Washington, D. (.
Urge your support Guffy amendment to H1.R. 7378, providing Feieral tax oI
reclaimed lubricating oil.
L. SorNmwoRN SoNs, INCL,
RutoLPH G. So'rrrxN.
AuToMOaILE LwoAL AesociATIoN,
31, 1949.
-"July
Senator TrEoooaR FRANCIS GasiEN,
Senate Office Building, Washingto.s, D. 0...
My DEAR SENATOR: When the 1942 revenue bill was being prepared by the
House Ways and Means Committee, I asked your valued assistance In opposing
any step which would place an additional Federal tax on gasoline, lubricating
oil, or on the production of petroleum products. I feel that the statements which
were made by me at that time might well be placed by you before the Senate
Finance Committee at this thae. Consequently, I am embodying some of them
In this letter.
The average highway user In Rhode Island today pays an annual local, State,
and Federal tax or his motor vehicle of approximately $65, despite the fact
that the United States Department of Commerce surveys show the average automobile owner to be in the low-income group.
Highway users and the related highway transportation industry, who, In the
past, have contributed one out of every six tax dollars to Ieal,'State, and
Federal Governments, will, of they are permitted, continue to do their share Inthe financing of road 'costs, general governmental expenses, and war expenditures. However, they cannot be expected to pay an overproportionate share of
any of these things; otherwise, they will be taxed beyond the point of diminishing
returns.
While highway users do not wish to shirk their duty as patriotic, taxpaying
citizens In their contribution to our war effort, they believe that their motor
vehicles, parts, or gasoline should not be classified as luxuries and taxed as such.
The recommendations which were made when the revenue bill of 1942 was being
considered by the House Ways "imd Means Committee, calling for an Increase
of 100 percent In the Federal tax on gasoline and an increase of 144 percent
In the Federal tax on lubricating oil, were a definite attefnpt to tax gasoline a,
a luxury.
I am aware of the fact that the House of Representatives, in their wisdomn,
declined to place an additional tax on gasoline. I lament, however, the fact
that lubricating oil, so essential In the operation of motor vehicles, but now
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absolutely necessary in the operation of industrial plants manufacturing munitions for war, was singled out and taxed. It is with this thought in mind that
I am calling this matter to your attention now, lest, perhaps, someone may request
the honorable Senate to make additional increases in the tax on petroleum
. ...
I
products.
We have also noticed, frome accounts in the press, that Secretary Morgenthau
has personally appealed to the blenate for an increase in the gasoline and lubricating-oil taxes and for the elimination of the percentage now allowed for
depletion in the production of these products. This recommendation of the Secretary of the Treasury contains no grain of consolation for the motorists of
America, because if the depletion percentage be eliminated, this fact will be
sharply reflected in the cost of production and will be tantamount to a further
Federal tax on gasoline and lubricating oil.
Twenty-five percent of the gasoline consumed today is used in trucks, the
greater percentage of which are now handling war materials. Surveys show
that 55 percent of cli mileage driven and 75 percent of the trips made in passenger cars in 1940 were for necessary purposes. As passenger-car tires wear
out and gasoline Is rationed, all future passenger-car driving will be for neces-.
sity purposes, especially here in Rhode Island, where so many war workers are
finding it necessary to use their motor vehicles In riding to and from war plants
which have no housing facilities.
Rationing of tires and gasoline and increased gasoline costs brought about by
tanker shortages make it increasingly difficult for highway users to use their
motor vehicles. Highway users believe that it would be most unfair, undemocratic, and harmful to our war effort to increase further the Federal tax on
gasoline and lubricating oil, which constitute the lifeblood of highway transportation.
Anything that you can do to inform other members of the Senate Finance
Committee of the plight In which Rhode Island citizens and war workers find
themselves at the present time, or anything that you can do to defeat any
proposals to increase the tax on these commodities will be greatly appreciated.
I would also be very much pleased to have you file this protest in the record
of the hearings before the Senate Finance Committee.
Very truly yours,
LEo R. CAVANAUOR, D~t,trct Manager.
Communications of a similar nature Were received from the following individudls of the State of Rhode Island:
Mrs, Nellie V. 1. Taylor, secretary, Richmond Grange No. 6.
Miss Hattie L. O'Bryan, secretary, Union Grange No. 13,
Miss Jean C. Weldon, secretary, Darlington Grange No. 55,
Mrs. Ethel L. Sprague, secretary, Gaspee Grange No. 50.
Miss Margaret Park, secretary, Portsmouth Grange No. 29.
Miss Daisy I. Kettelle, secretary, Rocky Hill Grange No. 27.
Miss Emma L. Greve, secretary, Rumford Grange No. 52, John A. Arnold, secretary, Ashaway Grange No. 50.
Miss Kathryn Wimer, secretary, Little Compton Grange No. 32.
*John A. Bennett, director, Rhode Island State Grange,
Leo It. Cavanaugh, district manager, Automobile Legal Association.
Joseph P. McEvoy, president, Rhode Island Automobile Dealers Association.
John J. Daigie, executive secretary, Retail Petroleum Dealers' Association
of Rhode Island, Cranston, R. I.
Wilfred J. Paquin, Register of Motor Vehicles, State of Rhode Island and
Providence Plantations.

STATE OF SOUTi DAKOTA, EXECUTIvE DEPARTMENT,

Pierre, S. Dak., March 10, 1942.
Hon, CHsAN GURNEY,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. 0.
DEAR SENATOR GURNEY: I have just been studying the proposal made last week
by Secretary Morgenthau as his fiscal program for the next Federal fiscal year.
I note that among his proposals to raise revenue in the new revenue hill is an
increase in the present Federal gasoline tax of 11/Acents a gallon. This would
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double the present Federal gasoline tax, making a total of 8 cents per gallon.
I also note lie proposes en Increase in the Federal lubricating oil tax from 41/2
cents a gallon to 10 cents a gallon, which is nearly a 150-percent Increase in this
tax.
A,s you know, I wrote a letter to Congressman Doughton, chairman of the
House Ways and Means Committee, about a year ago in opposition to the proposal
then to increase the Federal gasoline tax 1 cent per gallon in the revenue bill
of last year. You will find a copy of this letter reproduced on page 700 of the
hearings on Revenue Revision of 1941 before the Committee on Ways and Means
of the House, Seventy-seventh Congress, first session. About that same time our
State highway commission approved unanimously a resolution in opposition to
such proposed increase, which Is reproduced on page 1805 of the report of the
hearings.
Since that time there has been no change in the reasons expressed in my
letter to Mr. Doughton opposing the proposal, nor In the highway commission
resolution of opposition. I fully recognize the necessity of revenue to finance
the all-out effort to win this war. I likewise approach to the suggested program,
namely, taxation to check inflation, reduction of Federal expenditures which
compete with war production and add unnecessarily to the volume of purchasing
power In the hands of the people, and that taxes should be fair and nondiscriminatory. Also .1recognize the demands that are made upon our people in the
agricultural sections of our country for an all-out production of food for our
armed forces, our defense workers, our Allies, and our own people.
,
With these things in mind, I wish again to call your attention to the fact that
the gasoline tax ham;long since departed from the class of a luxury tax Insofar
ps South Dakota residents are concerned, and has been for many years, and in
fact since its Inception, a tax on one of the real necessities of the people of South
Dakota. There are In excess of 40,OCO tractors In use in South Dakota by farmers
for production of agricultural products. More than one-third of the communities
of this State are without any transportation facilities except motor vehicles. The
great production demanded and required of our people must largely be transported from sources of production to markets jnid ito distribution by motor
vehicle. Our people are gladly cooperating in the war effort and are exerting their
very best efforts in doing what we are able to do in prosecuting the war. We
shall continue to do so. However, the increase of the Federal gasoline tax will
be just one more extra burden on the efforts we are putting forth. At the present
time the Federal gasoline tax amounts to a 10-percent retail sales tax on the
commodity. The proposed Increase will be an additional 10 percent retail sales
tax, making a total o.t 20 percent retail sales tax on this necessity.
As you know, the entire Middle West agricultural section Is not favored with
any vast expenditure of money to carry out the war preparation except in a few
isolated metropolitan areas. Inflation danger in gasoline prices iln this area is
very remote. The average farm family In South Dakota still has an annual
earning of less than $30 per week. Congress has already inaugurated price
controls affecting agricultural commodities.
The tire-rationing program has already materially affected motor vehicle use in
South Dakota, and after another year of curtailment N0il be so~effective that it
Is difficult to estimate the shrink In motor-vehicle use. Our distances are great,
and our efficiency will be materially affected on account of rubber shortage. Our
present highway construction program Is now at a standstill. We do, however,
have contracts which have been let and are in the process of completion. These
contracts, I understand, will be permitted to proceed to final completion. If a
further Increase in the Federal gasoline tax takes place no doubt It will materially
hamper the revenues received from th State gasoline tax. This could very
easily reduce revenues below the bare necessity of ranintenance of our State
hllghway system.
If our highway system deflilorates materially It will directly
affect our efficiency In moving our agricultural products to the armed forces and
the people engaged in defense and war prcductlon in the Industrial areas. I cannot believe this is the intention of the Treasury's experts. Apparently they have
not considered tMe matter very seriously In this regard, or they would never have
I I II
made such a proposal. -' "
Our Constitution provides that all taxation shall be equal and uniform. This
same provision is carried Into the constitutions of most of the States in this great
agricultural section. 'A tax which selects one on the retail sales price certainly
Is discrininatory against the persons obliged to purchase th esame. If excise
taxes on sales are to be Imnlosed tbey are unfair and discriminatory unless
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imposed on all commodities equally. The'e may be some justification for the
imposition of excise taxes at unfair and discriminatory rates on commodities
designated as luxuries or nonessential, solely as a regulatory or political measure,
but vurtainly not as a fair tax measure. I note the Treasury experts estimate
a 5-percent retail sales tax on all commodities woull raise over $3,200,000,000.
If any sales tax is to be Imposed on the theory of having all taxes fair and nondiscriminatory or equal and uniform, no single commodity or group of commodities should be selected as against all commodities.
!
."
.
All that I have heretofore said in this letter equally applies to the proposal to
increase the Federal lubricating-oil tax. As you know, farm operations require
lubricating oil. Further burden "n this necessary commodity is again a direct
burden upon necessary war production. At the rate suggested, namely, 10 cents
.f
.
per gallon, It amounts to a retail sales tax in excess of 15 percent ..
I I would appreciate your taking the matter up with Senator George, chairman
of the Senate Finance Committee, and filing this letter with him in opposition
to such proposed special tax increases. Also, any effort you can put forth in
opposition to these proposals will be appreciated by me, and I am certain will be
greatly appreciated by all of the people of this State and the entire agricultural
territory of the Middle West. Likewise, I wish to specifically refer gain to my
letter of May 2, 1941, to Mr. Doughton, as reported in the hearings on the revenue
bill of last year, which should be incorporated in this protest, together with the
resolution of the South Dakota Highway Commission, also referred to above.
With kindest personal regards and best wishes, I am,
Sincerely yours,
HAS,.AN J.Bustnmm, Governor.

SorH
.
)AKOTA SrATE HIHWAY CoMMIssION,
Pierre,S. Dak., M1farch 11, 1942.

lion. CHAN GURNEY,

Senate Office Building, Washlngton, D. G.
DEAR CHAN: It has come to our attention that in a proposal made last week by
Sec.etaiy Morgenthau, when presenting the Treasury's fiscal program for the
coming fiscal year, he suggested an increase in the Federal gasoline tax of 1 /
cents per gallon. This would double the present Federal gasoline tax, and make it
total 3 cents per gallon. lie also proposed an increase in the Federal lubrieating
oil tax of 5 cents a gallon, making a total of 10 cents per gallon. This amounts to
150 percent increase in such tax.
I We are writing this letter to you individually and severally, in opposition to
such
proposals.
. Approximately
a year ago, you will recall, the Treasury then proposed an Increase in the Federal gasoline tax to be included in the 1941 Federal Revenue Act
of 1 cent per gallon. At that time we unanimously approved a resolution in opposition to such proposal. Copies of this resolution were sent to you, and a copy
was filed with the Honorable Robert L. Doughton, as chairman of the House Ways
and Means Committee. then considering the proposal. This resolution Is reproduced on page 1805 of the reported hearings of the House Ways and Means Committee. There has been no change in the situation in South Dakota, or in the
Nation, that would materially effect the reasons ior opposition to such proposal
,contained in the resolution. We wish to incorporate all of such resolution In this
letter as part of it by the reference above made.
We recognize the necessity of everyone exerting their best efforts in the successful prosecution of the war. In order to meet the requirements of production
of agricultural products to feed the armed forces, defense workers, and the people
of this country, as well as those of our Allies, we must maintain transportation
facilities to get such production to those needing it. The State highway system
of South Dakota is entirely dependent upon gasoline tax for maintenance and
construction. Although construction is now at a standstill, due to priority requirements effecting materials, we do have some contracts, completion of which
will be permitted. We are more concerned with being able to maintain our State
highway system than anything else. The proposed increase In the Federal gasoline tax and the lubricating oil tax would definitely have a deterring effect on
consumption of such commodities and a corresponding decrease in highway revenues would result. Serious harm to South Dakota's highway maintenance would
. *..
. 1
, , _t
,., -,
be the inevitable ultimate fact.
As you know, distances in this State and In the northwestern States generally
are very great from farms and ranches to markets. More than one-third of the
* -
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connmuities of this State are entirely dependent upon motor vehicle transportation. The State highway system In approximately 6,000 miles. If any proposal
materially retards highway revenue It could very easily cause a deterioration of
the State highway system. This would directly effect the efficiency of our people
novlig our agilultural l)rodu(ts to those of the country needing them.
We understand that the Treasury Department estimates a 5 percent retail
sales tax on all commodities without exemptions would raise more than $3,200,-000,000. We cannot understand why gasoline and lubricating oil, which are necessary commodities to carrying on our contribution to successfully prosecuting the
war, should be separated from other commodities and taxed at 20 percent and 15
percent, respectively, of their retail price. We believe that if an excise tax on
sales Is expected to be fair and nondiscriminatory, It should apply equally to all
commodities.
We would appreciate your filing this letter with Sefinator George, chairman of
the Senate Finance Committee, in opposition to the proposed tax Increases, and
any effort you can put forth in opposition to such proposals will be appreciated
by us.
With kindest personal regards, we are
Sincerely yours,
S'TATM HIOUHWAYCOMMISSION,

J. H. LAxIS,
J. A. SWENSON,
D. H. MOCAY,
Commt s(oner8.
UNITED STATES SENATE,
July 81, 1942.
Hon. WAL.TER F. GEORGF,
United States Senate, lW'ashington, D. (1
DFAR SENATOR GEOROE: I have constituents in Tennessee who have taken up
the proposed Increase of Federal tax on gasoline at 3 cents per gallon. This
is the way they put It up to me:
"Trucks, busses, and workers' cars must roll. As long as there are tires--tbere
must be some means of transportation for essential workers, Industrial and agrlcultural. These vehicles wilt consume gasoline and must be furnished lubricatIng oil to preserve parts. Is It now suitable or just that the Federal Government should further Invade the State gasoline tax field upon which the State
Is so dependent, and increase the excise on the lubricating oil?
"Surely present State levies upon essential highway users are burdensome
enough. In Memphis, Tenn, the present service-station price of gasoline Is 11.4
cents per gallon without the tax and to this amount must be added 8.9 cents per
gallon for existing and Federal taxes. The taxes now paid are equal to a 78percent retail sales tax.
"If the Treasury Department proposal to Increase the tax to 3 cents per gallon
were enacted It would he the equivalent of 91.2-percent sale tax. If you Increase the tax on lubricating oils it would be from about 4 to 10 cents per
gallon in Tennessee. In short, the Treasury is proposing that fbr every dollar
spent at the gasoline station even the most essential user would be forced to pay
47.7 cents In taxes and additional taxes on lubricating oil. Gasoline purchased
with this dollar would only propel the average vehicle 63 miles. This high tax
Is unprecedented and unjust even In war times."
It seems to me that there is a great deal of sound sense In the above proposal.
I know you will give it every consideration.
With kindest personal regards, I am
Sincerely your friend,
KFNNrrH MCKT.T.Ai.
l'.NIANDE RprNTyo (o.. ;-"
Vichim Falls, Ter.. June 2, 1942.
Ilon. W. Lzr O'DA-x4s"0
,Senate Chamber, Wa8hingon, D. 0.
DEAR SENATOR: In drawing the last tax bill, in some way the tax on lubricating oils was not applied to the reclaimers of crankcase drahnings through an
oversight, I am sure.
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This reclaimed oil should be taxed the saine as lubricating oil made frow
crude oil, just the same as tires made from reclaimed rubber bear the same tax
is tires made from new rubber. Unless this Is so the reclahers of crankcase
dralnings bavo an enormous advantage over legitimate manufacturers of lubricating oils from a competitive atandpolnt, and the fact that they go free of tax is
the means of helping breakdown the price structure for all manufacturers of
lubricating oil. I call this :o your attention, and hope that this point may be
corrected In the new bill.
With best personal regards, I am
Very truly yours,
Roy B. JONES.
TAx Loopitoias SnOULn BE PLUGax
Under present law and Treasury regulations, used crankcase oil may be
reclaimed and resold legally in regular trade channels as lubricating oil, without
payment of the 4',i-cents-per-gallon Federal tax.
The cost of collecting used crankcase oil from garages and service stations
amounts to little more than the labor cost involved. The cost of processing is
nominal. In view of low costs of collecting and processing used crankcase oil,
the reclaimer has a decided price advantage.
In all probability the new tax bill will provide for an increase In Federal
tax on lubricating oil. Unless the present law is revised so as to make reclaimed
oil subject to Federal tax, the reclaimer stands to further increase his present
cost advantage. The reclaimer should pay the Federal tax and should be required to properly brand his product as "reclaimed oil," or "a blend of reclaimed
oil," as the case may be. The tire manufacturer who makes a tire from reclaimed
rubber pays the same Federal tax as though he used all new rubber.
Why then should the oil reclaimer have special privilege?
Why under present conditions, when tax Is so vitally needed, continue to permit
legal tax evasion now permitted under present Treasury regulations? Congress
undoubtedly never intended to leave the loophole when writing the original bill.
We urge our Senators and Congressmen to correct this unfair practice in writing
the new tax bill.
"DEMOCRACY
THRIVES WHEN COST OF GOVERNMENT TS JUSTLY DISTl3UIrED

JUNE 15, 1942.
CHARLESTON, W. VA., August 7, 1942.
Senator WALTER F. GEORGo,
Senate Offle Building, Washilngton, D. C.:
The West Virginia Farm Bureau has contacted you on several occasions this
year In regard to various legislation we feel will affect agriculture in West
Virginia. I am again taking the privilege of writing to you regarding another
matter which we hope you will consider.
In 1910 the over-all automotive tax bill paid by West Virginia motorists
reached the staggering amount of $23,173,000.
The significant thing about this tax bill is that the motorist pays these taxes in
addition to all the other taxes levied generally to support the Government.
The farmer Is under a distinct handicap In the State as far as transporting
products by rail and must rely upon trucks to do the job.
It is new proposed to increase the Federal tax on gasoline by 100 percent to a
total rate ot 3 cents per gallon, which would make the over-all gasoline tax rate to
be 8 cents per gallon.
,
We must not retard the progress of food supply. Let's keep our second ry roads
and highways In the best possible conditlop through the revenue afforded us by
our State government. Further increase in Federal tax will bring about further
reduction in State income for roads.
We trust you will do everything in your power to have this leglslation defeated.
WEST VIRGINIA FARM BURtEAU,

E

,ccutire
Seeretary.
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HARMSON OIL CO.,
Milwaukee, Wi8., July 31, 1942.Hon. W. F. G
mOaoE
Chairman, Sentate Finance Committee,
,enatc Building, Washington, 1. 0.
DEAa SENATOR GEoRoE: In the new tax bill now before the Senate Finance
Committee no provision has been Made to place a tax on reclaimed motor oil.
On the other hand It Is our understanding the tax on new oil is to be increased
from 41/2 to 6cents per gallon. Reclained oil Is becoming an increasingly important factor in the petroleum Industry, and if allowed to be sold tax free it
(reclaimed oil) willgrow in importance In view of the greater differential
resulting from the increased tax on new oil.
People engaged in reclaiming waste oil invariably represent it to buyers as
new oil or the equivalent thereto, and sales are made at a price, plus tax. Taxes
so collected, however, lire not returned to the Government. Obviously, therefore, there is a clear case of tax evasion, collecting taxes under false pretenses,
while at the same time legitimate jobbers and marketers of petroleum products
are confronted with unfair competition.
It Is respectfully requested, therefore, that the Senate Finance Committee
as it relates to lubricating oil, whereby any waste oil
amend the new tax bill,
that is cleaned, renovated, or refined for resale purposes will be taxed the same
as new oil, and that those engaged in the business of reclaiming waste oil
should be caused to register and file bond with the Internal Revenue Bureau,
the same as refiners or marketers of new oil. Moreover as a safeguard to the
consuming public we further suggest that it become obligatory for wholesale
or retail sellers of reclaimed oil to properly Identify all containers from which
reclaimed oil is sold, in effect as follows "Oil In thiscontainer is reclaimed
waste oil and sold as such."
A tax on reclaimed oil will correct an existing evil, and at the same time
provide much-needed additional revenue. In view of. the fact that reclaimed
oil is offered as new oil it is doubtful if the question of double taxes enters into
the matter. Favorable action loy the committee in this matter will plug a tax
loophole, and protect marketers of lubricating oil against competition, which
today exists purely at the expense of the other fellow.
Cordially yours,
HARrISON OIL CO.,
JAMES S. HARRISON.,
MEMORANDUM

SUBA(ITTED BY JAmzq

K. PouK, OF

VHITMN,

RANSOM,

COULSON

& GoTz,NEw Yoax CITY, AucUST 15, 1942
SECTION 147, It. li. 7378, MUTUAL INSURANCII COMPANIES

OTHER THAN IFE

Section 147 of the House bill proposes to substitute for existing provisions of the
Internal Revenue Code a new levy ulon the net income of mutual insurance
companies. In the proposed statutory provisions there is a coniplete' departure
from all accepted concepts of mutual insurance and there is attempted to be
!mposed by legislative definition a character to the transactions which constitute
lte mutual insurance enterprise which is directly contrary to fact.
Fundamentally, mutual marine, fire, and casualty insurance is a cooperative
activity having as its sole objective the spreading of the losses of the unfortunate
few who sustain them among all of the nicmnbers at a minimum cost to each
member. The dollars of premium deposit are received and held for the express
purpose of paying the losses and expenses, and for the return to the policyholder
of any remainder. There is no doubt that this excess collection of premium
deposit belongs to the member under universally accepted mutual insurance
the Supreme Court in the case of Pepn Mutual Co.
concepts, In discussing this,
v. Lederer (252 U. S.523, p. 533), stated:
"* * * The thing for which a fire or marine insurance premium is paid is
protection which ceases at the end of the term. It after the end of the term a
part of the premium is returned to tie policyholder, it is not returned as something purchased with the premium, but as a part of the premium which was
not required to pay for the protection; that is, tile expense was less than
estimated."
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In fact, the courts and tb Bureau of Internal Revenue have consistently held
that the return of premium whs not a part of gross income. As stated in the
Mutual Beiefit Life In8. Co. v. lerold (198 Fed. 199, p. 205), the return is in no
eal sense a dividend.
"* * * The term as used Is toehnical and well understood in insurance
circles, and as so understood has a widely different s;gnlflcation from that
ordinarily attached to the word 'dividend'. It operates, as already stated
merely to abate or reduce the stipulated premium called for by the contract
of insurance, to the extent and for the reason that ik has been determined
by experInce that the policyholder paid for his Insurance during the preceeding
year more than it actually cost the company to carry the risk. This excess
payment represents, not profits or receipts, but an overpayment-an overpayment because, being entitled to his insurance at cost and having paid more
than it cost, he is equitably entitled to have such excess applied for his
benefit."
Similar returns of patronage dividends in cooperative nonprofit organizations, other than insurance companies, have similarly h.nen treated, not as a
deduction in the computation of income, but as an exclusion from income in
the first instance. Cf. S. M. 2592-C. B. 111-2238; and G. C. M. 10798, XI-2 C. B.,
p. 58 a copy of which is attached.
No useful purpose would be served by expanding this memorandum by citations from the numerous authorities which are unanimous in their approval
of the concepts of mutual Insurance above indicated.
. The previous revenue acts and the existing provisions of the Internal
Revenue Code are drafted with full recognition of these concepts of mutual
insurance. They recognize that the policyholders ar3 tile prop'letors and
make proper allowance upon the return of the excess premium collections.
Except as to mutual marine insurance companies, they recognize that the
amounts of premium deposits not used during the term of insurance for the
payment of losses and expenses, or returns to polieyhol.lers, but which are set
aside for the payment of future losses and expenses, are capital contributions
by the proprietors and do not constitute taxable income. TLe proposals of
II. R. 7378 are violative of these fundamental concepts of mutual -insurance
and are In direct disregard of the basis upon which the insurance business is
conducted. It will be shown briefly below wherein the present act is violative
of these mutual insurance principles, and corrective suggestions will be made
with respect to taxing provisions, which, it is believed, would not be violative
of basic principles and would produce the revenue needed In the present
emergency.
Fundaamcntal defects of H. R. 7378
In the proposed House bill, section 147 substitutes for section 207 of the code
a new section 207 which computes a taxable net income consisting of tile sum of
(a) a net investment income (b) an underwriting income consisting of net
premiums less (1) losses, (2) expenses, and (3) return of premiums and premiums
contractually fixed to be returned within 5 years. The premiums so returned or to
e returned, however, are to be reduced by tile net investment income after a
" ..
deduction for tentative taxes thereon.
It will be noted i the first place that thisis completely at variance with the
philosophy of mutual insurance. It arbitrarily tags the investment dollar as
first returned to the policyholder, and retains in the corporation tile premium
dollar which is, In fact, returned to the policyholder. The policyholder does not
have the same right to the investment income, as his fundamental right to a
return of the excess deposit of premium. It is tilepremium dollar which is
given back, and hence both In theory and fact the proposed bill is in error. The
effect of this error Is disastrous upon mutual companies. . They are thereby
taxed by tile mechanics of the calculation at a higher rate of tax on receipts
of dividends from domestic corporations, and on interesE from State, municipal,
and Government securities than are any other corporate owners of like securities
I
In thie United States. : . It is submitted that the proposed bill is thus discriminatory and contrary to
fact. It is wholly contrary to the fact In that it earmarks as first returned to
the policyholder the investment Income and as a consequence earmarks as being
withheld premium dollars. These are then characterized is income and subjected to tax. Under universally accepted concepts of mutual insurance the
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returned dollar to the policyholder is, in specie, a return of his premium deposit
and not a distribution of the investment Income dollar. It Is highly discrimilaitory in that the investment Income Is subjected to rates of taxation without regard
to the credits and exemptions to which they are entitled. For examples of tax
computations which establish this discrimination reference is invited to the
illustrations and exhibits received by the Senate Finance C(eilttee in connection,
with the testimony on August 18. 1942, of Mr. A. B. Gruhn.
Suggestions tor basis of taxation
1. Investment income.-A mutual insurance company derives gross income from
its investment of unearned preniut deposits and funds held for expenses and
losses. From this income (usually interest, dividends, and rent) there are
properly deducted the expenses of securing such income to produce a net investmnent income. This i' not, however, a net income of the enterprise since the
underwriting activities must also e considered before any final determination
of the result of operation can be made. When the losses and expenses of underwriting exceed the premium deposits it would appear sound from a practical
standpoint to deduct such losses from the investment income and to treat the
remainder as the net Investment income of the corporation. A mutual Insurance
company as to such remainder of investment income is a corporate recipient of
income substantially as are all other domestic corporations deriving investment
income.
It is recognized that the Bureau of Internal Revenue and the courts have in
the past held that this investment income is (ahead of premium deposits) to be
first applied against the expenses and losses of the insurance operation. (See,
e. g., copy of I. 0. 1050, 0. B. 3-297, attached.)
However, it would appear, at least
during this period of national emergency, that the investment income of a mutual
insurance company could be taxed in a manner comparable to the investment
income derived by other domestic corporations. This may be accomplished If
the current rule (that investment income be first applied against underwriting
losses and expenses) enforced by the Bureau of Internal Revenue be reversed
and the mhore important basic principles of mutual insurance stressed.
The fundamental theory in a mutual insurance undertaking is that the premium
deposit is a trust fund out of which losses and expenses are first paid, and the
remainder of this deposited fund is then returned to the policyholders or is
held for the future payment of losses and expenses. Adhering to this primary
concept, it appears sound for the purpose of this taxing statute, to earmark the
underwriting losses and expenses as first paid out of these premium deposit
dollars. If the prenuiun deposit dollars are insufficient to pay the underwriting
losses and expenses then as a secondary matter resort is had to the net investment income. This is in entire agreement with the fundamental principles of
mutual Insurance and under it the investment income may then be properly
computed and- subjected to tax in the same manner as In the case of any other
corporation deriving Investment income.
It is therefore proposed that the investment net income to the extent not
necessary for the payment of losses and expenses of the insurance operation,
should such losses and expenses exceed the premium deposits, be subjected to
the same tax to which investment net income Is subjected In the hands of all other
types of domestic corporations. 'fo ibat end, our first proposal is, therefore, that
any remaining Investment income, as above described, be taxed in the proposed
Revenue Act of 1942.
2. Underwriting inconte.-With regard to the underwriting income, it would
appear that the fundamental concepts of mutual insurance operations require
that a full exclusion from premium income he recognized for premiums returned
during the current year and for amounts Net aside to be returned to policyholders
after the expiration of their policy term. This latter adjustment is necessary
to reflect within the current year proper allowance for premium deposits to be
returned at the expiration of insurance contracts extending beyond the end
,t '
•
of the. taxable year..
.. It Is further apparent that any amounts of premiutm not used to pay losses
and expenses or appropriated for return to the policyholder and which unused
premiums are retained and held to insure the adequate financial responsibility
of the organizhtion, are, in effect, contributed by proprietors. The policyholders
are the proprietors.
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Under the existing provisions of the Internal Revenue Code, these amounts are
recognized as capital contributions. See Duffy v. Mutual Benefit Life Insurance
(o. (272 U. S.613). Since, however, the policyholders are customers as well as
proprietors of the organization, the amounts held and not returned to the policyholders might be likened to the income which would have been derived in an
identical insurance operation by a nonmutual company. Several factors favor
the taxation of these amounts. There is a need of revenues by ihe Federal Government In this period of national emergency. As far as practicable it Is always
desirable that there be a uniform program of taxation of like activities, whether
they be merchandising or Insurance.
It is therefore proposed that the amounts of premium deposits so retained to
insure the financial stability of the enterprise be treated as underwriting Income
and subjected to the same tax that like income is subjected to In the hands of
other corporations.
Saalticary, basis of taxation
It is, therefore, suggested that in addition to the net Investment income as
above described here be added as income from underwriting sources the not
annual addition to surplus (by whatever name called or however carried in the
records of the company). The combined income should be taxed at the prevailing
corporate rates, giving, of course, proper recognition to the character of the
investment Income, I. e., allowing the customary credit of 85 percent of domestic
corporation dividend receipts and exclusions for nontaxable or partially taxable
interest receipts. While there is justification for comparing investment characteristics of a mutual Insurance company with banks, life insurance companies,
etc., it appears that in view of the fact that the primary activity Is insurance
and the investment activity is Incidental, the capital gains and loss provisions
applicable to other domestic corporations having investment income should be
made applicable to the mutual insurance companies, other than life,
A statutory provision Is herewith submitted for your consideration which Is
believed would effectuate the basis of taxation herein outlined.
WHIM:MAN, RANSOM, COULSON & Go's. •
JAMES K. POLK.
EXHIBIT 1,L

SECTION 147, 11. R. 7378, MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANInS OrIFmA THAN LIFE
Article 51: What included in gross income,

XI-33-5M06
G. C. At. 10798

Revenue Act of 1928
Amounts returned to policyholders by a mutual marine Insurance company
are to be treated for income tax purposes as rebates on premiums, except to the
extent they are paid out of earnIngs'exclusive of premiums. In case the premiums
have been charged off by tile Insured as a business expense, a rebate of any portion
thereof is considered Income.
An opinion is requested whether amounts paid to the policyholders of a mutual
marine Insurance company are to be treated by the policyholders as dividends
(which im case the Insured is a corporate taxpayer would not be reflected In its
net income), or are to Le treated as rebates on premiums and returned as such
for income tex purposes.
In discussing tile nature of the so-called dividend of a mutual life-insurance
company the court, in the case of Fullerv. MetropolitanLife Insurance Co. of New
York (70 Conr., 647, 41 At., 4), said:
"* * * It [tie Insurer] has a sum which Is not needed for the purpose for
vhlich It was paid. This sum is called profits. It is in fact a surplus resulting
from overpayments by policyholders. This surplus Is derived from money paid
by the Insured and received by the company for a particular purpose, I. e.,
providing for cost of Insurance and expense of management. If not needed for
that purpose, It should, In equity, be re turned to the policyholders. They do not,
however, own it, or Wive any legal control over its distribution. Part of It,
indeed, Is derived from contributions of policyholders who are dead; but the
eqilty Is recognized, and It Is the duty of the company, when a surplus Is ascerta'ned, to return such portion as it does not deem proper to keep as a guaranty
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fund to the existing policyholders In equitable (I. e., as nearly as practicable)
proportion to their overpayments or contributions. Such return of overpayments,
whether In cash or by application on future premiums, or by increase of the
amount Insured, Is a dividend. This Is the meaning of dividend, and the only
meaning it has or can have in connection with mutual insurance."
Tile opinion of the court in the case of the New York Iife Insurance Co. v.
Styles (59 L. J. Q. B. 291, L. R. 14, App. Cas. 381) is to the same effect. The
foregoing cases were cited, with approval, by the Federal District Court, New
Jersey, in the case of Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co. v. Hlerold (198 Fed.
-..
199), in which the court said:
"Tie above cases furnish a clear exposition of the nature and character of the
dividends considered In this case. Not only is their reasoning inherently persuasive, hut their authority is enhanced by the fact that there are no conflicting
decisions, or at least none have been brought to the court's attention. * * *
[Affirmed, Hcrold v. Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co., 201 Fed. 918, cert. denied,
231 U. S. 755.]"
It is true that in these cases the court had under consideration the nature of
the so-called dividend paid by life-insurance companies. However, in the case of
the Penn Mutual Life Insurance Co. v. Lederer (252 U. S. 523, T. D. 3046, C. B.
8, 249), the Supreme Court said:
"* * * In a mutual company, whatever the field of its operation, the premium exacted Is necessarily greater than the expected cost of the Insurance, as
the redundancy In the premium furnishes the guaranty fund out of which evtraordinary losses may be met, while in a stock company they may be met from the
capital stock subscribed. It is of the essence of mutual insurance that the excess
in the premium over the actual cost as later ascertained shall be returned to the
policyholder. Some payment to the policyholder representing such excess Is
ordinarily made by every mutual company every year; b't the so-called repaymelt or dividend Is rarely made within tile calendar year In which the premium
(of which it Is supposed to be the unused surplus) was paid. * * *"
The Bureau of Internal Revenue, following the decision of time court In the
case of Niles v. Central Manufacturers' Mutual Insurance Co. (2,2 Fed., 564),
has uniformly held with respect to mutual fire and mutual casualty insurance
companies that it would be presumed that losses and expenses have been paid
out of tile earnings and profits, other than premiums, to the extent of such earnIngs and profits. In this connection see Law Opinion 1050 (C. B. 3, 279), article
1014, regulations 74, and the corresponding articles of prior regulations. . It
necessarily follows that if the earnings, other than premiums, of a mutual lvsurance company exceed the losses and expenses ill a given year, the amount returned
to its policyholders for that year would represent a true dividend to tile extent
that it was paid out of earnings In excess of losses and expenses. It is apparent,
therefore, that the so-called dividend of a mutual property Insurance company,
except under the circumstances noted, does not represent a distribution of earnings as in the case of an ordinary corporation.
It Is accordingly the opinion of this office that amounts returned to policyholders by a mutual marine Insurance company are to be treated for income tax
purposes as rebates on premiums, except to the extent they are pqtd out of earnlngs exclusive of premiums. In case the premiums have been charged off. by the
insured as a business expense, a rebate of any portion thereof is considered
Incomet.

.,

- ,..

.

.

.

C. M. CHAUFST,

(General Counsel,

,

Bureau of Internal Revenue.
S MrION
147, 11. R. 7378, MUTUAL INSURANCHtCOMPANIES
OTHER THAN LiFE
Section 234, article 572: Special deductions
allowed mutual insurance companies.
Income tax-Sections 233 (a), 213 (a), and 234 (a)
of 1918

40-20-1226
L. 0. 1050
13 of the Revenue Act

In determining the amount of premilumi deposits retained by a mutual fire
or mutual casualty company for the paymncnt of losses, expenses, and reinsurance
reserves, it Is to be presumed that losses and expenses have been paid out of
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earnings and profits, other than premiums, to the extent of such earnings and
'I",
....
profits., 0. D. 403 (B ulletin 7-20) overruled. " , k- " - - ..- :.
A question is raised as to the validity of office decision 403.
providesof
1918
Act
of
the
RIlvenue
283
(a)
Section
"That In the case of a corporation subject to the tax imposed by section 280
the term 'gross income' means the gross income as defined in section 213."
with certain exceptions not here material.
"'
'
(Secf~tion 213 provids-'
"That for the purposes of this, title (except as otherwise provided in section
233), the term 'gross income' • "(a) Includes gains, profits, and income derived from salaries, wages, or comijensation for personal service * * * of whatever kind and in whatever form
paid, or from professions, vocations, trades, businesses, commerce, or sales, or
dealings In property, whether real or personal, growing out of the ownership or
bse of or interest in such property; also from interest, rent, dividends, securities,
or the transaction of any business carried on for gain or profit, or gains or profits
,
and income derived from any source whatever * * *",'
Section 234 (a) provides:
"That in computing the net income of a corporation subject to the tax hanposed by section 230 there shall be allowed as deductions:'
"(13) In the case of mutual insurance companies (other thin mutual life
or mutual marine insurance companies) requiring their members to make
premium deposits to provide fok losses and expenses, flere shall be allowed,
in addition to the deductions allowed In paragraphs (1) to (10),* inclusive
(unless otherwise allowed under such paragraphs), the amount of premium
deposits returned to their policyholders and the amount of premium deposits
retained for the payment of losses, expenses, and reinsurance reserves."
In the Office Decision 403, It was ruled that-.
"'The following procedure will be followed in making final audit and assessment of returns of mutual fire and mutual casualty insurance companies, with
reference to the deduction for premium deposits retained for the payment of
losses, expenses, and reinsurance reserves authorized In section 2:4 (a) 13 of
the Revenge Act of 1918.
* "In determining the amount of deduction to be allowed for premium depoSiiS,
retained, a company may begin with the premium deposits written, during Ohe
tax year. -Fron t this amount will be subtracted any portion of such premium
deposits written during the year which ate not retained at the end of the
year. The only portion of such premiums written during the year which may
be considered as retained is that portion in excess of the amounts paid or inourred for Iosses and expenses during the year or returned to policyholders during the year. IIfthere is no such excess, then it Is to be presumed that any
net income or increase in surplus shown by a company is derived, not from
premiums retained but from other sources than premiums.' It is not to be
presumed that in determining the portion of premium income received durthe
Ing tle, year which is retained during the year that payments made 'by
during the year are made out of funds other than premiums. - - i.
compa,4
I "The result of this procedure will be generally that companies, under section
234 (a) 13, will be permitted to deduct their entire premium income and will
generally be taxed upon their remaining income which consists In this class
of companies mainly of interest." (The italics are mine.]
'inc effect of this ruling is that prenilums must be applied to the payment of
losses, expenses, and reinsurance reserves to the extent of such premiums before
recourse is had to income from other sources.
* The principle upon which mutual insuranr.ce is based Is that of furnishing to
policyholders insurance at cost. As said in Penn Mutual Life Insurance Co.
v. Lederer, decided by the Supreme Court of the United States, April 19, 1920
;
. " , , , , t.. ,, ,
' - 1(T . D . 046)"It is of the essence of mnutml Insurance that the excess in the premium over
policyholder."
to
the
returned
shall
be
the actual cost as later ascertained
* See also Mutual Benefit. Life Insurance Co. v. lerold (1098Fed. 199). The
premium deposits are a guaranty fund.. Penn Mutual Life Irsurance Co. v.
Lederer, euprs; Niles v. Central Manufacturers Insurance Co. (252 Fed. 564).
.- i,, ,, :
.
And as said by JudgeMack in the latter case:
the interest earned
- "Purely incidental to the existence of such a fund is'
.,*1
.-4: p r:
thereon."., a-, t,
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The language of section 213 (a) is clearly broad enough to include, and was
intended to include, any dividends or interest earned by premium deposits. - Such
dividends and interest are, therefore, a part of the gross income of mutual fire
and casualty Insurance companies. Paragraph (13) of section 234 (a) of the act
expressly provides for the deduction of the amount of premium deposits retained
for the payment of losses, expenses, and reinsurance reserves"In addition to the deductions allowed in paragraphs (1) to (10), inclusive.".
The intent of this language, it is clear, Is not to deprive mutual insurance
companies of any deduction allowed to other corporations by reason of the deduction allowed under paragraph (13), but to allow them an additional deduction.
Earnings and profits of every corporation are the natural resort for the payment
of expenses on account of losses, and mutual fire and casualty companies afford
no exception to the rule. As further said In 'Niles v. Central
"I
1"
, . 1 .• Manufacturers
".
I "
"
,
Insurance Co., supra: - ' ;
. "While * 0 * the earning of this interest is more clearly foreseen and
contemplated, nevertheless *
less is not 'carried on' for this
incidental profit, which
0Vqo'ecatestoe'Ia
the cost of protection, to
diminish the amount
Ataken
from
the
premium
sits In order to meet
.u
**
losses;
If, then, the
er of a mutual insurance policy Is to celve Insurance at
cost, It is evid
that, before the aqtftaL-qost can be determ
d, the losses and
expenses to t
company must be 1 eed IL
b
e amount of t
earnings (dividends and I erest) of the Ined
r tions
premiums. If ere were any
doubt aria
out of the .g0
ge employed .i the ac that the
ove was the
intent of congress, it.*ouid e remoie~,1y the
ory of the rovision in
question.
lie
eeto
2 (a) of t %Mp
tb- e United
...In t
case of a corpoiti,) .'tq f1 * o rovi
in
Inl
tes, such
act incoe shall be ascertaincdh deddctilng frehe
gro amount of ts Income
receiv
within the year fronm4l soigges"Fir
All the ordinary and 11 ssa
n
pa
thin the yea * *
"Sectd. All los
etually Itld2s
nd-++ rged off within the ye
and not
vompelntted by Insitance 6rptierwise, 1, A# . : Provided further,
t mutual
fire antmutual eniloyers' ,Abillity aa+ mu a'wo£1rnen's compen tion and
mutual
sualty lns. ance qci
mntes r 'Iriu
eir meifters to ma
premium
deposits , provide for oss and pngt aall
t returns Income ny portion
of the pr lum deposes,r Iturned to t'tlipolley elders, ldt shall r irn as taxable Inco
all income eceived by Pttii1. from a oth
sources
s such portions of th premium deposits as
refined bptt] companies for purposes
other than ti -yrnent of losse.and expense and r iurance re
ves: * *
• . Under this
ction all inehf,
9. .ti al fire or casual
company other
than premium
ositM, without any (le u on, constituted t
ble inenme; that
is to L.,y, the ta
a Imposed on the gross-investment In
e plus the portion
of the premiums ret
for purposes other than the pma'nt
of losses, expenses,
and reinsurance reserve
. e effect of the changed
uage u'sed i the Revenue
Act of 1918, Is to make th
anles taxa
all other corporations upon
their net income; and this net in 'iW # Wb determined, as in the case of any
other corporation, by first, making the deductions allowed by the first 10 paragraphs of section 234 (a) and then in addition the deductions allowed by para.:, I
graph (13).- Such is the express provision of the statute. " ' - '"...
Office Decision 403 is accordingly overruled, ard it Is how held that in deter.
mining the ainount of premium deposits retained by a mutual fire or mutual
casualty insurance company for the payment of loses, expenses, and reinurance
reserves, It is to be presumed that losses and expemi$s have been palh out of
earnings and profits, other than premiums to the extent of sudh earnings and
profits.
*'
r
g and

WYVJoHNAoir,

Solioctor of Internal Revenue.-

lhlXunrr (

Siu omIZT AMPI;DMI1T TOS'-no.V 147, H. R. 7378, MAlruAL INsurANCe CoMiANras
Ovnmma TixAsr Lipp,
Szc. 147. MUTUAL INSUtArc GoMPeANIS OTsa''raTrtA L .JFM
(a) ExiEr COMPA~rs.-Section 101 (11) Is amended to read as follows! .
"(11) Mutual hail, cyclone, casualty, liability, or fire Insurance companies or
associations (including Interinsurers and reciprocal underwriters) writing in-
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6urance contracts on a mutual basis, if the mean of the ledger assets held at the
beginning and end of the taxable year does not exceed $100,000."
(b) TAXABLE COMPANiEs.-Section 207 (related to taxation of mutual insurance companies other than life) Is amended to read as follows:
"SEC. 207. MUTUAL INSURANCE COMMANIE (Mieit TITAN LE.
"(a) IMPOSITION OF TAx.-There shall be levied, collected, and paid for each
taxable year upon the net income of every mutual insurance company (other than
a life Insurance company) a tax computed as follows:
"(1) Normal Tax.-A normal tax on the normal tax net income, computed at
the rates provided in section 13, plus
"(2) Surtax.-A surtax on the corporation surtax net Income, computed at
the rate provided in section 15 (b).
"(3) Normal Tax and Corporation Surtax Net Income of Foreign Mutual
Insurance Companies Other Than Life.-In the case of a foreign mutual insurance company (other then a life insurance company), the normal tax net
Income shall be the net income from sources within the United States minus
the credit provided In section 26 (a), the credit provided in section 26 (b), and
the credit for income subject to the tax imposed by subchapter E of chapter 2
provided in section 26 (e), and the corporation surtax net income shall be the
net Income from sources within the United States minus the credit provided In
section 26 (b) (computed by limiting such credit to 85 percent of the net income
reduced by the credit for income subject to the tax imposed by subchapter E of
chapter 2 in lieu of 85 percent of the adjusted net income so reduced), and
minus the credit for income subject to the tax imposed by subchapter E of chapter
2 provided In section 26 (e).
"(4) N19United States Insurance Business.-Foreign mutual insurance companies (other than a life-insurance company) not carrying on an insurance business within the United States sballnot be taxable under this section but shall be
taxable as other foreign corporations.
"(b) DEymisIoN OF macoOMF,rc.-IU the case of au insurance company subject
I
to the tax imposed by this section"(1) Gross Income.-'Gross income' means the sum of (A) investment income
as defined in paragraph (2), (B) underwriting the income as defined In paragraph (4), and (C) all other Items constituting gross income under section 22;
"(2) Investment Income.-'Investment income' means the gross amount of
Income during the taxable year from interest, dividends, rents, and gains from
sales or exchanges of capital assets to the extent provided in section 117, less
(A) losses from sales or exchanges of capital assets to the extent provided in
section 117, (B) investment expenses, (C) real-estate expenses, (D) depreciation,
and (E) interest paid; (F) the amount of the excess of the deductions allowed
under subparagraphs (A), (B), and (C) of paragraph (4) of this subsection,
over the net premiums received;
."(3) Investment Expenses, Etc.-As used in this section the terms 'investment
expenses,' 'real-estate expenses,' 'depreciation,' and 'interest paid' shall have the
same meaning and shall be subject to the same limitations, as in section 201 (c)
(7) (B), (C), and (I), section 201 (c) (6) (A), and section 201 (d) (relating to
life-insurance companies), but sball be computed as if the word 'paid' wherever
it appears therein were 'pald or accrued';
"(4) Underwriting Income.--'Underwrlting income' means net premiums received during the taxable year on insurance contracts plus any decrease during
such year in any of tMe items specified in subparagraph (C) less:
"(A) Losses paid in excess of salvage and reinsurance recoverable;
"(I) Underwriting expenses and loss adjustment expenses paid or accrued;
"(C) The increase during the taxable year iII any of the following items:
(i) unearned premiums; (i1) unpaid losses;
"(D) Dividends and similar distributions paid or apportioned to policyholders out of premium income arid surplus apportioned to policyholders.
Dividends and similar distributions paid to policyholders shall be considered to
be paid first olltof premium income and surplus apportioned to policyholders;
"(5) Net Premiums Received.-'Net premiums received during the taxable
year on insurance contracts' means gross premiums (includig premium deposits end assessments) written or received on insurance contracts less return
premiums and premiums paid for reinsurance. Amounts returned where the
amount is not fixed in the insurance contract but depends upon the experience
of the company or the discretion of the management shall not be included, in
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return premiums but shall be treated as dividends to policyholders under paragraph (4) (D) ;
"(8) Net Iaeone.-'Net income' means the gross income as defined in paragraph (1) of this subsection less the following deductions: '
"(A) All deductions as provided in section 23 to the extent not otherwise
allowed;
"(B) The amount of the net operatflg loss deduction provided in section 23
(s) except that In computing such ded..0ton the terms 'third preceding taxable
year', 'second preceding taxable year', anid 'first preceding taxable year' as used
in section 122 shall not include any taxable year beginning before January 1,
1942; and
"(C) The amount of interest which under section 22 (b) (4) is excluded
for the taxable year from gross income.
"(c) DEDUCTIONS OF FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.-In the case of a foreign corporation the deductions allowed in this section shall be allowed to the extent
provided in supplement I in the case of a foreign corporation engaged in trade
or business within the United States.
"(d) DounLE DEDUCTIONs.-Nothing in this section shall be construed to permit the same item to be twice deducted."
(C) CRoss REFEENCE.-For stamp tax on policies written by foreign insurers,
see section 502 of this act.
C. W. McNEAR & Co.,
Chicago, August 19, 1912.
COMMITrEE ON FINANCE.'
United States Senate, Washington, D. C.
DEAR SInS: We submit for y.,ur consideration the following as a proposed
amendment to section 23 of the Internal Revenue Code, consisting of a new paragraph to be lettered (u), immediately following the present paragraph (t) :
SEC. 23. DEDUII(TIONS FRO 05RSS INcomE.-In computing net income there shall
he allowed as deductions:
(u) PAYMENTS ON PRINCIPAL INDETEESS.-In the case of a corporation or
association furnishing utility service operated exclusively in the public interest,
amounts paid on principal of indebtedness incurred to acquire, improve or extend its utility property, provided no part of its net earnings inures to the
benefit of any private shareholder or member, as such, that all compensation
payments are reasonable and are for services actually rendered, that all net
income or surplus available to pay principal or indebtedness shall be so applied
or set aside for that purpose each year and that as soon as its indebtedness shall
have been paid in full or a sinking fund set aside sufficient for such payment
all of its properties both real and personal shall without cost be transferred to
and become the property of the State or States in which same is located or of
such political subdivision, agency or Instrumentality thereof as may be authorized
by or pursuant to law to accept and operate same for the benefit of the public.
Such deductions from gross Income shall not be disallowed any such corporation or association because it complies with any order, rule, or regulation of any
State or Federal authority or commission having Jurisdiction in !he premises,
or because it accumulates and maintains a reasonable reserve to pay the cost
of renewals and replacements or for any other necessary purpose. No further
deduction for recovery of capital cost or depreciation shall be allowed.
The term "lndel)tedness" as use( it this paragraph shall be construed to inelude nonvoting limited dividend preferred stock (the owners of which are not
entitled or permitted to participate directly or indirectly in the earnings or income thereof upon dissolution or otherwise beyond the fixed dividends thereon)
Issued and delivered at par to pay part of the cost of utility property, which
stock may )e anort!zed and retired in tile same manner as other indebtedness
and payments therefor allowed as deductions from gross income.
ExPLANATION AND PURPOSE

Application.-Thls amendment is intended to clarify tile present provisions of
the Internal Revenue Code together with the Commissioner's rulings relative to
the payment of dqbt out of Income by nonprofit organizations and to make them
clearly applicable to corporations and associations furnishing utility service
which are owned and operated exclusively for the benefit of the public.
7C093--42-vol. 2 ----60
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Principal payments on debts deductible.-The authority to pay debt from operating income without losing tax exemption on such payments is contained in
two rulings of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue. In the ruling In re
Dubuque Bridge Cominassion of Dubuque, Iou'a, it was held that the cost of the
bridge or bridges represented by indebtedness could be recovered from the operating income of the Commission and that (luring the period of amortization of
its indebtedness the Commission would have no taxable income as long as the
net revenues were used for such purposes. The other ruling was In re the AkSar-Ben Bridge Assoeiation of Omaha, which was organized under the laws of
Nebraska to purchase a toll bridge across the Missouri River. The net income
of the association is applied to amortize the Indebtedness of the association
representing cost of the bridge, under an agreement that the bridge will he tollfree when such indebtedness is paid in full. The Commissioner ruled that the
Ak-Sar-Ben Bridge Association was exempt because it was not organized for
profit and was operated exclusively for the promotion of civic welfare an(l for
the benefit of the public. The principal of allowing rmymnents out of income,
on indebtedness incurred by nonprofit organizations only for the purchase of
utility property is recognized in such rulings and, we believe, should be made
clearly applicable by legislative enactment, to nonprofit organizations which
operate utilities.
Necessity for amendment.-It may be argued that if present rulings of the
Commissioner now cover principal payments by such nonprofit organizations as
deductible, why then Is such an amendment necessary. The fmswer was clearly
expressed in a statement of an official who selects and approves the investments
of one of the largest life insurance companies, with whom we discussed this
matter in detail. He stated that although he was convinced such a security
(revenue bonds issued by a nonprofit corporation and secured by the utility
revenues therefrom) would be intrinsically good, both he and the general counsel
of the company, who was in entire accord with the soundr,ess of the reasoning
upon which the present rulings of the Commissioner are based, were definitely
of the opinion that life insurance or trust funds should nmt be Invested in any
such securities unless the tax exemption which assures their amortization was
based upon statutory provisions rather than upon rulings or regulations of the
Commissioner, which might later be modified or revoked. Ile further stated that
although an existing law might in the future be repealed or changed, the fact that
such was the law at the time the security was purchased wolild Justify their
action as trustees In making such investment, whereas they might be criticized
Justly if their action was based only upon administrative rulings which were
later changed or revoked.
To make capital available.-Another purpose of the proposed amendment Is to
make available at reasonable rates the private capital or credit required to finance
the acquisition by nonprofit organizations of utility properties to be owned and
operated In the public interest. We are convinced, as dealers in public securities.
that the enactment of such an amendment will make available the necessary
private capital on advantageous terms, which othewise would not be obtainable.
Nonproflt.-As no pecuniary profit can accrue to any private shareholder or
member as such, it is obvious that it Is impossible for any taxable profit to result
from the operation of such a corporation or association even under existing
statutory provisions.
Reserves.--Faragraph 12 of section 101 now provides that exemption shall not
be denied because of the accumulation of any reserve required by State laws or
reasonable reserve for any necessary purpose. (Yroposed amendment, second
..
sentence).
Holding compante.-Incident to their integration as required by the Holding
Company Act, a considerable number of operating utility companies must be sold
by registered holding companies to provide funds to pay Indebtedness and retire
preferred stock. At the present time the only markets available to liquidate such
holdings under compulsion are the States and their political subdivisions or
agencies or instrumentalities created by the States for such purpose or the investing public by sale and general distribution either direct or through investment
bankers. Recent experience has shown that the latter procedure is not feasible
or advisable under existing adverse conditions.
I Inadequate or complete lack of statutory authority in many States to issue
revenue bonds or to purchase a utility system -as a complete unit often present
insurmountable obstacles to a holding company , in a sale to a State, subdivision,
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or agency thereof. The nonprofit corporation affords to the holding company an
additional market in which to liquidate the securities of an operating utility
which it 4wns and is or may be itequired to sell.
.
It is obvious that nonprofit utility corporations, if enabled by the proposed
amendment to secure the necessary capital on reasonable terms offer a direct and
comparatively simple method of selling and transferring utility properties to
public ownership, to be operated thereafter solely in the public interest, fturnishing utility service at cost.
Indebledness dcfined.---The concluding sentence of the proposed amendment
defines "indebtedness" as including nonvoting limited dividend preferred stock,
principal payments on which shall be deductible. This provision was includeL
only to meet possible situations in which some form of equity financing as a
margin of safety might be required in order to make marketable the balance of
the cost represented by the revenue bonds. A precedeiit for the inclusion of this
preferred-stock provision is found in the second sentence of the present paragraph
12 of section 101.
Loss of revenue negligible.-The income of now privately owned utilities is
taxable. - Many of these utilities, however, either must be sold pursuant to governmental decree or will be sold through voluntary negotiations to municipalities
or other private corporations. If sold to another private corporation income
would still be taxable, while if sold to a public authority, agency, or municipal
authority, the income would be nontaxable. If sold to a nonprofit corporation
as provided in this proposed amendment, there would be no profit or income to
tax as all net profits would be applied to indebtedness, and payments from
income to pay principal of indebtedness incurred as cost of property would be.
deductible. This is no'- the case under municipal ownership and under the two
I
.
Commissioners' rulings as cited. Income from bonds and dividends from prefered stock of such nonprofit corporation would, of course, be taxable.
SAFEGUARDS
AGAINST ABUSER

In order to safeguard against possible abuses the proposed amendment contains
the following provisions:
All compensation for services must be reasonable and not in excess of amounts
usually paid for such services.
No profit may inure to any private shareholder or member as such.
The manner of distribution of net income is specified.
Securities and Exchange Commission.-Under present law security Issues of a
corporation as contemplated must be registered with the Se~urities and Exchange
Commission, and any sale of a property by a holding company must have the
approval of that regulatory body, thereby providing an additional safeguard..
ConzlsMoner of Internal Rcvcnue.-The Commissioner of Internal Revenue
each year will be able to determine from the income-tax returns whether or not
such corporation or association has complied with the terms of the amendment
and If the Commissioner finds that it has not, such corporation or association
will not be entitled to the deductions allowed and its income will be .subject to
I I ., ,
I
taxation.
State utility commissions.-State utility commissions or regulatory authorities
have jurisdiction over and must approve time Issuance of all securities by utility
corporations.
In the drafting of the proposed amendment, attorneys of national reputation,
experienced in the practice of law incident to the issuance and sale of public
securities, were consulted and the provisions therein contained were based upon
their knowledge of the requirements and investment restrictions of the various
insurance companies, and also the viewpoint And attitude of the general investing
th-poposed
I i.
n'
public.
IThe Committeeon Banking and Currency reported favorably pon the proposed
amendment to the Reconstruction Fnance Corporation Act (H. R. 6182). now
pending, which authorizes the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, with the
approval of the Federal Loan Administrator, to make loans to any cooperative,
corporation (including any nonprofit corporation), municipality, State, or political
subdivision * * *, to aid in financing the acquisition of utility properties
provided private capital or credit is not obtainable at reasonable rates.
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For the reasons herein mehtioned, we are convinced that private capital
will be available to such nonprofit corporations only If and when an amendment
such as the one proposed is enacted.
C
Respectfully submitted.
C.
•
.
: ....
C. W. McNE, & Co,,
By 0. 0. MILES.
M.EiZMOY#ANDUM
OF AMERICAN AssocwiaON
AMENDMENT To SEOSION 501 (B)

oF PEOsuNAL FINANCE COMPANIES, R
OF THE

INTERNAL

REv ENuE Conm

L PRELIMINARY ETATEMENT

,Section 501 (b) of the Internal Revenue Code exempts from the definition of a
persona, holding company:
"* * * a licensed personal finance company, under State supervision, at
least 80 percentum of the gross income of which is lawful interest received from
individuals each of whose indebtedness to such company did not at any time
during the taxable year exceed $300 in principal amount, if such interest is not
payable in advance or compounded and Is computed only on unpaid balances."
[Italics supplied.]
Section 182 (a) of the revenue bill of 1942 amends this exemption to read as
follows:
"A licensed personal finance company subject to the supervision of State
authority having supervision over financial institutions, at least 80 percentum of
the gross Income of which Is lawful Interest received from individuals each of
whose lndet) edness to such company did not at any time during the taxable year
exceed $,03 In principal amount, if such Interest Is not payable in advance or'
compounded and is computed only on unpaid balances."- [Italics supplied.]
The only change made by section 182 (a) of the bill with respect to the exemption of personal finance companies Is the substitution of the phrase "subject to
the supervision of State authority having supervision over financial institutions"
for the phrase "under State supervision" in existing law.
The American Association of Personal Finance Companies respeclfully submits that the proposed change should not be made and that the language of
existing law should be retained.
II. DISCUSSION

The proposed change in language should not be made, for the following

reasons:

(1) The limitation Inserted in the bill Is entirely Inappropriate in the case
of personal finance companies. The language of existing law itmiting the exemption to licensed personal ftnance companies under State supervision accurately describes the licensed small loan company." However, the new language, limiting the exemption only to personal finance companies subject to
the supervision of State authority having supervision over financial institutions.
would arbitrarily exclude many bona fide personal finance companies which
meet all the substantive tests t'nd conform to the spirit of the exemption. Thi!
Is because not all States place the supervision of small loan companies In the
administrative oilicial having authority to supervise "financial institutions" In
general.
For example, in California the administration of the small-loan-company law
Is delegated to the Commissioner of Corporations. In Florida the administrative official is the comptroller of the State. In Illinois the administrative
official Is the head of the department of Insurance. In Maryland he is the
administrator of loan laws; and In Ohio he is the commissioner of securities.
In still other States the official having administrative authority .wYer the smallloan laws may be even further removed from the field of supervising financial
Institutions. Thus, In Alabama, the appropriate official is the probate Judge or
commissioner of licenses of the county. In Mississippi the administrative authority Is conferred on the officer of -the city or town where the business Is
sought to be conducted who is authorized to.issue licenses.
The exemption should not depend on the way, in which the State where
such companies operate chooses to organize its adminlstratlve machinery.
What is important is that these companies are subject to State supervision. If
they are, it Is immaterial for tax purposes whether such supervision Is exercled
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by the State official having jurisdiction over financial institutions or by any other
State officer.
(2) There is no reason for making so drastic a change in the law. The
existing provision describing the exempt type of personal finance company*
has been in the law since the Revenue Act of 1938 and no evidence has been
presented that it has been found defective by the Treasury Department.
(3) The change in language was apparently inadvertent on the part of the
draftsmen. There is nothing in the House Ways and Means Committee report
relating to this provision. (See H. Rlept. No. 2333, 77th Cong., 2d sees., pp. 28
ard 135.) Nor does the explanation of the bill by the draftsmen before the
Senate Finance Committee contain any reference to this change (hearings before Committee on Finance, U. S. Senate, 77th Cong., 2d sess., on H. R. 7378, p.
102 (unrevised)). Certainly, if any change of substance had been intended
in this respect, some reference to it would have been made on either occasion.
It is more likely that the change represents a mistaken attempt to conform the
language of the exemption in the case of personal finance companies to that
of the entirely new exemption granted, for the first time in this bill, to Industrial loan and investment companies.
Further evidence that no substantive change was contemplated is that the
proposed amendments made by section 182 (a) of the bill are given retroactive
effect to all years bcglnning after December 31, 1938. The effect of this provision would be to subject, retroactively, to the highly punitive personal holding
company surtax some personal finance companies which had, under the law
applicable to those years, been specifically exempted by the statute. There
Is no other instance in the history of the Federal revenue laws where there
has been a retroactive imposition of a tax more than 3 years after the close
of the taxable year. Certainly no such revolutionary principle would have
been introduced without comment or explanation by the draftsmen.
I1. CONCLUSION
In view of the foregoing it is submitted that the proposed change is unnecessary; arbitrarily discriminates among personal finance companies in essentially the same position; and will tend to defeat the purpose of the exemption.
It should be eliminated from the bill and the language of existing law retained.
Respectfully submitted.
1AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PERSONAL, FINANcE CoMPANIES,
EDGAR F. FowLi, Executive Vice President.
AuGUT 14, 1942.
UNI EJESTATES DEPARTMENT oF AGeici.TUR,
AGRICULTURAL MIAIKTNo ADMINISTRATION,
Wasiington, ).0., August 10, 1942.
1on. WALTER F. GEOROE,

United States Senate.

DFAR SENATOR GEOa0E: Reveille bill, H. It.7378, at present before your com-

mittee for consideration, contains one provision to which we desire to diect
your attention. We have reference to the proposal that there be imposed a 5
percent tax on transportation charges.
Tie Department of Agriculture ordinarily does not concern Itself with revenue
bills, 'ut we feel impelled, In the present Instance, to write you because this particular Item in the pending bill, If enacted, unquestionlbly will have a discouraging effect upon the ready movement of farm products. This latter, we are
certain you will agree, would prove highly detrimental to the present welfare of
.
the country.
The imposition of a tax of this nature would mean that the aggregate transportation expense for the movement of farm products to market would be raised
to a level of approximately 110 percent of the transportation expense of moving
farm J)roducts during tile year immediately preceding March 1942. " ' " ,
On March 2, 1942, the Interstate Commerce Commission issued its report and
order In the proceeding known as Ex Parte 148, Increased Rail Rates, Fares, and
Charges, 1942, in which the Commission declined to grant the petition of the
carriers which sought a 10 percent increase in the existing freight rates. The
Commirision, however, did grant the carriers authority to increase, by 3 percent,
the existing rates on basle or raw farm products, and authorized an increase of
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6 percent in the rates on other farm products, and on all other commodities
generally.
Predicated on the present volume of business, this represents an average in*crease of over 4 percent in the cost of transporting farm products. To superimpose a 5 percent tax upon freight rates, which already average 4 percent or
more above last year's level of freight rates, would represent a freight bill increase of something well above 110 percent of last year's transportation expense.
In making this estimate, we have taken into account the fact that due to the
curtaiuent of boat and barge-line services, as well as the curtailment of motortruck services, our agricultural products today are generally moving over longer
rail hauls than was previously the case, and the rail freight rates are higher,
generally, than thoso ordinarily available via the boat, barge, and truck routes.
* The sizeableness of such an increase, and the gravity of it from the standpoint of its possible effects upon the marketing and distribution of farm products
Is readily understood when it is observed that last year over $800,000,00 was
paid for the movement of farm products, including livestock and their byproducts, to market.
It Is our belief that you will like to have this information before you in connection with your cof, mittee's consideration of the revenue bill, H. R. 7878,
Sincerely yours,
ROY F. HlENDRICKSON,
Administrator.
('ONOlRESS OF TiE UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D. C., August 18, 1942.
Hon. WALThu F. GmonzE,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D. 0.
MY DEARSENATOR GEORGE: I am enclosing herewith a letter received from Mr.
J.J. Deuel, director of the law and utilities department of the California Farm
Bureau Federation, Berkeley, Calif., wherein he has raised certain objections
of the California fruit and vegetable growers regarding certain provisions of
the 1942 Revenue Act (H. R. 7378), which Is now before your committee for
consideration.
You will note that the California Farm Bureau Federation does not complain
about the amount of this proposed tax on transportation charges, but the method
in which it is applied, which will be extremely detrimental to the California
fruit and vegetable growers and shippers.
In view of the comments contained herein, I will be deeply grateful if you
will arrange to have this particular expression of the California Farm Bureau
Federation incorporated in the hearings pending on the 1942 Revenue Act.
Thanking you for your courtesy in this matter, I nra,
Sincerely yours,
A. J. ExL~iorr.
Enclosure.
C3ALIFORNIA FARM BUREAU FEDERATION,
LAW AND UTrLTIES DE-PARTMENT,
Berkeley, Calif., August 12, 1942.
J.
ELLIOTT,
Hon. A.
House Office Building, Washington, D. 0.
.DEAL Ma. ELI.orr: AS you know, when H. R. 7378, the 1942 Revenue Act, passed
the House on July 20, it contained a provision placing a 5-percent tax on all
freight and express charges except thoae for the transportation of coal, where
the tax imposed was a flat 5-cent charge per ton. I .am sure you realize how
this particular tax will prejudice California agriculture and favor those areas
with which we are in competition with our fresh fruits and vegetables, which
you realize constitutes a very substantial portion of the sales and income of
.,. ,
California producers.
,
f
II
. We realize that with the war effort and ever-Increasing cost of government
it In necessary to pay new and Increased taxes. For that reason we do not.
complain about the amount of this proposed tax on transportation charges, but
the method in which it Is applied. We think this proposal should be amended
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while it is pending in the Senate so as to change the tax from a percentage
of the transportation charge to a fixed sum per 100 pounds or ton in order to
make the burden equal on agricultural producers shipping to a given market
I
from various parts of the country.
I As this proposal now stands, a fruit or vegetable grower in California would
pay more than double the amount of tax that would be paid by growers shipping
a car of the same commodity and same weight from other districts with which
we are in competition. We hope you will make an effort in the interest of
agricultural producers In California and other Western States to have the form
of this tax changed so that the burden would be equal on all producers and
shippers of a given commodity.
Yours very truly,
CALIFORNIA FARM BuREAU FEDERATION,
LAW AND UTILITIES DEPARTMENT,
By J. J. DEUEL, Director.
WASHINGTON, D. C., August 20, 1942.
Hon. C. L. STAll,
Chief of Staff, Joint Committee on Internal Revenue,
New House Office Building, Washington, D. C.
MY D& R Sm: The following statement is made in support of my request to
enlarge section 501 of the revenue bill of 1942, now pending before the Senate
Committee qn Finance, to embrace an additional class of taxpayers who have been
subjected to the surtax on "undistributed profits" imposed by section 14 of the
Revenue Act of 1936. I appear in particular for Paris & Mount Pleasant Railroad
Co., a short-line railroad organized under the laws of Texas. In general outline
the facts of this company's case are these:
As the result of net operating loss sustained over a long period of years prior to
1937, the taxable year, this company's capital had been exhausted, which was
neither replaced nor repaired at the beginning or at the close of the taxable year.
As at the beginning of the year 1937 this company had a deficit in earned surplus
and undivided profits of $418,516.69 and at the end of the year it had a similar
deficit of $365,008.46. It has never paid a dividend since it was incorporated in
January 1009.
At the beginning of the taxable year 600 of the company's outstanding bonds,
evidencing an existing, valid liability in the aggregate principal amount of
$600,000, were in default, with interest past due of approximately $592,500. As at
the close of the taxable year there were outstanding and unpaid 592 bonds and
interest coupons, evidencing an existing, valid liability in the aggregate principal
amount of $592,000, all in default, with interest past due of approximately
$603,000. The interest on the bonds was defaulted on January 1, 1925, and principal was defaulted when the bonds matured in 1932.
In his notice of deficiency, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue charged this
company with an undistributed adjusted net income of $68,482.78, and determined
a deficiency in income tax for the year 1937 in the amount of $13,540.88, which
was reduced by the Board of Tax Appeals to approximately $9,700. See board's
opinion, promulgated August 4, 194, attached.
Before the Board of Tax Appeals It was Insisted that the Commissioner had
disregarded legal prohibitions, Federal and State, penal and civil, on payment
of dividends by this company within the taxable year. It was stipulated that
the Paris & Mount Pleasant Railroad, since construction was completed In July
1910, has been continuously operated in intrastate, interstate, and foreign commerce, except between the dates of February 26,1920, and Decemrber 31,1930, when
the railroad was so operated by a receiver, and that it kept its records and reported its income for the taxable year 1937 and prior years according to the
accounting classifications of the Interstate Commerce Commission. On brief it
was insisted that, being an operating common carrier by railroad engaged In interstate and foreign commerce, and therefore subject to the Interstate Commerce
Act, as amended by the Transportation Act, 1920, distribution of earnings of the
taxable year in dividends before this company'e exhausted capital was restored
and its surplus deficit overcome would have been a further liquidation of Its
capital funds contrary to penal restrictions introduced In interstate commerce law
by the Transportation Act, 1920, and since retained in the United States Code as
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section 20a (12), title 49, Transportation, pages 292-293. Thereby it was declared that -to partici*
"* -- * * It shall be unlawful for any officer or director
pate In the making or paying of any dividends of an operating carrier from any
funds properly Included in capital account. Any violation of these provisions
shall be a misdemeanor, and on conviction in any United States court having
jurisdiction shall be punished by a fine of not less than $1,000 nor more than
$10,000, or by imprisonment for not less than 1 year nor more than 3 years, or by
both such fine and imprisonment in the discretion of the court." (Feb. 28, 1920,
ch. 91, see. 439, 41 Stat. 404; 49 U. S.C. A., section 20a (12).)
The Board of Tax Appeals cited in opposition to this contention the cases
of Crane Johnson Co. (311 U. S. 54), and IHelvering v. Northicest Steel Rolling
Mills, Inc. (311 U. S.46), with the comment that In both cases the corporations
had existing deficits and they were prohibited by State statutes from paying
dividends except out of surplus (p. 5), adding that it made no difference "that
the statute which, presumably, prohibited the company from paying dividends,
was a Federal statute."
An interpretation of the national railroad policy Introduced by the Transportation Act, 1920, in Interstate Commerce Law, is contained in P. A P. Ry. Co. v.
0. C. & S. F. By.Co., 270 U. S. 266, 277, where the Supreme Court said:
"By that measure, Congress undertook to develop and maintain, for the people
of the United States, an adequate railway system. It recognized that preservation of the earning capacity, and conservation of the financial resources, of
individual carriers Is a matter of national concern; * * *."
It w't. hths taxpayer's position before the Board of Tax Appeals that the
two laws urder review by It--the Transportation Act of 1920 and the Revenue
Act of 193,-though separately made in different moments of timeiand under
distinct and separate exertions of power derived from tihe Constitution, must he
permitted to stand consistently together and be treated as forming in the mind
of the enacting body, parts of a connected whole in order to give unity and
intelligence to the congressional system of laws. As aptly stated In Black on
Interpretation of Laws,pp. 345-346:
"A legislative act is always to be considered with reference to the preexisting
body of law, to which it is added and of which it is henceforth to form a part.
No law can b viewed in a condition of isolation or as the beginning of a legal
system. Further, it is always to be presumed that the legislature, in drafting
and enacting any l)articular statute, had full knowledge and took full cognizance
of all existing laws on the same subject or relating thereto. And it is a presumption of equal force and applicability that the legislative body did not
Intend to be inconsistent with itself, to keep contradictory enactments on the
statute book, to make unnecessary changes in the existing laws, or to repeal
statutes by mere Impliention."
This principle for construing congressional legislation is exemplified In Apl9eai
of New York, Ontarioand Western Railway Co., I B. T. A. 1172. There the Board
of Tax Appeals held that the Commissioner of Internal Rovenue in assessing taxes
Is not confl,wd to the provisions of the revenue acts alone, but must determine
income-tax liability in the light of other acts of Congress, specifically, in that case,
the Federal Control Act of March 21, 1918, under the provislons4 of which the
Director General of Railroads was required to bear a portion of the tax on the
income of common-carrier corporations subject to the Interstate Commerce Act.
The two acts-relating to railroad control and to raising revenues-the Board
observed, emanated from the same Congress, and the United States "was the same
sovereign, acting through its legislative branch, which provided just compensation
to the carriers for the use of their property in wartime and levied taxes for the
collection of wartime revenues" (p. 1176). Further:
"The Government is an entity. To be sure, it has even in times of peace a multitude of various functions which in time of war are necessarily Increased; but
these functions, however separately carried on, do not render the 'United States
divisible. What it does in one function cannot be presumed, except when unmistakably expressed, to be undone in another function. And this is the effect of
what the Commissioner now contends. * * *" (p. 1180).
Again:
"The Commissioner loohb only to the Revenue Act of 1918 and urges that to
determine tax liability our attention must be confined to the revenue statutes.
The Supreme Court, however, in Evans v. Gore (253 U. S.245), looked beyond the
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revenue act into a separate section of the Constitution to apply an exception of
Judges' salaries contrary to the provisions of tile taxing statute. Consistently
with this it Is well known that the several Liberty Loan Acts relieved the interest
from liberty loans wholly or partially from income tax without anty reference
thereto being found in the contemporaneous revenue acts" (p. 1182).
The Board has followed and applied in subsequent cases the principle of the
New Yoik, Ontario and Western case.
By the law of Texas, the Issuance and execution of bonds and shares o. stock
by Texas railroad corporations are special privileges and franchises, the right
of supervision, regulation, restriction, and control of which, it is declared, have
always been and are now vested in the State government, to be exercised accordtag to the provlsions of article 6520, title 112 (formerly title 94), of the Civil
Statutes of Texas, and other laws.
Other and related laws governing shares of stock of railroad corporations of
the State of Texas penalize the payment of dividends out of any funds other than
actual earnings, the payment of false or fictitious dividends, and the payment of
any dividend when the corporation is insolvent or which would render It insolvent.
I shall undertake to supply any additional data that you may desire and will
outline. And I entertain the hope that Congress will extend the benefits of
section 501 of the pending revenue bill to taxpayers circumstanced as was the
Paris and Mt. Pleasant Railroad Co. in 1937.
Respectfuly yours,
T. D. (GiisHAM.
COMMITvE ON TAXATION,

NEw YOi:K STATE BAn ASSOCLkTION,
Ncew York, N. Y., August 17, 1942.
11011. WALTE4 F. GEOROs,

Cha irman, Finance Committce, United Sltate8 Rcnatc,
Sciuate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
MY)EAR SENAT O OFoER: The committee on taxation of tile New York State
Bar Assoctatm atut0e no appearance at the hearings of the Senate Ynance Committee because of tile s-eat number of witnesses wishing to be heard. An appearanee oin behalf of tile ash,;... ion was made before the Ways and Means Committee by the Honorable John G. Jackson, president of tile association.
I am enclosing the resolutions recently adopted by tile association relating to
Federal taxation and respectfully request that such resolutions and this letter be
made a part of the printed hearings.
In addition to these resolutions adopted by tile association, the committee on
taxation has voted to disapprove tile recommendation of the Treasury, made to
tile Ways and Means Commlitlee, tlt
tile recipient of property by bequest or
Inheritance be required to use the decedent's basis for determining gain or loss
upon the sale or other disposition of such property.
Very truly yours,
WESTON VIMNON, Jr.
closureu.
(Tile resolutions referred to by Mr. Verin
commlittee.)

are oi file with tihe clerk of the

MMIMORANDUM
SUBMITTED IlY TIlE CoMmi'rsvx ON TAXATION, ASSOCIATION OF TUE
BAR OF THI ('ify OF Nmv YORK, WIT1 INSPECT TO H. It. 7378
Tile taxation committee of the Association of the Bar of the City of New
York, after study of the Revenue Act of 1942 (11. It. 7378), as passed by the
House of RepresentatIves, respectfully recommends to the Finance Comillttee
of the United States Senate the following elmanges In said bill:
INCOME TAX
(1) kFction 117-Alihntiy and separate maintenance payments (amending
see. 22 of the Internal Revenue Code).,-This section contains an obvious
error i draftsmanship. The section purports In general to tax the wife on
periodic payments of alimony or sums In 11eu of ilimiony, and to allow the
husband a corresponding deduction of such periodic payments. Lump-sum
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settlements growing out of marital disputes, not being periodic payments, are
not taxehl- to the wife or deductible by the husband. The penulthnate sentence
of the pilposed new code subsection 22 (k) now reads: "An Instalhnent paymeat shall be considered a periodic payment for the purposes of this subseetion if the amount tihereof Is 10 percent or more of such principal sum or if
such principal sum is required, by the terms of the decree or instrument, to
be paid within a period ending not more than 10 years from the date of such
decree or Instrument." To correct this sentence the "ifs" should be supplanted
by the word "unless" or else the word "not" should be inserted after "shall."
Section 117 (d) of the bill adds a sentence to section 22 (b) (2) of the code
which, makes It doubtful whether the proceeds of life insurance taken out
by the husband for the benefit of the divorced or separated wife continue
to enjoy exemption from tax. This doubt should be eliminated by an appropriate amendment. At the same time it should be made clear that the
premiums paid by the husband with respect to such Insurance are taxable
income to the wife and deductible by the husband.
(2) Section 119-Deduction8 for bad' debts, etc. (amcnding see. 23 (Ik)
of the code).--Thls section segregates, for the first time, business and nonbusiness
bad debts and treats the latter as short-term capital losses. The report of the
Ways and Means Committee (No. 2333), assigns as a reason for this distinction (at p. 45), the fact that the present law permits abuse by allowing unlimil'ed deductions for loans to friends and relatives, repayment of which is
miot expected. However, the section as passed by the House goes considerably
beyond the correction of this abuse. It makes the business character of the
debt depend not upon the manner in which the taxpayer acquired it, but rather
upon circumstances existing at the time the debt becomes worthless. Thus,
the report cites as an example (at p. 77) the case of A, an individual engaged
in the grocery business, who extended credit on open account to B in 1941:
"Ii 1942 A sells the business but retains the claim against B. The claim
subsequently becomes worthless in A's ha:ds. A's loss is controlled by the nonbusiness debt provisions. While the original consideration was adva ,ed by A
in his trade or business the loss was not sustained as a proximate incident to
the conduct of any trade or business in which he was engaged at the time the
claim became worthless."
Since A included the income from the sale in his 1t941 income and paid the
ordinnry-not the capital gain-rates of tax thereon, it seems only fair to
allow him an ordinary deduction when the debt became worthless. It is, therefore, suggested that the last sentence of the new subsection 23 (k) (4) of the
code be amended to include in the category of business bad debts debts which
arose in the operation of a trade or business by the taxpayer, as well as debts
the loss from the worthlessness of which is incurred in the taxpayer's trade or
business.
(3) Section 19,9PFiscalyear taxpayers (adding sees. 16 and 108 to the code.This section of the bill restores a provision which was repealed in 1934 because
experience had shown it to be administratively complicated and unworkable.
Admittedly there is some equity to th point that fiscal-year taxpayers in a
period Lf rising tax rates obtain an advantage in that the Impact of the Increased rates upon such taxpayers is delayed. However, the proposed provision
will in some respects tip the scale the other way and put fiscal-year taxpayers
at a disadvantage. For example, many fiscal-year taxpayers will not know the
precise provisions of the law applicable to them until after their fiscal year is
closed and may be prejudiced thereby, whereas -,alendar year taxpayers are
ordinarily in a position to act in the light (,f a law which they know is applicable
to them. This difficulty and others are illustrated in the Senate Finance Committee hearings, pages 78-81. If the House provision is retained, many taxpayers, In order to avoid the uncertainty that would result from not knowing,
before the close of the year, the exact nature of the law applicable, and also
in order to avoid the complicated calculations that must be made under the
provision to ascertain tax liability, will abandon fiscal years which are for them
natural accounting periods and adopt the calendar year. This will cause undue
congestion for accountants and the Bureau of Internal Revenue. On balance,
it seems to us that the considerations of expediency outweigh the immediate loss
of revenue (which willcertainly be made up to some extent later on), and that
the provision should be deleted.
..
..
(4) Section 144-Pension trusts (amcndtng sees. 165 and 23 (p) of the code).This section of the bill contains amendments to the code designed to eliminate
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the abuse of the pension trust and profit-sharing plan as a tax-saving device.
from

However, there Is one amendment which will tend to discourage employers
-creating pension trusts for the welfare of their employees and will thus defeat
the very purpose of the pension trust provisions. The bill amends section 23
(p) (1) (A) of the code so that the deduction for the employer's contribution
to the trust is limited during the taxable year to 5 percent of the compensation
-otherwise paid to the group of employees included therein; the excess over
such 5 percent is to be spread over a period of 5 years commencing with the
year of payment, It Is believed that this limitation will deter many employers
from establishing legitimate pension plans. Five percent of other compensation
will be inadequate to finance an actuarially sound plan In many situations.
For example, where the average age of the employees Included In the group is
fairly high, the proposed limitation would operate to deter the establishment
of a plan or to influence the discontinuance of an existing plan, or to cause the
employer to make the benefits of the plan smaller than they should be to necomplish its purpose. Assume that the amount required to be paid into a plan
annually by the employer is $10,000, and that this represents 10 percent of
the compensation otherwise paid to the employees covered by the plan. Under
the proposed bill the employer's deduction in the taxable year will be ImIted
to $6,000; the remaining $4,000, by reason of not being allowed as a deduction,
will increav., --9' company's tax by, let us say, 90 percent, or $3,600. The plan
has, there .e ost the employer during the taxable year, not merely $10,000,
but $3,600 at,titlonal. It is true that In later years he may get the benefit of
the $4,000 excess, provided he has profits for such later years. However, the
immediate loss of cash would probably influence many employers to abandon
legitimate pension plans. It is, therefore, recommended that the percentage
invitation be increased to a point where it will not discourage the establishment
,.
of meritorious pension plans.
(5) Section 185--Distributionsby personal holding companies attendingg see.
115 (a) of the code).-Section 185 (a) of the bill amends the definition of
"dividend" In section 115 (a) of the code ald of the Revenue Acts of 1936 and
1938, to provide that any distribution to shareholders by a personal holding
company will be considered a dividend. This is a remedial provision designed to
relieve certain personal holding companies which, under existing law, are
perforce subject to the prohibitively high personal holding company surtax
rates, even though they distribute their taxable income to shareholders. The
I-rouse Ways and Means Committee report (at p. 136) specifically shows that
the amendments are not intended to include distributions in complete or partial
liquidation. However, it is doubtful whether the amendments in their present
form clearly carry out this Intent. Since the amendments relate to any distribution by a particular kind of corporation, section 115 might be interpreted
to mean that complete or partial liquidating distributions by such corporations
would not be governed by section 115 (c), relating generally to complete or
partial liqul'lating distributions. In consequence, complete and partial liquidating distributions by personal holding companies might be taxable as ordinary
dividends to shareholders. This unintended result can. be avoided by adding
after the word "distribution" In the first line of each of the amendments in
section 185 (a) the phrase "(not In complete or partial liquidation)." This
clarifying addition should prevent confusion and litigation...
EXCESS-PROFITS TAX

(6) Section 205-Technical amendm-ents made necessary byi change in base for
corporation tax (amending, among other sections, see. 710 (c) of the code).Section 205 (c) of the bill amends section 710 (c) (1) of the code to provide that
In computing the excess-profits credit carry-over, the excess-profits credit and
excess-profits net Income for taxable years beginning in 1940 and 1911 shall be
computed under the law applicable to taxable years beginning In 1942. Unless
amended, this provision will operate unfairly in certain cases where binding elections were made in the light of the then applicable law.
, Various elections were required to be made in excess-profits-tax returns filed
for taxable years beginning in 1940 and In 1941. For example, under section 742
of the code, in the case of a taxpayer which was an acquiring corporation, it was
required to elect In the return whether its average base-period net Income should
be computed under section 713 or section 742.- Under section 216 of the House
bill the new code section 741 provides that an acquiring corporation Is entitled
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to determine its average base-period net income under section 713 or under supplement A without the election being required to be made in the return.
It is apparent that the revisions of the Excess Profits Tax Act of 1940, applicable to returns for years beginning in 1941, and the further revisions proposed
by the Revenue Act of 1942, appieable to returns for taxable years beginning in
1942 (and In part to corporations on a fiscal year basis), have made and will
make substantial changes In the method of computing excess-profits-credit carryover. Assume that a corporation made an election in Its return for the calendar
year 1940, which produced a substantial excess-profits carry-over. Assume further that the recomputation of the excess-profits carryover required by section
710 (e) (1) for the excess-profits-tax return for 1941 and that recomputation
under the same section for the calendar year 1942 result in a greatly diminished
carry-over that would not have been encountered had election for a particular
method not been made In the original return. It appears only equitable that a
recomputation of the excess-profits carry-over under a later law carry with it the
privilege to the taxpayer of applying any method available under the later law
despite the elections made in a return under the prior law.
In order that changes in methods from those elected in the prior years' returns
may not result in a greater carry over than that which would have been available
had the carry-over been permitted to continue without recomputation, it Is suggested that such recomputed carry-over be limited to the amount that would be
available under the elected methods in the returns as originally filed and as
determined by the then applicable law.
ESTATEI
AND 0IFr 'AXES
(7) Section 403-Powers of appointment (am ending sec. 811 (f) of the code);
section 452-Powers of appointment (amending see. 1000 of the code).-Sections
403 (d) and 452 (b) of the bill provide that the amendments relating to powers
of appointment In the estate and gift tax chapters of the code are not to apply
to those types of powers of appointment which are not exercisable in faer of
the donee of time power or his estate, creditors, or creditors of his estate, where
such powers are released before 2 years after the (late of the enactment of the
Revenue Act of 1942. On the other hand, any powers which are so exercisable
will be subject to the new provisions of both the estate and gift tax statutes
unless released on or before the date of enactment of the act.
It is believed that in fairness, the holder of either type of power should have a
reasonable time within which to consider the effect of releasing or not releasing
his power. He should be given time to determine what powers of appointment
he has, the properties involved, the situation of the parties who would receive the
property if he did not exercise the power, and other factors entering into his
decision as to whether he should exercise or release the power.
The House of Representatives Ways and Means Committee believed that 2
years should be allowed the holders of powers of appointment of the first type
to consider and determine these matters. The holder of the second type of power
will be confronted with the same problems. There is no reason why he should
not be given an equal length of time In which to consider what action he should
take.
The result can easily be accomplished in section 403 (d) by striking out the
phrases "which is not exercisable in favor of decedent, his estate, his creditors,
or creditors of his estate" and "and shall not apply with respect to a power to
appoint released on or before the date of the enactment of this act." The corresponding phrases could be stricken from section 452 (b).
Resljectfully submitted.
hA ,RIY J. RUleK, Chairnman,
CAanERY 0'SIEA, Secretary.
STATEMENT OF INTERNATIONAL UNION, UNITED AUTOMOBIL, AIRCaArT & AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT WORKERS OF AMERIcA, CONGRF. S OF INDUSTRIAT. ORGANIZATIONS,
AiBcPavr LOCAL 36,5, ONTRE PENDING REVENUE BIL'
Aircraft Local 36.5 of the Inernational Union, United Automobile, Aircraft &
Agricultural Implement Workers of America, United Automobile Workers, Congresa of Industrial OrganIzations, a labor organization of over 10,000 soldiers of
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production, engaged exclusively In the manufacture of airplanes for the United
Nations, desires to state its position on the bill (H1. H. 7378) now pending before
he Senate Finance Committee after its disposition by the House Ways and Means
Committee. We urge that our proposals and recommendations be given careful
consideration.
In the light of our country's present crisis, the tax program is no longer merely
a matter for the tax experts. If,in the words of Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau, the tax program must be an instrument for victory, then it must be
shaped by the people as a whole and especially by those who must bear the burden
of the victory program. Although we do not claim to be tax experts in the accepted
sense, we have given the matter of the tax program for the Nation careful consideration, and feel that the principles we wish adopted are valid.
The comments we make here will not consist of a detailed analysis of the tax
bill as it left the House Ways and Means Committee. It will concern itself rather
with a statement of needed measures which willremedy the inadequacies which
now exist in the bill,
and will make up the deficit of approximately $2,468,000 in
the total revenue sought by the Treasury Department.
The United Automobile Workers-Congress of Industrial Organizations slogan
of "Victory through equality of sacrifice" is not abstractly founded on principles
of justice, but is a slogan directed toward a program dictated by the demands of
the war and the needs of the people for a decent standard of living, in order that
we may successfully produce in ever-Increasing volume the weapons for victory.
To effectuate such a program, we feel that the following measures should be
adopted:
(1) Personal incomes should be limited to $25,000 after the payment of all
taxes. This proposal, which was advocated by the President, has met with opposition only from those In the higher-Income brackets. To limit personal income to
such a figure during a time of such great crisis is very little sacrifice for t(le
citizens of our country to make, when our boys are fighting and dying in order that
our system of life can continue. This proposal is further validated by tlie facts
of income distribution. The increase In the Nation's total Income which is expected to take place this year will accrue to the benefit of the income groups, in the
upper 25 percent of the population. In other words, those who In the past have
had adequate, and even fabulous incomes, are today absorbing In addition the
main portion of the increase In the national revenue. This increase can and must
be redirected into the Nation's Treasury 1mm
order to help pay for our war program.
The limitation on personal incomes of $25,000 will accomplish that, and raise an
estimated $60,000,000.
(2) Corporate profits must be limited to 3 percent of invested capital. Time
crying need of the hour Is to stop the inflation which Is threatened by the combination of ever-mounting prices and Increased profits, Contrary to the belief
of those who claim that increased wages are the primary cause of the prese -it
inflationary trend, we maintain that unchecked profits play that role, and that
the stabilization of wages along with an effective control of prices and the effective rationing of all scarce commodities is preventing such inflation, "tWages are
being stabilized according to the policy laid down by the War Labor Board;
prices are being fixed and rationing is continually being extended. The last
factor-the limitation of profits-must be taken care of by the tax bill.
It is no argument against such a limitation of corporate prots to say that
business will no longer be able to function. Profits today are not the motive
which basically impels business to operate, and all patriotic executives have
recognized that fact. It Is the preservation of our Nation which is at stake,
and the Ilmitation of profits in the vay we suggest will not hinder that ain
task.
(3) All special privileges provided by tme present system must go.
(a) Thus, the institution this year of the provision for mandatory joint income-tax returns by husband and wife must be effected. The device of filing
separate returns by a husband and wife has been used in the past by families
enjoying a double source of income to evade their just portion of taxation. Its
abolition would yield approximately $420,000,000 in revenue.
(b) The House committee rejected the Treasury's proposal to tax Interest
from all outstanding and future issues of State and local securities, resulting in
a revenue loss of $275,000.000. We believe that the Treasury's proposal should
be adopted, and further Implemented by extending it to all outstanding Federal
issues. The contention that the latter should remain tax-free because issued
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with a promise that they would not be subjected to taxation is untenable, when
the very right to receive income from existing Government securities of ill kinds
Is at stake in the struggle which our comutry Is waging against the Axis Powers.
(4) As in the case of Government securities, the House committee rejected
the Treasury's proposals covering the gift and estate tax, which would increase
revenue by an estimated $309,000,G00. The Treasury's proposals are valid as
far as they go, but we believe that an integrated estate and gift-tax system with
a single exemption of $20,000 and a single set of graduated rates drastically
increased for all brackets, should be adopted. Hundreds of millions beyond the
$309,000,000 proposed by the Treasury could thus be added to the financial
arsenal.
(5) Finally, under no circumstances should a general sales tax be made a part
of the revenue system of our Nation. A general sales tax is unfair, inequitable,
regressive, and would undermine the standard of living of our Nation. A general
sales tax would cut many meager incomes of wage earners below subsistence
r,qutrements and would bear disproportionately on low-income groups whose
incomes are almost wholly spent on consumers' goods. It is completely at odds
with the principle of taxation according to ability to pay.
If these principles are adopted, then the deficiency now existing in the tax bill
can be remedied, the tax program can truly become a democratic one, and the
morale of th working people who have already willingly made so many sacrifices,
only to find no correspondig ones among the high-income groups, can truly be
strengthened for victory.
AL NAsIt,
Legislative Representative.
AUGUST 17, 1942.
___
NEw YORK, N. Y., REH. R. 7378, SE(zmOn
218. PROPOsiNo AMENDMENTS TO CODE SEOTONs 760 AND 761, INvoLTING Ei.FF.cr
UPON THE INVssTED CAPITAL or DErrcIT COM oRmrATONs
A'It
-REOROANIZATION

STATEMENT OF ROBFRT BLOUNT RAI-t,

To (le Chairman, Senate Committee on Finance:
With reference to the conference which you so kindly afforded me this morning
on the above sections of the Hfouse revenue bill, I beg to submit the following for
your consideration:
Pursuant to the definite intent of Congress as shown in Ways and Means Conmmittee report on he Second Revenue Act of 1940, and also in the report of the
Senate Finance Committee thereon, it is now an embedded principle of excessprofits tax law that a deficit in the accumulated earnings and profits shall not be
deducted in determining the statutory invested capital. (See. 30.718-2 (a) of
Treasury Regulations 109.)
This principle, however, has not been carried out with respect to corporations
that are the result of nontaxable reorganizations and which carry on for tax
purposes, under the established reorganization provisions of the Code, the game
taxable corporate entity as the predecessor company or companies, as, for
example, where a company merely changes its domicile from one State to another,
the same business being carried on and the assets and liabilities being taken
over from the old company. The present section 751 of the Code has been interpreted so as to violate these fundamental principles and so as to require in effect
that such deficit be deducted in computing the Invested capital of the reorganized
company, although it appears that such interpretation was actually an afterthought and not the original intention of the Teasury Department.
This result is a glaring Inequity and an unwarranted discrimination against
the company that was forced to reorganize because it had incurred an accumulated operating deficit. Of all companies it Is the least able to suffer such a
reduction In its invested capital; and it would be a flagrant disregard of the
long recognized purpose of the nontaxable reorganization provisions of Code
section 112 to contend that the reorganized company should be considered as a
new, separate, and distinct organization for tax purposes, unrelated to the predecessor company. To the contrary, ever since the reorganizations provisions were
placed in the law a nontaxable reorganization has been considered by the Treasury and by the courts as having no effect for tax purposes; and the transaction
has been treated as a mere matter of form without working any change in substance.
The well known ,Aansome case (60 Fed. (2d) 931: cert. den., 287 U. S. 667)
held that in the case of a nontaxable reorganization the accumulated earnings
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and profits of the original company should carry through to-the successor and
not be frozen as a part of the capital of the successor. This principle will be
Insisted upon by the Treasury as applied to invested capital, with the result that
such accumulated earnings and profits carry-over will be treated separately and
always subject to be diminished by deficits Incurred after the reorganization.
We have then three fundamental premises: (1) That by the express will of
Congress and by Treasury regulation, accumulated deficits shall not reduce invested capital; (2) that nontaxable reorganizations do not result in a new entity
for tax purposes; and (3) that accumulated earnings and profits survive as such
after a nontaxable reorganization. So It is entirely inconsistent for the Treasury
now to propose that the deficit existing before a nontaxable reorganization be.
not carried over separately but deducted from the invested capital. This Inequity, now present In section 751 of the Code, is continued in the proposed section 760, and Is also lurking in the background of section 761 which is so vague
in Its terms as to afford little hope that It will save the reorganized company
from falling a victim to the discrimination described.
Section 761 should be retroactive to January 1, 1940, and should be clarified so
as to assure the reorganized company against such discrimination, which it does
not do in the proposed form. Instead, however, of affordiug such protection, it
grants to the Commissioner a very wide discretionary power through special
regulations to be made by him, and in effect gives him carte blanche to determine
the invested capital after a reorganization as he might see fit.
Sections 760 and 761 have not been properly explained to your committee. At
page 110 of the hearings before the committee they were referred to as purely
technical amendments by the legislative draftsman for the House, with no discusion of their actual effect as applied to deficits and accumulated earnings and
profits in cases of reorganization, But these amendments are not merely technical; they go right to the heart of the invested capital principle which Congress
laid down in 1940. Nor do the sections present such difilculties but that your
committee can readily understand them, and register in your report for the
benefit of the Congress and the public the actual legislative intent of the provisions. You should insist that they be explained to you in relation to the reorganization provisions and to the proposed treatment of accumulated earnings and
profits for purposes of invested capital.
It is respectfully submitted that the new sections 760 and 761 should be redrafted so as to insure that the congressional intent will be carried out by inserting
provisos therein to the effect that in all cases of nontaxable reorganization the
accumulated deficit of the predecessor company shall be carried over separately
to the successor and not dducted so as to reduce the invested capital by an
amount In excess of the successor's accumulated earnings and profits.
Reorganized corporations are not seeking any special privilege. All they ask
Is equality of treatment with unreorganized companies with respect to deficits and
accumulated earnings and profits. In the matter of the equable and uniform
application of tax laws, the criterion -7aswell expressed for the Congress by Mr.
Stain at page 107 of the hearings before your honorable committee in these words:
"So that everybody, every corporation is treated alike under this rule."
Respectfully submitted.
ItoazaT BLOUNT RALUS.

STATEMENT OF W.

I.

DuFF, CHic.\co, ILL, IN CONNECTION WITH PUBLIC UTILITY
TAXATION

I am appearing before this committee on behalf of the firm of Duff & Phelps
as a representative of clients who are investors in public-uIlty securites. I am
the senior partner of the firm of Duff & Phelps, public-utility security analysts,
with offices at 208 South La Salle Strcet, Chicago, Ill. The firm of Duff & Phelps
Is engaged in the analysis and study of public-utility companies and their seeurities for a group of clients, most of whom are institutional investors such as
insurance companies, Investment trusts, educational Institutions, and the trust
departments of bank,,. ' At the present time our clients own a total par value of
public-utility bonds of approximately $1,815,00,000, as well as 'a large amount of
public utility preferred and common stocks which we would estimate at approxiroately $250,000,00O0. These figures cover only our institutional clients and do not
cover other clients whose customers themselves own very substantial amounts of
public-utility securities.
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In our opinIon,, neither our clients nor investors in utility securities, nor
utility companies themselves desire in any way to evadc their responsibilities
in connection with the successful culmination of the war effort. The utility Industry, however, is owned by the Anmerican public, and Its solvency I a matter
of great concern to every investor in its securities, as well as to taxing bodies
and regulating officials and to the large number of people employed in the
industry. Uttilty companies, as well as their investors, are perfectly willing
to pay their fair share of war costs In the form of taxation, but, in our opinion,
the tax bill as passed by the Rouse of Representatives imposes an undue and
unfair burden upon utility companies and their security I , lers because of what
appears to be a failure on the part of the proposed ta. ' "I to take into conbideration the fundamental characteristics of the utility litustry. I think it is
well recognized that It was necessary, in order to finance ' e utility Industry,
to sell senior securities In the forni of debt and preferred ste t and the percentage
of senior securities in the utility field of necessity has tar exceeded that In
industry in general and Is only exceeded In the rallrot I Industry, much of
which Industry has had a notoriously bad financial struet re. I mention especially the capitalization of the utility Industr'y as compar A with other Indus.
tries, as this is directly tied up with the computation under the proposed tax
bill of excess-profits taxes on the so-called invested-capital imethod, whereby only
50 percent of the debt of utility companies is Included as part of invested capital.
This, of course, means that only a portion of the capital actually invested in the
Industry is includible as Invested capital in the computation of excess-profits
taxes. Because of this fact the majority of electric power companies have been
forced to use the average earnings option in calculating excess-profits taxes.
Again, a very considerable degree of unfairness exists in the use of the average
earnings option because of the fact that a substantial portion of the Increase
in net income which has occurred over the base period 193i-39 has been due to a
reduction in interest charges accompanying refunding operations rather than
to any abnormal increase in operating revenues or net operating income due to
war profits. Many utility companies, in carrying out refunding operations, issued
serial debentures or notes to accomplish a reduction in mortgage debt and agreed
to reduce debt through sinking-fund operations. Such serial debentures or bank
loans and sinking-fund payments must be paid off In cash. The tax bill as passed
by the HouSe of Representatives, however, does not make any allowance for this
fact, with the result that if maity companies faced with heavy repayments of debt
do not obtain some relief front Income taxes either through being allowed to take
credit for a percentage of the amount of debt which must be retired or at least
a savings in interest on such debt, many companies are going to be seriously
hampered In servicing their debts and making necessary additions to take care
of expanding business or affording protection to customers requiring power for
essential war production. The Federal Power Commission has issued a number
of orders requiring utility companies to make emergency connections with other
companies and, as a result of these orders, a number of utility companies have
been required to spend substantial sums for additional plant investment which,
in many cases, will not increase operating revenues or earnings.
The utillity Industry is a regulated inustry and this factor in my opinion,
has been almost completely Ignored in the provisions of the proposed lax
bill with respect to excess-profits taxes. Fundamentally, a closely regulated
industry cannot, in general, have true exces, profits, but under the proposed
tax bill very substantial amounts of excess-profits taxes will be levied. The
first reaction of anyone In speaking of excess-profits tax .s in connection with
an operating utility is that earnings are too high an should be reduced,
but this is not the case of the utility industry because of the fact that the
base for computing excess-profits taxes and the base for determining a fair
rate of return on sound property value are so widely different. This condltion arises primarily, I think, because of the fact that in the 1941 tax law
and in the tax bill recently passed by the House of Representatives, excessprofits taxes are computed before, rather than after, normal and surtaxes.
Utility companies and thel-- investors would not have any complaint if utility
companies were allowed to earn a fair rate of return, say 6 percent after
normal taxes, on sound property value, and then pay excess-prolits taxcs at
whatever rate other corporations pay on the remaining amount. However,
whero a tax bill requires the computation of so-called excess-profits taxes
before the deduction of normal and surtaxes, the result is that most utility
companies will not earn ai fair rate of return on sound property value, and
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therefore obviously cannot have excess profits. It has been estimated that
on the basis of the tax bill recently passed by the House of Representatives,
the rate of return on book value of property will be approximately 41
percent in 1942. Testimony has already been introduced as to the impossibility,
under the tax bill as passed by the House of Representatives. of offsetting
either higher taxes or increased costs which might be incurred as a result
of the war edort, through rate increases. When excess-profits taxes of the
type embodied in the, House bill take 90 percent of any Increases which
occur in earnings before taxes, which is the case where a company is subpeet
to excess-profits taxip it is obvious that no relief in the tax burden can be
obtained through inct'-tsed rates and, of course, rate increases are definitely
inflationary and the;pfore run counter to the administration's policy of holding
down the cost of liyi11.
There is one otheipyvry serious aspect to the excessively high tax burden which
would be Imposed onithe utility industry by tax rates embodied in the House bill,
which is tied up wItb the ultimate probable loss of a substantial portion of revenues by the Government through income taxes on utility companies. In 1941
electric utilities aloe ,paid total Federal taxes of approximately $294,u00,00U
according to estimidtuIs made by the Edison Electric Institute. Of this figure,
the largest portion consisted of normal and surtaxes in the amount of $180,000,000,
with the total of normal and excess-profits taxes being around $225,000,000. Of
the balance, about *49,000,000 is made up of the 3%.percent excise tax and
$20,000,000 of other Federal taxes. Based on our study of the effect of the tax
bill recently passed by the House of Representatives, we estimate that for the
electric industry alone the total Federal tax bill in 1942 would be about
$385,000,000. No figures are available on the gas industry, although it is known
that very substantial Federal taxes were paid by that industry. In 1941 the telephone industry paid approximately $130,000,000 in the form of Federal income and
excess-profits taxes and undoubtedly will pay a much larger figure in 1942. As
far as the electric industry is concerned, the present large tax burden, tied up
with the provisions of the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935, which calls
for the divorcement from holding companies of a large number of operating companies, is very definitely leading to the acquisition by municipal or governmental
bodies of many utility operating properties. Since such governmental bodies are
exempt from the payment of Federal taxes, not only income and excess-profits
taxes but taxes based on operating revenues and miscellaneous Federal taxes, the
Federal Government, should this movement continue, will stand to lose a very
substantial portion of present income being obtained from the utility industry.
There has been a number of acquisitions of utility properties in recent months by
governmental bodies, and there are under serious consideration at the present
time a number of other acquisitions.
Irrespective of the merits of public ownership of utility properties, higher
Federal income and excess-profits taxes unquestionably will stimulate the
movement taward public ownership which, in turn, will substantially reduce
revenues of the Federal Government which are now derived from operating
companies. It seems to me that there has been created in this matter a sort
of Frankenstein which will eventually take from the Government a considerable
portion of the $294,000,000 of Federal taxes paid by the electric industry alone in
1941, in which event the loss of such revenue will have to be Collected in some
other manner, which will work great inequities. A solution of this phase of the
problem might be to tax revenue bonds issued by various communities and to
require muicipal bodies owning utilities to make payments to the Federal Government in amounts equal to Federal taxes paid by private utilities. This, however, might be very difficult to accomplish and, likewise, would result In the Impairment of the ability of municipalities and other governmental bodies in meeting debt-service charges, In view of the fact that debt service has been computed,
in issues already sold, on the basis of an assumption that no Federal taxes would
have to be paid by municipalities or other governmental bodies. Should municipalities be forced to pay taxes at a rate equivalent to tax rates being paid bjr
private utilities either substantial Increases In rates charged to consumers would
have to be made by such municipal bodies or debt service could not be met In
many cases.
An excessively high tax burden imposed on the utility industry would 4Uij
opinion, have a number of other serious Implications. , For one thing,, 1,,)Wqld
I think, virtually prevent the carrying out of the Integration provisen5njpfVkt
Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 without very substantial .1"W9
76003-42---vol. 2-67
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investor because of the Impossibility of selling utility properties at reasonable

prices, due, of course, to the impossibility of selling common stocks of operating
utilities to the public at reasonable prices. In this connection we know of no
sale of utility company common stocks of any consequence to the public since the
proposal was made some time ago by the Treasury Department for a tax bill
embodying a 55 percent normal and a 75 percent top excess-profits tax, and, as is
well known, utility common stocks have declined drastically during recent months,
due to proposed tax legislation. Another serious objection to an excessively high
tax burden for utility companies is tied up with the fact that if the public utility
industry is to remain sound a good market must exist for preferred and common
stock equities as, if the industry is to have any growth, it must be able to market
preferred and common stocks at relatively good prices, which it cannot do even
under existing taxes, to say nothing of rauch higher Federal Licome and excessprofits taxes. In connection with equity financing, the Securities and Exchange
Commission since the enactment of the Public Utility Holding Company Act of
1935 lass done an excellent job in promoting sound financing of public utilities
through a program which included periodic reduction of debt and, in many cases,
additional equity financing. Higher Federal income taxes would seriously interfere with tire continuation of this program and would probably result in pressure
being put on the Conunission by utilities to finance additions and betterments
solely through the sale of debt securities. This p 'ogram, of course, would defeat
the sound financing of public utilities which has occurred during recent years.
The utility industry, generally speaking, is not obtaining boom earnings due to
wAr conditions. There has been a considerable increase in the amount of elecIncrease in
tricity sold by utility companies and there ha been a moderate
-operating revenues. Due to the fact that most of the increase in the sale of
customers
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H. DUFF.
Respectfully submitted.
AuousT 13, 1942.
BRPrg RY EARLY .LYMAN GITBERT FOR STANDARD PRESSREDSTEEL C .,
JENKINTOWN, PA.
C.:
To the Finance Committee, United Stales Senate, Washington, D.
and Public
I wish to present to you the effect that the 1942 House revenue bill
Pressed
Standard
upon
Law No. 528 (renegotiation of contracts) will have
Steel Co.
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The application of these two laws to the Standard Pressed Steel Co., even
though they increased their production 600 percent in 1941, all of which entered
into the production of actual engines of combat and machine tools that produced
actual engines of combat, for the year of 1941, would have created an actual
loss of capital.
'-'
It was in the spring of 1940 that the executives of my company visualized the
United States entering the war and took Immediate action to prepare their own
factory and organization for an "all out" in the production of articles entering
into the actual engines of combat. I was told personally by & major in the
War Department that Standard Pressed Steel Co. was the first in the United
States to go on record.
The Standard Pressed Steel Co. is one of many companies with a small capital.
Its entire capital and surplus amounted to $1,365,661 as at January 1, 1941.
By the end of 1941 their activities, in increasing production, had created a debt
of $2,00,000 with commitments for further expansion of its plants aggregating
$hO,000 to $8k0,000.
. The application of the 1942 House revenue bill and Public Law No. 528 to
my company's 1941 activities would have actually reduced its capital and surplus
and at the same time increased their liabilities to at least $3,300,000 with additional commitments aggregating $600,000 to $800,000.
This is a condition no company can withstand.
The Standard Pressed Steel Co. cannot be placed In the same category with
a large company, for the very simple reason that it has an exceedingly small
capital in proportion to its productive capacity and indebtedness. Increased
capacity and indebtedness were created solely for the war effort. , Standard
Dressed Steel Co., with Its net worth of $1,365,651, is producing war goods in
1912 at the rate of $18,000,009 to $20,000,000. Comparing this with 12 steel
companies (Survey of American Listed Corporations, volume 1, of registrants
with Securities Exchange Commission, pp. 69 and 87), the Standard Pressed
Steel Co. should have a capital of approximately $18,0W),000.
Standard's capital produces an exemption so small that, after eliminating items
of expense as disallowed by other sections of the 1942 House revenue bill, there
will be left no exemption whatever.
The articles produced by the Standard Pressed Steel Co. enter lito the production of tanks, airplanes, airplane engines, machine tools, gun mounts, precision instruments ( ,sed by the Navy as well as the Army), and, in addition
thereto, they are major producers of armor-piercing bullet cores and primer
heads for 75 mm. shells.
The proposed excess-profits tax and Public Law No. 528 are, without question,
hampering the war effort. This fact Is clearly proven by the position In which
Standard Pressed Steel Co. finds itself.
It was this year that a bottleneck developed in the production of an article
produced by the Standard Pressed Steel Co., which bottleneck slowed up production of certain engines of war fo' actual combpt. The Standard Pressed Steel
Co. was called upon for an increased production. It was then producing some
50,000,(0) units per month compared to a nominal capacity of some 3,000,000
per month. It was impossible to increase the output without further expansion of
the plant. The proposed excess-profits tax law, afterward enacted by the House
and known as II. R. 7378, made It impossible for my company to further increase
its capacity.
• All of time increased production for the war effort was accomplished without
asking the Governament for any financial assistance whatever.
If ihe excess-profits tax law, as proposed In the House bill, becomes a law
and Public Law No. 528 is not repealed, the Standard Pressed Steel Co. will
be unable to pay Its obligations and will eventually wind up in the bankruptcy
courts.
Yes, it can be said that section 213 of the 1912 revenue bill as passed by the
House amends section 722 of the Internal Revenue Code, giving general relief
in the construction of average base period net income for excess-profits tax purposes. The provisions of this section explore the entire field of economics. The
field of economics is so broad and all embracing that no group of economists will
agree on major points. Who agrees on "a profit cycle," "sporadic and Inter.
mittent periods of high production and protfis"? These subjects are unknown
quantities and cannot be determined. Some answer can be reached by an
arbitrary application by Individuals sitting tin judgment, and yet this section of
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the House bill says, that in arriving at a constructive average base period net
...
fo
t
ta,,
income, there shall be taken into consideration:
"(A) A profit cycle differing materially in length and amplitude from the
.
.
.
.
.
I
.,
I
1
,.
general business cycle,,
"(B) Sporadic and intermittent periods of high production and profits, and
such periods are inadequately represented in the base period."
Those are only two of several such unknown and indeterminable factors included in this section. Such provisions in a tax law only open up many subjects
for litigation, filling the courts, consuming time and effort of people who should
spend that time and effort toward winnitig the war instead of bickering to
"
1
a 1
o
settle accounts.
It appears to me that Public Law No. 528 affects only companies who canafter
their
offices
in
Washington
to
look
not afford to maintain expensive
business affairs in the war effort. The larger.company maintains an office in
the city of Washington and is permitted to deduct such expense. The smaller
company, with insufficient finances to maintain a Washington office, uses the
services of representatives on a fee basis. This cost Is not an allowable deduction to the smaller company. Such provisions in a law undoubtedly hamper
the war effort for the reason that the majority of the production comes from
the smaller companies when taken in the aggregate. The smaller companies
are forced to curtail their efforts or face inevitable ruin.
The excess profits portion of the Revenue bill as passed by the House is
definitely written for companies with large capital in proportion to their
production, No consideration whatever is given to companies such as the
Standard Pressed Steel Co. who, in the production of articles for the war effort
in the year of 1942, are turning over their capital and surplus every thirty working days of a 6-day week as compared to steel companies, hereinbefore cited,
turning over their net worth approximately one time per yeir. Standard
Pressed Steei Co. is not the only company of its size that is accomplishing
such results; therefore, a provision In the revenue bill recognizing such companies will not only act to save the Standard Pressed Steel Co. from the bankruptey courts but other small manufacturers where their invested capital is
,,
small compared to their production and indebtedness.
- In the ease of Standard Pressed Steel Co., they have in their plant machinery
leased to them by the Government, which machinery, having a cost value of
some $7,000 to $8,000 per machine, is being operated alongside of machines
that cost my company $1,500, and yet the production of both machines is
1.
1
comparable.
Had the Standard Pressed Steel Co. made its investment on the same basis
as the Government, their production of war goods would have been approximately 75 percent less than actually produced by them.
The entire production claimed by the Standard Pressed Steel Co. comes from
its own factory. None of it has been sublet to others.
To permit the smaller company to continue in the war effort, meet its obligations, and stay out of bankruptcy, the excess-profilts-tax section of the 1942
Revenue Act must contain provisions recognizing such conditions. It is the
opinion of the Standard Pressed Steel Co. that: A graduated basis of an exemption such as contained in the 1941 Revenue Act should be in the 1942 Revenue
.. . . .
. . : ..
1.
1 1,
Act. -. Public Law No. 528 should be repealed.
There is attached to this brief a schedule showing the applieation of the
1942 House revenue bill and Public Law No. 528 to n~y company's activities
. . . .1. , , ;
, .
.,. 7
-for 194 1. s: ,
, . =t • .- i -,: ,
'Y
-,
Respectfully submitted.
ERYLYMAN GnimmtT.
SCHEDULE OF STANDARD

PRESSED

STEEL CO.

.

,

Nineteen fos-tt-two House revenue bill and Public Law No. 5128superimposed o
1941 activities

Total sales -----------------

-

------.--------------------------

$, a38,,
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Limitation 10 percent of sales (the Vinson Act as amended places an 8
percent limitation)-- --------------------------------------$837,800
Less allowable items of expense (authority-the two laws, Treasury
Decision 5000 and opinion of Comptroller General)
Amortization of war facilities -------------- -------$70, 894
Selling expenses (estimated one-half)--'
"97, 433
Advertising expenses___--------__
.......-94,091
Federal capital stock tax-----7-7--- :
_----------------34,868
Interest on borrowed money.
-19,131
Other disallowable Items, including compensation, cost of
collecting accounts, and certain accounting cost to the
taxpayer proving his income tax position ---------225, 000
•** .541,417
Net income recognized as being available to the contractor (all income
above this to be paid to the Government) -----------------------

296, 883

INCOME SsuaJEr TOTAXES
Income as limited_-----_---------------------------------------Less items of expense disallowed under Public Law No. 528
but allowable for taxes:
Amortization of war facilities -------------- --------- $70, 894
Selling expenses (one-half, estimated) ---------------97,433
94,091
Advertising expenses -----------------------------34868
Federal capital stock tax --------------------------Interest on borrowed money------------------------19,131
Other disallowed items, including compensation, estimated,
allowable
for
taxes
---------------100,000
....
I
1
---Income subject to tax -....
.

------

.

20,

83

416. 417
.

Debit

..None
Cr-edit

Income as limited .
----------------------- -------------------$290, 383
,
I "
Expense Items that must be paid:
Amortization of war facilities --------------------------$70,894 97,433
Selling expenses ---------------------------------------Advertising expenses ---------------------------------94,091
Federhl capital stock tax-----------------------------34, 868
Interest on borrowed money --------------------------19,131
Other disallowed items hereinbeforee described) that must I
_ 225,000
be paid ..........
- -------------------------------541, 417
Net loss

---------------------------------- -------------

245,04

BaIEF ow-EAwmy LYmAN GILaET FrO PRNNSYLvANIA MANUFACTURINo Co.,
.

-

JENKINTOWN, PA.

To the Finance Committee, United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.
I wish to present to you the effect that the 1942 House revenue bill and Public
Law No. 528 (renegotiation of contracts), will have upon the Pennsylvania
Mar afacturing Co.
1, young man, by name, H. Thomas Hallowell, Jr., Invented a machine for
assembling primer heads for 75-mm. shells. The War Department learned of
this machine and Insisted that they be made for the United States Government,
resL1 ting in original contracts for some forty-odd machines at a cost of more
than $&)0,00A.
.
.
.
Each one cf these machines, operated by three men, assembles and Inspects
approximately. 4,000 primer heads per hour, rejecting all imperfect units
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The production (assembly) of primer heads, through the use of these machines, has been increased beyond the possibility of reasonable estimation, when
compared to the hand method of assembly used before the installation of these
machines.
To meet the Government's request for the production of these machines, Mr.
Hallowell, together with friends, organized the Pennsylvania Manufacturing
Co. with $120,000 paid in cash capital and his application for patents. In
addition thereto, they borrowed large sums, as of course, it Is impossible to
complete an $800,000 contract with only $120,000 paid in cash capital.
This machine is truly an art of science, devoted to the war effort, and it
gives my company great pleasure in having made such a large contribution
toward the production of articles entering into actual combat service.
Under the 1942 House revenue bill and Public Law No. 528, the Pennsylvania
Manufacturing Co. cannot make the contribution to the war effort that it
otherwise could and should make.
The paid-in cash capital of the Pennsylvania Manufacturing Co. is so small,
compared to its accomplishments, that the exemption for excess profits tax
purposes, as provided for In the 1942 House revenue bill, is so low that, when
taking into consideration development cost and other items that must be
capitalized or eliminated from cost of operations under the same bill, the
result would be a deficit in its operations, thereby hampering one of the finest
contributions in the production of articles of war.
I
This company was organized in October 1941 and made its plans, both operatIonal and financial, on a fiscal year basis under the 1941 Revenue Act. In
that act, a fiscal year was governed by the revenue law in effect for the calendar
year In which the fiscal year began. The proposal in the 1942 House revenue
bill, to divide fiscal year income tax returns on the basis of the number of
months In each of the 2 calendar years, upsets the entire financial arrangement
of the Pennsylvania Manufacturing Co. for meeting the emergency and making
its contribution to the war effort. This feature of the proposed revenue law
will upset and definitely hamper the company's war effort-a company with
$120,000 cash paid-in capital, to complete contracts of more than $800,000, cannot possibly have financial plans permitting a change, particularly a change so
drastic as proposed in the 1942 House revenue bill.
For the Pennsylvania Manufacturing Co. to continue its contribution to the
war effort
The 1942 Revenue Act should contain: A graduated basis of taxation such as
is In the 1941 Revenue Act, provisions for fiscal year returns to be filed as in
past years, and Public Law No. 528 (renegotiation of contracts) should be
repealed.
Respectfully submitted.
EAxR.Y LYMAN GILBERT.
STATEMENT BY RICHARD If. TYnELL, REPRBEENrINO CHAIN BELr CO. AND GREDE

FOUNDRIES, INC., RE 1942 REVENUE BILL

This statement is presented by Richard H. Tyrrell, of the law firm of Wood,
Warner & Tyrrell of Milwaukee, Wis., general counsel for Chain Belt Co., of
Milwaukee, a Wisconsin corporation, having plants In Wisconsin and Massachusetts, and for Grede Foundries, Inc., of Milwaukee, a Wisconsin corporation,
having plants in Wisconsin. Because I was unable to appear In person before
the committee on the date set, I have heretofore asked permission to submit this
written statement on behalf of the above-named corporations.
I wish to present first a technical amendment to "he revenue act that is required
to remedy an Inequitable situatiua In the taxation of the proceeds of corporate
life insurance.
Corporations frequently carry insurance upon the lives of their important
executives to protect the corporation against loss through their death. Proceeds
of such Insurance are not taxable to the corporate.
Section 22 (b) (2) of the Internal IRevenue Code provides that In the event of
a transfer of a life-insurance policy for a valuable consideration, the proceeds
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thereof received by the transferee (less purchase price plus premiums subsequently paid) are subject to income taxation. Without doubt it was the intent
of Congress to tax the profits from purchases of policies when the transaction Is
entered into for purposes of gain. The courts (for instance, in the ease ot Kag
Plow Co. v. Com4nissioner, 110 F. (2d) 649), have applied this provision to include
a transfer of such a policy in connection with a corporate reorganization where
the officer thus insured continued as an officer of the acquiring corporation, the
latter of which maintains an insurable Interest in bm. I believe that this is
a harsh result, not intended by Congress, and should be corrected by legislation.
As concrete examples, each of Chain Belt Co. and Grede Foundries, Inc., is
confronted with the foregoing situation in cases in which they desire to continue
to carry insurance upon the lives of officers. Each company acquired the business and assets of another corporation pursuant to a reorganization which was
tax free under the reorganization provisions of the Revenue Code (sec. 112).
Among the assets so acquired were life-insurance policies upon the lives of certain
officers of the corporations whose assets were so acquired and which officers continued and now continue as officers of Chain Belt Co., and Grede Foundries, Inc.,
respectively. Under such circumstances It is just as vital to the interests of the
surviving corporation and its stockholders that the corporation be protected
against the loss of the life of an Important executive.
Congress and the Treasury Department have recognized and do now recognize
that the proceeds of insurance upon the life of an employee, which insurance is
taken out and carried by a corporation, are exempt from income taxation. Such
proceeds merely restore in part the loss suffered through the dentil oi the employee. The Government also recognizes the tax-free character of such a reorganization. Mhis sound policy should not be impaired by a judicial construction
of the law which goes beyond the real purpose of that law.
Under such construction, the beneficent purpose of life insurance in the cases
at hand will be wholly lost and there will be no reason for the assignee corporations to continue such policies of insurance upon their important officers. New
Insurance may not be feasible because the officers concerned may no longer be
insurable and in any event the premium cost would be much increased.
There must be many other existing situations of this kind. Such cases and
the cases at hand are entirely different from the case of an assignee who has
speculated in the purchase of an insurance policy where the purchaser has no
insurable interest in the assured. It must be to such a case that the statutory
provision, denying income taxation, was intended to apply.
Inasmuch as governmental policy recognizes that proceeds of real life Insurance,
protecting a corporation against the loss of the service of an officer, should be,
and are, exempt from income taxation and Government policy also recognizes that
certain corporate reorganizations which involve a continuance of financial interest
in substantially the same persons are tax-free transactions, then it seems to
follow naturally that where a lif,-insurance policy Is one of tile assets involved
In the tax-free reorganization, its tax-free status should extend to and vest in
the surviving corporation.
While this technical point may seem minor in comparison with the many larger
problems presented by the 1942 revenue bill, the high rates of that bill emphasize
the Importance of the matter to all corporations concerned.
I believe that the Inequality that results from the situation above described can
easily be remedied by an aniendment to section 22 (b) (2) of the Internal Revenue
Code in form substantially as that annexed hereto which we submit for the consideration of the cotumlittee.
II
THE CHAOS OF RENOIOTIATION

The renegotiation statute of April 28 last 'is producing such confusion on the
part of industry that the war effort, In which industry Is wholeheartedly engaged,
is being hampered and obstructed by lhe appalling uncertainty that confronts
it. No reliable financial statement can be lade for Security and Exchange Commission or for credit purposes. Earnings cannot be distributed because of the
impending fear of recapture 3 years after the war ends, when funds may not be
available. Stockholders will have little if any Income from dividends for tile
payment of taxes or for other necessary purposes. Provision cannot be ilade
for post-war reserves. The futility of this legislation from the Government fiscal
viewpoint should be apparent. Price ceilings apply that Influence reasonable
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profits. Excess profits can be recaptured by taxation without wrecking the economic machinery of Industry. The law should be repealed without delay now
that Its deplorable effect is realized.
.
'
We Invite the attention of the committee to these problems.
Respectfully submitted,.
I I
I..
_
.
..
Rio-ARi H. TYRRLnL.
AUGUST 13, 1942.
PROPOSED AMENDMENT

(To clarify the exemption of proceeds of life Insurance In a tax-free exclaangel
Insert the italicized phrase in the last sentence of section 22 (b) (2) of the
I
Internal Revenue Code as follows:
. "In the case of a transfer for a valuable consideration, by assignment or otherwise (except in a tax-free exchange under section 112), of a life-insurance, endowment, or annuity contract, or any interest therein, only the actual value of such
consideration and the amount of the premiums and other sums subsequently paid
by the transferee shall be exempt from taxation under paragraph (I) o)' this
paragraph;".
AcT OF 1942 By DAVDo ROBERTS, 3R., PRESIDENT,'
AA.
IIERMINOUAM,
BRIIJANT COAL CO.,

TESTIMONY ON REvrNU

M y name is David Roberts, Jr. I am president of the Brilliant Coal Co.
of Birmingham, Ala. I have been engaged in the business of mining coal
In Alabama for 36 years. Your committee has heard much testimony on the
Revenue Act of 1942. I do not propose to discuss theory or measure of taxation other than to say that when proposed corporation normal and surtax
reaches the high figure of 45 percent, and excess-profits taxes the figure of
90 percent, there is imminent danger of crippling industry, and much caution
should he exercised in the determination of what is normal income and what is
excess profits.
I do wish to relate to you how disastrously such measures of taxation will
affect the small company I head. Of course, I realize that our country's
revenue measure in this time of crisis cannot be shaped to meet the need
of one small mining company, but I am quite positive that our position is
not unique, bat is the position of thousands of other small companies. DIscrininatory taxation and injustice will arise through entirely accidental differences in capital structure or previous earning records. Possibly, ruin to
such companies can be avoided by relief provisions entailing an insignificant
loss of revenue to the Federal Treasury.
The. Brilliant Coal Co has operated coal mines in Alabama for 36 years
with modest success. Organized in 196 with $300,000 capital stock, the
capital structure is today unchanged except for the retirement of debt and
accumulation of $180,000 of surplus. No stock has ever changed hands except
by inheritance or family distribution. The majority of the stock is held by
people past middle age. The company has paid dividends regularly for over
25 years, and the income from this source is the major income of the older
stockholders.
The company's most valuable assets are coal lands and lease ,w coal lands
mostly acquired many years ago at prices In no way commensurate with
today's values. The book value of the property in no way reflects today's
value; hence, an exemption from excess-profits taxes based on a fixed percentage of the book value results In an exceedingly low measure of return
on the actual value. We, therefore, take the average earnings for the years
1986 t9 1039 as our exemption. In this period we had 2 bad years. Our
average earnings for the base period were approximately $44,000 as against
an average of $6,000 -for the 25 years ending December 31, 1941, and an
average of $59.000 for the 20 years ending December 31, 1939, this period
including the depression years of the early thirties.
Just what tax problems does this small company face for 192?
For reasons other than the present demand for coal, our earnings for the year
1942 will be quite large when compared to the subnormal average for the base
period. With advancing wages in the coal industry, the cost of loading coal by
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hand, our former method, gradually Increased to such a point that by the end of
1939 we could see that continued operations under this im~thod would be hupostible.' Therefore, in 1940 and 1941 we spent large amounts of money mechanizing
our mines. The results from the mechanization have been good. 1941 earnings
Increased sharply and 142 will exceed 1941, , ....
We also have today sources of income not enjoyed In the base period. We are
large landowners and have leased ,aome of our hitherto idle lands to other corporations or individuals. , Royalties from these leased lands add to our Income. We
also have today an appreciable sale for old equipment and scrap.
With the increased earnings we face this tax picture: Comparatively early in
the year we had earned our subnormal excess-profits-tax exemption of approximately $54,000. This amount subject to the 45 percent normal and surtax creates
a tax liability of $24,300, leaving us $29,700. Having reached this point we will
operate our mines for the balance of the year at top speed with our earnings subject to a 90 percent tax. The 10 percent we can keep will not replace the equipment we are wearing out. Nothing can replace the coal we are removing from
our properties. We depleted our working capital in 1940 and 1941 to purchase
labor-saving equipment. We are learning handsome profits on this Investment,
but can retain too small percentage of the same to replenish the exhausted working capital. Whe,, our equipment Is worn out as the result of present high-speed
production we will have no funds to purchase new equipment. It is entirely to
our selfish interest to slow up production, or discontinue production for the rest of
the year, but we must continue high-speed production to provide our little proportion of the country's coal.
If we maintain production at the present rate we will mine approximately
300,000 tons of coal in the year 1942 as opposed to an average of 211,000 in the base.
period 1936 to 1939, a 40 to 50 percent increased tonnage. This increased production not only entails the unusual wear and tear on our equipment, but of greater
seriousness to us means an accelerated rate of exhaustion of our coal supply
which, especially in the case of our present most profitable mine, is limited.
Our estimate is that our taxable profits for the year will be $120,000.
Divided for tax purposes:
$54,000 at 45 percent ------------------------------------------$24, 300
66,000 at 90 percent -----------------------------------------59,400
Total taxes -------------------------------------------83,700
Practically 70 percent of income, leaving us $36,300 or 30 percent.
Of the first $54,000 we can retain $29,700, so since we passed that mark some
months ago, we have been wearing out our equipment without retaining earnings
sufficient to replenish the working capital put into this equipment, and with no
possible source of funds to replace this equipment when it is worn out. At the
same time, we have been, and are, shortening our future life and the possibility
of earnings in years to come by exhausting our supply of coal.
The royalties from the lands we have leased te others will fall Into the 90
percent class. We are, therefore, selling our lands at 10 percent of their royalty
value.
We are urged to collect our scrap, old equipment and get It' into the proper
channels for war materials manufacture. We are doing this, but we are
selling it for 10 cents on the dollar.
Summing up, we are in this unhappy position: We must, in good faith,
produce coal, and allow otiters to produce coal from our property, but in so
doing we are destroying our future.
The picture presented above applying to our company applies to thousands
of other small mining companies. To prevent such Injustices I respectfully
sug,-ost the following modifications of the bill:
1. -hat to prevent penalizing the production of coal (I. e., the operator
exhausting his coal and shortening the life of his property without compensation) percentage depletion on both owned and leased lands be retained
in the bill, and that those who in the past did not elect this method be now
permitted to do s,.
2. That to prevent today's reasonable profits being computed as excess,
because of comparison with a subnormal base, the base period 1936-39 be
not made Inflexible. That where any 1 year in the base period shows earnings
substantially lower than the average of the other three, the average of the
other three be used, or the year 1940 substituted for the subnormal year.,
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3. That to prevent discouraging the leasing of coal lands to those who wish
to produce coal from the same the royalties received from leased land be
deducted from total Income when computing excess.profits income. Otherwise
the corporation lessor is selling his coal at 10 cents on timedollar.
4. That to prevent discouraging and penalizing the sale of scrap or secondhand equipment to proceeds of such sales of completely depreciated assets
be not subject to excess-profits taxes.
5. That as a final safeguard against confiscatory taxation the bill provide
an outside percentage figure which all Federal income taxes shall not exceed.
BBILUANT

COAL CO.

DAVTD ROBEaTS,

Jr.,

President.
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